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TO ADVERTISERS. 

An explanation is due to numerous parties icho 

sent their announcements for insertion in this our 

first number. It was most important that ive should 

exhibit to the profession a fair sample of what 

the ‘ Medical Circular ’ will be. Twenty four pages 

would not enable us to do this effectually as well as 

to insert the Advertisements sent. Many of the 

latter, therefore, have been reluctantly omitted. 

otice.:—The London and Pro- 
VINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, 1852, with considerable 

additions, is no#ready. Any subscriber who may not haver ceived 
his copy is requested to intimate the fame to the Editors, 4 Adam 
atriet, Adelphi, London. Price to subscribers, 7s. 6d.; to non-sub¬ 
scribers, 10s. __ 

otice.—The Medical Direc- 
TORI1SS for IRELAND and SCOTLAND will be forwarded 

to sub diners by post, free, during the first week in February. 

Fcap. 8vo, 7s. 6d. 

ectures on the German Mineral 
Waters, and their Rational Employment, by Sigismund 

Sutro, M.D. Senior Physician to the German Hospital. 
“ To ihe medical practitioner these lectures will be found invaluable. 

They cofuain by far the best, most condensed, und most practical 
account of the German Spas with which we are acquainte..; more¬ 
over, they are written in a style which renders them agreeable read¬ 
ing.”—Medical Times, December 6tli, 1851. 

London: John W. Parker and Son, West Strand. 

« 

anted, complete Copies of the 
MEDICAL GAZE ITE, the LANCET, and the MEDICAL 

TIMES. Address (stating lowest terms) The Editor of the Medical 
Circular, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

/Chemical Record and Journal of 
\J PHARMACY. The Proprietors of the ‘ CHEMICAL RECORD, 
gratified by the encouragement which this Journal has received from 
the members of the Medical and Pharmaceutical Professions, h tve 
determined on still further adapting its contents to this important 
section of their readers. 

In addition to the current devi lopments of Chemistry, Pharmacy, 
Toxicology, and the Collateral Sciences, arrangements fiave been 
made for the weekly public o ion of two new scries of ar icles: otic on 
the important subject of Public Hy iette, by M. bevy, whose f.tme as 
a Hygienic writer is so well known in every part of the civiliz 'd 
world ; the other on "Poisons, by Professor Orfila. These articles will 
commence on Saturday, January 17th. 

The Editorial articles of the 1 CHEMICAL RECORD’ have taken 
cognizance of all the most important Chemical questions of the day, 
and the specifications of every important chemical patent have heen 
copiously epitomised. 

As a medium of Advertisements the ‘ CHEMICAL RECORD,’owing 
to the numerous cl sses of society whose interest it concerns, presents 
advantages which probably are not exceeded by a y weekly Journal. 
Not only does it circulate largely throughout Europe and America, 
but numbers amongst colonial res.dents some of its earliest sups 
porters. 

20 Paternoster row, January 10, 1852. 

TO THE SURGICAL AND MEDICAL PROFESSION. 

F. Durroch (late Smith) 
• begs to inform the Profession that he con'inues to 

MANUFACTURE SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS of every description, 
and that he lias at ained the highest reputation hy the upprov 1 and 
patronage of the mos: eminent practitioners and le cturers for the im¬ 
provements made in various articles. G. ntlemen favouring him with 
(heir orders may rely on having them instruments finished in the best 
and most mo lent style Surgical and Medical Instruments made to 
drawings, and kept in repair. Established 1798. 'No. 2 New street, 
St Thomas street (near the Hospital), Southwark. 

Superior Dissecting Instruments, and equally moderate in price, 
well worth the ins: ection of the Student. 

SPECULUM ANI, made by W. Durroch, for John Hilton, Esq., may 
be had at a moderate price. 

Several Medical Assistants, with 
or without legal qualifications, may oblain situations by 

applying to Mr Harris, Medical Directory Office, 4 Adam street, 
Adelphi. Apply immediately, in person, between eleven and three 
o’clock. 



A n die wohlloblichen Decanate 
der der Medici’ishen Facultaten, und an Die Dlrectionen 

verschiedenen Heilquellcn Deutschland's. 
Uin die Reationen der Englisclien Arzte mit denen Deutschlands 

zu erleichtern und zu vermehren, hat sich der Herausgeber des Lon¬ 
don Medical Directory und des Medical Circular entschlossen. jalirlieh 
einen genauen Bericht der in den Universitiiten abzuhaltenden Code- 
gien, nebst den betreffenden Professoren mit ihren Titeln, und Wer- 
icen zu veroffentlichen. Es werden dadurch Studirende in den Stand 
gesetzt werden, viel haufiger Gebrauch von den deutschen Universi 
taten zu machen als esbicjetzt geschehen. 

Ferner wiir.schte der Herausgeber die Namen, Qualiflcationen, Titel 
und Werke der deutschen Bade arzte in obigem Directory jahrlich 
zum Besten desenglischen Publicums zu veroffentliihen. 

Er ersucht desshalb die Decanate der medicinischen Facultaten 
und die Directionen der Heilquellen Deutschland ergebcnst, ilim die 
verlangte Auskunft ini Frtihiing eines jeden lahres Znkommen zu 
lessen, und soilten irgend Vera iderungen im Personale vor dem 
Schlusse des Ialu es eintreten, so werden obige Autoritaten dringend 
gebeten, d n Herausgeber gel'alligst sogl ich davon in Kenntniss zu 
setzen. Vongenauen Berichten erwartet er grosse Vortlieile sowohl 
fur die deutschen Universitiiten, & Bade-orte ais fiir das arztliche 
Publicum Englands. 

Man beliebe die gewiinschten Berichte nach dem Office des 
Medical Directory zu senden, for the Editor of the Foreign Depart¬ 
ment, 4 Adam street, Adelplii, London. 

r James’s Fever Powder.—The 
high price at which this Medicine has hitherto been sold, and 

the great demand for it in consequence of the high estimation in 
which it has been held for more than 100 years by the most distin¬ 
guished Medical Men in Great Britain, have tempted several persons 
to offer to the public a spurious and inferior article at a lower price, 
Messrs Newbery pledge themselves that their preparation is made 
according to the original recipe of Dr James, and that it differs es¬ 
sentially in its composition, as well as its effect, from that sold by 
imitators, under the name of Dr James’s; and as a proof that the 
medicines are not identical, sixteen grains of the true James’s 
Powder may be given in a dose, whereas, not more than six grains 
are recommended to be given by the imitators. The price of the 
ounce bottle for dispensing, will be, in future, 9s. instead of 21s., as 
formerly. The genuine has the name “ F. Newbery, 45 St Paul’s,” 
engraved on the Government Stamp. 

ullock’s Semola. — A highly- 
nutritious and very agreeable Food for Infants, Ladies who 

are Suckling, and Invalids suffering from any form of debility. 
This Preparation recommends itself to the Profession by its uni¬ 

form and known composition, and its accordance with established 
physiological principles. It consists of the staminal principle of 
wheat—the gluten—denudpd of starch, as far as possible, to leave an 
agreeable food, adapted to cooking. 

Many leading Physicians and Accoucheurs now recommend it, and 
their report is uniformly most satisfactory. 

For Weakly Children, Mothers who are nursing, and Invalids gene¬ 
rally, it is invaluable. Many infants have been fed on it exclusively 
for some months, and with the best results. 

BULLOCK’S SEMOLA is a most agreeable substitute for grnels: 
it may be cooked in a variety of ways, for which directions are given. 

In Packets, Is., 2s. 6d., and 7s. 6d. 

BULLOCK, Operative Chemist, 22 Conduit street; and may be 
ordered of all Chemists and Druggists, and in the usual way through 
the Wholesale Houses. 

For Varicose Veins and Weak¬ 
ness.—surgical ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature, without the trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong, low-priced article for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful Fabric. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for both Sexes ; those for ladies’ use 
before and af er accouchement, are admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to 
in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post from the Sole Manufacturers, POPE 
and PLANTE, 4 Waterloo place, Pall mall. The Profession, Trade, 
and Hospitals supplied. 

lyTedical Galvanism.-—The most 
_LvJL efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 
the Cure of Disease, is the ELEC l RO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the quality that is essential 
in a Medioal Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of 
Galvanism in ONE direction only.—Manufactured only by HORNE, 
THORNTHWAITE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, Lon¬ 
don. Price SI, 3s., 61, 5s., 81, 8s., and upwards. 

(gentlemen of the Medical Pro- 
A fession and others, who take an Interest in Electricity, are 

respectfully invited to inspect 

THE NEW PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

Invented by Sir J. L. Pulvermacher, of Vienna, which maybe said, 

without exaggeration, to open a new era in the history of galvanism, 
and its applications to medical and other purposes, and have met with 
the most universal approbation wherever they have been produced. 

A Battery of sufficient inten ity to communicate shocks through 
from eight to ten persons, perfectly to contract a limb without any 
sensation of pain, decomposing distilled water, and, in short, produc¬ 
ing all the effects of a powerful voltaic pile of 120 combinations, 
occupies the space of only fifteen cubic inches, the ordinary size of 
a pocket-book! 

They are besides permanently connected and arranged, so as to be 
at all moments read v for instantaneous us-, wherever a cup of vinegar 
can be procured. No cleansing previous to or ajter use required. 

The new principle on which these powerful and portable Batteries 
are constructed, has likewise been carried out in Weak Chain Bat¬ 
teries, for personal use, (weight about two ounces,) which, when 
worn on the body, exercise a mild but continuous 
iufiuciire on the same, of a highly beneficial 
character in many chronic diseases. The effects of these 
small chains can be perceived the moment the chain is applied to the 
body ; and they likewise decompose unacidulated water. 

The apparatus may be freely tested, and a full description of this 
extraordinary invention may he had, at the Dep6t, 103 Leadenhall 
street, City, and 71 Quadrant, Regent street. 

C. MEINIG, Resident Manager. 

This Invention has been illustrated, with success, before the Royal 
College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the Pharma¬ 
ceutical Society, and the Royal British Association in London ; the 
Acidemie Nationale de Medecine, at Paris, on the 1st of April, 1851, 
unanimously voted thanks to the inventor, for the communication 
of the same: and it is already in extensive use in the hospitals of 
London, Paris, and Vienna. 

“I can hardly recommend Dr Pulvermacher's ingenious invention 
too strongly to the use of my medical brethren.”—Extract of Dr 
Golding Bird’s Letter, 29th of August, 1851. Pub lished with his 
kind permission. 

AGENTS IN 

Bath ; Bell & Moody, and Geo. 
Braliam 

Bedford: Th. Ward. 
Berwick: J. Davidson. 
Bideford: Th. Hogg. 
Bridgewater: John Harman. 
Bristol: Ferris and Score. 
Cambridge: J. II. Jones. 
Clifton : Schacht. 
Derby: Jos. Bloor. 
Devonport: T. Heydon. 
Edinburgh : Duncan, Flockart, 

and Co., and J. Mackay. 

Halifax: J. Thomson, Bath 
Parade. 

Huntingdon: J.Provost. 
Liverpool: A. Abraham and Co., 

and J. Baker Edwards. 
Manahtstsr: Jn. Wood and Co. 
Newcastle : Gilpin and Co 
Nottingham: F. Shepperly. 
Sunderland: J. Uitson and Son, 

and J. Dixon. 
Taunton: F. and C. Lake. 
Torquay: Fisher Brothers. 
Warrington : Sam. Webster. 

Droitwich Lunatic Asylum, es¬ 
tablished in 1791. Proprietors, Martin Ricketts, F.R.C.S.E- 

and Sir Chaules Hastings, M.D.—In consequence of the Removal 
of the Pauper Lunatics from tills Establishment to the New County 
Asylum, appropriate arrangements will be made for receiving an 
additional number of second and third class patients. The terms aro 
moderate, and may b3 known by application to the Resident Med'cal 
Superintendent of the Asylum, who will also forward the required 
printed forms and directions for the admission of Patients. 

Broom House, Mansfield, Not¬ 
tinghamshire.—A private Institution for the treatment, more 

especially the cure, of Ladies of unsound mind in the higher and 
middle classes. The principal building is a spacious mansion, sur¬ 
rounded by a garden and pleasure grounds, with ample space for 
varied in and out door amusement and occupation. The Establish¬ 
ment, consisting of two distinct buildings, facilitates the classification 
of the Patients, with accommodations varying with the condition of 
the Invalids, or the wishes of their friends. 

For particulars or terms, which will depend on the accommoda¬ 
tions required, application may be made to Booth Eddison, of Not¬ 
tingham, F.R.C.S., Visiting Surgeon; or tire Resident Superinten¬ 
dent, Broom House, Mansfield. 



Sandywell Park, near Chelten¬ 
ham.—This Institution, for the Treatment of INSANE PER 

SONS OF BOTH SEXES, and of ihe superior classes of society, 
conducted by Dr HITCH, many years Physician to the Gloucester¬ 
shire General Lunatic Asylum. _ 

Of which the Commissioners in Lunacy report, that “Altogether 
“ we have never seen any Private Establishment with which, in 
“point of situation, construction, and means of varied exercise and 
“amusement, we hare had greater reason to be satisfied.’1 

ervous Affections.—Establish- 
MENT for LADIES ONLY.—EARL’S-COURT HOUSE, OLD 

BROMPTON, near LONDON —The attention of those wfm, either 
as Parents, Guardians, or Relatives, are interested in the successlul 
treatment of that melancholy class of cases, in which Derangement 
of the Body has extended to the Mind, is particularly requested to 
the above Institution, which has been expressly established for the 
relief of Females labouring under this malady. The objects of the 
Advertiser, In the aiTangements of her Establishment, are to secure 
as much as possible the domestic comforts and conveniences of a 
home to those committed to her charge, whilst they are, at the same 
time, placed under the most favourable circumstances f r the restota- 
tion of their health. The s tuation rf the Establishment, within easy 
access of the metropolis, and in most salubrious suburbs, surrounded 
by open ground for exercise, is well adapted for the supply of that 
pure air which is so often necessary in Nervous Disease. I he House 
—a we l-appointed mansion, formerly the residence of the great sur¬ 
geon, John Hunter—is fitted up with every convenience for comfort, 
amusement, and recreation. The treatment pursued is that of kind¬ 
ness and forbearance, and the absence of all those measures of painful 
restraint, which are now so justly condemned by all the most enlight¬ 
ened Physicians who have made the study of Nervous Maladies their 
peculiar care The appointments of the household are such, that, 
whilst regularity of habit an l perfect order are secured, the utmost 
attention is paid to the peculiarities of etch individual case, and the 
medical treatment of the inmates is placed under the care of a Phy¬ 
sician of the highest eminence in the management of such cases. 

As proof of the high character of her Establishment, the ability 
with which it is conducted, the comfort afforded to its inmates, and 
the completeness of its arrangements, the Advertiser has great plea¬ 
sure in stating that she has received the most flattering testimonials 
from the following em nent medical men:— 

Sir Henry Halford, late President of the College of Physicians. 
John Howship, Esq., late Member of the Royal College of Sur 

geons, London. 
W. G. Maton, M.D., late Physician to H.R.H. the Duchess of Kent 

and the Princess Victoria. 
W. F. Chambers, M.D., Physician to St George's Hospital. 
M. Ryan, M.D., late Editor of the ‘ London Medical and Surgical 

Journal/ 
G. S Koupell, M.D., Physician to St Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
W. M. Lawrence, Esq., F.U.S., Surgeon to St Bartholomew’s 

Hospital. 
A. Twcedie, M.D., Physician to the London Fever Hospital. 
Heathfield Tapper, Esq., Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, 

and Surgeon to the Kensington Dispensary. 
Joseph Moore, M.D., Member of the Royal College of Physicians, 

London. 
R. ,1. Hooper, Esq., Surgeon. 
Robert Liston, Esq., F.K.S., late Surgeon to the University College 

Hospital, London. 
Ma’thew Bugnall Lefebvrc, Esq., Member of the Royal College of 

Surgeons, London. 
Arrangements exist in the Establishment for securing to Invalids 

all those peculiarities of domestic comfort to which they have been 
accustomed at their own homes, and the terms, which are moder ,te 
for all, are adapted accordingly. As Earl’s-Court House is only within 
a pleasant drive of London, an inspe tion by all those interested in 
such institutions is respectfully invited. 

For terms and particulars, apply to Mrs Bradbury, Proprietor of 
the Establishment. 

he “ GEgle Marmelos,” or Pre¬ 
served Fruit ot the Indian Bael.— Mr KEATING, St Paul’s 

Churchyard, begs to invite the attention of the Medical Profession to 
this elegant and unique prepaiation, which, in the form of an after- 
dinner Preserve, possesses the properties of a Specific for Dysentery, 
without unduly astringing the bowels. Samples may be obtained on 
application. Mr Keating has just received a fresh supply of KOUSSO, 
the price of which is '2s the or.; dose, for adult, \ oz. 

ruO' Price Currents forwarded 
free of Postage, on application, by Messrs HEWLETT and 

GODDARD, Wholesale Druggists, B Arthur street West, Upper 
Thames street, near London bridge, removed from Hatton garden ; 
containing the ready-cash prices for Drugs and Pharmaceutical Pre¬ 
parations of the purest quality. Messrs H. and G. solicit the atten¬ 
tion of the Mcd'cal Profession resident in the Provinces, Infirmary 
Coramiitees, Dispensaries, &c. &c., to the advantages attendant upon 
the above Price Current. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES 

For Ireland and Scotland, 1852. 

Uniform with, and on the same comprehensive scale, as “The 

London and Provincial Medical Directory 

I RELAN D. 

CONTENTS. 

Almanac. 
Local List, whereby the names of the Resident Medica 

Practitioners in Towns and Villages may he at once 
ascertained. 

General List of Names, Addresses, Qualifications, Appoint¬ 
ments, and Published Works. 

Supplemental List, containing the Names of Gentlemen who 
have not made known their Qualifications. 

Continental Directory, with a short Account of the Spas of 
Germany. 

Universities and Colleges for granting Degrees, Diplomas, &c 
Schools of Medicine in Ireland. 
Hospitals and Dispensaries in Ireland. 
Medical and Scientific Societies in Ireland. 
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SCOTLAND. 

CONTENTS. 

Almanac. 
Local List, whereby the names of the Resident Medical 

Practitioners in Towns and Villages may he at once 
ascertained. 

General List of Names, Addresses, Qualifications, Appoint¬ 
ments, and Published Works. 

Supplemental List, containing the Names of Gentlemen who 
have not made known their Qualifications. 

Continental Directory, with a short Account of the Spas of 
Germany. 

Universities and Colleges for granting Degrees, Diplomas, &c. 
Schools of Medicine in Scotland. 
Hospitals and Dispensaries in Scotland. 
Medical and Scientific Societies in Scotland. 
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Obituary. 

i* Harris, Medical Directory 
Office, 4 Admn street, Adelphi, has several Practices for 

Disposal; one in the North of Wilts, 300/. per annum; one in 
Surrey, 150/, capable of increase ; anil one in Cumberland, ne.my 
300/. per annum; besides several others well worthy of attention. 

Allsopp’s East India Pale and 
-LA- other BURTON ALES.—The Public is respectfully informed, 
that the ALES of THIS SEASON'S BREWINGS are now ready for 
delivery, and may he obtained genuine in Casks of Eighteen Gallons 
and upwards, either singly or in any quantity, at their respective 
Stores, as under, where also a list of the Bottlers may be had. The 
Brewery, Burto -on-Trent; 61 King William street, City. London; 
Cook stre< t, Livrpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester ; Royal Brewery, Dudley ; 33 Virginia street, Glasgow. 



Medical Transfer and Partnership. 

30 Buck'ersbury, London. Mr Orridge, Medical Transfer 
Agent, in offering his services to the profession, has the 

honour of being permitted to give reference to the testimony of 
Practitioners of the first respectability in town and country, between 
whom lie has been professionally engaged in matters of Transfer 
and Partnership. 

Mr Orridge’s Agency embraces the Transfer and Valuation of 
every description of Medical Property. 

An Assistants' Registry provided. 
Office hours, Eleven to Four daily. 

General Practice.—A Partner¬ 
ship (with view to ultimate succession), in a practice of high 

respectability, in the immediate vicinity of London, held twenty-five 
years by the Practitioner retiring, and returning full 808/!, per annum, 
is obtainable by a gentleman with adequate qualifications.—Refe¬ 
rences to be exchanged. A premium of pr portionale value will he 
required.—Apply to M. U. C. S., care of Mr Orridge. 30 Bucklersbury. 

r E. E. Barron’s Courses of 
MEDICAL and SURGICAL TUITION, adapted to 

Students preparing fur Professional Examinations, were resumed on 
JANUARY 5. 

One or Two Gentlemen received as House-Pupils. 
15 St Thomas's stnet, Borough. 

uxley’s Surgical Elastic Stock- 
INGS, KNEE-CAPS, ANKLETS, &-c„ still continue to be 

recommended by the faculty in n l cases where a hand; ge to secure 
equal pressure is desirable; they are drawn on like an ordinary 
stocking, and are inexpensive, and peifeetly porous. 

Huxley’s ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, for 
uterine support and hernia, weighing o ly four ounces. Particulars, 
directions tor self-measurement, and the articles tot warded by post, 
on application to Huxley and Co., 5 Vere street, Cavendish square. 

l/foveable Artificial Eyes.—M. 
ILL BOI - SONNE AU'S CHANGE OF RESIDENCE. — M. 
BOBSONNKAU begs to announce to those persons who have the 
misfortune of having lost an Eye, that in consequeme of his success 
in the application of his Artificial Eyes, by his new method, which 
renders thorn moveable, that lie has permanently fixed his residence 
at No. II Princes street, Cavendish square, London. 

D 

HTarratt’s Bandage and Strength- 
J- ENING PLASTER.—This Plaster, from the nature of the 

composition, and the material on which it is spread, is adapted for a 
permanent bandage, as it neither produces irritation of the skin, nor, 
when applied, does heat cause it to lose its adaptation to the pan. 
Having these qualities, it is peculiarly valuable in the treatment of 
ulcerated legs, varicose veins &e., where equal and constant support 
is required. Several of the most eminent surgeons continue to use 
this Pla-ter in their pin tico, preferring it in certain cases to any 
other. It is well suited for exportation to, and use in, warm cli¬ 
mates, tlie high temperature having less effect on it than on any 
other plaster. 

Toe profess on are referred to Messrs Westwoods and Hopkins. 
"Wholesale Druggists.Newgite street, where the Plaster may be had 
in packets, containing three yards, for 2s. 6d., or spread upon skins 
Of chamois leather at 3s. 6d. 

Westwoods and Hopk ns also call attention to their Compound Ad¬ 
hesive Plaster for fractures and wounds, as likewise to their concen¬ 
trated Preparations. Essences, &e. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HATLEY heg to assure the Profession, Drug¬ 

gists, <£c., that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recom¬ 
mended for purity, he tlth, and rea iiness of biting. 

Potter an I Hailey. Importers of Leeches, Turkey Sponge, Herbal¬ 
ists, &c., 6‘» Farringdon market, London. 

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF FORTY YEARS. 

A New Discovery.—Mr Howard, 
d-A- Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introdu ed an entirely 
NEW DESCRIPTION of ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without springs, 
wires, or ligatures They so perfeelly resemble the natural Teeth as 
not to be distinguished front the original by the closest observer: th y 
will NEVER CHANGE COLOUR or DECAY, and will be found 
very superior to any Teet t ever before used. This method dops not 
require the extraction of roots or any painful operation, and will give 
support and preserve TeeTt that are loose, ami is guaranteed to re¬ 
store articulation and mastication ; and that Mr Howard’s improve¬ 
ments may be within the reach of the most economical, ho lias fixed 
his charges at tin lowest scale possible. Decayed Teeth rendered 
sound and useful in mastication. 

52 Fleet street. At home from Ten till Five. 

the 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY OFFICES, 
4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, &c. 

Mr CHARLES JAMES HARRIS 

Having been privileged by the Proprietor of the Medical 
Directory, with a view to tiie convenience of the Profes¬ 
sion, to afford his services to Gentlemen desirous of pur¬ 
chasing or disposing of 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, &c., 

to supply Assistants, or in any way to forward their wishes 
in Medical matters, will be happy to do so on the under¬ 
mentioned terms. In conducting transactions of the above 
description, the strictest secrecy and integrity are at all 
times scrupulously observed by Mr Harris, as well as a 
due regard paid to the interests of those Gentlemen who 
honour him with their confidence; in proof of which, 
reference is kindly permitted to parties for whom he has 
transacted business. 

The enormous correspondence involved in the compil itlnn of the 
Medicai. Directory, and the constant personal Intercourse going on 
with members of the Profession in nil parts of the Kingdom, offer 
unrivalled advantages for making known their wishes in regard to 
the transfer of lled'cil Property. In availing himself of these ad¬ 
vantages, Mr Harris pledges liimse’f to undertake no matter of bu¬ 
siness that will not bear tue strictest Investig ition ; for Ills aim is, 
u'timately. to become the centre of confidential communication to 
the Me-ii -al Profession. To attain this en 1 he hopes — 

First. That no Gentleman will communicate to him the particulars 
of a Practice that is not bond fide and iu every rospect open to inves- 
tigation. 

Secondly. That nothing may he entrusted to him that is in the 
hands of any Agent. 

Thirdly. Gentlemen wishing to purchase a Practice are requ ‘s'ed 
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ADDRESS TO THE READER. 

“The mind is made wealthy by ideas, but the multitude of words 
is a clogging weight."—Proverbial Philosophy. 

Every man—every book has a special mission,— 

a truth that cannot he gainsaid; what then is that 

of ours P We almost fear to reply, lest we should 

be thought to promise too much, and we would 

rather that our performance should be found better 

than our promise, than that our promise should 

shame our performance. We had learned from a 

long experience in the management of the Medical 

Directory that the profession eagerly desired more 

copious information on the subjects peculiar to 

that work than was consistent with its form; and 

we felt that even our own labours in its pre¬ 

paration would be much facilitated by a more 

frequent communication with the profession than 

was possible under existing arrangements. We 

might not, however, have decided on the present 

form, if we had not, on looking over the field of 

literature, felt assured that there was au opening 

for the establishment of a new Medical Journal 

that should be cheaper, more liberal, more compre¬ 

hensive, and more adapted to the limited opportuni¬ 

ties for reading enjoyed by the busy medical prac¬ 

titioner, than those at present competing for support, 

and we resolved to occupy the ground. 

We are well acquainted with the literary re¬ 

quirements of the medical practitioner. We know 

that thousands of medical men desire information, 

who cannot afford to pay too high a price for 

it, and that there are other thousands who, though 

able and willing to afford a high price for true 

knowledge, are nevertheless reluctant to be taxed 

equally high for the counterfeit. We hope to meet 

the views of both these parties. It is not, however, 

the Medical Practitioner alone who will be benefited 

by this Journal; its extreme cheapness will make it 

equally accessible to the Medical Student, who, 

with a mind highly cultured under the present 

system of professional education, is eager to gain 

a knowledge of the most important facts of medical 

science, but cannot always command the requisite 

pecuniary resources. This publication meets his 

interests, and gives him the opportunity of begin¬ 

ning early to associate his thoughts with his future 

duties, by attaching himself to the literature of his 

profession. 

We trust, moreover, that the publication of this 

Journal will introduce a new era in the style of 

management of our periodical literature. We 

have no jealousies, no fears, no dislikes, and we 

are neither the bigots of party views, nor the 

slaves of repeated pledges. This Journal must 

fiourish, by virtue of its comprehensive justice and 

liberality, for it is our intention to become the 

pioneers of the other Journals, and to reflect their 

varied merits. We do not intend to be their rival, 

but their f riend. We shall advertise their respective 

articles, and do them all the service that increased 

publicity is calculated to afford. Our example 

cannot, therefore, fail to exercise a beneficial influ¬ 

ence on periodical Medical Literature, for the other 

Journals will be forced to see that their honour 

and profit lie in liberality ; and thus, the exclusive 

spirit that has hitherto prevailed will no longer be 

perseveringly maintained. 

While we keep in view these leading principles, 

we shall also supply the profession with a species 

of information hitherto neglected by the existing 

Journals—that relating to the domestic and local 

interests and doings of our brethren, as contrasted 

with the scientific and political. The Medical 

Directories, in short, will be here reproduced on a 

large scale, and the most minute and recent in¬ 

formation on all points for which they are dis¬ 

tinguished will be published in this Journal as it 

transpires. Every member of the profession will, 

by our intervention, be introduced to the rest; and 

the sayings and doings, career and life, of each 

and all will form pleasant and useful reading for 

an occasional half-hour, as well as constitute an 

interesting record for coming generations. 

Th is, then, will be just the work that the Medical 

practitioner requires. When he arrives at home, 

after a long journey over bleak moorland and rugged 

hill-sides, with his mind anxiously brooding over the 

untoward occurrences of some important case, in 

whose issue his own character and a patient’s life 

may be at stake, he is not in a disposition to devote 

the half-hour that he may snatch from toil and 

care to the perusal of a voluminous paper on any 

matter, however interesting in itself, or made so 

from the inscription, in capital letters, of a popular 

name at the top of the column. All that is not 

material to the statement is so much waste of his 

time ; and whilst he is dissipating his attention hi 

reading a needless prologue, he is actually losing 

the opportunity of acquiring a knowledge of what 

may be really useful to him, either in the case 

immediately pressing upon his thoughts, or in the 

general course of his practice. One half-hour lost 

in this way may not be recovered during the whole 

week ; and then another Journal will arrive, bring¬ 

ing with it the same disadvantages and the same 

disappointment. 

The Metropolitan practitioner, though not usually 

travelling over such a wide area as his provincial 

brother, is equally as much occupied by constant 

attendance on numerous patients, who give infinite 

trouble, and provoke an incessant agitation of his 
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thoughts. The weariness of heart incidental to London 

practice embitters yet more the ordinary anxieties 

attendant on our professional pursuits. After a man 

has spent his day in running through ding r streets 

and filthy alleys, reverberating incessantly with the 

hum of the human bee-hive ; after visiting the sick 

in the abodes of suffering and wretchedness, and 

breathing, as it were, an atmosphere of misfortune 

and pain, he is not in a condition to explore the 

new facts or doctrines that may be broached in the 

various lengthy communications that appear in our 

periodical literature. Moreover, if he take in one 

Journal, he does not see the others, and thus is 

deprived of the opportunity of learning much that 

might be useful to him to know. “ Would that I 

had an epitome,—or could only see the Index of 

those Journals !” he might exclaim, and presently 

regard his desire as a hopeless expectation. 

Let him not despair,—here is the work ! 

Collated, arranged, and published in the very best 

style; and easy to read, both as to matter and type, it 

is a directory to everything, either interesting or use¬ 

ful, to which the fortnight has given birth. We have a 

right to say this, because we have spared no pains 

to make the work such as we represent it; and 

we have no doubt that every man who holds it 

at this moment in his hand will pronounce our 

opinion to be justified by the result. 

The extensive circulation which this journal will 

necessarily command, will impose upon us a duty 

that it will be our aim and pride strictly to ob¬ 

serve—that of 'promoting and sustaining a spirit of 

concord, union, and co-operation among the numerous 

members of the several classes of the profession. 

This journal will be pre-eminently a circular for all 

and to all, and while affording such information as 

will induce every man to possess it, it shall 

refrain from abetting sectarian objects, and sti¬ 

mulating transitory passions. This, we promise, 

shall be the rule upon which it shall be conducted. 

It will be our advantage, as our desire, to awaken 

feelings of harmony and goodwill, and to throw 

into the distance as far as possible all those irri¬ 

tating questions that fasten upon the antipathies of 

energetic minds, and vex and divide the profession. 

We believe that the equality so ardently desired 

by some earnest men, is to be realised most effect¬ 

ually by the diffusion of sound knowledge and the 

promotion of sentiments of mutual esteem among 

all classes, for upon no other foundation than this 

can professional equality be durably and safely 

based. The improvement and elevation, then, of 

all classes shall be our aim, and we are satisfied that 

our efforts will be warmly responded to by all the 

liberal-minded and enlightened members of our profes¬ 

sion. 

Will it not be confessed, then, that we have done 

wisely; and that a Journal such as we intend this 

to be is the great desideratum of the profession ? 
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The 18th Vol. of the 1 Transactions of the Provincial 
Medical and Surgical Association ’ has just been published. 
It contains a report on Burns and Scalds, by Mr Crompton. 

Addresses in Medicine, by Drs Cooper and King. Obser¬ 
vations with Hutchinson’s Spirometer, by Dr Hall ; on the 
Prognosis in Mental Disorders, by Dr Conolly ; on Em¬ 
piricism, by Dr Malden ; Elephantiasis of the Scrotum, by 
Mr Isaacson ; Elephantiasis Grsecorum, by Mr Godfrey ; 

on Diseases of the Ear, by Mr Toynbee ; Address in Sur¬ 
gery, by Mr Vallance ; on Mortality after Amputation, 
by Mr James ; an Essay on the present type and character 
of Disease, by Mr Williams. 

MIRROR OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

On the first week in the New Year, the Journals 
come out in their strength. Their principal contri¬ 
butors promise, for weeks beforehand, an article 
for the first number, and it would be deemed most 
ungracious to refuse this favour to the Journal 
whose open pages, for the remainder of the year, 
are a favour to themselves. Hence the New Year’s 
number is usually replete with interest:—distin¬ 
guished names figure at the heads of columns, 
illustrations abound, and extraordinary cases attract 
the eye in every page. 

The ‘ Medico-Chirurgical ’ commences its dis¬ 
sertations with an elaborate review of Paget’s Lec¬ 
ture on Tumours, associated with Rokitansky on 
Cysts. Pull justice is given to the English physio¬ 
logist, who, at any rate, is a worthy compeer of the 
great “ post-mortem maker,” as Rokitansky has 
been called. The reviewer thus sums up Mr Paget’s 
views with regard to the origin of Tumours :— 

“ With regard to the differences of origin of the malig¬ 
nant and non-malignant tumours respectively, Mr Paget 
thinks it unwise to speculate far; hut he considers that we 
arejustihedincomingto this general conclusion—namely, that 
malignant tumours are to be looked upon as local manifes¬ 
tations of some disordered state of the blood, incorporating 
in their tissues peculiar morbid materials which have accu¬ 
mulated in that fluid, and which their growth may tend to 
increase. On the other hand, we can only regard the inno¬ 
cent tumours as the result of some inexplicable error of 
nutrition in the part they affect, and as being only in the 
same measure dependent on the state of the blood as are 
the natural tissues, which require, and may be favoured by, 
the presence of their appropriate materials of nutrition.” 

The phrases “ some disordered state of the blood,” 
in the one case, and “ inexplicable error of nutri¬ 
tion,” in the other, certainly do not tend very much 
to enlighten us on these obscure points. This is a 
specimen of darkening the understanding with words 
without meaning, scarcely becoming a ‘Medico- 
Chirurgical’ reviewer. Neither of these phrases, 
which arc mere expressions of vague conjectures, 
tell us anything about the specific origin of tumours; 
and if we are ‘‘justified in coming to this general 
conclusion,” we are justified in remaining in blissful 
ignorance of the matter. 

With regard to cyst-origin, Paget and Rokitansky 
do not appear to be agreed. Paget considers that 
cysts are transformations of nucleii or cells of the 
part on which they grow, while Rokitansky regards 
them as “ new substantive formations, with a. peculiar 
de'inentury basis.” This difi'erence of opinion the 
reviewer has striven to reconcile, by straining Roki¬ 
tansky’s language in a metaphysical sense ; but the 
effect is not happy. 

In the same number of the ‘ Review,’ there is a 

notice of Dr Robert Lee’s “Analysis of 162 cases 
of Ovariotomy,”—a paper which, when first read at 
the Medico-Chirurgical Society, caused the Doctor 
to lose his temper, and Dr Frederick Bird his man¬ 
ners. Accoucheurs seem to have a strange propen¬ 
sity for a quarrel, and the theatre of the Medico- 
Chirurgical Society has been the scene of many a 
gladiatorial show, which has done no credit either 
to the performers or to the profession. It is time 
that these unseemly asperities were checked by the 
strongly-marked reprobation of the members. The 
reviewer has analyzed the Analysis with judgment 
and fairness. He observes— 

According to Dr Lee, the exact number of operations has 
been 162, of which 61 were fatal; hut correcting this table 
by the addition of Mr Wilson’s 5 cases, the numbers stand 
thus; operations 167; deaths 62. 

In 8 of these patients, the disease was not ovarian; and 
two of them died from the effects of what had been done, the 
third surviving for only a few months. In 3 cases, the 
disease was a fibrous tumour of the uterus; in one instance, 
an enlarged mesenteric gland had misled the operator; and 
in the 4 remaining cases there was no tumour at all. 

The results of these 8 cases, numbered as they occur in 
Dr Lee’s Table, are as follows : 

RECOVERIES. 

No. 1. Fat. 
4. Fibrous tumour of 

uterus. 
5. Fat and wind. 

10. Tumour not found. 
106. No tumour. 

DEATHS. 

No. 7. Fibrous tumour of 
uterus—removed. 

9. Enlarged gland in 
mesentery — not 
removed—died in 
a few months. 

90. Fibrous tumour of 
uterus—removed. 

In 5 of the 8 cases, therefore, whei'e the wound was 
closed on the discovery of the mistake, the patients 
recovered. 

With respect to non-adherent ovarian tumours, in 
which there have been 35 operations, the reviewer 
remarks—• 

Our mortality is therefore reduced to 8 cases out of 35. 
Now, surprising as the statement may he, this cannot he 
considered as an excessive mortality, when compared with 
that of other capital operations. Many more patients die 
after a serious operation, than most persons are aware of. 
We are all disposed to picture the hazards of an operation 
from the results of individual experience, than which nothing 
can be more fallacious. If we estimated the perils of 
lithotomy from its results in the hands of Frerc Jacques, or 
Mr Martineau, we should involve ourselves in great errors ; 
and as an illustration of the variation of individual expe¬ 
rience at different times, we may mention that a distin¬ 
guished surgeon of our acquaintance operated successfully 
for hernia forty consecutive times in private ; but coming to 
operate in an hospital, he lost a great proportion of his 
cases. In Paris, it is said that every second hernia patient 
dies; and this statement would not greatly exaggerate the 
unfavourable experience of English hospitals. Malgaigne’s 
statistics of amputations are well known. Calculating the 
results in 852 cases, he showed that in the whole number 2 
out of every 5 died; while in the case of the removal of the 
lower extremities alone, the mortality was even higher, 
amounting to upwards of a half. It would be easy to prove 
the same thing from other statistics.” 

Among cases in which the tumour was adherent, 
there have been also thirty-five operations, and of 
these fifteen were fatal. We cannot give the de¬ 
tails, which are sufficiently shocking. On the whole, 
the reviewer approves of the operation, hut upon 
these conditions :—1st. That a preliminary incision 
shall be made, to ascertain whether or not adhesions 
exist. 2nd. That if adhesions exist, the operation 
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is not to be performed. As a general opinion, the 
reviewer thinks that a simple cyst or cysts may be 
removed with as good a chance of success as attends 
any other capital operation, and with this dictum we 
agree. 

Mr Wilson, of Bristol, advises that a ligature 
should be placed round each of the bleeding vessels, 
and cut off close, so that no ligature be left hanging 
from the wound. 

Morbid Osteology has its share of notice in this 
month’s Journals. In the ‘ London Monthly Journal ’ 
there is an article on Suppuration in Bone, by Mr 
Henry Lee; in the * Medical Times ’ a practical 
paper on Resection of Bone, by Mr Fergusson, 
whom we may justly denominate the “ facile princeps” 
of his order; and in two following numbers of the 
‘ Lancet ’ Mr Solly has favoured the profession with 
Clinical Lectures on an allied subject—injuries of 
the knee-joint. Mr Lee’s paper does not offer us 
any novelty, but nevertheless has the merit of being 
a clear and exact statement of the characters of ab¬ 
scess in bony structures. The two great authorities 
referred to in his paper are Mr Fergusson and Sir 
Benjamin Brodie, and we think that we cannot do 
better, in order to show the importance of an accu¬ 
rate knowledge of this form of disease towards sim¬ 
plifying operations, and promoting the conservative 
system of surgical practice, than to quote the fol¬ 
lowing paragraph from Mr Fergusson’s lecture :— 

“Whatever maybe the view of the politician regarding 
conservatism, it may emphatically he designated the prime 
object of the surgeon, and conservative surgery may truly be 
said to be the order of the day. Much that has been done in 
this way is justly attributable to modem surgeons, some of 
whom are still living in the vigour of practice, and from 
among whom a better example could not be selected than 
the present acknowledged and justly respected head of sur¬ 
gery in Great Britain, Sir Benjamin Brodie, who, besides 
the benefit he has conferred on all by his admirable work 
on the joints, has given one of the best illustrations of 
what I have ventured to term conservative surgery that 
could well be selected for illustrating these observations: 
In 1824 Sir Benjamin amputated a leg for a painful disease 
in the lower end of the tibia, of twelve years’ duration, 
which had resisted all treatment. On examination of the 
bone afterwards, an abscess, about the size of a chestnut, 
was discovered in its centre, at the seat of the protracted 
pain Tinder which the patient had suffered. Three years 
after, Sir Benjamin, in a somewhat similar case, applied a 
trephine to the affected part, let out the matter, saved the 
limb, and made a complete cure; so that, in 184G, the 
patient continued well. Similar operations have frequently 
been performed since, and may well be classed among the 
most brilliant of modem surgery. 

It is exceedingly pleasing to witness one great 
surgeon express such emphatic praise of the labours 
of another, and that other his predecessor in the 
same field in which the panegyrist is gathering his 
laurels. Mr Fergusson gives in his lecture illustra¬ 
tions of resection of nearly the whole of the radius 
in one case, and of nearly the whole of the ulna 
and elbow-joint in another; and in a third of the 
elbow-joint alone, in all of which recovery took 
place, and a very shapely and useful member pre¬ 
served. These are among the triumphs of conser¬ 
vative surgery ! 

In the successive numbers of the ‘ Lancet ’ we 
find two very sensible papers on improving the con¬ 
dition of the insane, by Dr Henry Monro, who 
states his principal object to be “ to make the Com¬ 
missioners and other public inspectors as responsible 

as possible for the conduct of private lunatic asy¬ 
lums.” For this purpose he would institute a more 
frequent inspection of private asylums, with reports 
thereon; would leave to medical proprietors the cure 
and medical charge only of the patients, and de¬ 
volve the civil responsibility upon the public through 
its official representatives. Similar views have been 
propounded by Dr Monro in the ‘Medical Gazette,’ 
and have been the subject of a controversy in the 
‘Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’whose 
Editor thinks that Dr Monro has established a case 
authorising a fuller inspection than at present of 
private asylums. Many of these houses, managed 
by laymen, are conducted merely for gain. Neither 
knowledge of disease nor sympathy for suffering 
are manifested by their proprietors ; and if any 
administrative measures could disperse this class of 
traders, a great blessing would be conferred in many 
cases on the poor inmates of these establishments. 

Dr Henry Fuller has published in the ‘ Medical 
Times and Gazette ’ the result of Jiis employment, 
in several cases of diarrhoea, attended with collapse, 
of ddute sulphuric acid, in doses of twenty-five 
minims repeated every hour for three or four doses. 
The treatment appears to have been highly success¬ 
ful, acting like a charm in calming the irritability of 
the mucous membrane, staying the morbid action, 
and restoring the pulse. In the number of the 
‘ Lancet ’ for the same week, we observe a note 
from Mr T. Buxton, of Great George street, West¬ 
minster, begging gentlemen to communicate the re¬ 
sults of their treatment of diarrhoea by dilute sul¬ 
phuric acid as he had previously recommended. Dr 
Fuller’s paper comes just in time for Mr Buxton. 

We observe also in the ‘ Medical Times’ (we pre¬ 
fer the old name) an interesting case of bronchocele, 
cured by Mr Hilton, Surgeon, at Guy’s Hospital, 
by the injection into the cyst of a liquid consisting 
of tinct. iodinii co. 5j ^ith. aquae distillatse 3hj. 
Suppuration took place, and the tumour was dis¬ 
persed. The irritative fever and other symptoms 
at one time “ assumed a somewhat serious aspect,” 
and perhaps other trials might not have equal suc¬ 
cess. The Fates are goddesses that sometimes re¬ 
quire to be propitiated to obtain favourable results. 
In this case collodion was in the first instance painted 
upon the walls of the cyst, and failed. 

The ‘ Lancet ’ also contains a paper by Mr Bar¬ 
rett, of Bath, on diseases of the ear. He relates 
one case of disease and perforation of the mem- 
brana-tympani, in which, by judicious treatment, 
the hearing distance was increased from one inch 
to two feet, and subsequently, by the use of Mr 
Yearsley’s application of hydrated cotton, to nearly 
three yards. 

We have thus cursorily glanced through the pe¬ 
riodical literature of the fortnight, and we must now, 
for want of space, conclude, with a promise that we 
shall recur to the more important articles in the 
quarterly and monthly journals on another occasion. 

The London and Provincial Medical Direc¬ 

tory for 1852. London: John Churchill, 
Princes street, Soho. 
This edition of this most indispensable work has 

been so much improved as to supersede all that 
have preceded it. We find that it contains “ lrom 
six to seven thousand corrections, and in the list of 
names only, not less than four thousand.” The 
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accuracy, therefore, of tho new volume may be rolled 
on, and the pains taken to bring it to its present 
state of perfection cannot be too highly appreciated. 
This edition also contains a list of coroners for 
counties and boroughs, and a Continental Medical 
Directory. Directories for Scotland and Ireland 
will be published at an early period, and thus, taken 
together, this series of publications will be complete 
and unapproachable in the diversity and exactness 
of the information they will afford. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
THE LIFE OFFICES. 

The present state and future prospects of the Life Assur¬ 
ance Companies, and their intimate connexion with the 
medical profession, must be prominent objects of regard in a 
publication like the 1 Circular.’ We propose, from time to 
time, to take note of the passing affairs of these societies. 
Our opinions and advice, however liable to error or doubt, will 
be expressed with every really good wish for their prosperity, 
for we cannot but be conscious that they comprise not only 
an important class of business institutions for family and other 
provision, but are also objects of interest to the thoughtful 
and observant mind, as elements of national and moral ad¬ 
vancement. 

Since the passing of the Joint Stock Act of 1844, these 
institutions have been largely increased in number, so iargely 
as to form a prominent feature in the aspect of the times and 
of the every-day money world. 

We find by the 1 Post Magazine Almanac ’ of the present 
year (a good authority on such matters), that not less than 
two hundred and forty-one assurance offices were provisionally 

registered under that act from 1844 to the close of 1851, 
and though a large number of these projected Companies 
(not less than 110), failed to get fully registered, and 78 
of these established offices (new and old) have ceased to 
exist since 1844; yet, during that period, so many as 131 
Assurance Societies have been added to the number on the 
list previous to 1844, and there are now, or were at the 
close of the past year, two hundred and four in full 
operation. These existing offices, with their capital and 
assurance liabilities, cannot represent much under two hun¬ 

dred millions sterling. 

Here is an interest, therefore, bearing most powerfully on 
the present and future condition of the people. Unlike any 
other class of money dealers, the Assurance Offices bargain 
for life contingencies, and depend for then- returns on the 
realisation of a certain average interest during long periods, 
not on the bargains or proceeds of the passing day. This 
characteristic distinction must naturally tend to place the 
Life Offices in a prominent light, as, in their main results, be¬ 
longing to after times. Questions, therefore, bearing on the 
real value of money, the securities provided, and the respon¬ 
sible character of the management, are more peculiarly ap¬ 
plicable to such societies, which may bo said to be almost 
independent of any pressing liabilities in their earlier stages. 

It is these peculiar features which will naturally keep atten¬ 
tion alive to their progress. The Govemmentin 1849 published 
the balance-sheets of some fifty offices registered under the Act 
of 1844, and that publicity led to the closing of many of 
these establishments. In fact, out of the seventy-eight 
offices which have ceased to exist since 1844, no less than 
thirty-four, or nearly one-half, were closed in the two years 
following the appearance of that Government return; and 
although since 1849 so many as one hundred and forty-five 

new companies have been “ provisionally registeredonly 
about one-third of the number have been fully formed. This 
publication by the Government was therefore a check to 
their progress for the time, but no further official return 
having since appeared to cast a damper on the fever of the 
day, that fever has revived, especially within the year just 
closed, during which no less than fifty-one new offices were 

provisionally registered, and sixteen of the number formally 
established. One of these latter (the Exchequer) stood but 
a few months, and another is known to be on its last legs. 

The propriety or justice of the Government authorities 
publishing to the world the private affairs of those offices 
only which come under the act 7 and 8 Vie., omitting alto¬ 
gether the seventy-nine Companies in operation previously 
to the passing of that Act, may be questioned. When that 
publication appeared, strong remonstrances, we know, were 
made to the Government authorities, not only on the ground 
of its apparent partiality, but also because it was not allowing 
a fair chance to the Companies formed under the Act of 
1844, to give such pointed publicity to then- earlier opera¬ 
tions, which, in the case of Life Assurance Societies, are 
chiefly of a preparatory nature. The same objection, how¬ 
ever, would now, after the lapse of further time, be less 
plausible ; and it is really a question whether such publicity 
be not at this moment absolutely called for as a precau¬ 
tionary measure. We by no means, however, desire to see 
such returns confined to the institutions formed under the 
Joint Stock Act, but if it be thought right and prudent to 
publish the yearly business transactions of any of the Life 
Offices, it should be extended to all alike. 

There is one interesting question which bears directly on the 
position and fortunes of the Life Offices—What effect will the 
gold produce of California, Australia, and other places, have 
on the money market, which is the Life Office market ? 
Representing, as these offices do, a capital of nearly 200 
millions, the considerations arising from the prospect of so 
great a change of value in the funds of these Societies, is a 
subject of much interest, and of not a little concern. We do 
not profess to be able to enlighten our readers with the 
details of such a subject, although it must, ere long, be 
brought home to familiar experience. That money, or its 
legal representative, gold, must fall in price or value in 
relation to other commodities the work of men’s hands and 
brains, cannot, of course, be doubted, unless a sudden stop 
should be put to further gold-finding, or the supply, instead 
of increasing, should largely diminish. The Funds will un¬ 
doubtedly rise and interest will fall—the returns for the In¬ 
surance Offices, vested capital, and the profits on paid-up 
premiums, must therefore be seriously affected—and should 
the average rate of mortality undergo no material improve¬ 
ment, new fife-premium tables will, we think, be indispen¬ 
sable, for even stock sold out at a higher rate than invested, 
might bring no real profits in the business of such offices, 
which would have to re-invest at a reduced interest; nor 
would the condition of the ultimate payment of the sum 
insured in a cheaper money be more than a partial relief, 
since their premium calculations are based on a scale of 
annual interest not to be obtained in the over-abundance of 
money. An increased premium scale will, therefore, hi all 
probability, be found absolutely necessary to enable the 
offices to meet their existing liabilities. It is, undoubtedly, 
high time for the Life Offices to put their houses in order, to 
be prepared for the emergency which threatens them ; and 
which cannot, according to present appearances, be far off. 
It is altogether strange that the master spirits of the 
Actuaries’ Institute have not yet made this money question 
a prominent feature at their public and official-social 
meetings. It may yet be left to some single-minded humble 
individual to throw fight on this very interesting and im¬ 
portant subject. 

In conclusion, we shall briefly allude to the controversy 
which has so long prevailed between some members of tho 
medical profession and the Life Offices, respecting the right 
to demand the full fee for the medical certificate from the 
office, and not from the party proposing to insure, who refers 
to his own medical attendant for such certificate. A great 
deal is said on both sides, and the contention has been ac¬ 
companied with much acrimony. It is therefore greatly to 
be wished that a mutual understanding should take place. 
If medical men will look at the question only in connexion 
with professional etiquette, dignity, or delicacy, there is but 
little hope that a scale of fees varying with the amount of 
the sum to bo insured or the condition of the party pro- 
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posing to insure, will ever be accepted by the profession at 
large. Yet the proposal for thus modifying the fees to meet 
the nature of the case is not without strong recommendations, 
as facilitating the practice of insurance among classes hitherto 
almost excluded from its benefits by the heavy medical 
expenses attending thereon. To an insured for a small 
sum, the cost of a medical certificate would far exceed the 
amount of the year’s premium, and that fact is naturally 
staggering. It is not improbable that a scale of charges for 
medical certificates rrfay ultimately be so regulated as to 
remove all present difficulties, and that the Life Offices will 
then universally agree to pay the fees. The plea that the 
payment of such fee by the offices would deprive them of 
the medical evidence should fraud be practised by the as¬ 
sured, is answered by the fact that most of the offices now 
grant “ indisputable ” policies, which added to the considera¬ 
tion that such medical testimony being paid for by these 
offices has an additional claim to their confidence, afford 
ground for hoping that the question between the parties may 
yet be satisfactorily arranged. G. 

(To be continued.) 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—It was with great satisfaction I read the Prospectus 
of your new Journal, not because I wish to see any of the old 
medical journals supplanted, but, on the contrary, the mode 
in which you promise to conduct your paper, will, in my 
opinion, rather increase than diminish their circulation. 
Such a general record of the subjects discussed in the peri¬ 
odical press must be of great advantage to the members of 
our profession. How often do we glance listlessly over cases 
of interest contained in the medical journals ? Some months 
afterwards a case similar to one read occurs in our own prac¬ 
tice. What should we not give to know immediately where 
to find the subject that might serve us now as a guide and 
instruction. Such a general review must, therefore, be ex¬ 
tremely useful both to the profession and to the established 
medical journals, solicitous as they are to make their con¬ 
tents more and more interesting and indispensable. 

There is another feature in your journal which will raise 
many friendly feelings in the hearts of your readers. I allude 
to the proposed biographies of the members of our profession 
generally. Hitherto those who stand deservedly high by 
their talents and labours had alone the honour of seeing the 
incidents of their lives recorded to their colleagues. Indeed, 
it is a great gratification to read the history of a man of 
genius, to follow him in his path, and to watch him from 
step to step, till he at last attained his present eminence, 
chiefly through his own exertions. Nevertheless, it must be 
admitted that many a highly meritorious man, replete with 
knowledge and talents, never attained a high position. Your 
‘Medical Directory’ affords ample proof of this. Now, I think, 
it must prove highly instructive and pleasing to become 
acquainted with the incidents of the lives of those medical 
gentlemen who do not pretend to great distinction, but who 
are still worthy brethren labouring in the same field, and 
striving to benefit their patients and to raise their standing. 
Many old reminiscences will be recalled, and former ties 
remembered and reunited. Even the heads of our pro fession 
will read with pleasure the histories of those colleagues with 
whom they often act at patients’ bedsides. Besides this, the 
prospect of publicity must serve as a great stimulus to exer¬ 
tion, and as a highly efficient check against deviation from 
the right path. Every medical gentleman will feel that he 
does no more stand alone in his struggles. 

By the aid of your Journal, so accessible to every one 
from its great cheapness, his doings and sayings will fall 
under the observations of his confreres, and elicit support or 
useful comment. Hoping thus that your career may be 
prosperous, and you will be enabled to carry out successfully 
the subjects you propose, 

I remain your sincere well-wisher, 
Philomathes. 

to THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—Permit me, in your first number, to congratulate 
the profession upon the introduction of a new medical peri¬ 
odical, which is to be conducted upon such original and 
scientific principles, feeling assured that the system you have 
adopted for its government will render the work most useful 
to. the profession, and do more to promote its sociability and 
to develop its resources than can possibly arise under the 
exclusive policy pursued by your contemporaries. In fact, 
your plan is highly suggestive, and will be the means of 
eliciting many interesting facts in connexion with the pro¬ 
fession, both statistically and scientifically. 

As it is your intention to eschew politics, I infer that you 
will have little difficulty in maintaining, as a Journalist, 
strict impartiality, an important element of success, and 
which will secure for you the approbation of all honourable- 
minded men; but in acting impartially, I trust that you will 
not hesitate to expose imposture, or to denounce any one 
who may attempt to make the profession a stepping-stone to 
his ambition or aggrandisement. I am induced to make 
these remarks, as I am anxious to know to wThat extent you 
purpose to render the ‘Medical Circular’ useful in this 
respect, confident that it will behove some one ere long to 
vindicate the honour of the profession and to hold up to 
public contumely the conduct of one or two individuals, who 
have for a series of years, under the pretence of advocating 
the interests of the profession, tampered with its best inte¬ 
rests to gratify their base selfishness, and who, at the present 
moment, are foisting upon the public a scheme at the expense 
of the profession. If the conduct of the parties alluded to 
can be justified, the pages of an impartial journal will enable 
them to set themselves right with the profession, and to 
remove from my mind and others an unfavourable impression 
as to the honesty of their transactions. Trusting you will 
answer the above query, with every wish for your success, 

I remain, sir, yours very truly, 
F. B. 

[We have received numerous letters in the same eulogistic 
spirit, which our space does not enable us to insert in this 
week’s number.—Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’] 
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JOHN PRORERT, ESQ. (Founder of the Medical Benevolent College.) 

From a Daguerreotype by Mayall—Engraved ly Bagg. 

“ The name of him that doeth -well hath a sweet odour 
in the land.” And, truly, the name of Propert hath a 
savour of charity in it,—a soft inspiration of philanthropy, 
that diffuses hope and gladness among the homes and hearts 
of thousands of our suffering brethren. Who so fit as he to 
head the list of worthies whose services to science and hu¬ 
manity it will be our pleasure to commemorate? Whose 
labours are so unselfish, whose sacrifices so abundant ? 
The admirable portrait reveals at a glance the character 
of the man. Firmness of purpose beams in the direct 
and steady look, and Lavater himself would have been 
rejoiced to see his principles exemplified in the fine cha¬ 
racteristic nose, said by that sac ant to be the emblem of 
benevolence. Lavater may be wrong or right; but character 
speaks for itself in every lineament, and deeds cannot be 
gainsaid. 

Mr Propert has numbered possibly sixty summers, and, as 
Sir Astley Cooper used to say, “ the snow is beginning to 
fall upon the mountains,”—not heavily but gently, for time 
is evidently determined to spare such a man. There is 
work for him yet to do, however, for truly understood this 
great undertaking has but begun, and if he fail, whose sickle 
shall come into liis labours ? The foundation stone of the 
Medical College is not yet laid, and the top-stone must be 
put to the coping, ay, and the widow fed and the orphan 
clothed and taught before we can even dream that his career 
is on the wane. Mr Propert has made a new start in life; the 
splendour of his projects has reacted upon his affections, 
and a new spirit has vivified the energies of the man. That 
square military figure, set off by a closely-buttoned double- 
breasted black dress coat, with a single inch of white 
neckcloth between it and the chin to indicate the profes¬ 
sion,-—that figure which in youth was straight and supple 
as the mountain fir, seems yet to be capable of sustaining 
the shock of many battles. May they bo few! 

May the atmosphere in which he moves be always calm 
and may all his benevolent projects, conceived in wisdom, 
be fruitful of many blessings to his profession. 

In realising his scheme of a Benevolent College, this gentle¬ 
man has laboured with uncommon zeal and perseverance. 
Nights and days have been devoted to unremitting toil— 
his family, his friends, and employes have all been enlisted 
to lend their aid to cany out the noble idea. Money has 
been expended with a generous profusion, never perhaps 
equalled by any member of our profession in a similar cause. 
Every means and resource at his command have been levied 
for the work, and as might be expected, for so excellent 
an object, the profession have rewarded those exertions with 
their unanimous support and applause, and his name is already 
recorded with honour in the affectionate memory of every 
good man within the circle of our profession. 

Mr Propert, it is well known, was one of the Council of 
the National Association, and subsequently of the National 
Institute, and was undeviatingly regular in his attendance 
at the meetings of those bodies. His sympathies are wholly 
with the general practitioners, of whom he is one of the 
brightest ornaments. But we must stop here—the publisher 
informs us that if we continue, we shall indite a life, which 
it is intended shall come in due course in its alphabetical 
order. We must therefore reluctantly bid Mr Propert— 

adieu! 
[It will no doubt be a matter of surprise to Mr Propert to 

find himself selected as the object of our first notice; but 
looking upon him as the founder and promoter of a great 
and benevolent undertaking in connection with the profes¬ 
sion, we have not hesitated, nolens volens, to put that gen¬ 
tleman thus prominently forward at the head of our series ot 
portraits, considering it alike complimentary to him as well 
as creditable to the profession.] 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

THOMAS ABRAHAM, ESQ. 

First on our biographical list, in alphabetical order, comes 
a very, worthy and indefatigable general practitioner, Thomas 
Abraham, Esq., ol New Broad street. The incidents that 
distinguish this gentleman’s career serve to show the extent 
to which the talent and knowledge of the general practition¬ 
ers of medicine may be applied for the improvement of our 
institutions, and hi promotion of the great cause of civilisa¬ 
tion and humanity. Mr Abraham is only one of many 
such, and we trust that this publication will be the means of 
placing on record the eminent though unostentatious services 
of our profession in the cause of the public good. 

Mr Abraham was born at Bampton, in Devonshire, in 
1807, and was educated under Dr Richards, at Blundell’s 
Grammar School at Tiverton, in the same county. He served 
his apprenticeship with Mr Edward Acton, at Grundisburgh, 
in Suffolk, and commenced his studies in Guy’s Hospital 
in October, 1832. He obtained the License of the Company 
of Apothecaries in December, 1833, having previously at¬ 
tended a Course of Lectures on the practice of Physic, deli¬ 
vered by Dr Clutterbuck, at the Aldersgate street School of 
Medicine, in 1827. This eminent lecturer, whose instructions 
were highly practical, was then in the full bloom of popu¬ 
larity. Mr Abraham having obtained the diploma of the 
English College of Surgeons in April, 1834-, went to Paris 
in the same yeai-, and attended for several months the 
practice of the different hospitals in that city. He now felt 
it his duty to pursue his fortunes on the great theatre of life, 
and in 1834 commenced practice in Old Broad street, with 
limited resources only, which he did not hesitate to in¬ 
crease, like a man of spirit and good sense, by employing 
his knowledge to assist pupils in their studies for examination 
at the Royal College of Surgeons and Apothecaries’ Hall. 
He received some of these gentlemen into his house, and 
continued this coruse until his professional income alone 
became large enough to meet his expenditure. 

In January, 1835, he was appointed Surgeon to the parish 
of Allhallows on the Wall, which he held for three years, 
and in 1836 he received the appointment of Surgeon to the 
London Infirmary for Diseases of the Skin, in Great Ormond 
street, and delivered clinical lectures there for fifteen months, 
when, for want of public encouragement, the institution was 
closed. 

Mr Abraham has written papers on vaccination and fungus 
haemtaodes, which have been published in ‘ The Lancet 
and for the last eight years lie has assisted in advocating 
measures of sanitary improvement. 

He became a member of the Health of London Associa¬ 
tion in the year 1847, and was one of the sub-committee 
composed of four gentlemen appointed to draw up the ‘ Re¬ 
port of the Health of London Association on the Sanitary 
Condition of the Metropolis.’ One thousand of these Reports 
were published and circulated gratuitously by the Asso¬ 
ciation. 

Mr Abraham is now a member of the Committee of the 
Metropolitan Sanitary Association, and is also a member of 
the Council of the Hunterian Society. Among this gentle¬ 
man’s philanthropic exertions we must not omit to mention 
the assistance he has rendered towards the establishment of 
a ragged school in Foster street, in the City of London, which 
has proved of the highest benefit to the poorer classes resi¬ 
dent in that locality. 

JOHN FREDERICK ABRAM, ESQ. 

This gentleman resides at 1 St George’s terraco, Ken¬ 
sington, and is described in the ‘ Medical Directory ’ as 
under: 

“Gen. Pract. M.R.C.S. 1837; L.S.A. 1836; Mem. 
Lond. Med. Soc.” 

RICHARD ABUD, ESQ. 

Mr Abud is not, we believe, in practice. He resides at 35 
Oxford terrace,- He was formerly House-Surgeon at the 
Lock Hospital, and passed his examination at the College of 
Surgeons in the year 1845. 
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WM. ACTON, ESQ. 

The subject of this memoir is the second son of the 
Rev. E. Acton, and was bom at the Rectory of Shilling- 
stone in Dorsetshire, on the 15th of September, 1814. In 
the year 1830 he went to London, and was placed under 
the care of Dr Mant, who entered him to several of the 
medical classes at the London University, then rising into 
repute. At the suggestion, however, of his brother, who was 
at that time studying for the bar, he became an articled 
pupil of Charles Wheeler, Esq., the apothecary to St Bar¬ 
tholomew’s Hospital, where, during the following five years 
Mr Acton enjoyed unusual opportunities of acquiring a 
knowledge of his profession. During his apprenticeship he 
particularly directed his attention to Botany, and gained the 
prize of books at the Hall on account of his knowledge of 
British plants; for more than a twelvemonth he was cli¬ 
nical clerk to Dr Latham, and to the habit of reporting 
in the ‘ Case-Book ’ the history and treatment of each 
new patient, which was read over before the class the 
next morning at the bedside of the sick, the accuracy 
which has been remarked in the record of cases he has 
since published may be attributed. It is, however, to 
his subsequent teacher, M. Velpeau, of La Charite, that 
he is indebted for the peculiar systematic arrangement in 
the detail of symptoms, in diagnosis, and treatment which 
characterise his writings, and he is in the habit of 
comparing this professor’s system of imparting his know¬ 
ledge with the English plan of describing the treatment 
together with the history, or the diagnosis with the prog¬ 
nosis, a method which occasionally embarrasses the account 
of disease, and renders it difficult of acquisition. 

Before passing his examination at the College, he intended 
to spend a few months in Paris for the purpose merely of dissect¬ 
ing and acquiring a manual dexterity in operating. He had 
not been long, however, in the French capital before his atten¬ 
tion was directed to the great opportunities which the French 
hospitals present for the study of venereal diseases. At the 
time we speak of the scientific character which M. Ricord 
now enjoys was comparatively unknown, except to those 
who followed his class. The energy with which that dis¬ 
tinguished professor pursued his investigations on inocula¬ 
tion could not fail in attracting the attention of strangers, 
and the subject of this sketch became charmed with the 
novelties which were constantly presented to his eye. Bred 
up in a school composed of the immediate followers of 
Hunter, he at first doubted what he believed at that time 
to be the heresies of one he so little understood, and he taxed 
all his ingenuity to support his English predilections; but soon 
scepticism was removed, and the incorrectness of his earliest 
studies became apparent. At this period of his career the 
Parisian Medical Society was founded, and Mr Acton became 
the secretary; he undertook to read several papers on the 
subject of venereal diseases, and one of his earliest essays 
was on epidydimitis, which was read at the opening of the 
session, Nov. 14, 1839, followed by another on the value of 
inoculation in the diagnosis of syphilis, which was subse¬ 
quently published in the ‘ Lancet,’ and copied into several 
other journals. 

It is curious to observe how often the choice of a man’s 
career depends upon some accidental circumstance. A paper 
read at a Society in this instance was the immediate cause 
of Mr Acton’s becoming an author. “UVsf le premier pas qui 

coute ” is a French proverb that applies to authorship as well 
as to revolutions. 

Not, however, content with the study of diseases of the 
urinary and generative organs in the male, Mr Acton became 
Externe to the L’Ourcine Hospital for the treatment of 
female complaints of those organs, and there collected the 
drawings which illustrated the diseases of the uterus. Al¬ 
though the subject of this memoir devoted a large portion 
of his mornings to the study of diseases of the urinary and 
generative organs by attending the clinical lectures of 
Civiale and others, he by no means neglected the other por¬ 
tions of his profession. For six months he was Externe 
in the clinical wards of M. Velpeau, or what we should say 
in England, became a dressor under that eminent profes¬ 

sor, and was frequently the interpreter between the French 
professor and those distinguished English surgeons who 
came to Paris unable to speak the language. In the years 
1837 and 1838 he attended M. Biett, whose clinical lectures 
on skin diseases are so well known. In the summer of the 
same year he paid particular attention to children’s diseases at 
the hospital, especially devoted to infantile complaints ; thus 
laying the foundation for that part of his book which treats 
of syphilis in infants. He was to be met with constantlv on 
the benches crowded with pupils when Majendie lectured on 
Physiology, and attended in the summer his favourite study 
of Botany, accompanying Jussieu in his herborising excur¬ 
sions, as well as Constant Prevost in his geological rambles 
amidst the tertiary formations of Paris. Zoology came in 
for a share of his time, as he followed with eagerness the 
lectures of Geoflroi St Hilaire at the Garden of Plants. 
The above will give the reader some slight idea of what a 
diligent student may effect in Paris. To a foreigner, all is 
free; the professors are paid by the State, and their hos¬ 
pitals and classes are open to all; but to attend them in 
winter the student must be up betimes, as often the surgeon 
goes round his hospital at seven in the morning, and is 
engaged till ten ; then comes breakfast; this is followed by 
anatomical studies, or a course of operations or bandages. 
To take advantage of this immense field of inquiry, of course 
a knowledge of the language is required, and it must be 
some time before a stranger becomes familiarised with the 
idiom so as to profit by the oral lectures; and it is to be 
regretted that so many of our countrymen arrive in Paris 
with but a slight knowledge of French, and that their stay 
is so short. It is to be hoped, however, that a knowledge 
of foreign languages may be one of those branches of study 
required in the future preliminary examinations at the College. 
A knowledge of foreign languages is also of great advantage 
to a surgeon practising in a great city ; and the subject of tlii3 

memoir makes no secret of the fact that much of his success 
in practice depends upon an early acquaintance with French, 
and that he owes many of his present patients to his facility 
of speaking both the French and German languages. 

After spending nearly a year in Germany, Mr Acton re¬ 
turned in October, 1840, with M. Ricord, as a travelling 
companion, to London. One of his first visits with the French 
surgeon was that to Sir Astley Cooper. We have heard him 
relate how delighted the late Baronet was with his French 
confrere, and sending for his preparations of the Testis, 
showed M. Ricord one bottle after another, discussing this 
case, and referring to others: it was of no use his servant 
reminding him that a room-full of patients were anxious to 
see him, he had but one thought, it was to show the effect 
of disease on a particular structure, and it was with the 
greatest regret on both sides, that a separation took place 
long before the pathology of the Testis had been gone 
through ; they parted, however, with the hope of meeting 
again. But poor Sir Astley, we shall never again see that 
fine noble countenance lighted up with benevolence when 
illustrating your favourite preparations — money making was 
not your sole thought, and you generously honoured a fellow 
labourer who had long worked in the same field as yourself! 

Mr Acton passed the College in June, .1840, and resided 
some years in George street, Hanover square; but in Mari h, 
1843, he removed to his present residence, 46 Queen Ann 
street, Cavendish square. In March, 1841, he brought out 
his ‘ Practical Treatise on Venereal Diseases, and their im¬ 
mediate and remote Consequences, including Observations on 
certain Affections of the Uterus, attended with Discharges; 
and in March, 1851, he published a second edition of his 
work, which was almost entirely rewritten, and entitled, ‘ A 
Practical Treatise on the Diseases of the Urinary and Gene¬ 
rative Organs in both Sexes. Part I. Non-Specific Diseases. 
Part II. Syphilis.’ 

A few years after commencing practice, Mr Acton was 
appointed Surgeon to the Islington Dispensary, which ap¬ 
pointment he held until his private practice prevented his 
devoting that time to his public duties which he conscien¬ 
tiously thought they required. 

One word about specialism. Mr Acton is considered by 
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fnany a specialist,—a class of consulting practitioners now be¬ 
coming numerous, and acquiring the confidence of the pro¬ 
fession by their exact knowledge of the diseases that have 
been the subject of their study. At one time the prudery 
of the profession resented the infringement of its dignity im¬ 
plied by an exclusive attention to the study and alleviation 
of a particular disease. Even then, however sensible phy¬ 
sicians and surgeons know that medical science could not be 
advanced, without such a dedication of individual energies 
to the elucidation of particular diseases; so Sydenham and 
Huxham became authorities on fevers, and Hunter and 
Pearson on syphilis. 

Speciality of practice is merely the result of general pro¬ 
fessional confidence created by speciality of study, and we 
believe would long since have acquired credit if it had 
not been abused by the impudent pretensions of swarms of 
uneducated impostors, who are now, •we are glad to find, 
fast leaving the field, before the approach of the rightful 
possessors. It is late, at this time of day, to talk of the 
advantages arising from a division of labour, because every 
thoughtful man knows that a science so comprehensive and 
various in its subjects as ours, can only be successfully 
advanced by special labour. If any man will only make 
up his mind to do one thing well, he will lay his profession 
and the public under an obligation; and will not be hastily 
accused of lowering the dignity of his vooation. The rule of 
study is now reversed. As Mr Acton has well observed hi the 
prelace to the second edition of ids hook, “Whilst formerly 
the greatest mental energies strove at universal knowdedge, 
and that knowledge was confined to the few', now they are di¬ 
rected to specialities, and in these again even to the minutest 
pomts.” The more minutely special studies are carried out, 
the more rapidly will the boundaries of science be extended; 
and with reference to the knowledge and treatment of disease, 
it is manifest that a more or less exclusive speciality of 
practice is favourable to the collection of facts upon which 
alone an improved system of practice can he established. 

We have glanced at this subject apropos of the career of 
Mr Acton, and wre hid him persevere hi the elucidation of the 
important subject to which his study and practice have been 
devoted. 

JAMES ADAMS, ESQ. 

This gentleman resides at 31 Hoxton square. He passed 
his examination at the English College of Surgeons in the 
year 1810, and at the Society of Apothecaries in the year 
1819. 

JOHN ADAMS, ESQ. 

We must refer for information respecting this gentleman 
to that invaluable record, the ‘ Medical Directory.’ Mr Adams 
has succeeded by seniority to the Surgeoncy of the London 
Hospital, but he lias not been fortunate enough to attain any 
personal conspicuity. He lias lately published a book “ On 
Diseases of tlie Prostate Gland,” which, though rather be¬ 
low the standard of the physiological knowledge of the 
day, aims at affording practical information. He became a 
member of the College in the year 1828, and an honorary 
fellow' hi 1849. Besides being surgeon to the London Hos¬ 
pital, he is lecturer on Anatomy at that Institution, and 
consulting surgeon to the Tower Hamlets Dispensary and In¬ 
firmary lor asthma and other diseases of the chest. He is a 
fellow of the Medical-Chirurgical Society, and has passed 
the chair of the Hunterian Society. 

vmW* w 

PHER ADCOCK, ESQ. 

at 8 Great Charlotte street, Black- 
Licentiate of the Hall since 1845. 

fy W. ADAMS, ESQ. 

^Fhp riptejuJjljfgjive when we trust that Mr W. Adams’s 
will exact a larger notice than we are 

nowr prepared to give. In the earnestness of his character 
we see an omen of future exertion, which, if it bo continued 
in the direction of his past investigations, will tend to extend 
our knowledge of the more abstruse departments of medical 
science. The enthusiasm with which he dwells on his favo¬ 
rite. pursuits is becoming, and even necessary to a man who 
amis to distinguish himself in a branch oi knowledge not 
attractive to the multitude, nor immediately profitable to 
its votary. The minute anatomy of dry bones is perhaps 
about the most uninviting of investigations, and a man must 
possess not a little of the love of science to find a relish for 
such an intellectual banquet. Fortunately for us, the mere 
pursuit of knowledge is attended with a keen pleasure, and 
it is generally found that sciences the most repulsive to the 
novice, such, for example, as mathematics, exert all the fasci¬ 
nation of a romance over the mind of the indefatigable 
student. Life is made up of such compensations. The 
paths to knowledge may he rugged, but the love of it lends 
us wings to clear the road. 

Mr W. Adams is Assistant Surgeon to the Royal Orthcepe- 
dic Hospital, and has consequently had his attention speci¬ 
ally drawn to the subject of osseous disease. He also 
filled the office of Curator of the Museum at St Thomas’s 
Hospital from Aug., 1842, to the beginning of the present 
session. He is an F.R.C.S. by examination, and Fellow' of 
the Royal Medico-Chirui'gical Society. His publications 
are limited to contributions to the Transactions of the Patho¬ 
logical Society, among the most important of w'hich are 
some observations on transverse fracture of tbe patella in 
Yol. 2. The observations in this paper go to show that 
ligamentous union is very far from being as frequent a 
result of trail verse fracture as generally stated; the more 
frequent condition being that of ordinary ununited fracture, 
the fragments being connected by the aponeurotic fascia 
passing anteriorly and laterally over the patella, in a thick¬ 
ened condition, and generally adherent, to a variable extent, 
either to one or both the fractured surfaces. The different 
appearances thus produced are described in the paper. The 
chief point in the pathological condition here described as 
an ununited fracture is the total absence of any new material 
developed between the fractured surfaces as in true liga¬ 
mentous union. Of the relative frequency of these two con¬ 
ditions, no statement can be made; but it appears that out 
of thirty-one specimens of so-called ligamentous union in the 
six principal museums in London, only twelve can he recog¬ 
nised as examples of true ligamentous union; fiffeen are 
unmuted fractures, and four obscure from being dried, &c. 
Mr Adams will shortly publish a paper on the prac- 
tical importance of the above observations, and the prin¬ 
ciples of treatment declucible from them. One of his latest 
brochure* is a little pamphlet, reprinted from the third volume 
of tire ‘ Transactions of the Pathological Society of London,’ 
of which body ho is one of the council, treating of ‘ The 
Enlargement of Articular Extremities of Bones in Chronic 
Rheumatic Arthritis.’ The point sought to he proved by 
Mr Adams in this little work is, “ that the increased size of 
the head of the femur, and also of the articular extremities 
of other bones, does not result from an inflammatory expansion 
of the osseous tissue, as stated by Rokitansky and other Pa¬ 
thologists, hut is produced by a growth of new bone ex¬ 
ternal to the old, to the surface of which it afterwards be¬ 
comes inseparably connected.” This is a point of much in¬ 
terest in morbid anatomy, and Mr W. Adams lias done well 
in directing attention more particularly to tbe subject. 

This gentleman is demonstrator of Morbid Anatomy at St 
Thomas’s Hospital, and has therefore a fine field for the 
exercise of his talent for investigation. His opportunities 
are great, and we hope that his talents and industry will be 
commensurate. Tune was wrhen our hospitals were hives 
for drones, now the bees must take possession. Among the 
young men of the present day there Is no lack of the thriv¬ 
ing quality. 

THOMAS ADDISON, M.D. 
Of whom little is known little can he told, and Dr Addi¬ 

son is determined, by the seclusion in which he has contrived 
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to immure himself during a long professional life, to allow 
nothing to transpire that shall give occasion to scandal, 
though at the same time he must have lost many a bright 
opportunity of winning the applause of his brethren. Nega¬ 
tion is safe, but is it always worthy of a high position, and 
of the duties which it owes to the public ? Men holding 
important offices are examples for good or evil, and their 
lives should be an open book, where lessons of experience 
might be gathered for the guidance of younger men. 

Dr Addison has, however, higher claims upon our esteem 
than any mere negative virtue. He is a man of warai feel¬ 
ings of friendship, and is possessed of a refined and elegant 
mind. His talent is not of the first order, but his judgment 
is sound, and he has the diffidence that belongs to a sensi¬ 
tive and cultivated nature. He was among the first to 
detect, and has continued to the last to encourage, the ability 
of Dr Golding Bird, who acted as his Assistant Physician at 
Guy’s Hospital. Dr Addison is tall and well-proportioned, 
of a dark complexion and hair, with an agreeable expression 
of countenance. His manners are courteous, and he is de¬ 
servedly a favourite among his patients. 

The subject of this sketch has been thirty-seven years in 
the profession, and during that time has been more or less 
closely connected with Guy’s. After taking his degree at 
Edinburgh hi 1815, he studied surgery under Sir Astley 
Cooper, went to Paris to observe the mode of practice in 
that capital, and subsequently received an appointment at 
the hospital, which has ever since continued to be the scene 
of his labours. 

_ He is now a Fellow of the College of Physicians, and has 
risen to the highest posts in the hospital, being Senior Phy¬ 
sician to that institution, and Lecturer on the practice of 
Physic and Materia Medica ; he is also Consulting Physician 
to the South London Dispensary. Among other honours he 
has attained the presidency of the Medico-Chirurgical So¬ 
ciety ; an office he filled with entire satisfaction to the 
members. His literary labours are not numerous, but 
they are all characterised by that sobriety and soundness 
of judgment for which he is distinguished. He has 
written ‘ On the Disorders of Females, connected with 
Uterine Irritation,’ ‘On the Operation of Poisons’ (con¬ 
jointly with Mr Morgan), and ‘ An Elementary Treatise on 
Practical Medicine ’ (conjointly with Dr Bright ), besides 
occasional contributions to ‘ Guy’s Hospital Reports ’—a 
publication in which he takes a great interest, as, indeed, 
he does also in everything connected with that hospital. 

The doctor is very assiduous in his public duties, but he 
never attained an extensive private practice, though perhaps 
for some years past it has been sufficient for his ambition. 
His residence in New street, Spring gardens, is just the 
place where we might expect him to conceal himself. It is 
close to the greatest thoroughfare in London, and yet is as 
quiet, and shy-looking, as the genteel quarter of a cathedral 
town. It is in the city, and yet out of its whirl; attached to 
the living, yet musty and motionless as death. The doc¬ 
tor’s labours have begun to make an impression upon his 
frame, for although he appears to be tolerably robust for a 
man now on the turn of life, yet he enjoys but indifferent 
health. We hope that the apprehensions of his friends will 
be belied, and that he will yet long continue to enjoy the 
sweets of a good name and a well-spent life. 

The Master op St Pa koras Workhouse and the 

Medical Officers.—St Pan eras workhouse has lately 
been a scene of confusion, in consequence of the master at¬ 
tempting to arrogate to himself a jurisdiction over the in¬ 
firmary and the medical officers, which, as a matter of course, 
they resisted. The subject has occupied the Board of 
Guardians for several months, and the unseemly dispute has 
been ultimately settled by the guardians passing a severe 
vote of censure upon the master. The medical gentlemen 
are now placed in their proper position, which gives them 
uncontrolled power in the treatment of the sick poor of the 
house. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY’S DEPARTMENT. 

THE 'MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ AND THE 

IIOMCEOPATHS. 

Desirous of acting in strict accordance with the wishes of 

the profession with respect to the propriety of inserting the 

names of homoeopathic practitioners in the ‘ Medical Direc¬ 

tory,’ the Editors of that work issued a circular to every 

member of the profession, with a request that each gentle¬ 

man would return his opinion upon the subject. The replies 

have been collated, and we now subjoin a portion of them, 

in order that our readers may see the variety of opinions 

that have been expressed. 

It will be observed that the counsels and suggestions are 

of the most dissimilar character; that some gentlemen have 

protested against the insertion of the names of homoeopaths 

upon any conditions, and have even threatened to withdraw 

their support if their views should not be adopted. Others 

have recommended their admission, but for different reasons. 

Some of the latter have required that homoeopaths should be 

included in a separate list; others that they should be com¬ 

prised in the ordinary list, but marked by some distinctive 

title; while again there are some who have strenuously 

contended against the possible unfairness of their exclusion, 

and, like those gentlemen entertaining extreme opinions on 

the other side, have menaced the Editors with a cessation 

of their subscription in the event of such injustice being 

perpetrated. Whilst in the discharge of a difficult and 

responsible duty it was incumbent on the Editors to 

reject from their consideration all threats of this nature, 

it behoved them at the same time to elicit, if it were 

possible, from amid the mass of discrepancy, some principle 

upon which the arrangement of the Directory might be 

altered with advantage. On a close examination of the 

returns the disagreement was so great and so various, 

that it presented an insurmountable difficulty to the 

realisation of the Editors’ wishes. They resolved, there¬ 

fore, to abide by then* established rale of inserting in 

the Directory the name of every duly-qualified, medical 

practitioner irrespective of his peculiar opinions, or of the 

line of practice he may pursue. Had they acted differently 

on this occasion, they would most undoubtedly have injured 

the character of the work as the only authentic record of ale 

the legally qualified medical practitioners in the kingdom. 

This, it is expected, will be the decision of every man 

who calmly reflects upon the nature of the work, which 

is merely a register framed upon the authority of official and 

legal documents, and free from all subjects of a controversial 

character. An opposite course to that adopted would injure 

the Directory as a book of reference, and pervert it to become 

the organ of partisan or dominant opinions. The end of 

such an imprudent proceeding it would not be very difficult 

to foresee. 

Had the Editors of the Directory, moreover, declined to 

insert the name of any duly qualified homoeopath among the 

ist of legal practitioners, the excluded individual might have 

been able to prove that, by such omisssion, his professional 

character had been exposed to contempt, and his reputation 

injured; and in such case the Publisher of the Directory would 
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have been liable to a prosecution for damages by an action 

at law—a proceeding by no means pleasant to contemplate. 

For these reasons, then, the Editors of the ‘Medical Di¬ 

rectory ’ deemed it most judicious to insert in that work 

the names of homoeopathic practitioners in their due eourse. 

OPINIONS OP THE PROFESSION WITH RESPECT TO THE 

PUBLICATION OP THE NAMES OP HOMOEOPATHS IN 

THE MEDICAL DIRECTORY. 

D., J. L. W.—Brighton. Yes; that they may be known 
and shunned as renegades by their medical brethren: to 
shame them is impossible. 

C. J.—Putney. No ; I decidedly think that there ought 
not to be a list of homoeopathic, hydropathic, or other kind 
of quacks in a Medical Directory. 

0., E. L.—Brighton. No; however useful such a list 
might be, there cannot be a doubt of the impropriety of 
putting it here. I think that the names should be left out 
altogether; that opinion on the subject would be quite 
unanimous. 

L. , G.—Brighton. No; I think homoeopathic prac¬ 
titioners ought not to be classed among respectable medical 
men. 

G., S. J. — Russell square. No ; decidedly not, as the re¬ 
tention of such a list will tend to lower the respectability of 
the Directory in the estimation of all honourable practitioners. 

B. , G.—Cavendish square. No; I think they should be 
passed over in the silent contempt they deserve. 

M. , J.—Lloyd square. Yes; with a long letter in its 
favour. 

F. , H. W.—Manchester square. Yes; if duly qualified. 
T, J.—Kent road. Yes; let them be known. 
A. , H.—Hackney. Yes; if their titles are verified and 

given correctly. 
G. , S. H.—Yes; if specified as such. 
T., W.—Harrow road. No list of homoeopathic “quacks 

and humbugs." I will not have my copy if you do, mind 
that!!! 

L. , H.—Keppel street. No. 
F. , A.—May Fair. Yes; to distinguish. 
C. , W. J. - Kensal Town. Yes ; those that are medically 

qualified, in order that we may know the black sheep of our 
flock. 

D. , J.— Pershore. No, unless in a supplemental list. 
W. J.—Liverpool. Omit my name at your peril. I 

beg to say that I am a qualified practitioner. 
C. , C.—Dorchester. No; from its necessary incomplete¬ 

ness. 
B. , H.—Liverpool. No; if published at all, their names 

-should be in a separate fist; but I would prefer their being 
omitted. 

M. , S.—Brenchley. No; simply omit them. Silent 
contempt and rope enough are the remedies. 

D. , E.—South Cave. No; unless published to warn us 
of all such empirics. 

R., H. H.—Brixton. No; erase them, whenever dis¬ 
covered, from the lists of the medical practitioners. 

G. , F. • Huddersfield. Yes; but think they ought to be 
published apart from the others. 

F., E. E.—Teignmouth. Yes; these men should be 
known to the whole professional world; in a separate list, if 
possible. 

C. S. S. — Bridport. Yes; and state them to be such, 
that they may be avoided. 

( To be continued.') 

Gentlemen whose names do not appear in the present 
edition of the ‘ Directory,’ are requested to make the Editors 
acquainted with such omission. 

Various notices have already reached us in reference to the 
‘Directory.’ Want of space only precludes them from the 
present number of the ‘ Circular.’ They will be referred to 
in the next number. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

University of Oxford.—The late Mr Fielding, of 

Lancaster, has bequeathed his herbarium, consisting of some 

70,000 species, to this University, conditionally. 
University of London. — The following gentlemen 

recently passed the second examination for the degree of 
M.B.:— 

First Division. 
Bartholomew’s Hosp. Mr J. J. Duthoit 
Guy’s Hospital Mr W. Odling 

„ Mr J. S. Stocker 
King’s College Mr S. Griffith 

„ Mr E. A. H. Head 
„ Mr G. May 
„ MrD.H. Monckton 
„ _ Mr W. S. Steele 

St Thomas’s Hospital 
University College Mr E. Jackson 

„ Mr R. Neale 
„ Mr J. R. Reynolds 
„ Mr H. Thompson 

Richmond Hospital, 
Dublin Mr R. H. Courtney 

honours. 
King’s College— Mr E. H. Head — Scholarship and Gold 

Medal — Surgery — Physiology, and Com¬ 
parative Anatomy. 

„ Mr D. H. Monckton— Gold Medal, ditto. 
University College—Mr J. R. Reynolds—Scholarship and 

Gold Medal—Physiology, and Com¬ 
parative Anatomy. 

„ Mr J. R. Reynolds—Scholarship and 
Gold Medal—Medicine. 

„ Mr Thompson—Gold Medal — Surgery. 
„ Mr Thompson—Gold Medal —Medicine. 
„ Mr Thompson — Gold Medal — Mid¬ 

wifery. 
The following gentlemen recently passed the examination 

for the degree of M.D.:— 
First Division. Second Division. 

Bristol Medical School Mr W. B. Herepath 
Guy’s Hospital Mr R. Growse 

„ Mr S. O. Habershon 
,, Mr J. B. Hicks 

King’s College Mr H. H. Salter 
Leeds SchoolofMedicine Mr C. B. Radcliffe 
Royal College of Sur¬ 

geons in Ireland Mr A. H. Hassal 
„ Mr J. Jones 

HONOURS. 

Guy’s Hospital Mr Growse, a gold medal for his 
commentary on a case in medicine. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following are the names of 
the gentlemen who passed their examination in the science 
and practice of medicine, and received certificates to practise, 
on Wednesday, December 24 :— 

Crasher, Thomas William, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
Izod, Ibberson, Birmingham. 
Mayne, Thomas Henry, Barnstaple, North Devon. 
Palmer, Frederick White, Island house, near Loughborough. 
Pardey, Charles, Leeds. 
Warden, Charles, Birmingham. 

On January 1st, 1852 :— 
Humble, George Arthur, Ludlow, Shropshire. 
Stead, Joseph, Manchester. 
Military Appointments.—7th Light Dragoons : Sur¬ 

geon A. Alexander, from 50th Foot, to be Surgeon, vice 
Cowan. 13th Foot: Assist.-Surgeon J. T. Clarke, M.D., 
from the Staff, to be Assist.-Surgeon, vice Tupper. 50th 
Foot: Surgeon A. H. Cowan, from 7th Light Dragoons, to 
be Surgeon, vice Alexander. 66th Foot: Assist.-Surgeon, 
F. W. Tupper, from 13th Foot, to be Surgeon, vice R. G. 
Montgomery, M.D. Hospital Staff.—Assist.-Surgeon, R. 
Bowen, from 48th Foot, to be Staff Surgeon of 2nd class ; 

I Assist.-Staff Surgeon T. W. Barrow, to be Staff Surgeon of 

Second Division. 

Mr R. Hunt 

Mr L. S. Beale 
Mr J. H. Lakin 
Mr J. Vaux 

Mr J.W. Keyworth 
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2nd class; Acting Assist.-Surgeon F. Cogan, to be Assist.- 
Surgeon to the Forces, vice Clarke. Acting Assist.-Surgeon 
P. M‘Dermot, to be Assist.-Surgeon, vice Bowen, promoted 
on the Staff. Hospital Staff: Acting Assist.-Surgeon J. 
L. Jameson, to be Assist.-Surgeon to the Forces, promoted 
to the Staff. 

Royal College of Surgeons. — The subscribers to 
the Liston testimonial have just presented a bust of the dis¬ 
tinguished original to the Council of this Institution. 

Guy’s Hospital.— The new buildings of this Institution 
are rapidly advancing towards completion. Cost, 30,000?. 
They will be erected on patent principles, with immense iron 
rafters and girders, and when completed, will accommodate 
300 additional in-door patients. The lower part of the 
building will form the new library, the museum, reading- 
rooms, lecture-rooms, anatomical theatre, &c. 

King’s College Hospital.—The foimdation stone of 
the new building designed for King’s College Hospital is to 
be laid in May next, the purchase of the site having been 
proceeded with under the Hospital Act of 1851. 20,000/. 
have been subscribed by friends of the college ; but this can¬ 
not be made available until the public have contributed at 
least 20,000/. in addition towards the Building and Endow¬ 
ment Fund, and the cost of the Act of Parliament. The 
new hospital is to be built from designs by Mr Bellamy. 

Sunderland Medical Society and Homceopathy. 

—A special general meeting of the Sunderland Medical 
Society was held at the Athenaeum, on the 5th inst., to 
memorialise the Royal College of Surgeons and Society of 
Apothecaries, London, respecting Homoeopathy. The me¬ 
morial asks the College, “ by an expression of opinion, to 
repudiate the doctrine of Homceopathy, and by a brand upon 
the name, to sever the existing association of the quack with 
the legitimate practitioner.” The memorial was unanimously 
adopted. 

Free Cancer Hospital.—A widow lady residing in 
Berkshire has offered fifty guineas, to be paid in March 
next, in aid of the funds of the Free Cancer Hospital, Cannon 
row, Parliament street, provided nineteen other similar sums 
be forthcoming at that time for the like charitable purpose. 

Royal Free Hospital.—Dr R. Chambers has been 
elected physician to this institution. 

Royal Academy.—The Professorship of Anatomy to 
the Royal Academy has just been resigned by Mr Joseph 
Henry Green. It is generally understood that the success¬ 
ful candidate will be Professor Partridge, of King’s College. 

Museum of Mankind.—Mr Catiin has proposed to the 
Geographical Society to found an institution to perpetuate 
the physiological character, customs, and manufactures of 
all the declining races of man. 

A Female Medical College.—Arrangements have 
been made to complete a course of female medical instruction 
under six professors in the Boston Medical School. 

Professor Owen is reported to have resigned his pre¬ 
tensions to succeed M. Koenig at the British Museum, in 
favour of Mr Waterhouse. It is said that her Majesty has 
bestowed on Mr Owen the apartments of the late King of 
Hanover, at Kew. 

City Orthgepedic Establishment.—By the report 
presented at a meeting on the 20th ult., there were 366 pa¬ 
tients on the books. The chairman, Ralph Lindsay, Esq., 
contributed 100/. to the funds. 

Medical Benevolent College.—With the view of 
assisting this benevolent undertaking, the medical men of 
Bedford held a meeting on Wednesday evening, the 17th 
ult., and unanimously passed resolutions pledging themselves 
to assist the accomplishment of so desirable an object, and 
also appointing a local committee. 

Norwich Pathological Society.—At a meeting of 
this Society, held on the 18th ult., resolutions were carried, 
declaring homoeopathy to be degrading to science, and dis¬ 
honourable in a moral point of view, and pledging itself on 
no account knowingly to meet such practitioners in con¬ 
sultation. 

Nottingham.—Mr Henry Lawson, of Bath, has offered 
to transfer the whole of his valuable astronomical, meteoro¬ 

logical, and optical apparatus (cost 10,000/.) together with a 

contribution of 1,000 guineas, to trustees, for the purpose of 
founding a Midland observatory. 

A National Museum at Edinburgh.—The College 
Committee of the Town Council of Edinburgh have under 
their consideration a proposition for the establishment of a 
National Museum in Scotland. 

Pathological Anatomy.—Several of the lecturers on 
pathological anatomy had an interview with a deputation of 
the Court of Examiners of the Society of Apothecaries, on 
Thursday last, respecting the anomalous position occupied 
by the subject they are engaged in teaching in the regula¬ 
tions of the Society. 

Mr Airy, the Astronomer Royal at Greenwich, has been 
elected honorary foreign member of the Royal Society of 
Sciences at Gottingen. 

Dr Maurice Corr has received the appointment of 

Medical Superintendent of the Government convict esta¬ 
blishment at Spike Island. 

Trinity College, Dublin.—Mr M'Donnell has been 
appointed provost in the place of the late Dr Sadleir. 

Epidemiological Society.—At a meeting of this So¬ 
ciety a paper was read by Mr W. J. Cox, of Kensal New 
Town, “ On a Rational Treatment of Cholera.” After a vote 
of thanks to Mr Cox, the President announced that Dr 
Bryson would read his paper, “ On Epidemic Dysentery in 
China,” at the meeting on the 2nd of February. 

Testimonial to George E. Blenkins, Esq.—The 
President and Fellows of the Royal College of Physicians 
have presented to George E. Blenkins, Esq. (Assistant-Sur¬ 
geon in her Majesty’s 1st or Grenadier Regiment of Foot 
Guards), an elegant silver inkstand, with a purse of fifty 
guineas. 

New Dental College.—By a circular from Dr A. 
Westcott, Dean of the Faculty, we learn that a new college 
for teaching dental surgery is commencing its operations at 
Syracuse, New York. 

Royal Asiatic Society.—A paper was lately read by 
T. T. Meadows, Esq., translator to our Consulate in 
China, descriptive of the execution of thirty-four rebels 
in Canton, in July last, by decapitation. He says, 
“ In somewhat less than three minutes, the whole thirty- 
three were headless. In three or four cases, where the cri¬ 
minals retained their full strength, the bodies, after decapi¬ 
tation, rose quite upright; ” and Mr Meadows is satisfied 
that, “ unless restrained by men behind, they would have 
sprung into the air.” 

Microscopical Society.—At a late meeting, Dr Car¬ 
penter detailed the results of some observations by Mr Wil¬ 
liamson, of Manchester, on the Yolvox globator. The latter 
gentleman has come to the conclusion that the Volvox is 
wrongly placed hi the animal kingdom. He says that the 
increase of the cells (from the supposed ova) is carried on in 
a manner precisely analogous to that of undeniable algae; 
while many of the so-called polygastric animalcules of 
Ehrenberg having been proved poospores of some of the 
confervae, renders the position of Mr Williamson at least pro¬ 
bable. Dr Carpenter gave in his adhesion to the hypothesis. 

Dr Henry Davies.—We have much pleasure in announcing 
that this distinguished obstetric practitioner has wholly re¬ 
covered his health and returned to his professional avocations 
in the metropolis. 

©mttmnr. 
Dr James Arthur, one of the most distinguished medical 

officers in the British service, has been gathered to his 
fathers within the last few days, having died at his residence, 
5 Oriel place, Cheltenham. He received his appointment 
as Assistant-Surgeon in the army in 1801, exactly half a 
century ago. During this long and eventful professional 
career he served in the various grades of assistant-surgeon, 
regimental surgeon, surgeon to the forces, physician to the 
forces, and deputy inspector general of hospitals. His services 
extended to North and South America, Gibraltar, Cadiz, 
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West Indies, and four campaigns in the Peninsula; two as 
surgeon to the 88th Regiment, two as superintending medi¬ 
cal officer of the third division of that army, under the late 
gallant and indefatigable Sir Thomas Picton. During these 
services he was present and professionally employed at the 
assault of Buenos Ayres, the sieges of Cadiz, Ciudad Rod¬ 
rigo, and Badajoz, and in the general actions of Fuentes 
d’Onor, Salamanaca, Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nivelle, Nive, 
Orthes, and Toulouse, as well ns with the third division in 
the minor affairs of Sabugal, Elbador, and Vic Bagoria. In 
recognition of his services in these important battles, Dr 
Arthur had awarded him two years ago a medal with ten 
clasps. After the termination of the war he served five 
years in the Windward and Leeward Islands, West Indies, as 
physician to the forces in that extensive and often unhealthy 
command. After his return, during the prevalence of the 
fatal and alarming epidemic cholera in Scotland, he was 
employed in the counties of Stirling, Dumbarton, Renfrew, 
Lanark, and Ayr, but more especially in the city of Glas¬ 
gow, under the orders and instructions of the Central Board 
of Health in London. Dr Arthur, who was seventy-one 
years of age, had been a resident of Cheltenham little more 
than a twelvemonth. His remains have been removed to 
Scotland, there to be interred in the family vault in the 
Island of Cumbreys, Buteshire.—‘ Cheltenham Looker-on.’ 

At Cockermouth, on the 21st December, 1851, Dr Robert 
Addison Byers, aged 27 years. His death was caused by 
fever. He was a young man of great promise. 

We regret to have to announce the death of Dr Coffee, of 
her Majesty’s ship ‘ Pilot,’ which melancholy event took place 
on the ship’s passage between Hong-Kong and Singapore, 
in October last. 

On the 1st instant, at Halstead place,'Kent, John George 
Children, Esq., F.R.S., &c. Mr Children held tho office of 
Secretary to the Royal Society for many years. 

On the 25th December, at Fulham, Caleb Basan, Esq., 
M.R.C.S, 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

M.D.—We have reason to think that our republication of 
tho Indices of the Medical Journals will be of great ad¬ 
vantage to the profession, as well as an advertisement of 
those periodicals. There are hundreds of medical men 
who purchase a journal only after observing in the table 
of contents the title of some subject possessing at that mo¬ 
ment a peculiar interest either to themselves individually 
or to the profession. The diffusion of a knowledge of 
their respective tables of contents increases the temptation 
to buy the journals. If the conductors of those journals 
treat us liberally, they will each order a few hundred copies 
for distribution, for they may depend upon it that then- 
money could not be more wisely expended. 

Amicus, and others.—We beg to assure our friend that 
we have no such intention. The argument cuts both 
ways. “ Consummate skill,” it is true, is required to 
wield a double-edged sword, but we are knowing “ at 
fence,” and do not intend to lay ourselves open to a thrust 
in tierce. We disclaim all political leanings. These sub¬ 
jects would lead us astray from our main object, and make 
enemies for us where we* hope only to find friends. Has 
the discussion of political questions brought any advantage 
equal to compensate for the heartburnings and jealousies 
that it has originated and maintained ? A single fact in 
science outweighs in real value all the clamour incident to 
these disquieting controversies. We believe that the pro¬ 
fession are tired of them. 

To the Correspondents of the ‘Medical Directory.’ 

—Those gentlemen who favoured the editor of the ‘ Di¬ 
rectory ’ with letters on the subject ofHomceopatliic prac¬ 
tice will observe that the opinions expressed in that cor¬ 
respondence are printed in this fortnight’s journal. We 
also desire to make known to the profession that any views 
that can be made useful towards the improvement of that 

periodical, or any corrections of the letter-press, may be 
communicated through the medium of the 1 Medical Cir¬ 
cular,’ as it is intended to allot a portion of this journal to 
such correspondence. We trust that the effect of this 
arrangement will be to make the ‘ Medical Directory ’ as 
perfect a register as possible of the legally qualified mem¬ 
bers of the profession, then- appointments and their works. 

Mr J. Brown.—The subject referred to by our correspond¬ 
ent will receive our earliest consideration. It is desirable 
that there should be some fixed scale of remuneration for 
opinions given to insurance companies by medical men on 
the eligibility- of their patients. It is very clear that the 
offices should pay the fee, but we think that medical men 
should have too much respect for the dignity of the profes¬ 
sion to accept a fee so large that it partakes rather of tho 
character of a bribe than a legitimate recompense for the 
services rendered. The attempt to cajole the profession 
by the offers and pretences referred to, argues a contemptu¬ 
ous opinion of the spirit and honour of medical men on tho 
part of that society. The insidt should be repudiated. 
We will endeavour to employ the organisation at our com¬ 
mand for the purpose of combining the profession upon 
some equitable principle of payment, and of making tiro 
moral force of tlicir resolve felt by the companies. 

A Poor-law Surgeon_Our pages will be open to dis¬ 
cussion upon that subject, and we will aid the object to 
the utmost of our power. Our correspondent must under- 
stand that the ‘ Medical Circular ’ will stand aloof from 
politics; but the question of an improvement of the system 
of poor-law medical practice is rather humanitarian than 
political, and legitimately comes within the scope of our 
duties. If our correspondent, or any other gentleman, has 
any grievance to make known, or any plan of redress to 
recommend, our pages shall be open to his communication. 
We wish this journal to be a medium of correspondence 
for the profession. 

T. M.—Tho idea is preposterous. Our correspondent is not 
aware that Mr John Churchill is under an engagement to 
publish tho ‘London and Provincial Medical Directory ’ for 
the term of ten y-ears, at an annual salary. If the 
Plomceopatlis are dissatisfied, let them publish a Directory 
of their own. 

J. S. D.—The impending and inevitable abuse of the journal 
named will be met with becoming fortitude. We know 
how to cope with the individual in question, and have 
buckled on our armour for the contest. 

Justus.—The letter w-as withheld because the Professor 
had lent his name to the Insurance Office scheme. With 
us the scales of justice will be more evenly balanced. 
Try us. 

Dr F.’s obliging letter has been received, and the excellent 
suggestion it contains will be acted on. 

Stapes.—The trick which w-as attempted to be played off on 
the gentleman in question, and the subsequent ilnposition 
upon the public, will some dny be exposed in all its naked 
deformity. 

Dr Henry Davies’ valuable communication on Lary-ngismus 
Stridulus will appear in our next: also the first of a 
series of interesting papers on the History of Medicine, 
which Dr Wm. Farr has kindly’' given us permission to 
republish. 

The 1 Medical Tunes ’ publishes this week (Jan. 10) the 
number of stamps issued to that journal and to the ‘Lancet,’ 
for a twelvemonth, thus : 

‘ Medical Times ’ - - 70,833 
‘Lancet’ - - 68,812 

This statement fully bears out the fact of the limited 
circulation of medical journals adverted to in our Pro¬ 
spectus. We venture to say- that our own circulation will 
exceed the two together, even from the outset. Look to 
it, advertisers. 
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THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR, 
AND 

GENERAL MEDICAL ADVERTISER, 
IX CONNEXION WITH 
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This Journal will be published Fortnightly, commencing on Wednesday, January 14, 1852. 

Price, 3d. for an UNSTAMPED, and 4d. for a STAMPED COPY. 

[For Three Months, Is. 6d.; Six Months, 3s.; Twelve Months, 6s.; Stamped, 2s. extra.] 

The Medical Circular will be published on a plan 
different from any of the existing Medical Journals. Whilst 
it will be a “ Conspectus ” of all that they may contain of 
importance or value, during the fortnight previously to its 
publication, it will give the latest information on subjects of 
daily interest — advantages that will be offered to the pro¬ 
fession, at a price less than ONE-HALF of that now paid 
for any of the other periodicals. 

The necessity of being supplied with a Medical Journal 
containing information on all subjects, either of permanent 
or passing interest, relating to the science and social move¬ 
ments of the profession, has long been urged by the thought¬ 
ful, intelligent, and toiling portion of our brethren engaged 
in general practice. This conviction has grown stronger 
since the introduction of low-priced journals into the field of 
general literature. A practice that has proved highly con¬ 
ducive to the diffusion of sound knowledge among the public 
at large could not fail to force itself upon the attention of 
professional circles, and to suggest imitation to the conduc¬ 
tors of class literature. 

It could not he expected, however, that the established 
journals would voluntarily lower their price for the sole 
purpose of assimilating with the new system; on the con¬ 
trary, their tendency has always been, while in possession 
of public support, to raise their charge to the highest point 
likely to be remunerative at the least cost to themselves, 
looking for a return rather to a diminished sale with a high 

profit, on si’igle numbers, than to un extensive circulation with 

low profit. Hence the purchaser has been taxed to pay in 
some cases a hundred per cent, more than a more healthy 
system of journalism would require. 

There are other points in which the present system of 
medical journalism is found to be partial, unsatisfactory, and 
inefficient. Let us instance an example illustrative of our 
statement. In the autumn of the last year we visited Edin¬ 
burgh, Glasgow, and Liverpool, as well as most of the small 
towns in the neighbourhood of the English lakes, and an 
opportunity was thus afforded us of becoming acquainted 
with the real circulation of the present medical journals, 
and of discovering their insufficiency as media for the dissemi¬ 
nation of important facts of medical experience. A re¬ 
markable improvement in operative surgery had been 
recently made, and we instituted inquiries among the prac¬ 
titioners of those towns to ascertain the extent to which it 
had become known. To our great astonishment, we learned 
that the subject to many of them was entirely new ; others had 

seen one or other of the communications in the journal through 
the medium of which it was introduced to the profession; 
but not one in twenty had read the series of papers, con¬ 
secutively, as they appeared in that journal! Now as the 

new mode of practice was an important addition to our re¬ 
medial resources, we were stimulated to inquire how it 
happened that it was so little known. We found that many 

practitioners never saw a medical periodical, others saw one 

occasionally ; only a few were subscribers and of these, very 

few read the contents of their paper. Here, then, was a so¬ 
lution of the whole matter! And allowing a much wider 
margin for the reading portion of the profession than the 
truth perhaps would justify, we reasoned thus :—“ Here are 
sixty medical men with whom we have conversed on this 
subject; one-third never see a periodical, another third see 
one occasionally, the remaining third subscribe to either 
the ‘ Medical Gazette,’ the ‘ Lancet,’ or the ‘ Medical 
Times.’ Some of these read their journals thoroughly, some 
skim them, and others are satisfied with reading the index 
of their contents. How trifling is the quotient!” 

It may he safely affirmed that every man yearns to know 
what improvements or advances in science or practice are 
making in his profession, hut comparatively few choose to 
incur the expense of 8d. for the ‘ Medical Gazette,’ 7d. for 
the ‘Lancet,’ or 7d. for the ‘Medical Times,’ and even 
should their means enable them to compass this professional 
luxury, are they thereby put in possession of all that is passing 
in the profession? Far from it; for if the most important 
medical fact were published in the ‘ Lancet,’ little or no notice 
would be taken of it in the ‘Medical Times,’ and vice, versa. 

Nay, m re, if the same communicat on were sent to the two 

journals ivith the knowledge of their editors it would not obtain 

insertion in either journal;—at least, so we may infer from 
an occasional remonstrance that appears in these publications 
against the practice of sending the same communication to 
each journal. We remember that an injunction was once 
obtained against the ‘Medical Times’ for re-publishing 
extracts from the ‘Medical Gazette.’ It may be good 
business policy for the proprietors of these journals so to act, 
but the profession are signal losers by their competition. 

For these reasons, then, it is proposed to establish a peri¬ 
odical that shall reach every member of the profession on the 
first and third Wednesday of every month. This periodical, 
whilst abstaining from those topics the discussion of which 
tends to excite discord in the profession, will contain: — 

1st. — Indices <f the Contents of every Medical Journal, 

British and Foreign, with crowd remark-. 

2nd.—A list of new publications, with brief notices. 
3rd.—The Medical Directories, amplified and illustrated by 

short biographical notices of members of the profession, with 

portraits, to he continued as far as possible hi alphabetical 

order. 
4th.—Communications and records of important cases. 

5th.—A Newts Department, giving the latest intelli- 
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ger.ce respecting new appointments, changes and deaths, 
pass lists of the licensing bodies, mortality tables, and such 
other matter as may he deemed by the Editor worthy of 
insertion; -the immediate and important object being to 
produce a work which from its useful information and 
extreme cheapness will recommend itself to every member 
of the profession. 

The Medical Circular will vary from 16 to 24 pages 
royal octavo, and particular pains will he taken to display 
the advertisements to advantage. 

Suggestions, communications, books for notice, adver¬ 
tisements, orders for the Medical Circular, &c. &c., 

to he addressed (pro tern.') to the Editor, 4 Adam street, 
Adelphi. 

TO THE EDITOR OF “THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR.” 

SIR, 

I beg you will send me u THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR ” for 

or until countermanded, in payment for which I enclose_ 

in Postage Stamps, or Post-office order, made payable to Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 

at the Branch Post-office, Charing Cross. 

Your obedient Servant, 

Name___ 

Jan. 1852. Address___ 
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Town and Village in England and Wales may be at once 
ascertained. 

General List of Names, Addresses, Qualifications, Appoint¬ 
ments, and Published Works. 

Supplemental List, containing the Names of Persons whose 
Qualifications are unknown. 

Continental Medical Directory, with an Account of the Ger¬ 
man Spas, by Dr Sutro. 

Comity Coroners in England and Wales. 
Borough ditto. 
English, Scotch, and Irish Universities. 
Provincial Schools of Medicine. 
Provincial Hospitals and Dispensaries. 
Fees claimable by Medical Witnesses. 
Obituary. 
Memoirs. 
Poor Law Board. 
Board of Health. 
Commissioners in Lunacy. 
Metropolitan Licensed Houses. 
Provincial Licensed Houses. 

T)egistered Beer and Spirit Pre- 
J V servers.—These useful articles are sold by Chinamen, Fur¬ 
nishing Ironmongers, and Publicans, in Town and Country ; also at 
the Depot, in Fleet street, and at the Manufactory, 78 Albany road. 
They serve as receptacles for small quantities of Beer for daily use, 
and so portable, that they can be sent to the nearest publican’s for 
filling: they also mnke excellent store vessels for Spirits, or Draught 
Wine. They vary in size from half-a-gallon to three cations —price, 
from 7s. 6 . to 16s. 6d , or, without the internal apparatus, from 
5s. Cd. to 12s. 6d. They are provided with Air-tight Stoppers and 
Brass Taps ; and act by means of a float that follows the descent of 
the liquid.—thereby keeping it constantly fresh. They will be found 
invaluable in saving three or four visits a-day to the publican’s, and 
for use on Sundays. 

abriolet for Sale, in excellent 
J condition, well built, light, and remarkably easy, well adapted 

for a Medical man. Price 40l. |Tq ho seen at Angus and Co.'s 
Manufactory, Kuightsbridge. 

GREAT EXHIBITION. Hyde park—North-west Gallery, 

Class XXVIII, No. S3. 

Inflated India-ritbjber Airproof 

This novel and useful article may be used simply as an ordinary 
AIR CUSHION, or as a RECLINING BED or SOFA CHAIR, by 
inflating the back part, which is attached to the Cushion, but having 
a separate aperture for inflation: by which means it may be filled at 
pleasure to any degree of tightness, and set to any angle. Invalids 
will find this article admirably adapted for great ease and comfort, 
either on a bed or sofa. 

Manufactured by J. L. HANCOCK, Goswell mews, Gosrveli ri§d 
London. 

N.B.—Vulcanised India-Rubber Tubing, Sheet Rubber Urinalf, 
Surgical Bottles, and Vulcanised Rubber, in Sheets ot all thicl|p|||, 
or Bandages, &c. 

Dr Arnott’s Hydrostatic or FI 
ING BED.—This valuable Invention, affording so ere: ING BED.—This valuable Invention, affording so greatrelief 

to all Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to the Public 
greatly improved in manufacture, by which it is made much more 
durable, and at a greatly reduced price, which it is hoped will con¬ 
duce to make its advantages more generally available; the price 
being less than some of the water cushions, which are piftendjd 
to supersede it. wtiieh, though valuable for many uses, can never 
substitute the Hydrostatic Bed, as it is obvious there can bjjno float¬ 
ing on water confined in a case, however elastic it may bfci which is 
the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

Edward Spencer and Co. have published instructors fbr its nse, 
which remove much of the inconvenience complained of in soma 
cases, and give it increased adaptation, 

*** Dr Abnott, the Inventor, lias inspected the Tleds manufac¬ 
tured by Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed hi3 njqfrcval 
of their construction and make. 

£ 
8 
7 

No. 1, Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, <fce. ... 
No. 2, ditto plain .. 

POR HIRE. 
No. 1, First Month . ... 1 

,, Second and succeeding Months ... ... 1 
No. 2, First Month . ... 1 

„ Second and succeeding Months fa. ... 0 
The Hire of the Bed, with Waterproof SheW and Carriage, t« 

paid in advance. / ’ 
Manufactured, Sold, and Let out on Hire by Edward SPI-J 

and CO., General Waterproo ers, and Manufacturers of all kjf 
Waterproof Garments, a< Coats, Wrappers, Capes, Leggings, ! 
shoes, &c. <fcc., 18 Billiter street, and 116 Fendnuch street, London. 

F&vre’s Patent 
Seltzogcne. 

The Largest, Cheapest, and most Eco¬ 
nomical Apparatus for making Soda and 
Seltzer Waters, Lemonade, Champagne, 
and all Efferveseing or Aerated Drinks. 

To be had at all the Chemists and 
Druggists. 

Sole Agent, 
J. LE FRANC, 12 Cecil street, 

by whom orders will be promptly exe¬ 
cuted. 
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MEDICAL AGENCY AND LUNATIC ASYLUM REGISTRATION* Messrs Lane and Lara, 14 John 
STREET. ADELPIIT. Aive ahvavs for disrtosal. Practices. STREET, ADELPHI, 

Partnerships, Asylums, and sue, 
by Professional Men, of all kin. 

But ONE charge is made fo1 
PWii_e out of tiie purchase' 

Medical Qe 

,ve always for disposal, Practices, 
uriness s as are usually carried on 
l every locality, 
essfully conducting a negotiation, 

ey. Any description of business 
Fmen at a fixed and moderate cost. 

Assistants proviHSPWMW^^xpense to employers. 
Messrs LANE and LARA have also much |,leisure in respectfully 

inviting the attention of the Profession to them LUNA I IC ASYLUM 
REGISTRY (for favourable notices of which see the ‘Lancet,’ May 
10, and ' Medical Times’ May 17), by which the friends of the Insane 
and of Invalids may obtain, gratuitously, the Terms and Prospectuses 
of Establishments adapted to every class of the community, and the 
fullest inform uion on every point connected with them. A List is 
kept of Superintendents, Medical Officers, Matrons, and Male and 
Female Attendants. 

Office hours from Twelve till Four. 

Messrs Lane and Lara beg to offer 
the following Selections from their Books, as exhibiting as 

great ^variety as po.sible of transferable Medical connexions. 
Gentlemen writing for details are therefore respectfully requested, 
to save infinite trouble and confusion, not to particularise more than 
one, or at most two, openings at a time. Such as require perrna 
nent Partnerships in General Practices are recommended to forward 
their wishes in detail, when they will be apprised of suitable oppor¬ 
tunities as they occur,—good investments of the kind being in such 
const mt demand as to render advertising them, generally speaking, 
unnecessary. 

T ondon.—A thoroughly-goodGe- 
-11 neral Practice, returning about 800/. per annum (including 
115/. from appointments, and a considerable portion in ready money), 
is OFFERED for one year’s purchase to a fully qualifi d gentleman 
desirous of forming an extensive connexion in a healthy neighbour¬ 
hood near the City. A twelvemonth’s preliminary Partnership if 
rcqulrfHLThc Surgery is an open one, hut no retail business is car- 
rietj^^^Bblio 249.) 

folk.—The succession to a very 
►established General Practice, situated in a most desirable 

within three hours of London, by rail, isfor DISPOSAL. 
It ^^■oetween 500/. and 600/. a-year, has valuable appointments 
at acliw, and is susceptible of great increase. The house (the pro¬ 
perty ok the Advertiser), may be rented or bought. Premium ac- 
cordingjto length of introduction, commencing with 600/. for one of 
six moiSis. (Folio 242.) 

Lunatic Asylum.—Partnership.— 
Thl Proprietor of an established and superior RE i'RE^T. 

easily rewind from the Metropolis, wishes to DISPOSE of a MOIO'Y 
of it to alpmperly-qualified Gentleman, who could either reside or 
not on e•remises. The command of about 1,000/. necessary. 

32.) ’ 

a ml)«d ge shir e.—The greater 
ION 

S.—A gentlemi 
►e security for 

Troduced to a Gem 

file premium to depend on the purchaser’s suc- 
rith some capital at command, and who can 
remainder of a premium of 400/., may be in- 
il Country Practice, averaging that amount 

annually, on the abovladvantageous terms. (Folio 240.) 

Practice near Regent street, 
established manjSyears among the tradespeople and hotels of 

tliikopulous and desirajile locality, and returning about 700/. a-year, 
maj^t once be enteredJft, with a short PARTNERSHIP introduction; 
aboiBuiO/. worth offrum are inclu led, and will be allowed lor, if 
not t^«lerred, it!*fhe Piwnium. 700/ House-rent and taxes, 50/.; 
genei^wlidwii'ery fee, twSguineas. (Folio 244.) 

ffashionjflle Watering-place 
l 4 General Practice i^Hhe North of England, which, under un¬ 

favourable circumstancas^pas averaged 500/. a-year, IS OFFERED 
for 150/.lto a gentlemanWhnse standing and address would warrant 

iceMing a short p«r#nal introduction instead of the ordinary 
rtnership. (Fjnio 243.) 

iy.-Yh Rur^l Practice, nearly 
fenty established, from which the actual proceeds are 

r500^Jnd 600/. annually, can be transferred for 500/. 
ThSl^Bre iMT appointments which will be secured to a successor. 
Anck^fcheKdvertiser is retiring altogether, but will continue to 
reside ^^ne place, there is little or no risk of any portion oi the 
conne^^kbeing lost by an eligible purchaser. (Folio 248.) 

\ ssistancy, Partnership, and ulti- 
lljL MATE SUCCESSION.—A F.R.C.S., practising in a Watering- 
place within 100 miles of London, requires the aid of a Gentleman 
who, after a twelvemonth's trial, would be willing to purchase a 
transfer of the connexion. The command at that time of about 
2,000/. would be essential to the arrangement. (Folio 246.) 

1 ondon.—A large and increasing 
_J PRACTICE, combined with a PRESCRIBING RETAIL, 

situated in a money-making locality, may be entered on imme¬ 
diately, with a partnership introduction. Premium, 1,000/.; rent 
and taxes, 30/.; drug hill only about 60/. annually; and no cheap 
midwifery. (Folio 191.) j 

Ptimer’s Patent Artificial Leg.— 
A Manufactory of this leg has been established at No. 3 ' Regent 

sheet, Waterloo place, where all who 
applied to Mr Palmer, when in London, 
also those who have not yet seen the leg, 
are invited to call, 

Pamuhlets containing a description 
and testimonials of the leg will be sup¬ 
plied gratis. 

“ The Artificial Leg, patented by Mr 
Palmer, is, in its way, a most admirable, 
ingenious, and philanthropic contri¬ 
vance, and its invention is remarkably 
characteristic of the country from which 
itcomes. Having closely examined it, 
we can testify to its merit on the lead¬ 
ing points specified, nor have we any 
reason to doubt that the enamelled sur¬ 
face of this leg, as stated, is rivalled 
only by the mechanism of nature; and 
that a lady may wear silk hose and slip¬ 
pers, without betraying the loss she has 
sustained, and cannot fail to be a great 
boon to suffering humanity.”—‘Times,’ 
Sept. 19, 1851. 

“As an unrivalled piece of mechan¬ 
ism, effecting very wonderful results in 
the most simple manner, it is curious to 
all lovers of ingenuity, and will wel re¬ 
pay examination; but as a positive ser¬ 
vice to humanity; obviating some of the 
greatest evils resu'tin c from the ampu¬ 
tation of a limb, it is deserving of more 
than a passing notice. The peculiarities 
of this invention are—1st, an arrange- 

mont of sprin sand cords, by which, when the wearer is in an erect 
position, the limb is extended, and the foot flexed, so as to present a 
natural appearance ; 2nd, an arrangement of springs, by which the 
foot and toes are easily and gradually extended when the heel is 
placed in contact with the ground ; 3rd, by peculiar arrangement of 
tlie knee-joint it is rendered little liable to wear, and all lateral or 
rotary ino ion is avoided.”—Morning Chronicle, Aug. 15, 1851. 

“ We have seen one of these legs in use, and have repeatedly 
known per-ons to be deceivedas to the fact of the limb being arti¬ 
ficial, and unable to determine which was the one supplied by art” 
—‘ Art-Journal,’ Aug., 1851. 

“F ir our own part, we confess that, after watching Mr Pa’mer 
walking across the avenue several times, very narrowly, we were 
unable to distinguish between the real and the artificial limb.”— 
‘Illustrated London News,’ Aug. 23, 1851. 

“The Patent Artificial Leg of Mr Palmer is a most admirable, 
ingenious, and philanthropic contrivance. It is far superior to all 
others that have been hitherto invented, and is a valuable addition 
to our means of removing the inconvenience arising trom a severe 
mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are, life-like elasticity and 
flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adaptability, and perfec¬ 
tion of exterior appearance.”—1 The Lancet.’ Jan. 3, 1852. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements: — 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every ad itional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

And that all Advertisements sent from the Country must be paid for 
at the time, or they cannot be inserted A Post office Order on Char¬ 
ing Cross, payable to Thomas Rolfe, is the safest mode of remittance. 

Advertisements will be received at the Office, No. 4 Adam street^ 
Adelphi, until Tuesday at Twelve o’clock previous to the day of Publi¬ 
cation. 

London; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Offl e o^Hhwiell anc* Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
inTffie City of Westminster.—January 14, 1852. 
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N otice.—The London and Pro- 
VINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY, 1852, with considerable 

additions, is now ready. Any subscriber who may not have received 
his copy is requested to intimate the same to the Editors, 4 Adam 
street, Adelphi, London. Price to subscribers, 7s. 6d.; to non-sub¬ 
scribers, 10s. 

N.B.—Those Gentlemen who have not yet forwarded t'neir subscrip¬ 
tions for the Directory will be pleased to do so without further delay. 
Post-office orders to be drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam 
street, Adelphi, payable at the Branch Office, Charing cross. 

N otice.—The Medical Direc- 
_i_ ■, TORIES for IRELAND and SCOTLAND will be forwarded 
to sub cribers by post, free, during the first week in February. 

IV/Tedical Assistants.—Wanted, a 
IV I qualified Gentleman (a L.S.A. preferred) to fill a Situation in 

Surrey. He must be tin roughly competent to Dispense, manage a 
Surgery, and occasionally aitend Midwifery. Duties light, and a 
good opportunity for seeing practice. Salary, 301. Apply personally 
(between 1 i and 3) to Mr Harris, Medical Directory Offices, 4 Adam 
street, Adelphi. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Drug¬ 

gists, <Sc., that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recom¬ 
mended for purity, health, and readiness of biting. 

Potter and Hailey, Importers of Leeches, Turkey Sponge, Herbal¬ 
ists, &c., 66 Farringdun market, London. 

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF FORTY YEARS. <» 

Ritchie and Myall’s Medical 
COMFORTS. 

Pint. 
d. 
9 
9 
3 

Half pint, 
s. d. 

CHICKEN BROTH 
BEEF TEA - 
MUTTON BROTH - 
INVALID TURTLE - - per case. 
TENOONS OF VEAL - - per lb. 

These delicacies contain the greatest amount of nutriment in the 
smallest possible space, and, being in canisters hermetically sealed, 
they will remain fresh for an unlimited period. They are prepared 
with the express view of supplying the invalid with agreeable, 
nutritious, and easily digested food at a few minutes’ notice, and of 
preventing the tedious delays which occur in procuring and prepar¬ 
ing ordinary articles of food, during which the appetite of the In¬ 
valid frequently becomes so palled as to reject it altogether. 

It is merely necessary to open the canister and warm the contents, 
when they are ready for immediate use. They form a useful and 
excellent diet for young children. 
Sold by all respectable Druggists and Italian Warehousemen in Town 

and Country, and Whole-ale by 
RITCHIE and M’CALL, 137 Houndsditch, London. 

IVTedical. 
_Lfimmediate 

_ -Wanted, to Purchase 
_immediately, by a married man of some years’ standing in 
his Profession, a COUNTRY PRACTICE, within easy distance of 
town, where the receipts are not less than 5001. per Annum. 

A Partnership for a term not objected to. 
Address, M. R. C. S., care of Messrs Collick and Co., 139 Upper 

Thames street, London. 

IV/T edical 
I V 1 prepared fo 

Examinations.—Pupils 
for their CLASSICAL EXAMINATION at Apothe¬ 

caries' Hall, either iu the old or in the new course, or for matriculation 
at the London University by a superior TUTOR, on moderate terms. 
Apply to Mr Harris, Medical Directory’s offices, 4 Adam street, 
Adelphi. 

Fifth Edition, now ready. 

The Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrie, Surgeon Dentist. 
“Mrlmrie has ob'ained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 

action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and has re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London: Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 



Gentlemen of the Medical Pro¬ 
fession and others, who take an interest in Electricity, are 

respectfully invited to inspect 

THE NEW PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

Invented by Mr J. L. Pctlvermacher, of Vienna, which maybe said, 
««ithnnt exasperation, to open a new era in the history of galvanism, 
and its applications to inouo it «mi other purposes, and have met with 
the most universal approbation wherever they have been produced. 

A Battery of sufficient intensity to communicate shocks initm'sn 
from eight to ten persons, perfectly to contract a limb without any 
sensation of pain, decomposing distilled water, and, in short, produc¬ 
ing all the effects of a powerful voltaic pile of 120 combinations, 
occupies the space of only fifteen cubic inches, the ordinary size of 
a pocket-book! 

They are besides permanently connected and arranged, so as to be 
at all moments ready for instantaneous us-, wherever a cup of vinegar 
can be procured. The current is always in one direction and 
primary volxaism, not ksecondary impulses, as in the old Coil ma¬ 
chines. 

The new principle on which these powerful and portable Batteries 
are constructed, has likewise been carried out in Weak Chain Bat¬ 
teries. for personal use, (weight about two ounces.) which, when 

worn on the body, exercise a mild but cost Minion* 

influence on the same, of a highly beneficial 

character in many clirouic diseases. The effects of these 
small chains can lie perceived the moment the chain is applied to the 
body j and they likewise decompose unacidulated water. 

The app iratus may be freely tested, and a full description of this 
extraordinary invention may be had, at the Dep6t, 10 i Leadenhall 
street, City, and 71 Quadrant, Regent street. 

C. MEINIG, Resident Manager. 

This Invention has been illustrated, with success, before the Royal 
College of Physicians, the Roya1 College of Surgeons, the Pharma¬ 
ceutical Society, and the Royal British Association iu London ; the 
Acidemie Nationale de Medeclne, at Paris, on the 1st of April, 1851, 
unanimously voted thanks to the inventor, fir the communication 
of the same: and it is already in extensive use in the hospitals of 
London, Paris, and Vienna. 
.. "We have in this ingenious Invention that 

which lias long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest 
possible bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricy of moderate tension, and always in one direction. 
.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too 
strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.’’—Extract of Dr 
Golding Bird's Letter, 29th of August, 1851. Published with his 
kind permission. 
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Allsopp’s East India Pale and 
other BURTON ALES.—The Public is respeclfully informed, 

that the ALES of THIS SEASON’S BREWINGS are now ready for 
delivery, and may be obtained genuine in Casks of Eighteen Gallons 
and upwards, either singly or in any quantity, at their respective 
Stores, as under, where also a list of the Bottlers may be had. The 
Brewery, Burto -on-Trent; 61 King William street, City. London; 
Cook street, Liverpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester; Rqyal Brewery, Dudley; 33 YirglqU street, Glasgow. 

This Day is Published, 12mo, price Is., 

Crime and Insanitjr: their Causes, 
Connexion, and Consequences; how Distinguished, and how 

Treated by Human Legislation. 
By C M. Burnett, M.D. 

By the same Author, in 8vo. price is. 

The Philosophy of Spirits in 
RELATION to MATTER ; showing the real existence of two very 
distinct kinds of entity, material and Immaterial, which unite to 
form the different bodies that compose the universe, organic and in¬ 
organic, by which the phenomena of light, electricity, motion, life, 
and mind are reconciled and explained. 

By the same Author, 8vo, price 5s., 

Insanity Tested by Science, and 
shown to he a disease rarely connected with permanent organic 
lesion of the brain. 

Londons Samuel Highley, 32 Fleet street. 

For Varicose Veins and Weak¬ 
ness.—surgical ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing a permanent, ‘efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature, without the trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong, low-priced article for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful Fabric. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for both S xes ; those for ladies’ use 
before and af er accouchement, are admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support with cxtierne lightness—a point little attended to 
in tlte comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post from the Sole Manufacturers, PORE 
and PLAN I E, 4 Waterloo place, Pail mall. The Profession, Trade, 
and Hospitals supplied. 

TV/Tedical Galvanism.—The most 
1 V I efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

tlte Cure of Disease, Is the ELEC t RO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the quality that is essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of 
Galvanism in ONE direction only.—Manufactured only by HORNE, 
TllORNTHWAlTE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, Lon¬ 
don. Price 31. 3s., 51. 5s., 81. 8s., and upwards. 

The “ CEgle Marmelos,” or Pre- 
served Fruit ot the Indian Bael —Mr KEATING, St Paul’s 

Churchyard, begs to invite the attention of the Medical Profession to 
this elegant and unique preparation, which, in the form of an after- 
dinner Preserve, possesses the properties of a Specific for Dysentery, 
without unduly astringing the bowels. Samples may be obtained on 
application. Mr Keating has just received a fresh supply of KOUSSO, 
ihe price of which is 2s. the oz.; dose, for adult, £oz. 

A New Discovery.—Mr Howard, 
Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet, street, has introdu ed an entirely 

NEW DESCRIPTION of ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without springs, 
wires, or ligatures They so perfectly resemble tlte natural Teeth as 
not to be distinguished from the original by the closest observer: they 
will NEVER CHANGE COLOUR or DECAY, and will be found 
very superior tu any Teet i ever before used. This method does not 
require the extraction of roots or any painful operation, and will give 
support and preserve Teeth that are loose, ami is guaranteed to re¬ 
store articulation and mastication ; and that Mr Howard’s improve¬ 
ments may be within the reach of the most economical, he has fixed 
his charges at tin lowest scale possible. Decayed Teeth rendered 
sound and useful in mastication. 

52 Fleet street. At home from Ten till Five. 

lUTedical Practices.—An excellent 
IVI opportunity now offers f r a Gentleman of talent 

and activity to succeed to a GOOD PRACTICE in the North of 
Wilts, capable of returning a handsome income. APPOIN I'MEN I S 
attached worth 180/. per annum. Premium required, 5001. Also, 
The succession to a small PRACTICE in the North, with an AP¬ 
POINTMENT attached, returning from 250/. to 3001. per annum. In 
SURREY, the nucleus of a PRACTICE returning at present about 
130/. may be obtained for 1001 ; and, in Worcestershire a PRACTICE 
returning 200/. per annum, mav be entered upon, in consequence of 
tlte ill health of the vendor, for 'l00/. including mugs, fixture-, 3cc. 
Application (personal preferred) to be made to Mr Harns, Medical 
Directory offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 
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The Medical Circular will be published on a plan 
different from any of the existing Medical Journals. Whilst 
it will be a “ Conspectus ” of all that they may contain of 
importance or value, during the fortnight previously to its 
publication, it will give the latest information on subjects of 
daily interest—advantages that will be offered to the pro¬ 
fession, at a price less than ONE-HALF of that now paid 
for any of the other periodicals. 

The necessity of being supplied with a Medical Journal 
containing information on all subjects, either of permanent 
or passing interest, relating to the science and social move¬ 
ments of the profession, has long been urged by the thought¬ 
ful, intelligent, and toiling portion of our brethren engaged 
in general practice. This conviction has grown stronger 
since the introduction of low-priced journals into the field of 
general literature. A practice that has proved highly con¬ 
ducive to the diffusion of sound knowledge among the public 
at large could not fail to force itself upon the attention of 
professional circles, and to suggest imitation to the conduc¬ 
tors of class literature. 

It could not be expected, however, that the established 
journals would voluntarily lower their price for the sole 
purpose of assimilating with the new system; on the con¬ 
trary, their tendency has always been, while in possession 
of public support, to raise their charge to the highest point 
likely to be remunerative at the least cost to themselves, 
looking for a return rather to a diminished sale with a high 

profit on single numbers, than to an extensive circulation with 

low profit. Hence the purchaser has been taxed to pay in 
some cases a hundred per cent, more than a more healthy 
system of journalism would require. 

There are other points in which the present system of 
medical journalism is found to be partial, unsatisfactory, and 
inefficient. Let us instance an example illustrative of our 
statement. In the autumn of the last year we visited Edin¬ 
burgh, Glasgow, and Liverpool, as well as most of the small 
towns in the neighbourhood of the English lakes, and an 
opportunity was thus afforded us of becoming acquainted 
with the real circulation of the present medical journals, 
and of discovering their insufficiency as media for the dissemi¬ 
nation of important facts of medical experience. A re¬ 
markable improvement in operative surgery had been 
recently made, and we instituted inquiries among the prac¬ 
titioners of those towns to ascertain the extent to which it 
had become known. To our great astonishment, we learned 
that the subject to many of them was entirely new ; others had 

seen one or other of the communications in the journal through 
the medium of which it was introduced to the profession; 
but not one in twenty had read the series of papers, con- 
-ecutively, as they appeared in that journal 1 Now as the 

new mode of practice was an important addition to our re¬ 
medial resources, we were stimulated to inquire how it 
happened that it was so little known. We found that many 

practitioners never saw a medical periodical, others saw one 

occasionally ; only a few were subscribers, and of these, very 

few read the contents of their paper. Here, then, was a so¬ 
lution of the whole matter! And allowing a much wider 
margin for the reading portion of the profession than the 
truth perhaps would justify, we reasoned thus :—“ Here are 
sixty medical men with whom we have conversed on this 
subject; one-third never see a periodical, another third see 
one occasionally, the remaining third subscribe to either 
the 1 Medical Gazette,’ the ‘ Lancet,’ or the ‘ Medical 
Times.’ Some of these read their journals thoroughly, some 
skim them, and others are satisfied with reading the index 
of their contents. How trifling is the quotient!”' 

It may be safely affirmed that every man yearns to know 
what improvements or advances in science or practice are 
making in his profession, but comparatively few choose to 
incur the expense of 8d. for the ‘ Medical Gazette,’ 7d. for 
the ‘Lancet,’ or 7d. for the ‘Medical Times,’ and even 
should their means enable them to compass this professional 
luxury, are they thereby put in possession of all that is passing 
in the profession? Far from it; for if the most important 
medical fact were published in the ‘ Lancet,’ little or no notice 
would be taken of it in the ‘ Medical Times,’ and vice versd. 

Nay, more, if the same communication were sent to the two 

journals with the knowledge of their editors it would not obtain 

insertion in either journal;—at least, so we may infer from 
an occasional remonstrance that appears in these publications 
against the practice of sending the same communication to 
each journal. We remember that an injunction was once 
obtained against the ‘Medical Times’ for re-publishing 
extracts from the ‘Medical Gazette.’ It may be good 
business policy for the proprietors of these journals so to act, 
but the profession are signal losers by their competition. 

For these reasons, then, it is proposed to establish a peri¬ 
odical that shall reach every member of the profession on the 
first and third Wednesday of every month. This periodical, 
whilst abstaining from those topics the discussion of which 
tends to excite discord in the profession, will contain: — 

1st.—Indices of the Contents of every Medical Journal, 

British and Foreign, with critical remarks. 

2nd.—A list of new publications, with brief notices. 
3rd.—The Medical Directories, amplified and illustrated by 

short biographical notices of members of the profession, with 

portraits, to be continued as far as possible in alphabetical 

order. 
4th.—Communications and records of important cases. 

5th_A News Department, giving the latest intelli- 



gence respecting new appointments, changes and deaths, 
pass lists of the licensing bodies, mortality tables, and such 
other matter as may he deemed by the Editor worthy of 
insertion;—the immediate and important object being to 
produce a work which from its useful information and 
extreme cheapness will recommend itself to every member 
of the profession. 

The Medical Circular will vary from 16 to 24 pages 
royal octavo, and particular pains will be taken to display 
the advertisements to advantage. 

Suggestions, communications, books for notice, adver¬ 
tisements, orders for the Medical Circular, &c. &c., 
to be addressed (pro lem.') to the Editor, 4 Adam street, 
Adelphi. 
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MIRROR OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

It is due to the most important publication of the 
Provincial Association—its annual volume of “ Tran¬ 
sactions”—as well as to the intrinsic value of some 
of its articles, that we should bestow upon it a short 
notice in this journal. It will be remembered that 
late in the year 1847 Mr Samuel Crompton engaged 
to prepare a report upon “Burns and Scalds,” 
founded upon such communications as might be for¬ 
warded to him upon the subject by the members of 
the society, and other gentlemen who might have 
had much experience in the treatment of those 
injuries. The results of Mr Crompton’s investiga¬ 
tions are comprised in the first article of the “ Tran¬ 
sactions.” The compiler has classified the opinions 
(for tabular statements, with respect to treatment 
there are none) of his correspondents objectively ; 
that is, under each plan of treatment—whether tur¬ 
pentine and oil, flour, cotton, or treacle. This plan, 
without aiming at scientific arrangement, is perhaps 
the best, under the circumstances, that could have 
been adopted. It is unambitious, but practical, and 
has the advantage of not appearing to make the 
facts square with a foregone conclusion. 

Mr Crompton has, notwithstanding, a theoretical 
element in his nature which, despite his determina- 
nation to abide by the matter-of-fact, still forcibly 
obtrudes itself upon the reader’s notice at the very 
commencement of the article. It seems to say, “ the 
facts shall come by-and-bye, but hear me first!” A 
favourite theory is a difficult thing to put out of the 
way. It is the most imperious master a man can 
serve. We need hardly say that to explore even a 
speculative principle prior to a collection of the facts 
from wflicii the evidence is taken is an inversion of 
the philosophic order, for which we presume, in this 
instance, the exacting nature of hypothesis itself 
must be made responsible. The philosophic prin¬ 
ciple contended for is not one that admits of dispute, 
and is merely a translation into scientific language 
of an axiom expressed ambiguously in the vulgar 
tongue. Mr Crompton denies that flour, cotton, 
and other applications of that nature prove service¬ 
able, not because they “exclude atmospheric air” 
according to the general opinion, but because they 
exclude cold atmospheric air. “ Air of itself, air as 
air, produces no irritation; but cold air, that is, air 
destitute of a given proportion of caloric,^produces 
much irritation.” Cotton wool, for example, includes 
within its interstices a large quantity of atmospheric 
air; therefore, when remedially applied, does not 
exclude it. Air is a non-conductor, and “ it would 
appear to be more philosophical to say that they 
(such applications) act beneficially, by reason of their 
high powers of resisting the transmission of heat; 
in other words, that they are non-conductors.” Our 
readers will see at once that this explanation hardly 
deserved to monopolise the earlier pages of the 
report, “ as the first and most important point to be 
settled in the treatment of burns.” Although the 
exclusion of cold atmospheric air—which is exactly, we 
believe, what surgeons mean when they refer to this 
matter—is a very desirable measure, and attended 
with great advantages in the treatment of burns; 
yet we cannot regard it as “ the first and most im¬ 
portant point to be settled” in the treatment of those 
cases that most demand knowledge and judgment. 
Mr Crompton, in speaking of Kentish’s plan, does 
not himself appear to be of his own opinion. 

With respect to the best applications for bums 
and scalds, there is great diversity of opinion. The 
teribinthinate plan, introduced by Dr Kentish, of 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, is still employed and recom¬ 
mended by gentlemen who have had large expe¬ 
rience in the treatment of these lesions, especially by 
Mr G-reenhow, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The form 
of application used by this gentleman, and by others, 
is oil of turpentine, thickened with unguent. resinse, 
into which Mr Greenhow dips lawn or silver paper, 
and applies it, while warm, close to the injured part. 
As a preliminary application, assiduous bathing with 
oil of turpentine he believes to be the best; and 
when suppuration is established, he employs an 
ointment of creta in succession to the turpentine 
dressing. We cannot, however, give the opinions of 
Mr Crompton’s several correspondents, and we have 
only done it in this instance in deference to a style 
of practice once almost universally pursued. 

We must observe that the opinions of the respec¬ 
tive gentlemen, with reference to the particular 
remedial measures they recommend, are influenced 
to a great extent by local customs, and therefore not 
to be relied on to the exclusion of other systems. It 
is natural that Mr Greenhow, and the Newcastle 
surgeons should still swear by their prophet; that 
the practitioners in the neighbourhood of the Carron 
Works should place their faith in Carron oil—a pre¬ 
paration made by mixing together equal parts of 
linseed oil and lime-water; and that the surgeons of 
St Helen’s should extol the plan that has been in 
general use there for thirty or forty years, and is 
implicitly relied on by the people, which consists in 
dissolving a scruple of the acetate of lead in a gallon 
of water. The lotion is kept continually applied to 
the injury by means of a sponge, constituting, in fact, 
the “ cold water system.” If the depression be 
great, this application is warmed before use. Besides 
the array made by these central columns of opinion, 
there are numerous skirmishers who attach them¬ 
selves to one or other of the main bodies. Many of 
these are probably influenced by early admiration 
of an old or casual acquaintance with the merits of 
a newer system. 

The treatment by the application of flour, cotton, 
or a combination of both, has a growing body of 
supporters, who are apparently very generally dif¬ 
fused through the country. But these applications 
are employed in a great variety of modes. Some 
employ them partially, and remove them early; 
some continue them until suppuration is esta¬ 
blished ; others, throughout the whole period 
of cure, constantly dust on the flour with a 
dredger, or apply fresh cotton, as the discharge 
oozes through the dressing. Treacle, introduced 
by Mr Joseph Leach, is also regarded by some 
gentlemen to be an admirable application to super¬ 
ficial burns and scalds ; and we, too, have much 
pleasure in testifying to its efficacy. It assuages 
pain as soon as applied, and has the advantage over 
flour of being unattended with the offensive smell 
occasioned in hot weather, by the flour uniting with 
the discharges, and undergoing decomposition. 
Treacle is antiseptic. The application of cold 
water to burns and scalds does not seem to be 
generally approved and is condemned, we think 
with judgment, by Mr Crompton. Many other 
local applications are referred to in this report, but 
they are subordinate to those enumerated. Among 
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internal remedies, Mr Crompton approves of opium 
being administered in full doses in severe cases, 
when the pain is acute; and of internal stimulants, 
when the constitutional irritation is great, shivering 
has occurred, the nose, ears, and feet are cold, and 
the nervous system distressed. The propriety of 
administering purgatives is questionable, and must 
be regarded, in extreme cases, as imprudent. 

On the whole Mr Crompton prefers Dr Kentish’s 
plan in extreme cases ; and advises that dressings 
should be removed as seldom as possible, that they 
should be non-conductors, and that they should not 
favour putrefaction;—conditions supplied in the com¬ 
bination of treacle and cotton-wool. For the fur¬ 
ther arguments upon which these conclusions are 
based, we must refer our readers to the very 
judicious Reports itself. 

The ‘Edinburgh Monthly Journal’ contains a very 
interesting article by Dr Maclagan, on Colchicum 
Autumnale. After reciting cases of poisoning by 
colchicum, the Doctor treats of its theraputic action. 
With reference to its diuretic properties, he gives 
tables of analysis of the urine to show that after the 
administration of the ascetic extract of colchicum, in a 
case of suppression of urine and coma after scarla¬ 
tina, the amount of urea in the urine, was very 
largely increased. He regards the sedative proper¬ 
ties of colchicum to be much overstated. 

Dr Maclagan then considers the action of colchi¬ 
cum in acute rheumatism and gout, in which 
diseases he believes that the remedy is beneficial by 
means both of its sedative and evacuant influence. 
He has tabulated some analyses of the blood and 
urine in these cases also, which clearly show that 
subsequent to the administration of this drug, the 
quantity of urea and uric acid in the blood was even 
tripled in its amount. Thus in one case of acute 
rheumatism, the urine, when first examined, con¬ 
tained ten parts per thousand, and after colchicum 
had been employed during five days, twelve parts ; 
eight days, thirteen parts; twelve days, fourteen 
arts ; eighteen days, seventeen parts ;—and the 
lood which at first contained urea and uric acid 

was deprived of every trace of these principles. In 
another case, the urine when first examined con¬ 
tained six parts per thousand of urea and on the 
thirteenth day after the exhibition of colchicum, 
sixteen parts. Other similar analyses are given. 
These facts are very important, and place the 
administration of colchicum upon a scientific basis. 
Dr Maclagan, towards the end of his article, indi¬ 
cates the diseases and conditions in which col¬ 
chicum may be beneficially employed, such as for 
example, Bright’s Disease, and Asiatic Cholera in 
the stage of reaction. The paper is full of authori¬ 
ties, and will be read with great interest. 

The ‘Lancet’ of the 17th January contains an 
interesting paper by Dr Henry Bennett, on 
Dysmenorrhcea. He considers this affection to 
arise either from constitutional functional distur¬ 
bance, “the result of the distention produced by 
over-congestion, or of a peculiar susceptibility, of 
the uterine innervation;”—from accidental causes, 
such as over-excitement, fatigue, or exposure 
to cold;—from inflammation of the cervix or 
body of the uterus, the most frequent cause, Dr 
Bennett believes, of the non-constitutional affection ; 
or from a physical imperfection of the uterine neck— 
either contraction of the os internum, or of the canal 

which constitutes the cavity of the cervix.” Dr 
Bennett states that, “ the peculiar character of the 
Dysmenorrhcea when caused by congenital con¬ 
traction, is the absence of any uterine symptom 
during the interval of menstruation,” and an intense 
agonising pain commencing with the flow of blood, 
and sometimes continuing throughout the period. 
In these cases the pains commence from puberty. 
In Inflammatory Dysmenorrhcea there is not the 
same immunity from pain in the interval. 

Dr Henry Bennett considers that the shreds of 
plastic lymph thrown off from the uterus, in the 
form of disease styled Pseudo-membranous Dysme- 
norrhoea are merely an exaggeration of the natural 
deciduous membrane which, M. Pouchet states, is 
found in the cavity of the uterus at every menstrua¬ 
tion in all females, and which, is thrown out about 
the tenth day. A previous inflammatory state of 
the uterus might induce a state of the uterus 
favourable to the formation of these membranes. 
Dr Bennett opposes Dr Simpson’s views respecting 
the contraction of the os internum. Dr Simpson 
thinks that unless the uterine sound pass with ease 
into the cavity of the uterus there is contraction, of 
course abnormal, of the os internum. Dr Bennett 
on the contrary regards the easy passage of a sound 
as a sign of disease, caused either by inflammation 
or the existence of tumours. This is too important 
a pathological condition to be left for settlement to 
this brace of physicians ; the profession should 
come forward with evidence. 

With respect to treatment, Dr Henry Bennett 
enjoins rest and warmth; the use of a warm hip bath, 
and warm linseed poultices to the lower abdominal 
region. The injection of fifteen or twenty minims 
of laudanum in warm water into the rectum, he 
highly recommends as a sedative ; and in inflamma¬ 
tory cases the application of leeches to the groin, or 
better, to the neck of the uterus. He discounte¬ 
nances general bleeding. 

In the same number of the ‘ Lancet,’ Mr Solly 
and Dr Henry Monro continue their observa¬ 
tions, respectively, on “ Injuries to the Knee- 
joint,” and the “ Condition of the Insane but 
these articles do not require further notice. There 
is also a curious case of “ Stricture of the Hium, 
from Persistance of the Omphalo Mesenteric Duct,” 
recorded in the Clinical Reports from St Bartho¬ 
lomew’s Hospital. The case was under Dr Bur¬ 
rows. The patient suffered intense agony, vomited 
yellowish green bilious matter, with a foecal odour, 
and was pale, cold, and attenuated. His bowels 
were effectually constipated. The treatment adopted 
was addressed to symptoms, and offers no point 
for remark. Another case of “ Stricture of Intes¬ 
tine by a Diverticulum ending in Death,” is also 
reported from the West London Union Infirmary. 

Mr Guthrie threatens the readers of the ‘ Lancet ’ 
with a series of dissertations on all he has ever 
thought, or said, or done, during his long and varied 
career as military and hospital surgeon, teacher and 
author. It appears that the editor of the Journal 
has opened his pages to him for as long a period as 
he may choose to occupy them with his lucubra¬ 
tions. What an agreeable prospect for the readers ! 
The lecturer (where were the lectures delivered P) 
promises to be aphoristic, and, with a due observance 
of his pledge, consumes four columns and a half 
with an introduction, in which he speaks of his own 
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labours with becoming diffidence. The two great 
Johns of their century—John Hunter and John 
Bell, “including all the surgeons of the period 
remarkable for their knowledge and ability ”—are 
demolished for the fortieth time because they did 
not know all that Mr G-uthrie could teach them. 
Mr Guthrie is a greater slasher with his pen than 
with his amputating knife. He cuts away the 
reputations of a few score of great surgeons at a 
single sweep It is true that our ancestors were 
not quite so knowing as ourselves, and it is equally 
true that Mr Guthrie has taught some sensible 
things with respect, especially, to wounds of arteries, 
to which, in due time, it will be our pleasure to give 
ample publicity, but it is not less true that modesty 
is the grace of merit, and that there is no necessity 
for putting up John Hunter as a target, every time 
Mr Guthrie may desire to illustrate his theory of 
gunshot wounds. Mr Guthrie’s reputation is safe 
enough without a continual depreciation of the 
surgeons of the last century. 

Mr Henry Thompson, in the ‘Lancet’ of the 24th 
of January gives a drawing of a new instrument, 
formed of a canula, having a piston sliding through 
it, which is armed with a sponge for the purpose of 
applying nitrate of silver in solution to the prostatic 
portion of the urethra, in cases of spermatorrhoea. 

We observe in the * Medical Times and Gazette ’ 
of the 17th Instant, a most interesting account of a 
case, treated at the University College Hospital, by 
Dr Parkes, of choreic movements of the right arm 
and right leg, and of the muscles of the neck and 
trunk, in which death took place forty-three hours 
after the first twitching of the foot. The attack 
came on suddenly; the jactitation, differing from 
common convulsive movements, or tetanus, was 
so violent as to resemble a paroxysm of mania, but 
there was no loss of consciousness, nor of intellect, 
no paralysis, no head-ache, no vomiting. The move¬ 
ments consisted of rapid extension and flexion, and 
occasional rotation. The left arm and leg were 
completely passive. The tongue was protruded 
without deviation, there was no strabismus, no 
drawing of the face, no difficulty of deglutition, nor 
impediment of speech. In 1849 the man had suf¬ 
fered from apoplexy, succeeded by hemiplegia, 
from which, at the time of this seizure, he had not 
quite recovered. The movements ceased when the 
patient was asleep, or under the influence of chloro¬ 
form. 

On a postmortem examination, a small quantity 
of blood was found effused beneath the arachnoid, 
over the anterior part of the right hemisphere; 
there was softening, apparently old, of the upper 
and posterior part of the right corpus striatum, and 
adjoining part of the optic thalamus; there was 
also hoemorrhage of recent date to the extent of 
half a drachm, near the centre of the left crus 
cerebri, to which the movements appeared to have 
been due. The arteries at the base of the brain 
were atheromatous, and several arteries in and about 
the circle of Willis were almost blocked with firm 

ellow coagula. The heart weighed eighteen and a 
alf ounces, an excess due, almost exclusively, to 

an enormous hypertrophy of the left ventricle. This 
is one of the most unique cases on record. 

In the same Journal there is a paper by Dr 
Bamsbotham on the final cause of menstruation, 
containing a modification of the theory now received 

respecting this process. Dr Bamsbotham considers 
that “not only whenever impregnation occurs a 
secretion is elaborated by the arteries for the 
purpose of affording nourishment to the ovum, but 
that, independently of conception taking place, an 
ovule, even in the virgin, passes periodically from 
the ovarium into the Fallopian tube, and at the same 
time the same provision is made by nature for its 
reservation, in anticipation of its becoming vivified, 
ut that if this vivification is not effected, the fluid 

formed flows away,—is cast off, indeed, as effete 
matter, and is what we popularly call the menstruous 
discharge.” The Doctor regards the uterine secre¬ 
tion as the nourishment of the ovule, until the 
period of impregnation, and when this takes place, that 
it becomes converted into deciduous membrane:—if 
conception do not ensue, it, together with the extinct 
ovule, exudes as a useless excretion. Mr John Adams 
has also favoured theprofession with a paper containing 
his views on the “ Weeping Leg,” (Eczema Bubrum) 
in which the only novelty we can discover is comprised 
in the following quotation, relating to the dangers of 
curing this disease when of long standing and in a 
plethoric subject: “ I have been led to infer from this 
(giddiness and dyspnoea) that there is either a ten¬ 
dency to effusion into the chest, or threatening apo¬ 
plexy, and I have therefore been especially sedulous in 
the use of those means which act on the kidneys and 
bowels ; and with strict directions as to diet, I have 
warded off this threatened invasion.” Cases in 
illustration follow the enunciation of this sagacious 
dogma. We have a slight recollection of a warning 
given to us by a monthly nurse, respecting the 
danger of arresting a copious discharge of long 
standing, from the cutaneous surface, but we are not 
aware that it has ever before been so authoritatively 
expressed. 

Mr Bedford, surgeon to the St Mary’s Hospital, 
Hobart Town, has published, through the instru¬ 
mentality of Mr Guthrie, in the last number of the 
‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ cases of wounded 
arteries, illustrative of the correctness of Mr 
Guthrie’s views on the treatment of these lesions, 
but we shall refer to this subject in our comments 
on the lectures of the master himself, now in course 
of publication in the ‘ Lancet.’ Among the other 
articles in this number are “ Cases of Sciatica and 
Neuralgia,” cured by acupuncture, by Dr Belcombe 
of York, and “ cases of malformation of the female 
sexual organs,” by Mr Curling. The latter article 
will be interesting to the collectors of monstrosities. 
Mr Curling considers the absence of the corpus spongi¬ 
osum, and the presence of a second canal beneath 
the urethra and in front of the rectum to be the 
diagnostic signs of the female sex, in cases where 
there may be difficulty in determining this fact. 

The ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal ’ 
is occupied with politics, but not to the entire ex¬ 
clusion of scientific communications. It contains a 
ractical paper by Dr Oke, on certain curable 
iseases in children, also a paper by Mr Jones of 

Derby, on Prolapsus Uteri, with a description of a 
new truss invented by that gentleman for its cure, 
and intended to supersede the use of the pessary. 
The Birmingham Pathological Society has also con¬ 
tributed some interesting cases to the journal, 
especially one of pelvic abscess, communicating with 
the rectum and bladder, and opening also externally, 
suddenly fatal by ulceration into the external iliac 
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artery, by Dr Elkington of Manchester; and a 
record of a large bony tumour connected with the 
pelvic bones, lying partly in, and partly projecting 
through the pelvis and thyroid framen, communi¬ 
cated by Mr Savage, West Bromwich. 

In the Dublin ‘ Medical Press ’ we remark an 
interesting paper on Nutrition by Dr Preke, in 
which this gentleman’s physiological views are 
expounded at some length. 

CONTENTS OF THE MEDICAL JOURNALS. 

The Lancet. 
(No. III. Yol. I. Jan. 17, 1852.) 

Mr Solly’s Clinical Lecture on Injuries of the Knee Joint. 
Dr Henry Bennett on Healthy and Morbid Menstruation. 
Dr Henry Monro on Improving the Condition of the 

Insane. 
Mr Mason—Report of a Case of Molhties Ossium. 
Mr Molloy—Case of Pulmonary Abscess. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Stricture of the Ilium from persistance of the Omphalo— 
Mesenteric Duct at St Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

Stricture of Intestine by a Diverticulum, at West London 
Union Infirmary. 

Large Pulsatory Noevus of the Scalp removed by Ligature, 
and strangulated in three portions, at the London Hospital. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

The Society of Apothecaries and Homoeopathic Quackery. 
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tion into the External Hiac Artery. 
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Monstrosity. 
Large Bony Tumour connected with the Pelvic Bones, lying 

partly in, and partly projecting through, the Pelvis and 
Thyroid Foramen. 

Cancerous Tumour connected with the Stomach. 
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‘ The Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment of Hysterical, Hy¬ 
pochondriacal, Epileptic, and other Nervous Affections.’ 
By William John Anderson, F.R.C.S. London: John 
Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

‘The Parents’ Dental Guide,’ &c. By William Imrie, 
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THE NEW MEDICAL REFORM BILL. 

A Committee of the Provincial Medical and Surgical 
Association have proposed a “ Draft Bill ” for the improve¬ 
ment of the laws governing the medical profession, in 
accordance with the principles so long advocated by the 
Association. The Bill provides for: 

The Appointment of a Medical Council in England, 
Ireland, aud Scotland respectively: to whom the government 
of the profession will he entrusted, and who will meet trien- 
nially for the regulation of the course of education to he 
followed throughout the United Kingdom. It is proposed, 
that in England, the Medical Council shall be composed of 
the Regius Professors of Medicine of the Universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge, and one of the Professors of the 
University of London; to he designated by the Senate; also 
of six other persons to be chosen by the Royal College of 
Physicians, three of whom being Fellows of the College and 
three not; also of six other persons to be chosen by the 
Royal College of Surgeons, three of whom being Fellows of 
the College and three not; and of six other persons to be 
chosen by the Society of Apothecaries, three of whom being 
Members of the Governing Body and three not. Six members 
to iorm a quorum. 

Tenure of office.—The members of the Medical Council 
elected by the corporate institutions, to retain office for three 
years, and to be immediately re-eligible. 

There are no provisions made for the election of Council 
in Ireland and Scotland; this matter being left open for 
future arrangement. 

Payment of Members.—Each of the members of the 
Council will he entitled for each attendance to a sum not ex¬ 
ceeding three guineas, as shall from time to time be allowed 
by the said several Councils. 

* Examining Board.—The Councils will he empowered to 
appoint such person as they may severally choose, to form 
an Examining Board, who shall hold office for such period 
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as the Councils shall determine, and he paid such yearly- 
salary as the Councils shall think fit. 

Appointment of Treasurer, Registrar, Secretary and 
Clerks.—These appointments to he made and determined by 
the Council. 

Registration Clauses.—It is proposed that the name, 
residence, and letters testimonial, of all duly-qualified prac¬ 
titioners, inclusive of gentlemen in practice before the passing 
of the Apothecaries’ Act in 1815, shall be registered “ by 
each of the said Boards,” (Examining Boards ?) on payment 
of a fee of five shillings. Each registered person to have a 
certificate which will continue in force only till the first day 
of February, 1853. Every person not registered, to present 
himself before the Council of his country for examination. 
Licences to he granted to those duly qualified on payment of 
a fee of 10/. If the person he found duly qualified, he will 
be registered and receive a certificate as aforesaid. 

Title.—All persons licensed in pursuance of the foregoing 
clause shall he entiled to assume the name and title of a 
“ Licentiate in Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery.” 

Candidates for Licenses to produce testimonials to the 
Medical Council. 1st—Of having attained the age of 
twenty-one years. 2nd—Of having been engaged four 
years in medical and surgical studies, three of which must 
have been passed in some University or Medical School, 
approved of by the Council. 

Issue of Annual Certificates.—A fee of 20s. to he paid 
for the certificate. 

Formation of a Medical Provident Fund.—After paying 
the expenses of the Act, the income will he applied to the 
formation of a Provident Fund, on which every registered 
person who shall have attained a certificate during ten years, 
or in case of his death, his widow or children, shall be en¬ 
titled to claim. 

Application of Surplus Income.—The surplus fluids to 
he applied to the founding or establishing medical scholar¬ 
ships, or prizes, &c. 

Right to practise of Registered Persons.—Every regis¬ 
tered person will he entitled to practise in the county for 
which his certificate was issued; and may transfer his name 
to the register of any other part of the United Kingdom in 
which he may he about to practise by the production of his 
certificate. 

Penalties for assuming a title in which a person is not 
registered.—A penalty not exceeding five pounds and not 
less than forty shillings will he inflicted for every such 
offence. 

Registered persons will be entitled to charge for advice, 
visits and medicines. 

None but registered persons to recover charges. 
Persons not possessing certificates incapable of acting as 

Medical Officers in public and other situations. 
Summary Penalty against Unregistered Practitioners.— 

Any person practising without a certificate given after regis¬ 
tration will he liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds 
nor less than forty shillings. 

Expulsion of Registered Practitioners for Disgraceful 
Conduct or Irregular Practice.—Any registered person 
accused by three registered practitioners of scandalous con¬ 
duct, or irregular practice, may be cited before the Council, 
and if proved guilty, his name will he erased from the 
register, to be ever after excluded, unless readmitted by 
the Council or governing body by whom it was first erased. 
Other clauses impose penalties for falsification of the register, 
obtaining certificates by false representations, falsely pre¬ 
tending to be a medical practitioner, &c. 

There is a clause empowering Examiners to take candi¬ 
dates to hospitals to ascertain the practical knowledge of 
such candidate in the science of medicine. 

There are also clauses reserving the privileges of the 
Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons of the United Kingdom, 
the rights of Chemists and Druggists, and the exemption of 
medical practitioners from serving on juries, inquests, &c.; 
also in favour of students who commenced their studies 
prior to the passing of the Act. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

ON THE APPLICATION OF THE NITRATE OF 
SILVER IN LARYNGISMUS STRIDULUS, AND 
HOOPING-COUGH. 

Some years ago, I called the attention of the profession to 
the beneficial effect resulting from the application of Nitrate 
of Silver to the Throat in cases of Laryngismus Stridulus (see 
Tenth Edition of Underwood on ‘Diseases of Women and 
Children ’). Since then, the valuable work of Dr Horace 
Green has made the use of this remedy more familiar to the 
profession generally. In this paper I wish to confine my 
observations to the disease as it occurs in children, from the 
sixth month to the third year, or during the period of den¬ 
tition, as I have never seen a well-marked case after the 
whole of the deciduous teeth were cut. 

The immediate cause of the disease, notwithstanding all 
that has been written on the subject, I believe to be irritation 
from dentition, eventually producing such a degree of sus¬ 
ceptibility of the parts supplied by the Laryngeal and Pneu- 
mogastric nerves (so well described by Dr Marshall Hall) as 
to induce, from the slightest excitement, a paroxysm of crow¬ 
ing, which symptom essentially depends on a constriction 
of the glottis impeding the admission of air mto the lungs. 
With this view of the cause of the disease then, after libera¬ 
ting the teeth, by freely lancing the gums, and putting the 
child on an appropriate diet, with due attention to the bowels, 
I find the free application of a solution of the Nitrate of Sil¬ 
ver by means of a small curved probang, or a full-sized 
camel’s hair pencil to the glottis, epiglottis, and surrounding 
parts, will generally control, and eventually arrest the re¬ 
currence of the paroxysm. This application should be re¬ 
peated every day, or every second day, for a few days, 
gradually protracting the period. When it occurs in the 
first form, mentioned by Dr Reid, two or three applications 
will suffice ; in more urgent cases it must he persisted in till 
its effects are visible. 

The strength of the solution which I have used, has been 
3ss of the Nitrate of Silver to §j of water ; the probang is 
about ten inches long, curved about one quarter of a circle, 
armed with a small piece of fine sponge. I have generally 
held the tongue down with the handle of a spoon, carrying 
the probang or pencil, well charged with the solution back¬ 
wards over the tongue and epiglottis, then downwards and 
forwards, giving it a twist or turn. The solution so applied 
will often cause a little distress, which, however, soon passes 
off. The only case with similar symptoms that I have met 
with, after dentition, occurred in a young lady eighteen years 
of age. She had urgent paroxysms of Dyspnoea, in which 
the features became tumid, and face flushed or purple, ac¬ 
companied with crowing inspiration. The paroxysms oc¬ 
curred at various intervals, mostly during the day, some¬ 
times at night, causing great distress, and terminating in 
extreme langour. The administration of medicine had little 
or no effect. She was relieved by the free application of 
the solution, at first daily, then at more distant intervals 
during a fortnight. 

My attention was first called to the beneficial effect of this 
remedy in the treatment of Hooping Cough, by Dr Has¬ 
tings. When uncomplicated, the application arrests the vio¬ 
lence of the paroxysms, and curtails the disease in a most 
marked manner. As a general mode of treatment in Hoop¬ 
ing cough, it is always of advantage to clear the air passages 
and to keep the bowels free. This is best effected by the 
exhibition of an occasional dose of calomel, in combination 
with tartrite of antimony, in the proportion of one-sixteenth 
or one -twentieth part of a grain of the latter, to each gram 
of calomel, in doses proportioned to the age of the patient. 
This generally vomits or purges. The patient should be 
kept in a warm well-ventilated room, and have a mild unirri¬ 
tating diet, with the solution of Nitrate of Silver applied every 
day or every other day. Where the cough has been oflong 
standing I have seen two or three applications of the solu¬ 
tion arrest the disease, in proof of which I will give one case. 
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In May, 1850, two children (boys) of the ages of six and 
eight, were brought to town for my advice. They had been 
for some considerable time ill. The cough in both was vio¬ 
lent. In the one, the paroxysm terminated by bleeding at 
the nose, in the other, by extreme exhaustion. I applied 
the solution freely to the rima glottis, epiglottis, and sur¬ 
rounding parts. The first application arrested the severity 
of the disease, and after the third application, the hooping 
ceased. The boys convalesced, and went out of town, at the 
end of a fortnight, quite well. 

The scope of this paper being to state my views on the 
use of the solution of the Nitrate of Silver, in the above- 
mentioned diseases, I forbear to speak further of their history 
or treatment. 

H. Davies, M.D. 
6, Duchess street, Portland place. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE 1 MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I much approve of the course you have marked 
out for yourself in connexion with the ‘ Medical Circular,’ 
and I shall support you as long as you hang out the same 
colours. We want a Journal that is both just and liberal; 
for I certainly do not think there is any one in the field at 
the present time. It is all before you. Medical men, but 
more particularly the general practitioners, have been too 
much held down by the self-elected Councillors of Colleges, 
and they have long suffered accordingly. I am not myself 
in general practice, therefore I can speak with less fear of 
being suspected that I speak up only for my class. * * * 
I shall be happy to support your Journal as occasion offers. 

I remain, Sir, your faithful servant, C. M .B. 
Alton, January 19, 1852. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—Will you be kind enough to inform me how to 
proceed against a quack for administering medicine, &c., 
and who is regularly interfering with the business of legal 
practitioners. The person alluded to can neither read nor 
write. 

An explosion from a naptha lamp took place here on the 
30th ult: five persons were dreadfully burnt—one man fell 
a victim. I and another legal practitioner were in attend¬ 
ance. This quack persuaded his parents that he could cure 
the man, whereby he was administering medicine, &c., un¬ 
known to the regular medical attendants. Do you think 
that the officers of the Apothecaries’ Hall would write to the 
person, in order to give him a good reprimand ? Your advice 
how to proceed on the subject will oblige your obedient 
servant, T. W. 

[You should, by all means, represent the case to the 
Secretary of the Apothecaries’ Society. Ascertain if the 
impostor charges for the medicinces he administers, and if he 
do, get the bill, and you will have safe ground to proceed 
against him in a county court. The medical men of the 
neighbourhood should subscribe a fund to pay the cost of 
punishing the offender.—Ed.] 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I have to acknowledge the receipt of the 1 Medical 

Circular ; ten thousand thanks for it. I have been wait¬ 
ing about thirty-five years for such a journal! 

You have taken a true aim at a grand object, and have 
won the prize; may the certain success that must attend 
you stimulate you to still greater exertion. Your address 
must meet the approbation and good will of every man that 
thinks rightly. 

The liberal spirit that prevails in every remark, and the 
good feeling it displays, prompt me, for the first time in my 
life, to subscribe to the never-to-be-forgotten ‘ Circular.’ 

I hope you will never find it announced that an inquest is to 
be held over it, and that you will surpass even the rapid 
progress of the ‘Times.’* I remember when we students 
at Guy’s used to be ashamed to be seen going into a re¬ 
freshment-room where they took in the ‘ Lancet,’ it looked 

such a paltri/ little pamphlet. Please not to mention this 
to Mr Wakley. I herewith enclose twenty-four stamps. 
As I am about to remove into Hampshire "almost imme¬ 
diately, I will not send more until I am settled. 

As for the mountebank homoeopaths, why it is only a 
new name for old tricks. They are and must be impostors. 

I must beg pardon for thus troubling you, and am, sir, 
with much respect, your obliged and obedient servant, 

Jersey, January 26, 1852. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I received the ‘ Medical Directory ’ for 1852, and 
enclose a post-office order for 7s. 6d., my subscription thereto. 
May I request a receipt? I agree with the Editor that it 
would not be politic in him to exclude the names ofbomceo- 
pathists at present, but I think they should not be announced 
amongst regular practitioners, without some mark whereby 
to distinguish them. Of this they could not complain, ex¬ 
cept indeed they are ashamed of the duplicity they practice. 
The mark would show that they still boast Of diplomas 
granted for the practice of principles which they profess to 
repudiate, and that some of them actually procure those 
diplomas under false pretences, knowing they are passports 
to respectability, and that without them they could not uc- 
cessfully impose on the public. The quack who boldly 
braves public opinion, is in my idea more respectable than 
those who have recourse to such a miserable shuffle to get 
into practice.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant, T.W.C. 

Salcombe Mount, Sidmouth, January 19, 1852. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE * MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—Will you favour by sending regularly the ‘ Medical 
Circular ’ to me stamped, for which I enclose 4s. in stamps 
(for six months, or until countermanded) ? The indices of 
the Medical Journals will be of great advantage to me per¬ 
sonally, having neither time nor opportunity, nor desirous of so 
expensive a system as taking all the journals to see the 
varied subjects brought weekly before the medical world. 
By your publication much time will be saved, and I think 
also the journals benefitted. I have just ordered two Me¬ 
dical Journals from noticing in your ‘Circular’ of their 
contents, particular subjects I wished to read. I am obliged 
by your sending me the first number of your periodical. 

Yours most obediently, 
J. H. 

West R gent street, Glasgow, North Britain. 

THE ‘MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ AND THE 

HOMOEOPATHS. 

In order to show that the Editors of the Directory were 

justified in inserting the names of Homoeopaths in that work, 

we continue the list of replies to the Circular issued to the 

profession. 

P., J.—Chelmsford. Yes; that they may be avoided. 

A., T. B.—Devizes. Yes; while they are allowed to 

hold the diplomas which belong to qualified practitioners. 

C., G. — Lowestoft. Yes; as a distinct list; but do not 

publish the names of the perverts with the alphabetical lis: 

of the honourable and legitimate practitioners. 

T., J.—Bath. Yes; if they are kept out of the other lis 

K., B.—Exeter. Yes; as the Directory purports to be a 

list of all qualified practitioners. 

K., R.—Newcastle. Yes; if qualified. 

P., J. —Langport. Yes; if they have any kind of degree 

or diploma. 
R._Norwich. No ; it has been a matter of astonishment 

to all that a Directory to honourable practitioners should 

contain any allusion to quacks or their hospitals. 
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E., R.—Carlisle. Yes; but only in a supplemental list. 

H., A.—Liverpool. No ; that is to say, I do not wish a 

list published for any purpose of stigma or reproach to the 

Homoeopaths, but if they desire it I have no objection. 

G. , F. S.—Halifax. No, no, no; my opinion is that the 

Editors should not subserve quackery in any form, but dis¬ 

countenance it with all their might. Let quacks publish 

Directories for themselves, and chronicle their own shame. 

C., R. T.—St Albans. Yes; I know no reason why. 

C., H.—Hull. No ; swindlers. 

M., G-.—Maldon. No; the Homoeopathic practitioners 

have forfeited all claim to be in any way noticed in your 

‘ Directory.’ 

B., W. L.—Hounslow. No; strike the renegades out of 

all lists. 

S., T.—Ilfracombe. No ; send them to- 

H. , R.—Rochford. No; it might be interesting to see in 

a separate list who are Homoeopaths. They ought not to be 

mixed up with the Profession. 

H., T.—Halifax. No; I consider Homoeopathic prac¬ 

titioners the most consummate Quacks on the face of the 

globe, and would rather my name should be omitted than 

placed with theirs. 

M., S.—Whitchurch. Yes; they are legally qualified 

to practise until disqualified by law. 

THE LAMENTATIONS OF JOHN ADAMS, ESQ., 

SURGEON TO THE LONDON HOSPITAL. 

We request our readers to turn to our short biographical 
notice of Mr John Adams in our last number, and answer 
us on their consciences, if they think that this gentleman 
has reason to upbraid us for an inadequate appreciation of 
his abilities. Mr Adams has gazetted his sorrows in the 
columns of the ‘ Medical Times,’ being evidently deeply 
mortified that we did not give him a longer notice than he 
received. It was his own fault; we certainly did, as he 
alleges, apply to him for a few facts of his fife, but pro¬ 
foundly conscious that he had done nothing to merit notice, 
he declined to supply us with the necessary data; and if he 
could not, or would not, furnish the elements of a notice, 
how can he complain of us ? 

This gentleman, whose talents and taste are surpassed 
only by his courtesy, attributes the brevity of our obser¬ 
vations to the fact that he declined to supply us with 
materials ; be it so:—and he adds, that if gentlemen “ wish 
to stand well in the opinion” of the Editor, “they had 
better communicate such little incidents in their early life as 
they may wish the public to be informed on." We must 
observe, that when we are made the objects of abuse, our 
taste is sufficiently fastidious to prefer it in grammatical 
English ; but as we do not expect a very accurate or refined 
knowledge of his land’s language from Mr Adams, we cannot 
feel disappointed. With respect to the imputation conveyed 
in his remark, we have merely to say, that although we are, 
and shall be, exceedingly glad to receive communications of 
the kind referred to, yet the deplinature of our applications 
did not bias the expre^gjflj^u^p' opinion respecting the 
character or acts oftjj^j&ntJOT^JJvhose memoirs appeared 
in the last numbejr Tj-iSAbsipfa'^jrable notices were those 
of gentlemen mtjfcyes, were unwilling to 
aid our efforts, f TJ^'pla|t V.a^nefri, Jsse attempt was bold, 
but success Jtas thqe’n qdjieye&j and are certain that 
this disincfinatf^n mll' J^ qj|en'appear ,4£jftin, as we have 
observed a gpowing^ ap^rj jyal Jf..oii, pla i^among all those 
gentlemen with whon^yy^Llyl'ybtyptmaumcated. 

Mr Adams cofapfuins Tlftk we said- dfe had not attained 
any “personal conspicufyff Has kb?" Who knows him? 
What are his serviqea' Jto science? "We should like to be 

informed on them ; but we forget: he has published a work 
on the “ Prostate Gland,” which we had the temerity to 
characterise as “ below the standard of the physiological 
knowledge of the day ”—an opinion which Mr Adams ap¬ 
propriates, and, apparently conscious that we had not de¬ 
clared it in language strong enough for the case, translates 
it into the phrase, “ shallow physiology." We should be 
sorry to detract from his own opinion so characteristically 
expressed of his scientific acquirements, and shall leave him 
to pursue his studies in retirement, and to recover as soon 
as may be that sweetness of temper and urbanity of 
manners for which he is so eminently distinguished. Mr 
Adams may feel assured that this notice will give him more 
notoriety than he has acquired by anything he has ever been 
able to do for himself; and we trust that in future letters 
to the Journals he will express his gratitude in suitable 
terms. 

TO OUR READERS. 

The SIGNAL SUCCESS that has attended 
the publication of this Journal is unrivalled in the 
history of Medical Literature. It is unnecessary 
for us to say one word in commendation of the 
work, as professional opinion has been already 
expressed most emphatically in favour of our 
design and efforts. The approbation of our me¬ 

dical brethren is most encouraging, and it shall be 
our pride to make the ‘ Medical Circular ’ the 

First Journal—as many of our correspondents 
have already declared it to be—both for science 
and literature in the profession. 

The cheapness of this Journal must also be 
remembered. For Eight Shillings per annum the 

busy medical practitioner may obtain, through this 
medium, a digest of all that is either interesting or 

practical that transpires in the medical profession 
in this and other countries, during the previous 
fortnight. 

Communications to be addressed to the 
Editor, at the Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It 
is particularly requested that the contributions to 

this journal be short and practical, and that the 
MS. be only on one side of the paper. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 

Twelve Months (pre-paid) . . £0 6 0 

Do. ( do.) stamped for post 0 8 0 

Six Months (do.) . . 0 4 0 

Transmitted by Post throughout Great Britain, and 

to the most distant of the British Colonies. 

Post-Office Orders to be made payable at the 
Branch Post-Office, Charing cross, to Thomas 

Rolfe, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 

Terms for Advertisements (ivhich should be sent to 
the Office before two o'clock on Tuesday) .— 

For eight lines or less, 6s.; each additional line, 6d. 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 

Portfolios for holding the Numbers of the ‘ Medical 

Circular,’ 2s. 6d. each, may be had by order, of 
any Bookseller. 
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We inserted a biographical notice of Mr Abraham in our last number, and we now give the portrait, having been 
unexpectedly prevented from inserting it in its proper place at the head of the Memoir.—Ed. ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

CHARLES AUGUSTUS ADEY, M.D. 

Dr Adey took his degree at Edinburgh in 1844, and be¬ 
came a Member of the College of Surgeons of England in 
1845. He resides at 49 Connaught square, Hyde park. 

JOSEPH ADOLPHUS, ESQ. 

This gentleman resides at 149 Great Dover road. He 
passed his examination at the College of Surgeons in the 
year 1847, and at the Hall in 1848. He holds the appoint¬ 
ment of Surgeon to the Trinity district, parish of St Mary, 
Newington. 
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JOSEPH AGER, ESQ., 

1$ a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, and resides 
at 85 Great Portland street. 

CHARLES AIKIN, ESQ. 

In the ‘ Medical Directory ’ this gentleman’s qualifications 
are recorded thus : “ M.R.C.S. Eng. 1843; L.S.A. 1843; 
District Vaccinator.” His residence i3 8 South wick street, 
Hyde park. 

WILLIAM FRANCIS AINSWORTH. 

This gentleman—son of John Ainsworth, a captain in the 
army—bom November 5th, 1807, was in part educated at 

St Omer’s, in France, and at Mr Dean’s Academy, Bromley. 
He went to Edinburgh in 1824, and was apprenticed to John 
Henry Wishart, one of the Surgeons of the Infirmary. 
While a student he was elected one of the Presidents of the 
Royal Physical and Plinian Societies, and became assistant 
to Dr Knox in comparative anatomy, and to Messrs Wishart 
and Robertson, in the Eye Dispensary. He passed his 
examinations as Licentiate of the College of Surgeons in 
1827, and repaired to study in Paris, where he attended for 
a year the different hospitals, the lectures at the Ecole de 
Medicine, Sorbonne, Jardin des Plantes, &c. and became 
un interne of the Ecole des Mines. After a geological 
journey, chiefly on foot in the Pyrenees and Auvergne, he 
returned to Edinburgh in 1829, and commenced, in conjunc¬ 
tion with Mr Cheek, the publication of the Edinburgh 
Journal of Natural and Geographical Science. He also gave 
in 1830 a three months’ summer course of lectures on Geo- 
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logy with field demonstrations. Coming to London in 1832 
he gave a lecture at the Royal Institution, and the same 
autumn, on the breaking out of the cholera at Sunderland, 
repaired to that place to study the new disease. The 
results of his observations were published shortly afterwards 
in a small work. In the spring of 1833 he was appointed 
to the surgeoncy of the Cholera Hospital, St George’s, 
Hanover square. Subsequently having been introdixced by 
Earl Howe to the Marquis of Sligo, he was sent by the lat¬ 
ter to Westport, in Ireland, where the temporary hospital 
was nearly burnt down, and was afterwards employed by 
the Board of Health at Claremont, Ballinrobe, Newport, and 
Sligo, during the prevalence of the pestilence. 

On the ceasing of cholera Mr Ainsworth made a geologi¬ 
cal exploration of many of the less frequented parts of Ire¬ 
land, more especially in the west and north, and in 1834 
gave a course of lectures, at the request of the Geological 
Society of Dublin, and another course at Limerick, at the 
request of the Institution of that city. 

He was inducted the same year by Colonel Sabine, R.E., 
into the art of making astronomical, magnetical, and other 
physical observations, and obtained the next year, 1835, an 
appointment as Surgeon and Geologist to the expedition to 
the Euphrates, then fitting out at Liverpool. 

On his return from this expedition in 1838, Mr Ains¬ 
worth was appointed to the charge of another expedition to 
explore certain little-known parts of Asia Minor, Mesopo¬ 
tamia, and Hindostan, and to open communication with the 
Nestorian Christians, by the Society for promoting Christian 
Knowledge, and the Royal Geographical Society. 

The observations made and results obtained to science 
■during these various journeys, have been recorded in the 
* Researches in Assyria, Babylonia, and Chaldea,’ 1 vol.; 
* Travels and Researches in Asia Minor,’ &c. 2 vols.; 
* Travels in the Track of the Ten Thousand Greeks,’ &c. 
1 vol.; and in the pamphlet ‘ Claims of the Oriental Chris¬ 
tians.’ In the last journey, the expedition lost all its 
luggage at the untoward affair at Nizib. 

On his return from these foreign travels in 1841, Mr A. 
purchased a small business as a general practitioner, in 
Marylebone street, Regent street, but not finding himself 
accustomed to such occupation was soon induced to give it 
up and retire to Hammersmith, where he has since been 
mainly employed as sub-editor of the 1 New Monthly ’ and 
‘ Ainsworth’s Magazines,’ as Secretary to the Syro-Egyptian 
Society, and in various other professional, scientific, and 
literary undertakings. 

This concise sketch of Mr Ainsworth’s life proves him to 
he an ardent lover of science, and a man of an energetic and 
enterprising spirit. It is only by such men as he, possessed 
of general information, gifted with literary tastes, and versed 
in the various sciences, that travel can be made profitable, 
and add to the sum of knowledge. Our profession has 
produced many men, as the records of the Polar voyages 
show, who have worthily maintained its honour and vindi¬ 
cated the usefulness of the course of education now enjoined. 
There can be no doubt that many young men have had 
their taste for scientific pursuits evoked by the studies to 
which they have been compelled to devote themselves pre¬ 
vious to undergoing the ordeal of a collegiate examination. 
We do not desire to encourage our young readers in the 
longing for occupation foreign to their profession, because 
we are assured that true happiness and real prosperity will 
be found to lie in the limitation of the desires, and in the 
direction of the energies to one practical purpose; but as 
the ways of life are many, and opportunities often unexpected, 
we feel pleased to think that the scientific character of 
modern medical education, tends to qualify men for those 
varied pursuits, which Mr Ainsworth has followed with so 
much zeal and credit. 

Mr Ainsworth was not, however, favoured by the advan¬ 
tages which English students at the present time enjoy. It 
was in Pans, that he laid the foundation of that knowledge 
afterwards turned to so good account. That metropolis, as 
was shown in the biography of Mr Acton, surpasses ours, 
even now, in the facilities it offers to medical students to 

acquire a liberal and varied scientific education, and we may 
express a hope that the time is not distant, when this pre¬ 
eminence will cease to be, and the English schools will be as 
comprehensive in their curricula and as generous in their 
arrangements as those of the continental city. 

A. C. AIR, ESQ. 

This gentleman is a surgeon of the Royal Navy. He 
passed his examination at the College of Surgeons of Eng¬ 
land in the year 1841. He resides at 2 Angel terrace, Pa¬ 
radise row, Stockwell. 

JOSEPH AIREY, ESQ., 

Resides at 1 Lidlington place, Oakley square, and has been 
a, member of the College of Surgeons since 1830, and a 
licentiate of the Apothecaries’ Society since 1827. 

DAVID MAXWELL AITKIN, ESQ. 

This gentleman’s qualifications and appointments are thus 
represented in the 1 Medical Directory : “ M.D. Gottingen 
(by residence and examination), 1847; M.R.C.S. Eng. 1842; 
L.S.A. 1843; House-Surgeon to the Western Lyin°--in 
Hospital, 1844; and resident Assistant Obstetric Surgeon at 
the Imperial Hospital, Vienna, 1846.” He resides at 4 
Courtney terrace, Kingsland. 

D. AITKEN, ESQ. 

Mr Aitken was formerly a surgeon in the East India Com¬ 
pany’s service, a commission he held for ten years. He is 
now retired from practice, and resides at 18 St Paul’s ter¬ 
race, Islington. He obtained his diploma from the E^1' 
burgh College of Surgeons in the year 1806. 

JAMES ALDERSON, M.D 

Among those physicians who have ><3en tempted to mil 
grate from the shady walks of pro^ial practice into th< 
full glare of metropolitan notoiDX) tbere is none that seem; 
to be more worthy of profes*ronal support than the subjecl 
of this notice. Few of cnese gentlemen, however, manag< 
to attain any considerable practice. Not the most brillian 
talent nor the extensive local reputation will suffice t< 
carry a man »(• once to the high places of public confidence 
in this city. The aspirant must wait and serve his time 
until he has become free of the guild, and then perhaps hi; 
freedom will prove to be hardly worth the purchase. Ever 
Liston, the dashing operator—the self-assured and resolute 
man—the very idol of his own city—and that no mean one, 
either for talent or celebrity, even he fretted with chagrin, 
that public opinion did not compel the ancient chiefs to re- j 
sign their places to the new claimant. He did not under-/ 
stand, more than others, that the highest fame is not neces/ 
sarily associated with private confidence, and that the latta 
in medical practice, as in the ordinary intercourse of lift 
is a plant of slow growth. Time and assiduous cultivate 
alone can bring it to fruition. / 

Dr .Aiderson entered at Pembroke College, Cambridg/ in 
1818, and took the degree of Bachelor of Arts in the/ear 
1822, when he distinguished himself by proficiency if his 
studies, and was sixth wrangler of his year. He was aected 
Fellow of Pembroke College in 1823, and M.A. in/L825. 
Dr Aiderson now changed his university, and took jps de¬ 
gree of Bachelor of Medicine at Oxford in 1826, in ffder to 
avoid the delay that would have been occasioned/ by the 
Fellowship, had the degree been taken at Cambridge. He 
then prosecuted his studies in London, Edinburgh, and 
Paris, attending thus the most celebrated schools of the 
day, and becoming acquainted with all the varieties of 
practice that prevailed. The English Universities have 
never professed to give a thorough medical education; and 
at the time Dr Aiderson took his degrees, their discipline 
was a reproach, and their degree a mere password to the 
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interior of the College of Physicians—to a participation in 
its offices of distinction and its titular exclusiveness. 

As a man truly zealous to qualify himself for the honest 
discharge of his duties, Dr Alderson laboured to acquire a 
practical knowledge of his profession, prior to taking his de¬ 
gree of M.D., which he received at Oxford in 1829, and in 
the same year became a Fellow of the Royal College of 
Physicians of England. 

Dr Alderson now commenced practice in London, but he 
had scarcely placed his name on his door, when in conse¬ 
quence of the death of the late John Alderson, M.D., he 
removed to Hull, Yorkshire, in the year 1829, where he 
continued to practise for sixteen years. During this time 
Dr Alderson was the leading physician of the town and 
district, and gained the entire confidence and esteem of the 
inhabitants, both rich and poor. He was senior Physician 
of the hospital, whioh we believe was founded by his ex¬ 
ertions. In this respect, as in many others, he was a great 
benefactor to the town, and has left behind him a name 
which will be long remembered with gratitude. He was elected 
a Fellow of the Royal Society in the year 1841; and in 
1845, anxious for a wider field of exertion, he returned to 
reside in London, at 20 Berkeley square, and became a can¬ 
didate for the confidence of its ever-changing and star¬ 
worshipping denizens. 

The Fellows of the College of Physicians speedily recog¬ 
nised the worth of their new metropolitan brother, and in 
1848 Dr Alderson became Senior Censor: he is now one of 
the Curators, and is appointed the Lumbeian lecturer for 
1852. The highest compliment, in our opinion, which has 
been paid to Dr Alderson since his arrival in London, was 
his appointment as senior Physician of St Mary’s Hospital 
at the opening of that institution, without his having been 
a candidate for the office. It is generally understood that 

medical gentlemen on the Committee of that hospital 
,a onsiderable influence in determining the original ap- 

P*-, and, if it be so, their choice in this case was wor- 
* F mrectti The compliment, coming from them, can- 
io tail to be Umrcciated by Dr Alderson the more, as being 

claims^reSS1°a ^ Pr°fe6s*-on’s recognition of his scientific 

Dr Alderson is the autn^ 0f a Work, entitled ‘ Observa¬ 
tions on Diseases of the Stomao, ^ Alimentary Canal,’ also 
of a contribution to the ‘ Medico-qArurgical Transactions,’ 
on Hooping Cough, and the effects of Lead on the Sys¬ 
tem,” and to ‘Nicholson’s Quarterly Journal 0f Science,’ 

‘ On the Motion of the Heart.” 
We trust that Dr Alderson’s expectations in coming to 

this metropolis will be realised. There is surely room for 
one who comes recommended by the good opinion of a large 
community, and whose claims as a sound practical physi¬ 
cian, and an intelligent and honourable man, are well 
established. 

SIR CHARLES ALDIS, M.D. 

SQKOXIS DAT SALCTEM. 

“ Of the learned faculties,” says the historian of the ‘De¬ 
cile and Fall,’ “jurisprudence implies the previous esta- 
blxhment of laws and property; and theology may perhaps 
he nperseded by the full light of religion and reason. But 
the avage and the sage must alike implore the assistance of 
phy&c.” To a profession so justly and so elegantly com- 
plimtited the subject of the folio wing memoir has the honour 
to being. 

Sir lharles Aldis was the seventh son, and one of twenty- 
^w0 cfildren, of Daniel Aldis, Esq., an extensive medical 
practitioner during a period of nearly fifty years in Norfolk, 
from whom he received his early medical education, and was 
afterwards placed under the care of an eminent chemist, to 
be instructed in chemistry and pharmacy. He repaired to 
Loudon in 1794, studied midwifery under Dr Haughton, at 
uuy s, and attended the dissections and lectures under Mr 
Abemethy, &c., at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, passed the 

College of Surgeons, and got a Government appointment, 
after being examined at Apothecaries’ Hall and at the Sick 
and Hurt Office, Somerset house. In 1797 he arrived at the 
depot for prisoners of war at Norman Cross, in Huntingdon¬ 
shire, as one of the surgeons to the sick and wounded. The 
medical staff for the sick was on an extensive scale. It 
consisted of two physicians, eight surgeons, and six dis¬ 
pensers of medicine. The hospital was capable of containing 
about 800 patients. In the barracks were from 10,000 to 
12,000 French and Dutch prisoners, guarded by two regi¬ 
ments of militia. Among the sick almost every variety of 
disease in its worst form, both medical and chirurgical, came 
under the observation and care of the medical officers. Every 
new medicine at that period was tried and carried to the full 
extent, and the result was transmitted monthly for the 
consideration of the London Medical Board. In 1800 Sir 
Charles left the Grovernment service and settled at Hertford, 
taking with him letters of introduction to the late Baron 
Nath. Dimsdale, and other persons of distinction. Here he 
succeeded in extensively introducing vaccination in three 
parishes, though strongly opposed by his medical brethren. 

The metropolis, however, being more congenial to his 
views, in the summer of 1802 Sir Charles commenced prac¬ 
tice in London, where he has remained without intermission 
to this present year of 1852. In the interval he has been 
appointed surgeon to the late New Finsbury Dispensary, 
also the parish of Christ Church, Surrey, to Norwich Life 
Assurance Company, and has also published ‘ An Essay on 
the too frequent use of the Trephine,’ ‘ On an Enlargement 
of the Heart,’ ‘ Defence of Vaccination,’ in a letter to Sir 
Robert Millman, ‘ On the British system of Education,’ and 
contributed to other scientific works. In 1820 he published 
a work on ‘The Nature and Cure of Cancer, and on the 
too frequent use of Mercury, with a detail of cases in which 
Cancer had been completely Cured without the use of the 
Knife.’ Sir Charles, at the desire of several distinguished 
persons, consented to set apart a portion of his time from his 
private practice to form an institution exclusively for glandular 
complaints, which might abridge the catalogue of diseases 
from which humanity suffers. So deeply had the importance 
been conceived for such an establishment for the poor, that the 
Marquis of Salisbury expressed his opinion to Sir Charles 
Aldis in the following terms : “ I beg to express my sincere 
wishes for your success, both from the personal acquaintance 
I have had with you for some years, and from the high 
value in which your abilities are held by many of my 
friends; and I may also take this opportunity of adding 
that the establishment you are now forming appears to me 
to hold out the prospect of great advantage to the public.” 
The institution still continues in full operation to this present 
time, near Sir Charles’s residence, Old Burlington street, 
and under his superintendence. 

It is remarked above that when he resided at the hospital 
at Norman Cross every new medicine was tried, and though 
generally speaking a “ new broom sweeps clean,” many of 
them have been worn out, and others brought in and found 
more efficacious. He has often expressed the belief that we 
are emerging from the mysticism of the dark ages to a clear 
day of pure philosophy, leaving the vague theories of meta¬ 
physics, which are to men what romances are to women, 
and of the same utility. Would Sir Isaac Newton have 
written his ‘ Principia,’ had he attempted to discover the 
nature of attraction or gravitation ? Certainly not. The 
same may be said of the immediate cause of disease. The 
science of medicine can be advanced only by a collation and 
analysis of foots ; and fanciful speculations about concealed 
proximate causes, are impediments to a sound philosophical 
progress. A new era has undoubtedly arrived. 

CHARLES JAMES BERRIDGE ALDIS, M.D., 

Of 1 Chester terrace, Chester square, was bom in London, 
January 16, 1808, and was admitted into St Pauls School 
(the late Rev. Dr Sleath being High Master) May 9, 1815, 
where he obtained an ^Exhibition to Trinity College, Cam- 
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bridge, in July, 1827. He graduated both in arts and 
medicine at Cambridge, having taken the degree of A.B. in 
January, 1831. Prior to taking the last degree he had 
attended the lectures delivered at the university, as well as 
the physician’s practice at Addenbrooke’s Hospital, and the 
clinical lectures delivered there. In February, 1831, he 
published a pamphlet on ‘ Iodine,’ and during the same year 
he entered as perpetual pupil to the physician’s practice of St 
George’s Hospital. He became Clinical Clerk to all the 
physicians—Drs Chambers, Hewett, Seymour, and Wilson, 
—and wrote out several volumes of cases for his own 
private use. He seized this opportunity of attending 
the surgical practice of Mr Keate, Sir B. Brodie, Mr Babing- 
ton, and Mr Hawkins ; and he also attended all the courses 
of lectures, medical, surgical, and collateral, delivered at the 
school. In 1832 he passed the examination, and took the 
degree of M.B. at Cambridge, which is unusual, for when 
the degree of A.B. is taken, it is customary for those who 
intend to graduate in medicine to proceed to the License and 
omit the Bachelor of Medicine’s degree. He then became 
M.A. and L.M., Cantab., 1834 ; Inceptor Candidate of the 
Royal College of Physicians, Lond., 1834 ; M.D., Cantab., 
1837 ; Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, 1838. He 
still continued to attend the practice oi St George’s Hospital, 
and frequently assisted the late Dr Hope after his appointment 
as Assistant-Surgeon to that institution. He had also attended 
the lectures of this gentleman on the Diseases of Lungs and 
Heart, and on Auscultation, at his private residence in Lower 
Seymour street; as well as the lectures on Insanity, delivered 
by Sir A. Morison at his private residence in Cavendish 
square. During his pupilage at the hospital he assisted in 
establishing a medical society there, and was elected joint 
secretary with the late Mr Berkley, Dr Chambers being the 
President. Dr Aldis subsequently became a Member of the 
Council and a Vice-President. He received most flattering 
testimonials from the Medical Staff of the Hospital, and was 
elected Physician to the London Dispensary in 1839. He 
subsequently delivered a course of lectures on the Principles 
and Practice of Medicine at his own residence, and received 
a recognition of them from the Apothecaries’ Company and 
the Royal College of Surgeons. In October 1841 he corn- 
commenced a course of lectures on the same subject at the 
Charlotte street (now Hunterian) School of Medicine; 
and in 1843 he was appointed Physician to the Surrey 
Dispensary, and Lecturer at the Aldersgate School of 
Medicine. In consequence of the extensive practice 
which he had seen in hospitals and dispensaries, he was 
examined by the commissioners for inquiring into the 
state of large towns and populous districts, and has given 
important evidence on the sanitary condition of different 
parts of the metropolis. He had, prior to that period, 
endeavoured to remove many nuisances in the district of the 
London Dispensary, and has continued up to the present 
time a warm advocate for sanitary reform, having brought 
the subject before the meeting of the Delegates of the 
Ragged Schools on December 3rd last. It was on 
the proposition of Dr Aldis that solid meat was intro¬ 
duced three times a week into the Westminster Refuge. 
He was Chairman of the Committee of the Westminster 
Sanitary Association during two years. Lord Ashley, now 
the Earl of Shaftesbury, was the Patron, and Lord Robert 
Grosvenor the President. This society led the way to many 
mprovements in that, at one time, most miserable and un¬ 

healthy locality. Dr Aldis was a Member of the Committee 
of the Health of Towns and Metropolitan Sanitary Associa¬ 
tions, and was examined by the Metropolitan Sanitary 
Commission regarding the fever which occurred among the 
scholars of Westminster School and the Abbey Precinct in! 
1848, in consequence of the experience he had obtained of 
the fever at that time as Physician to the Western Dis¬ 
pensary. He was appointed Physician to Farringdon 
Dispensary in 1844, which enabled him to give valuable 
evidence on two occasions before Select Committees of the 
House of Commons in 1847 and 1848, against Smithfield 
market, and he was elected a Member of the Committee whose 
operations aided in procuring the Aral closure of the market. 

He has also been elected a Fellow of the Royal Medical and 
Chimrgical Society and a Vice-President of the Western 
Medical Society, to both of which he has contributed cases 
of interest. He has sent contributions to the * Edinburgh 
Medical and Surgical Journal,’ to the ‘ Lancet,’ ‘ Medical 
Gazette,’ and 1 Medical Tunes.’ He has also undertaken 
the superintendence of the Hunterian School of Medicine 
during several years, it having been almost the dying wish 
of the late founder that he should do so. Dr Aldis appointed 
additional lecturers, and established gratuitous courses of 
lectures on important medical and surgical subjects. It was 
at his instigation that Mr Morison, son of Sir A. Morison, 
kindly delivered a gratuitous course of lectures on Insanity, 
this being the first medical school in England in which a 
distinct course on this subject has ever been delivered. He 
has more recently been elected Physician to the S. S. Paul 
and Barnabas Dispensary, and to the Industrial Home for 
Gentlewomen. He also invented an instrument for the 
examination of the chest, and a new ventilator. 

This epitome of Dr Aldis’s career proves him to have been 
an indefatigable student, and a lover of his profession. His 
life has not been spent uselessly, but, on the contrary, the 
varied professional knowledge that he has acquired has been 
devoted to the improvement of the social and sanitary con¬ 
dition of the people. Some men may have made more noise, 
but few have done better service, and we have no doubt that 
eventually his beneficial labours will be duly appreciated. 

[We shall feel extremely obliged if the friends of members 
of the profession will supply us with materials to enable us to 
give a correct representation of the character and labours of 
those gentlemen whose turn to receive a biographical notice 
is coming round. We are anxious to avoid error, and it is 
manifest that we shall be greatly assisted in our object by 
the communication of such incidents as friends and relations 
are best qualified to furnish. In the case of deceased mem¬ 
bers of the profession this request has peculiar force, and 
we hope w'ill be responded to with alacrity.] 

THE ‘GROCERS’ JOURNAL,’ VERSUS THE 
‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

If we can judge of the severity of the stroke by the 
loudness of the complaint, the ‘ Lancet,’ or, as we shall 
henceforth call it, the ‘ Grocers’ Journal,’ has sus¬ 
tained a deadly blow by the establishment of this periodical. 
Unwilling to attack us whom it dreads, it skulks to our 
rear and endeavours to wound us through the ‘ Medical 
Directory,’ against which publication it has launched a dia¬ 
tribe of vulgarity, because the Editors have included in the 
list of qualified men those members of the profession who 
practise upon homoeopathic principles. The Editors of the 
‘ Directory ’ have no sympathy with the homoepaths—nay, 
they have as strong a repugnance to their principles as the 
Editor of the ‘ Grocers’ Journal ’ professes to have; but 
they had not the legal right to exclude the names of those 
gentlemen from the ‘ Directory and if they could safely 
have exercised such a power, they would not have 
deemed it judicious to have made their work imperfect by 
cutting out of the list the names of those whom the Uni¬ 
versities and Colleges continue to recognise and to incorpo¬ 
rate in the profession. 

The Editor of the ‘ Grocers’ Journal ’ knows the value 
of a good cry; and for the present the denunciation of a 
particular form of quackery serves his purpose ; but we ad¬ 
vise him not to interfere with the proceedings of other Edi¬ 
tors, or he may be told that at one time nepotism was, week 
after week, anathematised by the man who now dares not 
write a line upon that topic. The profession are not de¬ 
ceived: they do not believe a Journal to be the less odious 
because it is continually endeavouring to invoke odium upon 
others. Jealousy wears a green veil, which discolours all 
she sees, but which does not eonceal the surpassing ugliness 
of her own features. It is through such a veil that the 
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Editor of the ‘Grocers’ Journal’ is now regarding our 
efforts; but we weep over bis envy and laugh at his abuse, 
and tell him that, in spite of all he can say or do, his Jour¬ 
nal will fall before ours—and more than that, he foresees it. 
Insinuation, ribaldry, slander, or any of the other arts with 
which desperate men deal, will not shake our purpose, but 
will rather nerve our arm more resolutely for the struggle. 

The Editor of the ‘Grocers’ Journal’ has pointed out a 
few errors that occur in the ‘ Directory;’ and perhaps he 
thinks that it is as easy a matter to compile the ‘ Directory ’ 
as it is to edit his own Journal. He is mistaken. The ‘ Di¬ 
rectory ’ is filled with facts and dates which demand the 
most unremitting and laborious attention to ensure accu¬ 
racy : it is not filled with a jumble of physic and grocery, 
surgery and shaving, forming that sort of degrading alliance 
prevalent at one time in our provincial towns, when every 
huckster’s counter was an apothecary’s dispensary, and 
every barber’s shop a theatre for surgical operations. We 
had believed that the profession had been emancipated from 
this disgraceful connexion, but we find it renewed by this 
affected purist, who, to divert observation from himself, de¬ 
nies the integrity of every other man. A preachment on 
purity comes with an ill grace from a periodical whose Edi¬ 
tor has done all he can to corrupt and degrade medical lite¬ 
rature, and to make it the stalking horse of every sinister 
and selfish passion. 

We publish in this Number a few from among many let¬ 
ters received from members of the profession, who approve 
of the coruse the Editors of the ‘ Directory ’ have pursued 
with reference to the homoeopaths. It is satisfactory to 
know that among many hundreds of letters that have been 
received, there has been scarcely one dissentient opinion; 
we may therefore safely allow the Editor of the ‘ Grocers’ 

Journal’ to exhaust upon that work his virulence and 
wrath. It is “ all sound and fury, signifying nothing,”— 
the mere fizz of a farthing cracker on fire, calculated to 
amuse rather than alann, and only contemptible from its 
pretensions to be considered a devastating rocket. 

MEDICAL DIKECTOKY’S DEPARTMENT. 

CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITION FOR 1852. 

LONDON. 

Ballard, Dr.—In the Street List, instead of “42 Myddleton 
street,” read “ 42 Myddleton square,” and after “ Mem. 
Lond. Med. Soc.” add “ of Observation.” 

Bond, Dr 19 Grafton street.—To his other qualifications, add 
“ L.S.A. 1836.” 

Bennett, H. B., 12 Marlborough hill. —For “Description 
Historical and Typographical,” read “ Historical and 
Topographical.” 

Collier, Geo. Fred., 32 Spring gardens.—After “M.D., Ley¬ 
den,” read “ on twelve terms’ residence at Oxford.” 

Eyre, Sir Jas., at page 230, St George’s and St James’s 
Dispensary.—For “ Physician Accoucheur,” read “Con¬ 
sulting Physician.” 

Godrich, Fras., sen., West Brompton.—After “L.S.A., 1818,” 
read “ Surg. to the West London Infirmary for Diseases of 
the Eye.” 

Godrich, Fras., jun., West Brompton.—After “ St George’s 
Hosp.,” read “ Assist.-Surg. to the West London Infirmary 
for Diseases of the Eye.” 

Hardy, Henry, 18 Great Carter lane.—Read “ Hardey.” 
Lane, Jas. Robert, 26 Park lane.—After “M.R.C.S., Eng., 

1847,” read “F.R.C.S.” and after “ St George’s Hosp.,” 
read “ Assist.-Surg. to St Mary’s and the Lock Hosp.” 

Marsden, Wm., 65 Lincoln’s Inn fields.—After “ Roy. Free 
Hosp.,” omit the word “late.” 

Smith, Henry, 13 Caroline street, Bedford square.—After 
“formerly House-Surg. to King’s Coll. Hosp.,” read 
“ Associate of King’s Coll., Lond.” and after “ ‘ Medical 
Times,’ 1850,” read “ Case of Successful Ligature of the 
External Iliac Artery, ‘ Medical Times,’ 1850.” 

Wordsworth, J. C.—For “ 12 Liverpool street, Broad street, 
read “ 41 Finsbury square.” 

In Street List, at Paddington green, omit “ N. T. Godwin.” 
and read “ G. W. Timmes, M.D.” 

PROVINCIAL. 

Carter, Dr.—For “Kensington place, Ashford, Kent,” read 
“ Kennington place, near Ashford, Kent.” 

Davey, John Lesketh, How, Ambleside, &c.—Read instead 
“ Davey, John Lesketh, How, Ambleside, &c.” 

Gregory, Geo. S.—In Local List, omit “ at Pew6ey, Wilts,” 
and read “ at Stroud, Gloucestershire.” 

Howden, John.—For “Fleetwood, Lancashire,” read “69 
Montague street, Blackburn, Lancashire.” 

Lloyd, Rowland, Dolgelly, Merionethshire.—After “ L.S.A., 
1846,” read “ Med. Officer to the Dolgelly Union.” 

Sylvester, Geo. Trowbridge, M.R.C.S. Eng. 1839, &c.— 
After the “ Geo.” read “ Mayris.” 

Wakeman, Peter Ryder, Bryn Rh6s, Crickhowell, Breck¬ 
nockshire.—For “L.S.A., 1809,” read “ In practice prior 
to the Act of 1815.” 

NAMES OMITTED. 

Brenner, John Traill Urquhart, Royal Marine Infirmary, 
Woolwich, M.D. and L.R.C., &c. Edin., 1843; Assist.- 
Surg., Royal Marines ; Mem. Hunterian Med. Soc. Edin. 

Clapliam, John, 12 Thurlow place, Lower Norwood, Surrey, 
L. S.A. 1828. 

Timms, Godwin Wm., 28 Paddington green.—M.R.C.S 
Eng., and L.S.A. 1843; M.B. Lond. 1844, and M.D. 
1845; formerly House Surg. to the Western General 
Dispensary. 

Nunn, John, East Bergholt, Suffolk, — L.S.A. 1824; 
M. R.C.S. Eng., 1825. 

Payne, Henry, jun., Castle gate, Nottingham.—M.D. Edin. 
1851. 

Rake, Thomas Beaven, the Dispensary, Newark-on-Trent, 
M.R.C.S. Eng., and L.S.A., 1848. 

Sutcliffe, William, Staleybridge, Lancashire, M.R.C.S. Eng., 
1850. 

In Local List, omit “ Smethwick” from Warwickshire, and 
read “ Smethwick, Worcestershire;” and under Leaming¬ 
ton, Warwickshire, read “ Willis, T., M.D.” 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

H. Alford.—The subject of your communication will re¬ 
ceive our prompt attention. 

Dr Ballard.—Communication received. We shall be 

glad to have the error alluded to pointed out, in order that 

it may be corrected. Perhaps our correspondent will 

oblige us by doing so confidentially. 

J. D. Blake shall be answered in our next, or by letter in 
the interim. 

Dr Brown.—We are obliged for the information given 
The privilege alluded to, however, is limited to one pound' 
in weight. Above that it is doubled. 

J. R. Lane.—We are not to blame with respect to the Lock 
Hospital. We received a return from the secretary, and 
the correction, or rather alteration, was made in accord¬ 
ance therewith. Nor does the blame of omission of St 
Mary’s Hospital medical staff rest with us, as is fully 
explained below. 

E. Parry.—The error is obvious, and arose from an over¬ 
sight. It will be duly corrected. 

G. Sylvester.—We thank you for calling our attention to 
subjects which will be duly attended to. If our corre¬ 
spondent will again refer to the work, he will find that the 
jurisdiction pointed out by him is properly given. 

J. Walter.—The matters to which you have directed our 
notice shall receive attention. 
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St Mart’s Hospital.—Our attention has been called to 
the omission of any notice of St Mary’s Hospital from the 
1 Medical Directory.’ In explanation -we have only to say that 
two, if not three, applications were made to the Secretary 
of that institution for an official account of its medical 
6taff, appointments, number of beds, &c. &c., of which no 
notice was taken. We are not ubiquitous, but eminently 
desirous of being correct in our information; and under 
the circumstances refrained from noticing it in the present 
edition. 

J. B. Carter, C. T. Cooke, Dr Davies, B. Lister.—We 
are sorry that any of our subscribers should have received 
their copies more or less damaged in passing through the 
post. We have never before had a complaint of the kind 
made to us. We thank Mr Cooke for his suggestion, but 
beg to assure him that although by adopting it we should 
save expense, it would be attended with much disappoint¬ 
ment to our subscribers and annoyance to ourselves, 
arising from delays, whilst the amount of damage would 
be considerably greater. We state this from past expe¬ 
rience. 

Those gentlemen who have not yet forwarded their subscrip¬ 

tions for the ‘ Directory ’ will be pleased to do so without 

further delay. P.O. orders to be drawn in favour of Mr 

Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, payable at the 

Branch Office, Charing Cross. 

TO THE EDITORS OF ‘THE MEDICAL DIRECTORY.’ 

Gentlemen,—I have been away from home for some time, 
which has occasioned the delay in replying to your last 
circular. 

The previous one I did not think necessary to answer, 
containing as it did, so unfair and unjust a proposal in re¬ 
ference to the exclusion of any qualified members of the 
profession. 

Although I am not an Homoeopathic practitioner, yet it 
seemed to me, that for respectable publishers, professing ac¬ 
curacy in giving the names of the profession, to propose an 
exclusion of certain names, and that most probably founded 
on ignorance or prejudice, would make your ‘ Directory ’ 
absolutely valueless, and as such, I ceased to have the slight¬ 
est interest in the same. 

As I do not observe a repetition of such a preposterous 
resolution, I take it for granted that justice and good sense 
have triumphed over an attempt at party spleen. Were it 
accomplished I have reason to know that actions at law 
would have followed the publication.—I am, Gentlemen, 
Your’s obediently, H. S. 

Bristol, 5tli December, 1851. 

TO THE EDITORS OF THE ‘ MEDICAL DIRECTORY.’ 

Gentlemen,—In returning the circular for last year, I 
ordered a copy of the next * Medical Directory,’ on condi¬ 
tion that the list of “ Homoeopathic Practitioners ” was in¬ 
serted, “ but not otherwise.” You have forwarded the book 
to me, and I now enclose a post-office order for the payment 
of it, although the condition has not been complied with. 
I feel that I might justly return the book, but at the same 
time I am conscious of the difficult position in which you 
are placed between the earnest promoters of what they be¬ 
lieve to be the most valuable discovery ever made in prac¬ 
tical medicine on the one hand, and the violent and unbe¬ 
coming opposition of men who avowedly have not investi¬ 
gated the question, on the other. 

You may reply that our names are still in the list in their 
places ; but I never contemplated their being omitted there, 
as undoubtedly you would have had an action brought for 
injury to professional character had they been expunged. 

It is the separate list to which I considered your question to 
refer to ; this list being important, mainly as showing the 
rapid progress of the new opinions, and very useful in en¬ 
abling us to communicate with facility with each other. It is 
my belief that before many years are over, the majority of 
the educated medical men of this country will have em¬ 
braced the reformed doctrines.—I am, Gentlemen, your obe¬ 
dient servant, W. S 

Rugby, January 20, 1852. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 9th inst.:— 
Ayliffe, Henry, South Australia; Alder, Sydney, Wakefield, 
Yorkshire; Bell, William Thomas, Great Grimsby, Lincoln¬ 
shire ; Boor, Leonard George, St George street, East; 
Broadbent, William Henry, Manchester; Dobson, William 
Coyle, London; Gray, Andrew Sexton, Dublin; Harle, 
Thomas William, Bishopstortford, Herts; Litton, Edward, 
Colyton, Devon; Ingram, William George Lloyd, Midhurst, 
Sussex ; Rice, Bernard, Stratford-on-Avon, Warwickshire ; 
Swete, Edward Horatio, Bristol; Williams, Aldborough 
Lloyd, St Helier’s, Jersey. 

College Fellowship.—The next classical and mathe¬ 
matical examination for the Fellowship of the College will 
take place during the first week in March. The next pro¬ 
fessional examination for the distinction will take place in 
April next. The following are the subjects of the exami¬ 
nation of the candidates for the Fellowship of the College 
in classics, mathematics, and French, during the years 1852 
and 1853, viz.:—Classics.—Either of the following Greek 
authors, and either of the following Latin authors, at the 
option of the candidate, viz., Herodotus, Book III, Homer, 
Iliad, Book YI, Virgil, JEneid, Book VIII, Livy, Book V. 
Mathematics.—Arithmetic; algebra, as far as to include the 
doctrine of proportions and simple equations, with one or 
two unknown quantities ; Euclid, Books I, II, III; statics, 
hydrostatics, acoustics, and optics, it being understood that 
the questions on these subjects shall not require in their an¬ 
swers the use of a higher branch of mathematics than sim¬ 
ple equations. French.—The translations into English of 
a passage in one of the French classical writers. 

The Hunterian Oration.—The Hunterian Oration 
will be delivered by Mr Luke, the Vice-President, on Sa¬ 
turday, the 14th of February. 

Jacksonian Prize.—The Council of the Royal College 
of Surgeons have just announced the subject for this prize 
of twenty guineas to be “ The Pathology and Treatment 
of Stricture of the Urethra.” The Dissertations must be 
sent in before Christmas-day, 1852. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following are the names of 
the gentlemen who passed their examination in the science 
and practice of medicine, and received certificates to prac¬ 
tise, on Thursday, January 15, 1852 :—Howard, Horace 
Fulcher, New Beckenham, Norfolk ; Partridge, Samuel, 
Darlaston, Staffordshire. 

Preliminary Classical Examination.—The next 
preliminary Classical and Mathematical Examination for 
Students in Medicine, will be held at this Hall, on Tuesday, 
the 27th April, 1852, at two o’clock p.m. Students de¬ 
sirous of attending this examination will be good enough to 
send their names to the Beadle, at the Hall, on or before 
Saturday, the 27th March. The examination will include 
the following subjects, and will be conducted by written 
papers and by oral examination: 1. The First Book of 
Virgil’s ACneid, and Cicero’s Oration for Milo. 2. The 
Gospel of St Luke, in Greek, and the First Book of Xeno¬ 
phon’s Anabasis. 3- Algebra, including Simple Equations. 
4. The First Book of Euclid’s Elements.—Students who 
pass this examination satisfactorily, will not be subject to 
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any subsequent examination in Latin, except in tbe Phar¬ 
macopoeia Londinensis, and Prescriptions.—Henry Blatch, 
Secretary to the Court of Examiners. 

Military Appointments.—Rifle Brigade—Assistant- 
Surgeon Henry Shearly Sanders, from the Staff, to be Assis¬ 
tant-Surgeon Hospital Staff; Acting Assistant-Surgeon 
John Henry Within to be Assistant-Surgeon to the Forces, 
vice Sanders, appointed to the Rifle Brigade. 

Naval Appointments.—Surgeon John Gallacher (1846) 
to the Arrogant, 36, screw steam-frigate, at Lisbon. Act¬ 
ing Assistant-Surgeon David Wilson (1852) to the Victory, 
flag-ship, at Portsmouth. Surgeon John A. Mould (1838) 
from the Ceylon to the Hercules. Surgeon William Loney, 
M.D, (1845), to the Hydra. Assistant-Surgeons Thomas 
Hunter (1845), from the Waterloo, 120, flag-ship at Sheer¬ 
ness, to the Hydra. Francis H. Blaxall (1848), from the 
Victory, flag-ship at Portsmouth, for service in the Naval 
Hospital, to the Waterloo, vice Hunter. 

Medical and Chirurgical Society, Jan, 13,1852.— 
The following gentlemen were proposed as Fellows of the 
Society Alfred Baker, Esq.; William Davies, M.D.; John 
Roberts, M.D.; Sherard Freeman Statham, Esq.; Henry 
Thompson, Esq.; John Wiblin, Esq.; William Adams, Esq., 
and Daniel Wane, M.D., were admitted as Fellows of the 
Society. At the next meeting of the Society, the following 
gentlemen will be ballotted for, January 27 :—Charles Case 
Smith, Esq,; John Cooper Forster, Esq.; George Canney, 
Esq.; George Borlase Childs, Esq.; John Edward Stephens, 
M.D. 

King’s College Hospital,—At the last meeting of the 
Committee of Management of this hospital a letter was read 
from Mr. W. H. C. Plowden, one of the Directors of the 
East India Company, announcing his intention of placing at 
the disposal of that body the appointment of an assistant- 
surgeon in the Company’s Service, to be conferred on one of 
the students of the hospital, who is to be selected for his 
professional merits and his correct and gentlemanlike con¬ 
duct. 

Ethnological Society.—Dr W. F. Daniell read a most 
interesting and elaborate paper on the ethnography of 
Accra, west coast of Africa, before the members of this 
Society, on Wednesday last, an abstract of which we hope 
shortly to lay before our readers. 

The Electric Telegraph.—The Governors of St 
George’s Hospital have set up an electric telegraph in that 
hospital to facilitate communication between the medical 
officers, students, and attendants. 

Pathological Society.—The following gentlemen were 
elected members of this Society at the last meeting, on the 
20th instant:—Frederick Barlow, Esq., resident medical 
officer Westminster Hospital; J. Abemethy Kingdon, Esq.; 
Dr Alexander Halley; and Richard Hansard, Esq., surgeon 
to the Oxford Hospital. Dr Bentley was elected an honorary 
member. 

Microscopical Society.—At the last meeting a paper 
was read by Mr. T. Huxley, in reference to the Lacinularia 
Socialis, family, Roti/era, in which the fact of its having 
two kinds of reproductive bodies was pointed out. One of 
these were ordinary ova—the other bodies, twice the size, 
partook of the character of gemma. 

Bequest.—-The late Rev. Dr Hudleston has bequeathed 
2,000/. to the Whitehaven Infirmary. 

Vote by Proxy in the College of Surgeons.— 

Meetings have been held by the Gloucestershire Medical and 
Surgical Association and by the Wakefield Medical Society, 
at which resolutions were passed favourable to the use of 
balloting papers in the election of the Council. The gentle¬ 
men at the Wakefield meeting required that all members 
whose diplomas date anterior to 1843 should be equally 
eligible to the fellowship. 

Birmingham Philosophical Institution.—The fol¬ 
lowing resolutions on the subject of homoeopathy were unani¬ 
mously passed at the annual meeting of the Birmingham 
Midland Counties Pathological Society, held on January 
8th) 1852:—“ That the following classes of practitioners are 
unqualified to become or continue members of this society: 

1. Those who practise homoeopathy exclusively. 2. Those 
who practise homoeopathy in conjunction with other systems 
of medicine. 3. Those who, under various pretences, meet 
in consultation, or hold professional intercourse, with those 
who practise homoeopathy.” 

Literary Honour. — At a special meeting of the 
Royal Irish Academy, on the 12th inst., Thomas T. 
Kelly, Esq., M.D., of Dacca Lodge, Holywood, Co. Down, 
Ireland, was elected a member of that distinguished institu¬ 
tion, in consideration of his literary and scientific attainments. 
Dr Kelly js the author of ‘ A History of the Potato Plant 
and its Diseases,’ ‘ A History of Holywood,’ ‘ A Treatise on 
Sea Bathing; its Use and Abuse,’ and other works. 

The British Medical Fund.—A meeting in favour 
of the objects of this society has been recently held at 
Northampton. 

Liverpool Eye and Ear Infirmary.—The supporters 
of this Institution lately held their annual meeting in the 
Clarendon Rooms, E. Molyneux, Esq., Chairman. Although 
the benefits of this institution appeared to have been exten¬ 
sive and invaluable during the year, we regret to find, from 
the report of the House Committee, that its funds are so 
exhausted that no less a sum than 400/. is due to the trea¬ 
surer. During the year the new eye cases numbered 4,009, 
and the ear ditto 2,803. There were also performed 118 
important operations. The working of the new anemometer 
at the Observatory enabled the physicians, by the atmos¬ 
pheric phenomena there recorded, to obtain better informa¬ 
tion upon the atmospheric causes of eye diseases. In some 
months there were 63 cases, and in others 90 and 100 acute 
cases. According to the Observatory, the horizontal motion 
of the atmosphere was occasionally 62 miles an hour. Op- 
thalmia during some months presented 241 new cases, from 
total causes, which ran up to 400 in other months. 

Lying-in Hospital, Lambeth.—On Monday a meet¬ 
ing of the Governors was held in the Board-room, when it 
was stated, that during the past twelve months, 248 patients 
were admitted, and 456 were attended at their own homes. 
The receipts amounted to 1,599/., and the expenditure 
reached 1,278/. 19s., leaving a balance of 320/. 9s. 4d. 

Dr Grant.—A Committee of the friends and pupils of 

this gentleman has been formed, for the purpose of raising a 

fund by way of testimonial of the “ high esteem in which 

his long-continued, unwearied, and original scientific labours 

are held by men of science in general and his pupils in 
particular.” 

Medical Fees by Railway.—An important cause has 
been lately tried in the Marylebone County Court, to deter¬ 
mine what mileage should be allowed since the introduction 
of railways. Mr Isaac Baker Brown, of 27 Oxford square, 
was the plaintiff, and Mr Banks the defendant. The sum 
sought to be recovered was 39/. 7s. 6d. for medical attend¬ 
ance on Mrs Huffenden, the defendant’s sister. Mr Brown 
left London on the 23rd, returning on the 24th, and tra¬ 
velled, to and from, a distance of 300 miles, being at the 
rate of charge of 7s. 6d. per mile. The usual charge was 
stated to be 10s. 6d. per mile, or 15 guineas per day. Evi¬ 
dence having been heard in favour of the claim, the Judge 
declared that he did not consider the claim “ at all unrea¬ 
sonable, and should therefore give a verdict for the plaintiff, 
with frill costs.” 

Queen’s College, Birmingham.—The Royal assent 
has been given to the supplemental Charter of the Queen’s 
College in this town, and the Great Seal attached to it. 

Metropolitan Convalescent Institution.—This 
week the twelfth annual meeting of this Institution was 
held at 32 Sackville street, Piccadilly, Wigram Murray, 
Esq., in the chair. The Secretary read the report, which 
stated that the confined state of the building prevented the 
admission of children under fourteen, or patients afflicted 
with obstinate sores. But the patrons of the charity were 
making a determined effort to obviate this difficulty by en¬ 
larging the institution, for which purpose Earl Ellesmere 
had generously presented a piece of ground. Her Gracious 
Majesty in the kindest manner forwarded the munificent 
donation of 250 guineas, which conferred upon the Prince 
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of Wales the right of sending one patient annually to the 
hospital. Charles Inglis, Esq., contributed 700/., and the 
late J. Hardman, Esq., bequeathed 500/. to the hospital. 
The receipts for the year amounted to 1,177/., and the ex¬ 
penditure left a balance of 74/. 13s. During the year 705 
patients were admitted, of whom 449 were cured, 243 re¬ 
lieved, and 12 remained under treatment. 

Prussia.—In the Order of Merit instituted by the King 
for men distinguished in art and in science, there are now 
five Englishmen : Mr R. Brown, Sir David Brewster, Sir J. 
Herschel, Mr Faraday, and Professor Owen. 

Monstrosity.—M. Berard lately brought to the Academy 
of Medicine two lambs yeaned at the full period, which pre¬ 
sented but one head. The neck was also single, but by 
compressing it, two vertebral columns might be felt; the 
sternum of each animal was soldered to the same bone in 
the other, and the upper part of the abdomen of each lamb 
was also connected. There were two distinct hearts, one 
being rudimentary, and situated anteriorly and to the right 
side, the other strong and lsirge, posteriorly and to the left 
side. There were also two livers, one large on the right 
side, the other smaller to the left, the first of these organs 
receiving the umbilical vein, which came from the foetus 
on the left. The disposition of parts within the skull was 
highly interesting, and was thus described:—Each spinal 
marrow enters the head by a distinct occipital hole, and the 
duality still persists within the head, which externally seems 
but single. There are two pontes Yarolii, two calami scrip- 
torii, there is a fourth ventricle on each side, and two cere- 
belli, which are connected in the mesian line. Higher up 
there is quite a collection of corpora quadrigemina, four of 
them in the centre quite in the normal state, and one situated 
on either side of this mass. The duality, however, ceased 
at that spot, for further on there is but one optic thalamus, 
one corpus striatum, and finally two hemispheres as might 
be seen in a single foetus. 

At a Meeting of the medical profession held at Hull, in 
the Infirmary, on January 6, 1852, Dr Cooper in the chair, 
a resolution was passed condemnatory of homoeopathy, and 
reflecting on the conduct of the council of the College of 
Surgeons in not interfering with those gentlemen holding 
the diploma of that college who profess to follow homoeo¬ 
pathic practice. 
Memorial to Sir George Grey, Bart., from the Isle 

of Man.—The surgeons practising in this island have 
memorialised the Home Secretary on the subject of the 
new Draft Charter for the College of Surgeons. While 
generally approving of the provisions of the Charter, they 
pray that the following alterations will be made: 

I. That provincial Fellows be enabled to exercise the 
franchise of the College without restriction, by means of 
voting papers duly issued by the College, the personal 
attendance in London of such Fellows, for such purpose, 
being thus superseded. 

II. That the 3000 gentlemen who have become mem¬ 
bers of the College since 1843 be freely admitted to the 
Fellowship on the same terms as their more fortunate 
brethren of a prior date, namely, on a fifteen years’ 
qualification. 

III. That the Membership hitherto existing in the 
College be at once abolished, and that a Doctorate in 
Surgery be forthwith instituted in lieu thereof; all ex¬ 
isting members being at once constituted, by Charter, 
Doctors of Surgery. 

Bequests.—The late Miss Sebbon, of Islington, has left 
3,000/. to the London Hospital and the Brighton County 
Hospital respectively, and 200/. to the Islington Dispensary 
(all free). The Bloomsbury Dispensary receives a legacy of 
50/. (free) on the will of the late Mrs A. M. Everett. John 
Mills, Esq., of Bath, has left 100/. to the Stamford and Rut¬ 
land General Infirmary. Mr Henry Miller, of London, has 
given to the United College of St Andrew's, the sum of 
3,000/., the interest whereof is to be divided into prizes of 
10/.,* 15/., 20/., and 25/., to be awarded for merit in various 
branches at the close of each session, commencing wdth the 
current year. 

® In tars. 
It is with great regret we announce the death of Mr Cum- 

ming, of Buxton, Derbyshire, by drowning. On Friday 
last this unfortunate gentleman, being on a visit to Matlock, 
procured a boat and commenced rowing about on the Der¬ 
went for the amusement of his child. The river was greatly 
swollen, and, the current being consequently very strong, 
only a short time elapsed before their boat was drawn over 
the Weir at Masson mill, and grounded at the foot of the 
fall. A number of spectators on the right bank of the 
stream perceiving the accident and the perilous position of 
the unfortunate persons ; ropes, boats, etc., were speedily at 
hand for the purpose of rescue. But Mr Cumming was a 
good swimmer, and, being impatient of the necessary delay 
in assistance reaching him, he unfortunately left the boat, 
and endeavoured to swim to the shore with his son on his 
left arm. The boat, relieved of their weight, drifted away, 
and the river, having the force of a mountain torrent, carried 
father and son with it also. The unhappy father made the 
most desperate efforts imaginable to save his boy. He could 
probably have escaped himself had he sacrificed his child, 
and, while fresh and vigorous, made alone for the shore; 
but time after time the lad was washed from his arms, and 
again and again did he plunge after him, until both were 
thoroughly exhausted. Then, after a series of most pitiful 
and fearful struggles, each subsequent one becoming more 
and more feeble, they at length sank, clinging to each other 
in the last agonies of death. Their bodies were not recovered 
until some time afterwards. Mr Cumming was a professional 
gentleman of considerable practice. He was a member of 
the College and Hall of 1828, surgeon to the Buxton Bath 
Charity, and to one of the Union districts. He was univer¬ 
sally respected, and has left a wife and seven children.- 
At Acapulco, Mexico, John Stuart M‘Goun, M.D.—‘ Medi¬ 
cal Times and Gazette.’ 

It is also with deep regret that we record the death, on 
the 3rd inst., of James W. Fullerton, Esq., aged 37, surgeon 
of the Amazon, Royal Mail steam ship. This ill-fated gentle¬ 
man behaved with great coolness and humanity in the 
fearful moments pending the destruction of the vessel. 
He came on deck in his night-shirt, and observing Mrs 
McLennan rushing to and fro in alarm, -with her child pressed 
to her bosom, he took the boy from her, crying “ Give me 
your child, I will save him ! ” He placed the child in the 
pinnace, then suspended over the side, and afterwards handed 
the mother into the boat. He then jumped in himself, but 
owing to some difficulty in loosening the tackle, the boat 
was swamped, and most of those who were in it were pre¬ 
cipitated into the sea,—among the number the intrepid sur¬ 
geon of the Amazon himself. 

Mr Robert Valentine, surgeon, in Bervic, Kincardineshire, 
died on the 15tli November, 1851. 

We shall esteem it an especialfavour if gentlemen will acquaint 

us with the death of any medical man that may occur in their 

respective neighbourhoods. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Senex.—We will bear in mind your suggestion. It is 

highly valuable, and may be realized without much 

trouble. 

Banbury._We beg to assure this nondescript gentleman, 

who has behaved with a courtesy we should know how to 

appreciate better if we had his personal acquaintance, that 
we shall not desire success upon the terms he proposes. 

We do not intend to mask our opinions or lick the dust of 
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self-abasement, to ingratiate any individual power or 
parties. We believe that the system our Banbury coun¬ 
sellor approves of is throughout a miserable trick, and is 
intended first to win confidence and then to betray it. Is 
-, Banbury, simple enough to believe that the promise 
will ever be realised? Does he expect a fee? Then he 
will be a sufferer from that “ hope deferred which maketh 
the heart sick.” Perchance some stray medical practi¬ 
tioner may by mistake or necessity receive the gratuity 
for the service afforded; but in every case where the ob¬ 
ject can be otherwise attained, the service will never be 
asked, and, of course, the fee never given. We are 
already acquainted with the secret working of the scheme, 
and know for whose profit it is intended. We shall 
speak out more distinctly by and bye. Wait a little. 

Fidelis.—We are pleased that you approve of our deter¬ 
mination ; no sensible man can have another opinion upon 
the matter. There are undoubtedly many impostors 
among the Homoeopaths, men who call themselves by this 
name, but practically deny the principles of the founder 
of the system. They are regulars in disguise, false to 
their first profession and false to their last. Money, 
money, is their cry ; and how they get it they don’t care, 
so they get it. There are some surgeons, too, who prac¬ 
tise both systems at the same time. We know a lady in 
London who was treated for many weeks by her regular 
medical attendant for a chronic complaint, without suc¬ 
cess, and then was importuned by her friends to see a 
a Homoeopathic doctor, who was very celebrated in the 
neighbourhood, and had of course cured all kinds of in¬ 
veterate diseases, every one of which was far worse than, 
or very like, her own. The lady, yielding to persuasion, 
thought that she would consult the Homoeopath without the 
knowledge of her medical attendant, and went one fine 
morning to visit this worthy, who, under a feigned name, 
received patients between stated hours daily, in a first 
floor over a shop in a leading street of the metropolis. 
The lady was ushered into a waiting room occupied by 
several patients, by whom the Homoeopath’s cleverness 
and cures were canvassed with great volubility. At last 
her turn came. With beating heart and trembling step 
she walked into the dreaded presence, when lo! in full 
stature and unabashed front, her own medical man stood 
revealed! The lady had sense and spirit enough to leave 
the room abruptly as soon as she made the discovery. 
We regret to add, however, that even this bit of experi¬ 
ence did not cure the lady of her weakness, for she has 
been for a long time past under the charge of a Hydro¬ 
path, and takes some quarts of cold water every day. 
Quackery, and the love of it, are invincible. 

M.D.—Our course is chalked out. Courtesy is the pink of 
honour, but the soul of it is truth. If the occasion occur 
we shall give no quarter. We fear no man, but we would 

[ be Mends with all. The lives will regularly appear, and 
if we mistake not they will form several pages of most in¬ 
teresting reading. We certainly shall not descend to the 
prosaic twaddle that disgraced the pages of the journal 
referred to. 

W. Johnson.—Apply to Mr Balfour, at the College of Sur¬ 
geons. Full information is contained in the 4 Medical 
Directory.’ 

Chirurgus (Leeds).—We have passed over your letter to 
the publisher, who will attend to the matter. 

J. L. (Castle Douglas, by Dumfries) writes: “ Your peri¬ 
odical deserves encouragement, and should it make good its 
proimses and sustain its character, country practitioners 
(like myself) should to a man support it. I shall use all 
the influence I possess in order to get my professional 
brethren to subscribe.” Let other gentlemen who think 
the same do likewise. 

Dr Thomson (RadclifFe, by Manchester).—We are much 
obliged to Dr Thomson for the information contained in 
liis note. He will observe the correction in this number. 

M. D. (Bristol.)—The bibliography will duly appear. 

Dr Yal Mac Sweeny Macroom (Co. Cork, Ireland).— 
It gives us great satisfaction to find that our efforts are so 
highly approved. The portfolio will be sent as re¬ 
quested. 

W. Ley, Esq. (Littlemore, near Oxford.)—Your suggestions 
have already been under consideration, The ideas are 
novel, and their realization would be attended with risk. 
Nevertheless, the plan might succeed. 

Wm. Kingsley, M.D. (Roscrea, Ireland).—It is our inten¬ 
tion to carry out the plan you suggest. You will hear 
from our publishers. 

J. Black, M.D. (Bolton).—Your letter has been handed 
over to the publisher of the ' Medical Directory ’ for con¬ 
sideration. 

John S. Soden (Bath).—Your request shall be duly at¬ 
tended to. 

Dr Lietch (Derwent Bank, Keswick).—We shall have 
much pleasure in receiving future communications from 
Dr Leitch, who seems to be duly sensible of the value of 
brevity. His pamphlet is well written and practical, but 
we fear that we shall not be able to find space at present 
for a quotation. 

A Well-wisher to your Journal.—The gentleman 
referred to sent in his return with his initials attached, 
indicating thereby the correctness of the description as 
printed. We shall, next year, take advantage of our cor¬ 
respondent’s information. 

T. H. Y. (Lloyd square) will have an opportunity of seeing 
his opinion inserted in a future list. 

To Geo. Roe, Esq. (Cavan), M.R.C.S. Eng., Studens, 

Os Frontis, J. Wilson, and numerous other gentlemen 
who have expressed their cordial approbation of this 
Journal, we feel called upon to return our wannest thanks; 
but we will do better, for we will take care that future 
numbers shall prove that we merit the encomiums that 
have been so heartily bestowed. The best encourage¬ 
ment of our labours will be, however, to follow the ex¬ 
ample set by J. L., which we have quoted in a former 
notice. 

Mr Philip Hayman, being a qualified practitioner, and in 
practice, the editors of the ‘ Directory ’ have no alterna¬ 
tive but to include his name in the list, otherwise the 
charge of incorrectness would apply to them. 

J. B., writing to the editors of the ‘ Directory,’ says: 44 You 
are quite right about the Homoeopaths—I mean the 
editors of the 4 Directory ’ are so. The house of the Allo¬ 
paths is not so strong as to render it prudent for them to 
be so lavish of stones at their neighbours’. Our house is 
wofully in want of repair; but it may be repaired and 
made a good house, especially by each one who dwells 
•within it endeavouring to outdo his neighbour in skill, not 
in craft. A reform of those who cultivate it is what 
Allopathy merits. The defects of Homoeopathy are in the 
art itself, not in the artists.” 

A. B. (Shrewsbury).—We will endeavour to make the 
4 Medical Circular ’ in all respects what will be satisfactory 
to the busy practitioner. Your approbation of the 4 Mirror’ 
is cheering, and we will take care that the excellence of 
this department shall be maintained. 

Robt. E. Craine, Esq. (Isle of Man.)—We have received 
your note accompanying the memorial to Sir George Grey, 
Bart., which we regret came too late to enable us to insert 
it in full. An abstract of it is given in our news depart¬ 
ment. 

Ebwd. Ballard, M.D. (42 Myddelton square.)—Such is 
certainly our intention. We had hoped to have made ar¬ 
rangements for the purpose before this number, but we 
have been disappointed. We expect, however, that the 
indices of these journals -will appear in our next. 



MB HOOPER'S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 
Being made of India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See 1 The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED -SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place. Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, TvpIiO'd and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar’Hawkins’s Letter in the 1 Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849 ; Dr Hake’s Lette 
in the ‘ Provincial, Medical, and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

rFhe following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asylums, 
_L Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

they afford, 
Adden brook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff lufinnary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King’s College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir¬ 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Relgate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-park Asylum,near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke’s Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevennaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George's Hospital 
Taunton Union 
I’eignmouth and Dawlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminste Hospital 
West Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Warley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of tlie Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to ihe evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ He had observed In a periodical or 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured his thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; tlie jury, however, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 

authorfffi^cT FRQM THE ,l^NCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. M »re recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
supporting tlie whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the palients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his couch. ' Being made of Indii rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Lie .kage is avoided i 
and Mr Hooper’s Cushions h :ve been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and tlie purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” _ 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health, iney are 
also particularly applicable for children’s cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 

Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise, tlie cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 

Mr HOOFER has succeeded in obtaining Waterproof Sheeting, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected by 

temperature, acid3, nor alkalies, and may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 
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MEDICAL DIRECTORY OFFICES, 
4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, Arc. 

Mr CHARLES JAMES HARRIS 

Medical Transfer and Partnership. 

30 Buckiersbury, London. 

r Orridge, Medical Transfer 
Agent, in offerir g his services to the profession, has the 

honour of being permitted to give reference to the testimony of 
Practitioners of the first respectability in town and country, between 
whom he has been professionally engaged in matters of Transfer 
and Partnership. 

Mr Orridge’s Agency embraces the Transfer and Valuation of 
every description of Medical Property. 

An Assistants' Registry provided. 
Office hours, Eleven to Four daily. 

Having been privileged by the Proprietor of the Medical 
Directory, with a view to the convenience of the Profes¬ 
sion, to afford his services to Gentlemen desirous of pur¬ 
chasing or disposing of 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, &c., 

to supply Assistants, or in any way to forward their wishes 
in Medical matters, will be happy to do so on the under¬ 
mentioned terms. In conducting transactions of the above 
description, the strictest secrecy and integrity are at all 
times scrupulously observed by Mr Harris, as well as a 
due regard paid to the interests of those Gentlemen who 
honour him with their confidence; in proof of which, 
reference is kindly permitted to parties for whom he has 
transacted business. 

The enormous correspondence involved in the compilation of the 
Medical Directory, and the constant personal intercourse going on 
witli members of the Profession in all parts of the Kingdom, offer 
unrivalled advantages for making known their wishes in regard to 
the transfer of Medical Property. In availing himself of these ad¬ 
vantages, Mr Harris pledges himself to undertake no matter of bu¬ 
siness that will not bear the strictest investigation ; for his aim is, 
ultimately, to become the centre of confidential communication to 
the Medical Profession. To attain this end he hopes— 

First. That no Gentleman will communicate to him the particulars 
of a Practice that is not bond fide and in every respect open to inves¬ 
tigation. 

Secondly. That nothing may be entrusted to him tiiat is in the 
hands of any Agent. 

Thirdly. Gentlemen wishing to purchase a Practice are reques'ed 
to state the locality they desire, the amount of premium they are 
prepared to give, their qualifications, <fcc. &c., to pre pay their letters, 
and enclose a stamp for a reply. 

Fourthly. Gentlemen desirous of disposing of a Practice or Part¬ 
nership, will, on remitting a Registration Fee of One Guinea to Mr 
Harris, have a Form forwarded to them to fill in the Particulars. 
This Regulation, made for the purpose of covering the numerous 
preliminary expenses, must be in all cases complied with, before Mr 
Harris can negotiate the sale of a Practice or Partnership. 

Gentlemen requiring an opinion as to the worth of Practices or 
Partnerships, may have the same transmitted to them by enclosing a 
Fee of One Guinea. 

TERMS. 

Five per cent, on all transactions up to 400L, and Two-and-a-half 
per cent, above that amount, payable out of the purchase-money. 
These terms to be paid immediately on the decision of the contracting 
parties. 

ASSISTANTS. 

Gentlemen requiring Assistants will, on communicating fully their 
wishes, and enclosing therewith a Fee of Half-a-Guinea, be provided, 
with the utmost pos-ible promptitude, and with such only as appe ir 
likely to suit their requirements. 

Assis ants of really good character, wishing to avail themselves of 
this medium, will be charged Half-a-Guinea on registering their 
names, which will be returned to toem should they not be intro¬ 
duced to a situation. In all cases a personal interview is desired, if 
possible. 

*** Gentlemen in ill health, or who wish to leave home, may, by 
remitting a Fee of Half-a-Guinea with their instructions, be intro, 
duced to suitable parties to conduct their Practices during their 
absence. , 

N.B.—Hb further charge will be made ; and letters, not in ac¬ 
cordance with the above Regulations, cannot be attended to. 

Office Hours from Eleven till Three; at other 

Hours by appointment only. 

Post-office Orders, in favour of Charles James Harris, to 

be made payable at Charing cross. 

'The British Medical Fund, a 
JL Provident and Relief Society (or Medical Men, their Widows, 

and Orphans. 

President—Sir Benjamin Brodie, Bart., F.R.S. 
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Directors. 
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THE INSTITUTION H VS TWO DISTINCT BRANCHES: 

I. —The Provident Branch grants annuities to Members, their 
Widows, and Orphans; makes allowances to Members during sickness , 
and offers Insurances on the principle of ordinary Insurance Com¬ 
panies. 

II. —The Relief Branch grants pecuniary assistance to Members or 
their near Relatives, in temporary or permanent difficulties; makes 
advances to Members wiio are unable to pay their premiums, and 
grants loans on approved securities. 

Further information may he obtained of the Secretary, at the 
offices, 28 Bloomsbury sjuare, London. 

SPERMATORRHOEA. 
Just published, price 5s. 8vo, in cloth, A treatise on the Cure of Stricture 

of the URETHRA; with practical observations on the treat¬ 
ment of Spermatorrhoea by Cauterization. By F. B. Courtenay, 
M.R.C.S.E. 

H. Bailliere, 219 Regent street, London. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements :— 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column.  2 15 0 
Whole Page .   5 5 0 

And that all Advertisements sent from the Country must be paid for 
at the time, or they cannot be inserted. A Post-office Order on Char¬ 
ing Cross, payable to Thomas Rolfe, is the safest mode of remittance. 

Advertisements will be received at the Office, No. 4 Adam street, 
Adelphi, until Tuesday at Twelve o’clock previous to the day of Publi¬ 
cation. 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
in the City of Westminster.—January 28, 1852. 
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n the Diseases of Children ; 
with Directions for the Management of Infants from the Birth. 

By the late Dr Underwood; Edited, with the addition of much new 
matter, by Henrv Davies, M.D., Senior Physician to the British 
Lying-in Hospital. 

“Dr Davies’s remarks display an extensive acquaintance with dis¬ 
eases of children and sound practical knowledge.”—Dublin Quarterly 
Journal of Medical Science. 

London ; John Churchill; Longman and Co.; Simpkin and Co.; S. 
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Gross on the Urinary Organs. 
A Practical Treatise on the Diseases and Injuries of the Uri¬ 

nary Bladder, the Prostate Gland, and the lJruth ra. By T. D. Guoss, 
M.D., Professor of Surgery in the University of Louisville, &c. One 
vol. 8vo. Pp. 726. 21s. cloth. 

“A close examination of this treatise proves it to be something 
more tiian a mere compilation or reproduction of scattered facts from 
the surgical literature of Europe. The Author lias manifestly 
brought, to long experience and clinical acquaintance with the dis¬ 
eases of which his work trea s, an extensive and intimate knowledge 
of American, British, and foreign medical literature. The result has 
been the production of an elaborate and comprehensive treatise on a 
class of diseases the information regarding which has certainly not 
before been so efficiently collected as in the work now recom¬ 
mended to the notice of our readers."—London Medical Gazette, No. 
1,247, Oct. 24. 

“ The object of this work,” says its Author, “ is to present, in a sys¬ 
tematic and connected form, a full and comprehensive account of the 
diseases and injuries of the organs above specified. It is remarkable 
that no such work has hitherto been written in tire English language, 
the more so since these affections are so often brought undci the 
notice of the surgeon. The task of combining and arranging into an 
harmonious and complete whole the mass ot knowledge laboriously 
acquired and lavishly scattered abroad, could not have been com¬ 
mitted to one more adequate to Us successful accomplishment than 
to the distinguished gentleman who lias voluntarily assumed it. — 
Ilays’s American Journal of the American Medical Sciences, No. 
44 Oct. 
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MB HOOPER'S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATER OB AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, "without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See ‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Slouching, or in which Sloughing has taken place. Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Puin ih the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid add other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomacli and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the 1 Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letta 
in the ‘ Provincial, Medical, and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851 
also the 1 Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan, 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. rie following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asylums, 

Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 
they afford. 
Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury Comity Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Plospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Eairford Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampsteiid Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King’s College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir¬ 

mary 
Norfolk atid Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sartdy well-park Asylum,near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke’s Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevenoaks Union 
St Martin's Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George’s Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Teignmmtth atid Dawlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
\V est Hert3 Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Warley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

• EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con- 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ He had observed in a periodical of 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking In a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured his thigh, and \Vho died in Consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, however, by ttieir verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority.’1 

EXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time sihee, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. More recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, witereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his couch. Being made of India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, leakage is avoided ; 
and Mr Hooper’s Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
also particularly applicable for children’s cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise, the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 
WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 

Mr HOOPER lias succeeded in obtaining Waterproof Sheeting, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected by 
temperature, acids, nor alkalies, and may be washed as family linon. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSYENOR STREET. 
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flirar 
OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

Ouii Edinburgh contemporary the ‘Monthly Journal 

of Medical Science,’ first among the periodicals piled 

in graceless disorder upon our table, solicits our edi¬ 

torial observation. It commences with an interest¬ 

ing Report of a 

‘ Case of Dilatation of the Common Bile Duct,' 

by Dr A. Halliday Douglas, Physician to the 

Royal Infirmary. The disease occurred in a young 

girl, seventeen years of age, and was of three years’ 

duration. It began with pain in the right side, 

recurring with paroxysmal aggravations which pro¬ 

gressively became more frequent. When seen by 

Dr Douglas, the patient was jaundiced, and com¬ 

plained of “ unceasing pain in the right side of the 
abdomen, which was full, with prominence of the 
false ribs, and acutely tender; and dull percussion 
existed from the fourth right rib downwards five 
inches, and forwards to the epigastrium.” The 
paroxysms—the first of which observed in the hos¬ 
pital lasted three days—were attended with febrile 
action, and increased local pain. After the patient 
had been in the hospital five months, the tumour 
having become perceptibly more diffused, was opened 
with a trocar, midway between the costal margin 
and the spine of the ilium, and thirty ounces of fluid 
were removed, with decided relief to the pain and 
distress. The patient however died, and on a post¬ 
mortem, examination,— 

“ A large fluctuating sac was found occupying the whole 
right side of the cavity. Its external surface had the usual 
aspect of the perit®neal covering; and the duodenum, hi the 
form of a flat band, was stretched across its anterior surface 
from above downwards; the stomach was displaced upwards, 
and to the left. The tumour was closely connected to the 
inferior surface of the liver, along with which it was removed 
from the body. 

“ The sac was laid open, and was found to contain within 
a few ounces of half a gallon of yellow fluid, having the con¬ 
sistence of thin syrup, and an offensive foetid odour. The 
walls of the sac were dense and fibrous, varying from a 
twelfth to a sixth of an inch in thickness. The internal 
surface presented, in the greater part of its extent, the aspect 
of a reddish-green fibro-cellular texture; and, in patches, 

which were largest at the upper and lower ends of the sac, 
the surface had a pale, opaque, pearly lustre, owing to a 
dense fibrous layer, which was easily separable, and which 
was continuous with the superficial areolar layer of the con¬ 
tiguous greenish fibro-cellular part of the surface ; and these 
cartilaginous-like patches had abrupt, elevated, and cre¬ 
scentic margins. In the upper, or hepatic, extremity of the 
sac were the orifices of the hepatic and cystic ducts, dilated 
so as to admit the finger, and separated by a crescentic fold 1 
of the lining of the sac. The hepatic duct was dilated as 
far as its second and third divisions; the cystic duct was 
unaffected in its cystic half; and the gall-bladder was undi- 
lated. After careful and difficult search in the lower end of 
the sac, a follicular-like orifice was found communicating i 
with the continuation of the common bile-duct. This part! 
of the duct was neither dilated nor thickened. The orifice,' 
and communication between the sac and this portion of the 
common duct, was imperfect, and of a peculiar form ;—the ; 
aperture hi the sac was smaller than the calibre of the duct, 
and was fitted into the duct by a funnel-like process, which 
appeared to have more or less of a valvular property. The 
liver and sac together weighed three pounds.” 

The fluid contained in the sac yielded the general 
characters of biliary matter. Dr Douglas considers 
this case to be unique: the only other case resem¬ 
bling it being one reported by Dr Todd in the first 
volume of the ‘Dublin Hospital Reports,’ but in 
that case there was complete obstruction ; there was 
likewise dilatation of the hepatic, as well as of the 
common duct, without any transformation of the 
tissue of their coats. 

The same journal gives an account of a 

‘ Case of Aneurism of the upper part of the 

Axillary Artery,' 

reported by Mr R. J. Mackenzie, Lecturer on Sur¬ 
gery, who regards it as an example of the form of 
aneurism caused by an arterial vessel communicating 
with the cyst of an abscess. Mr Mackenzie refers 
to Mr Liston’s well-known case, as well as to others 
of a similar nature, and having pointed out their 
peculiarities, describes those in his own. It is sufficient 
to say that the patient, five months before his ad¬ 
mission into the hospital, had slept during a whole 
night in the open air, on damp grass, and was seized 
soon after with pain in the upper and front part of 
the chest and in the front of the shoulder, but he 
did not seek medical advice until within two days of 
his admission to the hospital. Three weeks before 
this time, however, he first felt a swelling below the 
right collar-bone, but he did not discover any pulsa¬ 
tion in it until the period of his applying for advice. 
At this time there was a circumscribed pulsating 
tumour about the size of a turkey’s egg; its 
consistence appeared to be tolerably firm, but on 
steady pressure its contents receded, and the swel¬ 
ling was nearly effaced. Pressure on the axillary 
artery likewise caused a subsidence of the tumour. 
There was a loud bruit de soufflet; and there was 
severe and constant pain referred to the inner side 
of the right arm and fore arm, and around the elbow. 
He had a tickling cough, his respiration was hurried, 
and there was impaired resonance on percussion be¬ 
neath the right axilla. Such is a brief outline of 
the Case. 

The operation was performed on the 19th of No¬ 
vember, by applying a ligature to the artery imme¬ 
diately to the outer side of the scalenus muscle. On 
the 25th symptoms of acute bronchitis set in ; the 
patient was livid, incoherent, and depressed. Sti¬ 
mulants and opiates were given, and a blister applied 
to the chest, and by the 30th, the frequency of the 
symptoms had abated. The ligature came away on 
the eleventh day; on the 5th of December, the 
patient sat up for half an hour; the wound was 
healed with the exception of a point no larger than 
a pin’s head, and the prominence of the tumour was 
almost entirely effaced. On the next day, however, 
oozing of blood took place, recurred on the 7th, and 
on the 8lh, there was a gush of blood after a fit of 
coughing, to the extent of sixteen ounces. Cold and 
pressure were assiduously employed, but the patient 
succumbed on the 10th of December. 

A post-mortem examination revealed a large abscess 
containing about four or five ounces of pus, and ex¬ 
tending from near the apex of the right lung to the 
level of the fourth rib. This abscess appeared to 
have originated between the walls of the chest, and 
the costal pleura. The lungs were healthy. We 
shall quote Mr Mackenzie’s own account of the 
state of the parts in the sac itself. He says: 
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“ The parts concerned in the local disease were examined, 
by first exposing the wall of the cyst, and laying bare the 
artery upwards from beneath the origin of the large branches 
in the axilla. The cavity of the sac was then laid open by 
an incision through its anterior wall, in a line with the 
course of the artery. On doing this, about an ounce of pus 
escaped, mixed with one or two small recent coagula; and 
so little did the interior of the cavity present of the appear¬ 
ance of an aneurismal sac, that I was at once impressed with 
the idea that no aneurism existed, but that an error in diag¬ 
nosis had been made; that the disease was simply an abscess, 
which had received a pulsatory movement from its contact 
with the artery. On reflecting, however, for a moment on 
the equivocal nature of the symptoms, and on the speedy and 
great diminution of the size of the tumour after the applica¬ 
tion of the ligature, I was satisfied that tins could not be the 
case. 

“ On washing gently the inner surface of the cavity, it was 
seen that the greater part of its surface presented the loose 
flocculent appearance of an abscess; that a small portion of 
the lower border of the first, and the -second rib to the extent 
of between three and four inches, were bare, and at some 
points rough, from destruction of their lamellated surface, 
and that a large communication existed in the second inter¬ 
costal space between the cavity and the abscess within the 
chest. Here and there the surface of the cavity (especially 
on its anterior wall) was lined by patches of fibrinous deposit, 
adherent to the walls of the cyst, and quite similar to the 
lamina} of fibrino deposited in the interior of the sac of an 
aneurism. 

“ A probe was now introduced into the divided extremity 
of the artery below, and passed upwards with great gentle¬ 
ness till it had reached about an inch beyond the lower 
limits of the sac, when it at once passed into the cavity of 
the cyst. The probe was immediately withdrawn, and the 
opening in the artery was seen to be of an oval form, and 
about two lines in its longest diameter. The edges of the 
opening were well defined, but, as well as the arterial coats 
in its close neighbourhood, were soft, almost pulpy, and very 
thin. The opening and its edges, indeed, resembled in all 
respects the perforations of two arteries in my possession, 
which had given way in the cavity of abscesses, which had 
been opened a short time previously. 

“ On passing a longer probe into the artery below, and 
avoiding the opening I have described, the coats of the artery 
were found to be entire for nearly an inch and a half beyond 
the opening. Here the passage of the probe met with an 
obstruction, which, however, was overcome without using 
much force, and the point of the probe, pushed gently for¬ 
wards, entered the sac near its upper part.” * * 

“ On dissecting the artery further, after the parts had been 
for some time immersed in spirits, the tissues were found 
matted together in the walls of the abscess, and it was diffi¬ 
cult to ascertain the precise condition of the parts. The 
artery was obliterated from within an inch and three quarters 
of the lower opening up to the point of ligature. The coats 
of the artery for half an inch below the obliterated portion 
were softened, and the canal of the artery contracted in 
size.” 

For further particulars respecting this most inter¬ 
esting case, we must refer the reader to the original 
Report. 

We may draw an inference of the popularity 
which the study of the diseases of women has 
gained among metropolitan practitioners from the 
frequency of contributions on this subject to the 
weekly and monthly journals. The * London Journal 
of Medicine ’ has not less than three “ original arti¬ 
cles ” on this text, besides five or six more notices 
in its Bibliographical Record and Digest. We hope 
that this journal will attempt something better 
than being!a mere vehicle for juvenilia;—-if it 
do not, its days are numbered. A little of the 
science that characterises its Edinburgh contempo¬ 

rary infused into it, would improve its quality and 
flavour. Dr Tyler Smith has contributed to this 
Journal, a 

‘ Case of Tuberculous Disease of the Uterus and 
Ovaria.' 

The patient was a widow, set. thirty-five, all of 
whose relatives except a sister appear to have died 
of phthisis pulmonalis. For three months before 
her admission into St Mary’s Hospital she had 
suffered unusual pain at the catamenial period, which 
latterly had occurred only once a fortnight. 

“ Ou examining externally, a tumour of considerable size 
was found in the hypogastric region. On examining per va- 
ginam, a tumour, about the size of an egg, somewhat painful 
to the touch, was felt in the posterior part of the vagina, en¬ 
croaching on the rectum. In front of this, the os and cervix 
uteri were felt, and the tumour appeared to move with the 
uterus. The cervix was considerably elongated, but other¬ 
wise the os was perfectly healthy in colour and smoothness. 
The body of the uterus was larger than natural. Between 
the tumour felt posteriorly and the os and cervix uteri, there 
was a deep groove; but it was difficult to pronounce whether 
the tumour was the fundus uteri bent downwards, or whether 
it was uterine or ovarian, and attached to the posterior sur¬ 
face of the uterus. I endeavoured to introduce a small gum 
elastic bougie, so as to ascertain the direction of the cavity 
of the fundus, but neither the bougie nor the uterine sound 
could be introduced beyond the cavity of the cervix by gentle 
pressure. I then bent the bougie in the direction of the 
tumour, but it could not be made to enter it, the cervix being 
evidently contracted to an unusual degree.” 

The patient continued to grow worse, and, in 
consequence of discharges taking place during the 
interval of the catamenial periods, associated with 
increased volume of the uterus, a polypus was sus¬ 
pected to exist in the cavity of that organ. An 
examination was made, but no tumour coidd be 
detected. Peritoneal inflammation subsequently 
appeared, followed by symptoms of pulmonary dis¬ 
ease, and the pa'tient at length succumbed, eleven 
weeks after her admission to the hospital. 

On a 'post-mortem examination, ample evidence 
was discovered of the peritoneal and pulmonary 
affection, and the state of the uterus and ovaria is 
thus described by Dr Smith:— 

“ Uterus and Ovaria.—The uterus was of large size. On 
cutting into the cavity of the fundus, the mucous surface 
was found to be disorganised and covered with a shreddy, 
pulpy-looking membrane, which was evidently the uterine 
mucous membrane in a state of tuberculous disorganisation. 
Tins extended to the whole of the triangular cavity of the 
fundus. The cervix, and the mucous membrane lining the 
cervical cavity, were perfectly healthy. The substance of 
the parietes of the uterus was also in a healthy condition. 
The left ovary was not found in the normal position. It 
lay deep in the pelvis, behind the fundus uteri. It was of 
large size, but it was so firmly adherent that it was broken 
up by the force necessary to remove it. It consisted for the 
most part of tuberculous and purulent matter, without any 
traces of the normal construction of the ovary. The right 
ovary was in its natural position ; it was in much the same 
condition as the left, but less advanced towards softening. 
It was larger than natural, but not nearly so large as the right 
ovary. No direct connexion could be traced between the 
uterine and the ovarian disease, or between the uterus and 
the ovaria, and the large peritoneal abscess.” 

Besides this remarkable case, Dr T. Smith gives 
an account of a 

i Case of Polypus of the Uterus,’ 

in which, for some time, the existence of a 
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polypus was not suspected. The catamenia had 
been profuse, and attended with pain, leucorrhcea 
frequent and abundant, and there was irritability 
of the bladder and meatus urinarius. The body 
of the uterus was enlarged; the os uteri smooth 
and regular, and not painful to the touch. How¬ 
ever, alarming hemorrhage, attended with ex¬ 
cruciating pain, subsequently supervened, and Mr 
Litchfield, her medical attendant, having one day 
given a dose of ergot to arrest the hemorrhage, in¬ 
duced a “miniature labour,” and caused the sudden 
expulsion of the polypus into the vagina. The 
tumour was thereupon ligatured, and in five days it 
came away, and was found to weigh one pound and 
three quarters. 

Serious symptoms, resembling peritonitis, which 
Dr T. Smith attributes to poisoning of the blood 
from absorption of the foetid discharges that appeared 
after the removal of the polypus, supervened, and 
retarded the recovery. After undergoing perilous 
sufferings, the patient, in the course of three months, 
completely recovered. 

Mr Guthrie, true to his promise, expatiates, in 
the ‘Lancet’ of the 31st of January, on his dis¬ 
coveries and improvements in Military Surgery. 
These Lectures may be aptly enough styled, 

* Guthries History of the Peninsular War,' 

for they are composed as much of descriptions of 
“hair-breadth ’scapes in the horrible deadly breach,” 
and anecdotes of the camp, as they are of exposi¬ 
tions of new surgical doctrines and modes of prac¬ 
tice. Mr Guthrie writes so racily, that we are 
inclined to suspect that he has mistaken his voca¬ 
tion. 

The first improvement in surgery for which Mr 
Guthrie puts in his claim, is that of making free 
incisions in cases of erysipelas phlegmonodes—a 
mode of practice of which he first perceived the 
benefit after the battle of Salamanca in 1812, and 
which he first employed in England in the year 
1823, when he was surgeon in the Westminster 
Hospital. With respect to wounds of the diaphragm, 
Mr Guthrie observes that his Peninsular experience 
convinced him that such wounds never close ; and 
advises that if a part of the intestine should become 
strangulated in the hole of the diaphragm, the 
abdomen should be opened, the hand introduced, 
and the strangulated intestine withdrawn, even, if 
necessary, by the enlargement of the wound in the 
diaphragm itself with a blunt-pointed bistoury. He 
cites the operations for the removal of ovarian 
tumours in proof of the comparative safety of this 
course. Ho says that a person, supposed to have 
received a wound in the diaphragm, ought never to 
clean a horse, tie his shoes, nor make a bow—-the 
reason is obvious. 

Mr Guthrie then discourses on the treatment of 
gun-shot wounds, and quotes the following rules laid 
down in his lectures on this subject, and which have 
been in print these fifteen years :—“ 1st. Au upper 
extremity should not be amputated foy almost any 
accident or accidents which can reasonably happen 
to it from musket shot. 2nd. If the head, or arti¬ 
culating extremity of the bone entering into the 
composition of the shoulder-joint should bo broken 
to pieces, that portion of the bone should be sawn 
off, but the arm must remain. 3rd. If the elbow- 
joint is shot through, it is to be cut out, and the 
tore-arm brought into the bent position. The 

sufferer will have a very good and useful arm, &c. 
I have, however, added that if the surgeon does 
not know how to do these operations, he had better 
cut off the arm.” This is plucking the feathers from 
certain civil surgeons, to whom some persons are 
willing to appropriate the exclusive credit of exci¬ 
sion of the joints. It is possible, however, for one 
man to gain his due, and another to lose nothing by 
the transfer. 

With reference to the extreme importance, in a 
surgical point of view, that the second or counter¬ 
opening made by a ball, should be large enough to 
allow all matters that it would be disadvantageous 
to retain, to run easily through, Mr Guthrie observes 
that he was very much laughed at many years ago 
because he recommended that the balls of duelling- 
pistols “ should be made much larger and with a 
chargeof powder sufficient to send them clean through 
a gentleman, instead of stopping half way.” With 
this specimen of Mr Guthrie’s “ science in jest” 
made “ philosophy in earnest,” we must leave him, 
and pass on to Dr Erederick Hobinson’s paper 
‘ On Diseases common to Soldiers on Home Service.’ 
This paper adverts to the frequency of scrofula 
among tlie families of soldiers, which Dr Eobinson 
attributes to low living and bad ventilation. He 
also gives statistics of syphilis and other diseases to 
which soldiers are liable, but the paper contains no 
points of general interest. 

The ‘Lancet* of the 31st contains Deports of 
three interesting Cases of staphyloraphy performed by 
Mr Fergusson, at King’s College Hospital; also of 
two Cases of acute rheumatism successfully treated 
by Mr Hancock, at the Charing cross Hospital, by 
lemon juice given, in one case, in one-ounce doses 
every fourth hour, and in the second case, in half¬ 
ounce doses three times a day. The first case was 
cured in ten days, the second in a week. At Guy’s 
Hospital, Mr Milton has adopted a new plan of 
removing a ncevus by the platinum wire, heated by a 
galvanic current. This operation is rather quicker 
in its results than that by ligature, and is not usually 
attended with hemorrhage. Mr Cock, at the same 
Hospital, has been very successful in re-establishing 
the permeability of the urethra, in several cases 
where no instrument can be passed along the 
urethra, by puncturing the bladder through the 
rectum. He has invented a double canula with 
cranks, so fixed that the instrument cannot slip out 
of the bladder and rectum. At the Westminster 
Hospital, Mr Holt has tied successfully the Sub¬ 
clavian artery for the cure of aneurism. The case 
does not require comment. 

Dr Bence Jones has given us in the ‘ Medical Times 
and Gazette ’ of the 31st ult., a most interesting and 
philosophical lecture 

On Diabetes Mellitus. 

He commences by pointing out the sources of sugar 
in the body: 1st, the secretion of the mammary gland; 
2nd, the various vegetable substances used as food; 
3rd, animal flesh or muscle, in which it has been 
proved to exist in a state which Professor Scherer 
called inosit; 4th, the action of saliva, or starch; 
5th, by the action of the liver itself, for it has been 
observed that glucose, or sugar, “is always found 
in the liver, not only when vegetable food, but 
when animal food, is taken.” The fatty matters 
carried by the portal vein are considered to bo 
converted into cholic acid, and sugar and water, j j 
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The lecturer tben explained, by experiment, tbe 
merits of tbe various tests for sugar, giving tbe pre¬ 
ference to tbe apparatus perfected by M. Soleil, 
wbicb is more easy to use, and more certain tban 
tbe others. Its action depends upon tbe principle, 
“ tbat a solution of sugar lias the property of alter¬ 
ing tbe plane of polarisation, causing it to rotate to 
tbe right or left, according to tbe nature of tbe 
sugar.” A description of this instrument is given 
at great length. Tbe physiological question is tben 
asked: “Whence does this sugar come?” After 
abstracting from tbe inquiry all tbe external sources 
of sugar, we find tbat the liver itself is a constant 
eliminator of tliis principle. But tben, why does 
this sugar appear in tbe urine ? It is obvious tbat 
in a healthy state of tbe system tbe sugar is changed 
into organic acid—most probably lactic acid—and 
finally into carbonic acid and water. It is on 
account of tbe arrest of these transformations tbat 
the sugar appears in tbe urine. What is tbe cause 
of this arrest ? Dr Bence Jones appears to think 
tbat it is owing to a deficiency of alkali in tbe sys¬ 
tem. He says, “ there is little doubt tbat tbe alkali 
in tbe blood has, in health, a decided action in 
causing these starchy and saccharine substances to 
be thus changed.” He remarks tbat in cases of 
extreme acidity of the urine, be has tried to dis¬ 
cover sugar, but be has been unsuccessful. He 
believes, however, tbat “thereis tbe closest relation 
between tbe two states.” Dr Bence Jones tben 
quotes some experiments made by M. Bernard, on 
fhe urine of tbe foetus of cows and sheep, wbicb 
always contains sugar, to show tbat tbe arrest of 
tbe changes is due to tbe state of tbe respiration. 

Dr Handheld Jones has also recently read a most 
valuable paper, reported in tbe ‘ Lancet,’ on tbe 
same subject before tbe Medical Society, in wbicb 
tbe same general conclusions, as arrived at above 
by Dr Bence Jones, were propounded; but Dr 
Handheld Jones introduced some new ideas relating 
to tbe functions of tbe cells of tbe liver, wbicb be 
does not consider to be “ the constant and neces¬ 
sary agents in tbe secretion of bile.” Tbe paper 
is very comprehensive. 

In tbe ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ of tbe 
same date, there is an interesting account taken 
from tbe ‘ Prague Quarterly Journal,’ of Professor 
Waller’s 

* Experiments to prove the Contagion of Secondary 
Syphilis.' 

He instances several cases—four of them children 
—affected by tbe nurse or mother, in whom 
broad condylomata (mucous tubercles) were found, 
either on the labia, about tbe anus, or other parts 
of tbe body. He says tbat persons often apply 
to him with broad condylomata, who have never 
had either primary sores or gonorrhoea, and in 
whom no cicatrix of a chancre can be found. 
Professor Waller also inoculated a boy with matter 
taken from a woman who bad mucous tuber¬ 
cles about tbe genitals, and tbe inoculation was 
followed by a crop of eight mucous tubercles, and a 
macular syphilide over tbe whole body. He also 
“ inoculated another boy with tbe blood of a syphi¬ 
litic woman, and tbe inoculation was followed by 
two distinct tubercles, wbicb formed a large ulcer, 
and an exantbem over tbe body, described as an 
* exquisite macula syphilitica.’ These cases were 
seen by several eminent physicians. 

There is a correspondence going on in the ‘Medi¬ 
cal Times and Gazette ’ about Dr Ramsbotham’s 
new Theory of Menstruation, described in our last 
number, in wbicb tbe argument leans rather against 
tbe Doctor. 

Tbe ‘Lancet’ of February tbe 7th contains two 
papers, tbe first by Mr Thomas Wakley, and tbe 
second by Mr Barnard Holt, on new instruments 
for tbe cure of stricture of tbe Urethra. Mr T. 
Wakley’s instruments have already been before tbe 
public, and in this paper be reproaches tbe profession 
for not having taken them into general use. These 
instruments consist of a metallic guide and tubes; 
and it is intended tbat, tbe guide having been first 
passed through tbe stricture, tbe sliding tubes should 
be introduced over it, gradually dilating tbe stric¬ 
ture by increasing tbe size of tbe tubes. Mr T. 
Wakley also uses an elastic tube, to maintain tbe 
state of dilatation, after tbe withdrawal of tbe me¬ 
tallic tubes. Mr Barnard Holt’s instruments are a 
modification of M. Perreve’s. He employs in tbe 
first instance a dilator, consisting of two grooved 
blades, with a wire or directing rod running through 
tbe centre, and provided with a screw to regulate 
tbe degree of dilatation. Having introduced tbe 
director, which when closed is of small compass, Mr 
B. Holt passes a silver tube on tbe directing rod, 
and in succession introduces larger tubes until the 
requisite degree of dilatation is attained. Mr Holt 
claims for bis instruments tbe great advantage, tbat 
tbe tubes running down within tbe dilator do not 
irritate tbe mucous membrane. Tbe chief recom¬ 
mendation both of bis and Mr T. Wakley’s instru¬ 
ments consist in this, tbat it is not requisite to with¬ 
draw tbe instrument to introduce one of a larger 
size—a necessity under tbe old system wbicb often 
defeated tbe intentions of tbe surgeon by tbe ex¬ 
treme irritation of tbe urethra which it caused. Both 
gentlemen die cases in evidence of tbe ease and ra¬ 
pidity of cure by tbe use of these instruments. If 
these cases—in MrT. Wakley’s instance in particu¬ 
lar—are not too glowingly reported, tbe process of 
cure must be rather a luxury tban otherwise; but 
we must take tbe word of a man, quantum valeat, who 
has actually recorded cases of deafness cured by 
lubricating the meatus with glycerine, a perfectly 
innocuous fluid! 

It is with regret tbat we feel it to be our duty to 
advert to another of those exhibitions which have on 
several late occasions discredited tbe meetings of 
tbe Medico-Chirurgical Society. Mr George Pol¬ 
lock read a paper containing an Abstract of Five 
Hundred and Eighty-three post-mortem examinations 
of the uterine organs, and as usual, whenever 
any subject is introduced upon wbicb tbe obste¬ 
tricians can get up a fracas, tbe theatre became 
the scene of as pretty a quarrel as Sir Lucius 
O’Trigger could desire. Dr Murphy began bis 
remarks by expressing bis repugnance to tbe tur¬ 
bulent habits of bis brethren, and deprecated all 
personal attacks, yet before be had got half through 
bis speech, applied tbe phrase “ dishonest ” to the 
conduct of one of tbe members, understood to be 
Dr Robert Lee. An apology for tbe offence having 
been demanded by tbe chairman, and given by tbe 
offender, Dr Robert Lee retorted in a tone of insinua¬ 
tion and sarcasm; and tbe members were in momen¬ 
tary expectation of a renewal of bard words. If this 
state of things continue, it will be necessary for tbe 
speakers to be provided with seconds, before, they 
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venture to express an opinion at tlie meetings of 
this pugnacious society. 

The paper was a valuable one, although DrMurphy 
and Dr Henry Bennett exerted themselves to prove 
its fallacy in respect to abrasions of the Epithelium, 
or, as they are termed, ulcerations of the os uteri. 
We certainly think that in this particular the table 
is not deserving of much reliance. It is stated that 
of the whole number of uterine organs examined, 
only two hundred and sixty-five were affected with 
disease, and among these there were only fourteen 
cases of abrasion. The post-mortem examinations 
had been made by different persons, not all per¬ 
haps equally acute, or acquainted with the form 
of lesion; or if so, not equally directing their atten¬ 
tion to the point. In making general inquiries, 
particulars often escape attention. Dr Henry Ben¬ 
nett showed that ten of the fourteen cases of abra¬ 
sion had been taken from the notes of Mr Holl, who 
had examined only forty-four of the 583 cases: 
hence the inference fairly obtains that the other 
gentlemen had overlooked the lesion. At any rate 
this fact shakes the trustworthiness of the table in 
this respect. Moreover, the number of cases in 
which signs of abrasion may be discoverable in the 
dead subject, cannot form a criterion of the fre- 

uency of the lesion among the living; as, in the 
rst place, it rarely causes death; and in the second, 

patients who enter hospitals with this complaint 
immediately lie up, and generally remain long 
enough to recover from this, though they should 
eventually die of some other disease, In most 
other respects the paper is highly important. 
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HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 

ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 

ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

(Reprinted from the ‘ British Medical Annual.’) 

INTRODUCTION. 

The History of Medicine is strictly the history of the facts 
and principles which have been successively discovered in 
that science; the History of the English Medical Profession 
is here understood to imply the history of a social institution, 
established to preserve the health and to alleviate the physi¬ 
cal sufferings of the nation. The state of Medical Science 
is only one of the elements of the inquiry; for the problem 
is—given a certain quantity of science, how has that science 
been brought into contact with the people, by what class of 
persons, by what institutions, and with what effect ? It is 
interesting as an object of philosophical research, to investi¬ 
gate the state of health, to follow its progress through cen¬ 
turies of transition from barbarism to civilization, to ascer¬ 
tain how the life of the race has been affected, for good or 
evil, in changing circumstances; and to examine the rise, 
education, and efficiency of the men set apart to prolong 
life, and to increase vigour, amidst constant causes, from 
within and without, of decay and destruction. The history 
of the medical profession also possesses a two-fold importance 
at the present moment, when the reform, the abolition, or 
reconstruction of existing institutions is contemplated. 

This history will be restricted to the people of England, 
and from the beginning down to the present period, be di¬ 
vided into five periods. A rapid sketch of the state of medi¬ 
cal science in each period is drawn, and it must be borne in 
mind, that, before the Anglo-Saxons realised an independent 
existence, or left the forests of Germany, ol obtained a 
glimpse of enlightenment, medical science existed. The 
works of Hippocrates and Galen were extant; but the pure 
Greek medicine was not the medicine of the Saxons—the 
medicine ivith which we have to do. If placed within 
their reach, that was too simple and true in one sense, 
too refined in another, for barbarian perception and practice. 
During the first seven or nine centuries, we observe 
nothing but the introduction and extension of foreign 
science; another era began ivith Harvey and Sydenham. 
English science rose, in the 16tli century, to the full scope 
and measure of the ancients ; in the seventeenth century it 
passed the line of the Greek learning, and the tide rolled 
onwards, and will roll on still, into the illimitable future. 
But whenever future generations gaze back on the past and 
the glimmering morning of the art of healing, they will 
there behold the imperishable figures of Hippocrates and 
Galen, of Harvey and Sydenham. 

The Education of the members of the profession is a sub¬ 
ject of great interest, and pains arc taken to throw on it as 
much light as can be gathered from rather meagre sources. 
The remuneration and the nature of the practice are ex¬ 
amined ; and the uneducated, irregular practitioners are de- 
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scribed as, till latterly, they attended the great bulk of the 
people. The history of the Medical Corporations is not the 
history of the medical profession, but the origin and influ¬ 
ence of these institutions are investigated, and many appa¬ 
rent anomalies disappear when facts are followed from the 
beginning, in the order of their generation, and placed in 
their natural relations. To consider the events of one age, 
without any reference to preceding events, and to compare 
the past state of institutions with the present, instead of the 
past state of society, would lead to results at which some 
would be astonished, some amused. A philosophical method 
affords more instruction. 

In this department I am more or less indebted to Spren- 
gel, Hecker, Friend, Aikin, Wilcocks, and other writers on 
medical affairs; to Sharon Turner, Hume, Henry, Robert¬ 
son, Roetteck, and other historians; but the materials of the 
article are principally derived from the original sources. 
The contemporary writers are, when it is practicable, quoted, 
consulted, and referred to in the notes, so that any error 
into which the writer is led may be readily detected. Many 
of the facts and illustrations can only be found in the poets 
and the general literature of the early ages; these will 
therefore be necessarily cited. 

The effect and value of the medical profession are mea¬ 
sured by the state of public health, which is always relative, 
depending on circumstances and passions which science can 
and cannot control. Life and health are now accurately 
expressed, and compared in numbers; but no data of this 
exact kind exist in early history, and we arc left, like the 
political historian, to probabilities resting on certain striking 
effects. Epidemics stand boldly out; and as they always bear a 
certain relation to the mean mortality, rising and falling with 
it, may be viewed as its adequate representatives. Epide¬ 
mics are, however, but incidentally treated. Some advan¬ 
tage has been taken of the recorded reigns of English sove¬ 
reigns, and many facts, illustrative of medical practice, will 
be taken from their private history, and the history of noble 
families ; but no opportunity will be lost of throwing light 
upon the sanatory condition of the common people, slaves or 
freemen; for we must ever bear in mind that the gifts of 
Healing were not given for a class, but for the nation, that 
the disciples of this Saviour have not been sent merely to 
visit palaces and purple chambers, but to carry balm and 
life to the hearths of labourers, artizans, and citizens—to the 
mothers and fathers of England; and that there is the cri¬ 
terion of public health—as there are the materials of the 
national glory. 

CHAPTER I. 
TO A.D. 1066. 

Medicine of the Ancient Germans—Medical Writings of the 

Anglo-Saxons—Education—Theodorus—the Roman Mis¬ 

sionaries decry the Saxon Medicine—Case of Heriburg's 

Daughter—the derivation of Laece—the Leech of Bishop 

John—Political events, and the state of Health—Famines 

—Plagues—Mean duration of Kings' reigns. 

The medical knowledge of the Saxon hordes, before they 
left Germany, is involved in obscurity. But the present 
state of the healing art among tribes in the same stage of 
civilization, enables us to conceive its general outlines with 
sufficient accuracy. When Tacitus wrote, the Germans had 
two professions, theology and arms. The women followed 
the armies to the field, and dressed the wounds of the com¬ 
batants : ad matres, ad conjuges vulnera Jerunl, nee ilia: nu- 

merare, aut exsugere plagas parent.* 

Instead of deriving medicine from the gods, we may rest 
satisfied with tracing it to the mothers and wives of the sick 
and bleeding warrior. Medicine, in its early unscientific 
state, consisted essentially of nursing; it is, therefore, natural 
that nurses should be the first physicians: nor is the acute 
suggestion of Hippocrates unsupported, that the first steps 
in medicine originated in the inventions of cookery, and the 

* De moribus Germ, c. 3. 

attempts to adapt food to the wants of the body, in health 
and disease.* 

The ancient Germans appear to have possessed no drug of 
great power; or at least not to have arrived at the profi¬ 
ciency in compounding poisons which had been attained in 
parts of the Roman empire. A prince of the Chatti promised 
to destroy Arminius, provided the Roman senate would 
supply him with poison, f 

After the snbjugation of the Britons, and the introduction 
of Christianity, medicine constituted a considerable share of 
the Anglo-Saxon learning, as is evident from the compara¬ 
tive number of manuscripts on medical subjects. These 
manuscripts are chiefly translations ; but there are allusions 
to spells and superstitions which prove them to be partly in¬ 
digenous productions. The doctrines which they display 
are of a rude character, and would require but a very simple 
capacity and instruction to render them available in practice. 

A manuscript in the British Museum will illustrate this 
early medical literature : the Latin version was one of the 
chief therapeutic guides in the middle ages, and one of the 
earliest works printed on the revival of learning. It is 
referred, by a prevalent pious fraud, to a high source, and is 
entitled, “ Herbarium Apuleii Platonici quod accepit ab 

Esculapio et a Chirone centauro Magistro Achillis."% 

The manuscript is beautifully written, and contains 130 
coloured figures of plants, while a copious index exhibits the 
diseases for which each herb is a remedy. The Betonica 
constitutes, in itself, a materia medica; it is a specific for 
forty ailments. The mugwort will furnish a less prolix spe¬ 
cimen. 

Muge wtkt. 

Theos wyrt the man artemisium and othrum naman mueg- 
wyrt nemneth bith cenned on stannigum stowum and on 
sandigum. Tlionne hwa sith faet onginnan wille thomie 
genime he him on hand thas wyrte artemisia and haebbe mid 
him thonne ongyt he na mycel togeswynce thaessithes ; and 
eac heo afligth deoftil seoenyssa and on tha huse heo forbyt 
yfele laenunga and eac heo awendeth yfelra manna eagan. 

Instead of the Anglo-Saxon, I will give an English trans¬ 
lation of this and the subsequent paragraphs. 

This herb, called artemisium, mugwort, and other names, 
is found on stony and sandy places. If any one going a-foot 
will carry the artemisium in his hand, and have it with him, 
he wifi not feel weary of the way, [a useful property to the 
pedestrian.] It drives away epilepsy (deoftil seoenyssa,) 

and hung up in the house it prevents the effects of poisons: 
it also averteth the evil eye. 

For pain in the bowels (with innothes sare.) Take the 
same herb, nib it to dust, mix it with new beer (beor,) and 
drink. It soon relieveth the bowel pain. 

For sore feet (fota sare.) Take the herb, bruise it with 
lard (smeruwe,) and lay it on the sore feet. 

For pain in the bladder (blaedran sare) and what is called 
dysuria (gemiegan). Take the herb, mugwort, and drink; 
some people will say with water, others with wine. 

For pain in the hips (theora sare.) Take this herb, bruise 
it with lard, and wash it well with vinegar (ecede;) then 
let it be bound on the painful part, which on the third day 
will be sound (sel.) 

For sprains and sioellings (sina sare and geswel.) Take 
the artemisium, rub it with oil (ele) well boiled (gewylde,) 
and lay it thereupon. It liealeth wondrously. 

Whoever is heavily afflicted with gout (fot adle,) let him 
take this herb; choose the root, and eat with honey; then 
will the eftsoons be healed and cleansed, so as to be astonished 
at its great power. If any one be threatened with fever 
(feferum,) take the herb, boil (seaw) it with oil, and anoint 
(smyre) the body: it soon driveth fever away. 

* Hip. De Veteri Medicina. 
f Reperio apucl scriptores senatoresque eornndem temporum 

(a.u. c. 772.) Adgandrstiii principis Ctaattoram lectas in senatu 
literas, quibus mortem Arminii promittebat, si patrand® neci vene¬ 
rium mitteretur : responsumquc esse, non fraud*;, neque occultis, sed 
palam et armatum populum Romanum hostes suos ulcisci.—‘ Tacit. 
An.’, 1. ii, c. 12. 

t Cotton. Vitellins c. 3, fol. 19, in vellum, 1 fol. 4, British 
Museum, 
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The Liber medicinalis which Bald composed at the 
command of Cild, in Anglo-Saxon, is cast in a different 
mould; the diseases are arranged in the order of the parts 
affected, as the head, the stomach, the liver; and the reme¬ 
dies follow,—Yid. ‘ Wanley Ant. Lit. Sep,’ 

In addition to the medicinu ex herbis, there was a medi¬ 

cines ex anitnalVus: the animals are depicted in the MSS,, 
and discussed after the same manner as the plants. In the 
latter days of this period, several medical works accumulated 
in the libraries. An Anglo-Saxon, writing to Boniface, 
requests some hooks de medicinalibus; such books, he said, 
Were plentiful in England, hut the foreign drawings in them 
were unknown to Ids countrymen, and difficult to acquire.* 
Wanley has enumerated several Anglo-Saxon recipes, and 
charms to stauneh the blood in battle. 

The clergy at the cathedral schools and monasteries were 
the first medical students. Theodoras, a learned Greek, 
made Archbishop of Canterbury, a.d. 658, lectured to nu¬ 
merous disciples on music, astronomy, arithmetic, ecclesi¬ 
astical discipline, and medicine.f 

The following specimen of the medical teaching and 
physiology is from a Saxon tract, by Bridffithus Ramcsien- 

sis :J— 
There are four seasons (Timan); Spring (Lengten), Sum¬ 

mer, Autumn (Haerfest), and Whiter; and each has its 
likeness in man, that is, childhood, youth, manhood, and old 
age. Springtime and childhood correspond; youth and 
summer are similar; autumn and manhood agree; winter 
and age are fallings off. Spring is wet and warm ; and the 
spring air is damp and warm. Childhood is warm and 
moist; and the blood is warn and watery. Aestas is sum¬ 
mer : it is warm and dry (wearme and drigge.) Youth 
also is warm and dry. Colora rubra, or red colours, are in 
favour in summer; they are warm and dry. Autumnus, or 
Haerfest, is in its kind cold and dry. Earth is cold and 
dry: manhood is dry and cold, In autumn, dark colours 
prevail; they are dry and cold. Jliems is winter : it is cold 
and damp ; water is cold and damp : thus are old men cold 
and phlegmatic (snoflig.) Coughs and discharges trouble 

the old and weakly. 
The Roman missionaries appear to have made use of their 

medical skill in converting the Saxons, who, while they 
were called upon to abandon the faith, were also expected 
to forget the physic of their forefathers. There were many 
relapses into the old practices; but, happily, the new and 
the old doctrines easily amalgamated, and the contest ended 
in a natural compromise. In a severe epidemic whioh 
reigned over several provinces of England, many believers 
profaned the faith by wicked works, and some neglecting 
the sacraments of Christianity, ran after the erratic medicines 
of idolatry ; as if, says the ecclesiastical historian, charms, 
phylacteries, or any secret of demoniacal aid, could control a 
plague sent by God the creator. § 

The venerable Bede gives a lively sketch of the practice 
of medicine among the Anglo-Saxons in the following case. 
Berctlium is recounting the jonmeyings of Bishop John 
(a. d. 685). “ We arrived at Wotton, in Yorkshire, and 
were gladly welcomed at the nunnery by the abbess, Heri- 
burg, who pointed out one of the virgins, her carnal daughter, 
suffering under the heaviest anguish. She had been lately 
bled (plilebotomata) from the arm, and was seized, when in 
study, with sudden pain, which rapidly increasing, the 
wounded arm swelled so much, that it would not bend on the 
humerus, and could scarcely be encompassed by the two 
hands. She was now lying in bed, and seemed about to die 
from the excess of pain. The abbess therefore entreated the 
bishop to enter her apartment, and bless her, as she believed 
that his benediction or his touch would make her better. 
He inquired when the maiden was bled, and finding it was 
in quarta Luna, he said: ‘ Very unwisely and unlearnedly 
hast thou done to bleed in quarta Luna i for I remember 

* 10 Map. Bib. Pat. Cited by Turner, 
t Bede. Ee. Hist. 4, c. 12. 
X Somner verb. Tima. Cited from a MS. in the AshiJjolean 

Library. 
5 Bede Vita, Cuthbert, a.d. 685. 

Archbishop Theodore, of blessed memory, saying that phle¬ 
botomy was perilous when the light of the moon and the 
ocean-tide were waxing: and what can I do for the maiden 
if she is dying ?’ The abbess in the end prevailed upon the 
bishop to visit her languishing daughter, whom she loved 
more than a city. He went with me (Berctlium) where the 
virgin lay: he prayed over Quoenburg, and departed, 
blessing her. While we were at dinner, she sent to request 
me to return quickly, which I did, and met her smiling as 
one in health. While I sat by her she said, ‘ Vis petamus 

bibere?' * I will,’ I replied, ‘with great joy, if thou canst;’ 
and while we both drank from the proffered cup, she said, 
1 After the bishop’s prayer and benediction I immediately 
became better. I recovered my strength, and lost all pain 
as soon as the bishop left me, though the swelling remained.’ 
We departed. The pain and horrible swelling subsided. 
The maiden was snatched from death, and gave glory to 
God and his servants.” * 

Besides ecclesiastics, physicians, medici, facet, are often 
mentioned by Saxon writers. Laece originally signified 
host as well as physician; thus in the Saxon translation of 
Luke x, 35, the good Samaritan took the wounded man, 
not to an inn, but to a laecehus, and paid the laece. Did 
the Saxon laece receive patients into his house ? or was he 
called host because he took care of patients in sickness ? 
The connexion of host (Hospes) and laece is further indi¬ 
cated by the subsequent conversion of hospitium, a house for 
travellers, into Hospital, a house for the sick.f The verb 
lacnian, to foment, to heal, (fomentare, curare, sanarc,) 
expresses one of the common modes of treatment. The 
laece was one of the clergy, devoted, probably, in: many 
instances to the sendee of the higher church dignitaries, 
and of the nobles. The Bishop John, previously referred 
to, retiring into a remote part of the country, met with a 
dumb boy (mutum et scabiosuin). John made a sign of tho 
cross, and commanded the boy to put out his tongue, and 
say, yea, a, b, &c. This he did; and the bishop, not a 
little pleased at his success, ordered his doctor (medicus) 
to cure the scurfy head.J The leech did as he was com¬ 
manded, and the youth’s countenance became smooth, his 
words prompt; the hair of his head curled beautifully.^ 
Alfred, after celebrating his nuptials by long feasting, day 
and night, among his people, was seized with sudden and 
intense pain, not understood by any of the physicians— 
omnibus medicis incognitas. Asser. 

After a careful study of the medical wisdom of our anr 
cestors, the conclusion is inevitable, that they possessed no 
efficient means of combating disease—their medicine was 
like a charm sung over the bleeding warrior. Nor were 
they acquainted with the elementary laws of Hygiology. 
What then, it is inquired, was the state of public health ? 
It will be recollected that the Saxons lived in a constant 
state of predatory warfare by sea and land; the conquest of 
Britain, from the time Ilengist landed in Kent, till Ida 
reached Bernicia, occupied a century (a.d. 419—549); and 
this long, exterminating British war no sooner ceased, in 
560, when the Heptarchy, or more correctly the Octarchy, 
was founded, than the conquerors themselves renewed 
the strife. Augustin and the Roman missionaries landed 
in England, a.d. 597, and the Saxons became Christians; 
but when the mantle of peace had descended on their 
turhrrlcnt spirits, the Northmen invaded and vexed the 
country thirty-two years, until the genius of Alfred 
triumphed, and Hastings was finally expelled, a.d. 897, 
The kingdom was consolidated under Atholstan (934): the 
Danes, nevertheless, invaded England in 980, and Canute 
was chosen King in 1016. Edward the Confessor restored 
the Saxon line in 1043. From the enumeration in the 

* Bede Hist. 1. 5, c. 3. 
f In aid of casual distress, the country [of the Carnatic] was full ot 

Choultries, which were Inns and Hospitals, where the traveller and 
the poor were relieved.—Burke's Speech on Fox's India Bill. Works, 
vol. i, p. 291. 

J The passage is translated hy Alfred:—And behead his laece ho 
sceolde eac swelce haelan and lacnian tha hreofe his lieafdes, and he 
swa dyde. 

§ Bede, 1. 5, c. 2. 
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Domesday Book, it has been estimated that the population 
at the period of the Norman conquest amounted to 1,500,000, 
according to some; 2,000,000 according to others. But the 
slightest examination shows the data upon which the calcu¬ 
lations are founded to be inadequate. It is yet certain that 
there were no large cities: the population was scattered 
thinly over the country, then densely wooded, marshy, un¬ 
drained, partially tilled: small towns, castles, and monas¬ 
teries relieved the wild scenery. Grain was cultivated, but 
the swineherds and shepherds formed a considerable portion 
of the pastoral, rather than agricultural Saxons. Bread and 
beer were made; but fish, particularly eels, and flesh, espe¬ 
cially pork, fed on acorns, were the popular food. The meat 
was killed and salted at the beginning of winter, to save 
fodder. Three-fourths of the population, at the Conquest, 
were slaves; they were generally attached to the soil, were 
the property of the master, and were sold, presented, disposed 
of by will, like horses, pigs, and oxen. English slaves were 
at one time an article of export. Life and limb were esti¬ 
mated at a pecuniary value in the Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence; 
and the slave’s life lay low in the scale. 

In the midst of such a state of society, such an imperfect 
cultivation of the soil, and intestine wars, it is not likely that 
capital, or the stock of provisions, would accumulate. Fre¬ 
quently, in the words of the Saxon chronicler's, Famine 
scoured the hills. Several great famines are recorded in the 
Chronicles during this period; and pestilence followed in the 
train. Murrains were frequent. Fever and dysentery were 
epidemical. Besides the epidemics generated by bad crops, 
murrains, famine, apd war, the plague, generated in the 
thronged cities of the East, devastated England. Fordun 
cites a Greek historian, to the effect that a dire mortality 
prevailed in 669 all over Europe, and did not spare the 
remotest islands, namely, Great Britain and Ireland.* * * § In 
664, a sudden pestilence, (man-cyealm,) after depopulating 
the southern coasts of Britain, seized the province of the 

■Northumbrians, and, raging for a long time in every direc¬ 
tion, destroyed great multitudes.! This was, probably, the 
glandular plague, which became epidemic at Constantinople 
in the reign of Justinian, a.d. 531; and, in the course of the 
sixth century, destroyed, according to Procopius, half the 
population of the eastern empire. It reached Italy a.d. 565, 
and spread through the circumjacent countries. In the 
chroniclers of the age, we have met with notices of fatal 
famines and pestilences, a.d. 664, 669, 678, 759, 897, 961 
975, 976, 987, 1004, 1005, 1042, 1047. Hecker maintains 
that the small-pox reached France in the year 580, and cites 
some remarkable passages in proof of this, from Gregory of 
Tours. J The disease was called Morbus dysentericus cum 

pusulis; and it is not unlikely that small-pox formed more 
than one of the epidemics in England. § It is recorded that 
Elfrida, Alfred’s daughter, had variola. 

No data exist for determining the mean duration of Saxon 
life. But the duration of the kings’ reigns throws some fight 
upon the question. Thirty-four reigns occur in England 
between William the Conqueror and William the Fourth; 
the mean age at accession was thirty years, at death fifty- 
two and a quarter, and the mean duration of the reigns was 
twenty-two and a half years. During nearly the same 
period, (1060 — 1823,) thirty-one monarchs reigned, on an 
average, twenty-four years in France. Sharon Turner gives 
fists of the reigns in the kingdoms of Kent, Wessex, Bernicia, 
(Northumbria,) and Mercia,|| from which it appears, that 
the mean duration of eighty-three reigns, between a.d. 449 
and 836, was fourteen years: from Egbert to Harold II 
(800—1065,) twenty kings reigned, on an average, thirteen 
years! The abbreviation of the reign implied, in many 
instances, an abbreviation of life; and the violence which 
proved fatal to the king and did not spare the thane, fell 
with ten-fold rigour on the churl and the serf. 

(To be continued.') 
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t Geschichte der Medizin. 
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| Hist, of the Anglo-Saxons. 
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THOMAS MARTIN, ESQ. (of Reigate). 

Reader, did you ever notice how beautiful the world looks 
when its distant peaks, burnished with the light of a setting 
sun, seem wrapped in a golden mist, and the air sighs softly 
over the last moments of departing day ? So it is, when in 
the sunset of life a good man withdraws from the scene of 
his labours. The light of his former career gathers in a 
halo around his character, and every eye lingers with a me¬ 
lancholy pleasure upon the beautiful vision as it departs. 

There are few men, who, in their professional sphere, and 
with limited opportunities, have been the instruments of 
more good to his fellow-man than the subject of this notice. 
Thomas Martin, of Reigate, is the son of a country general 
practitioner, who in his day was much respected. Mr 
Martin himself is pre-eminently one of the same order. 
At Reigate, in Surrey, he has pursued the quiet and unos¬ 
tentatious routine of private practice during a long and 
laborious life, winning the confidence and regard of all 
classes, and aiding in every project that was calculated to 
chasten and elevate the morals and habits of the people. He 
is one of the few men who “ do good by stealth, and blush 
to find it fame.” Retiring and diffident by nature, nothing 
but an uncontrollable impulse of benevolence could have 
thrust him at any time into conspicuous stations, but when 
once engaged in any good work, his industry is inconceiv¬ 
able. Foremost in every benevolent or useful enterprise 

recommended to his notice, he has not wearied in zeal 
however prolonged may have been his exertions, or discou¬ 
raging the aspect of the contest. It was enough to ask his 
aid to have it, and few men have ever pleaded for a good 
cause with more success. Having a large connexion in the 
profession, he has never hesitated to remind his friends of 
their duty; for, never backward himself, he justly believed 
that he had a right to expect the co-operation of others. 
Throughout his life his own worth has been his best can¬ 
vasser. Mr Martin is an enthusiast, and consequently a 
man faithful and ardent in his convictions. Enthusiasm is a 
great merit in character—it makes a man earnest, bold, 
persevering, and true to the end. Associated with amiability 
of feeling and gentleness of demeanour, it idealises and exalts 
a character, and exacts respect even from those who have no 
sympathy with its convictions. Enthusiasm is the motive 
power of all hard-workers. Mr Martin’s deportment is mild 
and engaging—he wins immediate confidence, and repays it. 
He could not say an unkind word of his adversary, because 
he cannot feel unkindness. We have never seen him out of 
temper, nor even annoyed, except when some unsympathis¬ 
ing heart may have shown coldness towards any of his 
benevolent projects. But it was merely a ripple on the sur¬ 
face—it died in an instant; and then tranquillity and hopeful¬ 
ness again smoothed his expansive and benevolent counte¬ 
nance. He believes all things that are good of man, and 
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though he feels keen indignation at misconduct, his amiable 
temper will scarcely allow him to think that the wrongdoer 
intended all the evil he has done, and is inclined to suspend 
punishment until its infliction would cease to be just. 

Mr Martin is an early riser. Before dawn, at four o’clock 
in the morning, he was wont to rise, and perhaps still does, 
to answer letters, prepare the business of the day, and medi¬ 
tate on the best modes of carrying out his undertakings. 
We do not think we ever heard him boast of anything hut 
this, and it is an honourable boast. It was the secret of his 
active life, of his extensive professional connexion, of his vast 
influence, and his multiplied labours. H§ is now verging 
towards the appointed years of man, having been forty-five 
years a member of the College of Surgeons. As will be 
seen by the portrait, Mr Martin has a broad and ample fore¬ 
head, whose apparent magnitude is increased by the grace of 
age—'baldness. His features are delicately wrought, and 
characterised by a soft and benignant expression. His figure 
is spare and tall, his manners courteous. An accident has 
deprived him of a leg, but he has managed to get good ser¬ 
vice out of its substitute. His sentiments are of the purest 
and highest order, and his judgment, without being discri¬ 
minating or nice, is sound. He is too earnest to have much 
tact, and too reliant on the judgment of those he regards to 
hold fast by peculiar opinions, and to be thoroughly mas¬ 
ter of his own understanding. But how few men are! 
Perhaps he despises tact, as something scarcely honest, and 
is prepared to sacrifice the enjoyment of personal independ¬ 
ence to the more disinterested pleasure of aiding in a common 
action. 

He is a member of the Provincial Medical and Surgical 
Association, and secretary to the South Eastern Branch, and 
exercises more influence over the determinations of the Coun¬ 
cil of that body, as was proved in the discussions that took 
place on the subject of an alteration of the journal and its 

policy, than any other member of the Society. Notwith¬ 
standing that the Council of the College of Surgeons, in 
recognition of his influence, appointed him an honorary 
fellow when they received their charter in 1843, he be¬ 
came a member of the National Association and of the 
Institute, and cordially devoted himself to the realisation of 
the objects contemplated by those bodies. When speeches, 
negotiations, and diplomacy failed, Mr Martin started a 
journal baptised after the name of his cherished society, ‘ The 
Institutebut alas! as the event proved, something more 
than ?eaj, conviction, and pecuniary sacrifice, is required to 
conduct a journal to success. ‘ The Institute ' has long since 
ceased to he. 

Besides his public duties, Mr Martin was engaged before 
his retirement in a practice extensive enough to have given 
full occupation to any ordinary man. He had almost a 
monopoly of the practice of his town and neighbourhood, 
and even now his experience and judgment are at the service 
of his son, who has succeeded to his labours. Among his 
neighbours, Mr Martin is highly osteemed and beloved. He 
has been either the founder or chief supporter of many of the 
charities and operative and friendly societies in the town, and 
has consequently gained the affectionate attachment and 
respect of all classes, hut more especially of the industrious 
poor. He is truly the working man’s friend, their wants are 
his constant thought, their succour his chiefest pleasure. He 
has meetings of the working classes at his house, and is fore¬ 
most in providing libraries, lectures, and other means fbr 
their instruction and benefit. The portrait, which very accu¬ 
rately represents his philanthropic countenance, at the head 
of this article, is a copy from a picture painted by subscrip¬ 
tion among his grateful admirers in Reigate, and presented 
to him about six months since as a tribute of their regard 
and esteem. The record of this fact is the hast testimony 
to t)ie truthful spirit of our notice, 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

CHARLES M. ALDRIDGE, ESQ. 

This gentleman became a member of the College of Sur¬ 
geons of England in the year 1844. He resides in the Old 
St Pancras road. 

CHARLES LINTON ALEXANDER, ESQ. 

The subject of this notice is a gentleman who, like many 
hundreds more of liis professional brethren, has had to pick 
his way among thorns; but, unlike many others, lias not 
fainted by the road. He served his apprenticeship with Mr 
Francis Bennett, at the Dispensary, Gateshead, Durham; 
and on the completion of his term, in September, 1839, 
entered as a Matriculated Student at King’s College, and 
became a student at the hospital as soon as it was opened. 
Dr Watson and Professor Amott were then on the staff. He 
became a Member of the College of Surgeons on the 18th of 
February, 1842, and forthwith commenced practice. 

Here we must observe, at the risk of encountering the 
displeasure of his gracious lady, that Mr Alexander married 
early,—indeed before he commenced practice, and of course 
did not find that the troubles of life underwent any diminu¬ 
tion. We do not mean to moralise, and we do not think that 
Mr Alexander is one to make griefs where he does not find 
them, but—ay, but is an emphatic word that contains a lec¬ 
ture in itself. 

Mr Alexander was one of the surgeons of the Royal South 
London Dispensary until, as he expresses it, “ the dignity of 
the profession” required that the staff, Messrs Osborn, John¬ 
son, Berrell, Wood, and Alexander, should resign in a body. 
Mr Alexander’s practice has, notwithstanding, continued to 
increase, and of late he has not had much reason to com¬ 
plain ; except, perhaps, of the parsimony and meanness of 
the Board of Guardians of St Mary’s, Newington, whose sick 
poor he attended, on the decease of the regularly-appointed 
surgeon, during the prevalence of typhus fever—a duty 
which nearly cost him his life. Boards of Guardians 
are notorious for holding cheap the services, health, and 
life of their medical officers, and we regret that all the efforts 
that have been made have not succeeded in placing these 
gentlemen in a more honourable and independent position. 
Mr Alexander resides at No. 12, Brunswick street, Dover road. 

CHARLES R. ALEXANDER, ESQ. 

Mr Charles Alexander, son of the gentleman of whom a 
notice is given below, resides with his father at 6 Cork street. 
He became a member of the College of Surgeons in the year 
1840, and is Assistant-Surgeon to the Royal Infirmary for 
Diseases of the Eye. 

HENRY ALEXANDER, ESQ. 

This gentleman resides at 6 Cork street, and is well known 
at the West end of London as an oculist. He became a member 
of the College in 1805, and was nominated an honorary 
fellow in 1844—a distinction he in all probability received 
in consequence of his appointment as “ Oculist to her 
Majesty.” Although holding this distinguished position, 
Mr Alexander is not remarkable for his scientific labours, 
nor has he, so far as we know, ventured to commit to 
writing the results of his experience in the treatment of the 
class of diseases to whose relief his fife has been devoted. 
He is much respected by the circle in which he moves ; but 
he is likely to leave the science of his profession in the state 
in which he found it. 

STEPHEN SHUTE ALFORD, ESQ. 

Mr Alford is represented hi the * Medical Directory’ as 
follows :—M.R.C.I. Eng. 1843; L.S.A. 1844; Honorary Sur¬ 
geon to the Asylum for the Relief of Infirm Journeymen 
Tailors, Haverstock Hill; Surgeon to the Keepers and 

and Helpers of the Royal Zoological Gardens, Regent’s 
Park; Surgeon in Ordinary to the North Pancras Provi¬ 
dent Dispensary. He resides at 7, Paris place, Haverstock 
Hill. 

DR SOMERVILLE SCOTT ALISON 

Is a native of Edinburgh. He was a pupil at the High 
School of that city, and was subsequently sent to an academy 
in the neighbourhood of London. 

In 1827, and in his fifteenth year, he was apprenticed, as 
was almost universally the fashion in Edinburgh in those 
days, and the gentleman selected as his master was Dr 
James Begbie, then rising into popularity, both on account 
of his own merits and of his being the favourite pupil of the 
late celebrated John Abercrombie. The time of the young 
student was not wasted in the drudgery of compounding 
medicines, but was immediately employed in attendance on 
the lectures of the many celebrated teachers of medicine in 
Edinburgh. He matriculated as a student of medicine in 
the university in the winter of 1827, and during the subse¬ 
quent years went through the curriculum of study prescribed 
for the degree of Doctor of Medicine and the Licence of 
the College of Surgeons. His studies were directed by Dr 
Begbie, who faithfully and ably discharged his duties, regu¬ 
larly examining his pupil during the whole period of his 
apprenticeship. 

The lectures in the University which he attended were 
those delivered by Hope, Alison, Monro, Duncan, Hamilton, 
Graham, and others. But besides these, Dr Scott Alison 
had the advantage of hearing others delivered beyond the 
walls of the University, as being particularly adapted for 
the junior student. Amongst these were the lectures 
delivered hy Professors John and William Thomson, Dr 
Robert Knox, and Mr Syrne. 

In 1831, Dr Alison obtained the diploma of the Royal 
College of Surgeons. Malignant cholera making its appear¬ 
ance in Scotland, he was appointed one of the assistants in 
the Castle Hill Cholera Hospital in the spring of 1832. 
There he was witness of much of the disease in its most fatal 
and frightful form. He discharged his dirties in such a 
manner that he was thought worthy to be appointed by 
the Local Board of Health to take the entire charge of the 
cholera patients in the district of Cramond, some miles to 
the west of Edinburgh. 

A building was placed at his disposal as an hospital, hut 
with the advice of Mr Robertson, an eminent medical prac¬ 
titioner there (now of Edinburgh), he determined to treat 
the patients at their owm houses, though that would materi¬ 
ally increase his own labour. The plan proved highly bene¬ 
ficial, for patients, fearing no removal from home, were in¬ 
duced to apply early and while the disease was yet curable, 
for medical relief. The cases w'ere numerous, but happily 
the deaths were few. The treatment was not merely pre¬ 
scribed, but was earned into operation by the attendant: no 
bedside was left excepting at night, and for a very limited 
time, until the patient appeared beyond immediate danger, 
or till death rendered further attendance needless. Dr Ali¬ 
son trusted during decided collapse to stimuli, such as 
brandy, ammonia, and opium in small doses. The heat of 
the body was promptly and fully restored by the very simple 
and ever-available means of heating flannels and towels and 
whatever cloths could be procured, tor an almost scorching 
heat, and applying them dry to the body, removing those 
that became cold and replacing them with others that had 
been made hot in the meantime. 

In very severe cases of collapse, with absence of pulse at 
the wrist, &c., Dr Alison, if he found simple means failing, 
gave very minute doses of strychnia, and some account of 
this treatment appeared in the medical journals of the day, 
but he now believes that such practice need seldom be 
adopted, for he looks upon cholera as a readily curable dis¬ 
ease except in its deeply collapsed stage. 

In 1833, Dr Alison obtained the degree of Doctor of Medi¬ 
cine from the University of Edinburgh. It was his intention 
to have proceeded to London, there to try his fortune, but at 
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this moment it was decided that he should rather for the 
present prosecute his profession in the small town of Tranent, 
Last Lothian, situated between Edinburgh and Haddington. 
There he carried on practice most successfully during nearly 
seven years. His patients were very numerous, his labour's 
enormous, and the extent of country over which he rode very 
great. The amount of disease which came under his charge 
was such as comes seldom under the care of one practitioner; 
it was amongst all classes of the community, and comprised 
cases alike in medicine, surgery, and midwifery. He had 
the charge of the great collieries, and consequently was oc¬ 
casionally called upon to perform the more arduous opera¬ 
tions in surgery. 

Dr Alison did not altogether confine himself to the dis¬ 
charge of his medical duties, severe as they were, and though 
to his great misfortune, his health has ever been very deli¬ 
cate and uncertain. Requested by the inhabitants to deliver 
a course of Lectures on some branch of useful knowledge in 
1835-6, he gave a course of twelve on Popular Physiology, 
with a special reference to the preservation of health and the 
prevention of disease. The money derived from this source 
was distributed to the two libraries, of the town, and on this 
occasion the inhabitants testified their approbation by pre¬ 
senting Dr Alison with a handsome silver snuff-box. 

About this time Dr Alison contributed to the 1 Edinburgh 
Medical and Surgical Journal’ an account of a case of 
hydrophalus externus, in which he withdrew a large quantity 
of fluid. 

In 1838 he published a pamphlet, a small book, entitled 
‘An Address to the Working Classes on the Preservation of 
Health and the Prevention of Disease,’ which was highly 
popular with those to whom it was addressed. 

In 1839 Dr Alison published an octavo volume entitled 
‘ -An Inquiry into the Propagation of Contagious Poisons, 
with Observations on Vitiated Air and the Means of Pro¬ 
moting Public Health.’ In this book the author narrowed 
the operation of contagion, and proved the wider field of 
operation of vitiated air and other preventive agencies. 
Soon after this Dr Alison was requested to furnish a report 
on the unwholesome influence of the foetid irrigation carried 
on towards the east of Edinburgh, for the use of the police 
commissioners, which was intended to be laid before the 
Legislature, together with others, from th'e most eminent 
medical men of Scotland. 

Dr Alison, when at school near London, was much at¬ 
tached to the metropolis, and evinced a great partiality for 
the character and maimers of the English people, and he 
internally resolved to seek his fortunes in that country. 
This resolve was never eradicated, even by the success 
which followed his exertions in Scotland, and in 1840 Dr 
Alison, relying with confidence upon his good fortune, on 
his willingness to labour, and if necessary to practise pa¬ 
tience and self-denial, came to London and commenced the 
practice of his profession. 

He had scarcely arrived when he was requested by the 
Poor-law Commissioners to furnish them with infor¬ 
mation ^ respecting the sanitary condition of Tranent, and 
the neighbouring districts. They had just received the 
commands of her Majesty to prosecute an inquiry into the 
sanitary condition of the labouring population of Great 
Britain, to be ultimately laid before Parliament, and on 
application to the magistrates of Haddington Dr Alison was 
named as a person capable of giving the necessary informa¬ 
tion for that district. The report furnished was of great 
importance, and proved very serviceable in the cause of 
sanitary improvement. It is well known to the public. 

The Children’s Employment Commission, formed by her 
Majesty to inquire into the condition of children and young 
persons engaged in manufactories and mines, in 1841, re¬ 
quested Dr Alison to furnish them with an account of the 
diseases of coal miners. This he did, and it was published in 
the appendix of the report laid before the houses of Parlia¬ 
ment. It was also reprinted in the ‘Lancet.’ For these 
gratuitous public sendees Dr Alison received the usual 
thanks. 

In 1843 Dr Alison prepared to undergo his examination 

for the license of the Royal College of Physicians, but the 
necessary reading produced an illness which rendered some 
postponement necessary. However, in the spring of the fol¬ 
lowing year he was sufficiently well to undergo his exami¬ 
nation, and was then duly admitted. 

In 1844 he was unanimously elected physician to the 
Northern Dispensary, an appointment he resigned in 1848, 
on account of his increasing private practice. 

In 1845 Dr Alison published a small work on ‘ The 
Treatment of Organic Diseases of the Heart, and particularly 
on the Beneficial Employment of Iron,’ well known in this 
country and on the Continent. It was only last July that a 
resume of this work appeared in the 1 Bulletin des Therapeu- 
tiques Generalcs.’ 

Dr Alison joined the Medical Society of London in 1840. 
He soon after became honorary secretary, an office which he 
filled for two or three years, until his avocations in practice 
rendered it necessary for him to resign. He made several 
contributions to the transactions of the Society. 

Besides the works and reports already referred to, Dr Ali¬ 
son has contributed papers on various subjects of medical 
science, but they are so numerous that to describe them in¬ 
dividually would occupy much space. 

We shall merely further observe that all Dr Alison’s works 
are characterised by an acute and discriminating judgment, 
and that he has a clear and pleasing manner of communica¬ 
ting his knowledge to the popular mind. He is yet young 
enough to do more and to rise higher in public estimation, 
and it is our cordial wish that the delicacy of health of which 
he complains, may form no impediment to the prosecution of 
his labours in the direction he has hitherto pursued, with so 
much success. 

JOHN ALLAN, M.D. 
This gentleman took his degree at the University of St 

Andrew’s in the year 1837. He became a Licentiate" of the 
Royal College of Surgeons, Edin. in the same year. He is 
Physician to the Islington Dispensary; to the Church Mis¬ 
sionaries’ Children’s Home, and the Church of England 
Metropolitan Training Institution, Highbury. 

WILLIAM HENRY ALLCHIN, ESQ., M.B. 

Mr Allchin’s medical education commenced under Messrs 
Woodyer, Stedman, and Sells, Guildford, Surrey. He subse¬ 
quently passed five years at University College and Hospital, 
and obtained the Fellow’s Prize for “ Clinical Reports” in 
1844. He passed the first examination for Bachelor of Medi¬ 
cine at the London University in 1843, and the second in 
184-4. In 1850 he commenced practice at his present resi¬ 
dence, 7 Pembroke villas, Westbourne grove, and was 
appointed District Accoucheur to St Mary's Hospital in 1851. 

DAVID JOHN ALLEN, ESQ., 

Became a member of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1844. 
He was formerly Resident Surgeon of the Bombay Hospital. 
He resides at present at 3 Portland terrace, St John’s Wood. 

GEORGE ALLEN, ESQ. 

This gentleman became a Licentiate of the Apothecaries' 
Society in 1845. He resides at 14 A Dean street, Soho. 

JAMES HOLDER ALLEYNE, ESQ. 

This gentleman was apprenticed in Barbadoe6, West Indies, 
and obtained the local appointment of Hospital Mate at the 
General Military Hospital of that island, under the late Dr 
Ferguson, Inspector-General, and subsequently that of Resi¬ 
dent Mate. He was three years engaged in the duties of 
those offices, from 1815 to 1818. He was then sent to Eng¬ 
land in the medical charge of invalids, and having lauded 
them at Chatham,- on leaving the army to prosecute his 
studies, was presented with a gratuity and complimentary 
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notice by Sir James McGregor, late Director-General of the 
Army Medical Department. Mr Afiayne now prosecuted bis 
studies at tbo united hospitals of Guy’s and St llionias’s 
under the late Mr Ilenry Cline and Sir A- Cooper, and 
obtained the diploma of the College of Surgeons in 1819, 
He subsequently repaired to Edinburgh, took the degree of 
M.D. in 1822, and, visiting Paris, attended the late Dupuy- 
trou at the Hotel Diou, also at La Charite and other hospitals, 
and was one of the supporters of the now celebrated Surgeon 
Velpeau, at his first outset in private classes for operative 
surgery and midwifery. Returning to Barbadoes in 1823, he 
commenced practice in that island. In 1821 he was, how¬ 
ever, invited to Domerara, British Guiana, and joining the 
late Dr Robson, of that colony, was engaged in extensive 
general practice for sixteen continuous years, during which 
time he performed most of the operations in surgery, amongst 
others the successful removal of a tumour,—elephantiasis — 
affecting the integuments of the penis and the scrotum. The 
size of 'this tumour was enormous, extending to below the 
knees, and weighing, after the operation and consequent dis¬ 
charge of much blood and serum, one hundred and thirty- 
four pounds ! The age of the subject was only twenty years. 
The penis at its root measured eight and a-half inches, and 
the circumference of the scrotum at the root of the penis 
thirty-six inches. This disease originates in inflammation of 
the lymphatics of the leg and groin, attended with severe and 
repeated attacks of fever of the intermittent type, and con¬ 
sists of hypertrophy of the skin and cellular tissue, largely 
infiltrated with febrine and serum. The supply of blood 
being exceedingly abundant, and its return by the veins very 
tardy, explains the rapid and extraordinary growth attained. 

From previous operations, less in magnitude but like in 
kind and situation, it had been ascertained that the testes 
were not implicated in the disease, that it was only necessary 
to cut boldly down to, and free them from the surrounding 
tumour, laying open the tunica vaginalis -which invaiiably 
contains a large collection of fluid—and having reserved a 
sufficiency of integument for a covering, at once to amputate 

the mass. 
The danger attending the removal of so large a tumour 

thus situated, is the impossibility of applying pressure during 
the operation for restraining hemorrhage, particularly venous, 
poured out from the extensive cut surface, and a method was 
resorted to in this instance winch, perhaps, would not be 
considered quite scientific—that of deferring the completion 

of the operation to the following day. 
The patient having become extremely low, hemorrhage 

continuing, and a good deal of thickened cellular tissue 
remaining to be dissected away, the parts were speedily and 
temporarily bound up ; and thus subjected to pressure, the 
hemorrhage ceased, the patient rallied, the next day the 
finishing strokes were made to the operation, and recovery 
proceeded most satisfactorily. The sketch which we have 
seen of this case represents a formidable amount of disease. 

This case was not published, from its having occurred 
abroad, and there being then less facility for publication than 
at present, and perhaps le*6 was thought of the operation— 
from its not being entirely novel—a case having^ already been 
recorded in ‘ Cooper’s Surgical Dictionary.’ T et, probably 
it is one of the largest, if not the largest, growth of the kind 

that has been successfully removed. 
Subsequently, a similar tumour of fourteen pounds weight 

was removed at one operation with the like issue. The 
greatest diameter of this tumour was twenty-nine inches, its 
length fourteen inches, and the diameter of the neck fifteen 
inches. It was removed on the 26th of February, 1839, and 
the patient was discharged on the 25tli of March following, 
showing how readily the healing process takes place, # 

Mr Alleyno was appointed in 1833 to the post of Colonial 
Surgeon, and to the charge of the Colonial Hospital of George 
Town, British Guiana. In 1839 he relinquished thesq 
appointments, and retired from the colony- He visited the 
colony again in 1842, and finally left it in 1843.since which 
he has been a candidate for general practice, chiefly in the 
locality of his present residence, No. 27, Gloucester place, 

Hyde Park gardens. 

It gives u? satisfaction that our plan of publishing notices 
of the professional life of onr medical brethren has enabled 
us to give publicity to the labours of Mr Alleyne, In this 
way we hope to add to the records of scionee, and to show 
that good surgery may he witnessed hi other places as well 
as hi the London hospitals. 

EDWARD DUFFIN ALLISON, M.D., 

Is a Graduate of King’s College, Aberdeen, 1827, and a 
Licentiate of the Royal College of Surgeons, Ediu. 1815. 
He resides at 27 Assembly row, Mile-end road. 

[Wo shall feel extremely obliged if the friends of members 
of the profession wifi supply us with materials to enable us to 
give a correct representation of the character and labours, of 
those gentlemen whose turn to receive a biographical notice 
is coming round. We are anxious to avoid error, and it is 
manifest that we shall be greatly assisted in our object by 
the communication of such incidents as friends and relations 
are best qualified to furnish. In the case of deceased mem¬ 
bers of the profession this request lias peculiar force, and 
we hope will he responded to with alacrity.] 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY’S DEPARTMENT. 

CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITION FOR 1S58. 
(continued.) 

LONDON. 

Andekson, John, M.R.C.S. Eng. 1839, and L.9.A. 1834; 
removed from Bourne, Lincolnshire, to 4 Bedford terrace, 

Clapham rise. 

Baines, Matthew, M.D. Lond. &c. for 19 Manor place, 
Chelsea, read 27 Pelham road, Onslow square; and 
after L.S.A. 1845, read Associate of King’s Coll. Lond. 
and Assistant-Surgeon to the West London Eye In¬ 

firmary. 

Bennett, H. B. 12 Marlborough hill—corrected in the last 
number of the Medical Circvkr, should have been Bun- 

NETT, H. B- &C, 
Hogg, Jabez, after 6 Gower street, Bedford square, read, 

and 22 Frith street, Soho. 

Clapham, John, 12 Thuriow place, Norwood, Surrey, 
L.8.H. 1828, inserted in the last number of the Medici 
Circular, should have been Chapman, John, &c. M.R.C.S. 

Eng. 1839, and L.S.A. 1838. 

PROVINCIAL. 

Bellamy, Thomas, M.D, Les Landes, Guernsey,—Under 
Authorship, for Uninai siguis read Urinal signis. 

Farrar, Robert, Infirmary, Halifax, should be Fabrer, 

Robert. 

Fidlee, Robert, removed from 71 Northumberland street, 
Toxteth park, to 180 Mill street, Liverpool. 

Jones, Geo. Matthew, Jersey,—After House of Cor¬ 
rection, read Contrib. several articles to Med. Junes. 

Swift, Henry, 45 Islington, Liverpool.—Under Past Ap- 
pointments, for House Surg. Disp* Wig4tt* read Honorary 

Surg. to Disp. Wigan. 
In “Local List" under Barking, Essex, />r W. Gaches 

read R. Gaches, and under Warrington, Lancashire, add 

J. Taylor. 

names OJHTTEP. 
Austin, Edward William, Brighton.- M.R.C.S.aEng. 

1805 (Retired). 
Cuthbert William, Mendlesham, Suffolk.—M.R.C.S. 

Eng. 1803. 
Fbeke Robert Temple, 9 Queen street, May fair.— 

L.R.C.P. Lond. 1849; M.R.C.S. Eng. 1841; M.A. Cantab, 
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1852; Phys. Accouch. to the Middlesex Hosp. and Lec¬ 
turer on Midwifery at Middlesex Hosp. School of Med. 
Fell. Roy. Med. Chir. Soc. and Mem. Microscop. Soc. 

Goldstone, Richard, 4 Moreland place, Great Union 
road, Jersey.—M.R.C.S. Eng.; L.S.A. 1825. (Omit this 
name from “ Supplemental List.”) 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Dr J. Bunny.—We regret the omission of the name from 
the list alluded to, and are obliged for having it pointed 
out. We may add, in explanation, that the list was not 
compiled from the general returns, but from special ones 
issued for the purpose. We will endeavour to make it 
very correct in our next edition, but many difficulties 
attend the introduction of any new feature in our work, 
and the present case is not an exception. 

Wm. Cuthbert.—The omission is repaired as far as lies in 
our power. It was caused by the name, &c., having been 
returned on another gentleman’s circular. We at all times 
particularly request gentlemen not to adopt this means of 
famishing us with information, but to write for a Circular, 
which would be forwarded to them. (See Preface to Di¬ 
rectory for 1851.) 

Dr De Styrap.—The error in the ‘ Local List ’ shall be 
duly attended, to. We never add the M.D. to a name 
unless the university whence it was derived be given. 

Dr F. J. Farre.—The staff of the hospital is correctly given 
according to the return received from the secretary in 
reply to our application, and which may be seen by Dr 
Farre, at our office. Dr C. is, according to his return, 
correctly described. 

hoping to have been in town before the end of the month. 
I quite approve of your insertion of the names of all quali¬ 
fied practitioners. Although from conviction firmly opposed 
to Idomceopathy, I do not think that constant persecution of 
those who think differently will convince the public of the 
fallacy of its doctrines; nor do I think it just to stigmatise 
as impostors a large body of intelligent men, who hold a 
contrary opinion to ourselves. Time and facts will do more 
in the cause of truth than violent declamation or the bitterest 
diatribes against error. Homoeopathy had many wavering 
adherents who were gradually deserting its ranks, but who 
have, now that it is made a party question rather than a 
matter of open inquiry, rallied round its standard and be¬ 
come firm supporters.—Allow me to remain, yours very 
obediently, w. B., M.D. 

Brighton, Jan. 30,1852. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE 1 MEDICAL DIRECTORY.’ 

Sir,—Enclosed is a Post-Office order for 7s. 6d., the cost 
of the ‘ Directory’ for 1852. I have paid it to Mr. Thomas 
Rolfe, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, at the Charing cross Post- 
office—Paid by Mr William Watson, of Maidstone. 

As the sole object for which I took the ‘Directory,’ 
namely,, the List of Homoeopathic Practitioners, is done 
away with, I shall not want any more copies of the work 
and as I trust a Homoeopathic Directory will ere long be 
published, you may omit my name for the future from your 
list.—I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

W. W. 
7 Bower place, Maidstone, January 29th, 1852. 

R. Howitt. - The period of publication is always the first 
week in January, but the few days’ delay in the present 
case were unavoidable. With reference to the expenses, 
our correspondent is in error, they are heavier than at the 
time alluded to. The omission of the Lists mentioned 
has been rendered necessary, for reasons already made 
known to the profession. (See Preface to Directories fur 
the present and past years.) 

F. Mackenzie.—We regret that the copy was not well 
bound. The suggestion kindly offered will receive our 
careful consideration, indeed, we have more than once 
thought of it ourselves, but there are other considerations 
to be looked at. . It is, however, highly probable that 
such particulars will appear in a future edition. 

F. J. Osborne. We regret the mishap. It is the more 
annoying to us, as we took every precaution to prevent 
such occurrences. Kindly inform us of any inaccuracies. 

We cannot too strongly impress upon those gentlemen who 
desire to. rectify errors in the ‘ Directory ’ the propriety of 
communicating directly with the Editors, who, through 
the medium of this journal, will immediately publish the 
correction. One of the objects of the ‘ Medical Circular ’ 
is to make known such corrections; it is therefore a waste 
of time and purpose for gentlemen to write letters to other 
journals, conveying intelligence that is out of place there, 
and liable to be overlooked. 

We also request as a favour that the Editors of the 
‘ Lancet’ and of ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ when they 
receive such communications, will kindly forward them 
to us, should they be properly authenticated—otherwise 
it is needless to say they might be considered calumnious 
by the parties pointed out, and could not be received. 
The eagerness with which such communications are pub¬ 
lished by our contemporaries is an evidence of the anxious 
interest they take in the success of the ‘ Directory,’ for 
which the Editors of that work feel, no doubt, extremely 
obliged; but it is manifest that the object of our contem¬ 
poraries would be better served by forwarding the correc¬ 
tions for insertion in this journal. 

to the editors of the ‘medical __ 

Gentlemen,—I beg to enclose my subscription of 7s. 
for the Medical Directory,’ which I have delayed to s< 

DIRECTORY.’ 

6d 
send 

TO THE EDITORS OF THE ‘ MEDICAL DIRECTORY.’ 

Gentlemen,—I inclose a Post-office order for 7s. 6d. for 
the ‘Medical Directory’ for 1842. I think, with many 
others, that homoeopathic practitioners should not have been 
inserted in the Directory,’ and if you rendered ■ yourselves 
open to prosecution for omitting them, then by all means 
they should have had a separate list, and not be mixed up 
with respectable and honourable men. — I am, gentlemen 
your obedient servant, W. H. F. ' 

Knottylisli, near Liverpool, January 31st, 1852. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL DIRECTORY.’ 

Sir,—I enclose a Post-office order for 7s. 6d., the price of 
a subscriber’s copy of that compilation of quackery, ‘ The 
London and Provincial Medical Directory.’—I am, sir, your 
obedient servant, p. a. M.D. 

Bridport, Dorset, January 24th, 1852. 

THE ‘MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ AND THE 

HOMCEOPATHS. 

(Continuedfrom our last.) 

G. , J.—Manchester. Yes; although we deny any merit 

to true Homoeopathy, we think any duly authorised medical 

man has a right to adopt what mode of treatment he 

thinks fit, so long as that treatment is not positively in¬ 
jurious. 

M., R. Bishop’s Lydeard. Yes; a separate list of 

Homcepathic practitioners ought to be published. 

W., J. H.—West Stockwith. yes; that we may know 
“ who’s who.” 

P., Jas.—Hereford. Yes; that they may be avoided. 

E., J._Worksop. Yes; with their qualifications. 

H. , J.—Holt. Yes; a fair field and no favour. 

V., G.—Sheffield. Yes; that we may know them. 

S., J.—Elland. Yes; to make martyrs of them would 

forward their object. 

Dr—Cheltenham. No; or if you must publish them 
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do it on mourning paper, with a black death's head very 

broad and black border, and the cross bones. 

L., W. F.—Dunstable. Yes ; I myself practice Hydro¬ 

pathy from having witnessed its beneficial effects abroad. 

G. , G.—Birtley. No; omit the names of the apostates 

altogether. 

R., Dr—York. Yes; why, of course the Allopaths will 

say no; for the list is each year becoming longer. To ask 

such a question is puerile. My taking a copy of the work 

will depend upon the admission of the Homoeopaths. 

M , Dr H. — Brighton. Yes; if you intend your ‘ Directory ’ 

to be what it professes, viz., a list of all qualified practi¬ 

tioners, you must insert the names of those Homoeopathic 

practitioners who possess proper qualifications. For our own 

part, however, we are perfectly indifferent as to whether 

our names appear or not, as we have a Directory of our own. 

P., S. A.—Colchester. Yes; but make it complete. 

H. , T. L.,—Birmingham, thinks that if their names 

are entered in the general alphabetical Directory, there ought 

also to be a separate list of them, to distinguish them from 

the legitimate medical practitioners, unless their names could 

be omitted altogether. 

W., F.—Launceston. Do as you choose. 

M., Dr G. P.—Maldon. No ; in my opinion they ought 

to be expunged altogether from the ‘Directory,’ they having 

forfeited all claim to be considered legitimate practitioners. 

B., J. D. — Leeds. No; as I consider them out of the 

pale of the profession, omit their names altogether. 

B., C.—Upton-on-Sevem. No ; unless you like to pub¬ 

lish the vagabonds in a distinct list of quacks and humbugs. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR. 

Sir,— There is an article, written by Dr H. Davies, in 
your number for Wednesday last (Jan. 28), in which the 
author says that “ his attention was first called to the bene¬ 
ficial effect of solution of nitrate of silver applied to the 
larynx in hooping-cough by Dr Hastingsand in proof of 
the efficacy of this treatment, he gives one case which 
occurred to him in May 1850. 

Now, if by this statement Dr Davies means—as the gen¬ 
tleman who pointed out the article to me supposed—to lay 
claim to the suggestion of this treatment of hooping-cough 
as either his own or Dr Hastings’, I beg to say that he is 
somewhat too late; for, in November, 1849, I read to the 
Glasgow Medical Society a short paper making the sugges¬ 
tion referred to above, and in the following month the paper 
was published in the ‘ Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Me¬ 
dical Science’ (vol. for 1848-49, page 1287). In that paper 
I not only suggested the plan of treatment referred to, but 
gave the results and chief features of a great many cases 
treated by me dining at least eighteen months before I 
wrote the paper. In ‘Ranking’s Abstract,’ vol. xi. p. 
193, there is also an account given of this as “ a new 
mode of treating hooping-cough,” proposed by me; and, 
finally, being desirous that the treatment should be 
introduced in England, I wrote a short paper explaining 
it, and sent it to the ‘ Lancet’ in 1850, but it did not appear 
in that journal until October 1851. 

I do think, then, Mr Editor, that Dr Davies was either 
culpably ignorant of the current literature of his profession, 
or very uncourteous to me, if he meant to attribute to any 
one else a suggestion published so fully and so long before 
his article in your last number. 

In concluding, however, I must be allowed to say, that 
the slight annoyance caused by the neglect of which I have 
complained was more than counterbalanced by the pleasure 
I felt that the practice had been, at least, introduced in 
London. I venture to hope that it will ere long be univer¬ 
sally adopted throughout the country, and I am quite con¬ 
vinced that if it were, so much suffering would be prevented, 
and many valuable fives saved. 

Your insertion of this letter in the next, or an early num¬ 
ber of your periodical, will oblige your obedient servant, 

Eben Watson, M.D. 
St Yincent-street, Glasgow, 31st January, 1852. 

THE BEST APPLICATION FOR BURNS AND 
SCALDS. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—In the remarks on Mr Samuel Crompton’s report in 
your last number upon Bums, &c., nothing new is advocated 
with respect to applications, or any particular treatment 
recommended in preference to others, with the exception 
that in severe bums, &c. Dr Kentish’s plan is preferred. I 
was of the same opinion myself until I became engaged in 
practice among the colliers of this neighbourhood five years 
since. The mode of treatment by my predecessor was the 
flour dressing, which I had seen adopted with success by 
Liston in London. I naturally followed the same, but found 
it not so applicable or successful in private practice as in the 
Hospital—and there was also a general dislike to it. This 
prompted me to make the ointment as below, and have 
treated bums, &c., with the greatest success above all other 
dressings, fdiave also found by experience, that it answers 
best spread on paper; I can only explain this, that when dry 
it forms oil-paper, and excludes the action of the air, hot or 
cold, upon the surface of the burnt part. 

My plan is in all bums, &c. to spread the ointment on 
unglazed white paper, then cut it in strips and apply it as 
you would straps of plaster, over which I put a bandage, 
let it stop on two or three days, or until it becomes painful, 
and continue dressing with the same until wefi. I have not 
lost a case since I adopted this plan, nor had a contracted 
limb; before the first time of dressing, in severe cases, 1 
generally apply linseed oil, &c. with a little turpentine, but 
this I never use with children as it would be likely to throw 
them into convulsions or make the injury more painful, and 
then worse to manage. Under this mode of dressing it is really 
astonishing how short a time the patients are in getting well, 
and the comfort and ease they experience from it, I cannot 
describe; it has only to be tried and it will be almost uni¬ 
versally practised.—You sincere well-wisher, 

John H. Askwith, Surgeon. 

Itendleton, Feb. 4th, 1852. 

the ointment. 

R. Cera Flava - Ibjs. 1 Melt the wax and plaster, 
Empl. Plumbi ^iv > then add the oil and 
01. Lini - pt. i j warm them again. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I enclose four shillings (in stamps) for six months 
of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ and as the modern practice of our 
art differs from the ancient in the Cito, title et jucunde— 
so in the spirit of the aphorism, your periodical bids fair to 
rival others of long standing. By the'bye, why should you 
not have an agent in Glasgow ? I have no hesitation what¬ 
ever in saying that every qualified practitioner would pur¬ 
chase a copy, and save the penny. The Faculty here is 
apparently favourable to free trade, as quacks in the shape 
of steam, worm and French Doctors thrive well, judging from 
the support afforded them by our uneducated and neglected 
portion of the population. I am of opinion that the only 
preventive is a fearless advocate to vindicate the quali¬ 
fied” by the extension of medical and general knowledge 
amongst the masses of the people, and I would wish to see 
the ‘ Medical Circular ’ and ‘ Directories ’ find a place in all 
the coffee and reading-rooms of our great manufacturing 

cities.—I am, &c., Geo. M‘E. 
Anderston, Glasgow, Feb. 2nd, 1852. 
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—Is there any prospect of our obtaining Medical 
Reform during the approaching session of Parliament ? If 
it does not come speedily, it will arrive too late for many of 
us. We are overrun—I might say overridden—in the pro¬ 
vinces by unlicensed practitioners, who style themselves 
surgeons, and have been rendered bold by the supineness of 
the authorities. Men who have never attended a lecture 
undertake the treatment of the most serious cases, including 
accidents. It is only a short time since one of the fraternity 
attended a boy who had received a small punctured wound 
of the femoral artery, inflicted by a knife. The sapient 
doctor applied a common bandage round the limb—the 
bandage slipped, a farther loss of blood took place, and death 
was the result. On the second day after the accident, when 
the boy was in articulo mortis, a surgeon saw the case. A 
coroner's inquest was held, but the matter was hushed up. 

The properly educated portion of the profession are much 
injured by the doings of these gentry, who make low 
charges, and consequently have a monopoly. The public 
are unable to distinguish the regular practitioner from the 
quack.—Tours truly, Mediculus. 

Herts, Feb. 1852. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—‘The following gentle¬ 
men were admitted members on Friday, the 98rd ult.:—• 
John Henry Bartlet, Ipswich, Suffolk; Charles Bowley, 
Reading, Berks; Wm. MaxwellBurman, Wath-upon-Dcarne, 
Yorkshire; Alfred James Dale, Commercial road; John 
Handford Hardy, Nelson square, Blackfriars; Wm. A. 
Griffiths James, Kirkby, Lonsdale, Westmoreland; Godfrey 
Saudwith, Hull; George Stunt, Holland street, Blackfriars ; 
Edward Taylor, Staxton, Yorkshire. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following are the names of 
the gentlemen who passed their examination in the science 
and practice of medicine, and received certificates to practise. 
On Thursday, January 22, 1852:—John Berry, Leyland, 
Lancashire; Everitt B. Gayland, Stoke Sub-Handon, Somer¬ 
set; H. C. Hare. On Thursday, January 29, 1852:— 
Frederick Ward Cleeve, Bradnincli, Devon; Thomas Edward 
Halls, Broad street, Horselydown; Henry Simpson, Chester. 

University of Oxford.—The Professor of Chemistry, 
Dr Daubeny, began his course in the new lecture-room 
contiguous to the Botanic Garden, on the 28th, at eight p.m. 
The lectures are to be continued twice a-week (Wednesday 
and Friday evenings) during the present term, until the 
course is completed. 

The Professor of Anatomy at Oxford resumed 
his course on the 3rd inst. 

_ Military Appointments.—6th Dragoon Guards: As- 
sist.-Surgeon Stuart Moore, from the Staff, to be Assist.- 
Surgeon vice Cameron, who retires. 11th Light Dragoons: 
Assist.-Surgeon Henry John Wilkin, from the Staff, to be 
Assist-Surgeon, vice Richard Pypcr, who retires on half¬ 
pay. 13th Foot: Assist.-Surgeon Edgar Dumaresq Batt, 
from the Staff, to be Assist.-Surgeon, vice Clarke, who 
resigns. 60th Foot: Assist-Surgeon James Crerar, from 
the 76th Foot., to be Assist-Surgeon, vice Payne, appointed 
to the Staff. 76th Foot: Acting Assist.-Surgeon T. 
O’Kearney Gordon to be Assist.-Surgeon, vice Crerar, ap¬ 
pointed to the 60th Foot. Hospital Staff; Assist.-Surgeon 
Frederic J. Ffolliott Payne, from the 60th Foot, to be Assist.- 
Surgeon to the Forces, vice Wilkin, appointed to the 11th 
Light Dragoons; Acting Assist.-Surgeon Arthur Bell to be 
Assist.-Surgeon to the Forces, vice Batt, appointed to the 
13th Foot. 

Naval Appointments.—Surgeons Abraham R. Brad¬ 
ford (1838), to the Magicienne; Robert Graham, M.D., 
(1813) to the Horatio; Charles K. Nutt (1840), of the Hot¬ 
spur, 44, tender, to the Excellent, gunnery-ship, at Ports¬ 
mouth, but stationed at Devonport for gunnery practice at 
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that port; John Simpson (b. 1849), serving in the Plover 
discovery-ship, since Sept. 14, 1850, is re-appointed to that 
Vessel. Assist.-Surgeons A. Irwin (1851), recently additional 
of tlie Southampton, 50, to the Britannia, 120, at Portsmouth; 
John T. Caddy (1845), for service at Ilaulbowlinc Hospital. 
Surgeon John M'Wliinnie (1847), to the Vesuvius, steam- 
sloop, at Devonport. Assist.-Surgeons Edward W. Pritchard 
(1846), to the Vesuvius; and Daniel Saunders (acting), to 
the Victory, flag-ship at Portsmouth. 

Medical Appointments and Vacancies.—An Assis¬ 
tant-Surgeon to the Moorfields, or London Ophthalmic Hos¬ 
pital, will be appointed on the 9th instant. It is expected 
that Mr Wordsworth will be elected. Mr Joseph Bowen 
Partridge (nephew of Professor Partridge, of King’s College 
Hospital, London), has been appointed House Surgeon to 
the Cumberland Infirmary. Dr Samuel Griffith, Physician 
to the Farringdon General Dispensary and Lying-in Charity, 
has just been appointed Assistant-Physician Accoucheur to 
St Thomas’s Hospital. Dr Heslop, of Birmingham, was, on 
Wednesday last, appointed one of the Physicians to the Dis¬ 
pensary of that town. Surgeon-General Sinclair retires, 
after having been upwards of thirty-two years in tile 
Bombay medical service. Dr Dore again becomes a super¬ 
intending surgeon. Assistant-Surgeons Campbell and Miles 
have obtained medical furloughs to Europe. One of the 
physicians to the St Pancras Royal General Dispensary, 
Burton crescent, has resigned; the day of election to appoint 
his successor is fixed for the 4th of March next, at 10 a.m. 
Candidates, who must be members of the Royal College of 
Physicians, or graduates of a British or Irish University, 
admitted by the Committee on the 5th of February. Testi¬ 
monials to be sent in on or before the 4th, and personal 
attendance on the committee requested. Dr Cogswell, one 
of the Secretaries of the Medical Society of London, who 
has been doing the duty of physician for some time past, and 
who is in every way qualified for the office, is a candidate. 

Mortality in Bombay.—The number of deaths in 
Bombay during December, was 1,152; of which 218 were 
from cholera, and 15 from violence. In November the 
deaths only numbered 793; 28 only being from epidemic 
diseases. 

King’s College Hospital.—The proposed additions to 
King's College Hospital will cover the whole of the Green¬ 
yard Burial Ground, and also the site of the houses lately 
pulled down in Carey street. The excavations for the 
foundations will be made very deep, in order that the bodies 
in the graveyard may he removed to a suburban cemetry. 

The late Joshua Brooks.—An excellent bust of this 
distinguished anatomist has been presented to the Royal 
College of Surgeons by John Nealds, Esq., of Guildford. 

Epidemiological Society.—At the meeting of this 
society, held on Monday, February 2nd, Dr Bahington, pre¬ 
sident, in the chair, Dr Bryson read a most valuable and 
interesting paper “ On the Epidemic Dysentery, by which 
tlie Army and the Fleet were invaded during their Opera¬ 
tions in the Rivers of China.” The paper, which was lis¬ 
tened to with great attention by a full meeting, while it 
graphically described the ravages of the fatal malady among 
our soldiers and sailors, also pointed out some important 
facts regarding the proper time for military operations in 
China; from which not only admirals and generals, hut 
even governments, might read a useful lesson. Dr Bryson 
illustrated his subject by a map of the world, in which were 
traced the various points on the globe where dysentery more 
commonly and constantly prevails. An animated discussion 
followed, in which Dr M'William, Dr Waller Lewis, Dr 
James Bird, Dr Sibson, Dr Snow, Dr Beattie, and Dr Milroy 
took part. 

The Royal Medico-Botanical Society.—After an 
existence of nearly thirty years, this society is about to bo 
broken up for the want of the necessary funds. 

Fever in Ireland.—In the Clonmel Union there are 
109 fever patients, and the disease is said to be raging 
throughout Ireland. 

Cork Prison Infirmary.—From the report of the sur¬ 
geon of the County Cork prison, for 1851, wo find the fol- 
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lowing results of hospital treatment and expenditure:— 
Number received in hospital, 820 ; daily average number in 
hospital, 42; total number prescribed for, 22,318. Deaths, 
68, viz., fever, 3 ; dysentery, 22; diarrhoea, 8; consumption, 
10; old age and debility, 25. Cost of each patient, per day, 
for sustenance and medicine, 3 jd.; annual cost of medicine, 

65/. 12s. 5d. 
Donations and Bequests to Medical Charities.— 

The authorities of the Free Cancer Hospital advertiso a do¬ 
nation of 50/. from J. D., and one of 20/. from S. A. W. 
The University College Hospital has received 30/. from 
A. B., being the tenth donation from that gentleman, the 
entire amount presented by him being 350/. 

The Autograph of William Harvey.—The auto¬ 
graph of this celebrated physiologist, which was attached to 
a bill of medicines for the household of King Charles I, was 
sold last week at Puttock and Simpson’s for 4/. 

Statistics of Lunatics.—From the annual report of 
the Commissioners in Lunacy, just printed, it appears that 
on the 1st of January 1851, there were 16,45G insane per¬ 
sons confined in asylums, hospitals, and licensed houses in 
England and Wales; of which 7,843 were males, and 8,613 

females. 
Pauper Lunatics.—It appears from the report of the 

Commissioners in Lunacy, just issued, that the total number 
of pauper lunatics in asylums, registered hospitals, and li¬ 
censed houses, on the 1st of January last, was 12,059, or 
5,492 males, and 6,567 females. 

Sickness in India.—A great deal of sickness has pre¬ 
vailed at H}rdrabad, principally fever. The wing of her 
Majesty’s 61th Regiment had during their stay there lost 
seventeen men, seven women, and twenty-six children. The 
river had fallen unusually low, which had been the cause of 
the great prevalence of fever. The troops at Kurrachec 
were healthy, while at Sukkur there was much sickness. 

German Hospital, Dalston.—The report lately read at 
the n.nnnn.1 meeting of the governors of this institution, includ¬ 
ing seven months only, was very favourable. The number of 
in-patients from the 1st of June to the 31st of December 
was 314; of which 105 were accidents. The out-patients 
were 2,071 in number; at the Eastern Dispensary, 608; at 
the Western, 298 : total for the seven months, 3,321. The 
total number of patients since the formation of the hospital 
in 1845 was, in-patients, 2,810; out-patients at the hospital, 
10,134 ; at the Eastern Dispensary, 4,514 ; at the Western, 
1,005: total, 18,463. The receipts for the seven months 
exceeded the expenses by 44/. 12s., which remains as a 
balance, besides a sum of 2,100/. in the new 3^ per Cents.; 
including a sum of 650/. for the erection of the Adolphus 
Ward. Considerable benefit was stated to have been derived 
from a penny subscription. Dr Koenig, of the British 
Museum, lately deceased, had bequeathed it a legacy of 
200/: 30/. also" had been received from an anonymous donor, 
and 31/. 11s. from the Commissioners of the Zollverein at the 
Great Exhibition, the result of a collection among the 
visitors to their department. In consequence of the passage 
of the railway near the hospital, its removal to another 
locality was mooted. If that were effected, an English ward 
would bo perhaps added to the building. 

Prosecutions in County Courts.—The Apothecaries’ 
Society brought an action on the 23rd of January in the 
County Court of North Shields against Mr James Scott, of 
Killingworth, for prescribing and vending medicine without 
a licence. Mr Scott had a diploma from a Scotch institute, 
but the case was proved, and his Honour gave judgment for 
the full penalty of 20/. with costs, to be paid at the end of 

two months. 
Wadsworth v. Collins.—This action was brought for 

the recovery of 25/. for medicines and medical attendance. 
The defendant pleaded that he was liable only for 17/. 10s., 
the charges for medicine which he had paid into court. De¬ 
fendant's”counsel also objected to Mr Wadsworth’s licence, 
which was proved to be extra-urban. Mr James, for the 
plaintiff, utfted that this objection had been decided in the 
case Young v. Greiger. Justice Talfourd summed up, and 

the jury returned a verdict for the full amount claimed. 

The New Medical Bill.—The Shropshire branch of 
the Provincial Association have held a meeting and declared 
in favour of this bill. 

Army Medical Department.—The Commander-in- 
Chief has, on the recommendation of the Superintendent of 
the Medical Department, and at the suggestion of the Secre¬ 
tary at War, directed, that henceforth, and until further 
orders, the inspection of recruits by the district staff sur¬ 
geons, under additional instructions to be furnished to them 
from the Army Medical Department, shall be considered 

final. 
Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society.—The 

following gentlemen were elected Fellows, Jan. 27 George 
Canney, Esq.; George Borlase Childs, Esq.; John Cooper 
Forster, Esq.; Charles Case Smith, Esq.; John Edward 
Stephens, M.D.; John Grove, Esq. At the next meeting, 
Feb. 10, the following gentlemen will be balloted for:— 
Charles Bland Ratcliffe, M.D.; Charles Ridley, Esq. 

The “ Hope ” Prizes.—The two prizes, of 50/. and 30/. 
each, called the “ Hope ” prizes, after Dr Hope, the late Professor 
of Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh, by whom they 
were bequeathed, are announced for competition to any stu¬ 
dent of the class since the session of 1848 ; essays and prepa¬ 
rations “on any chemical subject,” to be lodged before No¬ 

vember, 1852. 
Munificent Donations.—The late Thomas Dickinson, 

of Holloway, bequeathed 1,000/. to the Royal Free Hospital, 
1,000/. to the London Hospital, 1,000/. to the Charing- 
cross Hospital, and 500/. to the Holloway Dispensary. The 
Countess de la Riboisiisre has left all her property, amount¬ 
ing to the enormous sum of 320,000/., to the city of Paris, 
the surviving Count retaining a life-interest. It is intended 
for the foundation of an hospital, which is to bear the name 

of La Riboisibre. 

January 20th, at No 1, Dalston Terrace, James Andrew 

Welch, Esq., surgeon, aged 54. 
January 25th, at his residence, 8 Southampton row, 

Marylebone, John Baptiste de Serney, Esq., M.D., aged 78 
Lately, — Williams, Esq., Surgeon, Burslem. Mr Wil¬ 

liams was one of a party of seven who left Liverpool in Sep¬ 
tember last to fonn a settlement at Terra del Fuego, where, 
on their arrival, they were bitterly opposed by the natives, 
and suffered so much from absolute want of food and the 
vicissitudes of the weather, that all perished. 

On the 25th of June last, at Spring Bay, Hobart Town, 
William Morgan Underwood, M.D., aged 39, sixth son of 
the late Rev. Thomas Underwood, Rector of Ross, and Canon 
Residentiary of Hereford Cathedral. 

We shall esteem it an especial favour if gentlemen will acquaint 
us with the death of any medical man that may occur in their 

respective neighbourhoods. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

To the Profession.—As a proof that the establishment 
of a new journal like the ‘ Medical Circular, upon liberal 
principles, was imperatively demanded, we subjoin a 
notice that appeared in the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette 

of the 31st ult.: 
“ We always endeavour to arrange our journal in the 

order of the professional standing of the various writers. 

Thus, we place physicians before surgeons, and FELLOWS 

before members; but from this rule, in order to suit the 

convenience of the printer, we are sometimes obhged to de¬ 

part,” &c. Ill” 
Thus Sir Benjamin Brodie must give precedence to Dr 

Dash with a Giessen degree, and a hoary-headed member 
of the College of Surgeons, full of experience, if not of 
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honours, must fall to the rear of the last juvenile Fellow 
who had leisure enough to grind for three months, and 
sufficient money to pay the College fee for the fellowship 
—unless, indeed, the convenience of the printer ordain 
otherwise ! Talent is nothing; science nothing; repu¬ 
tation nothing. For all these things the ‘Medical Times 
and Gazette ’ entertains a most supreme contempt. 

We could not have believed, had we not read the an¬ 
nouncement, that in this age of advancing enlightenment 
and liberality the distinctions of class would have con¬ 
stituted the principle upon which a respectable medical 
journal hoped to secure subscribers. We do not treat this 
as a political, but as a social question, and regret that any 
journalist should decide upon a course so likely to foster 
the jealous feelings that unhappily prevail. Have a care 
for your own honour, general practitioners ! 

M.R.C.S. Eng.—We observed the silly notice in the journal 
referred to, but it will not injure us. Both the journals 
have now assailed us, but in vain. The M.T. (Empty) 
Gazette, as it has been facetiously called, has become 
affectedly prudish of late, and discourses of its taste and 
morality in asthmatic sentences. We should like to see 
the face behind the hood! 

M.D. St Andrew’s (Guy’s).—Your suggestion is likely to 
benefit the ‘ Circular.’ Can you aid us in carrying out 
the object you propose ; or do you know any competent 
person to whom we might apply ? We wish to make this 
journal useful to students, and any suggestion that has 
that tendency will be at all times received with pleasure. 
We should think that the students at the hospitals might 
regularly take in this journal, which, at a trifling expense 
(not more than the cost of a three-halfpenny biscuit a 
week), would acquaint them with everything of a scientific 
character passing in the profession. ‘ Every thoughtful 

- man must wonder how this journal can be produced for 
the money. 

Mr Patrick Brown (Leamington Spa).—We are glad that 
you approve of the journal; and with respect to your sug- 

' gestion, you will find by this number that our opinion is hi 
accordance with your own. 

Dr Henry Bennett.—Letter received. It shall be at¬ 
tended to. 

J. L. G. (Buckley Flints).—We shall be most happy to open 
a column for “ Medical Notes and Queries,” as we think 
that the information given might be both interesting and 
useful. The communications should be brief and appo¬ 
site—notes in reality, and not dissertations. With respect to 
meteorological intelligence, we are not so sure that it 
would be generally acceptable, but we are sure that it 
would occupy considerable space, which we can but ill 
spare. 

Sir James E. Anderson.—Letter received. He has our 
thanks for his good wishes. 

J. R. H. (St Albans).—Communication received. 

A Homicidal Greek.—We do not. allow the correctness of 
your appreciation of the gentleman referred to, and therefore 
cannot act in the spirit of your note. As for Mr Adams, 
we think that we have said enough respecting him, and 
more, perhaps, than he likes; but he challenged our com¬ 
ments, and we were not unprepared to meet him. He is 
a wiser man now than he was a month ago, and we con¬ 
gratulate lnm upon it. All men should endeavour to profit 
by experience and good counsel. 

Dr Cotton.—We are sorry that we cannot comply with 
your request, so trust that you will comply with ours. 
Since writing the foregoing we find that Dr Cotton has 
indited an epistle to the M. T. Gazette, in which he 
threatens to lead an opposition to the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 
Funny fellow ! We have heard that some people’s brains 
are made of wool—in this instance we suspect that it is 
colfon-wool. If we should unluckily drop a little acid upon 

• it, it will doubtless explode. We think that the space the 

‘ Gazette ’ allowed to this foolish letter would have been 
better occupied with Mr Syme’s reply. This would have 
been true courage. We shall probably follow the exam¬ 
ple set us by the M.T. Gazette, and publish the letter our¬ 
selves. 

W. Collyns, Esq. (Drewsteignton.)—You will observe 
that your suggestion has been acted on. We hope that it 
will prove useful. 

DrHy. Stokes (Bristol); F. P. Evans, Esq. (Newmarket- 
on-Fergus); H. Sandis, Esq. ; Wamphray Moffat, 
N.B.; and numerous other gentlemen, are thanked for 
their cordial support. 

Dr Thos. H. Pemberton (Taunton).—We highly appre¬ 
ciate your frank and judicious opinion. There are diffi¬ 
culties to encounter in the direction you have pointed 
out, of which you can scarcely form a just conception. It 
is not the will, but the ability must be proved at the outset, 
and then the difficulties will rapidly vanish. As you say, 
" sat verbum.’’ 

We have received the following letter respecting Dr Alderson, 
and we publish it with great pleasure : 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I have enclosed a P.O. order for my subscription 
to your journal, which will become a sine qua non to the 
medical profession. Allow me to observe that in your 
memoir of Dr James Alderson you have omitted to men¬ 
tion, or his modesty has not permitted him to acquaint 
you, that he was presented with a magnificent piece of 
plate (on his leaving Hull) by the medical practitioners 
iu Hull and the neighbourhood; and I beg further to in¬ 
form you, that no man ever left his sphere of practice more 
regretted than the estimable subject of your memoir, 
who, by his excellent qualities and superior abilities, com¬ 
manded the admiration of all around him.—I remain, 
Sir, yours, &c., F. P. A. 

Killiam, Feb. 2, 1852. 

Dr Dickson.—We fear that we shrill not be able to find 
space for your lengthy communication, but the subject of 
it will not be forgotten. Although we are no advocates 
of chrono-thermal doctrines, we hope to show ourselves 
too liberal to exclude the contributions of any man or men 
because they happen to differ from us in opinion. 

G. S. (Aberdeenshire).—We cannot publish your friendly 
letter from want of space, but we are obliged to you for 
the kind expressions it contains. 

Juvenis (Llandovery) cannot have read our last number 
very carefully, or he would have found the information he 
requires among the “Medical News.” Let him look 
again. 

Mr H. Duncan Smith (Upper Belgrave place, Pimlico).-— 
Your Communication has been received, and will be found 
useful. 

A. B. (St Andrews).—We suspect that we can discover our 
correspondent through his disguise. Our eyes are won¬ 
derfully sharp. Your letter is placed in the hands of the 
Editors of the ‘ Medical Directory,’ but it would have been 
much more satisfactory if A. B. had in confidence for¬ 
warded to us his name. 

Mr Stephen Parrock.—We feel gratified by your liberal 
commendation of our labours. The Publisher will attend 
to the business portion of your letter. 

The Beginning of the End of the New Equitable.— 

A rumour is abroad that a division has occurred among 
the managers of the New Equitable, which is likely to 
terminate in the ejection of some of the active promoters 
of this family job. We trust to be able to give full parti¬ 
culars in another number. 

A Voice from Paris.—We are much obliged to you for 
your good wishes and kind intentions. Your influence in 
that quarter will be acceptable. That this is the first 
English Journal there can be. no doubt. 



This Day is Published, 12mo, price Is., 

Crime and Insanity : their Causes, 
Connexion, and Consequences; hoW Distinguished, and how 

Treated by Human Legislation. 

By C. M. Burnett, M.D. 

By the same Author, in 8vo, price 9S. 

The Philosophy of Spirits in 
RELATION to MATTER j showing the real existence of two very 
distinct kinds of entity, material and immaterial, Which unite to 
form the different bodies that compose the universe, organic and in* 
organic, by which the phenomena of light, electricity, motion, life, 
and mind are reconciled and explained. 

By the same Author, 8vo, price 5s., 

Insanity Tested by Science, and 
shown to be a disease rarely connected with permanent organic 
lesion of the brain. 

London: Samuel Highley, 32 Fleet street. 

For Varicose Veins and Weak¬ 
ness.—surgical ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature, without the trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong j low-priced article for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful Fabric. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for both Sexes ; those for ladies' use 
behire and af.er accouchement, arc admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support With extreme lightness—a point little attended to 
in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post fl'om the Sole Manufacturers, POPE 
and PLANTE, 4 Waterloo place, Pall mall. The Profession, Trade, 

and Hospitals supplied. 

Galvanism.—The most 
efficient Apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

the Cure of Disease, is the ELECTRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the ofily Machine that possesses the quality that is essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current ol 
Galvanism in ONE direction only.—Manufactured only by HORNE, 
THORNTHWA1TE, and WOOD, 123 aiid 121 Newgate street, Lon¬ 
don. Price 31. 3s., 51. 5s., 81. 8i., and upwards. 

('I entlemen of the Medical Pro- 
X fession and others, who take an interest in Electricity, are 

respectfully invited to inspect 

THE NEW PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

1\/redical 
IV I efficient A 

T he “ (Egle Marmelos,” or Pre- 
■ served Fruit ot the Indian Bael.—Mr KEATING, St Paul s 

Churchyard, begs to invite the attention of the Medical Profession to 
this elegant and unique preparation, which, in the form of an after- 
dinner Preserve, possesses the properties of a Specific for Dysentery, 
without unduly astringing the bowels. Samples may be obtained on 
application. Mr Keating has just received a fresh supply of KOUSSO, 
the price of which is 2s. the oz.; dose, for adult, j oz. 

A New Discovery.—Mr Howard, 
Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an entirely 

NEW DESCRIPTION of ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without springs, 
wires or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural Teeth as 
not to be distinguished from the original by the closest observer: they 
will NEVER CHANGE COLOUR or DECAY, and Will be found 
very superior to any Teeth ever before used. This method does not 
reauire the extraction of roots or any painful operation, and will give 
sunoort and preserve Teeth that are loose, and is guaranteed to re¬ 
store articulation and mastication ; and that Mr Howard's improve¬ 
ments may be within the reach of the most economical, he has fixed 
his charges at the lowest scale possible. Decayed Teeth rendered 
sound And useful in mastication. 

52 Fleet street. At home from Teh till Five. 

Invented by Mr J. L. Pulvermacher, of Vienna, which maybe said, 
without exaggeration, to open a new era in the history of galvanism, 
and its applications to medical and other purposes, and have met With 
the most universal approbation wherever they have been produced. 

A Battery of sufficient intensity to communicate shocks through 
from eight to ten persons, perfectly to contract a limb without any 
sensation of pain, decomposing distilled water, and, in short, produc¬ 
ing all the effects of a powerful voltaic pile of 120 combinations, 
occupies the spaco of only fifteen cubic inches, the ordinary size of 

a pocket-book! . 
They are besides permanently connected and arranged, so as to do 

at all moments ready fol- instantaneous use, wherever a cup of vinegar 
can be procured. The current is always in one direction and 
primart YOLtAlsM, not ^secondary impulses, as in the old Coil ma¬ 

chines, . , , 
The new principle on which these powerful and portable Batteries 

are constructed, has likewise been carried out in Weak Chain Bat¬ 
teries fol- personal use, (weight about two ounces,) which, when 
worn on the body, exercise n mild but continuous 
intiuetiec on the same, of a highly beneficial 
character in many chronic diseases. The effects of these 
small chains can be perceived the moment the chain is applied to the 
body ; and they likewise decompose unacidulated water. _ 

The apparatus may be freely tested, and a full description of this 
extraordinary invention may be had, at the Depot, 103 Leadenhall 
street, City, and 71 Quadrant, Regent street. 

’ C. MEINIG, Resident Manager. 

This Invention has been illustrated, with success, before the Royal 
College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 1 liarma- 
ceutical Society, and the Royal British Association in London t the 
Ac idemie Nationale de Medcclnc, at Paris, on the 1st of Aptil, 1831, 
unanimously voted thanks to the inventor, for the communication 
of the same : and it is already in extensive use in the hospitals of 
London, Paris, and Vienna. ,, . 

t .“We have in this ingenious Invention that 
which lias long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest 
possible bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricy of moderate tension, and always in one Rirecuon. 
.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvermacher's Invention too 
strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.”—Extract of Dr 
Golding Bird’s Letter, 29tli of August, 1851. Published with his 
kind permission. 

AGENTS IN 

Artificial Eyes.—The 
Prize MEDAL of the Great Exhibition was awarded exclu- 

iwelyto the EYES made by W. R. GltOSSMITH, 175 Meet street, 
London. They are fitted in a few hours without pain or operation, in 
every ca^e where sight has been lost; they effect a perfect Movement, 
in accordance with the action of the natural eye; the colours of the 
Iris are closely matched, and they’ are the only Artificial Eyes yet in¬ 
vented, not liable to Crack in weai ing. Sent by post to all parts of the 
world, from the manufactory, 175 Fleet street, London. 

* * References given to the Senior Surgeons of the Royal Ophthal¬ 
mic Bartholomew's, St George's, Thomas's, and all tho principal hos¬ 
pitals of London, Edinburgh Dublin, Liverpool, &o., by whom they 
mo recommended. 

Bath: Bell & Moody, and Geo. 
Brail am 

Bedford: Th. Ward. 
Berwick: J. Davidson. 
Bideford: Th. Hogg. 
Bridgewater: John Harman. 
Bristol: Ferris and Score. 
Cambridge: J. H. Jones. 
Cirencester: J. W. Mason. 
Clifton : Schacht. 
Derby: Jos. Bloor. 
Devonport: T. Heydon. 
Dover: Thummery & Son. 
Edinburgh : Duncan, Flockart, 

and Co., and J. Mackay. 
Guernsey: F. Mackenzie. 
Halifax: J. Thomson, Bath 

Parade. 
Hastings; —Mason. 
Huntingdon: J. Provost. 
Lincoln: C. K. Tomlinson. 

Liverpool: A. Abraham and Co., 
amt J. Baker Edwards. 

Manchester: Jn. and Wm.Wood 
and J. B. Dancer. 

Ncwcaslle : Gilpin and Co 
Nottingham: F. Sliepperly. 
Pctworth : John A. Cocker. 
Plymouth: Ch. Fox Hinton. 
Portsmouth: —Woollveti. 
Rochester: T. S. King. 
Sheffield: Chadburn Brothers. 
Southampton : Ran lull and Son. 
Sunderland: J. Ititson and Son, 

and J. Dixon. 
Taunton : F. and C. Lake. 
Torquay: Fisher Brothers. 
Warrington : Sam. Webster. 
Wolverhampton: W. Bailey & Co. 
Bombay: J. Turner. 
Cape Town: J. S. Poeock & Co. 
Gibraltar: N.Ch. Matthiason. 

A llsopp’s East India Pale and 

delivery '» »< ?>«»!«» 
and ire wards eUlicr singly or in any quantity, at their respective 
Stores S under where also a list of the Bottlers may be baa. The 
Brewery BurKi-Trc.it; 61 King William street, City, London; 
Cook street! Liverpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester Royal Brewery. Dudley; 33 Virginia ftU’CCt, Glasgow. 



IX/Tedical,—To be Disposed of, 
-L'-*- the Succession to a PRACTICE in Wiltshire, with AP¬ 
POINTMENTS attached worth 1801. A Gentleman of talent and 
skill (and wi(i! guch only would the Vendor treat), who is desirous of 
embarking in practice, will find this well worthy his attention, as it 
affords an excellent opening for securing a Handsome Income. A 
fair introduction will be given. Premium required, 5001. Full par¬ 
ticulars may be obtained on application (personal preferred) to Mr 
Harris, Medical Directory Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

of wav 
A Gentleman in 

X/Tedical 
An eldei 

]V| edical 
JJLL man in Wf 

jl/T edical Practice by 
TWELVEMONTHS’ PARTNERSHIP, 

the North, who is about to leave England, is desirous of introducing a 
Successor to a small, well established, PRACTICE, with an APPOINT¬ 
MENT which he has held some years. Receipts about 3001. per 
annum. Premium if in two payments, 3001., or in o ie payment 2501. 
A suitable young English Gentleman may greatly improve and ex¬ 
tend this practice for reasons which will be explained on application to 
Mr Harris, Medical Directory Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Practice in Berks.— 
elderly Gentleman, desirous of retiring, wishes to 

meet with a SUCCESSOR for a small, old-established PRACTICE, 
returning about 2501. per annum ; which, under the superintendence 
of an active young man of ability, might be greatly and profitably 
extended. Premium required, 2001. only. Application to be made to 
Mr Harris, Medical Directory Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

N.B.—Mr Harris has al-o other Practices for Disposal. 

Assistants.—Wanted, by 
aGe itleman residing at a watering-place on the South Coast, 

a duly-qualified ASSISTANT, about 25 or 30 years of age. One ac¬ 
customed to Union and Club Practice, and possessing good Testi¬ 
monials, is offered a comfortable home with gentlemanly treatment. 
Salary to commence at 401. Personal application to be made between 
the hours of 11 and 3, to Mr Harris, Medical Directory Offices, 4 Adam 
street, Adelphi. 

Assistants.—A Gentle- 
Wales is in immediate want of a VISITING and 

DISPENSING ASSISTANT, with or without a qualification. It is 
essential that he should be a young man of character, good profes¬ 
sional attainments, and accustomed to Union and Club Practice. 
Salary, 401. per annum. Application (personal) to be made between 
the hours of 11 and 3, to Mr Harris, Medical Directory Offices, 4 Adam 
street, Adelphi. 

N.B.—Assistants of good character and professional ability may 
generally meet with engagements by applying to Mr Harris. 

Davenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
of QUININE and IRON. 
From Dr Golding Bird. 

“ 19 Myddelton square. 
“ I have now for sofne time employed pretty largely the triple 

Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapentic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to-be of very great value in cases in which the use of tile 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the leest of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S. 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 

“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 
P'rom Dr Geo. P. Mat. 

“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 
of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, pr, pared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and An® 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
the therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “Geo. P. Mat, M.D. 

“ Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissatio a, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Teat. 4s. 6d. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d per lb. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
and Is. per oz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profession. 

J.T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to HJR.H/the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

Mee eeting; of Parliament,—News- 
t.) 

apers.—The ‘LANCET’ and all the other London News¬ 
papers regularly supplied, in Town and Country. 

Advertisements and Notices of Births, Deaths, and Marriages, in¬ 
serted in all the Newspapers of the United Kingdom. 

A List of London Newspapers for 1852, with their Politics, Days of 
Publication, Ac., sent gratis on application. 

W. DAWSON and SONS, Abchurch yard, and 74 Cannon street. 
City, London. Established 1809. 

Drug Price Currents forwarded 
free of Postage, on application, by Messrs HEWLETT and 

GODDARD, Wholesale Druggists, G Arthur street West, Upper 
Thames street, near London bridge, removed from Hatton garden ; 
containing the ready-cash prices for Drugs and Pharmaceutical Pre¬ 
parations of tlie purest quality. Messrs H. and G. solicit the atten¬ 
tion of the Medical Profession resident in the Provinces, Infirmary 
Committees, Dispensaries, &c. &c., to the advantages attendant upon 
the above Price Current 

palmer’s Patent Artificial Leg.— 
JL A Manufactory of this leg has been established at No. 30 Regent 

--- street, Waterloo place, where all who 
applied to Mr Palmer, when in London, 
also those who have not yet seen the leg, 
are invited to call. 

Pamphlets containing a description 
and testimonials of the leg will be sup¬ 
plied gratis. 

“ The Artificial Leg, patented by Mr 
Palmer, is, in its way, a most admirable, 
ingenious, and philanthropic contri¬ 
vance, and its invention is remarkably 
characteristic of the country from which 
it comes. Having closely examined it, 
we can testify to its merit on the lead¬ 
ing points specified, nor have we any 
reason to doubt that the enamelled sur¬ 
face of this leg, as stated, is rivalled 
only by the mechanism of nature; and 
that a lady may wear silk hose and slip¬ 
pers, without betraying the loss she has 
sustained, and cannot fail to be a great 
boon to suffering humanity.”—‘Times,’ 
Sept. 19, 1851. 

“As an unrivalled piece of mechan¬ 
ism, effecting very wonderful results in 
the most simple manner, it is curious to 
all lovers of ingenuity, and will well re¬ 
pay examination; but as a positive ser¬ 
vice to humanity; obviating some of the 
greatest evils resulting from the ampu¬ 
tation of a limb, it is deserving of more 
than a passing notice. The peculiarities 

—■■ of this invention are—1st, an arrange- 
mont of springs and cords, by which, when the wearer is in an erect 
position, the limb is extended, and the foot flexed, so as to present a 
natural appearance ; 2nd, an arrangement of springs, by which the 
foot and toes are easily and gradually extended when the heel is 
placed in contact with the ground ; 3rd, by peculiar arrangement of 
the knee-joint it is rendered little liable to wear, and all lateral oi 
rutary motion is avoided.”—Morning Chronicle, Aug. 15, 1851. 

“ We have been one of these legs in use, and have repeatedly 
known persons to be deceived as to the fact of the limb being arti¬ 
ficial, and unable to determine which was the one supplied by ait. 
—‘Art-Journal,’ Aug., 1851. , , . „ , 

“For our own part, we confess that, after watching Mr Palmer 
walking across the avenue several times, very narrowly, we e e 
unable to distinguish between the real and the artificial limb. 
‘ Illustrated London News,’Aug. 23, 1851. , 

“The Patent Artificial Leg of Mr Palmer is a most admirable, 
ingenious, and philanthropic contrivance. It is far superior to all 
others that have been hitherto invented, and is a valuable addition 
to our means of removing the inconvenience arising from a severe 
mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are, life-like elasticity and 
flexibility, excessive lightness, duratiility, adaptability, and perfec¬ 
tion of exterior appearance.”—‘The Lancet,’Jan. 3, 18 )2. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 
inqui l ies from the country, begs to state that the following aie the 
terms for inserting Advertisements: — 

Eight lines and under. ® ® 
Every additional line . ® ” ** 
Whole Column. * *“ 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex/, 
at the Office of Ueynell and Weight, 16 Little I ulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and. 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
in the City of Westminster.—February 11, 1852. . 
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N otice.—The 4 Medical Direc- 
TOfHES for IRELAND and SCOTLAND,’ 1852, arc now ready, 

and have been posted to Subscribers. Any gentleman who may 
not have received his Copy is requested to communicate the same to 
the Editors, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, London. Price to Subscribers, 
5s., to Non-Subscribers, 6s. 

N.B. Those gentlemen who have not yet forwarded their Subscrip¬ 
tions, will be pleased to do so without delay, by means of Post-office 
order or Postage Stamps. The former is the safer, and should be 
drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, London; 
payable at the Branch office, Charing cross. 

T he London and Provincial 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, 1852, price 10s., is now ready, 

containing the Name, Address, Qualifications, Appointments, and 
Literary Productions of every known Qualified Practitioner in 
England an 1 Wales — Almanac—Universities — Colleges — Halls— 
Hospitals—Dlspensares—Medical and Scientific Societies—Public 
Medical Services — List of Coroners—Obituary, with Memoirs—and 
an amount of Miscellaneous Information relating to the Medical 
Profession, extending to more than 700 closely-printed pages. 

“ For care in compilation, for labour well bestowed, and for research, 
this Directory cannot bo rivalled. Medical men and public societies 
cannot dispense with it any more than they can with the clerical, 
legal, or naval and military works of ttie same class and character.”— 
Observer. 

John Churchill, Prince’s street, Soho, and 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Drug¬ 

gists, <fec., that tl>e Leeches they offer arc such as can be recom¬ 
mended for purity, health, and readiness of biting. 

Potter and Hailey, Importers of Leeches, Turkey Sponge, Herbal¬ 
ists, &c., 6i Farilngdon market, London. 

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF FORTY YEARS. 

Y\avenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
I / of QUININE and IRON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 
“ 19 Myddelfon square. 

“ I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 
Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It lias appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the lerst of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the stomach e-pecially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. _ 

“Golding Bird, A M. M.D. F.R.S. 
« Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medka at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Ane¬ 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibilion of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. Tin’s preparation appears to comb ne nil 
the therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties which renders it an admirable medicine In the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “Gbo. P. May, M.D. 

TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 
prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quan.ity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test 4s. 6 '. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid dtaenm. 

2SSYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and I It OX. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d. per “>• 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. Iho Solid and !*luid Lxtiacts, Is. 3a. 
i and Is. per oz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 6s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 

mended by Mr Salter, ot Poole, in Epilepsy. , 
All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 

t0 ^T.1'DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.H. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 



MB HOOPEB’S IMPEOYED 

INVALID WATER OB AIB CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided, 

(See 4 The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place. Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

Fov further reports of their utility, see Mr Csesar Hawkins’s Letter in the 4 Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the 4 Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, 4 Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asylums. 
Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, tho Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

they afford. 
Middlesex Lunatic Assylum Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 

Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Halt Asylum, Bow 
Ilailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King's College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir¬ 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-park Asylum, near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke’s Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevennaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George's Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Teignmouth and Dawlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
W est Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Warley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty's Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for tho Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of tho Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers bad an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ He had observed in a periodical ot 
last week, two cases which struck him at shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured bis thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the .Medical Orticer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, however, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority." 

EXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. More recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change liis position, nor get off his couch. Being made of Indii rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, leikage is avoided; 
and Mr Hooper's Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
also particularly applicable for children’s cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto tlic majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise, the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 
WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 

Mr HOOPER has succeeded in obtaining Waterproof Sheeting, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected bj 
temperature, acids, nor alkalies, and may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 
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$Eirm 
OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

There are few diseases to which the female is subject 

more obscure or more agonizing than that called by Sir 

Charles Clarke vascular tumour of the lining membrane of 

the urethra. We have reason to believe that this affection 

is not unfrequent, but is commonly mistaken for other 

diseases, which in general symptoms it closely resembles. 

We have known it to be erroneously regarded and treated 

as a uterine complaint, as stone in the bladder, and as a 

simple neuralgic affection. The latter supposition can only 

be viewed as a confession of ignorance of the nature of the 

malady. In the last number of the ‘ London Monthly 

Journal ’ there is an interesting paper on this disease, com- 

Licrature and excision are recommended in cases where 
the growth is not attached by a very broad base ; and the 
ligature is preferred in consequence of the hemorrhage 
likely to occur after excision. In either instance . Mr Nor¬ 
man thinks that “ a powerful caustic should be applied to the 
point from which the tumour has been removed, to prevent 
reproduction.” The actual cautery and caustics are recom¬ 
mended for the removal of the small excrescences near the 
orifice, and when they coalesce, forming two or more 
growths. Potass, nitric acid, and pemitrate of mercury are 
the best applications. Bougies are employed when the 
growths a fleet the interior of the urethra. 

These growths are non-malignant, and are extremely 
liable to be reproduced after removal. They are observed 
at all ages, but we are inclined to think occur more 
frequently in married than single women, and about the 
period of the climacteric than at other ages. 

The same journal contains a paper by Dr Robert Semple, 

entitled,—■ 

• Stamp. Practical Remarks on General Blood-Letting.' 
municated by Mr H. B. Norman, entitled,— 

* On Vascular Tumour and Morbid Vascularity of the 
Female Urethra.' 

Mr Norman sums up his views of the pathology and 

treatment in a series of conclusions, and as they are clear 

and succinct, we will quote a few of the points most useful 

in diagnosis and practice. He observes:— 

“1. That the urinary passage of the female is, in its 

whole extent, from the external orifice to its termination in 

the bladder, liable to become the seat of excrescences; and 

that though the orifice is the most frequent seat of these 

growths, they are not very uncommon in the interior of the 

canal. 
“ 2. Though entitled to one common appellation from 

their vascularity, they differ much in some other respects. 

Thus, in size, they may vary from a simple large granula¬ 

tion to a tumour as large as a date, or, as in the case 

related by Mr Warner (Case ix), as a turkey’s egg; in 

consistence, from something scarcely exceeding the solidity 

of jelly, to a considerable degree of firmness; in external 
surface, they may be perfectly smooth, or granular; in form, 
flattened and sessile, rounded, and growing irregularly from 
the whole margin of the meatus, or pediculated and pen¬ 
dulous : sensitive to the highest degree, or, as. in one 
instance quoted (Case x), not even sensible. .Them , sensi¬ 
bility bears no relation to them size, unless it be m the 
inverse ratio; the smallest excrescence certainly gives equal 
pain and distress with the largest. . ... 

“ 8. The most constant symptom of the disease is pain, in 
the urethra, greatly augmented during micturition, which 
is sometimes suppressed by dread, and sometimes excessively 
frequent from the extension of the irritation to the bladder; 
augmented, also, by all movements of the vulva, by.coition, 
and during the menstrual flux. A muco-purulent discharge 
from the vagina accompanies the growth, and there are 
occasionally severe sympathetic pains in the loins, pelvis, 
hips, and inside of the thighs, and a discharge of blood, 
leading to the idea that the case is one of calculus of the 
bladder. To prevent this mistake, which has been often 
made, whenever the more common symptoms are present, 
and not accounted for by a morbid condition of the urine, 

careful examination of the vulva should be made before 

an opinion is given.” 
Mr Norman then lays down the rules of treatment, and, 

viewing the disease as strictly local, he enjoins treatment of 
a similar character. We are satisfied that he is right, as 
experience has fully shown that general treatment is wholly 
useless. The local treatment consists in “cauterisation, 
caustics, astringent lotions, excision, ligature, and pressure 

by bougies.” 

Agreeing, as we do, with the general principles enunciated, 
we cannot allow that the cases adduced in illustration have 
either novelty, force, or felicity. The first two cases, apparently 
ofanoemia in French girls, expose the disgraceful abuse rather 
than the use of general blood-letting. The third case, re¬ 
garded as incipient pneumonia, proves nothing; the treat¬ 
ment having been, in fact, directed by the patient s mama, 
who was called in consultation, and decided for tartar- 
emetic in preference to the lancet. . The fourth case is. a 
record of what appears to have been inflammatory croup in 
a child suffering at the same time from the irritation of den¬ 
tition, and is rather more to the purpose. We can, however, 
assure Dr Semple that he announces no novelty, and that m 
the depressing atmosphere of this metropolis, blood-letting, 
even for croup, is very cautiously employed by prudent prac¬ 
titioners. The fifth case neither disproves the efficacy of 
blood-letting, nor proves the value of the treatment adopted. 
It is a case of acute rheumatism, and in this disease the old 
practice of copious blood-letting, frequently repeated, simply 
because the blood was found buffed after each depletion, is 
already exploded. We hardly wanted a case in point, 
especially one in which six leeches were employed to relieve 
impending pericarditis. We suspect that if this complica¬ 
tion had been severe, the lancet would, in a moment of 
weakness, have been permitted to liberate the crimson 
stream. We are justified in expressing this suspicion, 
because we find that after Dr Semple had determined.to 
adopt the plan of treating acute rheumatism by lemon-juice 
he was afraid to rely upon his chosen remedy, and had 
recourse at the same time to the routine combination of 
calomel and opium! The patient recovered, as usual, m 
three weeks, and the case is then selected from .among 
many as a fair specimen of curing acute rheumatism by 
lemon-juice! The sixth case illustrates only negative re¬ 
sults, according to the admission of the author; and we 

therefore dismiss the subject. 
Dr J. Y. Simpson occupies some pages of the February 

number of the ‘ Edinburgh Monthly Journal,’ with a 

paper on,'— 

< Turning as a Substitute for Craniotomy in Labour 
Delayed by Obstruction at the Brim of the Pelvis. ’ 

After a denunciation of craniotomy upon ethical grounds, 
the doctor proceeds to state his reasons for preferring the 
operation of turning, and adduces cases in support oi his 
views. He remarks that the configuration ot the foetal 
head resembles a cone whose widest part is formed by the 
biparietal diameter of the skull at its arch and its narrowest 
by tlie bimastoid diameter at the base. The bimastoid 
diameter is incompressible ; the biparietal diameter, on the 
contrary may be compressed laterally, “ or even depressed 
or indented at some point, without necessarily destroying 
the life of the child,” consequently, when there is contrac¬ 
tion at the brim of the pelvis, Dr Simpson thinks that the 
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foetus should he turned, that the narrowest portion of the 
cone may he first brought through the brim, and that by 
the force the operator is thus enabled to employ, the arch or 
widest diameter of the head may be compressed to a degree 
sufficient to allow of its transit. 

Allowing that there is a better chance for the life of the 
child when turning is employed than when craniotomy is 
resorted to, let us observe what Dr Simpson says with 
respect to the mother:— 

“ The operation of turning, under the circumstances we 
speak of, will, I believe, be found also to be more safe to the 
life of the mother than the operation of craniotomy. In 
every instance the operation of craniotomy is necessarily fatal 
to tlm infant; but in a very large proportion, also, this 
operation is fatal to the mother. The statistical results 
collected by Dr Churchill and others, show that craniotomy 
is fatal to the mother in about 1 in every 5 cases in which 
it is performed; while turning does not gcneiailly prove 
fatal in above 1 in every 15 or 16 patients, even including 
complicated cases. Besides, it affords this great source of 
safety to the mother, that, cceteris paribus, delivery by turn¬ 
ing can be, and is, as a general rule, adopted far earlier in 
the labour than delivery by craniotomy; and in proportion 
as it is practised earlier, so far also will it be practised with 
greater safety and greater success,—the maternal mortality 
attendant upon parturition, whether natural or operative, 
increasing always in a ratio progressive with the increased 
duration of the labour.” 

Dr Simpson fortifies his practice by the opinion of Dr 
Denman, whom he quotes to prove the safety to the mother, 
wftli which extreme force may be used to extract the foetus. 
On this point Dr Denman remarks :— 

“ When we have in vain exerted all the force which we 
think reasonable and proper, and which, in some cases, must 
be more than any circumstances would be thought to re¬ 
quire, it will be expedient to rest, for the purpose of gaining 
all the advantage to be gained by the compression of the 
head. On this account, the mother will actually suffer no 
more inconvenience, than would have been purchased if the 
head had originally presented, and been locked in the pelvis. 
After waiting some time, we must renew our attempts to 
extract, and thus proceed, alternately resting and acting 
with efficacy and resolution, and if the hold we may have 
of the body or extremities of the child does not suit," a silk 
handkerchief or other band may be passed round its neck, 
and this will be found a very handy and convenient instru¬ 
ment. It must (Dr Denman adds) be a very great dis¬ 
proportion between the head of the child and the pelvis, 
which is able to withstand this method of proceeding, if we 
persevere in it with prudence and steadiness; because the 
integuments of the head will burst, or the bones he bent 
inwards in an extraordinary degree, or even broken. 

“ Nor (concludes Dr Denman) have I ever known any ill 
consequences follow the compression which the soft parts 
undergo, between the head of the child and the sides of the 
pelvis, if proper attention were afterwards paid to the state 
of the bladder and rectum.” 

The same number of the ‘ Edinburgh ’ contains a crush¬ 
ing assault on “ Ilmnceopathi/” as represented in the person of 
Dr Mure, President of the School of Homoeopathy, at Rio 
Janeiro. This genius, following out the principles taught 
by his master to their extreme logical results, has discovered 
a “ specific for the hereditary itch,” which “ Is neither more 
nor less than the human louse.” This is, without doubt, a 
very delectable counter-irritant. With reference to this 
immortal discovery Dr Mure observes, “ I imagine I have 
done a substantial service both to the theory and practice 
of our art. Those only who devote themselves to such 
laborious researches can appreciate the sense of inward 
enjoyment which attends such a conviction!” Reader, if 
you want our authority, we refer you to the ‘ Edinburgh 
Monthly.’ 

We may venture to take credit to ourselves’ for the im¬ 
proved style of Mr Guthrie’s Lectures in the ‘ Lancet,’ 
which, although retaining much of their vivacious character, 
are now more replete with practical instruction. In his 

lecture published in the ‘ Lancet ’ of the 14th instant, Mr 
Guthrie commehts on the peculiarities and 

‘ Treatment of Gun-shot Wounds.’ 

He observes:— 

“ The treatment of simple gun-shot or flesh wounds 
should be, under ordinary circumstances, as simple as 
themselves. Nothing should be applied but a piece of linen 
or lint, wetted with cold water; this may bo retained by a 
strip of sticking-plaster, or any other thing applicable for 
the purpose of keeping the injured part covered. A com¬ 
press of wet linen will be useful, moistened with iced-water 
when procurable; and a few inches of a linen bandage may 
be sewn on, to prevent the compress from changing its posi¬ 
tion during sleep. If the wound is tender, a little oil, lard, 
or simple ointment may be placed over it. A roller as a 

surgical application is useless, if not injurious. At the first 
and second battles in Portugal every wound had a roller 
applied over it, which soon became stiff, bloody and dirty. 
They did no good, were for the most part cut off with 
scissors, and thus rendered useless. When really wanted at 
a later period, they were not forthcoming. An advancing 
army cannot, and ought not to carry with it casks full of 
rollers; and the apothecary-general had better have, in¬ 
stead, one large case full of good wax candles; for although 
every regimental-surgeon ought to have four in his panniers, 
kept as carefully for emergencies as his capital instruments, 
they will require from time to time to be replaced. No 
roller should be more than two inches and a quarter wide, 
and made of good strong coarse cotton, very much, in fact, 
the reverse of the rollers instrument-makers like to supply. 

Cold or iced water may be used as long as cold is grate¬ 
ful to the sufferer. When it ceases to be so, it should be 
exchanged for warm, applied in any convenient way which 
modern improvements have suggested, whether by piline, 
gutta. perclia, &c. An evaporating poultice may be used 
in private life, but no poultices should be permitted in a 
military hospital, until the principal officer hi charge is 
satisfied they are necessary. They are generally cloaks for 
negligence; and certain precursors of amputation in all 
serious injuries of bones and joints. They are used to 
alleviate pain, stiffness, swelling, the uneasiness arising from 
cold, and to encourage the commencing or impeded action 
of the vessels towards the formation of matter. As soon as 
the effect intended has been obtained, the poultice should be 
abandoned, and recourse again had to water, hot or cold, 
with compress and bandage. I was in the habit of calling 
a poultice a cover*s!ut. 

“Many simple flesh-wounds are cured in four weeks; the 
greater part in six. Fresh air and cold water are essential. 
Purgatives may be occasionally given, and abstinence is an 
excellent remedy. Emetics, bleeding, and something 
approaching to starvation as to solids, are of great import¬ 
ance if the sufferers should be irregular in their habits, or 
the inflammatory symptoms run high.” 

^ Another important point of great practical interest Mr 
Guthrie thus settles: 

“ Suppose that a man bo brought for assistance with a 
wound through the thigh, in the immediate vicinity of the 
femoral artery, and which he says bled considerably at the 
moment of injury, but had ceased. Is the surgeon warranted 
in cutting down upon the artery, and putting ligatures upon 
it on suspicion? Every man in his senses ought to answer 
No. The surgeon should take the precaution of applying a 
tourniquet loosely on the limb, and o ' placing the man in a 
situation where he can receive constant attention in case of 
need; bi t he is not authorised to proceed to any operation 
unless another bleeding should demonstrate the injury, and 
the. necessity for suppressing it. By the same reasoning, 
incisions are not to be made into the thigh on the specula¬ 
tion that they may be hereafter required. If the confusion 
which has enveloped this subject be retnoved, and bleeding 
arteries, broken bones, and the lodgment of extraneous sub¬ 
stances, be admitted to be the only legitimate causes for 
dilating wounds in the first instance, the arguments in 
favour of primary dilatation in other cases, must fall to the 
ground.” 
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Mr Stanley, at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, has lately per¬ 
formed the operation revived by Mr Fergusson, of 

‘ Excision of the Hip Joint' 

In this case there was suppuration around the joint 
communicating externally by several fistulous openings. 
A circular incision, with the concavity looking inwards, 
was made over the joint, the flap was raised, and the 
neck of the bone exposed. One of the abscesses was 
now found to burrow under the glutams maximus, and 
the head of the bone having been brought into view by rota¬ 
ting the limb inwards, it was determined to remove it, 
which was effected by dividing the neck of the bone with 
strong forceps. The head of the bone was found to be cari¬ 
ous. °Mr Stanley lias also removed the spine of the scapula 
also affected by caries. 

At the same hospital Mr Skey has lately performed the 
operation of 

* Excision of a Cancerous Tumour and a Portion 
of the Lower Maxilla 

The malignant growth in this instance had twice recurred. 
At first it appeared merely as a small tumour on the upper lip 
which Mr Skey removed ; it then, after several months, re¬ 
curred of larger size near the angle of the mouth, and was ex¬ 
cised by Mr Stanley while the patient was under the influence 
of chloroform. During the present operation the chloroform 
was not employed as on the former occasion, when it was ne¬ 
cessary to leave the operation unfinished in consequence of the 
injurious effects produced by the anaesthetic agent on the 
system. The tumour was about the size of a hen’s egg, and 
was excised together with two inches square of the maxilla, 
which was observed to be in a suspicious state. 

In the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ of the 14th instant 
Frofessor Quain gives us a practical lecture 

‘ On Diseases of the Rectum.' 

Mr Quain objects as a general rule to excision in internal 
haemorrhoids and to ligature in external haemorrhoids; an 
opinion in which he will be found to agree with the majority of 
prudent surgeons; notwithstanding Dupuytren’s preposses¬ 
sion in favour of the scissors and the actual cautery for the 
removal of the internal haemorrhoid. Mr Quain’s lecture 
does not contain anything particularly new, but the follow¬ 
ing observations on the mode of performing the operation 
for the extirpation of haemorrhoids may be found useful:— 
“ While the patient lies on one side upon the edge of a bed 
or couch, and an assistant separates the nates, the swelling, 
with its cutaneous covering, is raised with a pair of suitable 
forceps, or a vulcellum, and the whole is removed in a longi¬ 
tudinal fold, with a pair of firm scissors, curved on the side 
and blunt at the end. Caution is necessary as to the ex¬ 
tent of skin that is removed, for if this should be too freely 
taken away, the orifice of the bowel may be narrowed so as 
to produce inconvenience afterwards. For this reason, I 
have, in a case where the tumours were usually large, 
turned back the skin before proceeding to the extirpation; 
but to this point reference will again be made when pro¬ 
lapsus is under our consideration. It is not allowable, in 
any case, to include in a ligature the external haemorrhoid, 
together with the skin that covers it. Such an operation 
would give rise to extreme suffering, and might even com¬ 
promise the life of the patient. The haemorrhage which 
usually accompanies the operation may be arrested in the 
usual manner, viz., by tying the little arteries that bleed ; 
but bleeding is liable to come on in an hour or two, or even 
later, and the application of ligature at this time is produc¬ 
tive of great pain. The influence of chloroform has then 
passed off; moreover, it is in every way unpleasant, espe¬ 
cially in private practice, or in the case of female patients, 
to have to return to an operation. It is on these accounts 
that I have sought to avoid the need of any further process, 
by passing at once a pin through the bleeding part, aud over 
the ends of this a few turns of ligatiu-e with sufficient tight¬ 
ness to control haemorrhage—using, in fact, ‘ a point of in¬ 
terrupted suture.’ A scrap of lint is inserted in the wound, 
jf it be desired to prevent immediate union. The pin is 

withdrawn in twenty-four or forty-eight hours. When first 
led to have recourse to this expedient by the necessities of a 
particular case, in which I performed the operation with but 
littlo assistance,—a nervous lady being the patient,—I used 
the hair-lip pin in common use, but since then I have had 
one constructed for the purpose. This is blunt at both ends, 
has a movable point, like the liare-lip pin formerly used, 
and a hole or eye at one end, into which a thread is inserted 
to assist the removal of the pin. The object is, that this 
should not prick the integument hi the neighbourhood- 
gathered in, as all is here, with the sphincter—and that it 
may be withdrawn, even though hidden when the parts are 
swollen with the oedema which follows the operation. To 
facilitate its removal, the pin is to be inserted as much hi a 
longditudinal direction as possible.” 

The same journal contains a paper by Dr Peyton Blakis- 

ton 

‘ On Diseases of the Chest supervening\in Accidents 
and Operations’ 

This paper contains views in accordance with those gene¬ 
rally prevalent among surgeons of the present day, and it is 
not therefore necessary for us to give a lengthened analysis 
of' its contents. Dr Blakiston considers that the great 
majority of affections of the heart and lungs supervening 
after accidents and operations partake of the adynamic type, 
and that antimony and local depletion cannot be freely em¬ 
ployed for their relief. He recommends calomel and opium 
with ammonia, quinine, and wine for the cure of secondary 
pneumonia. 

MrBransby Cooper gives an article in the same journal on 

* Cases of Diseased Bone' 

The case recorded is that of a girl aged 14, who, having re¬ 
ceived an injury of the clavicle from the fall of a window 
frame, was affected two months afterwards by a swelling of 
the injured part. At the time the girl was received into 
the hospital the tumour was as large as an orange. On cut¬ 
ting down upon the clavicle, this bone was fotuid to have 
been fractured, and the tumour being closely adherent to it 
was dissected off with great difficulty. The patient did well 
after the operation, but in a week subsequent to her leaving 
the hospital, evidences of a renewed growth appeared in the 
cicatrix. In five weeks from this time the tumour was not 
less than three or three inches and a half broad at the base, 
and was spreading rapidly. It was therefore determined to 
extirpate it, and, in order to accomplish a more perfect cure, 
the outer half of the clavicle was removed together with a 
portion of the skin surrounding the cicatrix of the old 
wound. There was considerable hamiorrhage during the 
operation, but the patient had a favourable recovery. Mr 
B. Cooper is unwilling to consider this an example of 
a malignant tumour, although so far as the microscope indi¬ 
cated, it manifested the ordinary character of such growths. 

Mr Havers relates an interesting case of 

* Obstruction of the Pulmonary A rteries' 

occurring after labour and causing death. The patient, a 
delicate lady, was confined on the 18tli of August last. The 
labour was easy and natural, but the removal of the placenta, 
effected by gentle transition, was followed by an excessive 
flow of blood, placing her life in imminent danger. She, 
however, rallied and continued to improve till the 23rd, 
when she complained of palpitation and distress at the pit 
of the stomach. On the 25th she attempted to rise, but she 
fell back on the bed, was slightly convulsed, and died.. On a 
post-mortem examination, at which Mr Paget assisted, it was 
observed that “ the muscular structure of the heart was pale 
and thin, especially that of the right ventricle, which con¬ 
tained some dark blood; each of the pulmonary arteries 
contained a clot of blood, nearly filling the calibre of the 
vessels. These chief clots were about an inch and a quar¬ 
ter in length, mottled and firm, and in some instances 
slightly adherent to the sides of the vessel. In tracing the 
divisions of the artery, numerous other clots were found of 
the same character as the larger ones, and extended even 
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into the smaller ramifications of the arteries. Mr Paget 
seems to think, that these clots had been probably two days 
in existence, previous to the death of the patient.” Mr 
Havers is of opinion that obstruction of the puhnonary arte¬ 
ries is a frequent cause of death occurring after labour. 

We observe in the ‘Provincial Journal’ an account of a 

* Case of Aneurism of the Thoracic Aorta,' 

which was regarded as a case of chronic laryngitis. 
There was fulness and tenderness about the upper part of 
the windpipe on pressure, or when the patient spoke or 
coughed. The voice was hoarse, and there was an expecto¬ 
ration of scanty frothy mucus. Anscultation disclosed a 
feeble respiratory murmur throughout the left lung at its 
apex, without rhonchus, vocal resonance morbidly loud, and 
the sound on percussion dull anteriorly and posteriorly. 
In the right lung the sounds were normal. Nothing pecu¬ 
liar was observed about the heart except that its systole was 
feeble. On the 23rd of November the patient was seized 
with a violent fit of coughing, an enormous quantity of 
blood gushed from the mouth, and the patient died. It is 
unnecessary to recapitulate the pathological appearances 
discovered on a post-mortem examination. Dr Gooch, the 
narrator of the case, refers to the great difficulty of diagnos¬ 
ing this affection during life, citing Mr Lawrence and Mr 
Liston’s cases in evidence, and quoting Laenndc, whose 
opinion is well known. Dr Cooper, of Hull, also reports in 
the ‘Provincial Journal’ a case of an Enormous accumu’a- 

tion of Fluid in an Ovarian Cyst, in which the medical at¬ 
tendant, Mr Denton, removed eighty-three imperial pints of 
dark turbid fluid at one tapping! The fluid was not of high 
specific gravity, and not at all gluey, though of a dark cho¬ 
colate colour, as if coloured by decomposed blood. 

‘ The Lettsomian Lecture' 

for the year was delivered before the Medical Society of London, 
by Mr Hancock, and is reported in the ‘Lancet’ of Decem¬ 
ber 21st. The lecturer chose for his subject the “ Muscularity 
of the Urethra.” Our readers may be aware that Mr Han¬ 
cock, assisted by Mr Hogg, discovered some time since by 
means of the microscope, the existence of muscular fibres 
in the urethra, and demonstrated the fact in a lecture de¬ 
livered like the present before the Medical Society. Three 
months, however, after this discovery was announced, a 
brother surgeon, Mr Adams, whose reputation we have en¬ 
deavoured to enhance, wrote an article entitled “ Urethra,” 
for the ‘ Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology,’ in 
which Mr Hancock’s claims were overlooked,—his name 
not even mentioned, and the entire credit of the dis¬ 
covery given to Kolliker! Against this injustice Mr Han¬ 
cock protests in this lecture ; and it appears that, although 
Kolliker can claim the credit of priority in drawing attention 
to the fact that muscular fibres exist in the urethra yet he 
does not seem to have pushed his inquiries so far, nor gained 
so precise a knowledge of the subject, as the English sur¬ 
geon. These investigations must still be considered to be 
sub judice; but, assuming their correctness, the credit of ap¬ 
plying the discovery to the explanation of the nature and 
phenomena of spasmodic stricture is due to Mr Hancock. 
We acquit Mr Adams of any intention to “ burke ” a con¬ 
temporary ; we presume only that, when he wrote his article, 
he was not up “ to the standard of the physiological know¬ 
ledge of the day.” 

Among the hospital reports in the same number of the 
< Lancet,’ we find an account of a 

‘ Strangulated Fcemoral Hernia,' 

operated upon by Mr Fergnsson, at King’s College Hospital, 
and terminating in death. The tumour was unusually large, 
and the peritoneal sac descended in front of the thigh. “ The 
woman had had hernia for fifteen years; it had always been 
reducible up to the present time; and she always wore a truss. 
The intestine came down about five o'clock p.m. on the day 
of admission; and finding herself unable to reduce it, she 
sent for a surgeon, who used taxis for three hours, but 
without success. She was then brought to the hospital. 

The tumour covered the anterior and upper part of the 
thigh, and was about the size of a child’s head eight or nine 
years old. It was hard, tense, and painful, and the skin 
over it very red. The vomiting had been frequent, but not 
stercoraceous; there was no hiccup, yet the prostration was 
very great.” 

On examination after death, the anterior part of the thigh, 
“ down to the lower portion of the upper third, was exter¬ 
nally of a greenish colour, the rest of the frame covered 
with much adipose matter, and well-proportioned. When 
the right iliac fossa was brought into view, it was found com¬ 
pletely filled up by small intestine of a deep red colour; the 
rest of the bowels were in a pretty healthy condition. The 
crural canal would admit the point of the fore-finger, and 
led down to a cavity, formed on the anterior part of the 
thigh, reaching downwards to the upper part of the middle 
third. This cavity lay between the subcutaneous cellular 
tissue or fascia superficialis, and the fascia lata; it was 
smooth and shining, and might have contained a Dutch 
cheese. This kind of cyst likewise presented sacculi of a 
large size, towards the external part of the thigh; these 
might have lodged a ball pessary. The portion of small in¬ 
testine, which had been strangulated, measured nine feet, and 
was in an ahnost gangrenous state.” 

A mistake, perhaps more pardonable than pleasant, re¬ 
cently occurred at the Middlesex Hospital in the treatment 
of a 

‘ Case of Encephaloid Tumour ’ 

under Mr Moore. The disease was supposed to be an 
aneurism of the external iliac artery, in consequence of a 
pulsatory tumour being felt within the abdomen, between 
the umbilicus and Poupart’s ligament. The common iliac 
artery was deligated to cure the aneurism, and within a few 
days the patient died. A post-mortem examination disclosed 
the fact that the supposed aneurism was an encephaloid 
tumour lying between two large arteries,which communicated 
to it their pulsation, and deceived the sagacity of the surgeon. 
It is easy to extol the “ consummate surgical skill ” of sur¬ 
geons who make these mistakes, but certainly the blunders 
do not justify the eulogy. It is too late to hope that for the 
patient’s sake due care was taken with the diagnosis, but we 
sincerely trust that it was so for the surgeon’s. We cannot 
pass over errors of this fatal character as if they were 
trifles. 

The ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ of the 21st February 
contains a 

‘ Report of Certain Affections of the Eye,' 

treated by the application of diluted hydrocyanic acid, by 
Mr Solomon, of Birmingham. With regard to the strength 
of the application, Mr Solomon says 

“ One part of Scheele’s prussic acid, diluted with two 
parts of distilled water, has appeared to me in general to be 
the best formula for use, though in some instances, greater 
concentration or dilution may be required. When a drop 
of dilute prussic acid of the first-named strength is ap¬ 
plied to the conjunctiva of a healthy eye, there follows a 
sense of slight uneasiness and warmth, with congestion of the 
vessels of the part, lasting for a few minutes ; the pupil is 
slightly dilated. If a more concentrated preparation, say 
equal parts of Scheele’s acid and distilled water, be used, 
there will be, in addition to these symptoms, aching pain in 
the eye-ball.” 

The treatment is most efficacious after the acuteness of 
the inflammatory stage has abated. Cases of conjunctivitis, 
rheumatic ophthalmia, corneitis, syphilitic iritis, are re¬ 
ported as relieved or cured under this treatment. 

Dr Edwd. Smith has contributed, to the same journal a 
paper entitled:— 

‘ Remarks on the Etiology of Phthisis.’ 

This article is composed entirely of tables, showing “ the 
influence of occupation and age over the duration of phthisis.” 
These tables, which form part of a series, must have required 
considerable labour for their preparation, and are creditable 
to their author. 
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ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS. 

THE HUNTERIAN ORATION. 

The oration, annually delivered in the theatre of the Col¬ 
lege on the anniversary of the birth of John Hunter, was on 
the 14th instant delivered by Mr James Luke, one of the 
vice-presidents, before a large and most distinguished audi¬ 
ence. This gentleman commenced by explaining the ob¬ 
jects of the founders of the oration, and then gave an account 
of the early education of Hunter, regretting that it had 
been so superficial as to prevent the great anatomist from 
clearly expressing his meaning. He urged upon the pro¬ 
fession the necessity for enforcing a good preliminary educa¬ 
tion, as a means auxiliary to professional progress, and irre¬ 
spective of those many advantages which are unquestionably 
to be derived from it in our social positions. Thus, at the very 
outset of the professional career, difficulties are encountered 
which no means exist better fitted to overcome than those 
derived from a knowledge of the Greek and Latin languages. 
Sir Luke then urged a cultivation of languages generally as 
calculated to be of great benefit to the profession by enabling 
them to become acquainted with the opinions of their foreign 
friends. It is to be regretted, he observed, that so many 
works issue from the press with the pretensions of experi¬ 
ence which contain but little or nothing to support such a 
pretension; the chief objects of such works are to be found 
in the large characters of their title-pages, or in the an¬ 
nouncements intended to bring them and then- authors from 
merited obscurity. Most of these have no influence in pro¬ 
moting the march of improvement, but, on the contrary, 
prove direct impediments to advance, and are injurious diver¬ 
sions from those objects of study which are really worthy of 
regurd. They consume our time and waste our money, 
while they cumber our shelves and literature with unnecessary 
repetitious. (Cheers.) These observations apply to a sec¬ 
tion. Fortunately another section more worthy of respect, 
comprise authors who, trained under the ^influence of the 
Hunterian school and having received inspirations of Hun¬ 
ter’s genius, have sent forth' productions deserving our highest 
commendation, bearing upon them deeply impressed internal 
evidence of great sagacity, industry, and extensive research, 
with those other characteristics which mark them as import¬ 
ant steps in our onward lieathful progress. These, while 
they eminently conduce to the benefit of the professions, 
serve as honourable memorials of the distinguished persons 
from whom they emanate. Mr Luke considered it beyond 
the limits of his mission to particularise while these leading 
members of the profession were still with us, but he could 
not _ allow the opportunity which the occasion afforded of 
paying a passing tribute of respect to an amiable man who 
had retired from the college during the past year. Mr Luke 
then expatiated on Mr Vincent’s eminent qualifications as a 
practical surgeon, and other estimable qualities, amid great 
applause. Mr Luke again alluded to the necessity for a 
sound preliminary education in gentlemen intended for the 
medical profession, and stated that the council of the college, 
in order to diminish, if not to remove, adverse influences of 
the description alluded to at the commencement of the ora¬ 
tion, had instituted examinations in classical literature as a 
stimulus to its members, and with the hope that, upon the 
foundation thus laid, an elegant aud useful superstructure 
might be raised eventuating in those literary advantages 
which it had been the object of his immediate predecessors 
to point out. It was not intended, said the orator, to be 
understood that classical should usurp the place of profes¬ 
sional knowledge, nor is it to bo encouraged to transgress 
beyond its proper and useful limits. All reputation which is 
acquired at the expense of practical knowledge is meretri¬ 
cious, and liable to deceive by dazzling the judgment. After 
paying an eloquent tribute to the genius and untiring industry 
of John Hunter, as evidenced in his works, the orator ob¬ 
served, that to obtain the most impressive notion of the per¬ 
vading spirit which influenced all he did, we must place 
ourselves amid that vast collection of scientific facts which, 
by the enlightened liberality of a former Government of this 
country, it is the good fortune of this College to hold the 

charge. How much that charge is valued, as contributory 
to scientific professional interests, may be partly inferred 
from the exertions used, and from the expense incurred for 
its preservation and increase, but more from the extensive 
changes which have taken place in professional knowledge, 
to which the Hunterian collection has had a direct influence. 
Mr Luke then proceeded with great judgment to comment 
upon the quackery which pervaded, fortunately, but a small 
portion of the profession of the present day. Had medical 
science, said he, been reared under an absolute dependence 
on facts, how different would have been its present condition, 
and how little cause would there he to give expression to 
any regret on account of errors in our own day of some of 
its professors. Unfortunately, too many other causes prevalent 
in times long past, we have in our own times to regret that 
either folly or avarice have withdrawn many persons from 
its legitimate paths. The groundless assumptions which 
have been taken by these persons as a means of pandering to 
a popular sentiment, and impudently and falsely dignified 
by them with the proper attributes of science, serve to make 
manifest to what a depth of degradation the mind can and 
will descend when not upheld by the dictates of true science 
or moral rectitude. It is an axiom of the deepest import 
to the steady and safe course of scientific study that no 
confidence should ever be placed in conclusions beyond 
the limit of the data from which they are derived. It 
is to be feared that, with every disposition to adopt 
facts as the groundwork in forming deductions, it has 
happened too frequently that inquirers have been influ¬ 
enced by a few prominent and impressive, rather than 
by a due consideration of all the facts which, by a 
more careful proceeding, might have been brought to 
help their decisions; and that thus opinions have 
been promulgated which may not have been justified 
by the premises had they all been duly taken into considera¬ 
tion. That such opinions, insufficiently supported as they 
must be, and bearing upon them the probability of error, 
while they seemingly advance knowledge, serve occasionally, 
like ignes fatui, to lead from the true path, and entail a 
necessity upon others of a toilsome correction, with all its 
attendant retardations to advancement. The able orator 
concluded by a recommendation to his hearers to control 
their aspirations after knowledge by a wholesome reliance 
upon facts alone, as ascertained by experience, and to eschew 
all dependence upon mere hypothesis and conjecture, as the 
valuable and safe lesson, as taught by Hunter and his 
museum. (Loud and continued cheering.) 

In the evening the president (Mr South) entertained, in 
the library of tbe college, a large and distinguished body oi 
guests to dinner, among whom were the Earl of Ennis¬ 
killen, the Bishop of London, Sir James Graham, the 
Lord Chief Baron, Sir De Lacy Evans, Sir Howard Douglas, 
Captain Boldcro, Sir William Burnett, Sir James Clark, Sir 
B. Brodie, Archdeacon Hale, Baron Diibin, Sir R. H. Inglis, 
Sir G. Staunton, Sir John Liddell, the President and Cen¬ 
sors of the Royal College of Physicians, &c. 

The space we have given to the oration prevents us giving 
the interesting speeches, on professional and other subjects, 
which took place after dinner. 

CASE OF COHESION OF THE CERVIX UTERI, 

WITH PARACENTESIS OF THAT ORGAN, RE¬ 

SULTING IN CURE. 

By C. J. MILL, Esq., Surgeon. 

Mrs -~, at forty, was delivered of her fourth child, 
by means of the crochet, after a particularly difficult and 
tedious labour. Her recovery was slow. The external 
parts continuing long much swollen, with an offensive and 
copious discharge, showed the injury the upper vagina and 
cervix uteri had sustained from pressure of the foetal head. 
I ascertained that the same means had to be used for the 
delivery of her second and third children. The first was 
born alive in London, by a natural though severe labour. 
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After which she complained of pain in her back, 
with much urinary irritation. I attended her at this time, 
along with Dr Webster, her own medical attendant. In 
April, 1851, I was again asked to meet him in consultation 
regarding her case. She was now worse, complaining 'of 
almost incessant calls to make water, which was passed in 
small quantities of a very foetid odour, white colour, and 
containing a large admixture of ropy mucus, mixed with 
pus, coagulable by heat and nitric acid. She had never 
menstruated since last labour. The pain now over the loins 
was very severe, occasionally extending over the fore part of 
the abdomen, and terminating in a bearing-down resembling 
the pains of labour. Examination of the bladder could detect 
no calculus, or disease of urethra, and with the exception of a ful¬ 
ness at the fore part of the fundus uteri, the speculum brought 
into view no abnormal state of vagina or uterus. Our atten¬ 
tion was then directed to the kidneys as the seat of disease, 
and various remedies were alternately tried with little im¬ 
provement. The bearing-down pains and calls to make 
water steadily increased in severity and frequency, and now 
a decided enlargement could be felt of the uterus, both per 
vaginam and externally. Opiate injections alone gave any 
temporary alleviation to the sufferings of our patient, 
which were now intense. Her health was rapidly giving 
way under them. Her sleep and appetite were quite gone. 
After mature deliberation we came to the opinion that 
these pains depended on a tumour within the uterus—either 
a polypus or a collection of the menstrual fluid retained from 
closure of the cervix uteri, the result of the last severe 
labour. The latter of the two we were inclined to think 
the more probable, and determined on dilating the os uteri, 
or, failing this, to carry a curved trocar into that cavity. In 
this treatment we were confirmed by Dr Matthew Nimmo, 
from Dundee, who being in this town, saw our patient in 
consultation with us. After repeated ineffectual attempts to 
dilate the os uteri by means of sponge tents, or to introduce 
the sound, on the 5th of May I carried a long curved trocar 
through the cervix into the cavity of the uterus, and on 
withdrawing it, a thick dark brown fluid (evidently the 
long-retained menses) began to flow from the canula. This 
I assisted in its flow by injections of warm water. Altogether, 
I believe, a choppin (a Scotch quart, wine measure) or more 
was discharged, and the flow continued some days, with 
immediate relief to all the symptoms. The uterine sound 
was occasionally introduced to keep the opening patent, and 
since then she has continued to menstruate regularly. Her 
health is now better than it has been for years. 

We are inclined to think the pain in the back resulted from 
disease of the lower lumbar vertebras—an exostosis on which 
could be felt by rectal examination. This narrowing of the 
pelvic outlet was the cause of the subsequent difficult labours, 
and an abscess which had opened into the pelvis of the kidney 
or ureter the cause of the pus. The long-continued pressure 
of the child’s head in the last labour had produced sloughing 
of the cervix and os uteri, the healing of which had ended in 
the cohesion of the sides of the cervix and obliteration of the 
os. The urinary symptoms tended very materially to in¬ 
crease the difficulty of the diagnosis; and the result of the 
case is not only very satisfactory to the patient and the medi¬ 
cal attendants, but I think interesting and instructive to the 
profession at large. 

Kirrie Muire, Deo. 31,1819. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

ADULTERATION OF DRUGS. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I have often had occasion to observe a very marked 
difference in the effects of medicines, similar in name and 
quantity, administered under precisely similar circumstances. 
The cause of this dissimilarity involves an inquiry, which 
affects not only the health and life of patients, but is calcu¬ 
lated to cast odium upon the therapeutical resources of the 
physician who recommends them, and to encourage a grow¬ 

ing and justifiable scepticism on the part of the public as to 
the real value of such agencies in the cure of diseases. 

I was at first inclined to attribute the discrepancy com¬ 
plained of to idiosyncrasy, age, sex, or other circumstances 
affecting the condition of patients; but having lately con¬ 
nected myself with a drug business, my field of observation has 
become thereby greatly extended, and my opportunities for 
analysing and otherwise testing the comparative genuine¬ 
ness of different drugs much more favourable. Having 
availed myself of these advantages, I am now disposed to 
trace many of the disappointments which medical men ex¬ 
perience in the treatment of their patients to the extensive 
frauds practised by manufacturing chemists. 

It is truly astonishing to what an extent competition and 
want of principle has carried the adulteration of certain 
classes of medicines; this sufficiently explains why many 
useful and effective remedies have from time to time fallen 
into disuse, to be again revived when it has been discovered 
that the failures which led to their abandonment were more 
owing to the substitutes supplied by the chemist who pre¬ 
pared them than to any fault in the medicine as prescribed 
by the physician. 

Public attention has lately been called to the adulteration 
of bread, tea, coffee, and other articles of food; and many 
frauds have been exposed with which the consumers of 
these articles were previously unacquainted. However con- 
demnable and pernicious such practices may be considered 
in reference to food, they become more so when applied to 
medicines, where the consequences are so much more danger¬ 
ous and the means of detection so much more difficult. One 
fact is sufficiently obvious, viz., that competition in the scale 
of prices leads to the adulteration of the article vended where 
the object is purely gain, and in cases like the present, 
where the responsibility is shifted from the manufacturer to 
the medical practitioner, the temptation to fraud is so much 
the more great. 

Mr Cooley, in his ‘ Cyclopaedia for the use of Druggists,’ 
states it as the result of his experience, that “ among manu¬ 
facturing chemists, the smallest difference in price leads to 
the substitution of a spurious for a genuine article,” and he 
adds, “it is a common practice with some manufacturers, 
not only to pick out the least expensive variety of every drug 
for the preparation of their extracts, but the most inferior 
and often damaged and -worthless portion of this already in¬ 
ferior article. I have seen,” he continues, “rubbish em¬ 
ployed for this purpose that an honest man would not pick 
off a dunghill, and yet, because the worthless product ob¬ 
tained from this stuff has been ‘ finished off’ in such a way 
as to exhibit a smooth and glossy appearance, it has been 
sold at a good price, and deemed of superior quality by the 
purchaser.” 

Mr Acton, in his valuable ‘ Treatise on the Diseases of 
the Generative Organs,’ adds his testimony to that of Mr 
Cooley in equally emphatic language. “ It is notorious,” 
says he, “ that the good effects to be derived from certain 
medicines are frustrated by the large adulterations practised 
in their preparation; these frauds are very difficult to de¬ 
tect.” In tlie exhibition of such powerful drugs as bella¬ 
donna, strychnia, aconite, &c., immediate fatal effects have 
not unfrequentlv resulted from the repetition of a dose simi¬ 
lar in quantity to that formerly used with benefit or impu¬ 
nity, by individuals in the habit of using them, when the 
medicine has been supplied at different times by different 
chemists. 

Many illustrations might be adduced confirmatory of 
these statements, but as tlie profession generally cannot but 
be sufficiently acquainted with the uncertain results of their 
prescriptions, it is only necessary that attention be specially 
directed to the subject with a view of remedying an evil 
which seriously affects the imputation and usefulness of the 
profession and the vital interests and well-being of society. 

The only safeguard which the public and the physician 
have at present for the genuineness of medicines is merely 
a reliance upon the respectability and moral character of 
the vendors, many of whom are as incapable of testing their 
quality or potency as the patients who swallow them. It 
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is to tlie manufacturer, therefore, that we must look for the 
supply of unadulterated medicines, and if the Pharmaceu¬ 
tical Society or other competent parties were to enter upon 
the investigation, and publish from time to time an analysis 
of different samples of drags, with the names of the manu- 
facturers from whom they were procured, to serve as a guide 
to the retail dealer in choosing their supplies, they would 
thereby confer an inestimable boon upon the community at 
large, and secure a title to the respect and gratitude of the 
medical profession. William D. Adams, M.D. 

53 Nicolson street, Edinburgh, Feb. 1852. 

TO THE EDITOK OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—As a non-medical, but a respecter of the Medical 
Universities, I think it is your duty to inquire into the 
medical rights of this island, as any one is allowed to practice 
or affix a plate to his door (Dr or Surgeon) who can obtain 
the permission of the Royal French Court here, especially 
the French, whom they always favour. On one occasion I 
saw a graduate of a university of the first class present his 
diploma,—a great Latin one with gold tassels and seals. 
Because the twelve farmer judges could not read the first 
word, some smiled, some laughed and grinned, and lastly, to 
hide their ignorance, requested the doctor to appear again in 
ten days. The bailiff, who seemed a little more learned 
than the rest, said with a haughty and loud voice, but is it 
good Latin ? The M.D. said four of the greatest universities 
in Europe had received a copy, and acknowledged it so. The 
physician, I hear, appeared twice after, but was so insulted 
by their ignorance that he has declined to go again, and up 
to this hour has no legal claim for his services; on the con¬ 
trary, is insulted by unqualified practitioners (of which there 
are a great many here not in the Directory) and is minus 
some hundreds of pounds on the score of credit, which he 
has no legal claim for by reason of his not being able to 
obtain “ permission at the French Royal Court.” 

Now as I esteem the Medical Universities quite equal to 
the Church, if not in reality superior, and as I abhor all 
manner of impudence and ignorance, I am not afraid to tell 
you it is your duty, as the fountain of the purity of the 
medical profession, to make some rigid strictures on the 
abominable power of these French laws to trample and tread 
upon university degrees, and to allow unqualified persons to 
practise as surgeons and physicians. If you can effect this 
good, I am sure, from what I have heard among the English 
residents here, you will effect a great and valuable reforma¬ 
tion, as well as preserve the purity of the profession. I may 
add, the almanacs of the island, two or three in number, 
contain the names of some as surgeons and physicians who 
have no diploma, and again, they are so ignorant of the pro¬ 
fession that they mingle surgeons and physicians together, 
that is, in the physicians’ list, they place a number of sur¬ 
geons, and vice versa. As to Alderney, there is not a qualified 
person there. 

From the circumstance of seeing your valuable ‘ Medical 
Directory ’ the other day for the first time, I have been in¬ 
duced to take this trouble to give you the best I know of 
the profession in this island.—Yours, A Botanist. 

Isle of Guernsey. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I am gratified to learn that Medical Reform is again 
on the tapis, and trust a bill will be enacted in the present 
session of Parliament. Anything will be preferable to the 
annoyance we now suffer. We are pestered with two totally 
unqualified persons; the parties in question injure the 
regular practitioner, who cannot descend to their level; 
using the same appellation, the public cannot distinguish the 
regular from the empyric. What do you think of midwifery 
at 5s. and 7s. 6d., benefit clubs at 2s. per head per annum, 
and other charges equally low ? Can wo wonder at the 
profession faffing in public estimation when such things are 
permitted ? 

One of these gentry walks about with hunting crop in 
hand, and a short time since threatened to horsewhip a 

regular surgeon who presumed to give a different opinion 

on a case. Verily, things have come to a pretty pass when 

quacks ride rampant after this fashion. 

Yours, Pro Bono Publico. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

ANSWERS TO MR COLLYNS’S QUERY. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—The instruments were invented by Mr Perkins, of 
Connecticut, in North America, towards the end of the last 
century, and denominated by him “metallic tractors.” These 
instruments, which were all fashioned after one particular pat¬ 
tern, consisted of an alloy of different metals. They had a semi- 
globular shape at one end, and at the other terminated in a 
sharp, sword-like point. In employing the tractors, Mr 
Perkins directed that the diseased and neighbouring parts 
should be slightly rubbed or touched with the sharp point, 
for a longer or shorter time, according to circumstances; and 
in some cases the instruments were ordered to be drawn over 
the affected part in a particular direction, and in other cases 
in a different direction. Mr Perkins, from numerous experi¬ 
ments which he made with his instruments, was convinced 
that their employment had proved beneficial in a great 
number of diseases, as in different kinds of inflammation, in 
diseases of the nerves, burns, contusions, envenomed wounds, 
ophthalmia, erysipelas, herpes, rheumatism, gout, headache, 
toothache, pain of the breast, and other tropical diseases. 
The state of Connecticut, in consideration of the value of 
Mr Perkins’s discovery, granted him a patent for the manu¬ 
facture of his instruments. Soon after his son came over 
to England, and practised for some time the medicinal em¬ 
ployment of the tractors with great fame and success in 
London. At the same time their use was introduced into 
Denmark and other parts of the continent of Europe, by 
different individuals; and several pamphlets were published, 
both abroad and in this country, containing accounts of their 
wonderful efficacy. 

In 1799, being the year subsequent to that in which the 
younger Perkins came to England, and when the employ¬ 
ments and effects of the metallic tractors were exciting, in a 
very great degree, the attention of the English public, both 
professional and non-professional, the late Dr Haygarth, of 
Bath, determined to perform some experiments with a view 
of putting to the test the accuracy of the effects attributed 
to these instruments, and of endeavouring to trace the nature 
and cause of their effects. The first suggestion of the ex¬ 
periments that were performed for this prnpose was origin¬ 
ally communicated by that gentleman to Dr Falconer. “ The 
tractors,” he observed, “ have obtained such high reputation 
at Bath, even among persons of rank and understanding, as 
to require the particular attention of physicians. Let their 
merit be impartially investigated, in order to support then- 
fame, if it be well founded, or to correct the public opinion, 
if merely formed upon delusion. Such a trial may be accom¬ 
plished in the most satisfactory manner, and ought to be per¬ 
formed without any prejudice. Prepare a pair of false, 
exactly to resemble the true tractors. Let that secret be 
kept inviolable, not only from the patient but from every 
other person. Let the efficacy of both be impartially tried, 
beginning always with the false tractors. The cases should 
be accurately stated, and the report of the effects produced 
by the true and false tractors be fully given in the words of 
the patients. Experiments of the kind, suggested by Dr 
Haygarth, were made on a number of persons affected with 
the diseases in which the metallic tractors had been repre¬ 
sented to have proved beneficial,—at Bath by Drs Haygarth 
and Falconer, at Bristol by Mr Smith, and in Germany by 
Shumaclier,—and the results which were obtained, particu¬ 
larly as regards the removal of uneasy sensations, and the 
production°of various feelings, not previously experienced, 
were not less wonderful than those which the advocates of 
the genuine tractors had recorded.—W. S. G. Davies, M.D. 

Norfolk villa, Eastbourne, Feb. 15, 1852. 
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—In Vol. 5 of ‘ The Medical and Cliirurgical Re¬ 
view,5 1798-9, is a review of a work entitled, “The Influ¬ 
ence of Metallic Tractors on the Human Body, in removing 
various painful Inflammatory Diseases, such as Rheuma¬ 
tism, Pleurisy, some Gouty Affections, &c. &c., lately disco¬ 
vered by Dr Perkins, of North America, and demonstrated 
in a series of Experiments and Observations, by Professors 
Meigs, Woodward, Rogers, &c. &c., by which the import¬ 
ance of the Discovery is fully ascertained, and a new Field 
of Inquiry opened in the Modern Science of Galvanism, or 
Animal Electricity. By Benjamin Douglas Perkins, A.M., 
Son to the Discoverer. Octavo, 99 pages, price 2s. 6d. 
London. 1798. Johnson.” 

The metallic tractors, as appears from the experiments 
quoted in the review, were used in 1796 in America. The 
date ot the work above given is, in all probability, that of 
then,' introduction here. “ They were vended by the author 
and discoverer at the price of five guineas the set.”-—Op. cit. 

Ripley, Feb. 11,1852. A. C. G. 

Dr Samuel Cockburn, Dundee, refers for information on 
the subject to a work by Dr Worthington Hooker. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE 1 MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I like much your intention of setting aside a por¬ 
tion of your jourrnal for “Notes and Queries.” I hope you 
vdll emulate that excellent little work whose title you now 
borrow for a part of your own. 

I M’ill propose a question, which, perhaps, some of your 
readers may be able to answer. 

I have lately had under my care two female children with 
ascites. In both the increased secretion appeared to result 
from slight exposure to cold; in both the malady ran the 
same course: to describe one, therefore, is to describe both. 
The abdomen became exceedingly tumid, so as to prevent 
exercise, and to render the erect posture a painful one. At 
this stage, one night, the child expressed to its mother that 
“the water was going in,” and in the morning the 
abdomen was found considerably reduced in size. Some 
four or five nights later the child experienced the same 
sensation, and in the morning only a few ounces of 
fluid remained in the peritoneal cavity. The child 
expressed to me that the sensation was that of gurgling 
followed immediately by a flow of water inwards.. This 
seemed to be the settled conviction on the child’s mind, and 
she being an exceedingly intelligent child, and the amount 
of the secretion greatly diminished after the occurrence had 
been each time experienced, I am anxious to know if any 
of your readers can explain it.—I am, Sir, your obedient 
servant, Amicus. 

Feb. 17th, 1852. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir, —Can any of my medical brethren inform me if the 
■poison of any rabid animal has been at any time submitted 
to chemical analysis, and where it may be found recorded ? 

Paracelsus. 

Metallic Tractors.—Mr Keith’s letter on this subject 
came too late for insertion. 

TO OUR READERS. 

It is witli the utmost satisfaction that we are en¬ 

abled to state that the ‘Medical Circular,’ 

through the prompt and generous support accorded 

to it by the profession, is now, on the eve of the issue 

of this its fourth number, fully and permanently 

established. Such a rapid triumph has never before 

been achieved by any periodical medical public¬ 

ation ; nor even, as we have been assured by com¬ 

petent authority, by any general newspaper in the 

United Kingdom. But our future is as full of hope 

; as our past is of successes won. Congratulatory 

correspondence flows in upon us from all parts of the 

kingdom ; our subscribers become more numerous 

with the issue of each succeeding number, and we are 

convinced that, even at this moment, however extra¬ 
ordinary the statement may seem, we command a 
larger list of subscr ibers than was ever possessed by any 
other medical journal. We owe a deep obligation 
to the profession for their cordial approval of an 
attempt to supply a want long and widely felt, and 
we will absolve ourselves by giving the most sedu¬ 
lous attention to the improvement of this Journal in 
all its departments, so that it shall be found worthy 
of the frank and encouraging support it has received. 
The importance of this work, and its influence over 
the highest professional circles, are manifested by 
the fact that a large number of the most eminent 
men in the profession are included among our sub¬ 
scribers ; and it gives us sincere pleasure to be able 
to announce that the extreme cheapness of this 
Journal has caused it to be introduced to the study 
of numerous rural practitioners residing in the most 
distant quarters of the kingdom, who, prior to its 
publication, enjoyed but few opportunities of be¬ 
coming acquainted with the science and literature 
of the day. 

This result was expected when the Journal was 
undertaken, and our hopes have been amply fulfilled. 
As, however, we look forward to a continued suc¬ 
cess, we again beg to remind the profession that 

For Eight Shillings per annum 

the busy medical practitioner may obtain, through 

this medium, a digest of all that is either interesting 

or practical that transpires in the medical profession 

in this and other countries, during the previous 

fortnight. 

Communications to be addressed to the 

Editor, at the Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It 

is particularly requested that the contributions to 

this journal be short and practical, and that the 

MS. be only on one side of the paper. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 

Twelve Months (pre-paid) . . £0 6 0 
Do. (do.) stamped for post 0 8 0 

Six Months (do.) . . 0 4 0 
Transmitted by Post throughout Great Britain, and 

to the most distant of the British Colonies. 

Post-Office Orders to be made payable at the 

Branch Post-Office, Charing cross, to Thomas 
Rolfe, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 

Terms for Advertisements (which should be sent to 

the Office before two o'clock on Tuesday ) .— 

For eight lines or less, 6s.; each additional line, 6d. 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 

P ortfolios for holding the Numbers of the ‘Medical 
Circular,’ 2.s. 6d. each, may be had by order, of 

any Bookseller. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 
JOSEPH AMESBURY, ESQ., 

Of 26 Fitzroy square, London, was born in the parish of 
Huntspill, in the county of Somerset, October loth, 1795, 
where his father, Mr Joseph Amesbury, resided on his pa¬ 
ternal inheritance. The subject of the present memoir, the 
youngest of seven children, received his early education 
under the guardianship of his uncles, having lost his mother 
at the age of two years and his father at the age of seven. 
He commenced his professional career with Messrs Yeo 
and Parker, at Clifton, near Bristol, and while with them he 
availed himself of the opportunities afibrded him of attending 
the lectures on anatomy and demonstrations, at that time 
delivered in Bristol by the late Mr Shute. 

After passing six years at Clifton, Mr Amesbury repaired 
to London, and in 1819 became a pupil at the then united 
school of St Thomas’s and Guy’s Hospitals. There he studied 
medicine under the very able physicians Cholmeley, Laird, 
and Back, and surgery under Sir Astley, then Mr Cooper, 
and Messrs Cline, Travers, and Green. 

At the end of the first session, Mr Amesbury was honoured 
by Sir Astley Cooper with one of the three equal prizes given 
that year, for his proficiency in anatomy and surgery. The 
examinations were conducted by Sir Astley himself, in the 
presence of the very large class then attending the borough 
school, and the prizes consisted of books, chosen by the suc¬ 
cessful candidates, at Sir Astlev’s cost. On the back of the 
last page of the dedication of that presented to Mr Amesbury 
is written by Sir Astley the following testimonial: — 

“ This book was presented by me to Mr Amesbury in testi¬ 

mony of his great acquirements in anatomy and surgery 

(Signed) Astley Cooper. June 1st, 1820.-’ 
On the 25th of May, 1820, the day after the conclusion 

of the examinations for the anatomical and surgical prize, 
Mr Amesbury passed his examination at Apothecaries’ 
Hall, and on the 4th of August, 1820, he became a 
member of the College of Surgeons, and soon afterwards 
commenced practice in London. He then began to turn his 
attention to the improvement of surgery. The branch of 
surgery that first received Mr Amesbury’s special at¬ 
tention was the nature and treatment of fractures. In 
the treatment of fractures of the ribs, he observed that 
the ordinary modes of bandaging the chest was insecure, 
troublesome, and often painful. To meet these evils he con¬ 
trived a form of support for the ribs, which is easily applied 
and easily managed, so as to diminish the pain, experienced 
in these cases under the ordinary treatment, and to facilitate 
the union of the bones. The difference in the degree of 
comfort and sense of security afforded by this support and 
the ordinary bandaging the chest is very considerable. 

He next introduced his fracture apparatus, contrived for 
simple fractures of the two lower thirds of the thigh, and for 
simple and compound fractures of the leg, and simple and 
compound dislocations of the ancle. By this apparatus the 
fractured parts can be kept in situ in all cases, and in com¬ 
pound fractures and compound dislocations the wounds may 
be easily dressed without disturbing the broken ends of the 
bones. ' When the injured limb is properly secured in this 
apparatus, the limb may be placed on the side or on the 
back. The position may be altered as circumstances may 
require, and the patient may be removed from bed from 
time to time without danger of disturbing the fractured parts 
or in any way hindering the restorative process. 

In cases of simple fractures of the leg and of simple dislo¬ 
cations of the ancle, treated with this apparatus or its simple 
modification, the patient need not be confined to bed after 
the swelling, produced by the first inflammation, has 
subsided. In such cases Mr Amesbury lias found that 
the union of the bones takes place more readily, and the 
health and strength are better preserved when the patients 
are allowed, under proper restrictions, to sit up and move 
about than under the ordinary modes of management. 

The difficulties attending the treatment of fractures of the 
patella Mr Amesbury has been able to meet successfully by 

his simple little apparatus, and his modes of managing these 
cases. 

Fract ures of the upper third of the thigh-bone have also had 
a share of Mr Amesbury’s special attention. In cases of frac¬ 
ture within the capsule, the late Sir Astley Cooper, and other 
able surgeons, had so universally failed to produce union of the 
bone, that Sir Astley was accustomed to say in his lectures 
that union could not be produced. Mr Amesbury wras led, how¬ 
ever, to entertain a different opinion. He considered that 
in fractures of the neck of the thigh-bone, as they usually 
occur, there is no mechanical or physical impossibility to re¬ 
union, and that, therefore, the almost universal occurrence 
of non-union in these cases resulted from the deficiency in 
the mechanical management, and not, as was supposed by 
Sir Astley Cooper and others, from the physical condition of 
the fractured parts. 

Mr Amesbury invented his fracture bed, with a special 
view' to overcome these difficulties. With the aid of this 
apparatus he soon found himself able to verify the cor¬ 
rectness of his opinion, by the favourable results to 
which he arrived in a variety of cases that occurred 
in St Thomas’s Hospital, under the charge of Mr Tra¬ 
vers and Mr Green. Some of these cases were fractures 
of the neck of the bone, presenting all the ordinary 
symptoms of fractures within the capsule. In these 
cases union was effected wdthout any shortening worthy of 
notice (the greatest degree being not more in any case than 
a quarter of an inch), or other deformity of the limb, and 
the free movement and use of the limb were restored in every 
instance. By the use of the same contrivance he found that 
all the other varieties of fracture of the upper third of the 
femur, are placed entirely under the control of the surgeon. 

Mr Amesbury’s next object was to get over the difficulties 
often experienced in the treatment of fractures of the upper 
extremities. He observed carefully the indications which re¬ 
quired to be answered in these cases, and wras enabled to meet 
these indications by the invention of suitable apparatus. 

By his mode of bandaging for fractures of the clavicle, the 
fractured ends are steadily preserved in juxta-position, in 
cases w'here the ordinary modes of bandaging have been 
u'holly inadequate for this purpose. We can only afford 
space further to advert to his apparatus for fractures of the 
humerus, especially those which occur in the lower end of 
the bone—to his splints for fractures of the fore-arm, 
contrived to keep the fractured surfaces steadily in appo¬ 
sition, and to prevent the approximation of the ulna and 
radius, in certain fractures of these bones, and to his mode 
of treating fractures of the olecranon, which show' that 
in his improvements in this department of surgery Mr 
Amesbury has carefully observed the indications to be an¬ 
swered in all the varieties of fracture that occur in the long 
bones, and has contrived the several apparatus which he 
employs so as to answer these indications in such a manner 
as to diminish the sufferings of the patients, to keep the 
fractured surfaces properly in contact, and to facilitate their 
re-union— advantages which in very many cases cannot be 
obtained by the means in common use. 

Non-union, or fractures of long standing, it was believed, 
take place in consequence of some latent wealtness of constitu¬ 
tion. But Mr Amesbury noticed that nearly all the cases of 
non-union w'hich he saw existed in persons wdiose constitu¬ 
tions were, as far as he could discover, very good, and in 
some who were particularly robust. He thought, therefore, 
that the opinion usually entertained, that some latent weak¬ 
ness is the common cause, could not be correct; and he was 
of opinion that the cause would be found in the usual modes 
of treatment, which he considered inadequate to keep the 
fractured ends applied to each other, and to prevent motion 
and displacement. He found that, by getting over these 
impediments to union, and by exciting adhesive inflamma¬ 
tion in the part by a peculiar adjustment of his apparatus, 
used in recent cases of fracture of the same bones, he was 
able to produce bony union, in periods varying from a 
month to eight weeks, where non-union had existed six, 
cin-ht, ten, twelve, or even fourteen months. 

Timing a period extending over about eight years, Mr Ames- 
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bury was favoured with the management of a large majority of 
the cases of fracture admitted into St Thomas’s Hospital 
under the care of Mr Travers and Mr Green, in addition to 
those that occurred in his own practice; and, after testing 
and proving the correctness of his views respecting fractures 
ol the upper third of the femur, and cases of non-union, and 
the safety and importance of his treatment in this exten¬ 
sive field of experience, Mr Amesbury published, in 1829, his 
work, entitled, 

‘ Observations on the Nature and Treatment of Fractures 

of the Upper Third of the Thigh-hone; and on Fractures 
of long standing.' 1 vol. 8vo. 

Mr Amesbury proceeded in like manner to prove the safety 
and importance of his treatment in all other fractures of the long 
bones, which he was enabled to accomplish by the numerous 
cases placed under his care in his private practice, and espe¬ 

cially in hospital practice, by Mr Travers and Mr Green; 
and when he had satisfied himself in every particular as 
regards the management of such fractures, he published his 
work, entitled, 

‘ Practical Remarks on the Nature and Treatment of 

Fractures of the Trunk and Extremities,’ which appeared 
in 1831. 2 vols. 8vo. 

Mr Amesbury’s success in the treatment of fractures pro¬ 
cured for him a considerable share of professional reputation, 
which led to his being consulted in other cases requiring 
mechanical management. Deformities of the spine, chest, 
and limbs, cases of stiff joints, and of muscular weakness and 
muscular contraction, were brought to him for relief from time 
to time. Nothing daunted by the difficulties which he 
had to encounter in conducting cases of deformity, stiffness, 
contractions and weakness, to favourable terminations, he 
entered carefully on the study of this large class of com¬ 
plaints, and had the gratification to find his efforts crowned 
with an amount of success surpassing his expectations. 
Spinal disease is also arrested by his improved modes of 
treatment, aided by one of his spinal supports. By this ap¬ 
paratus the affected parts are placed under the most favour¬ 
able circumstances for healing ; which is accomplished 
frequently without depriving the patient of moderate exer¬ 
cise in the open air—an advantage of very great importance 
in all cases of this sort, when it can "be obtained with 
impunity. His treatment supersedes the usual external 
applications of issues, blisters and other external drains, 
which increase bodily weakness, and greatly add to the 
sufferings of the patient. 

Mr Amesbnry, it appears, was also the first to contrive an 
apparatus with a screw, so arranged as to produce extension 
and flexion of the knee and elbow joints, when these joints 
are rendered stiff from disease. The motion of the joint is 
brought about by this plan without danger of rep>roducing 
the disease which occasioned the stiffness: and thus the 
use of many limbs is now restored which otherwise might 
have continued for life perfectly useless. In 1838, he opened 
his private Spinal Establishment, for the reception and 
treatment of resident and non-resident patients. In this 
establishment he continues his system of treatment with an 
amount of success highly gratifying to himself and to those 
submitted to liis care. 

GEORGE JOHN AMSDEN, ESQ., 

Was apprenticed at Apothecaries’ Hall, to his father, John 
Amsden, Esq., surgeon, of Iloxton, in the year 1830; he 
studied at St Bartholomew’s Hospital under Messrs Law¬ 
rence, Stanley, &c., and passed his examinations at the Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons and Apothecaries’Hall in the year 1837, 
at which time he entered into general practice with his father 
at Hoxton. His residence is 5 Gloucester terrace, Hoxton. 

HENRY ANCELL, ESQ. 

The subject of this notice passed his examination at the 
Apothecaries’ Society in the year 1828, and became a mem¬ 
ber of the College of Surgeons in the year 1831. He is, 

however, an older man than these dates appear to show. 
For some years in the early part of his professional life he 
practised in the United States, and, perhaps, there acquired 
some of those democratic opinions on professional govern¬ 
ment which lie is well known to hold. It is inconsistent 
both with the spirit of this journal and with our present 

duty, to express either concurrence or dissent on questions 
purely political; but we must not refrain from pointing out 

the great service which Mr Ancell has rendered to, what has 
been called, the cause of the general practitioners. Soon 
after the Council of the College of Surgeons gained their 
new charter in 1843, there was an outburst of displeasure 
through the country at the injustice of its provisions, and the 
Medical Protection Society was organised to give ex¬ 

pression to the feelings and wishes of the profession. Of 
this society Mr Ancell was, in the first instance a member; 

but in consequence of a disagreement that ar»se upon some 
points in the “ Address” he withdrew, and took no public 
share in political movements until the formation of the 
Marylebone Association, which eventually, by the union of 

other societies, became transformed into the great “ National 
Association.” Mr Ancell was one of the honorary secretaries 
of this body from the time of its establishment to the period 
of its merging into the “ National Institute,” and, 
while holding this office, he was most assiduous in the 
performance of the duties devolving on him, and had an im¬ 
portant share in the preparation of the reports and the volu¬ 

minous series of transactions which were published by the 
association during its protracted struggle with the corpora¬ 
tions. During the early days of the association the labour, 
literary and administrative, was enormous, and Mr Ancell 
was distinguished among the most constant and indefatigable 
in the services he rendered to the society. 

Mr Ancell has contributed many valuable papers to the 
periodical literature of the day. His “ Lectures on the 
Blood,” and his “ Commentaries on Liebig,” are probably 
the most comprehensive and erudite essays upon physiological 
subjects that have ever adorned our literature. They 
exhaust the subjects on which they treat and hardly leave 
even a straw to be gleaned by hi3 successors in the same 
field. His hand seizes facts with a vigorous grasp, and 
then throws them broadcast on the page. He does not 
theorise on vain imaginations. He leaves that office to 
weaker heads. This is high praise, but it is well deserved. 
With these merits, his intellectual exereitations have 
some defects; there is in them a want of an original 
turn of thought, of a guiding principle around which 

the masses of facts might be accumulated and whicli 

they might serve to illustrate. There is an excess 
of evidence but no verdict,—a beginning and a middle 
but no conclusion. Having adopted a proposition from 
Liebig, or some other original thinker, lie sets to work 

to say all that can be said about it, and when you expect 
that the time is come for the application of the immense 
mass of evidence in proof of something—you may not know 

what,—you find, perhaps, that the principle and the proof 
are equally wanting. If, therefore, wo cannot concede to 
Mr Ancell the highest praise of authorship, that of original 
thinking, we can cordially allow him the credit of being 
among the most able, if not the most able compiler of 
whom the profession in this country can boast. 

Mr Ancell is undoubtedly li man of great mental powers. 
His mind is comprehensive rather than prompt or clear, and 
discursive rather than close. He has extraordinary perse¬ 
verance, and a power of hiving thought not very common 
even among men of ability. He often does not "appear to 
know what or how much he has in his head, but there is 
a large quantity of facts latent there, and put a pen 
into his hand as a conductor, his knowledge will all run out 
upon the paper with irresistible flow. As a public man he 
suffers under one serious defect; he is not a good speaker. 
He hesitates and stammers at the commencement of his 
oral prolusions, as if the ideas were turning round in his 
head, and were so entangled together that the one wanted 
could not find its way out; but, by and by, as the disorder 
seems to clear up and his feelings to warm, he can enun- 
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date vigorous sentiments in clear and ready language, not 
unworthy many more accomplished speakers. Mr Ancell’s 
head would be considered remarkable by a phrenologist. 
The forehead is high and broad, but not deep, and his tem¬ 
ples swell, giving a roundness to the general contour. Venus 
was not in the ascendant on the day of his nativity; a 
misfortune of which a wise man will not complain. His 
figure is small and spare, and his stature, which is rather 
low, is diminished by a drooping of the head,—a habit 
into which he has fallen in common with many other hard 
students. 

For a long time Mr Ancell has filled the offices of Surgeon 
to the Police, and Surgeon to the Western General Dispen¬ 
sary. He is also Lecturer on Materia Medica, at Lane’s 
School, adjoining St George’s Hospital. He resides at No. 
3, Norfolk Crescent, Hyde Park. 

ALEXANDER ANDERSON, ESQ. 

This gentleman resides at 17 York place, Portman square. 
He became a member of the College of Surgeons in the year 
1823, and a fellow by examination in 1844. He holds the 
appointment of senior surgeon to the Western General Dis¬ 
pensary. 

SIR JAMES E. ANDERSON 

Is represented in the ‘ Medical Directory ’ as follows:— 
“ M.D., Edin. and Trin. Coll., Dublin; M.R.C.P. Physician 
to the Mariner’s and General Insurance Company, M.R.I.A.” 
He resides at 11 New Burlington street. 

JOHN ANDERSON, M.D. 

This gentleman took his degree at Glasgow in 1838. He 
became a member of the College of Surgeons of England, 
and a Licentiate of the Apothecaries’ Society, in 1849. He 
resides at 3 Devonshire place, Old Kent road. 

W. ALEXANDER ANDERSON, M.D., 

Resides at 1 Walton place, Chelsea, and 18 Brompton row, 
Brompton. He took his degree at Aberdeen, in 1850; has 
been a member of the College since 1835, and a licentiate of 
the Hall since 1834 ; and formerly held the appointment of 
assistant-surgeon at the Royal Naval Hospital, Plymouth, 
1827-8. 

W. J. ANDERSON, ESQ. 

Mr Anderson received his preliminary education at Har¬ 
row, and at Christ Church, Oxford; he subsequently studied 
bis profession at St George’s Hospital, and finally in Paris. 
He passed his examination at the College of Surgeons in 
1847, and in the next year became a Fellow by examination. 
He soon after commenced practice in Prince’s street, Caven¬ 
dish square, and in 1849 removed to Welbeck street, where 
he now resides. Mr Anderson’s practice is confined to mid¬ 
wifery, and he holds the office of District Accoucheur to St 
Mary’s Hospital. He has published a book on ‘ Nervous 
Affections,’ and contributed some time since to the ‘ Lancet ’ 
a paper ‘ On the Submucous Section of the Sphincter Ani for 
Spasmodic Constriction, with Anal Fissures.’ The object of 
this paper was to recommend the operation performed by the 
late Professor Blandin, which consisted in introducing the 
fore-finger of the left hand into the rectum, and “ making a 
small opening at the verge of the anus with the point of a 
knife invented for the purpose. The guard with which the 
knife is supplied is then pushed beyond the point, and the 
instrument carefully introduced through the wound into the 
submucous cellular tissue between the mucous membrane 
and sphincter ani. The cutting edge is then turned towards 
the muscle, the guard retracted, and the muscle cut through 
as the blade is withdrawn.” Wc may remark with reference 
to this subject, that there was not long since a discussion 

upon it in the Surgical Society of Paris, when the preference 
was almost uniformly given to forcible dilatation of the anus 
as proposed by M. Recamier. Forcible dilatation was ob¬ 
jected to only in those cases where there was contraction 
with hemorrhoids in a state of inflammation, and even then 
it was thought better first to subdue the inflammation, and 
afterwards have recourse to forcible dilatation to overcome 
the contraction. 

[We shall feel extremely obliged if the Mends of members 
of the profession will supply us with materials to enable us 
to give a correct representation of the character and labours 
of those gentlemen wdiose turn to receive a biographical 
notice is coming round. We are anxious to avoid error, 
and it is manifest that we shall be greatly assisted in our 
object by the, communication of such incidents as Mends 
and relations are best qualified to furnish. In the case of de¬ 
ceased members of the profession this request has peculiar 
force, and we hope will be responded to with alacrity.] 

THE DYING STRUGGLES OF AN ASSURANCE 

OFFICE. 

We cannot conceive any position to be more painful than 

that of a man w‘lio is obliged to maintain a connexion of 

which he has grown ashamed. When every inquiry after 

his friends vibrates through his system like an ague-shoclc, 

and causes the blood to mount to the top of his forehead, 

there are but two things for him to do, either inconti¬ 

nently to drop the acquaintance, or to suffer his acquaint¬ 

ance to drop him. It is in exactly such a predicament 

that many of the directors of the Assurance Company find 

themselves at this moment. They are conscious of a de¬ 

gradation, from which they are anxious to escape, but know 

not how or whither; and they fear to complain of ill-treat¬ 

ment, lest universal ridicule should greet their sufferings and 

their simplicity — “ ’Tis true, ’tis pity ; pity ’tis, ’tis true.” 

Unhappy mortals ! Like Andromeda, the chaste and bash¬ 
ful, they are chained, naked, to a rock, and the wicked 
Dragon is advancing to swallow them whole; but, Perseus- 
like, we will essay to rescue them from their fearful destiny, 
and restore them, if they wish it, unhurt to the bosom of 
their mourning friends. 

Broken murmurs have for some time past expressed the 
slumbering discontent of the directors of the office at the ex¬ 
travagance of their staff, and destroyed the confidence necessary 
to enable friends to live together in harmony. The antago¬ 
nism—we might almost call it the natural antipathy between 
the two sections of the directory, has, however, been “ kept 
down ” by the overbearing dictation of the projector of the 
company, who, in emulation of the small showman that 
exhibits “ The Happy Family ” of cats and rats, mice and 
monkeys, in an iron cage, at the opposite end of Trafalgar 
square, enforced a rigid discipline, which he thought would 
prevent the natural propensities of his staff from being indis¬ 

creetly manifested. 
The attempt was a failure, as a Latiu proverb, now some¬ 

what musty, has already assured us that all such efforts are 
certain to prove. The day—the fatal day, fraught with mis¬ 
chief and shame, arrived. A preliminary quarrel among the 
officers upon a point of honour fired the train, and at the 
next meeting of the directors there was an explosion of 
wrath and rancour, such as has never been witnessed, either 
before or since, between persons styling themselves gentlemen, 

except, indeed, among the same directors at a subsequent 
meeting. The delicate point in dispute on this occasion 
was simply whether an important personage connected with 
the management, was or was not entitled to the appellation 
“ gentleman.” The Herald’s Office was not consulted, 
which was a pity; but the directors seemed disposed to 
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decide in the negative, when the gentleman whose title was 
in dispute threatened to “ punch ” the head of him who 
should deny his claim. The directors rose to arms, a 
general melee was on the point of commencing, when the 
chairman rushed into the room, parted the combatants, 
struck the table with his official hammer, and coerced 
his unruly subjects into submission. 

However, the directors were not to be so summarily 
put. down; they met again, and voted their rebellious 
official “ no gentleman,” and declared his office void. 

This was downright treason to the authority of the chief, 
and of course should be punished as it deserved. The di¬ 
directors, who appear to be as innocent as sucking doves, 
imagined (what an absurdity!) that they were free to vote 
as they liked, and to take care of then- own interests; but 
they had, in reality, “ counted without their host.” Another 
meeting was held, another gentleman was in the chair— 
from our hearts we pity him, for never before was a man so 
belaboured with hard words. The great gun, charged to 
the muzzle,_ having been wheeled into the centre of the 
field of action, fired ofi round shot and grape indiscrimi¬ 
nately upon friends and foes, striking every heart with 
dismay and horror, and silencing all the small artillery by 
the extreme violence of its explosions. The directors were 
bullied in much the same style as Cromwell abused the mem¬ 
bers of the Long Parliament. One was called an “_ 
another a “-,” variegated with many other choice 
expressions, borrowed from the classic alcoves of the fish- 
market. All were dumb with consternation. Browbeaten 
and humiliated, the directors gave way, the obnoxious reso¬ 
lution was not enforced, and the quarrel for the present is 
scarred over, but not healed. 

A meeting of the shareholders will soon be held, and it is 
expected that the revelations which will then be made will 
astonish all. concerned in the operations of the company, 
and lead to its immediate dissolution. We understand that 
the society is almost submerged by the enormous expenses 
incurred by the efforts made to establish it; and that the 
Directory are exceedingly discontented at the large sums 
paid to the staff. These salaries and incidental payments 
involve an amount of disbursements that must inevitably 
ruin the company. The manager, and the surgeon, we are 
informed, receive salaries far larger than are allowed to the 
officers of any young society. Besides these gentlemen, 
there are other officers who do the work of those who 
receive _ the higher salaries; and it is manifest that, under 
these circumstances, the most equitable way of settling the 
business is, not by resorting to pugilistic arts and per¬ 
sonal abuse, but by forthwith voting a dissolution. This, in¬ 
deed, is an inevitable result. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY’S DEPARTMENT. 

CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITIONS FOR 1852. 

(continued.) 

LONDON. 

Chambers, Richard, M.D Edin., removed from 65 
Harley street, to 38 Wimpole street, Cavendish square; 
after Qualifications, read Senior Phys. to the Royal Free 
Hospital. 

PROVINCIAL. 

Burgess, Robert, Lie. Fac. Phys. and Surg. Glasgow, 
removed from Robertland, Tinwald, Dumfries-shire, N.B., 
to 8 Price street, Birkenhead, Cheshire. 

Collins, Frederick, Wanstead, Essex, after Lying-in 
Charity, Wanstead, read Union Med. Off.; ‘and in “ Local 
List,” after this name read M.D. 

Clubbe, W illiam Henchman, removed from Great Somer- 
ford, Wilts, to Great Yarmouth, Norfolk. 

Diokins, Richard Tandy, removed from Hampton-in- 
Arden, to Foleshill, Warwickshire. 

M orris, Thomas, read Marford cottage before Gresford, 
near Wrexham, &c., and after M.R.C.S. Eng. 1843, read 
Mem. Prov. Med. and Surg. Assoc. 

names omitted. 

Oswin, Charles, Pix Hall, Hawkhurst, Kent.—M.R.C.S, 
Eng. and L.S.A. 1824. 

Wilde, John, 85 Upper street, Islington.—M.R.C.S. Eng. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR IRELAND. 

Adams, Josiah, Killaliss, after L.S.A. Ireland 1848, read 
Lie. Mid. Dub. 

Ahearne, Thomas Mannon, 16 Cook street, Cork, after 
M.D. Edin. 1827, read Lie. Mid. Dub. Lying-in Hosp. 

Barlow, James, 32 Upper Mount street, Dublin, after 
other Qualifications, read Lie. in Midw. Dub. Lyiim-in 
Hosp. ° 

Burnett, Robert, Slaney Ville, Tullow, after Acc. Combe 
Lying-in Hosp. add and Roy. Coll. Surg., Ireland. 

Cryan, Robert, removed from 19 Upper Dominick street, 
to 86 Upper Dorset street, Dublin. 

Currey, John Edmond, M.D., Lismore.—Assistant 
Surg. Waterford Militia; for since 1836, read since 1846, 
and at page 193, as Med. Attendant Lismore Dispensary 
this name is mis-spelt Carey. 

Darbey, Francis Sciiolfield (far Schofield), West 
street, Drogheda, after L.S.A. Ireland, 1842, read Med. 
Attendant Temporary Fever Hosp. 1848, and on Cholera 
Patients under Board of Guardians, 1849. 

Darby, Thomas, Bray, co. Dublin, after F.R.C.S. 1844, 
read Asst. Surg. to County of Dublin Militia. 

Gawley, Eccles, Foxford; for Lie, in Mid. Dub. Lying- 
in Hosp., read Lie. in Mid. Combe Lying-in Hosp., Dublin. 

Kiernan, James, Enniskillen; omit L.S.A. Ireland, 1840, 
and after F.R.C.S. Ireland, 1844, read Lie. in Midw. 
Dub. Lying-in Hosp. 1840. 

Macnamara, Rawdon, 95 Stephen’s Green South, Dublin, 
after L.R.C.S. Ireland, 1846, read Diploma in Materia 
Medica, Roy. Coll. Surg. 1842. 

Meade, Andrew, Cavan, should be Mease, Andrew, 
Cavan, &c. 

Mulreany, Joseph, Donegal; for L.R.C.S. Ireland, 1841, 
read M.R.C.S. Eng. 1841. 

Sandford, Thomas, Glenbrook Terrace, Passage West, 
co. Cork, should be Sandiford, Thomas, &c. 

Shiell, Thomas William, Parsonstown, shoiddbe Shiell, 
Thomas Wildridge, &c. 

Smyth, Andrew C., Church street, Ballymena; omit 
the C. 

Vereker, Amo3, M.D., removed from 2 Baker place, to 27 
Catherine street, Limerick. 

Walsh, Philip Nicholas, Midleton; the L.R.C.S. and 
M.D. Edin., also the Lie. in Midw. Edm. should have 
been dated 1839 instead of 1829. 

Wharton, James Henry ; after 53 York street, Dublin, 
read A.B. Trin. Coll. Dub., and after St Peter’s Parochial 
Disp. Dub., read Mem. Surg. Soc. of Ireland. 

Widdup, John, Penzance Cottage, Wexford; for L.S.A. 
1824, read Lie. Midw. Dub. 1824. 

In “ Local List,” under Galway, for P. Morgan, M.D., read 
P. Moran, M.D., and under Fintona, for C. II. Robinson, 
read A. H. Robinson. 

At page 136, Examiners of Roy. Coll, of Surgeons, Ireland, 
for L. Nixon, read R. L. Nixon. 
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NAMES OMITTED. 

Baker, John Andrew, 1 Dawson street, Dublin.—L.R.C.S. 
Ireland. 

O’Galligan, John, 74 Marlborough street, Dublin.—Di¬ 
ploma in Surg., from Trin. Coll., Dub.; Lie. Midw., 
Dublin, Lying-in Hosp.; formerly Phvs. to Dublin Gen. 
Disp. 

O’Neill, John, Bridge street, Ballymena, co. Antrim.— 
M.D. Univ. of Glasgow, 1847, Lie. of Glasgow Lying-in 
Hosp. 1845. (0/ni< this name from Supplemental List.~) 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR SCOTLAND. 

Abel, Peter, for Inverary, Keith Hall, &c., read Inverury, 
Keith Hall, &c. 

Anderson, Alex., Jedburgh, Roxburghshire, after 
L. R.C.S. Edin., 1829, read Phys. to Jedburgh Disp , and 
after H.M. Service in China, read Mem. Med. Chir. Soc. 
Edin. 

Balfour, George William, Westfield, Cramond, after 
M. D. St Andrew’s, 1845, read L.R.C.S. Edin. 1845. 

Bonnar, John Lindsay, Crossgate, Cupar, Fife, should 
be Bonnar, George Lindsay, &c., and for Surg. of 
Fife County Prison, read Surg. Substitute of Fife County 
Prison. 

Bramwell, James Paton, Atholl street, Perth, for late 
Surg. of Perth Infirm., read formerly one of the District 
or Dispensary Surgs. of Perth Infirm. 

Davidson, William, Gouroch road, Greenock.—Under 
Contribs. for Aloriration of Palm Oil, read Decolorisation 
of Palm Oil. 

Fenton, David, Alyth, Perthshire, after Qualifications, 
read Contrib. “ Excision of Elbow Joint,” Edin. Monthly 
Journ , Med. Sci. 

Foulds, Matthew, Mauchline, Ayrshire, for formerly 
Surg. Oculist to Her Majesty, read formerly Assist, to Dr 
Mackenzie, Surgeon Oculist to Her Majesty. 

Gillies, George, Coldstream, after Qualification, read one 
of the Surgs. to Coldstream Dispensary. 

Graham, Charles William Montagu Scott, High 
street, Dalkeith, to other contribs. add “ On Hydrence- 
phaloid Disease,” vol. lvi. Edin. Med. Surg. Journ. 

Kenneburgh, Joseph, Abbey Park place, Dunfermline, 
should be Kinniburgh, Joseph, &c. &c. 

Lagan, Robert, 12 Castlegate, Lanark.— Should be 
Logan, Robert, &c., and under Contribs. fur Cartila¬ 
ginous funis hairy tumour in throat of child, &c., read 
“ On Cartilaginous funis ” and “ On hairy tumour in 
throat of child,” &c. 

Lockhead, William, 25 Garscube place, Glasgow, should 
be Lochhead, William, &c. &c. 

McDonald, Alexander, Kirkmichael. Omit the word 
“ formerly” before Med. Off. for Parochial Board, Kirk¬ 
michael. 

Morris, James, High street, Dunfermline.—For C.M. 
Glasgow 1849, read Lie. Fac. Phys. and Surg. Glasgow" 
1849. ° ’ 

Stein, James, Menstrie by Stirling.—After “ The Nature 
and Treatment of Cholera,” read “An Essay on Tvphus 
Fever.” 

Tait, Thomas, Crieff, Perthshire.—Should be Tait, James. 
Crieff, Perthshire. 

In “ Local List ” omit G. W. Balfour, M.D. from Edin¬ 
burgh, and read Cramond, Edinburqhsh. G. W. Balfour, 
M.D. Omit Crossgates, Fife—G. L. Bonnar, and place 
him under Cupar, Fife; and under Hamilton, Lunarksh., 
add W. Naismith, M.D. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Justitia.—If our correspondent will look again in the 
Directory for the present year, he will see that the gen¬ 
tleman he alludes to does not profess to be a graduate of 
any university, but a M.R.C.P. 

Medicus.—Your suggestion respecting the Directory will 
receive due attention. 

H. P.—Every available means are adopted by us to test 
the accuracy of the returns alluded to, and we think in 
nearly all cases with success. 

Dr Roe is thanked for his suggestion. Experience proves, 
however, that his plan, if carried out, would fail of giving 
satisfaction, although it might save expense. 

P. Beavan.—The information respecting Mercer’s Hospital 
will be duly acted on for future editions. The fault does 
not rest with the editors; the necessary information, 
although solicited, never reached them. 

Dr J. E. Currey will perceive that the correction respect¬ 
ing date of appointment has been made. The other 
matters kindly pointed out will be corrected in future 
editions of the 1 Directory.’ The whole of the dispensaries 
mentioned were sent to for information, but the secre¬ 
taries or medical officers failed to respond. 

Dr J. Jacob.—Your suggestions will receive careful con¬ 
sideration. 

Dr Nixon.—We esteem your congratulations. The slip 
alluded to will be sent to each member of the profession 
for approval or correction, annually, (in August). We 
have called attention above to the error you pointed out, 
and have made a note of the same with reference to future 
corrections for the hospital named by y ou. 

A. II. Robinson.—We are obliged to you for having called 
our attention to a subject, the importance of which is 
obvious. We beg to say, however, that most of the gen¬ 
tlemen alluded to had one or more circulars forwarded 
to them; they will be sent to again during the present 
year, and we hope will kindly fill up and return them. 

Dr J. Coats is thanked for the information kindly afforded, 

which will be strictly attended to for future editions. 

Dr W. Cruickshank will please to accept the same reply 
as the preceding. 

H. Macbean.—The same. 

Amicus (Fife).—The correction is made above. For the 
other matters, see answer to Dr J. Coats. 

D. R. Rankin is thanked. The corrections are made 
above. 

Dr Redfern.—Communication received, for which you 
are thanked; it shall receive every attention. 

Dr S. Thomson.—We will communicate -with the university 
given on the subject, and act accordingly in a future 
editions. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gen¬ 
tlemen having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the meet¬ 
ing of the Court of Examiners on the 6th instant:—Wynd- 
ham Fitzgerald Armstrong, Adare, Limerick; Robert Elliott, 
Tyrone; Henry Ellis, Bangor, Carnarvonshire; John Ga¬ 
briel French, Jewin street, Aldersgate street; Henry Gram- 
shaw, Gravesend; John Henry Hewer, Chobham, Surrey; 
Peter Nevill Jackson, Beverley, Yorkshire; Richard Pery, 
Dublin; Ridley Porter, Bishopsgate street; Clement Sconce, 
Bath; David Twining, Winslow, Bucks. At the same 
meeting of the Court, Mr Daniel Wills Stephens passed his 
examination for Naval Surgeon. This gentleman had pre- 
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viously been admitted a member of the College, liis diploma 
bearing date May 29, 1846. Mr William Henry Baxter 
also passed bis examination for Naval Assistant. 

A deputation, consisting of Mr South, President of the 
Royal College of Surgeons; Mr Cajsar Hawkins, Vice- 
President ; and Mr Arnott, bad an interview with Sir GCo. 
Grey on Saturday the 14th iustant. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following are the names of 
the gentlemen who passed their examination in the science 
and practice of medicine, and received certificates to practise, 
on Thursday, February 5, 1852:—Alfred Ball; Charles 
Chibnall, London; Mark Kebbell, Brighton; John Lacey; 
William Tidboald Luxton, Winldigh, Devon; John Bidlake 
Mountford, Exeter. On Thursday, February 12, 1852:— 
William Maxwell Burman, Wath-upon Dearne; John Kent 
Spender, Bath ; James Strange Biggs, Devizes, Wilts. 

University of St Andrew’s.—The Duke of Argyle 
has been elected Chancellor of this University. He is also 
to be complimented with the freedom of the burgh. 

_ Military Appointments_3rd ‘Light Dragoon : As¬ 
sistant-Surgeon O’Connor D’Arcey, M.D., from the 87th 
Foot, to be Assistant-Surgeon, vice Franklin, promoted in 
the 86th Foot. 86th Foot: Assistant-Surgeon Henry 
Franklin, from the 3rd Light Dragoons, to be Surgeon, vice 
Thom, promoted on the Staff. 87th Foot: Assistaut Staff- 
Surgeon John Lyster Jameson, to be Assistant-Surgeon, 
vice D’Arcey, appointed to the 3rd Light Dragoons. Hos¬ 
pital Staff: Surgeon Alexander Thom, from the 86th Foot, 
to be Staff-Surgeon of the first class, vice R. Hope Alston 
Hrniter, who retires upon half-pay; Assistaut Staff-Surgeon 
R. J. Heunell to be Staff-Surgeon, second class, vice Gray, 
deceased. 69th Foot: Assistant-Surgeon James M‘Nab, 
M.D., from the 78tli Foot, to be Assistant-Surgeon, vice 
Willocks, appointed to the 78tli Foot. 73rd Foot: Assis¬ 
tant-Surgeon Edward Booth, from the Staff, to be Surgeon, 
vice M‘Donald, appointed to the Staff. 78th Foot: Assis¬ 
tant-Surgeon Arthur Stewart Willocks, from the 69th Foot, 
to be Assistant-Surgeon, vice M‘Nab, appointed to the 69th 
Foot. Rifle Brigade: Staff-Surgeon of the second class 
Robert Bowen, to be surgeon, vice Evans Garnon Lloyd, 
who retires upon half-pay. Hospital Staff: Surgeon Duncan 
Donald M‘Coy M‘Donald, from the 73rd Foot, to be Staff- 
Surgeon of the second class, vice Bowen, appointed to the 
Rifle Brigade. 

Naval Appointments.—Surgeon Edward Nolloth, M.D. 
(1845), to be Surgeon-Superintendent of theFairlie, convict- 
ship, Assistant-Surgeon Francis C. Sibbald, M.D. (1846), 
to the Tyne, store-ship, at Woolwich; Assistant-Surgeon 
Samuel (1846) to the Vesuvius, steam-sloop, at Devonport; 
James Whicher (1846) from the Victory, flag-ship, at Ports¬ 
mouth, to Greenwich Hospital, vice Domville, promoted; 
Richard King (1846) to the Victory, flag-ship, at Portsmouth, 
vice Whicher. Surgeons James A. Miller (1845) to the 
Simoom, steam troop-ship, at Portsmouth; David Lyall, 
M.D. (1846), to the Assistance; W. T. Domville, M.D. 
(1852), promoted recently from being Assistant-Surgeon at 
Greenwich Hospital, to the Resolute; Fred. N. Rayner 
(1851) to the Herald. Assist.-Surgeons John Sole (1845) 
to the Tyne, store-ship at Woolwich; A. M‘Donald (1841) 
to the Torch. Acting Assistant-Surgeon James Young, 
M.D., is confirmed to the Cumberland, 70, flag-ship, on the 
North America and West India station. 

Naval Promotion.—Assistant-Surgeon Wm. T. Dom¬ 
ville, M.D. (1842), serving at Greenwich Hospital, to the 
rank of Surgeon. 

Medical Appointments.—Dr Brinton, of King’s Col¬ 
lege, has been appointed physician, Mr Weedon Cooke, 
assistant-surgeon, and Mr Carr Jackson, medical officer for 
the diseases of children, to the Royal Free Hospital, Gray’s- 
inn lane; the two latter have been house-surgeons of the 
hospital. Dr Willoughby Wade has been appointed resi¬ 
dent physician and tutor to the General Hospital, Birming¬ 
ham, in place of Dr T. P. Heslop, resigned. Dr Wade is a 
Bachelor of Arts and of Medicine of Trinity College, Dublin, 
and M.R.C.S.L. Mr Wordsworth has been elected assistant- 
surgeon to the Moorfields, or Royal London Ophthalmic 

Hospital. Dr Shaw,, of the Bombay Medical Service, has 
been appointed Deputy Assay-master at Madras. 

Vacancies.—A house-surgeon and apothecary is wanted 
at the Whitehaven and West Cumberland Infirmary : salary, 
100Z. a-year, with apartments, rent, and taxes free, attend¬ 
ance, coals, and eandles. Candidates must possess the 
double qualification, and bachelors preferred. Date of 
election, 9tli of March next.—At the Halifax Infirmary and 
Dispensary the same office is vacant: salary, 60/. a-year, 
with board, furnished apartments, and attendance. Testi¬ 
monials to be sent in to the senior physician and the 
medical staff, on or before the 1st March. Election on the 
10th March.—A medical officer is wanted for the Ledbury 
Poor-law Union, district No. 3 : election on the 2nd March. 
The district comprises thirteen parishes, area in acres 
20,925; population, 4,537; salary, 90Z. a-year. The 
guardians provide medicines and appliances; no extra fees. 
The gentleman elected must reside in Ledbury : testimonials, 
&c., to be sent in on or before the 1st: personal attendance 
at the board on election-day requisite.—There is a vacancy 
in the office of physician to the Farringdon General Dis¬ 
pensary and Lying-in Charity. By the rules the physi¬ 
cians must be fellows or licentiates of the London College, 
not practising any other branch of the profession. Testi¬ 
monials to be sent to the honorary secretary.—The office of 
house-surgeon has become vacant at the Lincoln County 
Hospital. Testimonials to be sent in before the 22nd of 
March ; date of election, 1st of April. Candidates must 
possess the double qualification.—A resident medical officer 
is also wanted at the Eastern Dispensary, Bath. The can¬ 
didates must possess the double qualification. Salary, 80Z. 
a-year, with furnished apartments, and an allowance of 30/. 
for coals, candles, and servant. Testimonials to be sent in 
on or before February 27; date of election, the 18tli March. 

The Royal Academy.—Mr Partridge, Professor of 
Anatomy at King’s College, has been elected the Professor 
of Anatomy to the Royal Academy. 

The Arctic Expedition.—Surgeon Robert M'Cormick 
(1847) will proceed with this expedition, which is ordered 
to be made fully ready at Woolwich by the 15th of April 
next, but he has permission to act on his own judgment 
with a boat party on the arrival of the expedition at Wel¬ 
lington Channel. 

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, Feb¬ 
ruary 10, 1852.—Charles Bland Radcliffe, M.I)., and 
Charles Ridley, Esq., were elected Fellows. John Hall 
Davis, M.I)., Robert James Hale, M.D., James Merryweatlier, 
Esq., and Walter Hayle Walshe, M.D., were proposed as 
Fellows. At the next meeting, February 24, the folio whig 
gentlemen will be balloted for: James Luke, Esq., George 
Pilcher, Esq., :uid Christopher W. T. Robinson, Esq. 

Pathological Society of London.—Dr Tyler Smith, 
Dr Duff, and Dr Drury, were, on Tuesday last, Feb. 17, 
elected members of the Pathological Society of London. Mr 
Broadhurst and Dr Devenish were proposed as candidates 
for membership at the same time. 

Small-pox and Vaccination Hospital.—The annual 
court of the governors of this institution was held on Friday, 
the 6th inst., at the board-room of the new hospital, High- 
gate, Upper Holloway,—II. Egerton, Esq., in the chair. It 
appeared from the report, that 682 small-pox patients had 
been admitted during the past year, being a greater number 
than during any previous year, except 1838 and 1848. Of 
the number admitted, 104, or 15 per cent., had died; and 
578, or 85 per cent., were discharged, cured. During the 
same period, 580 had been vaccinated, and 525 supplies of 
lymph granted to medical men and public institutions. 

Royal Maternity Charity.—The annual meeting of 
this institution was held in the London Tavern,—William 
Cotton, Esq., in the chair. The report stated, that during 
the year, 2,456 women were delivered, being 408 less than 
the preceding year, in consequence of six instead of eight 
tickets being gived to each director. Only four deaths oc¬ 
curred. The receipts amounted to 2,299Z.; and the disburse¬ 
ments, including the purchase of 876Z. stock, to 2,27GZ. The 
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fund for decayed midwifes reached 500/., and there were on 
it five pensioners, receiving 1/. a month. 

The London Fever Hospital.—The annual court of 
the governors of this hospital was held at the Freemasons’ 
Tavern, on the 13tli iust., the Earl of Devon presiding. 
From the report it appeared that 877 patients had been ad¬ 
mitted into the hospital during 1851; 710 of whom were 
cured, 83 died, and 103 were still under treatment. The 
income during the year was 1,609/., the expenditure 
2,269/., leaving a balance of 660/., which was partly met 
by some small legacies, amounting altogether to 509/. The 
question as to the appointment of a chaplain was referred to 
a committee. 

Police Medical Statistics.—According to the report 
just furnished by Dr Ireland and Sir Arthur Clark, medical 
officers in chief to the Dublin police, there were during the 
past year 1,226 under treatment—viz., 67 cutaneous diseases, 
3 Asiatic cholera, 295 diseases of the digestive organs, 32 
fever, 30S febrile cases, 14 ophthalmia, 71 rheumatic, 91 pul¬ 
monic, and 175 cases of accidents and wounds, besides 
dropsy, epilepsy, heart disease, varicose veins, &c. 

Benevolence.—William Russell, Esq., of Leamington, 
has bequeathed 50/. and John Raymont, Esq., 107. to the 
Worcester Infirmary. 

A Legacy of 105/. has been bequeathed to the Royal 
Dispensary for Diseases of the Ear by the late Mr Roberts. 

The New Hospital for Diseases of the Ciiest, in 

Victoria Park.—Three friends of this proposed establish¬ 
ment offer between them 750/. towards a fund for com¬ 
pleting and furnishing the new hospital, providing that a 
fourth can be induced to contribute another sum of 250/., 
and that of 4,000/. more be obtained in smaller sums for the 
same purpose. 

Hospital for Incurables.—The plan of a hospital 
for incurable patients, proposed by Mr Sampson, has been 
so warmly supported, that a very moderate addition to the 
fund collected, it is said, will be sufficient to justify the open¬ 
ing of such an institution. 

Kent Ophthalmic Hospital.—A. J. B. Hope, Esq., 
M.P., has presented a donation of 100/. to the Kent Ophthal¬ 
mic Hospital at Maidstone. The alterations for the extension 
of this hospital have commenced, and the new building is 
to be completed on or before the 20th of September. There 
are to be beds for twenty-four in-patients, with apartments 
for a house-surgeon and matron, with other offices. 

Medical Charities’ Bill.—By a circular from the 
Poor-law Board, the expenses incurred under the Medical 
Charities’ Bill are to he charged upon the poor-rates. It is 
also ordered by the same circular to build dispensaries, to 
supply medical stores, and appoint medical officers in each 
district with the least possible delay. The salaries of the 
surgeon and apothecary average 80/. and 30/. each. 

December 11—At the Indian Valley House, near Auburn, 
of bilious fever, W. T. Benedict, M.D., formerly ofNew York 
City, U.S. 

13—In San Francisco, at 7 p.m., Richard R. Davis, M.D., 
recently from Syracuse, N.Y., U.S. 

24—James Russell, Esq., surgeon, of Birmingham, aged 
65. 

Jan. 2—Joseph Wagner Hodson, Esq., surgeon, at Staines, 
Middlesex, aged 34, suddenly, of serous apoplexy. He was 
educated at University Hospital, under the immediate super¬ 
intendence of the late Mr Samuel Cooper, who from motives 
of private friendship took a great interest in advancing 
him in his profession. After becoming M.R.C.S. and L.S.A., 
he returned to his native place and commenced practice hi 
conjunction with his relative, Mr Baker, the successor to a 
practice of forty years’ standing, bequeathed by Mr Wagner, 
the grandfather of the deceased. His deep reading and 

practical knowledge of his profession, joined to a mild and 
gentle bearing, but withal his enthusiastic love for the ad¬ 
vancement of the arts and sciences, rendered him a universal 
favourite, and his untimely death is deplored by a large 
circle of friends, and by the whole neighbourhood where he 
lived so honourably and died so generally respected. 

Jan. 9—Dr Alex. Cuddie, at 31, Quay, Aberdeen, aged 
54. 

30—Edward Hugh Thorp, Esq., surgeon, at Bicester, Ox¬ 
fordshire, after a few days’ illness, aged 3S. 

February 3—Sir Alexander Mackenzie Downie, M.D., 
after three days’ illness, at Frankfort-on-the-Maine, aged 41 
years. The deceased was the younger son of the late Rev. 
Alex. Downie, D.D. (minister of Lochalsh, in the county of 
Ross), by the daughter of Charles Mackinnon, Esq., and was 
lineally descended from the Rev. A. D’Aunay, who retired to 
Scotland after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and 
of Flora Macdonald, whose heroic attachment to Prince 
Charles Edward has made us all so familiar with. The de¬ 
ceased received the honour of knighthood from her Majesty 
for his attention as physician to her late Royal Highness the 
Princess Elizabeth, Landgravine of Hesse Hombcrg; and 
during the same year (1840) was appointed Physician in 
Ordinary to his late Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge, 
and in 1846 Physician Extraordinary in the household of 
her Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent. In 1840 Sir 
Alexander married the eldest daughter of the late Charles 
Hare, Esq., of Bristol, now surviving, by whom he has left 
four children. Of late years the deceased has acted as Phy¬ 
sician to the British Embassy at Frankfort, by the members 
of which, and other diplomatic bodies there, as well as the 
authorities of the city and numerous residents and friends, 
his remains were attended to the grave. Many of our coun¬ 
trymen, whom either health or pleasure attracted to Frank¬ 
fort, will sincerely mourn the loss of this much-lamented 
gentleman, whose kindness and attention to them in a foreign 
land were proverbial; while his hospitality, vast fund of in¬ 
formation, and great powers of conversation, will long be 
remembered by all who had the privilege of knowing him. 
He was author of various works on the mineral waters of 
Germany; and few, indeed, of his patients who consulted 
him regarding them, left him without receiving relief from 
his professional skill, which was of the highest order. The 
announcement, within the last few days, of the death of his 
elder brother, the Rev Charles Downie, minister of Coutin, 
Ross-shire, greatly affected Sir Alexander, and, perhaps, in a 
manner caused his illness to be fatal. Both brothers will be 
very long remembered with much affection by a numerous 
circle of attached relatives and friends.—* Medical Times and 
Gazette.’ 

4—Sami. Derry, Esq., surgeon, at Plymouth. 
10—Charles Packer, Esq., surgeon, of Pitfield street, 

Hoxton, where he had practised for 19 years, aged 44. 
Mr Parker’s death resulted from pericarditis, terminating in 
empycena. He was, at the time of his decease, Registrar 
of Births and Deaths for the Hoxton Old Town District. 

12— Thomas Hogg, Esq., formerly surgeon of the 76th 
Regiment, at Edinburgh. 

13— —George Clayton Collyer, Esq., surgeon, at Church- 
gate, Clieshunt, Herts, aged 64. 

14— W. H. Rowe, Esq., surgeon, at Coldstream, near 
Berwick-upon-Tweed, rather suddenly, from disease of the 
heart, much and deservedly regretted. 

15— Geo. Taylor, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., at Dufftown, 
Banffshire, N.B. 

16— Charles B. Painter, Esq., surgeon, at the residence of 
his father, 4 Broadway, Westminster, deeply lamented by 
his family and friends. 

Mile Re iff e-Julienne Ambroise Pare, the last descendant of 
the celebrated Ambroise Pare, the father of French surgery, 
has just died at Laval, aged 77. 

We shall esteem it an especial favour if gentlemen will acquaint 
us with the death of any medical man that may occur in their 

respective neighbourhoods. 
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Mr J. R. Here Hinson (St Albans).—We shall be always happy 

to insert communications upon the subject referred to by 

our correspondent, on the condition that they are as brief 

as the subject will permit. Although it is our intention to 

hold ourselves independent of sectional opinions, yet wo 

shall not exclude correspondence on political subjects. Our 

pages will be open to all without bias or prejudice. 

Dr Cockburn (Dundee).—We shall consider your opinion 

when the time arrives for acting upon it. 

Mr Daniel Macdonell (Airdrie).—Your order has been 

transmitted to the publisher of the ‘ Post Magazine,’ who 

has doubtless by this time attended to it. 

Mr A. Crisp Gall (Ripley).—We shall be glad of your 

further assistance to make the department you refer to one 

of great interest to reading men. Our plan is original, 

and it will require perseverance on our part, and goodwill 

on that of our readers, to obtain for it the perfect develop¬ 

ment we desire. 

A Truth-Seeker, M.R.C.S., writes as follows: 

Sir,—May I ask a question? Why are you op¬ 
posed to Ckrono-tkermal doctrine, whether current or 
the reverse, without giving your reasons or facts in oppo¬ 
sition ? Why are you opposed to Homoeopathy or to 
Hydropathy ? If you are an honest man you will let 
everybody speak. Bailly said, “Nobody could write 
down a man but himself.” If that be true, and if truth 
be what the profession want, you need not be afraid of 
Hydropathists, Homoeopathists, or Chrono-thermal men. 
Audi alteram partem—that is justice. 

Yours obediently, A Truth-Seeker, M.R.C.S. 
Clapham. 

Our answer is contained in the publication of this 
letter, as well as in our notice of Dr Mure’s Homoeopathic 
vagaries included in this number’s ‘Mirror.’ We do 
not know that any man is called upon to prefix a 
column of reasons to every sentence expressive of an 
opinion ; nor do we intend at any time to give “ reasons 
on compulsion.” We do mean “ to let everybody speak,” 
but we shall reserve to ourselves the fight of arbitrement, 
and the fiberty of assigning reasons as we may judge con¬ 
venient or necessary. This is doubtless very despotic prac¬ 
tice, but editors have responsibilities which private indi¬ 
viduals do not labour under, and a certain degree of inde¬ 
pendence is necessary for the due fulfilment of their duties. 
A ‘ Truth-Seeker ’ may deceive himself, and while fancying 
he is espousing the cause of truth he may be merely urging 
his private opinions—perhaps prejudices. It is not regular 
physic that is on its trial, but Homoeopathy, Hydropathy, 
and Chrono-thermafism. On the assumption that we are 
the representatives of regular physic, if is a strange idea 
of justice to call upon us to supply evidence of the truth 
or error of the new doctrines. We judge the professors of 
these creeds upon their own evidence. Do you believe in 
Dr Mure’s last development of Homoeopathy? 

Mr John Lambe (Bibury Fairford).—For the hydrostatic or 
floating bed, Edward Spencer and Co., 18 Bilfiter street. 
For air cushions, Hooper, 7 Pallmall East. 

Dr Wm. Moorhead (Buncrana) writes—“Wishing us 
every success in our undertaking, and hoping that we shall 
be properly supported by the profession.” We have no 
reason to complain. 

W. A. W.—The method is to be found at page 166 of Bec- 
querel’s work, entitled * Semeiotique des Urines,’ pub- 
fished by Fortin, Masson, et Cie., at Paris, in 1841. 

Dr Alex. Maxwell Adams (Argyle square, Edinburgh). 
—We are of opinion that the department in question will 
contain highly interesting matter, and will bring to fight 
many facts in science and practice which may hereafter 
assist in forming comprehensive statistical tables. We 

shall see. 

Mr Tiios. Baker (Droxford).—We can wait patiently until 
you see reason to change your mind. The gentleman 
whose head and hand made the fortune of the journal in 
question is no longer connected with it, and perhaps it 
will not be long ere you discover that your confidence 
might be better placed elsewhere. The ‘ Medical Times ’ 
succeeded, against the ‘ Lancet,’ and we pledge ourselves 
that the ‘ Medical Circular ’ shall succeed,. nay, it lias 
succeeded, against both. You need not inquire far to find 

a reason. 

Mr Rob. Emerson (Scotter, near Kirton Lindsay).—There is 
an establishment in Providence row, Finsbury, where sub¬ 
scribers can get a supply of vaccine lymph. We presume 
that it may be obtained also from the Small-Pox Hos¬ 

pital. 

M.R.C.S.L.—We will endeavour to adopt some of your 
suggestions, but if we should confine our journal to the 
mere registry of facts, well ascertained and authenticated, 
one page instead of twenty-four would suffice, and the 
journal would cease to command a sale. Want of success 
is want of utility. 

TO the editor of the ‘medical circular.’ 

Sir,—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of what I may justly 
term the first number of your truly valuable journal, 
which I have ordered through the medium of my news¬ 
agent. It is what has been long required, as the price 
enables one and all of us to become acquainted with what 
is going on in the medical world; indeed, it is quite a 
treasure to the profession, and I trust that it wifi receive 
the support it deserves.—I am, Sir, &c., 

Geo. H. Love. 

Harlington, Feb. It, 1852. 

Mr Robt. Elliott, Mr James Laing (Bridge of Evan, 
Perthshire); Mr Martin J. Bray (Newbridge, Kildare); 
Mr Robt. Crane (Wexford) ; Mr Siiewbridge Connor 

(Carlow); Mr James P. Sheehan, M.D. (Buttcvant, 
Ireland); Mr Jas. A. Young (Buchanan street, Glasgow); 
and numerous other gentlemen, are thanked for their kind 
expressions of opinion and encouragement. Their 
suggestions and commissions will be attended to. 

Mr N. M'Cann (Parliament street).—Your order is in the 
hands of the publisher. Thank you, for your good wishes. 

Dr Alex. Webster (Kirrie Muir).—Your interesting com¬ 
munication appears in this number. The subscription has 
been received. 

Edwd. Young, M.D.—We have ordered copies of Mr 
Martin’s portrait to be struck off for you, on fine paper, fit 
for framing, as you desired, and will forward them in a few 
days. 

Mr Benjamin Jobson (252 Strand).—The subject of your 

note shall be considered. 

R. T. M. Cowan, M.D. (Kirkintilloch).—The Society for 

the Relief of Widows and Orphans is confined to London 
and its vicinity. It is a misfortune that this Society, or 

some other founded on the same principle, does not extend 
its benefits to the whole profession in the United King¬ 
dom. This subject has been near our heart for many 
years, and we yet hope to see it realised; but while we 
are meditating and hoping, valuable lives are perishing, 
and widows and orphans are left penniless. Dr Cowan 
shall have a private note. 

Sir Cuas. Aldis (Burlington street).—Communication re¬ 

ceived. 

We accept the offer of the ‘ Union Medicals ’ to exchange 
journals with much pleasure. 



Drug Price Currents forwarded 
free of Postage, on application, by Messrs HEWLETT and 

GODDARD, Wholesale Druggists, (i Arthur street West, Upper 
Thames street, near London bridge, removed from Hatton garden ; 
containing the ready-cash prices for Drugs and Pharmaceutical Pre¬ 
parations of the purest quality. Messrs H. and G. solicit the atten¬ 
tion of the Med'cal Profession resident in the Provinces, Infirmary 
Committees, Dispensaries, &c. Ac., to the advantages attendant upon 
the above Price Current 

K ousso (Brayera Anthelmintica.) 
•THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE WORM.-Mr KEAT¬ 

ING begs to inform the Profession that he has made arrangements for 
a regular supply of this valuable medicine. Having just received a 
fresh quantity of the new crop, direct from its place of growth, he is 
enabled to offer it at 2s. the ounce, which can be sent free to any part 
of the Kingdom on receipt of twenty-eight postage stamps. 

MATICO. 
Mr KEATING continues to receive importations of this valuable 

Styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended with such successful results in obstinate forms of 
Diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its use may be had on application. 

Sole Agent for De Vere's Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty.—79 St Paul's Church¬ 
yard, London. 

This Day is Published, 12mo, price Is., 

Crime and Insanity : their Causes, 
Connexion, and Consequences; how Distingu:shed, and how 

Treated by Human Legislation. 

By C. M. Burkett, M.D. 

By the same Author, in Svo, price Os. 

The Philosophy of Spirits in 
RELATION to MATTER ; showing the real existence of two very 
distinct kinds of entity, material and immaterial, which unite to 
form tlie different bodies that compose the universe, organic and in¬ 
organic, by which the phenomena of light, electricity, motion, life, 
and mind arc reconciled and explained. 

By the same Author, Svo, price 5s., 

Insanity Tested by Science, and 
shown to be a disease rarely connected with permanent organic 
lesion of the brain. 

London: Samuel Ilighley, 32 Fleet street. 

For Varicose Veins and Weak¬ 
ness.—surgical ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature, without the trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong, low-priced article, for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful Fabric. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for botli Sexes ; those for ladies’ use 
before and after accouchement, are admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support witli extreme lightness—a point little attended to 
in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post from the Sole Manufacturers, POPE 
and PLANTE, 4 Waterloo place, Pall mall. The Profession, Trade, 
and Hospitals supplied. 

1V/redical Galvanism.—The most 
1 Y I efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

the Cure of Disease, is the ELECTRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the quality that is essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current o( 
Galvanism in ONE direction only.—Manufactured only by HORNE, 
T110RNTHWA1TE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, Lon¬ 
don. Price SI. 3s., 51. 5s., 8/. 8s., and upwards. 

lyTovable Artificial Eyes.—The 
1 w 1 Prize MEDAL of the Great Exhibition was awarded exclu¬ 

sively to the EYES made by W. R. GROSS.MITH, 175 Fleet street, 
London. They are fitted in a few hours without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight has been lost; they effect a perfect Movement, 
In accordance with the action of the natural eye; the colours of the 
Iris are closely matched, and they are the only Artificial Eyes yet in¬ 
vented, not liable to Crack in weat Ing. Sent by post to all parts of the 
world, from the manulactory, 175 Fleet street, London. 

References given to the Senior Surgeons of the Royal Ophthal¬ 
mic, Bartholomew's, St George’s, Thomas’s, and all the principal hos¬ 
pitals Qf Eon don, Edinburgh, Dublin, Liverpool, &c., by whom they 
are recommended. 

entlemen of the Medical Pro- 
T fession and others, who take an interest in Electricity, are 

respectfully invited to inspect 

THE NEW PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

Invented by Mr J. L. PuLVEastAcnER, of Vienna, which maybe said, 
without exaggeration, to open a new era in the history of galvanism, 
and its applications to medical and other purposes, and have met with 
the most universal approbation wherever they have boen prodneed. 

A Battery of sufficient intensity to communicate shocks through 
from eight to ton persons, perfectly to contract a limb without any 
sensation of pain, decomposing distilled water, and, in short, produc¬ 
ing all the effects of a powerful voltaic pile of 120 combinations, 
occupies the space of only fifteen cubic inches, the ordinary size of 
a pocket-book ! 

They are besides permanently connected and arranged, so as to be 
at all moments ready for instantaneous use, wherever a cup of vinegar 
can be procured. The current is always in one direction and 
primary voltaism, not secondary impulses, as in the old Coil ma¬ 
chines. 

The new principle on which these powerful and portable Batteries 
are constructed, has likewise been carried out in Weak Chain Bat¬ 
teries. for personal use, (weight about two ounces,) which, when 
worn on th« body, exercise a mild but continuous 
influence on the same, of n highly beneficial 
character in many chronic diseases. The effects of these 
small chains can be perceived the moment the chain is applied to the 
body ; and they likewise decompose unacidulated water. 

The apparatus may be freely tested, and a full description of this 
extraordinary invention may be had, at the Depdt, 103 Leadcnhall 
street, City, and 71 Quadrant, Regent street. 

C. MEINIG, Resident Manager. 

This Invention has been illustrated, with success, before the Royal 
College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the Pharma¬ 
ceutical Society, and the Royal British Association in London ; the 
Academie Rationale de Medecine, at Paris, on the 1st ot April, 1851, 
unanimously voted thanks to the inventor, for the communication 
of the same : and it is already in extensive use in the hospitals of 
London, Paris, and Vienna. 
.."We have in this ingenious Invention that 

which has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest 
possible bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricy of moderate tension, and always in one direction. 
.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvermachcr's Invention too 
strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.”—Extract of Dr 
Golding Bird’s Letter, 29th of August, 1851. Published with his 
kind permission. 

AOENTS BN 

Bath : Bell & Moody, and Geo. 
Brail am 

Bedford: Tit. Ward. 
Berwick: J. Davidson. 
Bideford: Th. Hogg. 
Bridgewater: John Harman. 
Bristol: Perris and Score. 
Cambridge: J. II. Jones. 
Cirenc ster: J. W. Mason. 
Clifton : Schaeht. 
Derby: Jos. Bloor. 
Devonport: T. Heydon. 
Dover: Thummery & Son. 
Edinburgh : Duncan, Flockart, 

and Co., and J. Mackay. 
Guernsey: F. Mackenzie. 
Halifax: J. Thomson, Bath 

Parade. 
Hastings; — Mason. 
Huntingdon: J. Provost. 
Lincoln : C. IC. Tomlinson. 

Liverpool: A. Abraham and Co., 
ana J. Baker Edwards. 

Manchester: Jn. and Wm.Wood 
and J. B. Dancer. 

Newcastle: Gilpin and Co 
Nottingham: F. Shepperly. 
Pet worth : John A. Cocker. 
Plymouth: Ch. Fox Hinton. 
Portsmouth: — W enliven. 
Rochester: T. S. King. 
Sheffield: Cliadburn Brothers. 
Southampton : Ran loll and Son. 
Sunderland: J. Ritson and Son, 

and J. Dixon. 
Taunton.- F. and C. Lake. 
Torquay: Fisher Brothers. 
Warrington : Sam. Webster. 
Wolverhampton: W. Bailey & Co. 
Bombay: J. Turner. 
Cape Town: J. S. Pococlc & Co. 
Gibraltar: N. Ch. Matthiason. 

A llsopp’s East India Pale and 
-tL other BURTON ALES.—The Public, is respectfully informed, 
that the ALES of THIS SEASON'S BREWINGS are now ready for 
delivery, and may be obtained genuine in Casks of Eighteen Gallons 
and upwards, either singly or in any quantity, at their respective 
Stores, as under, where also a list of the Bottlers may be had. The 
Brewery, Burton-on-Trent; 61 King William street, City, London ; 
Cook street, Liverpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester ; Royal Brewery, Dudley ; 33 Virginia street, Glasgow. 



THE 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY OFFICES, 

4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, &c. 

Mr CHARLES JAMES HARRIS 

Having been privileged by the Proprietor of the Medical 
Directory, with a view to the convenience of the Profes¬ 
sion, to afford his services to Gentlemen desirous of pur¬ 
chasing or disposing of 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, &c., 

to supply Assistants, or in any way to forward their wishes 
in Medical matters, will be happy to do so on the under¬ 
mentioned terms. In conducting transactions of the above 
description, the strictest secrecy and integrity are at all 
times scrupulously observed by Mr Harris, as well as a 
due regard paid to the interests of those Gentlemen who 
honour him with their confidence; in proof of which, 
reference is kindly permitted to parties fur whom he has 
transacted business. 

The enormous correspondence involved in the compilation of the 
Medical Directory, and the constant personal intercourse going on 
with members of the Profession in all parts of the Kingdom, offer 
unrivalled advantages for making known their wishes in regard to 
tiie transfer of Medical Property. In availing himself of these ad¬ 
vantages, Mr Harris pledges himself to undertake no matter of bu¬ 
siness that will not bear the strictest investigation ; for his aim is, 
ultimately, to become the centre of confidential communication to 
the Medical Profession. To attain this end ho hopes— 

First. That no Gentleman will communicate to him the particulars 
of a Practice that is not bona fide and in every respect open to inves¬ 
tigation. 

Secondly. That nothing may be entrusted to him that is in the 
hands of any Agent. 

Thirdly. Gentlemen wishing to purchase a Practice are reques'ed 
to state the locality they desire, the amount of premium they are 
prepared to give, their qualifications, <fcc. &c., to pre pay their letters, 
and enclose a stamp for a reply. 

Fourthly. Gentlemen desirous of disposing of a Practice or Part¬ 
nership, will, on remitting a Registration Fee of One Guinea to Mr 
Harris, have a Form forwarded to them to fill in the Particulars. 
This Regulation, made for the purpose of covering the numerous 
preliminary expenses, must be in all cases complied with, before Mr 
Harris can negotiate the sale of a Practice or Partnership. 

Gentlemen requiring an opinion as to the worth of Practices or 
Partnerships, may have the same transmitted to them by enclosing a 
Fee of One Guinea. 

TERMS. 

Five per cent, on all transactions up to 4001., and Two-and-a-half 
per cent, above that amonnt, payable out of the purchase-money. 
These terms to be paid immediately on the decision of the contracting 
parties. 

ASSISTANTS. 

Gentlemen requiring Assistants will, on communicating fully their 
wishes, and enclosing therewith a Fee of Half-a-Guinea, he provided, 
with the utmost pos-ible promptitude, and with such only as appear 
likely to suit their requirements. 

Assistants of really good character, wishing to avail themselves of 
this medium, will be charged Half-a-Guinea on registering their 
names, which will be returned to them should they not he intro¬ 
duced to a situation. In all cases a personal interview is desired, if 
possible. 

*** Gentlemen in ill health, or who wish to leave home, may, by 
remitting a Fee of Half-a-Guinea witli their instructions, be intro¬ 
duced to suitable parties to conduct their Practices during their 
absence. 

N.B.—No further charge will be made ; and letters, not in ac¬ 

cordance with the above Regulations, cannot be attended to. 

Office Hours from Eleven ««58 Three; at other 

Hours by appointment only. 

Post-office Orders, in favour of Charles James Harris, to 

be made payable at Charing cross. 

Medical,—To be Disposed of, 
the Succession to a PRACTICE in Wiltshire, with AP¬ 

POINTMENTS attached worth 1801. A Gentleman of talent and 
skill (and with such only would the Vendor treat), who is desirous of 
embarking in practice, will find this well worthy his attention, as it 
affords an excellent opening for securing a Handsome Income. A 
fair introduction will be given. Premium required, 500/. Full par¬ 
ticulars may bo obtained on application (personal preferred) to Mr 
Harris, Medical Directory Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Medical Practice by 
TWELVEMONTHS’ PARTNERSHIP. 

way of 
TWELVEMONTHS’ PARTNERSHIP. A Gentleman in 

tiie North, who is about to leave England, is desirous of introducing a 
Successor to a small, well established, PRACTICE, with an APPOINT¬ 
MENT which he has held some years. Receipts about 300/. per 
annum. Premium if in two payments, 300/., or in ooe payment 250/. 
A suitable young English Gentleman may greatly improve and ex¬ 
tend this practice for reasons which will be explained on application to 
Mr Harris, Medical Directory Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Medical Assistants.—Wanted, by 
a Ge tloman about ten miles from town, a duly-qualified 

ASSISTANT, 25 or 30 years of age. One accustomed to Union and 
Club Practice, and possessing good Testimonials, is offered a com¬ 
fortable home witli gentlemanly treatment. Salary, 40/. per annum. 
Personal application to be made between the hours of 11 and 3, to Mr 
Harris, Medical Directory Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

N.R.—Assistants of good character and professional ability may 
generally meet with engagements by applying to Mr Harris. 

M edical Practice in Oxfordshire. 
—A Gentleman, from ill health, wishes to meet with a 

SUCCESSOR for a well-established PRACTICE, with an APPOINT¬ 
MENT returning about 300/. per annum. It is requisite that 
he should hold the double qualification, and be prepared to pay 
300/. for the introduction. A suitable young man will find this an 
opening well worthy his attention. Application to he made to Mr 
Harris, Medical Directory’s Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Nervous Affections.—Establish- 
MENT for LADIES ONLY.—EARL’S COURT HOUSE, OLD 

BROMPTON, near LONDON.—The attention of those who, either 
as Parents, Guardians, or Relatives, are interested in the successful 
treatment of that melancholy class of cases, in which Derangement 
of the Body has extended to the Mind, is particularly requested to 
tiie above Institution, which has been expressly established for the 
relief of Females labouring under this malady. The objects of the 
Advertiser, in the arrangements of her Establishment, are to secure 
as much as possible the domestic comforts and conveniences of a 
home to those committed to her charge, whilst they are at the same 
time, placed under the most favorable circumstances for the restora¬ 
tion of their health. The situation of the Establishment, within easy 
access of the metropolis, and in most salubrious suburbs, surrounded 
by open ground fur exercise, is well adapted for the supply of that 
pure air which is so often necessary in Nervous Disease. The House 
— a well-appointed mansion, formerly the residence of the great sur¬ 
geon, John Hunter—is fitted up with every convenience for comfort, 
amusement, and recreation. Tiie treatment pursued is that of kind¬ 
ness and forbearance, and the absence of all those measures of painful 
restraint, whi.li are now so justly condemned by ail the most enlight¬ 
ened Physicians who have made the study of Nervous Maladies their 
peculiar care. The appointments of the household are such that, 
whilst regularity of habit and perfect order are secured, the utmost 
attention is paid to the peculiarities of each individual case, and the 
medical treatment of the inmates is placed under tiie care of a Phy¬ 
sician of the Highest eminence in the management of such cases. 

Arrangements exist in the Establishment for securing to Invalids 
all those peculiarities of domestic comfort to which they have been 
accustomed at their own homes, and the terms, which are moderate 
for all, are adapted accordingly. As Earl’s-Court House is only within 
a pleasant drive of London, an inspection by all those interested in 
such institutions is respectfully invited. 

For terms and particulars, apply to Mrs Bradbury, Proprietor of 
the Establishment. 

The Publisher of tiie ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
AVhole Column.,. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex', 
at the Office of Keynell and Weight, 10 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
in the City of Westminster.—February 25, 1852. •' 
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otice.—The 4 Medical Direc- 
TORIES for IRELAND and SCOTLAND,' 1852, are now ready, 

and have been tosted to Subscuiders. Any gentleman who may 
not have received his Copy is requested to communicate the same to 
the Editors, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, London. Price to Subscribers, 
5s., to Non-Subscribers, 6s. 

N.B. Those gentlemen who have not yet forwarded their Subscrip¬ 
tions, will be pleased to do so without delay, by means of Post-office 
order or Postage Stamps. The former is the safer, and should be 
drawn in favour of Thom is Rolfe, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, London; 
payable at the Branch office, Charing cross. 

he London and Provincial 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, 1852, price 10s., is now ready, 

containing the Name, Address, Qualifications, Appointments, and 
Literary Productions of every known Qualified Practitioner in 
England and Wales — Almanac—Universities — Colleges — Halls— 
Hospitals—Dispensares—Medical and Scientific Societies—Public 
Medical Services—List of Coroners—Obituary, with Memoirs—and 
an amount of Miscellaneous Information relating to the Medical 
Profession, extending to more than 700 closely-printed pages. 

“ For care in compilation, for labour well bestowed, and for research, 
this Directory cannot be rivalled Medical men and public societies 
cannot dispense with it any more titan they can with the clerical, 
legal, or naval and military works of the same class and character.’’— 
Observer. 

John Churchill, Prince’s street, Soho, and 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Drug¬ 

gists, Ac., that the Leeches they offer are sucli as can be recom¬ 
mended for purity, health, and readiness of biting. 

Potter and Hailey, Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herb¬ 
alists, &c., 6<* Farringdon market, London. 

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF FORTY YEARS. 

Fifth Edition, now ready, 

he Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrie, Surgeon-Dentist. 
“ Mr Imrie has obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 

action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and lias re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London: Churehlll, Princes street, Soho- 

T 

Pjavenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
U of QUININE and IRON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 

“ 19 Myddelton square. 
“ I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 

Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the lerst of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is toll, rated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“G»lding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S. 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s." 

From Dr Geo. P. Mat. 
“ Having for sometime past extensively used the ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anae¬ 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 

„the therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of tlio disorders of childhood. “ Gao. P. Mat, M.D. 

“ Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious whsre the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6il. per os. 

SYRUP of tho IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. Sd. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials acknow¬ 
ledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. The 
unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d. per oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extract*, Is. 3d. 
and Is. peroz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical aud Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.ll, the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 



ME HOOPEE'S IMPBOVED 

INVALID WATEB OE AIE CUSHIONS AND MATTEESSES, OE BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided, 

(See 1 The Lancet,’ Jan, 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractuves, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th, and the 1 Lancet,’ Jan. 25tli, and Feb. 15tli, 1851. rie following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, As}^lums, 

Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 
they afford. 
Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirranry 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King’s College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staffordshire Potteries Infir¬ 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-park Asylum,near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke’s Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Ssvenoaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George's Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Telgnmouth and Dawllsh Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
West Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Watley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ He had observed in a periodical or 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured his thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, tile guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, however, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority." 

EXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1S51.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. More recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his couch. Being made of India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, leikage is avoided; 
and Mr Hooper’s Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
also particularly applicable for children’s cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise, the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 
WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 

Mr HOOPER has succeeded in obtaining Waterproof Sheeting, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected bj 
temperature, acids, nor alkalies, and may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55^GROSVENOR STREET. 
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OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

Mr Simon has communicated to the ‘ Medical Times and 
Gazette’ of February 28th, a most interesting and practical 
lecture 

* On some Forms of Cachectical Gangrene occurring in 
Venereal Patients' 

The first case recorded is that of a man named John 
Molloy, who having contracted a chancre in the previous 
June, was admitted into the hospital on September 30th, 
with syphilitic blotches of the skin, an open bubo in the left 
groin, some erythema of the throat, and the remains of the 
chancre still existing. 

He was treated with five grains of blue pill and a quarter 
of a grain of opium, given three times a day, until his mouth 
became affected; and as no reliance could be placed upon 
his strength, he was put on full diet, with the addition of a 
pint of porter, and was ordered two grains of quinine twice 
a day. By the beginning of November the bubo appears to 
have healed, with the exception of a sinus in the groin, 
which it was thought expedient to open. 

“ After a week or ten days,” Mr Simon says, “ this 
wound appeared unhealthy. Its vicinity had swollen and 
reddened ; pain was complained of, and ulceration had begun 
in the line of incision; the pulse was quick and irritable, and 
there was some anxiety of manner; the gums were but 
very slightly tender, the tongue was clean, bowels natural, 
appetite middling, sleep interrupted by pain. 

“ The mercury was immediately discontinued, a night 
dose of morphia given, and six ounces of wine per diem 
allowed. 

“ On the 17th the condition of the wound was worse, the 
surface had begun to break down into a slough ; the sur¬ 
rounding tumefaction was considerable, and his general con¬ 
ditio* seemed more expressive of weakness and irritability. 
I now thought it indispensable to remove him from the 
atmosphere of the venereal patients (many of whom were 
salivated at this time), and he was accordingly transferred 
to my clean ward—Abraham’s—where he still remains. 

“ Matters still went on badly, and for seventeen days 
(though not uniformly) the mischief continued to advance. 

“ First, the wound deepened itself rapidly to a level that 
threatened the large vessels of the thigh, and then widened 
itself till it reached an area of forty or fifty square inches. 
The sartorius, the tensor vaginae femoris, the pectineus, the 
tendon of the external oblique, and the whole length of 
Poupart’s ligament, were, to this large extent, stripped of 
their coverings; and when the foul discharge was removed 
from the wound, the femoral vessels appeared lying in the 
slough at the bottom. Partial efforts at reparation were 
not wanting; but, as one spot improved, another grew 
worse, and as the latter amended itself, the first began again 
to slough. The discharge was copious and fetid. The 
pulse was for many days from 120 to 130. He began to 
cough too, with bloody purulent expectoration, and his 
appetite for solid food began to flag a little. 

“ On the 29tlx he lost an ounce of venous blood, appa¬ 
rently from the internal saphenous vein; and, partly from 
this loss, partly from the alarm it occasioned, he became 
much depressed, and the destructive process seemed to take 
afresh start. 

“ During the last few days he had lost flesh very notice¬ 
ably; his face was pale, except a patch of red on 
each cheek; his tongue was tending to get dry and 
cracked; his belly became a little tympanitic and tender; 
his pulse was utterly feeble, mounting at last to 140 in 
frequency; pressure in the wound was several times called 
for to check arterial hemorrhage; grievous pain was com¬ 
plained of down the entire length of the limb, and was in¬ 
creased by every dressing of the wound ; while the extremity 
itself was paler than the other, and sensibly of a lower 
temperature.” 

On the 4th of December the patient’s condition began to 
amend, and on the 17th of January all that remained of the 
immense gap was a superficial sore, rapidly undergoing the 
process of cicatrisation. 

Mr Simon does not consider the morbid process set up in 
this case to be a result of the original syphilitic infection, 
but of the contamination of the system by the mercurial 
course to which the patient had been submitted. The 
action of the mercury had not been manifested by saliva¬ 
tion, nor by irritation of the bowels, nevertheless Mr Simon 
thinks this one of those exceptional cases in which a pecu¬ 
liarity of idiosyncrasy rendered the system susceptible in an 
inordinate degree to the operation of the drug. He remarks 
on the supposed disorganising action of mercury in che¬ 
mical union with the elements of the blood—an action 
curative of disease under certain circumstances, and poison¬ 
ous to the system under others. He says that mercurialism 
is, in reality, a blood-disease, induced artificially for curative 
purposes. 

Mr Simon considers that the most useful treatment in 
these cases is that directed to the support of the patient’s 
powers—viz., a pure atmosphere, stimulants, and a nutri¬ 
tious diet; he does not believe it possible to arrest the de¬ 
structive process by any direct applications. In this case 
the ulcer was cleansed with a solution of chloride of soda 
three times a day, to prevent the retention of fetid matter in 
the wounds. With respect to the escharotic application of 
nitric acid, introduced by Mr Welbank, Mr Simon deems it 
to be unnecessary, as the constitutional treatment is suffi¬ 
cient for the cure. He observes— 

“ I think, then, that thirty years ago, the sloughing pha- 
gedaina had not the same advantages of constitutional treat¬ 
ment as it would now possess; that, in the absence of those 
advantages, the topical use of nitric acid was a valuable in¬ 
vention ; but that the necessity for its use has now under¬ 
gone much diminution. The transference of such cases to 
clean and airy wards, not infected by mercurial fetor, the 
gentlest regulation of their bowels, the washing of their 
wounds with chlorinous preparations, and the giving of appro¬ 
priate support to the fullest extent which can be borne, are 
measures which have seemed to me sufficiently effectual, in 
cases where I have witnessed their operation, for checking 
that sloughing pliagedasna which, as a disease of debility, 
arises in the foul wards of an hospital. 

“ And still more should I be disposed to give preference 
to these means in a case like Molloy’s, where I could not 
consider the diseased process to be one of mere debility; 
where I could not but recognise in the symptoms the dele¬ 
terious operation of mercury; where I found in the case an 
exact counterpart to the action of some morbid poison, 
which evinces, in acts of local disorganisation, an affected 
condition of the blood ; where I knew, that, according to all 
analogy, the local process would advance till the general 
disease was amended, and that meanwhile any application 
of escharotics must be useless or hurtful.” 

Mr Simon considei-s that the mercurial atmosphere in 
venereal wards is highly prejudicial in many instances to the 
patients, and he strictly enjoins, in cases of sloughing pha- 
gedaena, removal to a clean ward. 

The lecturer refers to another form of sloughing: 
“That is, where it invades the subcutaneous areolar 

tissue ; and I gladly (he remarks) say a few words to you 
about this form of cachectical grangene, partly because it is 
not much noticed among writers on syphilis, and partly 
because I can tell you with more than usual certainty how 
you may cure it. My experience of this form of disease lias 
been to the following effectA patient, usually a woman, 
apparently debilitated and unhealthy, but with no obvious 
syphilitic symptoms, applies with, it may be, a sore leg. It 
is examined, and there is found a circular, foul ulcer, large 
and deep, with slough adhering at its circumference, perhaps 
also at its base, and with no great amount of vascularity 
around it; it is described to be the scat of severe pain. The 
patient’s appearance, and her pulse and tongue probably 
suggest tonic treatment, and opium is used locally or inter¬ 
nally, or both. To your surprise this does no good. As 
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you visit your patient’s bedside every two or three days, you 
find the pain unrelieved; and the slow gangrenous process 
goes on, certainly at its circumference so as to increase its 
area, and probably also at its base so as to deepen it. By 
degrees it gets alarmingly large, and the pain increases in 
proportion. The removal of shin occurs by ulceration, the 
gradual and circular extension by slough being confined to 
the subjacent areolar tissue.” 

Mr Simon thinks that this affection commences in the 
areolar tissue and not in the skin, and in its general cha 
racter likens it to “ a chronic creeping carbuncle.” With 
respect to treatment:— 

“ The one specific measure for the cure of this morbid pro¬ 
cess, is the internal use of iodide of potassium. It operates 
as quickly, as magically, in arresting this disease as in re¬ 
lieving syphilitic periostitis. Its action seems immediate ;— 
the pain ceases, the patient sleeps well, the sore cleans itself, 
and the chasm of many months’ making begins to fill itself 
up. Tonic treatment, which is quite powerless to change 
the morbid action, becomes a valuable accessary when iodine 
has achieved this primary purpose; and, with good manage¬ 
ment, there is no interruption to the cure.” 

This is the only form, Mr Simon says, in which the 
syphilitic cachexia tends directly and essentially to produce a 
gangrenous process. 

In the same number of the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ 
Dr Charles Hayes Higgins has a controversial article lauda¬ 

tory of the use of 
* The Uterine Sound.’ 

The paper is chiefly directed against the animadversions of Dr 
Robert Lee, who has styled the instrument “ that dangerous 
weapon, called the uterine sound, or poker ! ” Dr Higgins 
cites cases of retroversio uteri, and dysmenorrhoea, caused by 
occlusion or stricture of the qs internum uteri, in which the 
employment of the sound was highly beneficial. He does not 
consider that there is more impropriety in sounding the 
uterus than in sounding. the bladder; and he believes that 
many diseases would pass undiscovered and unrelieved but 
for the use of this instrument. 

Mr Toynbee has published an article in the same journal 
‘ On the Treatment of Polypi oj the Ear.' 

The structure and treatment of the gelatinous polypus in 
particular, form the subject of his contribution. This de¬ 
scription of polypus varies in size from the last joint of the 
little finger to a nut, and has a single root with one and 
sometimes two or more bodies. The root is attached to the 
wail of the meatus, and as the polypus approaches the 
meatus it assumes a globular form, consisting of six or eight 
rounded heads, each generally connected by a pedicle with 
the root. The outer layer "being removed by maceration, 
the polypus is found to consist of cells, resembling those of 
the epithelium covering the buccal mucous membrane. The 
interior is composed of corpuscles and fibrous tissue, with, 
ordinarily, a predominance of the latter. The corpuscles 
are usually round, but sometimes of an irregular oval form, 
and are about the size of a blood corpuscle, though fre¬ 
quently they are smaller. These cells are separated by a 
delicate gelatinous substance, which in polypi of a resisting 
character, assumes the form of wavy gelatinous-looking 
fibres, constituting, in fact, nearly the entire substance of 
the polvpus. Many spindle-shaped crystals have also been 
observed interspersed through the substance of the polypus. 

Mr Toynbee thus directs on the subject of treatment: 
“ The difference in the structure of the two kinds of aural 

polypi naturally prepares the surgeon to expect that the 
treatment requisite for their removal would also differ, This 
is undoubtedly the case. The use of the potassa cum calce, 
which has proved of so great value in the destruction of the 
vascular polypus, is of but little service in the treatment of 
the gelatinous, or, more properly speaking, the fibro-gela- 
tinous polypus. The escharotio produces but comparatively 
slight effect upon fibrous tissue, and the only plan of re¬ 
moving it is by extraction. For this purpose, the best in¬ 
strument is a pair of ordinary dressing-forceps, the ends of 
which should be reduced in size, so as not to be larger than 
from aline to a line and a half in diameter. These forceps 

should be introduced into the meatus to the distance of half 
or three quarters of an inch, and the polypus seized as near 
as possible to its roots : the forceps should then be used as a 
lever, the outer part of the ear being the fulcrum, and the 
polypus turned out of the cavity. But little force is required, 
and, as a general rule, the diseased growth is removed with¬ 
out difficulty in an entire state. Upon examining the meatus 
after its removal, the surface to which it was attached is 
distinctly discernible, and, for a short time there is a slight 
oozing of blood from it. In some cases portions of the root 
of the polypus remain, but they do not, generally, require 
any further treatment, hut gradually atrophy and disappear. 
On the contrary, if any of the small globular bodies remain 
attached to the root, they rapidly increase, and the diseased 
growth has again to be submitted to operation. The re¬ 
moval of the fibro-gelatinous polypus is generally productive 
of relief, not only to the unpleasant head symptoms, which 
are caused by its pressure on the contents of the vestibule, 
but to the diminished power of hearing. The improvement 
in the power of hearing does not, however, as would be sup¬ 
posed, take place at once; on the contrary, it not uncom¬ 
monly occurs that there is, at first, no increased power of 
hearing, but that it gradually and very slowly improves. 
This may, perhaps, be accounted for from the circumstance 
that the polypus has for a long period exercised considerable 
pressure on the membrana tympani, or, where that structure 
no longer exists, upon the tympanic ossicles, and that these 
organs only slowly return to their natural state.” 

Microscopical investigations have their disadvantages. 
Their tendency, in a practical point of view, is sometimes to 
lead men to split straws about trifles. To talk of extracting 
one kind of polypus, and finish by cauterising it, and caute¬ 
rising another ah initio, appears to us almost nonsense. All 
polypi, with the exception of the malignant polypus, should 
be extracted, or as much of them as possible, and the escha- 
rotic or astringent remedy applied to the remainder. We 
have seen the instrument used by Mr Yearsley, and are con¬ 
vinced it is the best. It has three narrow blades, which are 
gently and carefully insinuated over the polypus. By means 
of a side-screw these blades are made to approximate, and 
the polypus is thus extracted with the greatest facility and 
certainty. Mr Yearsley has a bottle full of polypi which 
have yielded to its never-failing embrace. 

The second Lettsomian Lecture, by Mr Hancock, is re¬ 
ported in the ‘ Lancet’ of the 28 th of February, the subject 
treated of refers to the peculiarities of 

‘Normal Micturition.' 
The lecturer, having adverted to what he considers the 

erroneous supposition that every impediment of the flow of 
urine must inevitably depend upon some mechanical obstruc¬ 
tion, observes, 

“ That there are frequent cases of impeded micturition, 
wherein patients are incapable of passing their water, except 
with the greatest difficulty, and then only by drops, not in 
a stream—and even where micturition is completely pre¬ 
vented—without any organic lesion or actual organic 
obstruction of the canal. 

“Were the bladder and urethra a mere cistern and pipe, 
made of metal or any other material or inanimate substance, 
the pipe bearing the same relation to the cistern as the 
urethra to the bladder, not a drop of water would be retained 
beyond a given quantity or elevation, unless a tap were 
added to the pipe, or it were plugged up by artificial means. 
Yet the bladder shall be full, and the urethra free, and not a 
drop of urine will escape. 

“ A man in the full vigour of life and health, with every 
function unimpaired, receives an injury to his spine, produc¬ 
ing concussion or compression of the spinal marrow; up to 
a certain point he has complete retention of urine—not a 
drop escapes. We pass a catheter, and draw off several 
ounces—-sometimes two or three pints. There is no stricture, 
no impediment to the escape of urine; but still we know, 
that so surely will the fluid remain in the bladder, and there 
become decomposed, that we are forced to draw it off by arti¬ 
ficial means, to prevent destruction or disorganisation of the 
bladder itself. •• ; Y- 2 
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“ It may be urged that the bladder, in this case, is par¬ 
alyzed, and deprived of that assistance it would, in the 
healthy state, derive from the abdominal muscles. But we 
shall find the influence exerted over the bladder by these 
muscles is much more limited than is commonly supposed; 
and I shall be able to prove to you, that, under some circum¬ 
stances these muscles, so far from favouring micturition, 
actually prevent the flow of urine—a point to be considered 
in the management of retention of urine.” 

After stating various reasons drawn from the position of 
the bladder, the elastic and buoyant character of the in¬ 
testines and certain phenomena of micturition, to prove that 
the influence of the abdominal muscles in expelling the 
urine from the bladder is very slight, Mr Hancock remarks: 

“But although I do not attribute much assistance to the 
abdominal muscles in micturition, I am much more inclined 
to believe that in many instances they add to the difficulty 
in producing the straining and undue efforts of the patient. 
Indeed, I am in the habit of warning my patients suffering 
from stricture or enlargement of the prostate gland against 
exercising the voluntary muscles at all, if they can pos¬ 
sibly avoid doing so, as I have so frequently found that 
when, by violent straining, patients could not pass a drop, 
by remaining quiet they could micturate with comparative 
comfort. I am inclined to attribute the benefit accruing 
from opium and the muriated tincture of iron, as much to 
allaying these efforts as to any specific influence which they 
may exert upon the stricture or urethra; for, having nar¬ 
rowly watched many cases of retention of urine where the 
efforts of expulsion have been most violent and uncontrollable, 
I have never seen the urine flow or dribble until these 
efforts had subsided, and the patient had become tranquil- 
ized. 

“I will now endeavour to explain how in retention of 
urine, where, the bladder is distended, the abdominal muscles 
by their action tond to maintain that retention, and oppose 
the flow of urine. It is a circumstance arising from the 
anatomy of the part, and one which has not met with that 
attention from authors which I believe its importance deserves. 
The urethra is attached to the body and ramus of the pubis 
by strong and dense fascia, and by the suspensory ligament 
of the penis, so that it is an error to imagine that it only 
becomes fixed where it passes through Cowper’s ligament. 
A careful examination shows that an equal length is 
attached, to that which is pendulous, so that if a man has 
four inches and a half of pendulous urethra, he will have four 
inches and a half of attached, a point of considerable im¬ 
portance in the manipulation of instruments. The result of 
this arrangement is, that where the bladder is distended so as 
to be raised out of the pelvis beyond its usual limits, it forms, 
with that portion of the urethra behind the suspensoi-y 
ligament of the pelvis, a species of inverted cone, the apex 
of which is formed by the membranous portion of the 
urethra, as it lies beneath the subpubic ligament. Hence, 
when the patient strains or makes undue efforts at micturi¬ 
tion, the posterior and middle fibres of the levatores ani 
muscles tend to raise the bladder, and tilt it still more 
forwards; whilst the anterior fibres, drawing up the prostate 
gland, must compress the membranous portion of the ux'ethra 
against the unyielding sub-pubic fascia and ligament, and 
thus obliterate the canal for the time being. Under these 
circumstances, if we attempt to introduce a catheter, we 
should always do so with the patient lying on his back, and 
not in the upright position. And this, moreover, explains 
how it so frequently occurs, in case of stricture, that the 
greater the efforts, the greater will be the pain and difficulty 
of micturition, and the smaller the stream.” 

Mr Hancock then takes exception to Mr Hunter’s views 
of the alternate action of the bladder and urethra—the one 
relaxing while the other contracts, and vice versa—and con¬ 
siders that the anatomy of the parts, as demonstrated by 
him, proves the synchronism of their actions. He observes: 

“When the urethra is said to become contracted, it is 
when the bladder, having expelled its contents, has become 
contracted also. And it is only when the bladder again 
becomes distended, that it calls upon the urethra to become 

distended also, and to assist in the function of micturition. And 
the degree of distention of the urethra appears to be greatly 
regulated by the degree of distention of the bladder; as, 
when, from abnormal condition of the mine, the bladder 
and urethra are called upon to act more frequently, the 
quantity passed each time being small, the size of the sti-eam 
will be less than natural; the same cause which mutates 
the bladder at the same time influencing the muscular 
fibres of the urethra; and therefoi'c I am inclined to believe 
that in many cases of difficxxlty of micturition the cause is 
not to be looked for in the urethra alone, but should equally 
be soixght in the bladder itself. When we amputate the 
penis, reirxoving the pendulous portion, the patient can still 
retain his urine, but he has no longer the power of ejecting 
it away from his person, down which it dribbles and drains 
each time he voids it, a fact strongly disproving Hunter’s 
tlieoi-y of the passive condition of the urethra during the 
performance of that function; whilst the idea that the 
urethra acts in opposition to the bladder, serving as its 
sphincter, is also much weakened, if not altogether negatived, 
by the perinasal operation for sti’icture ; for here the open¬ 
ing in the urethra is made sometimes as far back as the 
front of the prostate gland, but incontinence of mine is a 
very rai-e result.” 

Is the' illustration derived from the amputation of the 
penis sound and complete ? Is there not an oversight of a 
natural law expressive of the increased force and velocity of 
a fluid passing from a wide vessel through a narrow canal ? 
However, let it pass. 

Normal retention of urine is thus explained : 
“We have seen,” Mr Hancock remarks, “that these mus- 

cixlar fibres become more aggregated towards the prostate 
gland, those of the outer layer surrounding the gland, whilst 
those of the inner become still more drawn together, and pass 
forwards through the gland suirounding the urethra, to invest 
that canal in the remainder of its course. Now, I believe it 
is the contraction of this circle of fibres,—which is not, re¬ 
collect, a distinct sphincter, but part and a continuation of 
the inner coat of the bladder,—acting upon the pad of elastic 
and non-elastic cellular tissue which surrowids the neck of 
the bladder, combined with the consent of the other muscular 
fibres of the bladder to remain qixiescent, which retains the 
urine under ordinary and healthy circumstances. But if, 
when the desire to micturate is induced, it be not convenient 
to indulge it, we aro then obliged to call the voluntary 
muscles of the perinceum to our assistance, and thus resist 
and arrest the natural ftmetions. This leads us in the next 
place to inquire how micturition is effected, and how is the 
mine expelled from the bladder ? We must here bear in 
mind the modus operandi of oi-ganic or involuntary muscles. 
With voluntary muscles, the action of their fibres is combined 
and synchronous; in involuntary, though harmony exists as 
to the result to be obtained, the action to produce that result 
is not so hai-monious, but independent and consecutive, so 
that the whole of the organic fibres of a vital organ are not 
thrown into action at one and the same time, but separately 
and consecutively in rythms or undulations, one portion suc¬ 
ceeding another, so as to propel their contents towards a 
given point. This is the case in most, if not all, of the hol¬ 
low viscera. Were it otherwise in the bladder, it is evident 
that the same degree of contraction which goes on at the 
fundus would take place at the neck of the organ, and at 
the same tune, aixd tlnxs the passage of the urine would be 
entirely prevented. * 

“ What takes place in the uterus, I believe to be the true 
explanation of what occui-s in the bladder to expel the urine. 
The fluid is compressed and directed towards the neck by the 
longitudinal fibres ; but the contents being entirely elastic, 
the sides of the viscus would bulge, and the power of these 
fibres be proportionably weakened, were it not for the assist¬ 
ance derived from the circular fibres, which, likewise, by 
preventing lateral bulging at or within the neck of the 
bladder, not only prevent any ixnpedimetit to the flow of 
mine, but have a decided and marked effect in directing it 
on its proper course towards the orifice of the urethra—a 
tendency which is constant, even after operations for litho- 
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tomy. So far, therefore, from considering these circular fibres 
as sphincters, we observe that they exert considerable in¬ 
fluence in aid of the expulsion of the urine, by strengthening 
and supporting the longitudinal fibres of the bladder, thus 
preventing the bulging of the sides of this organ, and pre¬ 
serving its shape of an inverted cone.” 

We have made a liberal use of Mr Hancock’s second lecture 
in order that we might be able to give a clear idea to our 
readers of Mr Hancock’s views on this important subject, 
and will conclude our remarks by observing that, in Mr 
Hancock’s opinion, irritation of the urethra or of the mucous 
membrane of the bladder will cause “ sharp, irregular, and 
spasmodic contractions,” expelling the urine as soon as it 
flows from the ureters; while inflammation of the muscular 
fibres caused by the prolongation of this excitement, or atony 
of these structures, or suspension of the nervous influence, 
will arrest the functions of this organ, and cause complete 
retention of urine. 

Dr Henry Bennet continues in the same number of the 
‘ Lancet,’ his papers 

‘ On Healthy and Morbid Menstruation.' 
The present lecture treats of Menorrhagia, which is divided 

into Accidental Menorrhagia, Inflammatory Menorrhagia, 
Menorrhagia from Ovaritis, Menorrhagia at the dawn and 
close of Menstruation, Menorrhagia during Pregnancy, and 
Menorrhagia after Parturition. Dr Henry Bennet considers 
Menorrhagia apart from organic disease very rare. He 
observes that “ idiopathic menorrhagia, excepting at the 
change of life, is as rare as hemorrhage from the lung under 
the influence of mere congestion apart from any organic 
disease, tubercular or other.” He considers that what is 
called “ menorrhagia ” during pregnancy, depends, in the 
majority of instances, upon ulceration of the uterine neck, 
causing a hemorrhagic flux mistaken for a menstrual period. 
The same lesion is stated to account for the hemorrhage often 
observed after parturition. 

With respect to treatment, Dr Bennet recommends seda¬ 
tives—such as hyoscianus digitalis, hydrocyanic acid, Indian 
hemp, &c., the application of cold, plugging the vagina, &c.; 
but if disease of the uterus be suspected, the organ should be 
examined first by the finger, and afterwards by the speculum, 
and the treatment of the local disease made the principal 
object of the surgeon. 

Dr Bennet observes: 
“ In those cases in which, as we have seen, the hemor¬ 

rhage persists after the entire removal of local disease, owing 
to enlargement of the uterus, to the presence of a small un¬ 
recognised polypus or uterine tumour in the cavity of the 
uterus and its neck, or from the mere hemorrhagic habit, I 
have of late resorted, with encouraging success, to plugging 
the os uteri itself, instead of the vagina. It occurred to me 
that the usual plan of filling up and distending the vagina 
by pieces of sponge or a handkerchief, was a very clumsy, 
painful, and inefficient mode of opposing mechanical re¬ 
sistance to the exit of blood from the undeveloped uterus, 
when its orifice could be so easily brought into sight. Acting 
on this idea, I have, in several instances, brought the cervix 
uteri into view, and passed inside the os two or three small 
pieces of cotton, tied to a piece of thread, which I wedged 
in firmly, covering the whole cervix with two or three larger 
pieces left hi close contact with it on the withdrawal of the 
instrument. In most of the cases in which I have resorted 
to this plan, I have easily arrested the hemorrhage. Indeed, 
this modification of the ordinary practice appears to me so 
simple and so consonant with common sense, that I cannot 
but think it will be adopted in severe cases. In the ordinary 
operation of plugging the vagina, that canal has to be dis¬ 
tended by a large mass of sponge or linen, soaked with 
clotted blood, which often interferes with the functions of the 
bladder and rectum, is always a source of great discomfort 
to the patient, and is not always efficient; whereas, by the 
plan I describe, the end proposed is much more effectually 
encompassed with scarcely any annoyances to the patient 
beyond that which the use of the speculum occasions. 

“ Owing to the natural contractility of the cervical canal, 
and the pressure of fluids from behind, if the cotton is not 

well pushed in, it is soon forced out. The plug may be left 
without renewal twenty-four or even thirty-six hours; but 
in the latter case it is generally expelled spontaneously. A 
small piece of sponge may be used, and is more likely to 
remain in situ, owing to its expansion ; but as it must ne¬ 
cessarily be very small, it is more likely to be permeated by 
the blood. If sponge is used, great care should be taken to 
extract the piece passed into the os, to which a small piece 
of thread should always be tied, as the os uteri might not 
be able to expel it alone, owing to its great expansion.” 

In the ‘ Lancet ’ of the same date Dr Mac Cormack, of 
Shirley, near Southampton, relates a 
‘ Case of a Foreign Body (a Horse-bean) accidentally swallowed, 

and getting into the left Bronchus.' 
Dr Mac Cormack discovered the presence of the foreign 

body—up to the time of his visit unsuspected—during life, but 
relief could not be afforded, and the patient died. On a post¬ 
mortem examination the horse-bean was discovered, as stated. 

Mr Guthrie continues his lectures 
1 On some of the more important points in Surgery' 

ill the ‘ Lancet ’ of March 6th; and it is needless to say 
that they contain valuable practical information. Ho 
commences this lecture by discriminating between Erysipe¬ 
latous Inflammation and a rare kind of deep-seated inflam¬ 
mation, occurring after injuries and affecting the parts 
beneath the fascia lata, but not causing any discolouration 
of the skin. The inflamed parts, after death, appear to be 
softened, stuffed, and gorged with blood. These cases have 
been observed in the thigh only, and require general blood¬ 
letting and free incision from the wound to effect a cure. 
Mr Guthrie cites the following case as the first known in 
London, as a pattern case, in illustration of the treatment 
of Erysipelatous Inflammation by free incisions: 

“ Thomas K-, aged forty, a hard drinker, was admitted 
into the Westminster Hospital, under my care, on the 21st 
of October, 1823, having fallen and injured his left arm 
against a stool four days previously. On the 30th, the skin 
being very tense, the part springy and yielding the boggy 
feel described, pulse 120, mind wandering, I proposed, in 
consultation with my colleagues, to make incisions into the 
part; but which were considered to be unusual and improper. 
On the 31st, the pulse being 130, and everything indicating 
a fatal termination, I refrained from any further consultation, 
although directed by the rules of the hospital; and, after 
my old Peninsular fashion, made an incision eight inches 
long into the back of the arm ; and another of five, on the 
under edge, in the line of the ulna, down to the fascia, which 
was in part divided ; and one vessel bled freely. The next day, 
Nov. 1, the pulse was 90; the man had slept, and said he 
had had a good night. The incision on the back of the arm 
was augmented to eleven inches; and from this time he 
gradually recovered. 

“ This case has been the exemplar on which this most 
successful practice has been followed throughout the civilized 
world.” 

Mortification is the next subject treated of by Mr Guthrie; 
and with respect to the form of local mortification caused by 
what has been called “ the wind of a cannon-ball,” a notion 
which the lecturer justly repudiates, he observes: 

“ I made these cases an object of particular research after 
the battle of Waterloo, but could find only one among the 
British wounded. The man stated that ho had received a 
blow on the back part of the leg, he believed from a cannon- 
shot, which brought him to the ground, and stunned him 
considerably. On endeavouring to move, he found himself 
incapable of stirring, and the sensibility and power of motion 
in the limb were lost. The leg gradually changed to a black 
colour, in which state he was earned to Brussels. When I 
saw it, the limb was black, apparently mortified, and cold to 
the touch; the skin was not abraded; the leg was not so 
much swollen as in cases of humid gangrene; the mortifica¬ 
tion had extended nearly as high as the knee ; there was no 
appearance of a line of separation ; and the appearances of 
inflammation were so slight, that amputation was performed 
immediately above the knee. On dissecting the limb, I found 
that a considerable extravasation of bloody fluid had taken 
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place below the calf of the leg, and in the cavity thus 
formed some ineffectual attempts at suppuration had com¬ 
menced. The periosteum was separated from the tibia and 
fibula ; the popliteal artery was, on examination, found closed 
in the lower part of the ham by coagulated lymph, proceed¬ 
ing from a rupture of the internal coat of the vessel. Two 
inches below this the posterior tibial and fibular arteries were 
completely tom across, and gave rise, in all probability, to 
the extravasation. The operation was successful. The 
proper surgical practice in such cases is to amputate as soon 
as the extent of the injury can be ascertained, in order that 
a joint may not be lost. It is hardly necessary to give a 
caution not to mistake a simple braise or ecchymosis for 
mortification. To prevent such an error leading to amputa¬ 
tion, the Baron Larrey has directed an incision to be pre¬ 
viously made into the part, and to this there can be no 
objection.” 

Again, with reference to mortification caused by injury 
to. the main artery of a limb, Mr Guthrie remarks that this 
injury may not be indicated by any sudden loss of blood ; 
but is known by a sense of coldness, numbness, and pain in 
the toes and feet, and back part of the calf of the leg; also 
by the colour of the skin of the toes and instep, which is 
first like that of a tallow candle, aad afterwards of mottled 
soap. Above this part, the temperature of the limb is some¬ 
what higher than natural, and indications of inflammation 
may extend as high as the ham. In five or six days the 
gangrene extends, and the patient’s condition becomes im¬ 
minent. 

“ An extreme case will best exemplify the pvactice to be 
pursued. A soldier is wounded by a musket-ball at the 
upper part of the middle third of the thigh, and on the third 
day the great toe is clearly gangrenous. What is to be 
done? Wait with the hope that the mortification-will not 
extend. Suppose that the approaching mortification has not 
been observed until it has invaded the instep. What is to be 
done? Wait, provided there are no constitutional symptoms ; 
but if they should present themselves, or the discolouration 
of the skin should spread, amputation should be performed 
forthwith, for such cases rarely escape with life. 

“ Where in such a case should the amputation be per¬ 
formed ? I formerly recommended that it should be done 
at the part injured in the thigh. I do not now advise it to 
be done there at an early period, when the foot only is im¬ 
plicated, but immediately below the knee, at that part 
where, if mortification ever stops and the patient survives, 
it is usually arrested; for the knee is by this means saved, 
and the great danger attendant on an amputation at the 
upper third of the thigh is avoided. The upper part of the 

femoral artery, if divided, rarely offers a secondary hemorrhage. 
The lower part, thus deprived by the amputation of its reflex 
blood, can scarcely do so; and if it should, the bleeding 
may be surpressed by a compress. The blood will be dark- 
coloured. If the upper end should bleed, the blood will be 
arterial, and by jets, and the vessel must be secured by 
ligature. 

“ When from some cause or other amputation has not : 
been performed, and the mortification has stopped below 1 
the knee, it is recommended to amputate above the knee : 
after a line of separation has formed between the dead and 
the living parts. This should not be done. The amputa¬ 
tion should be performed in the dead parts, just below the > 
line of separation, in the most cautious and gentle manner 1 
possible; the mortified parts which remain being allowed 
to separate by the efforts of nature, a joint will be saved, < 
and the patient have a much better chance for life.” 

Mr Guthrie gives the following interesting illustration of 
the effect of injury of the nervous system in preventing the - 
evolution of animal heat. i 

“ Admiral Sir Philip Broke received a cut with a sword 1 
on boarding the Chesapeake, on the left side of the back of < 
the head, which went through his skull, rendering the brain i 
visible, which wound healed in six months, although splin- 1 
ters of bone came away for a year. A second cut on the : 
right side did not penetrate the bone. After a temporary ] 
paralysis of the right side, he recovered with a loss of power f 

s and a disordered sensation in the second, third, and little 
- fingers of the right hand, aggravated by cold weather and 
d by mental anxiety. 

d “ Seven years afterwards he fell from his horse and suf- 
- fered from concussion of the brain, which added to his for- 
o mer sensations by rendering the left half of his whole person 
e incapable of resisting cold, or of evolving heat. In a still 
o atmosphere abroad, at 68 deg. Fahr., he said, the left side 
e requires four coatings of stout liannel, which are augmented 
a as the thermometer descends every two degrees and a half, 
t to prevent a painful sense of cold ; so that when it stands at 
a the freezing point the quantity of clothing on the affected 
r side becomes extremely burdensome. When exposed to a 
- breeze, or even in moving against the air, one or even two 
- oilskin coverings are necessary in addition, to prevent a sen- 
i sation of piercing cold driving through the whole frame. 

“ Moderate horse exercise and generous diet improved the 
r general health: the warm-bath caused a distressing effect; 
5 the shower-bath, cold or tepid, increased the paralytic affec- 

. tion. Frictions with remedies of all kinds increased it also, 
i and so did sponging with vinegar and water, as well as any 
, violent stimulating quick excitement, or earnest atten- 
3 tion to any particular subject. The admiral died unrelieved, 
[ twenty-six years after the receipt of the injury, of disease of 
. the bladder.” 

i In the 4 Medical Times aud Gazette ’ of the 6th inst., 
. there is a report of another lecture by Dr H. Bence Jones 

4 On Digestion, Respiration, and Secretion,' 
but this lecture, although interesting, does not offer many 

: practical points for comment, Our readers must have occa¬ 
sionally observed in patients suffering under inflammatory 
affection of the liver, that the urine acquires a pink hue, and 
with reference to this symptom Dr Bence Jones remarks : 

44 You might think, and it has been so stated, that this 
colouring matter bears a relation to the colouring matter 
produced by the oxidation of uric acid ; but I think a 
moment’s experiment will serve to convince you that such 
is not the fact. It is, in my judgment, the result of a want 
of oxidation of the colouring matter of the bile rather than 
the result of any change in the uric acid, I have here a 
uric acid solution, coloured by purpurate of ammonia, as it 
was called by Dr Prout, or murexid, as it is termed by 
Professor Liebig. Let me contrast this with the substance 
on the filter, which is not coloured with purpurate of ammo¬ 
nia, as I can show you. If I add to the solution of purpu¬ 
rate of ammonia a little potash, you will see that a most 
marked change ensues. Instead of remaining of a pink colour, 
it becomes of a beautiful purple—a very distinct and diag¬ 
nostic reaction. (Experiment.) This same colour would be 
produced if I added the potash to pure murexid, which 
I have here dissolved. If, however, I let the potash fall 
upon the sediment on the filter, the reaction will be very 
different,—we shall have a green colouring matter, precisely 
similar in appearance to that of the bile, and no purple colour 
at all. That this red colour is closely related to the colour¬ 
ing matter of the bile I think probable, because, even in 
the bile itself, occasionally, a remarkable red colouring 
matter results from changes which take place within. Here 
is some bright red-coloured matter, consisting of altered bile, 
which I removed from the liver of a patient in St George’s 
Hospital. Thus even the very colouring matter of the urine 
may be an index of the oxidation which is taking place in 
the body.” 

The same number of the 4 Medical Times and Gazette ’ 
contains an article by Dr Frederic Bird 

4 On the Diagnosis, Treatment, and Pathology of Ovarian 
Tumours' 

After commenting on the uncertainty of the evidence offered 
in the early stages of the disease, the writer points out the 
leading characters that enable the practitioner to form his 
diagnosis. In this paper the differential diagnosis of the 
disease is the principal object of remark. Dr Frederick 
Bird regards the unilateral position of the diseased ovarium 
as indicative of a complication with previously existing 
peritonceal inflammation, by which adhesions have been 
formed, preventing the tumour from falling into its natural 
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position in the central part of the abdomen. He observes on 
this point : 

“ Of the one hundred cases taken to illustrate these re¬ 
marks, and to which reference has been already made, it was 
found that the tumour had preserved a central position in 
sixty-eight examples; in fourteen no sufficiently accurate 
statement could be obtained, and in the residual eighteen 
the tumour was unilateral. Of these eighteen cases it was 
subsequently proved, in the course of treatment or autopsy, 
that peritoneal adhesions were present.” 

The constitutional peculiarities, age, and social condition 
of patients suffering from ovarian disease may be thus 
stated: 

“ (a) Ovarian tumour is most frequently found in those of 
strumous diathesis, and phthisis very commonly exists in 
the collateral branches of the family, and sometimes in the 
patient herself. 

“ (5) Ovarian tumour is more frequent between the ages of 
twenty-five and thirty-five than at any other period of life. 

“ (c) Ovarian tumour is more common in those who have 
been married, than hi the unmarried. 

“ (d) Ovarian tumour is commonly associated with sterility. 
|§s“ (e) Ovarian tumour does not necessarily give rise to any 
symptoms beyond abdominal distension, until very large 
size has been attained, unless the development and rate of 
increase has been very rapid, or peritoneal adhesion or pelvic 
impaction has caused mechanical pressure upon adjacent 
structures.” 

With respect to the situation of the ovarian tumour, Dr 
Bird says that it is central and anterior to all the other 
abdominal viscera, with the exception of the bladder, which 
is lodged in a somewhat triangular space, often very small, 
above the symphysis pubis; and in cases of pregnancy, the 
uterus remains posterior to the tumour during the whole 
period of gestation. As the tumour increases in size, the 
intestines and omentum fall below its fundus; the stomach 
and transverse colon only occasionally rising above it when 
distended. Laterally we find the ascending and descending 
colon. Dr Bird remarks :— 

“ Perhaps no condition could be more favourable for the 
employment of percussion as a diagnostic means, and, ac¬ 
cordingly, it is found to possess much utility. By its aid 
the boundaries of the tumour can be distinctly ascertained. 
Commencing by accurately percussing below, and traversing 
inch by inch the whole mesian line, uniform and marked 
dulness is elicited, until a spot is reached at or near to the 
ensiform cartilage, varying according to the size of the 
tumour, at which the duhiess is abruptly changed for tym¬ 
panitic resonance, and so clear and distinct is this line of 
demarcation in the great majority of examples, that the 
upper boundary of the tumour can be readily mapped out. 
If next, the same careful percussion be made parallel with 
the mesian line, from below upwards, on either side of the 
abdomen, through the lateral regions, the same dulness will 
be remarked, until a spot near to or below the cartilages of 
the ribs is reached; then dulness ceases as abruptly as 
before. This spot on either side of the abdomen will be 
found to be an inch or two lower than that at which in the 
mesian line the dulness on percussion ceased: a line tra- 

.versing these three spots will describe a curve—it is the 
fundus of the tumour. If the percussion be now made in a 
line on either side from the linea alba outwards, into the 
lumbar regions, and a longitudinal boundary between dul¬ 
ness and resonance be thus ascertained by percussion, less 
marked it may be than in the former examination, but still 
evident; such boundary will mark the position of the lateral 
portions of that space which is found dull on percussion, 
they will unite with the curve already detected above, and 
thus form an ovoid outline—the outline of the ovarian 
tumour. No position of the patient will alter the position of 
these lines of dulness and resonance—in standing, or hi the 
prone or supine positions, they remain unchanged.” 

Pharmaceutical Bill.—Mr Jacob Bell has obtained 
leave to bring in a Bill to regulate the qualifications of phar¬ 
maceutical chemists. 

CONTENTS OF THE MEDICAL JOURNALS. 

The London Monthly Journal of Medicine. 
(No. XXXIX. March, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES. 

Dr C, Cogswell on the Endosmotic Action of Medicines. 
Dr G. Wyld on the Liver the Regenerator in Animals. 
Dr F. W. Mackenzie on Relations of Uterine to Constitu¬ 

tional Disorder. (Continued from February Number.) 
Mr H. B. Norman on Vascular Tumour of the Male Urethra. 
Dr R. G. Mayne on Vesical Gonorrhoea; and on the neces¬ 

sity for a more distinctive Nomenclature. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL RECORD. 

Downing on Neuralgia. 
Davies on Diseases of the Chest. 
Smith’s System of Operative Surgery. 
Buff’s Letters on Physics. 
Routh’s Fallacies of Homceopathy. 
Cumming on Lunatic Asylums. 

DIGEST OF THE JOURNALS. 

Clarke on Structure of tlie^Spinal Cord. 
Allin on Retro-Pharyngeal Abscess. 
Baillarger on Arrest of Development a sign of Cretinism. 
Kunzmann on Diarrhoea of Children. 
Boling on Dangerous Gastro-Intestinal Irritation, an effect 

of Tartar Emetic given in Pneumonia. 
Mauthner on the Simultaneous Occurrence of Measles and 

Scarlatina. 
Teissier on Nux Vomica in Asthenic Dropsies. 
Bourdel on Tubercule in the Vesiculfe Seminales. 
Dr H. H. Smith—Case of Molluscum developed by an In- 

jury. 
M‘Cann on Hydrastis Canadensis in Gonorrhoea. 
Evans on Cod-Liver Oil in nursing Sore Mouth. 
Thiry on Relation to Phthisis of Tubercular Disease of the 

Uterus. 
Reynale on Occlusion of the Os Uteri complicating Labour; 

successful Delivery by Incision. 
Ames on Extraction of the Child by a novel Process. 

epidemiological society. 
Dr Cox on Cholera. 
Dr Bryson on Dysentery in China, in 1841. 

The Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Medical 
Science. 

(No. CXXXV. March 1852.) 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

Dr J. Smith on Dental Caines, and the Preservative Influence 
of the Saliva in that Disease (with a lithograph.) 

Prof. Bennett on the Function of the Spleen and other Lym- 
patliic Glands as Secretors of the Blood (with woodcuts). 

Dr W. Seller on the Evidence of Apopletic Death, and of 
Death by Smothering, in Persons found Dead, with 
Notice of a Case of Death under Suspicious Circum¬ 
stances. 

Dr A. Wood and Dr G. Wilson on Fatal Case of Poisoning 
with Oxalic Acid. 

CLINICAL REPORTS, LECTURES, &C. 

Prof. Bennett’s Report of Cases Treated in the Clinical 
Wards of the Royal Infirmary during the Winter Session 
1851-2.—1. Intermittent Fever. 2. Remittent Fever. 
3. Febricula. 

Dr J. Mackenzie on Report of Surgical Cases occurring in 
Hospital Practice. 

PERISCOPE. 

Mr Harting, of Utrecht, on the Art of Injecting Blood 
vessels. 

Dr Osborne on Peculiar Appearance of the Tongue in 
Malarial Diseases; Dr W. H. Gooch on Aneurism of 

% Thoracic Aorta simulating Chronic Laryngitis; M, 
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Joubert on Treatment of Hooping-Cough, by Applica¬ 
tion of Nitrate of Silver to the Larynx. 

Dr J. F. May on Amputation at the Hip-Joint; Dr H. G. 
Carey on Treatment of Varicocele by Gutta Percha dis¬ 
solved in Chloroform. Dr Lansberg on Penetrating 
Wound of Heart; Mr W. Adams on Extensive Lace¬ 
ration of Liver, which the Patient survived seven 
Weeks; Removal of Portion of the Rectum. 

Dr Elkington on Pelvic Abscess communicating with 
Rectum and Bladder, and also Opening externally, sud¬ 
denly Fatal by Ulceration into External Iliac Artery; 
Dr Ayer on Congenital Small-Pox in Twins ; Dr A. E. 
Ames on Extraction of a Child by a Novel Process; Dr 
S. F. Parcher on Small-Pox during Seventh Month of 
Pregnancy—-Child Born at Full Time; Dr Pistocchi 

on Inflammation of Ovary ; Drs Brodley and Rogers 

on Gastrotomy successfully performed for Extra-Uterine 
Pregnancy. 

Mr A. Morgan on New Test for Mercury; Dr A. Buch¬ 

ner, sen., on Examination of the Seed and Capsules of 
Digitalis Purpm-ea; Mr H. J. Versmann on Preparation 
of Caffeine; Mr J. Chautard on Production of Chloro¬ 
form from Chloride of Lime and Oil of Turpentine ; Mr 
A. Prichard on use of Kousso; Mr J. Gardner on 
Poisoning by Cannabis Indica; M. Roucha on ^Magnesia 
an Antidote to Salts of Copper; M. A. F. Orfila on 
Elimination of Certain Poisons ; Dr C. Dalton, jun. on 
Poisoning with Oil of Tansy; Disinfecting Property of 
Chloroform; Dr G. Peirano on Employment of Bella¬ 
donna in Treatment of Fissures of Anus. 

The Lancet. 
(No. IX. Vol. I. Feb. 28, 1852.) 

Mr Hancock’s Lettsomian Lecture on Normal Micturition. 
Dr J. H. Bennet on Healthy and Morbid Menstruation. 

Menorrhagia. 
Dr M. J. Mac Cormacic—Case of a Foreign Body (a horse- 

bean) accidentally swallowed getting into the left bron¬ 
chus. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Vesical Calculus in a little Girl, two years and a half old ; 
enlargement of the Urethra by incision; Lithotrity, at 
Guy’s Hospital. 

Hip-joint Disease; removal of the head of the Femur, at St 
George’s Hospital. 

Amaurosis probably depending on Concussion, at the London 
Hospital. 

Sudden Amaurosis preceded by Ilsematemesis, at Bartholo¬ 
mew’s Hospital. 

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

Physiological Investigations regarding the Salivary Glands 
in Man and Animals.—The Efficacy of the Tauuate of 
Quinine. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

Honours to Naval and Military Surgeons unjustly withheld. 
The State of the Lunatic Asylums of France ; Dr Webster’s 

Second Report. 
The Sick Cliildren of the Strand Union and the Poor-Law 

Guardians. 

Noble Conduct of the Medical Officers at the Battle of Lagos. 

THE ANALYTICAL SANITARY COMMISSION. 

Spices and their Adulterations. (Continued.) 

The Lancet. 
(No. X. Vol. I. March G, 1852.) 

Mr G. J. Guthrie’s Lectures on some of the more Import¬ 
ant Points in Surgery. 

Mr H. Bullock—Case of Congenital Strangulated Inguinal 
Hernia. 

Mr J. T. Waller—Case of Placenta Prtevia. 
Mr R. Molloy—Case of Taenia treated by Male-Fern Oil. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Medullary Disease of the Skull—Aneurism of the Femoral 
Artery; Deligation of the External Iliac; Recovery, at St 
Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

Epilepsy and Insanity in a little Boy ; Recovery, at Guy’s 
Hospital. 

REVIEWS. 

Lectures on Materia Medica and Therapeutics. Delivered 
in the College of Physicians and Surgeons of New York. 
By John B. Beck, M.D. Edited by G. R. Gilman, M.D. 

The Legal Examiner, and Journal of Medical Jurisprudence. 
Pathological Anatomy considered in its Relation to Medical 

Science. By Thos. S. Holland, M.D. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

Remarkable Success of the New Equitable Life Assurance 
Company. 

The New Charter of the College of Surgeons: its Short¬ 
comings. 

Necessity for a Medical College, illustrated by Mrs Cum- 
ming’s Case. 

The New Equitable Life Assurance Company : the Report of 
the Directors. 

Medical Times and Gazette. 
(No. LXXXVII. Feb. 28, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL LECTURES. 

Mr J. Simon on some forms of Cacliectical Gangrene occur¬ 
ring in Venereal patients. 

ORIGINAL communications. 

Dr C. H. Higgins on the Uterine Sound, or Bougie. 
Mr J. Toynbee on the Treatment of Polypi of the Ear. 
Mr B. B. Cooper—Cases of Diseased Bone. (With en¬ 

gravings.) 
hospital reports. 

Fungoid Tumour of the Chest, at King’s College Hospital. 

EDITORIAL ARTICLES. 

Look at Home. 
Gallant Conduct of Medical Officers. 
Poor-Law Unions. 

reviews. 

A History of Magic, Witchcraft, and Animal Magnetism. 
By J. C. Colquliouu, Esq. 

Household Chemistry; or, Rudiments of the Science applied 
to Every-day Life. By A. J. Bemays, F.C.S. 

The Mirror of Dentistry; a Review of the Present State of 
the Dental Profession; with Full Information as to the 
various Operations in Dentistry, the Use and Abuse of 
Artificial Teeth, &c. &c. By J. W. Davenport. 

The Medical Times and Gazette. 
(No. LXXXVIII. March G, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL LECTURES. 

Dr H. B. Jones’s Lecture on Digestion, Respiration, and 

Secretion. 
ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

Dr R. Taylor on Iritis in an Infant. 

Dr F. Bird’s Reports of Practice illustrative of the Diagno¬ 
sis, Treatment, and Pathology of Ovarian Tumours. 

Dr E. Smith’s Remarks on the Etiology of Phthisis. 

Mr IP. Lee’S Cases of Recovery after Fracture of the Base of 
the Skull; with Observations. (With an Engraving.) 

Mr J. L. Milton on Spermatorrhoea. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Fibrous Tumour of the Labium : Enucleation : Recovery— 
Large Polypus of the Uterus removed by Ligature: Re¬ 
covery (with an Engraving), at Guy’s Hospital. 

EDITORIAL ARTICLES. 

The Income-tax. 
The New Pharmacy Bill. 
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Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. 
(No. V. March 3, 1852.) 

LECTURES. 
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HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 

ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 

ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

(Continued from Number III.') 

[Reprinted from the ‘ British Medical Annual.’] 

CHAPTER II. 

a.d. 10G6—1400. 

Medical Schools of the Arabs—College of Salernum—•Head¬ 
ing—English Writers—Roger Bacon—Number of Phy¬ 
sicians — their Riches. 

In the eighth century, the Saracens founded, at Bagdad, 
an academy, a medical college, public dispensaries, and hos¬ 
pitals for the cultivation of Clinical Medicine. Students flocked 
to this city from all parts of the world ; and, at one time, it 
is said to have contained 6,000 learned men. Wherever 
the Arab conquerors wandered, the Caliphs displayed the 
same zeal, and the same munificent patronage of the sciences; 
which, however, seemed to have found in Spain their peculiar 
and genial home. From the eighth to the thirteenth cen¬ 
tury, the Christians of the West resorted to the academy of 
Cordova, to listen to its teachers, and to expatiate in its 
extensive library.* The Normans, by their conquests on 
the shores of the Mediterranean, brouglitthe men of the North 
into more immediate contact with the Arabs on one hand, and 
the ancient learning, still lingering in the monasteries of Italy 
on the other; while their ardour and genius gave a new impulse 
to the sciences. In the twelfth century, the medical school of 
Salernum acquired, under their auspices, a splendour which 
was reflected over all western Europe. The metropolitan 
school of Paris was made a University, every department of 
science was taught in its precincts, and it is said the students 
exceeded the inhabitants in number. Montpellier grew into 
celebrity ; Bologna, and other Italian schools, soon merited 
this honourable appellation; and in England, Oxford and 
Cambridge gained a great accession of strength and impor¬ 
tance, by migrations from the school of Paris (1229.)f 
Nothing very definite has been discovered relative to the 
medical studies of the English universities in this period, but 
the courses of medicine in all the schools seem to have been 
established upon nearly the same basis as those of Salernum. J 
The candidate for the degree of Master had to prove that he 
was legitimate, that he was twenty-one years of age, and 
that he had devoted seven years to the study of medicine : to 
swear fidelity to the society, to take no fees from the poor, 

* Wood's Antiq. Ox., lib. i, p. 56. 
t See an invitation addressed by Henry III, 1 Magistris et Scolar- 

ibus Paris,’ in Rymer, a.d. 1229. A thousand students, some say 
thousands, came at this invitation, and settled in England. 

4 Sprengel’s Hist, of Medicine. 
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and to have no share of gains with apothecaries.* He was 
examined in the * Articella ’ of Galen, the first book of Avi¬ 
cenna, and a passage from the aphorisms of Hippocrates. 
If examined in the analytic books of Aristotle, he assumed 
the title of Magister Artium et Physices. Doctor, as the 
etymology implies, almost always ^designated a public pro¬ 

fessor. 
In Paris the Professors of Medicine were ranked among 

the Artists. After three years’ study, students were allowed 
to teach the preparatory sciences, and entitled baccalaurei; 
but before being permitted to lecture publicly or . practise, 
six years’ study and severe preliminary examinations were 
enjoined. In the early part of this period medicine was 
taught in the monastic'schools, and even later it was super¬ 
ficially studied as a branch of philosophy. Except in some 
rare instances, the scholastic lecturer, or the reader, required 
no subjects for anatomical demonstration ; (a pig was occa¬ 
sionally cut up in the schools ;) he needed no medicines, no 
patients, to exemplify his teaching. The senses were little 
exercised, and appeal was rarely made to personal expe¬ 
rience. In compensation the memory was liberally called 
upon ; and the judgment was practised, if not perplexed, by 
logical distinctions. The English writers of the age are 
Richardus Anglicus, 1230; Nicolas de Femeham, 1241; 
John Giles, or De Sancto iEgidio, about 1200-1300 ; Hugh, 
of Evesham, 1287 ; Gilbertus Anglicus, John of Gaddesden, 
William Grisaunt, 1350 ; John Ardern, 1370. f The ‘ Com¬ 
pendium Medicinae ’ of the English Gilbert, written early 
in the thirteenth century, the ‘Lily of Medicine’ (Lilium 
Medicinae) by Gordon, and the‘Rosa Anglica’ of John 
Gaddesden, Professor of Medicine, Merton College, Oxford, 
in the fourteenth century, stand forward amongst the most 
celebrated productions of the age, and represent all its 
subtleties and coarseness, some of its discoveries, and a plen¬ 
tiful share of its absurdities. Leprosy is described, and 
small pox, and gonorrhoea: there are traces of original ob¬ 
servation and acute reasoning. J If these early productions 
of the English are compared with the Saxon superstitions, 
simplicity, and faltering ignorance, they afford evidence of 
progress and dawning light; if we pass at once to their 
lucubrations from the pure regions of Grecian intellect, or 
from the science of the present century, the middle ages will 
appear dark, and merit the contempt with which they have 
been viewed by some historians. 

The great Roger Bacon,' by his mechanical inventions, 
and experimental investigations, laid the foundation of mo¬ 
dern philosophy, in the thirteenth century ; and never did a 
human spirit burn more zealously to promote the happiness 
and health of mankind by the application of the results, 
methods, and instruments of natural science to medicine. 
His ardour led him to expect and seek the secret of imperish¬ 

able existence. 
The means of medical instruction furnished a considerable 

body of practitioners, as the physici are often mentioned by 
the monks, and referred to in the public records. Bacon, 
speaking of the means of prolonging life, and attaining im¬ 
mortality, ascribed the constant failures to the neglect of a 
sanitary regimen in youth; adding, “ of a thousand phy¬ 
sicians, (de millenaria medicorum,) scarcely will one be 
found who cares for these things.”§ Oxford contained 
30,000 students; many of whom, no doubt, became Doctors 
of Physic, as Antony Wood relates that Doctors of Divinity, 
Law, and Physic, -were in greater repute among men than 
Doctors in Arts; according to the trite verse:— 

Dat Galenus opes, dat Justinianus honores; 
Sed Genus et Species cogitur ire pedes. 

The supply of Doctors in Physic was, however, rather 
under than over the demand ; as this verse tends to prove. 
A nation always estimates its health, and the utility of me¬ 
dical advice, at a certain value : if the number of medical 
men is too numerous, the fees and sendees suffer depre¬ 

* Friend’s Hist, of Physic, vol. i, p. 230. 
t Aikin’s Biographical Memoirs of Medicine. 
J Dr Friend has given a spirited analysis of Gaddesden’s work in 

his classical 1 History of Medicine.' 
$ Opus Majus Kog. Bacon, p. 460. Ed. Jebb. 

ciation; if a greater quantity of skilful attendance is required 
than the existing practitioners can supply, the public are 
placed at the mercy of the actual professors. In urgent 
sickness, and in such dreadful epidemics as the Black Death,- 
the Doctors in Physic could only attend a part of the suffer¬ 
ers ; they chose to attend those who paid them the highest 
fees, and thus called down upon themselves the phials of 
indignation which have since been poured upon the corn- 
merchants. Contemporary writers agree in accusing the 
physicians of the fourteenth century of avarice; and this 
implies that their numbers were inadequate. 

Some nobles and princes had physicians and surgeons in 
their households; thus when the mob, led by Wat Tyler, 
set fire to the Savoy, a friar, “ Maister in Medicin pertain¬ 
ing to the Duke of Lancaster, was slain in despite of his 
master.”* That physicians were sent for to great distances, 
and sometimes in vain, is evident from several of the popular 
romances. In the Doctor of Bray—the Vilain Mire, which 
became in the hands of Moliere Le Medicin malgre lui—the 
King’s Daughter, the Damoiselle Ade is sick, and messen¬ 
gers are sent to seek a doctor; nor are they to give up 
should the quest lead them to England, (passor devons en 
Engleterre). Martine, who had recently experienced proofs 
of her partner’s superiority, tells the messengers that the 
Vilaiu is an accomplished leech; that he could only be 
driven to undertake professional duties by dint of cudgel¬ 
ling ; that he knew more of physic, and was a better water 
doctor, than Hippocrates. 

Certes ii set plus de medicine, 
Et de vrais jngements d'orines, 
Que onques ne fut Ypocras.f 

Sir John Froissard, the great chronicler of French and 
English chivalry, narrates, that in the insanity of Charles 
VI of France, the royal dukes sent, at the suggestion of 
Seigneur de Coney, to Laon, for William of Harsley, a great 
physician. De Coney introduced him to the king’s uncles, 
with, “ Here is William of Harsley, of whom I have spoken.” 
“ He is welcome,” replied the two dukes ; they received him 
graciously, gave him good cheer, (tres bonne chere,) and 
then sent him to Creil, to visit the king, and to remain with 
him till he was in a sound condition. Dr Harsley’s treat¬ 
ment was rational and more successful than the intercessions 
of all the saints in France, famous for the cure of frenzy; to 
whom men, made of wax, in the form of the French sove¬ 
reign, had been very devoutly and humbly offered. The 
physician first removed the fever and heat, restored taste and 
appetite, caused the patient to eat, drink, and sleep; and 
made hhn conscious of everything ; but he was very, very 
feeble ; and, little by little, to refresh him, and to change 
the air, the physician made him ride, hunt, and hawk. He 
performed an excellent cure. “ Then it was considered to 
retain this Maister William, and to give him, that he should 
be content withal, gifts and rewards; for the end at which 
all physicians aim is to get great salaries, and rewards from 
the lords, the ladies, and those that they visit. (Car e’est 
la fin ou medicins tendent toujours, que d’avoir grans salaires, 
et profits des seigneurs, et des dames, de ceux, et de celles 
qu’ils visitent). Desired to abide about the king, he excused 
himself; and when the council saw that he would not do 
otherwise, they gave him leave, and one thousand crowns, 
retaining him in wages, with four horses whenever he would 
resort to court. He returned to Laon, and died there a rich 
man ; he left behind him three thousand francs. He was the 
greatest miser of his time ; all his powers were exerted in 
heaping up florins: in his house he did not expend two Paris 
sous a day ; but would eat and drink in other men’s houses, 
wherever he might get it. J The knightly chronicler adds, 
with this rod all physicians are beaten (il alloit boire et 
manger ii l’avantage ou il pouvoit. De telles verges sont 

t Fabie^et Romans du xii et du xill Sieclo, par le Grand d’Aussy. 

Dt The early transiaUon of Lord Berners is generally followed in 
the text, but the beauty and naiyettf of Froissard’s style are not easily 
imitated. 
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battus tous medicins)*. William de Harsley was as fortu¬ 
nate as wise in his generation, if he accumulated a fortune 
in an age when nobles were robbers, and judges received 
stolen goods, f 

* Iroissard, b. 4, c. 50. 
f See Hume, reign of Edward III. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

POISONING BY LABURNUM SEEDS. 

Sir,—Some evenings since I was summoned to see two 
children, said to be poisoned. I found them in a state of 
collapse, the elder one (aged eight) having been purged, and 
both vomiting, alternated by severe abdominal cramps. I 
found that about an hour previously they had eaten some 
berries and seeds in the garden ; and on some holly berries 
and laburnum legumes being produced, the elder boy identi¬ 
fied the latter. The treatment consisted of brandy and sp. 
am. arorn., to restore the fast-ebbing circulation, and the 
use of the hot bath, followed by sinapisms to the calves. The 
virulence of the poison after an hour abated, and the patients 
being painfully disposed to sleep I administered some strong 
coffee, and kept them awake by moving them about. After 
four hours the circulation again became steady, when I gave 
them some arrow-root, and allowed them to sleep. They 
progressed favourably from this time, and recovered without 
a bad symptom. Yours faithfully, 

Twickenham, Marcli 1, 1852. VlNCENT LITCHFIELD. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir—What do you mean by the article in your last, headed 
‘ The Dying Struggles of an Assurance Office ? ’—Do you 
refer to the New Equitable Life Office ? Am I to understand 
your allusions to “ The happy family of cats and rats, mice 
and monkeys,” in the iron cage at the “ opposite ” end of 
Trafalgar square to apply to that “ family job ?” If so, it is 
not very correct as to latitude, for the New Equitable is in a 
street beyond the square. Nevertheless it must be allowed 
that the “ happy family ” is an ominous allusion, for it 
seems to infer the mark of the Beast—a medley brought 
together by the hand of the conjuror, and charmed by a spell 
to exact contributions for the master mind who has his 
game to play to feed his flock and himself. It may not be an 
inappropriate illustration, though there is this peculiar differ¬ 
ence in the comparison, namely, that while the sight-seers 
of “ the happy family ” have their fun for their money, the 
premium-payers take promises of the other happy family 
for a long reckoning, which, possibly, may not prove so 
pleasant or agreeable when the accounts come to be squared. 
I do not mean the comparison to extend further than is fair, 
and your readers may, if they like, accept it as a joke, for, 
whatever may be my own conclusions, I do sincerely hope 
that not one of them will ever have occasion to reproach me 
with the ominous remark that “ what is fun to you is death 
to me!” 

To be serious, however, the New Equitable, which un¬ 
doubtedly has some good and honourable names amongst its 
trustees and directors, appears to be in a most unfortunate 
position as respects the managing spirits, and, therefore, its 
really responsible representation. In its origin and early 
progress it has borne a variety of names in a variety of 
places, and passed through some strange hands. It has been 
doctored and re-doctored—tutored—cautioned and warned— 
sneered at, laughed at, and insulted—all of which, however, 
has been met, in times past, by the most complacent self-re¬ 
liance, which would undoubtedly be the best reply and the best 
policy, were it but well-founded, instead of being open to the 
charge of having its origin in prodigious self-complacency and 
insufferable pretension. Unfortunately for the family manage¬ 
ment, it would appear by the graphic sketch in your last of 
the scenes said to have passed in the office, that the atmo¬ 
sphere has, at length, given unmistakable signs of a thunder¬ 
ing storm being at hand. The premonitory symptoms you 
describe are ominous of evil, for the ground-work—the very 

essence of a successful life office is confidence in the directory 
and chief officers—confidence, not merely in their honour 
and their principles, but in their superior intelligence and 
experience—their tempers and feelings, as gentlemen of 
cautious, thoughtful self-command. Without these recom¬ 
mendations the fortunes of such an institution will always he 
exposed to hazard; for the assurance of a person’s fife is 
not like effecting a bargain of the passing day, which has 
little or nothing to do with the morrow, or with the cha¬ 
racters—the intelligence—the temper, or the feelings of the 
parties immediately concerned therein. Overbearing inso¬ 
lence, vanity, and selfishness, will generally be found in 
alliance with folly and rashness; and these are qualities 
which, if allowed to have their way in the management, must 
speedily seal the doom of any life assurance society, no matter 
what its other pretensions or recommendations may be. 

The scenes which you report to have occurred at recent 
meetings of the directors of a life assurance society, whe¬ 
ther it be the New Equitable or not, must, if true, as de¬ 
scribed, be attended with bad results. You say it has been 
hushed up for the time ; but violent quarrels about fees and 
salaries, and public charges of extravagance and folly, at¬ 
tended with uproar, abuse, and even riot and “ fighting," are 
quite enough to sound the knell of any life office, and a 
dissolution—an early dissolution—should be the determina¬ 
tion of all whose names are before the world as responsible 
trustees, or directors, or officers, and who may duly value 
their own position in society. M. 

[We quite agree in the sentiments expressed in the 
above letter, and are of opinion that so long as one name 
is permitted to figure so extensively, and is paid for so expen¬ 
sively, in the official departments of the institution, 
so long the latter will remain under a cloud, bereft of 
public confidence, and disentitled to rank with other re¬ 
spectable offices. Ten thousand Marshall Halls, Fergusons, 
Lees, Tyler Smiths, and other names of note, however 
much paraded before the public, will not rescue it from the 
brand of public contempt or blot out this stain upon its 
escutcheon. These are not our own opinions only. They 
are pretty nearly universal in the profession. We should 
astonish our readers were we to publish some of the com¬ 
munications we have received upon the subject.]—Ed. 

‘ Medical Circular.’ 

THE NEW EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE. 

Extract from the 1 Lancet’s ’ leading article on the Report 

of the New Equitable: 

“ The meeting separated, after evincing the most per- 

u feet unanimity in its approval of the principles of the 

“ Company, and the manner in which its business has been 

“ conducted during the past year.” 

Is it true, or is it not true, that on the day fol¬ 

lowing this UNANIMOUS meeting six of the 

Directors sent in their resignation, including the 

Chairman, 
Dr ROBERT LEE, 

and the Vice Chairman, 

GEORGE BEAMAN, Esq. ? 
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Among the geologists of Europe there are few men more 
distinguished than the subject of this notice. Fossil geology, 
the most interesting branch of the science, has been culti¬ 
vated with most success by members of the Medical profes¬ 
sion, if indeed it may not be said that the extraordinary 
advance of this department of study has been solely effected 
by their labours. Their knowledge alone is competent to 
explain the marvels their industry brings to light; and relics, 
which at one time were deemed the remains of a race of 
giants, that dwelt in stalactite caverns, and constituted the 
inspiration of fairy legends and wonder-moving sagas, are 
now, by their sagacity, recognised as the witnesses of a 
departed race of animals that “ lived and moved and had 
their being ” many ages before man, and the creation by 
which he is surrounded, inhabited this globe. 

Dr Mantell is among the foremost of those Medical men 
who have lent their talents to the advancement of the new 
science. He is peculiarly qualified for the task, both by 
abilities and disposition. His character was developed 
early ; for even at school he was distinguished by uncom¬ 
mon perseverance and quickness in his studies. These qua¬ 
lities have characterised his riper years, and being employed 

upon a science of which he is fond even to enthusiasm, havo 
been productive of the noblest results. 

Dr Mantell was born at Lewes, in Sussex, on the 3rd of 
February, 1790, and studied his profession, which he en¬ 
tered rather late, under the late Mr Moore, an Army Sur¬ 
geon then practising at Lewes, and subsequently attended 
the usual lectures and hospital practice at St Bartholo¬ 
mew’s during the time of Abemethy. At a later period 
he succeeded to Mr Moore’s practice, which he conducted 
for twenty-five years with success, and it was while en¬ 
gaged in his strictly professional duties that he formed 
with great labour his celebrated collection in geology and 
paleontology, which gained for him the friendship of Cuvier, 
and the admiration of all the men of science in Europe. 
Subsequently to this time he removed to Brighton, and 
afterwards to London, where he now resides. 

Dr Mantell’s discoveries in the Weald formation of Sussex 
have given celebrity to his name and county, and have 
revealed phenomena relating to the natural history of a 
buried world, that strike the mind with amazement at the 
diversity and magnitude of the works of the Creative hand. 
Look at that gigantic reptile, the iguanodon, discovered by 
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Dr Mantell, with a body as big as the circumference of an 
elephant, and stretching its winding length along “ for 
many a roodat the hyloesaurus, and other mighty rep¬ 
tiles that swarmed in the slime of ancient rivers, to which 
the Orinoco would be but a streamlet, and that lived amid a 
vegetation, by the side of which the kingly oak of the 
forest would dwindle to a shrub. 

The result ofDrMantell’s geological investigations tend to 
show that the whole of the W eald formation was once the bed of 
a vast river, in whose waters these extraordinary reptiles bathed 
their scaly sides, and that at some subsequent convulsion of 
nature its bosom was laid bare, and prepared for the habita¬ 
tion of beings of a .superior class and more complex organi¬ 
sation. For his memoirs relating to these discoveries, in the 
‘ Philosophical and Geological Transactions,’ Dr Mantell 
was presented with the Royal and Wollaston medals. 

Our author has written various works on fossil geology— 
among others his ‘ Geology of Sussex ’—his choice and 
valuable work entitled the ‘ Medals of Creation,’ and that 
most interesting volume, the ‘ Wonders of Geology.’ 

As a lecturer on these subjects, Dr Mantell is distinguished 
for remarkable fluency and grace. He is, perhaps, too fast, 

or in each sense of the word, racy; but his language is elo¬ 
quent, and Iris manner animated. The ear of the auditor 
never wearies, and the time flies with regretted haste while 
we are listening with growing interest to the captivating 
recital in which the marvellous scenery of a lost world is 
painted with a poet’s art, and extinct races of beings are 
described with a minuteness and graphic power that ahnost 
persuade us that they are vital. Our portrait represents 
Dr Mantell as he was in middle life; but since that time 
disease has attacked his frame, and left traces of its cruel 
grasp on face and figure. While residing at Clapham he 
had the misfortune to be thrown out of his carriage, 
when he received an injury of the spine, which eventually 
impaired his strength, and compelled him to abandon the 
practice of his profession, and to retire to his present resi¬ 
dence in Chester square. His mind, however, has conquered 
his calamity, and still works, perhaps with increased vigour. 

On Friday last he addressed a most interesting lecture on 
the Iguanodon to the members of the Royal Institution, and 
we trust that his strength will long enable him to commu¬ 
nicate to others that information which his life has been spent 
in acquiring. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

WM. ANDREWS, ESQ. 

This gentleman became a member of the College in 1845, 
and a licentiate of the Hall in 1846. He is a partner in the 
firm of Christopher and Andrews, and resides at 8 Montagu 
street, Montagu square. 

JONATHAN ANGAS, ESQ. 

Mr Angas was formerly a surgeon in the Royal Navy, and 
has been a member of the College since 1812. He resides 
at Clapham. 

ALEXANDER ANGUS, ESQ., 

Resides at 66 Frith street, Soho. He passed his examination 
at the College in 1827, and at the Hall in 1832. 

CHARLES ANNESLEY, M.D., 

Resides at No. 10 Walpole street, Chelsea. He took his 
degree of M.D. in the University of Edinburgh, in 1802, and 
was member of the Royal Physical Society of that place. 

He attended lectures in London in 1803 and 1804, under 
Mr Wilson and Sir Charles Bell, and at St George’s Hospital 
under Mr Keate. Having passed as regimental surgeon at 
the College of Surgeons in London, in 1805, he served at the 
siege and capture of Santa Mauro, in March 1810, and at 
the siege and capture of Trieste, in October 1813. He also 
served against the Viceroy under General Nugent and Col. 
Robinson in 1813, and at the taking of Corracchio, Ferrara, 
Ravenna, Bologna, and Genoa. 

Dr Annesley was latterly staff-surgeon at Fort George, 
North Britain. At present he is not in practice. 

THOS. ANSELL, M.D. 

This gentleman is well known as a late member of the 
Examining Board of the Society of Apothecaries. He is a 
fellow of the Linnaean and Microscopical Societies. He be¬ 
came a member of the College of Surgeons in 1820, and a 
licentiate of the Hall in the same year. He obtained his 
degree at the University of St Andrew’s. His residence is at 

Harley place, Bow. 

HENRY APPLETON, M.D. 

The subject of this notice was educated at the well- 
known grammar-school at Totteridge, Herts, then conducted 
by Messrs Wood and Thorowgood, and was apprenticed in 
1832 to Mr John Hemming, of Kimbolton, Huntingdonshire. 
He studied at Guy’s and St Thomas’s during the sessions 
1836-7, 1837-8, 1838-9 ; during which periods lie filled the 
office of dresser, at St Thomas’s, to the late Mr lyrrell, and 
also attended the Ophthalmic Hospital, Moorfields. 

He passed his examination, at the hall, on the 18th April, 
1839 ; and at the College of Surgeons, on the 3rd June, 

1839. 
In*October, 1839, he sailed from Bristol, in charge of 

emigrants, to Van Diemen’s Land and Sydney, and thence 

to New Zealand. 
In 1840 and 1841 he acted as surgeon to the Australian 

Agricultural Company’s establishment, at Port Stephens, 
New South Wales ; and, returning at the close of 1841 to 
England, he settled, in February, 1842, at Hackney, where 

he now resides. 
At the spring examinations in 1850, he took the degree 

of M.D., at University and King’s College, Aberdeen. 

JAMES APPLETON, ESQ., 

Resides at 5, Harrington-street, Ilampstead-road.. He 
passed the College of Surgeons in 1826, and the Hall in the 

previous year. 

J. METCALF APPLETON, M.D., 

Resides at 45 Curzon street, May Fair. He passed the ex¬ 
amination at the College of Surgeons in 1837, and at the 
Society of Apothecaries in the previous year. He obtained 
his degree at Pisa. 

T. BENJAMIN APPLETON, ESQ., 

Has been a licentiate of the Apothecaries’ Society since 
1839. He resides at Newington ten-ace, Horsemonger lane. 

FREDK. ARCHER, ESQ., 

Resides at 3 Chapel street, Grosvenor square. He became a 
licentiate of the Hall in 1839. 

WM. ARCHER. ESQ. 
This gentleman is Surgeon in Ordinary to the Ottoman 

Embassy resident in London. He resides at No. 1 Montagu 
street, Portman square, and became a member of the College 
of Surgeons in 1834, and a licentiate of the Hall in 1835. 

J. THOMAS ARLIDGE, ESQ., 

Is thus represented in the ‘ Medical Directory.’ A Bachelor 
of Arts 1847, and a Bachelor of Medicine 1846 of the London 
University, a member of the College of Surgeons 1846, and 
a licentiate of the Hall 1848. He was formerly a Student 
in Anatomy at the Royal College of Surgeons, and now 
holds the appointment of Resident Medical Officer at St 
Luke’s Hospital. He is an associate of King’s College, 

London. 

GEORGE HILLAS ARMSTRONG, ESQ., 

Resides at 39 Duke street, St James’s. He was apprenticed 
to Dr Armstrong, of Sligo, in 1818, and attended the School 
of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, and the Rich¬ 
mond Surgical Hospital, Dublin, in 1821 and 1822, under 
Surgeons Todd, Carmichael, and Colies; afterwards Guy’s 
and° Westminster Hospitals, and became a member of 
the Royal College of Surgeons, London, 1831, and a licen¬ 
tiate of the Apothecaries’ Hall 1828. This gentleman was 
for several years visiting assistant to Messrs Pegart and 
Co., Pallmall, and in 1837, he entered into practice in St 

James’s. 

HENRY ARMSTRONG, M.D., 

Resides at the Lunatic Asylum, Peckham House, Surrey. 
He graduated at Edinburgh in 1847, and became a member 
of the College of Surgeons of England in 1848. 

LAUNCELOT ARMSTRONG, ESQ., 
Resides at Peckham House, Surrey. He became a member 
of the College of Surgeons in 1851. 

GEORGE JOHN ARNOLD, ESQ., 

Became a member of the College of Surgeons, and a licen¬ 
tiate of the Hall in 1837. He resides at 1 Alexander terrace, 
Westbourne park road, Paddington. 

J. MONCRIEFF ARNOTT, ESQ. 

Mr Arnott acted for many years as Surgeon of the Middle¬ 
sex Hospital—an office from which he has retired. While 
performing the duties incident to this important post, he 
was known as a judicious surgeon, but his name is not asso¬ 
ciated with any remarkable improvement in the science of 
his profession. He was formerly Professor of Surgery at 
Kind’s College. He became a member of the Royal College ol 
Surgeons in 1817, and was nominated a fellow in 1843 ; he is 
now a member of the Council and of the Court of Examiners, 
and has been also President of the College. His practice 
has never been extensive—as success in this respect depends 
upon one of two qualifications, either eminent scientific repu¬ 
tation, or obsequious manners, and Mr Arnott, it not dis- 
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tinguished for the former advantage, is certainly guilt¬ 
less of the latter failing. He has moved in the middle 
paths of life, and has the satisfaction of having held his 
course unmarked by reproach, and cheered by the respect 
of liis immediate friends. 

DR NEIL ARNOTT. 

The name of Neil Amott is as familiar as a “ household 
word ” to the British public, and the man who bears it re¬ 
quires no eulogy from us to illustrate either his merits or his 
claims. He is one of those men of whom the profession may 
be justly proud. Pursuing science for its own sake, he has 
not been content to suffer it to remain a barren study, but has 
sedulously applied his knowledge to the improvement of the 
surgical art, and to the relief of human infirmity. No man 
has endeavoured with more success to simplify the treatment 
of disease by bringing it into harmony with natural laws. 
In every case in which his penetrating genius has discerned 
a principle in physics which might be applied to the assuage¬ 
ment of human suffering, he has either indicated to others 
the means of relief, or himself invented the mechanical agency 
by which the desired end might be attained. He is pecu¬ 
liarly and eminently a man of his age—an age distinguished 
by the extraordinary development of practical or applied 
science. In the same category with Watt, Wheatstone, 
and Davy, stands Neil Amott. The steam-engine, the 
electric telegraph, and the safety lamp, were the offspring of 
the same kind of practical genius that gave to the profession 
of medicine the hydrostatic bed, the Arnott stove, the stric¬ 
ture dilator, the pneumatic tractor, and various other inven¬ 
tions, more or less extensively used. Either surgeons never 
before knew so much of Nature’s laws as Neil Arnott knew, 
or they allowed then- knowledge to slumber in their heads 
till he came. He set men’s thoughts running in a new 
groove, and now hundreds of surgeons, inspired by his 
example, are endeavouring to follow in his footsteps. What 
Liebig is to chemistry, as applied to philosophy and thera¬ 
peutics, Arnott is to mechanics. He may not have discovered 
a new principle, because there was none left in that branch 
of science he especially pursued for him to discover, but he 
has put the old principles to better use than any of his pre¬ 
decessors. To do anything well is meritorious, but to excel 
all competitors in the same arena demands genius and industry 
of a high order. 

Dr Arnott was formerly a surgeon in the Indian service, 
and his observations there first led him to consider the best 
method of remedying stricture of the urethra. A captain 
of an Indian ship suffering under stricture, had been for some 
time under treatment by Sir Astley Cooper, but before a 
cure could be effected was obliged to resume his duties. As 
a false passage existed, it was considered probable that an 
operation would be necessary at some time or other to relieve 
the bladder, and Sir Astley recommended Dr Neil Amott as 
a surgeon competent for any emergency, to accompany the 
captain on his voyage. As foreseen, the operation of cutting 
into the bladder through the perinoemn to relieve retention 
of mine became necessary in the Indian seas; and it was on 
this occasion that Dr Amott was led to consider whether or 
not some other means of curing stricture might not be 
attempted than those commonly employed. The result of 
liis investigations was the publication of his mode of dilata¬ 
tion of the stricture by hydrostatic pressure. 

It is hardly necessary to refer to Dr Amott’s “ Hydrostatic 
Bed,” which is now so well known, and must be regarded as 
one of the greatest blessings that could have been conferred 
on a bed-ridden invalid ; nor to his “ Arnott’s Stove,” which, 
when properly made, is an economical, effectual, and agree¬ 
able mode of wanning an apartmeut. We regret, however, 
to say, that in consequence of the Doctor’s liberality towards 
the public in not taking out a patent for his invention, every 
ignorant speculator has, in his turn, attempted some improve¬ 
ment upon the invention, which, failing in its intended 
object, has brought disrepute upon the stove. There are now 
very few if any real Arnott’s Stoves to be found, although 
there are hundreds passing under that name. In this in¬ 
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stance the generosity of a benevolent man has been an injury 
to the public. We understand, however, that Dr Arnott 
intends to repair this unintentional injury, by placing before 
the public his more matured views on ‘Warming and Ven¬ 
tilation;’ and we have no doubt that in the forthcoming 
treatise, the errors of his improvers will be adduced to illus¬ 
trate the truths of science. 

Dr Aniott’s “Pneumatic Tractor,” recommended to be used 
in order to bring down the foetus in cases of obstruction, in¬ 
stead of employing the forceps, has received the approval of 
Dr S. Y. Simpson of Edinburgh, who has applied it in many 
cases with success. We must not forget another contribution 
to surgical art, called a “ Slack Cushion,” which Dr Arnott 
has invented for the purpose of applying pressure to promote 
the absorption of tumours, and to relieve pain. The prin¬ 
ciple of the “ Slack Cushion ” is the same as that of the 
“ Hydrostatic Bed,” and the instrument is so constructed as 
to avoid that hardness and tension necessarily incident to 
the ordinary air-pillow. It is a simple but very ingenious 
application, and has been found highly useful in many cases. 

The work, however, which most eminently distinguishes 
the name of Dr Amott, is his literary production the ‘ Ele¬ 
ments of Physics.’ There are very few educated men who 
have not been instructed by it, fewer still who have not read 
it, and perhaps there are none who have libraries, however 
small, that have not given it a place. It is written in a per¬ 
spicuous, demonstrative style, and is so easy, familiar, and 
flowing, that Science seems to have forgotten her gravity, 
and to have stolen away for an hour’s chit-chat with a 
genial and accomplished friend. She is more amiable, and 
not the less informed, and therefore by making more 
admirers, more effectually fulfilling her vocation. 

Dr Neil Amott appears to have been sunned by more than 
sixty summers, but there are no symptoms of decadence 
about him, that are not germane to his years. His eye is 
bright as ever, his figure erect, and if liis hair be getting 
grey, the colour only the more becomes the philosopher 
He is a kind and generous man, with affable manners, and a 
gentleman-like bearing; and one hardly knows which most 
to admire, the moral or the intellectual qualities that adorn 
and illustrate liis character. 

Dr Amott was born in Scotland, a counfry that has given 
us many other eminent professors of our art. He is a mem¬ 
ber of the Royal College of Physicians, and was formerly a 
member of the Royal College of Surgeons, a status he was 
required by the bye-laws of the College of Physicians to 
forego, when he became a member of this body. He has 
retired from practice, seeing only such patients as visit him 
at his house; and intends to devote the coming time to the 
completion o f his works, more particularly his ‘ Elements of 
Physics,’ of whieh two-thirds only have yet appeared, and 
his essay on ‘ Wanning and Ventilation.’ We cordially hope 
that liis future life may be as pleasant to himself as his past 
career has been profitable to the world ; and as his pleasure 
will assuredly lie in doing good and extending the land¬ 
marks of knowledge, both parties will receive a benefit. 

WM. ARPTPIORP, M.D., 

Resides at 53 Frith street, Soho. He became a member of 
the College of Surgeons in England in 1830, took his degree 
at Edinburgh in 1832, and became a licentiate of the Apothe¬ 
caries’ Society in 1834. 

WM. ARROWSMITH, ESQ., 

Is thus represented hi the ‘ Medical Directory:’—Residence, 
73 Albert street, Mornington crescent. He became a mem¬ 
ber of the College of Surgeons in 1840. He is surgeon to 
the St Pancras Royal General Dispensary, and a fellow of 
the Medical Society, London. 

JOHN ARTHUR, M.D. 

This gentleman resides at 164 High street, Sliadwell, and 
was apprenticed to Robert Blake, surgeon, R.N., formerly 
residing in Shadwell. He studied at the London Hospital 
School of Medicine under the late Sir William Blizard, Mr 
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Heddington, and Mr Andrews, surgeons ; 'and Drs Frampton, 
Robinson, and Billing. Dr Arthur passed his examination 
at the College of Surgeons in 1843, and in the same year 
procured a degree from Giessen. This gentleman is doing 
one of the most respectable practices at the East end of 
London. 

JOSEPH ARTHUR, M.D., 

Resides at High street, Deptford. He took his degree at 
Glasgow in 1840, became a member of the College of Sur- 

eons in England in 1838, and a licentiate of the Hall in 
840. He is a union medical officer. 

JOHN ASHBURNER, M.D. 

The subject of this notice is one of those gentlemen whom 
our contemporary the ‘ Lancet ’ insists upon our excluding 
from the ‘ Directoryand, of course, from the pages of this 
Journal. But we choose to take an action of our own upon 
these matters, and though we may offend the jealous, and, 
nobody will doubt, the disinterested susceptibilites of that 
virtuous periodical, we shall persist iu considering all mem¬ 
bers of the profession as persons worthy of our regard, that 
we may be able to hold them up as examples for imitation, 
if they deserve it, or as individuals to be shunned if their 
opinions or conduct bring dishonour upon their profession. 
We trust that the latter alternative will he necessary in 
very few instances; as, except on flagrant occasions, we 
would much rather allow the facts of a man’s career to 
speak for themselves than suffer the pain of performing 
the unwelcome duty of pointing our notices with animad¬ 
version. 

It cannot be denied that there is both interest and utility 
in studying even the errors and the failings of mankind, and 
that a wise man can only be the wiser after he has surveyed 
the chart that describes the rocks and shoals upon which 
less sagacious and experienced mariners have wrecked their 
reputation. At the same time, “ There are more things in 
heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your phi¬ 
losophy and although we may not derive from the 
same premises the same conclusions with other investi¬ 
gators, yet a man of philosophic mind will sift the facts for 
himself, and by a process of independent reasoning may suc¬ 
ceed in achieving an induction of truth, that will permanently 
extend the boundaries of science, and put into our hands 
increased means of alleviating the sufferings of mankind. 
We shall not, therefore, so far prejudge and condemn dis¬ 
puted questions as to place those gentlemen who hold re¬ 
specting them opinions different from our own, beyond the 
pale of gentlemanlike courtesy and forbearance. 

Dr Ashburner resides at 65 Grosvenor street. He was horn 
in the island of Bombay, and was apprenticed to^John King, 
Esq., surgeon, of Clifton, near Bristol, a man whose great 
talents and excellent qualities of heart endeared him to a large 
circle of friends. The hospitals and schools with which Dr 
Ashburner has been connected during his education and prac¬ 
tice were St Bartholomew’s, St Thomas’s, the Middlesex, the 
Queen Charlotte, the Small-pox, the Parochial Infirmary of 
St Pancras, the Westminster, St George’s and St James’s 
Dispensaries, See., in London; the hospitals and schools of 
Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dublin, and Paris. Dr Ashburner 
entered on the practice of his profession as a general practi¬ 
tioner iu 1814, in London, and having graduated at Edinburgh 
in 1816, he commenced practice as a physician in London 
about the end of that year. Dr Ashburner has communi¬ 
cated papers on subjects connected with his profession to va¬ 
rious periodicals, one of which he republished in the form of a 
small volume, entitled 1 On Dentition and some coincident 
Disorders,’ the object of which publication was to show that, 
during the course of abnormal development of the frame, 
and particularly of the development of dentition, various 
disorders, each embracing symptoms of the cerebral irrita¬ 
tion known as acute hydrocephalus, might be coincident 
with such abnormal course of development. Dr Ashburner 
has, in the pursuit of his professional studies, become con¬ 
vinced that the most important train of inquiry in which 

medical philosophers can be engaged is that relative to what 
is called the “Vital Dynamic.” The well-known Baron Von 
Reichenbach introduced the doctrines comprised under this 
title to the world; and in England Dr Ashburner has been 
one of their most prominent advocates. He believes that 
the cure of malignant disease, of scrofulous tubercle, of large 
masses of polypus growth, of ovarian cyst and tumours, of 
the gravest fevers in their advanced stages, of epilepsy and 
many forms of insanity—in short, of all the most redoubt¬ 
able diseases to which humanity is liable, as well as of the long 
train of minor afflictions, might be made amenable to this 
agency; and he has exerted himself to direct the thoughts 
of medical men to the subject. 

Dr Ashburner is, in short, a mesmerist, and, we believe, 
a sincere believer in the doctrine. He would cheerfully bear 
the loss of fame, fortune, and character, if he could induce 
the profession to adopt his opinions ; and certainly much he 
has already risked by his efforts to promulgate them, and 
to convince scoffers and unbelievers. His hospital appoint¬ 
ments were sacrificed to his zeal on this question. However 
much we may smile at the Doctor’s pseudo-philosophical 
notions, we cannot but feel regret that a good repute and 
an amiable character should be martyred by an enthusiasm 
so ill-directed and perverse. 

Dr Ashburner has contributed many papers to the ‘ Zoist,’ 
and has written annotations to a translation of Baron Von 
‘ Reichenbach’s Researchesbut we cannot dilate upon this 
subject, and must leave Dr Ashburner to the judgment of 
our readers. 

WILLIAM ASHCOMBE, ESQ., 

Resides at 5 King-street, Cheapside. He studied at Univer¬ 
sity College, London, from 1833-4 to 1837, and for two 
years officiated as Secretary to the University Medical 
Society. The number of members by his exertions were so 
increased, that at no former period, or since, has the number 
been equalled. He is the author of a paper read before this 
Society, on the ‘ Non-Identity of the Gonorrheal and 
Syphilitic Poisons,’ in which his opinion on the treatment of 
syphilitic sores is thus expressed:—“ The result of my obser¬ 
vation from an extensive practice in Syphilis is, that the 
treatment of all primary sores, whether simple or phagedenic, 
should be mild, unirritating, and antiphlogistic, and that 
such treatment is most rational, safe, and effectual.” He 
was Dresser under the celebrated Mr Liston, and having passed 

i his examinations at Hall and College in 1837, proceeded to 
Paris, and studied Surgery under those distinguished mem¬ 
bers of the profession, Messrs Velpean and Malgaigne. 

JOHN BUTTER ASHFORD, M.D., 

This gentleman’s qualifications are M.D. of King’s Col¬ 
lege, Aberdeen, 1851; member of the Royal College of 
Surgeons, England, and a licentiate of the Apothecaries’ 
Society, 1843. He is a corresponding member of the War¬ 
saw Medical Society. 

WM. HENRY ASHLEY, M.D., 

Is represented in the ‘ Medical Directory ’ as a graduate of 
Edinburgh, 1841; a member of the College of Surgeons, 
England, and a licentiate of the Society of Apothecaries, 1840. 
He is a fellow of the Royal Botanical Society, Edinburgh, 
and holds the appointment of surgeon to the Kensington Dis¬ 
pensary. He has contributed articles to the ‘ Lancet ’ 
“ On Congestive Menorrhagia with Hydatids of the Uterus,” 
1850; “On Supernumerary Mammas,” 1846; “On Intra¬ 
ovation,” 1850. His residence is 8 Boyne terrace, Notting 

hill. 

JOHN THOMAS ASHTON, ESQ., 

Resides at 31 Cavendish square. He became a member of 
the College of Surgeons in 1835. He is a fellow of the 
Royal Medico-Chirurgical Society, was formerly house sur¬ 
geon at University College Hospital, and is now surgeon to 
the Blenheim street Dispensary. 
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MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 

CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITIONS FOR 1852. 
(continued.) 

LONDON. 

In No. II of the 1 Medical Circular,’ in correcting the sur¬ 
name of Mr Hardey, of Doctors’ commons, his Christian 
name was given as Henry, for which read Key. 

PROVINCIAL. 

Litchfield, Thos., Heath lane, Twickenham, after 1817, 
read in practice prior to the Act of 1815; after Whitton, 
read Surg. Worshipful Comp, of Carpenters, established at 
Twickenham; and after 1827, read Contrib. to the Lancet 
from its commencement. 

NAMES OMITTED. 

Blackmore, Samuel, Bath, M.D., Giessen, 1844; M.R.C S., 
Eng., 1829; M. and L.S.A., 1828. (Omit this name 
from “ Supplemental List,” where the address given is 
Langhorne, Carmarthenshire.) 

Fitzhenry, Edward H., Sutherland park, near Liverpool, 
M.D., Glasgow, 1851; M.R.C.S., Eng., 1852; Lie. in 
Midw., Dublin. 

Robinson, Thomas, Leicester—M.R.C.S., Eng., 1847; 
L.S.A., 1847; formerly Med. Superindt. of the Wigston 
Magna Lunatic Asylum. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR IRELAND. 

Burns, David, Granard, after M.R.C.S. Eng., 1838, read 
Lie. in Midw. Combe Lying-in Hosp., Dublin, 1838. 

Darbey, Francis Scholfield, West street, Drogheda, in 
addition to the corrections given in No. IY of the ‘ Medical 
Circular,’ read Assistant Surg. to the County Infirmary, 
Drogheda, since 1837. 

Enright, Patrick, Listowel, after L.S.A. Ireland, 1846, 
read Acc. Cork Lying-in Hosp. 1844. 

Graham, James, Casliel, after L.S.A. Ireland, read Lie. 
in Midw. Dub. Lying-in Hosp., and Acc. of Roy. Coll, of 
Surg. 1843. 

Halpin, Chas., Cavan, under Contributions, for Linus of a 
Venereal Bubo, read Sinus of a Venereal Bubo. 

Macswiney, Valentine, Macroom, Co. Cork, after Brit. 
Aux. Legion, read Mem. Ext. Roy. Med. and Roy. Phys. 
Socs. Edin. 

Wycherley, John George Joseph, 70 South Mall, Cork, 
omit John from the name, and for Acc. Combe Lying-in 
Hosp. Dub. 1843, read Acc. Cork Lying-in Hosp. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR SCOTLAND. 

Balfour, James Brewster, Kilsyth, after Cholera Hosp. 
Edin. 1848-9, read Fell. Roy. Bot., and Mem. Roy. Med. 
Socs. Edin. 

Boothwicic, Alexander, 15 Buccleuch street, Dumfries, 
should he Borthwick, Alexander. 

Crocicatt, William, 188 Perth road, Dundee, for L.R.C.S. 
Edin. 1844, read 1849. 

Easton, John Alexander, 178, George street, Glasgow, 
after Authorship, read Contrib. various Papers to Med. 
J ournals. 

Greig, David, Queensferry, Linlithgowshire, after L.R.C.S. 
Edin., 1834, read Med, Off. to the Parishes of Queensferry, 
Dahneny, and Abercorn. 

Keith, Geo. Skene, 58 Northumberland street, Edinburgh, 
for L.C.R.S., Edin., 1841, read L.R.C.P., Edin., 1841. 

Lawrie, Alexander, Edinburgh,should be Lawrie, Alex¬ 

ander Trotter, Parkside House, Edinburgh. 
Leckie, Alexander, Bonhill, Dumbartonshire, after Pa¬ 

rochial Board, add Med, Ref. to Northern Assurance 
Comp. Glasgow, and to the United Deposit Assurance 
Comp., Edinburgh. 

M'Carthy, Charles, 11 Hill street, Garnet hill, Glasgow, 
for C. M., Glasgow, 1846, read Lie. Fac. Phys. and Surg., 
Glasgow, 1846. 

Mann, Robert, Baillieston, Lanarkshire, for Old Mark- 
land, read Old Monkland. 

Muiriiead, Henry, Longdales House, for Bothwell Brig, 
Lanarkshire, read Bothwell, Lanarkshire. 

Paisley, John Finglass, 6 Queen street, Edinburgh, 
for M.D., Edin., 1840, read M.D., Glasgow, 1840, and 
Lie. in Midw., Dublin. 

Peters, Hugh, Newburgh, Fifeshire, should he Peters, 

Robert. 

Smith, Robert, after 9 Union terrace, Aberdeen, read 
M.D., Aberd. 

Still, Hugh, Moniaive, Dumffies-shire, should he Stitt, 
Hugh. 

Thomson, Allen, Glasgow College, for F.R.S.S., Edin., 
1832, read F.R.C.S., Edin., 1832; and for F.R.C.S., Lond. 
and Edin., read F.R.S.S., Lond. and Edin. 

In "Local List,” under Aberdour, add J. Nicol, M.D. 

NAME OMITTED. 

Waddell, William, Kilsyth, Stirlingshire—Lie. Fac. 
Phys. and Surg., Glasgow, 1844 ; Surg. for Kilsyth Pa- 
roch. Board and Collieries ; House Surg. to Glasgow Lock 
Hosp., 1844-5 ; Author of ‘ Millport as a Watering Place 
and Winter Residence for Invalids.’ 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Dr James Brown.—The fault of omission is not ours; wo 

sent for the necessary information, but were not favoured 
with it. We have, however, made a note of it for future 
editions. 

Dr C. Halpin.—Correction made above. For the rest, we 
must beg to submit the same reply as the foregoing. 

A. S. Kerr.—We have referred to your return and find that 
you gave us simply the word “ Accoucheur,” without either 
a date, or the College or Hospital whence the certificate or 
diploma in Midwifery was obtained. If favoured with 
these particulars, we shall be happy to insert them in the 
next No. of the ‘ Circular.’ With reference to the omission 
of membership of the Society you mention, we beg to say, 
that although past Medical appointments are given, we 
only insert the actual membership of Learned and Scien¬ 
tific Societies, for the time being. 

Dr E. T. O’Kelly.—We regret the omission, and thank 
you for calling our attention to it; it shall be corrected in 
the next edition. We take the opportunity of stating 
that two gentlemen should never return on one circular, 
as it creates confusion and promotes a liability to error. 

Dr J. J. Trayer.—See answer to Dr Brown. 

A Member of the Profession.—The Colleges have 
been written to on the subject of your communication ; 
and if the* answers we receive prove confirmatory of your 
statement, we shall of course act on it in a future number 
of the ‘ Circular.’ 

Dr A. Fyfe.—Your suggestions will receive our attention. 
The name of the particular College being given in all 
cases is clearly desirable. 

D. Graham.—We esteem your approval, and join in your 
surprise. We have made a note of your information, 
although all the parties alluded to will be again applied 
to in the course of the year. 

R. Smith.—We are glad that the Directory is likely to 
prove so valuable, and we thank you for your information, 
which is carefully noted. We shall be at all times inde¬ 
fatigable in our efforts to attain perfection in the correct¬ 
ness and completeness of the work. 

The Medical Directory for Ireland.—We have 
received the following expressions of opinion, among nume¬ 
rous others of a similar character, respecting the ‘ Medical 
Directory for Ireland’:— 

From John Irvine, Rosebank, Ireland.—I begto acknow¬ 
ledge the receipt of the ‘ Medical Directory for Ireland’ in 
safety, the contents and accuracy of which far exceed my 
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expectations. It is to be much regretted, that many 
qualified medical gentlemen, both in cities and towns, 
seem so remiss in withholding their names from insertion, 
but this is no fault of yours. I enclose you a post-office 
order for 5s. 6d., because I do not think it fair that you 
should bear the expense of postage, requesting you will ac¬ 
knowledge the receipt of the payment, and wishing you 
every success in your laudable undertaking, &c. 

From George Nixon, River View terrace, Antrim.—I 
regret to find that qualified medical practitioners have not 
given you the necessary assistance to make the work com¬ 
plete, as I do not see included therein the names of many of 
my own friends, whose qualifications are worthy of record, 
but I hope they will see the error they have fallen into 
prior to your next publication. 

From Thomas M. Fleming, Carrickmacross.—I have 
great pleasure in bearing my humble testimony to the great 
value the work will be, not alone to the profession, but to 
the public in general. 

From Robert H. Mouritz, Celbridge.—I have much plea¬ 
sure in enclosing you a post-office order for 5s., in payment of 
the Directory received, and to express my approbation in the 
warmest manner for the taste, zeal, and efficiency displayed 
in the compilation of the Irish Medical Guide. 

From James F. Duncan, 19 Gardiner’s place, Dublin.— 
I feel that I owe it to you to state my unqualified approba¬ 
tion of the work, which promises to be of incalculable advan¬ 
tage to the profession in this country. 

From John Nolan, Athbory.—I look upon the Directory 
as a very creditable performance, considering the difficulties 
you must have had to contend with; the inaccuracies are 
very few, and attributable in a great measure to the negli¬ 
gence of the medical men, who ought to have co-operated 
more to produce such a desideratum to the Irish medical 
profession. 

The Medical Directory for Scotland.—We have 
received the following expressions of opinion, among nume¬ 
rous others of a similar character, respecting the ‘ Medical 
Directory for Scotland— 

From Daniel Cormick, Branby.—lam well pleased with 
the work, but regret that so many should have declined 
giving the proper information about their qualifications. I 
observe that some persons do not give the date of their 
diploma, such as Professor Millar, of Edinburgh. I hope by 
next year that your information will be more complete. 

From George Walker, 4 Bonnington place, Edinburgh. 
—I am much pleased with the work, although, being the first 
attempt, it must necessarily, to a certain extent, be imperfect; 
but I trust the medical public will appreciate your efforts, 
and support you better on a future occasion. 

From William Traill, Arbroath.—Though necessarily 
imperfect, as being the first attempt, I am much pleased with 
it, and think it, upon the whole, very creditable to the par¬ 
ties concerned in getting it up. 

From George Robertson, 52 Glassford street, Glasgow.— 
I beg you will accept my humble acknowledgments for the 
favour you have done me in putting me in possession of 
such a work, and I wish you the success your undertaking 

deserves. 
From James Scott, M.D., Deputy Inspector of Hospitals 

and Fleets, &c. &c., 15 Argyle square, Edinburgh, 17th 
February, 1852.—I beg to express my entire approval of 
the ‘ Medical Directory,’ with the single exception of your 
having therein inserted the names of homoeopathic practi¬ 
tioners, without distinguishing them as such. Such homoeopa- 
thists as have gone over to the new-fangled doctrines from 
a sincere conviction of their superiority to the general doc¬ 
trines of medical professors, could not have any reasonable 
objection to be distinguished in the ‘Directory’ as prac¬ 
tising homoeopathy; but many of them, like all other 
quacks, wish to have “two strings to their bow,” concern¬ 
ing which you have recorded one notable instance in the 
second number of your excellent ‘ Medical Circular,’ page 
34 (Jan. 28, 1852). That this is not uncommon, I know; 
and perhaps I may yet think fit to expose even the names 

of some of these worthies, who have attempted to degrade 
the noble profession of medicine to a dirty, dishonest trade, 
for “ filthy lucre.” I have received the second number of the 
‘ Medical Circular,’ and I shall feel obliged if you will send 
me all the others that have been published, and then I will 
send you my subscription for twelve months. I would do 
so at once, but it is now too late an hour to procure a post- 
office order. Wishing all possible success to your merito¬ 
rious exertions, I am, &c. 

We have also pleasure in acknowledging letters, in terms 
of kind approbation of our works, from the following gentle¬ 
men : J. F. Allan, Alyth; J. B. Balfour, M.D., Kilsyth; 
F. Boxwell, Borris; A. K. Boyce, M.D., Delgany; J. C. 
Bury, Galbally; J. Campbell, M.D., Lisburn; J. Clark, 
Bailieborough : P. M. Cooke, Enniscorthy; J. Elmes, M.B., 
Limerick ; T. Godfrey, M.D., Broomliill; D. Griffiths, M.D., 
Limerick; J. H. Howie, M.D., Greenock; E. Jago, M.D., 
Kinsale; J. James, Kilkenny; W. Keith, M.D., Aberdeen; 
J. Kellett, Naas; E. Kelly, M.D., Ballyshannon; A. Kelso, 
Greenock; J. M. Lynn, Markethill; D. McKeag, M.D., 
Coleraine; J. F. McKeagh, Dublin; M. Moore, Bailie¬ 
borough; R. R. Phillips, Leighlin bridge; W. Reardon, 
M.B., Tipperary , R. W. Smith, M.D., Dublin ; W. W. Suf- 
field, M.D., Clifden; J. W. Swan, M.D., Ballyragget; W. 
Taylor, Ballymoney; S. Thomson, M.D., Newartliill; D. N. 
Wallace, M.D., Boyle; S. J. Wood, Roscrea. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The professional exa¬ 
mination for Fellowships will be held in the first week in 
April. The following will be the subjects of examination:— 
In Classics—Either of the following Greek and Latin au¬ 
thors—Herodotus, book 3; The Iliad, book 6; Virgil’s 
riineid, book 8; and Livy. In Mathematics—arithmetic, 
algebra, as far as to include the doctrine of proportions and 
simple equations, with one or two unknown quantities; 
Euclid, books 1, 2, and 3; hydrostatics, acoustics, and op¬ 
tics. In French—translations into English of passages from 
one of the French classical writers. The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 27th ult.:— 
Edwin Bennett, Dorchester; Robert Beales, Leicester; 
Edward Henry Fitzhenry, Liverpool; Richard Gregory 
Gornall, Newton Heath, Lancashire; John Page Julian, 
Little Blakenham, Suffolk; Walter Jessop, Cheltenham; 
John Lumsdaine, Hon. East India Company’s Service; Ed¬ 
win Josiah Miles, Gillingham, Dorset; John Norton, Ken- 
nington; John Pring, Bristol; Septimus William Sibley, 
Great Ormond street; John Pleydell Wilton, Gloucester; 
James Kemp Welch, Christchurch, Hants. At the same 
meeting of the Court, Messrs Hai-t Gunlett and Charles 
Roberts passed their examinations for Naval Surgeons. 
These gentlemen had previously been admitted members of 
the College, their diplomas bearing date respectively June 

9, 1843, and March 29, 1844. 
The College Lectures.—Professor Owen will com¬ 

mence a course of lectures in the theatre of the Royal Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons on the 16th inst., on the Anatomy and 
Physiology of the Invertebrate Animals. Professor Paget’s 
course on Malignant Tumours will commence on the 11th 

of May. 
Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following are the names of 

the gentlemen who passed their examination in the science 
and practice of medicine, and received certificates to prac¬ 
tise on Thursday, February 19, 1852:—Thomas John 
Eames Brown, Dorchester, Dorset; George Samuel Rhodes, 
Dewsbury, Yorkshire. 

Military Appointments.—6th Dragoons — Surgeon 
Alexander M'Grigor, from the 71st Foot, to be surgeon, 
vice James Sidey, M.D., who retires upon half-pay. 38th 
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Foot—Donald Sinclair Smith, gentleman, to be assistant- 
surgeon, vice Le Blanc, promoted on the Staff. 44th Foot— 
Staff-surgeon of the 2nd class William Kilner Swettenham, 
M.D., to be surgeon, vice Robertson, who exchanges. 71st 
Foot—Staff-Surgeon of the 2nd class Geo. Douglas Dods, 
M.D., to he surgeon, vice M‘Grigor, appointed to the 6th 
Dragoons. Hospital Staff—Surgeon Edward Robertson, 
M.D., from the 44th Foot, to he staff-surgeon of the 2nd 
class, vice Swettenham, who exchanges; Assistant-surgeon 
Edward Le Blanc, from the 38th Foot, to he staff-surgeon 
of the 2nd class, vice Dods, appointed to the 71st Foot; 
John Campbell, gentleman, to be assistant-surgeon to the 
forces, vice W. S. Saunders, who resigns. 

2nd West York Regiment oe West Riding Yeo¬ 

manry Cavalry.—Commission signed by the Lord-Lieu¬ 
tenant of the West Riding:—George Micklethwaite Stans- 
feld, to be surgeon, vice Jubb, resigned. 

Medical Inspection of the Militia.—Dr Maclean, 
of the Garrison Hospital, has been ordered to accompany 
Colonel J. Jervis, of the Provisional Battalion, to inspect 
and report upon the effective strength of the Kent and Es¬ 
sex Militia. 

Naval Appointments.—Surgeon Alexander Anderson, 
M.D. (1842), to the Polyphemus steam-sloop, at Woolwich, 
for service on the coast of Africa; Assistant-surgeon W. 
M‘Donald, M.D. (1842), to the Polyphemus; Surgeon-su¬ 
perintendent Lenox T. Cunningham, M.D. (1840), to the 
Sir Robert Seppings, convict-ship; Assistant-surgeons Tho¬ 
mas J. Breen (1847), recently of the Ganges, 84, to Ply¬ 
mouth Hospital; Donald G. Pendritli (1850), confirmed to 
the Sampson, steam-frigate; Robert Creighton (1850), con¬ 
firmed to the Trafalgar, 120, on the Mediterranean station ; 
Surgeon Frederick M. Rayner (1851), to the Herald, 28, 
at Chatham, fitting for survey service in the South Seas; 
Surgeon Robert M'Cormick (1827), to the North Star, for 
the Arctic expedition; Assistant-surgeon John D. Macdo¬ 
nald (1849), from the Royal Naval Hospital at Plymouth, to 
the Torch, steam-vessel at Woolwich, fitting as tender to the 
Herald ; Assistant-surgeon Robert C. Scott (1847), from the 
Excellent, gunnery-ship at Portsmouth, to the Intrepid, 
screw steam-tender to the Assistance,"one of the vessels de¬ 
stined for the Arctic expedition ; Surgeon Daniel Ritchie 
(1846), to he surgeon-superintendent of the Pestonjee Bo- 
manjee, convict-ship; Assistant-surgeons Thomas W. Rimell 
(1844), from the Monarch, guard-ship of ordinary, Sheer¬ 
ness, to the Excellent, gunnery-ship at Portsmouth'; Charles 
Roberts (1845), to the Excellent; Mark Hamilton, M.D. 
(1842), to the Monarch, vice Rimell; John B. Nicolson, 
M.D. (1841), from the Merlin, Mediterranean steam-packet’ 
to the Antelope, at Woolwich. 

Naval Promotions.—In consequence of the successful 
storming of Lagos, Mr Frederick Foster Morgan, assistant- 
surgeon, has been promoted to the rank of surgeon. All 
the medical officers of the squadron were highly commended 
in the despatch received from Commodore Bruce. Assist¬ 
ant-Surgeons Walter Lawrence, John Bernard (b), W. G. 
Goldin, William Webber, and Lawrence Carey, to the rank 
of surgeon. 

Medical Appointments.—Dr Letheby, of the London 
Hospital, has been appointed by the Court of Common Coun¬ 
cil, Chemical Referee under the act of the Great Central 
Gas Consumers’ Company. Dr Cogswell has been elected 
Physician to the St Pancras General Dispensary. Mr Jo¬ 
seph Toynbee has been appointed Consulting Aural Surgeon 
to the Deaf and Dumb Asylum. 

Vacancies.—A house surgeon, who will he required to 
act as apothecary and dispenser, and also as secretary, is 
wanted for the Wrexham Infirmary and Dispensary. He 
must he a licentiate of the Apothecaries’ Company, Lon¬ 
don, and unmarried. Salary, 80/. per annum; in addition 
to which he will have furnished apartments in the institu¬ 
tion, coals, candles, washing, attendance, and the sole use of 
a kitchen garden. Testimonials of professional ability and 
of good moral conduct to be addressed to the Medical Com¬ 
mittee the institution, accompanied with a statement of 
the candidate’s age, on or before Monday, the 15th day of 

March next.—Dr W. hi. Burslem having resigned the ap¬ 
pointment of physician to the Surrey Dispensary, the va¬ 
cancy has been declared; date of election the 1st of April. 
Candidates to attend the Committee on the 23rd of March, 
and to produce their testimonials.—At a recent meeting of 
the Committee of Council of the Queen’s Hospital, Birming¬ 
ham, Dr David Nelson resigned his office of physician to 
that institution. At the same time, the Committee of Coun¬ 
cil passed a vote of thanks to Dr Nelson for his past services 
to the charity. 

University College and the University of Lon¬ 

don.—On Wednesday last the usual annual general meeting of 
the proprietors of University College was held at the Col¬ 
lege in Gower street. The chair was taken at three o’clock 
by Sir James Graham, M.P. The annual report was read. 
The total income of the year, including a loan of 3,500/., 
amounts to 17,172/., and the expenditure to 16,561/., 'leaving 
a balance of 591/., which has been invested. The number 
of students during the session 1850-51 was, in the faculty of 
medicine, 200; and the faculty of arts, 243; which, with 
the 304 pupils in the junior school, gave a total of 747. 
The fees paid by the students during the same period amount 
to 6,796/. The sum of 951/. received as fees for the clinical 
lectures had been paid to the hospital connected with the 
University. The report acknowledged the receipt of se¬ 
veral valuable and important legacies; among the latter 
was a collection of Chinese books from Mr Morrison, and 
the orrery manufactured by James Ferguson, the self-taught 
natural philosopher. The library now contains 38,056 vo¬ 
lumes on general, and 3,669 on medical subjects. The 
report was received, adopted, and ordered to be printed. 

Society for Relief of Widows and Orphans of 

Medical Men in London and its Vicinity.—An extra¬ 
ordinary General Court of this valuable Society was held in 
Berners street on Wednesday evening, the 18th ult., to 
ratify an agreement entered into by the Court of Directors 
with the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, for the 
hiring of apartments in their house, No. 53 Berners street. 
The Chairman, Martin Ware, Esq., V.P., explained the 
object of the meeting. The Society, founded in 1788, had 
gradually increased its income, expenditure for relief, and 
general business, and some fixed place for transacting its 
affairs had long ago become necessary. It might be expected 
that the obtaining offices in the house of the first Medical 
Society of the metropolis would tend to make the Society 
better known to the Profession, and to extend its usefulness. 

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society.—The 
following gentlemen were elected Fellows of the Society on 
Feb. 24:—James Luke, Esq.; George Pilcher, Esq.; Chris¬ 
topher W. T. Robinson, Esq. Thomas Cutler, M.D., and 
Charles Lodge, M.D., were proposed. At the next meeting, 
March 9, the following gentlemen will be balloted for:—- 
Alfred Baker, Esq.; William Davies, M.D.; John Roberts, 
M.D.; Sherard Freeman Statliam, Esq.; Henry Thompson, 
Esq.; John Wiblin, Esq. 

Pathological Society of London.—Mr John But- 
terworth Wilkes and Dr Hale were elected members of this 
Society on the 2nd instant; Dr Taylor and Dr Ely, of 
Rochester, were nominated as candidates for membership. 

Benevolence.—The Hospital for Incurables, it would 
appear, has only to be named to be supported. The dona¬ 
tions recently received are as follow :—Miss Burdett Coutts, 
50/.; Samuel Gurney, Esq., 50/. ; W. Tatton Egerton, Esq., 
M.P.. 20/.; Loftus Wigram, Esq., 10/.; the Lady Olivia 
Sparrow, 10/.; Henry Cole, Esq., C.B., 10/.; Rev. Henry 
Dugmora, 20/. We hear also, with pleasure, that the sub¬ 
scription-list is not less promising, and that a moderate 
income can already be counted on. The Hospital for In¬ 
curables lias our best wishes.—The Board of Management of 
the Asylum for Idiots have received the munificent donation 
of 400/. from an anonymous benefactor. 

Medical Benevolent College.—The Lord Arch¬ 
bishop of Canterbury, the Lord Archbishop of York, and 
the Lord Bishop of London, as trustees of the Cholmondeley 
Charities, have this week forwarded to the treasurer of the 
Medical Benevolent College the sum of 100/. 
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Medical Benevolent Fund.—The Right Honourable 
the Earl of Carlisle has consented to preside at the dinner in 
behalf of the funds of this most excellent institution, to be 
held at the London Tavern in May next. 

Trinity College, Dublin.—The 24th of February was 
graduation day at Trinity College, when the degree of M.D. 
was conferred on John Hill and William Montgomery, be¬ 
sides a long list of LL.B., LL.D., B.D., D.D., and B.A., and 
M.A. The annual commencement dinner was afterwards 
held in the College dining-hall, the Lord-Lieutenant being 
the principal guest. 

Royal College of Surgeons of Ireland.—The 
“ Sugden prize ” of twenty guineas is to be given this year 
for the best essay on Hypoohondriadsm, 

Ohitag. 
November 11—William Bowles Fames, Esq., surgeon, 

at Castlemartyr, Co. Cork. Ireland. 
26—David Ferguson, M.D., at his residence, King street, 

Dundee, in the 36th year of his age. This accomplished 
physician had practised in Jamaica for several years, with 
distinguished success. The disorganised state of that island 
entailing ruin on the agricultural and commercial interests, 
and destroying the professional prospects of nearly every 
practitioner in the colony, compelled Dr Ferguson to leave 
and settle in Scotland, where ho joined his brother in co¬ 
partnership. Scarcely had he commenced his career, when 
he was called upon to attend cases of typhus of the most 
malignant type. An enthusiast in his profession, he dis¬ 
charged his duty with punctuality and faithfulness, as every 
honourable-minded physician will do. Although warned by 
liis medical brethren to be cautious in approaching the daily 
scenes of wretchedness and contagion which are endemical 
in all our manufacturing towns, he fearlessly visited his fever 
patients, from one of whom he contracted the disease. So 
sensible was he of having imbibed contagion from this par¬ 
ticular case, that he mentioned the circumstance to his 
friends, was shortly afterwards seized with fever, and died on 
the twelfth day. Dr Ferguson’s death adds another victim 
to a melancholy list of medical men who have lately been 
prematurely cut off by typhus fever in this densely-populated 
and ill-ventilated town.—‘Edinburgh Monthly Journal of 
Medical Science.’ 

Dr Ferguson graduated at Edinburgh on the 1st August, 
1842, and was a member of the Royal Medical Society of 
Edinburgh. He commenced practice at Port Maria, Jamaica, 
and held appointments in the parish of St Mary’s, Jamaica, 

under the Sanitary Act, 
January 2—Charles Wake, M.D., at Henley-in-Arden, 

Warwickshire, aged 73. 
January 16.—Robert Nelson, Esq., surgeon, Monteith 

row, Glasgow, in the 62nd year of his age. Mr Nelson came 
to Glasgow originally as a working man, but being possessed 
of great industry and perseverance, he contrived during the 
intervals of his more laborious occupation to prosecute his 
studies in the university of that city. In 1814 he became 
a licentiate of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons, and, 
having also taken a druggist’s shop, practised laboriously 
and successfully for many years. Finding, however, such 
labour too severe for his constitution, he subsequently relin¬ 
quished practice, and confined his attention to the business 
of his shop, which had become very extensive. About four 
years since Mr Nelson disposed of his business and retired 
into private life, but shortly afterwards he became affected 
with scirrlius, which, after thoroughly undermining his 
constitution, finally proved fatal. 

February 25—Samuel Gibbons, Esq., assistant house- 
surgeon at the North Dispensary, Liverpool, of typhus fever, 
caught in the assiduous discharge of his professional duties. 

27—Herbert Cole, Esq., house-surgeon to the General 
Infirmary, Worcester, at Malvern, aged 76. 

Lately—Robert Cassels, M.D., of Bloomsbury, Man¬ 

chester. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

W. K. N. B. Bgs.—Your observation is not based upon a 
knowledge of the profession’s requirements. The simple 
plan advised by you has been tried already, and signally 
failed. It is even now carried out on a larger or smaller 
scale by the majority of the journals, but in none of those 
instances does it form an attractive feature, and is, in fact, 
generally overlooked. Judge for yourself. We had long 
seen the cause of this failure, but could not persuade the 
conductors of those periodicals to adopt our views. They 
now see their error. If we were to act as you propose, we 
should take the life out of the articles and leave nothing 
but dry bones. Besides, we should do wrong, as we might 
become in many instances a channel for the communica¬ 
tion of error. We, of course, know that a great good will 
have some attendant disadvantages. 

Surgicus.—1st. It is not in the least degree probable that 
a medical bill will pass through the House of Commons 
this session. 2nd. We think not. 

Mr Wm. Baillie (Markinch).—Your communication has 
been received. The hint will not be forgotten. 

J. W. C. (Killaggan).—Thank you for your good wishes. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Is it true that Dr Lee has retired from the chair of the 
New Equitable ? What is the cause of it ? 

Not knowing, can’t say; perhaps the manager of the 
office will oblige our correspondent with an answer. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—Among your notices to correspondents you say, 
On the assumption that we are the representatives of 

regular physic, it is a strange idea of justice to call upon 
us to supply evidence of the truth or error of the new 
doctrines,” alluding to Hydropathy, Homoeopathy, and 
Chrono-thermalism.” 

Allow me, Sir, to say that I differ entirely from the 
above sentiment. What is the object of the ‘ Medical 
Circular ?’ How can you establish the truth of regular 
practice, as a progressive art, without examining other 
medical doctrines, whether new or time ? The whole 
end and aim of every medical journal ought to be to 
supply evidence of the truth or error not only of new, 
but of old doctrines. Is the present practice of medicine 
so perfect that everything new ought to be rejected as 
useless or detrimental ? Believing, as I do, that the three 
particular doctrines which you appear to condemn have 
many disciples, both in the profession and out of it, if 
there is error in them, the sooner they are exposed the 
better. If there is any truth in them, as must be ad¬ 
mitted there is, the sooner the truth ought to be known 
to the profession generally, the better also. Assuredly 
nothing can be more detrimental to regular practice than 
that practitioners should appear ignorant to their pa¬ 
tients of what is going on in the world around them. 

I enclose my card, not for publication, but to show 
you that I am myself a regular member of the profes¬ 
sion, being, in fact, 
A Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 

London, Feb. 27, 1852. 

The writer of the foregoing note being a gentleman of 
some consideration in the profession, we have inserted liis 
communication, although we must confess that we have had 
almost enough gratuitous criticism from the members of 
the party to which he appears to belong. The Homoeo¬ 
paths are discontented that we do not patronise them, and 
instead of openly and candidly stating their principles and 
doctrines, so that they might be examined, think that they 
have done a very clever thing if they can raise a quibble 
at the justice or policy of our casual statements. Let us 
examine, currenta calamo, each sentence of this note. “A 
Fellow” differs from us in sentiment. Very well. He 
asks us what is the object of the ‘ Medical Circular ?l and 
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coherently enough answers one question by another, in 
which he inquires “ How we can establish the truth of 
regular practice as a progressive art without examining 
other medical doctrines, whether new or true ? ” Now 
we did not talk about establishing the truth of regular 
practice, but pleaded against the injustice of being called 
upon to establish the truth or otherwise of the new doc¬ 
trines. This duty is notours. For example, if a man have 
borne a good character all his life, and be challenged at last 
as false and knavish, it is the duty of the accuser to prove 
him such; ergo, if regular practice is false, do ye homoeopaths 
prove it. On the contrary, if a man be a notorious rogue, 
and called so by all except his own fraternity, and if this 
man seek our confidence on the pretence that he is honest 
and trustworthy, it is his duty to supply us with the evi¬ 
dence of his integrity; ergo, the burden of proof is again 
upon ye. Far be it from us, by using this illustration, to in¬ 
sinuate any unhandsome reflections; we merely put it forth 
as a plain appeal to the common sense of our readers. We 
quite agree with the next sentence, that a medical journal 
ought to supply evidence of the truth or error of doctrines 
new or old, and we will gladly do it, if “A Fellow ” will 
furnish us with the means. In our editorial capacity we 
must decline the task. We are neither indifferent nor 
asleep, but at present we have better work to do, and some¬ 
thing more germane to our special duties. The next sen¬ 
tence is well enough, but the following begs the whole 
question. “ A Fellow ” suggests hypothetically, if the 
new doctrines, Chrono-thermahsm, Homoeopathy, Hydro¬ 
pathy, &c., have “ any truth in them,” and parentheti¬ 
cally adds, “ as must be admitted there is," thus settling the 
point with a flourish of the pen, that we imagined it 
would take a folio to discuss. This is a cool, but a very 
stale trick in logic, and not very likely to impose upon an 
Allopathic mind, however adroit and satisfactory it may 
seem to be to Homoeopathic understandings. It is a Hah- 
nemannic sort of argument—infinitesimal in quantity, but 
understood to be infinite in power. There are but six 
words, all monosyllables but one; but they go to the very 
root of the question, and settle it at once. Similia similibus 
curantur. The truth of regular practice is our dogma, 
which “A Fellow ” disputes, and assails it with another 
dogma—the truth of Homoeopathy. Well, we have done; 
but we must add one remark, that if “ A Fellow of the 
Royal College of Physicians ” will send us a communica¬ 
tion setting forth the principles and practice of Homoeo¬ 
pathy, within moderate compass (say two columns) of our 
journal, we will publish it; and we have no doubt that 
some regular practitioner will be found to answer him. 
This is our way of supplying evidence of the truth or error 
of medical doctrines. 

A Truth-Seeker, M.R.C.S. Edik. (Clapham road), will 
observe that the necessity of inserting his communication, 
in extenso, is superseded by our publication of that of 
“A Fellow of the College of Physicians.” We cannot 
forbear, however, to quote his concluding sentence, which 
runs thus :—“ As to the questions of infinitesimals, and 
' the very last development,’ they can well be dispensed 
with, being contrary to common sense.” What an extra¬ 
ordinary slippery skin a Homoeopath must have ! How 
easily he glides out of a difficulty ! We are asked to dis¬ 
cuss the merits of Homoeopathy with a professor of its 
dogmas, who protests that its fundamental principle, and 
its last great fact, are contrary to common sense ! Without 
actually closing in argument, we have driven “ Truth- 
Seeker ” into a corner, and squeezed this monstrous con¬ 
fession from his soul. What we should have done, had we 
seriously set to work, it is too fearful to contemplate. In 
the name of common sense, how is it. possible to discuss 
important doctrines with gentlemen who repudiate princi¬ 
ples and facts in this off-hand easy way ? Tell us what 
you do believe, and we may be induced to examine your 
creed. At present we must decline fighting with sha¬ 
dows. 

Ms James M. Thomas (St Andrew’s).—We agree with j 

you. It is a difficult matter to decide who is right, and 
who •wrong. The Chrono-thermalists say that every dis¬ 
ease is an ague; the Homoeopaths say that every disease 
is the itch. Both cannot be right, and yet we receive 
letters from correspondents who profess to believe in each, 
and more too. 

Justitia, M.R.C.S., L.A.C.—As you have not stated a 
grievance, it is impossible to name a remedy. What do 
you wish the College to protect you against ? At any 
rate, the College has no power. 

Mr Sam. Churchill (Fawley); Mr J. A. Dirham.—Com¬ 
munications received. The opinions expressed are parti¬ 
cipated in by all our correspondents. 

Chirurgeon (Belfast).—By the decisions of the judges in 
England a member of the College of Surgeons solely cannot 
recover in medical cases, though he can in surgical cases, 
both for advice and medicine, as well as for operations. 
The performance of an operation is not necessary to make 
the claim valid; otherwise the law would offer a premium 
on mutilation. The case you refer to lies in the doubtful 
limit between medical and surgical practice. Do not incur 
any heavy expenses in trying the case, and attend to the 
opinion of your solicitor. We think, however, that the 
chances are on your side. Medical law is a disgrace to 
our jurisprudence. 

Dr Cottle (Ryde).—Your suggestions shall receive consi¬ 
deration. 

Dr Bellamy (Guernsey).—We have not yet had time to 
read your communication, and cannot at present say 
whether or not we shall be able to turn it to account. 

Dr Cowan (Kirkintillock).—Communication received, with 
the enclosed remittance. 

Dr Stone (Casliendall.)—We shall be happy to receive the 
communications referred to. 

to the editor of the ‘medical circular.’ 

Sir,—People who live in glass houses should not 
throw stones! There is no such person as Dr Cotton. 
Ask the gentleman in Clarges street who made him, 
and others like him, doctors? Ask them in what 
university they graduated! Justitia. 

We will publish the answer as soon as Dr Cotton will 
do us the favour to forward it. 

M.D. (Westminster).—Avoid the man and his schemes. He 
has been an impostor and a slanderer throughout his life ; 
he is now immersed in debt, and the scheme you refer to 
is a last resource to keep his head above water. If 
it fail, he is a ruined man. Notwithstanding his preten¬ 
sion, he now lives in a squalid way in a garret floor, over 
a picture shop in the Strand. 

Inquirer.—We have seen the so-called Report of the New 
Equitable Assurance Company. It is a clumsy affair, 
vamped up in the ‘ Lancet ’ office, by those who have most 
interest in keeping the Company in existence. No re¬ 
porter was allowed to be present at the meeting. This 
fact speaks volumes. The report does not tell us how 
many two-guinea fees were given to medical referees. It 
is prudently silent on this subject. This is the only point 
on which the directors can even pretend that the Company 
deserves the support of the profession, and yet they are 
afraid to state the facts. The whole thing is a piece of 
egregious charlatanry, with but one object in which the 
schemers are sincere, viz., putting money into their own 
pockets. 

F. S. (Brighton.)—The communication is too lengthy for 
our columns. It is left at our office for the author. 

J. M.—The ‘ Medical Times ’ has undoubtedly the best con¬ 
tributors, and, we believe, the largest circulation ; but our 
own exceeds both ‘ Lancet ’ and ‘ Times ’ together. 

The correspondence for the department of Notes and 

Queries will appear in our next number. 



Drag Price Currents, Free on 
Application; containing the Pricesof all the principal Drugs, 

Pharmaceutical Preparations, Surgical Instruments, Medical Bottles, 
Ac., and every requisite for the Surgery, all of the purest and best 
quality, by Messrs Hewlett and Goddakp, 
Wholesale and Export Druggists, 6 Arthur street West, London bridge. 

Kousso (Brayera Anthelmintica.) 
—THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE WORM.—Mr KEAT¬ 

ING begs to inform the Profession that he has made arrangements for 
a regular supply of this valuable medicine. Having just received a 
fresh quantity of the new crop, direct from its place of growth, he is 
enabled to offer it at 2s. the ounce, which can be sent free to any part 
of the Kingdom on receipt of twenty eight postage stamps. 

MATICO. 
Mr KEATING continues to receive importations of this valuable 

Styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended with such successful results in obstinate forms of 
Diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its use may be had on application. 

Sole Agent for De Vcre’s Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty.—79 St Paul's Church¬ 
yard, London. 

SPERMATORRHOEA. 

Just published, price 5s. 8vo, in cloth, 

treatise on the Cure of Stricture 
of the URETHRA; with practical observations on the treat¬ 

ment of Spermatorrhoea by Cauterization. By F. B. Courtenay, 
M.R.C.S.E. 

H. Bailliere, 219 Regent street, London. 

A 

0 
Published in one vol., 8vo, cloth, 

F 

n the Diseases of Children; 
with Directions for the Management f nfants from the Birth. 

By the late Dr Underwood;,..Edited, with the addition of much new 
matter, by Henry Davies, M.D., Senior Physician to the British 
Lying-in Hospital. 

“Dr Davies’s remarks display an extensive acquaintance with dis¬ 
eases of children and sound practical knowledge."—Dublin Quarterly 
Journal of Medical Science. 

Londqn : John Churchill; Longman and Co.; Simpkin and Co.; S. 
Highley ; T. Hill; and Hodges and Co., Dublin. 

ly/Tedical Examinations.—Pupils 
-LtJl prepared for their CLASSICAL EXAMINATION at Apothe¬ 
caries’ Hall, either iu the old or in the new course, or for matriculation 
at the London University by a superior TUTOR, on moderate terms. 
Apply to Mr Harris, Medical Directory’s offices, 4 Adam street, 
Adelphi. 

or Varicose Veins and Weak¬ 
ness.—surgical ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature, without the trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong, low-priced article for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful Fabric. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for both Sexes ; those for ladies’ use 
before and af;er accouchement, are admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to 
in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post from the Sole Manufacturers, POPE 
and PLANTE, 4 Waterloo place, Pall mall. The Profession, Trade, 
and Hospitals supplied. 

V/fedical Galvanism.—The most 
1 f I efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

the Cure of Disease, is the ELECTRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the quality that is essential 
in a Medical •alvanie Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of 
Galvanism in ONE direction only.—Manufactured only by 1IORNE, 
THORNTHWA1TE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, Lon¬ 
don. Price 31. 3s., 57. 5s., 87. 8s., and upwards. 

IVT ovable Artificial Eyes.—The 
1 i I Prize MEDAL of the Great Exhibition was awarded exclu¬ 

sively to the EYES made by TV. R. GROSSMITH, 175 Fleet street, 
I.ondon. They arc fitted in a few hours without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight lias been lost; they effect a perfect Movement, 
in accordance with the action of the natural eye; the colours of the 
Iris are closely matched, and they are the only Artificial Eyes yet in¬ 
vented, not liable to Crack in weai ing. Sent by post to all parts of the 
world, from the manufactory, 175 Fleet street, London. 

**• References given to tiie Senior Surgeons of the Royal Ophthal¬ 
mic, Bartholomew’s, St George’s, Thomas’s, and all the principal hos¬ 
pitals of London, Edinburgh, Dublin, Liverpool, &c., by whom they 
are recommended. 

entlemen of the Medical Pro- 
X fession and others, who take an interest in Electricity, are 

respectfully invited to inspect 

THE NEW PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

Invented by Mr J. L. Pulvermacher, of Vienna, which maybe said, 
without exaggeration, to open a new era in the history of galvanism, 
and its applications to medical and other purposes, and have met with 
the most universal approbation wherever they have been produced. 

A Battery of sufficient intensity to communicate shocks through 
from eight to ten persons, perfectly to contract a limb without any 
sensation of pain, decomposing distilled water, and, in short, produc¬ 
ing all the effects of a powerful voltaic pile of 120 combinations, 
occupies the space of only fifteen cubic inches, the ordinary size of 
a pocket-book! 

They are besides permanently connected and arranged, so as to bo 
at all moments ready for instantaneous us?, wherever a cup of vinegar 
can be procured. The current is always in one direction and 
primary voltaism, not _secondary impulses, as in the old Coil ma¬ 
chines. 

The new principle on which these powerful and portable Batteries 
are constructed, has likewise been carried out in Weak Chain Bat¬ 
teries, for personal use, (weight about two ounces,) which, when 
worn on the body, exercise a mild but continuous 
influence oil the same, of a highly beneficial 
character in many chronic diseases. The effects of these 
small chains can he perceived the moment the chain is applied to the 
body ; and they likewise decompose unacidulated water. 

The apparatus may be freely tested, and a full description of this 
extraordinary invention may be had, at the Depot, 103 Leadenhall 
street, City, and 71 Quadrant, Regent street. 

C. MEINIG, Resident Manager. 

This Invention has been illustrated, with success, before the Royal 
College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the Pharma¬ 
ceutical Society, and the Royal British Association in London ; the 
Academie Nationale de Medecine, at Paris, on the 1st of April, 1851, 
unanimously voted thanks to the inventor, for the communication 
of the same : and it is already in extensive use in the hospitals of 
London, Paris, and Vienna. 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that 

which has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest 
possible bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricy of moderate tension, and always iu one direction. 
.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too 
strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.’’—Extract of Dr 
Golding Bird’s Letter, 29th of August, 1851. Published with his 
kind permission. 

AGENTS IN 

Bath : Bell & Moody, and Geo. 
Brail am 

Bedford: Th. Ward. 
Berwick: J. Davidson. 
Bideford: Th. Hogg. 
Bridgewater: John Harman. 
Bristol: F’errisand Score. 
Cambridge: J. H. Jones. 
Cirencester: J. W. Mason. 
Clifton: Schacht. 
Derby: Jos. Bloor. 
Dcvonport: T. Heydon. 
Dover: Thummery & Son. 
Edinburgh : Duncan, Flockart, 

and Co., and J. Mackay. 
Guernsey: F. Mackenzie. 
Halifax: J. Thomson, Bath 

Parade. 
Hastings ; — Mason. 
Huntingdon: J. Provost. 
Lincoln : C. K. Tomlinson. 

Liverpool: A. Abraham and Co., 
ana J. Baker Edwards. 

Manchester: Jn. and Wm.Wood 
and J. B. Dancer. 

Newcastle : Gilpin and Co 
Nottingham: F. Shepperly. 
Petworth : John A. Cocker. 
Plymouth: Ch. Fox Hinton. 
Portsmouth: — Woollven. 
Rochester: T. S. King. 
Shefiield: Cliadburn Brothers. 
Southampton : Ran Tall and Son. 
Sunderland: J. Kitson and Son, 

and J. Dixon. 
Taunton : P\ and C. Lake. 
Torquay: Fisher Brothers. 
Warrington : Sam. Webster. 
Wolverhampton: W. Bailey & Co. 
Bombay: J. Turner. 
Cape Town: J. S. Pocock <fc Co. 
Gibraltar: N. Ch. Matthiasou. 

A llsopp’s East India Pale and 
■tA other BURTON ALES.—The Public is respectfully informed, 
that the ALES of THIS SEASON'S BREWINGS are now ready for 
delivery, and may be obtained oenhinb in Casks of Eighteen Gallons 
and upwards,/either singly or in any quantity', at ttieir respective 
Stores, as uncifcr, where also a list of the Bottlers may be had. The 
Brewery, Burton-on-Trent; 61 King William street, City, London; 
Cook street, Liverpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester ; Royal Brewery, Dudley; 33 Virginia street, Glasgow. 



THE 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY OFFICES, 
4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, &c. 

Mr CHARLES JAMES HARRIS 
Having been privileged by the Proprietor of the Medical 
Directory, with a view to the convenience of the Profes¬ 
sion, to afford his services to Gentlemen desirous of pur¬ 
chasing or disposing of 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, &c., 
to supply Assistants, or in any way to forward their wishes 
in Medical matters, will be happy to do so on the under¬ 
mentioned terms. In conducting transactions of the above 
description, the strictest secrecy and integrity are at all 
times scrupulously observed by Mr Harris, as well as a 
due regard paid to the interests of those Gentlemen who 
honour him with their confidence; in proof of which, 
reference is kindly permitted to parties for whom he has 
transacted business. 

The enormous correspondence involved in the compilation of the 
Medical Directory, and the constant personal intercourse going on 
with members of the Profession in all parts of the Kingdom, offer 
unrivalled advantages for making known their wishes in regard to 
the transfer of Medical Property. In availing himself of these ad¬ 
vantages, Mr Harris pledges himself to undertake no matter of bu¬ 
siness that will not bear the strictest investigation; for his aim is, 
ultimately, to become the centre of confidential communication to 
the Medical Profession. To attain thi3 end he hopes— 

First. That no Gentleman will communicate to him the particulars 
of a Practice that is not bona fide and in every respect open to inves¬ 
tigation. 

Secondly. That nothing may be entrusted to him that is in the 
hands of any Agent. 

Thirdly. Gentlemen wishing to purchase a Practice are reques'ed 
to state the locality they desire, the amount of premium they are 
prepared to give, their qualifications, <fec. &c., to pre pay their letters, 
and enclose a stamp for a reply. 

Fourthly. Gentlemen desirous of disposing of a Practice or Part¬ 
nership, will, on remitting a Registration Fee of One Guinea to Mr 
Harris, have a Form forwarded to them to fill in the Particulars. 
This Regulation, marie for the purpose of covering the numerous 
preliminary expenses, must be in all eases complied with, before Mr 
Harris can negotiate the sale of a Practice or Partnership. 

Gentlemen requiring an opinion as to the worth of Practices or 
Partnerships, may have the same transmitted to them by enclosing a 
Fee of One Guinea. 

TERMS. 

Five per cent, on all transactions up to 4007., and Two-and-a-half 
per cent, above that amount, payable out of the purchase-money. 
These terms to be paid immediately on the decision of the contracting 
parties. 

ASSISTANTS. 
Gentlemen requiring Assistants will, on communicating fully their 

wishes, and enclosing therewith a Fee of Half-a-Guinea, be provided, 
with the utmost possible promptitude, and with such only as appear 
likely to suit their requirements. 

Assistants of really good character, wishing to avail themselves of 
this medium, will be charged Half-a-Guinea on registering their 
names, which will be returned to them should they not be intro¬ 
duced to a situation. In all cases a personal interview is desired, if 
possible. 

*** Gentlemen in ill health, or who wish to leave home, may, by 
remitting a Fee of Half-a-Guinea with their instructions, be intro¬ 
duced to suitable parties to conduct their Practices during their 
absence. 

N.B.—No further charge will be made ; and letters, not in ac¬ 
cordance with the above Regulations, cannot be attended to. 

Office Hours from Eleven till Three; at other 

Hours by appointment only. 

1%/redical, — An old - established 
I f I COUNTRY PRACTICE, within an hour's ride of town on 

the Great Western Railway, is now transferable. This is a bona fide 
opening, and to a gentleman of energy offers advantages not often to 
be met with. The premium required is 500/., half of which may be 
paid by instalments.—Application to be made to Mr Harr.s, Medical 
Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

V/Tedical Partnership.—A Gentle- 
■ I man, 24 years of age, with the double qualification, and 

possessing un'xceptionabie te timonials, is desirous of obtaining a 
PARTNERSHIP in a well established PRACTICE of not less than 
1,0007. per annum actual receipts, for which he is prepared to p >y an 
adequate premium.—Address C. N-, care of Mr Harris, Medical 
Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. To Surgeons.—An elderly Gen¬ 

tleman is desirous of introducing a SUCCESSOR to a small 
but old-established PRACTICE in Berks, returning about 2001. per 
innum, but capable, in the hands of a youneer man, of great exten- 
lion. Premium required, one year's purchase.—Apply to Mt Harris, 
Medical Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

evon.—A Gentleman is desirous 
„ , of transferring the interest of an old established PRACTICE ia 
he south of Devon, which he lias held many years, to a successor. Tue 
eceipts are 6007. annually, and a good introduction will be given; 
Ternium required, TOOL Apply to Mr Harris, Medical Directories 
Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

The full particulars of several other Country Practices, with appomt- 
nents, may be learned on application to Mr Harris. 

D 

MZ edical Assistants. — Wanted 
__jreral English Gentlemen, from 25 to 30 years of age, of good 
ppearance and address, duly qualified. Also a few unqualified, but 
apable of performing the minor operations. Gentlemen who can pro- 
luce unexceptionable testimonials as to moral and general character, 
is well as professional ability, may obtain suitable introductions by 
ipplying personally, between the hours of II and 3, to Mr Harris, 
iledical Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

jVTervons Affections.—Establish- 
L N MENT for LADIES ONLY.—EARL’S COURT HOUSE, OLD 
1ROMPTON, near LONDON.—The attention of these who, either 
s Parents, Guardians, or Relatives, are interested in the successful 
xeatment of that melancholy class of cases, in which Derangement 
if the Body has extended to the Mind, is pariicolariy requested to 
he above Institution, which has been expressly established for the 
■eliefof Females labouring under this malady. The objects of the 
\dvertiser, in the arrangements of her Es'ablishment, are to secure 
is much as possible the domestic comforts and conveniences of a 
lome to those committed to her charge, whilst they are at the same 
:ime, placed under the most favorable circumstances for the restora¬ 
tion of their health. The situation of the Establishment, within easy 
iccess of the metropolis, and in most salubrious suburbs, surrounded 
ay open ground for exercise, is well adapted for the supply of that 
pure air which is so often necessary in Nervous Disease. The House 
—a well-appointed mansion, formerly the residence of the great sur- 
?eon, John Hunter—is fitted up with every convenience for comfort, 
imusement, and recreation. The treatment pursued is that of kind¬ 
ness and forbearance, and the absence of all those measures of painful 
restraint, which are now so justly condemned by all the most enlight¬ 
ened Physicians who hare made the study of Nervous Maladies their 
peculiar care. The appointments of the household are such that, 
whilst regularity of habit and perfect order are secured, the utmost 
atteniiou is paid to the peculiarities of each individual case, and the 
medical treatment of the inmates is placed under the care of a Phy¬ 
sician of the highest eminence in the management of such cases. 

Arrangements exist in the Establishment for securing to Invalids 
all those' peculiarities of domestic comfort to which they hare been 
accustomed at their own homes, and the terms, which are moderate 
for all, are adapted accordingly. As Earl’s-Court House is only within 
a pleasant drive of London, an inspection by all those interested in 
such institutions is respectfully invited. 

For terms and particulars, apply to Mrs Bradbury, Proprietor of 
the Establishment. 

Post-office Orders, in favour of Charles James Harris, to 
be made -payable at Charing cross. 

o M. D.’s of Paris.—A well- 
established PRACTICE of 7001. per annum, to he SOLD for 

ONE YEAR'S PURCHASE. A full six months’ introduction by way 
of Partnership. Half the purchase-money to be paid immediately, 
and the remainder subject to agreement. The lease of the house may 
be had at a moderate rent, and the furniture at a valuation, if de¬ 
sired. Most satisfactory reasons for the Vendor’s leaving.—Applica¬ 
tion to be made to Mr Harris, Medical Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam 
street, Adelphi. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisement* :— 

Eight lines and under. £0 S 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 S 
Whole Column. * I5 0 
Whole Page . i 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex, 
at the Office of Eeynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of 5t Janies, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles Jambs Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
in the City of Westminster.—March 10, 1852. 
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T'he London and Provincial T _ MEDICAL DIRECTORY, 1852, price 10s, is now ready, 
containing the Name, Address, Qualifications, Appointments, and 
Literary Productions of every known Qualified Practitioner in 
Eng and and AVales — Almanac—Universities — Colleges — Halls — 
Hospitals—Dispensaries—Medical and Scientific Societies—Public 
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John Churchill, Prince’s street, Soho, and 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER^md DAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Drug¬ 

gists, &c., that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recom¬ 
mended for purity, health, and readiness of biting. 

Potter and Hailey, Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herb¬ 
alists, &c., 66 Farringdon market, London. 

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF FORTY YEARS. 

ennett’s Watches, made ex- 
_ pressiy for medical men, beating dead seconds, with every 
recent improvement, and most carefully finished : in silver eases, 
12 gs.; in gold ditto,. 18 gs. Every Watch sold at this Manufactory 
tk lfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETT’S MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is a 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
appearance. A thousand Thermometers may be selected from, com¬ 
mencing at One Shilling. 

BENNETT, Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to the Royal Ob¬ 
servatory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 
65 Cheapside. 

Bullock’s Semola. — A highly- 
nutritious and very agreeable Food for Infants, Ladies who 

are Suckling, and Invalids suffering-from any form of debility. 

This Preparation recommends itself to the Profession by its uni¬ 
form and known composition, and its accordance with established 
physiological principles. It consists of the stamina! principle of 
wheat—the gluten—denuded of starch, as far as possible, to leave an 
agreeable food, adapted to cooking. 

Many leading Physicians and Accoucheurs now recommend it, and 
their report is uniformly most satisfactory. 

For AVeakly Children, Mothers who are nursing, and Invalids gene¬ 
rally, it is invaluable. Many infants have been led on it exclusively 
for some months, and with the best results. 

BULLOCK’S SEMOLA is a most agreeable substitute for grue’s: 
it may be cooked in a variety of ways, for which directions are given. 

In Packets, Is., 2s. 6d., and 7s. 6d. 

BULLOCK, Operative Chemist, 22 Conduit street; and may he 
ordered of all Chemists and Druggists, and in the usual way through 
the Wholesale Houses. 



avenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
of QUININE and IRON. 

Frum Or Golding Bird. 

“ 19 Myddelton square. 
“I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 

Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great va ue as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that ti e Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the least of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is toL rated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A M. M.D. F.R.S. 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medina at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Haying for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and A nut 
mia, and, indeed, in ail instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combme all 
the therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “Geo. P. May, M.D. 

“ Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of tite fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE ot QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the 01 dinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6 i. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d, per lb. 

BIMECONATE OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials acknow¬ 
ledge tills preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. The 
unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d. per < z. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
and Is. peroz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceut.cal Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profes ion. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.H. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

ervous Affections.—Establish- 
MENT for LADIES ONLY.—EARL’S COURT HOUSE, OLD 

BKOMPTON, near LONDON.—The attention of those who, either 
as Patents. Guardians, or Relatives, ate interested in the successful 
treatment o> that melancholy class of cases, in which Derangement 
of the Body has extended to the M nd, is particularly requested to 
the above Institution, which has been expressly established for the 
relief of f emales labouring under this malady. The objects of the 
Advertiser, in the arrangemems of her Es ahli>hment, are to secure 
as much as possible the domestic comiorts and conveniences of a 
home to those commit ed to her c large, whilst they at e at the same 
time, placed under the most favorable circumstances for the restora¬ 
tion of their health. The situation of the Establishment, within easy 
access of the metropolis, and in most salubrious suburbs, surrounded 
by open ground for exercise, is well adapted for the supply of that 
pure air which is so often necessary in Nervous Disease. 'I he House 
—a well-appointed mansion, formerly the residence of the great sur¬ 
geon, John Hunter—is fitted up with every convenience for comfort, 
amusement, and recreation. The treatment pursued is that of kind¬ 
ness and forbearance, and the absence of all those measures of painful 
restraint, win h are now so justly condemned by ail the most enlight¬ 
ened Physicians who have made the study of Nenous Maladies their 
peculiar caie. The appointments of the household are such that, 
whilst regularity of habit and perfect order are secured, the utmost 
atten ion is paid to the peculiarities of each individual case, and the 
medical treatment ol the inmates is placed under the care of a Phy¬ 
sician of ihe highest eminence in the management of such cases. 

Arrangements exist in tite Establishment for securing to invalids 
all those peculiarities of domestic commit to which they have been 
accustomed at their own homes, and the terms, which are moderate 
for all, are adapted accorcingly. As Earl's-Cnurt House is only within 
a pleasant drive of London, an inspection by all those interested in 
such institutions is respectfully invited. 

For terms and particulars, apply to Mrs Bradbury, Proprietor of 
the Establishment. 

e d i c a 1.—A second years’ 
STUDENT wishes to obtain a situation as ASSISTANT to a 

General Practitioner, either in or v ry ne ir London. He has had 
bo hprivate and hospitil practice previous to his coming to town, is 
well acquainted with Midwifery,and can offer the highest testimonials, 
&c. Salary not so much regarded as a comfonable home. Address 
Z. Z., care of Mr Harris, 4 Adam street, Adclphi. 

Fifth Edition, now ready, 

he Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrie, Surgeon-Dentist. 

“ Mr Imrie lias obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and lias re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London : Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Dr ROWE on INDIGESTION.—Twelfth edition, price 5s. 6tl. 

r Rowe on Nervous Diseases, 
Liver and Stomach Complaints, General Debility, and Dis¬ 

ci ders of Warm Climates. "I he result of 30 years’ practice. “ This 
is a clever and useful work, and should be read by all martyrs to 
imligesiion and other bodily ills.”—1 The Times.’ “ Dr Rowe claims 
with justice a priority ot authorship, while he yields to none in this 
wide field of inquiry.”—1 Lancet.’ “ We have no hesitation in placing 
this work amongst the foremost ranks.”—1 Medical Times.’ London, 
John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Also, by the same Author, price 5s. 6d., 

ON SOME OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FEMALE DISEASES, 
WITH CASES. 

rgyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms : 

WARM BATIIS-ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’Department, On e-and-Sixpence 
each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrogate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and otliu dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 

Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 
Bath (with hot linen, &c.). within one mile of Argyll place, 5j. ; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,000/. has been expended, and that at eaclt place one hundred 
Baths can be given in an hour. 

edical Pupils or Students.—• 
A married gentleman, residing at the west end of London 

and possessing peculiar advantages from his position, education, and, 
professional standing, for facilitating the studies of students or bring¬ 
ing pupils forward in the profession, will be happy to receive one or 
two in:o his house for that purpose, on reasonable terms. Apply to 
C.C., care of Mr Harris, Medical Directories’ office, 4 Adam street, 
Adelplti. 

edical Partnership.—A Gentle¬ 
man fully QUALIFIED, and holding the highest testimonials 

is prepared to pay handsomely for A SHARE in an OLD ESTAB¬ 
LISHED bona fide PRACTICE. Communications on the su ject, 
addressed to Mr Harris, Medical Directories’ Offices 4 Adam street, 
Adelplii, will be held strictly confidential. 

edical Registration. A Letter 
to tite Right Honourable Sir George Grey, Bart., H. M 

P rincipal Secretary of State for tite Home Department, &c &c , on 
Medical Registration, and the Present Condition of the Medical Cor¬ 
porations, with Notes and Abstract of a proposed General Medical 
Registration Act, founded on the provisions of the recent legislation 
of 1851, for the regulation, registration, and compulsory examination 
of Masters and Mates in the Merc tntile Marine. 2nd Edition. 

Published by H. Jackson, Medical Bookseller, 32 King street. 
Borough; and George Mann, 39 Cornhill. Price One Shilling. Post 
free by enclosing 16 postage stamps. 

roitwich Lunatic Asylum, es¬ 
tablished in 1791. Proprietors, Martin Ricketts, F.R.C.S.E. 

and Sir Charles Hastings, M.D.—In consequence of the Removal 
of the Pauper Lunatics from this Establishment to the New County 
Asylum, appropriate arrangemems will be made for receiving an 
additional number of second and third class patients. The terms are 
moderate, and may ba known by aoplicatio'n to the Resident Med cal 
Superintendent of the Asylum, who will also forward the required 
printed forms and directions for the admission of Patients. 
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The student in physiology will receive instruction from the 
perusal of an article in the ‘Edinburgh Monthly Journal’ for 
March, by Dr John Hughes Bennett, entitled, 

‘ On the Function of the Spleen and other Lympathic Glands 
as Secretors of the Blood.' 

Starting from the ascertained fact that the blood contains 
numerous coloured discs, with a smaller number of colourless 
cells, Dr Bennett proceeds to investigate the relation these 
bodies bear -to each other. His discovery of a considerable, 
increase in the number of the colourless cells associated with 
enlargement of the spleen or of the lympathic glands,—a 
condition he has called leucocythemia, or white cell blood, 
is introduced to strengthen the argument. He observes: 

“ Many physiologists have maintained that the coloured 
corpuscles are formed from the colourless ones; and among 
those who hold this opinion, some have supposed that the 
latter bodies arc directly transformed into the former (Paget); 
whilst others contend, that, whilst such may be the case in 
fishes, reptiles, and birds, in mammals the coloured disc is 
merely the liberated nucleus of the colourless cell (Wharton 
Jones). From the observations I have made on the blood 
corpuscles in cases of leucocythemia, the latter appears to 
me to be .the correct opinion. 

“ The mode of transformation of the nucleus of the co¬ 
lourless cell into the flattened, biconcave, coloured disc has 
not yet been described; but from the appearances I have 
observed, it would seem to take place in the following man¬ 
ner :—The colourless cell may frequently be seen, on the 
addition of acetic acid, to have a single round nucleus. But 
more commonly the nucleus is divided into two, each half 
having a distinct depression, presenting a shadowed spot in 
its centre. Occasionally, before the division takes place, 
the nucleus becomes oval, and sometimes is elongated, more 
or less bent, and even of a horse-shoe form. Not unfre- 
quently the nucleus is divided into three or four granules, 
each having the central shadowed spot. 

“ On several occasions the blood, when crowded with co¬ 
lourless corpuscles, was removed from the arm by venesec¬ 
tion ; and it was observed, that after standing twenty-four 
hours these variously shaped nuclei had become of a straw 
colour, and exactly resembled the coloured discs in tint. It 
was immediately apparent that they had imbibed the colour¬ 
ing matter of the blood, leaving the cell which surrounded 
them perfectly transparent. 

“ I am therefore of opinion with Valentin, Wharton 
Jones, and others, that the coloured blood corpuscles in 
mammals are free nuclei. But I do not consider, with 
the latter observer, that these nuclei in mammals should 
necessarily proceed so far in development as to be surrounded 
by a cell wall,—in other words, the coloured disc is not 
always a further face in the evolution of the colourless cell.” 

With respect to the origin of the blood corpuscles, Dr 
Bennett agrees with Hewson, who supposed that they were 
derived from the lympathic glands. Observing that in the 
lacteals below the' serous coat of the intestines there is a 
multitude of minute fatty molecules, and that as the chyle 
progresses towards the thoracic duct, these molecules di¬ 
minish in number, and free nuclei appear, mingled with 
others surrounded by a delicate cell-wall, he remarks that 
the free nuclei exhibit the same size and bi-concave discoid 
form as the coloured blood corpuscles, consequently the 
opinion that they are the same is well founded. Henle 
thought that the molecules united to form the nuclei which 
were afterwards surrounded by an envelope: Nasse also 
formed a similar opinion, and both supposed that this 
change took place before the molecules reached the lym¬ 
pathic glands, but Dr Bennett observes on this point: 

“ On the other hand, it is certain*that both nuclei and 
cells arc most abundant in the glands themselves, and the 

cases of leucocythemia prove, that excess of colourless cells 
in the blood is not dependent upon an increase in the amount 
of chyle molecules, but is coincident with enlargement ot 
the spleen and other glandular organs. It is to these, there¬ 
fore, we must attribute the principal influence in the forma¬ 
tion of the colourless cells, and to them evidently we must 
look for the origin of the blood-corpuscles.” 

Again: 

“ If I have been successful in establishing, that the cor¬ 
puscular elements found in these organs are transformed into 
those of the blood, it will follow that the lympathic glands 
secrete the blood corpuscles in the same manner as the testes 
secrete the spennotozoa, the mamma: the globules of the 
milk, or the salivary and gastric glands the cells of the saliva 
and gastric juice.” 

With regard to the ultimate destination of the blood- 
corpuscles, Dr Bennett considers that they are dissolved, 
constituting, with the effete matter absorbed from the tissues, 
blood fibre. He is also of opinion with Zimmerman that 
the fibrin of the blood does not subserve the process of 
reproduction of the tissues, but is the result of then* meta¬ 
morphosis, and therefore effete matter. He shows that fibrin 
is not a product of primary digestion, it does not exist in 
the egg in which the organising process is active ; the blood 
of the foetus does not possess it, and even that of the newly- 
born infant very little. On the other hand, all those causes 
that induce exhaustion of the tissues or increase absorption 
from them, augment the amount of fibrin in the blood. 

The following are the conclusions arrived at by Dr 
Bennett: 

% 

“ 1. That the blood corpuscles of vertebrate animals are 
originally formed in the lymphatic glandular system, and that 
the great majority of them, on joining the circulation, become 
coloured in a manner that is as yet unexplained. Hence the 
blood may be considered as a secretion from the lymphatic 
glands, although in the higher animals that secretion only 
becomes fully formed after it has received colour by exposure 
to oxygen in the lungs. 

“ 2. That, in mammalia, the lymphatic glandular system 
is composed of the spleen, thymus, thyroid, supra-renal, 
pituitary, pineal, and lymphatic glands. 

“ 3. That, in fish, reptiles, and birds, the coloured blood- 
corpuscles are nucleated cells, originating in these glands; 
but that, in mammals, tliay are free nuclei, sometimes derived 
as such from the glands; at others, developed within colour¬ 
less cells. 

“ 4. That, in certain hypertrophies of the lymphatic 
glands, their cell elements are multiplied to an unusual ex¬ 
tent, and under such circumstances find their way into the 
blood, and constitute an increase in the number of its colour¬ 
less cells. This is leucocythemia. 

“ 5. That the solution of the blood-corpuscles, conjoined 
with the effete matter derived from the secondary digestion 
of the tissues, which is not converted into albumen, consti¬ 
tutes blood fibrin.” 

The article is illustrated by several plates representing the 
colourless and coloured corpuscles in various states. 

The ‘London Monthly Journal’ for March has an article, 
by Dr Geo. Wyld, entitled, 

‘ The Liver the Regenerator or Hydrogenerator in Animals; 
or the Antagonism betrceen the Lungs and the Liver.' 

The object of the paper is to refute the opinion that the liver 
is an excretory depurating organ, and to prove that it is essen¬ 
tial to the nutrition of the system. Similar ideas have been 
already propounded, but the subject is too obscure to admit 
of a very accurate or satisfactory explanation of all the 
phenomena engaged in the issue. After citing Hemde to 
the effect that no bile was discoverable in the blood after 
extirpation of the liver, and the experiment by Sir 
Benjamin Brodie, showing that no tine chyle was formed 
when the bile was, by a ligature, prevented from reaching 
the chyme, also an experiment by Schwann, in which a 
fistulous opening was made, and which was atteuded with 
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similar results, together with several other observations more 
or less applicable to the question, Dr Wyld declares his 
opinion that the liver does not excrete but create bile, and 
that this fluid, is necessary to the formation of chyle. So 
far there is no novelty; the conclusion arrived at is the 
simple inference drawn from the experiments. Dr Wyld 
then goes on to show that the chyle contains fatty molecules, 
and oil globules, and allinns that “ the grand function, then, 
of the liver appears to be to convert chyme into chyle; that is, 
to create the fatty molecules and oil globules of the chyle, 
without which it would appear that the nutrition of the 
animal is impossible.” The method of performing this 
office Dr Wyld does not pretend to divine. He applies 
this view to explain the nutritive action of cod-liver oil, 
and he adduces evidence from comparative zoology to show 
that the formative and regenerative power in animals 
depends upon the size of the liver: but the arguments, as 
we might expect, are inconclusive. 

Mr Burford Norman has contributed an article to the 
same Journal, 

‘ On Vascular Tumour of the Male Urethra.' 

This paper is a supplement to that we noticed in our 
last number on the same disease in the female urethra. Mr 
Norman has been able to collect only five instances of this 
affection occurring in the male, and he observes, with 
respect to them, that 

“The characteristic features of the vascular tumour or 
excrescence of the male urethra, as described in the pre¬ 
ceding narratives of cases, will be seen to bear a close 
resemblance to the varied forms of the disease in the female. 
In the case mentioned by Dr Quaiu, we have simply 1 a red, 
villous condition of the orifice; ’ in that of Mr Ericlxsen, 
‘a distinct, nodulated, raspberry-like, non-pediculated ex¬ 
crescence, bleeding when touched; ’ in Amaud’s first case, 
‘ a polypous excrescence, hanging half an inch out of the 
urethra, red, fibrous, and softish ; ’ in his second case, seen 
by Mr Key, ‘ a bit of flesh in the orifice ; ’ and, in his third, 
‘a fleshy substance as big as a pea.’ Who that has seen 
much of the disease in the other sex will fail to recognise all 
these varieties ? 

“ The effects likewise are very similar: ‘ a mucous dis¬ 
charge,’ ‘difficulty of making water,’ with ‘pain,’ ‘twisting 
and dividing of the stream,’ and ‘incontinence of urine,’ 
being those named. The sensibility of the growths does 
not seem to have been in any instance very great. 

“ The patients, it appears, were also of different ages, and 
the causes obscure or altogether unknown. In two instances, 
the growths showed a great tendency to grow again after 
excision; one was very obstinate, and there appears to have 
been no effort made to counteract the tendency, which at 
length indeed ceased of itself; in the other, ifrwas readily 
overcome by the application of caustic. In no one instance 
is there evidence of anything like a malignant nature having 
belonged to the growths; which, in all probability, had 
they been carefully examined, would have been found to 
have possessed the same anatomical characters as exist in 
the excrescences of the female.” 

In the Lancet’ of March 13th there is a practical lecture 

‘ On Fracture of the Ribs,' 

by Mr Hilton, surgeon, at Guy’s Hospital. Mr Hilton ob¬ 
serves that there is more danger in fracture of the two upper 
ribs than of the lower ribs, and of these again than the 
middle libs. Peril in fracture of the lower ribs occurs 
in consequence of the great force required. These ribs 
are so yielding as to avoid moderate pressure, and force 
strong enough to break them generally injures the stomach, 
liver, spleen, or other viscera. Mr Hilton, having pointed 
out the mo,de of discovering fracture of the ribs, adverts to 
the treatment of this lesion. He objects to bandaging, and 
prefers the application of adhesive plaster, extending circu¬ 
larly from the spine to a little beyond the sternum on the 
injured side. He cites a table to show the advantages of 
this practice, and thus comments upon the facts adduced:— 

“Thus, you see, a patient with this peculiar support upon 
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the injured side, or on one side, breathes twenty cubic inches 
less of air than when the side is free from strapping, showing 
distinctly the limiting effect of the strapping as regards the 
movements of the ribs. You will also notice that when the 
chest is bandaged tightly in the usual way (and the bandage 
must be tight to be of the intended service), the patient is 
robbed of fifty cubic inches of his breath. This is a serious, 
distressing, and unnecessary deprivation, and can be avoided, 
as the experiments show, not only to his comfort, but without 
any disadvantage towards keeping the ribs in a state of rest. 
“VVe have not only experience and experiments in favour of 
this kind of support, but, in reasoning on the subject, I think 
you will likewise find it the more satisfactory plan. Just 
consider, that by applying a tight roller in the usual way, you 
confine the chest by a nearly unyielding circle. What must 
happen at each inspiration ? Why, the ribs on the sound side 
lift up or carry the bandage outwards on that side, and in the 
same proportion that it is carried outwards on the uninjured 
side (it being itself unyielding), so must it be forced inwards 
on the injured side, pressing and thrusting the broken ribs 
inwards upon the pleura and lungs. Again, is it not probable 
that strapping the ribs to each other may have the effect of 
over-weighting the first and second ribs with then- muscles, 
and so prevent the very beginning of the series of successive 
costal movements from above to below, which occur in 
ordinary full breathing ? for it is clear that each pair of inter¬ 
costal muscles is constructed in reference to the size and 
weight only of the two ribs to be moved. 

“A still worse practice is to apply the above-named bandage 
or roller both to the chest and abdomen, for by confining the 
action of the parietes of the latter, you throw a serious 
obstacle in the way of, and may-be, fatally deprive him of 
abdominal or diaphragmatic respiration, which in cases of 
fractured ribs is, as it were, vicarious of the thoracic; the 
descent of the diaphragm will be materially intei-fered with, 
and the patient may thus become much distressed, especially 
after drinking or taking food into the stomach.” 

With respect to medical treatment, Mr Hilton enjoins 
blood-letting, earned, however, only to a moderate extent, 
in order to relieve the pulmonary congestion, and relies upon 
tartar-emetic, preceded by aperients, to lower the pulse and 
quiet the respiration. In old persons ammonia or other stimu¬ 
lant may be given at the same time, to support the system ; 
and if fibrin be tin-own out, mercui-y must be resoi-ted to. 
The use of opium alone he strongly condemns. 

Mr John Woolcott i-elates, in the same jom-nal, 

‘ A case of a large Sub-cutaneous Nazims Cured by 
Vaccination.' 

The case is thus desci-ibed:— 

“ A lady brought to me her infant, a liealthy-looking child, 
nine weeks old, in January, 1848, with an extensive sub¬ 
cutaneous na-vus which had existed from birth. The tumour, 
which was of a blue, livid colour, occupied the whole of the 
upper eyelid and a small portion of the root of the nose on 
the right side, and extended upwards upon the brow and fore¬ 
head as high as the upper border of the orbicularis palpe¬ 
brarum muscle ; outwards and downwards it reached nearly 
to the tragus of the right ear, and .then extended upwards 
and inwai'ds along the lower margin of the zygomatic pro- 
cess of the tempoi-al bone, across the malar bone to the ex¬ 
ternal angle of the oi'bit, where it joined the morbid product 
at the upper eyelid; there was no pulsation in the tumour; 
it was soft and compi-essible, and increased greatly when the 
child ciied, and it then assumed a dark purple colour; 
pressm-c on the temporal arteries did not diminish its bulk.” 

Tincture of iodine was employed during the first month of 
the treatment, without success; then Mr Woolcott punctured 
the ncevus with a lancet, ai-med with the vaccine matter, all 
round its circmnference at slioi-t intervals, and also in several 
places in the centi-e. Bone points, duly chai-ged, were in- 
sei*ted into each puncture. The vaccination succeeded hi 
nearly all the punctures, and Mr Woolcott had the satisfac¬ 
tion to see this large najvus gradually subside, and within 
six months entirely disappear. 
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The 1 Lancet ’ records a case of 

* Spontaneous Evolution at the full period of Utero- Gestation? 

occurring in the practice of Mr Brand, of Aldersgate street, 
London. Mr Brand was called to the case on Friday, the 
9th of January. The membranes had ruptured, the' pains 
were slight, the os uteri undilated, and no signs of the pre¬ 
sentation. On the following day no change occurred; but 
on the Sunday labour-pains commenced, and the elbow pre¬ 
sented ; but the os uteri was closely contracted around it, and 
prevented the operator from determining with certainty 
whether it was the elbow or the knee. The hand, with the 
palm to the sacrum, subsequently descended, and Mr Brand 
endeavoured to turn, but was unable, in consequence of the 
rigid contraction of the uterus. Mr Brand goes on to say:— 

“ Immediately on the release of the child’s hand from the 
os, the expulsive efforts became exceedingly powerful, and 
followed each other almost without intermission; and finding 
that with each the arm was descending, I did not feel justi¬ 
fied in using more force, hut made up my mind, for the 
present at least, not to interfere. Gradually the whole arm 
was protruded, and the point of the shoulder passed under 
the arch of the pubes, and never receded; the side of the 
chest now came upon and separated the labia, and the peri- 
nasum was fearfully distended. My patient’s age being in 
her favour (twenty,) notwithstanding this was her first la¬ 
bour, I was happily able, by steady support, to save this 
structure from laceration. A delay of about ten minutes 
took place before the breach was expelled. I then obtained 
a purchase in the fold of the thigh, and assisted the delivery 
of the legs ; this being accomplished, there was a cessation 
of the pains for two or three minutes; they then returned; 
and having first brought down the left hand, I delivered the 
head (face to sacrum) in the usual way, without difficulty. 

“ The child (male) was born dead; it measured nineteen 
inches. I had no opportunity of weighing it, but it was well 
developed, and of average bulk. The woman has recovered 
without a bad symptom.” 

Mr Boissoimeau, in the same journal, has contributed a 
short paper 

1 On the Mobility of Artificial Eyes' 

He thus explains the principles upon which the remark¬ 
able results by his method are attained:— 

The artificial eyes which emanate from me are hemi¬ 
spherical capsules, and those made according to the old 
method arc oval shells. ... 

“ The new hemispherical capsules are, on the contrary, 
segments of spheres, presenting varying sections, and modi¬ 
fied in many different ways, according to the peculiarity of 
the cases. To this new artificial eye is given, for each per¬ 
son, a special spheroidal conformation, and it is adapted ac¬ 
cording to fixed methods to the pathological changes, which 
are of course different in each individual. . . . 

“ The mobility of the artificial eye is produced by the 
movements of the bulb, upon which it is exactly fitted. The 
artificial substitute is, in fact, carried in all directions between 
the lids, and moves like the sound eye, owing to the exact 
proportions which are worked out between the curves of the 
bulb and those of the enamel, and by the precise adaptation 
of one upon the other, so that the resemblance between the 
natural and artificial eyes becomes complete.” 

We observe in the 1 Medical Times and Gazette ’ of 
March 13th, a clinical lecture by Dr Parkes, of University 
College Hospital, 

‘ On Diarrhoea, followed by a Cutaneous Eruption identical 
with the Cholera-Exanthem.' 

The patient had been long subject to diarrhoea, and the 
stools had been usually watery, yellowish, sometimes 
bloody, and attended with griping pains and tenesmus. On 
the 3rd January the present attack commenced. It was 
characterised by vomiting and profuse watery stools, with¬ 
out blood, great thirst, depression, cramps in the arms, legs, 
and neck, tormina, tenesmus, and scalding at the anus, sub¬ 
sequently by suppression of urine, intolerance of light, dim¬ 

ness of sight, and delirium. This, though not cholera, 
was evidently a choleroid form of diarrhoea. These symp¬ 
toms occurred previous to the patient’s admission to the 
hospital, and they were immediately followed by the appear¬ 
ance of a peculiar exanthem, thus described : 

“ Ushered in by sensations of tingling and itching, which 
then disappeared, or occasionally returned for a short time, 
appearing first on the lower part of the body and thighs, 
then on the upper part of the chest, then on the fore-arms 
and legs, this eruption had a duration in each locality of 
about three days, and an extreme duration, as respects the 
whole body, of between five and six days. Thus, having 
appeared on the evening of the 19th, at midday on the 24th, 
nothing was left of it but a faint reddish discoloration here 
and there. It was not followed by desquamation. As 
regards colour, it was, speaking generally, brighter at the 
onset and darker at the close, yet it varied in this, and in 
some parts was darker at the onset. The lightest colour 
seen was rather vivid; the darkest, dull brownish red. It 
changed colour, too, in accordance with a change of form, 
as immediately to be noticed. As regards form, it seemed 
to pass through three phases, which occupied about twenty 
or twenty-four hours each; but which were not so perfectly 
marked in the parts last affected as in the others. The first 
form Avas flat extensive patchy redness, to Avhich rapidly 
succeeded large papular-like elevations, which arose on the 
patches, and were connected by them. The papuke so 
rapidly succeeded the erythema, that, as far as concerns 
time, the two appearances may be classed together. To 
this erythemo-papular stage, succeeded the period of 
urticaria-like elevations; the patchy redness now altogether 
in some places, partially in others, disappeared, so that the 
Avheals were pale in colour. In the third stage, the wheals 
became levelled, and, at the same time, a diffused redness 
re-appeared; this was not patchy, but diffused almost 
uniformly over a great extent of surface, and was unmixed 
with papulae; it soon disappeared, becoming a little darker 
and mottled as it did so.” 
The lecturer then quotes Reinhardt Leubusclier and Gustav 
Simon to shoAV that this eruption agreed in all its chief 
characters with the cholera-exanthem. A difference, Iioav- 

ever, seemed to exist with respect to desquamation,—this 
being usual in cases of genuine cholera; but Dr Parkes 
states that he has seen two cases of cholera-exanthem, in 
which there was no desquamation, so that the evidence is 
uncertain on this point. With respect to the cause of the 
cholera-exanthem, Dr Parkes observes,— 

“ The cholera-exanthem has been considered by some to 
be peculiar to the after-stage of Asiatic cholera, and if 
this were true, then our case must have been one of Asiatic 
cholera. I am not, however, disposed to admit this view, but 
to believe that the so-called cholera-exanthem is dependent 
on certain conditions of the blood, which may be present, 
but are not constant in the after-stages of cholera, and 
which may also exist in cases Avhich cannot be classed as 
Asiatic cholera, although in some of their features they have 
a close affinity Avith it. What this condition of the blood 
may be, Ave are not in a position to say. As in the case of 
common urticaria, it appears rather to be connected with 
substances absorbed from, or not excreted by, the gastro¬ 
enteric mucous membrane, than with the retention of any 
urinary ingredient or its derivatives in the system. Except 
that the eruption cannot occur independently of an ante¬ 
cedent. gastro-enteric affection, and that there is no reason 
to believe that it cannot recur repeatedly in the same person, 
it might be classed among the true exanthemata, so regular 
is its course. But, unlike these diseases, the cause of this 
eruption is either produced iu the course of a previous 
disease, or requires this disease as a predisposing antecedent.” 

The same journal contains a Clinical Lecture 

‘ On Stricture of the Ure thra and Perinteal Section 

by Mr Fergusson, of King’s College Hospital. After relating 
two or three cases of Stricture, treated successfully, but not 
calling for any particular remark, Mr Fergusson thus descants 
on the Perinaal Section : 
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“ Now, suppose the surgeon meets with a very had case 
of irritable stricture, such as I have been talking of, and 
which does not yield to instruments, can he do anything 
more? It might perhaps be set down as a maxim hi surgery, 
that he can do no more ; but maxims of surgery are not 
immutable, and in this art there is still much room for im¬ 
provement. Now, I think it must be admitted that we are 
indebted to Mr Syme for proposing division of a stricture 
under the circumstances. Division of a stricture by exter¬ 
nal incision, however, is by no means a modern practice; it 
is as old as the time of Wiseman, and it has been followed 
since, from date to date. The surgeon has been induced to 
operate in consequence of his inability to pass a catheter, in 
infiltration of urine, where there have been bad fistulas, and 
where life has been placed in jeopardy. Still the operation 
has been by no means of frequent occurrence; but this 
practice has been put in force with the very best results in 
such cases. I myself have had numerous opportuni¬ 
ties of performing what we may now term, the old operation 
of perinceal section, and with very great success. 

“ But the practice which has been recommended by Mr 
Syme is different from that I have just been speaking of. 
The proposal of that surgeon is, to divide the urethra exter¬ 
nally in certain cases of irritable and contractile stricture 
which resist the ordinary practice by the bougie; and he 
makes it an essential feature in his operation, that a small 
sound should be previously introduced through the stricture, 
and that the division should be made upon this. 

“Now, my own opinion is, that in certain cases it is an 
admirable operation, and gives relief; but then I think it is 
an operation which ought not to be applied without great 
consideration, and not until all other modes of treatment 
have failed ; for although some cases have turned out well, 
much mischief has been done in others. I myself have seen 
death result from it, and also danger of the worst possible 
description, and am so impressed with this, that I must beg 
of you to be very cautious before you resort to this so-called 
perinseal section. Its true value remains yet to be proved; 
the time is not yet come for us to say much positively of it. 
We have not yet had sufficient experience to say that it will 
prove generally serviceable.” 

Mr Fergusson then relates a case in which the operation was 
attended with great benefit; but, in consequence of the 
patient neglecting to use bougies, the contraction of the 
urethra recurred; so that the cure was not permanent. He 
relates another case in which no success followed the opera¬ 
tion ; but he suspends judgment upon the new method 
until further experience has been obtained. 

1A Clinical Lecture on Necrosis of the Tibia,' 

by Mr Curling, surgeon, at the London Hospital, is reported 
in the ‘ Lancet ’ of the 20th inst. The first case related is 
that of necrosis of the shaft of the tibia, consequent on 
acute periostitis. The disease commenced with acute 
pain in the left leg, which swelled a good deal, and in 
about nine or ten days an abscess formed and shortly burst, 
discharging nearly half a pint of pus. About six weeks 
afterwards another collection of pus took place in 
front of the tibia, about four or five inches lower down, 
whence a teacupful of pus was discharged. The openings 
became fistulous, and on introducing a probe the denuded 
shaft of the bone could be easily felt. The attack of inflam¬ 
mation commenced in December last, and, on April 11th, 
Mr Curling operated to remove the dead bone. The patient 
was placed under the influence of a mixed fluid of chloro¬ 
form and tether; a director was introduced at the upper 
fistulous orifice, and cutting upon this, an incision was made 
extending to the lower opening, thus exposing nearly the 
whole of the dead shaft. The bone was sawn transversely 
across, and the pieces dislodged separately by a pair of 
strong forceps. The bone removed measured rather more 
than five inches in length. 

The girl was of a scrofulous habit, and a formation of 
osseous structure to supply the place of the removed bone 
did not take place. As there appeared to be no proba¬ 

bility of such a result, Mr Curling, on the 14tlx of June, 
amputated the limb above the knee with success. 

The second case was also one of necrosis of the tibia, 
arising from inflammation of the bone and periosteum after 
fever. In consequence of the extraordinary development of 
new bone in this case, the sequestrum was so closely em¬ 
bedded and fixed in the living bone that three operations 
were required for its removal. In his concluding remarks, 
Mr Curling comments upon the infrequency of failure in the 
reproductive process, a peculiarity observed in his first case, 
and quotes Mr Stanley, who, in his book on diseases of the 
bones, cites only one case of the kind. 

1 A Case of Disease of the Spinal Cord' 

is reported in the same number of the ‘ Lancet’ by Dr 
Topham. This was a case of hemorrhage between the 
sixth and eigthth dorsal vertebras occurring after severe 
labour, followed by paralysis of one arm ; afterwards soften¬ 
ing took place to a great extent, and was chiefly observable 
in the posterior columns of the cord throughout the dorsal 
region. On the occurrence of this lesion the paralysis ex¬ 
tended to both the upper and lower limbs. There was no 
interference with the functions of the bladder and intestines, 
nor with the diaphragm and cervical respiratory muscles, but 
the intercostals appeared to be partially affected, as the patient 
could not cough voluntarily. Sensation was perfect over the whole 
body, except that from the knees to the feet the patient felt 
“ burning hot." There were no reflex actions and no loss of 
temperature. Dr Topham thinks that this case tends to 
contradict the idea of the sensory function of the posterior 
columns; and to substantiate Dr Todd’s opinion, that these 
“ are longitudinal commissures, by which the influence of the 
cerebellum is brought to bear on the various segments of the 
cord.” 

1A Case of Death by Chloroform' 

occurring under the care of Mr Lloyd, is reported from St 
Bartholomew’s Hospital. The same report appears as a 
leading article in the ‘ Medical Times aud Gazette’.’ The 
circumstances of the case are these: 

“ The patient, Thomas Hayward, a rather spare and 
weakly man, aged twenty-three, applied to the hospital for 
an aneurism by anastomosis occupying the whole of the 
right ear, and also to a considerable extent the soft parts in 
front and behind that organ. On and behind the ear, the 
vascular growth was elevated so as to form a large tumour. 
The integuments of the ear as well as the diseased mass, 
were of a deep purple colour. In every part there was 
strong pulsation, as well as a loud aneurismal murmur; 
the temperature, however, was much the same as that of the 
surrounding parts. Projecting from the meatus there was a 
polypus or large fungus, whence issued a copious purulent 
discharge, which was often tinged with blood. Pain in the 
head was complained of, but no unpleasant sensations had 
been felt in the tumour itself. The disease had existed since 
the patient was four years of age ; various remedial means 
had been employed at different times, but without benefit.” 

Mr Lloyd determined to attempt the obliteration of the tumour 
by deligating the larger arterial branches, and afterwards ap¬ 
plying pressure to different parts in succession. This operation 
was performed on the 14tli of February, the patient having 
been placed under the influence of chloroform for half an 
hour or more without any ill effects. Subsequently, how¬ 
ever, it was thought desirable to deligate a large artery 
between the mastoid process and the ramus of the lower jaw, 
and on the 17th March the patient was taken into the 
theatre of the hospital for that purpose. The anaesthetic fluid 
was again employed ; it was taken from the same bottle as 
before, and administered by the usual apparatus. In from 
five to ten minutes, after the patient had struggled a good 
deal, the usual effect was produced; but no sooner had Mr 
Lloyd cut through the skin, than it was announced that the 
pulse had suddenly stopped. Artificial respiration, percussion, 
compression, galvanism, opening the external jugular vein, 
tracheotomy, the warm bath at a temperature of 104°, and 
other resuscitating measures, were employed in vain. Stimuli 
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were not introduced into the stomach, lest they might pass 
into the larynx and cause immediate suffocation. 

The first Gulstonian Lecture, delivered at the Royal 
College of Physicians by Dr George Johnson, Assistant 
Physician at King’s College Hospital, is reported in the 
‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ of the 20th inst. The lectures 
treat 

‘ On the Pathology and Diagnosis of Renal Diseases 

After reciting the minute anatomy of the kidney, Dr 
Johnson sets forth a series of pathological propositions, which 
he declares it to be his intention to prove in the course of his 
lectures. 

“ 1. Diseases of the kidney have their origin in a morbid 
condition of the blood. Of course, I do not include in this 
general statement diseases resulting from causes which are 
obviously local, and even of a mechanical nature, such as the 
morbid states of kidney consequent upon the irritation of 
calculi, retention of urine, and other mechanical injuries. 
But the class of cases to which this general proposition is in 
an especial manner applicable, is that numerous one which 
includes the diseases of the kidney, attended by the secretion 
of albuminous urine—the various forms of what is commonly 
called 1 Bright’s disease.’ My second general proposition is, 
that as the diseased conditions of the kidney result from an 
effort made by the gland to eliminate from the blood some 
of its abnormal constituents, the first perceptible morbid 
change occurs iu the secreting epithelium which lines the 
convoluted tubes. 

“ The third proposition follows upon the second, and is to 
the effect, that the pathological changes which affect the 
vessels are consequent upon an antecedent morbid condition 
of the glandular epithelium. 

“Lastly, many of the pathological changes which the 
renal tissues undergo may be shown to have an essentially 
beneficial object and tendency, while others among the mor¬ 
bid phenomena are either necessary or accidental ill conse¬ 
quences of pathological conditions which have primarily a 
wholesome tendency.” 

This lecture does not contain any new matter of interest. 

Dr Rigby contributes to the same number of the ‘ Medical 
Times and Gazette ’ a paper 

‘ On Dysmenorrhcea. 

The cases cited by Dr Rigby in this paper are connected 
with a swollen and congested condition of the mucous mem¬ 
brane lining the os uteri and canal of the cervix, and 
depending on an unhealthy .conditiou of the circulation, the 
result of deranged assimilating functions. The treatment in 
these cases consists in rectifying the general health, and 
as the canal of the cervix and os uteri are generally small, 
it is requisite to effect a sufficient degree of dilatation as in 
other instances. With respect to fibrinous exudations in 
Dysmenorrhcea, Dr Rigby says, 

“ Dysmenorrhcea has been considered to be the occurrence 
of a menstrual period during the presence of high uterine 
irritability, amounting almost to a state of inflammation, and 
attended with the formation and expulsion of exudations of 
fibrinous matter from the lining membrane of the uterus, 
upon which the suffering appeared in great measure to 
depend ; but there can be no doubt that severe dysmenor- 
rhoea may occur without any exudation whatever; nor is 
an irritable or almost inflammatory state of the uterus a 
necessary condition to the formation of these exudations. I 
have long felt convinced, that the fibrinous shreds and por¬ 
tions of membrane which are expelled in certain cases of 
dysmenorrhcea are dependent not so much on uterine as upon 
ovarian irritation. From careful and pretty extensive obser¬ 
vation, I think I may assert, that I have never seen a case 
of oophoritis or of ovarian irritation which was not attended 
with fibrinous exudations; and, vice versa, that I have never 
seen these exudations in dysmenorrlioea where there were 
not also well-marked symptoms of ovarian tenderness and 
irritation; and when we recollect the changes which take 
place iu the lining membrane of the uterus in the formation 

of the decidua during a period of high ovarian excitement, 
viz., the impregnation of an ovum, and its expulsion from 
the Graafian capsule, I think that this view, which I have 
advocated for some years, will not appear improbable. As 
far as I have had the opportunity of observing, the formation 
also of coagula, in many cases (not all), is connected with a 

similar cause.” 

Mr G. M. Jones, surgeon to the Jersey Hospital, relates in 

the same journal, a case of 

‘ Excision of the Knee-Joint.’ 

The case was going on very favourably up to the period of 
the patient’s leaving the hospital, but as she went out before 
the wound was perfectly healed, she was obliged to return 
in a few months after with several small sores communicat¬ 
ing with sinuses, giving exit to a considerable discharge. 
The case is not concluded. The operation seems to have 

been well performed. 

In the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal ’ of the 
17th inst. we observe a paper by Dr Budd, of Bristol, 

‘ On the Virtues of Kousso.' 

He remarks, 

“ I have, myself, given the kousso, now, in a considerable 
number of instances of tape-worm, and the result has been, 
with two or three exceptions, the expulsion of the worm, 
including its head, within a few hours of the administration of 
the drug. In the greater number of cases, too, the happy 
riddance has been effected at the cost of little or no pain, or 
other inconvenience to the subject of the parasite.” 

It is necessary, when the kousso is administered, to enjoin 
a twelve hours’ rigid fast, and to clear out the bowels with a 
full dose of castor oil. The kousso should then be adminis¬ 
tered, and if the bowels do not act within a few hours, 
another dose of castor oil should be given, when the worm 
will generally be expelled. Dr Budd cites three cases in 
which a cure was effected, and one in which the drug failed 
to expel the worm. He considers that all remedies are more 
deadly to tape-worm at those times when the animal, is 
spontaneously shedding joints—a period of especial activity 
hi the work of impregnation and maturation, when the 
parent may be supposed to be in a state of weakness and 
exhaustion. Dr Budd advances some speculations relative 
to the endemic character of the disease and the mode by 
which the tape-worm is propagated and developed. 

In the same journal, Mr Soden, Surgeon at the Bath 

Hospital, communicates a 

Case of Ileus, with long-continued Obstruction.’ 

The case was very obscure, and the diagnosis difficult, but 
Mr Soden appears to have acted with much judgment. He 

observes 

“ I found my patient in an alarming condition. There 
was now frequent vomiting, the matters ejected being of a 
dark colour and very offensive, as was also the breath. The 
attacks of spasm were intense ; there was an anxious ex¬ 
pression of countenance, and prostration of the. nervous 
power seemed already impending. On examination there 
was a general sense of tenderness about the umbilicus, and 
chiefly0on the left side, attended in this position by marked 
dulness on percussion ; however, neither the dulness nor the 
tenderness were sufficiently circumscribed to indicate the 
precise seat of the constriction, supposing such to exist. 
I should mention that the patient was the subject of the 
inguinal hernia, and that, in spite of the large dose of oil 
(one ounce) that had been administered, there had been no 
passage from the bowels since the commencement of an 
attack. Uncertain whether I had to deal with an internal 
hernia' or an attack of ileus, I at once determined to abstain 
from all aperient medicine, and I prescribed small doses of 
calomel and opium to be administered every two hours. 
Mustard poultices, and such other local means were used as 
seemed to afford alleviation. In the evening he was no 
better and the ejections were now of a most suspicious 
appearance. I directed the pills to be continued, with an 
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increased quantity of opium. I was also induced to try the 
effect of a turpentine enema.” 

On the day following the administration of these remedies 
there was no improvement, the matters emitted were foecal, 
and the prostration was great. The howel was injected by 
means of a flexible tube, but the water came away perfectly 
clear. Subsequently, by the advice of Mr Gore, a drop of 
Scheele’s prussic acid was occasionally administered, and 
the patient was allowed to suck a lump of ice instead of cold 
water. These measures gave some relief to the symptoms. 
The patient, however, appeared to grow more debilitated 
until the tenth day from the period of attack, when a re¬ 
markable change supervened, and, the strength being 
supported by injections of beef-tea into the lower bowel, he 
continued to improve. In four days after the howels were 
moved for the first time, and the recovery progressed. 

The ‘ Dublin Medical Press ’ of the 10th inst. contains an 
interesting paper read before the Surgical Society of Ireland 
by Dr Alfred McClintock 

1 On Sudden Death in the Puerperal State.' 

Dr McClintock cites as causes of sudden death, simple 
apoplexy (of which he was not acquainted with an example) 
syncope, asphyxia idiopathica, the depressing effect of severe 
long-continued pain, and air admitted into the circulation 
through the uterine vessels. A discussion took place upon 
this paper, during which Dr H. Kennedy stated liis opinion 
that a weak-acting heart might be a cause of sudden death 
in puerperal women, and that when air was found in the 
veins he was inclined to suspect that it was secreted or 
exhaled, rather than admitted by the vessels. He had seen 
this in connexion with a fatty heart. 
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George Mann, 39 Cornhill. 

‘ Returns relating to the Sick of the Dublin Metropolitan 
Police in the year 1851.’ H.M. Stationery Office. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 

Fuller's Pil. Benedict.—Can any one give the right formula 
for Fuller’s Pil. Benedict. ? W. C. 

Sudden Death.—William Reardon, M.B., Trin. Col., Dub., 
M.R.C.S.E., died on the 11th ult., at his residence, Henry 
street, Tipperary, aged 47 years. The particulars of his 
death are as follow : 

He came in, after conversing with some friends near 
home, in good health and spirits; while passing through 
the hall, he inquired if dinner was ready. He had scarcely 
been live minutes up stairs when he rung the bell and de¬ 
sired his servant to run quickly for me, as he was suffo¬ 
cating ; he came hastily to my house which is only fifty 
yards, and said his master was choking. I immediately 
went under the impression that something had stuck in his 
throat. I met Dr R. in the lobby, as if passing from his 

drawing-room to his bed-room. When he saw me coming 
up stairs he turned towards me. I asked him if anything 
had stuck in his throat; he said he had not been eating, but 
felt as if smothering, and requested a diffusible stimulant. 
He was extremely pale and his respiration short and quick. 
I desired him to get to bed, and ran to my own house for 
ether, thinking lie laboured under spasmodic dyspnoea; 
when I returned, he was stript, standing by the bed with 
his hands resting on it, for the purpose of facilitating 
respiration. I went to the dressing-table, at the other side 
of the bed, and poured a little ether into a glass ot 
water; he stretched across the bed for it, and put the glass 
to his mouth and, I think, swallowed a little, then handed 
it to me. During this period I for the first time observed 
him attentively, and concludc'd he had internal hemorrhage. 
I hastened round with the intention of bleeding him, and 
while doing so he fell on the floor. I immediately opened a 
vein in both arms, but he was dead within a minute from 
the time he fell. Excuse my prolixity, but I wish to be ex¬ 
plicit. He bled freely from the incisions about two hours 
after death and again the day following. Can any of your 
readers explain the cause of death ? No j)ost-mortem exa¬ 
mination was made, in consequence of the objection of rela¬ 
tions, and the faculty here disagreeing on the subject. 

Fred. J. Brown, M.R.C.S.E. 
Henry street, Tipprary, March 18, 1812. 

Deterioration of Vaccine Lymph.—For almost two years 
past it has appeared to me that the vaccine virus undergoes 
spontaneous change much sooner than formerly. I now 
rarely succeed in vaccinating with matter which has been 
kept more than a week or two, although taken off and 
preserved with care. 

How is it that, under precisely similar circumstances, the 
virus which several years before preserved its activity for 
months, should now become inert in a comparatively short 
period ? I have heard several of my medical friends here 
complain of the difficulty of preserving it. We have tried 
various modes. 

Has this been generally observed, and is it likely to be 
accompanied by, or depending on, any change in the disease 
or its protecting power? I have not been able to discover 
any. Hoping this may draw the attention of some of your 
readers to the subject, I am, yours, &c., 

R. Wrotiiers, M.D. 
Moy, County Tyrone, Ireland, March 3, 1852. 

Stains of the Skin from Nitrate of Silver.—Can any of 
your readers tell me whether any, and what remedy, will 
remove the discoloration resulting from the long-continued 
administration of nitrate of silver? I have somewhere read 
that the combined application of the nitric and hydrochloric 
acids is found successful. 

REPLIES. 

Perkins's Metallic Tractors.—I am much obliged to the 
gentlemen who have answered my question in your ‘ Me¬ 
dical Notes and Queries,’ particularly to Dr Davies, as his 
statement of the experiments with false tractors made by 
Drs Haggartli and Falconer, and Mr Smith, coincides with 
one made by myself in the year 1806, when all London 
was extolling the efficacy of the tractors. 

Being at that time a student at Bartholomew’s Hospital, 
and a pupil of Sir Charles Blicke and Dr Powell, there was 
a patient, an emaciated and rather weak man, who had 
been many weeks in the hospital complaining of vertigo, 
dimness of sight, and constant pain in the dorsal vertebras ; 
everything that could be suggested had been tried for him, 
but he declared nothing had relieved him, and Sir Charles 
and Dr Powell both suspected he was shamming. 

One day a fellow-student, the late John Hill, of Launces¬ 
ton, and myself, agreed to test the accuracy of the man’s 
feelings, as well as the efficacy of tractors, by making false 
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ones, as Mr Abernethy laughed at and repudiated them in 
his lectures ; accordingly we procured two large spike nails, 
and having rounded the heads, we covered one with red 
and the other with black wax, and having prepared the 
patient the day before, by representing to him our intention 
to apply a new and very efficacious remedy, though a very 
painful one, we fixed ten o’clock the next day to try it, 
and at that time we showed him the tractors, and made a 
great mystery of their extraordinary power, telling him each 
must be employed by a different person up and down his 
backbone; that there were to be twelve passes made by 
each; that the red one down the spine would give him 
much pain, especially towards the last, but that the black 
one, up the back, would be very intense, and probably he 
would not be able to bear all, but that if he did he would 
be entirely cured. 

Well, Sir, I began with the red, which he declared was 
very painful. Hill followed with the black very gently, but 
he roared stoutly and declared it was pulling out his back¬ 
bone, and after the seventh pass, he started up screaming 
in apparent agony, saying that he could bear no more, and 
that he was sure he was cured. He walked about the ward 
afterwards, recounting the wonderful effects of the new re¬ 
medy, and was discharged well!! 

Now, Sir, the American humbug has been long exploded, 
but perhaps our dilettanti brethren of the mesmeric species 
may like to extend their fame by nailing their patients 
according to the above process.—Yours, &c. 

Wm Colltns. 
Drewsteignton, 

Mr W. T. Iliff, Newington.—We regret that we are 
unable to publish the whole of Mr Iliff’s communication on 
“ Metallic Tractors.” Mr Iliff states, in correction of Dr 
Davies, that the two tractors in his possession are not alloys 
of metals, but are composed—one of brass, the other of 
steel;—the former weighing 138 grains, the latter 105 
grains. He quotes also a verse from the title-page of a 
pamphlet on the subject, written by Charles Cunningham 
Langworthy, surgeon, of Bath, running thus :— 

“ Oppose no principle, because ’tis new. 
But first ex imine if tlie thing be true ; , 
Up to its source each novel science trace, 
If false, reject it; but, if true, embrace 

Thy hydropaths sing the same song, as our pages sufficiently 
attest. Mr Iliff further observes:— 

“ It is to be regretted our museums do not possess specimens 
of all the mementos of bygone days. The wonderful cures 
stated in this last work, and the full attestation of the same, 
would lead us to expect the tractors to hold no inconsider¬ 
able a place amongst the curative agents of the present day. 
Yet it may be well asked—Where are they now? The pair 
I possess may be seen by any medical man who may like to 
call, as also the two pamphlets alluded to.” 

The Chemical Analysis of the Poison of a Rabid Animal. 
—I beg to send the following answer to the question of 
Paracelsus in the last number of your journal, “ Whether 
the poison of a rabid animal has at any time been submitted 
to chemical analysis, and where it may be found recorded ?” 
I believe I am correct in saying that such poison has not 
been analysed or produced in a separate form. The saliva 
of cats it is known has become poisonous under the intense 
excitement of anger, and human milk has become poisonous 
under the excitement of intense fear. In the latter case the 
poison resembles the electric-like agency of hydrocyanic 
acid, which is supposed to be by absorption. Now the only 
constituent of saliva that may be said to be special to that 
fluid is the sulpho-cyanogen, (for animal diastase or ptyaline, 
which exceeds the sulpho-cyanogen as fourteen to one, has a 
very extended source of origin in other secretions and in the 
tissues.) The former is obtained from saliva under the form 
of sulpho-cyanide of potassium, and in the proportion, 
according to the best analysis yet made (by Frenicks), of 
ten fractions in a thousand parts. It has been noticed in 

this country by Dr Bence Jones, that this substance bears a 
very strong likeness to hydrocyanic acid, which is thus 
shown: 

Cyanogen . . C2 N=Cy. 
Hydrocyanic acid . . II C2 N=Cy. 
Sulpho-cyanogen . . S2 C2 N=Csy. 
Hydro-sulpho-cyanic acid 11 S2 C2 N=H Csy. 

Added to this, Eberle, a German chemist, has examined 
saliva made poisonous by violent anger, and reports that an 
increase of sulpho-cyanogen may be detected therein. An 
inference has therefore been drawn from these facts, that the 
poison contained in the saliva of rabid animals, and also that 
belonging to the venom of serpents are substances nearly 
allied to sulpho-cyanogen, and that they are formed from it 
or have a common origin, which is as much as to infer that, 
because hydrocyanic acid is poisonous, substances having a 
near resemblance to it in chemistry must be poisonous also. I 
do not, however, think that such is the case, for the reason 
that there is no principle in chemistry, that substances of 
like composition possess similar qualities, the opposite being 
more generally the case. It is probable, also, that the 
poison in question bears no resemblance to hydrocyanic acid 
or to sulpho-cyanogen for the reason that it is in a much 
higher state of organisation. It belongs to a class of sub¬ 
stances termed animal poisons, and which are ranked by the 
animal chemist under the name of extracts. They do not 
exist in the blood or tissues as such, but are formed under 
the common influences—fermentation and decay. Products 
that arise as the bulky and complex forms of the compound 
atoms of albuminous compounds fall into more simple and 
stable combinations in their descent towards an inorganic 
state. The substances in question, like the digestive fer¬ 
ments, the infections of fevers, exanthemata and pesti¬ 
lences, being ’some of the firstfruits of such change. A 
second yielding, from the same prolific source but of lower 
form, is the infusorial kingdom and the effluvium. 

There is this striking difference between the action of 
hydrocyanic acid and the poison of hydrophobia : the opera¬ 
tion of hydrocyanic acid is to diminish or to annihilate 
nervous polar force in the body, whereas the action of the 
poison of hydrocyanic is to throw such force into the 
ascendancy of morbid excitement of the nervous centres of 
this force. 

I have more fully described the class of substances to 
which the poison of hydrophobia belongs in my ‘ Manual of 
Physiology,’* under the head of Modes of Combination of 
Organic and Inorganic Bodies, and I believe I have suc¬ 
ceeded in making this difficult subject plain to be understood 
by the introduction of a few simple diagrams. 

The action of the hydrophobic poison on the blood, and 
also of animal poisons generally, is said to be by ferment¬ 
ation ; the ferment having a catalytic power—that of com¬ 
municating change to an unlimited mass of material, without 
necessarily suffering change in its own composition. In the 
case of certain exanthemata the organism of the blood 
appears to undergo a permanent alteration by the action of 
the poison—it is left unsusceptible of any future action of 
the same ferment; as is the case after an attack of small¬ 
pox, &c. Whatever the change may be, it does not, in the 
present state of our knowledge, fall within the recognition of 
science, and as its mode of action rests on mere opinion I 
may be allowed still further to carry out the subject by 
suggesting to what particular constituents of the blood the 
action of the hydrophobic and other like poisons is probably 
confined. So far as we know all the organic portions of the 
blood, except fats and haematine, are isomeric in composition, 
that is, the compound atom of each organic substance 
consists of the same number of component atoms : this we 
know to be the case with the globuline, the albumine, and 
fibrine, and is probably so with many other albuminous 
compounds as they take their progressive stations in the 
blood intermediately to their more perfect organization in 
the tissues. Dr Prout was the first to suggest that the 

* London : Highley and Son. 
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difference between organic bodies whose constitution 
appeared identical, depended on tlie infinitesimal portions 
of substances that are mixed with the predominant ingre¬ 
dients. To speak with school-like precision, he suggested 
that the difference depended on the incidental elements (as 
they are termed) and not on the essential elements. The 
predominant elements of the blood are CHON; the in¬ 
finitesimal or incidental, are what are termed the salts or 
ashes of the blood minus that portion of them which are in 
organic union and not free. Then there is a wide difference 
between those incidental constituents that are organised in 
the blood and those that are free, inasmuch as the latter are 
oxidised—all the difference that exists between sulphur and 
sulphuric acid. The properties, also, of the incidental ele¬ 
ments are different from the same in an unorganised state ; 
the iron of the hsematine differs from ordinary iron under 
re-agents. Liebig adopted this doctrine of Trout, and 
farther, maintained that organic bodies derive original 
qualities from these elements, and that they help to coun¬ 
teract in the body those chemical affinities between its par¬ 
ticles, which would be otherwise too powerful for the an¬ 
tagonistic forces of life to surmount; and it has been lately 
shown by Professor Rose, of Berlin, that of the seven parts of 
ashes that may be obtained from a thousand parts of the 
blood by complete combustion,'under full exposure to oxygen, 
and which are soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid, only one 
sixth of that amount can be obtained by combustion in a 
covered vessel well secluded from the air. This gives us an 
idea of how great a proportion of the salts and ashes of the 
blood exists in an uuoxidised organic state ; and it is pro¬ 
bable that those that are denominated the free salts of the 
blood, and are known to be oxidised, are not essential to the 
vital functions of the blood, that they do not form an essen¬ 
tial part of its organism, and that they are excrementitious ; 
having either been cast off as offal from the tissues or arc 
the debris of those aliments that are expressly ingested for 
supplying the temperature of the body. Chemists are well 
acquainted with the habitudes of the essential or predomi¬ 
nant elements in organic structures, and can compute their 
proportions to an atom. It is known that the effect of 
common fermentation and decay upon those constituents is, 
by liberating the lightly held nitrogen, to break up the whole 
texture, and resolve these elements into the three notable 
inorganic compounds—ammonia, carbonic acid, and water. 
The action also of the ordinary ferments upon organic 
structure is also understood; how that they stop short of 
reducing their elements entirely to an inorganic state, and 
produce certain intermediate organic forms, such as alcohol 
and acetic acid, and that the digestive ferments produce still 
more complicated alterations amongst their constituents; 
but the action in all these cases is palpable, and defined by 
ascertained laws. But it is not so with the incidental, or 
infinitesimal elements of organic bodies ; it is true we can 
know the proportions of the iron, sulphur, and phosphorus 
in the organic solids and fluids, but we do not know their 
mode of combination, and still less do we know of the sodium, 
potassium, magnesium, calcium, &c.; and of the ferments 
that have their operation confined to some obscure modifi¬ 
cation of these constituents we are as good as ignorant. It 
is probably amongst those constituents that the ferments of 
the exanthemata, those of fevers, and the hydrophobic 
poison, have their field of action ; but of which, and thena- 
ture of the change produced in the organism of the blood 
by each, or of that state of the blood most eonducible to 
their action, we know nothing. If called on to specify that 
to which the hydrophobic poison is obnoxious, I would say 
that the phosphorus in the albuminous compounds of the 
blood undergoes some displacement, by which its proper 
balance and proportion in nervous matter is not maintained; 
the result of which is a rapid growth of the grey vesicle in 
the nervous matter of the cerebro-spinal ganglia, and the 
production of nervous polar force in exorbitant proportion, 
which convulses voluntary and involuntary action, and in 
an inverse ratio depresses and exhausts the action of the 
ganglionic nervous ganglia (the sympathetic), causing the 
movements of organic life gradually to cease, and the intro¬ 

duction of those phenomena that betoken death. In such 
regions of speculative inquiry chemists, for the most part, 
wisely forbear to tread; but in this particular case the 
hypothesis adduced may, perhaps, suggest a thought in 
some that may lead to something beneficial in the thera¬ 
peutics of this strange malady, and in all subjects in physi¬ 
ology which are but scantily supported by fiicts, conjectures 
founded only on probability may open a new road to 
inquiry. J. M. Cottle, M.D. 

llyde, Isle of Wight, March Cth. 

ADVERTISEMENT EXTRAORDINARY! 

■ The Cook of the New Equitable, having completed his en¬ 
gagement, and dished up the accounts to the satisfaction of the 
Director-General, the Manager-General and the Surgeon- 
General of that flourishing institution, begs to offer his ser¬ 
vices to the Directors of a similar under-take-in ( ? under¬ 
taking.—Printer s Devil.') 

As some difference of opinion is reported to have arisen in 
regard to the ingredients of the dish of accounts, the Adver¬ 
tiser thinks it due to himself to explain that his instructions 
were to take no account of those proposed by Privates “ Lee, 
Beaman, Ilighley,” and others ; but rather to consider them 
as sauce, from a fear that one of the ingredients, consisting 
of punch, might get in the head of one or more of the com¬ 
pany, and cause an upset of the unanimity which is said to 
have so conspicuously prevailed at the repast. (See leading 
article of the ‘ Lancet,’ March 6.) 

Address, A. B. C., care of the Messrs Gammon, ‘ Lancet * 
Office, Strand. 

[We have transferred the advertisement from its destined 
place to our columns, in order that we may be afforded the 
opportunity of remarking on the little reliance there is to be 
placed in “ reports.” It would appear there is no truth in 
the statement of these mutinous privates, namely, that one 
of them had been threatened with an ignominious punch of 
the head, for denying the right of one of his generals to the 
title of gentleman ! It must be admitted that punch in the 
head and a punch on the head are two widely different 
things, at least they are to our sober judgment. — Ed. 
Med. Cir.~\ 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

DR ASHWELL. 

Oar profession offers but few channels by which well- 
informed and skilful surgeons engaged in general practice 
can rise into conspicuity and repute. The private ways to 
hospital appointments are open to few, and without the aid 
of such distinction as these appointments confer, it is difficult 
to win either professional or public confidence. Although 
it is not true that every hospital physician or surgeon attains 
either fame or practice, yet it is true that there is a tendency 
to regard every private member of the profession who seeks 
to distinguish himself in the higher branches of practice, as 
an intruder,—as one, without the conventional pass-word to 
eminence, who is attempting to subvert the usual etiquette, 
and is trespassing irregularly on the privileged manors of 
the superior orders of the profession. Fortunately the prac¬ 
tice of midwifery is an exception to this rule. Hitherto 
disregarded and even placed under a ban by the Colleges of 
Physicians and Surgeons, its difficult and responsible duties 
have devolved upon surgeons in general practice, who have 
thus gradually worked their way to distinction and filled 
the highest offices in our public institutions. It is the pride 
of the subject of this notice that he was originally a general 
practitioner, and has raised himself to the highest posts in 
the profession by the public confidence which bis knowledge 
and ability in the practice of obstetricy and the diseases of 
women have commanded. 

Dr Ash well was born at Nottingham in 1798, and was 
educated by the Rev. John Atkinson, of Epsom, in Surrey, 
an admirable classical scholar. 

In 1813 he commenced his medical studies as a resident 
apprentice in the General Hospital at Nottingham. Here, 
for four years, he had daily opportunities of witnessing the 
surgical practice of Mr Attenburrow and Mr John Wright, 
whose skill had at that time achieved for them almost 
universal celebrity. Here, too, he had the advantage of 
witnessing, and was in great measure responsible for, the 
carrying out the practice of Dr Marsden and Dr Pennington, 
men thoroughly devoted to the scientific pursuit of the 
healing art. During the afternoons and evenings of these 
four years Dr Asliwell pursued classical literature, and 
enjoyed the advantage of the instruction of Mr Okl- 
know in anatomy and physiology, whose personal resi¬ 
dence at the medical schools on the Continent, united with 
his own untiring zeal and talent, admirably fitted him for 
the work of a teacher. 

In 1817 Dr Ashwell proceeded to London, and, having 
entered at Guy’s Hospital, remained there till late in 1820. 
He had the honour to win a prize for anatomy and physiology, 
after an examination by Sir Astley Cooper, in 1818. At 
that time, it is scarcely necessary to observe that this 
illustrious surgeon was in the zenith of his fame, his lectures 
being crowded by students from all parts of the world. 

Dr Ashwell attended in 1819, in connection with the late 
Mr Edward Grainger, a course of Mr Abernetliy’s lectures on 
anatomy and physiology. Even now he thinks with 
pleasure on the companionship of his able and most 
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enthusiastic friend, and on the many discussions elicited 
by the profound views of Mr Abemethy. Perhaps 
no man ever possessed in a higher degree than Mr 
Abernethy the endowments necessary for an accomplished 
teacher; his mind, originally reflective, had become so in¬ 
doctrinated with the views of John Hunter, as to prompt 
him on every subject to search for full and satisfying truth, 
and when the well in which it was concealed was too deep 
for his investigation, he never failed to dive sufficiently far 
and to give such reasons for his failure, as induced his pupils 
to entertain an increasing admiration for his instructions. 

In 1821 Dr Ash well commenced practice in Lime-street 
square, in the house just vacated by his now-lamented 
friend, Mr Aston Key. 

Having devoted himself for some years to the study of 
Midwifery and Female Sexual Disease, Dr Ash well, soon 
after 1830, ceased to practise generally, and devoted himself 
exclusively to the obstetric department of the profession. 

In 1830 he was appointed obstetric assistant to Guy’s 
Hospital, and in May, 1833, he delivered his first 
Clinical Lecture. In May, 1834, Dr Blundell retired 
altogether, and Dr Asliwell became sole obstetric physician 
and lecturer to that noble institution; thus crowning the 
long and intensely-cherished wish of his professional life. 

As an incentive to young men without hospital interest, 
it ought to be mentioned that Dr Asliwell had never had 
the opportunity to speak to the treasurer nor to any of the 
governors of this great hospital till his appointment to the 
chair, which for many subsequent years he strove with all 
the power lie possessed satisfactorily to occupy. 

In 1828, Dr Asliwell published a practical treatise on 
Parturition, and, in 1844, his book on Female Diseases first 
appeared. On this work its author had bestowed the 
labour of nearly twenty years. It has passed through three 
editions, and has received the compliment in America of a 
large reprint by the Massachusetts’ Medical Society, for 
private circulation amongst its numerous members. 

In 1840, Dr Asliwell removed to the west end of the 
town, and, about 1846-7, from the pressure of his large and 
increasing private practice, he was compelled most unwil¬ 
lingly to give up his connexion with Guy’s, the great pride 
of his professional life. 

Dr Asliwell is what the ladies agree to call a handsome 
man,—of a fair complexion—somewhat of the ruddiest— 
good features, and an open self-possessed expression. His 
figure is broad and robust, his. stature above the middle 
height, his carnage free, and, like that of most stout men, 
rolling, and his manners are frank and unconstrained. On his 
first entrance into a sick chamber, his fine, cheerful, good- 
humoured countenance inspires confidence and excites hope, 
admirable adjuncts to other more effectual curative mea¬ 
sures. He is withal an admirable host and a genial com¬ 
panion. The amenities of society find in him a generous 
representative, and, without detracting from his talent, it 
may be asserted that his success has been probably owing 
in no small degree to his exterior and social qualities. He 
is yet in the prime of life—for a physician, and does a large 
and profitable practice, which is exclusively confined to 
diseases of the female sexual organs. In this special 
branch he is doubtless one of our ablest and most experi- 
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cnced practitioners. Dr Ashwell stands on the ‘ Medical 
Directory ’ thus : Ash well, Sam., 16, Grafton street, Bond 
street.—M.R.C.P. 1835; formerly Obst. Phys. and Lect. 
on Midwifery and the Diseases of Females at Guy’s Hosp. 

TIIOS. ASPRAY, ESQ., 

Resides at 12 Wilmington square, Glerkenwell. He became 
a licentiate of the Hall in 1820. 

JAMES RAMSEY ATKINS, M.D., 

Was born at Devonport, in her Majesty’s Dockyard, in which 

place his father for many years resided, filling a very im¬ 

portant office. After receiving a sound classical and ma¬ 

thematical education at a grammar school of repute in the 
neighbourhood, he was articled, in 1819, to Dr James Bell, 
who at that time held the situation of surgeon to the Dock¬ 
yard. While pursuing his professional studies, he had ample 
opportunities afforded him of witnessing the casualties so 
frequently occurring in that great naval arsenal, and was also 
permitted to attend the operative practice of the Royal Naval 
Hospital. After four years he visited the metropolis, and 
became a pupil of the late Mr Carpue and Sir George Tuthill. 
He attended the medical and surgical practice of the Mid¬ 
dlesex Hospital, the former under Dr Southey and the latter 
under the late Sir Charles Bell. Subsequently he attended 
the obstetric lectures at Guy's. In the year 1825 he passed 
his examinations at the Royal College of Surgeons, the Hall, 
and the Navy Board. On entering the naval service he ob¬ 
tained the appointment of assistant-surgeon to the Royal 
Naval Hospital at Plymouth, where he principally served 
under that excellent surgeon Sir Stephen Love Hammick, 
from whom he received marked attention and kindness. In 
the course of a twelvemonth he was ordered afloat, and ap¬ 
pointed to H.M. sloop Pelorus, but finding himself very un¬ 
comfortably situated on board, subject to the noise and larks 
of a pent-up midshipman’s bertli, without a cabin, or any 
place to retire from such scliool-boy mirth, he determined on 
quitting the service altogether, and accordingly sent in his 
resignation to the Admiralty, which was of course accepted. 
He then returned to town, and shortly afterwards became 
medical superintendent of an extensive lunatic establishment, 
Holly House, Hoxton, where he turned his attention exclu¬ 
sively to the nature and treatment of mental diseases. His 
management was attended with considerable success during 
a period of nearly twelve years, a large number having been 
completely restored to a sane state, and others much relieved 
by the mild and judicious treatment adopted towards them. 
At the expiration of the lease, it was deemed advisable to 
remove from that locality, and Dr Atkins eventually trans¬ 
ferred a select number of patients of both sexes to the asy¬ 
lum in which he now resides, Grove House, Stoke Newington 
green, and of which he is the licensed proprietor. He re¬ 
ceives only a limited number of nervous, tranquil patients, 
who are in an especial manner under his own surveillance. 
He has always enjoyed the esteem and confidence of the 
Commissioners in Lunacy, and of all those members of the 
profession to whom he is personally known. In 1848 he was 
elected a Fellow of the Royal Medical and Cliirurgical So¬ 
ciety, and in the following year he obtained his degree from 
the University of Erlangen, and became a fellow of the Lin- 
najan Society. 

Dr Atkins is thus described in the ‘ Medical Directory:’— 
“ M.D., Erlangen, 1849; M.R.C.S. Eng. 1825; L.S.A. 
1825. Specially engaged in the Treatment of Mental Dis¬ 
eases; Proprietor and Res. Med. Superintendent of Grove 
House; formerly Assist. Surg. to the Royal Naval Hosp. 
Plymotitli; F.L.S.; Fell. Roy. Med. Chir. Soc.” 

J. ATKINS, ESQ.. 

Mr J. Atkins became a member of the College of Surgeons, 
England, in the year 1815, and is now retired from practice. 
He resides at Counter-hill terrace, Lewisham road. 

WM. ATKINS, ESQ., 

Resides at Warrington house, New-cross road, Deptford. 
He became a licentiate of the Hall in the year 1838, and a 
member of the College in the year 1839. He formerly filled 
the office of surgeon to the Royal Kent Dispensary, and is 
now surgeon to the Royal Humane Society. 

BENJAMIN ATKINSON, ESQ., 

Became a licentiate of the Hall in the year 1824, anda mem¬ 
ber of the College in the year 1825. He resides at 12 King 
William street, City. 

JOHN CHAS. ATKINSON, M.D. 

This gentleman resides at 16 Romney terrace, West¬ 
minster. He has published papers in the journals on me¬ 
teorological phenomena in relation to health; among others 
articles in the ‘ Lancet,’ on the ‘ Influence of the Winds on 
Health and Disease,’ and he is the author of ‘ Change of Air— 
Fallacies regarding it in Consumption;’ ‘ Practical Observa¬ 
tions on Epidemic Cholera, and its Identity with Epidemic 
Influenza:’ also of a work entitled ‘ Quackery Exposed.’ 
He became a licentiate of the Hall, and a member of the Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons, England, in the year 1834, and obtained 
his degree at Aberdeen in 1850. 

ALFRED ATKYNS, ESQ. 

The subject of this memoir is the youngest and fourth son 
of the late JohnAtkyns, Esq.,of Babbycombe, near Torquay, 
in the county of Devon. He served Lis apprenticeship with 
Henry Giles Lyford, Esq., one of the surgeons of the Hants 
County Hospital, at Winchester. After having attended 
his lectures at Guy’s Hospital, he passed his College and Hall 
examinations. He then went into practice at Paignton, about 
three miles from Torquay, in Devon. After having resided 
there a few years, the air being too relaxing, he purchased a 
business at 28 Dorset crescent, where he now resides. 
While in Devonshire he held the appointment of surgeon to 
the Hon. Board of Customs: and is now one of the Medical 
referees to the Merchants’ and Tradesmen’s Insurance 
Office. 

Mr Atkyns is a most worthy man, and has our best wishes 
for his professional success. 

He is thus described in the Medical Directory—“ Atkyns, 
Alf., Dorset cres., New North road.—L.S.A. 1835; M.R.C S. 
Eng. 1836; Med. Referee to the Merchant’s and Trades¬ 
man’s Insur. Soc.; late Sur. to H.M. Hon. Board of Cus¬ 
toms.” 

EDWARD VAUGHAN AUSTIN, ESQ., 

Resides at 3 Walker place, Lower road, Rotherliithe. He 
passed his examination at the Apothecaries’ Society in 1833, 
and at the College of Surgeons in 1837. 

MORGAN FULLER AUSTIN, ESQ. 

This gentleman was formerly a surgeon in the Hon. East 
India Company’s service. He became a member of the Royal 
College of Surgeons, England, in 1810, and resides at 15 Red 
Lion street, Clerkenwell. 

THOS. JAS. AUSTIN, ESQ., 

Resides with his father, at the foregoing address. He be¬ 
came a licentiate of the Hall in 1842, and a member of the 
College in the year 1843. 

PENDOCK W. AVELINE, ESQ. 

Mr Aveline passed his examinations at the Apothecaries’ 
Society and at the Royal College of Surgeons in the year 
1816/ He resides at Camberwell grove. 
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JOHN AVERY, ESQ. 

This gentleman commenced his professional career as a pupil 
of the late William Cother, Esq., of Gloucester. By personal 
endowments Mr Avery was and is admirably adapted for the 
profession he embraced, and it is therefore to be regretted that 
an extreme sensitiveness on the point of thrusting himself 
into public notice, has left him, up to this time, but little 
known out of the circle of professional acquaintance. 
During the pupilage of Mr Avery, the Gloucester Hospital 
presented a fine field for surgical practice. The two sur¬ 
geons, R. Fletcher and William Cother, were both distin¬ 
guished as operators, and inasmuch as the hospital was 
itself in the centre of a large manufacturing district, and as 
the surgeons of those days (more than twenty years ago), 
not being operators, the whole operative surgery of the 
comity and even South Wales was concentrated in the hos¬ 
pital and in the private practice of those gentlemen. On 
leaving Gloucester, Mr Avery entered at St Bartholomew’s 
and became a diligent student. After becoming a member of 
the College, he left for Paris and there graduated, but he has 
never assumed his title of M.D. Always with ample means 
at his disposal, he made a tour of the Continent, studying 
his profession with assiduity and perseverance. Whilst 
in Italy, the idea occurred to him of volunteering into the 
Polish service. He was at once appointed surgeon-in-chief 
to a Polish ambulance, and had rare opportunities of im¬ 
proving himself in the practice of surgery. He had the 
misfortune to be taken prisoner, and for many months, 
robbed of all his papers and baggage, and cut off from all 
communication with his friends, experienced the novelty of 
living on tenpence a day. At length he was released, and 
soon tiring of an inactive life, he commenced practice in 
London, but, almost fearing to iet his best friends know it, 
patients were few and far between; nevertheless, with an 
inward conviction of desert, he has calmly bided his time 
until we now see him rising slowly but surely into practice, 
a fair reward for his merits. 

Mr Avery has not been a drone whilst waiting for prac¬ 
tice. He has advanced his art by the exhibition of great 
mechanical genius. He has twice received medals for his 
very ingenious and well-known lamp, first from the hands 
of Prince Albert, at the Society of Arts, and more recently 
from the committee of the Crystal Palace. Mr Avery has 
been a successful operator in cases of cleft palate after 
the method originated by Mr Ferguson. 

If Mr Avery’s career cannot be said to have been a brilliant 
one, it may be traceable to one of two causes, the possession 
of private means, or the absence of qualities in which an 
Abernethy or a Cooper shone, quite extraneous to the pro¬ 
fession, but without which no man can stand conspicuous ;— 
the brusqueness and even bearishness of the one and the 
courtier-like manners of the other tended more to the 
surgical pre-eminence of those gentlemen than their profes¬ 
sional ability. 

Mr Avery’s name stands in the ‘Medical Directory ’ thus : 
—“ Avery, J., 3, Queen street, May-fair—M.R.C.S., Eng., 
1829; F.R.C.S. (Hon.) 1843; MiD., Paris, 1831; Surg. 
Charing-cross Hospital; Inventor of an Apparatus for ex¬ 
ploring the internal Cavities of the Body, which gained 
the large Silver Medal of the Society of Arts ; Ex-Surg.- 
Major, 5th Polish Ambulance. Contrib. to the ‘Lancet,’ 
Sept. 1850, ‘ Illustrations of the Successful Treatment of the 
Cleft Palate by the Division of the Levator Palati and 
Palato-pharyngeus Muscles.’ ” 

PHILIP BURNARD AYRES, M.D. 

This gentleman was born in December, 1813, at Thame, 
Oxon, and was articled to James Paxton, Esq., M.D., then 
of Oxford, now of Rugby, Warwick. He entered at Univer¬ 
sity College, London, in October, 1833, and studied there 
during that and the two following sessions. He obtained 
honours in the classes of Chemistry, Anatomy, and Physi¬ 
ology, Medicine, Surgery, Midwifery, and Botany; and the 
second honour for the Latin subject given by the Apothe¬ 

caries’ Company. He became a Licentiate of the Apothe¬ 
caries’ Company, and a Member of the Royal College of 
Surgeons, England, in 1836; and practised for nearly ten 
years at Thame, Oxon. He took the degree of M.B. London 
in 1841, and the degree of M.D. in that University in 
1842. 

Dr Ayres lectured on Chemistry at the Charing-cross 
Hospital School of Medicine during three years, from 1844 
to 1847; and at the same time officiated as Physician to 
the Islington Dispensary. 

Dr Ayres has found his proficiency in natural science 
useful to him in his literary pursuits, for he has contributed 
many articles, on subjects connected with Natural History 
and Medicine, to weekly journals. The ‘ Medical Times ’ 
has been favoured by lus contributions, but as it is the pri¬ 
vilege of the regular journalist to deliver his lucubrations 
anonymously, it would hardly become us to lift the veil. 
If the journalist by this custom lose credit for meritorious 
labours, he at any rate escapes censure for unwise ones; 
and in many instances, perhaps, obscurity may be regarded 
as a tender mercy to the writer. Dr Ayres we believe to 
be an exception to this observation, and well deserves the 
position in literature that he has gained. 

[We shall feel extremely obliged if the friends of members 
of the profession will supply us with materials to enable us 
to give a correct representation of the character and labours 
of those gentlemen whose turn to receive a biographical 
notice is coming round. We are anxious to avoid error, 
and it is manifest that we shall be greatly assisted in our 
object by the communication of such incidents as friends 
and relations are best qualified to furnish. In the case of de¬ 
ceased members of the profession this request has peculiar 
force, and we hope will be responded to with alacrity.] 

EXPOSURE OF THE FALLACIES IN THE REPORT 
OF THE NEW EQUITABLE LIFE OFFICE. 

The ‘ Report of the Directors of the New Equitable Life 
Office Company,’ and the leading article of the ‘ Lancet,’ 
forming its supplement, are lying before us, and we cannot 
remember to have read any documents more vague, verbose 
and studiously equivocal. The arguments they set forth 
are as deceptive as the assertions are unscrupulous, and their 
entire scope and object seem to be to mystify the profession 
as to the actual state of the company’s affairs. What the 
report lacks in audacity is supplied by the leading article,— 
what the directors hesitate to publish is only a temptation 
to the less fastidious zeal of the editor of the ‘ Lancet. ’ 
For example, the authors of the ‘ Report’ are satisfied with 
asserting “ That there are very few of the oldest life offices, 
even of the first class, which have transacted an equal 
amount of business” to the New Equitable during the year. 
The editor of the 1 Lancet ’ improves upon this statement. 
After referring to the business done by the ‘ Old Equitable,’ 
he triumphantly exclaims, “ Thus the infant exertions of 
the ‘ New Equitable ’ have at once outstripped the exer¬ 
tions of its great progenitor!” The assertion is unfortu¬ 
nately true—too true ! But the argument it is intended to 
convey is fallacious, and the success it puffs so vauntingly 
dangerous to the permanent interests of the company. 

Why has the annual income on the policies of the New 
Equitable exceeded that of the old office ? Simply because 
the rates of the old office are sufficiently high to secure the 
assurers against any possible fluctuations in the money 
market, and because the directors are so rigorous in the 
management of their business, that they reject applicants 
for policies in large numbers. They will not take either a 
small policy or a bad life. They can afford to sift the ap¬ 
plications with scrupulous severity, as their enormous wealth 
makes them independent of the ordinary arts employed for 
getting a business. Their funded capital is upwards of ten 
millions sterling. 

Can so much be said of the New Equitable ? Assuredly 
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not. Then the boast is a vulgar chicane; but it is worse, for 
it shows that the New Equitable has been raking the market 
for lives, and that it is doing a business of the most hazardous 
character. These observations will apply to other perilous 
brags in the leading article, in which the business of the 
New Equitable is contrasted with other Life Offices. 

Again, we find it stated in the ‘Report,’ “that the 
average amount of the policies is nearly five bundled 
pounds.” Now, as the average amount of the policies in 
other offices is not two hunched pounds, there must be some 
extraordinary cause for the enhancement of the average 
value of policies in the case of the New Equitable. This 
high average is most artfully and deceptively put forth, but 
we will strip it of its mystery. The fact is that, whereas 
even the oldest and richest life offices in England arc not in 
the habit of taking policies for more than ten thousand 
pounds, the New Equitable has completed a single policy for 
very nearly fifty thousand pounds ! Hence the augmented 
average value of its policies! We hardly need comment 
upon the prudence and. foresight of this stroke of business. 
The affair is one for the directors, shareholders, and assurers to 
settle among themselves. Well may the authors of the report 
congratulate themselves, and print their congratulations in 
italics too, that “ not one death amongst the assured has 
occurred up to the j)resent time!" The present time! Fortu¬ 
nate men ! May their punishment be long deferred ! It 
appears then that the gross amount of business done by the 
New Equitable, and the high average value of its policies, 
are deceptive moves equally perilous to assurers and 
assured. 

But what has the New Equitable done for the profession ? 
How many two-guinea fees has it given to its medical re¬ 
ferees ? The directors in their report artfully blink the ques¬ 
tion and the editor of the ‘ Lancet’ in his leading article has 
cunningly endeavoured to hoodwink his readers by de¬ 
scanting in general terms upon the liberality of the office in 
this respect. The same crafty tone pervades both docu¬ 
ments, which are evidently the inspiration of the same 
spirit. But we repeat our question and demand an answer: 
How many two-guinea fees has the office given to its medical 
referees? Four hundred and forty-eight proposals were 
entertained, consequently, eight hundred and ninety-six 
guineas ought to have been paid over to the medical referees. 
Were they? Not at all! We say advisedly and emphati¬ 
cally, the glittering promise is a mere pretence to ensnare 
the unwary. How in particular was the policy for fifty 
thousand pounds managed ? In that case Mr Thomas Wakley 
himself applied for a commission upon it, and insisted upon 
being paid, notwithstanding that he is a salai-icd officer of 
the company! This is not, however, the worst phase of the 
business. It is well known that, in some instances, when 
the directors have been asked to receive a policy on the life 
of a person insured in another office, instead of applying to 
the medical referee for his certificate, they have applied to 
the other assurance office for their papers, and hoped by 
such indirect and dirty manoeuvres to avoid payment of their 
advertised two-guinea fee! It is equally well known that 
their application in some instances has been refused, but 
whether the ordinary medical attendant benefited by the 
refusal or not we are unprepared to state. We are quite 
sure that he would not derive any advantage from it if the 
object could be effected by other means. 

Let our readers observe, that our exposure is directed 
against the unworthy artifices and false professions of the New 
Equitable Office, and not against Life Offices in general, 
which, when honourably conducted, are productive of many 
blessings to the community. But where is the man who 
would risk his money, and what is far more precious than 
that—the very subsistence and the comfort and happiness of 
his widow and children, in an office that does not possess 
the necessary conditions of stability, and that is conducted 
in a manner so equivocal and improvident ? 

“ Magna est veritas et prevalebit.” 
In order to show that we are justified in stigmatising the 

“New Equitable Life Office Company” as an egregious 

... .... ----T 

“ family job,” we append the following list of officers, with 
their salaries. 

Mr Wakley, Director, salary at present unknown, but 
said to be well provided for in the Deed of Settlement—it is 
said 1,200 per annum !! 

Mr Thomas Wakley, Medical Referee, salary 230?. per 
annum! 

Mr H. M. Wakley, Resident Manager, ditto 300?. per 
annum!! 

Mr Blake, Father-vi-Laio of Mr Thomas Wakley, 
Solicitor, Bill of Costs 500?.!!! 

Dr-, A Writer in the '•Lancet,' Director, the usual fee 
for attendance. 
Mr-, Sub-Editor of the '•Lancet,' Provincial Canvasser; 

salary, as much as he can get. 
To corroborate our own views of this respectable office, 

we beg to direct the attention of our readers to the following 
paragraph in the ‘ Post Magazine,’ of the 28th ult., which in 
its notice of a work just published, on ‘Life Assurance 
Schemes,' Difficulties, and Abuses,’ comments with great 
severity on the parties who originated the Nero Equitable, 
and concludes its remarks with the following quotation : 

“ The facility with which new Assurance Offices are set 
on foot, the tempting promises with which each new scheme 
is baited, together with the abuses which ill-directed compe¬ 
tition among the established Societies has introduced into 
practice, have, in too many instances, lulled public caution 
to sleep, and converted a scheme of infinite ability and philan¬ 
thropy, into one of the greatest speculative projects of the 
present day." 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

MR WAKLEY’S LIFE OFFICE. 

TO THE EDITOR OF ‘THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—One of the trustees of Mr Wakley’s Insurance Office 
has, in consequence of the critical position of its affairs, been 
anxiously inquiring as to his responsibilities. Permit me to 
relieve his mind in that respect, and to assure him that so 
long as there is no money invested, he is safe in a pecuniary 
point of view; but is there not a far greater, a moral re¬ 
sponsibility incurred by allowing the prestige of his name 
to go forth to the world when he has himself no faith in the 
concern, nor a single share, and when he knows that parties 
are seriously contemplating winding it up in Chancery ? 
Gentlemen of high standing in the profession allow their 
names to be paraded before the public whilst they know the 
rottenness of the scheme and the hollowness of its profes¬ 
sions ! This is too bad. I am myself a shareholder; and 
I declare my readiness, my anxiety to give away my shares 
to anybody who will relieve me of my liabilities. The profes¬ 
sion will be your debtor for your exposure of this hole-and- 
corner family job.—Your obedient servant, F. 

P.S.—How I could have been such a noodle as to take 
shares I cannot think ! 

MERCURIAL FUMIGATIONS TO THE WHOLE 

BODY. 

BY JONATHAN GREEN, ESQ.. M.D. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I would again solicit the attention of medical prac¬ 
titioners to the advantages of mercurial fumigations to the 
whole body, in the treatment of syphilitic disease; in addition 
to, or in preference to the more customary means of treat¬ 

ment. 
It is not my wish to encroach on your space, or to enter 

on nice-drawn distinctions of primary, secondary, or tertiary 
affections of syphilis, so called ; but, simply to bring under 
notice a remedial means alike too little practised, and too 
little known. It embraces much superioriiy over the more 
usual modes of treating syphilis, and is to be advocated in all 
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stages of tlie disease itself, and in most of its serious compli¬ 
cations. 

Hence, on tins occasion, and apart from all disputative 
inquiry, I shall briefly bring forward the advantages of general 
mercurial fumigations for the relief or cure of syphilis, and 
its complications; a knowledge of which is alike desirable 
to the medical practitioner and the public. This I hope 
to do by a short detail of two cases, lately submitted to my 
care. 

The first is the case of a medical gentleman sent to me 
by high medical authority, at the -west end of the town. 
The patient was affected with secondary syphilitic blotches 
on the limbs and trunk; ulcerations of the velum and mu¬ 
cous linings of the throat, and inside the cheeks; also 
inside and outside the lips, the chin and lower part of 
the face, and inside the nostrils. The nasal bones were so 
tender, that he was afraid to have the nose touched, and 
the whole of the scalp was covered with scaly blotches, or 
superficial ulcerations. 

The patient had been ill for nearly three years, and from 
his first primary attack (chancre) had been under the kind 
guidance of numerous of his medical friends in the Borough. 
No means resorted to, for the last eighteen months, had 
arrested the complaint, which went on variously developing 
itself until it became in the aggravated state I have just 
detailed. 

After the second fumigation, with three drams of the grey 
oxyde of mercury, I was induced to have the patient’s head in¬ 
cluded in the fumigating apparatus, for the last three minutes 
previous to his leaving the apparatus, the time occupied in tak¬ 
ing the fumigation being twenty minutes. The head was also 
inclosed in the apparatus for about the same time, three or 
four minutes, on taking the three succeeding fumigations, 
each with the three drams of the grey oxide, and thus I had 
the advantage of applying the mercurial fumes to the parts 
more essentially affected. 

After the fourth fumigation with the head thus inclosed 
in the apparatus, his gums, mouth and teeth -were sufficiently 
influenced with mercury, and the inclosure of the head was 
then discontinued; but he went on with the general fumiga¬ 
tion to the whole of the body, excluding only the face. 

In all, he took seventeen mercurial fumigations, occasion¬ 
ally having the head enclosed in the apparatus or not, as his 
mouth became better or worse from the influence of the mer¬ 
cury. 

These seventeen fumigations were taken within the period 
of three weeks. From the end of the first week the improve¬ 
ment was manifest, and such as I believe no other mode of 
treatment could have produced; nor would practitioners, 
not familiar with the effects of mercurial fumigations readily 
give credence to it, nevertheless, such advantages are com¬ 
mon enough to my observation, and are well known to those 
conversant with the effects of mercurial fumigations. 

The second case is also that of a medical gentleman who 
had been ill for three years. 

He had been under the care of various medical gentlemen 
of acknowledged repute in one of our largest commercial 
towns. A fair trial of the mercurial fumigatious was 
suggested and essayed in this case, also with success, as will 
appear. 

He, the patient, was numeruosly covered with syphilitic 
blotches, varying in size on the limbs and trunk; the whole 
of the forehead, the whole of the left side of the face, and 
chin, and nose were covered with one continuous, elevated, 
tuberculous blotch, and the right side of the face was covered 
with the same in part. 

He had been so reduced by unsuccessful mercurial treat¬ 
ment, and other causes, that his life was considered in 
jeopardy in consequence of his great weakness and emacia¬ 
tion. He was advised to leave off all medical treatment and 
try a sojourn on the continent for a time, in hopes of some 
renovation from the change. It was on his return that he 
was advised to come to me; his holiday had done him much 
good, but the disease appeared as I have just stated. 

The details of treatment in this case, are so similar to the 
last, that it would be little short of a repetition to particu¬ 

larise. Suffice it to say, that he commenced the mercurial 
fumigations of the grey oxyde, sometimes with the head in¬ 
closed in the apparatus, and sometimes not so included, ac¬ 
cording to the more or less mercurial influence, as indicated 
by the state of the mouth aud constitutional depression. He 
had two attacks of painful diarrhoea, lasting a day or two 
each, occasioning some interruption of treatment. He had 
in all twenty-one mercurial fumigations, sometimes with the 
head included, and sometimes not so included, as before stated; 
the regular progressive amendment was so evident and satis¬ 
factory, that the patient (himself a medical man) frequently 
said “ he was astonished; that it seemed little short of mi¬ 
raculous to him, having been so long ill, and that nothing 
before had seemed to touch his complaint, except mischie¬ 
vously.” 

On leaving me, to again show himself to the gentleman 
who had recommended him to try the fumigations, he had 
become so strong as to walk about half the day without 
fatigue, his spirits had become joyous, the blotches on the 
limbs and trunk had merely left brownish stains in process 
of disappearance; the forehead and face had become so well, 
that when warm a stranger would not have known that any 
thing had so lately been the matter with him. 

These twenty-one mercurial fumigations were taken be¬ 
tween the 23rd of August and the 16th of September, with 
little interruption, and not a month under the treatment al¬ 
together. 

In the foregoing cases, I would have it remembered that 
they were both sent to me as test cases, for the trial of mer¬ 
curial fumigations alone. They were both sufficiently bad, 
as will be acknowledged, and not a particle of mercury was 
given internally in either case, or otherwise, save than by 
the fumigations. 

The success attending the treatment is mainly to be attributed 
to the perfectness of the apparatus, and to its due management. 

It will be observed, that contrary to the more usual cus¬ 
tom, I use the grey oxyde of mercury, the Hydrarg. y. Oxyd. 
Ciuerum. I have used it for thirty years in preference to 
the Hydrarg. Binoxidum; Hydrarg. Bi sulpliuretum, or 
any other preparation of mercury. I prefer it, as it does not 
make the patient cough, which the latter preparations usually 
do, and on account of the grey oxyde being easily volatilised 
—not so with the other oxydes of mercury, which require 
the heat of a common fire, say 1,000° to 1,200°. 

It will be observed too, that in the two cases brought for- 
word, salivation was produced; although in both cases after 
various attempts, and ample time for trial, mercury could 
not in any form be made to take hold of the system, as it is 
called. Salivation is not usual from the use of mercurial 
fumigations: from their use we can arrive at the beneficial 
influence of the medicine, without any of the distressing or 
often injurious effects of mercury, so commonly witnessed 
from the ordinary way of introducing the medicine. A 
tumid, swollen and red state of the gums, and tenderness 
at the roots of the teeth, and that kept up for a proper 
time, is all the inconvenience that I find needful to sub¬ 
mit the patient to, to produce the desired effect. If after 
these symptoms are produced, and the mercurial fumigations 
are continued, the flow of saliva, the prostration, and all the 
other symptoms of the full use of mercury are sequences, as 
from the routine administration of the medicine, I question 
whether it is ever desirable to produce the distressing and 
prostrating effects of mercury, as shown when a patient is in 
a full state of salivation ; as I find that all the beneficial in¬ 
fluence sought or expected is arrived at by merely keeping 
the mouth gently atFected for a due time by the mercurial 
fumigations. And that the mercurial fumigations influence 
or pervade the whole system, I think there can remain no 
doubt; for relapses must be very rare, after a due course of 
mercurial fumigations, if they ever do take place, for, as far 
as my own practice has gone, I am not aware of a single case 
of relapse. 

It should be recollected that in the two cases brought 
under notice, salivation to some extent was produced, more 
so than, I believe, was necessary. But it should be borne 
in mind that these were two test cases for the fair trial of 
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mercurial fumigations alone, and no other medicine during 
the trial, in either case, was to be resoi-ted to. This was 
stringently observed in either case, and the result was as 
herein put forth. 

These were also two face cases, with the nasal and throat 
passages ready to run into destructive ulceration, which in¬ 
duced me to have the head included in the apparatus, in 
order to get the mercurial fumes in contact with the parts 
affected. 

The conveniences also arising from the use of mercurial 
fumigations deserve, to be considered. There is no fear of 
taking cold; even the patients themselves, after they have 
had one or two fumigations, lose all fear of taking cold, as it 
is called, so much heat has been absorbed and retained as to 
dispel all such apprehension. 

There is no occasion for patients to go to bed after the 
mercurial fumigations; my own patients never have done 
so. It is not necessary, and can only tend to exude from 
the system what it has been the object to put into the sys¬ 
tem, and influence it beneficially. There needs no confine¬ 
ment to the room or the house whilst taking mercurial 
fumigations, and the patient can proceed with his cure in 
secret, that is, without the knowledge or exposure to ser¬ 
vants, observing friends, or talking washerwomen, as in 
cases when we influence the system by rubbing in blue 
ointment. 

Much might be added, but that I fear to trespass. The 
subject is of much practical importance, and my object in 
this paper is to bring before the profession the little-known 
advantages of mercurial fumigations, which are to be ad¬ 
vised hi all stages, and in many complications of syphilis. 

I am, sir, yours, &c. 
Jonathan Green, M.D., &c. 

40 Great Marlbnrongh-street. 
The length of this communication would have led to its 

exclusion from our columns, had we not considered the plan 
of practice advocated deserving of attention. We hope that 
other correspondents will not, by following this example, 
incur the same liability.—Ed. ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 

CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITIONS FOR 1852. 
(continued.) 

PROVINCIAL-NAME OMITTED. 

Vivian, John Frederick, Barrow, near Ulverstone— 
M.R.C.S., Eng., 1851. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR IRELAND. 

Davidge, George Moore, Castle Pollard, Co. Westmeath, 
omit M.D., Glasgow, from qualifications. 

Enright, Cornelius, Sandymount, Ballylongford, Co. 
Kerry, after M.B. Trin. Coll. Dub. 1837, read Lie. in 
Midw. Dub. Lying-in-Hosp. 1836, and after Newtown- 
sands Disps., add Med. Ref. to the Church of England and 
Professional Assurance Comps., and Med. Attendant to 
Constabulary. 

Hetiierington, George, Strand street, Athlone, to other 
qualifications, add Lie. in Midw. Dub. Lying-in-Hosp. 1836. 

Holmes, George Smyth, Glenarm, Co. Antrim, for M.D. 
Edin., read M.D. Glasgow. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR SCOTLAND. 

Dawson, Francis J., Eyemouth, Berwickshire, omit this 
name altogether, not being legally qualified. 

Maclaren, William, Aberdeen, for M.D. Ediu. 1838, read 

M.D. Edin. 1833. 
Macritchie, William Dawson, 4 Archibald place, Edin¬ 

burgh, to other qualifications add L.R.C.S. Edin. 1819, 
and after St Helena from 1821 till 1836, read Medical 
Storekeeper there from 1833 till 1836. 

Menzies, J. A. R., Rannoch, by Pitlochrie, after L.R.C.S. 
Edin. 1839, read Surg. to Fortingal and part of Logie- 

wait parishes. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gen¬ 
tlemen having undergone the necessary examinations for 
the diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 5th instant:—• 
Atkins, Aaron, Mile-end road; Beale, Bernard Charles, 
Bedford square, Stepney; Crisp, Janies Henry, Bath; Go¬ 
ring, Charles, Demerara; Kirkman, William Phillips, Wood- 
bridge, Suffolk; M‘Cann, James, Parliament street; Paske, 
Charles Thomas, Hon. East India Company’s Service; Pil- 
kington, William, Leyland, Lancashire; Rliind, Samuel, 
Ross, Herefordshire; Wahnsley, Stephen, Liverpool. On 
the 12th inst.:—Blatlierwick, Charles, Titchfield, Hants; 
Dixon, Charles, Australia; Edney, William, London; Grif¬ 
fin, Richard, Buenos Ayres: Hemingway, Edward Vavaseur, 
Leeds; Lane, Henry, Wedgnock park, Warwick; Lawrence, 
Benjamin Richardson, Cliedder, Somerset; Ramskill, Josiali, 
Leeds; Salter, John Reynolds, Exeter. At the same meeting 
of the Court, Mr Julian Watson Bradshaw passed his exami¬ 
nation for Naval Surgeon. This gentleman had previously 
been admitted a member of the College, his diploma bearing 
date May 5, 1845. 

The College Lectures.—The course of lectures by 
Professor Owen commenced on Tuesday, the 16th inst., at 
four o’clock. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following are the names of 

the gentlemen who passed then examination in the science 
and practice of medicine, and received certificates to practise, 
on Thursday, March 4, 1852 :—Butcher, John Breay, De- 
vonport; Creswell, Thomas Hobbes. On Thursday, March 
IT, 1852:—Beverley, Edward Parry, Margate; Davies, 
David Daniel, Carmarthen; Lovegrove, George Hymeneus, 
Gloucester; Stretton, Arthur. 

Military Appointments.—2nd West India Regiment : 
Acting Assistant-Surgeon T. Llewellyn Nash, M.D., to be 
Assistant Surgeon, vice Clarke, appointed to the Staff. 
Hospital Staff: Assistant Surgeon Patrick Joseph Clarke, 
from the 2nd West India Regiment, to be Assistant Surgeon 
to the Forces, vice Moore, appointed to the 6tli Dragoon 
Guards. 4-th Foot: Acting Assistant Surgeon William 
Boyd, to be Assistant-Surgeon, vice Gamble, promoted. 
24th Foot: Surgeon Joseph Bmke, from the 40tli Foot, to 
be surgeon, vice Smith, appointed to the Staff. 40th Foot: 
Staff-Surgeon, 2nd class, Adolphus Collings, M.D., to be 
Surgeon, vice Burke, appointed to the 24th Foot. 42nd 
Foot: Staff-Surgeon, 2nd class, John Gillepsie Wood, M.D., 
to bq Surgeon, vice M'Gregor, promoted. 97th Foot: Acting 
Assistant-Surgeon Theodore Gordon Bone, M.D., to be 
Assistant-Surgeon, vice Ewing, promoted. Hospital Staff: 
Inspector-General of Hospitals, with local rank, James French, 
M.D., C.B., to be Inspector-General of Hospitals. Deputy 
Iuspector-General of Hospitals, Walter Henry, to be In¬ 
spector-General of Hospitals, with local rank, vice French, 
who retires upon half-pay. Staff-Surgeon of 1st class, 
John Dempster, M.D., to be Deputy Inspector-General 
of Hospitals, vice Henry, promoted. Staff-Surgeon of the 
2nd class James Connell, to be Staff-Surgeon of the 1st 
class, vice Dempster, promoted. Assistant-Surgeon John 
Ewing, from the 97th Foot, to be Staff-Surgeon of the 2nd 
class, vice Connell, promoted. Inspector-General of Hospi¬ 
tals, with local rank, Alexander Stewart, M.D., to be In¬ 
spector-General of Hospitals. Deputy Inspector-General of 
Hospitals William Munro, to be Inspector-General of Hos¬ 
pitals, with local rank, vice Stewart, who retires upon half¬ 
pay. Staff-Surgeon of 1st class W illiam Bell, M.D., to be 
Deputy Inspector of Hospitals, vice Munro. Surgeon James 
M‘Gregor, from 42nd Foot, to be Staff-Surgeon of the 1st 
class, vice Bell, promoted. Surgeon John Stewart Smith, 
M.D., from the 24th Foot, to be Staff-Surgeon of the 2nd 
class, vice Collings, appointed to the 40th Foot. Assistant- 
Surgeon Rich. Gamble, M.D., from tho 4th Foot, to be Staff- 
Surgeon of the 2nd class, vice Wood, appointed to the 42nd 
Foot. Acting Assistant-Surgeon Alexander Robertson, M.D., 
to be Assistant-Surgeon to the Forces, vice F. M. Tweddeil, 
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who retires upon half-pay. Edward Arthur Brien, gent., to 
he Assistant-Surgeon to the Forces. 

Naval Appointments.—Assistant-Surgeon John Ber¬ 
nard Rickards (1847), at present serving in the Rodney, 90, 
to be Assistant-Surgeon of the Pioneer, screw-steamer, in 
the Arctic Expedition. Surgeon James John Louis Donnet 
(1845) to be Surgeon-Superintendent-of the William Jardine 
convict-ship. Assistant-Surgeon Hart Gunlett, M.D. (1846), 
recently serving in the Southampton, 50, on the south-east 
coast of America station, to the St George, 120, guard-ship of 
ordinary at Devonport. Assistant-Surgeon Stephen Bowden 
(1845) from the Britannia, 120, flag-ship on the Mediter¬ 
ranean station, to the Impregnable, flag-ship at Devonport. 
Acting Assistant-Surgeon David Wilson to the Polyphemus, 
steam-sloop, for service on the coast of Africa. Assistant- 
Surgeons Archibald Sibbald, M.D. (1841), to the Pinto, 
steam-vessel, at Woolwich, for sendee on the west coast of 
Africa station; Henry Eales (1849), from the Penelope, 
steam-frigate, on the west coast of Africa station, to the 
Rodney, 90, at Portsmouth, vice Rickards; Surgeon Charles 
A. Anderson, M.D. (1849), to be Surgeon-Superintendent of 
the Lord Dalhousie convict-ship; Assistant-Surgeon William 
Duirs (1843), recently serving in the Southampton, 50, on 
the south-east coast of America station, to the Rodney, 90, 
at Portsmouth; Acting Assistant-Surgeons W. H. Baxter 
(1852), to the Victory, flag-ship at Portsmouth; Richard 
Evans (1851), to the Blenheim, 60, screw steam guard ship 
at Portsmouth. 

Medical Appointments.—Mr W. Wright has been 
appointed Surgeon to the Whitehaven and West Cumberland 
Infirmary. Dr Cogswell has been appointed Physician to 
the St Pancras Royal General Dispensary. Dr Ollifie has 
been appointed Physician to the British Embassy in Paris. 
Dr M‘Carthy has been appointed for the Kenmare district 
of the Ivenmare Union, at a salary of 1007 a-year; Dr 
Taylor, for the Ivilgarvan district, at 807 ; and Dr Doran 
for the Sneem district, at 607 Dr Emery, who accompanied 
the late Emperor to Elba, has been appointed Physician to 
the French Senate. Dr Samuel Griffith, of St Thomas’s 
Hospital, has just been appointed Physician to the Incor¬ 
porated Society of Ancient Britons. 

Vacancies.—A vacancy has occurred in the office of 
Physician to the Queen’s Hospital, Birmingham, which will 
be filled up by the Council of Queen’s College on the 4th of 
May. Candidates must be graduates of a British university, 
and the gentleman who is selected for the office will be re¬ 
quired to deliver clinical lectures, and also to undertake any 
vacant professorship at the College not incompatible with 
the office of hospital physician. Testimonials to be sent in 
on or before the 30th of April. The Professors are pledged 
to recommend the best-qualified candidate. The office” of 
assistant-surgeon and apothecary on board the Dreadnought, 
seamen’s hospital-ship, is vacant. Candidates must possess 
the double qualification, be between 25 and 40 years of ao-e 
and unmarried. Testimonials received up to the 25th inst. 
—At the Ardwick and Ancoats Dispensary a resident 
house-surgeon is wanted ; a British surgical diploma, or the 
licence of the Society of Apothecaries, will qualify.’ Elec¬ 
tion on the 9th of April. Salary, first year, 607 ; second 
ditto, 707 

Naval News, and Appointments at Malta.—Dr 
Denny, assistant-surgeon, is coming home in medical charge 
of the Hercules. Dr Trousdell, of the Shearwater, has been 
sent sick to Malta Hospital. Mr Pearce, assistant-surgeon 
of the Modeste, has been appointed to the Shearwater, vice 
Trousdell. All the supernumerary lieutenants on this sta¬ 
tion are ordered to be sent home ; they will take passage in 
the Hercules. Their occupation of the cabins to which the 
assistant-surgeons are entitled is the reason assigned for this 
measure. 

The Hunterian Museum.—The Managing Committee 
of the Jardin des Plantes have just presented to the Council 
of the Royal College of Surgeons casts in plaster of two 
enormous eggs of the gigantic wingless birds of Madagas¬ 
car, the Afpyornis maximus of Isid. Geoffrey de St Hilaire. 
Some idea of the size of the egg may be conjectured when 

the reader is informed that one of them is equal to 12 ostrich 
16 cassiowary, 148 hen, or 50,000 humming-bird eggs. 

The Corporation op Dublin, and Degrees from 

St Andrew’s.—Dr Banon, who obtained his degree of 
M.D. from St Andrew’s University, having been appointed 
physician to the Richmond Bridewell, the legality of the 
appointment was questioned ; because, according to the 6th 
and 7th Geo. IV, such an officer must be a licentiate of a 
College of Physicians, and also a member of the College of 
Surgeons; and St Andrew’s was not considered as coming 
under the denomination of a College of Physicians, as it was 
imagined that any one, without examination, could obtain 
a degree there upon the payment of a certain sum .of money. 
At the last meeting of the corporation the subject was very 
warmly debated. It was ultimately resolved to take the 
opinion of the judges of the Queen’s Bench upon the sub¬ 
ject. In justice to Dr Banon, it must be stated that he is a 
Fellow of the Irish Royal College of Surgeons of fomteen 
years' standing; that he is highly respected by the profes¬ 
sion ; and that all the members of the corporation fully ad¬ 
mitted Dr Banon’s claim to respectability. A letter was 
read at the corporation from George Day, Esq.. Secretary to 
the St Andrew’s Board of Examiners, denying that degrees 
were conferred upon the mere payment of fees, and asserting 
that the candidates had to undergo two days’ strict exami¬ 
nation, and that Dr Banon underwent that ordeal. 

Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland.—Sugden 

Prize Essay.—The adjudication of this prize for the 
present year is vested with the Council of the Royal College 
of Surgeons in Ireland, and the subject chosen is that of 
“ Hypochondriacal Insanity, its Pathology and Treatment.” 
Essays with fictitious signatures or mottoes, and accom¬ 
panied by sealed letter with the author’s name, to be lodged 
at the College on or before the 1st October 1852. 

Medical and Ciiirurgical Society.—-The following 
gentlemen were elected as Fellows of the Society on March 
9th, 1852:—Alfred Baker, Esq., William Davis, M.D., 
John Roberts, M.D., Sherard Freeman Statham, Esq., 
Henry Thompson, Esq., John Wiblin, Esq. 

Consumption of Opium.—From the Annual Report on 
Trade, &c., presented to the House of Commons on the 17th 
ult., it appeal's that the quantity of opium entered for 
home consumption in 1850 amounted to 42,3241bs, and during 
the past year to 50,3681bs, being an increase of 8,0441bs. 
on that of the previous year, and a considerable increase on 
that of the preceding years. The total quantity imported in 
1851, for home and foreign use, amounted to 106,113 cwts. 
It would appear, therefore, that there is some truth in the 
saying, that, as dram-drinking decreases, opium-eating in¬ 
creases. 

New Mode of Treating Deafness.—Mr Yearsley 
has lately been astonishing the savans of Paris with prac¬ 
tical demonstrations of his new mode of treating deaf¬ 
ness associated with loss of the menibrana lympani, by the 
application of hydrated cotton. Mr Yearsley’s explanation 
of the 7nodus operands of this remarkable plan of treat¬ 
ment was received as satisfactory— namely, that the ossicula, 
being deprived of their natural support by the destruction 
of the membrane, regain it when the cotton is properly and 
accurately adjusted. This view of the case receives confir¬ 
mation from the fact that the moment the cotton falls from 
its position, the improved hearing is lost. The action of the 
jaw in eating may displace it, or any sudden movement of 
the body, such as jumping or dancing: and an interesting 
instance of this fact was related by Mr Yearsley :—A young- 
lady, who has now enjoyed the advantage of the remedy for 
some years, had recently told him that whilst dancing the 
polka the voice of her partner suddenly became mute to 
her. Aware of what had taken place, she excused herself, 
under the plea of fetching her pocket-handkerchief from 
the sofa at the side of the room, and took advantage of this 
almost momentary freedom, to readjust the cotton with the 
instrument which is ever her companion. The Acoemeter, 
an instrument for measuring the different degrees of hear¬ 
ing, which was first shown by Mr Yearsley at the meeting 
of the Provincial Association at Brighton, excited great in- 
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terest among the Parisian medical men. It has several gra¬ 
dations of sound, from the finest tick of a watch to the 
heavy beating of a metronome. Being set at the degree 
when the patient first hears the sound, the aural surgeon is 
enabled to judge of the improvement he is effecting in the 
case by his treatment. One of these instruments may be 
seen at Messrs Weiss’s, in the Strand. 

Coroners’ Expenses.—From the report of the Com¬ 
mittee for examining the coroners’ accounts, which was 
submitted at the Middlesex sessions on the 26th ult., it 
appeal's that the expenses of Mr Bedford amounted to 
212/. 18s. 5d., Mr Baker’s to 339/. 17s. 10d., while that of 
Mr Wakley’s was 415/. 19s. lid. At the same meeting of 
the Middlesex magistrates, Mr Wilkes gave notice, that at 
the next county day he should move for 5,000/, for the 
Lunatic Asylum at Hanwell. Mr Laurie also stated, that 
the expenditure at the Colney Hatch Asylum had exceeded 
290,000/. 

January 11—Thomas Murray, Surgeon, of the Bengal 
Medical Service, at Calcutta, aged 35. 

February 11—Dr John Gr.eme, at 144 High street, Glas¬ 
gow, of paralysis, aged 55. The deceased was possessed of 
singular powers of mind—clear, astute, and somewhat caustic 
in his manner of expression, but always vigorous, and fre¬ 
quently original in his views and opinions. The deficiencies 
of his early education were repaired, in a considerable degree, 
by the vigour and elasticity of his intellect; and though not 
strictly a literary man, he contributed, besides various other 
compositions, to enrich the pages of those well-known col¬ 
lections of Scottish humour and song—the ‘ Laird of Logan,’ 
and ‘ Whistlebinkie.’ He was eminently philanthropic and 
benevolent in character, and exhibited unwearied energy in 
the prosecution of any scheme of benevolence or charity. 
For many years he was the life and soul of an attached circle 
of friends, whom his rich humour and impromptu drollery, 
no less than his kindly and genial temperament and high 
integrity of character, drew around him, and who continued 
with him to the last. To hear him sing one of his own 
humorous compositions was a treat not soon to be forgotten: 
but whilst he was the life of a party of friends, he was rather 
reserved in the company of strangers. His humour and 
caustic wit seldom or never led him into painful personality, 
and to the last he preserved the affection and respect of many 
discriminating friends. A contemporary and friend of 
Motherwell, Garrick, and Henderson, it was a feast indeed to 
meet them together: and many are the pleasing recollections 
of the writer of this, and other friends, of these ambrosial 
banquets. Dr Graeme has now followed these rich-minded 
men : but his memory will be embalmed along with theirs’ 
in the heart of many a sorrowing friend.—‘ Glasgow Con¬ 
stitutional.’ 

March 8th.—John Harry, Esq., M.D., in the 71st year 
of his age. The decased was formerly private physician to 
her Imperial Highness the Grand Duchess of Oldenburg, 
and afterwards private physician to her sister, Her Majesty 
the present Queen-Mother of the Netherlands. 

Hth.—Wm. Reardon, M.B., Trim Coll. Dub., and 
M.R.C.S. Eng., suddenly, at his residence, Henry street, 
Tipperary, aged 47 years. 

16th.—Edmond Waters, Esq., surgeon, at Woolwich, 

aged 76. 
18th.—Edward Seaton, Esq., surgeon, R.N., formerly 

of Rochester, at Dalston, in the 68th year of his age. 
19th.—Tuos. Gaskell, Esq., of Markham square, 

Chelsea, aged 61. The deceased was M.R.C.S. Eng. 1811. 
The late Dr Cassels, of Manchester, whose death was 

recorded in the last number of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ com¬ 
menced his professional studies in Paris, where he had 
ample opportunities of witnessing an extensive course of 
hospital practice. He then proceeded to Edinburgh, where, 

after the usual term of study, he obtained the degree of 
M.D. from the university of that city in 1841. Dr Cassels 
commenced the practice of his profession in Canterbury, 
where he remained about three years; he then removed to 
Manchester, and, after a short residence there, became 
physician to the Chorlton-upon-Medlock Dispensary, and a 
vacancy occurring in the Union Hospital, he was chosen 
physician to that institution also. The important duties 
connected with these appointments he continued to discharge 
for several years, till other engagements obliged him to 
resign them. He received the highest and most flattering 
testimonials from the boards of both institutions spontaneously. 
At the beginning of last year his health became seriously 
affected, which compelled him to abandon his practice for 
a time; and, in the hope of experiencing a benefit by the 
change, he went on a visit to his father’s near Taunton, 
where he died on the 26th of November, of laryngitis, aged 
36 years. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Mr A. Smith, Lector, and others.—The ‘Lancet’ moves 
us with pity, but excites no fear. It is lamentable to see 
such violent efforts to be virtuous, for they inspire nothing 
but contempt. Did ever respectability justify its title by 
descending to scurrility? Yet the ‘Lancet’ thinks to 
deceive the world by pursuing such a course. It now en¬ 
deavours to tempt some noodle with more money than 
brains to start a new ‘ Directory,’ by the assurance that 
he will make no profit by the speculation, but that he 
must embark in it with the pure and disinterested motive 
of benefiting the profession! What trick next will serve 
his turn ? 

Mr Seymour Haden.—Communication received. It shall 
receive a notice. We shall be glad to hear from you on 
the subject adverted to. 

Mr Walden Alston (Bletcbingley).—We do not think 
that the Court of Examiners of the Society of Apotheca¬ 
ries would alter the subjects of examination in classics and 
mathematics without notice. Mr Alston should endea¬ 
vour to acquire a good general knowledge of these branches 
of study, and if he succeed he will not dread an examina¬ 
tion. It is impossible that we can divine the intentions of 
the Court; it is more than likely that they themselves do 
not know them. 

A Quondam Subscriber to the ‘Lancet.’—The ‘Medi¬ 
cal Times ’ is edited by a man of gentlemanly feeling; the 
‘ Lancet ’ is edited by “ anything you please, my little 
dear; you pays your money and you takes your choice ” 
of the name. The difference of the conduct of the two 
individuals is thus accounted for. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I wish you would give your subscribers an article in 
support of a universal title or degree to all legally-quali¬ 
fied members of our profession—say of Doctor of Medicine, 
Surgery, and Midwifery, or of either particular craft sepa¬ 
rately, if preferred. We are called Doctor by our patients. 
And by way of rider, that any person taking to himself 
such title not possessing a diploma of M.D., M.R.C.S., 
L.A.C., &c., should be guilty of felony. I consider that 
the universal title would tend greatly to remove the 
bilious tendency among our professional brethren with 
reference to caste. -A- Subscriber. 

March 12, 1852. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Dear Sir,—I received your ‘Medical Circular’ of the 14th 
last month, and when I mention to you I have sixty-six 
Irish miles of the wild Atlantic between me and any post 
office, you will, I trust, excuse me for not having written 
to you before. I have read with great pleasure indeed 
the prospectus of your periodical, and I trust your per- 
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fonnances will equal your promise. You very truly de¬ 
lineate the mind of a medical man returning from a doubt¬ 
ful case; except the pleasure of using his best endeavours 
for his patient, little more has he to hope from the re¬ 
covery ; but is sure, in case of death, to receive plenty of 
ungrateful abuse. To a mind full of anxiety, I think 
with you, when you say a voluminous work is not best 
adapted. 

I am happy to say we have very few of the Homoeo¬ 
pathic gentry in Ireland, and the few that are here are very 
little thought of; but quack advertisements and medicines 
are doing serious injury to the profession, and I regret 
that a great portion of the press of Ireland are lending 
their ready aid to'tlie vendors of these deleterious drugs 
for mere lucre. 

To a being so isolated as I am, your 4 Circular ’ will 
be a great source of comfort, and when I next stand 
on the main land I will strongly recommend it to all my 
medical friends, and forward you a subscription, as I have 
no opportunity of doing so here, but I send the price of 
two numbers.—Yours, &c., Philip Ormsby, M.R.C.S., 

Arran, February 14th, 1852. Arran Dispensary. 

One op the Smiths.—It is true that the honourable 
and patriotic member for Finsbury used his parliamentary 
influence to obtain for his brother the appointment 
of Commissioner of Bankruptcy ! And it is reported 
that this political inconsistency was less the result of 
fraternal affection than to rid himself of an importunate 
creditor from the precincts of the ‘ Lancet ’ Office ?” Look 
to it, electors of Finsbury ! 

Mr J. Y. Edwtards (Newmarket Fergus).—The suggestions 
in your note are deserving of attention. 

Mr Thos. J. Baker (Camden Town).—Communication 
received. 

Mr A. Joavett (Queen’s Head, near Halifax).—We have 
received your kind and cordial note, and trust that all 
your good Avishes may be fulfilled. 

J. W., M.R.C.S. — That Ave have not exaggerated the 
dilapidated condition of the New Equitable may be un¬ 
derstood from the fact, that a shareholder of the Company 
has lately offered to transfer his shares, but is unable to 
find among his friends anybody simple enough to under¬ 
take the liability. We pity him from our hearts, but the 
whole affair must be brought to an end, at any cost to 
individuals. The first loss is the best in such cases, and 
Avill prove gain in the end. 

to the editor of the ‘medical circular.’ 

Sir,—In your notice of Dr Mantell there are two errors, 
which I am sure you will readily correct. The first 
matters but little, still it is desirable that truthfulness 
should characterise all your racy sketches of our profes¬ 
sional brethren. You observe that Dr M. “ entered his 
profession rather late." By reference to your ‘ Medical 
Directory ’ you will perceive that this is altogether erro¬ 
neous, for Dr M. was admitted a member of the Royal 
College of Surgeons in 1811, Avhen, as he Avas born in 
February, 1790, he could barely have attained the age of 
twenty-two; and as he had spent two years under Mr 
Abemetliy, and been four years a pupil under Mr Moore, 
and went into partnership with the latter immediately 
after admission to the College, it folloivs that Dr M. 
entered and practised his profession at the very earliest 
period he could legally practise it. 

The other error is of importance, for it conveys the idea 
that Dr M. has retired from practice. So far from this 
being the case, Dr M. is in active practice as a consulting 
surgeon and physician, and daily A'isits patients in London 
and its vicinity; and, in fact, with the exception of a few 
Aveeks immediately aftertlie accident Avhich compelled him 
to renounce general practice and remove from Clapham 
and his first residence, he has for more than forty years 
heen actively employed in the duties of his profession. It 
is this fact that renders lfis scientific labours the more me¬ 

ritorious, as his example is so fraught with instruction and 
encouragement to the young medical practitioner. 

For the sake of Dr M., and paleontological science, I 
heartily Avish that he were relieved from the duties and 
anxieties of practice ; but, like other of our distinguished 
brethren, it appears probable that he Avill “ die in har¬ 
ness,” for places, and pensions, and GoA’ernment rewards, 
are not often bestowed on true merit and integrity. 

Yours, &c., F.R.C.S. 
London, March 11. 

We insert the foregoing letter ivith much pleasure, and 
cordially agree Avith the sentiments expressed in the con¬ 
cluding sentence. 

Well-avisher sends us a sort of defence of Mr Wakley in 
regard to the getting up and knocking doAvn proceedings 
of the New Equitable. “ Well-wisher” seems to stand up 
for the principle inculcated by the canny Scot, “ Sandy, 
my boy, get money; get it honestly if thou canst, but 
get money.” We quite assent to the fact of Mr Wakley 
being a “very extraordinary man for our own parts, avo 

may truly say we don’t know such another. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE 1 MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I have been a subscriber to the 4 Lancet ’ from the 

issue of the first number until the conclusion of the last 

volume. I now take the ‘ Medical Circular ’ in lieu thereof, 

because I think it will become an equally useful and less 
expensive publication. 

Among other admirable arrangements of your Journal, 
I am much pleased with the ‘ Bibliography,’ for by it I 
at least learn the nature of the food prepared daily for the 
minds of medical men, though I am sorry to say this is 
the full extent of the benefit I receive, in consequence of 
my inability to purchase. What, sir, in the name of every¬ 
thing that is practicable, is the reason Ave have not in 
London a medical circulating library? Surely you Avill 
acknoAvlcdge that such an establishment is much wanted, 
nay, is absolutely required, if thousands like myself arc 
ever to have the gratification of perusing any of those ad¬ 
mirable Avorks, the cost price of which (Avitli us poor gen¬ 
tlemen) amounts in general to a total prohibition. 

Yours respectfully, A Subscriber. 
March 15, 1852. 

A. I,.—A lieiv one not yet appointed. 

B. W. W.—We cannot gratify our correspondent’s wishes. 
Any regular practitioner Avill be competent to relieve him. 

T. N. (Surrey).—Apply to any respectable practitioner. 

One Avho for two years personated another in his practice, 
and cleverly made his oavu initials W. H. appear like 
J. H. C., at the foot of his prescriptions, has been heard 
to reiterate, “the ‘ Medical Circular ’ can’t succeed,” in 
opposition to facts Avliich Avere pointed out to him 
proving the contrary. The difference of opinion reminds 
us of the man Avho, observing his friend in the stocks, 
and hearing Avhat appeared to him the insignificant 
offence for Avliicli he Avas incarcerated, remarked,—“ But 
they can’t place you in the stocks for that.”—“ But they 
have placed me in the stocks.” “ But they can’t.”—“But 
they have.” Still unconvinced the man Avaiked away, quite 
satisfied that they could not place his friend in the stocks 
for such an offence! We can assure Mr - that the 
4 Medical Circular ’ has succeeded, that it turned the 
corner at the third number, and is now a property to the 
projector. 

Dr Cottle (Ryde.)—Your able communication is inserted 
in this number, and Ave shall be glad to hear from you on 

future occasions. 

The Balance-Sheet of the Neav Equitable Life 

Office received. The analysis shall appear next Aveek. 
It is a clumsy and discreditable performance. 

Mr Sempill (KinnepAvood), Dr Alex. Currie (BoAvmore), 

P. A. (Aberdeenshire), A Felloav of the College of 

Physicians ; communications from these gentlemen arq 

in type, and Avill appear in our next number. 



D rug Price Currents, Free on 
Application; containing tlie Prices of all the principal Drugs, 

Pharmaceutical Preparations, Surgical Instruments, Medical Pottles, 
<&c., and every requisite for the Surgery, all of the purest and best 
quality, by Messrs Hewlett and Goddard, 
Wholesale and Export Druggists, 6 Arthur street West, London bridge. 

Kousso (Brayera Anthelmintica.) 
—THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE WORM.-Mr KEAT¬ 

ING begs to inform the Profession that he has made arrangements for 
a regular supply of this valuable medicine. Having just received a 
fresh quantity of the new crop, direct from its place of growth, he is 
enabled to offer it at 2s. the ounce, which can be sent free to any part 
of the Kingdom onreceipt of twenty-eight postage stamps. 

MATICO. 
Mr KEATING continues to receive importations of this valuable 

Styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended with such successful results in obstinate forms of 
Diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its use may be had on application. 

Sole Agent for De Vere’s Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty.—79 St Paul’s Church¬ 
yard, London. 

SPERMATORRHOEA. 

Just published, price 5s. 8vo, in cloth, 

treatise on the Cure of Stricture 
of the URETHRA; with practical observations on the treat¬ 

ment of Spermatorrhoea by Cauterization. By F. B. Courtenay, 
M.R.C.S.E. 

H. Bailliere, 219 Regent street, London. 

A 

0 
Published in one vol., 8vo, cloth, 

n the Diseases of Children ; 
with Directions for the Management f nfants from the Birth. 

By the late Dr Underwood; Edited, with the addition of much new 
matter, by Henry Davies, M.D., Senior Physician to the British 
Lying-in Hospital. 

“ Dr Davies’s remarks display an extensive acquaintance with dis¬ 
eases of children and sound practical knowledge.”—Dublin Quarterly 
Journal of Medical Science. 

London : John Churchill; Longman and Co.; Simpkin and Co.; S. 
Hlghley ; T. Hill; and Hodges and Co., Dublin. 

Medical Examinations.—Pupils 
prepared for their CLASSICAL EXAMINATION at Apothe¬ 

caries’ Hall, either iu the old or in the new course, or for matriculation 
at the London University by a superior TUTOR, on moderate terms. 
Apply to Mr Harris, Medical Directory’s offices, 4 Adam street, 
Adelphi. 

For Varicose Veins and Weak¬ 
ness.—surgical ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature, without the trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong, low-priced article for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NdT CORSETS of the same beautiful Fabric. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for both Sixes ; those for ladies’ use 
before and af.er uceouchement, are admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to 
in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post from the Sole Manufacturers, POPE 
and PLANTE, 4 Waterloo place, Pall mall. The Profession, Trade, 
and Hospitals supplied._ __ 

1\/redical 
I T I efficient a 

Galvanism.—The most 
; apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

the Cure of Disease, is the ELEC 1RO-GALYANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the quality that is essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current oi 
Galvanism in ONE direction only.—Manufactured only by HORNE, 
THORNTHWA1TE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, Lon¬ 
don. Price 81. 3s., 51. 5s., 81. 8s., and upwards. 

Movable Artificial Eyes.—-The 
Prize MEDAL of the Great Exhibition was awarded exclu¬ 

sively to the EYES made by W. R. GKOSSMITH, 175 Fleet street, 
London. They are fitted in a few hours without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight has been lost; they effect a perfect Movement, 
in accordance with the action of the natural eye; the colours of the 
Iris are closely matched, and they are the only Artificial Eyos yet in¬ 
vented, not liable to Crack in weai ing. Sent by post to all parts of the 
world, from the manufactory, 17a Fleet street, London. 

* *' References given to the Senior Surgeons of the Royal Ophthal¬ 
mic* Bartholomew's, St George’s, Thomas’s, and aU -the principal hos¬ 
pitals of London, Edinburgh, Dublin, Liverpool, &c., by whom they 
are recommended. 

("1 entlemen of the Medical Pro- 
JT fession and others, who take an interest in Electricity, are 

respectfully invited to inspect 

THE NEW PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRLC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

Invented by Mr J. L. Pulvermacher, of Vienna, which maybe said, 
without exaggeration, to open a new era in the history of galvanism, 
and its applications to medical and other purposes, and have met with 
the most universal approbation wherever they have been produced. 

A Battery of sufficient inten-ity to communicate shocks through 
from eight to ten persons, perfectly to contract a limb without any 
sensation of pain, decomposing distilled water, and, in short, produc¬ 
ing all the effects of a powerful voltaic pile of 120 combinations, 
occupies the space of only fifteen cubic inches, the ordinary size of 
a pocket-book! 

'They are besides permanently connected and arranged, sn as to be 
at all moments ready for instantaneous us *, wherever a cup of vinegar 
can be procured. The current is always in one direction and 
primary voltaism, not secondary impulses, as in the old Coil ma¬ 
chines. 

The new principle on which these powerful and portable Batteries 
are constructed, has likewise been carried out in Weak Chain Bat¬ 
teries, for personal use, (weight about two ounces,) which, when 
worn on the body, exercise a mild but continuous 
uiflucnre on the same, of a highly beneficial 
character in many chronic diseases. The effects of these 
small chains can be perceived the moment the chain is applied to the 
body ; and they likewise decompose unacidulated water. 

The apparatus may be freely tested, and a full description of this 
extraordinary invention may be had, at the Depot, 10J Leadenliull 
street, City, and 71 Quadrant, Regent street. 

C. M El NIG, Resident Manager. 

This Invention has been illustrated, with success, before the Royal 
College of Physicians, the Roya1 College of Surgeons, the Pharma¬ 
ceutical Society, and the Royal British Association in London ; the 
Academie Nationaie de M6decine, at Palis, on the 1st ot Ajjril, 1851, 
unanimously voted thanks to the inventor, f >r the communication 
of the same: and it is already in extensive use in the hospitals of 
London, Paris, and Vienna. 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that 

which lias long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus ot the smallest 
possible bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricy . f moderate tension, and always in one direction. 
.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvermacher's Invention too 
strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.”—Extract of Dr 
Golding Bird’s Letter, 29th of August, 1851. Published with his 
kind permission. 
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A llsopp’s East India Pale and 
XJL other BURTON ALES.—The Public is respectfully informed, 
that the ALES of THIS SEASON’S BREWINGS are now ready for 
delivery, and may be obtained genuine in Casks of Eighteen Gallons 
and upwards, either singly or in any quantity, at their respective 
Stores, as ututor, where also a list of the Bottlers may be had. The 
Brewery, Burto ,-on-Trent; 61 King William street, City, London; 
Cook street, Liverpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester ; Royal Brewery, Dudley; 33 Virginia street, Glasgow. 



THE 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY OFFICES, 
4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

edical Assistants. — Wanted 
several English Gentlemen, from 25 to 30 years of ape, of good 

appearance and address, duly qualified. Also a few unqualified, but 
capable of performing the minor operations. Gentlemen who can pro¬ 
duce unexceptionable testimonials as to moral and general character, 
as well as professional ability, may obtain suitable introductions by 
applying personally, between the hours of 11 and 3, to Mr Harris, 
Medical Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, &c., 

Mr CHARLES JAMES HARRIS 

Having been privileged by the Proprietor of tlie Medical 

Directory, with a view to the convenience of tlie Profes¬ 
sion, to afford his services to Gentlemen desirous of pur¬ 
chasing or disposing of 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, &c., 

to supply Assistants, or in any way to forward their wishes 
in Medical matters, will he happy to do so on the under¬ 
mentioned terms. In conducting transactions of the above 
description, tlie strictest secrecy and integrity ai-e at all 
times scrupulously observed by Mr Harris, as well as a 
due regard paid to tlie interests of those Gentlemen who 
honour him with their confidence ; in proof of which, 
reference is kindly permitted to parties for whom he has 
transacted business. 

The enormous corre pondence involved in the compilation of the 
Medical Directokt, and (he constant personal intercourse going on 
with members of tlie Profession in all parts of (lie Kingdom, offer 
unrivalled advantages for mating known their wishes in regard to 
the transfer of Medical Property. In availing himself of these ad¬ 
vantages, Mr Harris pledges himself to undertake no matter of bu¬ 
siness that will not bear the strictest investigation; for his aim is, 
ultimately, to become the centre of confidential communication to 
tlie Medical Profession. To attain this end lie hopes— 

First. That no Gentlemen will communicate to him tlie particulars 
of a Practice that is not bond fide and in every respect open to inves¬ 
tigation. 

Secondly. That nothing may be entrusted to him that is in the 
hands of any Ayent. 

Thirdly. Gentlemen wishing to purchase a Practice are requested 
to state the locality they desire, the amount of premium they are 
prepared to give, their qualifications, &c. &c., to pre pay their letters, 
and enclose a stamp for a reply. 

Fourthly. Gentlemen desirous of disposing of a Practice or Part¬ 
nership, will, on remitting a Registration Pee of one Guinea to Mr 
Harris, have a form forwarded to them to fill in the Particulars. 
This Regulation, made for tlie purpose of covering the numerous 
preliminary expenses, must be in all cases complied with, before Mr 
Harris can negotiate the sale of a Practice or Partnership. 

Gentlemen requiring an opinion as to the worth of Practices or 
Partnerships, may have the same transmitted to them by enclosing a 
Fee of One Guinea. 

TERMS. 
Five percent, on all transactions up to 400/., and-Two-and-a-lialf 

per cent, above that amount, payable out of the purchase-money, 
'i hese terms to be paid immediately on tlie decision of tlie contracting 
parties. 

ASSISTANTS. 
Gentlemen requiring Assistants will, on communicating fully their 

wishes, and enclosing therewith a Fee of Half-a Guinea, be provided, 
with the utmost possible promptitude, and with such only as appear 
likely to suit their requirements. 

Assistants of really good character, wishing to avail ihemselvesof 
tliis medium, will be charged Half-a-Gvinea on registering their 
names, which will be returned to them should they not be intro¬ 
duced to a situation. In all cases a personal interview is desired, if 
possible. 

*** Gentlemen in ill health, or who wish to leave home, may, by 
remitting a Fee of Half-a Guinea with their instructions, be intro¬ 
duced to suitable panics to conduct their Practices during their 
absence. 

N.B.—No further charge will be made ; and letters, not in ac¬ 
cordance with the above Regulations, cannot be uttended to. 

Office Hours from Eleven till Three; at other 

Hours by appointment only. 

All Policies Indisputable, and payable to Holder within 

fourteen days after Death, and free of Policy 

Stamp to the Assured. 

An entirely new and most economical Scale of Premiums. 

DISTINCTIVE AND PECULIAR FEATURES. 

1. Every Policy is absolutely indisputable, the state of health, age, 

and interest, being admitted on the Policy. 

2. A Lower Scale of Premiums than any other Office. 

3. Policies transferable by indorsement. 

4 Policies paid within Fourteen Days after Proof of Death. 

5. No charge for Policy Stamp. 

G. Persons recently assured in other Offices may obtain indisputable 

Policies from this Company at more moderate rates of Premiums. 

7. Medical Referees in all cases paid by the Company. 

nphe Directors of the Household- 
JL ER’S LIFE ASSURANCE acknowledge the services of the 

medical profession by admitt ng them to a participation in 5 per Cent, 
of the whole profits of the Company in rateable proportion to tlio 
business recommended by them individually, in addition to the me¬ 
dical fees for opinions, and tlie usual commission of 10 per Cent, on 
tlie first year’s Premium on tlie Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all 
subsequent Premiums as long as the Policy remains in force. 

The Directors wish now to draw attention to the fact that four- 
fifths of the community who commence tlie wor d witli good hopes 
and fair prospects die in insolvent circumstances, leaving nothing be¬ 
hind them for tlie maintenance of their families in their accustomed 
social position, so that tlie influence of the medical profession might 
in most cases be beneficially exerted for tlie alleviation of much of 
the distress of families cons -quent on the loss of their natural pro¬ 
tector, by tlie recommendation of Life Assurance. 

mperial Life Insurance Company, 
1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

DIRECTORS. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq., Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances for the Whole Term of 

Life has recently been adopted, by which a material reduction has 
been made at all Ages below 50 Years. 

Four-fifths, or SO per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies 
every Fifth Year ; and may be applied to increase the sum insured; 
to an immediate payment in casli; or to the reduction and ultimate 
extinction of future Premiums. 

One third of the Premium on Insurances of 500/. and upwards, 
for the Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Debt upon the Policy, 
to be paid off at convenience ; by rvliich means 1,500/. may be insured 
for the pre ent outlay otherwise required for 1,000/. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend Sums of 50/. and upavardspn the 
security of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term 
of Life, when they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effected Insurances with this Company aro 
protected by its large Subscribed Cap tal from the risk incurred by 
members of Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at re¬ 
duced rates. Samuel Ingall, Actuary. 

The Publisher of tlie ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 

inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are tlie 

terms for inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page ... 5 5 0 

Post-office Orders, in favour of Charles James Harris, 

to be made payable at Charing cross. 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex', 
at the Office of Reynell and Weight, 1G Little Pultcney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi 
in the City of Westminster.—March 24. 1852. 
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A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PA. ENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, &c. <fcc.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket-book l 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can be 
worn on the body, und-r the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
b en found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academie de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be freely tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London ; and 
at any of the following agents, in- 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. W. Holdsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. H 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Schacht; Derby-, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey; Driffield. W. Turner; Edinburgh, Duncan, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Roife ; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastin;s, William Mason ; Herncastle, W. Kemp ; 
Hull, Ch. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson ; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark ; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham, I. Shepperly; Petworth, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Cli. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading, W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Rochester, T. S. King; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers ; St 
Heliers, Jersey, Thos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son ; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekin ; Newbury, T. Fidler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport Robt. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock. S. Perry; Dublin, Pring 
and Co.; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, I. Palk; Norwich, H. R. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Bird, M.D. F R.S. F.R.C.P. <fcc. <Ss. (published by 
his kind permission):— 
j ). . . . . “We have in this ingenious invention that which 
lias long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a continuous) uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s 
invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.’’ 

ots and Shoes.- 
ieoVBry gives instant ease and com- 

jh^Trgtm throbbing, the Feet from 
Jfp^tlWtn perfectly dry. The inven- 

having once experienced 
the comfort tUey give, no persyp will wear any other. The 
medicaljjTofession argirespecitully invited to test the merits of this 
inventiek. T J J 

“ Inla sanitary (mint ofiviow tj}is Invention is really valuable, and 
in warm cliriuites it must ben great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflSctd(l with tender feetr.*’—The Lancet, Feb. 21st, 1852. 

To be had of the patentee; C. MARSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings- 
land road, Louftput. BViaeading an eld hoot or shoe a fit will be 
guaranteed. 

rndon.. tosend 

All Policies Indisputable, and payable to Hol ler within 
fourteen davs afier Death, and free of Policy 

Stump to the Assured. 

An entirely now an 1 most e tonomlial Stale of Premiums, 

HOUSEHOLDERS’ AND GENERAL 
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY 

DISTINCTIVE AND PECULIAR FEATURES. 
1. Every Policy is absolutely indispit'able, the state of health, ago, 

and interest, being admitted on the Policy. 
2. A Lower Scale of Premiums than any other Office. 
3. Policies transfer tble by indorsement. 
4 Policies paid within Fourteen Days after Proof of Death. 

5. No charge for Policy Stamp. 
6. Persons recently assured in other Offices may obtain indisputable 

Policies from this Company at more moderate rates of Premiums. 
7. Medical Referees in all cases paid by the Company. 

The Directors of the Household Assurance Company wish to 
draw attention to the fact that four-fifths of the community who com¬ 
mence the wor d with good hopes and fair prospects die insolvent, 
leaving nothing behind them lor the maintenance of their families 
in their accu'tomed social position, and that t te influence of the 
medical profesMon might in most cases be beneficially exerted for the 
alleviation of the distress of families by the recommendation of Life 
Assurance. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitt ng them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

Offices, 15 and 16 Adam street, Adeiphi, London- 

Imperial Life Insurance Company, 
1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq., Chairman. 
John IIorsle^ Palmer, Deputy Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances for the Whole Term of 
Life has recently been adopted, by which a material reduction has 
been made at all Ages below 50 Years. 

Four-fifths, or 80 per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies 
every Fifth Year-, and may be applied to increase the sum insured; 
to an immediate payment in cash ; or to the reduction and ultimate 
extinction of future Premiums. 

One third of the Premium on Insurances of 500/. and upwards, 

for the Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Debt upon the Policy, 
to be paid off at convenience; by which means 1,500/. may be insured 

for tlie present outlay otherwise required for 1,000/. 
Loans —The Directors will lend Sums of 50/. and upwards on the 

security of Policies effected with this Company for the Wholo Term 
of Life, when they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effected Insurances with this Company are 

protected by its large Subscribed Cap tul from the risk incurred by 
members of Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at re¬ 
duced rates. Samuel Ingall, Actuary. 

Bullock’s Semola. — A highly - 
nutritious and very agreeable Food for Infants, Ladies who 

are Suckling, and Invalids suffering from any form of debility. 

This Preparation recommends itself to the Profession by its uni¬ 
form and known composition, and its accordance with established 
physiological principles. It consists of the stamina! principle of 
wheat—the gluten—denuded of starch, as far as possible, to leave an 
agreeable food, adapted to cooking. 

Many leading Physicians and Accoucheurs now recommend it, and 
their report is uniformly most satisfactory. 

For Weakly Children, Mothers who are nursing, and Invalids gene¬ 

rally, it is invaluable. Many infants have been fed on it exclusively 
for some months, and with the best results. 

BULLOCK’S SEMOLA is a most agreeable substitute for gruc’s: 
it may be cooked in a variety of ways, for which directions are given. 

In Packets, Is., 2s. 6d., and 7s. 6d. 

BULLOCK, Operative Chemist, 22 Conduit street; and may be 
ordered of all Chemists and Druggists, and in the usual way through 
the Wholesale Houses. 

IX/Teclical Practices.—Mr Harris 
1V1 has many PRACTICES registered for DISPOSAL; and 

gentlemen seeking to establish themselves, are invited to apply to 
him at the Medical Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, Adeiphi. 
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Slum 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The ‘ Lancet,’ of March 27th, contains a report of a 
case of 

‘ Aneurism of the Arcli of the Aorta,' 

which was under the care of Dr Addison, in Guy’s Hospital. 
The object of the report is to show that there may be an 
aneurismal tumour in the trunk or limbs, notwithstanding 
the absence of bruit. In the present case, which was an 
aneurism of the arch of the aorta, it was stated that this 
bruit was totally undiscoverable. The patient was a 
labourer, aged 56, of temperate habits, and unused to severe 
bodily exertion. His health was good until eighteen months 
before his admission, when he was troubled with rheumatic 
pains in the left shoulder and arm. He subsequently had 
cough, which was followed by vomiting and diarrhoea of 
the most obstinate character. The report states, on his ad¬ 
mission, “ The bowels are still very much relaxed, the 
amount of urine is very small, the patient sleeps badly on 
account of his cough, and he complains much of uneasiness 
about his throat, which is increased by an act of deglutition. 
The man is very thin, his voice hoarse; tongue clean, but 
he complains of a very unpleasant taste in his mouth. The 
pulse is 80, regular and compressible on the right side, but 
on the left it can hardly be felt, nor does the left brachial 
artery beat as distinctly as the right. Rheumatic pains in 
the left shoulder and arm are complained of. 

“ The sounds of the heart are healthy and the resonance of 
the chest natural. On auscultation the respiration on the 
left side is found harsh, with moist rhonchi posteriorly, and 
an abnormal pulsation is heard at the upper part of the chest 
on the same side. The cough is very troublesome, and 
mucous expectoration abundant. The patient took for a 
little while compound kino powder in a mixture of ammonia, 
and a certain amount of regularity of the bowels was thus 
obtained. 

“ Dr Addison saw him some days after his admission, and 
was very much struck with the peculiarity of the man’s 
breathing; so much so that he expressed himself almost 
certain that the patient was affected with aneurism. The 
chest being now inspected, it was found that the cutaneous 
veins were much more marked on the left than on the right 
side of the chest, and that there existed a slight redness 
between the first and second ribs, close to the sternum. The 
stethoscope being applied over the spot, a distinct pulsation 
was heard, hut this was unaccompanied by any bruit. Dr 
Addison diagnosed an aneurism of the arcli of the aorta. 

“ A week after this examination, the voice had become 
more hoarse, and the pulsation between the first and second 
ribs, close to the sternum, became visible. The same tonic 
plan of treatment was continued, and six ounces of wine 
daily were allowed. Three days after this, the pulsations of 
the radial artery at the left wrist entirely ceased ; the cough 
and the pains in the shoulder and arm were less, but the 
uneasiness about the trachea very considerable. Three 
weeks after admission the left brachial artery also ceased to 
pulsate, and when a month had elapsed the patient became 
very weak, his voice faltered, and the pain in the throat 
increased. He was now ordered bark and ammonia.” 

The patient had, subsequently, several attacks of 
diarrhoea, and the difficulty of breathing gradually became 
so oppressive, that two months after his admission he cut his 
throat with a razor. 

The state of the tumour, as discovered on a post-mortem 
examination, is thus described : 

“ On opening the chest, a large tumour was observed 
occupying the space between the stemo-clavicular articula¬ 
tion, the spinal column, and the third rib, the pneumogastric 
nerves of either side being pushed from their natiual situa¬ 
tion by the abnormal growth. On examining the aorta, the 
tumour was found to be an aneurismal dilatation of the in¬ 

ferior margin of the arch; the internal and middle coat 
appeared to have been torn through; the external had 
remained entire, and by being forced downwards had given 
rise to a tumour about the size of the clenched hand. The 
opening communicating with the cavity of the vessel was ' 
nearly as large as the tumour. 

“ The arteria innominata and the left carotid were unin¬ 
jured, and arose from the healthy walls of the arch; but the 
left subclavian artery was completely obstructed, so much so 
that water injected into it did not reach the aorta. The 
obliteration commenced about one inch from the origin of 
the artery, and appeared to depend upon an inflammatory 
exudation, thrown out without and within the artery as a 
consequence of the pressure to which the vessel had been 
subjected. The calibre of the artery was perfectly normal 
beyond this obstruction, and the orifice of the vessel was 
closed by the fibrinous layers lining the aneurismal sac. 
Within the latter, concentric strata of the fibrine, of light- 
brown and variegated colour, were found, as is usual in such 
cases; the layers being about one inch in thickness. The 
artery presented numerous atheromatous deposit; the heart 
was healthy, but the cavities of the left side empty and con¬ 
tracted.” 

The same journal contains two cases of rupture of the 
bladder by accidental injury. The first case was under the 
charge of Mr Fergusson, at King’s College Hospital. It is 
entitled 

‘ Injury to the Pelvis, Bladder, and Urethra.' 

The patient was a carman, and it appears that “ while 
driving his cart through a narrow road, the patient found 
himself wedged between the wall and the vehicle, the horses 
having taken fright. The poor man had not time to rescu# 
himself, but was knocked down, the wheel (the tire of which 
was six inches wide) passing between his legs, along the 
perinamm, to the upper part of the right thigh, and by a 
sudden turn crossing over the abdomen. At the time of the 
accident the bladder seems to have been nearly empty, as 
the patient had passed urine an hour before.” 

The catheter could not be introduced on account of 
laceration of the urethra. On the third day the patient’s 
symptoms were much worse, extravasation of urine was 
suspected, and incisions were made in the abdomen and left 
groin, but no urinous fluid escaped. The patient died at 
half-past two in the morning of the fifth day. 

“ The post-mortem examination revealed the following 
lesions:—The intestines were slightly, if at all, inflamed, but 
the true pelvis was filled with urine, so that when the 
viscera was pressed downwards, the fluid welled up consider¬ 
ably. When the opaque straw-coloured liquid had been 
taken' out, no marks of peritonitis came into view. The 
bladder was now carefully examined. It was quite empty 
and collapsed, and on its posterior portion a ragged opening 
was observed, which might have admitted the index finger. 
The symphysis pubis was separated for the space of about 
one inch, and the ramus of the pubis fractured at its junc¬ 
tion with that of the ischium. There was likewise a frac¬ 
ture of the ilium running into the acetabulum, and the 
sacrum was broken and separated from the bone. The 
urethra had suffered an extensive laceration in front of the 
membranous portion; from this latter fact it was now clear 
that the instrument, during the attempts at catlieterism, had 
passed into the perinamm.” 

The second case, entitled 

1 Rupture of the Bladder,' 

was under the care of Mr Lloyd, in St Bartholomew’s 
Hospital: 

“ The patient, a young man, twenty-five years of age, 
was admitted Feb. 25, 1852, under the care of Mr Lloyd. 
When brought into the hospital, he presented a dull anxious 
aspect; skin cold; tongue foul; foetid breath ; sordes on the 
teeth; and constant sickness. Pulse 132, very feeble. The 
patient stated that he had neither passed urine nor feces for 
the last two days, though he had felt a great desire to do 
so. ” The abdomen was full, tense, and tympanitic, tender, 
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but tolerant of moderate pressure ; the knees drawn up, and 
the respiration chiefly thoracic. 

“ The man gave the following details as to the cause of 
the symptoms:—Two days before admission he was out 
with some friends, and hecame intoxicated. Having left the 
public-house to proceed home, he playfully caught his 
friend round the waist, and fell backward with the man on 
his lap. The patient immediately felt great pain about 
the abdomen, and was unable to get up ; a desire to pass 
water was also felt, as he had not micturated for some hours 
He was carried home, put to bed, and attended by a sur¬ 
geon, till his admission into the hospital.” 

Ether, ammonia and laudanum, were administered, and 
on the introduction of the catheter eight ounces of mine, 
mixed with blood, were drawn off. The sickness gradually 
abated, but the patient died in the night three days after 
the accident. 

“ On opening the abdomen, a quantity of sanious fluid, 
similar to that drawn off by the catheter, escaped. The 
great omentum was of a greyish colour, and firmly adherent 
to the peritonaeum, lining the abdominal parietes and the 
fundus of the bladder. The intestines were glued together by 
recent lymph, which latter was easily broken down. A 
catheter, introduced into the urethra, passed into the cavity 
of the abdomen through an aperture on the left side of the 
fundus of the bladder, an inch in extent, and surrounded by 
coagulated blood. The viscus itself was much contracted, 
and could have held only an ounce of urine ; some clots of 
blood were lying at the orifice of the urethra. About three 
pints of fluid were contained in the abdominal cavity; the 
portion which was collected hi the pelvis was thicker, and 
contained coagulated blood, with soft lymph, apparently 
passing into pus. The rest of the viscera were healthy.” 

It is worthy of remark that in this case a portion of urine 
was drawn off by the catheter, in consequence, apparently, 
of the instrument having passed through the rent of the 
bladder into the abdominal cavity. This circumstance was 
likely to mislead in forming a diagnosis. It is also worthy 
of notice that this man lived only three days, and had 
evidently laboured under inflammatory action ; while in the 
former case, although the injury was much more severe, the 
patient lived a longer period, and at the autopsy no signs of 
inflammation were observable. 

Dr W. Bird Herapath, of Bristol, records in the same 
Journal 

‘ A Case of Poisoning by Laudanum in Infancy,’ 

which was successfully treated by keeping up artificial respira¬ 
tion by means of the electric battery. The infant was only 
thirty-nine days old, and had taken nearly a tea spoonful of 
laudanum which had been administered to it by mistake. 
Dr Bird did not see the child until four hours had 
elapsed, when— 

“ The infant was almost in articulo mortis, cold and pulse¬ 
less and the skin of the face and extremities blue ; dyspnoea 
excessive; respiration taking place only by irregular, con¬ 
vulsive catches ; pupils contracted to a mere point; the eyes 
rotated upwards under the brows; the child lay still and 
motionless, and, but for the occasional respiratory gasp, to 
all appearance dead.” 

Coffee, ammonia, and counter irritation by mustard poul¬ 
tices were employed with doubtful benefit, and as time could 
not be lost Dr Bird determined to administer electric shocks. 

“ Having now got Home, Thomthwaite, and Wood’s 
little maintaining and multiplying battery ready, I began at 
half-past six p.m., to pass a constant stream of electricity 
through the little patient. 

“ After numerous trials, it was found that, by placing the 
zinc or positive wire on the mucous membrane of the mouth, 
and the negative or copper wire just below the ensiform pro¬ 
cess, the respiratory movements were carried on with con¬ 
siderably more regularity and ease than by any ’other 
method. It was evident that the stream of electricity, en¬ 
tering by the fifth nerve, was conducted by it to that portion 
of the spinal marrow (the medulla oblongata) which presides 

over the function of respiration, and which, being stimulated 
to action, its influence was sent through the phrenic and ex¬ 
ternal respiratory and spinal nerves to the diaphragm, the 
intercostal and other accessory muscles of the respiratory 
process. 

“ The fifth nerve is known to be a natural afferent or ex- 
citor nerve of the respiratory movements. We only, there¬ 
fore, called its physiological action into play, and it cheerfully 
obeyed the call. Respiration proceeded steadily and regu¬ 
larly as long as the stream continued to be applied in this 
manner; but if thcjLzinc or positive wire slipped from the 
cheek to the tongue, the movements became more gasping 
and convulsive; spasm of the glottis appeared to ensue, and 
if it had been persevered in, possibly asphyxia would have 
resulted; as another nervous arc was probably then em¬ 
ployed, the gustatory branch of the fifth appearing to act as 
an excitor (through the medulla oblongata) of the superior 
laryngeal, thus closing the glottis, and probably inducing an 
act of deglutition at the same time. 

“ The stream of electricity was maintained, with only an 
occasional intermission, during several hours. As long as 
the battery kept in action, all went well; the child breathed 
steadily, regularly, and almost as if nothing were the matter. 
At times the stream would get weaker, in consequence of 
more acid being required, or from the vibrating spring for 
making and breaking the contact getting out of order; at 
these times the little patient would experince a serious 
relapse. At eleven p.m. it had a very narrow escape; the 
only sign of life was derived from auscultation ; the heart 
was found to beat ‘tap, tap,’ about thirty times in a 
minute, faintly and just audibly. The battery at this nick 
of time was restored to action, and the aspect of the case 
again improved. From this period until two a.m. it was 
maintained in action.” 

From this time the battery was only used at intervals, 
and the patient with occasional relapses, gradually improved. 
The case is a most interesting one, and proves the efficacy of 
the galvanic battery when perseveringly employed, in main¬ 
taining artificial respiration, and in this way sustaining life 
until the poison is thrown out of the system. It is, however, 
absolutely necessary that the galvanic current should be 
directed through the proper set of nerves. This paper is 
followed by a note from Dr Herapath, commenting on the 
death from chloroform that occurred recently in St Bar¬ 
tholomew’s Hospital, which is well deserving of attention. 
Dr Herapath considers that galvanism, properly and unin¬ 
terruptedly applied, will recover a patient apparently dead 
from the use of this agent. 

Dr Bence Jones occupies the first pages of the ‘ Medical 
Times and Gazette ’ of the 27th March, with a lecture 

1 On the Alkaline and Earthy Phosphates.’ 

After giving the chemical composition of these phosphates, 
he proceeds to determine the influence of diet in their pro¬ 
duction. He observes 

“ I found that before food mine, with a specific gravity of 
1,028, contained 0'40 gr. of earthy phosphate in every 
1,000 grains of urine; but after food the amount was very 
much increased, being 1'45 gr. per 1,000 gr. of urine; the 
specific gravity being increased to 1,030. This was the 
result of many experiments made in the way I have men¬ 
tioned. I also ascertained the influence of different kinds of 
food. With vegetable food, the third day there was 0'37 
gr. of the earthy phosphate in 1,000 gr. of the urine 
before food, nearly the same as with mixed diet; 
but after food the quantity was more than on mixed 
diet, being 1’86 gr. per 1,000 gr. of urine. With animal 
food, on the thud day, there was 0’48 gr. before food; and 
after food 1’81 gr. per 1,000 grains of urine, not so high as 
with vegetable food. The result, then, shows that food, 
whether animal or vegetable, distinctly increases the amount 
of the earthy phosphates in the urine. After animal food 
the amount does not appear to rise so high as after vegetable 
food. There is no doubt, from these numbers, that the 
earthy phosphates are distinctly increased by food, and con¬ 
sequently the rapidity of the formation of a phosphatic cal- 
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cuius is increased by the same cause. Having determined 
the variations in the earthy phosphates in health, and -with 
different diets, I went on to determine the effect of different 
diseases on the amount of earthy phosphates in the urine; 
and it was with this object that the whole of the investiga¬ 
tion of the variations in health was undertaken. I soon 
found, however, that I could draw no conclusions from such 
experiments, for the food had a much greater influence than 
the nature of the disease.” 

He then comments on the variations in the quantity of 
the alkaline and earthy phosphates, and remarks— 

“ The variations of the earthy phosphates do not corre¬ 
spond to the variations of the alkaline phosphates, but only 
to the quantity of lime and magnesia which passes out by 
the urine at any time; for if any earthy salt is given as 
medicine—a little chloride of calcium or sulphate of mag¬ 
nesia, for instance—I find the quantity of earthy phosphates 
distinctly increased by it.” 

With reference to the influence of disease in producing the 
phosphates, Dr Jones states that those diseases which induce 
oxydation in the organs containing most phosphorus, are 
always attended with the largest amount of these phosphates, 
such for instance are inflammation of the brain and delirium 
tremens. 

In concluding his lecture Dr Jones seeks to correct some 
erroneous notions respecting the phosphatic diathesis. He 
observes— 

“ The earthy phosphates, which alone form the phosphatic 
calculi, are precipitated, as I shall show in my next lecture, 
solely because the urine becomes alkaline. The formation 
of this kind of calculus, I repeat, depends upon the alkales¬ 
cence of the urine, and not on the presence of an excess of 
earthy phosphates. But the true phosphatic diathesis is 
that in which the alkaline and earthy phosphates occur in 
inordinate excess in the urine, and this excess has no rela¬ 
tion whatever to alkalescence of the urine ; so for from it, 
that usually when there is the greatest excess of phosphates 
in the urine, a highly acid re-action is observed. The sub¬ 
ject of my next lecture will be, the alkalescence of the 
urine.” 

The * Medical Times and Gazette ’ of the same date con¬ 
tains an account of two cases of 

‘ Non-Menstruation,' 

observed in females who had attained the age of forty-eight 
without having menstruated. The cases are reported by Dr 
Oldham. They do not require description, as there does 
not appear to have been anything abnormal in the conforma¬ 
tion of any of the sexual organs in either case, with the ex¬ 
ception that in one of the women the site of the os uteri 
was quite impervious, and some small blood-vessels appeared 
to pass over it, a condition which Dr Oldham thinks to have 
been, probably, a late occurrence, and does not seem to con¬ 
sider of much significance. This point is open to difference 
of opinion. 

‘Abnormal Micturition.' 

The ‘ Lancet ’ of April 3rd contains Mr Hancock’s lecture 
on this subject, being his third Lettsomian Lecture delivered 
before the Medical Society of London. We have already 
given an ample statement of the lecturer’s views on normal 
micturition in connexion with his recent discoveries in rela¬ 
tion to the muscular structure of the urethra. In tins lecture 
Mr Hancock points out the various causes of retention of 
urine, and refers to mental emotions; to non-action of the 
vesical muscular fibres, either temporary or permanent, 
arising from shocks to the nervous system ; to the arrest of 
volition in the voluntary muscles of the urethra or perinamm; 
to a relaxed and flabby condition of the urethra, and general 
want of tone, &c., as causes of retention of urine, inde¬ 
pendent of disease or local mischief. He then treats of the 
various forms of retention of urine dependent on local lesions. 
With respect to the formation of permanent strictures in 
all cases, as well as those termed “ bridle strictures,” he 
observes, 

“ To gain as much information as possible upon this 
point, I have examined all the urethras I could get. I have 
examined the urethras of those who have died of other 
diseases, in whom the existence of stricture had not been 
suspected : I have also, through the kindness of my friends, 
been enabled to examine preparations taken from those who 
had at one time suffered from this malady, and who were 
supposed to have been cured; I have also been enabled to 
examine those taken from patients who have died whilst 
labouring under the complaint. And the result of these 
examinations is the conviction that permanent stricture from 
false membrane within the canal upon its free surface, is a 
common and frequent occurrence; and I am confirmed in 
this view by my friend Dr Beith, who has rendered me 
great assistance, and who, from his position at Greenwich 
Hospital, has had ample opportunities of studying these 
diseases, to which he has devoted much attention.” 

Mr Hancock relates a case in which the parts were examined, 
post mortem, by himself and Mr Hogg. 

“ The cause of death was evidently the escape of urine 
into the cellular tissue around the puncture, as this was in 
a sloughing condition; but the original mischief consisted 
in a deposit of false membrane, constituting a stricture of 
about an inch and a quarter in length, situated at the 
junction of the bulbous with the membranous portion of the 
urethra. This invaded the canal so much, that it must 
doubtless have presented a great and distressing obstacle to 
the passage of urine under ordinary circumstances, let alone 
the increased turgescence and excitement produced by drink. 
The membrane was straw-coloured, and for the most part 
adhered so firmly to the mucous membrane that it was only 
by careful dissection we could separate the one from the 
other; indeed, so identified were the two, that had we re¬ 
mained content with a mere cursory or superficial examina¬ 
tion, we might have imagined the morbid appearances to 
have depended upon thickening and puckering of the mucous 
membrane itself, rather than upon what actually obtained. 
It was only by the microscope that we could determine what 
was really the condition of parts.” 

Mr Hancock cites another case of a similar kind, in which 
there was a stricture of the bulb, caused by adventitious 
membrane, forming a species of valve, covering a csecal 
passage half an inch long and looking towards the bladder. 
Mr Hancock explains with much plausibility some anoma¬ 
lous cases of retention of urine, in which, after tapping the 
bladder, the urine has flowed in a small stream through the 
natural orifice, a circumstance which has been attributed to 
the relaxation of spasm by the removal of pressure. He 
says: 

“ I allude to the valve with its free margin directed towards 
the bladder. It is not an isolated fact; I have met with it 
in three cases within the last two or three months: one in 
the case just related, where the retention was so complete as 
to require operation, the other two in which the patients 
died of some other disease. In these cases, retention of 
urine may be considered as purely mechanical. The false 
membrane presenting its valve, the urine insinuates itself 
between the valve and the mucous membrane, raises it up, 
and so closes the canal; and the greater the stress or pressure 
from behind, the more is the valve raised up, and the more 
complete is the closure of the canal. When by any means 
this pressure is removed, the valve drops down, the canal 
again becomes pervious, and so allows the urine to flow; 
and so it will continue to do, as long as no forced nor un¬ 
natural impulse is given to the urine.” 

After referring to the influence of the viscid mucus col¬ 
lecting at the neck of the bladder and constricted portion of 
the urethra, and plugging it up, thus causing retention of 
urine, Mr Hancock bi-iefly concluded the last of a series of 
most able and elaborate lectures. 

Mr Hancock’s lecture is followed by a paper by Dr 
Henry Bennet, on 

‘ Amenorrhcea.' 

He divides this affection into two classes; “constitu- 
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tional ” and “ accidental.” Under the former head he treats 
very briefly of those systemic conditions likely to retard the 
menstrual secretion, and of those congenital local malforma¬ 
tions which may prevent the flow of the menses after they 
are secreted. Under the second head he treats of the vari¬ 
ous causes that may produce suppression of the function 
after it has been once established. The paper does not pre¬ 
sent materials for quotation. 

Mr W. M. F. Chatterley relates, in the same journal, an 
instance of 

4 Removal of Tcenia by the Male Fern.' 

The patient was a youth, aged eighteen, who had fasted 
previous to the administration of the remedy twenty-four 
hours : 

“ On that evening he took six drachms of castor oil, and 
on the following morning the whole of this mixture : tinc¬ 
ture of male fern, one drachm and a half; compound traga- 
cantli powder, half a drachm ; water, three ounces,—to be 
followed by at least half a pint of weak tea. A little thin 
gruel was allowed during the day ; and in the afternoon, six 
drachms of castor oil again. In the evening, at one effort, 
the whole of a tape-worm, measuring twenty-two feet in 
length, was expelled; and he has since been free from so un¬ 
pleasant a companion up to the present time (more than 
fourteen months).” 

Mr Chatterley states another instance in which the drug 
failed. 

At Guy’s Hospital Mr Cock has performed another of his 
favourite operations, viz.: 

‘ Puncture of the Bladder by the Rectum for Retention 
of Urine.' 

The case was most obstinate and the cure protracted. No 
bad symptoms followed the operation, which was at last suc¬ 
cessful. 

In the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ there is a report of 
Mr Geo. Johnson’s Gulstonian lecture 

‘ On the Pathology and Diagnosis of Renal Diseases.' 
He commences with what has been termed 1 acute desqua¬ 

mative nephritis,’ an inflammatory disease characterised by 
a desquamation of epithelium from the uriniferous tubes. 
He observes, 

“ In the early stage of the disease the urine is usually 
scanty, high coloured, and more or less deeply tinged with 
blood. It is highly albuminous, becoming ahnost solid on 
the application of heat or nitric acid. The specific gravity 
varies, being quite as frequently above as below the normal 
standard. The mine deposits a copious dark-brown sedi¬ 
ment, which, on a microscopical examination, is found to 
contain numerous casts of the uriniferous tubes, composed of 
fibrin, in which are entangled entire cells of renal epithelium 
and blood corpuscles; numerous cells of the same kind, also 
blood corpuscles and irregular masses of coagulated fibrin, 
are scattered over the field of the microscope. It sometimes 
happens that the patient dies at this period of the disease, 
the immediate cause of death being an attack of convul¬ 
sions, followed perhaps by coma; or it may be that one or 
more of the serous membranes of the lungs have become 
inflamed, the blood being poisoned with the urine which the 
kidneys have failed to excrete.” 

Dr Johnson then gives an account of the structural lesions, 
which we need not repeat. With respect to the patho¬ 
logy of this condition he states that it appears to be owing 
to an abnormal state of the blood, which contains some 
poison, such as that of scarlatina. The kidneys endeavour 
to throw off this poison, and some portion of it passes 
away with each cell that is shed. He observes on another 
point — 

“ With reference to the origin of renal disease in an 
assumed morbid condition of the blood, it is important to 
observe the fact, that in all cases of the disease, whether 
acute or chronic, which have other than obviously local 
causes, both kidneys are usually found in essentially the 
same morbid condition, although the disease in one kidney 
is occasionally more advanced than in the other. Dr William 

Budd and Mr Paget have contributed to the ‘Medico- 
Chirurgical Transactions,’ some interesting and valuable 
observations on the symmetry of diseases as an evidence of 
their origin in altered conditions of the blood.” 

‘Chronic desquamative nephritis’ is the next subject 
treated of by the lecturer. He thus briefly describes the 
form of disease— 

“ The kidney in the advanced stages is commonly, but 
not invariably, much wasted, its substance firm, and its sur¬ 
face irregular. 'I he urine is generally albuminous; its 
quantity and specific gravity are variable, but the former 
usually greater, and the latter less, than in health. The 
disease is so frequently associated with chronic gout, that Dr 
Todd has proposed to call it the 4 gouty kidney.’ It not 
uncommonly, however, occurs unconnected with gout or the 
gouty diathesis. It sometimes has its origin in an attack of 
acute nephritis. A labourer is exposed to cold and wet, 
working, perhaps, for several hours in his wet clothes ; he is 
seized with rigors ; the urine becomes suddenly scanty, high- 
coloured, albuminous, and bloody ; and more or 'less of 
general dropsy appears about the body. The attack com¬ 
pels him for a time to discontinue his work, and to seek for 
medical aid; the more urgent symptoms soon subside; but 
the urine continues to be albuminous. Believing himself 
to be well, or, it may be, impelled by the necessities of his 
family, he returns to his employment; and so a disease, 
which by judicious care might have been entirely removed, 
becomes a permanent chronic malady, and ends in fatal dis¬ 
organisation of the kidneys.” 

“ The essential character of the chronic desquamative dis¬ 
ease is a shedding of the secreting cells, which are continu¬ 
ally washed away in the urine, sometimes in an entire form, 
but generally in a more or less disintegrated condition. The 
urine, after standing, deposits a rather dense whitish precipi¬ 
tate, which is composed of cylinders of disintegrated epithe¬ 
lium which have been moulded in the tubes,—‘granular 
epithelial casts.’ Some of the same disintegrated material 
is also irregularly clustered or scattered over the field of the 
microscope. In the early stages of the disease, these micro¬ 
scopical signs are present before the urine has become albu¬ 
minous. Thus they may occasionally he observed for a 
short time after a paroxysm of gout, while the urine is still 
free from albumen. When the gouty paroxysm has entirely 
subsided, the granular casts disappear, returning, perhaps, 
with the next fit of gout. After a time they are permanently 
present, but in variable quantities,—always, however, being 
more abundant during the temporary disturbance of the 
circulation which accompanies the gouty paroxysms.” 

“ An abundant secretion of urine is one of the most re¬ 
markable symptoms of the chronic desquamative disease. 
It is, of course, important to distinguish between a copious 
secretion and frequent micturition, the latter, and es¬ 
pecially nocturnal micturition, being a frequent attend¬ 
ant upon all the forms of renal disease, even when the 
actual quantity of urine secreted is scanty. During the 
progress of the chronic disease which we are now considering, 
it is not unusual for a patient to pass from fifty to eighty 
ounces of urine in twenty-four hours. The specific gravity 
is low, being on an average about 1010 or 1012. The urine 
has usually a pale and watery appearance ; it is generally 
clear, and, after standing deposits a dense sediment, which 
has already been referred to.” 

Dr Johnson enters minutely into the microscopical cha¬ 
racters of the various phenomena. 

A communication in the same journal, 

4 On the occurrence of Expansion of the Chest in the course of 
Pneumonia,’ 

by H. Fearnside, M.B., deserves attention, as it tends to 
illustrate an obscure point in pathology. In the case re¬ 
corded there seems to have been prominence and fulness 
throughout the whole extent of the right side, associated 
with the usual symptoms of pneumonia. After death 

“ The right lung was very heavy and voluminous, and was 
estimated to be at least four times its ordinary weight; its 
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surface was generally smooth, and presented but little recent 
lymph, hut over its upper half it was indented by the ribs, 
which had produced a series of furrows, probably of the 
depth of an eighth of an inch. The lung was firm and 
solid, not very friable, sinking readily in water ; on a section 
it presented a dark grey colour, and the surfaces were finely 
granular; there was no softening in any part; the condens¬ 
ation was less complete in the lower lobe, and especially 
in its inferior portion, than in the two upper.” 

‘ A Case, of Hydrophobia treated by Chloroform,’ 

is reported with much minuteness in the ‘ Provincial Medical 
and Surgical Journal,’ March 3lst. The anaesthetic was 
successful in affording relief to the severity of the symptoms, 
but was inadequate to the cure of the disease. 

The same journal contains a report of a 

‘ Case of Internal Strangulation of the Small Intestine,’ 

treated by Dr Barclay. The case, which was treated with 
judgment, is most interesting. The patient passed through 
all the. severe symptoms (sufficiently well known), even to 
the point of death; Dr Barclay and his colleague were at 
his bedside to inform him with due official solemnity that he 
was past recovery, when a gurgle was suddenly heard under 
the bed-clothes, and on removing them, the very welcome 
sight of a small quantity of liquid faeces was observed, and 
saved alike the patient’s life and the doctor’s prognosis. " 

The ‘Dublin Medical Press’ of March 31st reports a 
paper read by Mr Butcher, F.R.C.S.I., before the Surgical 
Society of Ireland, on 

The Cancerous Degeneration of Warty Excrescences, and their 
Treatment.' 

Mr Butcher recites six cases of warty excrescences which 
degenerated into cancerous ulcers, and encephaloid disease. 
The cases are exceedingly interesting. The cure is, of course, 
excision. 

INDICES OF THE MEDICAL JOURNALS. 

The London Monthly Journal of Medicine. 
(No. XL. April, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES. 

Mr W. Cooper on Foreign Bodies in the Eye-Ball. (Wood 
Engravings.) 

Dr R. H. Semple on General Blood-letting. (Concluded.) 
Dr J. Snow on Cause and Prevention of Death from Chlo¬ 

roform. 

Dr F. W. Mackenzie on Relations of Uterine to Constitu¬ 
tional Disorder. (Concluded.) 

bibliographical record. 
Ramsbotiiam on Obstetric Medicine and Surgery. 
Latham’s Works on the Varieties of Man. 
Griffiths’ Formulary. 
Dunglison’s Lexicon. 

Medical Directories for Scotland and Ireland. 
Eyre’s Stomach and its Difficulties. 
Blundell’s Medicina Therapeutica. 

The Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Medical 
Science. 

(No. CXXXVIII. April, 1852.) 

original communications. 
Mr J. T ait’s Observations on Hepatic Abscess. 
Dr W. r. Gairdner on the Registration of the Causes of 

Death in Public and Private Practice. 
Mr J. Struthers on the Nerves of the Orbit. 
Mr D. Ritciiie on Medical Topography of the Western 

Coast of Africa. 

Dr 1. 1 lioMSON on Cases of Stricture of the Urethra. 
Professor Bennett on Leucocythemia, or White Cell Blood. 

(Concluded.) 

REVIEWS. 

Cumming’s Notes on Lunatic Asylums in Germany and other 
parts of Europe. 

Pirrie's Principles and Practice of Surgery. 
Tampi.in on Lateral Curvature of the Spine. 
Lyons’ Apology for the Microscope. 
Holland’s Pathological Anatomy considered in Relation to 

Medical Science. 

CLINICAL REPORTS, LECTURES, &C. 

Professor Bennett’s Report of Cases of Fever treated in the 
Clinical Wards of the Royal Infirmary during the Winter 
Session 1851-2.—1. Relapsing Fever. 2. Typhoid Fever 
treated with Quinine. 3. Typhus Fever treated with 
Quinine. 

Dr R. J. Mackenzie’s Report of Surgical Cases occurring 
in Hospital Practice—Cases illustrating the appropriate 
Practice in Arterial Hemorrhage. (With two Woodcuts.) 

periscope. 

Professor Harting’s Directions for making and preserving 
Microscopical Preparations. 

Dr MacCann on Hydrastis Canadensis in Gonorrhoea; Dr 
Bellingham on Case in which the Trichina Spiralis ex¬ 
isted in very large Number in the Voluntary Muscles; 
Professor Parker on Peculiar Appearance of the Tongue 
following Prolonged Use of Iodine; Dr Stratton on 
Distinction between the Consecutive and Secondary Fever 
of Cholera; Dr Bellingham on Curative Treatment of 
Aneurism of the Aorta; M. Al. Favrot on Revival of 
an Old Remedy for Asthma; M. Guersant on Combina¬ 
tion of Collodion and Castor-Oil in Erysipelas; M. Lalaux 

on Saline Injections for the Cure of Drunkenness. 

The Lancet. 
(No. XIII. Vol. I. March 27, 1852.) 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Aneurism of the Arch of the Aorta; Suicide; Autopsy, at 
Guy’s Hospital. 

Injury to the Pelvis, Bladder, and Urethra; Death ; Autopsy, 
at King’s College Hospital. 

Rupture of the Bladder, at St Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

Dr W. B. Herapatii on Case of Poisoning by Laudanum 
in Infancy, successfully treated by keeping up Artificial 
Respiration by means of the Galvanic Battery. 

Dr J. Burgess on the Policy and Pathology of Insanity. 
Mr M. O’Reilly on Amaurosis, preceded by Hsematemesis. 
Mr R. Harper on Tumour containing Earthy Matter situated 

in the Substance of the Placenta. 

reviews. 

Researches into the Pathology and Treatment of Deformi¬ 
ties in the Human Body. By John Bishop, F.R.S. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

The Protective Power of Vaccination : Danger of Unsettling 
the Question; Dr Gregory’s Extraordinary Dictum on 
Inoculation. 

Unfair and Indefensible Conduct of the College of Physicians 
in Relation to the Fellowship. 

Importance and Necessity of Payment to Medical Officers of 
Hospitals. 

The Hospital for Incurables. 

THE ANALYTICAL SANITARY COMMISSION. 

On Preserved Provisions. 

The Lanoet. 

(No. XIV. Vol. I. April 3, 1852.) 

Mr Hancock’s Lettsomian Lectures on Abnormal Micturi¬ 
tion. 

Dr J. H. Bennet on Healthy and Morbid Menstruation. 
Mr W. M. F. Chatterley on Removal of Taenia by the 

Male Fern. 
Mr M. Hinchliffe on Small-Pox after Vaccinia. 
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HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Case of Death by Chloroform; Post-Mortem Examination, 
at St Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

Puncture of the Bladder by the Rectum for Retention of 
Urine, at Guy’s Hospital 

MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

Royal Medical and Chirargical Society—Case of Inversion 
of the Uterus after Parturition, proving Fatal in eighteen 
months, with a Tabular Statement of the Results of Cases 
treated by Operation. 

Medical Society of London—On Fatty Degeneration.—Dis¬ 
ease of the Heart; General Enlargement; Old Pericardial 
Adhesions; Dilatation of all the Cavities; Fibrinous De¬ 

posits. 
REVIEWS. 

Varicose Veins and Varicose Ulcers. By Thos. Wm. Nunn, 
M.R.C.S. 

Remarks on the Climate and Principal Diseases occurring in 
Belgium. By J. Milman Coley, M.D. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

Reform in the College of Physicians: Future Regulations 
respecting the Fellowship. 

Tho New Medical College: its Remarkable Success. 
Alarmingly Defective State of Public Vaccination. 
Medical Ethics : The Consultation at Norwich. 
The Preliminary Examination in Classics and Mathematics 

at Apothecaries’ Hall. 
Prosecution of an Unqualified Practitioner at Rotherham. 
Testimonial to Dr John Conolly. 
Mrs Cumming’s Case. 

THE ANALYTICAL SANITARY COMMISSION. 

On Preserved Provisions. (Concluded.) 

Medical Times and Gazette. 
(No. XCI. March 27, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL LECTURES. 

Dr H. B. Jones’s Lecture on Digestion, Respiration, and 
Secretion. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

Dr H. Oldham on Non-Menstruation. Two cases of Fe¬ 
males who had attained the age of Forty-eight without 
having Menstruated. 

Mr W. R. Wilde’s Practical Observations on Diseases of the 
Ear, with Records of Cases treated at St Mark’s Hospital, 

Dublin. 
Mr H. T. Chapman’s Observations on the Local Treatment 

of Ulcers of the Leg. 
Mr R. Annan on Compound Fracture of the Cranium in a 

Boy. 
Mr R. M. Bernard on Case of Nsevus of the Eyelid, Cured 

by Platinum Wire Heated Red-hot by Galvanism. 

hospital reports. 

The late Death from Chloroform, at St Bartholomew’s Hos¬ 
pital. 

Enlarged Bursa over the Right and Left Patella Re¬ 
moved by Excision—Enlarged Bursa Connected with the 
Tendon of the Semitendinosus; Puncture; Suppuration of 
the Sac: Cure. Bursa over the Internal Malleolus of the 
Right Foot: Failure of Puncture : Excision, at the London 

Hospital. 
EDITORIAL ARTICLES. 

The Grant Testimonial. 
Medical Men in Parliament. 
Testimonial to Dr Conolly. 
Mr Lawrence. 

REVIEWS. 

On the Fallacies of Homoeopathy and the Imperfect Statis¬ 
tical Inquiries on which the Results of that Practice are 
estimated. By C. H. F. Routh, M.D. 

Hydropathy as applied to Acute Disease. By T. R. Armi- 
tage, M.B. 

Remarks on the Climate and the Principal Diseases of Bel¬ 
gium. By J, M. Coley, M.D. 

The Medical Times and Gazette. 
(No. XCII. April 3, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL LECTURES. 

Dr G. Johnson’s Gulstonian Lecture on the Pathology and 
Diagnosis of Renal Diseases. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

Mr H. Fearnside on the Occurrence of Expansion of the 
Chest in the Course of Pneumonia. 

Dr W. T. Gairdner on Homceopathic Hospital Statistics. 
Mr J. Toynbee on the Treatment of Polypi of the Ear. 

EDITORIAL ARTICLES. 

The Administratiou of Chloroform in Public Hospitals. 
Bitter Beer. 
The College of Physicians. 
The Pharmacy Bill. 
Old Chairs to Sell! Inquire of the College of Surgeons. 
The Rotherham Trial. 

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES. 

Medical Society of London—On the Morbid Conditions of 
the Kidney. _ ' 

Newcastle Pathological Society—Case of Popliteal Aneurism 
Cured by Compression—Cancer of the Stomach Encroach¬ 
ing on the Lower Portion of the Oesophagus: Bright’s 
Disease—Case of Femoral Hernia. 

Liverpool Medical and Pathological Society—Three Cases of 
Asphyxia from the Inhalation of Impure Air—Case of Re¬ 
tention of Menses from Imperforate Hymen. 

Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. 
(No. VII. March 31, 1852.) 

LECTURES. 

Mr J. V. Solomon’s Ophthalmic Lecture on Foreign Bodies 
on the Cornea. 

Dr D. Nelson’s Clinical Lectures on the Practice of Physic: 
on the Morbid Conditions of the Digestive Organs and 
Passages. 

ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS. 

Mr G. King on Uterine Hemorrhage. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Case of Hydrophobia treated by Chloroform, at the Cumber¬ 
land Infirmary, Carlisle. 

Case of Internal Strangulation of the Small Intestine; Re¬ 
covery, at the Leicester Infirmary. 

EDITORIAL ARTICLE. 

Fraudulent Use of Professional Names on Quack Medicines. 

REVIEWS. 

On the Natural History, Physiological Actions, and Thera¬ 
peutical Uses of Colcliicum Autumnale, &c. By J. 
M‘Grigor Maclagan, M.D., Edin. 

Lectures on the Diseases of Infancy and Childhood. By 
Charles West, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of Phy¬ 
sicians, Physician to the Hospital for Sick Children, &c. 
Second Edition, enlarged. 

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES. 

Birmingham Pathological Society—Necrosis of the Tempo¬ 
ral Bone and Nerves connected with it; Diseased Tibia— 
Sequestrum; Hypertrophy of the Tibia; Encysted Tu¬ 
mour ; Steatomatous Tumour of the Scalp: Scrofulous 
Caries of the Os Calcis; Chronic Inflammation of the 
Lungs; Larynx of a Girl who died from Choiring. 

Dublin Medical Press. 
(No. DCXCI. Vol. XXVII. March. 31, 1852.) 

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES. 

Surgical Society of Ireland—Mr R. G. H. Butcher on the 
Cancerous Degeneration of Warty Excrescences, and their 
Treatment; Dr Banon on Encephaloid Tumour of the 
Abdomen in a very young Child; Dr Bellingham on 
Case of Extensive Encephaloid Disease in the Abdomen; 
Case of Painful Subcutaneous Tumour. 
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REVIEWS. 

Researches into the Pathology and Treatment of Deformi¬ 
ties in the Human Body. By John Bishop, F.R.S., Mem¬ 
ber of the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons of 
England, Consulting Surgeon to the Northern Dispen¬ 
sary, &c. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

A Real Curiosity of Medical Literature. 
Agitating Placemakers in the Field again ! 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

New Works in Medicine and the Collateral Sci¬ 

ences, PUBLISHED FROM THE 13TH TO THE 30TII OF 
March. 

Bennett (J. H.)—Leucocytliemia, or White Cell Blood, in 

relation to the Physiology and Pathology of the Lymphatic 
Glandular System. By John Hughes Bennett, M.D. 
8vo, pp. 168, cloth, 10s. 6d. 

Bishop (J.)—Researches into the Pathology and Treat¬ 
ment of Deformities in the Human Body. By John 
Bishop. 8vo, pp. 310, cloth, 10s. 

Holland (H.)—Chapters on Mental Physiology. By H. 
Holland, M.D. Post 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. 

Travers (B.)—Observations in Surgery. By Benjamin 
Travers. 8vo, pp. 214, cloth, 7s. 6d. 

Wilson (E.)—On Syphilis, Constitutional and Hereditary, 
and on Syphilitic Eruptions. By Erasmus Wilson. 8vo, 
pp. 240, cloth, 16s. 
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BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW. 

‘Life Assurance: its Schemes, its Difficulties, and its 
Abuses. London: W. S. D. Pateman, Wine-office court, 
Fleet street. 1852. 

1 The Spine: its Curvatures and other Diseases, their 
Symptoms, Treatment, and Cure; to which are added some 
Remarks on Paralysis.’ By Charles Verral, M.R.C.S., Eng., 
&c. London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 1851. 

‘ The Mirror of Dentistry; a Review of the Present State 
of the Dental Profession, &c.’ By J. W. Davenport. Lon¬ 
don: Seeleys, Fleet street. Pulleyn, Silver street, Hull. 
1852. 

REVIEWS. 

The Min’or of Dentistry ; a Review of the Present State of 
the Dental Profession, &c. By J. W. Davenport, Sur¬ 
geon-Dentist, Hull. London : Seeleys, Fleet street, and 
Hanover street, Hanover square. 

This book is intended to give the public hi a popular form 
information relating to dentistry—on the preservation of the 
teeth—on the best kind of artificial teeth, the materials of 
which they ought to be made, and the mode of adapting 
them to the mouth, and of using them when they are adapted. 
This information is afforded in a plain, clear, and easy style, 
proving that the writer is a well-educated man. The author 
inveighs in very strong language against the arts of travel¬ 
ling impostors, calling themselves dentists, who fleece the 
inhabitants of the towns through which they pass, and do 
incalculable injury. If his amusing and clever descriptions 
of these persons’ impudent artifices to cheat the public suc¬ 
ceed in awakening attention and destroying confidence 
in these wandering vagabonds, Mr Davenport will have done 
good and honourable service. The author has invented a 
new forceps, figured in his book, which appears to be well 
adapted to the removal of stumps, and is likely to come into 

use. Altogether, the book displays much professional intel¬ 
ligence and skill, is written in a fair spirit, and is calculated 
to form a very useful book of reference for all persons trou¬ 
bled with decayed teeth, or who are driven to the necessity 
of wearing false ones. 

The Spine ; its Curvatures, and other Diseases, &c. By Charles 
Verral, M. R. C. S., &c. London: John Churchill, 
Princes street, Soho. 

Mr Verral has succeeded in producing a most useful trea¬ 
tise on ‘ Spinal Curvature.’ He displays throughout the 
volume an intimate acquaintance with the views of Conti¬ 
nental surgeons in relation to these maladies—a circum¬ 
stance that gives increased weight to his own opinions and 
mode of practice. He has invented an ingenious instrument 
for the cure of lateral curvature, which he reports to be of 
great utility; and we are inclined to rely upon his state¬ 
ment, as it seems to be well adapted to the purpose. A 
portion of the volume is allotted to the consideration of pa¬ 
ralysis arising from disease of the spine. The subject is 
treated with much judgment. 

Asylums for the Insane, &c. By Thomas Dickson, L.R.C.S.E. 
London: John Churchill. 

The object of this brochure is to show the importance of 
establishing public hospitals for the relief and cure of insa¬ 
nity among the middle and higher classes of society, as has 
been already done in the case of the poor and destitute. 
The little work describes the old system of management of 
lunatic asylums, and contrasts it with the kind and benevo¬ 
lent one now in operation, displaying fully all the advan¬ 
tages of the latter. The writer is strongly opposed to the 
permission granted to private persons to maintain lunatic 
asylums. He observes: 

“ Our readers have not gone thus far with us, we think, 
without discovering that we hold it to be wrong in principle, 
that when a person becomes affected by a disease—what¬ 
ever its name may be—which virtually, in his case, suspends 
the Habeas Corpus Act, and places him beyond the pale of 
the law, that this person should be placed in the hands of a 
fellow-subject who derives a direct pecuniary benefit from 
his detention. Yet, strange to say, in this enlightened age, 
there are in England nearly three thousand persons, con¬ 
fined in upwards of one hundred and thirty establishments, 
called ‘ Licensed Houses,’ the proprietors of which have as 
great an objection to an empty house as a publican could 
have to a similar predicament. 

“The sentiment of justice to fellow-man comprised in 
the mandate, ‘ Do unto others as ye would they should do 
unto you ’—and which has induced our general censure of a 
system which has witnessed, under its influence, who shall 
tell how much of wrong, cruel wrong?—wrong inflicted to 
conceal a wrong—wrong done in ignorance of right—wrong 
inflicted by brutality or indifference of keepers or their 
master—wrong inflicted by cupidity to gratify the cupidity 
of relatives, by blood or interest—wrong done in malice — 
wrong heaped by crime, upon evidence to still it down, till 
wrong had got its ends, and dug the grave, and dropped the 
earth upon the coffin-lid of right;—the sentiment of justice 
nevertheless compels us to acknowledge that many of the 
proprietors of ‘ Private Licensed Houses ’ have been, and 
are, gentlemen of education and principle, as well as of high 
intellectual and professional attainments, who have, in some 
instances, on account of their success in the treatment of 
cases of mental derangement occurring in their ordinary 
practice, been solicited so frequently to undertake the cure 
or treatment of the insane, that they have been induced to 
make it their vocation. 

“ Such men may, and we doubt not have, resisted the 
temptations incidental to their calling. But under the 
screen which the worth and success of such men have 
created in their profession, numbers of others, scarcely 
worthy by their qualifications to undertake even the duties 
of keepers in the establishments of their worthier brethren, 
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emulous of the comfortable subsistence frequently secured, 
not only for the present but for the future, by the proprie¬ 
tors of ‘ Private Licensed Houses,’ have mendaciously un¬ 
dertaken the charge of the liberties, health, moral and 
physical treatment, and even lives, of their suffering fellow- 
subjects, with no more fitness for the task than would 
enable them to perform the duties of a common boarding¬ 
house.” 

The plan proposed by our author for the establishment of 
public asylums, with salaried officers, appears to us to be 
perfectly feasible, and deserves the consideration of all phi¬ 
lanthropic men who may be in a situation to advance the 
object. 

110YAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY. 

Tuesday, March 23, 1852.—Mu Hodgson, 

President. 

Case of Inversion of the Uterus after Parturi¬ 

tion proving Fatal in Eighteen Months, with a 

Tabular Statement of the Results of Cases 

Treated by Operation. By J. G Forbes, Esq. 

The case was that of a lady, ret. 25, who came under the 
treatment of Dr Robert Lee and the author in Dec. 1850. 
She was in an anoemic state, induced by repeated attacks of 
•evere haemorrhage. On examination, a tumour was disco¬ 
vered projecting for about two inches through the os uteri. 
The confinement had taken place in the country in the pre¬ 
vious April, and it appeared that during the "labour ergot 
was administered, and in consequence of a loop of the 
cord coming down in advance of the head, the forceps were 
employed. It was not until several days after the labour 
when the patient complained that “ something had come 
down” during an action of the bowels that mischief was ap¬ 
prehended. Inversion of the uterus being discovered, at¬ 
tempts were made to reduce it, in vain, in consequence of 
the severe pain they caused. On the 12tli of July profuse 
hemorrhage took place ; and the propriety of putting a 
ligature round the tumour was considered, but abandoned. 
Severe hemorrhage recurred at each catamenial period, ex¬ 
cept the three last, when there was only a moderate amount 
of discharge. The patient died on the 10th of March. On 
& post-mortem, examination, the inversion was found to be 
incomplete, the tumour not being constricted by the os uteri. 
The left ovary was enlarged, and contained a cyst filled with 
sanguineous fluid. The author of the paper then discussed 
the question of the propriety of attempting the removal of 
the inverted uterus by operation, and the various measures 
that have been adopted for that purpose. He referred to 
Mr Crosse’s Statistics with respect to the duration of life 
under this complaint. He also cited the records of thirty- 
three cases treated by operation, of which it appeared that 
nineteen had been treated by ligature successfully, and five 
unsuccessfully (three having died), one successfully and two 
unsuccessfully by excision, and five successfully and one 
unsuccessfully by ligature and excision combined. 

Mr Hodgson invited a discussion on the paper. He re¬ 
lated a case in which the inversion was more complete, with 
continual bleeding, increased at the catamenial periods. He 
recommended an operation, but the patient would not submit, 
and died of consumption twelve months afterwards. 

Mr Arnott could give but little information on this class 
of diseases, which were rare. He referred to a case that 
came under his own treatment. The patient had been con¬ 
fined twelve months before, when the placenta was removed 
after three tugs at the navel string. When Mr. Arnott saw 
the case, the tumour had all the appearance of a polypus, 
but he was inclined to suspect, with another practitioner, 
that it was an inverted uterus. Another gentleman, how¬ 
ever, an accoucheur, was called in, and pronounced it to be 
polypus, and an attempt was made to remove it by opera¬ 
tion. On cutting into the tumour, it was discovered to be 

an inverted uterus. There was considerable difficulty in 
arresting the bleeding, and the woman died of peritonitis. 

Dr Murphy adverted to a case recorded by Mr Crosse of 

Norwich, to show that by early treatment the displacement, 
if partial, might be remedied ; but that if the uterus became 
quite inverted, it was most difficult, and that if the replace¬ 
ment were not made a few hours after the occurrence of the 
accident, it was impossible to effect it by mechanical means. 

Dr Wm. Merriman related a case that occurred to his 
father, in which the patient died after operation by ligature. 

Mr Barlow recollected a case that occurred in his 

father’s practice, in which an extensive inversion was re¬ 
placed. 

Dr Tyler Smith was convinced that inversion might 
occur without any fault on the part of the medical attend¬ 
ant. The uterus had been known to invert itself suddenly 
after labour—the patient being quite still; and cases were 
even recorded in which the virgin uterus had become spon¬ 
taneously inverted. He considered that inversion was usually 
a muscular act of the uterus itself, similar to the action of 
the intestine, causing intussusception. He suggested the use 
of chloroform while replacing an inverted uterus, and re¬ 
commended some modification of an instrument, consisting 
of a ball affixed to a rod, used in veterinary practice to 
remedy inversion of the cornua of the uterus, which is not 
an uncommon accident. 

Dr Locock related a case in which he had attempted to 

replace an inversion three days after the accident and failed, 
and remarked that to be successful the effort should be made 
immediately after the delivery. He related another case of 
spontaneous inversion, in which the uterus was completely 
inverted with the placenta attached. He removed the 
placenta from the convex surface of the uterus, and then 
found no difficulty in replacing the uterus. He adverted to 

another case, in which he found two medical men making 
great exertions to remove a placenta which turned out to be 
an inverted uterus. He had seen five cases. He thought 
an operation should not be lightly resorted to. 

Dr W. Merriman, Dr Locock, and Dr Murphy having 
spoken in explanation, Dr Snow recommended the use of 
chloroform to effect a complete relaxation of the muscular 
eontractability, and to refleve pain during the operation. 
Other gentlemen having spoken upon the subject the dis¬ 
cussion ceased. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 

On the Fomites of Rabid Animals.—I beg to offer my 
sincere thanks to Dr Cottle tor his ingenious hypothesis 
contained in the last number of your ‘ Medical Circular,’ 
and regret, from the nature of the subject, more useful re¬ 
sults could not be elicited. I am not, however, quite pre¬ 
pared to give up the subject. Can any of your correspon¬ 
dents confirm the statement of Dr Spalding, of New York, 
by their own personal experience in the treatment of any of 
their patients ? That gentleman announces in a small 
pamphlet, that for above these fifty years the Scutellaria 
Laterifolia has proved to be an infallible means for the pre¬ 
vention and cure of hydrophobia, after the bite of rabid 
animals. It is better applied as a dry powder than fresh. 
According to the testimonies of several American physicians, 
this plant, not yet received as a remedy into any European 
Materia Medico, afforded perfect relief in above a thousand 
cases, as well in the human species, as in the brute creation, 
(dogs, swine, and oxen). Phil. Mag. LYI, 151.—Yours, &c., 
Paracelsus. 

REPLIES. 
Metallic Tractors, Mesmerism, (j-c.- -My reply to Mr Col- 

lyns’s inquiry was not to define or substantiate the compo¬ 
sition of “ Perkins's Metallic Tractors,” but to expose the 
fallacy of their reputed cures, or rather to demonstrate how 
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far such impostures sometimes succeed by a powerful ope¬ 
ration of the mind, producing a salutary influence upon the 
muscular, nervous, and sanguineous functions, whereby it 
may be satisfactorily proved that the imagination of the 
patient alone gave virtue to the tractors. Dr 1 liornton 
found a wooden skewer had all the power of the tractors in 
removing pain, when clandestinely used instead of them. 

The Baron Silverkielm of Ulleatrog, in. Finland, was a 
great proficient in mesmerism. He imagined the souls of 
those magnetically asleep were translated to the regions 
above, where the souls of the departed were all dressed in 
white robes, and enjoyed constant scenes of delight. He 
would interrogate the sleepers concerning the white robes, 
Paradise, and the Elysian fields. He was also desirous to 
receive intelligence from his ancestors, and, in general, they 
very kindly sent him their compliments by the mouths of 
the couriers in white jackets. 

By directly attacking the imagination, did Mr Loutlier- 
berg cure vast number of patients. He became impressed 
with the idea that he had a commission from above to cure 
diseases, and his door was soon crowded with patients all 
day. Amongst others a respectable man from the country 
had been afflicted with great pains and swellings, particu¬ 
larly about the loins, so that he could not walk across the 
room. On entering, Mr L. looked steadfastly at him, and 
said, “ I know your complaint, Sir: look at me.” They 
continued looking at each other some minutes; then Mr L. 
asked if he did not feel some warmth at his loins ? The 
man replied that he did. “ Then you will feel in a few mi¬ 
nutes much greater warmth.” After a short pause the man 
said, “ I feel as if a person was pouring boiling water upon 
me.” Still looking him in the face, Mr L. said, “ How did 
you come here, Sir?” “ Iu a coach.” “ Then go and dis¬ 
charge your coach, and walk back to town ” (from Ham¬ 
mersmith terrace, where Mr L. resided). The coach was 
discharged, and the patient walked to town, and next day 
he walked five hours about town without fatigue. 

I shall close this narrative with an anecdote of the 
late Dr Buchanan, who exclaimed, “ As matters stand at 
present, it is easier to cheat a man out of his life than a 
shilling, and almost impossible to detect or punish the of¬ 
fender.” The case is still the same Paracelsus. 

Fuller's Pit. Benedict.—The formula for the Pil. Bene¬ 
dict®, as given in ‘ Gray’s Supplement to the Pharmacopoeia ’ 
(old edition), is as follows:—I) Aloes loc. gvj.; galbani 
assafoetidse, myrrh®, aa §iss.; macis, croci, aa 3vj- i l"cn) 
sulpli. §ix.; pulv. senn® jiij.; ol. succini rectif., §j. 
Emmenagogue dose, gr. v to xv. Allow me to call the atten¬ 
tion of the profession to the strength of the acid, nitric, dil. 
of the new ‘Pharmacopoeia,’ as it is considerably stronger 
than that of the old, and therefore ought to be prescribed 
more carefully. The acid, sulph. dil. is also altered, though 
not to the same extent. I really see no reason for these 
changes, in fact, they are calculated to cause confusion 
amongst old practitioners, who are in the habit of prescrib¬ 
ing according to the old formul®. I trust you will excuse 
my troubling you. I remain, Sir, yours truly, J. Wilde. 

85 Up 'er suet t, Islington, 29 March, 1852. 

Fuller's Pil. Benedicts—Aloes, §ss.senn®, 3lb) 
assafoetid® galb. myrrh®, a 3'- i sa^- martis, 3va- i croci, 
macis a 3ss.; ol. succini gut. 40.; syr. de artemis. q. s.; 
massa. et pil. 160, pro 40 dosibus, sc. iv. pro dosi.— 
The above is an exact copy from ‘Fuller’s Pharmacopoeia 
Extemporanea, p. 249, Londini, M.DCCXIV.; and is an 
answer to query, page 106, by W. C. in your last number. 

R< A. 

Kinross. 

[We have incurred the risk of being charged with repeat¬ 
ing the publication of the formula for the sake of acquaint¬ 
ing our readers with the exact composition of the original 
pifl, and for the sake also of the bibhographical reference 
to Fuller’s book.—Ed. Med. Cir.] 

G. B. (Ipswich) will observe that the necessity of publish¬ 
ing his letter is superseded by the publication of the fore- 

going. 

MR WAKLEY’S LIFE OFFICE. 

Although not entirely agreeing with some of the sentiments 
contained in the annexed article, which appeared some time 
ago in the ‘ Post Magazine,’ yet in consideration of the high 
authority of this respectable journal in assurance affairs, and 
the perfect acquaintance the article exhibits with the 
“ doings ” of the New Equitable, we give it insertion, to 
prove that our own opinion is participated by other intelli¬ 
gent and upright conductors of the public press.—Ed. ‘ Med. 
Cir.’ 

“ It is scarcely necessary to remind our readers that about 
eight or nine months since two young men of the name of 
Alfred Burt and Edmund Clench, who had previously been 
employed in the Sea, Fire, Life Office, made an attempt to 
set up in the Assurance line, on their own account, giving to 
their Institution the title of the Industrial Sich. The ‘ Post 
Magazine,’ it will be remembered, made two or three calls, 
for the purpose of ascertaining how the Industrial Sick was 
getting on, and very soon had to report that the patient’s case 
was considered hopeless. In this extremity an eminent medical 
man, Mr Wakley, was sent for; who made the happy dis¬ 
covery that life might still be preserved by the exercise of 
medical skill—that although the patient was labouring under 
extreme despondency, it was not to be forgotten that ‘ whilst 
there is life there is hope.’ The first thing recommended 
was change of air; and accordingly the Industrial Sick, which 
we must now typify of the Feminine Gender, was removed 
from apartments in Bridge street, Blackfriars, to a handsome 
residence near Charing cross. Many people wondered how the 
patient, who was known to be miserably poor—so poor as 
not to be able to pay the landlord his rent—could thus sud¬ 
denly have entered on so large an establishment. Indeed, 
censorious people began to throw out suspicions concerning 
the lady’s reputation. The mystery, however, was soon 
cleared up. The doctor had fallen in love with his patient; 
and the removal to Charing cross proved to be the result of 
a matrimonial alliance, which had occasioned the change of 
a name strongly suggestive of St Giles’s, to the more eupho¬ 
nious and respectable one, the New Equitable. The doctor, 
however, like many other swains who make hasty marriages, 
soon began to fall out with his better half—or rather with 
his worse half. The lady, it seems, insisted upon taking 
with her her two tender offsprings, Alfred and Edmund; but 
this did not at all please the doctor, who said, or thought, 
‘ I’ve got two or three sons and sons-in-law of my own to 
provide for; and one or both of these young fellows must 
go.’ Well, poor Alfred was the victim; and so the hon. 
M.P. became better pleased, and he brought his own sons 
into the house. Then he said to one of them, ‘ Here is a 
capital berth for somebody, so you shall be Managing Di¬ 
rector—and if you want to know what such a berth is worth, 
only read the ‘ Lancet ’ a week or two hence, and you will 
find a Manager’s services are deserving of twelve hundred a- 
year ;’—and to another son he said, ‘ You shall be the Doc¬ 
tor ; and if you want to know what a Doctor should be paid 
for being asked to give to an Assurance Office his opinion of 
the state of health of a friend or patient, only read the 
‘ Lancet ’ a week or two hence, and you will find that he 
shouldn’t have a farthing less than Two Guineas an answer.’ 
This brings us to the pith of our story. 

“Judging from the number of Wall ys whose names figure 
in the prospectus of the New Equitable, it was at first sup¬ 
posed that the primary purpose for opening the office had 
been to provide lucrative employment for the members of 
that family. It consequently became necessary to divert 
public opinion from the point by giving the world another 
rattle to play with; and, accordingly, it was declared that 
one of the chief objects of the New Equitable would be 
to obtain for medical men, by its noble example, that reward 
for their services of which they had hitherto been unjustly 

deprived. , . , „ 
“ This endeavour, however, to throw dust into the eyes ot 

the profession can hardly have any other result than that 
which we see attend a like attempt by mischievous, boys, 
when the wind is blowing against them. Such a fee is alto- 
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gather preposterous, and can only be intended as a bribe to 
medical men of small practice for recommending the New 
Equitable, whenever an opportunity may present itself for 
doing so among a limited circle of patients. A respectable 
practitioner would feel himself degraded in accepting two 
guineas in such a case, which he must know the office could 
not afford, and be sensible he did not himself deserve. The 
offer is as great an insult to the profession as it would be in 
Moses and Son to make known their readiness to give to 
medical men a fee for every recommendation that might be 
ventured upon to a patient whose coat was observed to be a 
little seedy. The Messrs Wakley pretend that their sole 
object in proposing so large a reward for so small a service— 
or, rather, so simple an act of courtesy—is to vindicate the 
rights of the medical profession. We might honour the 
motive, if it were sincere, although we should regret the im¬ 
perfect acquaintance with the nature of Life Assurance opera¬ 
tions, and the absence of reflection upon the ultimate effect 
which so extravagant a fee must have on the interests of an 
institution ; but we are relieved in some degree, by a circum¬ 
stance which has come to our knowledge, from either giving 
credit to such a motive, or alarming ourselves by apprehen¬ 
sions respecting the enrichment of medical men at the cost 
and hazard of the New Equitable treasury. The fact is, the 
family compact will give the fee when they cannot help it— 
and save it when they can. It appears that a few days ago 
an application was made to the New Equitable by a party 
desirous to assure his life. Although the first impulse on 
the part of Mr Wakley, the Director, Mr Wakley, the Ma¬ 
nager, and Mr Wakley, the Medical Adviser of the compact, 
might bo that the applicant was about to drop a few pounds 
into the till towards paying the 1,200/. or 1,3001. a-ycar 
which, we assume, the family propose to receive among 
them for their services, the second impulse unquestionably 
ought to have been for one of them to have said to the 
other—1 Well, here is another glorious fee for some poor 
ghost of a doctor who is making up pills at home at two 
shillings a box, whilst we are earning two guineas for him 
here by writing to ask him to say simply 1 yes,’ or ‘no,’ to¬ 
morrow morning.’ The latter impulse, however, did not 
arise ; for having ascertained that the applicant’s medical 
friend had given to another office, the National Provident, 
replies to the questions usually put in these cases, the poor 
Doctor’s rights were forgotten, and an application was made 
to the National Provident for the loan of papers by which he 
might be bilked of his two guineas—for that is the nearest 
term by which to characterise the transaction. 

“ The manager of the National Provident, Mr Marsh, re¬ 
minded the person who came to him from the New Equitable 
office, that compliance with such a request would be a direct 
infringement of the rule which the Messrs Wakley had laid 
down for their guidance, in protection of the claims of medi¬ 
cal men ; and declined to take any part in depriving the pro¬ 
poser’s doctor of the two guineas so Equitably due to him. 

“ The medical profession will hence see that those of its 
members who may hereafter receive two guineas from the 
New Equitable will have to thank Mr Marsh, or other high- 
minded gentlemen who may similarly reject these inconsist¬ 
ent applications, and not the Messrs Wakley. 

“ [The preceding remarks have been occasioned by the 

information furnished to us in the subjoined letter. It ap¬ 

pears that Messrs Wakley have been endeavouring to bam¬ 

boozle the medical profession by addressing a circular to all 

its legally qualified members, endeavouring to persuade them 

to become touters for the New Equitable under the insulting 
offer of a bribe of two guineas;—and it further appears that 
they have invited the members of the profession to place 
themselves in the degraded position of receiving on the first 
payment of premium 10 per cent., and for every future year 
5 per cent, of the money which they may persuade their 
friends and neighbours to pay into the New Equitable ex¬ 
chequer wherewith to furnish a provision for the Wakley 
faintly.]" * 

“THE TWO GUINEA MEDICAL FEE. 

“ To the Editor of the 1 Post Magazine,' 

“ Dear Sir,—Have you seen an address by circular 
letter to every legally qualified member of the medical pro¬ 
fession from the New Equitable Life Assurance Company? 
They propose to pay two guineas for every medical report, 
10 per cent, upon the first year’s premium on insurances in¬ 
troduced by the medical man giving the said report, and 5 
per cent, annually afterwards. Let us suppose that 100 
medical men introduce 100 persons each, insuring his life for 
100/. each, at the age of 20, the premiums per cent, being 

100 Policies, 100/. each - - 10,000 0 0 
Premium on the same - - 199 12 0 

Fee, 21. 2s. on each Policy - - 210 0 0 
10 per cent, commission on 199/. 12s. - 19 19 2 

£229 19 2 

So that the office will receive the first year on the said 100 
policies 199/. 12s., and pay for the same 229/. 19s. 2d. 

“ Can you inform the readers of the 1 Post Magazine ’ 
whether this scheme is likely to answer ? 

Scrutator.” 

Medical Benevolent College.—At a meeting o 
medical practitioners residing in the Tower Hamlets, held on 
February 23, the following resolutions were carried unani¬ 
mously :—1st. Moved by George T. Dale, Esq., seconded 
by James Self, Esq., “ That the gentlemen present do form 
a committee, with power to add to their number, for the 
purpose of aiding the funds for the establishment and car¬ 
rying into effect the objects of the Medical Benevolent Col¬ 
lege proposed by John Propert, Esq.” 2nd. Moved by R. 
Wallace, Esq., seconded by John Liddle, Esq., “That two 
or more of the members of the Committee call upon every 
qualified medical practitioner in the Tower Hamlets, and on 
other influential persons who may be willing to assist in the 
benevolent cause.” 3rd. Moved by C. Tatham, Esq., se¬ 
conded by C. J. Tomkin, Esq., “That the honorary 
secretary be requested to have the foregoing resolutions 
printed, and that a copy of them, with the address, be sent 
to every gentleman previous to the call of the deputation to 
the Committee.’’ 

*** Communications to be addressed to the Editor, at the 
Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It is particularly requested 
that the contributions to this journal be short and practical, 
and that the MS. be only on one side of the paper. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 

Twelve Months (pre-paid) .... £0 6 0 
Ditto (ditto) stamped for post . 0 8 0 

Six Months (ditto).0 4 0 

Transmitted by Post throughout Great Britain, and to the 
most distant of the British Colonies. 

Post-Office Orders to be made payable at the Branch Post- 
Ojffice, Charing cross, to Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street. 
Adelphi. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 

Terms for Advertisements (which should be sent to the Office 
before two o'clock on Tuesday):— 

For eight lines or less, 6s.; each additional line, Gd. 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 

Cases in Cloth, and Gold-lettered, for containing the Num¬ 
bers of the 1 Medical Circular,’ may now be had, price Is. 6d., 
or sent by post on receipt of twenty-four stamps. 

We strongly recommend these Cases to our Subscribers as an 
effectual means of keeping the numbers of the 1 Circular ’ clean 
and together. 
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PORTRAIT OF DR NEIL ARNOTT. 
The omission of a portrait on the present occasion makes it 

incumbent on us to state that it is our desire to publish the series 

with regularity, and we regret that, owing to delay in the pre¬ 

paration of the wood-cut, we have been unavoidably compelled 

to omit the usual portrait in this number. We are happy to 

announce that a portrait of I)r Neil Arnott is in hand, and 

will be ready for our next issue.—(Ed. Med. Circ.') 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

WM. BABBAGE, ESQ. 
This gentleman became a member of the College of Sur¬ 

geons of England and a Licentiate of the Apothecaries’ So¬ 
ciety in the year 1832. He is district medical officer and 
vaccinator to the parish of St George-the-Martyr, South¬ 
wark, and is a Fellow of the Medical Society and of the 
South London Medical Society. He resides at 1 Bengal 
place, New Kent road. 

J. BAKER, M.D., 
Resides at 18 Brompton row. He passed his examinations 
at the Hall and College in the year 1843, and took his de¬ 
gree at St Andrew’s in the year 1844. 

BENJAMIN GUY BABINGTON, M.D. 
The subject of this notice is well known in metropolitan 

circles, and his reputation as an accomplished physician is 
gradually extending through the provinces. His literary 
acquirements distinguish him even among the erudite mem¬ 
bers of an order traditionally said to be the most learned 
among the collegiate bodies of this country. The physi¬ 
cians of England have ever formed the most conspicuous 
ornaments of its literary aristocracy, if such a phrase be 
not regarded as unlawful in the republic of letters. When 
classical learning was viewed as the strength as well as the 
embellishment of geniu3, and its acquisition the most ho¬ 
nourable labour of a man’s life —when a nation’s civilisation 
was estimated by the number and profundity of its Helle¬ 
nists, and its morals by the more or less extensive inculca¬ 
tion among youth of the delicate friendship implied in Vir¬ 
gil’s ‘Formosus Pastor Cory don,’ or of the unveiled volup¬ 
tuousness glowing in the amorous strains of Ovid or Catullus; 
when Colleges were founded, estates bequeathed, and en¬ 
dowments established to cultivate this species of knowledge ; 
and when men of the highest parts and ambition were blind 
devotees at this impure and unblessed shrine, then the Col¬ 
lege of Physicians was filled with Fellows who stood among 
the most eminent of our chiefs in literature. Times are 
changed. If there be less classical knowledge, which per¬ 
haps is doubtful at the present day ; at any rate that which 
we have is cultivated rather as a means than an end, more 
for use than ornament. There is now a more energetic pur¬ 
pose in every man’s life; and all his endowments are employed 
for an object, which in its turn becomes a means to work out 
a more distant result. The law is progress, and that implies 
labour. The labourer has no need of mere finery ; his gold 
and silver, if he have any, must be melted down and recast 
into some implement convenient to his calling. It will still be 
gold and silver, sterling and serviceable, but it will cease to 
be a trinket, old-fashioned, ugly, defaced, soldered, broken, 
and resoldered, and at the best shabby and useless. Now-a- 
days, when a man intends to pursue a particular line of 
study, he asks himself—What use is it? Will it aid me in 
my life ? Can I feed upon it ?—grow in intellectual stature 
upon its juices ? Can I clothe my understanding with the 
tissue of it —weave it into the web of my own thoughts ? 
Can I make an instrument with it to cleave my way 
through this hard rind of a world that will yield nothing 
except to a man who lays out his whole strength to cut 
through its callous incrustations ? This is the way a man 

thinks, and this is the way classical learning is applied in 
our day. Modern languages rival the ancient in interest 
and utility, and a good classical scholar has now scarcely an 
advantage in the opinion of the world over a proficient in 
modem tongues. A learned man now must know something 
more than Latin and Greek, and the Sixth Book of Euclid. 
But stay, we have run away upon our bobby-horse, and left 
Dr Babington behind us, diligently conning the mysteries of 
Feuchtersleben. 

Dr Babington, then, is one of the best German scholars 
in the profession, and is known as the translator of Hecker’s 
‘Epidemics of the Middle Ages’—a duty elegantly and 
faithfully performed, and is editor of ‘ Feuclitersleben’s Me¬ 
dical Psychology,’ printed for the Sydenham Society, and 
therefore pretty extensively distributed. He is a Fellow of 
the Royal Society, and graduated at Cambridge, where he 
took his degree in 1831. 

Dr Babington holds the appointment of physician to 
Guy’s Hospital, and is in every respect well qualified for the 
high office. We find, by reference to the ‘ Directory,’ that 
his other offices are—physician to the Asylum for the 
Deaf and Dumb ; to the Margate Infirmary ; to the 
Charterhouse; one of the examiners of the Royal Ve¬ 
terinary College; consulting physician to the German 
Hospital, and to the City of London Hospital for Dis¬ 
eases of the Chest; medical officer to the English and Scot¬ 
tish Law Assurance, and Clergy Mutual Assurance Offices ; 
and he is president of the Epidemiological Society; so that 
he appears to have a weakness for holding many offices. Ho 
is quite a monopolist in this way; and if a considerable 
number of his appointments are not sinecures, he must be 
about the hardest-worked man in the profession. We trust 
that his desire to give the public the benefit of his profes¬ 
sional skill in such a variety of modes will not seriously im¬ 
pair his health. If he were to throw off a few of the duties 
which the public have so liberally and with mistaken bene¬ 
volence imposed upon him, it would doubtless be a benefit to 
himself, and to many others who are waiting to find an 
opportunity to avow their gratitude for an obligation. 

Kindly and cordially we dismiss Dr Babington to pursue 
his career, which we hope will be such as both himself and 
the profession for his sake desire. Dr Babington resides at 
31 George street, Hanover square. 

DR CHARLES METCALF BABINGTON. 
This gentleman resides at 29 Hertford street, Mayfair, 

where he practises as a physician-accoucheur. He became a 
member of the College of Surgeons in the year 1838, and a 
licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians in 1849. He 
holds the appointment of physician-accoucheur to Queen 
Charlotte’s Lying-in Hospital, and formerly officiated in the 
same capacity at the St George’s and St James’s and the 
Royal Pimlico Dispensaries, and he was also lecturer on mid¬ 
wifery and the diseases of women and children at the Middle¬ 
sex Hospital. He is a Fellow of the Medical and Chirurgical 
Society. 

PIERRE ELAY BACIIELET, ESQ., 
Resides at 3 Hornsey road, Tollington Park. He became a 
licentiate of the Hall in the year 1850; graduated at the 
Medical and Surgical University of France in 1836, and 
became a member of the Facuity of Pharmacy, Paris, in the 
same year. 

% 

WILLIAM BUCK, ESQ., M.R.C.P., 
Resides at 13 Thomas street, Borough. 

J. BUCKHAM, ESQ. 
This gentleman was in practice before the act of 1815. 

He is surgeon to the parish of Ratcliff, and resides at 17 
Mill wall, Poplar. 

SAMUEL BACON, ESQ., 
Resides at 58 Mornington road, Regent’s Park. He became 
a licentiate of the Hall in 1826, and a member of the College 
of Surgeons in 1827. 
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J. BACOT, ESQ. 

The name of this gentleman is suggestive of cross ques¬ 
tions and crosser answers, palpitations, knee-knockings, and 
sudden illnesses, of paralysis of various organs, especially of the 
tongue and the memory, and of other parts not to be named, 
and recalls to mind fading associations redolent of the exhi¬ 
larating beverage, hot coffee, sipped with a charming, heart- 
assuring nonchalance in that classic chamber, ycleped the 
“ funking room.” The cold, dark shadows of that low portal 
in Water lane, which erst smote us with a rigor like ague on 
the instant we placed our foot upon the threshold, again 
looms upon us, and settles like a November fog upon our 
hearts. How is it that the flat, monotonous-looking flag¬ 
stones of that court-yard always felt colder and harder than 
other flag-stones; that its walls looked drearier, as if they 
had neither ears nor voices as other walls are said to have, 
that every human figure you saw flitting by the dingy win¬ 
dows seemed to have peculiarly hard, unsympathising fea¬ 
tures, and always looked sneeringly, like Mephistopheles, 
knowing of course that you were going to be plucked ; 
that even the porter’s lodge had a most low-browed, 
forbidding, villanous aspect, more like the entrance to 
the den of Cerberus tban of a human habitation; how is it, 
we say, that the Worshipful Company’s Hall in the City, 
notwithstanding fresh paint and plaster, looks uglier than 
Newgate or the Milbank Penitentiary, and has been the 
witness of more bitterness of heart, blighted hopes, and un¬ 
mitigated misery, than all the gaqls in London added toge¬ 
ther ? This is a problem in psychology we cannot pretend 
to solve. Certain it is, that not one man of the hundreds 
that pass through the cavernous jaws of that court-yard on 
Thursday nights, can master the feeling that he is going 
to be hanged forthwith, that judge and jury are waiting 
to pronounce the decision, and the executioner standing 
ready to slip the bolt directly his doom shall have been 
duly resolved. At any rate, if he escape hanging, he is sure 
to suffer the ^torture of the rack; joint after joint already 
appears to have an instinctive apprehension of the terrible 
process, and has begun to knock away like “ bones” rattled 
by Ethiopian serenaders. A cold sweat, as big as glass 
beads, rolls from the top of his head to his heels, and 
a rapid thumping at his side, remind him that he has 
a heart for it at least, though, he must admit, a very 
bad one. Poor gentleman! We cannot help expressing 
our compassion for your misfortunes, and may you. whose 
turn is yet to come to be cooped up in that poultry-yard, 
have the luck to escape plucking, and to be turned out at 
last in glorious feather. 

Wherefore this digression, and apropos of what ? Of our 
ancient friend, Mr Bacot, who is a member of the society, 
was long on the court of examiners, and is a past-master of 
the company ; albeit he does not assume these honours in 
the ‘ Directory,” which is rather shabby, and indicative of 
a small ambition. The whole of Mr Bacot’s long career, 
and the most creditable portion of it, has been in connexion 
with the Apothecaries’ Society, and it is too bad that he should 
now publicly turn bis back upon his alma mater, because her 
friends are growing few, and the odour she exhales is be¬ 
coming rather unpleasant to professional nostrils. Mr 
Bacot is an apothecary, whatever else he may be, and a 
highly respectable apothecary too, and so he shall remain 
to the end of the chapter. Out of the society, Mr Bacot is 
a cipher; in it, he is an integer,—a something positive and 
influential,—in fact, almost t'ne society itself; therefore Mr 
Bacot must show no disdain of his friends, or the profession 
may return the compliment. 

When the College of Surgeons obtained their charter in 
1843, Mr Bacot was appointed an honorary fellow. He is 
also a Fellow of the Senate of the University of London, and 
is one of the Inspectors of Anatomy. He also holds the 
office of Consulting Surgeon to the St George’s and St 
James’s Dispensary. 

Mr Bacot has another feather in his cap, though, gener¬ 
ally, the world is in happy ignorance of the distinction He 
is a knight of the goose-quill, one of our own most honour¬ 

able fraternity. We claim him as a brother, and by privi¬ 
lege of the relationship, have not minded to hit him a little 
harder than we should if he had been a mere acquaintance. 
He was formerly joint editor with Dr Me Leod (Roderick) 
of the ‘Medical and Physical Journal.’ He doubtless 
thought that in those volumes he should immortalise his 
genius, and that his works would be a monument to his me¬ 
mory ; but the Fates were more propitious; he has outlived 
his immortality, and now stands mourning over the grave of 
his literary labours,—yet no doubt at heart very well pleased 
that it is he and not they that have had the benefit of 
longevity. We should think that the ‘ Medical and Phy¬ 
sical Journal ’ was just the place that a man would select, 
who wished to preserve his thoughts. The disquisitions of 
many learned pundits lie there neatly ensconced within its 
pages, never more to be disturbed in their genteel repose. 
These sacred volumes, bound in calf, with a bunch of thyme 
or heart’s-ease, interspersed between the leaves to prevent 
decay, and packed carefully in loving rows upon the shelves 
of an antique library, will not, we are sure, tempt any man to 
display a profane curiosity to disturb the venerable dust, and 
to steal the thoughts so providently and ingeniously concealed. 

Mr Bacot has also written an ‘ Essay on Syphilis,’ but 
the work, we believe, is out of print, and at any rate is but 
little known. At the present time, Mr Bacot’s character 
stands high in professional estimation, as an intelligent, judi¬ 
cious, and honest medical politician. He is a smell, plain man, 
of unassuming manners, speaks calmly and gravely, and 
has been the champion of the interests of the Society of 
Apothecaries, in the late discussions on medical reform. 

WILSMITH BADGER, ESQ., 

Resides at 4 Gutter lane, Cheapside. He is a licentiate of 
the Hall (1831). 

WM. BAGSTER, ESQ. 

This gentleman has been a member of the College of 
Surgeons aud a member of the Apothecaries’ Hall since 
1804. He must be, therefore, one of the oldest members of 
the College now living. He resides at 6 Compton street 
East, Brunswick square. 

GEO. HEWLETT BAILEY, ESQ., 

Became a member of the College of Surgeons in the year 
1849. He resides at 16 Poland street, Oxford street. 

J. GORDON BAILEY, M.D. 

This gentleman is thus represented in the ‘ Medical Di¬ 
rectory :’—M.D., graduate of the University and King’s 
College, Aberdeen, 1850, M.R.C.S. Eng. 1846, Lie. Acc. 
Dub. 1844 ; one of the medical attendants on cholera 
patients at Tooting, Fellow of the Med. Soc. Lond., con¬ 
tributor to the ‘Medical Times’ of “Remarks on Fungus 
Hoematodes,” 1848, “ Sketch of the Cholera at Drouet’s 
Establishment, Tooting,” 1849, “ Acute Synovitis in an 
Infant during Dentition,” 1850. 

Dr Gordon Bailey resides at 4 Penton street, Pentonville, 
where he practises as a general practitioner. He was one of 
the gentlemen employed by the Board of Guardians of the 
St Pancras’ Union to attend the children belonging to that 
parish who suffered from cholera in Drouet’s establishment 
at Tooting, and his name was frequently mentioned at the 
time in connexion with the inquiries that were conducted 
with reference to the management of that establishment. 

BENJAMIN TILLYER BLUNT BAILLIE, ESQ., 

Resides at 5 Charles place, Prince of Wales’ road, Camden 
town. He is a licentiate of the Hall 1849, and Medical 
Officer to Dorchester Hall Dispensary for Diseases of the 
Heart, and to the Royal Humane Society. 
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GEO. BAILLIE, ESQ. 

This gentleman became a member of the College of Sur¬ 
geons (Eng.) in 1814. He is an M.A. of King’s College, 
Aberdeen, and is Surgeon to the K division of Police. He 
resides at Montague place, Poplar. 

WM. P. BAIN, M.D., 

Resides at 7 Brunswick street, Blackwall. He is a member 
of the College of Surgeons of Edinburgh (1830) and is a 
graduate of the University of Edinburgh. He became also 
a licentiate of the Hall in 1832. 

JOHN NATHAN BAINBRIDGE, M.D. 

The subject of this notice was apprenticed at Wragby, a 
market town in Lincolnshire, to the late William Walls, Esq., 
a general practitioner of considerable eminence and extensive 
practice in that locality. 

In 1819 he commenced his studies at St Thomas’ and 
Guy’s hospitals then united, under Mr Henry Cline, jun., 
and Mr Astley Cooper, who at that time conjointly gave the 
lectures on practical anatomy and physiology. He attended 
at the same time the demonstrations and dissections at Mr 
Edward Grainger’s rooms in St Saviour’s churchyard, with 
whose lucid and admirable discourses he was both greatly 
delighted and instructed. Dr Bostock and Mr Aikin gave 
the lectures on chemistry, and Dr Cholmeley those on the 
practice of medicine. Dr Babington, primus, frequently 
assisted him in these courses. 

He had also the opportunity of hearing during one session 
some of the lectures of Dr Haigliton on the practice of mid¬ 
wifery and the diseases of women and children. He was 
then very old, and so nearly blind that he sometimes lost an 
instrument or a bone and was obliged to grope about on the 
table with his hand before he could find it again. The other 
part of the midwifery and physiological courses was given 
by his relative Dr James Blundell. 

Dr Bainbridge also attended the courses on natural and 
experimental philosophy given by Mr Millington; which were 
very pleasing and instructive lectures. 

Having from boyhood been much accustomed to equestrian 
exercises, and being very fond, and a pretty good judge of 
a horse, he was induced subsequently to attend a course of 
lectures given by Professor Coleman of the veterinary college 
at Guy’s Hospital on the comparative anatomy and more 
prominent diseases of the horse, and, on the invitation of 
the professor, he frequently visited the veterinary college. 

His attachment tothatnoble animal still continues, and even 
now, when the tit is strong and must be indulged he occasion¬ 
ally steals away from the laborious and enervating duties of 
professional life to enjoy that most healthful and exhilarating 
of field sports, a gallop across the country with the hounds. 

After passing his examination at the Royal College of 
Surgeons at the end of 1820, and at Apothecaries’ Hall in 
1821, he became the assistant for two years to the late Mr 
Griffith, in Leadenliall street, whose practice realised nearly 
3,0007 a year, still continuing to attend the practice of the 
hospitals, and the surgical lectures of Sir Astley Cooper, 
who about this period was created a Baronet Dr Bainbridge 
had the gratification of preserving the friendship of this 
great man to the latest period of his life. Sir Astley was in 
the habit of sending to him for morbid specimens, and with¬ 
in one month of his decease received from Dr Bainbridge 
some specimens of diseased rectum, a subject which Sir 
Astley was then investigating, with an ardour worthy of a 

youthful aspirant for fame. _ . . 
In 1824 Dr Bainbridge purchased a practice in St Martins 

lane, where he has resided up to the present time. 
In 1835, on the introduction of the New Poor Law into 

the parish of St Martin’s, Westminster, he was elected by 
the first Board of Guardians the Medical officer of the Work- 
house containing 600 inmates, with an Infirmary of eighty 
beds, and a large midwifery ward. The duties attached to 
such'an office are so laborious and exhausting, that but little 

time is left for recording facts and opinions. It must, how¬ 
ever, be borne in mind that a large portion of the cases 
admitted have been previously treated at hospitals or dispen¬ 
saries, and are sent into the workhouse infirmary to die. 
Palliation of suffering is frequently all that can be done by 
the Medical attendant, and in this kind of practice kindness 
of heart and an imperturbable temper are essential qualities ; 
and although the remuneration is wholly inadequate to the 
skill required, and the labour performed; yet Dr Bainbridge 
has fulfilled his duty with gentleness, generosity, and un¬ 
failing assiduity, and has, we are assured, on numerous 
occasions had the consolation of receiving the blessing of the 
poor recipients of his invaluable services. 

In so extensive a field for observing the diseases of elderly 
females, he has frequently been struck with the large amoun 
of cancerous disease of the womb that has come under his ob¬ 
servation. A great number of instances have occurred hi which 
the patients have been attended at hospitals and dispensaries 
by the first practitioners in London, where the disease has 
neither been detected nor even suspected. He has from 
observation been led to believe that mental anxiety, depen¬ 
dent on change of circumstances, is frequently the predis¬ 
posing cause of this fearful malady, by deranging the 
digestive operations, and thus poisoning the blood. 

After a large experience in midwifery he has long since 
adopted the opinion that no female ought to be permitted to 
die of hemorrhage after delivery. Much nonsense has re¬ 
cently been written and spoken on this subject, such as re¬ 
commending the injection of the uterus, passing the hand 
into it to excite contraction, bandaging the abdomen with 
heavy books upon it, &e., &c. He has proved in scores of 
instances that the open mouths of the vessels in the interior 
of the uterus are as much under command as is the subcla¬ 
vian artery. A great mistake is made by waiting for the 
expulsion of the placenta. If the uterus be firmly grasped 
by the hand through the lax abdominal parietes, with a con¬ 
current traction of the cord, the placenta may be brought 
away in a few minutes after the birth of the child; then by 
holding the uterus in the hand, which can always be done, 
the open vessels may be as effectually closed as if they were 

tied. 
In the practice of the Infirmary he has had frequent op¬ 

portunities of observing extensive phlegmonous inflammation 
of the extremities in those addicted to spirit-drinking, and 
has for many years practised with the most signal success 
the plan of making long incisions into the cellular structure, 
following it by large doses of opium, bottled stout, and wine. 
Some of these cases he has recorded in the * Medical Ex¬ 

aminer.’ 
In 1842 Dr Bainbridge passed his examinations at the 

University of St Andrew’s, and received the diploma of M.D. 
During the prevalence of the cholera in 1849, in addition 

to the practice of the Workhouse, where a great number of 
patients were admitted, he was appointed to a district in the 
parish, and within three months he prescribed for 1669 cases 
of diarrhoea and cholera, with only twenty-seven deaths ; the 
success of his practice depending, as he believed, upon the 
early attention to the premonitory symptoms, and the ad¬ 
ministration of large dose3 of opium before the stage of col¬ 
lapse set in. The Board of Guardians presented him with 
2007 for his services. 

Lor the last twenty years he has been in the habit of 
taking an excursion each autumn, either abroad or into some 
district of his own country, making pleasure, however, 
always subservient to instruction. In this way he has 
visited the cities, hospitals, and museums of Dublin, Glas¬ 
gow, Edinburgh, Paris, Geneva, Milan, Verona, "V enice, 
Vienna, Berlin, Dresden, Hanover, Heidelberg, Amsterdam, 
Antwerp, and Brussels, where he has been enabled to gain 
much valuable general as well as professional information. 
He is surgeon to the London Friendly Institution, one of 
the largest benefit societies of the metropolis. He is also 
honorary member of the Physical Society of Guy’s Hos¬ 
pital, and Fellow of the .Medical Society of London. 

Having started in practice with the determination not only 
of living within his income, whatever that might be, but of 
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saving a little out of it, he has always kept himself in what 
may be termed good circumstances, and has been enabled 
to become a governor of Charing Cross Hospital, and of 
several schools, to contribute largely to many charitable in¬ 
stitutions in this metropolis, and to realize the denomination 
of a successful practitioner, and of one “ who has done some 
good in his day.” 

[We shall feel extremely obliged if the friends of members 
of the profession will supply us -with materials to enable us 
to give a correct representation of the character and labours 
of those gentlemen whose turn to receive a biographical 
notice is coming round. We are anxious to avoid error, 
and it is manifest that we shall be greatly assisted in our 
object by the communication of such incidents as friends 
and relations are best qualified to fumisli. In the case of de¬ 
ceased members of the profession this request has peculiar 
force, and we hope will be responded to with alacrity.] 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

TO THE EDITOR OF ‘THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—You will see that the enclosed letter was written in 
reply to one that appeared in the ‘ Lancet ’ signed “ Anti- 
Humbug,” and it has been refused by the editor of that 
journal in consequence of my name and address being 
omitted!!! Such a pretence is frivolous in the extreme, as 
I have several times had letters inserted without giving my 
name, &c. I conclude, therefore, the true reason to be, 
that the one was in accordance with the views of the editor 
of that journal, and the other was not. Now, Mr Editor, do 
the profession and public see both sides of the question in 
such a journal? No, they cannot; I therefore, for one, can 
congratulate them on the appearance of the ‘ Medical Cir¬ 
cular,’ the pages of which are impressed with that inde¬ 
pendence and spirit that cannot fail to interest every reader, 
and insure it an immense circulation.—I am, Sir, your obe¬ 
dient servant, Common Sense. 

“ To the Editor of the ‘ Lancet.' 

“ Sir,—I have been watching with considerable interest 
the hubbub about homoeopaths, hydropaths, &c., as well as 
the numerous and excited letters that have appeared from 
time to time denouncing in such unmeasured terms these 
new baubles and mania of the day. I confess that I am as 
much surprised (as a disinterested individual) at the manner 
and tone which the opponents assume, as I am at the new¬ 
fangled doctrines. I cannot understand how men belonging 
to a liberal profession, and enjoying the advantages of a 
liberal education, can denounce so unceremoniously and in 
such opprobrious terms the mode of practice, however much 
opposed to their views, that is advocated by a brother prac¬ 
titioner who is equally well educated and instructed in his 
profession with themselves. Surely a dogmatical spirit of 
no ordinary character must incite such bitter invectives. Were 
the advocates uneducated non-professional men I could jus¬ 
tify and rejoice at the outcry against doctrines apparently so 
absurd, but, as duly qualified members of the profession, I 

cannot help thinking that their opponents have no right to 
sit in judgment upon them, and that those who do, only 
lower themselves and injure the cause they seek to uphold. 
Indeed, sir, I have wondered that a man of your varied and 
extensive acquirements should have sanctioned even so much 
as you have a spirit of persecution altogether opposed to 
scientific research and advancement, a spirit far more suited 
to the sixteenth than the nineteenth century. Only just, 
sir, reflect on the narrow feelings that must have prompted 
the letter in your last number of the ‘ Lancet ’ under the 
signature of “ Anti-Humbug,” and which has called forth 
these remarks. Your correspondent goes so far as to say 
that the names of those so practising should be omitted from 
the pages of a work which he designates the ‘Quack’s 

Guide.’ The work in question professes to be a list of all 
qualified medical men, or men who have obtained a licence 
to practise the same profession as himself, and because the 
names obnoxious to him and other bigots (for what else can 
you call them) are not excluded, he suggests the publication 
of another work which is to be carefully weeded of such 
individuals. Now, Mr Editor, do kindly inform me where 
would be the justice of such a proceeding ? Is it right that 
men of the highest attainments, whose names are still re¬ 
tained on the lists of their respective colleges, whose scientific 
works are before the world, and have merited the esteem 
and regard of the learned in this and other countries, is it 
fair or generous that such men should be excluded un¬ 
ceremoniously from the pages of a work merely because they 
differ in their mode of practice from the mass, or because 
this or that class of men do not approve of such doctrines ? 
Preposterous; and sure I am that the majority of the pro¬ 
fession who allow common sense to triumph over such petty 
party feelings must allow. I would ask, sir, what would be 
the use of such a work when compiled ? what would be the 
use of the ‘ Post-Office Directory ’ if this person were omitted 
on 'this account, or that person on that? or of a map of 
London that did not give this or that locality or street 
because it was low or dirty ? Surely the absurdity in either 
case is not more self-evident than would be a work such as 
that suggested by your correspondent. The compilers of 
the ‘ Quack’s Guide,’ therefore, appear to have taken a course 
as independent and just, as the other, if carried out, would 
be contemptible and useless, and I am induced to hope that 
the illiberality if attempted in the one case would, meet 
with the contempt it deserves, and the justice manifested in 
the other will, I have no doubt, meet with the support of all 
honourable minds.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 

“ Common Sense.” 

[We cannot conceive upon what grounds of equity and 
fair dealing the foregoing letter was refused insertion in the 
‘ Lancet.’ The writer is no advocate of homoeopathy, on the 
contrary, he denounces it as arrant humbug. It is to be 
regretted that our contemporary is so illiberal, for certain 
we are that the profession gains nothing by such one-sided 
advocacy. We have no hesitation in saying that homoe¬ 
opathy lias gained an ascendency over the public mind which 
it would never have acquired, had it been left unmolested 
and unnoticed.—Ed. Med. CircJ] 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—For some time I have thought it my duty to in¬ 
form you of the great benefit I have derived from having 
purchased a copy of your excellent ‘ Medical Directory,’ by 

which, accidentally, I read, as I turned over the pages, a list 
of the “ Medical referees of the Metropolitan Assurance 
Companies.” 

It has been the means of my doing a considerable amount 
of business during the past year, and this year only I have re¬ 
ceived eleven guineas for medical reports on lives about to be 
assured, in consequence of my having written to the London 
offices. Till I saw your ‘ Directory,’ I did not know that 
there were so many offices in London. Have you, since 
1849, added to your list all the new offices, and is the 1852 
Directory still on sale ?—I am yours truly, H. H. 

Redruth, Cornwall, 8th March, 1852. 

To- 

Sir,—I have ascertained beyond all doubt the perilous 
condition of Mr Wakley’s Insurance office. 

In anticipation of the fortune which ultimately will be 
paid to you, by right of your wife, I have, as you know, 

exceeded my duty as trustee, and advanced you several hun¬ 
dred pounds. To secure me from risk in the event of your 
death, you have very properly insured your life to double or 

treble that amount, but, unhappily, you have selected a 
young, and, as it appears, an unsafe office, for the purpose. 
Now, Sir, I feel sure that if death should overtake you, which 
God forbid ! your policy would never be paid, or, at least, 
without litigation, and the ruin of some of the unfortunate 
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shareholders, who would be called upon to pay upon their 
shares, which they would resist. I therefore publicly call 
upon you instantly to transfer your policy to an older and safer 
office, and any loss you may sustain by having paid the 
premium for the year, a few months of which only have 
expired, I will reimburse you out of my own private purse, 
for I tremble when I think of my precarious position as 
trustee. 

Trusting you will instantly comply with my request, I 
remain, dear Sir, with much respect, yours faithfully, 

J. S. 
[The names of the parties referred to in this letter have 

been forwarded to us, but are omitted as unnecessary for 
publication. We can vouch for the fact as stated.—Ed. 
Med. Circ.~\ 

DISEASE OF FIBULA—RESECTION OF NEARLY 

THE WHOLE OF THE BONE, WITH RECOVERY. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR,’ 

In the month of March, 1845, I was called to attend 
Hector MacLever, a boy aged five, who was confined to 
bed during a period of twelve months, in consequence of a 
diseased state of right leg and foot. On the outer aspect of 
the former was an aperture which discharged copiously for 
months very unhealthy matter, impairing very much his 
general health. Upon minute examination I found nearly 
the whole of the fibula in a diseased condition, and lost no 
time in getting it removed by means of making an incision 
which extended from its upper end to its malleolar extremity. 
This being done, the whole of the diseased portion of the 
bone was cut through with the cutting forceps, and the limb 
dressed with adhesive plaster in the usual manner. He was 
allowed a generous diet, with tonics, which improved his ge¬ 
neral health so much that he was able to walk about a little 
at the end of three weeks after the operation, and has ever 
since continued to do well; walking performed without any 
inconvenience. It may be necessary to remark that this 
patient was attended by two surgeons at the commencement 
of his illness, who treated him for erysipelas by means of 
dry applications, such as flour and chalk, &c. I am of opi¬ 
nion that this was a case of periostitis, ending in the destruc¬ 
tion of bone. Alexander Currie, M.D. 

Bovvinore, Islay, 6th March, 1S52. 

DR MURE’S DISCOVERY. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—After reading your remarks in the * Circular ’ of 
February 25th, on Dr Mure’s discovery, “ which,” as Dr 
Mure truly says, “ those only who devote themselves to 
such laborious exertions can appreciate,” I expected that 
some of your correspondents would demonstrate that the 
claim to original discovery is at least doubtful; as tliis has 
not been done, I beg to lay before you the following pas¬ 
sage from ‘ The Doctor,’ vol. 1, p. 252, not with the view 
of detracting from Dr Mure’s merits, but as another suffi¬ 
ciently interesting instance of independent discovery, 
although, perhaps, hardly so important as the planet Nep¬ 
tune or oxygen gas : “ When at any time it happened that 
one of his eyes was bloodshot, he went forth in search of 
some urchin whose mother, either from laziness, or in the 
belief that it was wholesome to have it in that state, 
allowed his ragged head to serve as a free warren for certain 
‘ small deer.’ One of these hexapods William secured, and 
* using him as if he loved him,’ put it into his eye ; when, 
according to William’s account, the insect fed upon what it 
found, cleared the eye, and disappearing, he knew not 
where or how, never was seen more.” P. A. 

Aberdeenshire, March 17th, 18S2. 

ON THE TREATMENT OF APOPLEXY. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE * MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—Allow me to return you my thanks for inserting my 
hastily-written letter in your journal, and for answering it in 
so obliging a manner. 

I am glad that you agree with me in thinking “ that a 
medical journal ought to supply evidence of the truth or error 
of doctrines new or old and I am much obliged to you for 
saying that you “ will gladly do it, if a Fellow will furnish 
us with the means.” 

In the letter which you did me the honour of publishing, 
I intended to allude to the doctrines of Chrono-thermalism. 
I beg leave here to state that I have not only read with much 
pleasure ‘ The Fallacies of the Faculty,’ and the ‘ History of 
Chrono-thermalism,’ by Dr Dickson, but that I have felt 
myself instructed by both these works. As I wish to take 
up as little as possible of your valuable time, I will endea¬ 
vour to be brief, making a few remarks only on the subject 
of apoplexy. 

Dr Watson, in his 1 Lectures on the Practice of Physic,’ in 
speaking of apoplexy, says, “But although in that form of 
disease which we are no w co nsidering bleeding is our sheet an¬ 
chor, it may be carried too far, or repeated too often.” In the 
Chrono-thermal treatment of apoplexy, bleeding, so far from 
being considered a sheet anchor, is never practised. What, 
then, with regard to bleeding, is to be considered the proper 
treatment in apoplexy ? 

“To bleed, or not to bleed? that is the question.” 
In many other respects the Chrono-thermal treatment of 

apoplexy as described by Dr Dickson, is very different from 
that of Dr Watson in his 1 Lectures on the Practice of Physic,’ 
as Dr Dickson, in his ‘ History of Chrono-thermalism ’ (a 
work which I certainly think ought to be well studied by every 
medical practitioner), has himself drawn a contrast between 
his own treatment of apoplexy and that of Dr Watson. I 
am unwilling to say anything further on this subject, except 
that I fully agree with Dr Dickson in the prohibition of 
bleeding, and also in some other respects in which he differs 
from Dr Watson. 

As the treatment of apoplexy is a subject of considerable 
importance, I am glad to find that you have no doubt that 
some regular practitioner will be found to answer me. 

Again thanking you for inserting my former letter, 
I remain, sir, 

Your very obedient servant, 
A Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—As certain statements in your recent biographical 
notice (‘ Medical Circular,’ No. 5), of Dr Neil Amott (to 
which my attention has just been drawn), respecting some 
novel therapeutic expedients, are incomplete, I trust that 
your sense of justice will permit me to supply the deficien¬ 
cies. I shall endeavour to do so as briefly as possible. 

The proposal of fluid pressure as a dilating power in stric¬ 
ture was made by Darwin, in the third edition of his 1 Zoo- 
nomia (class i, 2, 3, 23; and class i, 2, 3, 25); a fact of 
which I was ignorant when, in my ‘ Treatise on Stricture,’ I 
gave the credit of this suggestion to Dr N. Arnott. But the 
mere idea of the fitness of fluid pressure for such a purpose 
lies so near the surface, that it is hardly worth contending 
for priority in regard to it. Since the publication of the 
treatise referred to in 1819, several surgeons iu this and 
other countries have claimed this idea as their own, and I 
neither question nor doubt the independence of their several 
alleged inventions. Nor has this invention been confined to 
Medical men. I recollect a patient with stricture coming to 
me to have the fluid dilator applied, in consequence, he said, 
of the same idea having previously occurred to himself. It 
appeared by his narrative that he was a member of some 
volunteer corps, and one day, while in the act of putting the 
long feather of his hat or helmet into its silk case (during 
some happy interval, uo doubt, of the invasion-phobia), the 
notion entered his head that he might, with advantage, put 
the silk case itself into his rectum, where the stricture lay, 
before filling it. Another claimant, Dr Andrew Simpson, 
accompanied the same captain who is mentioned in the bio¬ 
graphical memoir, in another of his Indian voyages, and has 
brought forward liis pretensions in a letter, not remarkable 
for its politeness, inserted in the ‘ Lancet,’ about the year 
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1830, where the claim that I had preferred in behalf of 
another is denominated a “ piracyas if in anticipation of 
what is alleged in the memoir, that the invention originated 
on the high seas. 

As a mere untried suggestion I received the idea of a 
fluid dilator, and thinking highly of it, set to work on making 
it practically useful. In this difficult task I was assisted by 
Dr N. Arnott and Mr Guthrie. The latter gentleman has, 
I think, in his ‘ Treatise on Stricture,’ made a greater demand 
than is reasonable for his share in this tripartite property, in 
the condition, even, in which it existed before the publication 
of the second edition of my book in 1849; but since that 
time the dilator has undergone much improvement at my 
own hands exclusively. The distension of it by thick muci¬ 
lage instead of air or water, and by means of a syringe 
having a screw piston rod, has made it a much more power¬ 
ful, safe, durable and manageable instrument; and enabled 
the surgeon to have it constructed of a size not exceeding 
that of a very small bougie. These improvements are, like¬ 
wise, of much importance in the adaptation of the fluid 
dilator to other purposes; and it is much to be regretted, 
considering the still very imperfect state of this department 
ot surgery, that the opinions formed and recorded in books, 
of the merits or demerits of the stricture dilator, should have 
been founded on trials of the former and very defective in¬ 
strument. 

The idea of the probable superiority of the equal pressure 
of fluids to that of solids in other cases of disease, was likely 
to present itself to those conversant with its advantages in 
stricture; and its employment, accordingly, as a substitute 
for the common modes of producing pressure on the surface 
of the body, occurred to me while at St Helena, and was 
noticed in the second edition of my work on stricture. Dr 
N. Arnott’s device for the same purpose, called by him the 
“ slack pillow,” or a pillow only partially filled, was, though 
of later date, no doubt an independent invention; and his 
mode of regulating the pressure of this by a truss spring, 
was not only independent but original. So also was another 
valuable extension by him of the same principle of equal 
fluid pressure, in the construction of a soft bed for invalids. 
—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant, 

Jas. Arnott, M.D. 

TREATMENT OF BURNS AND SCALDS. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—My plan in all burns is to apply oatmeal or linseed 
poultices (as hot as the patient can comfortably bear them), 
till suppuration is fairly established, and then the ungt. 
oxid. zinci albi spread thin on lint, and oil-silk over it, and 
a bandage. 

With the above treatment the cure will generally be 
completed (even where the large joints are implicated) in 
three or four weeks. 

I have always thought that the sooner a burn is brought 
to the state of an ordinary suppurating wound the sooner it 
will heal, and oatmeal poultices appear to have that effect, 
except in some very bad cases, when I use turnips instead. 

I am, &c., II. Semfill. 

Kinnepwood, 3rd March, 1352. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 

CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITIONS FOR 18 52. 
(continued.) 

LONDON. 

Hind, George W., removed from 2 Alfred place, Bedford 
square, to 9 South crescent, Bedford square. 

Howard, Edwin, M.D., 36 Weymouth street, Portland 
place, for late Surg. Disp. Newport, Salop, read latePhys. 
Disp. Newport, Salop. 

Monday, Walter, removed from Olveston, Gloucestershire, 
to 63 Kennington lane, Kennington. 

PROVINCIAL. 

Crowdy, C. W., 5 Clarence square, Brighton. In ‘ Local 
List,’ to this name add Phys. 

Mason, John, removed from Lochmaben, Dumfries-shire 
(in Scotch Directory), to Castle Eden Colliery, by Hartle¬ 
pool, Durham. 

NAMES OMITTED. 

Batt, Edward, Witney, Oxon, M.R.C.S., Eng., 1848; 
L.S.A., 1849 ; Dist. Med. Off. Witney Union. 

Brett, Alfred Thomas, Watford, Herts (Ward and 
Brett), M.D., St Andrew’s, 1850; M.R.C.S., Eng., and 
L.S.A., 1850. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR IRELAND. 

O’Reilly, Philip, Balbriggan, Co. Dublin, after M.D., 
Edin., 1816, read Lie. in Midw., Edin. Lying-in Hosp-, 
1816. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR SCOTLAND. 

Mackenzie, Wm. Maclean, Kelso, Roxburghshire, for 
L. R.C.S., Edin., 1849, read L.R.C.S., Edin., 1839. 

Thomson, Lawrence Ramsay, Dalkeith, Edinburgsliire, 
for author of a work ‘ On Varicocele, &c.,’ read contrib. a 
paper ‘On Varicocele, &c.,’ ‘Edin. Monthly Journ. of 
Med. Sci.’ 

Wolseley, Wm. Augustus, Rothesay, Isle of Bute, after 
M. D., Edin., 1843, read formerly Phys. to Hosps. for Emi¬ 
grant Coolies, Portuguese, and Liberated Africans, British 
Guiana; late Surg of the parish of St Boswell’s, Roxburg- 
sliire; Mem. Border Med. Soc.; contrib. ‘ Essay on Yellow 
Fever, with a view of proving its Contagious Character.’ 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Thomson, Dr S. (Newarthill).—Enquiries have been insti¬ 
tuted with reference to the subject of your letter dated 
13th February last, and the correction will be made in 
future editions. 

to the editor of the ‘medical circular.’ 

Sir,—I herewith send you my subscription for the copy 
of the ‘ Medical Directory for Scotland,’ which you sent me 
some time ago. In doing so I cannot help expressing my 
regret that you should have thought it necessary to style a 
pamphlet of mine a ‘ Work on Varicocele.’ 

Not having seen any of the other Medical Directories you 
are aware that, after having directed you to the particular 
number and volume of the ‘ Monthly Journal of Medical 
Science,’ for a paper by me on Varicocele, (which I informed 
you had been published separately), I left the insertion of 
the notice of it to yourself, as well as the mention of some 
other minor contributions to Medicine, which I might have 
also specified had my object been to swell my small impor¬ 
tance as an author. 

I am not of those who would condemn the ‘ Directory ’ as 
a Medical guide book, on account of the omissions and other 
mistakes incidental to the first year’s publication of such a 
work; on the contrary, I am much pleased with your 
‘ Directory ’ as a whole, and feel that in this enterprising 
undertaking you will ultimately confer a great boon upon 
the profession, and public at large in Scotland. 

Trusting that you will give insertion to this in the next 
number of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ I am, Sir, yours respect¬ 
fully, L. Ramsay Thomson, M.D. 

Dalkeith, March 30tU, 1852. 

Munificent Donation.—We are much gratified to 
learn, that a gentleman lately deceased has willed upwards 
of twenty thousand pounds to University College Hospital. 

Dreadful Ravages of Cholera.—According to the 
last medical returns, 40,000 persons died of cholera in Ja¬ 
maica last year. 
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MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the meet¬ 
ing of the Court of Examiners on the 26th ult.:—Fowler, 
Richard Sumner, Bath; Grainger, Henry Ilomer, Skipton- 
in-Craven, Yorkshire ; Heath, Frederick Ashton, Manches¬ 
ter; Harbord, William, Hull; James, William, Newport, 
Monmouthshire ; King, John Lister Bertram, Belgrave 
square ; Mitchell, Samuel Buckland, Kingston-upon- 
Thames; Read, Constantine Caridi, Army. At the same 
meeting of the Court, Mr William Ellis Hambly passed his 
examination for Naval Surgeon. This gentleman had pre¬ 
viously been admitted a member of the College, his diploma 
bearing date July 2, 1847. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following are the names of 
the gentlemen who passed their examination in the science 
and practice of medicine, and received certificates to prac¬ 
tise, on Thursday, March 18, 1852 :—Holmes, Arthur New- 
stead, Pocklington, Yorks; Langworthy, Southmead, Mod- 
bury, Devon ; Robinson, Francis, Ware, Herts. On Thurs¬ 
day, March 25,1852 : —Bartlett, John Moysey, Langworthy, 
Modbury, Devon ; Davies, Thomas George David, St An¬ 
drew’s court, Holborn; Drew, Samuel, Cornwall; Freer, 
Alfred, Stourbridge, Worcestershire ; Hemming, John, Kim- 
bolton ; Jackson, Alfred ; Mullarky, Patrick James, Mar¬ 
gate ; Vinall, John, Sutton place, Hackney ; Willcox, John, 
Birmingham. 

Military Appointments.—Hospital Staff : Assistant 
Staff-Surgeon Melville Neale, M.D., to be staff-surgeon of 
the 2nd class. 5th Foot: Acting Assistant-Surgeon Henry 
Bowles Franklyn, to be assistant-surgeon, vice Robb, de¬ 
ceased. 10th Foot : Assistant- Surgeon John Knox Leet, 
from the 85th Foot, to be assistant-surgeon, vice Inglis, pro¬ 
moted in the 64th Foot. 64th Foot: Assistant-Surgeon 
James Gordon Inglis, M.D., from the 10th Foot, to be sur¬ 
geon, vice Archer, deceased. 

Naval Appointments.—Acting Assistant-Surgeons 
James Wallace, to the Victory, flag-ship at Portsmouth; 
Patrick W. Dillon, to the Impregnable, flag-ship at Devon- 
port. Surgeon William D. Kerr, M.D. (1846), to the High¬ 
flyer. Assistant-Surgeons Daniel W. Stephens, M.D. (1848), 
to the Highflyer; James D. Cronin (1844), to the Arrogant, 
36, at Portsmouth. Surgeon James Donovan, M.D. (1835), 
to the Winchester. Assistant-Surgeon Henry Slade (1847), 
serving in a naval hospital, to the Winchester. Acting As¬ 
sistant-Surgeon Daniel Saunders (1852), to the Winchester. 
F. Lekeux (1851), confirmed to the Castor, 36, at the Cape 
of Good Hope. Assistant-Surgeon Julian W. Bradshaw 
(1847), to Haslar Hospital, vice Henry Slade, to the Win¬ 
chester, 50, at Portsmouth. 

Hospital Appointment.—We have great pleasure in an¬ 
nouncing the appointment of Mr Joseph Maclise, F.R.C.S., 
to the assistant-surgeoncy of University College Hospital. 
Mr Macliso is deservedly well known to the profession by 
his works on Surgical Anatomy. 

Medical Appointment. — Clifden Union, County 

Galavay.—Wm. H. Suffield, Esq., M.D., has been ap¬ 
pointed by the Poor-law Commissioners medical officer of 
the Clifden Dispensary District, under the Medical Chari¬ 
ties Act,—an office he has held for the last twelve years 
under the old system. 

Vacancies.—At the West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital, 
a house surgeon and secretary is wanted ; salary 507 a-year, 
with board, lodging, and washing. Testimonials on or be¬ 
fore the 10th of April; date of election, the 20th.—A house 

. surgeon is wanted at the Taunton and Somerset Hospital. 
He must be M.R.C.S. and L.S.A. Salary, 757 a-year, with 
furnished apartments and board. To engage for three years 
certain, with three months’ notice. The hospital contains 
76 beds. Date of election and of office the 3rd of June 
next.—The office of joint surgeon to the St George’s and 
St James’s Dispensary has become vacant by the resignation 
of Mr Ilalls; election on the 8th of April. The Swiney 

lectureship is vacant: the appointment on this occasion is in 
the hands of the trustees of the British Museum; date of 
election, May 15; office tenable for five years. Salary 1407 
a-year. The candidates must be graduates of the Univer¬ 
sity of Edinburgh; the lectures to be delivered in London 
at a place to be appointed hereafter. Certificates of de¬ 
grees and testimonials of qualification to be transmitted to 
the principal librarian at the British Museum. 

Medical Stores for the Navy.—A vote was taken in 
the House of Commons on Monday night for 23,0007 for 
medicines and medical stores for the navy. 

Medical Society of London.—At the last meeting of 
the Medical Society of London, Mr Headland, B.A., and Mr 
Albert Davies were elected members of the Society ; and a 
testimonial was read in favour of Mr W. Adams, of New 
Broad street, as a candidate for membership. 

Dead Houses in Prussia.—In the bill which was passed 
for the abolition of intramural interments, provision was 
made for the establishment of dead-houses, or houses for the 
reception of corpses, the retention of which in dwelling- 
houses might be accompanied by danger or be disagreeable 
to the survivors. In Prussia, where this system has long 
been established, it is reported, that out of a population of 
430,000 in Berlin, only 28 corpses were brought last year to 
three out of the six existing dead-houses, and the other 
three were totally unused. Arrangements are made there 
also for watching corpses, where there is any ground for sup¬ 
posing trance or catalepsy to have produced the appearance 
of death; but as yet no single instance, it is said, has oc¬ 
curred of a corpse so watched having given signs of resusci¬ 
tation. The plan is, nevertheless, a good one, and is re¬ 
ported to have been of effectual service in other parts of 
Germany. It is of essential importance in those countries 
where the dead are speedily returned to mother earth. 

Dr Peacock of Gainsborough.—We have much plea¬ 
sure in stating that this gentleman has been presented by 
the public with a purse containing 3507, and a silver ink- 
stand and gold pens, for his gratuitous professional services 
to the poor. It is not often that we have the opportunity of 
recording such an instance of public gratitude for arduous 
and self-sacrificing exertions in the cause of the poor. 

University College.—The Council of University Col¬ 
lege have this day appointed J. Maclise, Esq., Fellow of the 
College of Surgeons, on the recommendation of his friends 
at that institution, to the office of anatomical draughtsman 
to the hospital. 

The University of Munich has conferred the doctor¬ 
ate on Mr Gray, the industrious and talented keeper of the 
natural history department in the British Museum. 

King’s College Hospital.—The authorities of King’s 
College Hospital have resolved to cause the remains of Dr 
Walcot, author of ‘Peter Pindar,’ and also of the equally 
celebrated ‘Joe Miller,’ to be removed from Portugal street 
burial-ground, and re-interred in one of the cemeteries with 
becoming respect. The other bodies interred in the same 
churchyard are also being removed. 

Crown Court, Bodmin.—William Hamlyn Pascoe was 
indicted for administering one drachm of savine to Catherine 
Nicholls, with intent to procure a miscarriage.—Mr Justice 
Erie, in summing up the case, said : Before they could find 
the prisoner guilty, they must be satisfied that two things 
were made out: first, that the prisoner administered the 
drug; and, secondly, that he did so for the purpose of pro¬ 
curing the woman's miscarriage.—The jury retired, and 
eventually returned a verdict of Guilty.—The Judge, in 
passing sentence, told the prisoner that he could not but 
come to the conclusion that this was not the first offence of 
the kind of which he had been guilty; and guilt more ag¬ 
gravated it was difficult to conceive ; he must be trans¬ 
ported for ten years.—Tlio verdict and sentence seemed to 
come upon the prisoner like a thunderbolt. 

The Abeknetiiy Club.—The members of this club, 
established in honour of the memory of the late great sur¬ 
geon and physiologist, John Abernethy, held their anniver¬ 
sary dinner on Saturday, March 27th, and we are happy to 
say that it was well attended. James Yearsley, Esq. of 
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Saville row, was the president-elect, but this gentleman 
having been unable to attend in consequence of a professional 
engagement, his duties devolved on Nathaniel Chfton, Esq., 
of Islington, the founder of the society, by whom the duties 
of the office were most efficiently perfonned. The Abemethy 
Club is not very extensively known, in consequence of its 
gatherings being of a strictly private character in considera¬ 
tion of the wishes of some members of the family of the 
late distinguished surgeon ; but, it is to be hoped, that those 
objections will not continue, and that this anniversary dinner 
may become one of our established public festivals, so that 
the profession generally may be able to do honour to one of 
the most illustrious surgeons of his age. 

Application op the Thermometer. — Dr Spurgin 
has formed a neat little instrument for ascertaining the 
amount of increase of temperature of the various internal 
organs of the body under inflammation, as compared with 
those that are not; and the like in fever, where different 
organs are hotter than others. As far as he has tried it, 
the results are curious and valuable. It is merely a ther¬ 
mometer fixed in a hol/nw cone, so that the bulb can rest on 
the part of the body nearest to the inflamed organ, and the 
heat collected all around it; and the doctor has even de¬ 
tected one part of the brain hotter than another under fever, 
and applied leeches accordingly with good effect in reduc¬ 
tion of the fever in general.—‘ The Builder.’ 

Marsden’s Patent Ventilating Boots.—This in¬ 
vention is devised to prevent the swelling and heat of the 
foot incidental to our modern custom of wearing tight boots. 
It consists of three external openings on the inner side, 
which communicate with various tubes that pass around 
the sole. There are innumerable small perforations emanat¬ 
ing from these tubes, which gradually permit the egress of 
the hot air, and also allow the ingress of the pure and cold. 
The foot by these means is kept at the proper temperature. 
This invention is one of the most ingenious and useful that 
can be conceived, and in warm climates it must be a great 
source of comfort to persons who are afflicted with hot and 
tender feet. 

Homoeopathy in France.—A cause has recently been 

tried before the Court of Appeal at Angers, in which M. 

Orriard, officier de sante, and a homoeopath, was charged 

with having himself dispensed and distributed the medicines 

prescribed for his patients, without having presented his 
prescriptions to be made up by the pharmaciens of Angers— 
an omission that, constitutes an offence against the laws of 
France. M. Orriard pretended that he distributed his 
medicines only after a fruitless application to the ordinary 
pharmaciens; but tills was proved to be incorrect. Subse¬ 
quently, however, to the prosecution having been com¬ 
menced, he made a more formal application, prescription in 
hand, to the several pharmaciens in Angers, but none of 
them were in a condition at the moment to prepare the 
medicines prescribed, although a few of them promised that 
if time were allowed they could procure the ingredients from 
Paris. M. Orriard affirmed that his patients might die in 
the interim, and that, in fact, the ordinary pharmaciens were 
totally incompetent to prepare a Hahnemannic prescription. 
So the matter stood at the trial, but inasmuch as it appeared 
that no serious attempt had been made prior to the prosecu¬ 
tion to enable the pharmaciens to prepare the homoeopath’s 
prescriptions, and as one of the pharmaciens had actually 
shown his ability to do so by producing medicines prepared 
in the homoeopathic manner, and which might have been 
supplied to M. Orriard, if a regular application had been made, 
the Tribunal condemned the unfortunate homoeopath to pay 
one hundred francs damages, with costs.—‘Gazette des Tribu- 
naux.’ This trial is interesting as exemplifying the operation 
of the laws of France with respect to the pharmaciens of that 
country. No prescription can be made up there except by 
a regularly authorised dispenser, and thus the security of 
the public against ignorance and presumption is pro¬ 
vided for 

DJntwjr. 
Samuel CrozierRoe, M.D., deputy inspector-general of 

hospitals; at Fort George, Madras, on the 4th of last Sept., 
aged 63 years, after only six days’ illness, in consequence of 

an injury and abscess of the brain, caused by a fall from 

his buggy on 29th August. After finishing an extended 
course of general medical and surgical education for five 
years, in the county of Down Infirmary, and afterwards in 
the schools and hospitals in Dublin; Dr Roe obtained his 
qualifications from the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, 
and the Army Medical Board, then under the Direction of 

Surgeon General Stewart, Dr Harvey, physician-general, 
and Dr Renny. He received his appointment as hospital- 
assistant on the 4th June, 1808, and was sent to join the 
camp at Kilcullen, Ireland. On the 4th August, 1808, he 
was appointed assistant-surgeon to the 23rd Regiment 
Royal Welsh Fusileers, and went out with them under Sir 
David Baud; after the splendid but disastrous retreat of 

Corunna, he returned to England, having lost all his bag¬ 
gage, his regiment being one of those which were covering 
the embarkation of the troops. He afterwards went out to 

Walclieren, and returned to Ireland with the infection of 

that malignant fever, which very nearly cost him his life. He 
went out again with his regiment to Portugal in May 1811, 
and remained in the Peninsula without a day’s interruption 
from active and laborious duties, until the end of the war, 
when he found himself rewarded for the dangerous duties 
by being appointed surgeon to his own heroic regiment 
on 26tli May, 1814. His services are thus noticed in 
‘ Hart’s Army List: ’—“ Campaign and Battle of Corunna, 
Expedition to Walcheren, Peninsula from May 1811 to the 
end of the war, including the Battle of Albuhuera, Sieges 
of Ciudad Rodrigo, and Badajos, Battles of Salamanca, 
Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nivelle, Orthes, and Toulouse. He has 
received the war medal with ten clasps. (That such ser¬ 
vices were not without personal danger to medical officers 
is proved by his having a horse and mule shot under 
him at the Battle of Salamanca.) Soon after the. first 
peace, Dr Roe was placed on half-pay, but as he wished 
to return again to the service, he proceeded to Dublin, 
and there improved and matured his knowledge and experi¬ 
ence by strict and close attendance upon the schools, 
hospitals, and dissecting-rooms of that city; he further 
availed himself of that leisure by becoming a Mem¬ 
ber of the College, of Surgeons of London, and also an 
M.D. of Edinburgh. Anxious to continue in the service, and 
to be actively and usefully employed, he joined the 14th Regt. 
for a short time in France, and afterwards went out with 
the 28th Regt. to the Mediterranean, and remained with it 
at Corfu until its return to England; soon after which ho ex¬ 
changed from the 28th into the 7th Dragoons, but remained 
with them only a short time at Canterbury, and eventually 
exchanged into the 38th Regiment, serving in India. He 
subsequently returned with the Regiment to Ireland, and 
there remained until appointed Staff-Surgeon in September, 
1839. He continued doing duty in London until 1844, and 
had almost decided upon settling himself as a regular prac¬ 
titioner in private life, but his military and medical friends 
dissuaded him from this purpose, and he once more left 
England for the Cape of Good Hope, where he was appointed 
Deputy Inspector of Hospitals, in December, 1845 ; from 
the Cape of Good Hope he was sent to Ceylon, and after¬ 
wards to Madras, where his useful life closed by the melan¬ 
choly and fatal accident beforementioned. The Medical 
gentleman (Dr Crawford, 51st Regiment), ivlio most kindly 
and accurately reported the sad details of his accident, lnd 
illness, and death, also addsthat “ on examination after death 
a considerable quantity of serum was found between the 
membrane and the brain , there was also an abscess in the 
right hemisphere of the cerebellum, about the size of a hen’» 
egg—no other morbid internal appearances.” He (Dr 
Crawford) also most feelingly adds, “ his remains were in¬ 
terred in St Mary’s Burial Ground, on Friday 6tli Sept., at 
six p.m. He was followed to the grave by the Commander- 

in-Chief, and all the Head-Quarter Staff of fee Army, a» 
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well as by several Members of Council, ancl many others. 
H.M. 51st Regiment furnished the funeral party which 
paid the last military honours to a much-lamented veteran, 
who had served with them in many battles, and shared 
with them and others the glories of many victories; 
I need scarcely add his untimely fate is deeply regretted by 
every one here who had the pleasure of his acquaintance, 
and is keenly felt by us, the members of his own depart¬ 
ment.” Colonel Felix also, the quartermaster-general at 
Madras, who has most kindly and most efficiently acted as 
President of the Committee, assembled under the 29th Ar¬ 
ticle of War, for the purpose of managing and settling his 
Indian affairs, writes to Colonel Enoch, of the Horse Guards, 
who had been appointed his executor, thus:—“ It becomes 
my sad duty to announce to you the loss of one with whom 
you have long been joined in ties of friendship, and for 
whom I had myself a sincere regard. Poor Roe lias passed 
from us, not through illness, but from the effects of a sad 
and fatal accident.” In a large circle of military as well as 
medical friends, Dr Roe was greatly esteemed and respected; 
and amongst his own private domestic friends he was almost 
adored. Over and over again had he been entreated to re¬ 
tire and come and live amongst them ; but an ardent desire 
to reach to the top of his profession induced him to continue 
a life of such active duty. 

Dr Roe was a sincerely devoted lover of his profession, 
but the continued and unceasing regimental and military 
duties to which he yras most scrupulously attentive and 
punctual, prevented his leaving behind him any medical or 
other writings, except during the period that he was quar¬ 
tered in Dublin with his regiment (38th), when, by the 
particular desire of his friends, he wrote a short article or 
paper on the treatment of the ‘Venereal Disease without 
Mercury,’ of the abuse of which, in the early days of his 
education and practice, he had witnessed numerous exam¬ 
ples. This paper appeared in an abridged form in Dr 
Graves’s clinical lectures : it showed the clearness and sound¬ 
ness of his judgment, and the accuracy of his observations.— 
That Dr Roe was well and fully qualified to undertake all 
the duties of a private practitioner, notwithstanding his long 
connection with military duties, was perfectly and clearly 
proved by his engaging in and performing all the medical 
and surgical duties of a large county infirmary for three 
months during the absence of the surgeon, at the time his 
regiment was quartered in the town. For this he received 
the special thanks of the governors of the infirmary, and 
the warmest expression of their individual and personal 
regards. 

After a life of such toil and care for upwards of forty- 
three years, it might be naturally supposed that having no 
family, and not being married, he would have realised a 
large fortune; yet such was not the case: he did not wish 
for money. He always lived like a gentleman, and was 
kind, liberal, and generous when applied to for any benevo¬ 
lent fund or institution. In his will he left ffty pounds to 
the funds of the County of Down Infirmary, to which he 
had no other tie than of its being the first school where he 
imbibed the early rudiments of that profession to which he 
was so much attached, and of which he was so bright an 
ornament. 

January 10—Elias Dcnsterville Pbddicombe, Esq., 
Surgeon, at Silverton, Devon, aged 53. He was district 
medical officer of the St Thomas and Tiverton Unions, and 
formerly assistant-surgeon H.E.T.C.S. 

17—Thomas Salt, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng. 1830, L.S.A. 
1831, at Great D unmow, Essex (where he had practised for 
twenty years), aged 43. 

30—James Staley, Esq., L.S.A. 1824, M.R.C.S. Eng. 
1825, at Wantage, Berkshire, aged 49. 

March 3—James Rhodes, Esq., one of the surgeons to 
the Manchester and Salford Lying-in Hospital, in Dale street, 
Manchester, aged 29. 

22—Sir Charles Fergesson Forbes, M.D., K.C.H., 
and Deputy Inspector-General of Army Hospitals, at his re¬ 
sidence, 23 Argyll street, Regent street, aged 73. The de¬ 
ceased was a physician of high repute, but of late years he had 

.r 

retired in a great degree from practice, retaining only the 
pliysiciancy to the noble family of Londonderry, in whose 
estimation, as a physician and a friend, he stood higher than 
any other medical man, not even excepting the late Presi¬ 
dent of the College of Physicians. Sir Charles was physi¬ 
cian at one time to the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hos¬ 
pital, which appointment he threw up in 1828, in conse¬ 
quence of a disagreement with his colleague, Mr Guthrie, 
the surgeon to the establishment, connected with an article 
published in the 1 Lancet.,’ in which reflections were cast on 
the mode of treating inflammatory diseases of the eye, as 
pursued in that hospital. Mr Guthrie commenced legal pro¬ 
ceedings against the proprietor of the journal, but aban¬ 
doned them at a late hour, in consequence of an intimation 
from Sir Charles Forbes, that he had been subpoenaed, and 
that his opinion was adverse to the mode of treating the 
diseases in question, which mode, however, experience has 
since fully sanctioned. A coolness ensued in consequence 
between these gentlemen, and Sir Charles shortly afterwards 
fought a duel with Mr Hale Thomson, on grounds con¬ 
nected therewith. Each combatant fired three times, but 
no blood was shed on the occasion. Sir Charles Forbes was 
highly esteemed by all who knew him. He entered the 
Army Medical Service in May 1798. In 1808 he was ap¬ 
pointed to the staff, and in 1813 he became Deputy Inspec¬ 
tor-General. He accompanied the expedition to the Helder 
in 1799, and was present at the attack on Ferrol in the fol¬ 
lowing year. In 1801 he served with the army in Egypt, 
under the command of Sir Ralph Abercrombie and Lord 
Hutchison, subsequently at Malta and Gibraltar. In 1803, 
in the West Indies, he was present at the capture of the 
Islands of St Lucia and Tobago. In 1808-1809, he served 
with the army in Galicia, under Sir John Moore ; and finally, 
in the Peninsula, under his Grace the Duke of Wellington 
until the peace of 1814. Sir Charles F. Forbes received the 
war medal with five clasps for Egypt, Corunna, Busaco, Ba- 
dajos, and St Sebastian. He was a Knight of the Crescent 
and of the Hanoverian Guelphic. Order, conferred on him by 
the late King Ernest, in 1842. He was also a Fellow of the 
Royal College of Physicians, and a Fellow of the Linnsean 

Society. 
24—John Stevens Lee, Esq., L.R.C.P. 1841, atNorth- 

wieh, Cheshire, aged 39. 
Lately—Wm. Young, Esq., Surgeon, late of Summer 

Rods, near Hexham, Northumberland, at Douglas, Isle of 
man, aged 42. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Mr J. V. Evans.—We will endeavour to meet your sug¬ 
gestions as regards Ireland in due time. The ‘ Circular,’ 
we are happy to say, is rapidly increasing its list of sub¬ 

scribers. 
Mr Robert Emerson.—We are much obliged to you for 

your information, a portion of which you will observe has 
been used in this number. Will you kindly send us the 
particulars respecting the gentleman to whom you refer ? 

A Non-Subscriber.—Some persons have a strange pro¬ 
pensity to place themselves in ridiculous situations, and a 
“ Non-Subscriber” is, we fear, one of that number. He is 
evidently contented to play the part of “ tool,” and we do 
not envy him the respectable office. He says, among 
other foolish things—“ How are the working part of the 
profession the better for knowing what is contained in the 
journals, if they have not time to read them i Well, we 
don’t know; but it is likely a busy man might find time 
to read one, if not all; and, at any rate, we cannot under¬ 
stand how this can be an argument against our Mirror. 
Rather the reverse. We cannot help thinking that if 
by means of this department of our journal the working 
part of the profession do know what is contained in the 
journals, they will be a little the better for it. We should 
like to know how much a “Non-Subscriber” was ever 
paid for an article to a medical journal. Not much, we 
presume, judging by his letter to us, even if he were paid 
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a considerable premium on its real worth. If he have 
never contributed to a journal, let him ask his friend Mr 
Adams how much he was paid for his article on the 
“ Weeping Leg ?” We suspect that “ Non-Subscriber” 
is not only a tool, but something else also of allied sound, 
for one character is as easily transformed into the other, as 
the word is changed into its fellow by the alteration of its 
first letter. 

N. 0. X. —Yes. He acts as an apothecary. There is no 
shuffling in the way mentioned out of the legal liability. 

A Subscriber lias forwarded to us the annexed copy of an 

advertisement for the benefit of the supporters of the 

various “ isms” that now infest society : — 

“Vitalism.—Vitalising Food.—Vitalism is the only 

known science for curing the sick, comprising all that is 

good in allopathy, homoeopathy, hydropathy, &c., which 

blast the hope of the invalid, recommended to the afflicted 

with insanity, fear of the same, nervousness, epileptic fits 

(cured in a few days), lowness of spirits, gout, piles, pro¬ 

lapsus, and that large class of diseases which find not aid 

from ordinary medical treatment. 

“Vitalising food in Is. packets at the Phrenological 
Establishment, 67 Great Russell street, opposite the Bri¬ 
tish Museum. 

“ J. C. Lee’s Treatise on Vitalism, post free, Is.”— 
Extracted from, an advertisement of a London newspaper. 

H. D. T. (Plymouth).—The Editor of the 1 Lancet ’ is 
M.R.C.S. He formerly practised his profession, we 
believe, in Argyll street. The Editor of the ‘ Medical 
Times and Gazette ’ once practised in Somersetshire, but is 
at present out of practice. The Editor of the 1 London 
Journal of Medicine ’ (M.D. Edinburgh only) lives and 
practises at Putney, but whether he keeps an open shop 
or not we cannot tell. 

Dr Adair Crawford (St James’s street), Mr William 

Crosby (Salford).—Communications received. We are 
glad that the ‘ Circular ’ continues to command the 
warm approbation of the profession. 

Mr Robert Docileray writes, “Will you be kind enough, 
in the next number of the ‘ Circular,’ to mention whether 
there is on the Continent a homoeopathic college, or any 
body granting homoeopathic diplomas ? A victim has 
been trying to persuade me that there is, which for 
humanity’s sake I am inclined to doubt.” 

Mr Robert Annan (Kinross).—We regret that your query 
was not enclosed in your letter when it came to hand. 
Will you kindly send another ? 

Medical Ethics — Medical Jurisprudence. — A is 
called to a middle-aged man with compound commi¬ 
nuted fracture of the cranium, with depression and wound 
in scalp, and reports to the law authorities his opinion 
of the case. B, another practitioner, being requested by 
the person wbo had inflicted the blow to visit the 
wounded man, being fourteen days from the receipt of the 
injury, and without advising with A as to the condition 
of tbe skull,—the wound of scalp being now all but 
closed—draws out an opinion and certificate in writing, 
“ on soul and conscience, that the man is not in danger.” 
It is asked, “ Was B’s interference here, without reference 
to A being the attending surgeon, according to strict 
medical etiquette ? And, secondly, without being cog¬ 
nizant of the condition of the fractured shall, was B, in 
foro conscientice, warranted to give a certificate at all ?”— 
As the question is one of medical ethics as well as medical 
jurisprudence, an answer to the above queries is respect¬ 
fully requested by the editor, or any of his correspondents. 
Professor Amos, in ‘London Medical Gazette’ for 1830-1, 
and more recently, Professor Christison, in ‘ Monthly 
Journal of Medical Science,’ November, 1851, have, with 
some severity, animadverted on the conduct of medical 
men to each other, when before the courts of law as wit¬ 
nesses; the latter observing, the effect has been that 
“ The confidence of lawyers in medical testimony was 

thus severely shaken, and the estimation in which • medi¬ 

cine had been previously held received a blow from which 

it has not even yet recovered.” Enquirer. 

[We have no doubt that our publication of this case will 
elicit some observations from our readers. It is very 
necessary that a court of honour invested with authority 
to determine questions of medical etiquette should be esta¬ 
blished in the profession.] 

“ Cui Bono ” asks if we think that the ‘ Lancet’s’ onslaught 
on quacks and quackery has diminished the evil one tittle—' 
on the contrary, whether the former are not more nume¬ 
rous, and the latter more rampant than ever ? We arc 
inclined to answer in the affirmative. Sir Benjamin 
Brodic is of opinion that no notice, legislative or otlier- 
Avise, should be taken of the hydra-headed' monster. For 
quackery the ‘ Lancet ’ should sometimes look at home. 

Dr C. J. B. Williams.—We trust that there is no truth in 

the report that this eminent physician is suffering from 

deficient hearing, affecting, as it would, his stethoscopic 

manipulations, Avhich have gained for him so great a re¬ 

putation. 

F. M.—We should require our correspondent’s name in con¬ 
fidence, before ive could accede to the proposal. 

R. S. (Doncaster).—A most admirable suggestion. Many 
thanks. 

A Medical Student.—The schooLis an efficient one. 

Anti-Quackery.—Y es. 

Philo.—The rumour has reached us, but we do not believe 

it, nevertheless Ave do believe that the brother is an un¬ 

scrupulous scoundrel, and could be guilty of the crime 

imputed to him. His character and propensities being 

known, Ave doubt if he be even admitted to the house. 

M. D.-Londin.—Many thanks for your communication, 

but it is too lengthy for our columns. 

Iapis, M.R.C.S., must excuse us if Ave do not exactly fall in 

with liis vieAvs. Fair play is our maxim, and depend 

upon it, the interests of the profession will not suffer 

thereby. If our correspondent had looked into the cur¬ 

rent edition of the ‘ Medical Directory,’ he Ai'ould have 

seen that his suggestion in regard to continental medical 

men is anticipated. If he can add any information 

concerning them, the editors of that Avork Avill be 

obliged to him. 

An Army Surgeon.—We cannot agree to the proposal. 

B. N. The certificates Avill be received by the English 
Apothecaries’ Society. 

A Staunch Friend is thanked for his communication. 

Jas. Arnott, M.D., and D. S. H- Sempill, &c.—The 
communications received from these gentlemen are in 
type, but we are prevented by want of space from in¬ 
serting them in this number. They will appear in our 
next. 

J. Thomson (Aberfeldy).—We liaA’e received your excel¬ 
lent communication, and hope to be able to avail our¬ 

selves of some of its suggestions in future numbers. 

The Correspondence for the department of ‘ Notes and 
Queries ’ will be published in our next number. 

“ Truthful Rhyme ” received, but too late for insertion ; 
besides, it exposes the painful position of an amiable and 
accomplished physician, and therefore may possibly be 
rejected. 

%* We have received various complaints from gentlemen 
avIio feel aggrieved that abstracts of their communications 

do not appear in our ‘ Mirror.’ It must be evident to all 
that nor limited space Avill not admit of noticing every¬ 

thing Avhich appears, and our desire is to select the cream 
of the journals. If Ave do not always succeed we are very 
sorry for it. 



MR HOOPER'S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 
Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See ‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Cajsar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘ Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

TMie following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, As3^1ums, 
_1_ Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

they atford. 
Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King's College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir¬ 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-parlcAsylum,near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke’s Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevenoaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman's Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George's Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Teignmouth and Dawlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
\V est Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Wavley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ He had observed in a periodical or 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, wtio iiad fractured his thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, however, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority.” 

EXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pull- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. More recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his couch. Being made of Indt i-rubber. without the admixture of cloth materials, leakage is avoided; 
and Mr Hooper’s Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, und the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
also particularly applicable for children’s cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise, the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 
Mr HOOPER has succeeded in obtaining Waterproof Sheeting, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected bj 

jemperatnre, acids, nor alkalies, and may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 



fphe Medicated Bathing Esta- 
-1- BLISHMENT in DUBLIN WILL BE DISPOSED OF FOB 

COO/. 
& To a young professional inan it offers a favourable opportunity of 
cultivating a resp ctable practice. 

Apply, if by letter pre-paid, to Sir Arthur Clarke, F.R.C.S., Sur¬ 
geon to the Bank of Ireland and to the Metropolitan Police Force of 
Dublin. 

Important to Surgeons and the 
Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon's Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court. Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons' Instruments anrl Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved- 
s. d. £ a. d. 

Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Potent, Salmon's ... „ 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

., Cole’s ... „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, soldi „ „ - 

at 3/. 3s. j 1 1 0 
Ellis's Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 
Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 

and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford couri, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons'Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy-and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

L 

Assistants.—Wanted, a 
Gentleman with one or both qualifications, for a situation in 

Berks. A Vacancy fora SECOND in Glamorg in shire; a THIRD in 
Cambridgeshire, with view to succession ; a FOURTH, either legally 
qualified or not, but who must be well acquainted with his profes¬ 
sion, to assist a Gentleman in Northamptonshire; and a FIFTH is 
wanted for a vacancy in Bucks. The salaries vary from 35/. to 60/. 
per annum. Applicants from twenty to thirty years of age, of gen¬ 
tlemanly manners and address, are invited to apply personally, be 
tween the hours of eleven and three, to Mr Harris, Medical Direc 
tories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

OFFICE ESTABLISHED FOR THE INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS 
OF PROPER IY IN TOWN AND COUNTRY. 

oans on Real and Personal 
SECURITY granted by tlie ROYAL FARMERS' and 

GENERAL EIRE and LIFE ASSURANCE and LOAN and 
ANNUITY COMPANY. Established 1840. Capital 500,000/. 

Fire and Life Insurance of every description effected. 
Medical Attendants remunerated for their reports In all cases. 
Prospectuses may be obtained of the Agents, or at the head office, 

346 Strand, London. 
WM. SHAW, Managing Director. 

Impositions practised in Dentistry, 
and how they may be avoided. 

Just published, demy 8vo, pp. 84, price in cloth 3s., in hoards, 
2s. 6d,. a popular work entitled THE MIRROR OF DENTISTRY, 
in four parts, illustrated by twenty-two engravings, on the various 
modes of fixing arid marking Artificial Teeth; with the most im¬ 
proved method to warrant success in wearing, their various mate¬ 
rials, and with every information connected. 

Part 2—Dental Surgery, comprising every operation of the Teeth, 
and an analysis of the different materials for plugging decayed ones, 
and tire best means of pr, serving our natural Teeth, Ac., Ac. 

Part 3.—Practical Rul"S to be observed during Dentition. Dental 
Diseases of Children. Their Irregularity and Mode of Treatment, 
with a variety of other condensed matter. 

Part 4.—Impositions practised in Dentistry, and how they may be 
avoided. The whole forming a complete review, guide, and consult¬ 
ing book for Family use. 

By J. W. Davenport, Surgeon-Dentist, inventor of the improved 
Forceps for the extraction of Teeth. 

To be had of all Booksellers in town or country. Published 
by Seeleys’, Fleet street, London. 

Fifth Edition, now ready, The Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imxue, Surgeon-Dentist. 

“ Mr Imrie lias obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and has re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London; Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

D 

Medical Partnership.—A Gentle¬ 
man fully QUALIFIED, and holding the highest testimonials 

is prepared to pay handsomely for A SHARE in an OLD ESTAB¬ 
LISHED bona fide PRACTICE. Communications on the subject, 
addressed to Mr Harris, Medical Directories' Office-, 4 Adam street, 
Adelphi, will beheld strictly confidential. 

rug Price Currents, Free on 
Application; containing the Prices of all the principal Drags, 

Pharmaceutical Preparations, Surgical Instruments, Medical Bottles, 
Ac., and every requisite for the Surgery, all of the purest and best 
quality, by Messrs Hewlett and Goddard, 

Wholesale and Export Druggists, 6 Arthur street West, London bridge. 

Kousso (Brayera Anthelmintica.) 
—THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE WORM.-Mr KEAT¬ 

ING begs to inform the Profession that he lias made arrangements for 
a regular supply of this valuable medicine. Having just received a 
fresh qoantily of the new crop, direct from its place of growth, he is 
enabled to offer it at 2s. the ounce, which can be sent free to any part 
of the Kingdom on receipt of twenty eight postage stamps. 

MATICO. 
Mr KEATING continues to receive importations of this valuable 

Styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended with such successful resul Is in obstinate forms of 
Diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its use may be had on application. 

Sole Agent for Do Vere’s Fluid Extract of the Red Pa rag nan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty.—79 St Paul’s Church¬ 
yard, London. 

SPERMATORRHOEA. 

Jnst publishid, price 5s. 8vo, in cloth. 

Treatise on the Cure of Stricture 
of THE URETHRA; with practical observations on the treat¬ 

ment of Spermatorrhoea by Cauterization. By F. B. Courtenay, 
M.R.C.S.E. 

H. Bailliere, 219 Regent street, London. 

A 

M' edical Galvanism.—The most 
efficient apparatus for tha administration of Galvanism for 

the Cure of Disease, is the ELECTRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the enly Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical fialvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current o( 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and r.ot merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HORNE, THORN- 
TI1WAITE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
3/. 3s., hi. 5s., 8/. 8s., and upwards. 

AT ovable Artificial Eyes.—The 
-Lt_I_ Prize MEDAL of the Great Exhibition was awarded exclu¬ 
sively to the EYES made by W. It. GR08SMITH, 175 Fleet street, 
London. They are fitted in a few hours without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight has been lost; they effect a perfect Movement, 
in accordance with the action of the natural eye; the colours of the 
Iris are closely matched, and they are the only Artificial Eyes yet in¬ 
vented, not liable to Crack in wearing. Sent by post to all parts of the 
world, from the manufactory, 175 Fleet street, London. 

*** References given to the Senior Surgeons of the Royal Ophthal¬ 
mic, Bartholomew's, St George's, Thomas’s, and all the principal hos¬ 
pitals of London, Edinburgh, Dublin, Liverpool, &c., by whom they 
are recommended. 

Allsopp’s East India Pale and 
other BURTON ALES.—The rublic is respectfully informed, 

that tlie ALES of THIS SEASON'S BREWINGS are now ready for 
delivery, and may be obtained genuine in Casks of Eighteen Gallons 
and upwards, either singly or in any quantity, at their respective 
Stores, as under, where aiso a list of the Bottlers may he had. The 
Brewery, Burto -on-Trent; Cl King William street, City, London; 
Cook street, Liverpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester ; Royal Brewery, Dudley ; 33 Virginia street, Glasgow. 

The Publisher of the 1 Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 

inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex, 
at the Office of Keynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Pal ish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi 
in the City of Westminster.—April 7,1852. 
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Potter and Hailey, Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herb¬ 
alists, &c., 66 Farriogdon market, London. 

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF FORTY Y§ARS. 

B ennett’s Watches, made ex¬ 
pressly for medical men, b -ating dead seconds, with every 

recent improvement, and most carefully finished : in silver cases, 
12 gs.; in gold ditto, 18 gs. Every Watch sold at this Manufactory 
sk’lfuliy examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETT’S MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is a 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
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For particulars apply to Mr Jacobson, 22 Queen street, Cheapside. 

MERCHANT’S AND TRADESMAN'S MUTUAL LIKE 

ASSURANCE OFFICE, 
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All Folicies Indisputable, and payable to Holder within 

fourteen clays after Death, and free of Policy 

Stamp to the Assured. 

An entirely new and most economical Seale of Premiums. 

HOUSEHOLDERS’ AMD GENERAL 
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

DISTINCTIVE AND PECULIAR FEATURES. 

1. Every Polio/ indisputable, tile state of health, age, 
interest, being admitted oil the Policy. 

2. A Lower Scale of Premiums than, any other Office. 

3. Policies transferable by indorsement. 

4. Policies paid within Fourteen Days after Proof op Death. 

5. No charge for Policy Stamp. • 

C. Persons recently assured in other Offices may obtain indisputable 

Policies from this Company at more moderate rates of Premiums. 

7. Medical Referees in all cases paid Br the Company 

The Directors of the Household Assurance Company wish to 
draw attention to the fact that four-fifths of the community 
who commence the wor d witli good prospects die insolvent, 
leaving nothing behind them for the maintenance of their families 
in their accustomed social position, and that the influence of the 
medical profession might in most cases be beneficially exerted for the 
alleviation of the distress of families by the recommendation of Life 
Assurance. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to tiie business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

Offices, 15 and 16 Adam street, Adelphi, London- 

mperial Life Insurance Company, 
1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq., Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy Chairman. 

A New Scalf, of Premiums on Insurances for the Whole Term of 
Life has recently been adopted, by which a material reduction has 
been made at all Ages below 50 Tears. 

Pour-fifths, or 80 per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies 
every Fifth Year; and may be applied to increase tbe sum insured; 
to an immediate payment in cash ; or to the reduction and ultimate 
extinction of future Premiums. 

One third of the Premium on Insurances of 500/. and upwards, 
for tbe Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Debt upon the Policy, 
to be paid off at convenience; by which means 1,500/. may be insured 
for tiie present outlay otherwise required for 1,000/. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend Sums of 50/. and upwards on the 
security of Policies effected with this Company for tiie Whole Term 
of Life, when they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effected Insurances with this Company are 
protected by its large Subscribed Capital from the risk incurred by 
members of Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at re¬ 
duced rates. Samuel Ingall, Actuary. 

oveable Artificial Eyes.—The 
Prize MEDAL of the Great Exhibition was awarded exclu¬ 

sively to the EYES made by W. R. GROSSMITH, 175 lleet street, 
London. They are fitted in a few hours without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight has been lost; they effect a perfect Movement, 
in accordance with the action of the natural eye; tiie colours of the 
Iris are closely matched, and they are the only Artificial Eyes yet in¬ 
vented, not liable to Crack in weai ing. Sent by post to all parts of the 
world, from the manufactory, 175 Fleet street, London. 

*>* References given to tiie Senior Surgeons of the Royal Ophthal¬ 
mic, Bartholomew's, St George’s, Thomas’s, and all the principal hos¬ 
pitals, of London,"Edinburgh, Dublin, Liverpool, &c., by whom they 
are recommended. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to lie at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons— always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decompo-ing 
distilled water, arc. <&c.; rvciyh, about eiyht ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket-book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on tiie same principle, can be 
worn on tiie body, und r tiie garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes letbre the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, th: Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academie de Mbdecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive use in tiie hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and tiie 
chains may be freely tested at tiie head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in— 

Ash lord, T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Beil and Moody; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel- 
ast, Grattan and Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Til. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. W. Iloidsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. H 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Schacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey; Driffield, W. Turner ; Edinburgh, Dupcin, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, William Mason ; Horncastle, W. Kemp ; 
Hull, Ch. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost: Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinso i ; Liverpool, A Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Gnodali; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark ; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham, I. Sliepperly; Pctworth, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Cli. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading. W. H. Staveley; Richmond. Yorkshire, James 
Ward; Rochester, T. S. King; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers; St 
Hellers, Jersey, Tlios. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Tl>. Ekin; Newbury, 'f. Fidler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes; Southport Hobt. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. H. Morris; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Pi ing 
and Co. ; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. PalkNorwich, II. R. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Bird, M.D. F R.S. F.R.C.P. <fcc. <fce. (published by 

his kind permission): — 
. . : . . “ We have in this ingenious invention that which 

has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvrrmacher’s 

invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.” 

Fifth Edition, now ready, 

he Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrie, Surgeon-Dentist. 

“ Mr Imrie has obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and has re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London: Churchflr, Princes street, Sobo."""* 
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Mirror 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The ‘Monthly Journal of Helical Science’ (Edinburgh) 
contains a paper, by Dr Hughes Bennett, in continuation 
of his articles on 

‘ Leucocythemia, or White Cell Blood.' 

In a former number we furnished our readers with an ana¬ 
lysis of an interesting article on this subject, published by 
Dr Bennett, in the March number of the ‘ Monthly Journal,’ 
and we nowTutend to follow up our observations. Dr Ben¬ 
nett begins this article with a report of a case in which the 
change in the blood was observed to- commence and go on 
increasing hi a case of chronic enlargement of the spleen 
and liver, and he cites another under the observation of Dr 
Monro, in which leucocytliemia was detected during life in 
connection with enlargement of the spleen. Tables are in¬ 
troduced to show the chemical composition of the blood in 
lcucocythomia, and a comparative table is presented, illus¬ 
trating the difference between the state of the blood in this 
disease and in health. Dr Bennett remarks — 

“ From these results it would appear that the chemical 
constitution of the blood in cases of leucocythomia, consists 
in an excess of the fibrin and diminution of the corpuscles, 
while the serous solids undergo little if any diminution. In 
seven out of the nine analyses, the fibrin exceeded the 
normal amount. Of the two exceptional cases, in one (Case 
III) there was purpura hemorrhagica, a disease character¬ 
ised by Becquerel and Rodier, as being deficient in fibrin. 
In this instance, however, the fibrin amounted to 2‘3 parts 
in a hundred, a quantity which may be considered high in 
a case of purpura. In the other case (Case XXII), the 
blood was obtained, after death, from the heart and veins, 
instead of from the living subject, as in Dr Robertson’s ana¬ 
lyses. In the other seven analyses, the fibrin varied from 
j'2 to 7'08 parts in a thousand. 

“ In all the analyses, the blood corpuscles were under the 
normal standard. In Case III, affected with purpura 
hemorrhagica, they were so low as 49'7, and in Case VIII, 
the highest in the table, they only amounted to 101 -63 in 
the thousand parts. The table indicates that no relation 
can be detected between the excess of fibrin and the dimi¬ 
nution of corpuscles. In Case II the fibrin amounted to 6, 
and the globules to 67-5, and in Case XX the fibrin was 
7-08, and the globules 101-63 in a thousand parts. 

“ The clot has been analysed in two cases, in one (Case 
II) by Mr Drummond, in the other (Case XXVI) by Bes- 
siere. The results were very different. 

“ With regard to the iron in the blood, its amount has 
been determined in two cases, one by Dr Strecker (Case 
XXX), the other by Mr Drummond, (Case II). The 
former found in 100 parts of the ashes 3'42 of oxide of 
iron, the latter 2‘06.” 

With respect to the theory of inflammation which sets 
forth that this condition is due to an arrest of the colourless 
corpuscles in the smaller vessels, Dr Bennett is at issue 
with its supporters, Dr Addison and Dr J. C. B. Williams, 
lie also objects to Mr Wharton Jones’s hypothesis, that in¬ 
flammation is caused by increased spissitude of the blood, 
and the adhesion of the coloured corpuscles to one another 
and to the vascular walls, and observes— 

“ On the other hand, every known fact convinces me, 
and the progress of science only adds strength to my con¬ 
victions, that we must ascribe the ultimate cause of inflam¬ 
mation to a derangement of those forces which regulate the 
nutritive powers of the economy, and that the only correct 
definition of inflammation itself is—an exudation of the 
normal liquor sanguinis. It is in vain that physiologists 
seek in the alterations of the vessels on the one hand, or in 
morbid changes of. the blood on the other, for the primary 
cause of this important condition. Facts prove that both 

are more or less affected, and also show that neither the one 
change nor the other, nor the two combined, constitute in¬ 
flammation. The vital properties of the tissues (under¬ 
standing by these the unknown conditions necessary for 
carrying on the nutritive processes) are in all such cases 
deranged, and such alteration is the cause of the changes 
which have been referred to, and not the effect.” 

The relation which leucocythomia bears to purulent infec¬ 
tion is then considered. The various theories that have 
been px-opounded to explain the cause of purulent infection 
are passed in review, and the Doctor concludes with an ex- 
pi-ession of opinion, that abscesses arising from this cause are 
not owing simply to the presence of purulent matter in the 
blood, drat to an animal poison. Phlebitis is also considered 
not to be occasioned by the circulation of colourless corpus¬ 
cles in the blood, inasmuch as the symptoms of phlebitis 
are absent in cases of leucocytliemia. Some interesting ob- 
serwations on the morbid conditions of the lymphatic glan¬ 
dular system and of the blood conclude the article. 

The same magazine contains an able article by Dr W. T. 
Gairdner, 

‘ On the Registration of Causes of Death in Public Insti¬ 
tutions and in Private Practice.' 

The object of the paper is to induce medical men to 
adopt a systematic registration of the causes of death occur¬ 
ring either in public or private practice. A nosological 
table is included in the ai-ticle, for the guidance of practition¬ 
ers. The nature of the paper does not allow of an epitome 
of its contents, but we earnestly i-ecommend its object to the 
consideration of all medical men who take an interest in the 
progi-ess of science. 

The ‘London Joxu-nal of Medicine’ contains a paper en- 
tituled 

‘ Cases of Foreign Bodies in the Eye-Ball,’ 

by Mr White Cooper. In the first case, a fi-agment of flint 
was embedded in the eye, causing severe inflammation of 
the conjunctiva sclerotic and iris. The piece of flint was 
successfully extracted by making an incision with Jiiger’s 
knife through the upper and outer margin of the cornea, 
about the sixth of an inch in extent, inserting a pair of 
Charriere’s delicate curved iris forceps, and withdrawing the 
chip enveloped in yellow lymph. A second case, in which 
a chip of steel was embedded in the eye, was treated in a 
similar mannei-, but the attempt to remove the foreign body 
was not successful. Atrophy took place and vision was ex¬ 
tinguished. Another case, of peneti-ating gunshot wound of 
the eye, occuri-ing to a patient of Mr Ancell, and seen by 
Mr Coopex-, is also recorded, in which no attempt at extrac¬ 
tion was made. As in the former case, atrophy of the 
oi-gan was the result of the injury. Mr Cooper observes, in 
reference to these accidents, 

“ Inflammatory symptoms, excited by a foreign body in the 
eye, are doubtless efforts on the part of nature to expel it; 
or, failing that, so to enclose and imbed it in lymph, as to 
render it harmless. There have been iixstances mentioned 
by Ammon, Salomon, Griillich, and Mackenzie, where 
foreign bodies, lying in the anterior chamber, have been hi 
this manner encysted, and have ceased to be productive of 
irritation. We may fairly asci-ibe the absence of acute in¬ 
flammation after such operations as have been described, to 
the circumstance that art has achieved the object for which 
nature was vainly striving, and that the relief affoi'ded 
moi-e than counterbalanced the injury inflicted. 

“ When a foreign body has lodged in the eye, and cannot 
be extracted, atrophy of the globe is a common l-esult. 
The active symptoms—of which neui-algia is one of the 
most distressing and lingering—gradually subside. The 
iris remains permanently discoloured, and the fibres indis¬ 
tinct ; the pupil, distox-ted and motionless, is bound to the 
surface of the capsule of the lens by dark adhesions; 
the lens may be converted into an osseous cataract, or, if 
the capsule has been opened, may undergo absorption; 
the sclerotic, thinned in texture, permits the dark hue of the 
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choroid to be seen imparting to it a dusky tint, whilst the 
surface of the soft and shrunken globe is traversed by a few 
large tortuous purple vessels. Such, if the eye be not in 
the first instance destroyed by suppuration, are the general 
characteristics; and the appearance of the iris is one test 
by which our judgment maybe guided as to the presence of 
the foreign body in the eye, for patients often declare that 
it is impossible that it can be in the eye. Iritis, excited by 
a simple wound, may be expected to subside, and the iris 
to recover its natural colour, under the use of mercury. Not 
so when a foreign body has lodged in the eye. A blue or 
grey iris then becomes a dingy green, and a brown iris ac¬ 
quires a muddy reddish colour, doubtless from the intersti¬ 
tial deposit, to which the change of colour is due, not being 
removed by absorption. It has been said that a yellowish, 
more or less elevated swelling of the membrane indicates 
the locality of the foreign body. It may be so when it is in 
contact with the iris ; but I have not observed it in other 
cases, though, when the substance is in the posterior 
on<%iii0er, the pupil is often drawn m miguitu.' form to¬ 
wards it. 

“ During the secondary inflammation, arising under the 
circumstances described, the repeated application of two or 
three leeches to the temple or mastoid process is of essential 
service. A larger number are not desirable, the object 
being simply to unload the vessels, without exhausting the 
system.” 

Mr Cooper strongly recommends the use of chloroform for 
the purpose of facilitating operations on inflamed eyes. 

Dr Snow has contributed an article to the same peri¬ 
odical, 

£ On the Cause and Prevention of Death from Chloroform.' 

Several experiments on animals are recorded, to show the 
effects upon animal life produced by the administration of this 
anaesthetic agent. He states, 

“ There is no reason to believe that any of the accidents 
from chloroform have arisen from the continued exhibition of 
the vapour well diluted with air. On the contrary, the sudden 
manner in which the alarming symptoms came on in every 
case, shows that they were produced by the respiration of 
air containing not less than eight or ten per cent, of the 
vapour; and, from the history of the cases, it is most probable 
that the heart was disabled, in most instances, by the direct 
action of the chloroform. No systematic means were taken for 
properly diluting the vapour with air, in any case in which 
death has happened. The chloroform was exhibited on a 
handkerchief, or towel, or piece of lint, in all the cases but 
three ; and, in two of these, it was not applied by a medical 
man. In order to show how easily accidents may happen 
with chloroform, I must beg attention to a few circum¬ 
stances connected with it.s physical as well as physiological 
properties. On a former occasion I showed, both from ex¬ 
periments on animals and the amount of chloroform con¬ 
sumed in inhalation, that the average quantity of it in the 
blood of an adult patient, when insensible to the surgeon’s 
knife, is about eighteen minims, and that, if twice that 
amount were present in the blood, it would suffice to cause 
death, even if it were uniformly distributed. Now thirty- 
six minims of chloroform, when in the form of vapour, only 
occupy thirty-seven and a half cubic inches, or very little 
more than a pint. It is true that the vapour of chloroform 
does not exist in a separate state at the ordinary tempera¬ 
ture and pressure of the atmosphere; but air, when satu¬ 
rated at 60 degs., contains rather more than twelve per cent, 
of the vapour; and supposing the air to contain ten per 
cent., which it does when the chloroform dew point is at 55 
degs., the thirty-six minims would be contained in 375 
cubic inches of air, more than half of which might possibly 
be in the lungs at one time. 

“ The quantity of blood contained in the adult human 
being has been estimated by M. Valentin to average thirty 
pounds; and the thirty-six minims of chloroform, mentioned 
above, is only one minim and one-fifth, or one cubic inch 
and a quarter of vapour, for each pound of blood measuring 

about twenty-seven cubic inches. Consequently, if a pound 
or two of blood should be impregnated to this extent with 
chloroform, and sent to circulate in the nervous centres, the 
respiration might cease before the remainder of the blood 
should be equally charged with vapour. Moreover, I ascer¬ 
tained that a little more chloroform than this, viz., one- 
cigliteenth part as much as the blood will dissolve, or about 
a cubic inch and a half of vapour to each pound of blood, 
has the effect of stopping the contraction of the heart by its 
own influence. Now, 100 cubic inches of air, containing ten 
per cent, of vapour, if present in the air-cells of the lungs, 
might yield this amount of chloroform to two or three 
pounds of blood, and still retain from five to seven per cent. 
It is easy to perceive, therefore, that death might be caused 
by a very small quantity of chloroform, if it were inhaled in 
a concentrated state ; and, indeed, in the Experiment No. IV 
on the rabbit related above, the action of the heart was ar 
rested by three or four inflations of the lungs in so short a 
time, that only a portion of the blood in the body could 
have become impregnated with the chloroform. The neces¬ 
sity of having the vapour sufficiently and systematically 
diluted with air, must, therefore, be evident. By such a 
plan, it is true, the patient cannot be made insensible in so 
short a time as was recommended by Dr Simpson on the in¬ 
troduction of chloroform. Three or four minutes must be 
occupied in gradually and equally charging the blood with 
the requisite amount of vapour, but it is time well expended 
on the safety which it ensures.” 

With respect to the best mode of diluting the chloroform 
with atmospheric air, Dr Snow observes, 

“ There are two ways of effecting with certainty the suffi 
cient dilution of the vapour with atmospheric air: the first 
and best is to employ a suitable inhaler ; the second is to 
dilute the chloroform with rectified spirit of wine before pour¬ 
ing it on a handkerchief or sponge. 

“ When chloroform thus diluted is first poured on a hand¬ 
kerchief, it is capable of yielding only a little more than 
half as much vapour to air which is brought in contact with 
it, as it yields in the undiluted state. As the process of in¬ 
halation continues, it yields less and less vapour, a weaker 
solution being left on the handkerchief. But by adding 
more of the mixture, the process goes on as at first. It is 
some little disadvantage that a combination of chloroform 
and spirit does not yield a uniform amount of vapour 
throughout the process of inhalation; but this is not of 
much consequence in using a handkerchief or sponge—the 
only method in which it is recommended—-for this plan of 
administering chloroform does not admit of regularity or 
uniformity under any circumstances.” 

In the ‘ Lancet ’ of April 10th we observe an elaborate 
article, by Dr Marshall Hall, 

1 On Apoplexy, and Epilepsy, and on an Hospital for 
Lunatics' 

The paper is an outline of the Croonian Lectures delivered 
recently at the College of Physicians, and, being itself an 
abstract, it is almost impossible to give a satisfactory ab¬ 
stract of its contents for this journal. This is almost the 
first time in the course of our labours that we have had reason 
to complain of the succinctness and brevity of the articles 
that appear in the pages of our contemporaries ; and we can¬ 
not pass over the occasion without complimenting Dr Mar¬ 
shall Hall for his unostentatious treatment of his subject,—a 
distinction that characterises his present as well as many 
previous productions. 

Dr Marshall Hall observes, 

“ Both apoplexy and epilepsy may have their origin in 
organic disease of the nervous centres, or of their vascular 
structure, arteries, veins, or intermediate vessels. Both may 
be of inorganic origin, and the effect of one or other of the 
Emotions or Irritations. Of these, the former act directly, 
the latter diastaltically, on the Heck, or on the Larynx; or 
the affection of the larynx may be secondary. 

“ I have ventured to designate these affections Trache- 
lismus, or Laryngismus, respectively.” . . 
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Treating of Trachelismus, Dr Hall remarks, 

“ Meantime it is obvious that, on the contraction of the 
muscles of the neck, the veins of this region must he com¬ 
pressed. The effect of this compression is, however, very- 
various, according as that contraction is clonic or tonic, or 
otherwise inordinate. 

“ A single contraction of muscles on a vein must tend to 
empty it; if this contraction he followed by relaxation, the 
vein is soon refilled. And il this alternate contraction and 
relaxation be rapidly repeated, the circulation along such 
veins must be accelerated. 

“ But if, instead of these clonic actions of the muscles, 
their contraction he tonic,—if it he spasmodic, inordinate, 
and sustained,—the veins are emptied, are not refilled, and 
the circulation at their origins becomes impeded or utterly 
interrupted, or even retrograde. 

“ Let us imagine the effect of such an event on the veins 
and on the blood-channels intermediate between these and 
the arteries, in the delicate substance of the cerebrum and 
medulla oblongata!—the congestion, the ecchyinosis, the 
rupture,—the danger,—to which these must be subjected ! 

“ We readily comprehend how these effects may manifest 
themselves. If this interrupted flow of the venous blood 
obtain in the exterior tissues of the head, we shall observe 
redness, purpurescence, intumescence, according to its de¬ 
gree : we sec flushing, lividity, and fulness of the face, and 
of the neck. If the interrupted flow occur within the en¬ 
cephalon, we observe symptoms of affection of the nervous 
centres, these symptoms assuming the varied apoplectic or 
epileptic character, according to the nervous centre specially 
affected.” 

Examples in illustration are then adduced, and the Doctor 
goes on to say, 

“ The usual causes of these contractions of the muscles 
of the neck, and the consequent impeded flow of blood along 
its veins, are— 

“ 1. The Emotions, and 
“ 2. The Irritations ; 

and especially fright, indignation, anger, — excitement, 
pleasurable or painful,—amongst the former; and the gas¬ 
tric, the enteric, the hysteric, amongst the latter. These 
causes induce tonic and inordinate actions of the muscles of 
the neck, of which the patient is frequently quite conscious, 
and which he describes as ‘ strings,’ a sense of ‘ constriction,’ 
&c.; or he experiences ‘ choking fits,’ with ‘ fulness of the 
face,’ as was tlie case with a physician whose career has 
been one of the most remarkable of the present day.” 

With reference to the question how these causes act in 
producing these effects, Dr Marshall Hall thus judiciously 
observes, 

“ It is, in brief, not accelerated and augmented flow of 
blood to the nervous centres, but impeded flow of blood from 
those centres, which endangers their function and structure, 
especially in the predisposed. An epileptic, whose case was 
detailed to me by Mr George Webster, seeing some men 
endeavouring in vain to move a barrel, said—‘ Let me 
try,’—made a violent effort, and fell into an epileptic 
paroxysm! 

“ It is true that in this case, as in all efforts, closure of 
the larynx would bo added to the impeded flow of blood 
along the cervical veins. So that the argument is not given 
as perfect. 

“ But emotion or irritation may act on the muscles of the 
neck only, without involving the larynx, and thus it is that 
we see the isolated and distinct effect of trachelismus. 

“It is in this manner that shame and anger induce blush¬ 
ing and flushing, respectively. It is in this manner that I 
have traced the former into epilepsy, and that the latter, as 
is well known, is apt to pass into apoplexy or epilepsy.” 

Dr Hall says, that when trachelismus is limited to the 
veins and muscles of the neck, and is uncomplicated with 
laryngismus, it is specially related to apoplexia mitior and 
epilepsia mitior, but when the laryhx is engaged the severe 

forms of these diseases are produced. He then comments on 
the effects of tight articles of clothing round the neck in 
producing this affection. He remarks, 

“ I find that, on applying an accurate measure round the 
neck—the stethometcr of Dr R. Quain, for example,—and 
turning the head extremely to one side, the circumference of 
the neck is readily augmented by half an inch. This effect 
is produced by the bulging of the contracted muscles. This 
bulging must take place equally towards the centre of the 
neck, and must encroach on the contents of the vessels, espe¬ 
cially the veins, of that region. lienee, when the contrac¬ 
tion is tonic and considerable, impeded flow of the blood 
from the head, and threatening of apoplexy or epilepsy. 

“ The same augmentation of the circumference of tlio 
neck, induced by closing the larynx and making an effort, 
the flow of blood being impeded and the veins becoming 
distended. Hence, when these events occur in an extreme 
degree, extreme apoplexy or epilesy; and hence the relief 
from tracheotomy. 

“ It is not in voluntary action, but in action the effect of 
emotion or irritation, that is abnormal, inordinate, and spas¬ 
modic action, that these effects are observed.” 

Dr Hall thinks that the omo-hyoid is the muscle chiefly 
engaged in impeding the venous circulation, and causing the 
sensation of choking pain and fulness—in fact, in inducing 
trachelismus. 

There is, in the same journal, a Clinical Lecture by Mr 
Solly, on 

‘ Disease of the Hip Joint.' 

The subject is prefaced by some observations on the phy¬ 
siological anatomy of the joints, but the case recorded docs 
npt offer any points of novelty. We may remark “ en 
passant ” that a tumour was discovered after death in the 
left ovary, which, when examined by Mr William Adams, 
was found to be a specimen of the unusual disease, choles- 
toma. All the internal organs appeared to be healthy, ex¬ 
cept the liver and the ascending and transverse colons. 
The latter were ulcerated, and the former was enlarged, full 
and rather firm, presenting a waxy appearance on a section 
being made, and containing a colourless or slightly greyish 
translucent substance, like calves’-foot jelly, between the 
enlarged and light yellow coloured acini. 

Dr Henry Bennet continues his papers 

1 On Healthy and Morbid Menstruation ' 

The subject of the present lecture is amenorrhcea, and its 
treatment. Dr Bennett’s remarks on the treatment of ame¬ 
norrhcea, arising from constitutional causes, are most judi¬ 
cious, and, as a warning to practitioners, prone to employ 
caustic applications to remedy diseases of the uterus, we 
quote the following paragraph in the same spirit in which 
it was written. 

“ Occlusion of the os uteri, as a congenital occurrence, is 
rare ; but since I first recommended the use of potassa cum 
calce as a last resource in obstinate inflammatory disease of 
the cervical canal, I have seen several cases in which its use 
had been followed by all but complete occlusion, and by par¬ 
tial retention of the menses, or at least their difficult excre¬ 
tion. This was evidently owing to the want of due caution 
at the time of application and during the period of healing 
afterwards. The tendency of the tissues thus treated to 
contract being very great, it should be counteracted, if 
necessary, by the occasional use of wax bougies, until the 
process of repair has been fully accomplished. The possi¬ 
bility of this accident occurring through the want of caution 
of the operator, does not in the least invalidate the utility of 
the remedy as an exceptional and ultimate one. I have 
generally, "but not always, found this form of occlusion easy 
to remove by progressive dilatation. Should occlusion of 
the os uteri exist congenitally, once recognised it is easily 
remedied by a slight incision in the region of the os, and by 

) subsequent dilatation.” 

Mr Ringer, of Demerara, records, in the same journal, a 
case of ' ' - • 
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‘ Traumatic Tetanus successfully treated by Opium' 

The disease arose from a punctured wound of the first 
phalanx of the great toe of the left foot. 

“ Three drachms of laudanum in a glass of strong, hot 
brandy-and-water were administered, and an injection of a 
drachm of laudanum in four ounces of barley-water; 
mustard sinapism applied over stomach and chest; hot 
bottles to his feet, and the laudanum ordered to he repeated 
in drachm doses every two hours till he slept, which he did 
after taking four doses, and slept soundly for three or four 
hours ; and on his awaking, a sensible effect had been pro¬ 
duced on the spasms ; he could open his mouth with greater 
ease, and the contraction of the muscles of the neck and 
jaws had much diminished. He took some nourishment, 
and the bowels only having acted once slightly, an enema of 
castor-oil and turpentine was given, and the laudanum 
ordered to be continued throughout the night in drachm 
doses every two hours. The following morning he was 
much improved, towels had acted freely. The 
laudanum was now given at longer intervals, ancl gradually 
reduced in quantity as the symptoms were relieved, and on 
the 16th he was convalescent, and left the settlement on the 
following day, on a fortnight’s leave of absence. 

“ It is to be remarked in this case, that the symptoms 
came on after exposure to the cold, damp morning air, 
twenty-two hours after the receipt of the wound. The 
pulse seldom exceeded sixty-five in the minute. The bowels 
were easily acted upon by medicine, but the dejections were 
offensive and unnatural. The urine presented nothing re¬ 
markable as to quantity or quality, and the heat of the skin 
was never increased to any great extent. The appetite of 
the patient remained exceedingly good throughout, and he 
was allowed a plentiful supply of beef-tea, brandy, wine, 
&c.; and with regard to the treatment, opium proved most 
efficacious, and its good effects soon became manifest.” 

Mr Wm. Henry Smith reports, in the 1 Lancet ’ of the 
same date, 

‘ A Case of Simultaneous Displacement of both Humeri.' 

This very unusual accident occurred in 1835, when Mr Smith 
was dresser to the late Mr Aston Key, at Guy’s, and it 
appears that the patient, while drunk, was ejected from a 
public-house by the landlord, and that when he recovered 
from his stupor, he found that his arms were “ fixtures, and 
numbed to the fingers’ ends.” Mr Smith reduced both dis¬ 
locations. Mr Smith refers to a similar case, mentioned by 
Mr Skey in his ‘ Operative Surgery,’ and states that Sir 
Astley Cooper informed him of another that had come to his 
knowledge, though he had never seen it, which occurred to 
a man who, some years before, was accustomed to leap, for a 
wager, from the different bridges, with his hands clasped and 
raised in the form of an inverted Y. On the last occasion he 
dived with his arms spread out, horizontally, and sank to the 
bottom. On the recovery of the body, it was found that he 
had sustained the double dislocation. 

Dr Niddrie, in a short article 

1 On the Treatment of Gonorrhoea,' 

recommends the following plan, which he says will safely 
and effectually cure the disease in three days, or at the 
utmost within a week. 

“ During the first day, a saline purge, such as a Seidlitz 
powder, with half an ounce of sulphate of magnesia, is to be 
given; recumbent rest enjoined; weak linseed tea, with a 
little nitrate or bitartrate of potash, used as common drink; 
and ordinarily pure cold water used as an injection twice in 
every half hour. During the second day, the same drink to 
be used, and quiet observed, but a solution of sulphate of 
zinc, two grains to the ounce, is to be substituted for the 
cold water, and used twice every half-hour during the day. 
On the third day the irritation and discharge will probably 
have gone, and it will not be necessary to enforce rest so 
strictly, but the drink and injection must be used as on the 
preceding days. These remedies are commonly in use, but 
their efficacy depends on the mode in which they are 

applied; and if this method is strictly followed, few unsuc¬ 
cessful cases will occur.” 

This is good news for many sufferers, and at any rate the 
plan deserves a trial. 

The ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ of April 10th, com¬ 
mences with a Lecture by Dr Parkes, on 

‘ Chronic Bright's Disease.' 

The observations respecting the condition of the urine in 
this disease, in two cases examined, are thus summed up :— 

“ (a) In both cases the quantity of albumen in a given 
quantity of urine, varied greatly at different times of the day, 
being more abundant in the Urina Cibi, than in the Urina 
Sanguinis." 

“ (b) The specific gravity of the urine of food was 
always greater than that of the urine of fasting, but judging 
from a single experiment, the increase of the other solids did 
not appear to be so great as the increase of the albumen." 

“ (c) The quality as well as the quantity of albumen was 
probably different in the two wines. ... 

“ (d) The normal rule for acidity of the urine as deduced 
by Dr Bence Jones was reversed in these two cases.—We 
have had opportunities, of course, of observing in other 
cases the truth of Dr Bence Jones’s important law; but it 
has occurred to me in several cases of Bright’s disease to find 
it fail. Thus, out of seventeen examinations of Lee’s urine, 
that passed after food was in sixteen cases distinctly more 
acid than that passed after thirteen hours’ fasting; in one 
case no difference could be found.” 

“ (e) The colour varied.—The morning urine was always 
pale, and never smoky; the food urine was darker, though 
sometimes not much so, and was occasionally very dark, 
brownish-red, and smoky.” 

“(f) The sediments were different.—In accordance with 
Dr Bence Jones’s observations, the food urine presented 
generally copious deposits of litliates; the fasting urine 
had none, or merely a very light flocculent deposit. 
We unfortunately did not observe at what time the casts of 
tubes were most abundant.” 

“ To sum up all these observations, we may say that in 
these two cases there was an excess of albumen (of par¬ 
ticular quality), of colouring matter, of acid, and of non- 
albuminous solids, in the mine of food as compared with 
the urine of fasting.” 

The state of the blood is next stated as follows :— 

“ Lee was bled from the arm after food; Fountain in the 
morning, while fasting. The serum of the first was milky; 
of the second, limpid. This appears to be the usual rule, 
and not to be in any way peculiar to Bright’s disease. The 
serum of blood drawn three hours after food is, not indeed 
invariably, but generally milky, either from fat (and then 
either in a few minutes in some cases, or in a few hours in 
others, dissolves it) or from protein molecules, (molecular 
fibrin of some,) which are insoluble in ether, and vary in 
then- re-action with acetic acid, being sometimes soluble and 
sometimes not. In some cases, as in diabetes, the milkiness 
is so great as to be decidedly abnormal. In Lee's serum, 
the milkiness was from protein chiefly, if not entirely. Both 
specimens of serum were slightly alkaline at first. After 
several days, Lee’s serum became distinctly and spon¬ 
taneously ammoniacal and effervesced with acids, as if it 
had contained urea which had undergone metamorphosis. 
The re-action, after fifteen or sixteen days more, became 
neutral. Fountain’s serum, at first alkaline, after eleven 
days became neutral. This loss of alkalinity is a striking 
circumstance, as it scarcely ever occurs except perhaps after 
cholera, pyaemia, and some acute inflammations; in fact, in 
some observations I have made on this point, serum has 
preserved its alkalinity even to advanced putridity. 

“ As I required the serum for a special investigation into 
the quality of the albumen, which is not yet completed, I 
did not determine anything more respecting the different 
quantities of its ingredients.” 
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On investigating the faeces, the existence of albumen in 
the focal matter was proved, but Dr Parkes was doubtful of 
the real significance of this condition in Bright’s disease, as 
he thought it might be found to exist also in the course of 
other chronic maladies, and Lehmann has noticed the occur¬ 
rence of albumen in healthy stools. 

The same Journal contains an excellent Lecture 

‘ On the Operations for Retention of Urine occasioned by 
Inveterate Stricture,’ 

by Mr Simon. After stating the conditions which may 
make the resort to an operation necessary, and observing that 
in his experience it is generally needed only when extra¬ 
vasation of urine has taken place, or when there is severe 
constitutional distress, and time is not allowed for the dila¬ 
tation of the stricture ; he goes on to canvass the propriety 
of the different plans of operating for the relief of retention 
of mane. He decisively condemns the operation—the pe¬ 
rineal section—practised in the Borough Hospitals, for the 
past thirty or forty years, and concurs with Professor Syme, 
who has stigmatised it as “ protracted, uncertain, dangerous, 
and unsatisfactory.” He also considers that Professor 
Syme’s operation for the cure of stricture, is inapplicable to 
these cases. Referring to the old operation of dividing the 
stricture, he justly remarks:— 

“ The operation held its ground because of its alleged 
completeness. The notion of dividing (and therein curing) 
the stricture, at the same moment as one gave relief to the 
distended bladder, was indeed charming. But, of late years, 
surgeons have discovered, that this seductive completeness 
had in it a practical fallacy. The division of the stricture 
was the sheerest superfluity. Let the bladder be relieved 
any how,—by the periuamm, by the rectum, by the pubes; 
merely let the stricture for a while be undisturbed by the 
constant irritation of urine urged against it from behind, 
aud there speedily occurs a spontaneous perviability of the 
canal. The stricture wants no cutting. It loosens itself.” 

Mr Simon then describes a modification of the perinajal 
section employed by him with success. He says:— 

“ These considerations have led me to the modified 
perinatal operation, which yon have seen me perform in 
various instances, and which consists simply in this: I open 
the urethra by puncture (or by very small incision) im¬ 
mediately in front of the prostate gland. I run a short 
elastic catheter along this wound to the bladder. I leave 
the stricture quite untouched for ten days (more or less) 
during which the urine flows entirely by the perinteal 
catheter. At the end of this time, I find the stricture 
sufficiently relaxed for me to begin its dilatation with a 
middle-sized instrument; and I thus obtain all the advan¬ 
tages assigned to the severer and more difficult measure, 
while adopting an operation of extreme slightness and 
security.” 

In remarking on the hazards of the rectal operation, Mr 
Simon thus graphically describes its perils:— 

“ But assuming, for argument’s sake, that the manipula¬ 
tion shall never miscarry by any such slips as these, I can 
still scarcely approve of the operation. To bore a hole 
through the rectum would seem, at first blush, a roundabout 
way of emptying the bladder. It strikes me as an awkward 
and unworkmanlike proceeding, to involve a second viscus 
unnecessarily in the attempt to relieve a first. One would 
wish to minimise the injury of one’s operation ; and, if one 
can relieve the bladder equally well without wounding the 
rectum,—if one can accomplish one’s purpose by a direct cut 
through the common integuments, or little more, surely one 
would argue prima facie that the rectum should be let alone. 
For the wounding of the bowel cannot be a matter of in¬ 
difference. The track of the trocar between the seminal 
vesicles must be the seat of irritation,—not often, perhaps, 
to a serious extent, but certainly sometimes. Occasionally, 
no doubt, an abscess forms there, aided by a little infiltra¬ 
tion of urine; and from such a beginning as this very multi¬ 
plied mischief might arise and continue. I understand 

a. 

there died in this hospital, not long ago, a patient who, at 
some previous time, had undergone elsewhere the operation 
in question; and in whom the irritation occasioned by it 
had never subsided. There had apparently been formed (in 
the manner just suggested) an abscess between the two 
openings; urine continued to flow through the rectum, with 
extreme discomfort and tenesmus; and the man’s health 
was undermined by this continued suffering and irritation. 
I repeat, therefore, that the rectal operation, as compared 
with the ordinary pei-inEeal section, presents unquestionable 
advantages; but, as compared with the modified perinatal 
operation, it must be considered, I think, to have the disad¬ 
vantage of inflicting unnecessary injury, and incurring un¬ 
necessary risks.” 

The arguments in favour of the modified perinasal section 
are thus summed up :—• 

“ Reviewing the objections I have briefly stated, I cannot 
but give a decided preference to the modified perinatal 
operation, in all cases which admit its execution. The 
point of the urethra selected for the puncture is definitive in 
its position. It is readily reached from the surface of the 
permteum. No important parts intervene. The subsequent 
escape of urine is direct. The position of the catheter 
causes little inconvenience. The perinseal incision necessary 
for reaching the urethra is in nearly all cases required by 
accumulations of pus and extravasated urine. In such cases 
nothing is wanting to relieve the bladder but to deepen this 
incision into the urethra itself—a proceeding surely both 
milder and more obvious than if, after cutting deeply into 
the perinamm for pus and extravasated urine, one were to 
start de novo with a trocar, to tap the bladder by the rec¬ 
tum or above the pubes.” 

Dr J. B. Thompson has contributed to the same Journal 
an article on 

‘ The Simdba Cedron and its Preparations in Gout.' 
This paper is “ much ado about nothing.” The Simaba 

Cedron is said to surpass colchicum in efficacy, and yet 
neither the dose nor the mode of administration of the 
remedy are given. No cases are recorded, and there are not 
more than three lines devoted to the proposed subject of the 
article. This is a great disappointment. The reader is, 
however, referred to Mr Squire, the druggist, Oxford street, 
for that information Dr J. B. Thompson is not, at present, 
in a situation to afford. 

The ‘Lancet’ of the 17tli inst., in its ‘Reports of Hos¬ 
pital Practice,’ contains some interesting records of cases 
that have been treated in the various hospitals. Two cases 
of lithotomy upon children are reported from University 
College Hospital and St Mary’s Hospital. The first case 
is entituled 

‘ Lithotomy upon a Child two years old) 
and was under Mr Erichsen. The patient was a sickly 
child, and seven months before admission had passed through 
an attack of measles, and from that time had complained of 
an impediment in micturition. When admitted the urine 
had an acid reaction, with a copious deposit, which consisted 
entirely of pus-corpuscles. Chloroform having been admin¬ 
istered, Mr Erichsen performed the operation in the usual 
manner; the calculus was removed, and the little patient 
recovered. 

“ The calculus was elongated, tapering more at one ex¬ 
tremity than at the opposite, and measured one inch and one 
eighth by rather more than half an inch; its surface was 
irregularly tuberculated and granulated ; it had an exterior 
thin crust of a pale reddish-brown colour, and a white 
spongy interior. Examined chemically, it was foimd to con¬ 
sist of uric acid, ammonia, and an inorganic ash, insoluble 
in nitric and hydrochloric acid.” 

The other case was one of— 

1 Lithotomy upon a little Boy aged one year and eleven 
months,’ 

and was under Mr Coulson, in St Mary’s Hospital. When 
the child was one year oid it suffered from retention of 
urine, which was relieved by catheterism; and since that 
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time it had experienced pain in passing water. The child 
appeared to be suffering from mesenteric disease. The 
lateral operation was performed, a small calculus was re¬ 
moved, and the child did well. 

1 A Case of severe Haemorrhage from the Gums in a little 
Girl ’ 

is reported, under the care of Mr Ure, in St Mary’s Hos¬ 
pital. The haemorrhage appeared to come from the whole 
surface of the mucous membrane of the gums, and not from 
any definite spot. Astringent gargles, tannin, and nitrate 
of silver, having been used in vain, Mr Ure ordered five 
minims of oil of turpentine to he taken in honey every hour, 
and a pledget dipped in the same fluid to he kept constantly 
applied to the gums. These measures finally succeeded in 
arresting the haemorrhage. The oil of turpentine is an ad¬ 
mirable remedy to arrest passive hemorrhage from the bowels 

of sickly children, or of those suffering under the sequela; of 

remittent fever. 

The ‘ Lancet ’ contains a paper 

* On Artificial Dilatation of the Os Uteri,' 

by Mr Jas. Gilmour, Surgeon to the West Derby Union. 
This gentleman is an advocate for manual interference to 
effect this object in tedious labours. He cites various 
authorities on the subject, and then states the various con¬ 
ditions in which artificial dilatations may he beneficially 

employed. He observes, 
“ The first class of cases in which artificial dilatation may 

be beneficially tried are those in which the waters have been 
some tune discharged, the os uteri slightly open, lax, soft, 
and thin, with the head resting closely on the os; the 
patient having been several hours in this state, with the 
pains either unimportant, not exerting sufficient vis a tergo 
force on the os uteri to dilate it, or being inefficient,, though 
coming on every five minutes._ The dilatation 
here is practised as follows—viz., during a pain, the finger is 
inserted within the os, and gradually turned round in a 
circular manner, and whilst the pain continues, this stretch¬ 
ing process is to be gently continued until the os is opened 
about the size of a crown piece, or more ; then the finger 
may be rested on the anterior edge of the lip of the os, and 
gentle endeavours made to slip the edge over the head, which 
will be accomplished in a short time. 

“ A second class of cases are those where the os uteri is 
projecting, thick, and yielding, the pains lingering, the waters 
discharged or not, and the patient being several horn's ill 
labour. The dilatation is here performed by introducing one 
or two fingers within the os, and extending them laterally 
during each pain. In these cases, the dilatation generally 
will be easily and readily effected, and if not, we must cease, 
and ask ourselves whether we ought not to use some other 
remedies of a relaxing nature, as venesection, or a nauseating 
draught-—which I have seen most beneficial—and wait the 
effect of these before proceeding farther. 

“ A third class of cases are those where the waters, have 
been some time discharged •, the os uteri considerably dilated, 
with its edge thin and dilatable; no heat of vagina or other 
symptom of irritability, or inflammatoi'y state of the system ; 
with a portion of the scalp protruding through the opened 
os, in a wedge-like shape, and the pains slow and ineffective. 
In this condition, artificial dilatation will be most.beneficial, 
often terminating the first stage rapidly, and likewise rousing 
the dormant powers of the uterus so efficiently as to finish 
the labour entirely iu a very short time. The dilatation in 
these cases is effected as follows : the index-finger is rested 
on that portion of the os uteri adjacent to the symphysis 
pubis, commonly named its anterior edge or lip, aud gentle 
pressure made on it, in an upward direction, during each 
pain, as if we wished to push the rim over the child s head; 
we shall soon find the pains becoming more frequent and 
effective, the head gently (though rapidly) passing through 
the os, and the labour soon completed. . . 

“ A fourth class of cases where artificial dilatation will he 
beneficial are those of breech presentation, and presentations 
of the face to pubis. It is a well-known truth that these arc 

generally slow in their progress, and the os long in arriving 
at its full dilatation ; the pains are frequently less strong, and 

produce less effect.” 
Mr Gilmour refers to the cases in which artificial dilatation 
may be useful, such as hmmorrhage, and the impediment 
offered to the descent of the head by the undilated condition 
of the anterior lip of the os uteri. 

In the ‘ Medical Times ’ of the 17th inst., we find a lec¬ 

ture by Mr Bransby Cooper 

On Hydrocele. 

The case on which the lecture was founded contained no¬ 
thing very remarkable ; but with respect to the treatment of 

these cases the lecturer observes: 
“ Many instances are recorded of patients haying expe¬ 

rienced a' spontaneous cure of hydrocele, even without any 
apparent cause for the absorption of the fluid,—in young 
children this is not by any means uncommon. I lately had 
a case in the hospital of a boy eight years old, with a hy¬ 
drocele on the right side. I performed the operation of 
acupuncturation, and the fluid entirely disappeared ; about 
a fortnight after it had, however, reaccumulated. An eva¬ 
porating lotion, containing muriate of ammonia, was applied 
to the scrotum, but, as it produced not the least good effect, 
it was discon tinned. The hoy remained, however, hi the 
hospital for other disease, and, when about fifteen days had 
elapsed after leaving off the use of any remedy for his hy¬ 
drocele, the fluid began to be absorbed, and soon disappeared 
entirely. In children I never recommend tapping, but try 
first the effect of general treatment, applying merely a lotion 
to the part; the bowels should be opened freely, and the 
following lotion applied constantly to the scrotum: 

« R Ammon, muriat. 3j-i sp. vini rectif., liq. ammon. acct., 

aa. 5ij., aquse §iv. M. Ft. lotio. 
“ Should such treatment not prove successful, I try acu¬ 

puncturation, making two or three small.punctures into the 
tunica vaginalis; and squeezing the fluid into the cellular 
tissue, so as to produce a kind of cedematous condition of 
the scrotum. I have seldom known this plan of treatment 
fail in children, but in adults it is only palliative. 

“ In simple hydrocele in the adult—in such a case, foi 
instance, as that which I read at the commencement of this 
lecture—I should always first draw off the fluid, and not 
employ an injection ; for I have found, in many cases, that 
mere tapping will produce a . permanent cure. Should .the 
disease return, I then use an injection of the compound tinc¬ 
ture of iodine, one part of the tincture being, mixed with 
three of water. I throw two drachms of this injection into 
the tunic, allowing it to remain. I have found it almost in¬ 
variably successful, not having failed more than once m up¬ 
wards of fortv cases; and, in that case, I believe the fluid 
escaped through the canula. I therefore never employ any 
other means of treatment, and consider that, it ought com¬ 
pletely to supersede every other kind of injection, as well 
as the use of setons, caustic, and indeed all the older plans. 
It is possible, however, that even this injection may fail. 
In that case, I should resort to a treatment that I formerly 
found to succeed after injections of port wine, &c., had failed. 
This treatment consisted in introducing a seton; but, in most 
cases a high degree of inflammation was excited, and in 
some this gave rise to very alarming symptoms. In all, it 
was far beyond what would appear necessary to the cure of 
the disease, although I took the precaution to remove the 
seton as soon as the inflammation commenced. In applying 
the seton, I first drew off the water, and then passed a long 
needle with a curved point, and armed with a single thread 
of silk, up the canula, bringing it out through the skin of the 
tumour at about its centre, leaving the thread of silk in situ, 
loosely tying together the two ends. In these cases I have 
always visited my patients within six or eight hours after 
the operation. If the inflammation had commenced, I then 
withdraw the seton. But, even with this precaution, in some 
cases I have had suppuration of the sac; in or two slough- 
in o- of the scrotum; and in all. of them, a degree of inflam¬ 
mation which required the strictest antiphlogistic treatment 

to subdue it.” 
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Mr Simon, in the same Journal, continues his lecture 

On Operating for Retention of Urine occasioned by Inveterate 
Stricture. 

He cites six cases in which his operation of modified pe- 
rinreal section was employed with success. We have already 
described this operation in our previous notice, so that we 
need not occupy our space with a further recital of the ad¬ 
vantages which Mr Simon claims for this mode of practice. 

An interesting case of 

Hernia, with Sloughing of the Intestine, 

under the same surgeon, is reported from St Thomas’s Hos¬ 
pital. The patient was a widow, set. 64, who, eight days 
before her admission, strained herself by overreaching, after 
which she vomited, and discovered a swelling in her left 
groin. There was no pain in the bowels until two days be¬ 
fore admission, but the swelling grew tender, and constipation 
occurred. There had been no action of the bowels for eighty 
hours before the operation ; hut there was no peritoneal 
tenderness, except over the immediate vicinity of the 
protrusion. 

“ A cut, like a gibbet in form, was made over the swelling 
now augmented to the size of a small orange. It was then 
found that the deeper textures were much infiltrated and 
matted together, being undistinguishable, so that at times it 
appeared to the surgeon as if he were cutting a gland; the 
thickness of the parts thus divided was so considerable, that 
the sac, when arrived at, was not larger than the end of the 
thumb. When the last covei'ing of the fascia transversalis 
was divided, pus escaped, and the question now arose—-Was 
this a suppurating gland? If a hernia, was the bowel 
opened? Was the pus on the fingers impregnated with 
fecal smell ? 

“ Mr Simon leaned to the opinion that it was a hernia; 
such proved also to be the case. The sac was found opened, 
and Gfimbernat’s ligament divided; a very small point of 
intestine was found, covered with lymph ; tills was re¬ 
turned, and the bowels were almost immediately after co¬ 
piously relieved. 

“ On the third day after the operation, the wound began 
to look somewhat sloughy ; on the fifth day the slough se¬ 
parated, and the wound left was healthy and suppurating ; 
but, on the 4th of December, the discharge began to be 
turgid; and, on the 5th, was distinctly ftecal. 

“ At this time the patient seemed to be suffering no incon¬ 
venience ; and it was not till two days later, by which time 
the fecal discharge had become very profuse, that any 
amount of constitutional disorder was observed. Mr Simon 
was, however, from all the circumstances of the case, in¬ 
duced to give a favourable prognosis; nourishing diet and 
brandy were allowed. Collodion was applied rouud the sup¬ 
purating surface, and the task of reparation was confidently 
left to the powers of nature. Nor was this non-interference 
any bar to the ultimate success of the case. By the 12th of 
December, feces ceased to pass through the wound; and, 
on the 14th of January, she was considered quite cured.” 

The ‘ Dublin Medical Press,’ of April 14, contains an inte¬ 
resting paper, by Dr Beatty, 

1 On the Employment of Chloroform in Midwifery.' 
With respect to the mode of administering the ansestlietic 

agent in these cases, Dr Beatty remarks : 
“ The slow and gradual administration of small quantities 

of the vapour, renewed from tune to time, as required, will 
be sufficient to keep the patient in a tranquil, happy state, 
in full possession of her consciousness, for hours together, 
talking to her friends about her, knowing well when a pain 
is coming on, applying the inhaler to her lips, and asking to 
have the chloroform replenished when its etFects are dimi¬ 
nished by its consumption. 
$ The longest time I have used it in labour was five hours, 
and the shortest time a quarter of an hour; and even to 
accomplish a quarter of an hour of relief towards the close of 
a labour is a great matter. The delight which a patient 
experiences at escaping from the severe sufferings which 
attend the last stage of labour, and having her child brought 

into the world without undergoing them, can be well ima¬ 
gined. 

“ As I have already remarked, the manner of using the 
chloroform is different from what it is when we want to pro¬ 
duce anaesthesia for surgical purposes. In the latter case 
we give it as rapidly as the case will pennit, so as to pro¬ 
duce an immediate effect on the constitution. The reverse, 
however, is true in midwifery practice ; for there it should 
be given very gradually, and increased in proportion as the 
sufferings of the patient increase ; and therefore I think the 
apparatus should not be the same in midwifery as in surgical 
practice. In the paper which I published two years ago, I 
stated that I preferred the handkerchief for the purpose of 
applying the chloroform, and that was the opiuion which I 
then entertained. Immediately after the appearance of that 
communication, I had a letter from Dr Murphy of the Lon¬ 
don University, commenting on my paper, and at the same 
time suggesting that an instrument which he was in the 
habit of using, and which he sent me, would answer the pur¬ 
pose much better than a handkerchief. Dr Murphy stated 
the reasons for his preference of this instrument, which 
appeared to be very satisfactory; and those reasons were, that 
when a handkerchief was used, the chloroform was neces¬ 
sarily diffused through the room : that you could not regulate 
the amount which the patient inhaled, as well as you could 
with the apparatus he sent, and that the waste of the chloro¬ 
form is much greater. Dr Murphy begged me to employ 
the instrument; I did so, and since that time I have con¬ 
stantly used it, and have had no l-eason to regret its employ¬ 
ment. It was made by Coxeter, the instrument maker to 
the London University.” 

The effects of the administration of the remedy are, in the 
first place, soothing of nervous irritability r—• 

“ The next effect which is produced by the judicious ad¬ 
ministration of chloroform is the total disappearance of that 
horrible aching in the back which patients complain of in 
the intervals of the pains, and which makes them call on 
the nurse in attendance not to relax the pressure which it 
is usual on such occasions to make on the back. This in¬ 
tolerable ache is never felt after the administration of chlo¬ 
roform has begun; so long as it is kept up, the distress is 
done away with. After some time, the patient will call 
out loudly for more chloroform, feeling the benefit which 
she has derived from the previous administration of the 
agent. We accordingly let her have a little more, and by 
degrees she becomes conscious of the approach of the pains, 
she takes the medicine again, and in this way passes hours 
without suffering. Some patients will sleep in the inter¬ 
vals of the pains. We know how valuable such natural 
rest is during labour; and I have observed that the admin¬ 
istration of chloroform does not in the least degree inter¬ 
fere with it; on the contrary, it rather helps to produce 
natural sleep, when not pressed to the extent of sopor or 
insensibility. As the time of delivery approaches, the 
amount of chloroform to be given should be rather in¬ 
creased, because the patients suffer more at this time than 
at any previous stage of their labour; audit will require 
a larger amount of chloroform for the purpose of alleviating 
pain, though not enough to produce the full effect, which 
is produced in surgical practice: in fact, I can testify most 
distinctly that in no case will it be necessary to produce 
sopor or stertorous breathing in the course of the labour; 
and it is worthy of remark, that the patients, when the 
labour is over, will tell you that they knew they had the 
pains, but did not feel them. In this way I have known 
patients to be delivered of their child without then' own 
knowledge. In one instance, the lady had the chloroform 
for the second time. The first time she had it for two, and 
on a recent occasion for four hours. On the latter occasion 
she was conversing with me during the whole period of her 
labour, and was perfectly conscious all the time. Neverthe¬ 
less, her child was born, and she was not conscious of the 
fact, nor of the particular moment when it took place.” 

Dr Tinte has been appointed under the Medical Charities’ 
Act to the Carrigaliolt district. 
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INDICES OF THE MEDICAL JODKNALS. 

The Lancet. 
(No. XV. Vol. I. April 10, 1852.) 

Dr M. Hall on Apoplexy and Epilepsy; and on an Hos¬ 
pital for Epileptics. Being an Outline of the Croonian 
Lectures delivered at the Royal College of Physicians in 
1852. 

Mr S. Solly’s Clinical Lecture on Diseases of the Joints. 
(With Engravings.) 

Dr J. H. Bennett on Healthy and Morbid Menstruation. 
Dr S. T. Chadwick’s Reports of two cases of Sub-Con¬ 

junctival Dislocation of the Lens. 
Mr T. Ringer on case of Traumatic Tetanus successfully 

treated by Opium. 
Mr W. Id. Popham on curious Case of Monstrosity. 
Mr F. W. Marshall on Intra-Uterine Polypus : Removal 

by Ligature. 
Mr W. Id. Smith on a Case of Simultaneous Displacement 

of both Humeri. 
Dr P. Niddrie on the Treatment of Gonorrhoea. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Case of Fracture of the Skull, at St Thomas’s Hospital. 
Artificial Anus resulting from Sloughing of the Walls of the 

Abdomen, at St George’s Hospital. 
Removal of the Superior Maxilla on the Left Side, with a 

large Tumour involving that Bone, at Charing-cross Hos- 
pital. 

Popliteal Aneurism; Compression ; Deligation of Artery; 
Amputation; Recovery, at the Norfolk and Norwich 
Hospital. 

EOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

Death from Inhalations of Chloroform; Trial of the Medical 
Attendant; Acquittal. 

REVIEWS. 

Observations on Surgery. By Benjamin Travers, jun. 
Principles and Practice of Surgery. By W. Pirie, F.R.S.E. 
The Journal of Psychological Medicine. No. XVIII. 

Edited by Forbes Winslow, M.D. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 
The Proposed New Charter of the Royal College of Physi¬ 

cians: Regulations respecting the Fellowship. 
Necessity of Recognising, by Payment, the Services of the 

Medical Officers of Hospitals. 
Vaccination, Innoculation, aud Dr Gregory. 

MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 
Medical Society of London—On Perforating Ulcers in the 

Stomach. Operations for Ovarian Cropsy. Ligature of 
the External Iliac Artery. 

The Lancet. 
(No. XVI. Vol. I. April 17, 1852.) 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Lithotomy upon a Child two years old; Impaction of a Cal¬ 
culus in the Urethra of a little boy, at University College 

Hospital. 
Lithotomy upon a little boy, aged one year and eleven 

months; Severe Haemorrhage from the Gums in a little 

girl, at St Mary’s Hospital. . 
Aneurism of the Abdominal Aorta, connected with Pain in 

the Inferior Extremity, supposed to be Rheumatic ; Death; 
Autopsy, at the London Hospital. 

Mr J. Gilmour on Artificial Dilatation of the Os Uteri. 
Mr C. A. Poole on Eruptive Diseases of the Scalp. 
Dr M. Barry on Baron Liebig’s New Method of Deter¬ 

mining the Proportion of Urea passed by the Kidneys. 

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

Direct Mechanical Means in Fractures of the Patella. Re¬ 
section of the greater portion of a Rib. 

REVIEWS. 

On the Past and Present State of Intramural Burying-places, 
with Practical Suggestions for the Establishment of Na¬ 
tional Extramural Cemeteries. By G. A. Walker, Esq. 

The Stomach and its Difficulties. By Sir James Eyre, M.D. 
The Pathology and Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra, 

By John Harrison, Esq., F.R.C.S.E. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

The New Charter of the College of Surgeons ; Preparation 
of the Bye-Laws. 

Abuses of Legislation relating to Lunacy: the True Princi¬ 
ple which ought to Govern its Reform. 

The Vaccination Question : Inconsistency of Dr Gregory. 
The University of London : the Prospect of a Speedy Re¬ 

form in its Constitution: the Duty of the Graduates in its 
Promotion. 

Questions of the Epidemiological Society respecting Vacci¬ 
nation. 

Portrait and Biographical Sketch of James Ranald Martin, 
Esq., F.R.S., Surgeon in the Bengal Army, and late Pre¬ 
sidency Surgeon and Surgeon to the Native Hospital of 
Calcutta. 

Medical Times and Gazette. 
(No. XCIII. April 10, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL LECTURES. 
Dr E. A. Parkes’ Clinical Lecture on Chronic Bright’s 

Disease. 
Mr J. Simon’s Lecture in Clinical Surgery, on Operations 

for Retention of Urine occasioned by Inveterate Stricture. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 
Dr C. II. Jones on Examinations of the Effects Produced 

by Certain Medicines. 
Drs Leslie and Pennell on Case of Artificial Anus. 
Dr J. B. Thompson on the Simaba Cedron, and its Prepa- 

tions in Gout. 
Mr J. L. Milton’s New Method of Treating Gonorrhoea. 
Mr J. V. Solomon’s Cases and Observations Illustrating the 

Therapeutic Efficacy of Diluted Hydrocyanic Acid as a 
Topical Application in Certain Affections of the Eye. 

hospital reports. 
Leucocythemia; Liver and Spleen Hypertrophied—Aneu- 

rismal Cavity in the Substance of the Ventricular Septum 
of the Heart; Suddenly Fatal from Rupture into the Right 
Auricle, at the York County Hospital. 

EDITORIAL ARTICLES. 

Look at Home. 
The Extramural Sepulture Bill. 
Bitter Beer. 
The Birkenhead Troop-ship—Gallant Conduct of the As¬ 

sistant-Surgeon. 
REVIEW. 

The Principles and Practice of Surgery. By Wm. Pirrie, 
F.R.S.E. 

The Medical Times and Gazette. 
(No. XCIV. April 17, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL LECTURES. 

Mr B. B. Cooper’s Lecture in Clinical Surgery, on Hydro¬ 

cele. 
Mr J. Simon’s Lecture in Clinical Surgery, on Operations 

for Retention of Urine occasioned by Inveterate Stricture. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 
Dr J. D. Brown on Case of Acute Arachnitis induced upon 

Chronic Disease of the Brain, by Riding in a Vertical 
Swing at a Fair. 

Mr II. T. Chapman’s Observations on the Local Treatment 
of Ulcers of the Leg. 

Mr H. Smith’s Cases in Surgery. 
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HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Hernia; Sloughing of the Intestines; Cure ; at St Thomas’s 
Hospital. 

Deligation of the External Iliac, at the Devon and Exeter 
Hospital. 

EDITORIAL ARTICLES. 

Transportation of an Apothecary. 
The Medical Benevolent College. 
The Ensuing General Election.—Naval Assistant Surgeons. 
The Loss of the Birkenhead. 

Memoir of the late Dr Anthony Musgrave, of Antigua. 
REVIEWS. 

On the Nature and Treatment of the Diseases of the Heart, 
etc. By Jas. Wardrop, M.D. 

Home Truths for Home Peace; or, “Muddle Defeated,” etc. 

Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. 
(No. VIII. April 14, 1852.) 

LECTURE. 

Dr Merei’s Lecture on the Diseases of Children, delivered 
m the Chatharu-street School of Medicine, Manchester. 

ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS. 

Mr C. Bailey on Case of Strangulation of Three Feet of the 
Jejunum, by a Rent in the Mesentery, presenting no 
Symptoms of the Disease for several hours, and theii ter¬ 
mmating rapidly. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Fungus ILcmatodes after Fracture; Gangrene of the Leg 
■from Aneurism of the Aorta; Carbuncle and Saccharine 
Urine, at the Manchester Royal Infirmary. 

t EDITORIAL ARTICLES. 

On the Conditions of the Prizes for Hospital Reports. 
The Medical Reform Question. 

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES. 

Bath and Bristol Branch — Quarterly Meeting. 
East Kent and Canterbury Medical Society—Cyst in the 

Brain filled with Pus, the surrounding Structure being 
Softened; Hydatid in the Lung, accidentally discovered 
in a Patient who had Died in Puerperal Convulsions; 
Cyst in the Cerebellum; Hydatids in the Brain. 

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

France—Epithelial Cancer, or Cancroid; Spontaneous De¬ 
velopment of Gas in the Blood as a Cause of Sudden 
Death. 

Dublin Medical Press. 
(No. DCXCIII. Vol. XXVII. April 14, 1852.) 

PROCEEDINGS •'OF SOCIETIES. 
Surgical Society of Ireland—Dr Beatty on the Employment 

of Chloroform in Midwifery. 
Pharmaceutical Society—On Carbonate of Ammonia; on 

the Basis of the Eau Mediciuale D’Husson. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATION, 

Mr R. D. White on Case of Paraplegia resisting other Treat¬ 
ment, Cured by Ergot of Rye. 

HOSPITAL REPORT. 

On Puncture of the Bladder by the Rectum, at Guy’s IIos- 
. pital, • 

REVIEWS. 

Varicose Veins and Varicose Ulcers. By Thomas W. Nunn, 
Surgeon to the Western Dispensary, &c. 

On Malarious Poisons. By Dr Johnson, of Kilkenny. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

Operation of the Dispensary Act. 
The Pharmacy Question. 
Etiquette of Consultation. 
English Notions about Trinity College, 
Rights of Navy Surgeons. ’ • - - 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

New Works in Medicine and the Collateral Sci¬ 

ences, PUBLISHED FROM THE 30TU MARCH TO THE 
13tii April. 

Burgess (T.)—Climate of Italy in Relation to Pulmonary 
Consumption ; with Remarks on the Influence of Foreign 
Climates upon Invalids. By Thomas Burgess, M.D. 
Post 8vo, cloth, 6s. 

Combe (A.)—Physiology applied to Health and Education. 
By Andrew Combe, M.D. Edited by James Coxe, M.D. 
14th edit, revised and enlarged. Post 8vo, pp. 354, sewed, 
3s. 6d. 

Cumming (W. F.)—Notes on Lunatic Asylums in Germany, 
- and other parts of Europe. By W. F. Cumming, M.D. 

8vo, sewed, Is. 
Gordon (C. A.)—Handbook for Medical Officers of Her 

Majesty’s Service in India. By Charles Alexander Gor¬ 
don. 12mo, pp. 100, sewed, Is. 6d. 

Hewer (J. H.)—A Letter addressed to Sir Robert Inglis, 
Bart., and the Governors of St Bartholomew’s Hospital, in 
behalf of the Spiritual Welfare of Hospital Patients. By 
John H. Hewer. 8vo, sewed, 6d. 

Johnson (E.)—Hydropathic Treatment of Diseases of 
Women. By Edward Johnson. 12mo (Ipswich) sewed, 
Is. 6d.; cloth, 2s. 

Johnson (W.)—Homoeopathy. By W. Johnson, 12mo 
(Ipswich) sewed, 2s. 

Kidd’s Journal of Natural History, Vol. 1, part 1, Spring. 
Royal 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. 

Morgan (W.)—Homoeopathic Treatment of Indigestion, 
Constipation, and Haemorrhoids. By William Morgan, 
8vo, pp. 94, cloth, 4s. 6d. 

Murray (J.)—Drainage and Sewerage of London: De¬ 
scription of a Project, with Plans and Sections, submitted 
to the Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers for the Drain¬ 
age and Sewerage of London. With an Appendix, con¬ 
taining additional Notes. By John Murray. 8vo, with G 
coloured plans, cloth, 3s. Gd, 

Ransford (C.)—Reasons for Embracing Homoeopathy. 2d 

edit, 8vo, sewed, 6d. 
Ross (D.)— Atmopathy and Hydropathy; or, How to Pre¬ 

vent and Cure Diseases by the Application of Steam and 
Water. 12mo, reduced, sewed, Is.; cloth, Is. 6d. 

Schieferdecker (C. C.)—A Short Guido for the Rational 
Treatment of Children in Health and Disease, by Water. 
By C. C. Schieferdecker, M.D. 12mo (Philadelphia) pp. 
300, cloth, 4s. Gd. 

Solly (E.)—Lectures on Vegetable Substances used in the 

Arts and Manufactures. By E. Solly, 12mo, sewed, Gd. 
Stone (G. W.)— Electro-Biology; with Complete Instruc¬ 

tions how to Experiment. By G. W. Stone. 12mo, doth, 
3s. Gd. 

White (J.)—A Compendium" of the Veterinary Art. By 
James, White. 18th edition, with considerable Additions, 
bringing the Work up to the Present State of Veterinary 
Science. By W. C. Spooner. 8vo, cloth, 14s. 

Wonders (The) of the Human Frame : Man Anatomically 
and Physiologically considered. By a Member of the 
Royal College of Surgeons. 12mo, pp. 230, cloth, Is. Gd. 

Zornlin (R. M.)—Recreations in Geology. By Rosina M. 
Zornlin. 3rd edition, enlarged, 12mo, pp. 400, cloth, 

! 4s. Gd. 
-«- 

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW. 

‘ Manual of Human Physiology for Students,’ &c. By John 
Morford Cottle, Licentiate of the Royal College of Physi¬ 
cians, London, &c. London : Highley and Son, 32 Fleet 
street. - 

‘True and False Spermatorrhoea.’ By Dr Pickford of the 
University of Heidelberg. Edited by Chirurgus. Lon¬ 
don : E. Churton, 15 Hanover square, 1852. 
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THE PROFESSION AND OURSELVES. 

W e have put forth a statement which has excited great astonishment, and some doubt of its truth, 
amongst many members of the profession, and which therefore appears to us to call for confirmation 
from some other source than our own. 

Wre have advertised that the ‘ Medical Circular’ has a larger circulation than any existing medical 
• i o v O 
journal. 

The journal is printed at the highly respectable and old-established house of Reynell and 
Weight, of Little Pulteney street, whose character for integrity and honourable dealing cannot be 
gainsaid. To them, therefore, we have addressed the following query, and to it is appended their 
answer:—• 

“ Gentlemen,—Please to state the number of copies of the ‘ Medical Cibcui.au ’ you have printed 

for me since its commencement—Seven numbers ?■ 

“ Your$ obediently, 

<» “ The PROPRIETOR of the ‘Medical Circulak.’ ” 

' ■ •• 

ANSWER. 
“ April loth, 1852. 

“ Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiry as to the number of copies printed by us of the ‘ Medical 

Cibculab ’ since its commencement, now seven numbers, on reference to our books ive find that the total to 

the present time (April 14) is 37,250, which, if divided by seven, will give an average of 5,321 per 

Number. 

We are, dear Sir, 

Yours obediently, 

REYNELL S WEIGHT 
1G Little Pulteney street. 

New Plan of ventilating Emigrant Ships.— 

Among medical men the origin of tlie fever which has 

appeared in so many emigrant vessels is generally attributed 

to the long confinement in a crowded ship, aggravated hy a 

neglect of cleanliness, which is but too common on hoard 

emigrant vessels,—a stubborn obstinacy, miscalled inde¬ 

pendence, inducing the passengers to resist being treated as 

convicts, or, in other words, being required to keep them¬ 

selves clean. In almost every emigrant ship that has come 

to the colony this has formed a suhj ect of contention between 

the surgeon-superintendent and the passengers, and we have 

olten heard the former complain of the difficulty he found 

in enforcing the regulations in this respect. One of the best 

plans resorted to to subdue this obstinacy, that we have 
heard of, was carried into effect by Dr Morgan Price, R.N., 
on one of his outward voyages to Van Dieman’s Land, with 
emigrants. Finding extreme difficulty in inducing the 
passengers under his charge to vacate the ’tween decks 
while the process of cleaning was going on, he procured a 
quantity of brimstone, and, after giving sufficient notice to 
those below to decamp, he proceeded regularly to smoke 
out such as remained; so that, in the course of a short time, 
he found them all perfectly ready to leave their berths on 
the shortest notice. If Dr P.’s plan were adopted—and we 
recommend it to the serious notice of the Government— 
we apprehend that sickness would not be so generally pre- 
valent.—Sydney Gazette. ' 1 

%* Communications to be addressed to the Editor, at the 
Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It is particularly requested 
that the contributions to this journal be short and practical, 
and that the MS. be only on one side of the paper. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 

Twelve Months (prepaid) .... £0 6 0 

Ditto (ditto) stamped for post . 0 8 0 

Six Months (ditto) . . . . .040 

Transmitted by Post throughout Great Britain, and to the 
most distant of the British Colonies. 

Post-Office Orders to be made payable at the Branch Post- 
Office, Charing cross, to Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street, 
A ttclpl i. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 

Terms for Advertisements (which should be sent to the Office 
before two o'clock on Tuesday):— 

For eight lines oi' less, 6s.; each additional line, 6d. 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 

Cases in Cloth, and Gold-lettered, for containing the Num¬ 
bers of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ may now be had, price Is. 6d., 
or sent by post on receipt of twenty-four stamps. 

We strongly recommend these Cases to our Subscribers as an 
effectual means of keeping the numbers of the ‘ Circular ’ clean 
and together. 
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I)R NEIL ABNOTT. 
It is with peculiar pleasure that we publish this engraving of Dr Neil Arnott, as we believe that it is the only portrait 

of that distinguished philosopher that has ever appeared. The Daguerreotype was taken by the Calotype process, by Mr 
Jabez Hogg, a member of our profession, well known for his love of science, and his proficiency in its various branches. 
—Ed. ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

MATTHEW BAINES, M.D. 

This gentleman commenced his professional education in 

London, at King’s College, of which institution he subse¬ 

quently became an associate. Ho subsequently visited 

Paris, and watched the practice in the hospitals of that city, 

giving especial attention to the practice of Dr Trousseau at 

the Hopital des Enfans, and of Drs Gibert and Cazenove at 

the Hopital St Louis. Dr Baines became a University me¬ 
dical scholar, and passed his examinations at the Apotheca¬ 
ries’ Society and the College of Surgeons in the year 1845. 
In the same year he became an M.B. of the London Uni¬ 
versity, and in 1850 took his full degree of M.D., M.B. Dr 
Baines is a contributor to the ‘ Journal of Public Health,’ of 
a paper on the “ Necessity of Sanitary Measures, illustrated 
by Observations on the Inferior Animals.” He now fills 
the office of assistant-surgeon to the West London Eye In¬ 
firmary. His residence is 27 Pelham road, Onslow square. 

EMANUEL BAKER, ESQ. 

A few quiet words, as beseem our subject, must be devoted 
to the gentleman whose name heads this notice. We are 
resolved that he shall be neither angry nor ashamed, for we 
will touch him so lightly that he shall hardly feel the pres¬ 
sure of our pen’s point upon the most sensitive portion of 
his organisation. Mr Baker is a gentleman doing a respect¬ 
able general practice at 13 Bulstrode street, Manchester 
square, and was formerly partner with Mr Coyne, to whom 
he has succeeded. Ho might have passed through life unno¬ 
ticed on the shady side of Bulstrode street had it not been 
for that stirring body, the National Association, whose ener¬ 
getic career and brilliant hopes evoked the combative propen¬ 
sities of many a man even more diffident and slow than the 
amiable and excellent subject of our remarks. Mr Baker is, 
in short, an honest man, and an earnest though quiet advo¬ 
cate of the rights of his brethren, and did good service to 
their cause while he acted on the Committee of the National 
Association, and subsequently, we believe, on the Council of 
the National Institute. Mr Baker passed the Hall in 1834, 
and the College in 1835, so that he is yet a young practi¬ 
tioner, and has a long career before him, which, we trust, 
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will continue to be marked with that public confidence and 
private esteem which he has hitherto secured. 

FREDERICK MORSE BAKER. 

JAS. BAKER, ESQ. 

JOHN BAKER, ESQ. 

For descriptions of these gentlemen vide the 1 London 

Medical Directory1852. 

THOMAS ELD BAKER, ESQ. 

This gentleman resides at 51 Burton crescent.. He com¬ 
menced his professional education under Mr Felix 1 agg, of 
Ashford, in Kent, to whom he was apprenticed. He after¬ 
wards studied at St George’s Hospital, and at Brooks’s Ana¬ 
tomical Theatre,'and at those places had the benefit of the 
instructions of those great luminaries of medical and sur¬ 
gical science, Sir Everard Home, Sir Benjamin Brodie, 
Joshua Brookes, and Dr Richard Pearson. Mr Baker passed 
his examination at the College of Surgeons in 1813, and en¬ 
tered the Bengal Military Medical Service in India, from 

which, after a long career, he is now retired. Mr Baker has 
written a work, entitled ‘ The Art of Preserving Health in 
India.’ The chief object of this work is to inculcate tem¬ 
perance on all who desire to lengthen their fife and to enjoy 
it in that destructive climate. He has also written ‘ An Ap¬ 
peal to the Common Sense of the People of England in fa¬ 
vour of Anatomy,’ and several medical and surgical papers 
in various periodicals. 

THOMAS JOHN BAKER, ESQ. 
Resides at 1 College street North, Camden New town (late 
4 Cornwall terrace). He was apprenticed in 1823, after a 
preliminary Latin examination in Cicero de Officiis at the 
College of Surgeons, to Andrew Carrick, Esq., Kensington. 
In 1830, commenced attendance upon lectures and hospital 
practice at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, and served the office 
of Dresser under the late Henry Earle, Esq., one of the sur¬ 
geons of that institution. He passed the examinations at the 
College of Surgeons and Apothecaries’ Hall in 1833, and 
commenced practice in the year 1834, in the Liverpool road, 
Islington. He removed in 1842 to Camden New town, 

where he still resides. 
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WM. BAKER, ESQ. 

ABRAHAM THOS. BALDERSON, ESQ. 

ALFRED BALL, ESQ. 

Vide 1 London Med. Directory,’ 1852. 

EDWD. BALLARD, M.D. 

The career of the gentleman who forms the subject of the 
present sketch, though yet short, is tolerably well known to 
the rising scions of the new school of medical philosophy. 
Dr Ballard’s academical career was distinguished by many 
scholastic honours, all of which have been duly set forth in 
printed testimonials circulated by that gentleman when a 
candidate for public'offices. It will be unnecessary for us to 
specify these collegiate distinctions, even if we had no doubts 
of the propriety of advertising this description of qualifica¬ 
tion. The graduates of the London University, proud of 
their chaplets of the lecture-room, are prone to exhibit them 
to the public, and on their account claim for themselves, as 
practitioners, a credit only due to them as students. These 
gentlemen are certainly in fault, but the blame should fall 
rather upon the system than upon the individuals. So long 
as testimonials “ oft got without merit ” are to be received 
as valid qualifications for public appointments, a man would 
be a simpleton who failed to make use of the greatest num¬ 
ber and the best of their kind that he could procure. The 
honours earned at the London schools after an arduous com¬ 
petition, are certainly more deserving of consideration than 
the vague and flattering certificates signed by Dr Pliable at 
the mere solicitation of private friendship. A man of inde¬ 
pendent mind, conscious of his powers, und disdaining small 
arts, is likely to abstain from such manoeuvres; but we 
must not expect too much from the world at large, and while 
the public continue to regard with a blind and stupid rever¬ 
ence the possessor of a testimonial, the certificated examinees 
of the London schools will show no backwardness in taking 
their honours to the most profitable market. The present 
system of scholastic examinations is likely to produce a glut 
of these chartered medallists, and thus inevitably depreciate 
the value of their claims ; and when we consider how cheaply 
in many instances, in consequence of a paucity of com¬ 
petitors, these honours have been taken, we cannot regret 
that the public may learn at no distant period to estimate 
them at their real worth. Gold and silver medals, and bla¬ 
zoned certificates, are admirable incitements to the industry 
of the student, but they should be few, and unquestionable 
rewards of intellectual superiority; and even iu their best 
character and at their highest value the practitioner should 
refrain from hawking them from board-room to board-room 
as security for himself in his candidature for public office. 
For these reasons, then, although highly estimating Dr Bal¬ 
lard’s ability and character we do not intend to refer to the 
several honours he received at University College, further 
than to state that to his great credit he was the win¬ 
ner of five gold medals and two silver medals, be¬ 
sides several certificates and scholarships. It might be 
esteemed probable that a gentleman who distinguished 
himself thus early in one of the best and largest schools 
of London, would have exhibited equal talent and indus¬ 
try in his future career, and Dr Ballard has not disap¬ 
pointed expectation. He has continued to be a student 
and an observer of disease, and has done already many 
things that reflect credit upon his name. He is a follower 
of the strict numerical school, and has therefore wedded 
himself to a method that will give no satisfactory results 
except to the patient, cautious and persevering investigator. 
Labour is his choice ; and we trust that it will, in due season, 
produce its fruits. Dr Ballard is joint author with Dr Gar- 
rod, of an excellent work, entitled 1 Elements of Materia Me- 
diea and Therapeutics.’ He has also contributed to the ‘ Pro¬ 
vincial Journal,’ ‘ Clinical Illustrations of Uterine Disease ;’ 
to the ‘ Medico-Cliirurgical Transactions,’ a ‘ Case of Gela- 
tmiform Cancer of the Peritoneum, involving the Lymphatic 
Glands ;’ to the ‘ Lancet,’ a 1 Case of Acute Farcy Gland¬ 
ers ;’ and to the ‘ Medical Gazette,’ 1 On the Physical Diag¬ 

nosis of Diseases of the Abdomen.’ Ever since his pupil¬ 
age Dr Ballard has been a collector of cases, both in public 
and private practice, the only mode in which he can expect 
to arrive at positive results by the numerical method. This 
gentleman took his degree in the London University in 1814, 
and was in that year a tutor in University College. He was 
also appointed in the same year assistant-physician to the 
St Pancras Royal General Dispensary, and he commenced 
practice in Gower street in the year 1845. Ill health visited 
his family, and Dr Ballard deemed it his duty to leave Lon¬ 
don, and resigned his dispensary appointment in IS49 ; but 
it was not long before the metropolis again solicited his pre¬ 
sence, and he returned to its busy scenes in 1851, settling 
himself a second time in practice hi Myddelton square. He 
has been recently appointed physician to the Dispensary for 
Consumption and Diseases of the Chest in Margaret street, 
and there can be little doubt that in due time he will work 
his way to distinction and profitable practice. 

THOS. BALLARD, ESQ. 

JAS. S. BALY, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

WM. BALY, M.D. 

This gentleman is well known as the translator of ‘ Mill- 
ler’s Physiology ’—'the most elaborate work on the subject 
that has appeared in the present day. The merits of the 
translation are too well known to require from us any recom¬ 
mendation. The easy writing and judicious notes have 
made the work almost a part of our own literature, and have 
associated Dr Baly’s name with those of our most erudite 
and accomplished authors. Dr Baly was apprenticed to 
Thomas Ingle, M.D., of Lynn, Norfolk, in the year 1828, 
and commenced his medical studies in London at University 
College in Oct. 1831. He subsequently, in 1832, entered to 
the medical practice of St Bartholomew’s Hospital, under Dr 
Latham, and was one of the most distinguished students of 
his time. He is now the lecturer on Forensic Medicine in 
the school where he won his early honours. Dr Baly took 
his degree at Berlin in 1836, and became a Licentiate of the 
Royal College of Physicians in 1841, and a Fellow in 1846. 
He holds the office of physician to Milbank Penitentiary, 
an appointment that gives him the opportunity of becoming 
thoroughly acquainted with the diseases of ielons, as pro¬ 
duced or influenced by diet, discipline, punishment, &c. ; 
and that led to his essay published in the ‘ Medico-Chirur- 
gical Transactions,’ “ On the Diseases of Prisons.” 

Besides his translation of1 Muller’s Physiology,’ to which 
we have alluded, Dr Baly is the author of a ‘ Supplement 
to Muller’s Physiology.’ He has also contributed to the 
1 Medical Gazette ’ his “ Gulstonian Lectures on Dysentry,” 
and “ On the Prevention of Scurvy.” He is a good lec¬ 
turer and a rising man. He resides at 45 Queen Anne 
street. 

JAMES BANKIER, M.D. 

SAME. BANNER, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

J. HENRY BANNISTER, ESQ. 

This gentleman was apprenticed/ Jan. 1st, 1830, to his 
father, Mr John Bannister, of Havant, Hants, but in the 
course of the same year became assistant to the late Mr 
Hale, of Petworth, Sussex, whose practice, both private and 
among parishes, being very extensive, afforded ample means 
for studying diseases. With him Mr Bannister remained 
until he came to London in 1835, when he entered to the 
school of St Thomas s Hospital (under Green, Travers, Tyr¬ 
rell, South, MacMurdo, Jolly, &c., surgeons, aud Roots, 
Williams, Burton, Rigby, &c., physicians), where he gained, 
the first year, the Junior Prize for Anatomy, and one for 
for Materia Medica; and iu the second year the Senior 
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Prize for Anatomy. In May 1837 Mr Bannister passed his 
examination at the Hall, and in December the same year the 
examination at the College of Surgeons. He was afterwards, 
for three years, visiting-assistant to the late Mr Winstone, 
of Charterhouse square, whose practice was very conside¬ 
rable ; and in 1842 he commenced practice at 430 Oxford 
street, h ere he now resides. 

A. WHITE BARCLAY, M.D. 

This gentleman is a Graduate of Edinburgh, and Physician 
to the Chelsea, Belgrave, and Brompton Dispensary, as well 
as Medical Registrar to St George's Hospital. He is in a 
favourable position for practice, but his public life has been 
hitherto unfruitful of events, so that we are unable to give a 
lengthened notice of his career. Vide ‘ London Medical 
Directory,’ 1852. 

E. WADE BARFOOT, ESQ. 

EDGAR BARKER, ESQ. 

Vide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

[We shall feel extremely obliged if the friends of members 
of the profession will supply us with materials to enable us 
to give a correct representation of the character and labours 
of those gentlemen whose turn to receive a biographical 
notice is coming round. We are anxious to avoid error, 
and it is manifest that we shall be greatly assisted in our 
object by the communication of such incidents as friends 
and relations are best qualified to furnish. In the case of de¬ 
ceased members of the profession this request has peculiar 
force, and we hope will be responded to with alacrity ] 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES, 

and I think you will agree with me, that it is a point that 
ought to be settled. Yours truly, 

Henry Terry, Jun. 
M.R.C.S. and L.A.C. 

CORBESPONDENCE. 

It is happily allowed to all, and allowed to me, the privilege of de¬ 
fending the me ical art, and so long as this boon is granted I shall not 
refuse the danger of writing.—Cicero. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—Infirmaries and dispensaries, as at present consti¬ 
tuted, are far from procuring blessings to the poor or be¬ 
nefit to the public. The just claims of the medical profes¬ 
sion are also entirely forgotten, in the fact that applicants to 
such institutions are not generally needy; sufficient inquiry 
into their circumstances is not made, and many parties are 
admitted to all the privileges, who are quite able to afford to 
pay a reasonable medical man’s bill. A considerable amount 
of blame justly attaches itself to the profession, who unfor¬ 
tunately are so readily inclined to afford their valuable ser¬ 
vices gratuitously. Members of the clerical aud legal profes¬ 
sions are not negligent of their duties to themselves and de¬ 
pendants—an emphatic proof that they do not approve of 
honorary appointments. Two parties arc imposed upon by 
indiscriminate dispensary aid: the self-immolated doctor and 
the subscribers. No abuse has been so fully substantiated— 
no imposition proved so flagrant as this preposterous elee¬ 
mosynary assistance; and i am in possession of numerous 
instances which go to prove this assertion. The bulk of the 
medical men are sufferers, and I beg to draw (through your 
columns) their serious attention to this subject.—Your obe¬ 
dient servant, Mungo Park. 

February, 1S52, 

QUERIES. 

Curious Case of Dyspepsia.—A gentleman about forty 
years of age, of very temperate habits, was long affected 
with a severe and obstinate dyspepsia; the most intense 
acidity, with “ a burning feeling in the stomach,” being the 
most prominent symptom. The removal of this after fifteen 
years’ suffering was succeeded by other peculiar symptoms. 
Every month, six weeks, or two months, a very disagreeable 
idiosyncratic loathing is experienced, which sometimes 
amounts to a horrible aversion to the sight of blue colour, ac¬ 
companied with nausea, and occasionally vomiting, and an 
overwhelming sinking or dying feeling, as if produced by a 
poisonous dose of prussic acid. Even thinking of blue, which 
is irresistible at these periods, produces these feelings. I 
may remark that, coincident with, and for a few days pre¬ 
vious to the approach of this very distressing condition, the 
bowels are constipated, and the upper eyelids affected with 
involuntary twitches. This state has existed for three years, 
and while attacks are relieved, and only relieved, by a ape¬ 
rients, &c , every remedy tried has failed to effect a perma¬ 
nent cure. The stomach is never strong, but is generally 
deranged within a week of the .attacks. Should any of your 
numerous readers give the pathology (on the reflex system) 
of the organs implicated, and the remedial treatment of this 
singular phase of dyspepsia, it will confer a great favour on 

. Sir, Your humble servant, Scotus. 
March 23rd, 1852. 

REPLIES. 

Formulae for making Acid. Nitric. DU. and Acid. Sulph. Du 
■—One of vour correspondents in your last number refers t 
the altered Acid. Nitric. DU. and Acid 
SulphUyJfl. IS ■Hi£ili^*Fft>IJharniacopeia. I think he wil 

any, difference in th 
of the strong acids i 

1 VO) * llave seen Stated ii 
c iei&i£pf tho strength is unaltered 

SUPERFICIAL BURNS AND SCALDS. 

TO THE EDITOR OF ‘THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I feel greatly pleased with Dr Sempill’s commu¬ 
nication in your last number, as, from my experience, it is 
about the best I have lately met with. To the Dr’s method 
I have but one objection to make, but this one is, I fear, of 
a very serious character, viz., the promotion of suppuration. 
In my practice I have always considered it a very unhappy 
circumstance when suppuration has intervened between the 
treatment and the cure, as it in every such instance ren¬ 
dered the progress of the disease both tedious and unsatis¬ 
factory. I am in the habit of modifying Dr S.’s method of 
treating superficial burns and scalds in the following 
manner:—If the patient be seen before or shortly after 
vesications have arisen, I instantly bathe the part with cold 
spirits of turpentine, in order that no time may be lost 
while a portion of the same medicament is being warmed ; 
with this latter, when sufficiently heated, I foment till the 
pain entirely ceases, which it generally will in a few minutes; 
I then apply the poultice of linseed-meal, to be renewed at 
the end of three hours, and again retained for the same 
period. I always add a little olive oil to each application, 
to prevent adhesion to, or disturbance of, the cuticle. The 
second poultice having been removed, the part should be 
thoroughly enveloped in carded cotton wool, supported, if the 
situation admit, by a roller. Unless suppuration unfortu¬ 
nately occur, the cotton dressing is not to be disturbed, as it 
will spontaneously desquamate in a few days, leaving the sur¬ 
face, though red, perfectly healed; but if suppuration do occur 
over any portion of the affected part, the cotton dressing 
must be removed, and the zinc ointment at once applied. My 
experience proves, that, under the above mode of treatment, 
a speedy cure may generally be effected without suppuration. 

Fray excuse this hurried scrawl, which I have thought 
due, as a slender “thank offering,” to your judicious 
correspondent. Your obedient servant, 

T. Martin, M.D. 
Dispensary, Black watertenvn, Apiil 10th, 1852, 
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—It is very pleasing to learn from a paragraph in 
your last number, that tho ‘ Medical Circular ’ has met 
with so much success, for it is an assurance of the durability 
of a journal that for independence and firmness of principle 
affords an example worthy of imitation, and which, by the 
selection of decided gentlemanly language in the treatment 
of adverse doctrines and opinions, forms a striking contrast 
to the litigious behaviour of a soi-disant champion of our pro¬ 
fession, whose noisy zeal (and sometimes abusive strain) 
would, it is to be feared, greatly reduce our strength, and 
render our victory the more difficult and the less honourable.— 
Yours, &c. D. S. 

ON THE TREATMENT OF APOPLEXY. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

“ To bleed or not to bleed, that is the question ? ” 

Sir,—-The above motto is copied from a letter by a Fellow 
of the Royal College of Physicians, which appeared in 
your last ‘ Circular,’ and refers to one of the most important 
questions comiected with the practice of physic. It, how¬ 
ever, opens so vast a field of inquiry, that it would be 
impossible to afford a copious reply to the question pro¬ 
pounded by your correspondent, within the limits of a letter. 
The medical profession, will I am sure, be indebted to your 
correspondent for having drawn attention to the propriety of 
not bleeding in Apoplexy, and also to the works of Dr 
Dickson, whose principles of medical practice appear to have 
been frequently followed, but seldom acknowledged. 

Dr Dickson deprecates venesection in every form of apo¬ 
plexy. Dr Watson’s ‘ Facile Princeps Meclicorum ’ regards 
it as a sheet anchor in a stethnic form, and it is also recom¬ 
mended in the same form by Professor H. Burnett, in his 
‘ Treatise on Apoplexy,’ in the * Cyclop. Pract. Medicine,’ 
and thus this practice is taught in both our great medical 
schools in Great Britain. Such indeed is the popular belief 
that bleeding is the only proper treatment in what is com¬ 
monly known as a fit of apoplexy, that it would not exceed 
the bounds of credibility if some coroner should be reported 
to very strongly condemn the omission of such a remedy in 
a case of sudden death from apoplexy; an opinion which, hi 
the present state of vulgar medical knowledge, the public 
would not be backward in receiving. But the writer can 
from his own knowledge assert that the practice of bleeding 
is now by many medical men wholy relinquished, and he 
has never yet heard that the mortality among then patients 
had risen in consequence. The writer has enjoyed a moder¬ 
ately extensive practice, and, including all cases, never caused 
the loss of 103 of blood in any year for the last nine or ten 
years; nor have any circumstances arisen during that time 
to throw doubt upon the practice he has pursued so far at 
least as regards bleeding. I remain, Sir, yours truly, 

A Subscriber. 

April, 15, 1852. 

ANALYSIS OF THE BALANCE-SHEET OF THE 
NEW EQUITABLE LIFE OFFICE. 

[Preferring to give the views of men deeply versed in Life 
Assurance affairs rather than our own less authoritative opi¬ 
nions, we again avail ourselves of an able article that has re¬ 
cently appeared in the ‘Post Magazine,’ in which the balance- 
sheet of the New Equitable Life Office has undergone a most 
searching examination. The illusive character of that art¬ 
fully-constructed document is made apparent, and the in¬ 
secure state of the office clearly exposed. How the Directors 
will find courage to issue their boastful advertisements, and 
to continue their names on the list of officers of the Society, 
after this scrutiny has been published to the profession and 
the public, we cannot imagine. We are more inclined to 
believe that they will show some respect to public opinion 
and to their own characters, by quietly withdrawing from the 
melancholy position in which they have been unwittingly 
placed. It is not too late to retrieve their characters as men 
of sense, independence, and honour, and we trust that our 

counsels will not be disregarded. The Society must fail, and 
we will take care that it shall do as little harm as possible.— 
Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’] 

We have before us a copy of the Annual Report and 
Balance-Sheet of the New Equitable Life Assurance Com¬ 
pany ;—the latter we subjoin. 

Balance-Sheetfrom 1st February, 1851, to 31 st December, 1851. 

Dr. 
To Deposits on Shares:—• 

Amount paid up - 
„ in arrear 

To Assurance Premiums :— 
Amount paid - - - 

,, Deferred 

To Sundries:— 
Commission on Re-assurances 
Interest on Investments 
Balance of Stamp Account - 

To sundry Creditors 

Cr. 
By Assets, viz.:— 

Cash in the hands of Bankers 
Petty cash in hand 
Amount due from Agents - 
Balance of Loan Account - 
Furniture and Fixtures 

By Premiums deferred, as per 
contra - - - - 

Deposits on shares in arrears 
Preliminary expenses - 

Extension expenses, viz.:— 
Travelling, appointing Agents, 

By Medical Fees - 
Expenses of Management, viz. : 

Advertisements - - - 
Agents’ expenses 
Commission - - - 
Discount - 
Office expenses - 
Wages - - - - 
Postage and Carriage - 
Printing - - - - 
Rent and Taxes - - - 
Salaries - - - - 
Directors’ attendance fees 
Receipt stamps - - 
Sundry expenses 

By Re-assuring Premiums 

We have examined this account, find 
hereby confirm the same, 

(Signed) ~ 

£ s. d. £ s. d. 

3,186 3 10 
1,003 16 2 

4,190 0 0 

3,100 11 0 
382 14 9 

3,483 5 9 

32 19 8 
30 0 0 
14 5 0 

— 77 4 8 
- - 47 12 9 

£7,798 3 2 

974 16 10 
13 14 7 
80 6 6 

800 0 0 
243 3 3 

2,112 1 2 

382 14 9 
- 1,003 16 2 
- - 918 1 11 

, &c. 228 9 10 
- - 582 15 0 

194 0 0 
68 15 4 

234 0 9 
30 8 3 
41 7 2 
71 8 4 
81 2 0 

172 6 5 
216 0 0 
595 15 4 
437 17 0 

1 15 0 
58 9 4 

2,203 4 11 
- - 366 19 5 

£7,798 3 2 
it correct, aud 

Auditors. 

R. H. Parkinson, 
W. B. Mitcalfe, 
C. R. Rowland, 
Edward Weston, 

(Signed) Robert Lee, Chairman. 
Thomas Wakley, ) 
J. Weston, > Directors. 
George Chapman, ) 

The human heart has great capacity for happiness. If it 
were not so we should have been at a loss to discover how it 
could be that the above report should have created those 
“lively feelings of gratification” with which the Directors 
“submit the first annual report to the consideration of 
the policy and shareholders of the company.” There is one 
point, certainly, upon which the Directors have cause for 
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“ lively feelings of gratificationnamely, that as the entire 
amount received in premiums during the past year was 
only 3,000/. 11s., whilst 582/. 15s. was paid in the shape 
of medical fees, it appears that of every 100/. that came out 
of the pockets of the policy-holders, 18/. 19s. Id. went into 
the pockets of the members of Mr W:akley’s profession; 
for whose benefit, it was pretty plainly announced, the com¬ 
pany had been formed. Even this reckless disbursement of 
the policy-holders’ money, however, falls far short of the 
rate originally proposed as a bait to draw medical men into 
New Equitablemet. The leading principle of the company 
was that medical men were entitled to a two-guinea fee; 
and as the number of policies completed during the year was 
35o, one of two things is evident—either that a very large 
number of persons have been assured without reference to 
medical opinion, or that the profession, in some way or other, 
have been diddled out of the difference between '582/. 15s! 
and 710 guineas. The new principle of the New Equitable is 
thus referred to in the report:— 

“ Life Assurance Societies, when first established, were 
chiefly in the nature of philanthropic associations, and medical 
gentlemen gave their services without reward for the promo¬ 
tion of the benefit and provident objects'.” 

We shall be glad it the Messrs Wakley will inform us why 
Life Assurance Societies partake, in the present day, less of 
the nature of “ philanthropic associations” than they did 
when “ first established;”—or how it is that the philanthropy 
of medical gentlemen has become so attenuated that it is 
requisite to pay them two guineas on every occasion they 
open their mouths in <l promotion of the beneficent and pro¬ 
vident objects of life assurance.” 

We are farther told that— 

“ The demands of medical practitioners for a just consi¬ 
deration were for a long time pertinaciously refused and mis¬ 
represented ; and feeling the injustice acutely, the medical 
profession became little disposed to promote the objects of 
such institutions. From these causes the great and un¬ 
doubted influence of the members of the medical profession 
with regard to the social working of life assurance transac¬ 
tions, remained unstimulated and unexercised.” 

Whoever penned the preceding paragraph in the Report 
is guilty of an atrocious libel against the medical profession. 
The stain cast upon the honour of its members in charging 
them with being so heartless a body of men that they have 
hitherto been “little disposed to promote the objects of 
Life Assurance Institutions,” because the managers of them 
would not submit to have their pockets pickedlby the Pro¬ 
fession, is of so black a nature that we can hardly imagine a 
medical man receiving a New Equitable fee without dreadum 
he has been struck with the plague. 

The Directors of the Company claim the merit, or rather 
the benefit, of having made the discovery of the selfishness 
and heartlessness of medical men. 

The say— 

“ The Directors of the New Equitable believed that by 
adopting a plan founded on justice and liberality towards the 
profession, an immense field hitherto uncultivated would be 
opened for philanthropic and prudential operations. The 
position thus discovered and examined they have attempted 
to occupy, and abundant are the reasons which render the 
results pre-eminently satisfactory.” 

The “abundant reasons, which render the results pre¬ 
eminently satisfactory,” admit of examination. The first 
reason is that 355 Policies have been issued, assuring to the 
holders, in case of death, payment of one hundred and sixty- 
eight thousand seven hundred and sixty-five pounds, upon 
which premiums have been received amounting to 3,100/. 
11s. The second reason is, that out of this amount 582/. 
15s. has been paid for Medical Fees; 234/. 0s. 9d. for Com¬ 
mission ; Rent and Taxes, 216/.; Salaries, 595/. 15s. 4d.; 
Directors’ attendance fees, 437/. 17s.: forming a total of 
2,066/. 7s. 4d. expended, in annually recurring charges, 
out of the 3,100/. 11s. received;—independent of a va¬ 
riety of smaller charges; amounting in the aggregate 
to a considerable sum. The third reason is, that the 
whole of the Company’s capital stock, together with 

the whole of the money paid by the policy-holders, 
has vanished, with the exception of 974/. 16s. lOd. 
in the hands of the Bankers, 800/. on loan, 80/. 6s. 6d. due 
by Agents, and 13/. 14s. 7d. in the till, fonning a total fund 
of 1,868/. 17s. lid.—establishing as a fourth reason that the 
preliminary and current expenses have swept away every 
shilling of the. Company’s capital, made a big hole in the 
premiums received, and left the Treasurer with the sum of 
1,868/. 1/s. lid. chargeable with whatever demands may 
arise out of the engagements made by the Company to 355 
policy-holders on the aggregate sum of 168,765/. The 
plague and the cholera certainly do not visit us very fre¬ 
quently.; but supposing either of these calamities to afflict 
the nation, and carry off only 4 of the 355 persons who 
are holders of policies in the New Equitable, there would not 
be funds enough in hand to discharge the liabilities arising 
on them, .until the remaining 351 persons had paid up ano- 
ther year s premiums to cover the deficiency, and provide a 
second sum of 2,066/. 7s. 4d., wherewith to pay Mr Wakley, 
his co-directors, and other parties, for receiving the money. 

A correspondent, in calling our attention to the balance- 
sheet, takes this view of it. “ Dr.—To liabilities under as¬ 
surances, say 2,066/.; to sundry creditors, 47/. 12s. 9d. 
Lr. By assets, 212/. Is. 2d.; that is to say, the company 
has saved out of what it has received just enough to pro¬ 
vide for the claims; the capital and everything else being 
sunk in the first year’s expenses.” This is probably a more 
favourable view, of the company’s position than the actuary 
himself takes, if there is such an officer attached to the 
Company, since the report tells us that, “ considering the 
ages of the parties,” we should have considered them to be 
very young; “it has been calculated that some deaths might 
have been expected among the policy-holders during the 
year; but not one death has occurred up to the present 
time. To recur to former views we have been accustomed 
to take of these balance-sheets, we may observe that the 
one before us shows that if the 355 persons who have depo¬ 
sited. 3,100/. 11s. in the hands of Messrs Wakley and Co. 
had invested it in some pre-existing assurance office, the ex¬ 
penses of which would not have been increased one shilling 
by additional labour of receiving the money, the whole of 
it would, have been hi existence for their benefit and secu¬ 
rity, whilst the poor deluded shareholders might have kept 
their 3,186/. 3s. lOd. in then- pockets instead of finding by 
the New Equitable balance-sheet that every farthing of it 
lias .been squandered away, in order to produce those “ lively 
feelings of gratification ” which the Directors entertain in 
consequence of its being gone. 

It is an instance of retribution, perhaps, that “ a majority 
of the shares, as the Report tells us, “ are held by members 
of the medical profession;” although the fact renders the 
Wakley “dodge” more strikingly apparent. A knot of 
medical men combining together for the purpose of forming 
an assurance company, to be managed in a way to enable 
them to extract a couple of guineas from every customer 
who. comes to the office, is certainly a new fonn of “ pro¬ 
moting beneficent and provident objects.” Assurers will not 
be slow to learn that in reality the two guineas come out of 
their own pockets, although nominally paid out of the funds 
of the society. Let them consider what effect such a dis¬ 
graceful perversion of the fund will eventually lead to. Any 
common annuity table will inform them that 1/. a year for 
forty years at 4 per cent, per annum will amount to 95/. 
and ninety-five times 582/. 15s. amounts to upwards of 
fifty-six thousand pounds. So that, in consequence of 
Mr Wakley’s grand discovery for the benefit of the profes¬ 
sion, those who contribute towards his “ beneficent object ” 
under the guise of life assurance for themselves will find at 
the end of forty years, that the accumulated fluid, at the 
present rate of forming it, will be nearly 60,000/. less than 
it would have been but for Mr Wakley’s two-guinea fee • 
and it necessarily follows that, if they were to insure in any 
other, ofhee in which, on an average, not more than a quar¬ 
ter of the two guineas is paid for the like professional ser¬ 
vice, the accumulated fund belonging to them -would be 
nearly 45,000/. more than it can be in the New Equitable. 
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Before quitting the report and the balance- sheet, it ap¬ 
pears requisite to make an inquiry of the parties who pre¬ 
pared these documents how it is that one of them, the report, 
states that “the premiums on the policies thus effected 
amount to six thousand and twenty-five pounds two shillings 
and sevenpence per annum ”—a statement we see paraded in 
the newspapers in the form of an advertisement, whilst the 
other, the balance-sheet, only acknowledges the receipt of 
3,100/. 11s.? We call upon the Directors to furnish an ex¬ 
planation. The discrepancy has excited great astonishment 
among the managers of other assurance institutions; and 
the Directors owe it to their private characters to explain 
how it is that the premiums on the policies they have issued 
are acknowledged by them to amount to three thousand 
pounds more than is given credit for in the balance-sheet. 
We have no doubt that satisfactory explanation can he 
offered; and we place our columns at the Directors’ service 
for the purpose.—Post Magazine. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 

CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITIONS FOR 1852. 
(continued.) 

LONDON. 

Beale, Lionel John, removed from 108 Long Acre to 12 
Wilton place, Belgrave square. 

PROVINCIAL. 

Graves, Ryves Wm., removed from Rush, Co. Dublin (see 
‘Irish Med. Directory’) to 80 Barton street, Gloucester. 
Present appointment—Hon. Surg. to Gloucester Gen. I>isp. 

Metford, J. S., Bristol, removed from 4 Park place to 8 
Tottenham place, Clifton. 

Price, David, Margate, after qualifications read Cons. Surg. 
Roy. Sea-bathing Infirm. 

NAMES OMITTED. 

Coventry, John, Chesliam, Bucks, M.R.C.S., Eng., 1841; 
L.S.A., 1843 ; contrib. “ On Obstetric Physiology,” ‘ Med. 
Gaz.,’ 1841 ; “ On the Vital Principle of Plants and Ani¬ 
mals,” ibid. 1842; “ On Organic Tissues,” ibid. 1845. 

Goldstone, Richard, Kitt’s Croft, Eversley, Hants, 
L.S.A., 1825; M.R.C.S., Eng., 1835. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR IRELAND. 

McDonnell, Alex., removed from 36 Lower Dominick 
street, to 7 Great Denmark street, Dublin. 

Ronayne, U. B., Clashmore, Co. Waterford, to other quali¬ 
fications add Acc. Western Lying-in Hosp., Dublin, and 
after Clashmore Disp. read Med. Attendant Clashmore 
Fever Hosp. during the years 1847-48, and 49. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR SCOTLAND. 

Cockburn, John, instead of3 Romilly place, and 21 South 
College street, the address should be 34 Lothian street, Ed¬ 
inburgh. 

McColl, John, removed from Daliclielish by Bonar, Ar¬ 
gyllshire, to New Mains by Wishaw. 

Robertson, Andrew, for Auchterarder, Perthshire, read 
Blackford by Auchterarder, Perthshire. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

J. Coventry.—We have attended to your wishes above, 
with the exception that the number of contributions are 
limited to three, in accordance with our rules. 

Dr Montgomery (Dublin).—The subject of which you 
complaint has been brought under our notice, and will be 
expunged in future editions. It was inserted by an over¬ 

sight. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—On the other side is an exact copy of a certificate 
given by a man, whose name you have been so far imposed 
upon as to admit into the ‘ Directorya perusal of it will 
at once convince you that the efficiency of the work is jeo¬ 
pardised thereby.—I am, yours, &c. J. L. 

Grosmont, Hereford, 14th April, 1852, 
Aap. 12th, 1844. 

This is to certify that I attended John Saunders With a 
Inflammation of the Eyes in the Yearly Part of Apr 1817 

Which at this Present time I consider him Totally Blind 
& quit Incapable of following his Imployment. 

R. P., Surgeon. 

February 24—Anthony Musgrave, M.D., suddenly, of 
disease of the heart, under which he had suffered for many 
years, at Antigua. Dr Musgrave was a descendant of si 
family long established in Antigua, where he was horn hi 
November, 1793. He received his classical education under 
Dr Shaw, at Edmonton, and proceeded, in 1811, to Edin¬ 
burgh, for his professional education, becoming a house-pupil 
of the late Dr John Thomson. In the Medical Society cf 
that city he displayed great argumentative power and 
eloquence, and was, in consequence, elected one of the Annual 
Presidents, together with Dr John Davy, Dr Richard Bright, 
and Dr Thomas H. Burder, all subsequently brilliant orna¬ 
ments of their profession. In June, 1814, he received his 
degree of Doctor of Medicine, having first publicly defended 
his inaugural dissertation, which was ‘ De prascipuis morbis 
India! Occidentalis,’ and in 1815, having rejoined his eldest 
brother, Mr William Musgrave, then a rising hamster at the 
Antigua bar, he entered into partnership with Dr M. H. 
Daniell, and the following year, had a large field for exhibit¬ 
ing his professional skill and indefatigable zeal in combating 
the fearful epidemic of yellow fever which broke out in the 
month of June, and of which he recorded a history in the 
1 Medico-Chirurgical Transactions ’ of London. His partner 
narrowly escaped death from this epidemic, ascribing tho 
preservation of his life to the untiring personal watchfulness 
and attention of his young professional associate. Dr Mus¬ 
grave was elected a Member of the House of Assembly in 
1817, and, having acquired property and identified his own 
interests with the welfare and prosperity of the colony, ho 
discharged his legislative duty with diligence and ability, dis¬ 
tinguished as a debater alike for his close reasoning and per¬ 
suasive eloquence; and the records of the Assembly bear 
testimony to the great zeal and talent which he exhibited as 
a writer in the public service, every document of importance, 
for a series of years, having been prepared either by Dr Mus¬ 
grave or the Speaker himself. In the year 1820, Dr 
Musgrave married; and in 1824, feeling the first symptoms 
of affection of the heart, and sensible of the necessity for 
some assistance in his arduous professional labours, he entered 
into partnership with the late Dr Robert Crichton, Dr Daniell 
having at this period retired from practice. In the course of 
the same year, he was appointed Treasurer of the island, 
which office he continued to hold until his decease. The 
ability and earnestness with which he discharged this public 
duty will long be cherished by the residents of Antigua; but 
we are more immediately concerned with his professional 
career. Dr Crichton having died in the year 1827, Dr Mus¬ 
grave formed a partnership with his senior assistant, Dr 
Thomas Nicholson, with whom he lived in professional con¬ 
nexion, and on terms of the warmest friendship, until his 
death. Dr Musgrave visited England from time to time, 
seeking relief for a while, by absence from professional duty 
and repose in the mother country, from the depression 
occasioned by the progressive disease of his heart. On these 
occasions the society of his early friends, Dr Robert Renton, 
Dr Robert Lee, Dr Marshall Hall, and others of the highest 
professional rank, greatly comforted him. These friends were 
earnest in persuading hnn to come and settle among them, 
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expressing their confidence of his success; but his reply 
invariably was, that he “belonged to Antigua.” In 1840, 
Dr Musgrave accompanied his eldest son, a young man of the 
most promising talents and disposition (whose career of study 
at King’s College, London, had been rewarded with the 
highest honours), who was proceeding to the Northern 
University, the Alma Mater of his father, for the purpose of 
completing his professional education. There Dr Musgrave 
was, by the inscrutable dispensation of Almighty Providence, 
plunged into the deepest affliction. His fondest hopes were 
blasted; his promising son, a few weeks after entering upon 
the duties of physician’s clerk in the Royal Infirmary, fell a 
victim to typhus fever: Dr Musgrave did not contribute 
so much to medical literature as the promise given by the 
early dawn of his professional life might have led us to 
expect. This was chiefly owing to the contracted field of 
of his professional labours, and the numerous other avoca¬ 
tions which the maintenance of a large family compelled him 
to follow. He had no taste for those branches of science 
that have not an immediate reference to the art of healing. 
He had no time to devote that knowledge which, for its own 
sake, is so attractive to the natural philosopher; all his 
energies were directed to the discovery of the best method of 
treating disease, and relieving the sufferings of those com¬ 
mitted to his charge. . He was a strong advocate for blood¬ 
letting in the early stage of tropical fevers, all of which, 
whether intermittent, remittent, or the graver form of yellow 
fever, he considered as varieties of the same genus, and pro¬ 
ceeding from the same cause ; namely, exhalations from the 
surface of the earth, under the influence of a high degree of 
solar heat. He was also strongly opposed to the opinion of 
the contagious nature of these fevers, under any circum¬ 
stances ; and he was provoked, by a criticism of Sir Gilbert 
Blane in his paper in Vol. IX. of the ‘ Medico-Cliirurgical 
Transactions,’ to enter into a contest with that advocate of 
contagion. These papers are contained in the extra limites 
department of one of the early volumes of the ‘ Medico- 
Chirurgical Review.’ He also published some papers upon 
colic in the ‘ Medical Repository ’ for 1825, as well as sub¬ 
sequently in the ‘ Medical Gazette.’ Dun rig a visit to 
Edinburgh in 1826-27, he was grieved to find that strong 
prejudices were entertained by many of his friends against 
the use of mercury, and that most of the loathsome diseases 
which are termed syphilitic, or syphiloid, were attributed to 
the use of this therapeutic agent. He felt himself bound, 
therefore, at the hazard of offending many for whom he 
entertained the highest respect, to enter his protest against 
this opinion, in a valuable paper published in the ‘ Edinburgh 
Medical and Surgical Journal ’ for that period. As a 
physician, Dr Musgrave endeared himself to his patients by 
his polished manners, his gentle sympathy, and his unre¬ 
mitting attention ; while, as a legislator, his high integrity, 
ability, and efficient discharge of duty, made him respected 
by every one. Truth was liis motto, honesty his policy, 
affection his failing. Those who knew him intimately 
esteemed and loved him for his pre-eminence in the private 
character of husband, father, brother, and friend. He leaves 
a widow and large family to deplore liis loss.—‘ Med. Tunes 
and Gazette.’ 

26 —Staff-Surgeon Laing, lost' by the wreck of the 
Birkenhead. 

March 30—Thomas Henry Payne, Esq., Surgeon, 
formerly of Frome, Somersetshire, in Stanhope street, aged 38 
He had taken several voyages in the hope of re establishing 
his health, but only lived three weeks after landing in 
England from Madras. 

April 4—Dr E. Whitfield, late of 48, Brompton 
crescent, in the 51st year of his age. 

6— John Edward Kidley, M.D., Edin., at his residence, 
York street, Belfast, Ireland; admired for his talents, and 
respected for his moral worth. 

7— Robert Spittal, M.D., second son of the late Sir 
James Spittal, of Edinburgh; deeply regretted. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Physicians.—At the quarterly 
meeting of the Comitia Majora, held on Monday, April 5, 
the following gentlemen, having undergone the necessary 
examinations for diploma, were admitted members of the 
College : —Folkard, Dr Henry, Old Brompton ; Liebermann, 
Dr, Clapliam road; Prout, Dr, Royal Hospital, Chelsea; 
Salter, Dr, Montague street, Russell square; Mr Osborn, 
Southampton, was admitted an extra-licentiate. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the meet¬ 
ing of the Court of Examiners on the 2nd inst:—Haynes, 
William, Hon. East India Company’s Service, Bengal; Lee, 
Charles, Woodbridge, Suffolk; Crossley, Charles Richard, 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicester; Grylls, William Richard, 
Sydney, New South Wales; Burke, John Mathew, London; 
Curgenven, John Brendon, Higligate; Jeeves, William 
Young, Sharrow Grange, Yorkshire; Symmous, Robert 
Francis, Bures, Suffolk; Izod, Ibberson, Birmingham; 
Evans, William, Anglesey ; Carr, George William, Kincar¬ 
dine, Upper Canada. 

At a meeting of the Council on the 15th, the following 
members of the College who had previously undergone the 
necessary examinations for the Fellowship were admitted, 
viz. Fernandez, Thomas Francis, Madras Medical Estab¬ 
lishment, diploma dated October 5, 1838; Lander, Thomas 
Eaton, Shiffnall, Shropshire, April 18, 1842 ; Morris, James, 
Park street, Grosvenor square, June 16, 1848. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—The following are the names of 
the gentlemen who passed their examination in the science 
and practice of medicine, and received certificates to practise, 
on Thursday, April 8, 1852:—Clarke, Erlin, Worcester; 
King, Joseph, Newbury; Lewis, Joseph, Cardiff; Yallance, 
Thomas James; Knaggs, Robert, Clapliam; Moon, Frede¬ 
rick; Bindley, Frank Lane, Burton-on-Trent; Palmer, 
Charles, Horton-in-Lindsey; Walker, George, Harworth-on- 
Tees, Durham ; Ilamerton, JolmNorthend Nicholls, Elland, 
Yorkshire; Fountain, John, Cowley, Uxbridge; Smith, 
George, Brent; Hughs, John Roberts, Flintshire; White, 
Charles, Doncaster; Pearse, Robert Bryand, Bath ; Davies, 
Ebenezer, Swansea; Ekin, James. On Thursday, April 1 : 
Beilin, William Field, Great Yarmouth; Birks, George Vause, 
Manchester; Couch, /Thomas Quiller, Polpero, Cornwall; 
Crossley, Charles Richard, Ashby-de-la-Zouch; Hedger, 
Alfred,' South street, West square ; Lomax, Arthur Robert, 
Hereford; Matthews, Henry John Davis, Denmark hill; 
Nelson, Joseph Dunn, Exeter; White, Thomas, Chester. 

Dr Paris, President of the College of Physicians, and a 
deputation comprising Dr Wilson, censor; Dr Hawkins, 
registrar; Dr Nairne, and Dr Burrows, had, on Saturday 
last, an interview with the Right Hon. Mr Spencer alpole, 
at the Home Secretary’s office, Whitehall. 

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society.—The 
following gentlemen were elected Fellows of the Society on 
April 13th:—John Hall Davis, M.D,; Robert James Hale, 
M.D.; James Merry weather, Esq.; Robert Hayle Walslie, 
M.D. 

Epidemiological Society.— The annual meeting of 
this Society was held on Monday, April 5, 1852, at the 
house of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, 53 
Berners street. Dr Babington, the President, in the chair. 
The following donations and subscriptions were announced : 
—A cheque for twenty-five guineas, from H. T. Hough, 
M.D.; twenty guineas as a donation, and five guineas as an 
annual subscription; a cheque for five pounds, as a donation, 
from Major Hough ; a cheque for two guineas, from Sir C. 
M. Clarke; donations from Lady and Miss Clarke; an 
annual subscription of one guinea, from Mr T. H. Filmer, 
Berners street. The Report of the Council was read by Dr 
McWilUam, Hon. Sec. From the Auditor’s Report, it ap¬ 
pears that there is in the Treasurer’s hands 60/. 6s. 6d., aud 
that the present liabilities amount only to 21/. 6s. 7d. In 
consequence of the severe indisposition of Dr Bascome, the 
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reading of his paper on Yellow Fever was postponed until 
Flay 3. A paper was read on the Pathology, Causes, and 
Treatment of Cholera, by George Grant, M.D , Richmond 
hill. The office-bearers for the ensuing session were then 
elected, and the meeting dispersed. 

Medical Benevolent College.—At a meeting of 
the Council, held at the Hanover square Rooms, on the Gtli 
instant, Dr Watson was unanimously elected Vice-President 
of the College; the Rev. Henry Mackenzie, Vicar of St 
Martin’s-in-the-fields, and the Rev. H. Glossop, Vicar of 
Isloworth, were also elected Life Governors of the Institution, 
both these gentlemen having in their respective districts, 
kindly preached in aid of the funds of the College. 

Queen’s College, Birmingham.—The Rev. DrWarne- 
ford has placed in the hands of James Thomas Law, M.A., 
Chancellor of the diocese of Lichfield, William Dickens, 
Esq., Chairman of the County Quarter Sessions, Vaughan 
Thomas, B.D., and William Sands Cox, F.R.S., the princely 
sum of 10,000/. as an endowment, and 1,000/. towards 
general purposes, of the College, in addition to his former 
endowments of 1,000/. for medical prize essays; 1,000/. for 
medical scholarships; 1,000/. for medical tutor; 1,500/. for 
Queen s Hospital; 1,000/. for chaplain to the same ; 4,400/. 
for divinity professor; 3,500/. for the warden, besides other 
large sums towards the medical library and museums, and 
towards the expenses of the Royal Charter and supplemental 
charters. 

British and Foreign Hospitals.—It is not, perhaps, 
generally known that Paris, with a population of 1,000,000, 
has upwards of 10,000 beds in its hospitals, whereas Lon¬ 
don, with a population of 2,000,000, and an annual mor¬ 
tality of 45,000, has only 5,000 beds; St Petersburg, with 
a population of about 476,000, and an annual mortality of 
10,000 to 11,000, has 6,000beds; Vienna, with a population 
of about 400,000, and an annual mortality of 16,000 to 
17,000, has 3,700 beds; Berlin, with a population of 
365,000, and an annual mortality of 8,000 to 9,000, has 
3,000 beds; Warsaw, with a population of 150,000, has 
4,000 beds ; and Manchester, with a population of 360,000, 
has 193 beds. The above statement does not include the 
wards for the sick in the poorliouses of the continental 
towns, or in the workhouses of London. 

Pathological Society of London.—At the last 
meeting of this Society, on the 6th inst., Dr Taylor, of 
Guildford street, and Dr Ely, of Rochester, were elected 
members; and Dr Tlieophilus Thompson, W. H. Allchin, 
M.B., and C. M‘Shane, Esq., R.N., of Greenwich Hospital, 
were admitted as candidates for membership. 

Professor Brande’s Retirement from the Royal 

Institution.— On Saturday last, after delivering his lecture 
on the branches of organic chemistry connected with malt¬ 
ing, brewing, and wine making, Mr Brande, in an affecting 
address, took leave of the members of the Royal Institution. 
Tins eloquent lecturer and highly distinguished chemist 
began his career as Professor of Chemistry at the Roval 
Institution in the year 1812. « 

A Martyr to Science.—A physician in Prague has 
just died a real martyr to science. Ho had been" in the 
habit of taking strong doses of poison, after swallowing an 
antidote, in order to note the effects. On the 23rd 
Feb. he took so large a quantity of morphia, that all the 
efforts of his medical friends present at the exhibition could 
not save him. Some years back it was a fashion among 
the medical men in Italy to experimentalise in their own 
persons on the action of medicines and poisonous drugs, and 
invitations to take a dose of digitalis, henbane, or opium, 
were as rife in the medical coteries as similar billet-doux for 
tea and turn out among the other classes of society. 

Siege and Sacking of an American Homceopatiiic 

College.—* L’Union Mthlicale ’ states that a riot broke 
out, towards the end of last February, at Cleveland, in Ohio. 
It would appear, that during some repairs made to the water- 
closets of a building called an homoeopathic college, where 
public lectures are delivered, and in-patients admitted, se¬ 
veral corpses were found. Some of those who saw the 
bodies, fancied they recognised persons of the town who 

had, a short time before, suddenly disappeared. The news 
soon spread through the place, and the inhabitants were 
thrown into a state of great excitement. Alarm bells were 
rung, and infuriated crowds hastened towards the homoeo¬ 
pathic college. The building was soon surrounded and 
hard-pressed, but some of the more prudent among the 
crowd prevailed on their friends to send in a deputation, who 
should institute proper search of the place This was agreed 
to on both sides, and it happened, that after an examination 
of the premises, the delegates found several other corpses, 
as also portions of human bodies. This intelligence excited 
the people’s indignation to the highest pitch, and twice were 
attempts made to set fire to the house. The vigilance of 
those within frustrated these attempts, and a regular siege 
was now begun. The last news, which was received by te¬ 
legraph, gave intelligence that the multitude had complete 
possession of the building, that it was being gutted, and that 
the militia had been called out. 

Interesting Discovery.—At Avenir, Nice, Dr Le- 
fevre has discovered in the grotto Lazaretto, within the 
grotto Mouthboom, a large stratum of fossil animals. The 
Doctor is preparing to continue his researches on a very ex¬ 
tensive scale. 

Testimonial to Dr Conolly.—A meeting of the 
friends of Dr Conolly was held in Willis’s Rooms, King 
street, St James’s square, on Wednesday afternoon, the 31st 
ult., to present to that gentleman a testimonial of their ac¬ 
knowledgments for the manner in which lie has advanced 
the cause of humanity, by showing how easily the insane 
may he efficiently managed without resorting to restraint. 

The Liverpool School of Medicine.—On Monday 
week, the students of the Liverpool Royal Infirmary School 
of Medicine held their annual dinner at the Wellington 
Hotel, Dale street. There were upwards of thirty gentle¬ 
men present, and among them were the lecturers connected 
with the school, the medical officers of the local hospitals, 
and gentlemen who were formerly pupils of the school, 
namelyDr Vose, Dr Turnbull, Dr Inman, Mr Long, Mr 
Batty, Mr Ellis Jones, Mr M'Cheane, Mr Fletcher, Mr 
Lowndes, Mr Batty, jun. Mr Parker, Mr Harris, Mr 
Behrend, etc. etc. 

Medical Benevolent College.—A meeting of the 
members of the medical profession was held in the Lancaster 
Dispensary, on Thursday, April 8th, for the purpose of form¬ 
ing a local committee to collect subscriptions in aid of this 
undertaking. Dr De Vitre presided, and C. Johnson, Esq., 
junr., read some documents which he had been requested by 
the council to have distributed through the town and neigh¬ 
bourhood. The following resolutions were then put from the 
chan- and agreed to:—1st, “ That the Medical Benevolent 
College proposed by John Propert, Esq., is deserving the best 
support of the medical profession and of the town at large.” 
—2nd, “ That the gentlemen present do form a committee, 
with power to add to their number, for the purpose of 
carrying into effect the object of the council.”—3rd, “ That 
the Secretary be requested to have these resolutions printed, 
and a copy enclosed with the documents sent by the council, 
and forwarded to all members of the profession resident in 
this town and neighbourhood, and such other persons as the 
Committee may think proper ”—C. Johnson, Esq., junr., was 
appointed treasurer and secretary, and subscriptions were 
entered into to the amount of about 20/. Subscriptions will 
be received at each Lancaster Bank and by the Treasurer. 

Colchester Medical Society.—At a meeting of this 

Society, held on the 6th inst., it was unanimously resolved, 
“ That the members of the Colchester Medical Society 
pledge themselves not to meet professionally any person 
practising homoeopathy, or homoeopathy combined with ra¬ 
tional medicine; and that any member of the Society vio¬ 
lating this pledge will be considered by the Society as acting 
unprofessionally.” 

New Application of Galvanism.—Mr Hay, lecturer 
on chemistry at Portsmouth Dockyard, has arrived at Wool¬ 
wich, for the purpose of instructing the four bombardiers of 
the Royal Marine Artillery, attached to the expedition under 
Captain Sir E. Belcher, C.B , in the mode of adjusting the 
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plates, covering and attaching the copper wires, and mani¬ 
pulating the sulphuric acid used in the galvanic batteries, it 
being intended to take to the Arctic regions a number of 
tubes charged with 20 lbs. of gunpowder each, to be used 
in’bursting the ice, in order to force a passage up Wellington 
Channel with the steamers of the expedition. The cases 
will be discharged by the electric fluid from a galvanic bat¬ 
tery, the persons operating being at a safe distance on board 
the vessels, as long coils of wires covered with guttapercha 
will be supplied. Mr Hay, on Saturday last, after instruct¬ 
ing the bombardiers, gave lectures on the galvanic battery, 
and the uses to which it may be applied, in the presence of 
the whole of the officers of the expedition, previous to their 
leaving Woolwich. The chain-cable testing-house was 
placed at Mr Hay’s control for the facility of carrying out 
his instructions, and a battery prepared for the purpose. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Chirurgicus.—The opinion that you express in relation to 
the Two-Guinea Fee is, we believe, very general in the 
profession. We are quite aware that before we began our 
exposure of the low tricks of that office,'many men were 
weak enough to yield to the solicitations of the managers, 
and there may be some men still, who, knowing no limits 
to their cupidity, will continue to defend the office 
for the sake of what they may hope to get by their 
advocacy; but such men will be disappointed. The cus¬ 
tom of the profession dictates a reasonable fee for a special 
service. The labour and time required to fill up an ap¬ 
plication from a life office, would be sufficiently recom¬ 
pensed, in our opinion, by a fee of one guinea. This fee 
has usage in its favour, and is generally paid for services 
consuming far more time, and requiring the exercise of more 
discernment and knowledge than are demanded for the 
filling up the schedule of an assurance company. We are 
sure that we are the real friends of the profession in main¬ 
taining the view we take of the matter. Nothing extrava¬ 
gant can last. It is for the interest of the profession as well 
as the public that life offices should be founded on a safe 
basis, but how is this possible with an expenditure so pro¬ 
fligate that it leaves, comparatively speaking, nothing to 
pay the policies when they fall in ? If there be any 
medical men insured in that office, we would protect their 
interests from peril, and their widows and orphans from 
ruin. The society under its present management, and it 
can have no other, must inevitably become more and more 
embarrassed. It is the genius of these gentlemen to con¬ 
duct business after this style. We can show that in all 
other transactions the same system has been acted on, and 
with results that will eventually prove equally disastrous. 
We should like to know what, for example, is the value 
of the ‘ Lancet’ as property, to its present ostensible own¬ 
ers. Time will show. 

W. S. G. Davies, M.D. (Eastbourne).—We regret the over¬ 
sight to which you refer, but we are unable to account for 
it, as no alteration was made in the MS. We shall be glad 
to hear from you again. 

Inquirer.—1st. Copland’s or Watson’s. 2nd. Ballard and 
Garrod’s. 3rd. 1 Selecta e Prsescriptis,’ 11th edition. 4th. 
Steggafl’s or Druitt’s Manuals. 

Dr Cottle (Ryde).—Communication received. You shall 
have a private letter. 

Rev. J. C. Ha—l—n (Isle of Guernsey).—We have already 
inserted one letter on the subject referred to. We shall be 
glad to have your name prior to inserting other communi¬ 
cations. 

J. W. (M.R.C.S.).—Certainly not; take it into a county 
court. 

James Williamson.—We cannot recommend a life office. 
They are often kept in existence for ten or fifteen years in 
apparent prosperity; but by the twentieth year they 
break down, and ruin to hundreds of families follows their 

fall. The average age of insurers is 35 ; at the end of fif¬ 
teen or twenty years, the majority of the original insurers 
die, and unless the office be very economically managed it 
dies too. It is therefore impossible to give a reliable 
opinion of an office that has been in existence only nine or 
ten years. If the table of premiums be very low, and a 
large sum of money be spent yearly in advertisements, you 
may be tolerably certain that the office is in a hazardous 
condition. 

David B. (M.R.C.SA—The fee is two guineas, and you can 
claim it from the coroner. It is of no consequence to you 
how many other fees were paid or unpaid. Your title is 
good. 

Ciiirurgus (Guildford street).—Our correspondent must 
be cautious in adopting his opinions. Physic has its 
fashions like other things. Liebig’s doctrines are as beau¬ 
tiful as ever, but not now trusted in so confidingly. The 
successive theories of medical science remind us of a couplet 
of Hudibras, who, in speaking of the variety of creeds, 
says: 

“ As if religion (physic) was intended 
For nothing else but to be mended.” 

A late Writer in ‘Punch.’—The address of the Dr 
Stewart, author of ‘ Sanitary Economics,’ is 74 Grosvenor 
street. 

Why does not our correspondent refer to the 1 Medical 
Directory ’ for a medical address ? 

F. M. —Consult some respectable practitioner in that depart¬ 
ment of the profession. 

A Shareholder oe the New Equitable.—If the list of 
names of gentlemen who have had the conscience to take 
the two-guinea fee be furnished to us, we promise to pub¬ 
lish them. We understand that as soon as certain ar¬ 
rangements have been made for transferring the business, 
the office will close. The advertisements, which bring 
grist to the mill, will of course be continued to the last. 

Erinensis. The Medical Charities’ Act states the amount. 
A Subscriber. The department has given much satisfac¬ 

tion. It is doubtless of the highest utility to country 
surgeons; and we endeavour, for their benefit, to make it 
as practical as possible. Practice, however, must be sub¬ 
ordinate to science, as its originator, and we therefore 
usually give such an analysis of philosophical papers, as 
shall put the provincial surgeon on a level with his more 
fortunate metropolitan brother, as to the means of acquir¬ 
ing a knowledge of what is passing in the scientific 
world. We are satisfied, indeed, that our country sub¬ 
scribers have infinitely better opportunities of extending 
their knowledge and improving their practice than nine- 
tenths of those metropolitan practitioners who do not take 
in the 1 Circular.’ There are very few, however, who do 
not; and before the year is closed, not to subscribe to the 
‘ Medical Circular ’ will be an indication of want of in¬ 
terest in professional subjects, and an immoveably slug¬ 
gish disposition. 

Sir James Murray, (Kingstown). Our attention has been 
drawn to the honourable course you have adopted with 
reference to the “ pirates,” who have used your name to 
puff off their pernicious wares. If all forgers of phy¬ 
sicians’ names were pursued into court in a similar 
manner, there would soon be an end of the impudent 
quackery that now disgusts the profession, and destroys 
the lives of the public. 

James Scott, M.D. (Argyll square, Edinburgh).—We are 
unable to state where Mr Abernethy was born: it is a dis¬ 
puted point. Mr Lawrence is an Englishman,—the son 
of a practitioner of Gloucestershire. Sir Benjamin Brodie’3 

birthplace is unknown to us. 
Mr Verral’s communication ‘ On the Nature and Treat¬ 

ment of Deformities ’ will appear in our next number. 
*#* Several gentlemen have written to us enquiring why 

Dr Lee permits his name to be advertised in connection 
with the New Equitable Life Office, after the disclosures 
we have made ? We call upon Dr Lee for an explanation, 
which is due alike to himself mid the profession. 
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MEDICAL DIRECTORY OFFICES, 
4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS &c,, 

Mr CHARLES JAMES HARRIS 

Having been privileged by the Proprietor of the Medical 

Directory, with a view to the convenience of the Profes¬ 
sion, to afford his sendees to Gentlemen desirous of pur¬ 
chasing or disposing of 

PRACTICES, PARTNERSHIPS, &c., 

to supply Assistants, or in any way to forward their wishes 
in Medical matters, will be happy to do so on the un der- 
mentioned terms! In conducting transactions of the above 
description, the strictest secrecy and integrity are at all 
times scrupulously observed by Mr Harris, as well as a 
due regard paid to the interests of those Gentlemen who 
honour him with their confidence ; in proof of which, 
reference is kindly permitted to parties for whom he has 
transacted business. 

The enormous correspondence involved in the compilation of the 
Medical Directory, and the constant personal intercourse going on 
with members of the Profession in all parts of the Kingdom, offer 
unrivalled advantages for making known their wishes in regard to 
the transfer of Medical Property, in availing himself of these ad¬ 
vantages, Mr IIarbis pledges himself to undertake no matter of bu¬ 
siness that will not hear the strictest investigation; for liis aim is, 
ultimately, to become the centre of confidential communication to 
the Medical Profession. To attain this end lie hopes— 

FirU. That no Gentlemen will communicate to him the particulars 
of a Practice that is not bond fide and in every respect open to inves¬ 
tigation. 

Secondly. That nothing may be entrusted to him that is in the 
hands of any Agent. 

Thirdly. Gentlemen wishing to purchase a Practice are requested 
to state the locality they desire, the amount of premium they i re 
prepared to give, their qualifications, <fcc. &c., to pre-pay their letters, 
and enclose a stamp for a reply. 

Fourthly. Gentlemen desirous of disposing of a Practice or Part¬ 
nership, will, on remitting a Registration Fee of one Guinea to Mr 
Harris, have a form forwarded to them to fill in the Particulars. 
This Regulation, made for the purpose of covering the numerous 
preliminary expenses, must be in all cases complied with, before Mr 
Harris can negotiate the sale of a Practice or Partnership. 

Gentlemen requiring an opinion as to the worth of Practices or 
Partnerships, may have the same transmitted to them by enclosing a 
Fee of One Guinea. 

TERMS. 
Five per cent, on all transactions up to 400L, and-Two-and-a-half 

per cent, above that amount, payable out of the purchase-money. 
Those terms to be paid immediately on the decision of the contracting 
parties. 

ASSISTANTS. 
Gentlemen requiring Assistants will, on communicating fully their 

wishes, and enclosing therewith a Fee of Half-a-Guinea, be provided, 
witli the utmost possible promptitude, and with such only as appear 
likely to suit their requirements. 

Assistants of really good character, wishing to avail themselves of 
this medium, will be charged Half-a-Guinea on registering their 
names, which will be returned to them should they not be intro¬ 
duced to a situation. In all cases a personal interview is desired, if 
possible. 

*»* Gentlemen in ill health, or who wish to leave home, may, by 
remitting a Fee of Half-a-Guinea with their instructions, be intro¬ 
duced to suitable parties to conduct their Practices during their 
absence. 

N.B.—No further charge will be made ; and letters, not in ac¬ 
cordance with the above Regulations, cannot be attended to. 

Office Hour* from Eleven till Three; at other 

Hours by appointment only. 

Post-office Orders, in favour of Charles James Harris 

to be made payable at Charing cross. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. fid. 

n True and False Sperma- 
TORRHG2A, witli the view to the Correction of wide spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Pickford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

rivate Spinal Establishment, for 
the RECEPTION and TREATMENT of LADIES AFFLICTED 

with MUSCULAR WEAKNESS, LATERAL CURVATURE of the 
SPINE, &c. Opened in 1838, and conducted by Joseph Amesbcry, 
Surgeon, M.R.C.S. Eng., L.S.A., &e. ; late Surgeon to the South 
London Dispensary, and Lecturer on Orthopedic Surgery; also Author 
of the following works Observations on the Nature and Treat¬ 
ment of Fractures of the Upper Third of the Thigh Bone, and on 
Fractures of long standing,” l vol. 8vo ; “ Practical Remarks on the 
Nature and Treatment of Fractures of the Trunk and Extremities,” 
2 vols. 8vo; and “Practical Remarks on Deformities, Weakness, and 
Stiffness of the Spine, Chest, and Limbs,” vol. 1, 4to. (Publishers, 
Longman and Co., London.) 

Prospectuses of the Establishment may he obtained by application 
(if by letler prepaid) to Mr Amesbcry, at iiis private residence, 26 
Fitzroy square, London. Mr A. is at home daily (Sundays excepted) 
between Ten and Twelve o’clock. 

N.B.—Mr Amesbury has been reluctantly induced to adopt this 
mode of bringing his Spinal Establishment, and his professional 
standing, before the public, because he regrets to say it has repeat¬ 
edly come to his knowledge that some of his medical brethren, when 
consulted in reference to his practice, have, either from ignorance or 
from self-interested motives, spoken and acted in a manner calculated 
to stop all further inquiry. Mr A. has patients now under his care, 
and could mention others who had been thus turned aside and 
most seriously injured by the consequent delay. Inquirers may 
satisfy themselves of the efficacy of Mr A.’s improved modes of 
treatment, by referring to his published works, t > such medical 
gentlemen as are unprejudiced, and have made themselves acquainted 
with tiie result of his practice, or to those among their friends who 
are, or i ave been, und.r his caie, or have otherwise witnessed the 
effects of his system. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 
“ 19 Myddelton square. 

“I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 
Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that ti e Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and riot the least of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S. 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in eases of Struma and Anse- 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
tiie therapeutic poweis ofits constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine In the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “Geo. P. May, M.D. 

“Maldon.” 

TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 
prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and lias proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid draelim. 6s. pdr lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6J. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of eacli salt. 3s. fid. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials acknow¬ 
ledge this preparation to be tiie most efficient sedative extant. The 
unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Duse, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d. perez. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
*nd Is. peroz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 6s. 4d. per lb. at recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.II. the Duke Of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 



To Physicians and Others.— 
A Gentleman of Twenty Years’ standing in the Profession, 

and residing at a fashionable Watering-place and Sea port Town, is 
desirous of meeting with a party to succeed to a select PRACTICE 
of 500/. per annum,—but in the hands of a younger man of more 
active industry capable of being DOUBLED or TREBLED,—as well 
as to purchase his Residence, Library, and Furniture as it now stands. 
Capital required 3,000/. Any reasonable length of introduction will 
be given that may be required, Any Gentleman able and willing to 
entertain this offer, and prepared to settle in such a style will find this 
well worthy his attention. 

l'ull particulars may be obtained by application to Mr Ilarris, 
Medical Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, Adeiphi. 

!o Medical Men—The nume¬ 
rous Applications Mr Harris has received for ASSISTANTS 

induces him respectfully to request that Gentlemen favouring him 
with their instructions will k’nclly give him as much time as possible 
prior to their Assistants leaving them, in order to enable him more 
satisfactorily to accomplish their wishes. 

Modi al Directories’ Offices, 
4 Adam street, Adelphl. 

IVr edical 
_Li_L of Charact 

Assistants. —Gentlemen 
Character and Address, about 25 years of age, either with 

or without the legal qualifications, may generally hear of VACAN¬ 
CIES by applying to Mr Harris, Medical Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam 
street, Adeiphi. 

Assistants.—A Gentle- 
i t i -manly Young Man, not under Twenty-five years of age, and 

possessing one or botli qualifications, is required to fill a Visiting and 
Dispensing situation in a Country Town alout sixty miles from Lon¬ 
don. One to suit must be likely to remain some years. Salary, 40/' 
with increase to 60/. Apply to Mr Harris, Medical Directories’ Office*, 
4 Adam street, Adeiphi. 

To Surgeons. — Gentlemen 
desirous of settling IN PRACTICE may have their views FOR¬ 

WARDED, without expense to themselves, by applying (personally 
preferred) to Mr Harris, Medical Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, 
Adelplii. 

Practice and Retail at the 
Town, returning 300/. per annum, is for DISPOSAL. 

Premium, 280/. Apply to Mr Harris, Medical Directories’ Offices, 
4 Adam street, Adeiphi. 

IVT edical 
J-TJ. East End of 1 

Drug Price Currents, Free on 
Application; containing the Prices of all the principal Drugs, 

Pharmaceutical Preparations, Surgical Instruments, Medical Bottles, 
Ac., and every requisite for the Surgery', all of the purest and best 
quality-, by Messrs Hewlett and Goddard, 

Wholesale and Export Druggists, 6 Arthur street West, London bridge. 

ASYLUMS FOR THE INSANE. 

Tmportant to Surgeons and the 
I Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 
s. d. £ s. d. 

Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s ... „ 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

„ Cole’s ... „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, soldi,, „ Q 

at 31. 3s. i " 
Ellis's Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, ISs. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Cratches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’Outfits at an hour's notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

M' 

Just published, price 2s., 

/Observations upon the Importance 
V./ of ESTABLISHING PUBLIC HOSPITALS for the INSANE 
of the MIDDLE and HIGHER CLASSES; with a brief Exposition 
of the Nature of Insanity, and the present Provision for the Treat¬ 
ment of the Insane. 

By Thomas Dicksox, L.R.C.S., Edin., 

Resident Medical Superintendent of the Manchester Royal Lunatic 
Hospital, Member of the L. and P. Society, &c. &c. 

London, John Churchill ; Edinburgh, Sutherland and Knox ; 
Manchester, J. Galt and Co. 

edical Galvanism.—The most 
_efficient apparatus (or the administration of Galvanism for 
the Cure of Disease, is the ELECiRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current ot 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and not merely intensity-.—Manufactured only by HORNE, TiiORN- 
THWAITE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
31.33., 5/. 5s., 8/. 8s., and upwards. 

Kousso (Brayera Anthelmintica.) 
—THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE WOllM.-Mr KEAT¬ 

ING begs to inform the Profession that lie has made arrangements for 
a regular supply of this valuable medicine. Having just received a 
fresh quantity of the new crop, direct from its place of growth, he is 
enabled to offer it at 2s. the ounce, which can be sent free to any part 
of the Kingdom on receipt of twenty eight postage stamps. 

MATICO. 
Mr KEATING continues to receive importations of this valuable 

Styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended with such successful results in obstinate forms of 
Diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its use may be bad on application. 

Sole Agent for Dj Vera’s Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty.—79 St Paul’sChurch- 
yard, London. 

Allsopp’ 
nthor RTTir 

s East India Pale and 
other BURTON ALES.—The Public, is respectfully informed, 

that the ALES of THIS SEASON’S BREWINGS are now ready for 
delivery, and may be obtained genuine in Casks of Eighteen Gallons 
and upwards, either singly or in any quantity, at their respective 
Stores, as under, where also a list of the Bottlers may be had. The 
Brewery, Burtoi.-on-Trent; 61 King William street, City, London; 
Cook street, Liverpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester ; Royal Brewery, Dudley; 33 Virginia street, Glasgow. 

Bullock’s Semola. — A highly- 
nutritious and very agreeable Food for Infants, Ladies who 

are Suckling, and Invalids suffering from any form of debility. 

This Preparation recommends itself to the Profession by its uni¬ 
form and known composition, and its accordance with established 
physiological principles. It consists of the staminal principle of 
wheat—the gluten—denuded of starch, as fur as possible, to leave an 
agreeable food, adapted to cooking. 

Many leading Physicians and Accoucheurs now recommend it, and 
their report is uniformly most satisfactory. 

For Weakly Children, Mothers who are nursing, and Invalids gene¬ 
rally, it is invaluable. Many infants have been fed on it exclusively 
for some months, and with the best results. 

BULLOCK’S SEMOLA is a most agreeable substitute for grue’s: 
it may be cooked in a variety of ways, for which directions are given. 

In Packets, Is., 2s. 6d., and 7s. 6d. 

BULLOCK, Operative Chemist, 22 Conduit street; and may be 
ordered of all Chemists and Druggists, and in the usual way through 
the Wholesale Houses. 

The Publisher of tile ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex, 
at the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the ravish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam [street, Adeiphi, 
in the City of Westminster.—April 21.1852. 
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B ermett’s Watches, made ex¬ 
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MERCHANT’S AND TRADESMAN’S MUTUAL LIFE 

ASSURANCE OFFICE, 

5 Chatham place, Blackfeiars, London. Ioans granted on liberal term 
.J CREDIT given on Premiums duo in case of need. 

POLICIES INDISPUTABLE, except in cases of fraud. 
The MEDICAL PROFESSION p:dd for their Reports. 

GEO. THOMSON, -Manager. 
THOS. MUSGRAVE Secretary. 

l ure and Healthy Leeches.- P POTTER and HATLEY beg to assure the Profession, Drug¬ 
gists, <fec., that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recom¬ 
mended for purity, health, und readiness of biting. 

Potter and Hailey, Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herb¬ 
alists, Ac., 66 Farringdon market, London. 

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF FORTY YEARS. 

GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 

IV/Tany inquiries having been made 
J_V_L as to the Durability of this Tubing, the Gutta Percha Com 
pany have pleasure in drawing attention to the following letter- 
received 

FROM MR C. HACKER, SURVEYOR TO THE DUKE OF BEDFORD: 

“ Office of Works, Woburn Park, Jan. 10, 1S52. 
“ In answer to your inquiries respecting the Gutta Perclm Tubing 

for Pump Suctions, I find that the water lias not affected it in the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two years ; we have adopted 
It largely, both on account of being cheaper than lead, much ea-ier 
fixed, and a more perfect job.—Yours, &c., “ C. Hacker.” 

N.B.—The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, containing Instructions 
to Plumbers for joining tubes, lining tanks, &c„ will be forwarded on 
he receipt of three postage stamps 
The GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 18 WHARF 

tOAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

HOWARD’S AROMATIC BALSAM OF COPAIBA. 

rrhe efficacy of* the Balsam of 
± Copaiba in various affections, particularly of mucous surfaces, 

is well established ; but hitherto the disgust created by its odour and 
its consequent operation on the Stomach and Bowels, has pi evented 
its free employment. This is now obviated, the present preparation 
being without injurg to its properties deprived of ali unpleasant taste 
or smell. It produces no disagreeable action on the diges ive organs, 
and may be taken by those who have been unable to use Copaiba in 
any of its ordinary forms, neither can its presence be detected in the 
breath of those who are employing it. 

Sold Wholesale and Retail (by appointment) by Savory and Moore 
Chemists, 143 New Bond street, and 220 Regent street, London. 



All Policies Indisputable, and payable to Holder within 

fourteen days after Death, and free of Policy 

Stamp to the Assured. 

An entirely new and most economical Scale of Premiums. 

HOUSEHOLDERS’ AND GENERAL 
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 

TYTSTT MCTTVE AND PECULIAR FEATURES. 

1. Every Policy is absolutely indisputable, tlie state of health, ago, 

and interest, being admitted on the Policy. 

2. A Lower Scale of Premiums than any other Office. 

3. Policies transferable by indorsement. 

4. Policies paid within Fourteen Days after Proof of Death. 

5. No charge for Policy Stamp. ; 

6. Persons recently assured in other Offices may obtain indisputable 

Policies from this Company at more moderate rates of Premiums. 

7. Medical Referees in all cases paid Br the Company. 

The Directors of the Household Assurance Company wish to 
draw attention to the fact that four-fifths of the "community 
who commence the wor d witli good prospects die insolvent, 
leaving nothing behind them for the maintenance of their families 
in their accustomed social position, and that the influence of the 
medical profession might in most cases be beneficially exerted for the 
alleviation of the distress ot famines by the recommendation of Life 
Assurance. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitt ng them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

Offices, 15 and 16 Adam street, Adelphi, London. 

arratt’s Bandage and Strength- 
ENING PLASTER.—This Plaster, irom the nature of the 

compositi n, and the mateiial on which it is spread, is adapted for a 
permanent bandage, as it neither produces irritation of the skin, nor, 
when applied, does heat cause it to lose its adaptation to the part 
Having these qualities, it is peculiarly valuable in the treatment of 
ulcerated legs, varicose veins, Ac , where equal and constant support 
is required. Several of the most eminent surgeons continue to use 
this Plaster in their practice, preferring it in certain cases to any 
other. It is well suited for exportation to, and use in, warm cli¬ 
mates, the high temperature having less effect on it than on any 
other plaster. 

The profession are referred to Messrs Westwoods and Hopkins, 
Wholesale Druggists, Newgate street, where the Plaster may be had 
in packets, containing three yards, for 2s. 6d., or spread upon skins 
of chamois leather, at 3s. 6d. 

Westwoods and Hopkins also call attention to their Compound 
Adhesive Plaster for fractures and wounds, as likewise to their 
concentrated 1 reparations, Essences, &c. 

rtificial Eyes, Patent Action 
LEGS, ARMS, and HANDS, ARTIFICIAL NOSES and 

SURGICAL MECHANISM.—Mr Grossmith has opened a Second 
Manufactory, at 248 Regent street, where the above articles, with all 
the newest modifications and improvements, may be obtained. Ilis 
Artificial Eyes (to which the Prize Medal of the Great Exhibition 
was awarded) aie fitted immediately, without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight has been lost, and effect a perfect Movement. 
Re erenees given to the Surgeons of Bartholomew's, St George’s, 
Thomas’s, tlie Royal Ophthalmic, and all the principal London and 
Provincial Hospitals, by whom they are recommended. His New 
Artificial Leg enables the wearer to walk and sit with comfort—is 
extremely light in weight, and not liable to get oat of order. 
Patients accustomed to wearing the common Cork Legs, are re¬ 
quested to examine these, and may see them in use if desired. 

175 Fleet street, and 248 Regent street. Established 1760. 

New Era in Medical Electricity 
Is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not second try Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, &c. Ac.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket booh! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can be 
worn on tlie body, und r the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which lias 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes Lefore tlie eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention lias been exhibited with tlie grente-st success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, tlie 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academic de Meieeine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive u.-e in tlie hospitals 
of London, Paris, anl Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and tlie 
chains may be freely tested at tlie head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leidenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in— 

Asliord, T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co ; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson; 
Bideford, Th. Hogr; Birmingham, Th. VV. Ilo.dsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Keirip, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F II 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Schacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey; Driffield, W. Turner ; Edinburgh, Duncan, ilockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe ; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastin ;s, William Mason ; Horncastle, W. Kemp ; 
Hull, Ch. Bell; Hun'ingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J, M. Her¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson ; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham, I. Shepperly; Petwortli, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading. W. H. Staveley; Richmond. Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Rochester, T. S. King; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers ; St 
Heliers, Jersey, Thos. Board; Southampton, Rand til and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Snnderl ind, J. Ritson and Son, and J Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothe's; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekin ; Newbury, T. Fidler ; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes; Southport Bout. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, P. ing 
and Co. ; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Pa k ; Norwich, II. it. 
Priest; Tlirapstou, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter Irom that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Bird, M.D. F R.S. F.R.C.P. Ac. At. (published by. 
his kind permission):— 
.“We have in this ingenious invention that svhich 

has long been a desideratum, viz., ail Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a caiitiuiiaus uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, ami always in one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvremacher's 

invention too strongly to the notico of my medical brethren.” 

Fifth Edition, now ready, 

he Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrii, Surgeon-Dentist. 

“ Mr Imrie lias obtained tlie opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on tlie 
action of tlie saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and lias re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no del-terious action 
upon the animat economy.”—London Msdical Gazette. 

London Churchill, Princes strest, Soho. 
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Dr Marshall Hall continues his interesting lectures 

‘ On Apoplexy and Epilepsy,’ 

in the ‘ Lancet ’ of April 24th. Our readers will remember 
that the subject of the last lecture was Trachelismus, and 
the present is devoted to the consideration of the causes and 
phenomena cf Laryngismus. 

Dr Marshall Hall says that while trachelismus is always 
spasmodic, laryngismus is sometimes of a spasmodic and 
sometimes of a paralytic character. 

“ The beautiful experiments of Legallois give us the 
type of the paralytic form of this affection. The recurrent 
laryngeal nerves being divided, the rima glottidis collapses 
partially and induces paralytic laryngismus. 

“ A similar effect is produced whenever the influence 
of the cerebrum or of volition is withdrawal from this organ. 

“ Even in the partial subtraction of this influence in 
deep sleep, we observe a first degree of paralytic laryngismus 
in the snoring or stertor of this state of the cerebrum. 

“ As in the case of the muscles of the neck in general, 
volition being withdrawn, during sleep, from the muscles 
which preserve the larynx open, the constrictors contract, 
from tonic or spinal action; and as the veins are compressed 
in the fonner case, so, in this, the larynx is partially closed, 
and a slight stertor is induced. 

“ The most familiar instance of spasmodic laryngismus 
is observed on allowing a drop of water or a crumb of bread 
incautiously to drop into the rima glottidis; or in the still 
more formidable case of choking. 

“ One gentleman experiences a spasmodic laryngismus 
on attempting to take a draught of cold water.” 

The Doctor then reviews the more severe forms of the disease 
observed in apoplexy and epilepsy. He observes,— 

“The influence of laryngismus and of the obstructed 
respiration on the veins and integuments of the neck and 
face, and of the encephalon, is of the most dangerous cha¬ 
racter. On it a distended condition of the veins, pur- 
purescence, and intumescence of the face and neck, and 
coma, alike depend; the proof of which is afforded by the 
observed effects of tracheotomy. 

“ The apoplectic affections may be divided, as I have 
already stated, into those of the milder and into those of the 
severer forms : the former of these depends on trachelismus; 
the latter on laryngismus. By tracheotomy the apoplexia 
gravior is changed into the apoplexia mitior;—and even this 
may speedily subside. This conclusion is one of great prac¬ 
tical, as well as pathological, importance. 

“ Analogous remarks may be made upon the spas¬ 
modic laryngismus. Epilepsy also assumes two forms : the 
first, that of the epilepsia mitior; the second, that of the 
epilepsia gravior. As long as there is only trachelismus the 
case assumes the form of epilepsia mitior only. If laryn¬ 
gismus supervenes, the case becomes the epilepsia gravior;— 
convulsion and its dire effects supervene. Tracheotomy re¬ 
stores the patient to the condition of the epilepsia mitior. 

“ This spasmodic laryngismus is the effect either of 
direct or of diastaltic action by or through the medulla 
oblongata. It is direct when it is the effect of emotion, aud 
when it is excited by the condition of the circulation in the 
medulla oblongata induced by trachelismus. It is diastaltic, 
when it is the effect of dental, gastric, enteric, or uterine 
irritation.” 

To show the rapid influence of tracheotomy in abating the 
symptoms consequent on laryngismus, Dr Hall cites Mr 
Samp-on’s case, which was published in the Transactions of 
the Medico-Chirurgical Society, Vol. XX, p. 45. In this 
case the man had taken an enormous quantity of spirits and 
beer, and had become comatose from their effects. The 

—.. ■' - . .y—: 

countenance wras turgid, the breathing difficult, the surface 
cold and clammy, and the patient was insensible to every 
kind of stimulus. The power of deglutition was gone, and 
there was every appearance of speedy dissolution. Mr 
Sampson determined, as a last resort to save the life of his 
patient, to have recourse to tracheotomy, and the result, 
which was immediate and striking, we will give in his own 
words: — 

“ The trachea was no sooner opened than the disten¬ 
tion of the veins about the head and neck subsided, the 
violent efforts of the extra-respiratory muscles ceased, and in 
about half-an-hour regular and easy respiration through the 
wound was completely established; at the same time, the 
pupils became slightly sensible to the stimulus of light, and 
the pulse returned to the wrist. The immediate result of 

the operation being thus far satisfactory, nothing remained 
to be done but to give directions for the frequent removal of 
the mucus which appeared at the wound, aud to keep the 
surfaces of the incision asunder until the integuments and 
muscular layers had become agglutinated to each other; 
this latter object was effected by means of a piece of strong 
spring-wire, with a bow at each end of it, which, being in¬ 
troduced in a bent state, was allowed to expand, and the 
opening in the trachea was thus prevented from being 
covered by the muscles, even during the efforts of deglutition. 

“ He continued perfectly quiet during the night, but 
had no return of consciousness until the following morning, 
when he gave us to understand, by signs, that he suffered 
from headache and soreness at the pit of the stomach ; there 
was a tendency to sickness, and the tongue was coated with 
a peculiar whiteness, as if rubbed over with chalk. Mode¬ 
rate purgatives, followed by mild alkaline medicines, soon 
removed these symptoms, and a few leeches were applied to 
the throat for the purpose of checking too high a degree of 
inflammation; after which, no further treatment was re¬ 
quired ; but the wound being healed in about three weeks, 
he was discharged cured, and has continued up to this time 
in the enjoyment of perfect health.” 

Dr Hall records, also, a case of Epilepsy, treated by Mr 
Cane, of Uxbridge, in a s'milar manner, and with equally 
satisfactory results. 

The same journal contains an article by Dr Harry Rainy, 
Regius Professor of Forensic Medicine in the University of 
Glasgow, 

‘ On Reinsch's Process for the Detection of Arsenic.' 

After describing the process of examination adopted to 
ascertain the causes of the discrepancies in the results obtained 
by this process, so well adapted, if it could be made certain, 
to medico-legal investigations, Dr Rainy remarks— 

“ From these observations it would follow that the 
rapidity with which copper acquires a distinct arsenical coat¬ 
ing is directly as the proportion of arsenious acid, and also of 
muriatic acid in the solution, and inversely as the extent of 
the copper surface. 

“ As copper receives a coating of a similar colour from 
other metals, from sulphur and sulphuretted compounds, the 
mere formation of such a deposit cannot be considered a con¬ 
clusive proof of the presence of arsenic. It is merely a con¬ 
venient method of separating the suspected substance, in 
order that it may be subjected to the appropriate tests. The 
most satisfactory of these tests are, the formation of a white 
crystalline sublimate by heating the coated copper; tho 
solution of this sublimate in water; and its conversion, by 
the appropriate reagents, into arsenite of silver, orpiment, 
and arseniate of silver, all of which are very easily recog¬ 
nised by the peculiarities of their colour aud other properties. 
In estimating the value of Reinsch’s process, it is therefore 
necessary to ascertain, not only the smallest quantity and 
the utmost dilution under which it can be separated and dis - 
tinctly exhibited on copper, but also tho smallest quantity 
which, when so separated, can be satisfactorily subjected to 
the conclusive tests. 

“ In repeated experiments I found that one-thousandtth of 
a grain of arsenious acid in one million times its weight of 
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fluid, could be separated as a distinct deposit on copper. The 
copper thus coated, when heated gently in a small tube, 

.yielded a slight but distinct sublimate, most obvious on a 
black ground, and which, with a magnifying power of ten 
to twenty diameters, was found to consist of crystals with tri¬ 
angular faeettes, and which, when dissolved in water, yielded 
orpiment and the red arseniate of silver, when treated with 
the appropriate reagents. 

“ This I believe to be as great a degree of delicacy as has 
actually been obtained by the more tedious and troublesome 
process of Marsh, and is more than sufficient for every prac¬ 
tical purpose.” 

Mr Charles Webber records another instance of 

‘ Dislocation of both Ilumeri, with Fracture of the Femur' 

“ The patient, was an Irish labourer, named William 
H-, twenty-six years of age, of large build and tolerably 
muscular frame, who was brought into Guy’s Hospital, at 
three A.m. of tlqa 3rd December, 1836, when I was resident 
dresser to the late Mr Morgan, at that institution. The 
account given by the man was, that having come over to 
England for work, and approaching London after nightfall 
the previous evening, without the means of obtaining a 
lodging, ho betook himself to a saw-yard in the neighbour¬ 
hood of the Old Kent road, and climbed a stack of wood for 
the purpose. From this situation it appeared he fell over, 
during sleep, on the opposite side into a narrow space be¬ 
tween two piles of timber, in such a manner that his arms 
were struck upwards in his descent. When admitted, the 
nature of the accident was unequivocal, the left humerus (if 
I. recollect rightly) being thrown into the axilla, the right 
forwards under the clavicle ; the thigh of this side was also 
fractured. I reduced the dislocations with the heel; the 
man was necessarily an in-patient for some weeks during the 
union of his fracture (a simple one), but he soon recovered 
the perfect use of both his arms.” 

In the following number of the ‘Lancet,’ Mr Ilammerton 
Greenwood lias reported another case of displacement of 
both humeri, but it does not require description. 

The ‘ Lancet ’ reports two cases under the care of Mr 
Holt, at the Westminster Hospital, exemplifying the advan¬ 
tage of the 

Treatment of Ulcers by the exclusion of Atmospheric Air.' 

The inflammation being first subdued, the mode of dressing 
is as follows:— 

“From a piece of adhesive plaster, somewhat larger than 
the sore, a portion, just the size of the latter, is cut out; the 
plaster is then applied to the part, and painted with collodion. 
Oiled silk is now placed over the ulcer, and made to adhere 
to the plaster by means of the collodion, by which process 
the air is completely excluded from the ulcei’atod surface. 
The whole is then secured by strips of adhesive plaster placed 
crosswise, and by a roller running from the toes to above the 
knee. 

“ This dressing used to be left undisturbed for a week or 
ten days, and by being taken off with care did not give the 
least pain. The patient remained in the meanwhile mostly 
in bed, and had good diet. On the 23rd of March, about 
nine weeks after admission, the sore was completely healed, 
but by walking up and down stairs it re-opened to the size 
of a fourpenuy-piece. The same kind of dressing was con¬ 
tinued, and in a fortnight the patient was discharged, the 
ulcer being quite cicatrised.” 

Mr Holt has succeeded, in numerous instances, in healing 
ulcers by this method. 

Dr George Johnson’s second Gulstonian lecture 

1 On tbe Pathology and Diagnosis of Renal Diseases,' 

is reported in the 1 Medical Times and Gazette’ of April 
24th. In this lecture, which is of extraordinary length, 
Dr Johnson describes the morbid changes which affect the 
nloodvessels of the kidney, and offers an explanation of the 
albuminous condition of the urine, and of the dropsy asso¬ 
ciated with this and other forms of renal disease. With 
respect to the Arteries, Dr Johnson says 

“ The most remarkable and interesting of these changes 
is hypertrophy of their fibrous or muscular walls; it 
affects both layers of fibres; but whereas, in the healthy 
condition, the inner layer is considerably thinner than the 
outer, they are usually, when hypertrophied, of nearly equal 
thickness. The thickening appears to be proportionally 
greater in the smallest arteries, e. g., in the afferent vessels 
of the Malpighian bodies, and gradually diminishes in pass¬ 
ing from these vessels towards the arterial trunks. The 
thickening is not associated with any other structural change 
in the arteries; but it appears to be an instance of simple 
hypertrophy, increased bulk, that is, without change of 
structure. The cases which are most favourable for ex¬ 
amining this condition are those which are marked by ex¬ 
treme wasting and contraction of the kidney. In such 
cases I have frequently seen the coats of the arteries at 
least two or three times thicker than in the nonnal state. I 
have frequently observed that the thickened arteries are 
much more tortuous than the vessels in a healthy condition. 
Phis may, perhaps, bo a consequence of the arteries still re¬ 
taining their original length, while they are packed within 
a smaller compass,—a necessary result of the wasted condi¬ 
tion of the kidney, which is commonly associated with tho 
greatly hypertrophied and tortuous condition of the vessels. 
In those kidneys, or in those parts of a kidney which present 
the appearances of a less advanced disease, the arterial 
hypertrophy is either less decided, or it may be entirely 
absent. The canal of the arteries appears to be of the nor¬ 
mal size; it remains pervious, and may readily be filled 
with injection, until a very advanced period of the disease, 
when it may often be observed that some arteries have oil 
globules collected within their canals. It is probable that this 
fatty deposition is a consequence and not a cause of the 
arrest of the circulation. It appears to be an instance of the 
tendency to fatty deposit in parts whose functions have 
ceased, and especially when there exists a cavity wherein 
the deposit may take place. There seems to be a strict 
analogy between this fatty accumulation in the arterial 
canals, and that which occurs simultaneously in some of the 
uriniferous tubes, after the destruction of their epithelium, 
and the consequent cessation of their functions.” 

The alterations in the Malpighian bodies are stated to 
occur in the following order: first, engorgement of the capil¬ 
laries, sometimes ending in rupture of the vessels and haemor¬ 
rhage into the tubes. Secondly, a gradually increasing 
thickening and opacity of the capillary walls, with, at first, a 
changed appearance of the blood corpuscles, and subsequently 
a complete concealment of the contents of the vessels. 
Thirdly, a final cessation of the circulation, with atrophy 
and shrinking of the vessels and of their investing capsule,” 

Dr Johnson thus describes his views of the proximate 
cause-of albuminuria: — 

“Assuming that the renal circulation is affected by an 
imperfect elimination of the urinary constituents, in a man¬ 
ner analogous to that in which the pulmonary circulation is 
influenced by the retention of carbonic acid in the blood, we 
should expect to find, that, as a consequence of disease in 
the tubes and in the secreting epithelium, the circulation 
would first be impeded in the inter-tubular capillaries. The 
obstruction would, of course, exert an influence, extending 
backwards in the order of the circulation, so that the Mal¬ 
pighian capillaries, and the arteries which supply them, 
would become gorged with blood, this engorgement being 
exactly analogous to that of the right side of the heart 
and of tho venous system in animals after death from 
asphyxia. » 

“ There are certain facts which afford a remarkable con¬ 
firmation of that which, at the first view, might seem to be 
a mere hypothesis, or at best only a probable analogy. That 
the circulation through the inter-tubular capillaries is re¬ 
tarded, and that the Malpighian capillaries are consequent’y 
subjected to a greatly-increased pressure and distention, 
would seem to be indicated by the escape of serum and 
blood, which so constantly occurs during an attack of acute 
desquamative nephritis. There appears no reason to doubt 
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that these materials escape from the Malpighian capillaries 
which lie uncovered within the dilated ends of the tubes. 
The Malpighian vessels present the peculiar appearances 
before described as connected with the transudation of 
serum ; and frequently the capsule is filled with blood which 
has escaped from the ruptured vessels within it. The only 
vessels besides these from which the haemorrhage could 
possibly occur, are the inter-tubular capillaries; and it is 
little less than certain that these are not the sources of the 
haemorrhage. For, first, the rupture of these vessels must, 
of necessity, be associated with some inter-tubular extrava¬ 
sation, which, to say the least, is an extremely rare occur¬ 
rence ; and secondly, the blood could not escape from the 
inter-tubular capillaries into the tubes, without passing 
through the basement membrane of the tube, which never, 
in cases of acute nephritis, presents any appearance of 
tearing or perforation. 

“ But still more conclusive evidence of impeded cir¬ 
culation, and of the precise point at which the impediment 
occurs, is afforded Sy the condition of the renal blood¬ 
vessels in cases of chronic nephritis. It is clear that the only 
explanation which can be given of the state of the blood¬ 
vessels which I have described is, that the blood is impeded 
in its passage through the inter-tubular capillaries. The 
impediment re-acts backwards upon the Malpighian ca¬ 
pillaries, the coats of which gradually become thickened by 
a preservative process of hypertrophy, which is intended to 
enable them to bear the increased pressure to which they 
are subjected. 

“ Simultaneously with these changes in the Malpighian 
capillaries, the muscular walls of the arteries become hyper¬ 
trophied, so as to assist in driving the blood onwards through 
those vessels in which the impediment exists. 

“ The blood is sent to the cells for the purpose of giving 
up certain of its constituents; and until it has done so, it is 
not permitted to pass freely onwards. And, finally when 
the cells have been entirely destroyed and removed, the 
circulation ceases, and the tubes and vessels simultaneously 
waste; this being, as it appears, a natural result of their loss 
of functional power. The escape of serum from the Mal¬ 
pighian vessels, and the frequent occurrence of haemorrhage 
into the tubes, are natural and intelligible consequences of 
an impeded circulation through the inter-tubular capillaries.” 

Dr Johnson then enters into other disquisitions sub¬ 
ordinate to the main doctrines thus enunciated. dVe refer 
the reader to the original lecture for a more minute ac¬ 
quaintance with the subject. 

The same Journal reports an instance of an unusual form 
of dislocation of the clavicle ; that of 

f ‘ Dislocation of the Sternal End of the Clavicle backwards,’ 

under the care of Mr De Morgan, at the Middlesex Hos¬ 
pital. The following was the mode of treatment:— 

“ On placing the knee against her spine, and gently 
drawing the two shoulders backwards, the bone is easily 
restored to its proper place, causing obvious relief to the 
dyspnoea; but immediately on leaving hold of the shoulders, 
the bone falls back, and the dyspnoea returns. A splint was 
then placed across the shoulders, with a pad between it and 
the spine, the shoulders being drawn to the splint by a 
bandage. By this means, the bone was kept firmly in its 
place; pillows were so arranged along the child’s back that 
the splint should not feel uncomfortable. On the apparatus 
being fixed, she could lean her head backwards, and stated 
that her pain was much relieved.” 

In the ‘Lancet’ of May 1st, Mr Guthrie continues his 
lectures 

1 On some of the more Important Points in Surgery.’ 

Mr Guthrie recommends amputation as soon as possib^e 
alter the receipt of injury, in cases where the wound is so 
serious as to preclude the hope of recovery. He then con¬ 
siders the question at what distance of time after the receipt 
of an injury ought the operation to be performed? He thus 
solves the question 

“ When injuries require amputation of the arm below the 
shoulder joint, or of the leg below the knee, these operations 
may be done at any time from the moment of infliction 
until the expiration of twelvo or twenty-four hours, without 
any detriment being sustained by the sufferer with regard to 
his recovery ; although everyone, under such circumstances, 
must be desirous to have the operation over. The surgeon 
having several equally serious cases of injury of the head or 
trunk brought to him at the same time as those requiring 
amputation, may defer them more safely perhaps than the 
assistance he is called upon to give to the other cases, the 
postponement of which may be attended with greater 
danger. 

“ My experience, which may be erroneous, like every¬ 
thing human, has taught me that, when a thigh is torn, or 
nearly torn off, by a eannon-sliot, there is always more or 
less loss of blood, suddenly discharged, and which soon 
ceases in death, or in a state approaching to syncope. When 
the great artery is torn, this fainting saves life, for an artery 
of the magnitude of the common femoral does not close its 
canal by retracting and contracting, as a smaller vessel does , 
it can only diminish it; and the formation of an external 
coagulum is necessary to preserve life, which the shock, 
alarm, and fainting, by taking off the force of the circulation, 
aid in forming ; aud without which the patient would bleed 
to death. An amputation, in this state of extreme depres¬ 
sion, might destroy life. 

“ If the cannon-shot, or other instrument capable of 
crushing the upper part of a thigh, should not divide the 
principal artery, and the sufferer should not bleed, it is 
possible he may be in the state alluded to, in which the 
patient, for he may not be called sufferer, is said to be just as 
composed as if he had only lost a portion of his breeches. 
Nevertheless few have seen a man lose even a piece of his 
breeches by a cannon-shot, without perceiving that he was 
indisputably frightened. 

“ Whilst some persons, under the loss of a limb high 
up, are reduced to a state of syncope, or nearly approaching 
to it, which renders them almost, or even entirely speechless; 
others suffer extreme pain, and earnestly entreat assistance, 
under which circumstances, amputation should be performed 
forthwith. In the former, the administration of stimulants 
may render the operation less immediately dangerous. 

“ Chloroform, or other similar remedies, may produce 
an effect in such cases yet unknown. Its careful adminis¬ 
tration may not destroy the ebbing powers of life, and may 
render an amputation practicable, which could not otherwise 
be performed without the greatest danger. It may be other¬ 
wise ; the point, however, is to be ascertained, although in 
all cases of great suffering its use should be unhesitatingly 
adopted. 

“ When the sufferer is brought to the surgeon at the 
end of half'-an-hour, having lost a limb below the thigh or 
shoulder, by a cannon-shot, he will often be found in a state 
of such great depression as to be likely to be destroyed by 
the infliction of a serious and painful operation like amputa¬ 
tion. This has occurred to me so often as to induce me to 
recommend delay for five, six, or even eight hours, if the un¬ 
fortunate person did not suffer much, and appeared likely to 
be revived by the proper use of stimulants. 

“ This recommendation originated from the fact, that 
as one seriously wounded man has as much claim as another 
to the attention of the surgeon, all could not be attended to 
at the same time; and the sue.ess following the deferred 
cases of amputation was as great, if not greater, than in 
those on which the operation was more immediately per¬ 
formed. 

“ The advantageous results of primary amputations, or 
or those done within the first twenty-four, or at most forty- 
eight hours, over secondary amputations, or those done at 
the end of several days, or three or four weeks, lias been so 
firmly and fully established as to admit no longer of dispute.” 

With respect to inflammation of the veins after secondary 
amputation, Mr Guthrie remarks :—■ 

“ When a person, after undergoing amputation, is about 
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to suffer from unhealthy inflammation of the veins, the pulse 
quickens, and continues above 90, usually rising from 100 to 
130. The stomach becomes irritable; there are frequent 
attacks of vomiting, generally of a bilious character, accom¬ 
panied by the usual symptoms of fever. A few days after 
the commencement of the complaint, there is usually a well- 
marked rigor, followed perhaps by others, but exacerbations 
and remissions of fever are marked. The skin gradually 
assumes a yellowish tinge, the perspiration is great, the 
bowels irregular, the pulse becomes weaker and more 
irritable, the emaciation is considerable, and the patient 
gradually sinks ; or the febrile symptoms may subside, with 
the exception of the frequency of the pulse; he rallies a little, 
but whilst he says he is better, and the appetite even 
returns, the deterioration in appearance becomes more 
marked, more deathlike, and an accession of fever rapidly 
closes the scene. The stump is often not more painful than 
under ordinary circumstances, neither is there any remark¬ 
able pain or tenderness in the course of the vessels. 

“ The practical points are, to draw blood to a sufficient 
extent, but with caution on the accession of fever; to open 
out the stump as soon as possible, even by a division of the 
external adhesions, the inner parts being usually unsound ; 
to envelope it in a large warm poultice ; to apply cold above 
—even ice if procurable—in the course of the great vessels, 
and to soothe the system by calomel, opium, and saline 
diaphoretic remedies, followed by stimulants, cordials, quin¬ 
ine, and acids.” 

Mr Guthrie points out the advantage resulting from the 
use of strong acids, in the proportion of from one drachm to 
one ounce of the acid, to twelve ounces of water, in a slough¬ 
ing state, and claims the ci'edit of this practice from the 
experience of the Peninsular war. 

When haemorrhage occurs from the stump after am¬ 
putation, Mr Guthrie thus advises: 

“ To obviate all difficulties, the part from which the 
bleeding comes should be well studied, and the shortest dis¬ 
tance from the stump carefully noted at which compression 
on the artery commands the bleeding; and at this spot, the 
ligature should be applied, provided it is not within the 
sphere of the inflammation of the stump. In case the 
haemorrhage should only be restrained by pressure above the 
origin of the profunda, and repeated attempts to secure the 
vessel on the surface of the stump have failed, amputation is 
preferable when the strength of the patient will bear it, to 
tying the artery in the groin. 

“ When haemorrhage takes place after amputation at the 
shoulder-joint, it is a most dangerous occurrence. An 
incision should then he made through the integuments and 
across the great pectoral muscle, when the artery may 
be readily exposed, and a ligature placed upon it without 
difficulty anywhere below the clavicle. 

“ If the state of the stump in any of these cases depend 
upon the bad air of the hospital, the patient had better be 
exposed to the inclemency of the weather rather than be 
allowed to remain in it.” 

Dr Chowne records in the same Journal a 
‘ Remarkable Case of Hirsute Growth in a Female.' 

The individual had in every respect a feminine organisa¬ 
tion, and was only remarkable for an extraordinary growth 
of hair upon her face, like the usual beard and whiskers of 
the male. Dr Chowne regards the growth, which com¬ 
menced at birth, as accidental, and not partaking of a phy¬ 
siological character. 

The ‘ Medical Times and Gazette’ of the 1st May has a 
report of a Clinical Lecture, by Mr Fergusson, 

* On Cleft Palate.' 
Mr Fergusson is well known for having given much atten¬ 

tion to this lesion, and the modes adapted for its relief; his 
views, therefore, are deserving of consideration. Mr Fer¬ 
gusson thus describes the physiology of the soft palate, and 
the rationale of the operation, as performed by himself:— 

“ Now, when you have a person before you whose palate 
is cleft in two, and you look into his mouth and ask him to 
imitate the act of swallowing, the edges of the cleft, and 
more especially of the posterior portion of it, approach each 

other, and the fissure is much narrowed; and if a spasmodic 
action of the palate is induced by irritating it, the two por¬ 
tions of the uvula fall together. This movement of course 
had been noticed by those surgeons who had paid particular 
attention to the subject; but although it had been observed 
by them, they had not been able to understand it. Mal- 
gaigne, indeed, had referred to this very movement as the 
one he was perfectly unable to explain. Now, no one 
had ever thought about the possibility of the sides of 
the cleft palate being pushed together; but such is the 
case, for the superior constrictor of the pharynx, from its 
peculiar situation, and from the disposition of its muscular 
fibres, has this pushing effect upon the palate, and it is this 
which causes the sides of the cleft to approach each other. 
As I have before stated to you, this fact was one of the main 
features of originality in my paper. All surgeons prior to 
ttiat time had seen that one great obstacle to the uniting of 
the wound was tUe constant dragging of the soft parts. The 
lateral portion of the palate was so moveable that there was 
a constant tension on the stitches; in fact to a greater de¬ 
gree than exists after the liare-lip has been united. Sur¬ 
geons knew that this was the great obstacle to the healing 
of the wound; but the precise cause of it was uncertain, 
and remained so until I made my observations. I then 
announced that the principal muscle which dragged the 
parts outwards was the levator palati. I also showed that 
the palato-pliaryngeus acted in such a manner as to exert 
an unfavourable influence on the soft palate. There can be 
no doubt that this muscle, which, you know, constitutes the 
posterior pillar of the fauces, acts differently in the cleft 
state of the palate and in the natural state of parts. In the 
natural condition it has the tendency to close the posterior 
part of the fauces, as it draws the parts towards the centre; 
but when the palate is cleft it acts otherwise ; this muscle, 
indeed, helps to drag the flaps of the palate outwards. 
Well, from all the inquiries which were made, I came to 
the conclusion in my own mind, that if the levator palati 
and palato-pharyngeus muscles were divided preliminary to 
bringing the edges of the cleft in contact, the parts would 
be much more likely to lie in apposition, the tension would 
be taken off the edges of the wound, and the unsuccessful 
results which had hitherto obtained would in this manner be 
prevented.” 

Cases were then referred to in illustration of the opera¬ 
tion, and with reference to one case there is in the hospital, 
Mr Fergusson remarks that when there is an opening in the 
soft palate arising from syphilitic action, an operation is 
rarely beneficial. 

Mr Jones, Surgeon to the Jersey Hospital, has commu¬ 
nicated a paper to the same jurnal, 

‘ On the Excision of Joints' 

Two cases are reported—one of excision of the elbow 
joint, and the other of the knee joint. The operations 
were attended with success. These operations are becoming 
common, and are a great improvement upon the old prac¬ 
tice of amputation. 

The * Provincial Journal’ of April 28th, contains a good 
practical lecture 

‘ On the Morbid Condition of the Urinary Organs,' 

by Dr David Nelson. The author treats of the anatomy of 
those organs, and of their principal diseases in paralysis, 
hypersemia, cystitis, &c. 

The same journal contains a short paper, by John M. 
Bryan, Esq., 

1 On the Effects of Iodine on the Mammae.' 

The iodine was administered both internally and exter¬ 
nally for the cure of bronchocele. The chief effect appears 
to have been to produce extreme attenuation of the body,— 
the mamma: wasted quite away, but the bronchocele was 
less affected than other parts. By a restorative plan of 
treatment the woman recovered her natural plumpness, and 
the bronchocele became as large as before. It is not said 
that the mamma: resumed their former size. We should 
presume, from the omission, that such was not the case. 
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Before, we close the ‘ Mirror ’ we beg to direct the reader’s 
attention to two short papers that appered in the ‘ Lancet ’ 
of the 17th of April. The first was a case of 

* Impaction of a Calculus in the Urethra of a little Boy ’ 

under Mr Erichsen at University College Hospital. The cal¬ 
culus was discovered to be impacted in the urethra, near the 
bulb ; a grooved staff was introduced, and an incision made 
in the perinreum over the staff. The calculus was readily 
removed. 

“ In the evening slight oedema of the scrotum occurred, 
the urine escaping chiefly through the perinseal aperture. 
During the next few days there was considerable swelling, 
with induration of the scrotum, the margins of the wound 
appearing somewhat sloughy. Poultices and hot foment¬ 
ations were applied, and gave great relief; the oedema 
diminished, and a purulent discharge was established. As 
the greater part of the urine came away through the abnor¬ 
mal opening, Mr Erichsen directed that its margins should 
be touched with nitrate of silver, and a small catheter 
passed daily. The size of the wound gradually diminished 
under this treatment; the quantity of urine escaping through 
it also decreased; and on Feb. 10, one month after admis¬ 
sion, scarcely any urine issued in that way. The child was 
soon afterwards made an out-patient.” 

The second was a communication from Dr Martin Barry, 

on 

4 Baron Liebig's Neto Method of determining the Proportion 
of Urea passed by the Kidneys.' 

One of its peculiarities consists in substituting weights for 

measures. Dr Barry says, 

“ The re-agent he employs is pernitrate of mercury, 
solutions of which, of known strength, he prepares as 
liqueurs titrees, or test liquors, for the purpose. Were such 
test liquors made beforehand, and kept in readiness, the ap¬ 
plication of them would be found the work of a few minutes 

only. 
“ This mercurial solution, under certain conditions, in¬ 

stantly precipitates all the urea from ui’ine; but as it also 
throws down phosphoric acid, it is necessary first wholly to 
remove the latter by means of baryta, along with which the 
sulphuric acid of course falls. 

“ There is also another substance, combined chlorine, 
always present in the urine, whose interference is found to 
be such (by converting the pernitrate immediately into 
perchloride of mercury, which latter does not precipitate 
urea), that it is essential to compensate its action by an equi¬ 
valent (by which I mean an exact sufficiency only) of the 
mercurial solution ; for until this is done, the urea will not 
begin to be precipitated. This performed, he adds just 
enough, and no more, of the mercurial solution, to throw 
down the whole of the urea, which is known by its ceasing 
to fall; and he proves that he has not employed any excess, 
by the addition of carbonate of soda, which otherwise would 
yield a yellow precipitate—the peroxide of mercury. Of 
course this is a delicate step of the process. 

“Lastly, by inspection of the graduated burette, he 
learns how much pernitrate of mercury has been consumed, 
and thus infers the per-centage of urea which was present 
in the measure of urine on which he operated.” 
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The Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Medical 
Science. 
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Chloroform an Antiseptic.—It has been established, 
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A Deputation, composed of the principal officers non¬ 
medical, of the royal hospitals of London, had an interview 
with Mr Secretary Walpole at the Home Office on the 2nd 
ult. Although their business, as is usual, was not stated, 
it may be guessed that their object was to obtain the with¬ 
drawal of the establishments with which they are respec¬ 
tively connected, from the Charitable Trust Commission, to 
be appointed under the bill now in progress through the 
Houses of Parliament. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 
DEFORMITIES. 

BY CHARLES VERRAL, M.R.C.S. 

Surgeon to the Spinal Hospital for the Cure of all Deformities 
of the Spine, Feet, Chest, and Limbs. 

In bringing under the notice of the medical profession the 

subject of the various deformities of the human frame, it 

scarcely appears necessary at this epoch, to say one word 

with a view to engaging the reader’s attention to the vast 

importance of the point in question, since the magnitude 

of this branch of surgery is now generally admitted, 

and surgeons of the greatest eminence no longer consider 
the treatment of the various deformities as entirely beneath 
their notice—a field, as it were, fitted only for the exercise 
of quackery and empiricism. 

When, in former times, the deformed foot or limb was re¬ 
garded, even by experienced anatomists, as a shapeless and 
unnatural mass, utterly incapable of being brought to its 
proper shape, simply because it was generally believed to be 
deficient of those parts entering into the formation of the 
symmetrical limb, the cripple’s was indeed a hopeless case ; 
but now that it can be demonstrated to a positive certainty, 
that even in some of the most hideous cases of deformity of 
the foot, such for example as the severest instances of Talipes 
Varus, the integrity of the ankle joint remains unimpaired, 
and the articulating cavity of the Astragalus has suffered 
little, if any alteration,—the case is at once changed from 
one of hopeless misery, to that of confident anticipation of 
recovery, and it at once behoves the surgeon to give to the 
matter his most earnest attention, because in ninety-nine 
cases out of every hundred, he may be the means of entirely 
freeing the sufferer from his sad affliction. 

Since the era of the various improvements that have 
been introduced into the profession, in the method of treating 
deformities, it cannot fail to have struck the observant eye, 
that the number of cripples to be seen in our streets, lias 
very sensibly diminished, and I confidently look forward to 
the time, when it shall become a rare circumstance to find a 
deformed person among us. 

In the following remarks on the nature and treatment of 
deformities, I purpose to adhere, as strictly as possible, to 
such points as are essentially of a practical and useful nature, 
endeavouring to avoid, upon all occasions, the discussion of 
theoretical views ; which, until their correctness can be ac¬ 
tually demonstrated, are little else than entirely useless to 
the present enquiry. 

With a view to adopting something of a methodical ar¬ 
rangement in the discussion of the various kinds of deformity, 
of which it is my intention to treat in the following series of 
papers, I shall consider first those distortions which are 
found affecting the feet; then, such as involve the knee or 
hip joint; and lastly, those which attack the trunk and 
upper extremities; including, of course, the various forms of 
spinal disease and curvature. 

Before concluding these general remarks I would say, 
that I do not purpose entering upon the minute description 
of the ordinary kinds of supports and instruments that are 
used in the treatment of deformities, either before or after 
the division of tendons, since I could not convey to the 
readers’ mind any very accurate idea of such apparatus, 
without the aid of numerous drawings ; and since, too, every 
instrument maker, possessed of ordinary intelligence, is now 
perfectly familiar with them, and capable of manufacturing 
them to order. There are, however, two or three species of 
mechanical contrivances that have been invented by myself 
and are not, therefore, so generally known ; of these I shall 
have occasion to speak by-and-by, and shall accompany the 
description of them with an appropriate illustration. 

The first, because the most simple, form of distorted foot 
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that I shall have to bring under the reader’s notice is, 
Talipes Equinus, or elevated heel; an affection in which— 
as will be seen from the accompanying figure— 

there is no lateral twisting of the tarsus, but where the os 
calcis is simply raised from the ground, to a greater or less 
extent, according to the severity of the case ; and in which 
the weight of the patient, during progression, i3 thrown upon 
the heads of the metatersal bones and the phalanges, the 
posterior part of the solo of the foot being completelv re¬ 
moved from contact with the earth. It is rendered far more 
concave than natural, whilst, too, the usual convexity of the 
dorsum of the foot is greatly increased. Talipes Equinus is 
met with in patients of all ages, from early infancy to ex¬ 
treme old age; and occasionally it is found to affect both 
feet of the same individual, but more frequently its attack is 
confined to a single foot only. It is particularly interesting 
to know, that even in sufferers who have attained to a 
considerable age, and who, from childhood, have been 
afflicted with this disease, that by steady perseverance in 
the necessary course of treatment, by far the majority of 
cases may be restored to perfect health and soundness. 

In every case of Equinus there is one never-varying con¬ 
dition of parts, namely contraction, to a greater or less 
extent, of the muscles of the calf, and, consequently, tension 
and rigidity of the Tcndo Achillis; whilst, as a general 
rale, the muscles on the anterior aspect of the leg are in a 
state of extension, so much so in the majority of cases, as to 
render it very difficult, if not quite impossible, for the patient 
to flex the toes—at least to any available extent. 

It has by some authors been asserted, that this form of 
Talipes is a congenital affection, but I must confess that I 
have never yet had an opportunity of witnessing a decided 
instance of this morbid condition at birth; nor have I ever 
succeeded in eliciting from parents any statement that could 
satisfactorily prove this point; I am therefore compelled to 
believe that the disease arises from causes operating after 
birth, and not during foetal life. Not that I am prepared to 
deny that others may have had opportunities of convincing 
their minds that congenital cases do occasionally present 
themselves, more particularly when I consider that the 
obscure causes of many of the spontaneous cases that come 
on after birth, may very possibly be in operation during 
uterine existence. I would, therefore, simply record my 
inability to speak of congenital cases from actual observa¬ 
tion ; and add my belief that the question is not of any very 
serious import, since it is pretty evident that, whether the 
case originated after, or before birth, the symptoms and 
treatment would in all respects be essentially the same. 

There is a variety of sources froip which the non-congenital 
affection may take its origin ; thus, the irritation of the 
nervous system consequent on teething, or from the presence 
of worms in the alimentary canal, is frequently found to be 
followed by the invasion of this species of deformity. Rheu¬ 
matism, too, and wounds, or disease in or about the muscles 

of the calf, give rise to it; and not unfrequently it finds its 
origin in paralysis of those muscles, which should exert an 
antagonistic power to the gastrocnemius, namely, the flexors 
of the foot, especially the tibialis anticus, the consequence of 
which is permanent contraction of the gastrocnemius, and, 
necessarily, elevation of the heel. Whilst, however, the oririn 
of many cases may be referred to some distinct and obvious 
source, it is, nevertheless, perfectly evident, that a great pro¬ 
portion arise spontaneously, without the intervention of any 
detectable cause, though it will, I believe, be generally ad- 
nutted, that such instances must be ascribed to some unseen 
agency, which is exerting its influence upon the nervous 
system—very possibly upon the spinal chord, or medulla 
oblongata—and thus, as it were, manifesting itself at the 
peripheral extremities of the nervous filaments ; indeed, it is 
only necessary to reflect for one moment upon the intimate 
relation that exists between the nervous and muscular 
systems, to cease to wonder that any derangement of the 

tlieTxtter °U ^ S° SpeediIy ancl P°"'er'dilly be reflected upon 

Treatment. — It has already been observed that, in every 
case of talipes equinus, and, indeed, in almost every variety of 
tahpes, there is more or less of contraction in the muscles of 
the calf, and consequent tensity of the tendo Achillis; in fact 
m the vast preponderance of cases of equinus, this is the 
whole source of the mischief, hence, it is very evident that, 
to be effective, curative measures must mainly be directed 
against this morbid condition. 

These curative measures are of two kinds: first the 
mechanical only ; and, secondly, the mechanical and surgical 
combined As regards the mechanical, it may occasionally 
happen that, in the instance of a very young and delicate 
child of a lax condition of muscular fibre, and particularly 
where the affection is slight, that guarded and well-regu¬ 
lated application of appropriate mechanical force may brum- 

about the recovery of the patient, especially if the skin be 
capable of bearing considerable and long-continued pressure • 
but inasmuch as the operation of dividing the tendo Achillis 
is of so safe a nature, so easily performed, so almost painless 
to the patient, and so certain to expedite the perfect recovery 
of the foot, I would, in almost every instance, no matter 
what the age of the patient may be, recommend the section 
ot that tendon. 

The method of performing- the operation is the following ■— 
Let the patient be placed upon a table iufthe prone position 
or in the case of a very young child, across the nurse’s knees 
with the foot or feet, as the case may be, just over the ed°-e, 
so that the tendon may be readily got at, and rendered as 
tense as possible. Giving the charge of the foot to ail 
assistant, let the surgeon first pass his fingers alon°- the 
margins of the tendon, so that he maybe sure of its position 
and then with a sharp-pointed, narrow-bladed tenotomy 
knife, pierce the skin about an inch above the os calcis and 
carry the blade, with its flat side against the deep surface of 
the tendon, until it reaches the margin opposite to that at 
which it was inserted, taking care to avoid injuring the skin 
m tins situation; having proceeded thus tar, direct the 
assistant forcibly to flex the foot, turn the cutting edo-e of the 
knife towards the tendon, and divide it, without woundino- 
the skin covering it. ° 

The recoil of the tendon upon its division will be per¬ 
ceptibly heard and felt, so that no doubt will exist as to its 
entire severance. Scarcely any blood follows the operation • 
nor, as a general rule, does the patient tell you that it 
occasioned him much pain. 

When the operation is completed, avoid attemptino- to 
force the foot into its proper shape too speedily, but instead 
of this, secure it in its deformed position by means of a 
leather or tin splint; envelope the whole limb in a flannel 
bandage, and send the patient to bed; by which means the 
healing of the punctured skin will be greatly expedited In 
ordinary cases, in the space of three or four days, the small 
wounds will be found to be entirely cicatrized,' and then is 
the period for commencing the most difficult and arduous 
part of the treatment, namely, the application of mechanical 
lorce. 
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The above method of dividing the Tendo Achillis, is the 
one invariably adopted by myself; other plans, however, 
have been recommended, one of which may possibly, in in¬ 
fant cases, where there is any fear of wounding the posterior 
Tibial Artery, be considered a somewhat safer mode. I 
therefore briefly allude to it here. The child is still placed 
upon its face, and the already elevated heel is forced still 
higher, so as to relax the Tendo Achillis, and the inte¬ 
guments covering it; the skin is then pinched up between 
the thumb and finger of the left hand, and the knife made 
to penetrate it, with its flat side against the posterior surface 
of the tendon: when the blade has reached the opposite 
margin, the assistant forcibly flexes the foot, by which 
means the tendon comes into contact with the cutting edge 
of the knife (which of course has been turned for the 
purpose), and thus is readily divided without risk to the 
structures beneath it.’ 

I have already said, that mechanical means should bo 
resorted to, in the space of three or four days after the ope¬ 
ration, when in fact, the punctures in the skin have healed, 
and it only remains for me to point out the most efficacious 
means for bringing the foot into its normal position. 

The instrument that I have found answer every purpose 
in reducing this species of deformity, is a modification of the 
foot-board recommended by Stromeyer, which is to be pro¬ 
cured at almost any instrument maker’s. The foot should 
be placed into it, in its deformed position, and gradual ex¬ 
tension be made upon it until it has resumed its natural 
shape. I have said gradual extension, because it is very 
injurious to attempt to proceed too rapidly, as by so doing 
the uniting medium of the divided tendon is too suddenly 
and unduly stretched, and thus is rendered permanently 
weak, causing a greater amount of inconvenience than did 
the original malady. It is only in infant cases that this fear 
of proceeding with undue haste will have to be encountered ; 
for in persons of advanced years there are other obstacles 
to the return of the foot to its natural position than the 
tightened tendon, which will effectually oppose any impetu¬ 
osity at the hands of the surgeon. In these older and more 
advanced cases care should be taken not to put the patient 
to such severe pain as should tend to the injury of the ge¬ 
neral health : it should never be sufficiently intense to pre¬ 
vent his reposing soundly at night; nor should the surgeon 
neglect to pay especial attention to those portions of skin 
that are exposed to- constant presssure, lest sloughing and 
excoriation be the consequence ; for by forgetting to attend 
to these minor points, sources of annoyance will arise, caus¬ 
ing so great a delay in the progress of the treatment as fre¬ 
quently to peril the ultimate success of the case. 

When the foot has become duly flexed, which will occupy 
a period varying from ten days or a fortnight to two, three, 
or even six months, care must be taken to avert any ten¬ 
dency to recontraction of the Tendo Achillis; and for this 
purpose the patient should habitually wear a proper boot 
and support, with a joint at the ankle, that will not permit 
of extension beyond a right angle, continuing the use of it 
until the tendon has assumed its normal degree of firmness 
and solidity—of course taking as much exercise at the same 
time as is either agreeable or suitable to his avocations. 

In my next communication I purpose alluding briefly to a 
modification of talipes equinus—namely, talipes equinus 
varus, and then proceeding as speedily as possible to the 
next variety of club-foot, that denominated talipes varus. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I observe Mr Simon’s methods for relief in “in¬ 
veterate stricture,” nevertheless I think I shall be able to 
throw a little light thereon. 

The other day I was called to Capt.-who had an 
entire suppression of urine for nearly forty-eight hours, 
with great pain and tension over the region of the bladder 

12 

and pubes, whereupon he thought he should burst. Fixing 
him in a warm bath, I passed a moderate size bougie, and 
found the mischief a little before the prostate. Finding 
matters grow worse, I sent for a surgeon, who either feigned 
illness or would not come, but lent me a large catheter, 
which I refused for important reasons. Remaining with my 
patient the remainder of the night, trying everything that 
suggested itself, I at last recollected what I had read in the 
Latin of old Sulpius and Alpinus, about oil for impacted 
calculus of the urethra. Accordingly I sent for a small 
siphon, and injected ol: olivae 3 ij, and then he made water 
abundantly, and was healed from that hour. 

Your attached subscriber, 
Thomas Bellamy, M.D. 

Sums paid by the French Government towards 

the Maintenance op Scientific Bodies.—In the Budget 
of 1852, the Academy of Medicine is quoted at 1,117/. The 
secretary receives from this sum 160/., and the director 
of the Vaccine establishment 80/., the librarian 48/., and 
600/. go to the members, who receive each three francs 
per sitting. The Institute—viz. 1, the Academy of Sciences: 
2, of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres ; 3, of Fine Arts ; 4, of 
Moral and Political Sciences ; and 5, the French Academy 
—costs 14,675/. The secretary of the Academy of Sciences 
is paid 480/.; the other secretaries have only 240/.; and each 
academician receives 60/. a year for his attendance at the 
meetings. The Academy of Sciences is divided into eleven 
sections, one of which comprises medicine and surgery. The 
members of the first science, are MM. Magendic, Serres, and 
Andral; for the latter, MM. Roux, Velpeau, and Lallemand. 
M. Civiale is a free academician—viz. of an inferior degree. 
At the Museum of Natural History there are fifteen profes¬ 
sors, who are paid each 200/. a year; with several minor 
officers. Travelling naturalists are allowed 1,000/. annually. 
The keeping of the Botanical Garden, the Zoological Collec¬ 
tion, and the Museum of Natural History, costs 8,600/. It 
will thus be seen that all these establishments are wholly 
supported by the state,—besides the “ College of France,” 
a sort of “ Athemeum,” where twenty-eight professors are 
salaried by Government, to give gratuitous lectures on 
languages, sciences, &c. There is at this college, a chair of 
physiology, occupied by M. Magendie; the salary of the 
professors is 200/. a year. 
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JOHN NATHAN BAINBRIDGE, ESQ. 

A biographical notice of this gentleman appeared in our seventh number.—Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’ 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

G. HILARO BARLOW, M.D. 

If that penurious, peevish, and morose old gentleman who 
founded Guy’s Hospital to spite an ambitious housekeeper 
could re-visit the earth, and inspect the edifice raised by his 
wealth, we are sure that, if it should not happen that lie was 
discontented with the good he has unwittingly done, lie would 
learn from it a lesson to rebuke his spirit, and make him 
sorrow over the manifold opportunities which were lost 
during his life, of dispensing those small and tender charities 
that are a blessing both to him that bestows and him that 
receives them. Mr Guy could not illuminate with a halo of 
benevolence a life of parsimony and spleen by one ostenta¬ 
tious flash of goodness, rising like an exhalation from his 
death-bed. In founding an hospital for the relief of the sick, 
he wrote for us a chapter on morals and Christian charity, 

• and thus, in two senses, the world may profit by his muni¬ 
ficence. But we must not indulge in harsh comments 
upon character, as the man might have had a spirit of I 
goodness in him that was obscured by many infirmities, I 

and because, at any rate, he has left the sick and the 
halt a heritage for which neither they nor we can be too 
grateful. 

Guy’s Hospital is one of the noblest charitable institutions 
in this metropolis, and has been distinguished by having 
among its medical officers some of the most eminent phy¬ 
sicians and surgeons of whom we can boast. At the present 
time, it worthily maintains its character; and among its 
professors not the least deserving of our esteem is the subject 
of this sketch, Dr G. Hilaro Barlow. 

This gentleman is a graduate of Cambridge, in which 
university he took his degree of B.A. in 1829, of M.A. in 
1832, and M.D. in 1841. Dr Barlow went to Edinburgh in 
1829, where he entered on the practical study of his profes¬ 
sion. At the end of a year he became a student at Guy’s, 
where he has continued ever since, rising step by step until 
he has attained the highest offices at the institution. In 1834 
Dr Barlow became a Member of the College of Physicians, 
and a Fellow in 1842. During this interval, however, in the 
year 1840, he was appointed Assistant-Physician to Guy’s 
Hospital, and in three years from that date was invested 
with the full honours of Physician to the hospital. We may 
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also remark that lie was for many years Physician to the 
Surrey Dispensary, and is still Physician to the Magdalen 
Hospital and to the Philanthropic Society. 

Dr Barlow has been an observant practitioner, and is well 
known for the attention he has given to diseases of the 
kidneys. The importance of sickness in aiding the diag¬ 
nosis of affections of these organs was first established by his 
labours. He has also called the attention of his professional 
brethren to the use of tartar-emetic in the treatment of 
albuminous urine. Among other subjects, he has written on 
the diseases of early youth, on the laws which regulate the 
deposition of tubercles, on the diagnosis and treatment of 
obstinate cases of constipation, and on the causation of en¬ 
largement of the heart. His views on these subjects have 
been made known partly in his Gulstonian Lectures, pub¬ 
lished in the ‘ Medical Gazette,’ and partly in the Guy’s 
Hospital Reports, of which periodical ho was at one time 
one of the Editors. He resides at No. 5 Union street, South¬ 
wark. 

WILLIAM FREDERICK BARLOW, ESQ. 

This gentleman has considerable scientific repute for his 

anatomical and physiological investigations. He is the 
resident medical officer of the Westminster Hospital, and a 
member of the council of the Sydenham Society. He be¬ 
came a licentiate of Apothecaries’ Hall in the year 1837, 
and a member of the College of Surgeons in the year 1838. 
He is the author of papers “On the Physiology and Pa¬ 
thology of the Nervous System,” published in the ‘ Lancet’ 
and ‘ Medical Gazette,’ also on “ Observations on the Mus¬ 
cular Contractions, and the Condition of the body after death 
from Cholera,” and on “ Fatty Degeneration, in reference 
to Apoplexy and Ramollissement,” ‘Medical Gazette.’ He 
has also published in the 1 Medico-Chirurgical Transactions’ 
“ On the Relation of Sleep to Convulsive Affections.” 

A. BROOK BARNES, ESQ. 

This is one of the few gentlemen who meet with large 
success—we mean tangible pecuniary success, in their pro¬ 
fessional avocations. His good fortune has not been unde¬ 
served, as it rarely indeed is among the members of our 
profession. 

Mr Barnes was apprenticed to Mr Cremer, of Chelmsford, 
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and studied at Guy’s and St Thomas’s Hospitals, tinder Sir 
A. Cooper and Dr Addison. He commenced practice in 
1827, at Ingatestone, Essex, whence he removed to Chelsea 
in 1328. 

It is with much pleasure that we state that Mr Barnes 
was chiefly instrumental in founding the Western Medical and 
Surgical Society, and also the West London Eye Infirmary, 
of which institution he is now Surgeon. He has been for 
twenty years gratuitous Surgeon to the School of Discipline, 
also for sixteen years gratuitous Surgeon to the Royal Manor 
Hall Asylum for young Females. 

Mi- Barnes passed the Hall in 1825, and the College in 
1826. He is now doing a large practice in Chelsea, and is 
highly respected by his brother practitioners. He resides 
at 19 Manor place, King’s road, Chelsea. 

C. HEWETSON BARNES, ESQ. 

J. BARNES, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory.’ 

ROBERT BARNES, M.D. 

If fortune followed desert, Dr Robert Barnes would have 
long since chained the capricious lady to his chariot-wheels; 
albeit it is not our business to doubt that this happy result 
has not been already realised. However that may be, there 
are few juniors in the profession whom we could designate 
with more readiness as the meritorious claimants of public 
and professional confidence, or of whom we could venture to 
predict with more certainty an honourable and prosperous 
career. Dr Barnes is a man of an active turn of mind, va¬ 
rious knowledge, extensive professional acquirements, sound 
judgment, and irreproachable character. He was distin¬ 
guished during his pupilage for his superior talents, and is 
not less remarkable for the same gifts in the wider field of 
professional competition. Relying with calm confidence 
in his powers, he is neither pushing nor arrogant; and al¬ 
though men of more volatile or presumptuous manners may 
for the time pass him on the way, we are quite sure that if 
he abide in his course the race will not be to the swift. 
Though young Dr Barnes is already bald, and his ample 
forehead invites the study of the phrenologist. What such 
an expositor of character might say we should not care, be¬ 
cause we know more of the inside of the head than he would 
discover by examining its external geography. 

Dr Barnes took his degree of M.B. at the London Uni¬ 
versity in the year 1843, and M.D. in 1848. He became a 
member of the College of Surgeons in the year 1842. He 
has filled several offices, having been formerly one of the 
Physicians of Queen Adelaide’s Lying-in Hospital, and is 
now Obstetric Surgeon to the Western General Dispensary. 
He is also Lecturer on Midwifery at the Hunterian School of 
Medicine (formerly Dermott’s). “ It is evident from this re¬ 
cital of Dr Barnes’s appointments that he is aiming at spe¬ 
ciality of practice, and there is no doubt that eveiitually lie 
will attain his object. Witli reference to his obstetric prac¬ 
tice, we may observe that last year he published in the ‘ Me- 
dico-Chirurgical Transactions ’ a paper “ On Fatty Dege¬ 
neration of the Placenta, and its Influence as a Cau.?e° of 
Abortion, Death of the Foetus, and Hannorrhage.” He has 
lately written a short treatise on this subject.0 We cannot 
press too strongly upon the notice of our readers the import¬ 
ance of the vie ws Dr Barnes has thus placed before the pro¬ 
fession. They introduce a new and most influential element 
in the pathology of abortion, and will doubtless lead to 
useful practical results. 

Dr Barnes is also Editor of 4tM, Baillarger’s Lectures on 
Mental Diseases,” published in the 1 Lancet.’ It was pro¬ 
bably owing to the reputation he acquired from this literary 
undertaking that he was consulted in the unfortunate case of 
MrsCumming, which has lately so painfully affected the public 
mind. Dr Barnes testified that this lady was not insane an 
opinion in which he is supported by Dr Connolly and' Dr 
Forbes Winslow, and in which we think he exhibits a sound 
and cautious judgracut, as well as a generous sympathy for 

suffering. He has also published, in the ‘ Medical Gazette,’ 
a paper ‘ On a new form of Leucorrhcea occurring in con¬ 
nexion with Scarlatinaalso, in the same journal, “ On a 
new form of Leucorrhaea occurring in connexion with Small¬ 
pox.” 

Dr Barnes has been examined before a Committee of the 
House of Commons with reference to a reform of our cor¬ 
porate institutions, and was, we believe, a member of the 
Graduates’ Committee of the London University. He was 
also one of the Council of the Medical and Surgical Practi¬ 
tioners’ Society. We now bid Dr Barnes, adieu°! 

A. BARNETT, M.B. 

HENRY BARNETT, ESQ. 

JOHN BARNETT, ESQ. 

THOMAS WILLIAM BARNETT, ESQ. 

WILLIAM BARNWELL, ESQ. 

WILLIAM BARNWELL, ESQ. 

BASIL BARRETT, ESQ. 

HENRY JOHN BARRETT, ESQ. 

T. BARRINGER, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory.’ 

EDWARD ENFIELD BARRON, M.D. 

Dr Barron is a native of Norwich, and entered the pro¬ 

fession as the apprentice of the late Mr John Green Crosse, 

the eminent surgeon and lithotomist of that city, and whose 

mode of conducting the primary education of his pupils was 
most admirable and exemplary. During his three years’ 
residence with Mr Crosse, Mr Barron officiated as dresser at 
the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, and at the close of that 
period was removed to St George’s Hospital, where he con¬ 
tinued for two years, and before leaving, held for some 
months the post of clinical clerk to Dr Cornwallis Hewett; 
besides having the advantage of following for the first 
session, Dr Herbert Mayo’s admirable lectures on anatomy 
and physiology, in Great Windmill street. Having in 1832 
passed the Ilall, Mr Barron left St George’s, and for the 
following year attended the Anatomical School in South¬ 
wark, conducted by Mr Grainger, and the surgical practice 
of Guy’s Hospital. In 1833, Mr Barron became a member 
of the College of Surgeons, and in the following year availed 
himself of a lengthened stay at the Hospitals and Medical 
Schools of Paris. In October, 1834, he was appointed As¬ 
sistant Demonstrator of Anatomy at Mr Grainger’s school, 
then the largest in the metropolis; and Mr Charles Millard, 
the Demonstrator, shortly after dying, universally regretted, 
Mr Ban-on succeeded to the vacant office, which he 
filled for several years, until the school was finally trans¬ 
ferred to St Thomas’s Hospital. When the College Fellow¬ 
ship was instituted, Mr Ban-on applied for the honorary 
title, but being refused, took it upon the first examination 
that was offered for that purpose, and about this time, for 
two years, Mr Barron filled the office of Post-mortem 
Demonstrator at St Thomas’s Hospital. Subsequently Mr 
Barron took the degree of M.D. at the University of 
London,—succeeding in being placed in the first class on 
every one of those occasions on which the candidate for that 
title appears at Somerset House; but feeling that it was 
scarcely creditable to possess the title without the rank of 
the Physician, Dr Barron afterwards presented himself at 
the College of Physicians, and was admitted as a Licentiate 
in September last. 

Dr Barron practises little, being chiefly occupied as a 
tutor, superintending and assisting the studies of a numerous 
class whose best interests he has much at heart, and whom, 
by precept and example, he endeavours to render industrious 
and devoted attendants of the hospital wards, in which alone 
practical professional information can be acquired. 
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J. BARROW, ESQ. 

J. BINGHAM BASHAM, ESQ. 

MICHAEL BARTLETT, ESQ. 

TIIOS BARTLETT, ESQ. 

WM. BARTLETT, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory.’ 

[We sliall feel extremely obliged if the friends of members 
of the profession will supply us with materials to enable us 
to give a correct representation of the character and labours 
of those gentlemen whose turn to receive a biographical 
notice is coming round. We are anxious to avoid error, 
and it is manifest that we shall be greatly assisted in our 
object by the communication of such incidents as Mends 
and relations are best qualified to furnish. In the case of de¬ 
ceased members of the profession this request has peculiar 
force, and we hope will be responded to with alacrity ] 

Portraits from the ‘ Medical Circular’ of Mr Propert, 

Mr Martin, Dr Asiiivell, and Dr Neil Arnott, can 
now be had, framed and glazed, price 3s. 6d. 

R E Y I E W S. 

Sir Benjamin Brodie's Doings in Diseases of the Joints 
and Spine. By Jonathan Dawplucker Clear- 

thedust, M.D. 
We notice this very singular pamphlet, written in a very 

singular manner, by a very singular man, because it is 
addressed to ourselves, and was originally sent to ns for in¬ 
sertion in this Journal. We objected to provide for it a 
place in our pages ; first, because the ‘ Medical Circular ’ is 
not intended to be the medium for giving circulation to pam¬ 
phlets ; secondly, because we were afraid that if we pub¬ 
lished it, wo might be called upon to pay the advertisement 
duty ; and thirdly, because it is written in a very aggressive 
style, and we could not think of adopting every quarrel 
which Dr Jonathan Dawplucker Cleartkedust might have 
upon his hands. It is possible that his next quarrel might 
be with ourselves, though as men of gentle manners and 
retiring dispositions, we shall do our utmost to avoid the 
occasion. Dr Clearthedust we need scarcely say is a mere 
no in de plume,—the author being a certain physician, who, 
for some time past, has shed more ink than blood in his vo¬ 
cation, and who seems to have laboured under a mental ague 
manifesting itself in periodical essays, published once a year, 
with pretty regular paroxysms. There is no harm in this, 
and if Dr Clearthedust is really suffering under a grievance, 
we shall be sorry to stop the fit by the administration of any 
literary acid or bark, as it is far better that acrid materials 
should be eliminated from the system than that they should 
remain there to injure the health of the patient. 

Dr Clearthedust considers that Sir B. Brodie has pla¬ 
giarised, without acknowledgment, the views of Dr Dickson 
on Diseases of the Joints, and to give both these gentlemen 
the benefit of the evidence, we will quote Dr Clearthedust’s 
pamphlet, in which the circumstances are stated as follows :— 

“ Sir B. Brodie first published on diseases of the joints so 
far back as 1813. This he did in a paper which appeared 
in the Transactions of the Royal Medical and Cliirurgical 
Society; and he followed it up by two others on the same 
subject in the succeeding years, 1814 and 1815. The prac¬ 
tice Sir B. Brodie then recommended, resolved itself chiefly 
into bleeding, leeching, cupping, purging, salivation, blisters, 
setons, and caustic issues. Twenty-one years after—in 
1834, to wit—Sir Benjamin again published the results of 
his matured experience as an hospital surgeon in the same 
complaints, confirming all he had written in 1813-14 and 
15, and more particularly confirming the value of bleeding, 
leeching,. cupping, calomel, blisters, setons, and caustic 
issues, with long confinement to the recumbent position. 

His treatment of chronic disease of the joints and spine, in 
1834, was as follows : — 

“ ‘ As the Chronic inflammation is relieved more slowly 
[than the acute] in the first instance the joint should be kept 
in a state of perfect quietude, blood should be taken 
from the part by means of leeching or cupping.’ 1 A blister 
may be applied; and, if necessary, several blisters may be 
employed in succession.’ ‘ I have employed caustic issues 

in a great number and variety of instances, and have found 
them to be usually productive of singular benefit, 

where the cartilages are in a state of ulceration. Setons and 
blisters kept open by means of the savine cerate appear to 
operate nearly in the same manner, and may be used with 
advantage in the same description of cases.’ 

“ Such, from 1813 to 1834 inclusive, was Sir B. Brodie’s 
practice in diseases of the joints and spine. How long he 
continued it after 1834 is of little moment to any but his 
patients. But in 1836—just two years after—Dr Dickson, 
now of Bolton street, in his ‘.Fallacy of Physic as taught in 
the Schools,’ as well as in his ‘ Unity of Disease,’ published 
in 1838, made a wholesale attack on each and every of the 
measures which had for so long a time been advocated by Sir 
Benjamin Brodie in his various writings, and which, on 
his authority, had become the surgical practice all through¬ 
out England. Dr Dickson, in his ‘ Unity of Disease ’ more 
particularly, in 1838, denounced Sir B. Brodie’s treatment 
as a barbarism from beginning to end. In that year Dr 
Dickson condemned everything Sir B. Brodie did ;—he con¬ 
demned the bleeding, leeching, cupping, blistering, and pur¬ 
gation—he condemned the setons and caustic issues—he 
condemned the abuse of calomel—he condemned the long 
confinement to the recumbent position; in a word, he con¬ 
demned every part of Sir B. Brodie’s treatment, whether 
local or general, so far as regards the management of the 
diseases of the joints and spine. Every and all of these 
diseases, according to Dr Dickson’s view of the matter, grow¬ 
ing out of a great antecedent constitutional wrong—each and 
all of them, according to him, being special developments of a 
remittent or intermittent febrile affection of the whole 
frame—each and every of them, he contended, could only 
be safely combated by quinine, iron, and other internal 
remedies, proper to the treatment of remittent or intermittent 
fever. Dr Dickson, morover, gave cases in proof—cases, 
which after having been ineffectually treated by Sir Ben¬ 
jamin Brodie’s method, readily yielded to this tonic practice. 

“ Of this book—this ‘ Unity of Disease’—Dr Dickson sent 
copies to a number of medical men of eminence, and among 
others to Sir Astley Cooper, and Sir B. Brodie. Sir Astley 
Cooper acknowledged the copy sent to him by a polite note, 
in which he thanked Dr Dickson ‘most sincerely for his 
valuable work.’ Not so, Sir Benjamin Brodie—the only 
notice Sir Benjamin took of the book was to pooh-pooh its 
author whenever his name happened to be mentioned in con¬ 
nection with diseases of the joints or spine. 

“But mark what follows. In 1850, just twelve years 
after the publication of Dr Diekson’3 ‘ Unity of Disease,’ Sir 
Benjamin Brodie brought out another edition of his admir¬ 
able work on ‘ Diseases of the Joints and Spine,’ with 
‘ additions and alterations’ —which words appear on the title 
page. Alterations there were indeed, the book wras altered 
from beginning to end. In the new edition—if new edition 
it could be called - Sir Benjamin Brodie backing out of all, 
or nearly all, lie had for twenty-one years recommended 
in his published writings, adopted, without acknowledgment, 
the greater part of Dr Dickson’s views and treatment. 
When I come to analyse Sir B. Brodie’s ‘ additions,’ you, 
Mr Editor, will perhaps agree with me that ‘ subtractions’ 
would have been the fitter word. 

“ ‘ In the early part of my professional life,’ Sir B. Brodie 
tells his readers in this new edition, ‘ in the early part of my 
professional life, I was led to follow the practice which was 
then very generally adopted for treating caries of the spine, 
by means of setons and caustic issues, one on each side of 
the diseased vertebrre.’ 

“ In the early part of your professional life, Sir Benjamin 
—Dr Dickson asks—do you think that a fair way of putting’ 
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the case ? When you published your book of 1834, in which 
you still continued to recommend these very measures as 
1 usually productive of singular benefit,’ you had been full 
thirty years in practice. In that year 1834 you had taken 
your last look of the sunny side of fifty. You were upwards 
of half-a-century old. Ah! you were very juvenile then, 
Sir Benjamin. Not till full sixteen years after your publica¬ 
tion of 1834 did you think it necessary to tell the world, and 
the many young men let loose on the world, all crammed 
with your notions, that everything you had hitherto taught 
them on this subject was a mistake from beginning to end. 
Not till the year I860 did you make the following remark¬ 
able confession:— 

“ ‘ A more enlarged experience has satisfied me that in the 
very great majority of instances this painful and loathsome 
treatment is not only not useful, but actually injurious. For 
many years past I have ceased to torment my patients who 
were thus afflicted in any manner, and I am convinced that 
the change of treatment has been attended with the happiest 
results.’ 

“From 1813 to 1834, Sir Benjamin, you treated the 
diseases of the joints and spine as local diseases chiefly. You 
confess this much in your edition of 1850. In 1850, for the 
first time, you give the world to understand you have changed 
your opinion in that respect. But let us give your confes¬ 
sion in your own words: — 

“ ‘ Indeed I must confess that, in proportion as I have 
acquired a more extended experience in my profession, I 
have found more and more reason to believe that local 
diseases, in the strict sense, of the term, are extremely rare. 
Local causes may operate so as to render one organ more 
liable to disease than another; but everything tends to 
prove that, in a great majority of cases, there is a morbid 
condition either of the circulating fluid or of the nervous 
system antecedent to the manifestation of disease in any 
particular structure.’ 

“Now really, Sir Benjamin, did you get that knowledge 
solely from your own experience ? You now admit, with 
Dr Dickson, the cold and hot alterations that periodically 
affect the local diseases 1 as regularly as an ague.’ In your 
book of 1834, you make no mention of either. Disguise it 
as you please, Sir, you now adopt his theory in its totality, 
and in principle you adopt his treatment; for, instead of 
leeching, cupping, blistering, salivating, setoning, &c., you 
now follow Dr Dickson’s practice of giving iron, bark, and 
quininq ! ” 

There is much more in the pamplilet to the same effect, and 
we have only to say that if the case be fairly stated, and Sir 
Benjamin Brodie actually appropriated Dr Dickson’s ideas in 
this furtive manner, it is but just that the property should 
be returned to the right owner, no matter what other 
opinions in professional matters this gentleman may be 
known to hold. Although we declined to publish Dr Jona¬ 
than Dawplncker Clearthedust’s pamphlet in extenso, we have 
now given him fair play; and if he speak wrongfully, let 
Sir Benjamin Brodie discharge the imputation. 

True and False Spermatorrhoea. By Dr Pickford, of the 
University of Heidelberg. Edited by Chirurgus. Lon¬ 
don: E. Ohurton, 15 Hanover square. 1852. 

Chirurgus has conferred a great boon on the sufferers 
from this distressing malady by translating this little book, 
which, by laying bare the scandalous practices of unqualified 
adventurers, who profess to cure a disease of which they know 
nothing, witli no other object than to fill their own purses. 
The difference between the true spermatorrhoea and the 
various forms of disease that resemble it are accurately de¬ 
scribed, and thus a safe guide is offered for the treatment of 
the malady. Chirurgus deserves much praise for this 
translation, which is in every respect well executed. We 
may possible give this book an extended notice when space 
permits. 

Mr George Delahoyd has been appointed to St Mary’s 
Dispensary District, Drogheda Union. 

THE ' LANCET ’ AND THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

We have much pleasure in inserting the following choice 
specimen of fine writing copied from the last number of the 
‘ Lancet,’ and we have no doubt that the Editor will be 
obliged to us for giving this precious morceau a more exten¬ 
sive circulation than it is likely to have in his own pages. 
It is so richly chased, and gemmed with those elegant 
phrases in the use of which that individual is so perfect a 
master, that we are sure it must command the admiration of 
all our readers. “ Quacks,” “ impostors,” “ dirty hirelings,” 
“ knavish assailants,” &c., are expressions so germane to the 
feelings of that gentleman, that he rarely writes with any 
spirit, without pouring them forth with an unction and volu¬ 
bility that make us wonder at the filthiness of the fountain 
from which they spring. 

“ Mr R. E. (Birmingham).—It is almost needless to say 
that the whole of the statements in question are malignant 
falsehoods. The success of the New Equitable Life Assur¬ 
ance Company continues to be rapidly progressing. The 
Directors established the office on a right principle. The 
members of the medical profession, and their services in the 
business of life assurance, were appropriately recognised and 
acknowledged The insults previously received from assur¬ 
ance offices have made the profession feel forcibly the ho¬ 
nourable treatment which they have experienced at the New 
Equitable, consequently that office is rewarded with an 
amount of support from the medical body which will render 
it one of the most successful institutions of the kind in Eng¬ 
land. The slanders so industriously circulated by quacks 
and other impostors, acting as the dirty hirelings of some of 
the non-paying companies, prove how effectually the New 
Equitable is working. If the office were founded on incor¬ 
rect principles, and therefore on an unsafe basis, lies and ca¬ 
lumnies would not be necessary to ensure its fall. The suc¬ 
cess of the office is the source of all the dissatisfaction that 
has been expressed. For the gratification of the knavish 
assailants of the Company, it may be stated, as an indis¬ 
putable fact, that the amount received for new premiums 
during the last month (March) was nearly double the 
amount received as the monthly average of the preceding 
year. The profession feel that it is a sacred duty to support 
an office which has, as one of its first principles, duly recog¬ 
nised the value of medical testimony.” 

We are not ashamed to acknowledge that ive are the 
parties who are the objects of this classical invective. We 
are the utterers of all the “ malignant falsehoods ” (for¬ 
sooth !) that have stirred the bile of the Editor of the 
‘Lancet!’ We have circulated the “slanders,” the “lies,” 
and “calumnies” (poor injured soul!) which he now so 
angrily denounces! Really, if we had blistered his body 
over from head to foot with cantharides, we could not have 
roused him to a higher pitch of fury than he now exhibits, 
merely because we have printed the balance-sheet of the 
New Equitable Life Office—a document which we are quite 
content shall he designated in his own language as full of 
“ lies,” “ calumnies,” and “ slanders.” We have placed this 
gentleman in the stocks, and flagellated him with his own 
cords, until the pangs of a writhing conscience have made 
him cry out against his judges. Let him sue for mercy and 
he shall have it, but we expect that he will first prove his 
sincerity by showing mercy to those poor widows and or¬ 
phans who may hereafter be claimants on the “ funds ” of 
the New Equitable Life Office. Clamour, vituperation, and 
threats will not change our purpose. We believe that it is 
our duty either to reform or destroy that institution, and we 
will do it, despite the issue of anonymous calumnies and the 
flimsy professions of philanthropy with which even Joseph 
Surface would blush to soil his soul. 

Have we printed “ lies ” and “ calumnies ?” Then, dis¬ 
prove them. We have not stated one thing that is not true; 
and this is the sting of our notices. We challenge the 
Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ to refute one of our allegations. 
He cannot ; and knowing that, he thinks to deter us and 
deceive the public by heaping abuse upon our heads. It is 
not our intention to fight him with the same weapons; wc 
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only ask him to give the public clear and express answers to 
the following questions: 

1st. Did not Dr Robert Lee resign his seat at the 
Board of Directors of the New Eqnitable Life Office ? 

2nd. Did not Mr Beaman also resign his seat ? 
3rd. Did not other members of the Board also resign ? 
4th. How have they been induced to give their nominal 

support to the office ? Is it by threats, by cajolery, or by 
fear of personal loss ? 

5th. Have we not honestly stated the salaries and the 
sums received from the office by the members of the Wakley 
family ? 

6th. Is it not true that while the Report says that the 
premiums on the policies during the first year amounted to 
6,025/. 2s. 7d., the balance-sheet acknowledges the receipt 
on premiums of only 3,100/ 11s.? We call for an expla¬ 

nation. 
7th. Is it not true that Mr Wakley’s name is down in the 

deed of settlement for a large amount, say 1,200/. per an¬ 
num ? We ask for information. 

8th. Is it not true, then, that the Report and balance-sheet 
are deceptive documents, and that the New Equitable Life 
Office is a scandalous FAMILY JOB? 

TO THE MEDICAL TRUSTEES OF THE NEW 

EQUITABLE LIFE OFFICE. 

Gentlemen,—As a member of the medical profession, 
taking a deep interest in its welfare, and most anxious that 
its members should rather endeavour to maintain its dignity 
by raising themselves than wantonly incur the risk of de¬ 
grading it by unbecoming and reckless behaviour, I venture 
thus publicly to address you on a subject which I am bold 
to assert involves your present and future position as pro¬ 
fessional men as well as your characters in public esti¬ 
mation. Need I say that I allude to the position in which 
you have allowed yourselves to be placed as the adver¬ 
tised Trustees of the New Equitable. I am aware (as pro¬ 
bably you are yourselves) that, as mere trustees, you are 
free from any legal responsibilities either to the share¬ 
holders or the assured, beyond accounting for such moneys 
as you may happen to receive. If indeed you occupy the 
position of shareholders in addition to that of the compara¬ 
tively irresponsible, and I suspect in this instance the sine¬ 
cure office of trustees, your position is undoubtedly danger¬ 
ous, but it may be honourable. But if you are trustees only, 
I would then venture with all due respect to remind you 
that there are in the affairs of life certain moral responsibili¬ 
ties which honourable and independent men usually regard 
as more onerous and binding than the most stringent legal 
claims. Amongst these I know of none more important 
than that which teaches us that it is the summit of selfish¬ 
ness and dishonesty to lend ourselves, our names and influ¬ 
ence, to entrap others into schemes and speculations in which 
we ourselves hesitate to embark, whilst if it be possible to 
select out of the many instances of this kind one which 
might be referred to in illustration that should be more 
carefully observed than another, it is that of life assurance. 
It would be an insult to your understandings no less than to 
your feelings if I were to endeavour to add force to this 
truism by depicting to you the miseries that would be en¬ 
tailed on survivors by finding themselves deprived of those 
pecuniary resources which the providence, and self-privation 
it may be, of fond affection had hoped to secure them. All 
the misery that would thus ensue I doubt not you are folly 
capable of depicting to yourselves. But pardon me if I 
doubt, seeing the position you still occupy, if you have yet 
realised to yourselves the moral responsibilities you are in¬ 
curring, or the storm of indignation—just indignation too— 
which will ultimately be poured upon the heads of all con¬ 
nected with so gross a delusion and bubble as the recently 
published balance sheet and other significant circumstances 
would indicate the New Equitable to be. Depend upon it, 
that amidst the wreck, ruin, and misery that will be in¬ 

flicted, the victims will not stop to mete out to each indivi¬ 
dual the just measure of censure to which he may be liable. 
One and all connected with the bubble will, when it bursts, 
be exposed to the like censure, however some may be more 
fortunate in escaping the legal consequences than others. Ne¬ 
vertheless, the MORAL RESPONSIBILITIES and consequences 
remain equally unimpeached and unimpeachable, “ in which 
predicament, I sag, thou stand'st," even should you be free from 
all liabilities as shareholders. But are you thus free ? If I had 
regard to your mere fortunes, I would say I hope so. But, 
alas ! see how false is your position; if you have not risked 
your fortunes, then are you, I fear, bankrupt in your future 
reputation. Thus it would be better for your characters to 
find your fortunes lost and yourselves the victims in com¬ 
mon with others (whom your names have probably en¬ 
trapped) of a gross family job, than to find you have been so 
keenly alive to your own interests as to have avoided incur¬ 
ring the risk of a scheme to which you have not hesitated 
to lend your names, in order to seduce and entrap others to 

embark in it! 
Is it possible that you are afraid to retire from a position 

you inconsiderately assumed ? Do you hope that the storm 
will blow over, and that, by keeping silence and making no 
sign, you may save appearances and escape exposure until 
affairs have resumed their former footing? This cannot be, 
and must not be. The public interests must be guarded 
from peril, and there can be no compromise with the New 
Equitable Office until its managers confess their misconduct, 
and every respectable man connected with it repudiate the 
alliance. Which do you fear most—to offend the editor of 
the ‘ Lancet’ or public opinion ? Choose ye ! If you 
continue to insult the latter, your characters, as honourable 
men, will be destroyed; if you act in a spirit of independ¬ 
ence against the former, you will only rise higher in public 
esteem. It is unmanly cowardice to crouch at the feet of 
one individual, because you fear the lash he holds across 
your loins. Suffer anything but a loss of honour! But the 
‘ Lancet’ cannot hurt you; its influence is a fiction—a 
dream. Its revilings are so many libels which the public 
have learned to despise. Did you ever know any respectable 
man who was injured in credit by the maniacal ravings of 
that journal ? Its abuse is a compliment—its calumnies a 
certificate of character. Fear not, then, and do your 

duty ! You owe a duty to the public and to yourselves, 
aud, rely upon it, until that duty be discharged, your names 
will be held up as beacons to warn the public from being 
misled to their ruin. 

Professor William Fergusson, George James Guthrie, 
F.R.S., and Sir Charles Hastings, you may rely upon it 
the eyes of the profession are upon you, and you must 
either withdraw from your present equivocal positions, or 
boldly avow the nature of your connection with this very 
questionable office, and declare yourselves prepared at your 
own risks to protect from ultimate loss the holders of its 
policies. Scrutator. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 

CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITIONS FOR 1852. 
(continued.) 

LONDON. 

Gream, Geo. Thompson, M.D., removed from 42 Hertford 
street, May Fair, to 2 Upper Brook street, Grosvenor 
square. 

Hopper, Ralph S., M.D., removed from 6 Hertford street, 
May Fair to 37 Albermarle street, Piccadilly. 

Margulies, Maurice, M.D., removed from 44 Hertford 
street, May Fan- to 15 St. James’s street. 

NAME OMITTED. 

Williams, George, Heath street, Hampstead—M.RiC.S. 
Eng. 1844 ; L.S.A. 1845. 
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provincial.—New Name. 

Cuff, Robert, North Curry, near Taunton, Somerset.— 
L.S.A. 1852. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR IRELAND. 

Furlong, Andrew, Streamville, Ballycogly, Co. Wexford 
—for M.R.C.S. Eng. 1822, read M.R.C.S. Eng. 1842. 

Mackinnis, Thomas, removed from 3 Hamilton street, 
Greenock (see Scotch Med. Directory) to Carrickmacross, 
Co. Monaghan. 

Spearing, Andrew, M.D., removed from 27 South Fred¬ 
erick street, Dublin; to the Dispensary, Rush, Co. Dublin. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR SCOTLAND. 

Cobbold, Thomas Spencer, Edinburgh — after Edin. 
Univ., read Sen. Pres. Roy. Med. Soc. Edin. and Fell. 
Physiol. Soc. Edin. Author of Inaug. Prize Thesis “On 
the Canal of Petit.” Contrib. “ Case of Extra-Uterine 
Fcetation.” ‘Prov. Med. Journ. 1847,’ 

NAME OMITTED. 1 
Roberts, W. A., 11 Duke street, Edinburgh.—(Surgeon 

Dentist.) M.D. Jena 1841; Dentist to George Heriot’s 
Hospital; Mem. Med.-Cliir. Soc. Edin,; Fell. Roy. Scot¬ 
tish Soc. of Arts; in 1845 received from the Society the 
silver medal for invention of the “Alveolar Compress” 
(for arresting hemorrhage following the extraction of a 
tooth.) 

ilntorg. 

The late Staff Assistant-Surgeon Robertson.— 

Among the sufferers in the wreck of Her Majesty’s steam¬ 
ship Birkenhead, off the Cape of Good Hope, we grieve to 
record the loss of Dr John Robertson. The deceased officer 
was a native of Elgin, being one of two surviving sons of the 
late Mr Robertson, banker in that town, As a student of 
medicine in this University Dr Robertson was not less the 
object of his teachers’ esteem than of his fellow-students’ 
admiration and respect. He won many prizes; finishing his 
career as a student by a distinguished graduation in 1847, 
and by obtaining from the Royal College of Surgeons a 
presentation to the medical sendee of his country, placed at 
the disposal of the college by Sir James M’Grigor. During 
his whole service in the army, Dr Robertson remained at¬ 
tached to the staff, doing duty successively at Chatham and 
Dublin, and at Chatham again. At the latter station he was 
principally engaged in the study of pathological anatomy, 
in performing the post-mortem examinations, and in the 
superintendence of the museum connected with the hospital. 
From these duties h* was removed on the appearance of 
cholera in the Ionian Islands in 1850, being selected to pro¬ 
ceed to Cephalonia, in order to render additional medical 
assistance, then much required. In Ithaca and Cephalonia 
he remained some months, returning thereafter to England, 
and to the discharge of the same duties at Chatham from 
which his absence abroad had temporarily removed him. 
There he remained, with the exception of a short visit to 
Edinburgh in last October (when we were so fortunate as to 
see him, and when he took his last farewell of an affectionate 
mother and an attached brother); and there, had it not been 
for the disastrous war in Southern Africa, and for the neces¬ 
sity existing for the despatch of sufficient medical assistance, 
he would in all probability have been now; but, alas! it 
was otherwise ordained. The sequel of his too short life 
is already told. He sailed in the Birkenhead on the 2d of 
January, and on the 26th of February, off Algoa Bay, he 
met his death. Dr Robertson has been cut off in early 
manhood, but he has left the pleasant savour of a good and 
virtuous name.—Edin. Monthly Journ. of Med. Sci. 

April 7—Robert Spittal, M.D., Physician Extr. to the 

Queen in Scotland, &c., &c., at his residence, 3 London 

street, Edinburgh, aged 48. On the 4th of December last, 

Dr Spittal dined with the College of Physicians of Edin¬ 
burgh, and seemed well and in excellent spirits. He was 
out as usual on the 5th and 6tli, but on the morning of the 
7tli he sent for his brother-in-law, Dr Taylor. He informed 
Dr Taylor that he had awoke about two in the morning 
with a sense of constriction about the larynx, which caused 
difficulty of breathing, and forced him to sit up in bed. On 
examining his chest, Dr Taylor was very much shocked to 
find no pulmonary symptoms, but considerable precordial 
dullness, with increased impulse of the heart. There was 
no bruit, bnt the second sound was prolonged, and converted 
into a peculiar metallic noise. This was distinctly heard 
along the course of the aorta, anteriorly and posteriorly. 
The laryngeal symptoms soon disappeared, and those peculiar 
to the heart increased. Latterly, there was cedema of the 
face and ankles, and the urine became coagulable. After 
death, the heart was found to be enlarged, the left ventricle 
being considerably dilated and somewhat hypertrophied; 
the valves were quite healthy ; both coronary arteries were 
completely ossified. The aorta was slightly dilated, more 
especially at the arch; the interior coat was covered with 
atheromatous deposit, giving a rigid character to the vessel. 
The left kidney showed the commencement of Bright’s 
disease, the right was entirely destroyed by strumuous dege¬ 
neration. We have given these sad details, because we 
know that they will deeply interest a largo and well-spread 
circle of professional friends, by whom Dr Spittal was 
loved as a friend, respected as a man, and esteemed as a 
physician. Dr Spittal was fond of social intercourse, and 
was a most delightful companion. At a very early 
period of life he showed a strong liking for subjects 
connected with natural history. As a boy, he was con¬ 
tinually gathering stones on Arthur’s Seat, digging up 
weeds, and preserving plants ; and in his graver and maturer 
years, he derived much pleasure from tending some favourite 
birds and plants. Dr Spittal was originally destined by his 
father (the late Sir James Spittal) for a mercantile career, 
and with this in view he spent two years in a London house. 
Bad health caused him to return home to Edinburgh ; and 
in 1825 or 1826 he commenced his medical studies, being at 
the same time apprenticed to Liston. In 1828, he gained 
the Botany Class Gold Medical for the best Essay on 
Diseases of Plants; and in 1832, a Silver Medal was pre¬ 
sented to him for an Essay on the same subject, by the 
Horticultural Society of London. In 1830, he gained the 
Harveian Medal; and his prize essay was afterwards pub¬ 
lished as a Treatise on Auscultation. We understand that 
he has left behind him an entirely re-written edition of this 
valuable work, which he had evidently intended to have 
soon given to the world. Iii 1831, he went, in company 
with Dr Taylor, to Paris ; and on his return to Edinburgh, 
in 1832, he commenced practice as a physician. He filled 
various important professional appointments, including that 
of Physician to the Royal Infirmary, which, however, he re¬ 
signed, from the rules of the establishment preventing him 
from deriving adequate professional advantages from the 
toils and dangers of his office. Dr Spittal was liberal in his 
politics ; and in thinking and acting he was always inde¬ 
pendent, honest, and bold. Notwithstanding his frequently 
differing in opinion, hr the College of Physicians, and else¬ 
where, from his professional brethren, he had so much 
gentleness of manner, so much gentlemanly feeling, and 
such obvious sincerity, that he never made enemies by his 
opposition. He was a great abhorrer of, but not an acri¬ 
monious militant against, quackery. It is worth record¬ 
ing, that the sermon of Mr Everest, so useful at Brighton 
in opening the eyes of the profession to the real nature of the 
homoeopathic crusade against the profession, was first intro¬ 
duced by Dr Spittal to the notice of the gentleman who 
there quoted it, when the deceased visited London during 
the period of the Great Exhibition. He wished the produc¬ 
tion to be reviewed; but it was turned to better account. 
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Dr Spittal has left a widow and a numerous circle of attached 
relatives and friends to mourn his premature departure.— 
‘ Loud. Journ. of Med.’ 

9—Francis Pery Hutciiesson, M.D., Aberd., and 
M.R.C.S. Eng., late Surgeon in the Royal Artillery, at 
Guernsey, aged 68. 

15—John Burton, Esq., late of the Medical Staff of the 
Madras army, at Andover Lodge. 

24—Francis Con, M.R.C.S, Eng, 1824, and L.S.A. 
1823, at Aldermaston, Berks, in the 54th year of his age. 

Lately—H. R. Hammond, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., and 
L.S.A. 1831, at Southwold, Suffolk, 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College oe Surgeons.—The following gen¬ 
tlemen, having undergone the necessary examinations for 
the diploma, were admitted members of the College, at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 16tli instant:— 
Bolton, Robert Thorley, Hexham, Australia; Desplan, 
Henry, Bath ; Kirby, Edmund Adolphus, Hampstead road ; 
Lawrence, Henry John Hughes, Carmarthen; Macnamara, 
Francis Nottidge, Uxbridge, Middlesex; Merry, Francis 
William, Shottisliam All Saints, Norfolk; Montgomery, 
James Barclay, Penzance, Cornwall; Pickstock, George 
Newport, Belize, Honduras, West Indies; Rogers, Henry 
James, Peninsular and Oriental Service; Spender, John 
Kent, Bath; Stocker, Alonzo Henry, Grove Hall, Bow, 
Middlesex; Wilkinson, Edwin Adolphus James, Birming¬ 

ham. 
At the same meeting of the court, Messrs. Wm. Mackay 

Ogilvie and Francis Yeates Toms passed their examinations 
for naval surgeons. These gentlemen had previously been 
admitted members of the College, their diplomas bearing 
date respectively July 26, 1847, and August 14, 1848. 
The latter gentleman is appointed to the North Star, in 
search of the missing expedition under Sir John Franklin. 

The following gentlemen, having undergone the necessary 
examinations for the diploma, were admitted members of 
the College at the meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 
23rd instantBarnard, George, Bath; Brand, Samuel 
Elwin, Aldersgate-street; Day, Robert Newcombe, Clxud- 
leigli, Devon; Dodwell, William Henry, Hammersmith; 
Gane, Henry James, Bath ; Gauge, Frederick Abner, Dover; 
Gramshaw, Joseph John Hill, Bristol; Heelis, Robert, Lime- 
house; Hoare, Francis Legerson, Cahirciveen, Kerry; Mas- 
fen, William Edward, Stafford; Mercer, Thomas Hopkins, 
Alderley, Gloucestershire; Pearse, Robert Bryant, Bath; 
White, Nicholas Warburton, Macroom, county Cork ; Wills, 
John, Donliead, St Andrew’s, Wilts. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, April 15, 
1852 : —Cuff, Robert, Northbutry, Somersetshire ; Goldsbro, 
Thomas William John, Welshpool, Montgomery ; Hall, 
John; Long, John, Leeds; Muriel, John Thomas, Ely, 
Cambridgeshire; Nason, Richard Bird, Nuneaton, Warwick¬ 
shire ; Osborne, Henry, Northampton ; Pettrau, Augustin 
Beniot, London; Sanders, Charles; Savery, John Charles, 
Hastings; Warren, Henry Charles, Milverton, Somerset¬ 
shire ; Webb, William, Barton under Needwood; Wliitty, 
David Jones, Britonferry, Glamorganshire ; Wright, Samuel, 
Huntingdon. On Thursday, April 22, 1852 : — Adams, Ed¬ 
ward Bin-man, Bungay, Suffolk ; Armstrong, Henry Baker, 
Brecon, South Wales; Attfield, George; Gumming, Robert 
Butterfield; Duncan, William, Amble, Northumberland; 
Godfrey, Benjamin, Grosvenor place, Camberwell; Smith, 
Louis Lawrence ; Ticlcell, John Hender. 

Marischal College and University, Aberdeen.— 

On the 13th and 14th April, the following students under¬ 
went and passed part of their examinations for medical de¬ 
grees, viz.:—Francis N. Lucas, Calcutta; Henry T. Sylves¬ 

ter, South Wales; John Ogilvy, Aberdeen; Walter S. Jervis, 
Devonshire; William B. L. Grant, Aberdeen; William 
Watson, Aberdeen. 

On Friday, the 16tli instant, after the usual examinations 
on preceding days, the degree of Bachelor of Medicine was 
conferred on Alfred W. K. Packman, Hertfordshire; Chas. 
D. F. Phillips, Edinburgh; Edward W. Skues, Aberdeen; 
George Baillie, Edinburgh; John P. Stratton, Perthshire; 
Wm. M. Dickinson, Devonshire; Wm. Stewart, Perthshire. 
And the degree of Doctor of Medicine was conferred on 
Alexander Wilson, Dumfriesshire ; Archibald F. Richmond, 
Renfrewshire; Archibald Simpson, A.M., Aberdeen; David 
Johnston, A.M., Kincardineshire; George II. Smith, Edin¬ 
burgh ; James Laing, Perthshire; Samuel P. Denton, York¬ 

shire. 
Statistical Society of London.—Lieut.-Col. W. H. 

Sykes, V.P., in the chair. Dr Guy read a paper on the 
‘ Vital Statistics of Chittagong, Bengal,’ by Assistant-Surg. 
Bedford; and Mr Farr brought before the meeting a notice 
of the cholera in England in 1848-9, the discussion on which 
was adjourned to the next meeting of the 1 ellows on the 

17th May. 
City Orthopedic Hospital, Hatton garden.—At a 

recent meeting of the officers and governors of this institu¬ 
tion, the Report stated, that the establishment was prosper¬ 
ing greatly, and that altogether 582 patients had been 
cured, or were still under treatment. The first course of 
lectures on Orthopajdia was concluded on the 17th inst. 

Medical Society of London —The Lettsomian pro¬ 
fessors appointed for the session of 1852-53 are, Dr Murphy, 
who will deliver some lectures on points interesting in mid¬ 
wifery, and Mr Pilcher, whose lectures will embrace some 
subjects of importance in the sciency of physiology. 

University and King’s College, Aberdeen.—Gi'a- 
duates of M.D., April 15, 1852: Allen, Christopher A., 
Cork; Brown, Phillip, Durham County; Crosland, George, 
Yorkshire; Elliott, Ernest, Portsmouth; Jones, John Dal- 
ston, London; Molloy, Robert, Pentouville, London; Pop- 
ham, William Home, London; Richards, Owen, Cardigan¬ 
shire; Ross, James, Elgin; Young, James William, county 

Meatli, Ireland. 
Proceedings against an Illegal Practitioner.— 

A sitting of the County County at Dudley was held on 
Friday week, before the Judge, Mr Serjeant Clarke. Among 
the most important cases to be heard was an action brought 
by the Apothecaries’ Company of London against George 
Herbert Whitaker, of Dudley Tort, to recover the sum of 
20Z. for having practised as a “duly licensed apothecary” of 
that company without the legal qualification. Mr Holland 
appeared for the company, and Mr Duignan for the defen¬ 
dant ; and to hear the merits a jury had been impannellcd. 
Upon the case, however, been called on, a writ of certiorari 
to remove the proceedings from this Court to the Court of 
Queen’s Bench was served upon the plaintiffs, when the case 
Was not gone into, to the disappointment of many, since the 
action—the result of which must be very important, so ma¬ 
terially affecting, as it will, the company, and to a certain 
extent, the whole of the medical profession—had created 
considerable amount of interest 

Economy in Dental Operations.—A farmer of the 
neighbourhood of Boulogne, in France, applied the other 
day to a dentist of that city, and complained of severe pain 
in a decayed tooth. The dentist told him that the tooth 
would bear stopping with lead, and asked him to return in a 
few days. When the farmer had returned home, he thought 
that he might save the dentist’s fee, and asked the black¬ 
smith of the village to pour some melted lead into the tooth. 
The .worthy knight of the anvil did as he was bid, and the- 
poor farmer saved his money, but had almost the whole of 
one side of his jaw burnt away. 

Longevity.—The ‘ Union Medicale’ mentions the death 
of a soldier who breathed his last at a Military Asylum near 
Venice, at the advanced age of 117 years; his lather had 
lived 105 years, and his paternal uncle 107. 

Free Cancer Hospital.—The appeal of Mrs Woolrige, 
who promised to subscribe towards the Free Cancer IIos- 
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pital fifty guineas, if nineteen others subscribed a similar 
-sum, has proved successful, and the sum is now lodged in 
Messrs. Coutts’ bank. 

Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital.—During the 
year, 11,500 patients participated in the benefits of this j 
hospital. The average number prescribed for every morn¬ 
ing is 300. 

Resignation of Professor Wilson.—At a meeting 
of the Edinburgh Town Council, held lately, Professor Wil¬ 
son tendered his resignation, in writing, of the chair of 
Moral Philosophy in the University, which for thirty years 
he filled with great credit to himself and extraordinary 
benefit to the students. His resignation was accepted with 
deep regret. 

Society for Relief of Widows and Orphans of 

Medical Men in London and its Vicinity.—The sixty- 
fourth anniversary of the foundation of this society was cele¬ 
brated on Saturday, the 17th inst., at the Freemasons’ Tavern. 
Sir Charles M. Clarke, bart., the president in the chair, the 
usual loyal toasts having been given, and “ The Army and 
Navy,” coupled with the honoured name of Sir James 
M‘G rigor, the chairman proposed “ Prosperity to the Insti¬ 
tution,” and regretted that the sums granted to the widows 
and children of members were so small; still the society had 
gone on ever since its foundation, increasing steadily though 
slowly in its numbers, in the amount of its capital, a ad in 
the number and amount of the grants for relief. lie con¬ 
gratulated the society on their having now obtained a local 
habitation at the house of the Royal Medical and Chirur- 
gical Society. Mr Hodgson proposed the health of the pre¬ 
sident, Sir Charles Clarke, to whose professional and personal 
worth he paid a well-deserved tribute of praise. The Presi¬ 
dent expressed his very great regard to the profession to 
which he had so long belonged, and his especial gratification 
at meeting the members of this society on these occasions, 
and at the courts over which they had done him the honour 
of electing him to preside. Mr Ware assured the members 
of the interest which the Court of Directors took in the busi¬ 
ness entrusted to their management, and of the scrupulous 
regard which was paid to duo administration of the funds. 
Mr Stone stated, as an instance of the benefits conferred by 
the society upon those who needed its assistance, that 
a widow was receiving 100/. a year for herself and her 
six children, though her husband had subscribed only ten 
or twelve guineas during his lifetime. Dr William Mer- 
riman, the acting Treasurer, intimated that a most grati¬ 
fying donation had been received, namely, 50/., which 
one of the widows, shortly before her death, had desired 
might be given to the Society, from a small fund in 
her possession, as a mark of her thankfulness for the relief 
which, for many years, she had received from its funds, and 
which had enabled her to struggle successfully with very 
serious difficulties. Mr Walsh, the Secretary, stated that 
the Society had gradually overgrown the arrangements 
which had hitherto sufficed for conducting its operations. 
This had long been partially felt, but had now become quite 
apparent. lie truste l that on Wednesdays, the days of his 
attendance at the Society’s rooms in Berner’s street, he 
should be honoured with inquiries of many members and 
others, to whom he could give abundant information as to 
the Society’s usefulness. The subscriptions received amount¬ 
ed to 211/. 8s. 

Hospital for Incurables—A special general meeting 
of the governors of this charity was held on Monday last, at 
the Tliatched-house Tavern. The meeting was numerously 
attended. The principal speakers were the High Sheriffs of 
Norfolk and Hertfordshire, Mr J. C. Colqulioun, Dr Lyon 
Playfair, Mr Haden, Mr Wentworth Dilkc, Mr Christopher 
Hodgson, and the Rev. C. AV. Knyvett, &c. The High 
Sheriff of Hertfordshire having taken the chair, Air Haden 
made a statement of the present anomalous condition of the 
charity. He was understood to say that, owing to a desire 
on the part of Mr Sampson to divert it from its original pur¬ 
pose, he (Mr Sampson), without any authority from the 
governors, had inserted an advertisement in the ‘Times,’ 

changing the name of the hospital from an “ Hospital for 
Incurables,” into an “ Hospital for the Treatment of Incur¬ 
able and Chronic Diseases,” and excluding from its subscrip¬ 
tion list 50 out of 128 of the governors. Having drawn the 
attention of the meeting to this extraordinary act (and which 
was also strongly animadverted on by Mr Colqulioun and 
others), he came there, he said, first to restore to their proper 
place on the hospital list the excluded governors; and, 
secondly, to endeavour to establish the Hospital for Incur¬ 
ables on a basis worthy of its original aim and national 
object. Resolutions were then passed, which had reference 
to these objects (see advertising columns), and to providing 
for the ready admissibility of the profession to the institution. 
The meeting separated with a vote of thanks to the chair¬ 
man. About 100 persons were present, and it was stated 
that an addition to the subscription of 55 governors had 
been made, in consequence of what Mr Colqulioun called Mr 
Sampson’s coup-d'etat. 

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society.—At the 
last meeting of the Society, Dr John Hall Davis, Dr Robert 
James Hale, Dr \\ralter Hayle Walshe, and Mr Merry- 
weather, were elected Fellows. 

Medical Benevolent College.—AVe are happy to 
state, that a sermon was preached by the Right Rev. the 
Lord Bishop of St Asaph, on Sunday last, in the church of 
the Holy Trinity, Brompton, in aid of the funds of the 
Medical Benevolent College, and that the proceeds resulting 
therefrom were highly satisfactory. AVe have also pleasure 
in adding, that the claims of the Medical Profession upon the 
public, in conucxion with this important charity, are now 
being felt and properly responded to, and that those whose 
circumstances render them cognisant of the gratuitous 
services and private charity of the profession readily avail 
themselves, through the medium of this excellent institution, 
to testify then- appreciation of the services alluded to. 

Progress of Epidemics. —Owing to the prevalence of 
the blighting east winds of the last two months, Dublin has 
been extremely unhealthy, vast numbers having suffered 
from complaints of the chest, and from bronchitis of a very 
dangerous type. The latter disease has committed sad 
ravages on delicate constitutions. By advices received from 
Erzeroom, it appears that cbolera has again broken out with 
severity in Persia, where the pestilence commenced before 
its recent visit to this country, and the rest of Europe. It 
has appeared at Soouk Boolek, near Suleimanicli; and it is 
also reported that typhus was raging at Teheran, as also at 
Tabreez. The local Government, in a state of alarm, are 
taking measures to cleanse the city, in the hope of prevent¬ 
ing its visiting Erzeroom. The yellow fever is prevalent in 
Demerara. Ophthalmia is severe and endemic among the 
diggers in Australia, from neglect of the simplest and most 
necessary sanitary precautions. 

Charity for Hospital Purposes.—M. Boucquet has 
presented 50/. to the Free Cancer Hospital, in augmentation 
of the AVoolrige fund, which, as stated elsewhere, is set apart 
for special purposes, and donations for which are still solicited. 
The building fund of the Asylum for Idiots has received some 
noble donations: Mr Peto’s name appears in the fourth list 
of contributions for 1,000/. ; Mr Dickinson (by will), 2,000/.; 
Mr Shepherd, 400/.; Messrs Dobinson and Nephew, 105/.; 
Mr Robert Fox, 105/.; Mr Pearse, 80/. 2s. Gd. ; Mr West, 
50/.; Messrs Barclay, 25/.; Viscountess Dowager Downe, 
25/.; besides a large number of donations of sums varying 
from 5/. 5s. to 21/., amounting altogether to upwards of 1,100 
guineas, the total sum announced being about 4,950/. This 
noble list tells well for the generosity and humanity of the 
British character. Mr Nayler, the new proprietor of Horton- 
hall, has presented 50/. to* the Chester Infirmary. The late 
Mrs Hodges, of Cumberland terrace, Regent’s Park, has 
bequeathed the residue ef her property, amounting to about 
16,000/., to sundry charitable institutions, twelve in number, 
in equal proportions. Among these are St 1 homas’s Hos¬ 
pital, CharingCros3 Hospital, Middlesex Hospital, St George’s 
Hospital, Hospital for Consumption, St Pancras Dispensary, 
and the Royal Free Hospital. Each of these will thus obtain 
about 1,200/.,—a very noble legacy. 
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Geo. P. May, M.D. (Maldori).—Dr May cannot feel more 
strongly than ourselves upon the subject of homoeopathy. 
He may permit his fears to subside, for, after all, they will 
not be very influential in determining the struggle between 
orthodox medicine and its antagonists. Homoeopathy, 
hydropathy, and the rest, are heresies that will flourish so 
long as their followers are persecuted, and no longer. 
Offence begets opposition, and violence resistance ; and 
we, at least, do not intend to feed the weakness of these 
insidious systems of quackery by administering to them a 
fortnightly page of abuse, as is the custom of some of our 
contemporaries. By such means, we should assist in 
endowing them with a factitious importance, and in pro¬ 
longing their existence. The more you kick an empty 
bladder, the higher it will rise; let it alone, and it keeps 
to its proper level. Some journalists think that the sub¬ 
ject of homoeopathy is one suited to display their ability 
for invective ; and they torture their imaginations to dis¬ 
cover terms sufficiently graphic and keen to stigmatise the 
hideous object of their wrath. We hope that Dr May 
does not desire us to form one of this number. Of the 

t principles of homoeopathy we disapprove, to the conduct 
of many of its professors we feel a strong aversion, but we 
must object to sound a bugle-note in every number of 
our journal for the purpose of hounding on the profession 
in full cry upon such stale game. We know that we 
could do this if we thought it right, but we should not 
respect our judgment the more for our success. Truth is 
not to be advanced nor defended by such a course. It 
can grow strong, and gain friends by demonstration alone ; 
and, as it flourishes, error dies out. Let us work together 
fairly by argument to maintain the right, and if Dr May 
will aid us in this labour our pages shall be open to his 
efforts. 

Sfes, Spes.—We sympathise with your sufferings, but can¬ 
not give the recommendation you require. Consult any 
respectable practitioner, but turn your feet aside from the 
doors of the quack. 

Qr E. W. Pritchard (Huamanby, Yorkshire).—Will 
postage stamps be accepted as payment of subscription ?— 
Yes 

Mr R. Scotton.—Your suggestion forms a part of 
plan. 

our 

J.M., M.D.—You will observe that your hint has been taken. 
We have received a report of an anniversary meeting of 
the Manchester Homoeopathic Institution, which was sent, 
probably, to inform us of the high opinion entertained of 
homoeopathy by the Rev. Canon Slade, and other gentle¬ 
men of the clerical order. It appears as if homoeopathy 
were trying to throw medicine back to the middle ages, 
when the practice of physic was in the hands of monks, 
and the “ cutting of simples ” the highest science. The 
meeting itself, as reported, looks very like a huge crop of 
simples in full blossom, a specimen or two of which we 
will now cut for show. The Rev. Canon Slade said: “ He 
had never been remarkable, during a long life, for the 
hasty and ill-considered adoption of fresh systems, and he 
might say that it was some ten years since he first 
became acquainted with homoeopathic principles, but it 
was only within the last four that he had become a com¬ 
plete practi'ser of those principles. About that time the 
great benefits which a friend had experienced led to a trial 
by him^elfj and he was there to testify to the great bene- 

Alreceived. Since then he had had continuous 
ofwitnessing the effects of the system, and 

ties of testing the respective merits of 
iopssrtRy apkyj^pinoeopathy; and he distinctly gave his 

■ ; preference tup latter because its cures were more fre¬ 
quent, lxtorekjfp^edy, and more lasting.” This learned 
divine is Lecoifre (heaven save his patients!) a complete 
pract user oThomaeopathy! What a modest man this reve- 
rend gentleman must be ! Where did he get science enough 

to enable him to form an opinion of the merits of this 
system ? We beg to inform him, notwithstanding his state¬ 
ment that he is not cliargable with folly, that if he 
grounds his claim for wisdom and sanity upon his belief 
in the virtues of homoeopathy, ninety-nine men out of 
every hundred would deny the claim. The principles 
of homoeopathy, with divines for its practitioners, can 
be nothing but absurdity full blown, and running to rot. 

Dr James Bird.—Communication received. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—It is much to be regretted that the members of 
the medical profession should be so tardy in furnishing you 
with a short biography for your excellent journal, ‘ The 
Medical Circular,’ which I constantly take in. I see 
amongst the names in your last number that of Mr A. T. 
Balderson, of Poland street; he could have surely given 
some account of himself which would have been interest¬ 
ing. It is well kuown that Sir Astley Cooper, Bart., ap¬ 
prenticed him and promoted his prospects in life, and 
at his death left him some property. Mr Balderson was 
in constant attendance on Sir Astley Cooper at his house 
in Conduit street for many years before his death, and 
could no doubt give many interesting particulars of his 
distinguished master and friend; and it does appear 
strange that he should not have availed himself of your 
kind offer, and have given us some particulars of his life 
in 1 The Medical Circular.’ I do hope that medical men 
will be induced to contribute when applied to ; and, with 
the best wishes for the success of ‘ The Medical Circular,’ 
I remain, Mr Editor, yours, &c., Digitalis. 

Kentish Town, April 26th, 1852. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of the back No. 
of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ enclosed in a remarkably neat 
and convenient case, for which my best thanks, and the 
accompanying small balance of Is. 6d. in postage stamps 
are at your service. 

Permit me also to congratulate you on the well-merited 
and rapidly-increasing circulation of your recently-esta¬ 
blished journal, which I feel no hesitation in pronouncing 
a most valuable appendage to the sitting-room of every 
medical man in the kingdom, more particularly as a 
reference to the principal periodicals and passing medical 
literature of the time we live in.—Yours, &c., G. N. 

P.S.—You may rely apon my recommendation of your 
Circular to the profession whenever an opportunity offers. 

0. W. B. (Birmingham) writing to us, assures us “ of his 
meed of approbation for our exposure of the Walcley 
Equitable bait." We have received many other letters to 
the same effect. 

A Subscriber.—We know nothing of the “Age Assurance 
Office.” The address of the publisher of the ‘Post 
Magazine,’ is 4 Wine Office court, Fleet street. 

Mr Meymott.—Communication received. A private letter 
shall be sent. 

Dr B.—Your description of the consternation into which wo 
have thrown the Wakley family is most amusing; but we 
regard the affairs of the New Equitable in too serious a 
light to treat them in a tone of jest. The more we in¬ 
vestigate the business of that office, the more indignant 
we become. The ‘ Lancet’ is endeavouring to mislead the 
public by applying coarse language to our efforts, but we 
are determined that this common-place artifice shall not 
answer. The Editor of that Journal never could make 
an intelligible statement: he always mistook abuse for 
argument, and formerly when he called an opponent a 
“ fool ” or a “ quack ” there were scores of lackbrains 
around him, with their mouths agape, amazed at the 
marvellous ability of their leader. Times are changed; 
nobody now believes him to be the CEdipus he was once 
mistakenly considered. 
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Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See ‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 
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T f°M°wing are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asylums 
AT3’ &C" tl,at Mr H°°per hus 8npplied’ the Medical Officers of wh’ch will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort they afford. 

Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Beliast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
llailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King's College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
Norih Staff rdshire Potteries Infir 

m iry 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-park Asylum,near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke's Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevenoaks Union 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George’s Hospital 
Taunton Union 
I eignmouth and Dawlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winch ster County Hospital 
Westminste Hosp’ital 
West Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Watiey Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 
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URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 
WATERPROOF SHEETING 0II BED PROTECTORS 

cm S^'SZSZE&i SKEfta ™d “*>“ ia price.soft, and inodorous; it is not affected h, 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 
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A rgvll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
\ REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Teems : 

WARM BATHS-ONE SHILLING EACH. 

D rug Price Currents, Free on 
Application; containing the Prices of all the principal Drugs, 

Pharmaceutical Preparations, Surgical Instruments, Medical Bottles, 
<fcc., and every requisite for the Surgery, all of the purest and best 
quality, by Messrs Hewlett and Goddard, 
Wholesale and Export Druggists, 6 Arthur street West, London bridge. 

Reserved Rooms, includingthe Ladies’Department, One-and-Sixpence 
each ; twenty-one Transferable Ticket--, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrogate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—-8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 

Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 
Bath (with hot linen, &c.). within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,0007. has been expended, and that at each place ono hundreds 
Baths can be given in an hour. 

Tmportant to Surgeons and the 
I Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons' Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.'s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved- 

s. d. £ s. d. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s ... ,, 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

„ Cole’s ... „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, soldi „ „ 0 

at 31. 3s. j 
Ellis's Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Cl utches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &e. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

edical Galvanism.—The most 
efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

the Cure of Disease, is the ELEC 1RO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
whicli is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and not merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HORNE, THORN- 
THWA1TE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
31. 3s., 51. 5s., 8Z. 8s., and upwards. 

ousso (Brayera Anthelmintica.) 
—THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE WORM.-Mr KEAT¬ 

ING begs to inform the Profession that helms made arrangements for 
a regular supply of this valuable medicine. Having just received a 
fresh quantity of the new crop, direct from its place of growth, he is 
enabled to offer it at 2s. the onnee, which can be sent free to any part 
of the Kingdom on receipt of twenty eight postage stamps. 

MATICO. 
Mr KEATING continues to receive importations of this valuable 

Styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended with such successful results in obstinate forms of 
Diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its use may be had on application. 

Sole Agent for De Vere’s Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty.—79 St Paul's Church¬ 
yard, London. 

or Varicose Veins and Weak- 
NESS.—SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature. without the trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong, low-priced article for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NET' CORSETS of the same beautiful Fabric. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for both Sexes ; those for ladies’ use 
before and after accouchement, are admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to 
in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post from the Sole Ma mfacturers, POl’E 
and PLANl’E, 4 Waterloo place, Pall mall. The Profession, Trade, 
and Hospitals supplied. 

A llsopp’s East India Pale and 
_LA_ other BURTON ALES.—The Public is respectfully informed, 
that the ALES of THIS SEASON’S BREWINGS are now ready for 
delivery, and may be obtained genuine in Casks of Eighteen Gallon* 
and upwards, either singly or in any quantity, at their respective 
Stores, as under, where also a list of the Bottlers may be had. The 
Brewery, Burto-.-on-Trent; 61 King William street, City, London; 
Cook street, Liv.rpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester ; Royal Brewery, Dudley; 33 Virginia street, Glasgow. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 6d. 

n True and False Sperma- 
TORRHGUA, with the view to the Correction of wide spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Bickford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

II. BAILLIARE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway 
New York, U.S. N 

avenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
of QUININE and IKON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 
“48 Russell square. 

“ I have now for lome time employed pretty largely the triple 
Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express ray 
opinion of its great va'ue as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinjne assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the leest of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tok rated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Gslding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S. 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s." 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for somo time past extensively used the ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anos¬ 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
the therapeutic powets of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “ Geo. P. Mat, M.D. 

“ Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport's) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. Cs. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6J. per os. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of eaclt salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8 1. per oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. Jd. 
and is. peroz.; also, the Preserved Juice, is. 4d. per lb. as recorn- 
tnst'ded by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaeeut c-tl Preparations at moderate charges 
to tha Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.H. tha Duka of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,' in answer to several 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements :— 

Eight lines and under.£0 6 0 
Every additional line .   0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Keynell and Weight, 16 Little Pultcney sticet, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam .street, Adelplii, 
in the City of Westminster.—May 5. 1852. 
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B ennett’s Watches, made ex¬ 
pressly for medical men, beating dead seconds, with every 

recent improvement, and most carefully finished : in silver cases, 
12 gs.; in gold ditto, 18 gs. Every Watch sold at this Manufactory 
tk'lfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETT’S MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is n 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
appearance. A thousand Thermometers may be selected from, com¬ 
mencing at One Shilling. 

BENN ETT, Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to the Royal Ob¬ 
servatory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 
65 Chcapside. 

MERCHANT’S AND TRADESMAN’S MUTUAL 

ASSURANCE OFFICE, 

5 Chatham place, Blackfriars, London. 

LIFE 

oans granted on liberal terms. 
J.A CREDIT given on Premiums due in case of need. 

POLICIES INDISPUTABLE, except in cases of fraud. 
The MEDICAL PROFESSION paid for their Reports. 

GEO. THOMSON, Manager. 
THOS. MUSGRAVE Secretary. 

lure and Healthy Leeches.- 
i POTTF.R and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Drug 

gists, &e., that the Leeches they offer are such as cau be recom¬ 
mended for purity, health, and readiness of biting. 

Potter and Hailey, Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herb¬ 
alists, Ac., 6« Farnngdon market, London. 

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF FORTY YEARS. 

GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 

ILTany inquiries having been made 
-LtJL as to the Durability of this Tubing, the Gutta Percha Com¬ 
pany have pleasure in drawing attention to the following letter, 
received 

PROM MB C. HACKER, SCRVF.TOU TO THE DUKE OP BEDFORD: 

‘‘Office of Works, Woburn Park, Jan. 10, 1852. 
“In answer to your inquiries respecting the Gutta Percha Tubing 

for Pump Suctions, I find that the water has not affected it in the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two years; we have adopted 
it largely, both on account of being cheaper than lead, much ea-In¬ 
fixed, and a more perfect job.—Yours, &c., “ C. Hacker.’’ 

N.R.—The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, containing Instructions 
to Plumbers for joining tubes, lining tanks, &c., will be forwarded on 
the receipt of three postage stamps 

The GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 18 WHARF 
ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

National Assurance and lnvest- 
MENT ASSOCIATION, 

7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 
Established May 1844. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with those 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. The plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot be adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com- 

Prospectuses and full information may be obtained by application 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 

PETER MORRISON, Managing Direotor. 



All Policies Indisputable, and payable to Holder within 

fourteen days after Death, and free of Policy 

Stamp to the Assured. 

An entirely new and most economical Scale of Premiums. 

HOUSEHOLDERS’ AND GENERAL 
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

DISTINCTIVE AND PECULIAR FEATURES. 

1. Every Policy is absolutely indisputable, the state of health, age, 

and interest, being admitted on the Policy. 

2. A Lower Scale of Premiums than any other Office. 

3. Policies transferable by indorsement. 

4. Policies paid within Fourteen Days after. Proof op Death. 

5. No charge for Policy Stamp. 

C. Persons recently assured in other Offices may obtain indisputable 

Policies from this Company at more moderate rates of Premiums. 

7. Medical Referees in all cases paid be the Company. 

The Directors of the Household Assurance Company wish to 
draw attention to the fact that four-fifths of the community 
who commence the wor d with good prospects die insolvent, 
leaving nothing behind them for the maintenance of their families 
in their accustomed social position, and that the influence of the 
medical profession might in most cases be beneficially exerted for the 
alleviation of the distress of families by the recommendation of Life 
Assurance. . „ ,, . . 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

Offices, 15 and 16 Adam street, Adeipbi, London. 

I mperial Life Insurance Company, 
1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq., Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances for the Whole Term of 

Life has recently been adopted, by which a material reduction has 
been made at all Ages below 50 Years. . . 

Four-fifths, or 80 per cent, of tlie Profits, are assigned to Policies 
every Fifth Year; and may be applied to increase the sum insured; 
t0 an immediate payment in casli; or to the reduction and ultimate 
extinction of future Premiums. 

One third of the Premium on Insurances of 5007. and upwards, 
for the Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Dpbt upon the Policy, 
to be paid off at convenience; by which means 1,5007. may be insured 
for the present outlay otherwise required for 1,0007. 

Loans —The Directors will lend Sums of 507. and upwards on the 
security of Policies effected with this Company for file Whole Term 
of Life, when they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security —Those who effected Insurances with this Company are 
protected by its largo Subscribed Capital from the risk incurred by 
members of Mutual Societies. . . „ , . . 

Insurances without participation m Profits may be effected at re¬ 
duced rates. Samuel Ingall, Actuary. 

February, 1852, 

Artificial Eyes, Patent Action 
LEGS, ARMS, and HANDS, ARTIFICIAL NOSES and 

SURGICAL MECHANISM.—Mr Grossmitii has opened a Second 
Manufactory, at 248 Regent street, where the above articles, with all 
the newest modifications and improvements, may be obtained. Ills 
Artificial Eyes (to which the Pkize Medal of the Great Exhibition 
was awarded) are fitted immediately, without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight has been lost, and effect a perfect Movement. 
Re'erences given to the Surgeons of Bartholomew’s, St George’s, 
Thomas's, the Royal Ophthalmic, and all the principal London and 
Provincial Hospitals, by whom they are recommended, ills New 
Artificial Leg enables the wearer to walk and sit with comfort—is 
extremely light in weight, and not liable to get out of order. 
Patients accustomed to wearing tlie common Cork Legs, arc re¬ 
quested to examine these, and may see them in use if desired. 

175 Fleet street, and 248 Regent street. Established 1760, 

A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACIIER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same- 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decompo.-iug 
distilled water, &c. <fcc.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket-bool:! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can be 
worn on tiic body, und r the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which lias 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chrome disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of tlie 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirnrgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academic de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to ilia 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive use in tlie hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and Ihe 
chains may be freely tested at tlie head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any"of the following agents, in- 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bakeweli, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co.; Bclper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. W. Holdsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Ilurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. II 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Scliacbt; Derby, Jus. Bloor; Douglas, Wm, 
Casey; Driffield, W. Turner; Edinburgh, Duncan, Floekhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe ; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, William Mason ; Horncastle, W. Kemp ; 
Hull, Cli. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring ; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson ; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. II. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Sm; Nottingham, I. ShepperJy; Petworth, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading, W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Rochester, T. S. King; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers; St 
Ilcliers, Jersey, Tlios. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekin ; Newbuvv, T. Fidler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Dovonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport llobt. John¬ 
son •' Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Pi ing 
and Co. ; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Pak; Norwich, H. 11. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Bird, M.D. F R.S. F.R.C.P. &c. &c. (published by 
his kind permission). 
.“ We have m this ingenious invention that which 

has long' been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in otic direc¬ 
tion.1 can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvrrmacher’s 
invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.” 

Fifth Edition, now ready, 

lie Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrie, Surgeon-Dentist. 

“ Mr Imrie lias obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and lias re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 
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The ‘Dublin Quarterly Journal’ contains, among others, 
an able article by Dr T. S. Holland 

‘ On Aneurisms of the Arteria hmominata; their History and 
Differential Diagnosis from Aneurisms of the Arch of the Aorta.' 

Dr Holland has tabulated the particular symptoms of 
twenty-four of the most accurately reported cases of Aneu¬ 
rism of the Arteria Innominata, and has contrasted the 
symptoms with those recorded in Dr Greene’s twelve cases 
of Aneurism of the transverse portion of the Arch of the 
Aorta. The details are given with much minuteness and 
precision, and the evidence is sifted with much care. The 
following arc the conclusions at which Dr Holland has 
arrived: 

“In aneurisms of the ar- “In aneurisms of the trans- 
teria innominata:— verse portion of the arch :— 

“ i.—External tumour is a “ x.—External tumour oc- 
frequent and early sign, si- curs comparatively rarer and 
tuated generally above the later, situated generally at 
inner third of right clavicle. the left side of, or under the 

sternum. 
“ ii. —Arteries in right “ II.—Arteries in left arm, 

arm, and on the right side and on the left side of neck 
of neck and head, generally and head, generally pulsate 
pulsate weaker than those on weaker than those on the 
the left. right. 

“in.—Stridulous respira- “nr.—Stridulous respira¬ 
tion, cough, dysphagia, al- tion, cough, dysphagia, al¬ 
teration in the voice, and teration in the voice, and 
dyspnoea, are comparatively dyspnoea, are comparatively 
rare. frequent. 

“ iv.—Pain, oedema, and “ iv.—Pain, oedema, and 
enlargement of the veins, be- enlargement of the veins, ^be¬ 
gin in right arm or the right gin in left arm or the left 
side of neck and head ; they side of neck and head; they 
may finally extend to the may finally extend to the 
left side. right side. 

“ v.—Partial loss of mo- “ v.—Partial loss of mo¬ 
tion or sensation in the right tion or sensation in the right 
arm is a comparatively ire- arm is a comparatively rare 
quent symptom. symptom. 

“ vi.—Dislocation of the “ vi.—Dislocation of the 
clavicle, trachea, or larynx, clavicle, trachea, or larynx, 
a comparatively frequent oc- very seldom occurs, 
currence. 

“ vii.—Alteration in the “ vn.—Alteration in the 
intensity of the respiratory intensity of the respiratory 
murmur occurs but very murmur occurs very fre- 
rarely, and then it is weaker quently, and then it is gene- 
iu the right lung. rally weaker in the left lung. 

“ VIII.—Abnormal arterial “ vm. —Abnormal arterial 
murmurs in the right carotid murmurs loudest in left caro- 
or subclavian. tid or subclavian ; heard also 

along the spinal column pos¬ 
teriorly. 

“ ix. — Pressure on the “ ix. — Pressure on the 
right carotid and subclavian carotid and subclavian, on 
diminishes or stops the pul- either side, has but little 
sations of the tumour. effect on the pulsations of 

the tumour.” 

The same Journal contains also an elaborate article by 
Dr Leared 

‘ On the Sounds of the Heart. 

The views of different authorities, Williams, Corria-an 
Billing, Carlile, Bellingham, &c., with reference to°the 
origin of the various sounds are first critically examined, and 
the author then sets forth his own opinions upon the subject. 

With respect to Bruit de Souffkt Dr Leared says, 

“ I regard Bruit de Soujjlet, then, as the result of a dimi¬ 

nution mutually exerted in the pressure of the particles of a 
body of fluid in motion; some of the circumstances under 
which this occurs have been already alluded to. The con¬ 
sequence of this is, the main current becomes split into 
numerous smaller ones. The particles, in place of a pro¬ 
gressive motion, in which an equable relation to each other 
was preserved, assume new and irregular movements. If 
these currents are confined within elastic walls against which 
they impinge, fremissement is produced. Its occurrence is, 
therefore, accidental; and Bruit de Soujjlet, although cer¬ 
tainly rendered louder by the intervention of solids in its 
mechanism, is capable of being produced altogether in¬ 
dependently of them.” 

The first sound Dr Leared thinks is thus produced :— 

“ Subsequent to the elastic re-action of the aortic walls, 
which we must suppose does not occupy the entire period of 
the diastole of the ventricle, the column of blood in the 
upper part of the aorta attains a state of momentary repose. 
This column, in a normal state, is (as has been said) under 
considerable tension, and it is perfectly isolated from the 
contents of the ventricle by the semilunar valve. When 
systole occurs, the valve, with its superposed blood, is 
forcibly thrown forwards by the vigorous propulsion of blood 
from the ventricle; concussion now ensuing between the 
active and passive portions of blood, a sound is produced on 
the same principle and from the same cause as in my ex¬ 
periment; and this, cceteris paribus, is the essential element 
in the normal first sound of the heart. 

“ I have next to consider the more special laws by which 
the sound in question is regulated; in other words, the pre¬ 
cise conditions upon which the first sound preserves its 
integrity, and those upon which it is transformed into Bruit 
de Soufflet. For its perfect development three conditions 
appear to be requisite: 

“ 1st. A certain amount of pressure in the circulation. 
“ 2nd. A certain condition of the blood. 
“ 3rd. Non-obstruction of the moving body of fluid.” 

Dr Leared agrees with Dr Williams with respect to the 
origin of the second sound. The author describes certain 
experiments on whose evidence he has formed his opinions. 

Dr Handfield Jones has communicated to the ‘London 
Journal of Medicine’ a paper 

‘ On the Morbid Conditions of the Kidney, giving rise to Albu¬ 
minuria.' 

We noticed briefly this paper when it was read a few weeks 
since before the Medical Society of London, so that it will 
be unnecessary to dilate largely upon it on the present occasion. 
Dr II. Jones gives the following description of acute albumi¬ 
nuria, a form of disease often overlooked in practice :— 

“ When an opportunity does occur of inspecting a kidney 
in this state, it is found to present the following lesions. The 
size and weight are greatly increased, even to as much as 
twice the normal figure. This depends in great part on the 
extremely loaded state of the vessels, which are everywhere 
full of dark blood ; the Malpighian capillaries, and those of 
the tubular plexus, are alike distended ; as well as those dis - 
tributed to the mucous membrane of the calyces and pelvis. 
When the congestion arrives at a certain point, extravasation 
takes place, and thus blood is poured out from the Malpi¬ 
ghian capillaries into the capsules, and from thence down 
along the tubes; in other cases, from the venous plexus 
around the tubes; and again from the veins that run upon 
the outer surface of the organ. 

“ The epithelial lining of the tubes is not apparently much 
altered; its function is doubtless more or less interfered with, 
partly in consequence of the congestion of the vessels, and 
partly from the plugging up of many of the tubules with 
coagulated fibrine. This substance I believe to be effused 
from the Malpighian capillaries in a fluid state, as liquor 
sanguinis more or less modified, to pass down the tubes for a 
variable distance, and to coagulate there, either by itself 
alone, or mingled with the various forms of epithelial matter, 
or together with these and blood globules. For a certain 
time, which varies according to circumstances, the fibrinous 
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coagula remaiii where they have formed iu the tubes; but, 
as the fluid accumulates behind them, they are forced on 
down the canal, and at last are swept out, and appear in the 
urine, whence they form, together with other matters, the 
well know red-brown sediment, so characteristic of acute 
albuminuria. The colour of the sediment is of course derived 
from the blood, the colouring matter of the globules exudes 
from them, and tinges the epithelial particles and the fibri¬ 
nous casts themselves. I once had the opportunity of watch¬ 
ing the formation of a sediment of this kind from its outset. 
A youth was in St George’s Hospital, under Dr B. Jones’s 
care, with symptoms partly of incipient phthisis, and partly 
of a more indefinite character, giving one the idea that he 
was hypochondriac or nervous. One day I observed his 
water to contain a copious dark reddish deposit, which was 
more distinct to the naked eye than to the microscope ; this 
consisted of very delicate flocculi, which, under the micro¬ 
scope, appeared as extremely pale granular films entangling 
some renal epithelium. No albumen was present in the 
urine at this time; the next day there was a trace, and the 
deposit was more consistent, and some blood globules were 
observed with it. On the fifth day from its first appearance, 
the deposit was noted as of a still darker red, and heavier, 
consisting of amorpho-granular matter, large and numerous 
casts, aud great quantities of renal epithelium. The urine 
was ascertained on the seventh day to be decidedly albumi¬ 
nous, but doubtless had been so several days before. There 
was pain at the lower part of the lumbar region : no dropsy. 
On the eighth day from the commencement, he was cupped 
on the loins, which had the effect of relieving remarkably 
the pain, and of diminishing the quantity of deposit and of 
albumen in the urine. He subsequently recovered in great 
measure, and quitted the hospital of his own will, or was dis¬ 
charged for irregularity, I am not sure which. In this 
instance, it seems that as soon as congestion reached a cer¬ 
tain point, liquor sanguinis was effused from the Malpighian 
tufts ; and, being but in small quantity at first, formed only 
those delicate pale films, which were afterwards replaced by 
the ordinary casts of the urinary tubuli.” 

The morbid condition of the kidney in the various stages 
of albuminuria are minutely and elaborately described ; and 
the state of the blood and other organs are also carefully 
noted. Dr H. Jones considers the disease to be dependent 
on an unhealthy condition of the blood plasma, and there¬ 
fore of the blood; and seems to think that the presence of 
alcohol in the blood is a powerful agent in inducing the 
altered condition of the epithelium of the renal tubes. 

In the same journal we observe a report of a 

‘ Case of Infantile Phlebitis, with Purulent Deposits, Erysipelas, 
and Jaundice, arising from Inflammation of the Umbilical 
Vein,' 

communicated by D. W. Bird Ilerepath, of Bristol. After 
the remains of the funis had separated, the child was troubled 
with abdominal uneasiness, but did not appear to suffer from 
auy other than intestinal irritation. On the fourteenth day, 
however, after its birth, and the eighth from the separation 
of the funis, the nurse (Dr Bird says),— 

“ called on me to say that the child had become much worse, 
and ‘ that it appeared swollen all over.’ Upon visiting it, I 
found that erysipelas had developed itself upon the index 
finger of the right hand, and also in the corresponding finger 
on the opposite side. A slight blush of erysipelas also 
appeared upon the second toe of the right foot; the knee was 
tumid, tender, and hot, but not erysipelatic. The little 
infant appeared to be in considerable pain ; was almost con¬ 
stantly crying or moaning; vomiting often, with frequent 
hiccough: it was feverish, refused the breast, and scarcely 
slept at all. The bowels were somewhat tumid, and pre¬ 
sented a general tympanitic appearance. The umbilicus was 
perfectly sound and healthy : there was no hernia. I ordered 
an evaporating spirit lotion to be constantly applied to the 
inflamed and erysipelatous spots, and another dose of castor- 
oil to be administered. 

“ The occurrence of erysipelas in this case was entirely 

without any apparent exciting cause, and at first was inex¬ 
plicable. The mother was in good health ; the apartment 
was free from currents of air, in fact, warm, without being 
destitute of ventilation; the child had never been removed 
from it, and it had been carefully and attentively nursed. 
The appearance, however, of erysipelas, in some measure 
accounted for the other anomalous symptoms.” 

The case continued to grow worse: the erysipelas ex¬ 
tended to the elbow, and there was puffinoss around the 
clavicle; icterus came on, and the child gradually sank on 
the sixteenth day. 

A post-mortem examination liaving been made, collections 
of pus were found at all the erysipelatous points, and about 
two drachms were found in the neighbourhood of the clavi¬ 
cular articulation. 

“The umbilicus was perfect, and the cicatrix sound; the 
umbilical vein was large, and rounded. Upon cutting it 
across, within the integuments, it was found to be pervious 
through its Avliole length, and filled with a curdy purulent 
fluid, which became more purulent as the vein was traced 
backwards to the liver. There were not any purulent depo¬ 
sits in this viscusv but it was everywhere congested and of an 
uniform colour. The gall-bladder contained merely a few 
drachms of transparent, colourless, viscid mucus; its duct 
appeared impervious from some cause. Upon tracing the 
hepatic branches of the vena porta, they were found to con¬ 
tain pus, even to some of their smaller subdivisions, both in 
the right and left lobes. These appearances, however, were 
not general. Two main branches and their ramusculi were 
principally thus diseased; one on the right, and the other on 
the left.” 

We will close our observations with the concluding remarks 
of Dr Horepath :— 

“ The post-mortem examination fully bore out the diagnosis 
made during the life of the little patient, in every respect, as 
far as the nature and cause of the disease were concerned ; 
but I had certainly expected to find extensive purulent depo¬ 
sits in the liver aud lungs. These organs, it is true, exhibited 
the early signs of purulent absorption, but they had evi¬ 
dently suffered less from the pyohsemia than usual. The 
current of purulent blood had found its way to the right 
auricle through the vena cava, without much troubling the 
hepatic circulation. It had here split into two portions ; one, 
the minor, going to the lungs, and inducing solidification; 
the other, and greater, passing through the foramen ovale to 
the left auricle and ventricle to the aorta, whence it pro¬ 
ceeded through the systemic circulation and produced the 
local deposits found in the capillaries of the extremities, Ac. 
The open condition of the foramen was not speculated upon, 
and overlooked until found at the post-mortem examination ; 
but when discovered, it at once cleared up all difficulties. 
Had this aperture heen closed, the intensity of the disease 
would have been shown in the lungs and liver without 
doubt; in the former principally, as the pus would have fol¬ 
lowed the course of the circulation; the liver also would 
have suffered, but in a minor degree, inasmuch as after 
birth the umbilical vein does not carry any blood into the 
vena porta. 

“ In this instance, the phlebitis appeared to have crept 
along the lining membrane of the veins to some of the rami¬ 
fications of the vena porta, and to have generated pus in its 
progress. These globules were then washed by the current 
of blood into the hepatic portal capillaries; and they would 
have induced deposits, had the infant lived a few days longer 
to give time for the development of pus, according to the 
physiological laws of its genesis, from the multiplication of 
its nuclei and nucleoli. 

“ The umbilical vein was brought home, and its contents 
submitted to microscopical examination. Pus globules were 
detected, and the existence of softened fibrin was also recog¬ 
nised by the action of reagents.” 

The ‘Monthly Journal of Medical Science’ (Edinburgh' 
contains a brief communication from Dr Thomas A. Wise, 
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‘ On a New Mode of Reducing Strangulated Hernia.' 

The process is thus described: — 

“ The patient was placed upon a tabic and a long sheet, 
folded several times on itself, was carried round the lower 
part of the abdomen of the patient, was twisted on itself in 
front, and again on the sides, so as to enable an assistant, 
standing on each side of the patient, to hold the extremities 
of the sheet, and to pull them gently upwards, or towards 
the patient’s head, while a third assistant held the feet 
steady, and the surgeon used the taxis. 

“As the gut immediately above the strangulated portion 
was superficial and distended with air and liquid, it was 
drawn upwards with considerable force from the hernial sac, 
which was assisted by the surgeon using the taxis; when 
the strangulated portion was immediately reduced. 

“ This simple method may, in a very large proportion of 
cases, be employed with perfect safety and at an early 
period, before inflammation and thickening has complicated 
and increased so much the danger of the operation, which is 
thus rendered unnecessary.” 

Dr Christison has communicated to the same Journal an 
article entitled 

‘ An Account of some Experiments on the Diet of Prisoners' 

The article contains the results of enquiries conducted by 
the General Board of Directors of Prisons in Scotland, for 
the purpose of ascertaining whether the dietary fixed by the 
Board was sufficient, and not more than sufficient, to main¬ 
tain the health and condition of the prisoners. When we 
say that the numerical facts were in the aggregate nearly 
20,000, our readers may suppose that the task of analysis 
and arrangement which Dr Christison, in connexion with Dr 
Maclagan, undertook, was by no means light or unimportant. 

Dr Marshall Hall continues his lectures 

1 On Apoplexy and Epilepsy,' 

in the ‘ Lancet ’ of May 8th. The first portion of the pre¬ 
sent lecture is occupied with the consideration of the subject 
of laryngismus in relation to epilepsia gravior, and the last 
portion with the subject of tracheotomy. We shall content 
ourselves this week with quoting Dr Marshall Hall’s views 
with respect to the best mode of performing the operation of 
tracheotomy. He says :— 

“ This operation has not been hitherto an easy one. I 
once saw a little patient die on the operation-table, and I 
shall never forget the painful scene. My earnest wish is, 
now that I see a most important application of this operation 
as a remedy, beyond all former idea, to render it as safe and 
as easy as possible, so that the country practitioner of least 
experience need not be deterred from undertaking it. 

“ I first propose to make a free incision through the inte¬ 
guments ; then to separate the other tissues by means of a 
blunt-pointed stilet, or the forceps, mechanically, without 
division, and of course without haimorrhage, and thus to 
denude the trachea. I have, then, to suggest the use of an 
instrument in the form of a trochar, or small trephine, sup¬ 
plied with a curved hook, which may be drawn upwards 
within it, and a circular cutting edge. As this last is made 
to revolve, the hook is drawn within it, and a circular piece 
of the trachea is removed. 

“ Into the orifice thus made in the trachea, I propose to 
introduce a little instrument made of silver wire, much 
lighter than any tube, and admitting of being diminished in 
size for introduction and removal, and reintroduction, and so 
contrived as to be secure in the tracheal orifice, when intro¬ 
duced and allowed to expand. 

“ I further propose that a cage of wire gauze, covered by 
cotton net, be fixed over the orifice, to prevent the ingress of 
cold dry air, especially when the easterly wind prevails. 

“ It has occurred to me, too, that, in cases in which a pro¬ 
tracted tracheal opening is required, the edges may be herded 
by means of the application of sulphate of copper, the edges 
of the integument being removed by the lancet, or the 
scalpel, and brought together, when it is thought well to 

obliterate the orifice. 

“ I repeat, in conclusion, what I have on several occasions 

stated, that, if tracheotomy were performed, and a tube worn 
in the trachea, the epileptic, the puerperal, or even the infan¬ 
tile Convulsion would be prevented, with its dire effects.” 

He goes on to remark,— 

“ The conclusions to which I have arrived, are— 
“1. That, in cases of the apoplexia gravior without 

organic disease, the patient ought not to be permitted to die, 
without the institution of tracheotomy. 

“ 2. That, in cases of the epilepsia gravior, laryngismus 
with convulsion, and danger to life, mind, or limb, ought not 
to be permitted to recur, without giving the patient the hope 
involved in the same operation. 

“ 3. By tracheotomy, I repeat, the 1 hard mal' is converted 
into the '■petit mal' beyond which, the dire affection, for want 
of obstruction to the breathing, with expiratory efforts, can¬ 
not proceed; and even this '■petit mal' may, for want of 
renewed havoc made on the nervous structures, with induced 
susceptibility to return, subside and disappear. 

“ It has been proposed as a question whether laryngotomy 
or tracheotomy be the preferable operation as a preventive of 
convulsion. My choice of the latter is founded on the fol¬ 
lowing considerations:— 

“ First; the textures involved in laryngotomy are more 
complicated than those involved in tracheotomy. In the 
latter case, the incision being made through the integuments, 
and the other tissues, the veins included, being pushed aside, 
nothing remains but the simple cartilaginous rings and 
mucous membrane of the trachea requhing division : 

“ Secondly; the movements of the trachea are far less, and 
less complicated, than those of the larynx, in various acts, as 
of deglutition, &c.: 

“ Thirdly; if inflammatory action spread from the orifice, 
it may, in the case of laryngotomy, implicate the important 
tissues of the larynx. 

“ The orifice in tracheotomy is also made at a more con¬ 
venient spot, in regard to dress, than in laryngotomy. 

“ It must be remembered that, in the case in question, 
many months, and even years, may elapse during which the 
tube is worn without intermission.” 

In the same journal we observe - 

‘ A Case of Variola contemporaneous with Vaccinia, loth 
modified.' 

This case is reported by Dr Robert Fowler, Resident Medical 
Officer to the Loughborough Dispensary. Dr Fowler states that 
the child was seized with small-pox on the same day that it 
was vaccinated, and after describing the symptoms, he thus 
sums up his observations :—• 

“ Considering vaccinia as a disease sui generis, we have 
here two exanthemata co-existing in one person, and each 
by its presence modifying, but not superseding, the regular 
course of the other. That the vaccinia was modified, is 
shown by the irregular shape and flattened condition of the 
vesicles, by the absence of the areola and surrounding hard¬ 
ness, by the shape and colour of the scab, by the duration 
of the eruption—the scab having fallen off on the sixteenth 
instead of about the twentieth day—and by the character of 
the remaining cicatrix. The size of the pustules and the 
absence of the secondary fever, notwithstanding the duration 
of the eruption was not considerably shortened, indicate that 
the variola was of a modified kind. By those sceptical of 
the prophylaxis of vaccination, the above case will be 
greedily seized on ; but are we not from past experience war¬ 
ranted in surmising, and even affirming, that, although the 
discovery of Jenner was in this case incapable of arresting or 
superseding the progress of the poison already concocting in 
the blood, yet that to the co-existence of the vaccine virus 
this child owes the safety and mildness of its attack.” 

‘ A case of simple Sarcomatous Tumour in the Axilla spon¬ 
taneously Cured by Disintegration ’ 

is reported from King’s College Hospital, under the care of 
Mr Fergusson. The patient was a girl of fourteen years of 
age, who, after site had been ten weeks in the hospital— 
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during whicli time she had had several attacks of hemor¬ 
rhage—drew the attention of the nurse to a discharge con¬ 
sisting of an offensive grumous mass issuing from the pos¬ 
terior of two ulcers in the neighbourhood of the tumour. 

“ About a week after this change, a fungous-looking mass 
protruded through the posterior opening • it had a dark-red 
appearance, and the swelling around it had beconae-extremely 
tense. In the space of two days, this large fungus increased 
considerably in size, and looked as if it could he easily 
detached from the tumour. Mr Fergusson, with a pair of 
forceps, pulled off the greater portion of the mass, this mea¬ 
sure giving the girl no pain. On examination by the naked 
eye, and by handling, the substance resembled fibrine, being 
quite flaky, and easily torn; and, as Mr Fergusson observed, 
it had much the appearance of the fibrinous layers taken from 
an aneurismal sac. The growth now seemed to have dimi¬ 
nished. 

“ A few days afterwards, while the nurse was washing the 
tumour, a mass came away about the size of a large pear, 
leaving a considerable wound from which it had escaped; 
the appearance was the same as with the one removed by 
Mr Fergusson. It was very irregular in form, flaky, yield¬ 
ing, and arranged in lamina. On a section being made, the 
remains of large cells were found, these being filled with a 
dark, thick substance, somewhat resembling half-coagulated 
blood. The chest now regained its natural appearance, all 
swelling having almost disappeared; the arm could be brought 
down to the side, and the scapula, which was before tilted 
up, now lay in its natural position. There remain, however, 
some enlarged veins on the chest.” 

The tumour appears to have been a mass of fibrine, with 
which blood corpuscles Avere entangled. 

Dr Tyler Smith has lately effected the 

‘ Removal of a large Intra- Uterine Polypus,' 

Avith the assistance of galvanism, from a patient in St Mary’s 
Hospital. The woman had been subject to severe haemor¬ 
rhage, and ergot had been administered Avith the vieAV of 
expelling the polypus, but without effect. As the polypus 
Avas not in a “ condition to be reached for operation, and could 
not be drawn doAAm by the vulsella, Dr Tyler Smith noAv di¬ 
rected the application of galvanism. One pole Avas placed 
over the pubes, and the other passed into the uterus by means 
of a small catheter, when contraction of the fundus and 
dilatation of the os Avere produced, and blood spirted through 
the catheter. The galvanism Avas used for ten minutes, and the 
ergot Avas afterwards prescribed.. On the 20th of February 
the galvanism was again applied, and the polypus made to 
present. 

“ From this time to the 15th of March, galvanism Avas em¬ 
ployed at intervals, and always Avith the effect of producing 
uterine contraction and dilatation of the os uteri. The latter 
Avas noAv sufficiently dilated to alloAv the attachment of the 
polypus to be made out. It sprang from the anterior part 
of the fundus uteifi by a broad hard root, and the polypus 
itself Avas of the size of an orange. As it Avas evident the 
morbid growth could not pass through the os uteri without 
the slow elongation of the pedicle, or the inversion of the 
uterus, and the os uteri being noiv sufficiently dilated, Dr 
Tyler Smith passed a ligature round the tumour by means 
of Gooch’s instrument, galvanism having previously been 
used Avith good effect for three-quarters of an hour. The 
two rods, Avith the noose of whipcord, Avere passed high up 
into the posterior part of the uterus, then separated, and 
brought over the sides of the polypus to the anterior Avail of 
the Avomb, Avhen the instrument Avas properly adjusted, and 
the polypus strangulated.” 

Symptoms of some severity followed the operation, but 
the patient Avas eventually discharged convalescent. The 
peculiarities in this case Avere, the partial inversion of the 
ftxndus uteri during each catamenial floAV, and the use of 
galvanism to contract the uterus and dilate the os, 

A clinical lecture 

1 On Bright's Disease,' 
By Dr H, Bence Jones, appears in the ‘ Medical Times and 

Gazette ’ of May Sth. The points adArerted to “ are, first, the 
relation of the microscopical sediment Avhich exists in the 
urine, to the duration and intensity of the symptoms during 
life, and to the morbid appearances likely to he found in the 
kidney after death; secondly, the complications which exist 
in these cases and in the disease generally; thirdly, the 
treatment of the general symptoms and of the complications 
of the disease.” 

The lecture concludes with some practical remarks, somo 
of Avhich Ave Avill now present to our readers. 

“ The intense action of mercury in Bright’s disease,” Dr 
Jones observes, “has so frequently and so forcibly been pre¬ 
sented to my notice, that I have formed a general rule never 
to give mercury in cases of albuminous urine. I have seen 
the most violent salivation from single doses even of grey 
powder, and on this account, even in serous inflammations 
consequent on Bright’s disease, I advise you not to give 
mercury. Why mercury should act so energetically in this 
disease is probably explained by the altered state of the kid¬ 
ney. In health, most probably, mercury no sooner passes 
into the system, than it begins to pass out again by the 
kidney, like hydriodate of potash or the salts of iron. For 
example, if a single grain of hydriodate of potash is taken 
in an ounce of distilled Avater, in twelve minutes it can he 
detected passing off in the urine; but if the kidney is 
diseased, then most probably this rapid excretion docs not 
so easily take place, and the intensity of the action of this 
and other medicines may thus be greatly increased. 

“ But, if mercury cannot be used, Iioav is the inflammation 
to be treated ? 

“ The efficacy of counter-irritation is very decided in the 
treatment of these secondary inflammations. Thus, you 
will see that blisters form the chief treatment, and the 
inflammation of the pericardium quickly, and of the pleura 
more sloAvly, yielded to this application.” 

Again— 

“ In the treatment of urinary poisoning, I know no single 
remedy Avhich has produced an effect at all equal to that of 
a blister on the back of the neck. This appears to me to 
indicate that there is some local congestion of the brain, as 
Avell as some poison in the blood. 

“ I have only a few minutes for the general treatment 
when no complication exists. As I cannot make any 
separation of Bright’s disease into different diseases, so I am 
unable,' from observation, to find that different kinds of 
treatment are desirable. The indications are, first, to relievo 
the. congested kidney; and, secondly, to improve the general 
health. Gentle but decided action on the skin and boivels 
appear to me best to fulfil the first indication ; cupping, 
vapour-bath, and elaterium, are the three most energetic 
remedies; cream of tartar, compound jalap poAvder, and 
abstinence from stimulants, are the milder agents. To im¬ 
prove the health, proper air, exercise, food, and small doses 
of iron, are essential. 

“ Specific treatment by gallic and nitric acid has not be¬ 
nefited my patients in St George’s Hospital. In so-called 
chylous urine, I know well, the use of gallic acid, in doses of 
two drachms daily; but in Bright's disease, AA-hen ten-grain 
doses Avere given, I have more than once known bad 
symptoms to occur. In one case, violent convulsions made 
their appearance soon after the gallic acid was taken. In 
no case have I found that it stopped the albumen from pass¬ 
ing away. I may here mention that tannic acid appears to 
affect the stomach much more than gallic acid does. 

“ With regard to the treatment by nitric acid, Avhich has 
been extensively tried in Germany, I have not found any 
good result, even Avhen dilute-nitric acid has been taken 
daily for many weeks.” 

In the same journal Dr William Foley reports a case of 

1 Dumbness after Typhm Fever.’ 

The case Avas originally reported in the ‘ Dublin Medical 
Press’ of September 9th, 1840, and Dr Foley says, 

“ During recent inquiries made about the case, I find that 
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the patient continued completely dumb for the space of 
eight years, after which he and every member of his family 
were seized with typhus fever. Towards the termination of 
the disease he was observed to articulate one or two short 
words at different times. As convalescence progressed, 
pains were taken to teach him a few more, and by very slow 
degrees indeed, he was gradually brought on, so that now, at 
the end of three years, lie can speak very distinctly, but at 
times so rapidly as to cause him great embarrassment. 

“ The intensity of the disease must have been much less in 
the last attack than the former, as in the first he was quite 
unconscious nearly from the commencement; while in the 
latter, he has stated to me that he never lost his recollec¬ 
tion. 

“ Helias a prefect memory of every circumstance since his 
fever in 1839, was well aware of the privation under which 
he laboured, and therefore shunned intercourse with all except 
members of his own family. He understood very well the 
jeers and observations made by those thoughtless young per¬ 
sons amongwhom he was often obliged to be ; galling as they 
were to his feelings, he had no way to defend himself, and 
could not convey that he comprehended every word as well 
as any of them.” 

A remarkable circumstance in this case is that the patient 
was cured by another attack of the same disease that pro¬ 
duced the dumbness. The homoeopaths will be glad of this 
contribution to their pathology. 

Dr T. H. Tanner recommends 
1 The Employment of Urea as a Diuretic.' 

“ The ordinary dose, on first being used, is ten grains 
every six hours, dissolved in water flavoured with syrup; as 
its effects decrease, the dose may be augmented to a scruple 
or more. At the samp time its action should be aided, as 
that of all diuretics should be, by the free administration of 
diluents, as well as by keeping the skin moderately cool.” 

A copious diuresis was the only effect produced by the 
remedy which was unattended by any unpleasant symp¬ 
toms. 

Mr Barlow lias published in the ‘Medical Times and 
Gazette,’ of the 12tli May, 

1 Some General Observations on fatty Degeneration' 

The paper describes the forms of disease, either associated 
with or caused by this affection. Mr Barlow thus speaks of 
the causation of this degeneracy :— 

“ It would be absurd to attempt, in such a fragment as I 
am offering now, an elaborate statement of all the causes (of 
all, indeed, under any circumstances) which may lead to 
fatty degeneration ; but I will suggest for consideration some 
of the principal:—1st. A wrong or defective state and 
composition of the blood; 2nd. An insufficient supply of 
blood ; 3rd. A deranged or obstructed influence of the ner¬ 
vous system; 4th. An imperfect, unhealthy, or declining 
state of the part to be nourished. These conditions, be 
it observed, are in every respect the reverse of those which 
Mr Paget has specified as most important, in order to the 
completion of perfect nutrition.” 

Mr Barlow considers that atrophy cannot be separated 
from fatty degeneration, that the “ climacteric disease” is in 
many instances the evidence of it; that phthisis often leads 
to it, and that anaania is not an unfrequent cause. He then 
refers to the connexion of sanguineous apoplexy with anosmia. 

“It is not to be doubted that the latter, when long- 
continued, may lead to fatty degeneration of the cerebral 
blood-vessels, just as it does to that of the heart-fibres. I 
have seen apoplexy happen in young subjects who looked 
deadly pale. Not long ago I examined a chlorotic young 
woman, aged 2G, who died with extreme suddenness. There 
was an immense coagulum of blood in the middle lobe of the 
right side of the brain, and the part surrounding it was ex¬ 
tremely soft. The case happened before I had read Mr 
Paget’s contribution, and the small blood-vessels of the 
organ were not examined. Dr George Burrows has fre¬ 

quently observed apoplexy in pale, attenuated persons, having 
‘the very reverse of the apoplectic make.’ Dr George 
Budd has narrated some cases of apoplexy consequent on 
syphilis. The contribution is. of great interest, as supporting 
the doctrine that all chronic and debilitating maladies may 
so impair the nutrition of the cerebral blood-vessels as to 
lead to their degeneration and rupture.” 

The paper possesses much interest. 

In the ‘Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal’ of the 
12th May, there is a Lecture by Mr J. V. Solomon 

‘ On Acute Abscess of the Cornea.' 

Mr Solomon thus advises with respect to treatment:—• 

“ The indications of treatment are to obtain a subsidence 
of the ophthalmia, absorption of the purulent matter, and 
dilatation of the pupil. Exudation into the substance of the 
iris, consequently adhesion to the lens, is by no means an 
infrequent result of acute sclerotitis; it may take place very 
insidiously, with little if any perceptible change in the na¬ 
tural appearances of the former membrane. It will, therefore, 
be prudent practice to apply extract of belladonna to the 
brow, coating it over with glycerine to keep it moist, or the 
solution of atrophine within the palpabrae, of the strength of 
one grain of the alkaloid to 200 grains of distilled water. 
Should the patient be robust, we bleed from the arm; even 
if he should not be so, the ophthalmia being acute, and 
accompanied by marked febrile disturbance, we adopt the 
same measure of relief. The patient should stand upright; 
a large opening having been made in the vein, you allow 
the stream to flow uninterruptedly, until pallidity of his lips, 
or a sensation of nausea, indicates that an impression is made 
upon the brain and heart. This is enough; we do not 
desire syncope. The patient should now be confined to his 
bed, the eyelids maintained closed, and the eyeball supported 
by a few turns of a fine linen roller, which is to be con¬ 
tinually moistened with a belladonna lotion. Having pre¬ 
mised a purgative, you commence with calomel and opium, 
repeating them every four hours, until the purifonn matter 
evinces, by its diminution, the commencement of absorption. 
The patient is not to be salivated. An occasional morning 
purgative, by stimulating the organs of depuration, will pro¬ 
mote the cure. If the patient has been bled early in the 
day, leeches or cupping glasses should be applied in the 
evening, otherwise on the following day. As soon as the 
active stage of the disease, indicated by the conjunctiva 
becoming pale red, has yielded to your measures, flying 
blisters will be advantageously employed to the temple. 
The local bleeding will generally, the blistering almost 
invariably, require repetition. The treatment apposite to 
cases in which the general power is feeble, or in which the 
ophthalmic affection presents a subacute character, will be 
delineated when I speak to you of contusions of the cornea.” 

The lecturer gives some general instructions with reference 
to puncture of the cornea, in order to let out the pus, and 
intimates his dissent from Mr Guthrie’s plan of incising' the 
cornea in such cases. The lecture contains much practical 
instruction. 
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 

DEFORMITIES. 

(No. II.) 

BY CHARLES VERRAL, M.R.C.S. 

Surgeon to the Spinal Hospital for the Cure of all Deformities 

of the Spine, Feet, Chest, and Limbs. 

In my last communication, after detailing the nature and 

symptoms of Talipes Equinus, or Elevated Heel, indicating 

the method by moans of which perfect restoration of the foot 

to its natural position was to be brought about, I alluded 

to a variety of that affection, denominated Talipes Equinus 

Varus, on the nature and treatment of which it is now my 

intention to say a few words. 

lalipes Equinus Varus, in its severe form, does not differ 
in appearance from True Varus, although it is dependent 
upon widely different causes, and requires for its removal 
treatment of a far simpler and a less complex nature. The 
heel is still raised from the ground to a greater or less extent, 
the tendo Aehillis is still very tense and unyielding, but in 
addition to this there is lateral displacement of the tarsus, so 
that the patient is thrown upon the outer edge, or, in very 
severe cases, even upon the dorsum of the foot. 

The manner in which this complication of Simple Equinus 
is produced may be readily understood,—in the first place 
the heel is raised to an unnatural degree, and, secondly, the 
extensors of the toes and flexors of the foot are paralytic, 
consequently, the usual protection afforded to the ankle- 
joint by means of the muscular structure surrounding it is 
wanting, the whole preservation of the integrity of the joint 
being consequently left to the ligaments. As the patient 
walks or stands the ligamentous connections are exposed to a 
degree of extension far more excessive than they are capable of 
withstanding: the consequence is that they yield and become 
elongated, more especially the external lateral ligament, and 
thus by degress the foot is forced into its deformed position, 
simply from the effect of the superincumbent weight being 
thrown upon a joint that is deprived of the natural support 
wherewith to enable it to withstand it. 

The treatment of Talipes Equinus Varus is very similar 
to that prescribed for Talipes Equinus; almost every case 
yielding to division of the tendo Aehillis only, without the 
necessity of a further operation,—the only variation that I 
have found necessary being that of substituting Scarpa’s 
shoe for the more simple apparatus required for the relief of 
the latter affection. Of course it will be essential after the 
foot has been brought into its natural position, that the 
patient should for a long time continue to wear artificial 
support to the joint, manifestly, because, although the foot 
has been restored to position, the paralytic condition still re¬ 
mains, and there will be imminent risk of a relapse if the 
support be omitted, until such times as the elongated liga¬ 
ments shall have regained their wonted density and firm¬ 
ness, and even then it is very questionable if artificial means 
should be entirely discarded. I now proceed to the next 
variety of distortion of the foot, namely, 

Talipes Varus.—This affection is of two kinds—first, 
the Congenital, and secondly, the Non-congenital. Of all 
the deformities of the feet, that denominated Congenital 
Varus is by far the most common,—and in early infancy or 
in old age it is characterised by something of the following 
peculiarities,—the difference between the two cases being 
only one of degree. As in Talipes Equinus so in Varus— 
there is contraction of the muscles of the calf and consequent 
elevation of the heel, but in the latter disease there are also 
other symptoms,—thus, for instance, there is great inversion 
and semi-rotation of the foot, so that the patient stands or 
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■walks upon the outer or even the superior surface of the meta¬ 
tarsal bone of the little toe, no portion of the sole touching 
the ground. Beyond this the structures on the plantar sur¬ 
face are in a state of contraction, hence the metatarso¬ 
phalangeal articulations are greatly approximated to the 
anterior and inferior surfaces of the os calcis; the width of 
the sole too is diminished, owing to the weight of the body 
having forced the metatarsal bone of the little, nearer to that 
of the great toe. The tendon of the flexor longus pollicis is 
usually in a tightened condition, occasionally to such an 
extent as to retain the great toe beneath the one next to it. 
There is an entire absence of the usual prominence of the 
internal malleolus, whilst between the situation usually occu¬ 
pied by it, and the prominence of the metarso-phalangeal 
articulation of the great toe, there exists a deep and fossa-like 
cavity. Turning now to the dorsum of the foot, and carry¬ 
ing the eye along its outer margin it is almost impossible 
to discern the usually prominent outline of the heel, the foot 
appearing to terminate abruptly at the junction of the meta¬ 
tarsal bone of the little toe, with the os cuboides, an effect 
that is produced by the drawing inwards of the os calcis 
consequent on the action of the anterior and posterior tibial 
muscles. In every adult case, and I am now speaking of those 
who for years have continued to move about upon these dis¬ 
torted feet, there exists upon the dorsum of the foot, more 
particularly at its outer edge, large and painful corns cor¬ 
responding to the situations that have been exposed to long- 
continued pressure; hence, in addition to the hideous appear¬ 
ance presented by these patients, in addition to the excessive 
fatigue they experience in performing locomotion, their 
condition is rendered still more sad and pitiable by the pre¬ 
sence of these unnatural and sensitive growths. 

By reference to the subjoined representations of Tal¬ 
ipes Yams, which have been carefully drawn from casts 
in my possession, the essential characters of the disease 
which I have attempted to point out will be readily recog¬ 
nised. The first of these casts—• 

were taken from a patient twenty-eight years of age, who 
habitually took a good deal of exercise every day, although 
walking was performed with great labour and difficulty; 
whilst these models 

represent the feet of au infant, aged sixteen months, and 
from a careful comparison of the two illustrations, I believe 

that the perfect identity of the distortions cannot fail to 
be recognised; the only difference between the two cases 
being one of degree, tlie greater severity of the first de¬ 
pending solely upon the circumstance of the foot having 
heen exposed to pressure, by the superincumbent weight of 
the body, in its deformed position. 

Having now pointed out the most prominent symptoms 
characterising Talipes Varus, it becomes necessary to en¬ 
quire briefly into the condition of parts involved in the 
deformity, with a view to discovering the active source by 
means of which the foot is brought into, and retained in its 
mal-position. Carefully examine the foot, of an adult 
afflicted with Varus, and what do we find? In the first 
place tkg altered direction of the heel, and the rigid con¬ 
traction of the tendo Achillis is very conspicuous ; secondly, 
the tendons of the anterior and posterior tibial muscles will 
be readily felt, offering a firm obstacle to abduction of the 
foot. In the majority of instances the contracted abductor, 
the flexor longus and extensor proprius pollicis muscles, will 
also be easily discovered to assist in the maintenance of the 
deformity, and the excessively firm resistance offered by the 
rigid bands of plantar fascia, cannot possibly escape ob¬ 
servation. Such are the principal features of the disease, as 
they can-be actually discovered by examination; but there 
are other alterations of parts, equally important, though less 
perceptible; thus, for instance, the internal lateral or deltoid 
ligament is greatly contracted, whilst the external lateral is 
equally stretched and elongated. Many of the other lig¬ 
aments too, which belong to the ankle joint, and various 
articulations of the tarsal bones, have suffered a greater or 
less amount of alteration from their normal position, whilst, 
too, the relative positions of the bones themselves have 
undergone a change. Notwithstanding all this, however, it 
is now perfectly well ascertained that the articular cavity of 
the astragalus has not materially suffered, and that it is still 
capable of forming with the os calcis—a sound and useful 
joint—a fact, the knowledge of which may lead us to hope 
for perfect restoration of the foot to its natural position, even 
in the worst and most protracted cases of Varus. 

Patients afflicted with congenital Talipes Varus, are gen¬ 
erally found following some sedentary occupation, such as a 
tailor or wood engraver; not that they are entirely unable 
to move about, however, for cases are recorded where they 
have even performed agricultural labour, but owing to the 
great fatigue, and even pain occasioned by walking, added 
to the unseemly gait that is always imparted to the figure of 
such as are afflicted with this disease, they usually avoid 
locomotion farther than that they are compelled to perform 
in the execution of their duties. 

As a general rule Talipes Varus (congenital) affects both 
feet of the same individual; there are instances, however, 
where a single foot only is involved, and in such the malady 
is frequently combined with lateral curvature of the spine— 
a complication that has very evidently resulted from the 
destruction of the equilibrium of the body, consequent upon 
the imperfect condition of the foot, whereby lameness has 
been occasioned; a circumstance which, did it require any 
confirmation, would readily find it in the fact, that in almost 
every case where the foot is restored to position, the lateral 
curvature speedily and almost spontaneously subsides. I 
should not omit to observe that the temperature of the limb 
afflicted with Varus, is far below the natural standard, and 
that the muscular structure, owing to long disuse, has 
become so wasted, that the size of the limb is greatly 
diminished; in fact, there appears to be an almost entire 
absence of the natural nervous energy. 

What is the cause of congenital Talipes Varus? This is 
a question by no means easily answered, and one over which 
a good deal of obscurity still exists, and it is very far from 
impossible that the time may never arrive when a satis¬ 
factory reply can be given, for any proofs that can be ad¬ 
vanced of its arising from such or such a particular source, 
partake rather of a negative than a positive character. It is 
very certain that the disease originates and persists quite 
independently of any paralytic condition of one set of mus¬ 
cles, and consecutive contraction of their natural antagonists, 
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so that its source must be sought for in theoretical rather 
than practical fields of investigation. It has been said that 
its origin may in many cases he referred to some fright ex¬ 
perienced by the mother during the period of her pregnancy, 
or that it has resulted from her having seen some person 
with this affection, at this particular time; but surely the 
day cannot be far distant when such an unscientific belief 
shall be entirely discarded, even from the least enlightened 
mind, for admitting for one moment that such a circumstance 
could possibly induce the complaint, it will not account.for 
that large number of cases which arise in those instances 
where the testimony of the patient is entirely against this 
theory of fright, and which present all the acknowledged 
characters of Talipes Varus. It would bo mere waste of 
time to attempt to enumerate even a moiety of the opinions 
that have been advanced touching the probable origin of 
club foot in general, and Talipes Varus in particular ; such 
for instance, as its depending upon a shortened condition of 
the plantar fascia, or its being merely an augmentation of 
the natural inward inclination of the tarsus, and a variety of 
other theories equally unproved and improbable. Suffice it 
then to state, that the opinion which has gained most con¬ 
verts, and which certainly appears to be most rational and 
worthy of support, is that the deformity is produced by the 
position of the foetus in utero, and although it is true that 
the accuracy of this theoi-y cannot be positively demon¬ 
strated, still I contend that its being correct is a matter of 
extreme probability, and in the absence of any facts that 
could at all tend to disprove it, I, think that it should be 
accepted as the source from which Talipes arises; for, 
as we know that by keeping a limb in one fixed position for 
some considerable time, even after birth, the relaxed mus¬ 
cular and ligamentous structures will take on a contracted 
condition ; so may we readily conceive that a precisely si¬ 
milar process occurs in the case of the foetus, with the differ¬ 
ence oidy that in the latter case, the progress might be 
supposed to be far more rapid. Before concluding this portion 
of the enquiry, I would mention one other opinion that has 
derived considerable weight from the simple fact of its having 
been advocated at the hands of more than one very accurate 
observer. I allude to the hypothesis that Talipes is the 
result of some morbid influence existing either in the brain 
or spinal cord; I am not prepared either to accept or reject 
this opinion; I would say only that it has never yet been 
satisfactorily disproved, notwithstanding the numerous objec¬ 
tions that have been offered to it, for I contend that it is no 
proof of its inaccuracy to say, that the encephalon of a fast us 
afflicted with club foot may be minutely examined without 
discovering a trace of disease; for are there not a vast num¬ 
ber of affections whose origin is referred to derangement of 
the spinal cord or brain ? yet, in whom careful examination 
of these structures fails to reveal even the semblance of 
morbid action. 

Treatment.—The treatment of varus, like that of 
talipes equinus, may very properly be considered under two 
separate heads : 1st, that by mechanical apparatus alone, and 
2ndly, by the combined agency of surgery and mechanism. 

In order to entertain even the slightest hope for the suc¬ 
cessful issue of a case of varus—treated solely by the aid of 
machinery—it is indispeusably necessary that the affection 
should be slight, the child very young, and the parent or 
superintendent fully determined to assist the surgeon, by her 
cordial and unflinching co-operation; and, even under these 
favourable circumstances, I should not recommend the indul¬ 
gence in any very sanguine hopes of ultimate success. If, 
however, it is wished that the attempt to restore the foot to 
its proper position, without dividing any of the contracted 
tissues, should be made, I would recommend its being com¬ 
menced with the distinct understanding that cure is by no 
means certain; unless this precaution be adopted, disap¬ 
pointment to the parents and disagreeables to the surgeon 
will most assuredly follow. I have at the present time a 
case of varus under my care, in a child two years of age, 
whom I first saw some eighteen months ago, and in whom, 
partly from the desire of the parents and partly from my 

own inclination, I was induced to trust only to instruments ; 
the consequence has been a good deal of suffering and incon¬ 
venience to the child, a great deal of trouble to myself and 
the parents, and but a very slight and totally useless degree 
of improvement in the position of the foot. In the space of 
a few days I intend resorting to surgical methods in combi¬ 
nation with the mechanical, and I entertain but little doubt 
that in the course of a very short time the child will be 
well. 

Should it be determined to treat a case by apparatus only, 
the. following plan will be found as effectual as any that can 
be adopted. Let the limb be enveloped in a flannel bandage 
hi its whole extent, from the toes upwards ; have a tin splint, 
well padded, accurately adapted to the outer side of the leg, 
extending from the knee as low down as the external malle¬ 
olus. Attached to the lower end of this splint, and standing 
off at right angles with it, I have a foot-piece, or kind of 
tin boot, which, by means of a screw, I can place exactly in 
the position in which the foot is retained by the deformity. 
This tin boot, being secured to the foot by means of web¬ 
bing straps or a cotton bandage, is capable, through the 
action of the screw already mentioned, of producing flexion 
or eversion of the foot, to such a degree as, can it be borne, 
would correspond to its natural position, so that those parti¬ 
cular muscles which are instrumental in keeping up the 
deformity are thus steadily drawn upon, and thus are 
afforded a chance of being brought to their normal condition. 

So much for mechanical means only. It is a very tedious 
and .generally very unsatisfactory mode of proceeding; so 
much so, indeed, that I would repeat that in every case 
where the deformity is considerable, where the tendons are 
tight, and where the foot cannot be materially influenced by 
steady pressure with the hand, recourse should be had to 
division of the contracted structures; because by so doing, 
not only will the recovery of the foot be expedited and 
rendered more certain, but an infinite degree of discomfort 
and pain to the patient will be averted. 

t 

Medical Memrers of Parliament.—On the 7th inst., 
Petitions were presented to the House of Commons from the 
Graduates of the University of London, praying that they 
might send representatives to Parliament. 
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PORTRAIT OF J. II. RENNET, M.D. 
. . t»v i , 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

DR JAMES HENRY BENNET. 
This young and rising physician was bom in Man¬ 

chester, in 1816, and is the only son of Janies Ben- 
net, Esq., of that city, a distinguished—and until the 
latter part of his career a very wealthy—manufacturer, 
whose discoveries and inventions exercised great influence 
over the progress of British manufactures in the early part 
of this century. When at the height of prosperity a series 
of commercial disasters overtook him, and he died before he 
had had time to retrieve his position. His widow, acting 
on the advice of an old friend and correspondent of her hus¬ 
band, Baron Ternaux, the well known French manufac¬ 
turer, settled in Paris for the education of her family. Her 
son, then in his ninth year, was placed by the Baron in the 
Royal College of St Louis. Here he remained until in his 
seventeenth year, constantly occupying a position creditable 
both to himself and his country, and acquiring, in addition 
to a sound classical education, a more varied amount of 
general information than is usually obtained iu our own 

grammar schools. In 1832 the cholera drove his family to 
England, and it then became necessary to decide on the 
pursuit lie should follow. Three of his maternal uncles 
being engaged in the general practice of Medicine, the 
Medical profession was naturally thought of, but he had 
an extreme aversion to this career, and repudiated all idea 
of following it. The bar was the career he wished to follow, 
from its offering the greatest scope to one who, thus early, 
was anxious for fame and advancement. Negotiations were 
therefore entered into, and all but concluded, with Mr 
Petersdorff, the well known barrister, but they were event¬ 
ually broken off, at his own request, when he became 
aware that his choice of the bar would entail too great a 
sacrifice on the resources of his family. Still unable to 
overcome his repugnance to Medicine, he entered the house 
of a Colonial Broker, but soon discovered, however, that his 
sympathies \Vere more with the muses than with sales at the 
India House, and counting-house routine; and, after a few 
months’ trial, abandoned the city. Unable to decide as to 
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tlie course he should pursue, he accepted temporarily an offer 
from the late Bullock Webster, Esq., of Hendon, to read 
with his elder sons then preparing for the University; and 
in the house of Mr Webster, a man of great intellectual 
refinement, a year passed in close and agreeable communion 
with the great classics of antiquity. During this time, 
through the kindness of Mr Doubleday, of the borough, an 
old fellow-student and friend of his uncle, he had frequent 
opportunities of witnessing the practice of Guy’s Hospital, 
and thus ascertained that his repugnance to Medicine 
merely owed its origin to an exaggerated dislike to witness 
pain, a feeling that could be overcome by a strong 
effort of the will. This effort was made, and as the myste¬ 
ries of health and disease were unfolded to his view, the 
aversion previously entertained disappeared, to be replaced 
by an enthusiastic devotion to the healing art. He conse¬ 
quently left his kind friend, Mr Webster, and in 183d, in his 
nineteenth year, joined one of his uncles, the late Osmond 
f abberer, Esq., of Itepton, in Derbyshire, a clever practical 

surgeon, then at the head of a large country practice in 
a populous agricultural district. Here he remained two 
years actively engaged in the duties of his position, and 
occasionally seeing the practice of the Derby Infirmarv 
the senior surgeon of which, the late John Wright, Esq ’ 
was a relation of his mother. At the expiration of that 
time, when about to come up to town to attend the hospitals 
a fortuitous circumstance again threw himself into the field of 
his youthful studies. He was sent over to Paris in charge 
of a patient, respecting whom the opinion of M. Velpean, the 
eminent French surgeon was required. Having to remain 
there several months, he. seized the opportunity to take out 
his degree of Bachelor of Arts at the Sorbonne, or University 
of Paris, for which his previous collegiate education qualified 
him ; and at a later period ho also took out that of Bachelor 
of 1 hysical Sciences. In the meanwhile, he renewed ac¬ 
quaintance with several of his former college friends, then 
studying medicine, and was by them initiated into the 
routine of the Paris Medical School. Finding the opportu- 
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nities and facilities for instruction much greater than in 
London, he at once decided on remaining where he was, and 
on beginning his medical education Je novo. Not satisfied with 
merely studying for a degree, he became a candidate for all 
that was to be obtained by concours or public competition, 
for which his familiar knowledge of the language fitted him. 
In his first serious concours—that for the internal, or house 
surgeon and physicianship—in the hospitals, he was named 
first of the assistants; and in the second he was named 
fourth in the list of the twenty-five appointed out of above 
two hundred candidates. The three placed before him were 
sons of Professors of the Faculty, and were thus placed either 
out of compliment to their fathers, or to avoid putting an 
Englishman at the head of the list. During the seven years 
Dr Henry Bennet remained in Paris, he passed through six¬ 
teen public concours, or examinations. 

The office of Interne to the Paris Hospitals is a valuable 
appointment to a hard-working man. The interne is named 
for four years, during which lie is yearly drafted from one 
hospital to another. He has the privilege of taking four 
pupils round with him in his afternoon visits to the patients, 
which enables him to give clinical lectures. In winter lie 
has one subject a week allowed him, aud in summer as 
many as he likes, so that he also can give lectures and de¬ 
monstrations on anatomy and operations. Dr Henry Bennet 
availed himself to the utmost of these privileges, and being 
well known to the English and American students, always 
had his classes full. Besides anatomy and operations, he 
thus lectured successively, clinically, during several years, on 
chest aud heart diseases, on diseases of the skin and of the 
uterus, on scrofula aud on diseases of the aged. He was 
also an early and active member of the Parisian Medical 
Society, of which ho wa3 Vice-Pre iident during the Presi¬ 
dency of Baron Dubois. 

At this time Dr Henry Bennet’s prospects were so good 
in Paris, that he would probably not have returned to 
England, had it not been for his marriage with the younger 
daughter of Joseph Langstaff, Esq., at present the senior 
Medical Officer on the East India Company’s Bengal 
Establishment, formerly president of the Medical Board 
of Calcutta, and one of the oldest Fellows of the London 
College of Surgeons. Mr Langstaff had recently returned 
to Europe, after a l'esideuce of nearly forty years in India. 
Being naturally averse to his daughter’s settling abroad, he 
urged his son-in-law to come to London, and under his 
auspices Dr Henry Bennet commenced practice in 1843, in 
the residence he still occupies, in Cambridge Square, Hyde 
Park. 

Dr Henry Bennet’s subsequent career may be briefly told. 
He at once joined the Royal College of Physicians, and 
within a short time after his arrival iu town was intrusted 
by Mr Waldey with the editing of the medical and literary 
part of the ‘ Lancet.' After conducting the journal to the 
satisfaction of all concerned for two years, he handed it over 
to Mr Thomas Waldey, Mr Wakley’s eldest son, the surgeon 
to the Free Hospital, who was long his private pupil in Paris. 
About this time he was appointed Physician Accoucheur to 
the Western General Dispensary, and published his work on 
“Inflammation of the Uterus,” which had previously ap¬ 
peared in papers in the ‘ Lancet.’ These papers were only 
meant, at the time they were written, as the first of a series 
on various medical subjects, on which he thought his Paris 
experience would enable him to throw some light; but then- 
great success, and his nomination to a midwifery appoint¬ 
ment, led him to conclude that ho had better confine his 
attention to the consideration of those diseases which are 
more especially connected with the department of the pro¬ 
fession which he had embraced, that of the Physician Ac¬ 
coucheur. A second and much-enlarged edition of this work 
appeared in 1849, and that having also now been out of print 
for some time, Dr Henry Bennet is actively engaged in the 
preparation of a third, which he intends to make a complete 
treatise on “ The Diseases of the Uterine Organs.” Dr Henry 
Bennett has also published many papers in the medical 
journals on the diseases of females, and on some other sub¬ 
jects. In 1850 the rapid increaso of his private practice 

obliged him to resign his dispensary appointment. In 1851 
he was an unsuccessful candidate for the aecouclieurship at 
St Mary’s Hospital. A great majority of the governors of 
the institution being likewise his former dispensary consti¬ 
tuents, and his local influence being considerable, he would 
probably have been named had not the nomination been 
taken out of their hands and entrusted to a Committee of 
lay governors, with whom the very powerful influence an¬ 
tagonistic to Dr Bennet’s scientific views gained the 
ascendant. 

The success of Dr II. Bennet, as an author, has naturally 
been followed by success as a practitioner. Those who read 
his writings, which tend to completely revolutionise the pa¬ 
thology and treatment of female diseases, and adopt his 
views, necessarily adopt him as their consulting authority. 
Thus it is that, although entirely unconnected with, and un¬ 
supported by any of our leading practitioners or hospital 
centres of influence, and merely known to the profession by 
his writings, he has attained a large consulting practice in 
an unprecedented space of time. 

Dr Henry Bennet’s work on “ Uterine Diseases” has been 
twice republished in America, and has been translated into 
German and French. It has also received the warm appro¬ 
bation of his old masters, the professors of the Paris Faculty 
of Medicine, several of whom have recommended it in their 
lectures as a text-book. They look upon him with esteem 
and affection as one of their most valued and active dis¬ 
ciples, and as an advanced guard of their school, the doc¬ 
trines of which he courageously upholds; for it is on the 
doctrines of the Paris school that he has raised the super¬ 
structure of his own original researches. M. Velpean, more 
especially, has remained a warm and unswerving friend ever 
since he first consulted him in his youth. 

W. R. BASHAM, M.D. 

Dr Basham commenced his studies at the Old Westminster 
Hospital, in “ Petty France,” as a disciple of Dr John Bright 
and the late Sir Geo. Tuthill. He graduated in Edinburgh 
in 1834. As resident Clinical Assistant ofifthe Westminster 
Hospital, he superintended the transference of the patients 
from the old building in James street, to the present com¬ 
modious Hospital in the Broad Sanctuary. Having passed a 
short time in India aud China, on his return to England he 
was appointed Lecturer on Forensic Medicine at the West¬ 
minster School of Medicine, and the same year was admitted 
a Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians. In 1839 
he accepted the chair of Materia Medica; aud in 1843 was 
appointed Physician to the Hospital. He continues to lec¬ 
ture on the Materia Medica during the summer session; and, 
conjointly with Dr Hamilton Roe during the winter, lectures 
on the Principles and Practice of Medicine. He was elected 
a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in 1850, and 
was appointed Medical Secretary to the Royal Medical and 
Chirurgical Society, iu March, 1852. He resides at 17 
Chester street, Grosvenor place. 

FREDERICK BASTONE, ESQ. 

HENRY BATE, ESQ. 

HENRY BATEMAN, ESQ. 

JOHN BATEMAN, ESQ. 

DAVID NICHOLAS BATES, ESQ. 

HENRY BATESON, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

WM. BATTEN, ESQ. 

Mr Batten became a pupil in 1830 at St Bartholomew’s 
Hospital, and having attended the surgical practice of Messrs 
Vincent, Lawrence, and Earle, and the various lectures, dis¬ 
sections, &c., required by the curricula of college and hall, 
passed the latter in 1831. Mr Batten’s first field of practice 
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■was (conjointly witli his late brother) in Tooley street, in 
the Borough, where he commenced in 1832. 

In this locality, long one of the very hotbeds of cholera 
on its first visitation to this country, Mr Batten enjoyed ex¬ 
tensive opportunities, of which he availed himself, for inves¬ 
tigating and treating this disease in all its phases. The 
result of this was his early adoption of a plan of treatment 
peculiar to himself, which he communicated to the profes¬ 
sion through the ‘ Lancet,’ and to which he ever afterwards 
adhered. The peculiarity consists chiefly in a reliance, in 
the advanced stages of the disease, on the administration of 
phosphorus according to the formula he has published. This 
mode of treatment appears in Mr Batten’s hands to have 
been singularly successful. 

Of the large number of cases treated during the first 
epidemic, we understand that none died in the stage of col¬ 
lapse, and three deaths only occurred after reaction, viz., 
one from, apparently, an affection of the brain; one owing 
to miscarriage ; and one after removal to a distance, reported 
to have died from consecutive fever. 

During the last epidemic Mr Batten treated a consider¬ 
able number of cases in his present locality, with the loss of 
one patient only, who was pulseless and dying before he 
saw her. 

After some years’ sojourning in the Borough, and having 
lost his brother, Mr Batten saw, or thought he saw, that his 
locale had not been well chosen, and resolved thereupon to 
strike his tent and migrate westward. 

For many years Mr Batten has now been a denizen of 
the “ far west,” and fortune, we believe, has proved so far 
propitious to him as to render it probable he may long re¬ 
main so. He resides at 74 Westbourne street, Eaton squarc. 

THOS. BATTYE, ESQ. 

HENRY FOSTER BAXTER, ESQ. 

SAMUEL JOSEPH BAYFIELD, ESQ. 

WALTER JAMES BAYNTON, ESQ. 

J. EVANS? BEALE, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

JOHN SAMUEL BEALE, ESQ. 

Mr Beale was educated at the Stepney Grammar School, 
Tredegar square, and was apprenticed to the late Dr Lynch, 
of Farringdon street, one of the surgeons to the West Lon¬ 
don Union. He attended the lectures and hospital practice 
at St Bartholomew’s, and obtained pi-izes of books in the 
midwifery and medical jurisprudence classes, and passed the 
College of Surgeons in 1846. Mr Beale has had the care of 
several country unions, having been assistant with a view to 
improvement for tlu-ee and a half years, and is now in part¬ 
nership with Mr Thorn, at 37 Harrow road. He is the au¬ 
thor of “ Papers on Short Funis ” (‘ Lancet,’ 1845); “ Con¬ 
troversial Papers on Placenta Prasvia,” in ‘ Medical Times,’ 
1851 ; also “On a Case of Constipation of Thirty-two 
Days ’ Standing,” which will shortly appear in the ‘ Medical 

Times.’ 

LIONEL JOHN BEALE, ESQ. 

MILES BEALE, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

THOMAS CHAYTON BEALE, ESQ. 

This gentleman resides at 17 Harleyford place, Kenning- 
ton. He was 
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GEORGE BEAMAN, ESQ. 

Our spirit is strongly tempted to sketch the life of this 
respectable gentleman ; but we refrain for sufficient reasons 
—first, because we know nothing of his career, except that 
for many years he has been the fidus Achates of Mr Thos. 
Wakley, the Editor of the ‘Lancet,’ and because too we 
might not by a possibility do that nothing justice, inasmuch 
as Mr Beaman is Vice-Chairman of the New Equitable Life 
Office, and we have taken up a position with respect to that 
company which might seem to colour disadvantageously 
even our most truthful representations. It is certain, how¬ 
ever, that whenever Mr Wakley has desired to get up a so¬ 
ciety, and wanted a Chairman, Mr Beaman has been re¬ 
quested to lend his support and to give respectability to the 
office; and this fact is sufficient to testify that even in Mr 
Waldey’s opinion Mr Beaman is an honourable man. Mr 
Beaman has usually had the prudence to avoid such asso¬ 
ciations, and by what seduction lie was tempted to commit 
his character to the chances of good and evil which the New 
Equitable Life Office presented to his cautious mind we are 
unable to explain. 

Mr Beaman conducts a good general practice at 32 King 
street, Covent garden, and is generally and, we believe, 
deservingly respected. He became a member of the College 
and a Licentiate of the Hall in 1822. 

GEORGE HULME BEAMAN, ESQ. 

WM. MAY BEAN, ESQ. 

JOSEPH MICHAEL BEANE, ESQ. 

FRANCIS CARR BEARD, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

WM. BEATTIE, M.D. 
There are many members of our profession who, although 

not eminently distinguished in strictly professional circles, 
nor even in medical science or practice, have nevertheless 
exhibited talent of no ordinary kind in collateral pursuits, 
and the gentleman whose name heads this notice is one of 
such. Dr Beattie was educated at Clarencefield Academy 
between the years 1807-13, and from the latter period to 
1820 studied at the University of Edinburgh, where he took 
his degree. lie pursued his studies in London in 1822, and 
subsequently in the years 1823, 24, 25, and 2G, made the 
tour of Europe, visiting France, Italy, Germany, &c , and 
acquainting himself with the various modes of practice and 
theories taught in the most celebrated continental schools. 
We may judge, therefore, that he was eminently qualiticd 
for a part he afterwards filled for eight years—that of Phy¬ 
sician Extraordinary to the Duke and Duchess of Clarence, 
whom he attended during their three visits at foreign courts. 

Dr Beattie has written some valuable ar:d interesting 
works, among which we may name bis ‘ Residence in Ger¬ 
many;’ ‘Switzerland,’ ‘The Waldenses;’ ‘The Danube, 
&c., with Medical Notes on Climate, the Baths, &c., in 
English, French, and German;’ ‘The Castles and Abbeys 
of England;’ ‘ Life and Letters of Thomas Campbell;’ 
‘ Pilgrim in Italy;’ and ‘ Polynesia.’ Dr Beattie is a 
man of an accomplished mind, with strong literary tastes, as 
his works evince. Ho is a member of the Historical Insti¬ 
tute of France, “ Institut d’Afrique,” &c. Pie also re¬ 
ceived a gold medal from the late King of Prussia. He has 
been practising in London since 1830. His residence is 18 
Tavistock street, Bedford square. 

FREDERICK W. BEAVAN, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

HENRY EDWARD BECK, ESQ. 

Mr Beck was apprenticed in Sept. 1835 to his father, the 
late Edward Beck, Esq., formerly Surgeon of Artillery at 
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1 Lambeth terrace, and forthwith commenced lectures at 
Webb street School in October the same year, under Messrs 
Cooper and Everitt, chemists; Drs Dickson and Whiting, 
Botanical and Materia Medica Lecturers. In the following 
year he entered at Guy’s for anatomy, medical and surgical 
practice, from which time, till October 1840, when lid passed 
the Hall, he was fully engaged. He passed the College the 
following year, and previous to commencing practice held 
two situations as assistant with Mr Kirzell, of Pangbourne, 
Berks, and Dr Boulton, Horncastle, Lincolnshire. He after¬ 
wards took a voyage to Calcutta as surgeon on boai-d, and 
commenced practice on his return with Mr Collambell, at 
1 Lambeth terrace, but from misunderstanding dissolved 
partnership, and recommenced in 1844 at his present resi¬ 
dence. Mr Beck was appointed District Surgeon in May 
1847, an office which he still holds. His residence is 82 
Bridge road, Lambeth. 

[We shall feel extremely obliged if the friends of members 
of the profession will supply us with materials to enable us 
to give a correct representation of the character and labours 
of those gentlemen whose turn to receive a biographical 
notice is coming round. We are anxious to avoid error, 
and it is manifest that we shall be greatly assisted in our 
object by the communication of such incidents as friends 
and relations are best qualified to furnish. In the case of de¬ 
ceased members of the profession this request has peculiar 
force, and we hope will be responded to with alacrity ] 

Portraits from the * Medical Circular’ of Mr Propert, 

Mr Martin, of Reigate, Dr Ash-well, Dr Neil Arnott, 

and Dr Bainbridge, are now ready, framed and glazed, 

price 3s. Gd. each. Office, 4, Adam street, Adelphi. 

REVIEWS. 

Manual of Human Physiology for Students, tfe. By John 

Moreord Cottle, Licentiate of the Royal College of 
Physicians, &c. 

This is an excellent little manual for the student and prac¬ 
titioner, as it comprises within the compass of a small port¬ 
able volume all the established facts relating to the com¬ 
prehensive subject of Human Physiology. Dr Cottle has 
the happy art of condensation. His descriptions are concise 
without being at all obscure, and he does not fail to verify 
his statements by the citation of his authorities on all neces¬ 
sary occasions. The text is accompanied with notes in 
rhyme, which are intended to impress upon the memory a 
knowledge of the more recondite facts in physiology. This 
is a daring innovation, and, at first sight, seems to be incon¬ 
sistent with the proper dignity of science, but we have no 
doubt that, in many instances, the rhymes will be found 
useful. For our own parts, we are sure that we should never 
have been able to remember the number of days in each 
month but for the doggerel couplets that we learned to 
jingle in our ears at school. In recommending this book to 
our young readers we arc doing them a service, which they 
will not fail to appreciate when they set to work in earnest 
to master a knowledge of physiological science. 

Lectures on Histology, <fc. By John Queicett, Assistant 
Conservator of the Museum of the Royal College of 
Surgeons of England. 

Mr Quelcett is well known as one of our most indefatigable 
and acute investigators in the branch of science to whose 
elucidation this book is devoted. It is scarcely necessary, 
therefore, for us to recommend a work which, as soon as 
announced, must recommend itself. A full and minute de¬ 
scription is given of the elementary tissues of plants and 

animals, and numerous illustrations are added, in the course 
of the volume, of the various facts ascertained by the aid of 
the microscope. The treatise contains the most recent dis¬ 
coveries, it is lucidly arranged, and is altogether well got up. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 

I shall esteem it a great favour if you will inform me the 
best method to adopt, to ensure a good permanent gloss 
upon plasters for the chest. Has Professor Stone’s, of New 
Orleans, remedy (the phosphate of lime and Cod liver oil), 
met with any success in this country, and how the learned 
professor dissolves the phosphate of lime in cod liver oil? 

W. Wilkinson. 

Why are Sick Labours always Safe ?—It is commonly said, 
by way of encouragement to women in labour who are 
suffering under severe vomiting, “that sick labours are 
always safe.” My experience confirms the popular adage; 
and I should like some of your intelligent readers to offer an 
explanation of the symptom. I have noticed that the sick¬ 
ness is most urgent during the period of relaxation of the os 
uteri, and is most obstinate when the os is most rigid and 
unyielding. The well-known sympathy of the stomach with 
the uterus may tend in a certain degree to explain the mat¬ 
ter, but I should be better satisfied with an explanation from 
some of your readers. An Accoucheur. 

QUARANTINE AND YELLOW FEVER. 

The Board of Health has just published the Second Report 
on Quarantine, in a bulky volume of 415 pages. It confirms, 
in all respects, the opinions maintained in the First Report of 
the Board, which, without declaring cholera to be absolutely 
non-contagious, denied that quarantine could have any in¬ 
fluence in preventing its introduction, or in any way check¬ 
ing its progress, and that it was therefore altogether useless 
and even mischievous;—further, that if such epidemic 
diseases were absolutely proved to be contagious, quarantine 
could have no such effect. There was, therefore, no just 
pretence whatever for enforcing these quarantine laws, and 
the sooner they were wholly abolished the better. 

A vast body of the evidence published in this Second 
Report fully confirms the judgment thus declared, in reference 
to yellow fever as well as to cholera. Satisfactory expla¬ 
nations are given in many cases of alleged propagation from 
contagion, and some of these cases are remarkable for their 
exposure of the deep-rooted prejudices, if not wilful blindness, 
of men standing high in the medical profession, who have 
committed themselves by practising upon the understandings 
of others, or by strangely closing their own eyes against the 
light of their own experience. It is most clearly shown in 
this Report that quarantines and lazarettos are worse than 
useless as means of checking the yellow fever, and may 
therefore be safely dispensed with. The chief originators 
and the great propagators of epidemic diseases are, in reality, 
local influences, such as ill-ventilated habitations, personal 
and house filthiness, foul drains from dunghills or muddy 
embankments, the miasma or pestiferous exhalations from 
fens, marshes, stagnant pools, crowded burial grounds, 
and other receptacles of rottenness and corruption, too 
frequently to be found among the habitations of the 
living; the removal or control of which becomes the duty 
of all governments, for where these exist there is a field 
for disease and death. Catching fevers have their origin 
and their home in such localities, and quarantine laws are 
the instruments of propagation rather than of arrest, by re¬ 
stricting the supply of fresh food, of vital activity, and of 
healthy exercise or employment, to say nothing of the loss 
to individuals, and the injury to commerce, arising from 
such uncalled-for interference with the intercourse of nations. 
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A vast amount of medical testimony, from personal ex¬ 
perience in the great fields and haunts of the yellow fever, 
is here given in a condensed and organised form, and that 
evidence hears decisively on the question as to the useless¬ 
ness of quarantine, or, in fact, of any restriction or regula¬ 
tion of any kind that has not for its object either the removal 
of such nuisances as we have described, or the removal of 
the sick into quarters which are free from their operating 
influences. However difficult it may be to define the par¬ 
ticular origin of yellow fever, or however apparently incom¬ 
prehensible the fact of its appearing in various regions or 
places under circumstances in presumed connection with the 
movements of persons suffering from their attacks, it is, 
nevertheless, all hut absolutely restricted to hot climates, and 
hi such climates, if not wholly generated by local influences, 
is yet to a greater or less degree dependent thereon for its 
spread and its fatality. Having its chief origin in swamps 
and offensive miasma, and being almost confined to new 
residents, or persons born in other climates, cordons, or 
quarantine, or any isolation of the sick on the spot, have been 
found of no avail in such cases. The progress of the pestilence 
is not to be stayed by any such means. The only known 
remedies, the only preventive causes, are free air, cleanli¬ 
ness, wholesome food, and temperance. Almost all fevers 
spring from similar natural causes, though their peculiar 
characteristics will, of course, depend much on the nature 
and the influences of the locality in which they appear. 
Contagion is not in the contact of the sick, but the contact 
with the offensive elements which bred the sickness. These 
removed, contagion vanishes. 

It is not, therefore, the fever which is contagious or even 
dangerous,—and, if much he allowed for the influence of 
climate or a dry hot sun, yet, as that influence ceases on the 
arrival of the vessel in the British Channel, there can he 
no pretence whatever for the enforcement of quarantine re¬ 
gulations in such cases at home. It is not only most injuri¬ 
ous and unjust to compel vessels arriving in British ports 
from places where the yellow fever exists to perform qua¬ 
rantine, but it is absolutely, in the face of the evidence laid 
before Parliament, absurd and utterly uncalled-for and offen¬ 
sive. 

The immediate removal of such impediments to free inter 
course is therefore imperatively demanded. The entire 
abolition of quarantine, both with respect to cholera and 
yellow fever, will, surely, speedily follow the publication of 
this Report. 

THE NEW EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE 
COMPANY. 

We have received the following statement from the 
Directors of the New Equitable Life Office, and although it 
was placed in our hands after the matter for this number 
was made up, and we suffer much inconvenience in giving it 
the immediate insertion requested, we have resolved to do so, 
in order that the Directors may have the earliest opportunity 
of placing their case before the profession and the public. 
As it has always been our desire to discuss the merits of the 
New Equitable Life Office in a fair spirit, it would have 
given us much pleasure to have inserted a statement of this 
kind long ago, and it will give us equal pleasure to insert, on 
future occasions, any other communication of a similar 
character which the Directors may Avish to publish. 

We are unable to comment upon this “ Statement” in this 
number, but Ave intend to offer a few remarks upon several 
points in our next; and in the meantime beg to call the at¬ 
tention of our readers to the fact, that many of our most im¬ 
portant allegations are Avliolly passed over unnoticed by the 
authors of this document; and Ave therefore presume that 
their truth cannot be gainsaid. So far as the document goes, 
we accept it as the deliberate statement of a body of 
honourable men, and shall treat it as such ; but it behoves us 
on the other hand to offer such explanations of the questions 
Ave have put in our current numbers, and to Avhich this do¬ 
cument professedly sets forth the answers, as shall justify our 

observations as the guardians of professional and public 
interests. 

New Equitable Life Assurance Company. 
Chief Offices, West Strand, London. 

In consequence of several false and calumnious allegations 
Avhich have been circulated respecting the proceedings of 
this Company, the Directors think it right to publish the 
following statement:— 

1st. That Dr Robert Lee, F.R.S., has not resigned the 
office of Chairman or that of Director. 

2nd.. That George Beaman, Esq., Vice-Chairman, has 
not resigned either the office of Vice-Chairman or that of 
Director. 

3rd. That since the business of the Company com¬ 
menced, not a single Director has resigned, and that all the 
members of the hoard, individually and collectively, are em¬ 
ploying their utmost energies to promote the success of a 
Life Assurance Company, which duly recognises the lights 
and valuable services of the Medical Profession. 

4th. That the salaries of all the Officers and Clerks of 
the Company have been regulated Avith a strict regard to the 
duties to he performed, and an economical application of the 
funds of the Company. 

5th. That not any Director is secured or aAvarded by the 
deed of settlement, nor by any other deed or document, an 

annuity of 1,200/., a gratuity of 1,200/., nor any gratuity or 
pension Avhatsoever. 

6th. That the founder of the Company occupies only the 
same position in the deed of settlement as any other director, 
and that it is not provided by the deed, or by any other in¬ 
strument, that he shall receive one shilling more than is to 
be paid to any other director. That he has never made a 
charge for any personal expense incurred by him, nor for the 
time bestowed in his endeavours, continued for nearly a 
Avliole year, in getting the company registered. That he has 
received nothing for these services, and has declared that he 
Avill receive nothing beyond the unanimous vote of thanks 
awarded to him by the Directors, and policy and share¬ 
holders, at the Annual General Meeting,—an honour then 
gratefully acknoAvledged. 

7th. That the balance sheet, published pursuant to the 
Act of Parliament, on the 31st December, 1851, Avhich shows 
the premiums up to that date, and the Report, dated 31st 
January, 1852, AA’hicli sIioavs the premiums up to that time, 
are both strictly and accurately correct, as may be seen by 
any policy or shareholder who will take the trouble of 
inspecting the hooks. 

8th. That since the 31st December, 1851, the annual 
premiums on new policies have been up to the 30th April, 
1852, 3,976/. 13s. Id., making a total of premiums on new 
policies up to the last mentioned date, of 7,459 18s. 10d., in 
a period of fifteen months; an amount of business Avhich 
has naturally provoked much envy and misrepresentation. 

The Directors take no credit to themselves for Avhat has 

been done, further than for propounding the principles Avhich 
are characteristic of the constitution of The New Equitable 
Life Assurance Company; on the contrary, they cheerfully 
acknoAvledge that the extraordinary success of the Company 
is attributable to the exertions and support of the members 
of the Medical Profession, Avho at once discovered both the 
elements of retribution and justice in the charter of the new 
institution. By order of the Board, 

John Thompson, Secretary. 
15th May, 1852. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—The homoeopathic doctrine, if it did not extend to 
the infinitesimal doses of medicine, is, after all, the prin¬ 
ciple on which we generalty act. I find that, on eating 
onion in any form at dinner, I am the next morning, on 
awaking out of a sound sleep, affected with a small bron- 
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chitis, which is a very disagreeable “ addendum” to the 
pleasure I feel in the use of that very “ piquant” culinary 
bulb. It is, I have no doubt, from finding such effect pro¬ 
duced in health, that alliaceous medicines have been so 
generally prescribed, and with such great propriety; but, 
with regard to infinitesimal doses, I must say that, on the 
contrary, I am obliged to urge my prescriptions far beyond 
the pharmaceutical doses, in general, before I can produce 
the^desired effect. If the medical agents that we are in 
the habit of using be pure (which I strongly doubt), then 
are all our chemists and pharmacopolists disciples of “ the 
father” of all the homoeopathists, as -well now as for, at 
least, the last twenty years. May I beg the favour of the 
opinion of your correspondents on this very grave matter. 
—Yours, &c., T. M. 

April 29th, 1852. 

BLEEDING IN APOPLEXY. 

TO TIIE EDITOR OF THE 1 MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir, —Not liaviug noticed any reply to the letter by “A 
Fellow of the College of Physicians,” on the subject of bleed¬ 
ing in apoplexy, I am induced to offer you a few remarks. The 
“ Fellow” is evidently a believer in the doctrines of clirono- 
tliermalism—a fact that is too palpable notwithstanding the 
art wdth which he has striven to conceal it. It would be 
better that the “Fellow” should at once avow his con¬ 
victions, so that we might be duly informed of the tendency 
of his observations. Dr Dickson, whose opinion a “ Fellow” 
sets up above that of some of the highest authorities in the 
profession, as if he were some prophet who knew the art of 
physic by inspiration, totally renounces bleeding in apoplexy: 
and the question is this,—Is the rational use of bleeding in 
apoplexy beneficial or otherwise ? Now, Sir, I am ready to 
admit that there are cases of sanguineous apoplexy, de¬ 
pendant on a fatty degeneration of the heart or vessels, and 
other similar causes, in which bleeding might be a doubtful 
remedy. It is true that in these—the most favourable cases 
for Dr Dickson’s theory, the apoplexy is a sign of debility, 
and bleeding in the long run can only tend to debilitate the 
the patient yet more; but then it must be remembered that 
Ave have a fatal disease before us, threatening speedy death ; 
that a weak heart is struggling under a large column of 
blood—a fact indicated by a strong, full, and bounding 
pulse, and that unless relief be afforded to the organ, there 
is but little chance for the patient. In all cases of impending 

apoplexy, the pulse is full, and strong, even though at 
other times it should be feeble and irregular. I have at this 
moment a patient whose condition is exactly such as I 
describe. Now is it better to allow the heart to continue to 
struggle with its load, to throw an unusual quantity of blood 
with unusual force through the arteries of the brain at the 
risk of rupturing the walls already degenerated, and thus 
within a few hours to terminate the life of a patient; or to 
abstract a small quantity of blood, diminish the irritability, 
and pressure and so ward off an immediate danger, even 
through our patient may have a protracted' recovery ? I do 
not think that there can be a doubt upon the point. I, for 
one, would not like the responsibility of neglecting to perform 
the operation. If, then, it be desirable in these cases, how 
much more so in others where the heart may be in a normal 
state, and the vessels of the brain weak and degenerated; 
where the impulse is very great, and there is every evidence 
of extreme congestion of the brain ? 

I am, Sir, your admiring reader, 
M. R. C. S. (Eng.) 

Gctta Perciia in Diseases of the Skin. — Dr 
Graves, of Dublin, has used, since last November, a saturated 
solution of gutta percha in chloroform, as a topical application 
in various diseases of the skin. The success of this novel 
remedy has been very remarkable. Dr Graves has written 
a paper on the subject, which will appear in the next num¬ 
ber of the ‘ Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science.’ 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 

CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITIONS FOR 1852. 

(continued.) 

LONDON. 

Blundell, Thomas Leigh, M.D., removed, from, 3, Fins¬ 
bury place south, to 29, New Broad street. 

Harle, Thomas, removed from Cross lane, Salford, (seo 
Provincial Directory), to 24 Montagu place, Russell 
square. 

PROVINCIAL. 

Perkins, Samuel Steele, 118, St Sidwell street, Exeter, 
after qualification, read Med. Ref. to the National Pro¬ 
vincial Life Assur. Soc. 

January 4—Bute Stewart, M.D., youngest son of the 
late Jas. Stewart, Esq., Blair Hall, N.B., at Paramatta, New 
South Wales. 

April G—Charles Evans, Esq., late of Margate, Sur¬ 
geon, at Cairo, from the effects of a sun-stroke four days 
previously, in his 39tli year. 

26—John Hughes, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng. 1831, and 
L.S.A. 1830, at Liverpool, aged 44. 

26—John George Porter, L.S.A. 1S39, late of Peter¬ 
borough, at Maddox street, Bond street. 

26—Matthew Scott Moore, M.D., formerly Superin¬ 
tending Surgeon of the Madras establishment, in Maddox 
street. 

May 1-Day, Esq. Surgeon, of Harlow, Essex. He 
was found lying lifeless in his garden. 

2—John Dalrymple, Esq., F.R.S. — This eminent 
surgeon died at his residence in Grosvenor street, on Sun¬ 
day, the 2nd inst., in the 49th year of his age. He was the 
eldest son of the late William Dalrymple, a highly-distin¬ 
guished surgeon at Norwich. After studying for some time 
under his father, and at the University of Edinburgh, Mr 
Dalrymple passed his examination before the College of 
Surgeons in the year 1827, and settled as a practitioner in 
the city. In 1832 he was elected one of the assistant-sur¬ 
geons to the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital, and, by 
his great skill and assiduity in that department of surgery, 
laboured to sustain the high character of the institution. In 
1843 he was appointed full surgeon to that charity, and al¬ 
though, from the state of his health, he was under the ne¬ 
cessity of resigning that situation, the governors evinced 
their high sense of his valuable services by requesting him 
to give his occasional assistance as consulting surgeon. In 
1847 he was elected consulting surgeon to the North Lon¬ 
don Iufirmary; in 1850 a Fellow of the Royal Society; and 
in 1851 a Councillor of the College of Surgeons. He was 
one of the founders of the Royal College of Chymistry, and 
zealously promoted its interests to the best of his ability. 
In the year 1834 Mr Dalrymple published his much-prized 
essay on the anatomy of the human eye, and he had just 
completed his valuable work on the pathology of that organ 
when his career was closed. His style was clear and concise, 
and the soundness and precision of his views, and the accu¬ 
racy of his delineations, were universally acknowledged by 
the profession. His writings will be a lasting monument of 
his fame. Mr Dalrymple changed his scene of practice 
from the city to the west-end in the year 1839, from which 
period it continued to increase, and, in truth, became more 
extensive than the feebleness of his frame and his frequent 
ill-health could endure; but he was sustained by his zeal 
and devotion to science, his great powers of application, his 
vigorous understanding and high appreciation of the noble 
and humane art in which he excelled. In addition to his 
own peculiar department of surgery, in which he had at¬ 
tained the highest eminence and the full confidence of the 
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profession and the public, he successfully prosecuted the 
delicate and interesting study of microscopical anatomy, hu¬ 
man and comparative. In this pursuit, his acuteness and 
rigid powers of inquiry were only equalled by his dexterity 
in manipulation. As a practitioner he was endeared to his 
brethren not more by the lucid views which he entertained 
and the extensive knowledge he possessed than by his ear¬ 
nest and devoted application, his high sense of honour, and 
the graceful gentleness of his disposition and manners. As 
an operator in diseases of the eye the metropolis now pos¬ 
sesses no one who can he called his superior, if any who may 
boast himself his equal. In private life Mr Dalrymple was 
a gentleman of the most affectionate disposition, generous 
sympathies, and agreeable manners. His mind was stored 
with varied and general information, which he communi¬ 
cated in very pure and pleasing language, and with a calm¬ 
ness and modesty peculiarly fascinating. His career, which 
promised to become still more brilliant, has, like that of his 
lamented and illustrious friend Mr Liston (who justly esti¬ 
mated his great attainments), been comparatively brief. But, 
while the public and the profession will deplore his loss as 
one of the most talented surgeons in his own nice and diffi¬ 
cult sphere, all who knew him will cherish the memory of a 
man whose intrepid resolve combated with constantly recur¬ 
ring sickness and a feeble constitution, and whose cheerful¬ 
ness and amiable deportment shed around him a light, the 
remembrance of which can only be extinguished when his 
last surviving friend shall, like himself, sink into the grave.—• 
4 Times.’ 

5 -Thomas Shuttleworth Butler, M.R.C.S. Eng., 
Assistant-Surgeon in the H.E.I.C. Service, Bombay; at 
his father’s house, Brentwood, in the 83rd year of his 
age. The deceased was sole surviving son of Cornelius 
Butler, surgeon, whose family have practised with dis¬ 
tinguished reputation in Brentwood, and the neighbouring 
town of Ingatestone for nearly a century. The subject of 
this record was a young man of much promise. He was 
almost the last descendant, maternally, of a branch of the 
ancient family of Shuttleworth, which in the annals of Pres¬ 
ton, Lancashire, was known as severely suffering, in person 
and property, for its attachment to the cause of the Pre¬ 
tender, Prince Edward. He received his classical education 
at St Paul’s School, and after his apprentiedship with his 
father, entered upon his more serious professional studies in 
the year 1839 at the London Hospital, having previously 
resided a year, very creditably, with that eminent practi¬ 
tioner, II. Terry, Esq., of the Northampton Infirmary. In 
due time he passed the required examinations. His diploma 
of the Royal College of Surgeons is dated July 1842, his 
licence from the Society of Apothecaries 20th June, 1844, 
and in the year 1845, through the disinterested kindness of 
Col. Astell, M.P. for Beds., he obtained the appointment 
of Assistant-Surgeon in the East India Company’s Civil 
Service, Bombay Presidency. His health there giving way 
ere opportunities were afforded for the full display of his 
abilities, (he temporarily held the situation of Surgeon to 
the European Hospital, Bombay), he returned homo nulli 
Jlebilior quam mihi in 1848, never to resume his duties ; and 
after the severe and almost unprecedented duration of disease 
of four years and a half, he sunk, principally of an affection 
of the stomach, &c., which terminated in ascites. 

6—Thomas R. Exiiam, M.D., Aberdeen 1850, and 
L.R.C.S. Ireland 1840 ; at his residence, Claremont house, 
Cheltenham, aged 32. 

8—Edward Manly, Esq., Surgeon, formerly of East 
Rudham, Norfolk, at King Staithe square, Lynn, aged 69. 

10—Francis Booth, M.R.C.S. Eng. and L.S.A. 1837, 
late of Preston, Lancashire ; at West Yiew Cottage, Vcntnor, 
Isle of Wight, from disease of the heart. The deceased had 
repaired to Ventnor, in the hope of experiencing some bene¬ 
ficial effects from the change. 

13—Nicholas Fitzpatrick, Esq., M.D., late Royal 
Artillery, at his residence, the Lodge, Bedford. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

University of London. — The Graduates’ Annual 
General Meeting, recently held at the Freemasons’ Ta¬ 
vern, Great Queen street, Jacob Waley, M.A., pre¬ 
siding, was very numerously attended. Dr John Storrar 
moved, and T. S. Osier, I.L.B. seconded, the adoption of 
the Report. Dr C. J. Foster, M.A., moved, and G. 
Jessell, Esq., M.A., seconded the following resolution: — 
“ That this meeting earnestly trusts that the appointment 
by the Senate of the Committee of the 21st nit. will result, 
at no distant period, in the acceptance by the Senate of a 
Charter, incorporating the Graduates into the University, 
with power and privileges calculated to raise the status of 
the Graduates, and to benefit the University itself; and 
authorises the Committee to act in their best discretion 
during the year now ensuing, with reference to any plan 
that may he proposed for that purpose.” An amendment 
was moved, suggesting the calling of a special meeting of 
the whole body of Graduates to take the provisions of 
the Charter into consideration. Only five hands were held 
up for the amendment, and the original resolution was car¬ 
ried amid loud applause. Resolutions were then carried, 
requesting the Committee to continue their exertions for the 
erection of the Graduates into a Parliamentary constituency, 
and also to amend the Law L, by giving the Committee 
power to appoint, as Corresponding Members, Graduates who 
may he residing in London, or within twenty miles of the 
Post office. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 30th ult.:— 
Banbury, Richard, Launceston, Cornwall; Barnett, Richard, 
Belfast; Boclcett, William Charles, Walworth; Costerton, 
Horatio, Weymouth, Dorsetshire ; Webb, William, Barton- 
mi der-Need wood, Staffordshire; Whitby, Robert, Bedford 
square; Leeming, Robert Toulmin, Lancaster; Jane, 
Warren, Chepstow, Monmouthshire. At the same meeting 
of the Court, Mr Charles Frederic Augustus Courtney passed 
his examination for Naval Surgeon. This gentleman had 
previously been admitted a member of the College, his 
diploma bearing date December 20, 1847. 

Afothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practice, on Thursday, April 29, 
1852:—Butler, George, Brighton; Davies, John Edward, 
Stone’s end, Southwark; Johnson, Horace Edward, War¬ 
wickshire. On Thursday, May 6, 1852:—Blomfield, An¬ 
drew Muskett, Barton, Norfolk; Crosby, Thomas Boor, 
Gasberton, Lincolnshire ; Gabriel, Alfred Edmund, Collump- 
ton, Devon; Hernage, Henry James, Nottingham; Johnson, 
William Alfred, Warwickshire ; Kirby, Christopher, Halifax, 
York; Masfen, William Edward, Stafford; Ogden, Robert 
Thomas, Rochdale, Lancashire ; Saville, William, Wakefield, 
York ; Taunton, George, Oxford. 

The Sydenham Society.—The anniversary of this 
Society was held at its apartments, on the 1st inst., Sir 
James Clark, M.D., President, in the chair. The Secretary 
having read the Report of the Council, the Treasurer, Dr 
Babingtou, gave an account of the financial condition of the 
Society ; in the course of which he stated, that, in addition 
to a balance of 746/. 17s. 6d. in hand at the last meeting, 
and sundry sums paid in for the hooks of the past years, 
1,270 members had paid the annual subscription for 1852, 
the total amount being 2,316/. 5s. 5d. Among the expenses, 
were editorial, 262/. 10s.; printing, 776/. 7s. 6d.; Secretary’s 
salary, 157/. 10s.; with sundry other payments. Balance in 
hand, 555/. The election for the next year took place, and 
the usual votes of thanks were passed. 

Death of a Medical Man from Hydrophobia.—A 
short time since Dr Venal, of Livron, was bitten by a 
favourite puppy. Having applied the usual antidotes, he 
took no further notice of it until he heard that the puppy’s 
mother died mad. He then used caustic. Some other 
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causes of uneasiness arising connected with the bite, lie ap - 
plied a liot iron to the wound, and soon afterwards decided 
hydrophobia set in. M. Mondon, Drs Saletti, Arcate, and 
Sheirunier attended the unfortunate man, who retained his 
senses to the last, but ultimately died in the greatest agony. 
Dr Venal has left a youthful widow and an infant to lament 
his loss. 

Bethlem Hospital.—At a special meeting of the Go¬ 
vernors of this hospital, held lately, it was recommended by 
the Committee in their Report, that there should be appointed 
a resident medical officer of a very superior order, who, with 
the present apothecary, should have tho entire management 
and control of tho patients and servants, and by devoting the 
whole of his time, should secure to the establishment a more 
perfect attention to the various cases under observation. 

National Ingratitude.—It is well kown to many of 
our readers, that for several years past Mr George Alfred 
Walker, a member of the profession, has exerted himself 
most manfully, and without any assistance whatever, in an 
endeavour to abolish tho disgusting plan of inhuming the 
dead in the midst of the living. So strenuously has he 
worked, that at last the Government were induced to bring 
forward a Metropolitan Interment Act, and it would be sup¬ 
posed, naturally enough, that they, the Government autho¬ 
rities, would immediately avail themselves of the great and 
valuable experience of Sir Walker to assisting them in car¬ 
rying out the object first propounded by this gentleman. 
Not so, for they immediately gave the good things to other 
gentlemen, as will be seen by a Parliamentary return, 
printed last Monday, showing that, uuder this Metropolitan 
Interment Act, Dr Southwood Smith has been paid a salary 
of 1,200/. a-year ; Mr C. Macaulay, secretary, 500/.; Mr 11. 
R. Williams, treasurer, GOO/, (since the 8tli of August last 
the office has been vacant); and to Mr H. C. Edwards, 
clerk, 150/. Palmam qui meruit ferat must cease to be a 
household sentence after this treatment of Mr Walker. 

Medical Benevolent College.—At a meeting of the 
Council, held in Hanover square, on Tuesday, the 4th inst., 
the Right Hon. Earl Manvers, President, in the chair, the 
Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Bangor was unanimously 
elected Vice-President. The cordial thanks of the meeting 
were voted to the Lord Bishop of St Asaph, for his most ex¬ 
cellent sermon preached in aid of the funds of the College, 
at the Holy Trinity, Brompton, on the 25tli ult.; and the 
Rev Mr Hons was elected a Life Governor, for his kindness 
in granting the use of his pulpit on the occasion. The 
Treasurer’s Report was most satisfactory for the last month. 

Morpeth Board of Guardians.—At a special meet¬ 
ing of the Board, held on the 28th instant, the following 
important resolution towards extending the practice of vacci¬ 
nation was proposed by William Jobling, Esq., and seconded 
by James Hood, Esq., and carried:—“ That all duly quali¬ 
fied surgeons in tho union be appointed under the Vaccina¬ 
tion Act to vaccinate all children in their private practices, 
and that they be paid the usual fee by the Board.” This is 
a step in the proper direction, and we hope that other unions 
will follow the example of the Morpeth Board, and, by so 
doing, fully carry out the benevolent intentions of the im¬ 
mortal Jeuuer, and prevent the frightful ravages of small¬ 
pox. Owing to the unwearied exertions of Messrs O’Connor 
and Hood, surgeons, the guardians were furnished with 
accounts of unprotected cases of small-pox, and obstinate 
facts to strengthen the arguments in support of the cause 
they had taken up. 

The Pharmacy Bill.—The petition of the Medico- 
Ethical Society of Warrington to the House of Commons, in 
Parliament assembled — “ Showeth, that your petitioners 
arc legally qualified medical practitioners in the town and 
neighbourhood of Warrington, and that they have examined 
a bill now before your Honourable House, entitled, ‘ A Bill 
for Regulatiug the Qualifications of Pharmaceutical Che¬ 
mists.’ That your petitioners are well convinced that great 
evils have arisen from, that health is tampered with, and life 
lost, ia consequence of the common practice of druggists 
prescribing over the counter, and visiting patients; and that 
if the bill, in its present shape, becomes law, while the 

druggist will not in any way be better qualified to act as a 
medical practitioner, the new status given by the bill will be 
the means of deceiving the people, and of aggravating the 
present evils indefinitely. That no provision is made to 
secure good and genuine drugs for the use of the public, as 
in the Apothecaries’ Act, which contains clauses giving a 
right of search to the officers of the society, with a power of 
destroying impure or adulterated drugs, and of fining per¬ 
sons having such in their possession; and your petitioners 
submit, that if such clauses were necessary in the Apothe¬ 
caries’ Act, they are still more imperative in the Pharmacy 
Bill. That by another clause in the said act, an apothecary 
substituting any drug for the one actually prescribed, is liable 
to fine and other penalties therein enumerated; but no such 
provision is contained in the present bill. Your petitioners, 
therefore, humbly request your Honourable House to adopt 
such measures as may be necessary for preserving the rights 
of the medical practitioner; for preventing the use of im¬ 
proper or adulterated drugs; for securing an accurate dis¬ 
pensing of all medicines ; for protecting the health and lives 
of the people, and for avoiding those inconveniences which 
always arise from endowing corporations with the powers of 
the legislature. And your petitioners will ever pray, etc. 
Signed on behalf of the Society.” 

Mr Pascoe’s Case. — The physicians and surgeons prac¬ 
tising in the city of Rochester, and in the town of Chatham 
and the neighbourhood, have petitioned the Secretary of 
State for the Home Department on the case of Mr Pascoe. 
The petition was despatched on the 3rd instant, and the 
prayer was as follows:—“ That you would be pleased to 
direct, that a reconsideration be made of the evidence ad¬ 
duced at the trial of Mr William Hamlyn Pascoe, to the in ¬ 
tent, that should there be wanting evidence to show know¬ 
ledge of pregnancy, on the part of Mr Pascoe, at the period 
of his prescribing the oil of savine, he may bo restored to 
liberty, inasmuch as the medical evidence supplied by Mr 
Moorman is contrary to the experience of the medical pro¬ 
fession generally.” 

Medical Appointments in Ireland.—Dr R. J. Crane, 
of Wexford, has been elected Medical Officer of the District 
Dispensary in that town, with a salary of 100/. per annum ; 
and Mr J. E. Riccards has received the appointment of 
Apothecaiy to the same institution; salary 40/. 

The Loss of the Birkenhead.—By the news from the 
Cape we learn, that the body of Dr Laing, Staff-Surgeon, 
drowned in the wreck of the Birkenhead, has been washed 
ashore, with forty-eight other bodies. 

Charity for Hospital Purposes.—Mr Vyner has 
presented 50/. to the .Free Cancer Hospital; the list of do¬ 
nations just published by the Committee amounts to upwards 
of 130/. The late Lord Pamnure has bequeathed 1000/. to 
the Dundee Royal Infirmary, 300/. to the Dundee Lunatic 
Asylum, 500/. to the Montrose Natural History and Anti¬ 
quarian Society, 1000/. to the Arbroath Infirmary, and 
100/. to the Arbroath Destitute Sick Society. We are 
glad to record a new list of donations for the hospital for 
Sick Children, amounting to upwards of 300/. Among 
the donors we find the names of Lord Alvanley (21/.), 
Mrs Best (10/.), Mr Brett (31/. 10s.), Lord Calthorpe 
(10/.), Duke of Cleveland (20/.), Mr Greene (21/.), Mr Ilol- 
ford (50/.), Mr Mills (21/.), Admiral Percy (31/. 10s.), Mr 
Sheridan, M.P., (31/. 10s.), and Mr Young (10/. 10s.) At 
the anniversary dinner .for the Brompton Hospital for 
Diseases of the Chest, upwards of 3,300/. were subscribed hi 
its behalf. The Treasurer of the Royal Orthopaedic Hos¬ 
pital, in Bloomsbury square, has just received 500/., being a 
bequest to the fluids of the Institution, made by the late Mr 
Mackenzie. Ho has also bequeathed 500/. to the Middlesex 
Hospital; 500/. to the Charing Cross Hospital; 300/. to the 
Marylebone General Dispensary, Welbeck street; and 300/. 
to the Marylebone Provident Dispensary, Charlotte street, 
Portland place. 

Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond 

Street.—Her Majesty has graciously consented to becomo 
tho patroness of this Institution, and has presented to its 
funds a donation of 100 guhieas. 
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St George’s Hospital School op Ax atomy and 

Medicine.—In the award of prizes at this Institution, Mr 
A. T. II. Waters received the prize in Clinical Medicine, 
and not the certificate, as erroneously stated in our last. 
The same gentleman also received Dr Sibson’s clinical prize. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

T. T. (Bradford).—We are unacquainted with the laws re¬ 
gulating the practice of medicine in the United States. 
Our belief is, however, that there is no restriction upon 
practice. 

Mr J. E. Porter’s (Isle of Wight) communication received 
with thanks for the information it contained. 

A Fellow of the Roylal College op Physicians.— 

As your last letter does not contain any new matter, it is 
unnecessary to give it insertion. 

| Anti-Sangrado (Ilunmanby).—We think that enough has 
I already been printed on the subject of your letters, other- 
I wise we should have been happy to comply with your re- 
l quest. There is rather too much individuality in the way 
\ the matter has come under our notice. 

Amicus.—We have not seen the notice in the 1 Weekly Dis¬ 
patch ’ to which you refer; but the circumstance attests 
the great value of the ‘ Medical Directory ’ to the com¬ 
mercial world. How we managed to get on without a 
directory before the present was published is a marvel we 
cannot now explain. It is in every respect a most 
valuable publication. 

J W. L.—Your communication does not suit our pages, 
The language is too coarse, and some of the opinions un¬ 
just. It might suit the ‘ Lancet.’ You might possibly 
bo paid for it if inserted in that journal. 

A Man perplexed.—We are as much perplexed as your¬ 
self to find a solution of the first part of your letter. But 
the fault is neither yours nor ours, but that of the law 
itself. Two guineas is the fee if a post-mortem examina¬ 
tion is made. 

L.A.C.- -You can undoubtedly prosecute, and ought to do so. 
We have no doubt as to your success. Write to Mr 
Upton, the secretary of the Apothecaries’ Company, and 
if he do not attend to it, write to us again, 

Mr G. Jones.—We are unable to decipher your hiero¬ 
glyphics. Champolhon is, we believe, dead, and Major 
Rawlinson is not a clerk in our office, so that we have 
given up the task of elucidation as a hopeless attempt. 
Your epistle reminds us of a story told of an Irishman, 
who wrote a letter to his sweetheart in Dublin, and on 
trying afterwards to read it to his confidant, found that he 
could not discipher a single line. “ Sure, Paddy, you 
must write it over again,” said his friend. “ No, no,” re¬ 
turned Paddy, “ its a very illigant letter, and there are 
better clerks in Dublin than myself.” We should like to 
know where such clerks are to be found in London. Their 
services would be beyond price. 

JEdilis.—The system of quack advertisements has attained 
a growth that is Scandalous to our national character, and 
utterly poisonous to the morals of the people. It is 
scarcely possible to turn the comer of any obscure or 
even second-rate street without having the sight offended 
by one or more of these disgusting abominations. Our 
weekly and some of our daily journals give a ready inser¬ 
tion to the loathsome bills of these unblushing pirates who 
set traps for the feet of the unwary in every spot to which 
they can gain admission. The ‘Silent Friend' and ‘Se¬ 
cret Monitor,’ and the whole of the race ought to be an¬ 
nihilated; for the injury done to the public by their en¬ 
snaring professions cannot be calculated. We agree with 

you that a society should he formed for the single purpose 
of “ putting down ” this species of quackery. Every 
journalist who gives insertion to these filthy announce¬ 
ments should be subjected to a fine sufficiently heavy to 
deter him from committing a second offence. All hooks 
of the kind should be prohibited as a public nuisance, and 
every bill-sticker guilty of defacing our walls with the 
revolting trash should be liable to punishment. It is an ex¬ 
traordinary thing that in this moral country we should 
appear to be insensible to an evil so flagrant and shameful. 
We are unacquainted with the powers conferred by exist¬ 
ing laws for the redress of these exils, but they must be 
very insufficient, or the offences would not now be so rife 
nor so openly perpetrated. 

F.R.S.—We regret that any one should attribute so 
much of our success to the low price of our journal. 
Bear in mind that as yet we are young in the field. We 
shall improve as we proceed, and we flatter ourselves that 
ere long our distinguished Correspondent (whose hand¬ 
writing we recognise), will acknowledge that we bear away 
the palm of medical journalism. At the same time we ad¬ 
mit the overpowering influence of low price. The medical 
profession, as a body, is far from affluent, and even the elite 
will, for the future, hesitate to pay 1/. 13s. 4d. per annum 
for the ‘ Lancet,’ when they can have a journal for 6s., 
which contains all that is worth knowing, unencumbered 
by the trash and low scurrility of that rusty, unreadable 
print. 

Honestas. Yes.—It is a painful sight to witness the floun¬ 
dering about of a young man over an error to which he is 
committed, without the moral courage to recover his 
position by manfully admitting it. By candid and straight¬ 
forward conduct in the son—who we really believe has 
some estimable qualities—the cloud which hangs over the 
family name might have been in a great degree dispersed. 
The remedy in question is no remedy at all in any form of 
the malady. 

Dr M. presents his compliments to the Editor of the ‘ Medi¬ 
cal Circular,’ and begs to thank that gentleman for the 
first eight numbers, with a case, which he has been so 
good as to send him. The price, six shillings per annum, 
being so trifling, compared with the usefulness and 
excellency of the work, he lias much pleasure in adding 
his name as a subscriber. Indeed the ‘ Circular ’ would 
appear to possess more than ordinary claims upon Dr M.’s 
attention, inasmuch as it promises to bestow special at¬ 
tention to Life Assurance,matters—a subject in which ho 
is materially interested. , 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—Observing the statement of Messrs Reynell and 
Weight in respect to your large circulation, I beg to offer 
the following significant fact in confirmation thereof. I 
had occasion to advertise for a party, a Medical Practico 
for sale. I sent the advertisement to the ‘ Lancet,’ to the 
‘ Medical Times,’ and to the ‘ Medical Circular.’ I received 
six applications in reply, four out of the six referred to the 
advertisement in the ‘ Circular,’ one had seen it in the 
‘ Lancet,’ and one in the ‘ Medical Times.’ It is due to 
you to make you acquainted with this fact. I am, Sir, 
your obedient servant, J. Fox, Lord street, Liverpool. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I received a number of the ‘Medical Circular’ 
for May, which apprises me that my subscription for the 
last quarter terminated on the 14th of last month, and I 
now enclose you 2s’. worth of postage stamps for another 
quarter; and will further patronise it, if it continues to he 
so good. It contains a great deal in a small compass 
(multum in parvo). It is just the publication for a medical 
man with limited means, who cannot get more expensive 
works from the press : this serves him as a memorandum 
of all new cases occurring in hospital practice.—Yours, &e. 



rgyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
KEG ENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms : 

WARM BATIIS-ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladles’Department, One-and-Sixpence 
each ; twenty-one Transferable Tickets One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrogate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, See.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may bo formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,000/. has been expended, and that at each place one hundreds 
Baths can be given in an hour. 

Tmportant to Surgeons and the 
JL Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 
Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 

s. d. £ 8. d. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon's ... „ 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

„ Cole’s ... „ 10 6 „ 0 18’0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, soldi 0 „ n 

at 3/. 3s. j i 1 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
ami Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

* 

Army and Navy Surgeons’ Outfits at an hour's notice ; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

ohn Harvey, late Andrew 
SFRINGWEILER, No. 2 Duke street, Smitlifleld, London, 

Medicine Chest and Dressing Case Maker. Ship Medicine Chests 
according to Act of Parliament, Emigrant Chests, <fcc., for all 
Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample 
Cases, Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c., &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H. 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Execcutor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Sprlngweiler, solicits a continuance of then- 
patronage. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. Gd. 

n True and False Sperma- 
TOURIICEA, with the view (o the Correction of wide spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Piokfokd, of the Univercity of Heidelberg. 

II. BATLT.IERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway 
New York, U.S. 

lyfedical Galvanism.—The most 
JJLL. efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 
the Cure of Disease, is the ELEC i’RO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
whic(| is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current oi 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and not merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HORNE, THORN- 
TIIWAITE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
61. 3s., hi. 5s., 61. 8s., and upwards. 

COUNCIL MEDAL. 

GREAT EXHIBITION OF 1851.—CLASS 28, No. 76. 

To the Medical Profession.— 
X CHAS. MACINTOSH and CO., 

73 Aldermanbury, London, and Cambridge street, Manchester, 
Patentees of the Vulcanised India Rubber, 

Beg to draw the attention of the Medical Profession and the Public 
generally to their DRAB VULCANISED WATER PILLOWS and 
MATTli ASSES, designed to alleviate the sufferings of bedridden 
patients and others. Price from 10s. and upwards. 

Also to the following among many other Articles of their manu¬ 
facture. 

For particulars refer to their Exhibition Catalogue, which may be 
had on application, gratis, Airproof Beds and Mattrasses, Hydro¬ 
static Beds, India Rubber Ring Beds, Bed Sheets, Nursing Aprons, 
Sponging Baths, Chest Expanders, Breast Bottles, TrussPads, Injec¬ 
tion Bottles, Chemical Aprons, Sleeves, Dissecting Gloves, Gas Bags, 
Elastic Woven Bandages, Stockings, and Tubing. 

For Varicose Veins and Weak- 
NESS.—SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature, without tire trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong, low priced article for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NET CORSEI’S of the same beautiful Fabric. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for both Sexes ; those for ladies’ use 
before and after accouchement, are admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to 
in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post from the Sole Manufacturers, POPE 
and PLAN 1’E, 4 Waterloo place, Pall mall. The Profession, Trade, 
and Hospitals supplied. 

’s Syrup of the Iodide 
QUININE and IRON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 

“48 Russell square. 
“I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 

Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple lodid;, and not the leest of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tol.rated by the stomach e-pecially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S. 
“Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s." 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anaj- 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to comb tic all 
the therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “Geo. P. May, M.D. 

“ Maldon." 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. tier lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6 1. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid draclrm. 
2s. Sd. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of each salt. 3s. Gd. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d. per (z. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
and Is. per oz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profession. 

j. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.U. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 
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On ihc 8lh of January, 185S, will be Published, price Is., or £2 lOs. per Annum, 

To be continued Weekly, Imperial Octavo, 

THE MEDICAL LIBRARY, 
A Reprint and Abstract of all that is really valuable or worthy of being collated from the various Medical Periodicals 

throughout the civilised world, more particularly from the Medical Journals of France, Germany, and the United States 

of America 

The various sections of this Journal, under the respective heads of 

MEDICINE, SURGERY, MIDWIFERY, PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY, AND 

THE SPECIALITIES, 

Will be Edited by the most eminent men in each of these Departments of Medical Science. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY is a Register of the qualified Members of the Medical Profession 

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR is a Register of their Sayings and Doings. 

The MEDICAL LIBRARY will be a Register of all that is worthy of record in the current 

Literature of the Medical Profession throughout the world. 

The Proprietor of the * Medical Directory ’ respectfully submits 
that, he conferred a boon on the profession of which he is a member, 
when in 1845, associated with two eminent Physici ins, he first pub¬ 
lished the ‘ Medical Directory,’ by reference to which ihe qualifica¬ 
tion of every Practitioner is certified and the unqualified impostor 
detected. 

He has reason to believe that by the publication of the 
‘Medical Circular,' which indicates and directs attention to the 
valuable portions of the current medical literature of t ;e day, and 
chronicles each passing medical event, he has supplied another desi¬ 
deratum of the profession. 

He conscientiously believes that by the publication of the 1 Ms dical 
LiBttAitY,’ he will still further merit the good will and support of the 
profession which has so liberally been conferrel on the two publica¬ 
tions adverted to; for what author will not rejoice in the existence of 
a periodical which will give the gist of his labours in a careful ab¬ 
stract? What contributor will not advocate the interests of a journal 
which will save Ills novel and, perhaps, original views from the 
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Mr Simon continues his lectures on 

1 Operations for the Removal of Cancer ,’ 

in the ‘ Lancet ’ of the 22nd May and in the following num¬ 
ber. The author defines those forms of cancer in which ho 
thinks that it is imprudent to perform an operation, and 
those in which an operation might be advantageous. He 
objects to an operation in cases of encephaloid disease of 
the globe of the eye, and of the testis in children; also in 
cases of cancer-growths, developing themselves in solid or¬ 
gans, as bone testis and the breast. He points out the liabi¬ 
lity to errors of diaguosis in supposed cancer-growths in the 
latter organ, and then goes on to say:— 

“ The form of cancer in which I operate not unwillingly, 
and at times undertake operations of some magnitude, is the 
desquamating or epithelial kind, as it affects the tegumentary 
tissues, provided always that the glands be uncontaminated, 
and the general health sound. 

“ This disease you have seen as a circumscribed affection 
of the skin, having for the most part an obviously warty 
character, but differing from ordinary warts and con- 
dylomata, not only in the deeper hold it has of the skin (so 
that you find something more than mere outgrowth from the 
surface) but likewise in the ulceration which is admixed 
with it. Often, indeed, the truest description of such a 
disease might be couched in what seems a pathological 
paradox, and you might almost speak of it as an ulcer which 
widens itself by the process of growth. 

“ I dare say you recollect a striking illustration of this 
character in the person of an old woman who was under my 
care last year in Clinical ward, with an epithelial cancer on 
the shin. It was sufficiently vascular for the warty cha¬ 
racter to be less marked than usual; but I was able to point 
out to you from time to time, how the ulcer widened itself 
without any loss of its granulating character,—widened itself 
by the conversion of its margin into hard granulations; 
whereas, I need hardly tell you, an ordinary ulcer widens 
itself by the destruction and deliquescence of the textures at 
its circumference. 

“ I>i the section of such a cancer (particularly when it is 
of skin, with fat beneath) you may verify what I have said, 
—how much more it is than a mere warty outgrowth from 
the surface. You see the warty surface based on more or 
less considerable thickening of tissue, which on either side is 
continuous with healthy cutis; and you see the deep side of 
this thickened texture bulging in rounded lobules towards 
the subjacent fat. It is, in fact, a tumour, occupying the 
site of a patch of skin, lobulated on its deeper aspect" and 
presenting exteriorly its desquamating ulcerous surface.” 

Mr Simon then describes the arrangement of the elements 
of these epithelial cancers, and with respect to their origin 
says:— 

“ While speaking to you of the characters of epithelial 
cancer, I may mention that it appears at times to begin as a 
subcutaneous tubercle, simulating the characters of an ordi¬ 
nary sebaceous tumour, and reaching a noticeable size before 
destruction of the skin. Presently ulceration ensues; the 
accumulated epithelium is discharged, just as it might be 
from a common cutaneous cyst; and then the surface gra¬ 
dually assumes the characters I have described to you. In 
surgical books, mention is made of sebaceous tumours 
occasionally ‘taking on a malignant action.’ I suspect 
that these cases may have been such as I am now speaking 
of—cases of epithelial cancer beginning subcutaneously 
perhaps in a follicle.” 

Mr Simon concludes his lecture by a reference to cases in 
which the operation had been performed. 

The same Journal contains 

‘ Reports of Cases from the Out-Patient Department of the 
Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest, at 
Brampton,'' 

by Dr Richard Quain. The object of the author is to supply 
answers to the following questions:— 

The term arrest of the disease, which has come into 
general use, simply means that such a state of constitutional 
health has been secured as will prevent, for the time being, 
the tin ther deposition of tubercle in the lungs. Few will 
deny that this desirable object is now very frequently 
accomplished. Next to this, however, follows another im¬ 
portant question : What becomes of the deposit which has 
already taken place, and how far can the lungs recover from 
its effects? Not many are prepared with answers to this 
question. Those, however, who have had opportunities, and 
used them, for the study of the question, have found answers 
flu- from unsatisfactory. Thirdly, the disease being arrested, 
and the lungs being so spared as to be still sufficient for the 
functions of life, how far are they free from a liability to a 
fresh attack?” 

Six cases of tuberculous deposition are recorded, in all of 
which it will appear that there was an arrest of the disease ; 
in some absorption of the previous deposit and cicatrisation. 
Cod-liver oil was the chief remedy employed. We will 
quote the first case, which is perhaps the most striking. 

“ Tuberculous Deposition in both Lungs; Formation of a Cavity 
in one; Arrest of the Disease; Progress of Cicatrisation ; 
Death by another Disease; Appearances found in the Lungs. 

“ The lungs in this remarkable case were presented to the 
Pathological Society of London, and full details are pub¬ 
lished m their ‘ Transactions’ for last year. I shall therefore 
now give but a summaiy of its leading features. 

“ A female in her thirteenth year became an out-patient 
of the hospital in May, 1S4S. She had suffered, during the 
preceding winter, from impaired health, cough, and the 
ordinary symptoms of consumption. The deaths of two sis¬ 
ters by this malady show that she was predisposed to the 
disease. Marked dulness, bronchial voice, and breath-sound 
at the apex of the left lung, gave proof of the presence of 
much tuberculous deposit there ; a feeble inspiratory, and a 
loud expiratory, murmur at *the apex of the right lung, 
showed the presence of tuberculous deposit, but to a limited 
extent, in this situation. She had been unable to take cod- 
liver oil in its ordinary form. A mixture containing this 
material, combined with liquor potassse, and formed into an 
emulsion, was prescribed, and well borne. A cough syrup 
was also prescribed, and some mild counter-irritation. 

“ In the following August, softening of the tuberculous 
deposit in the left lung had commenced. She had profuse 
haemoptysis, and subsequently abundant purifonn expec¬ 
toration. Crepitation was at this time audible over the 
former seat of dulness ; and shortly after, cavernous 
breathing indicated the presence of a cavity. The patient’s 
state was at this time unpromising. The cod-liver oil was 
increased in quantity, symptoms were treated as they arose, 
and extreme care was taken of her during the winter. In 
December she had decidedly improved in health. She con¬ 
tinued to improve slowly until August, (1849,) when it is 
noted that ‘ there is flattening of the chest over the apex of 
the left lung ; the respiration, though cavernous is not loud; 
pectoriloquy is distinct; respiration at the right apex is 
somewhat puerile.’ The improvement during the winter 
continued. She took the cod-liver oil, and an infusion of 
gentian with soda and hydrocyanic acid, when the stomach 
was out of order. Thus favourably she went on, and in the 
following October she came to the hospital looking re¬ 
markably well, having grown tall and stout. She said that 
she had been for some time in the country. She had scarcely 
any cough, no expectoration, was free from suffering, and 
spent her time much as other girls of her age. An ex¬ 
amination of the chest showed remarkable contraction over 
the summit of the left lung, the mobility greatly diminished 
being in the proportion of nine to thirty-two of the right 
apex. The breath-sound under the left clavicle had a slump, 
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whiffing character, accompanied by slight crepitus; the dul- 
ness above the spine of the scapula was more marked, and 
respiration was scarcely audible there ; the right lung was 
traced, extending to the left border of the sternum, and over 
this lung the respiration generally had a puerile or sup¬ 
plementary character. The most remarkable phenomenon, 
however, was connected with the heart’s action. This organ 
was drawn upwards and inwards, affording an impulse which 
was chiefly felt between the cartilages of the second and 
fourth left ribs. The treatment was continued during the 
Avinter, and her improvement Avas progressive. In the 
following March, during the prevalence of influenza, she Avas 
seized Avith vomiting and purging, and sank rapidly on the 
fourth day of the attack. 

“ The post-mortem examination, made by Mr Harris, of 
Clapham, Avho had Avatclied the case Avith great interest, 
showed appearances entirely corresponding Avith the facts 
ascertained during life. As these appearances are fully de¬ 
scribed in the ‘ Transactions’ referred to above, I shall give 
but a short summary of them here. 

“ 1. Nearly the Avliole of the upper lobe of the left lung 
Avas occupied by a cavity iioav reduced to the size of a large 
walnut, lined by a distinct membrane, and surrounded by 
condensed Avails. This lobe Avas very' greatly contracted in 
size. A considerable portion of the loAver lobe Avas permeablo 
to air. It contained some points of old tuberculous deposit. 

“ The right lung Avas large, and extended across the ster¬ 
num. Its apex Avas puckered, and throughout its substance 
Avere some points of old tuberculous deposit. There Avas no 
appearance whatever in either lung of recently deposited 
tubercle. 

“ The space rendered vacant by the contraction of the 
left lung around the cavity, was occupied by the heart, 
Avhicli Avas drawn upwards and to the left side, and by the 
walls of the apex of the chest, Avliich had fallen imvards and 
downwards. The mucous membrane of the alimentary 
canal was congested; there was no material disease of any 
other organ.” 

A cure is reported from Guy’s Hospital of 

‘ Carcinomatous Tumour attached to the Uvula and Posterior 
Pillar of the Fauces; Removal; Recovery;' 

under the care of Mr Birkett. The case is thus described:— 

“ The tumour rests upon the dorsum of the tongue, 
covering its two posterior thirds; it may be freely moved 
from side to side, and seems as if it Avould fall out. When 
carefully examined, the peduncle by which it is attached 
appears to be continuous with the right pillars of the fauces 
on the outer side, and Avith the right portion of the uvula on 
the inner. ToAvards the left border of the tumour, the left 
half of the uvula could be detected by irritating the mucous 
membrane, when a slight retraction of a very minute ridge 
Avas sufficient evidence of the situation of this organ. The 
entire surface Avas covered by mucous membrane, the sub¬ 
jacent vessels of Avhicli Avere enlarged and tortuous, giving 
rise to the impression that the groAvth itself might be sup¬ 
plied Avith large blood-vessels. In the absence of Mr Cock, 
Avho deputed Mr Birkett to attend to the case, the latter 
punctured the SAvelling, as he thought, from its elastic nature, 
that it might arise from an obstructed follicle. But Mr Bir¬ 
kett Avas disappointed in this supposition, for he obtained 
sufficient evidence of the internal structure of the tumour to 
satisfy himself that the neAv groAvth Avas carcinomatous. 

“ A fortnight after admission, Mr Birkett removed the 
entire groAvth by excision, having first passed a ligature 
through it, so that an assistant might keep it forwards and 
prevent it, when its peduncle Avas partially cut through, 
from falling doAvn upon the epiglottis. Not the slightest 
htemorrhage of importance ensued, and the trifling loss of 
blood which occurred Avas easily arrested Avith cold-water. 

“ The Avound was very trivial, extending along the pos¬ 
terior pillar of the fauces chiefly, and in the site of the uvula. 
It healed in a feAV days, and the patient left the hospital ten 
days after the operation.” 

In the * Medical Times and Gazette ’ of May 22, Ave ob¬ 

serve a continuation of a clinical lecture by Mr Bransby 
Cooper, 

1 On Hydrocele.' 

With respect to the diagnosis of hydrocele, Mr Cooper re¬ 
marks, 

“ A hydrocele may be mistaken for a hernia, diseased 

testicle, varicocele, or liasmatocele; or it may, in fact, be 
combined Avith any of these diseases,—a circumstance Avhicli 
may tend greatly to increase the difficulties of the case, 

both with respect to diagnosis aud treatment. In addition 

to this, hydrocele itself is subject to varieties; it may bo 

congenital, encysted, or diffused ; the fluid may be contained 

in the AA'liole cavity of the tunica vaginalis, as in the last 

case, or the latter may be divided, in consequence of adhe¬ 

sive inflammation, into tAvo or more distinct cavities, each 

containing fluid, the Avliole constituting Avhat is termed a 
multiform hydrocele. 

“ The collection of serum may likeAvise not only be 
situated in the scrotum, but in the inguinal canal; or it may 
form a small tumour just beloAV the external ring, betAveen 
it and the testicle, varying, in this respect, from the common 
form of the disease. 

“ One of the most frequent deviations from the ordinary 
conditions of a hydrocele is absence of transparency, a pecu¬ 
liarity Avhicli tends, perhaps, more than any other, to render 
the diagnosis obscure and uncertain ; while, in its presence, 
scarcely any other sign of hydrocele need be sought for, the 
transparency of the tumour being in itself a sufficient proof 
that it can contain nothing more than a translucent fluid. 
The fact of the tumour being transparent, although conclu¬ 
sive as to the disease being hydrocele, does not still, how- 
ever, prove that the hydrocele is not complicated with some 
other disease; the surgeon must therefore examine closely 
into this point, and must likeAvise make him himself ac¬ 
quainted Avith the peculiar character of the hydrocele itself. 
In the case I quoted at the commencement, the transpa¬ 
rency of the tumour was evident at the first examination; 
but, as I have already said, this diagnostic mark is often 
either entirely absent, or at least very obscure. The cir¬ 
cumstances Avhicli may interfere Avith the tranparency of a 
hydrocele, are thickening of the skin, cedema of the cellular 
membrane, hypertrophy of the dartos and of the cremaster 
muscle, thickening of the tunica vaginalis, and opacity of 
the secreted fluid. I have seen several cases in which, 
OAviiig to different circumstances, transparency Avas quite 
absent from the tumour. Any cutaneous. disease in the 
scrotum may destroy the diaphanous condition of the skin ot 
this part, and obscure the transparency of hydrocele; 
but in that case, the appearance of the part externally 
Avould account for the loss of transparency; and if the other 
symptoms of the disease were present, the condition of the 
skin of the scrotum Avould scarcely produce much difficulty 
in forming a just diognosis. (Edema of the cellular mem¬ 
brane may prove A'cry difficult to distinguish from hydro¬ 
cele, for in its general appearance the scrotum Avould then 
closely resemble hydrocele, with the single exception ol 
Avanting transparency. Upon a close examination of the 
case, it Avill, hoAvever, be found, that the patient manifests a 
general anasarca, that the tumour pits upon pressure, instead 
of being elastic, and that generally both sides of the scrotum 
are affected at the same time. I once had a private case in 
Avhicli there Avas even a distinct amount of transparency in 
the scrotal tumour; I therefore punctured it with the 
trocar; but a feAV drops only of scrum exuded, and I found 
that I had been so far deceived by the transparency as to 
puncture an cedematus scrotum, in the belief that it Avas 
hydrocele. In this case I made small punctures in different 
parts of the scrotum, serum exuded, and the patient re¬ 
covered from the disease. I have seen several cases of this 
kind, and in some of them the SAvelling had extended up 
one or both cords.” 

Mr B. Cooper further states, that a common cause of ab¬ 
sence of trans, a-ency in a hydrocele is thickening of the tunica 
vaginalis itself, and cites cases to that effect. He also refers 
to the abnormal situation of the testicle within the scrotum, 
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and points out the liability of wounding this organ if proper 
attention be not given to this circumstance. 

The same journal contains an able article by Dr J. 0. 
M‘William, commenting on the Second Report on Quaran¬ 
tine by the General Board of Health, with reference to 

‘ The Yellow Fever Epidemy on hoard H.M. Skip Eclair, 
at Eva Vista in the Cape de Verd Islands.’ 

The report on quarantine states “ the arrival of the Eclair 
at Boa Vista, with fever among her crew, and the almost 
contemporaneous occurrence of a similar disease on the island, 
were mere coincident events.” On the other hand, the Col¬ 
lege of Physicians, after an investigation of the subject, con¬ 
sidered that it was conclusively proved that the Eclair im¬ 
ported the fever ; and four surgeons out of five, constituting 
a committee of army medical officers, were of opinion that 
the Yellow or Bulam Fever was a contagious disease. In 
this article Dr J. O. M'William defends the caxsse of the 
contagionists with considerable ability. The subject is con¬ 
tinued in the succeeding number of the 1 Medical Times.’ 

Mr. Haynes Walton has contributed an article intituled 

‘ Entropium: its Pathology proved to depend on Muscular 
Action; the Source of the Muscular Power. — A New 
Method of Operating.' 

With respect to muscular action. Mr Id. Walton observes, 

“Just about the time that I was investigating this mus¬ 
cular origin of entropium, one of my colleagues in the Cen¬ 
tral London Ophthalmic Hospital, showed me that he could, 
by the influence of the will, invert the edges of both his 
lower lids, produce the most complete entropium, and conceal 
his long and numerous cilia. Of course this greatly 
strengthened my opinion, and I did not hesitate to regard 
my idea of the cause of entropium as being correct. After 
that I made some dissections, to ascertain the relation of the 
tensgr tarsi muscle to the orbicularis, and was not a little 
surprised to find that it has such a connection with that 
muscle, that it may justly be considered a part of it—that 
part which has a bony attachment. 

“ The correct anatomy, and the relations of this supple¬ 
mental portion of the muscle, have hitherto not been suffi¬ 
ciently understood; but the existence of it was well known 
to the older aud generally more minute anatomists, in proof 
of which I would merely quote Duvernay, ‘ (Euvres Anato- 
miques,’ Paris, who wrote and lectured with great eclat in 
1761, or nearly a century ago. But it came to be neg¬ 
lected or overloked, with much of the minute anatomy of 
the times of Santovini, Morgani, Do Graaf, and a host of 
others, until public attention was again called to its excel¬ 
lence by Rosenmiiller.” 

Mr Walton then describes the anatomy of the muscle, 
which it is unnecessary for us to give. The treatment is 
thus explained : 

“ I have founded the treatment on what appears to me to 
be the pathological interpretation of the affection, and of 
which the indications are, to overcome the means of inver¬ 
sion by dissecting away the thick marginal portion of the 
orbicularis, supposing that part of the muscle to be entirely 
or nearly all that is at fault, and also to remove as much of 
the skin of the lid as may be required by its loss to produce 
such tension as shall overcome and restore to a natural state, 
whatever unnatural position the other tissues or component 
parts of the lid may have acquired, from the irregular posi¬ 
tion into which they have been thrown by the muscle, and 
which has been made more or less permanent by such 
changes as inflammation would produce. 

“ Now, as to the manner of operating: let us suppose 
that the right eye has to be done. An assistant stands 
behind the patient, and having made the fid tense by draw¬ 
ing it outwards and raising the brow, two incisions are to 
be made through the skin and muscle, one along the edge 
of the tarsus close to the cilia, and the second about the 
quarter of an inch above, and meeting the other at the ex¬ 
tremities. The flap thus isolated should be dissected ver¬ 
tically from the one side to the other, and not taken away 

by horizontal strokes of the knife, or else the muscular portion 
will not be effectually removed. The wound should be very 
carefully sponged during the operation. Any arterial jet 
must be checked by temporary pressure with the finger. I 
have never found a ligature to be necessary. The exposed 
surface must be inspected, and, if any muscular fibres have 
escaped, the forceps and knife must be re-applied. The 
assistant should not desist until the knife has been laid aside, 
for the proper retraction of the skin is essential to steady 
and effectual dissection. Three or four sutures should be 
used. The cilia might appear to be in danger of being dis¬ 
sected off, but in reality they are not. A part only of the 
dissection is over them, and, by the loose cellular connexion, 
the muscle is readily raised from the dense fibro-cellular 
tissue in which they lie.” 

Dr Robert Lynn has communicated to the ‘ Dublin Medi¬ 
cal Press ’ of May 19, 

1 Case of Retension of Urine; False Passage; Haemor¬ 
rhage into the Bladder.' 

We will quote, from the description of the author, so much 
of the case as is necessary to explain the mode of treatment. 

“ On the 26tli, the symptoms became so urgent—rigors, 
cold perspirations, vomiting, &c.—that I urged the opening 
of the bladder, either above the pubis or by the rectum. 
The patient, although willing to bear any pain the catheter 
might produce, would not hear of any other operation ; said 
he had made up his mind for death, and was thankful for 
the few days’ relief, 1 which had given him time to make 
arrangements for eternity.’ I was unwilling, however, to 
leave him without another effort, and I said to Dr Tucker, 
who was present with me, ‘ that having passed a catheter 
so frequently in the case, I thought I could guide it through 
the false passage, and force my way into the bladder with¬ 
out adding to the danger.’ Accordingly, I took a No. 6 
silver catheter, and slowly and steadily forced it on until it 
reached the -bladder. Although no urine followed, still, 
from the sensations conveyed to my hand by the instrument, 
I felt confident it was in the bladder ; I also felt confident 
that I had kept close to the natural passage : I concluded 
the instrument was clogged with blood, so taking a No. 12, 
with a gum-elastic inside, I passed it without difficulty into 
the bladder, and on withdrawing the gum-elastic, a gush of 
urine followed. From this date until the 29th, the patient 
went on favourably; the instrument was introduced twice 
daily; the urine became free from any tinge of blood, and 
the constitution seemed to suffer very little from the violence 
done to the urethra. About two o’clock of this day, how¬ 
ever, while straining at stool, aud passing some exceedingly 
hard and bulky excrement, he got suddenly faint, covered with 
cold perspiration, and the bladderfilled up almost immediately, 
causing a renewal of his worst suffering. His friends 
thought he was dying, but I was not able to see him until 
six o’clock. The bloodless look of the patient, and the firm 
unyielding feel of the enormously distended bladder, at once 
told that it was full of coagulated blood, and that I had 
another danger to contend with. I immediately passed a 
catheter, but although I moved it about freely in the blad¬ 
der, in the endeavour to break up the clot, and to get at the 
most fluid part, I failed in affording any relief. 

“ March 1st. I had very little better success. 
“ 2nd. I made a stilet by lengthening out a spiral 

spring, in the hopes that by rotating and occasionally with¬ 
drawing it, I might be able to remove the clots that in suc¬ 
cession entered the catheter, and so by degrees empty the 
bladder. I found this very useful, and at my morning visit, 
with the longest instrument I could get, and the point ele¬ 
vated as much as possible, urine mixed with blood began to 
flow; and at twelve o’clock, in the presence of my friend, 
Dr O’Farrell, of Boyle, who happened to be in Sligo, I was 
able to get off a still larger quantity, and to reduce the 
tumour to at least one-half. In the evening the tumour be¬ 
came still less, and from this date the case went on favour¬ 
ably; the patient gradually regained the power over the 
bladder, and has been able to walk to my house once or 
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twice to have the catheter passed, so as to guard against 
the closure of the new passage.” 

The points of interest in this case are too obvious to re¬ 
quire comment. 

In the Lancet of May 29th, there is a Report of a Clinical 
Lecture delivered by Mr Hilton at Guy’s Hospital, 

‘ On Fractured Ribs connected with Emphysema.' 

We have already described Mr Hilton’s practice in the 
treatment of fractured ribs, and now intend to give an 
abstract of his observations on fractured ribs connected with 
emphysema. Mr Hilton recites a case of fracture resulting 
from severe blows on the chest-, and remarks upon it: 

“ Allow me now to make a few general remarks on em¬ 
physema. What is meant by this term? It might bo 
called an escape of air within the economy, in varying 
directions, according to the circumstances of the case. Now, 
as to emphysema as connected with fractured ribs, you 
must observe, that when the fracture is not associated with 
an external wound, it may at once be inferred that the air 
which is escaping into the areolar tissue must have been 
freed by a wound of tlie lung. When, however, an external 
wound does exist, and the emphysema is limited and sta¬ 
tionary, such diffusion of air may have been caused by its 
admission through the external wound. Indeed, I have 
seen a limited emphysema occur in cases of compound frac¬ 
tures of other bones besides the ribs, as of the skull, the 
thigh, leg, and lower jaw. When the skull is broken and 
emphysema is produced, there is generally a wound of the 
frontal bone, implicating the frontal sinus, and the air passes 
under the occipito-frontalis muscles. Thus, in fractured 
ribs, with emphysema, wre might suppose the lung uninjured 
if there be a wound of the skin; but if there be no such 
external wound it is certain that the lung has suffered per¬ 
foration. 

“ But besides these circumstances, you should bear in 
mind that areolar emphysema may occur from without, in¬ 
dependently of broken ribs, by an external perforation of 
the skin. Again, emphysema may occur from within, in¬ 
dependently of broken ribs, by a rupture of the lung. In 
such a case, the course of the air will be determined by the 
giving way or not of the pleura pulmonalis. If the latter 
be ruptured, the air will of course escape into the pleural 
cavity, causing great distress of breathing by compressing 
the lung, though old pleuritic adhesions may limit the 
diffusion of the air, and considerably diminish the distress. 
If the pleura pulmonalis be not ruptured, then the course 
taken by the air will be very peculiar; it may come to 
occupy the anterior and posterior mediastinum, and even 
raise the pleura from off the diaphragm.” 

Mr Hilton then relates a case in illustration of his teachings. 
With respect to prognosis and treatment, the lecturer 

observes— 

“ Now, as to the prognosis of cases of this nature, I con¬ 
sider that emphysema need create no alarm, except in rela¬ 
tion to its pressure upon the blood-vessels (especially the 
veins), or other parts important to life, such as those which 
minister to the respiratory functions. It is plain that, in¬ 
dependently of any uneasiness, which the trachea, lungs, or 
pneumogastric nerves may experience, the pressure of air 
upon the muscles of respiration impedes, and interferes with, 
their free action. Another source of danger should not be 
overlooked—viz., the fact that the pressure upon the super¬ 
ficial veins occasions a great accumulation of blood in the 
interior of the body, more particularly at the heart and 
lungs, which organs are already overburdened by the imme¬ 
diate results of the fractured ribs. 

“You will be pleased to notice that the same phenomena 
are observed in general anasarca. If, then, emphysema of 
the sub-cutaneous cellular tissue be connected with some 
danger, it becomes a matter of importance that such cases 
should be properly treated. 

“ I would advise you not to be hi a hurry to interfere; 
but when you wish to give relief, it may be done by punc¬ 
ture or incision. Punctures are sometimes made into the 

emphysematous parts, and they are strongly recommended 
by some surgeons; but I prefer incisions to punctures, as 
the latter, as far as I have seen, act very unsatisfactorily. 
These incisions should be made with care, and important 
parts be sedulously avoided; you will find that a length 
of half an inch will be quite sufficient, but the incisions 
must be precise, clean, done at once, and deep enough to 
give free exit to the air pent up in the cells of the sub¬ 
cutaneous areolar tissue. Do not tear or lacerate the walls of 
the incisions by introducing the finger or forceps, for the pur¬ 
pose of enlarging them; for if the cellular tissue be lacerated 
into shreds, it is more likely to induce coagulation of the blood 
associated with the incision, and so contribute to a closing of 
the interfibrillar spaces of the areolar tissue; indeed, without 
this additional interference with the passage of the airthrough 
the incision, the air itself in passing seems to have a tendency, 
by its drying effects upon the exposed structures, to seal the 
areolar tissue; hence it becomes necessary to make more inci¬ 
sions. In anasarca, however, punctures act very favourably, 
and produce great relief, principally by disencumbering the 
respiratory muscles of their load of fluid, and so permitting 
respiration to be more freely performed. Such punctures 
also allow a great accumulation of blood in the superficial 
veins, and thus act very beneficially by relieving internal 
congestion. Precisely the same reasons, in explanation and 
as principles for practice, apply to cases of emphysema. I 
have, finally, to observe, that in cases of extreme and pro¬ 
gressing emphysema from fractured ribs, unconnected with 
an external wound, it will be advisable to cut down freely to 
the fractured ribs, if feasible, in order to make an external 
wound, so as to allow the air to pass towards the external 
parts and exterior of the body, rather than accumulate in 
the chest. I have done this in practice with great ad¬ 
vantage. You can thus give free exit to the air; such 
measures will be eminently necessary when you perceive 
that a dangerous kind of emphysema is making progress.” 

The same journal contains an interesting lecture*by 

Mr Solly, 
1 On Diseases of the Joints' 

In the course of this very practical lecture Mr Solly refers 
to the fact that a sequestrum may remain in the neck or 
head of the thigh-bone, causing discharge and exhausting 
the powers of the patient, although the disease of the joint 
be arrested. His observations refer to a case in which'this 
peculiarity was observed. He remarks: 

“ But whatever be the explanation of the fact, the fact 
itself is a most important one, that a sequestrum may remain 
for years in the neck of the femur, discharging matter, to 
the destruction of the patient, though the original disease of 
the joint which produced the sequestrum has been arrested, 
and the disease of the joint itself entirely cured. I do not 
know of any other case on record exactly similar. I have 
related it at the Pathological Society, and there were many 
surgeons of eminence present: none had seen its parallel. 

“ Its importance can scarcely be over-estimated in a prac¬ 
tical point of view. For though, in the first place, her 
general health during the later period of life seemed to pre¬ 
clude the possibility of operating without a fatal issue, and, 
in the second place, the revelation, after death, of extensive 
visceral disease, showed that the operation must have been 
in vain, even if she had recovered from the immediate 
effects of it,—there are other cases in which the patient’s 
health is good, with the exception of that depression which 
must accompany profuse suppuration, and in whom an opera¬ 
tion would be warranted, and very probably lead to a com¬ 
plete recovery. Caries, limited to a small portion of the 
neck or trochanter of the femur, sometimes occurs, which 
might as easily be removed, and with the same prospect of 
success, as the sequestrum we have just been considering. 
Mr Knox, in some * Observations on Excision of the Pelvic 
Extremity of the Femur,’ has referred to several cases of 
this kind: two occurred in his own practice. In one which 
occurred in 1816, the disease had existed three years, but 
the operation of excision of the head of the femur had then 
never been proposed; and though Mr Knox, feeling con- 
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vinced that the joint was not implicated, was desirous of 
cutting down on the caries, his colleagues gave him no en¬ 
couragement. The operation was unperformed, and the 
patient died exhausted. On dissection it appeared that the 
caries was limited to the outer surface of the trochanter 
major, and might easily have been removed by a file or by 
the head of a trephine.” 

Other cases are related in illustration of this pathological 
condition. 

Mr J. B. Mawer records 

A Case of Puerperal Convulsions from Cerebral Congestion, 
treated by bleeding and tartarised Antimony.' 

It appears that when the accoucheur entered the room, 
the patient was in convulsions, and he therefore took blood 
from the arm, by a large orifice, to the extent of forty 
ounces. Finding no immediate benefit to ensue, he removed 
his thumb from the orifice, and allowed thirty ounces 
more to flow in the same rapid manner. The patient im¬ 
proved. Dr Tyler Smith then arrived. As the os uteri 
was only half dilated, and still rigid, notwithstanding the 
bleeding, a grain and a half of tartar emetic was adminis¬ 
tered every hour for eight successive hours, and “ such 
was the tolerance of the remedy, that not even the 
slightest nausea was induced by it, but it had the hap¬ 
piest efFect in softening and relaxing the previously rigid 
condition of the parts. The labour paius, which had been 
quite suspended for about four hours, returned gradually 
about one o’clock, and I availed myself of the first opportu¬ 
nity which offered to rupture the membranes, when about a 
pint of water flowed away. I may here mention, that al¬ 
though no further convulsions occurred, she continued in a 
torpid and half-comatose state, the sense of vision especially 
being very imperfect. The uterine efforts became now 
strong and effective, but owing to the slow dilatation of the 
03 uteri, the anterior lip was pushed down in front of the 
head in its passage through the pelvis, reaching almost to 
the os externum. I succeeded, however, at about seven in 
the evening, aided only by the natural efforts, in delivering 
her of a still-born female child, and having waited about 
twenty minutes, and no pain coming on, I extracted the 
placenta, which was partly in the vagina, and soon had the 
satisfaction of feeling the uterus well and firmly contracted.” 

The patient did well. We must observe that there was 
no oedema of the legs and no albumen in the urine. 

We observe reported from St Bartholomew’s Hospital a 
case of 

Carcinoma of the Rectum; Artificial Anus by Amussat's 
method; Temporary Relief; Death ; Autopsy.’ 

We subjoin the case : 

“ Sarah P-, about forty-five years of age, was admitted 
July 27tli, 1851, into Faith Ward, under the care of Dr 
Burrows. The patient was in a state of great exhaustion 
and emaciation; her lips and teeth were covered with 
sordes, the respiration laboured, and the skin warm, except 
towards the extremities; the pulse was 124, small, and soft; 
the tongue dry, brown on the dorsum, and red at tip and 
edges; the thirst urgent, and the appetite quite gone. There 
was no nausea on admission, but there had been sickness 
and vomiting on the previous morning; the bowels had 
been confined for nine days, and no urine voided for about 
twelve hours. On examination, the abdomen was found 
hard, distended, and tympanitic, the integuments covering 
it firm and glazed, the cavity being the seat of intense pain, 
principally referred to the region of the cascum, and occur¬ 
ring in paroxysms, with violent peristaltic movements of the 
intestines. In the rectum, a firm tumour was felt projecting 
into the cavity of the bowel, depressed in the centre, and 
seemingly springing from the hollow of the sacrum. The 
tumour descended to within about four inches of the anal 
orifice, between which and the abnormal growth the rectum 
was healthy, but of a larger calibre than usual. The uterus 
had been in a prolapsed condition for a long time past.” 

The usual remedial measures having failed to give relief, 
the operation was decided on, and was thus performed: 

“ Chloroform was administered, and while the patient lay 
on her chest and abdomen, Mr Paget made an incision over 
the descending colon, about four inches in length, and ex¬ 
tending from the extremity of the last rib to the crest of the 
ilium. The latissimus dorsi, external oblique, lower and 
outer part of the quadratus lumborum, and the aponeurosis 
of the internal oblique, were successively divided, and 
found much thinned by the distention. The intestine was 
now exposed, and, being very tense, was easily opened by 
an incision about half an inch in length. A copious dis¬ 
charge of fluid fa3cal matter and flatus instantly took place ; 
and as the bowel bulged out considerably, it was secured to 
the margins of the external wound by four ligatures, and 
the patient conveyed to bed. During the operation, the 
pulse continued steadily at 112, and rather improved in 
volume towards the conclusion. The patient was given 
some ether in camphor mixture, to be repeated every four 
hours; and she was to have an opiate when neeessary.” 

The woman gradually sank, and died thirty-six hours 
after the operation. The following interesting appearances 
were disclosed by a post-mortem examination : 

“ The peritoneal cavity contained five or six ounces of 
turbid serous fluid ; soft lymph lay in the grooves between 
many of the convolutions of the intestinal canal; a larger 
quantity of the same lymph was found in and about the part 
of the descending colon into which the opening had been 
made, though its peritoneal covering had sustained no 
apparent injury. The upper half of the small intestines was 
dilated, but not considerably so, with fluid, fecal matter, 
and air; the lower half and the greater part of the large 
contracted. The coats of the whole length of the canal ap¬ 
peared healthy as far as the middle of the rectum, where, 
about four inches from the anus, the walls of the intestine 
were abruptly contracted around a very hard tumour. The 
latter, of annular form, appeared to occupy the whole wall of 
the bowel for about half an inch, projecting into its canal, 
and so nearly closing it that a quill could scarcely be passed. 
The posterior part of the tumour adhered firmly to the front 
of the sacrum, and had to be cut away from it. The whole 
substance of the growth had the hardness of scirrhous cancer 
of the breast, and its inner surface was covered with the mu¬ 
cous membrane of the rectum, which membrane was soft and 
swollen, but not ulcerated. The peritoneal covering of the 
front and sides of the rectum was constricted deeply to the 
substance of the tumour, and adherent to it. Except this 
disease of the rectum, and the prolapsus of the uterus, no 
organs presented other changes than those usual in old age. 
The part of the colon into which the opening had been made 
was contracted to its ordinary size, and the space between 
the lines of reflection of the peritoneum on its sides was, in 
this contracted state, rather less than half an inch. The in¬ 
cision into the intestine was situated midway between those 
two lines of reflection of the peritoneum, therefore not more 
than a quarter of an inch from each. The mucous' mem¬ 
brane of this portion of the intestine was turgid with blood, 
and its peritoneal surface, when the lymph was wiped from 
it, appeared healthy. The wound presented nothing remark 
able.” 

Dr George Johnson continues his lectures in the ‘ Medical 
Times ’ of the 29th of May, 

‘ On the Pathology and Diagnosis of Renal Diseases’ 

In the last lecture of which we gave a notice, Dr Johnson 
treated of the form of renal disease characterised by a 
desquamation of the epithelium from the uriniferous tubes, 
and in this lecture he treats of a disease in which the 
absence of desquamation is the distinguishing sign. Dr 
Johnson thus explains the phenomena : 

“ I have endeavoured to prove, that the abundant shed¬ 
ding of epithelium, which characterises that form of renal 
disease, i3 the result of a salutary effort to eliminate from 
the blood some abnormal products, the retention of which 
would doubtless lead to injurious consequences, while their 
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ready escape from the blood is probably favoured by tlie 
free shedding of the epithelial cells, as the elimination of the 
scarlatina poison is effected by the desquamation which it 
excites on the surface of the skin. A consideration of these 
phenomena suggests the probability, that, in the event of 
their being conveyed by the blood to the kidney, any of 
those abnormal materials which are usually eliminated by 
means of the desquamative process, the more-occurrence of 
epithelial desquamation would he an unfavourable circum¬ 
stance. The absence of desquamation in such instances is 
perhaps analogous to those cases of the exanthemata, in 
which the eruption is either entirely absent, or very imper¬ 
fectly developed; and this depending not, as it appears, upon 
the blood being infected by a mild dose of the morbid poison, 
hut upon some failure in the effort to eliminate it by means 
of the cutaneous eruption; the symptoms of blood-poisoning 
being, meanwhile, very urgent, and often quickly fatal.” 

This lecture like the last is of extraordinary length, and 
enters minutely into all the conditions of this form ot disease. 

In the same Journal we observe an article by Dr Snow 
Beck * 
‘ On the meaning of the term Ulceration, as at present applied 

to Uterine Diseases.’ 

He considers that the frequent use of the term ulceration 
in the conditions referred to, is accounted for by the prac¬ 
titioners so using it employing it in a sense different from 
that usually understood. He quotes various authorities in 
order to define the correct meaning of the term, and then 
proceeds to ascertain to what extent the descriptions of dis¬ 
ease of the cervix uteri, as given by Dr H. Bennet and Dr 
Murphy, accord with the legitimate definition of the term 
ulceration. He observes:— 

“ The essential character of ulceration—that it is a solu¬ 
tion of continuity or loss of substance in a tissue-lias been 
sufficiently proved, and the pathological changes which occur 
have been also pointed out. In abrasion, or excoriation, the 
epithelial covering of the mucous membrane is removed, hut 
the substance of the membrane itself remains uninjured. 
There is no solution of continuity, or excavation, or loss of 
substance in the part, and this constitutes the essential 
difference between the two lesions—abrasion, or excoriation, 
and ulceration. The pathological changes which occur are 
equally distinct. In ulceration, the blood becomes stagnant, 
adheres to the sides of the vessels, the vitality of the part is 
destroyed, molecular death or gangrene being induced. In 
excoriation, the blood flows on without interruption or stag¬ 
nation ; a portion of serum is effused beneath the unorganised 
epithelium, which, being detached, is subsequently removed. 
The changes which occur may be compared to the effect 
of an exceedingly minute and mild blister, active in its 
character, acute in its course; whilst ulceration is the con¬ 
sequence of minute mortification, usually slow in its action, 
chronic in its course. The difference between the two 
lesions, and the pathological changes which occasion them, 
thus appear to be well defined; but there is one point ol 
view from which the two might be confounded. The first 
change occurring in a mucous membrane about to undergo 
minute gangrene is, in some cases, the effusion of bloody se¬ 
rum beneath the epithelium, and the subsequent desqua¬ 
mation of this part. And if we were to inquire no further 
into the changes going on, it might be. concluded that, as 
there is desquamation of the epithelium in the beginning of 
the process of ulceration, and also in excoriation, that hence 
the two states are pathologically identical. But this would 
he a very superficial mode of considering the question. In 
the changes which produce ulceration, desquamation of the 
epithelium is not the only alteration which takes place in 
the membrane; for, after its removal, the surface appeals 
livid and dark-coloured, the tissues having lost their .vitality, 
and the vessels of the part being blocked up, as in mor¬ 
tification. But in excoriation, the separation of the epithe¬ 
lium is the first and only change which occurs in the tissues 
of the membrane, which, after its removal, appears red and 
florid, the vessels being pervious, and the blood circulating 
through them. Excoriations, then, are the consequence of 

inflammation of the mucous membrane, or, as some have 
expressed, of catarrhal inflammation, more or less acute; 
ulcerations are the results of molecular gangrene, or mor¬ 
tification, the sequence of disease extending into the deeper 
tissues of the organ. Thus, even from this point of view, it 
would he illogical and erroneous to consider these two mor¬ 
bid conditions as pathologically identical.” 

Dr Snow Beck considers that these affections of the 
uterus are merely symptoms of the existence of other 
diseases which have produced these morbid states, and ob¬ 
jects to the frequent use of the speculum, and the nitrate of 
silver as curative means. 

In the 4 Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal ’ of May 
26, Dr Merei continues his lectures 

On the Diseases of Children. 

We quote a few of the Doctor’s observations on the action 
of remedies: 

“ Cod-liver oil is the real specific of atrophy without or¬ 
ganic destruction, or a high degree of exhaustion : increas¬ 
ing the vegetation, and by the autocratic power, we easily 
conceive how, in many ailments, it can become useful in an 
indirect way; but directly, it acts only by improving the 
vegetation which frequently becomes weakened or retarded 
between the sixth and eighteenth month. If such an indi¬ 
vidual he affected with any other malady—for instance, 
with chronic bronchitis, or atonic diarrhoea, scrofulous oph¬ 
thalmia, caries, etc., the basis and commencement of the 
cure I always effect by cod-liver oil, and in many cases ac¬ 
complish it without any other assistance. 

“ At Pesth I have prescribed the brown quality of the oil 
(got from Norway), to more than a thousand children in the 
hospital, and to a greater number besides, in the quantity 
from two teaspoonfuls to two large tablespoonfuls every day. 
Sometimes it caused diarrhoea, or increased it if present. 
This circumstance seldom deterred us from its use, and we 
succeeded in counteracting it by an occasional dose of 
Dover’s powder, or some aromatic drops, mixed witli tinc¬ 
ture of opium, but still it is always a disagreeable collateral 
effect. 

“ Mercury.—Since I regard it as a matter of fact, ascer¬ 
tained by a great number of observations, that frequently 
repeated moderate or small doses of calomel, are likely to 
derange in an insidious way the state and functions of the 
mucous membrane of the stomach., to cause in infants or 
young children even superficial erosions of it, that frequently 
a more or less conspicuous dyscracy or cachexy ensues from 
its use, and finally, that in some cases it has become evident 
that the vegetation of the child, in particular the process of 
ossification has been impaired, I must regard it as a mis¬ 
chievous abuse or superficiality, to make use of mercury in 
children’s practice, without necessity and its clear indication. 
It is not a remedy to he used as a simple and common pur¬ 
gative, and its antiphlogistic and alterative power, the latter 
in particular, are rather obscure. Nor is it more evident in 
its action upon the lymphatic or absorbent vessels. 

“ My experience speaks decidedly against the use of mer¬ 
cury in infants or children who are weak, cachectic, or much 
subjected to derangement of the mucous membranes ; these 
are the very counterindications of mercury, to which I feel 
compelled to add a developed scrofulous constitution. It is 
a deception if one states he has resolved a scrofulous infiltra¬ 
tion of the abdominal glands by the use of mercury. These 
glands are not easily diagnosticated, and the external glands, 
of a decidedly scrofulous character, have not yielded, as far 
as I could see, to mercurial treatment. 

“ Iodine, a remedy which, I believe, we may justly call 
anti-dyscrasic, viz., which has the effect of promoting di¬ 
rectly the depuration of the organic liquids from some dys- 
crasic elements. I am far from saying it is a general anti- 
dyscrasic, nor can I approve of the name of anti-scrofulous, 
as applied to it, scrofulous “ being still a very vague,’ not to 
say superficial, expression. But I can state the fact, that I 
have seen improve, under its use, in a proportionally short 
time, some hundreds of cases with different complaints, which 
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we usually call scrofulous, and above all, those characterised 
by impetiginous or eczemato-impetiginous eruptions over the 
skin, the improvement or cure having been effected in the 
wards of the children’s hospital, without the influence of change 
of air or baths, the usual assistants of antimonial and other 
remedies, regarded as anti-scrofulous, but which, in the hos¬ 
pital of Pesth, without those .assistants, did clearly appear 
inefficacious. It acts, evidently, in a stimulant way upon 
the mucous membranes, the kidneys, and upon the liver. 
The latter action has not been duly noticed, though I can 
assure you that almost all bilious, or what they call hepatic 
constitutions, are most disagreeably affected even by small 
doses of iodine, so that these temperaments are seldom al¬ 
lowed to pass even through a mild course of iodine of po¬ 
tassium. Dyspepsy, for bilious vomiting, is a frequent effect, 
but I never observed bilious diarrhoea. The most obvious 
effect of it, however, is to produce irritation in the mucous 
of the eyes and the nose connected; in higher degrees, with 
fever and headache, it acts decidedly upon the urinary ap¬ 
paratus, commonly increasing the secretion of urine, by 
which more or less of it is again carried out of the body. 
Its action upon the skin is the latest, and appears as conse¬ 
cutive to its stimulant action upon the mucous membranes. 
Iodine fever resembles catarrhal fever, and is frequently fol¬ 
lowed by perspiration. Salivation, and some other effects of 
it, are less constant and important. 

“ From the above statements it results that iodine, in order 
to become a strong curative power, requires a constitution 
fit for its reception and reaction upon it. Now, full, phleg¬ 
matic, or lymphatic constitutions bear it the best, tl'f& ner¬ 
vous less, the bilious the least of all. Atrophy and anaemia 
must be removed before we commence with iodine. And 
when we consider that atrophy is the most direct indication 
for cod-liver oil, and the most direct counterindication for 
iodine, it becomes clear that these remedies act in an oppo¬ 
site way, and that cod-liver oil owes not its effects to its 
infinitesimal part of iodine. 

“ Comparatively full phlegmatic constitutions, affected 
with eczema-impetigiuosum, or even with caries, supported, 
in general, the strongest iodine treatment, and had the best 
results of it. This is one of the best results we had in the 
children’s hospital with that remedy. On the contrary, pru¬ 
rigo, impetigo, achor, lupus, scrofulous, or tuberculous infil¬ 
tration of the glands, do net yield to the iodine treatment. 
Catarrho-scrofulous conjunctivitis also excludes the use of 
iodine, because under its action the inflammatory character 
of this affection almost constantly increases long before an 
anti-dyscrasic effect could be obtained. On the contrary, I 
frequently succeeded with it in torpid forms of swelling of 
the meibomian glands.” 
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Contents of the Cyst in a Case of Kanula; by Dr 
Saunders. 

Mississippi Valley Association of Dental Surgeons — On 
Atmospheric Pressure Plates. By Dr Ulrey. 
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On Fatty Degeneration of the Placenta, and the Influence 
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General Board of Health.—Second Report on Quaran¬ 
tine. Yellow Fever, with Appendices. Presented to both 
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Fletcher (J. A. M).—St Andrew’s University Calendar, 
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REVIEWS. 

Jlomceopathy and the Uomceopaths. By J. Stevenson 

Busunan, M.D. 

Having demolished Miss Martineau and her preux chevalier, 
Mr Atkinson, Dr Buslinan now breaks a lance with the 
Homoeopaths, whose principles and practices he exposes in 
this volume with a moderation of temper and justness of 
argument highly creditable to the side he espouses. The 
author sets out with an analysis of the organon of Hahne¬ 
mann, and then proceeds to confute the principles which, 
with much industry, lie has eliminated. To give our readers 
an idea of the Doctor’s mode of dealing with his subject, we 
quote the following paragraphs : — 

“ The first objection which presents itself against our 
accepting the theory of ‘ similia similibus ’ as the basis of 
medical practice is this:—We admit the principle to a cer¬ 
tain extent, and would apply it to a certain number of cases ; 
it has been received and acted on by medical practitioners for 
several centuries; but we deny the propriety of extending 
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this principle so far as to make it the basis of a system of 
therapeutics, still less to proclaim it to be an universal law; 
we deny the propriety of applying it from ‘ particulars to 
universals,’ as the logicians say; and, lastly, we refuse to 
acknowledge that this principle, which hi modern language 
we call ‘ substitutive medicine,’ admits of being applied in 
the manner of the homoeopaths, much less to the extent in 
which they employ it. 

“ The principle of substituting a medicinal disease for a 
natural one has, as we have observed, long formed part of 
regular therapeutics; and we can readily perceive why, in 
several cases, the medicinal disease should bear more or less 
resemblance to the natural one. 

“ The treatment of local diseases and local inflammations 
by the nitrate of silver, affords perhaps the most striking 
example which could be adduced of the value of this prin¬ 
ciple when properly applied. Bnt even in these cases, 
although the theory be the same as that of Hahnemann, the 
practice is different; for we apply the substance which is to 
produce the artificial inanimation directly to the affected 
part; we hold the agent and its effects completely under our 
command ; we treat a local malady by a local application, 
and do not pretend that if administered internally the same 
advantages could be derived from it. 

“ Again, if we consider the rationale of many therapeutic 
agents, several reasons will be discovered why the effects of 
remedies and the symptoms of disease should often bear more 
or less resemblance to each other. 

“ In the first place, many symptoms of a disordered state 
are merely results of nature’s efforts to get rid of the causa 
mail; and it is not astonishing that the medical practitioner, 
who takes nature for his guide, should administer remedies 
calculated to produce the same or similar results, and there¬ 
fore the same or similar symptoms as those which accompany 
the disordered state. Thus, when an indigestible or irritat¬ 
ing substance offends the stomach or bowels, nature endea¬ 
vours to get rid of the offending cause by vomiting or purg¬ 
ing. These are the more common symptoms of indigestion 
from overfeeding, &c., and the medical practitioner has 
recourse to remedies which produce the same symptoms, viz., 
vomiting and purging. Yet even here the analogy is more 
apparent than real. The practitioner does not give emetics 
or purgatives in the cases alluded to for the purpose of excit¬ 
ing vomiting and purging per se, but to effect the expulsion 
of offending matters ; and as this is most readily attained by 
emetics or purgatives, he has recourse to these remedies. If 
the offending matter could be removed in a more easy and 
effectual manner by any other means, the stomach-pump for 
example, the latter might be, and occasionally is, employed 
to attain the desired object. Besides, no sane practitioner 
would employ purgatives or emetics for colliquative diarrhoea 
or for vomiting in pregnancy. 

“Again, when any system or organ is disordered, the 
practitioner often seeks to act on them through remedies 
which are known to influence the affected organs or tissues 
directly. If, for example, the nervous system be affected, we 
have recourse to remedies which act upon that system; if the 
circulation, we often choose medicines which act upon the 
heart; if the uterus be the seat of haemorrhage, instead of 
employing a general styptic, we select a remedy, as the ergot 
of rye, which addresses itself more directly to the organ 

affected, &c. 
“ Now as disorders (distinguished from diseases), consist 

mainly in disturbance of the functions of an organ or system, 
and as remedies likewise produce disturbance of function, it 
is not astonishing that the two disturbances should present 
many points of similarity, whenever the remedy employed is 
of such a nature as to act directly on the organ or system 
affected; and this the more readily, since the principal phe¬ 
nomena which characterise the disturbances (natural and 
medicinal diseases) are of limited number.. 

“ To rive an example: one of the functions of the nervous 
svstem is to regulate or excite muscular contractions; when 
the latter become disordered (if we are unable to ascertain 
the cause), we often select such remedies as act on that part 
of the nervous system which regulates muscular movement, 
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and among tlie phenomena of the latter it may not unrea¬ 
sonably happen that several are analogous to those of the 
physiological action of the remedy. Thus, convulsive move¬ 
ments are a frequent form of disordered function in this part 
of the nervous system ; and hence it can readily he under¬ 
stood how remedies which disturb the same system should, 
among their effects, give rise to some convulsive movements 
likewise. 

“ The above examples, and they might be multiplied 
greatly if space permitted, show how a similarity between 
the symptoms of disease and the effects of remedies is a 
necessary consequence in many cases where the remedy acts 
directly on the affected organ by disturbance of function; 
but this comprehends only a limited portion of phenomena, 
and therefore has no claim to be erected into a general law. 
It does not apply to those very numerous cases where treat¬ 
ment, directed against a local disease (the proximate cause 
of which is unknown to us), cures at one and the same time 
the local disease and the general or sympathetic phenomena 
depending on it.” 0 

We are unable to present a more extended view of Dr 
Bushnan’s mode of argument on the subject; but to all 
those who are curious in quackery, or who desire to be sup¬ 
plied with arguments to rebut the sophisms of this pseudo 
science, we recommend a careful perusal of the Doctor’s 
very able work. , 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
A NOVEL REMEDY FOR SEA-SICKNESS. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—Journeys by land or sea are amongst the best of 

our therapeutical measures, as well as the most agreeable of 

our recreations. A great objection to the latter (though 
otherwise more suitable to the invalid) is the sickness occa¬ 
sioned by the motion of the ship, for which the thousand 
remedies hitherto prescribed have been of little avail. Re¬ 
liance has chiefly been put on brandy and other stimulants, 
but as irritation of the stomach is the cause of the disorder, 
sedatives would a priori appear much better adapted for the 
purpose. Nothing soothes the stomach more certainly than 
cold of the degree that may be produced by swallowing ice; 
and nothing that I have seen used in sea-sickness can be 
compared with it as a remedy. On board the steamer in 
which I last week made a voyage, were several boxes of 
salmon, and the escape of a bit of ice from one of these 
suggested the preparation of draughts of finely pulverised 
ice and water, as a remedy of at least the distressing thirst 
that often accompanies sea-sickness. The exhibition of 
these to a party of half-a-dozen sufferers was not only most 
grateful as a beverage, but they acted as a charm in re¬ 
moving the sickness. 

Travellers should (until ships’ stewards shall become 
“ glaciers”) secure access to this remedy, by carrying on 
board with them a few pounds of ice packed in saw-dust 
or wrapped in several folds of flannel, and break or smash a 
bit of it in a cloth or bag, as occasion may require, eating 
the dissolving powder with a little sugar, or mixed with 
pure or flavoured water, as already mentioned. 

I am, &c., Viator. 
Edinburg!!, 25th May, 1S52. 

Progress op Epidemics.—The small pox is spreading 
in Jamaica. In the parish of St Anne, where it had only 
been prevalent two or three weeks, there were upwards of 
4,000 cases. The greatest destitution prevailed, a: id, in 
many instances, poor persons perished for the want of as¬ 
sistance and medical care. In Kingston there are several 
cases. The cholera was lately reported to be exceedingly 
fatal in Bokhara. 

Medical Electricity.—We have been induced to pay 
a visit to the so-called Electro-Medical Institution of the 
Chevalier Le Molt, at 5 Bentinclc street, and without en¬ 
tering into the question of the utility or inutility of electricity 
in the treatment of disease, we are bound to admit that if it 
be a curative agent as ordinarily administered, it must be¬ 
come much more so under the adroit and scientific mani¬ 
pulations of Mons. Le Molt. One peculiarity of Mons. Le 
Molt’s application is, that it is not attended by any shock, but 
rather a pleasurable sensation. It is well worth a visit of 
our medical brethren to witness the beautiful and varied 
apparatus, by means of which he professes to do such won¬ 
ders in chronic ailments of the system. Our neighbours, 
the French, appear to have appreciated the efforts and 
zeal of Mons. Le Molt in raising medical electricity to 
the rank of a grand therapeutic agent, for we find the 
professors of the faculty of medicine addressing a report 
to the French government, which terminates thus:— 
We most sincerely wish that the importance of the ser¬ 
vice daily rendered by M. Le Molt to science and humanity 
were appreciated and recognised by the Government. The 
value of his establishment for the employment of electricity 
as a medical agent is attested by the great success which 
attends his mode of treatment. All practitioners are enabled 
to see and appreciate the zeal with which he directs it, and 
the great sacrifices for the advantage of the public which ho 
has made. Roux, of the Institute; Baron Ant. Dubois, 
Surgeon in Ordinary to the King; Fouquier, Chief Physi¬ 
cian to the C-haritd; Marjolin, Physician in Ordinary to the 
King; Orfila, Dean of the Faculty; Baron Alibert; Marc, 
First Physician to the King; Pierre Auvity, Physician to 
the King's Children; Baron Larrey, Chief Surgeon of the 
Invalides; Rocamier, Physician of the Hotel Dieu, Ac.” 

A Present to the Royal College of Surgeons.— 
Mr Abbott Lawrence, the United States Minister at this 
Court, having stated to the Lords Commissioners of her 
Majesty’s Treasury, that two cases have arrived from New 
York, addressed to him, and containing fossils sent by Dr 
John C. Warren, of Boston, United States, for presentation 
to the Royal College of Surgeons, London—their Lord- 
ships have given directions to the proper authorities of the 
revenue to permit their free delivery for the purpose stated. 

*** Communications to be addressed to the Editor, at the 

Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It is particularly requested 

that the contributions to this journal be short and practical, 

and that the MS. be only on one side of the paper. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 

Twelve Months (pre-paid) . . . .£060 
Ditto (ditto) stamped for post . 0 8 0 

Six Months (ditto) . . . . .040 

Transmitted by Post throughout Great Britain, and to the 
most distant of the British Colonies, 

rost-Office Orders to be made payable at the Branch Post- 
Office, Charing cross, to Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street 
A de/phi. 
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PORTRAIT OF DR THOMAS SNOW BECK, F.R.S. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

DR THOMAS SNOW BECK. 
This rising physician was born in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 

and received the early part of his education at the Gram¬ 
mar school of that town. Upon the completion of his 
education, at one of the endowment colleges in Cumber¬ 
land, he was apprenticed to a surgeon and apothecary in his 
native town, and afterwards became the pupil and dresser 
to Mr Baird, then senior surgeon to the Newcastle General 
Hospital. Towards the end of his pupilage he resided in 
this hospital as assistant house surgeon, and amidst the 
advantages there enjoyed, laid the foundation for that 
practical acquaintance with disease at the bedside which has 
since characterised his practice. Even at this early period 
of his career he began by studying disease for himself, as 
met with in the hospital, and acquired the habit—which 
has never been laid aside—of taking notes of the various 
cases. But not content with the knowledge of disease thus 
obtained during the life-time of the sufferer, it was his in¬ 
variable practice to investigate and record the appearances 

found after death;—the most interesting specimens, being 
subsequently preserved, laid the foundation for a museum 
of pathological anatomy. Whilst thus engaged in the study 

! of medical cases, he devoted equal attention to the exten- 
’ sive surgical practice which this hospital afforded, by reason 
‘ of its situation in the midst of a large mining and manu¬ 
facturing district, and soon acquired considerable practical 
knowledge in surgery. The advantages which he enjoyed 
by his connection with this hospital were greatly enhanced 
by the clinical instruction of the then excellent medical 
officer, Mr Church, a man of extensive experience and 
learning and great talents. In the autumn of 1836 he 
entered as a student at University College, London, dili¬ 
gently attended the classes, and received several prizes for 
proficiency. In the beginning of 1839 he became a mem¬ 
ber of the lloyal College of Surgeons; and, having the 
option of entering a London hospital as house surgeon, or 
visiting the Continental schools, he chose the latter, in con¬ 
sequence of his previous hospital experience. Amidst the 
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extensive opportunities afforded by the Paris hospitals, he 
resumed the former habit of noting the symptoms during 
the life-time of the patient, and seeking out their explana¬ 
tion on the dead body. He was also an active member of 
the Parisian Medical Society, taking part in the debates, 
and filling the office of secretary for several months. In 
1810 he visited the Universities of Switzerland, Italy, and 
Germany and returned to London in 1841. 

Soon after his return to London he again practised as a 
general practitioner, and chose the neighbourhood of Univer¬ 
sity College, in order that he might resume his attendance at 
the hospital and further prosecute his studies at the College. 
He did not, however, avail himself much of the practice of 
this hospital; for, through an intimacy formed with the 
medical officer of the Strand Union Workhouse, a large, and 
comparatively new, field of observation was opened to him. 
Here lie laboured with renewed diligence for some years, 
and in his pathological researches had the conviction more 
strongly forced upon him of the importance of studying dis¬ 

ease at the earliest period of its development, and of the 
impossibility of doing this without an intimate and accurate 
knowledge of the healthy tissue of the body. To attain this, 
it was immaterial what organ formed the subject of investi¬ 
gation ; but this was finally decided, partly by conviction, 
partly by accident: by conviction, from having perceived 
that, of all classes of diseases, those to which the female 
was subject were less advanced scientifically, and more 
under the old routine practice, than perhaps any other ; — 
and by accident, in consequence of becoming possessed of a 
gravid uterus, taken from the body of a healthy woman who 
died from uterine haemorrhage a few hours after the birth of 
the child. The possession of this preparation also offered 
an opportunity to investigate some anatomico-physiological 
points, at that time in dispute, as to the condition of the 
nerves of the gravid uterus. This led to a lengthened and 
elaborate inquiry, part of the results of which were com ¬ 
municated to the Royal Society, in 1845, by Sir Benjamin 
C. Brodie, Bart., in a paper entitled ‘ On the Nerves of the 
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Uterus.’ The title of the paper, however, was perhaps ill- 
chosen, as it does not express the extent of the inquiry ; for, 
in addition to a careful examination of the condition of the 
nerves in the gravid, and in the unimpregnated organ, it 
includes the anatomical distribution and the physiological 
constitution of the nerves of all the pelvic and abdominal 
viscera, as well as the fundamental constitution of the sym¬ 
pathetic nervous system, as determined by most minute dis¬ 
sections and microscopical investigations. Through these 
inquiries Dr Snow Beck claims the credit of first demonstrat¬ 
ing the independence of the sympathetic on the cerebro¬ 
spinal nervous system, by showing that the branches of 
nerves which had been previously considered to be roots of 
the sympathetic were really (a) a branch of the spinal 
nerves, and (b) a branch of the sympathetic nerve: that 
the tubular nervous fibre, found in the visceral nerves 
could always be traced to come from the spinal nerves 
through the media of the previously-named branch; and 
that in the very minute branches of the sympathetic nerves, 
the grey, or gelatinous, nervous fibre existed alone and in¬ 
dependent of the cerebro-spinal fibre. In the same year 
Her Majesty awarded the Royal Medal in Physiology to this 
paper, on the recommendation of the Council of the Royal 
Society, which gave rise to much discussion. The inquiries 
had been conducted with so little ostentation that only a 
very few were aware of their existence. Dr Snow Beck was 
also, at this time, unknown to the scientific world, and 
hence a general surprise was created that so high an honour 
should be awarded to one so little known. The results 
arrived at in these inquiries were also contrary to those i 
published by some previous authors, and were considered 
“ to destroy their scientific character.” Under this feeling 
it was sought to set aside the award, on the plea that 
the paper ought to have been printed in the Philosophical 
Transactions previous to the medal being given away, and 
as this had not been done, the award was consequently 
illegal. The Council, however, declined to acknowledge 
the° justness of this objection on the grounds,—that the 
award was made on the scientific merits of the communica¬ 
tion, to which this objection did not apply; that other 
Royal medals had been awarded to papers not previously 
printed in the Philosophical Transactions; and that the 
slight alteration in the wording of the Royal grant, when 
her present Majesty ascended the throne, and upon which 
the objection was founded, was an accidental circumstance, 
there being no intention of altering the terms of the pre¬ 
vious grants. 

In 1847 Dr Snow Beck graduated at the University of Lon¬ 
don, taking position in the first class in all the examinations; 
obtained, by examination, the Fellowship of the Royal College 
of Surgeons ; in the same year passed the examination at the 
College of Physicians; and soon after removed to his pre¬ 
sent residence in Langham place. In 1850 he was elected 
a Fellow of the Royal Society ; and for some time has been 
Physician to the Farringdon General Dispensary and Lying- 
in Charity. On the formation of the Londom Medical 
Society of Observation he was one of the earliest members; 
has taken an active part in its workings, and since the 
foundation of the Society has filled the office of Secretary. 
From the character of Dr Beck’s previous labours it was 
natural to suppose that a society founded for the purpose of 
carefully collecting facts at the bed-side, and in examination 
of the body after death, and the numerical analysis of the 
facts thus obtained, to arrive at results as definitive as 
possible in medicine, should meet with his active concur¬ 
rence. He is a Fellow of the London Medical and other 
scientific societies, and is one of the committee elected by 
the graduates of the University of London to watch over 
their interests in the probable changes which may take 
place in the University and in the medical corporations. 

Dr Snow Beck has contributed many papers to the dif¬ 
ferent medical periodicals on the diseases of females and 
other subjects, amongst which are : “ A Case of Aneurism 
of the Ascending Aorta bursting into the Right Ventricle, 
with Observations”—Trans, of the Medico-Chirurg. Society , 
“ On the Nerves of the Uterus”—Philosop. Trans. 184G; 

“On the Sympathetic Nervous System, as distinct from 
and independent of the Cerebro-Spinal System;” “ On the 
Functional Diseases of the Uterus”—Lond. Med. Journ.; 
“On Inflammations of the Vagina;” serial papers “Onthe 
Pathology of the Uterus, its Anatomy and Physiology ”— 
Medical Times; and is now actively engaged on “ A Prac¬ 
tical Treatise on the Diseases of the Uterus, — its 
Anatomy and Physiology,” which will consist of a careful 
analysis of several hundred cases of diseases of females ob¬ 
served by him during the last few years, the symptoms 
and treatment of which will be pointed out by a reference 
to the anatomy and physiology of these organs. 

From the character of Dr Snow Beck’s labours it will 
naturally be supposed that he has not made success in pri¬ 
vate practice his essential aim. He has, however, always 
had a considerable amount both of private and consulting 
practice; and of late this has been much increased. Al¬ 
though his acquirements take an extensive range in medical 
science, yet since the appearance of his papers on uterine 
subjects, his friends have considered him more in the light 
of a physician accoucheur, and his practice has thus especially 
increased in this department. From the first he has been a 
strenuous opponent to the opinions which he considers incor¬ 
rectly represent the Parisian views of uterine pathology, and 
to the improper practice which these opinions have intro¬ 
duced. And it is to the success with which he has pointed 
out the correct pathology and treatment of the diseases of 
females, that he attributes the great increase in his consult¬ 
ing practice. In private life he is a man of strong feelings, 
of amiable and generous disposition; but the independent 
character of his original researches, and his moral courage in 
publishing the results, even when opposed to previous autho¬ 
rity, have involved him in more than one controversy. 

THOMAS BECKETT, ESQ. 

GEORGE BECK, ESQ. 

CHARLES BEEVOR, ESQ. 
Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

THOMAS BELL, ESQ. 

Mr Bell is distinguished for his researches and writ¬ 
ings on the teeth. He was apprenticed to his father at 
Poole, Dorset, and entered at Guy’s Hospital in 1814. Ho 
passed the College of Surgeons in 1815, and commenced 
lecturing in the following year at Guy’s Hospital on the 
Anatomy and Diseases of the Teeth. He was appointed 
at the same time surgeon-dentist to that hospital. Fie also 
lectured on Comparative Anatomy at the same school from 
the year 1830 to 1835, and was appointed about the same 
t-'me Professor of Zoology in King’s College. He became 
F.L.S. in 1815. and F.R.S. in 1828; and in 1848 was 
elected Secretary to the Royal Society. Our readers will 
remember that at that period the Royal Society, according 
to its wont, was divided by jealousies and intrigues, and the 
election of Mr Bell was the subject of much comment, but 
with his continuance in office the contention has subsided, 
and we believe that he performs his duties in a satisfactory 
manner, which, being said with reference to the Royal So¬ 
ciety, is a great compliment to that gentleman. 

Mr Bell became an Honorary Fellow of the College of 
Surgeons in 1844, and he is a Fellow of the Medico-Chirur- 
gical Society. lie is the author of “ The Anatomy and 
Diseases of the Teeth,” and of Papers in the Medico-Chi- 
rurgical Transactions, and elsewhere. He has also written 
many works on Comparative Anatomy and Zoology. He 

resides at 17 New Broad street. 

WILLIAM BELL, M.D. 
This gentleman took his degree of Doctor of Medicine at 

the University of Edinburgh, in 1834,. In the same year 
he obtained the Diploma of the Royal College of Surgeons 

there. 
He had been, we understand, for several years an 
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Alumnus of the University before he commenced his Medical 
studies, having previously attended the various courses in 
classics, philosophy, and theology, required of candidates for 
the Church. 

Shortly after taking his degree Dr Bell became connected 
■with the Royal General Dispensary of Edinburgh, and had 
his initiation into practice in one of the medical districts of 
that institution. 

He subsequently held the appointment of Clinical Clerk 
(Physician’s Assistant) in the Royal Infirmary of Edin¬ 
burgh, first under the late Professor Grahame, and then 
under Dr Chirstison, the distinguished Materia Medica and 
Clinical Professor. 

Dr Bell came to London the following year with the view 
of finding an opportunity of travelling in his professional 
capacity with an invalid, or family going abroad. He did 
not speedily attain his object, but he found some useful 
occupation for part of his leisure time, in the establishment 
of the Metropolitan Convalescent Institution; having had a 
share in the projecting and establishing of that important 
Medical charity. And in course of time his wishes, as to 
foreign travel, were so far realised that he had it in his 
power on two occasions to visit Italy in the way he desired, 
first, with the family of a wealthy Commoner, and after¬ 
wards with a Noble family. We have reason to know that 
Dr Bell has always felt much interested in the Metropolitan 
Convalescent Institution, and has taken an active part in its 
general as well as professional managemsnt. 

He is Honorary Physician to the charity. 
He resides at 33 George street, Hanover square. 

W. BELL, ESQ. 

Vide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

EDWIN JAMES BENNETT, ESQ. 

FREDERICK DEBELL BENNETT, ESQ. 

JOHN MORRIS BENNETT, ESQ. 

JOHN MORRIS BENNETT, ESQ., JUN. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

JAMES RISDON BENNETT, M.D. 

There is a fortune in a name, and happily for the subject 
of this notice he rejoices in the name of Risdon. Without 
this distinguishing appellative, he might possibly be mis¬ 
taken or lost in tbs rather l-arge family of Bennetts, who 
figure with more or less renown in the ranks of our profes¬ 
sion. In similar circumstances we have sometimes been 
enjoined to take care that we spelt a name with two tt’s 
instead of one, or the reverse, as the case might be; for 
upon so small a trifle as being fitted to a t does a consider¬ 
able reputation sometimes depend. Wo are happy to say, 
however, that Dr Risdon Bennett has other claims to dis¬ 
tinction than that of a mere baptismal qualification, 
for he is well known as a man of much ability, and 
holds the important office of Physician to St Thomas’s 
Hospital. Dr J. R. Bennett took his degree at Edinburgh 
in the year 1833, and became a Licentiate of the Royal 
College of Physicians in the year 1837, and a Fellow in the 
year 1846. As well as being Physician, he is Lecturer on 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics at St Thomas’s Hos¬ 
pital. He is also Physician to the City of London Hospital 
for Diseases of the Chest, and to the Orphan Working School, 
at Haverstock hill. 

Dr J. R. Bennett’s literary labours are not numerous, 
though he comes pretty frequently before the public eye. 
He is the author of a Translation from the German of Dr 
Kramer’s ‘ Treatise on the Ear.’ He was also so fortunate 
as to receive the award of tk&Fothergillian Gold Medal in 
the year on Acute Hydrocephalus.” 
Dr Benuct^^spw^bW'^^ffie'A'alue of his work is not 
likely to'mirmach (enWan&ed 1$The reception of a medal, 
though Ae* flung has a peculiar quality in itself that authors 
know hW. to estimate If a feWWin a prize, few persons 

’ » -»* tn -r' I /■r'r'J *)«»* - 1 

care to inquire against how many competitors the race was 
run, or against whom ? The prize is the stamp that gives 
currency to the book, and raises it to the legitimate standard 
of literary worth. Although we are aware that in many 
instances gold medals have been awarded under circum¬ 
stances that do not reflect much credit on the recipients, yet 
we should be sorry to see the system exploded, as in a few 
cases it may be the means of calling forth talent and re¬ 
search, and of discovering important truths beneficial alike 
to science and humanity. Whenever a man of established 
repute enters the lists, we may suppose that he will put 
forth his best exertions, for he has not only a chance of in¬ 
creasing his fame, but of losing that he lias already won. 
The double motive will quicken genius and confirm indus¬ 
try, and the best results may be expected. ' Dr J. R. Ben¬ 
nett is probably one of the most deserving medallists of tli3 
London Medical Society, and his work is a valuable essay 
on the subject of which it treats. Dr J. R. Bennett resides 
at 15 Finsbury square. 

WM. BENNETT, ESQ. 
JOS. BENSON, ESQ. 
ROBERT BENTHAM, M.D. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

HENRY DAVIS BENWELL, ESQ. 

Mr Benwell is the eldest son of the late Henry Benwell, 
Esq., who was for many years in practice at Greenwich. 
Mr H. I). Benwell was apprenticed in the year 1842 to Mr 
R. G. Whitfield, the Apothecary of St Thomas’s Hospital, 
where he completed his professional education. While a 
student, Mr Benwell highly distinguished himself, and was 
the winner in successive seasons of several prizes. He 
acted as Dresser to Mr South during a period of twenty 
months, from April, 1845, to Dec. 1846, and as Clinical 
Clerk to the Physicians, from the latter period to May, 1847. 
During the latter year he became a Licentiate of the Hall, 
and a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons. He sub¬ 
sequently, from April, 1848, till October, 1848, acted as 
Home Surgeon to St Thomas’s Hospital. At this time Mr 
Benwell commenced practice on Blackheath hill, and in 
June, 1849, he entered into partnership with Mr Wattsford, 
of Croom’s hill. He is a Member of the Pathological So¬ 
ciety of Loudon, and resides at 2 Kent place, Blackheath 
hill. 

EDWARD BENTLEY, M.D. 
Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

GEORGE BERMINGHAM, ESQ. 
This gentleman was apprenticed in 1817 to Surgeon Win. 

Nolan, of Wicklow, Ireland, and came to London in 1821, 
and studied under the late Mr Brooks, the late Sir Charles 
Bell, Mr Guthrie, and the late Sir George Tuthill. He 
went to India in 1823, as Surgeon of an Indiaman, and in 
1824, having passed the Medical Board at Calcutta, was 
gazetted as Assistant-Surgeon in the Bengal Army. He 
served at Rangoon and Arracan in the first Burmese war. 
In consequence of delicate health he returned to Europe in 
1S28, and studied at the Middlesex Hospital, and passed the 
College in 1829. He spent two winters at the schools and 
hospitals of Paris, and visited the hospitals of Italy in the 
intervening summer. In 1831 he returned to England, and 
entered the Portuguese Navy the same year, under the 
command of Sir G. R. Sartorius, and was present in all the 
actions with the Miguelitc fleet under that officer and Sir C. 
Napier. At the termination of hostilities in 1834, he was 
made Knight of the Tower and Sword of Portugal, and re¬ 
ceived from the Regent, Don Pedro, the diploma of the 
order. He has lately also had the honour to receive the 
war medal, granted by the Queen for the campaign in 
“ Ava.” 

Mr Benningham settled in Kentish Town in 1835, where 
he has ever since remained, and now holds several public 
appointments. 
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[We shall feel extremely obliged if the friends of members 
of the profession will supply us with materials to enable us 
to give a correct representation of the character and labours 
of those gentlemen whose turn to receive a biographical 
notice is coming round. We are anxious to avoid error, 
and it is manifest that we shall be greatly assisted in our 
object by the communication of such incidents as friends 
and relations are best qualified to furnish. In the case of de¬ 
ceased members of the profession this request has peculiar 
force, and we hope will be responded to with alacrity ] 

Portraits from the ‘Medical Circular’ of Mr Propert, 

Mr Martin, of Reigate, Dr Asiiwell, Dr Neil Arnott, 

and Dr Baixbridge, are now ready, framed and glazed, 
price 3s. 6d. each. Office, 4, Adam street, Adelphi. 

ANALYSIS OF THE DEFENCE OF THE NEW 
EQUITABLE LIFE OFFICE. 

Anxious that the truth should be stated respecting the 
transactions that have formed the subject of our comments 
in relation to the affairs of the New Equitable Life Office, 
we inserted with promptitude in our last number a state¬ 
ment which the Directors of that office desired to publish in 
answer to the inquiries we had, on various occasions, 
thought it our duty to make. We then gave the directors 
credit for honourable conduct, and we do not now withdraw 
a single expression of courtesy or forbearance. For an 
entire fortnight the office has had the advantage of the 
statement issued by the Directors; and we are willing that 
the benefit shall be enhanced if the office shall appear to 
deserve it after our annotations on the statement have been 
fairly put before the profession. Whatever the result of our 
labours in reference to this matter may be, we wish to sepa¬ 
rate the private character of the directors from their public 
public character as corporators; nevertheless, we cannot 
allow this desire to influence us in the performance of our 
duty, and we call upon them to read attentively these obser¬ 
vations, and to give such an answer as they may deem in¬ 
cumbent on their honour. 

The preliminary charge alleged in the statement, that 
“ false and calumnious allegations have been circulated,” is 
no further deserving of notice than as it betrays the disposi¬ 
tion of the writers to repel an accusation by the use of in¬ 
temperate language. The replies are as follow: 

1st. That Dr Robert Lee, F.R.S., has not resigned the office 
of Chairman or that of Director. Mark the words! Our 
question was, “ Did not Dr Robet Lee resign his seat, &c. ?” 
We will give the Directors credit in their corporate capacity 
for speaking the legal truth, for it is not their duty to know 
more than is written in their resolutions or than has been 
confirmed by their Board. Our information was derived 
from what we still believe to be a perfectly authentic source. 
We do not at present consider it necessary to name our 
authority ; if we did, we should startle the Directors in their 
seats. We were informed that Dr Robert Lee, after acting 
as chairman of a certain meeting, did, under feelings of 
burning indignation, send in his resignation, which of course 
the committee had no option but to accept. That, after 
sending in his resignation, he was informed that it was his 
duty to take the chair at the next meeting, in order that the 
minutes of the previous meeting might be legally confirmed. 
He did so. That he afterwards presided over the general 
meeting, when he announced his determination to resign, but 
that at the earnest request of certain Directors and share¬ 
holders he was induced for another year to continue in 
office. These facts would appear to be confirmed by the 
circumstance of Dr Lee- having recently accepted office in 
another Assurance company. We call upon Dr Robert Lee 
without delay to inform the profession and the public, whether 
this statement is or is not substantially correct ? Do WE STATE 

THE TRUTH OR NOT? If not, in what respect is this recital 
untrue ? Until Dr Robert Lee shall answer these questions 
we are entitled to claim from the profession full credit for 
the correctness of our information. If our statement ex¬ 

presses the truth, then what does the statement of the office 
express ? 

2nd. Our remark upon this head is virtually the same as 
above. We ask Mr Beaman, individually, Did he not resign 
his seat ? If he did not, it is easy for him to contradict the 
report. We shall be happy to publish the denial. 

3rd. Our answer is again as above; and as to the puff 
direct that all the Directors “ are employing their utmost 
energies to promote the success” of the office, we can only 
say that we believe it, and that they would be marvellous 
noodles if they did not. 

4th. That the salaries “ have been regulated with a strict 
regard to the duties to be performed ” is a matter of opinion. 
We say the contrary : Are the surgeons of other life offices 
paid in the same ratio, and from a similar complex variety 
of sources as those from which the surgeon of the New 
Equitable is paid ? Who receive the salaries ? To what 
family does the lion’s share fall ? 

5th. We will allow that the reply of the Directors is 
literally correct; but if no one Director is secured 1,200/. 
per annum, the fact must not be passed over that, during the 
first year, nearly this amount of money in the aggregate was 
claimed from the office by the members of one family!— 
Vide ‘ Med. Circular,’ No. G. 

Gtli. That the founder of the company has not and will 
not receive anything for his services in getting the company 
registered, &c., may be true for aught we know. But who is 
the Founder? Is it the well-known Edmund Clench, or the 
equally well-known Thomas Wakley ? The fact is im¬ 
material. Supposing Mr Wakley claim for himself the 
honour; is it not true that, by the Deed of Settlement, Mr 
Membury Wakley, the Resident Manager, and Mr Thomas 
Wakley, the Surgeon, are irremovable from office by any 
Board of Directors, and is not this permanency of office 
reward sufficient for establishing the company, and large 
enough to satisfy any extent of covetousness or ambition ? 

7th. Under this head we find it stated that the Balance 
Sheet published on the 31st Dec. 1851, shows exactly the 
premiums up to that date, while the Report, dated 31st Jan. 
1852, exactly one month after, shows correctly the premiums 
up to that date. Now, inasmuch as the Report states that 
the premiums amount to six thousand and twenty-five pounds 
two shillings and sevenpence, and the Balance Sheet acknow¬ 
ledges the receipt of only three thousand one hundred pounds 
and eleven shillings,—making in round numbers a difference 
of 3,000/., or one-half the premiums, we must confess that the 
explanation has to our apprehension only magnified the 
mystery. Perhaps wre are puzzle-headed people, and not 
very adroit at figures; but we are confident that if the Direct¬ 
ors would assert less and prove more, we should find under¬ 
standing enough to comprehend the calculation. We have 
no doubt that the statement is true, but oftentimes truth is 

very startling. 
8th. We find it stated under this head, that up to the 

30th of April, 1852, the total amount of premiums is 7,459/. 
ISs. 10d., consequently, as the premiums up to the 31st 
Jan. amounted to 6,025/. 2s. 7d., the amount during the 
past three months has been only 1,434/. 16s. 3d.!! Oh what 
a falling off is here! An office the premiums of which were 
three thousand and one hundred pounds in one month, has now 
done only one thousand and four hundred pounds in three 
months, and has the modesty to congratulate itself upon its 
extraordinary prosperity! And even supposing that the 
business of the company had largely increased, the safety 
of the shareholders would only be the more imperilled, as 
their liabilities would be increased in the same ratio. 

We have now put in our rejoinder, and, as a parting word, 
we say that we conscientiously believe that we have stated 
the truth in the foregoing remarks, and that we do not wish 
our readers to assume anything, from any inadvertency of 
expression into which we may have fallen, more than is 
actually conveyed by the statements advanced or the evi¬ 
dence adduced. Our case, to the extent we have now 
entered upon it, stands upon this showing. If Dr Robert 
Lee can overthrow it, we shall be happy to publish the 
refutation. With respect, however, to the chief objections 
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to the. office that we have expressed, we still consider them 
to be just and valid; and we maintain that so long as the 
company retain the two-guinea fee, and pay a commission 
of ten per cent., the permanency and safety of the office are 
endangered; hut for the future we shall leave the matter to 
be settled among the directors, the shareholders, and the 
public. We have done our duty in cautioning the pro¬ 
fession, and we trust that our observations may lead them 
to investigate the subject before they heedlessly confide the 
interests of their friends and relatives to an office which, in 
our view of the case, is founded on erroneous principles. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

REPLY. 

ARE SICK LABOURS ALWAYS SAFE ? 

Sir,—The popular adage that “ sick labours are always 
safe,” would appear to receive confirmation from the ex¬ 
planation of the modes of uterine action offered by the great 
physiological exponent of uterine mystery, Dr Tyler Smith. 
He observes that uterine action may be excited, 1st, by the 
direct action of the vis nervosa from the central organ, the 
spinal marrow, in the direction of the motor nerves distri¬ 
buted to the uterus. 2nd, by the immediate action of the 
uterus itself, in virtue of its own irritability, on the applica¬ 
tion of an appropriate stimulus. And 3rd, by the reflex action 
of the vis nervosa along incident nerves proceeding to the 
central organ, and thence reflected by motor nerves to the 
uterus. An illustration of this example of reflex motor 
action is to be found in the uterine contraction and dilatation 
of the os uteri, excited through the medium of the pneumo- 
gastric nerve in the stomach during nausea and vomiting, as 
shown by the constant results of practical experience. 
While the fact of the double sympathy between the uterus 
and the stomach has long been well known to practical 
accoucheurs, its occurrence has never been explained on 
the principles of reflex motor action. J. S. 

Sir,—I shall be obliged by your giving insertion to the 
following reply to the query of “ An Accoucheur,” “ Why 
are sick labours always safe ?” 

His statement (which I confess astonishes me much) in¬ 
volves two fallacies:— 

1. That sick labours are always safe. 
2. That the sickness is most obstinate when the os is 

most rigid and unyielding. 
Allow me, Sir, to explain briefly the rationale of a sick 

labour. The falsity of the above statements will then be 
sufficiently obvious. 

Sickness, occurring during labour (of course I exclude 
that of deadly exhaustion from lingering labour), is de¬ 
pendent on the reflex action of the uterus and cardia; or, 
to speak more critically, on the action of the diastaltic arcs 
of the spinal cord. The old inexpressive vague term of 
sympathy between uterus and stomach is now deservedly 
obsolete. From the commencement of labour up to a cer¬ 
tain stage of the dilatation of the os uteri, this diastaltic 
action is confined to the afferent nerves of the medulla 
spinalis, the sphincters of the bladder and rectum being 
generally affected; but, as yet, thei'e is no vomiting. When, 
however, this stage has been reached, the nervous arcs of 
the medulla oblongata become more or less implicated; and 
the pneumo-gastric nerve is influenced by the reflex power 
arising from remote irritation of the uterine and vaginal 
afferent nerves. The immediate cause of the sickness is, of 
course, opening of the cardia; which goes on synchronously 
with that of the uterine mouth. When the os uteri is fully 
dilated, the sickness ceases: the cardia closes, with the 
glottis, during each pain; and the respiratory muscles are 
called into violent action. 

The sickness thus dependent on the reflex sympathy with 
the mouth of the womb, is in relation alone with the con¬ 

dition of that organ; and with no other condition or organ. 
It can, therefore, be no measure whatever of the safety or 
danger of the patient, otherwise than as connected with the 
state of the os uteri. There yet remains to the patient the 
chance of the formidable perils arising from deformity of 
the pelvis, unusual size of the foetal skull, malposition, &c. 

The inefficacy of emetics (which have been sometimes 
foolishly exhibited in the hope of causing the os to dilate) 
sufficiently proves the truth of the above views: showing 
that the sickness of labour differs in toto physiologically 
from ordinary sickness. It is true that small doses of tar¬ 
trate of antimony have often a marked effect in inducing 
relaxation. But this is brought about by subduing the 
general tone of the muscular system; thereby obviating 
the excessive tonicity of the distensible fibres of the uterine 
neck, on which its rigidity in pait depends. 

That the “ sickness is most obstinate when the os is most 
rigid,” is an assertion as impossible in theory, as it is found 
to be false in practice. It contains, in fact, its own refuta¬ 
tion. For if the sickness bear any relation to the patient’s 
safety, how can it especially co-exist with rigidity and 
tension. 

If it be urged in objection to this theory, “ Why is there 
not, then, sickness in all labours, since in all there is dilata¬ 
tion of the os uteri?” the reply is obvious. We can never 
determine a, priori, what motor nerves will or will not be 
influenced by remote irritation of any of the incident nerves 
of the diastaltic system, or by centric irritation of the medulla. 
We cannot explain why irritation of the facial or pneumo- 
gastric nerve, shall, in one infant, induce laryngismus (and 
laryngismus alone); in another, tenesmus and strangury; 
in a third, general convulsion. We must confess ourselves 
at a loss to determine why the presence of a tape-worm in 
the intestinal tube shal', in one patient, cause epileptoid 
seizures ; in another, amaurosis and aphonia; in a third, no 
reflex symptoms that are appreciable. 

Should “An Accoucheur” not feel satisfied with the 
above remarks in reply to his question, I beg to refer him 
to the works of Ramsbotham, Lee, and Tyler Smith. 

I remain, Sir, &c., 
William J. Cox, M.B., &c. 

Kensall Town, May 1852. 

QUERY. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Mr Yearsley, who has probably had a larger experience 
in the treatment of stammering than any living practitioner 
in this country, has observed that this defect exists in 
women only in the proportion of five per cent. M. Colom- 
bat, of Paris, has made the same remark, but neither of 
these gentlemen has attempted to explain the why and the 
wherefore. Can any of your readers solve the difficulty ? 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 

CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITIONS FOR 1852. 

(continued.) 

LONDON. 

Brown, Isaac Barker, removed from 27 Oxford square 
to 16 Connaught square, Hyde park. 

PROVINCIAL. 

Davenport, Wm., removed from Pendlebury, Manchester, 
to Leek, Staffordshire. 

NAME OMITTED. 

Jones,Wm., Gian Helen, Carnarvon—M.R.C.S., Eng.,1798; 
F.R.C.S. (Hon.), 1844; M.D. Glasg., 1819; late Surg. 
1st Drag. Guards. 
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MEDICAL DIRECTORY FOR IRELAND. 

Copeland, Edward, removed from Lisbellaw, Co. Fer¬ 
managh, to Gortuckelly, Florence Court -after his quali¬ 
fications read Med. Offi. Florence Court Dispensary, Dist. 
Enniskillen Union. 

Scott, Wm., M.D., Aughnacloy, Co. Tyrone, for L.R C.S. 
Edin. 1845, read F.R.C.P. Edin. 1845. 

May 8—Horace Brydges IIodson, Esq., Surgeon, at 
Acomb, near York, aged 54. 

12—Professor Wm. Thomson, M.D., of the College, 
Glasgow, suddenly, in Edinburgh, in his 50th year. Since 
1848 he had laboured under an affection of the heart, and 
latterly had suffered from many and severe attacks of bron¬ 
chitis, and from enlargement of the liver. Dr Thomson 
went to Edinburgh on the 10th, for the purpose of seeing 
some friends, but became suddenly worse on Tuesday eve¬ 
ning, and, after a few hours, expired. Dr Thomson was the 
eldest son of the distinguished Professor, John Thomson, and 
brother to Dr Allen Thomson, at present Professor of Anatomy 
in Glasgow. The deceased Professor graduated at Edin¬ 
burgh in 1824, became a Fellow of the College of Surgeons 
in 1825, and of the College of Physicians in 1833. Up to 
1841, he continued to reside and to practise in Edinburgh ; 
but in that year, on the death of Dr Badhan, he was ap¬ 
pointed Professor of the practice of physic in the University 
of Glasgow. Dr Thomson was the author of a work on 
diseases of the fiver, published at the time he held the office 
of physician in the Edinburgh Infirmary. He was also the 
contributor of various articles to the “ Library of Medicine.” 
Dr Thomson was one of the earliest to describe the spurious 
melanosis of the lung, or miner’s phthisis ; and was the au¬ 
thor of a very interesting notice of his father’s fife in the 
1 Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal.’ 

15—William Winstanley, M.D., of West Cliff, Pres¬ 
ton, one of Her Majesty’s justices of the peace for the County 
of Lancaster; in Hanover street, London, in the 80th year 
of his age. 

21—William Webber, Esq., M.D., Surgeon R.N., at 
the house of his friend Thomas Stephings, Esq., Barnsbury 
road, aged 34. 

21—-John Lewis, Esq., Surgeon H.P., and in charge of 
Medical Stores, Fort Pitt, Chatham; at Star hill, Rochester, 
aged 78. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Physicians.—The President and 
Fellows of the Royal College of Physicians will receive 
distinguished literary and scientific persons at a soiree, on 
Wednesday evening, June 9. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 14th ult. :— 
Beddome, Henry Septimus, Hudson’s Bay; Clarke, Richard, 
Beccles, Suffolk; Drinkwater, James Pratchett, Shrews¬ 
bury; Gurney, Richard Anthony Frederick, Lilburn, North¬ 
amptonshire ; Hanna, Harrison, Belfast; Hildige, James 
Graham, Dublin ; Lambert. George Prowd, Enfield; Lucas, 
Robert, Bottisham, Cambridgeshire; Mugfiston, George 
Thomas William, Westham, Essex; Shepherd, William 
Ashton, H.E.I. Co.’s Service; Sowerby, Thomas, Lough¬ 
borough ; Wadsworth, Godfrey Bingley, Warwick street, 
Regent street. At the same meeting of the Court, Messrs 
Augustus Richard Preston and Richard Jago Squire passed 
their examinations for naval surgeons. These gentlemen 
had previously been admitted members of the College, their 

diplomas bearing date respectively February 20, 1846, and 
July 17, 1846. On the 21st inst. :—Carter, Vandyke 
Henry, Scarborough, Yorkshire; Crosby, Thomas Boor, 
Gosberton, Lincolnshire; Cunliffe, Robert Aulezark, Gar- 
stang, Lancashire; Cusack, Samuel Athanasius, Dublin; 
Davis, Maurice, Thame, Oxfordshire; Foley, Samuel, Army; 
Frost, Thomas, Ilucknall, Forkard, Nottinghamshire; 
Hurley, Michael, Dublin; Lewis, Robert Benson, Trinity 
square, Southwark; Musson, William Edward, Birkholme, 
Lincolnshire; Riddell, Andrew Nesbitt E., Aurangabad, 
East Indies ; Shout, Augustus Charles, Hampstead. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, May 13, 
1852:—Balding, Daniel Bailey, Barkway, Herts; Ball, 
Tertius, Liverpool; Brown, Alexander, H.E.I.C.S., Steeple 
Bumpstead, Essex; Hemingway, Edward Vavasour, Leeds ; 
Lankester, Henry, Poole, Dorset; Manley, John, Hurst 
green, Sussex; Ogilvie, William Mack ay, R.N., Boughton 
Blean, Kent. On Thursday, May 20, 1852 :—Barnett, 
Barnabas, Shrewsbury; Croudace, Thomas, Chester-le-street; 
Gill, William George, London; Richardson, Alfred, London; 
Sankey, George, Ashford; Sykes, John, London; Wood, 
Alfred Stephen, London. 

University of Oxford.—In a congregation, held on 
the 19th of May, the degree of M.D. was conferred on Bar¬ 
rington Chevalier, of Brasenose. The examination for the 
medical degree at Oxford takes place on the 15th of June. 

Medical Benevolent Fund.—The Anniversary Din¬ 
ner of this Institution took place at the London Tavern, 
on Thursday, 30tli May, the Earl of Carlisle presiding. 
Among those present may be mentioned—Sir James Clark, 
Sir Charles Hastings, Dr Forbes, Dr Sylvester, of Clapham; 
Dr Browne, of Dumfries; Dr Burrows, Mr Propert, Mr 
Erasmus Wilson, Dr Radcliffe, Mr C. R. Hall, of Torquay; 
Mr Edwin Saunders, Dr Conolly, of Hanwell: Dr Bright, 
Dr Cowan, of Reading; Dr Walter Lewis, Mr Solly, Mr 
Sankey, of Dover; Mr Bottomley, of Croydon; Mr Toynbee, 
Mr Curling, Dr R. Bennett, Mr George Sampson, Mr 
Squibb, Mr South, Mr Day, of Islewortli; Dr Bushnan, 
Mr Lord, of Hampstead; Dr Begley, Mr Newnham, of 
Fareham; Dr Daniell, of Newport Pagnell; Mr John 
Churchill, Dr Barclay, Dr Sibson, Mr G. N. Palmer, Dr 
Seymour, of St George’s Hospital; Mr Clement, of Shrews¬ 
bury; Mr Lowdell, of Brighton; Dr Jenks, of Brighton; 
Mr Hunt, Mr Bird, Mr Norman, of Bath; Mr Eyles, &c. 
&c. After the usual loyal toasts, the noble Chairman, in 
an eloquent speech, proposed, “ Prosperity to the Medical 
Benevolent Fund,” coupling with the toast the name of Mr 
Newnham. Mr Newnham having returned thanks, “ The 
Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons ” wei'e next 
severally proposed, and followed by other toasts. The con¬ 
tributions announced amounted to upwards of 500 guineas. 

Mortality in Bombay.—In March, 1,405 persons died 
in Bombay out of a population of a quarter of a million—171 
from cholera. Eleven Europeans were cut off during the 
month. 

New Medical College.—A highly respectable meet¬ 
ing of the medical practitioners residing in Kensington and 
Chelsea, was held in the vestry-room of the Holy Trinity, 
Brompton, on Monday evening, the 10th of May, Francis 
Godricli, Esq., churchwarden, in the chair. After some judi¬ 
cious remarks from the chairman and Mr Propert, Mr Pol- 
lard moved the following:—“That in the opinion of this 
meeting it is most desirable to promote and support the 
building of the proposed Medical Benevolent College, and 
that a committee be forthwith appointed to carry these 
objects into effect—to consist of the following gentlemen:— 
Messrs Godrich, C. and E. Pollard, Guazzaroni, Hillas, 
Mould, Baines, Grant, Jennett, Barnes, Anderson, Warder, 
and Sannemann, with power to add to their number, and 
that five members form a quorum.” This was seconded by 
Mr Hillas, and earned unanimously. A cordial vote of 
thanks was unanimously voted to Mr Propert for his kind¬ 
ness in attending the meeting, and for his active bene- 
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volence on behalf of the profession, which having been re¬ 
sponded to by Mr Propert, the meeting was dissolved. 

King’s College Hospital.—The foundation-stone of 
the New King’s College Hospital will be laid on the 
17th instant, at one p.m., by the Earl of Ellesmere. 
£14,000 being still required to complete the estimated 
cost of the site, and of the contemplated buildings, 
the munificent Rev. Dr Warneford, already so largely 
a benefactor to King’s College, and to that known as 
Queen’s College, Birmingham, has offered the additional 
sum of 500/., to be paid as soon as nine other sums of an 
equal amount have been subscribed. Two of those have 
been already secured. 

The Militia Bill and the Medical Profession.— 

In the House of Commons, a motion was made on Monday 
fortnight, to the effect—“ That any legally-qualified mem¬ 
ber of the medical profession actually practising shall be ex¬ 
empt from liability to serve in the militia to be raised under 
this Bill.” 

For the exemption ..... 77 
Against it.1G7 

A previous motion to prevent the exemption of Peers from 
the operation of the Bill was lost, so that the hardship seems 
to bear a relation to the public utility of the parties, and 
those who can be least spared for the service will be most 
required. 

Statistics of Cancer.—The Professor of Surgery (Mr 
Paget) in his first lecture upon Malignant Tumours, at the 
Royal College of Surgeons, made the startling announcement, 
that persons operated upon for cancer died, upon an average, 
thirteen months sooner of their disease than those who were 
not operated upon. The average was taken from upwards 
of sixty cases, at the same time omitting all those who died 
from the immediate effects of the operation. 

Progress of Epidemics.—The yellow fever still pre¬ 
vails at Rio, the mortality being principally confined to the 
shipping. At Pernambuco, where the fever had partially 
subsided, it has returned with greater virulence, and some 
fatal cases have occurred in the city. In consequence of the 
existence of fever at these places, the Severn, mail-steamer, 
was placed in quarantine at Teneriffe, Madeira, and Lisbon. 
Four deaths occurred on board, but it is not stated those 
deaths were or were not occasioned by the yellow fever. 
At Lisbon, the passengers, 100 in number, were sent to the 
Lazaretto for eight days. The troops in Hong-Kong con¬ 
tinue healthy, though the weather has been very un¬ 
favourable, and generally the colony is much freed from the 
late epidemic of small-pox. 

Hospital Accommodation in Dublin.—Dublin is re¬ 
ported to be suffering severely from a malignant fever. On 
this subject Mr Reynolds put a question to the Chief Secretary 
for Ireland, in the House of Commons a few nights since, as to 
what arrangements had been made to afford additional hos¬ 
pital accommodation to the sick poor ; and he also inquired 
whether it were the intention of the Government to reduce 
the annual grants to the Cork-street Fever Hospital, and to 
other charitable hospitals in Dublin. He added, that he 
believed that malignant fever was increasing to such an ex¬ 
tent in that city as to render the present hospital accom¬ 
modation altogether insufficient. Lord Naas replied that, 
from the accounts he had received, he had great hopes that 
the prevalence of fever was somewhat on the decrease in 
Dublin. At all events, full and perfect hospital accom¬ 
modation would be provided for all the poor who were 
attacked. With regard to the other question, the votes for 
the Dublin hospitals would be proposed in accordance with 
the estimates on the table. 

The Stamp of Iniquity.—The Government Stamp on 
a box of quack pills.—‘ Punch.’ 

Customs Medical Inspector.—The Board of Customs 
have ordered Dr McWilliam, their medical officer, to take 
the title of “ Customs Medical Inspector.” Dr McWilliam 
has to attend the officers of customs, and also the coast guard. 

The Serpentine in Hyde Park.—A deputation, con¬ 
sisting of Dr Arthur Wilson, Dr Woolley, Dr Tilt, Dr W. V. 

Pettigrew, Mr Baker, and Mr John Lilwall, attended on the 
15th of May, at the office of Works, upon the subject of the 
stagnant and dangerous condition of the Serpentine. Mr 
Lilwall, Dr Woolley, Dr Tilt, Dr Pettigrew, and Mr Baker, 
severally urged upon the First Commissioner the necessity 
of attending to the state of the Serpentine, which was in a 
most filthy condition; and particularly as to an additional 
supply of water being furnished to it. His lordship several 
times acknowledged the necessity of the whole subject re¬ 
ceiving early and careful attention, and promised that the 
additional supply of water should be immediately seen to. 
The deputation then withdrew, apparently much pleased with 
the courtesy and cordiality with which his lordship had 
received them. 

British Lying-in Hospital for Married Women. 

—This hospital, wdiieli was opened in Endell street, Long 
acre, last February, and upon the erection of which a large 
sum of money had been expended, is, we regret to leam, so 
crippled in finances as to be compelled to close a number of 
its wards. This deficiency in its exchequer arises from 
numberless deaths amongst its old supporters, and the with¬ 
drawal of others. It is, however, to be hoped that so useful 
an institution, after dispensing its benefits for 103 years, W'ill 
not be allowed to languish from want of proper support. 

University of Dublin.—Dr Samuel Gibson, who re¬ 
cently passed the examination for the diploma in .Surgery 
instituted by the Board of Trinity College, has received in¬ 
timation, from the Chief of the Medical Department of the 
Army, Dr Andrew Smith, to hold himself in readiness to 
proceed to Chatham, preparatory to his entrance into the 
service as assistant-surgeon. This is a practical compliment 
to the surgical qualification of Trinity College. 

Guy’s Hospital.—Mr Masterman, M.P. for the City of 
London, having placed at the disposal of the authorities of 
Guy’s Hospital an Assistant-Surgeoncy in the Hon. East 
India Company's Sendee, the Examining Medical Council 
have conferred it on Mr William Burns Beatson, a student 
of the hospital. This is the second appointment within 
three years that Mr Masterman has generously given to the 
authorities, to bo awarded to the most distinguished among 
the pupils of Guy’s Hospital, of which he is a governor. It 
is an excellent plan for the disposal of such patronage, and 
cannot fail to be highly serviceable to the company and to 
the profession. 

St George’s Hospital.—The appointment of Assistant- 
Surgeon in the sendee of the East India Company, given to 
the Medical School of St George’s Hospital by Sir Benjamin 
Brodie, has been accorded to Mr George Naylor, one of the 
pupils. Mr Pollock has placed a similar appointment at the 
disposal of this hospital. 

Testimonial to a Medical Gentleman.—On Mon¬ 
day last Messrs Maude and Emmerson, Inspectors of the P 
division of Metropolitan Police, waited on Dr Flower (who 
has been for twenty-two years the medical officer of this 
division), at his residence, for the purpose of presenting that 
gentleman with a handsome testimonial. It consisted of a 
massive silver inkstand, with rich cut-glass bottles, a wax- 
taper stand, and a gold pen and holder, all encased in a 
handsome morocco and velvet case. On the upper raised 
edge of the inkstand itself is the following inscription, viz.: 
—“ Presented to J. S. Flower, Esq., by the P division of 
Police, as a tribute of respect for his prompt and kind atten¬ 
tion on all occasions as their medical officer.” And on the 
lower edge are handsomely engraven the arms and crest of 
Dr Flower, with his initials and date of presentation. 

Queen’s College, Galway.—The medical students of 
this college have presented an address to Dr A. G Melville, 
declaratory of the great benefits conferred upon them by his 
assiduous attention to his duties. 

The March of Cholera.—We regret to leam from 
the Prussian papers, that in Upper Silesia, where poverty 
prevails to a frightful extent, the cholera is fearfully and 
fatally raging, shaping its course towards England. With 
our daily contemporaries, we trust the authorities of this 
country may learn wisdom from the past, and adopt means 
of prevention. 
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THE PHARMACEUTICAL BILL. 

The following petition lias been presented to the House 

of Commons by the Hon. F. Henry F. Berkeley, M.P. for 

Bristol: 

To the Honourable the Commons of the United King¬ 
dom of Great Britain and Ireland in Parliament 
assembled: , 

The humble Petition of Thomas Drcvvitt Hawker, Sur¬ 
geon and Apothecary, residing at No. 33 Edwards 
street, Portman square, London, Middlesex— 

Showeth— 
That a Bill to regulate the qualifications of Pharmaceuti¬ 

cal Chemists has been brought into your honourable House 
by Jacob Bell, Member of Parliament for St Alban’s, and a 
practising Druggist in London. 

That the said Bill, with latent purposes and under an 
ambiguous title, has been urged with sinister haste into 
committee; and if it shall become law, it will inflict bane¬ 
ful mischief on the medical profession, and will increase 
the injuries already levied on its members by pharmaceuti¬ 
cal chemists during thirty years past. 

That for this period, and upwards, the chemists 'and 
druggists of England have pursued a system of continual 
aggression on the privileges of general practitioners without 
repulsion or check, and, with ruinous consequences to them, 
have gradually usurped their rights, until the legally quali¬ 
fied medical man is compelled to maintain a struggle for 
professional existence against his unqualified antagonist, 
the practising druggist. 

That in the year 1815 the Apothecaries’ Company, either 
in unconscious error or in wilful recklessness, ruinously 
sacrificed the best interests of their future members by the 
withdrawal of a restrictive clause in their Act of Incorpora¬ 
tion, whereby chemists and druggists merely had been for¬ 
bidden to assume the functions of practitioners in medicine. 

That the Apothecaries’ Act enforced on their Licentiate a 
costly and continuous education, but conferred on him no 
commensurate advantage beyond that of official authority 
to visit a sick person in his own home ; every other privi¬ 
lege which should have been exclusively his own, was par¬ 
ticularly accessible to the Pharmaceutical Chemist, without 
discipline or outlay. The Apothecary, it is true, has power 
to recover his pecuniary claim for medicine and advice, but 
the necessity of resort to law is superseded by the ready- 
money stipulations of the irregular practitioner. 

That a very monstrous amount of what is technically 
termed counter practice has been, and is surreptitiously car¬ 
ried on by every grade of Chemist and Druggist in London 
and in the provinces, from Messrs. Savory and .Moore to the 
disingenuous concocter of the New Pharmacy Bill, and that 
to the intolerable wrong of the medical profession. 

That your petitioner is fully instructed and utterly believes 
that the sinister scope of the proposed bill is to introduce a 
prominent body of counter practitioners, inasmuch as the 
Pharmaceutical Society, already shielded by an ample char¬ 
ter, demands no actual accession of legislative powers. 

That the total measure, from its preamble to the inter¬ 
preting clause, is a tissue of assiduous treachery and subter¬ 
ranean fraud—an attempt to confound the science of che¬ 
mistry with the interests of the retail drug trade—a specious 
proposal to protect existing medical institutions, but a real 
endeavour to obliterate the boundaries and landmarks which 
define the ranks and gradations of the medical profession. 

That your petitioner earnestly entreats and humbly prays 
your Honourable House not to pass this Bill. 

And further, that your petitioner respectfully deprecates 
the continuance of those anomalies, unparalleled in any other 
existing institution, which confuse and degrade the medical 
profession. 

That medical practice in these kingdoms is a mass of dis¬ 
cord and contradiction, urgently demanding legislative scru¬ 
tiny and correction. 

That amid a conflict of claims on the public confidence, 
by persons variously qualified, differently educated, and 
incongruously named, there is no fixed code of regulation 

whereby a legal practitioner of medicine and surgery can be 
invariably accredited and accurately known. 

That your petitioner would be fain to suggest how far 
more worthy of the noble statesmanship of England it 
would be to devise and to enact some comprehensive scheme 
for the structure of a stately system of medical science and 
art, with every rank of practice fortified and defined, every 
member of the profession amply educated and duly affirmed 
with guarantee of law, than to employ the legislative powers 
of Parliament to foster the schemes and to promote the 
interests of the retail druggists and of Mr Jacob Bell. 

And finally your petitioner humbly prays that your ho¬ 
nourable House would not only refuse to enact this stealthy 
Bill, but provide that the sphere and trade of the retail 
druggist and chemist may be henceforth rigidly limited to 
the sale of drugs. 

And your petitioner will ever pray. 

NOTICES TO CORESPONDENTS. 

May 20th.—We are not in possession of Dr Sleggall’s eleventh 
edition, and therefore are unable to reply to your question as yon 
require. The book contains, we believe, every subject necessary to 
be got up fur a medical examination. 

A Country Surgeon lias forwarded to us the following letter, which 
we insert in the hope that tiie important subject to which it refers 
will attract the attention of our correspondents. 

To the Editor of the ‘Medical Circidar.' 
Sir,—You will greatly oblige mo by suiting in the notices to cor¬ 

respondents in your next number, the largest amount, or “fee,” a 
country medical man would he entitle 1 to for attending a farmer 
and his wife, daring a month, at the distance ot two miles from the 
practit oner’s residence, daily visits for a week— in ail seventeen 
vis ts. The farmer is rent free, in consideration of his services as 
ground officer to the proprietor, or what is called in England a 
“bailiff.” 'ihe farmer keeps two heavy horses, a ploughman, and 
maid servant, Ac , anti is in fair circumstances. His disc ise was an 
affection of tlie kidneys, trom drinking ardent spirits ; that of his 
wife a shock of paralysis, the second, after an interval of six years, 
of which she died. The eases were troublesome .to the medical 
attendant, but he would bo content with an ordinary remuneration; 
but as small fees are now-u-da.vs grudged more titan large fees were 
wont to be, the writer would be glad to see “in print” what he 
could claim as a fair charge for eacn visit, and regrets the non-ex- 
isience of a recognised table ot fees, or, what would be sidl better, 
an authoritative regulation of fees by act of Parliament, or a board 
app in ed by Parliament.—Ycuis, &c., 
May 21, 1852, A Country Surgeon. 

Please state if there is any prospect t f some such regulation of 
fees being effected, and when. 

*** We despair of seeing any such regulation of fees by parliamentary 
enactment. The different condition in life of patients makes any 
arbitrary arrangement exceedingly difficult o! settlement. 

A Fellow of she Koval College of Physicians has written to 
us to say that “ he fully agrees with Dr Dickson in the prohibition 
of bleeding, and also in suite other r espects,’’ die., and lie wishes 
to info:m our correspondent M.RC.S. (KngJ that lie has “not 
changed his opinion on tiiis subject.'’ We hope we have not pained 
a l’el'ow by declining to insert his letter, but inasmuch as our table 
was c ven d with letters from different gentlemen on the same 
subject, and expressb g the same view in nearly similar terms, wo 
were con-trained to withhold their publication. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Would it be asking ton great a favour for your inserting the 

following letter in your well written journal. I am apprenticed to 
a medical practitioner in surgery and medicine, well skilled in In's 
prolession, for the space of three years, one of which lias nearly 
elapsed, and, after paying a handsome pr mium, the following is 
the treatment I receive at his hands: lam expected to light tho 
fire, generally speaking, and clean bottles, anti also the surgery. I 
receive no help in my studies but am considered an outcast. X 
have my meals already cut and served for me apart from the 
family. I also sit in an old broken down apartment with two 
ihairs, or.e old table, but no table-cloth; and i could describe 
many other unjust actions, but this suits thus far my purpose to 
sh1 w you how lie treats the son of a lawyer, who has always 
been looked upon hitherto in ft proper light. I write this to show 
medical practitioners in general the course of treatment appren¬ 
tices, or, as they are frequently called, snop bits receive by their 
masters. As I have already taken up too much space I will only 
hope it will bo of some good to the younger members of tho profes¬ 
sion in genera! as an advi.e, always to inquire beforehand what are 
the arrangements of the house before signing indentures. I am 
yours, obediently. E. S. M. 

Surrey, May 18, 1852. 

*„* Wo hope that there are few members of the profession who can 
forget that their pupih, to leng as they are well conducted, should 
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be regarded as gentlemen; and, inasmuch as they are separated 
from their natural protectors, that they should be treated with con¬ 
sideration and kindness. The principal should exercise a paternal 
care over the pupil, and if lie wish to know the duties of such a 
situation, let him ask himself how he treats his own child or would 
like to see him treated by another. The old relation of master ar.d 
servant is now obsolete. The apprenticeship system is founded on 
a i icious principle, and ought to be abolished by law. It is a dis¬ 
grace to our profession. 

*»* Our readers must pardon us the indulgence of a little vanity in 
publishing, in the outset of our career, an occasional word ol com¬ 
mendation from correspondents. II. B., of Chelmsford, writes : 

I cannot omit the opportunity of congratulating you on the success 
of your well-intentioned and talented journal, to which no medical 
man in the United Kingdom, who professes the slightest zeal in 
his profession, should fail to subscribe. I lent Mr C-of this 
town one of your numbers, and he has promised to subscribe, and I 
shall not cease recommending your Circular whenever opportunity 
occurs, as it apears to me so honestly and truthfully conducted. 

M.D.—You will find a report of the case in our 6th Number. 

A SuFFEiiF.it.—The evil practices of these itinerant quacks have been 
fully and graphically exposed in Mr Davenport’s ‘ Treatise on the 
Teeth,’ which was lately noticed in our Journal. The conduct of 
the fe low was most infamous. We cannot recommend a dentist. 
There are many highly-qualified men in this metropolis. 

Da B.—We have heard of the case to which you allude. The Hos¬ 
pital Surgeon, for s ich he calls himself, who allowed a dislocation 
of the humerus to remain s'x weeks unreduced, treating it merely 
as a common sprain, deserves to be legally chastised for his 
ignorance. 

Studens.—An indenture is not absolutely necessary, though it is 
preferred. 

Ax Assurer.—It was thought when the Equitable (the original Equi¬ 
table) Life Odice was established that it would owe its success 
mainly to the recommendation of the lawyers, but these gentry- 
soon became too keen to inform their clients of the benefits to be 
derived from insuring in teat office. They readily insure in it them¬ 
selves, but advise their clients to assure elsewhere. The lawyers 
always like to keep the good things to themselves. We have little 
doubt that they will now recommend their clients to the New 
Equitable. 

J. H.—We cannot notice at present the subject to which your letter 
refers, ltely upon it that the gentleman named will in the end 
have credit given to him for the course he pursued in that business. 
Tell us when the meeting takes place. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular ' and Proposed 
1 Medical Library.' 

Sir,—I feel disposed to patronise the ‘Medical Library.’ The ilea is 
good ; the only suggestion I might presume to offer would be, that 
a weekly publication at Is. would have a tendency to limit the 
sale amongst the generality of the medical practitioners to a very 
small number over the country ; if it were like the ‘ Medical Cir¬ 
cular,’ to come out fortnightly, alternately with the ‘Circular,’ I 
think you would more than double the number of subscribers, and 
when once enlisted, they might be led to call for a weekly publica¬ 
tion. I much doubt if even the whole medical literature of Europe 
would furnish reading stuff for a weekly issue at Is , whilst there 
is no doubt that a fortnightly issue would give a much richer field 
to cater from, and thereby doubly enhance the value of the work. 
I merely throw out these suggestions (as I think) for the success of 
your work and for the benefit of our poorer brethren over the 
country. The time was with me when even Is. a week would have 
been a serious item in my outlay. 

As I am w iting, I may state that in the Editorship of the ‘ Di 
rectory,’ I highly approved of your conduct with respect to the en¬ 
rolling of the names of the homceopaihs therein. 

I consider a diploma merely a guarantee that the person posses¬ 
sing it has been found as fully qualified as those who grant it, to 
think for himself and prnct se according to the best of his judg¬ 
ment ; if men, on receiving a licence, be not allowed to think and 
act for themselves, then must medicine become a bundle of quack¬ 
ery altogether. I am not a homoeopath—what of that? Were I 
one. would I be less one of the profession? All that can be said of 
them is, that they have been licensed as we are, but that they as¬ 
sume to see farther into medicine than we do. No, no, Mr Editor, 
you have done right: they are regu'ar licensed members of the 
profession; and if their views of the effects of medicine with re¬ 
spect to the doses should differ from ours, the press is open, and, 
like scientific men, and learned men, let them and us fight it 
out, and be you the bottle-holder. Excuse this addendum. 

Iiespectfully yours, 
J. K. S., Surgeon. 

39 Maxwell street, Glasgow, May 21, 1852. 

Dr Stirling.— Many thanks for your complimentary note and valu¬ 
able c ise. The latter will appear in our next number. 

Dr Cottle.—Communication received and will be attended to. 
C. Johnstone (Castledown).—The sketch would at present be out of 

place; nevertheless, we thank you. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Will you oblige me by favouring me with replies to the follow¬ 

ing queries in the correspondent's column of your ensuing number? 
What is the comparative average circulation of the four London 
medical periodicals, the ‘British and Foreign Review,’ ‘Medical 
Times aud Gazette,’ ‘London Journal of Medicine,’ and ‘Lan¬ 

cet?’ You are, of course, too modest to state your own. Is 
Dr Carpenter still the responsible editor of the ‘ Review ?' Which 
of the two monthlies, the ‘Edinburgh’ or the ‘London Journal,’ 
has the largest circulation ? Which of all the journals is looked up 
to as the chief authority, and exerci es most influence on scientific 
medicine in England? ' Individually, I have been used to consider 
the ‘Review’ as the most trns.worthy, impariial, and talented 
authority on matters purely scientific, despite the palpable misre¬ 
presentations (or rather lies) and scurrilous malignity of the 
‘ Lancet.’ Apologising for giving you so much trouble, I am, Sir, 
yours, &c., 

A Subscriber to the ‘Medical Circular' 
FROM ITS COMMENCEMENT. 

Llenfair, M ntgomcryshir r. 
An answer to these various queries will appear in the next 

number of the ‘ Cir. ular.' 
Old Guy’s Ghost.—Your ideas are quite correct. Mr Clarke, in 

opposing the city grant of money to the new hospital, argued upon 
narrow grounds. Charity slrou'd be stimulate l to the uttermost. 
There is plenty of room, and there is great need, in tins money- 
loving and selfish city, of charitable institutions, and they should 
be encouraged in a frank and generous spirit. Those who say that 
new churiiies are likely to starve old ones speak from an inexpe¬ 
rience of life. The mo e charity' there is abroad, the greater share 
tlie old institutions aie likely to have, if their managing men will 
take a little trouble to direct tlie stream to their coffers. Repress 
charity, and you will infallibly ruin both old and young corporations. 
AVere the old institutions ever so well off as they are now, when 
there is an active competition for benevolent donations? Never. 
It is no reason, even if the I ree Hospital or the Westminster cannot 
get sufficient fund-1, that a new hospital with different objects 
should not he established. The fault may be that of the managers, 
and if not, still different men have different sympathies, and the 
person that would not cure to give a shilling in support of an eye 
infirmary, might give fifty pounds to establish an hospital for the 
cure of fistula. AVe must assail human nature at all points for the 
benefit of our suffering fellow creatures. The closed fist must be 
pressed hard, and the coins squeezed from every crevice. We 
regret to sec so much ignorance of the world exhibited on this 
subject. It is another question whether hospitals for tlie treatment 
of special diseases are beneficial to science or not. AYo are sure 
they are, and are glad to see them established. 

Htc et Ubique inquires “ Whether Messrs Allsopp and Bass, the 
brewir.s, gave the order to the conductors of the* Lancet for 
20,000 copies prior to the analysis of their beer in that journal?* 
We believe they did. Of what value, then, is the analysis? Hum¬ 
bug for ever! 

Religio PHtLosopm.—Symptoms of a split in the camp have cer 
tainly shown themselves in regard to tlie Medical Benevolent 
College, but, unlike tlie ‘Lancet,’ we must respectfully decline to 
publish your communication on the subject. 

S. T.—Dr Green’s paper on “Mercurial lumigitions ’ appeared in 
the sixth number of lire ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Philip Parsons. —Our correspondent should obtain the adv cc of 
some respectable practitioner. I lie party he has named is highly 
competent to treat his case. 

Cogitans.—Many thanks for your valuable suggestions and good 
wishes. Nothing will make us swerve from the strict path of 
lio icsty, whatever others may do, or may have done. 

Mr C. A’erral.—Communication received. ThepapeiswiU be con¬ 
tinued in our next. 

J ustiti a.—There can he no doobt of the utility of a book, well got up, 
on the subject you name. 

Mr II. Meymott (Ludlow).—Letter received with thanks. 
J. D. S.-Your friendly letter relating to the ‘Medical Library,’ has 

been re eived. your suggestions shall have our consideration. 
There cannot be a doubt that the work will give the highest satis¬ 
faction to the reading portion of the profession, and be indeed useful 

to all. ...... 
Coloquintida.—We cannot insert your communicat on, as it is a 

little too drastic. A milderpurge will suffice for tlie purpose. The 
parties belong to the order “ vermes,” which are generally tenacious 
of vitality. IT . 

M. D— We do not believe one word of tlie statement. He is an im¬ 
pudent fellow. 

Cuirurgus.—Professor Jacob, of the College of Sui^cons, Dublin. 
He is l ather combative, and hit wild (Wilde ?) some lime since. He 
is a worthy man. 

Puysconia (Charing cross).—Your occupation being sedentary, and 
your appetite being probably very good and unrestrained, you are 
prettv sure to grow fa1. Obesity is best removed by low diet and 
exercise. If you do not attend to regimen no medicine will benefit 
you, and if you do you will not want physic. 

To the Editor of the * Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Some years ago I was summom d to attend a Criminal Court at 

Aberdeen us a medical witness, for which I rvas allowed by the 
authorities of Banffshire 31. 3s. per diem. At the same court, I met 
with several practitioners Horn the county of Aberdeen who told mu 
that lliey only got 21. 2s. per diem. Pray what is the reason that in 
criminal cases, tlie Banffsl.i e authorities g vc 31. 3s. and the 
Aberdeenshire on’y 21. 2s.? or wlmt is the allowance a medical wit¬ 
ness is entitled to in Scotland?—I am, Sir, yours, &o., Medicus. 
—Banff, 22 May, 1852. 

* We are not aware that any sum is fixed bylaw, perhaps 
some legal friend migtit be able to explain the mystery. Distance 
may be an element in the award. Nothing is m' re uncertain than 
payment for medical services. 



New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

rULVERMACHER’8 PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decompo-ing 
distilled water, &c. <&e.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same prineip e, can be 
worn on the body, und r the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
b en found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Itoyal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical C'hirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Acidemie de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be freely tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in— 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Th. Hogj; Birmingham, Th. W. Holdsworth and Mary 
Sait and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Olaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. tl 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Schacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey; Driffield, W. Turner; Edinburgh, Durcan, Hockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany. Virginia street ; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe ; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, William Mason ; Horncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Cli. Bell; Hun'ingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J. M. Her 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson; Liverpool, A Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, lliggs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham,!. Shepperly; Petworth, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading. W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Rochester, T. S. King ; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers ; St 
Hellers, Jersey, Titos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sain. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekin ; Newbury, T. Fidlcr; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport Kobt. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. 11. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, P.ing 
and Co.; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Falk; Norwich, H. R. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Bibd, M.D, F R.S. F.R.C.P. &c. <Sc. (published by 
his kind permission):— 
."We have in this ingenious invention that which 

has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electr.city of moderate tension, and always in one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvrumacher's 
invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren." 

Fifth Edition, now ready, 

he Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imbie, Surgeon-Dentist. 

“ Mr Imrie has obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and lias re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

All Policies Indisputable, and payable to Holder within 

fourteen days after Death, and free of Policy 

Stamp to the Assured. 

An entirely new and most economical Scale of Premiums. 

HOUSEHOLDERS’ AND GENERAL 
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

DISTIXCTIVE AND PECULIAR FEATURES. 

1. Every Policy is absolutely indispu'able, the state of health, age, 

and interest, being admitted on the Policy. 

2. A Lower Scale of Premiumi than any other Office. 

3. Policies transferable by indorsement. 

4 Policies paid within Fourteen Days afteu Proof of Deatu. 

5. No charge for Policy Stamp. 

6. Persons recently assured in other Offices may obtain indisputable 

Policies from this Company at more moderate rates of Premiums. 

7. Medical Referees in all cases paid by tub Company, 

The Directors of the Household Assurance Company wish to 
draw attention to the fact that four-fifths of the community 
who commence the wor d with good prospects die insolvent, 
leaving nothing behind them for the maintenance of their families 
in their accustomed social position, and that tlie influence of the 
medical profession might in most cases be beneficially exerted for the 
alleviation of the distress of families by the recommendation of Life 
Assurance. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitt ng them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of tile Company in rateable proportion t > the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

Offices, 15 and 16 Adam street, Adelphi, London. 

pierical, Medical, and General 
\J LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY, Establi hed 1824. 

Empowerei by Act of Parliament, 1850. 
Persons of all ages, and in every station, may assure with tills 

Society on moderate terms, and the assured cau reside in any part of 
Europe, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the Cape, Australia, New 
Zealand, and in most parts of North and South America, without 
extra cuarge. 

FIFTH DIVISION OF PROFITS. 
The FIFTH BONUS was declared in January last, and the amount 

varied with ti e different ages, from ZM to 55 per cent, on the 
Premiums paid during the la't Five years; or from 361 to 
£Z U Os. per cent, per annum, on the sums assured. 

The small share ol Profit divisib’e in future among the Shareholders 
being now provi ed for, without intrenching on tlieatm unt made by the 
regular business, the ASSURED will hereafter derive all the benefits 
obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, complete 
freedom from liability, secured by means of an ample Proprietary 
Capital—thus combining, in the same office, all the advantages 
OF BOTH SYSTEMS. 

A copy of the last Report, setting forth full particulars, with a Pro¬ 
spectus, can be obtained of any ot the Society’s agents, or by address¬ 
ing a line to 

GEO. II. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is allowed by this Society to the 

Medical Attendants of persons proposing to assure, in all cases in 
which their advice and information is required 

rtificial Eyes, Patent Action 
LEGS, ARMS, and HANDS, ARTIFICIAL NOSES and 

SURGICAL MECHANISM.—Mr Grossmith has opened a Second 
Manufactory, at 248 Regent street, where the above articles, with all 
the newest modifications and improvements, may be obtained, llis 
Artificial Eyes (to which the Prize Medal of the Great Exhibition 
was awarded) ate fitted immediately, without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight has been lost, and effect a perfect Movement. 
Re erences given to the Surgeons ot Bartholomew’s, St George's, 
Thomas's, the Royal Ophthalmic, and all the principal London and 
Provincial Hospitals, by whom they ate recommended. His New 
Artificial Leg enables the wearer to walk and sit with comfort—is 
extremely light in weight, and not liable to get out of order, 
l’aiients accustomed to wearing the common Cork Legs, are re¬ 
quested to examine these, and may see them In use if desired. 

175 Fleet street, and 248 Regent street. Established 1760. 



On the Sth of January, 1853, will be Published, price Is , or £2 10s. per Annum, 

To he continued Weekly, Imperial Octavo, 

THE MEDICAL LIBRARY, 
A Repriut and Abstract of all that is really valuable or worthy of being collated from the various Medical Periodicals 

throughout the civilised world, more particularly from the Medical Journals of France, Germany, and the United States 

of America 
The various sections of this Journal, under the respective heads of 

MEDICINE, SURGERY, MIDWIFERY, PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY, AND 

THE SPECIALITIES, 

Will be Edited by the most eminent men in each of these Departments of Medical Science. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY is a Register of the qualified Members of the Medical Profession. 

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR is a Register of their Sayings and Doings. 

The MEDICAL LIBRARY will be a Register of all that is worthy of record in the current 

Literature of the Medical Profession throughout the world. 

The Proprietor of the ‘Medical Directory’ respectfully submits 
that he conferred a boon on the profession of which he is a member, 
when in 134% associated with two eminent Physioiins, h3 first pub- 
lished the ‘ Medical Directory,’ by reference to which ilie qu uihca- 
tion of every Practitioner is certified and the unqualified impostor 
detected. 

He lias reason to believe that by the publication of the 
‘Medical Circular,’ which indicates and duvets attention to the 
valuable portion; of the current medical literature of t e day, and 
chronicles each passing medical event, he has supplied another desi¬ 
deratum of the profession. 

He conscientiously be’ieves that by the publication of the Ms. oical 
Library,’ he will still further merit the good will and support Of the 
profession which lias so liberally been conferee l on the two publica¬ 
tions adverted to ; for what author will not rejoice in the existence of 
a periodical which will give the gist of liis labours in a careful ab 
stract ’ What contributor will not advocate ihe interests of a journal 
which will save his novel and, perhaps, original views irora the 
obiivion in which they would otherwise be engulphed by being 

consigned to the ephemeral pages of an ordin try medical periodical ? 
What reader will not hail with satisf.ction the advent of a journal 
which will be a multum in parvo of medical literature, in the pages 
of which lie may be sure to find all that is valuable and necessary for 
him to know in the daily exercise of his profession? 

The onward progress of science demands such a work, for by it 
til >ne can the members of the profession he kept up to the standard 
of medical knowledge. 

The existence of twenty medic 1 periolicals demands such a con¬ 
centration of their utilitiis, separated from the encumbrance of their 
needless verbiage. 

The affluent of the profession will support It, because it wi'l save 
them that which is oftentimes more valuable than money, time. 

The less affluent will support it, not on that account only, but be¬ 
cause it will c imprise all they can possibly require in the shape of a 
‘Medical Library.’ 

Communications, suggestions, and the names of gentlem i. dis¬ 
posed to patronise this important work, are requested to bo ad-. - ssed 
to the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular,' 4 Adana street, Adelptn. 

Qpirits of Wine for the Faculty. TVug Price Currents, Free on 
Strength, 56 deg. over proof. Single gallon, 18s. Two gallons _I_A Appl 

rv* . ,** \ . __n— Pharmao.P.ntl 
and upwards, at 17s. 6d. per gallon. BrrTT AND C0 

OLD FURNIVAL’3 DISTILLERY, IIOLBORN. 

o 
a s Application; containing the Pricesof all the principal Drugs, 

Pharmaceutical Preparations, Surgical Instruments, Medical Bottles, 
Ac., and every requisite for the Surgery, all of the purest and best 
quality, by Messrs Hewlett and Goddard, 
\vi,ni»enl» nnrt P.vnnrt Drmrodsts. 6 Arthur street West. London 

Grosvenor street.—To be Let, a 
Dwelling-House in this desirable street, well suited for a 

Medical Man or Surgeon Dentist. Rent moderate. Occupation 
may be had at Midsummer. Apply to Mr Hooper, 7 Pallmall East. 

Royal Baths, 9 Suffolk place 
J PALLMALL EAST. 

Established about thirty years by the late W. Seaman. 

Mr TURNER having succeeded to the above establishment, begs 
to call the attention of the Medical Profession and the Nobility to 
these old established Baths, which having been thoroughly renovated 
and improved, ABE NOW OPEN, and will be found ou inspection 
to merit their patronage and support. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 6d. On True and False Sperma- 
TORRIICEA, with the vi-.-w to the Correction ot wide spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Pickford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

H. BAlLt.IERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway 
New York, U.S. 

A llsopp’s East India Pale and 
other BURTON ALES.—The Public is respectfully informed, 

that the ALES of THIS SEASON’S BREWINGS are now ready for 
delivery, and may be obtained genuine in Casks of Eighteen Gallons 
and upwards, either singly or in any quantity, at their respective 
Stores, as under, where also a list of the Bottlers may be had. The 
Brewery, Burton-on-Trcnt; 61 King William street, City, London; 
Cook street, Liv rpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester ; Royal Brewery, Dudley; S3 Virginia street, Glasgow. 

The Publisher of the 1 Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London; Printed bv Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Reynell and AVeigiit, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; anu 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelptn , 
in the City of Westminster.—June 2. 185?. 
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CMectro-Medical Institution of the 
J_J Chevalier LE MOLT, for the application of his Method of 
Electric Frictions, by which powerful currents are applied to the 
body without Shocks or Pains, to the cure of Paralysis, Nervous 
and Rheumatic Affections, Tic Dolourcux, Sterility, Impotence. 
Scrofula, Menstrual Irregularities, &e. Twenty-five years' practice. 
Success attested by the first physicians and scientific corporations. 
Obtained the Grand Gold Medal. 

5 Bentinclc street, Manchester square. 

TESTIMONIALS OF CURES EFFECTED at the Electro-Medical 
Institution of the Chevalier Le Molt, 5 Bentinck street, Manchester 
square:— 
Sir.—Having been moi-e or less affected with nervousness from my 

youth, I h.ve much pleasure in assuring you that I received great 
benefit from your Electric Frictions, which may be compared to a 
current of warm air producing a very agreeable sensation without 
the least pain. The Electric Brush invented by you is a most valuable 
discovery, doing away with the violent shocks so much dreaded, and 
which, judging from my sensations, might be applied to a child in 
arms. I have no doubt that as soon as your valuable establishment 
becomes known, that it must meet with the success it so much deserves. 
—Yours, very respectfully, Joseph Tussaud, Bazaar, Baker street. 

Miss M. D., my sister-in-'aw, aged 17, has greatly suffered for the 
last eighteen months, by the non-appearance of the catamenia. 
She has now recovered her health and experienced the desired effects, 
after being treated by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Dorguin, 22 
Bentinck street. 

I declare, after trying ma ty fruitless medical means, that I have 
been cured by Sir Le Moit’s Electric Friction'!, 0f a very old and 
painful neuralgia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.— 
V. Ruby, 40 Wigmore street. 

Artificial Eyes, Patent Action 
LEGS, ARMS, and HANDS, ARTIFICIAL NOSES and 

SURGICAL .MECHANISM.—Mr Gbossmith has opened a Second 
Manufactory, at 248 Regent street, where the above articles, with all 
the newest modifications and improvements, may be obtained. His 
Artificial Eyes (to which the Prize Medal of the Great Exhibition 
was awarded) aie fitted immediately, without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight has been lost, and effect a perfect Movement. 
Retereuces given to the Surgeons of Bartholomew’s, St George’s, 
Thomas’s, the Royal Ophthalmic, and all the principal London and 
Provincial Hospitals, by whom they are recommended. His New 
Artificial Leg enables the wearer to walk and sit with comfort—is 
extremely light in weight, and not liable to get out of order. 
Patients accustomed to wearing the common Cork Legs, are re¬ 
quested to examine these, and may sec them in use if des'red. 

175 Fleet street, and 248 Regent street. Established 1763. 

Just published, 1 vol. price 6s. 

edicina Mechanica; or the 
. THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE 

EXERCISES AND MANIPULATIONS. Considered as a branch of 
Therapeutics, and as adapted to the Treatment and Cure of many 
forms of CHRONIC DISEASE. By J. W. F. Blundell, M.D. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Now ready, in 18mo, of 510 pages, bound in roan, price 6s. 6d. 

rThe Prescriber’s Complete Hand- 
J BOOK. Comprising the Principles of the Art of Prescribing. 

A Materia Medica, containing all the Principal Medicines employed, 
classified according to their Natural Families, w-ith their Properties, 
Preparations, and Uses; and a concise Sketch of Toxicology. By 
Trousseau and Re veil. Edited, with Notes, by J. Birkbeck 

Nevins, M.D. 
London. H. Bailiiere, Publisher, 219Regent street, and 290 Broad¬ 

way, New York, U.S. 

WOODEN LEGS AND ARM SLINGS- 

18s. 

"Wooden Legs are made at this 
• ■ Establishment upon the most improved principles of Economy 

and Lightness, combined with Strength, and as it fails to the lot of 
the poorer classes to require them more frequently, on account of the 
various accidents to which they are exposed, \V. II. B. has endeavoured 
to meet their wants, by manufacturing Legs, Ac., of a superior 
description at very reasonable prices. 

A Wooden Leg for a Person whose leg has been amputated i 
above the knee, with light socket to receive the stump, >■ 21s. 
from ... ... ... ... ...J 

For one amputated below the knee, to come to the hip-joint, ) 
with straps complete for the waist, Sic. from ... ... J 

Arm Slings, 10s. 6d., 15s., and 21s. 
Post Office Orders to he addressed to HUNTLY BAILEY,418 

Oxford street, London. Urinals for Railway Travelling, &c., &c. 
N.B.—Improved Artificial Legs and Arms. 

Ventilating Boots and Shoes.— 
This valuable discovery gives instant ease and comfort to the 

wearer, prevents Corns from throbbing, the Feet from swelling or 
being te ider, and keeps them perfectly dry. The inventor solicits 
One Trial, feeling assured that, having once experienced the comfort 
which they give, no person will wear any other. 

Wellington Boots.21s. 0d. 
Best ditto.25s. Od. 
Button ditto.16s. Od. 
Shoes.10s. 6d. 

“ In a sanitary point of view this invention is really valuable, and 
in warm climates it must be a great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflicted with tender feet.”—‘The Lancet,’ Feb. 21, 1852. 

To be had of the Patentee, C. MARSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings- 
land-road, London. By sending an old b ;ot or shoe a fit will be 
warranted. 

Piggott’s Galvanic Belt, without 
acid or any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases ar.d 

Irregularities of the System produced by the want of electricity. Mr 
Piggott calls the attention of the Faculty an 1 others to his PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on the same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, this machine is always ready for use, pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (at the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines excited by acid, with the 
current in one direction, from 26s. to 81. 8s. 

Mr Piggott. Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treatise on the above, gratis. 

Pale India Ale and Stout, 4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints; Scotch Ale, 5s. per 

dozen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
Captains supplied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, 
from 30s. per dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD 
and WATSON, 16 Clement’s lane, City. 



A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

H ouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the 
Medical Referees. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, &c. <fec.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same princip e, can be 
worn on the body, und-r tlio garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academie de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be freely tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in- 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody ; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. W. Holdsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Ilurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. H 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Schacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey; Driffield,W.Turner; Edinburgh, Durcan, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries' Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Ilolfe; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, William Mason ; Iiorncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Ch. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J, M. Her 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson’; Liverpool. A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Good all; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham,!. Shepperly; Petworth, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading, W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Rochester, T. S. King ; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers ; St 
Hellers, Jersey, Thos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay-, Fisher Brotheis; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Kison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. VV. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Eltin ; Newbury, T. Kidler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport Kobt. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Piing 
ana Co.; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Palk; Norwich, H. R. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Bibd, M.D. F R.S. F.R.C.P. &c. Ac. (published by 

his kind permission): — 
.“ We have in this ingenious invention that which 

has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvermacher's 

invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.” 

Fifth Edition, now ready, 

he Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrie, Surgeon-Dentist. 

“ Mr Imrie has obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and lias re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq , 
Horton House, Coin¬ 
brook. 

The Rev Thos Cator, 
Bryar stone square, 
and Skelbrook park 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport, 
Bulllock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq., Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road Holloway. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 
All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

erical. Medical, and General 
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY, Established 1824. 

Empowered by Act of Parliament, 1850. 
Persons of all ages, and in every station, may assure with this 

Society on moderate terms, and the assured can reside in any part of 
Eurore, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the Cape, Australia, New 
Zealand, and in most parts of North and Soutli America, without 
extra charge. 

FIFTH DIVISION OF PROFITS. 
The FIFTH BONUS was declared in January last, and the amount 

varied with the different ages, from 24£ to 55 per cent, on the 
Premiums paid during the last Five years; or from JE1 to 

10s. per cent, per annum, on the sums assured. 
The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Shareholders 

being now provi ed for, without intrenching on the amount made by the 
regular business, the ASSURED will hereafter derive all the benefits 
obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, complete 
freedom from liability, secured by means of an ample Proprietary 
Capital—thus combining, in the same office, all the advantages 
OP BOTH SYSTEMS. 

A copy of the last Report, setting forth full particulars, with a Pro¬ 
spectus, can be obtained of any ot the Society’s agents, or by address, 
ing a line to 

GEO. H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 
N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is allowed by this Society to the 

Medical Attendants of persons proposing to assure, in all cases in 
which their advice and information is required 

Otiff Stays superseded by the 
ELASTIC BODICE.—Ease and elegance of figure is obtained 

by the Elastic Bodice, thus preventing all pulmonary complaints, 
the enlargement taking place as breathing or motion requires. 
Recommended by the faculty, and worn by ladies of rank and 
fashion. The fastening is in front.—Mrs WHITTAKER, 2, Carlisle 
street, Soho square. A Prospectus sent on receipt of a stamp. 

nobjectionable Protection from 
the RAIN, is effectually realized in BERDOE’S well-known 

Light Over Coat, the Waterproof Pallium, which without ob¬ 
structing free ventilation, resists any amount of rain, and from its 
lightness, and respec able appearance, is adapted for general use at 
all times, equally as for rainy weather, and has long been reputed 
one of the most convenient, economical, and valuable garments ever 
invented. Price, 45s. and 50s. A very large stock for selection; 
also of Capes, Shooting Jackets, Leggings, Cloaks, Mantles, 
Habits, &c., for Ladies, all thoroughly waterproof. BERDOE, 
Tailor, &c., 96 New Bond Street, and 69 Cornbill only. 
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The ‘ Monthly Journal of Medical Science’ (Edinburgh) 
for June, contains several interesting articles. 

Among others, Dr Thomas A. Wise has contributed a 
valuable paper, entitled 

‘ Practical Remarks on Insanity as it occurs among the 
Inhabitants of Bengal.' 

The paper comprises a variety of topics, which cannot be 
satisfactorily abstracted. Dr Wise says, that while in Eu¬ 
rope from 25 to 30 per cent, of cases of insanity are pro¬ 
duced by the excessive use of spirituous liquors, the power of 
tlip priesthood has been so beneficially employed over India 
to repress this evil, that only one drunken patient was found 
in the Dacca Asylum. The use of opium is more pernicious, 
but both give place to the destructive effects of gunjah—a 
preparation of the Indian hemp (Cannabis Sativa). It ap¬ 
pears that out of 233 males, 77 or 30 per cent, were insane 
from the use of gunjah, while only half of that proportion 
among females became insane from the same cause. The 
following interesting account of the use of gunjah is given 
by Dr Wise :— 

“ Gunjah.—The use of the preparations of Indian hemp or 
gunjah (Cannabis Sativa), has a much more pernicious in¬ 
fluence on the mental faculties thau opium or spirits, which 
are more transitory in their effect. Gunjah was well known, 
and its effects understood for many ages, in the South of 
Africa, in America, and in the greater part of Asia. It ap¬ 
peal's to have been employed in the temples of the ancient 
Greeks, for its intoxicating quality, and it is still employed 
for the same purpose by the Brahminical priests of India, 
and by the dissipated and depraved, more particularly of the 
lower class. With them it is supposed to be the ready 
agent to enable the person to bear hard and continuous la¬ 
bour without fatigue, to prevent the pain accompanying 
physical injury, to guard against insalubrious climates 
and unhealthy seasons. It likewise produces pleasing and 
cheerful intoxication, and has other qualities which lead to 
its deleterious use—as it kindles the imagination, inflames 
the sensual passions, and the appetite for food. Some who 
use it state that it renders them more fervid in their de¬ 
votions, circulates the blood, and clears the voices of singers. 
But it is also well known that a constant, or large con¬ 
sumption of it, makes the person unfit for business, and, if 
continued, produces insanity. 

“ When gunjah is employed as a luxury, it is -used in 
combination with prepared, or dry tobacco leaf; each pipe- 
full (chillim) being filled up with from two to eight annas’ 
weight of the compound. Sometimes from twenty to thirty 
cliillims are used daily. The cost is about one rupee and 
eight annas, the two pounds (Seer). Such is the quantity 
consumed, that three, or four rupees a month are often spent 
by one individual on this deleterious drug; and such is the 
fascination, that to increase the gratification the smoke is 
often passed into the pharynx and nosti'ils, and after re¬ 
maining some time it is discharged. 

“ It is customary for several of these miserable votaries to 
meet at one of their houses, and sit on the floor in a circle ; 
each then takes a draught of the hookah, which has been 
prepared with gunjah and tobacco, and hands it to his 
neighbour. Intoxication soon occurs, as it is stated that 
four or five mouthfuls are sufficient to intoxicate persons, 
even accustomed to the use of the drug. 

“The remarkable effect of gunjah is, that it in an agreeable 
manner excites or modifies sensibility, and combination of 
ideas, but it does not itself give origin to them. The en¬ 
joyment is entirely moral, and not like the gratification of 
amatory passion. It, by use, weakens the animal passion, 
memory, the power of voluntary control of the thoughts, or 
fixing the attention. By a great effort the mind can, for a 

moment, be restored to its original powers. The gunjah 
creates an increase of appetite, a moderate exhilaration of 
spirits, sometimes an intense sensation of happiness. In 
other cases there is a weight of the head, and an uncom¬ 
fortable sense of restlessness and palpitation of the heart. 
Occasionally the person exhibits a disposition to assume the 
recumbent position, and to bring the limbs and trunk 
together. In one case the patient took a poisonous dose 
given by an itinerant beggar, to insure the good will of his 
neighbours. It produced intoxication and great heat of the 
body, which induced him to proceed to the river to bathe, 
when this disposition was so great that both his head and 
arms went under water, and he would have been drowned 
had he not been observed. In this case the single dose pro¬ 
duced insanity, for which he was sent to the asylum; and it 
was three months before I could discharge him as cured.” 

The Editor has given us a gossiping article, cle omnibus 
rebus, in which mesmerism is reduced to the level of per¬ 
verted nervous function, and Dr Snow is made to perform in 
the character of an old nurse, on account of his opinion that 
if anesthetic agents were less dangerous they might de¬ 
generate into domestic remedies and be abused; but al¬ 
though Obstetricus (one of the interlocutors) exults that 
chloroform is a domestic remedy, and every nurse on his list 
applies it, we are not satisfied that Obstetricus is a much 
wiser man than Dr Snow on that account. Speaking of the 
development of intestinal worms, we are conjured not to eat 
underdone meat, and especially to beware of pork and mut¬ 
ton, as the cysticercus cellulosa:, which inhabits the flesh of 
pigs and sheep is supposed to be the parent of the taenia 
solium, and unless the cysticercus be sufficiently roasted, it 
may be introduced alive into the human intestines, and 
prove a very uncomfortable acquaintance. 

Mr Coulson has published an elaborate article 

‘ On Pyelitis,' 

in the ‘ London Journal of Medicine’ for June. The diag¬ 
nostic signs of this complaint Mr Coulson says are pain in 
the region of the kidney and the discharge of purulent 
urine. He, however, carefully points out the errors into 
which a practitioner may be led, by too confiding a reliance 
upon either of these signs separately. With respect to pus 
in the urine, Mr Coulson remarks,— 

“ When the urinary tubes and substance of the kidney 
are diseased, the epithelium is thrown off in granular casts 
of the tubes ; when the urinary deposit depends on irritation, 
or subinflammation of the mucous lining membranes, it is 
chiefly made up of the basement epithelium. The form of 
the pus globules will also assist us in determining whether 
the matter is derived from nephritis or from inflammation 
of a mucous surface. In the former case, numerous pus cor¬ 
puscles will be detected entangled in the fibrinous casts of 
the uriniferous tubes ; and this, perhaps, is the only diagnostic 
sign of any certainty that the inflammation involves the 
substance of the kidney, and is not confined to the pelvis, 
ureters, or bladder.” 

The same journal contains also an able physiological 
article 

‘ On the Nature of Food,' 

by Dr Routh. We quote the following remarks upon 
bread. 

“ Bread, like meat, contains (vegetable) albumen and 
firine,—the nitrogenous element of nutrition ; starch and 
sugar, the combustible elements, for respiration ; salts, the 
mineral ingredients, to keep the former in such a state of 
solution or preservation to serve the purposes of the 
economy. The composition of white bread, exclusive of 
salts, is as follows in 100 parts : 

“ Starch . . 08 Veget. albumen 15 
“ Gluten . . 24 Gummy sugar . 5 

“ The salts vary in different varieties of grain, and neces¬ 
sarily in different kinds of bread. In 100 parts of ashes, a 
mean of thirty-two analyses gave 46' of phosphoric acid, 
and 49'57 of alkali and alkaline salts. In one specimen, 
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however, from Leipsic, analysed by Schmidt, there was as 
much as GO per cent, of phosphoric acid; in one from Egypt, 
by Way and Ogsden, there was as much as 52 per cent, of 
alkali and alkaline earths. ‘ The finest American flour is 
richest in gluten. Rye contains a substance resembling 
starch-gumj in its properties, dextrine, as it is called, which 
is easily converted into sugar. The starch of barley repre¬ 
sents cellulosae, and is therefore less digestible. Oats are 
very rich in plastic matter ’ (14 to 18 per cent., sometimes as 
high as 22 per cent.), ‘ especially Scotch oats, which contain in 
the ashes, after deducting the silica of the husks, very nearly 
the same ingredients as are found in the ashes of meat.’ 
(Liebig.) 

“ It is evident, therefore, that according to the grain with 
which the bread is made, so must its value as an aliment be 
estimated. 

“ Black bread is capable of supporting fife for an indefi¬ 
nite period, and, in this sense, it is more nourishing than 
white bread. The experiments of the French academicians 
proved, that dogs fed exclusively on pure white bread, died 
in-a few weeks, with all the symptoms of starvation; whereas 
the coarse brown bread proved both nourishing and fatten¬ 
ing. Again, the analyses of Thomson give, for white 
bread, a nutritive equivalent of 118; and for black bread 
100; that obtained by calculation from Playfair, is 108. In 
cither case, it appears white bread contains less plastic 
matter than black bread. 

“Again, according to Playfair’s analysis, black bread has a 
combustible equivalent of 126; white bread has one only of 128. 
White bread, therefore, is inferior, as a combustible aliment, 
to black bread, though not to the same degree. These re¬ 
sults can, however, only be regarded as approximative, nor 
in any way to justify the general conclusion that, in all 
cases, white bread is inferior to black bread. Whence it 
would appear that whatever change it may have undergone 
in the process of baking, white bread contains, in reality, 
very little more nitrogenous, i.e. about 1'4 per cent, more 
that an average black bread, but less combustible matter, 
and a much smaller quantity of salts; to which latter cause 
is probably specially due the fact, that pure white bread, 
singly, will not suffice to support life. The above calcula¬ 
tions have been made on the supposition, that 2801bs. of 
good wheaten flour will yield 3201bs. of bread; whereas 
flour containing about 21 -3 of bran, the average quantity 
in black bread, will yield 3361bs. of black bread. To add 
a larger quantity of bran does not apparently increase the 
quantity of bread, for although, by so doing, more dough 
(by the larger quantity of water absorbed) is made, still in 
baking it loses the water more readily. 

“There is another circumstance which renders white 
bread, as an alimentary substance, inferior to black bread. In 
many cases, by way of facilitating the separation of the husk 
from corn, the latter is moistened. If this moisture is not, 
by a subsequent process, removed effectually, the flour be¬ 
comes musty. To correct this defect, bakers have been in 
the habit of adopting one of two plans, both of which have 
the additional advantage of rendering the bread peculiarly 
white,—sulphate of copper, an acrid poison, being added, or 
alum. The late revelations of the Sanitary Commission of 
the ‘ Lancet ’ have shown to what an extent this practice 
is carried on in London. The bread is, by this process, de¬ 
teriorated in its sanguific value ; the phosphate of alumina, 
an insoluble salt, being, as Liebig informs us, formed, and 
the phosphoric acid, so essential to the system, not assimi¬ 
lated. It is probably chiefly to this cause that the so-called 
pure white bread is insufficient in itself to support life ; and, 
as again suggested by Liebig, this circumstance will pro¬ 
bably explain the reason that foreigners find English bread 
so indigestible. To the soldier or the labouring man, the 
black bread would seem, therefore, to be preferable in every 
way. By the former, in time of war, it is, besides, most 
easily procured.” 

Our space will not allow us to quote at greater length, but 
the article will be found highly interesting. 

The ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ of June 5, contains a 
report of a Clinical Lecture, by Dr Todd, 

‘ On an Erysipelatous Affection of the Throat, destroying or 
greatly impairing the power of Deglutition.' 

Several cases of the kind are recorded, and the first is 
thus stated:— 

“ When he was admitted into the hospital, attempts were 
made to examine his throat, but in consequence of the state 
of trismus which prevailed, the teeth could not be separated 
sufficiently far apart to admit of any examination being made. 
I will read you the following extract from notes made at the 
time of his admission, by Dr Salter, the house-physician :— 
‘ On attempting to look into his mouth, I found I could not 
separate his jaws more than about one-eighth of an inch,— 
just a chink. I gave him some water, which he attempted 
to swallow. He performed the buccal and lingual, and to a 
certain extent, the pharyngeal part of deglutition, but then, 
with a spasmodic effort to get it further, he choked, his eyes 
looked as if they would dart from his head, and up it came. 
Repeated attempts merely led to repeated failures. I could 
neither look into his throat, nor insert my finger to feel it.’ 

“ When I saw him, on the afternoon of the same day, I 
found just the same state of things,—deglutition quite im¬ 
possible, the attempt to swallow followed by the forcible 
ejection of the food through the mouth, and in some degree 
through the nostrils, by a spasmodic expiratory effort.” 

Dr Todd passes under review the several causes of 
dysphagia, viz.,—stricture of the oesophagus, disease of 
the medulla oblongata, inflammation of the epiglottis, 
cynanclie tonsillaris, &c., and remarks— 

“ If then, there was no cynanche, no stricture, no laryn¬ 
geal or epiglottidian disease, no aneurismal or cerebral affec¬ 
tion, what could have caused this remarkable dysphagia ? 

“ Now, that this affection of the pharyngeal membrane 
was of the erysipelatous land, I think I was justified in 
affirming, from the following considerations: 1. From the 
rapid invasion of the attack, and the great constitutional 
disturbance with which it was accompanied. 2. From the 
local redness; and 3. From the great prostration with which 
the attack was rapidly followed, which was sufficient to kill 
two out of five cases. Our patient, King, as well as all the 
others whose cases I related to you, seemed to succumb at 
once under the influence of some powerfully depressing 
poison, just as patients attacked with external erysipelas do. 
Then, it is well known, that cases of erysipelas of the head 
and face often commence with sore throat, or that there are 
a soreness and redness of the fauces simultaneously with the 
appearance of the first patch on the face. 

“ The marked difference in the treatment of the successful 
and of the fatal cases, likewise favours the opinion, that the 
affection was erysipelatous hi its nature. The two fatal 
cases were treated by a depletory and depressing plan ; the 
three successful ones by a supporting plan, which consisted 
in, first, the careful avoidance of everything tending to pro¬ 
duce fatigue, or exhaustion, or depression; secondly, in the 
frequent administration of quinine in large doses, in beef-tea 
in the shape of enemata, and afterwards, when the power of 
deglutition returned, the exhibition of bark, ammonia, wine, 
etc., according to the circumstances of the case; thirdly, in 
the local application of the nitrate of silver to the throat. 

“ The erysipelatous character of the affection is further 
indicated by its extension to the trachea and bronchial 
tubes, giving rise to the bronchitis under which the patient 
subsequently suffered, and from which he is now recovering, 
having been subjected to a similar course of treatment to 
that at first adopted.” 

The ‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ of June 12th, contains 
a report of a practical clinique by Mr Stanley, 

1 On Scrofulous and Rheumatic Inflammation of Joints.' 

Mr Stanley is well known for the attention he has given 
to this branch of surgery. He thus treats of strumous in¬ 
flammation : — 

“ I now come to the consideration of strumous inflamma¬ 
tion of joints, and, before proceeding to investigate its phe¬ 
nomena, the following questions demand attention:—1st. 
What are the circumstances which would lead us to regard 
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the disease as strumous, when brought to the bedside of a 
patient ? 2nd. In what condition should we expect to find 
the structures, viz., the bones, cartilages, and synovial mem¬ 
branes of a joint, provided the disease be strumous ? With 
reference to the first question, I am unacquainted with any 
local symptom, any precise condition in the affected joint 
itself, which would enable us at once to decide on its stru¬ 
mous nature. We must look elsewhere. The age and as¬ 
pect of the patient, the past or present existence of scrofu¬ 
lous disease in other parts, such as enlargement, and suppura¬ 
tion of the cervical absorbent glands, strumous ophthalmia, 
tubercle in the lungs or other organs, — any of these, 
especially if actually coexistent, would justify us in regard¬ 
ing the disease as scrofulous. Often, indeed, these cases are 
obscure, and sometimes we are led to a wrong conclusion. 
The aspect of the patient is delusive, and should not be too 
much relied upon. Many instances occur in which the pa¬ 
tient’s appearance seems indicative of the existence of scro¬ 
fula, whose subsequent progress and favourable recovery 
prove that such evidence is fallacious. 

We have now to answer the second question. What is 
the state of a joint invaded by strumous disease ? The mor¬ 
bid specimen I now exhibit shows the condition of the ar¬ 
ticular extremity of a bone hi an extreme attack of this 
nature. The end of the bone is softened from absorption of 
its earthy matter, and its cancelli are filled with tuberculous 
deposit. It is, however, according to my experience, rare to 
meet with so complete an example of strumous disease as 
this specimen furnishes. In the majority of cases, I believe 
that no tubercular matter is found deposited, and when found, 
it is only in the last stages of the affection. Such a condition 
of bone, when it does exist, is, in my opinion, 
irreparable; and, when the surgeon is summoned to 
a case exemplifying the disease in this its latest stage, 
he can do nothing to restore the bone to its natural 
state, nothing to accomplish a cure. There is, however, 
an earlier stage in these affections, which you will often 
have to treat in private, although it is seldom seen in 
hospital practice—a stage amenable to treatment, a stage in 
which, generally speaking, the morbid impairment of the 
bone may be arrested, and its integrity restored. It is 
characterised by increased heat, and enlargement of the 
bone immediately above the joint. There is, indeed, in 
creased vascularity, and low inflammation of the bone, which 
is quickly followed by expansion of the cancellous texture, 
and absorption of earthly matter. Ultimately, in bone thus 
degenerated, tubercle is sometimes deposited. Such, then, 
is the state of the bone in a joint affected with struma. 
The other structures,—the cartilages, synovial membrane, 
etc., are in a state of low inflammation,—inflammation 
which has commenced either in the bone or the synovial 
membrane itself, and which, if suffered to advance, is fol¬ 
lowed by its usual consequences,—exudation, thickening of 
tissues, and sometimes suppuration. Now, the appropriate 
treatment for an attack of this sort is, perfect rest for the 
limb, and removal of all weight and pressure from the in¬ 
flamed joint, so as to insure, as far as possible, its complete 
tranquillity. If inflammation exists in any activity, the 
judicious application of leeches will be beneficial; but it 
should be borne in mind that leeches must not be lavishly 
employed, as strumous patients cannot stand depletion. The 
remainder of the treatment is constitutional, and should be 
directed to the restoration of the general health, if that has 
failed ; to its maintenance, if it has not. To this end country 
air, or, where it is practicable, a resort to the sea-side should 
be recommended; a light, nutritious diet enjoined, and 
the state of the stomach and bowels be carefully attended 
to. 

Rheumatic synovitis and gonorrhoeal rheumatism are also 
treated of: in the latter disease Mr Stanley considers 
the best termination to be “ serous effusion into the joint, for 
when the fluid is absorbed, it is not unlikely a useful joint 
may remain.” 

The ‘ Lancet’ of the 12th inst., is furnished with a lecture, 
in continuation of Mr Guthrie’s Lectures, 

1 On the more important Points in Surgery,’ 

Amputation at the hip-joint forms the subject of the 
present article. The different modes of performing the ope¬ 
ration are clearly stated, and the conditions also making an 
operation necessary. Among the observations of a practical 
character, we quote the following :— 

“ If the injury is on the back part, a flap should be made 
in amputation from the fore part. If the wound should be 
on the outside, the flap is to be made from the inside, and 
vice versa, the object being to make the stump as long as 
possible. A wound of the artery, accompanied by a frac¬ 
ture of the femur, requires amputation, for although many 
would survive either injury alone, none would, it may be 
apprehended, surmount both united. 

“ If after a fracture in course of treatment, the principal 
artery should be wounded by some accidental motion of the 
bone, amputation should in general be resorted to. A liga¬ 
ture on the artery higher up would fail, and the operation 
of seeking for both ends of the injured vessel would cause 
so much mischief in an unsound part, that the consequence 
would, in all probability, be fatal. 

“ When the femur is suffering from a malignant disease, 
commencing in the periosteum, or its cancellated internal 
structure, I am reluctantly obliged to say that the removal 
of the whole bone at the hip-joint offers the best, perhaps 
the only chance of success. In such cases the operator has 
in general the power of selecting his mode of proceeding. 

“ It may be laid down as a principle in all cases of accident, 
whether from shot, shell, or railway-carriages, that no man 
should suffer amputation at the hip-joint when the thigh¬ 
bone is entire. It should never be done in cases of injury 
when the bone can be sawn immediately below the tro¬ 
chanter major, and sufficient flaps can be preserved to close 
the wound thus made. An injury warranting this opera¬ 
tion should extend to the neck or head of the bone, arid it 
may be possible, as I have proposed, even then to avoid it 
by removing the broken parts. 

“ The principle being established, as a general rule, in all 
cases of recent injury, that the femur must be broken at 
least as high as the trochanter to constitute an imperative 
case for this operation, the next point of importance relates 
to the manner of forming the first incisions. The in¬ 
structions and recommendations to be found in books for the 
performance of this operation are frequently inapplicable, 
and are not to be depended upon; the errors occurring from 
the operation having been considered and performed on the 
dead bodv and not on the living, on the normal and not on 
the injured state of parts. Thus, for instance, it is recom¬ 
mended that an assistant should rotate the knee outwards or 
inwards, to show the head of the femur; to which recom¬ 
mendation there is the insuperable objection, that no person 
should suffer this operation who has a knee, or half a thigh, 
or even a third of one, to move by the rotary process. Pure 
theorists in surgery have decided upon having a large flap 
made on the fore part of the thigh, and a smaller one 
behind, regardless of the fact that this cannot be done in 
many cases requiring a primary operation from the nature 
of the injury, although it may be done in many secondary 
cases, in which this severe operation would not have been 
required if the limb had been amputated in the first instance. 
It is the mode recommended by Mr Brownrigg, who in his 
operations, which were secondary ones, had a choice of in¬ 
tegument, and is perhaps, under these circmnstances, the 

best.” . 
There are not any other articles in the current periodicals 

that require notice. 

Mr Sproull, Assistant-Surgeon Royal Navy, has been 
severely wounded in the engagement with the Burmese for 
the possession of Rangoon, and Dr Davidson, of the 43rd 
regiment, has been killed in action with the Caffres. It is, 
nevertheless, said, that medical men, as non-combatants, in¬ 
cur no danger in actual warfare! 

The Royal General Dispensary.—The number of 

patients admitted last quarter to this institution was 4895. 
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Having determined to operate upon the distorted foot, it 
must be for the surgeon to decide what it is expedient or 
absolutely necessary to cut, as each individual case may, and 
frequently does, present some important peculiarity. In 
every adult case of varus, I believe that it will be advisable to 
sever the tendo aohillis, the tendons of the anterior and pos¬ 
terior tibial muscles, and occasionally those also of the flexor 
longus, extensor proprius, and abductor pollicis, together 
with the tightened bands of plantar fascia. I do not mean 
to affirm, however, that every case will require this amount 
of surgical assistance; I would rather say, let the foot to be 
operated upon be carefully examined, let it be determined 
what really does oppose its abduction and flexion, let it be 
accurately discovered what is tight, and likely to resist the 
mechanical means whereby the foot is to be returned to its 
position, and then divide it. As an illustration of this point, 
I would instance the case of a gentleman who is now under 
my care, and who for thirty years has suffered from varus ; 
and yet, when I first examined his feet I could not detect 
the slightest contraction of the posterior tibial muscles. In 
him I divided the tibialis anticus, the plantar _ fascia, the 
flexor and abductor pollicis, and the tendo acliillis, and he is 
now gradually improving, yet can I not discover the 
slightest tension of the posterior tibial tendon. 

The method of dividing the above-named tendons is the 
folio whig :—The anterior tibial is most readily got at just as 
it is separating itself from the tendon of the extensor pollicis, 
as they pass down together in front and somewhat to the 
inner side of the ankle joint; when in fact it is felt lying 
upon the scaphoid and internal cuneiform bones. Either 
direct the patient forcibly to invert the foot, or get an 
assistant to attempt its abduction, and the tendon will be 
readily recognised; having it now kept on the stretch, pass 
the narrow sharp-pointed knife beneath it at its inner bor¬ 
der, carry it under the whole breadth of the tendon, then 
turn its cutting edge towards it and divide it in withdrawing 
the knife. With care, and attention to what the knife is 
really doing, no risk will be incurred of wounding the ante¬ 
rior tibial artery, or any of the nerves. Having divided this 
tendon, turn the patient over upon his face, and (if neces¬ 
sary) proceed to the section of the posterior tibial. 

The situation best adapted for dividing this muscle is 
about an inch, or an inch and a half above the groove in the os 
scappoides, through which its tendon passes, as in this situation 
the muscular fibres have ceased, and the muscle is as near 
the surface as in any part of its course. Hie leg should be 
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placed on its outer side, the foot—more especially its poste¬ 
rior part—should be forcibly abducted, and the tendon will 
be felt close to the internal border or spine of the tibia, just 
behind which, in fact, it is placed. With great caution the 
knife should now be made to penetrate the skin close to the 
tibia, and carried on through the fascia, still in contact with 
the bone, until it has attained a depth equal to that of the 
tendon to be divided, its flat surfaces being towards the 
tendon and the bone; then lightly turn the cutting edge 
upon the muscle and divide it, taking care to avoid injury to 
neighbouring structures, for the posterior tibial vessels and 
nerves are close to the edge of the knife, and an incautious 
or hasty movement may result in their injury. I think, 
however, that by care, and by adherence to the principle of 
cutting only that which is tight, that wounding the posterior 
tibial artery may very generally be placed beyond the limit 
of probability. 

The next structures to be operated upon are those situated 
in the sole of the foot. The tendon of the flexor pollicis will 
he readily felt, as it crosses the tarsal arch, and may here 
be divided without risk, provided ordinary care be taken to 
avoid thrusting the knife too deeply ; the blade should be 
carefully passed beneath it, with its flat surface against the 
tendon, the edge should then be turned upon it, and it should 
he divided. The abductor pollicis, together with a very 
tight band of fascia—frequently met with in this situation— 
may also be operated upon without difficulty in a similar 
manner, little danger being incurred of wounding the inter¬ 
nal plantar artery, because, owing to the altered position of 
the foot, the tightened structures are usually drawn away 
from the neighbouring vessels. The only remaining struc¬ 
ture requiring operation will be the tendo achillis, which is 
to be divided in the manner recommended at page 167. 

When the whole of the parts requiring division have been 
relieved, the punctures in the skin should be covered with 
lint and strapping, the foot or feet enveloped in a flannel 
bandage, the most deformed position of the limb be main¬ 
tained by means of a splint adapted to the purpose, and the 
patient sent to bed ; when, in a space of time varying from 
two to five days, the punctures will be fouud to be entirely 
cicatrised, though there will be great discolouration of parts 
around the little wounds, owing to the extravasation oi 
blood in the meshes of the subcutaneous cellular tissue. 

The mechanical portion of the treatment should now be 
commenced, and those who undertake it should be deter¬ 
mined not to flinch from any difficulty that may arise; for 
in almost every case, difficulties of a greater or less degree 
there will certainly be, but by steady perseverance they are 
to be entirely overcome. 

There have been many kinds of instruments recom¬ 
mended for the treatment of varus, but I have always found 
the shoe originally introduced by Scarpa, with some trifling 
modification, answer every necessary purpose, as it readily 
admits of the three essential motions required for the removal 
of the disease—namely, flexion and abduction of the foot, 
and eversion of the toes. 

Prior to placing the foot in the apparatus, the limb should 
be bandaged as high as the knee ; and with a view to keep¬ 
ing up a healthy degree of temperature, flannel should be 
employed. For the first two or three days, or until the foot 
becomes well accustomed to the instrument, no great degree 
of extensive power should be employed, nor at any time 
during the whole progress of the cure should the least vio¬ 
lence be resorted to ; on the contrary, the pressure should 
he firm, but uniform and moderate, never exceeding what 
the patient can bear with tolerable ease, and never being so 
severe as to interfere with his natural rest. The first effort 
of mechanical treatment should be to abduct and evert the 
foot, reducing the case, in fact, to the condition of that 
simpler deformity—namely, talipes equinus—when, by flex- 
iug the ankle-joint the recovery will be perfected. 

It not unfrequently happens that by the long-continued 
pressure of the instruments, the patient complains of very 
considerable pain over those points more particularly in con¬ 
tact with the apparatus; and for the relief of this I have 
had recourse to some very well-made air-pads, manufactured 

for the express purpose by Messrs Mathews of Charing 
cross. 

I have already said that, during the progress of the treat¬ 
ment, many things will arise to test the patience of the 
medical superintendent: thus, for instance, sloughs sluggish 
and difficult to heal will gradully come on ; the patient will 
get faint-hearted, and murmur; he will complain of dull 
aching pain, pain that we cannot relieve, and in situations 
the least expected; but a reward most assuredly awaits 
those who still persevere, for the issue will be the patient’s 
restoration. 

The time that will be occupied in curing a case of adult 
varus will be subjected to wide variation: the age of the 
patient, the severity of the case, the absence or presence of 
any excoriations on the skin, will all materially influence its 
duration; in round words, however, the time may be said to 
range between a period of six weeks and eight, ten, or even 
twelve, months. 

The foregoing details of the treatment of talipes varus 
applies especially to adults and elderly children. In early 
infancy, either before or after dividing the contracted ten¬ 
dons, it is quite unnecessary to have recourse to Scarpa’s 
shoe, or other powerful apparatus; as, at least in all cases 
which have been operated upon, the steady use of the tin 
splint and boot, already alluded to, will be quite equal to 
bringing about the restoration of the foot. 

When the deformity has been removed, and the foot is 
quite in position, the patient should wear a boot and support 
both night and day for some considerable time, so as toward 
off the tendency to a relapse, removing it once or twice daily 
for the purpose of freely exercising the limb in all its motions, 
so as to strengthen the yet debilitated muscles. 

Such are the general characters of talipes Varus, and such 
the means by which the deformity is to be rectified; of 
course almost every case will be found to present some pecu¬ 
liarity which may occasionally require a trifling modification 
of the treatment here advocated; but a watchful and dis¬ 
cerning eye, added to a moderate degree of reflection, will 
be more than equal to any contingency that may arise. 

Talipes vakus noncongenitus has essentially the same 
anatomical characters as the congenital form of that disease, 
but it is distinguished from it by this broad difference— 
that whereas in the latter affection we found the deformity 
produced and existing without the intervention of any 
paralysis of the muscular structure of the limb, so do we 
discover that the former is completely a paralytic condition, 
the deformity originating in, and depending on, partial or 
entire loss of power in the abductors of the foot. Thus, 
then, the sources of the two distortions differ widely from 
each other; yet, as I have already said, the anatomical posi¬ 
tion of parts is the same. True it is that the foot is not so 
rigidly fixed in its position, nor are the ligaments and 
tendons surrounding the ankle-joint so firmly resistant, but 
the tarsus is still inverted and abducted; the heel is still 
raised from the ground; the patient still walks, either upon 
the outer edge of the metatarsal bone of the little toe, or 
even upon the dorsum of the foot; thus resembling in every 
respect that species of varus which is originated during 
fbetal fife. 

The limb afflicted with talipes varus noncongenitus is 
even colder and more emaciated than in the congenital 
form; and, owing to the excessively loose condition of the 
ankle-joint, arising from the paralytic state of the structure 
to its outer side, the patient is far less capable of perform¬ 
ing locomotion. 

The causes which are supposed to give rise to this affec¬ 
tion are the following:—1st, the influence exerted upon the 
rjervous system at the period of dentition; 2nd, the irrita¬ 
tion of worms, or other exciting sources in the alimentary 
canal; 3rd, the occurrence of certain infantile diseases—• 
such as measles, scarlatina, small-pox, &c.; and 4th, 
the advent of epileptic and other similar seizures. Cases 
are also reported to have arisen from disease in and about 
the ankle-joint, but I should scarcely consider these to be 
examples of true varus, however similar they might be in 
external appearance, because they must be coincident with 
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some alteration in the synovial lining of the joint—a con¬ 
dition never met with, at least as far as my experience 
goes, in cases of true talipes varus. 

The treatment to be employed for the removal of the 
noncongenital form of varus is essentially similar to that 
presented for the congenital, thus in all cases where there 
is contraction of the anterior or posterior tibial muscles, the 
plantar fascia, or the tendo-Achillis, division of these struc¬ 
tures should be resorted to; the operation being followed, 
as soon as the cuticular punctures have healed, by the ap¬ 
plication of appropriate mechanical apparatus. I would 
observe only that this latter part of the treatment should be 
Avatched Avith the utmost care and assiduity, for so liable is 
the skin to become excoriated, in these paralytic cases, 
that without the utmost caution, unhealthy sores Avill arise, 
Avhich, if they do not peril the ultimate success of the case, 
Avill cause the most distressing and disagreeable delays. 

When, by gentle and guarded means, the foot has been 
brought into position, a Avell-eonstructed boot and support 
is absolutely essential to the patient’s safety; for, as already 
said, such is the loose and flexible condition of the joint, 
when the peronei are paralysed, and the external lateral 
ligament stretched, that without the precaution of Avearing 
artificial support, the foot inll speedily relapse into its 
former condition. I need scarcely say that this support 
should bo used both by day and night; for the only hope 
of getting the elongated ligaments to contract, so as to offer 
support to the ankle, is by limiting the play of the joint to 
the narrowest possible degree. Before concluding this 
subject of varus, I Avould add, that in these noncongenital 
cases, it is Avell for the medical superintendent to inform 
his patient at the outset of the treatment, that in all pro¬ 
bability he will have to Avear artificial support to the foot 
for a long series of years, if not for life; for although Ave 
are able to restore the position of the foot, it is as yet be¬ 
yond our power to restore the natural functions to muscles 
that have been seized with paralysis. 

DELIRIUM WITH EPILEPSY. 

TO BLEED OB NOT TO BLEED? 

BY H. ASICAVITII, M.R.C.S. (ENG.) 

I Avas called to see Mr P. a stout, robust man, aged 35 
year's, at nine o’clock in the morning. He was found rolling 
on his bed-room floor. He had been drinking ale all the week, 
and had gone to bed in liquor, but not drunk. I found him 
insensible, and the pupil quite dilated; pulse quick, but 
not full; head hot, and very restless, tossing about the bed, 
and when any restraint Avas put upon him, he Avas much 
rougher; Avith some difficulty I bled him to the extent of §xx, 
the blood floAving very freely; but, to my very great surprise, 
no beneficial effect followed; he Avas as restless as before, 
so much so, that a man had to hold his arm Avith his thumb 
on the vein; after stopping half-an-hour, I Avent home for a 
draught—Acet. morpliii gr. i in aquas §ss. On my return, 
he had an epileptic fit, and in five minutes he had another-, 
stronger than the first. I thought it advisable to call in 
Mr Southam; Ave consulted together, and agreed to give 
him the draught, but only succeeded in getting him to 
take half a pint of it. In two hours I gave him ano¬ 
ther grain of morphia, as the first had no effect upon 
him. We saw him again at one o’clock; the pupil was 
somewhat contracted, and he had spoken incoherently; not 
quite so restless; ordered calomel gr. v. every two or three 
hours, and ice to the head. I saw him again at four; still 
more sensible, and seemed to recognise some of his friends. 
At eight we found him still more sensible, but at times 
restless; he would drink freely; pupil, contractile : pulse, Ioav 

and feeble. It: tinct. opii. 3* mist. camphor. §ij. ft. 
haust.—half directly, the other in four hours, if not sent to 
sleep—with a saline e\Tery tAVO or three hours. In the 
morning he was much better, he had taken the tAVO draughts, 
and had four hours sleep after the last; his bowels had been 
been opened, and he had made Avater for the first time. The 

next day he was up, and the folloAving day went to his em¬ 
ployment. The pathology of the case appears to be irrita¬ 
tion and congestion of the brain and nervous centres, first, 
producing delirium; second, tremor; then, epilepsy. “To 
bleed, or not to bleed, Avas the question.” How the case 
would have terminated without bleeding, perhaps a FelloAV 
can explain ; or to Avhat extent the epileptic seizure Avould 
have extended, if the anodyne had been given first. In 
times like the present—of general scepticism in therapeutics 
—the report of practical cases like this, as they occur, will 
do more to put to silence the mummeries of homoeopathy, 
and the atrocities of hydropathy, than all the new-fangled 
theories or remedies so strongly advocated. 
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HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 

ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 

ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

( Continued from. Number F.) 

CHAPTER II. 

a.d. 106G-1400. 

Chaucer's Doctour of Phisilce—Nobles and Ladies skilled in 

Surgery—L’Abbesse qui fut grosse—Midwives—A Prioress 

who let blood—Romantic Surgery Ridiculed. 

The Doctor of Physic of the fourteenth century has heen 
sketched by Chaucer; and this narrative would be incom¬ 
plete, if the lines of that great English artist, reflecting, 
with a dash of satire, the outward form and inward spirit of 
Doctor, were omitted. 

With us ther was a Doctour of Phisike; 
In all this world no was tlier non him liko 
To speke of phisike and of surgorie: 
For ho was grounded in astronomio. 
He kept his patient a ful gret del 
In houses by his inagike nature). 
Welcoude [knew] he fortunen the ascendent 
Of his imagos for his patient. 
He knew the cause of every maladio, 
Were it of cold, or heto, or moist, or dric, 
And wher ongendred, and of what humor, 
He was a veray partite practisoure. 
The cause yknowo [known], and of his harm the rote [root,] 
Anon he gave to thesike man his bote [remedy, prescription], 
Ful redy hadde ho his apothecaries 
To send him dragges, and his lettuarios, 
For eche of hem made other for to winno : 
Hir [their] friendship n’as not newo to boginno. 
Wei knew he the old Esculapuus, 
And Diascoridos, and eke Rufus ; 
Serapion, Rasis, and Avicen; 
Averoii, Damascene, and Constantin; 
Bernard, and Gadsden, and Gilbertin. 
Of his diete measurable wa* * * * § he, 
For it was of no supertiuitee, 
But of great nourishing and digestible. 
His studio was but litel on the Bible. 
In sanguin and in perse he clad was alle 
Lined with taffata, and with sandalle [thin silk], 
And yet he was but esy [saving] of dispence [expense] : 
Ho kepto that ho wan in the pestilence. 
For gold in phisike is a cordial; 
Therefore he loved gold in special. * 

Besides regular physicians, who had church livings, many 
priests, monks, and friars, practised incidentally; and nobles 
and squires did not hesitate to deal in the healing art, as 
justices of the peace now practise law empirically. Edward 
the Confessor studied supgery, and the cures he wrought in 
England and Normandy were written in a book dedicated to 
his queen Egitha.f At a later period, Sir Thomas Eylot 
wrote the Castel of Health, 2nd ed., 1541. Dr Bulleyn, 
who died a.d. 1576, mentions Sir Phillip Parris, of Cam¬ 
bridgeshire ; Sir William Gascoygne, of Yorkshire ; Lady 
Taylor, of Huntingdonshire; and Lady Darrel, of Kent, 
among other “good gentlemen and ladies,” well seen in 
physic and serviceable to the poor. Lord Herbert, of Cher- 
bury, in his autobiography, declares, that it became a gen¬ 
tleman to possess some knowledge of medicine—an art 
which would not only get him much knowledge, but much 
credit. “ I have,” he says, “ studied this art very much 
also, and have in case of extremity ministered physic with 
that success which is strange. * * * I cured a great lady 
in London of an issue of blood, when all the physicians had 
given her over, with so easy a medicine, that the lady her¬ 
self was astonished to find the effect thereof.”! Mr Boyle 

* Prologue to Canterbury Tales. 
+ Clowes, on Lues Venerea. 2nd ed., 1683, p. 9. He saw 

the MS. in the possession of Stow. 

! Life of Lord Herbert, p. 52—5; od.1809. 

appears to have distributed physic somewhat freely among 
his neighbours.* 

In this age of chivalry the ladies sustain the fame of their 
German mothers, and figured not unfrequently as surgeons in 
the romances of the 12th and 13th centuries, as well as in 
the poems of Ariosto, Tasso, Spenser, and later bards. The 
following passage occurs in Yioaine and Gatoin, written in 
the reign of Richard II.:— 

Twa maidens with him thai laft 
That wele wer lered (learned) of leche-craft. 
The lords's doghteres both they wore 
That wer left to keep hym thore ; 
Thai heled him everilka wound, -f 

While the maidens exercised their craft at the lord’s castle, 
surgeons were found at Arthur’s court; for in another stanza 
we read: 

When the knightes war brought to rest. 
The king gert cum some of the best 
Surgiens that our were sene 
For to hele them both bidene.;! 

The surgery of the ladies of chivalry was not petty, but 
sometimes exhibited a bold daring; and the belle Nicolette, 
in the adventure with Aucasin, displayed skill and resources 
which Sir Astley Cooper might as easily envy as imitate. 
“ They embraced, and kissed, so delicious was their joy. 
‘ Ah! sweet love,’ said Aucasin,1 I was severely hurt in the 
shoulder, but I feel no pain nor grief now that I have you.’ 
She felt his shoulder, and, finding that it was out of place, 
pulled it with her white hands so skilfully, that God, who 
loves true hearts, aiding, it was replaced; then she applied 
flowers, and fresh herbs, and green leaves with a pan de sa 
cemisse— 

Amor letrovaiuusitate fasco; 

and he was soon cured.”§ 
The practice, if it loses in simplicity, gains refinement in 

the exquisite verse of Tasso. Erminia finds the long sought 
Tancred, wounded, and apparently dead: the symptoms 
and treatment are good examples of the romantic surgery. 

Oime ! de’ lumi gia si dolci e rei, 
Ov’ e la fiammal ov’ e il bel raggio ascoso? 
Dolle fiorite guance il bel vermiglio 
Ov’ e fuggito 1 ov’ e il seren del ciglio? 
Ma che f squaliido e scuro anco mi piaci. 

* * * * 

Dallo pallide labbra i freddi baci 
Che piu caldi sperai, vo’ pur rapire. 

Raccogli tu l'anima mia seguace ; 
Drizzala tu dove la tua sen gio. 
Cosi parla gemendo; e si disface 
Quasi per gli occlii, e par conversa in rio. 
Rivenno quegli a queH’umor vivace, 
E lo languide labbra alqnanto aprio : 
Apri le labbra; e con le luci ehiuse, 
Un suo sospir con que’ di lei confuse. 

Sente le donna il cavalier che geme, 
E forza e pur che si conforti alquanto. 
Apri gli occhi, Tancredi, a queste estremo 
Esequie, grida, ch’io ti fo col pianto : 
liiguarda me che vo’ venire insiemo 
La lunga strada, e vo’morirti accanto : 
Riguardame; non ten fuggir si presto : 
L’ultimo don ch’ io ti dimando e questo. 

* See bis works, passim. 
+ Ancient English Metrical Romances, edited by J. Ritson, 

p. 115. 
J Idem, p. 160. 
§ The popular literature of English chivalry was in the dia¬ 

lect of Normandy. This is a good specimen; the simplicity of 
the original scarcely admits of translation. Il s’entrebaissont 
et accolent si fu la joio bele. Ha ! douce ami, fait Aucasin, 
j’estoie ore moult blecies en m’espaulle, et or no sent ne mal 
ne dolor, pui que jo vous ai. Ele le portasta et trova qu’il 
avoit l’espaulle hors do liu. Ele lo mania tant a ses blances 
mains, et porsaca si com Dix le vaut, qui les amaus aime, 
qu’ole revint a liu, et puis si prist dos flors et de l’erbe fresce^ 
et des fuelles verdes, si le loia sus au pan de sa cemisse, et il 
fut tox garis.—Fabliaux et Conies du xii it du xiii siecle.—Par 
Le Grand I)' A ussy, ed. 1829. 
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Apre Tancredi fill occhi, e poi gli abbassa 
Torbidi e gravi: ed ella pur si lagna. 
Dice Yafrino a lei: Questi non passa : 
Curisi adunque priraa, e poi si piagna. 
Egli il disarrna: elia tremante e lassa, 
Porge la mano all’opere corapagna. 
Mira e tratta le piaghe ; e di ferute 
Giudice esperta, spera indi salute. 

Vode che ’1 mal dalla stanchezza nasce, 
E dagli umori in troppa copia sparti; 
Ma non ha, fuorch’ un telo, onde gli fasce 
Le sue ferite, in si solinghe parti. 
Amor le trova inusitate fasce, 
E di pieta le insegna insolite arti : 
L’asciugo con le chiotne J e rilegolle 
Pur con le chiome che troncar si velle; 

Pero che ’1 velo suo bastar non puote, 
Breve e sottile, alio si spesse piaghe. 
Dittamo e croco non avea, ma note 
Per uso tal spea potenti e maghe. 
Gia il mortifero sonno ei da se scote, 
Gia puo le luci alzar mobili e vaghe. 
Yede il suo servo ; e la pietosa donna 
Sopra ai mira in peregrina gonna. 

Again in the celebrated ‘ Morte d‘Arthur,’ it is said that 
“ the Ivynge (in Ireland) for grete favore made Tratntryst 
to he put in his daughter's ward and keepyng, by cause she 
was a nolle surgeon. And when she had searched hym'she 
fond in the bottome of his wound that therein was poyson, 
and so she lieled him within a whyle, and therefor Tramtryst 
cast grete love to La beale Isonde, for she was at that tyme 
the fairest mayde and lady of the worlde.”* * * § * The experience 
of chivalry proved that the occupation was, in no slight de¬ 
gree, hazardous ; as the fees were not always paid in gold. 
In another case, the knight Sir Tristram had been sorely 
wounded with a spear poisoned: The king sent “ after alle 
menere of leches and surgens, both unto men and women, 
and there was none that wold beliote hym the lyf.” A wise 
lady at last came, and told King Mark, Sir Tristram, and all 
his barons, that the knight would never be whole till he 
visited the country whence the venom came, when he should 
be healed, or else never.f 

The story of “ the Abbess who was with child,” (LAbbesse 
quifut grossei.) implies that a jury of matrons was not un¬ 
known in this age. The unhappy young abbess was no 
sooner suspected than an archdeacon and five ladies, who 
knew privetez de femmes, examined her up and down, but 
detected no vice either in abdomen or breast, more than in 
a pure virgin. 

Mais onqnes vice n’i troverent 
No eii ventre, ne en mamele 
Ne qu’en une simplo pucele. 

The Saxon Midwife (derived by Skinner and Junius from 
mid, reward, and wif, as, says Skinner she was the worthiest 
of reward§) resorted to the prevalent practices of superstition; 
for Piers, the ploughman, ridicules in his crede the ‘ Mira¬ 
cles of Mydwyves,’ who make the women imagine “ that 
the lace of our lady smok lighteth hem of children.” 

When the Normans conquered England the nobles, bish¬ 
ops, and abbots were dispossessed of their heritage; and the 
more ardent Saxons, relentlessly persecuted, retreated from 
the low, open country into the forests and uplands. “ No 
Englishman," Walsingham observes, “is at this day either 
duke, or bishop, or abbot. The new comers everywhere eat 
up the riches and bowels of England.”|| Educated prior¬ 
esses and abbesses were introduced from abroad, aud prao- 

* Morte d’Arthur, ed. 1817 by Southey, p. 259. 
•f* B. 8, c. 8, p. 257. 
X Fabliaux du xii et du xiii siecle. 
§ Skinner derives Leech iu like manner from Lac, munus, 

donum. 
|| This is ably developed by Thierry in L’Histoire de la Con- 

qu6te d'Angleterre par les Normans. 

tised the charities and arts of their orders among the sur¬ 
rounding population. But they never neglected the interests 
of their race; and the prioress of Kyrkesley avenged at once 
the Normans and the Church by treacherously letting Robin 
Hood, the idol of the Saxons, bleed to death under her 
hands. This is the legend. Robin Hood had dwelled “ in 
green wood, twenty years and three,” shooting the dun deer 
—despoiling bishops, abbots, and rich nobles —to feed the 
Saxon poor. 

For all drede of Edward ourkynga 
Again wolde he not goo. 

Yet he was begyled, I wis 
Through a wicked woman, 
The proyoresse of Kyrkesley 
That nye was of his kynne. 

He again visited the haunts of his youth in merry Sherwood. 

When he came to greeno wode 
In a merry morningo, 

There he herde the notes small 
Of byrds mery syngynge. 

It is farre gone, sayd Robyn, 
That I was last here. 

With Sir Roger, of Doncaster, “her own speeiall,” the 
Prioress of Kyrkesley had taken counsell how to destroy 
him. Robyn, distempered with cold and age, had pains in 
his limbs, to relieve which he resorted to the prioress, some 
say, his aunt, “a woman very skilful in physike and surgery,” 

Thau bespake good Robyn 
In place where as he stode,— 

To-morrow I muste to Kyrkesley 
Crajtely to be leten blode. 

The treacherous woman bled him—to death.* 
Surgery was a part of female education in the days of 

Queen Elizabeth ;f and down to a late period the recipes of 
cookery and physic were consulted by the provident house¬ 
wife in the same volume. As physic and surgery became 
scientific, the feminine professors, no longer keeping pace 
with the other sex, lost ground ; and their services became 
of very questionable utility, when more skilful advice was 
attainable. The wits did not hesitate in an age when the 
Homeric minstrel had sunk into a street ballad singer, and 
when the ancient Romans walked the boards of the Italian 
Operaf to cover the “noble surgeons” of chivalry witli 
ridicule. 

Ben Jonson, in the 17tli century, introduces the be¬ 
nevolent Lady Politicke-would-be in the “Fox” profuse of 
prescription and advice. 

Lady Politickewould-be. Alas ! good soul! the passion of 
the heart, 

Seed-pearl, were good now, boil’d with syrup of apples, 
Tincture of gold, and coral, citron-pills, 
Your elicampane root, myrobolanes—- 

Valpone. (Aside). Ah me, I have ta’en a grasshopper by 
the wing. 

Lady P. Burnt silk and amber : you have muscadel 
Good in the house — - 

Volp. You will not drink and part 1 
L. P. No, fear not that. I doubt we shall not get 

Some English saffron, half a dram would serve ; 
Your sixteen cloves, a little musk, dried mint, 
Burgloss arid barley-meal- 

Volp. She’s in again; 
Before I feigned diseases, now I have one. (Aside•) 

L. P. And thesa applied with a right scarlet cloth. 
Volp. Another flood of words! a very torrent ! (Aside.) 
L. P. Shall I, Sir, make you a poultice? 
Volp. No, no, no. 

Lady. I have a little studied physic. 

So ended romantic surgery. 

(To be continued.) 

* A Lytell Gesto of Robyn Hode, ed. J. Ritson, Esq. 
J Harrison in the introduction to Ilolinshed’s Chronicle. 
J Where are the ancient Romaus? At the Italian Opera.— 

BolingbroJce. 
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Owing to an unforeseen accident, we are unable, at the last 

moment, to present our readers with a Portrait of 

DR BILLING. 

Hre think it better, therefore, to reserve the memoir which 

has been written of that gentleman's professional life until our 

next number, when portrait and biographical sketch will 

appear together. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

JULIUS BERNCASTLE, ESQ. 

Mr Beracastle began his medical studies in 1835, at the 

University of Paris, under Audral, Velpeau, Orfila, and 

Breschet, and finished at Guy’s Hospital, under Bright, 
Ashwell, Addison, and Aston Key, to whom he was clinical 
reporter. In 1841 he sailed for Van Dieman’s Land, where 
he was appointed Assistant Colonial Surgeon by Sir John 
Franklin, the celebrated arctic navigator,, who was then 
governor of that colony. After a short stay in Hobart Town, 
ho returned to England in 1842, in charge of the invalids of 
ths 51st regiment (King’s Own), and settled in practice at 
Croydon, where he held the appointment for six years of 
Surgeon to the Union and Infirmary, containing 100 
beds. During these six years of public duties, with a very 
extensive practice, he had a large field for observation, and 
contributed many interesting cases to the 4 Lancet and 
other medical journals: amongst others, 4 On Potatoes as a 
Preventive of Sea Scurvy;’ 4 On Medical Coroners; On 
Phlebitis;’ 4 Fatal Case of Ileus ;’ 4 Fracture of Humerus ;’ 
4 Hydatid’ Cyst of the Brain;’ 4 On Medical Reform; 4 On 
Guinea Worm ;’ 4 On Elephantiasis and Leprosy,’ &c. . The 
Croydon Inquest which occurred in 1848 caused him to 
resign his office, and retire from country practice, when the 
medical profession throughout the kingdom subscribed a 
purse of gold, under the name of 44 The Berucastle Testimo¬ 
nial,” and presented it to him as a public mark of their 
appreciation of his conduct in that remarkable case, and.of 
their sense of the injustice and illegality of the acts of the 
Board of Guardians. Public memorials to the same 
effect were also presented to him from the surgeons of 
Birmingham, Leicester, Cheltenham, Surrey, and various 
other places. In 1849 Dr Berncastle embarked for. India, 
visiting all that was interesting in the Bombay Presidency, 
and thence proceeded to China, where he remained six 
months collecting all the information he was able, and 
touching at the Cape on his return home in 1851, when he 
published his travels in two volumes, under the title of 
4 Bemcastle’s Voyage to China, India, and the Cape of Good 
Hope,’ in which the hospitals and diseases of those parts 
are fully described. After having thus passed “per .varios 
casus, per tot discrimina rerum,” he is again settled in pri¬ 
vate practice. Mr Berncastle became a Member of the Col¬ 
lege and a Licentiate of the Hall in 1841, and a Member of 
the Royal College of Physicians in 1842. He resides at 80 
Albany street, Regent’s park. 

PETER BERRELL, ESQ. 

FRANCIS BERRINGTON, ESQ. 

EDWARD UNWIN BERRY, ESQ. 

HENRY THOMAS BERRY, ESQ. 

W. BESEMERES, ESQ. 

J. BETTS, ESQ. 

CHARLES JAMES BEVERLEY, ESQ. 

EDWARD PARRY BEVERLEY, ESQ. 

SAMUEL HALE BIBBY, ESQ. 

Vide4 London Medical Directory, 1852.’ 

R. P. BICIvERTON, ESQ. 

This gentleman was apprenticed to Mr Beetenson, Wem, 
iu Shropshire, and studied at Mr Grainger’s school in the 
Borough, during the time of the late Dr Armstrong. He 
attended all the lectures at that school, as well as Mr 
Green’s lectures on surgery at St Thomas’s Hospital. He 
also attended Dr Elliotson’s lecture on Medical Practice at 
the same Hospital, the Surgical Practice at Guy’s Hospital, 
and Moorfields Eye Infirmary under the late Mr Tyrrell. 
Mr Bickerton continued his studies in Paris for nearly twelve 
months, and was present at the revolution in 1830, when he 
became familiar with the treatment of gun-shot wounds and 
sabre cuts. Returning to England he entered into prac¬ 
tice at Charing-cross in 1833, and remained there rather 
more than eight years, but on account of bad health he tried 
idleness for nearly two years, but did not like it, and com¬ 
menced again at St John’s Wood, where he still resides. 

Mr Bickerton became a licentiate of the Hall in 1837, 
and a Member of the College in 1838. 

HENRY BIDDLE, ESQ. 

HENRY BILLINGIIURST, ESQ. 

Vide 4 London Medical Directory, 1852.’ 

FRANCIS BINGHAM, ESQ. 

This gentleman was apprenticed to the Apothecaries’ 
Company in 1826, in charge to Mr John Richards of Clap- 
ham. He entered to Guy's in 1827, and studied under Sir 
A. Cooper, Messrs Aston Key, Bransby Cooper, Morgan, 
and Callaway; and Drs Cliolmondeley, Back, Bright, and 
Addison, &c., during the years 1827, 28, and 29. He then 
proceeded to Dublin, and after attending the Richmond and 
Sir Patrick Dunne’s Hospitals, finally became a member of 
the Irish College in 1831. He joined the liberating army in 
Portugal as Assistant-surgeon in the Queen’s Own Irish 
Regiment, and afterwards became Surgeon. In this capacity 
he saw great practice, and acquired a facility in operating. 
After the conclusion of these affairs he returned to England, 
and has been since acting as general practitioner in London 
and its vicinity. He resides at 1 Back Church-lane, St 
George’s in the East. 

GEORGE BIRCH, ESQ. 

Vide 4 London Medical Directory, 1852.’ 

FREDERICK BIRD, M.D. 

Dr Frederick Bird commenced his Medical studies at 
a very early age (not more than fifteen), at Guy’s 
Hospital; at first giving his attention to the collateral 
branches of Medical science, especially botany, and he 
had the honour of receiving from the late Sir Astley 
Cooper the prize awarded for that subject. For several 
years he had the advantage of continued clinical study 
under Dr Addison, whose clinical clerk he remained 
until he undertook a similar office in the obstetric wards. 
After a successful studentship at Guy’s, having become 
senior medallist in medicine, and obtained other honours, he 
migrated to Westminster Hospital. He was induced to make 
this change by the conviction that two brothers studying for 
the higher walks in the profession, ought not to pay court to 
the same Alma Mater, and at that time his elder brother, 
Dr Golding Bird, had already taken an honourable position. 
Dr F. Bird then attached himself to the late Sir Anthony 
Carlisle, whoso favourite pupil and friend ho remained. 
Having filled the office of a resident Medical officer at West¬ 
minster Hospital, he travelled northward and graduated at 
the University of St Andrew. _ On his return he commenced 
practice as an obstetric physician. He was then appointed 
to the lectureship of Forensic Medicine at the Westminster 
Hospital, which he subsequently resigned on being elected 
to the chair of Midwifery in the same institution. Dr F. 
Bird was formerly an active member of the Westminster 
Medical Society, and tilled the office of Vice-president. He 
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still holds the Hospital lectureship, and is the consulting ob¬ 
stetric physician to the Western Dispensary. He is also 
an associate of the Linnsean Society, and at an early period 
of his career took the diploma of the Royal College of Sur¬ 
geons. Dr F. Bird has chiefly devoted liis attention to the 
diseases of women, and his practice in the treatment of 
ovarian tumours has been before the profession, and is 
described iu papers published in the ‘Medical Gazette,’ 
‘ Medical Times,’ &c. He is especially known for the boldness 
of his operations for the removal of ovarian tumours. It is 
unnecessary for us to express an opinion in this place on the 
propriety of the operation, having already in a previous 
number given our readers a general account of the results 
that have hitherto followed this mode of pi'actice, but it 
would be unjust to withhold our approbation of the tact, 
force of character, and talent displayed by Dr F. Bird in the 
performance of these operations. He has made his way into 
practice and repute almost wholly by personal energy, and 
has had but little support from friends either in or out of the 
profession. Dr F. Bird’s tendencies are evidently towards 
the practical. departments of his profession. Although a 
physician he is fond of having recourse to surgical aid, and 
of arriving at positive results, and we hope that this taste 
will be gratified with credit to himself and benefit to his 
patients, in the career on which he has entered—that of 
obstetric practice. 

GEORGE BIRD, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory, 1852.’ 

GOLDING BIRD, M.D. 

Dr Golding Bird has the felicity and the profit of enjoy¬ 
ing a name as well known as that of any other member of 
the corps of physicians. The profession marvel at him, the 
public gossip about him, the sick pine for his opinion, and 
the sound jot down his name in a corner of their note-books 
as a ready reference in the hour of nature’s trial. If the 
medical attendant, sitting at the bedside during the progress 
of a doubtful case, mutter an unintelligible monosyllable in 
his patient’s ear, an inquiring glance, accompanying the name 
of Golding Bird, is the prompt solution of the enigma. 
The fever-stricken, the palsied, the gouty, and the hypped, 
experience alike at one or other period in the progress of 
their maladies, some irregularity of the renal secretion, and 
forthwith apply to the oracle in Russell Square for the 
mystical utterance that shall clarify the “fons et origo mail,” 
and remove their sufferings and their fears. He is the 
magician of the fountain, the water-sprite, that comes upon 
the stage at the crisis of fate to punish the evil genius, and 
disperse blessings abroad. The usual honorarium will at 
any time ‘‘call this spirit from the vasty deep,” and win his 
beneficent influences. 

Dr G. Bird, like his brother Dr Frederick Bird, owes 
everything to himself, to his own ability, enterprise 
and industry. Born in an humble station, he rose 
by unchallenged merit, step by step, into the confi¬ 
dence of his teachers, and subsequently into that of the 
public, until his position in an honourable profession has 
become scarcely second to that of any of its most dis¬ 
tinguished ornaments. His distinction is that paid to talent. 
Privilege has not honoured him. He has not habitually 
wandered through the halls, and dissipated his idle hours in 
the ante-chambers of the College of Physicians. He has 
kept himself in the world’s eye, and has tried to earn con¬ 
fidence by laborious exertion. Dr Golding Bird’s career is 
a proof that obscurity of birth, of family, or connexions does 
not constitute a bar to professional advancement. We men¬ 
tion this to his honour, and as an encouragement to others 
who, like him, are endeavouring by industry to gain an 
honourable station in life. 

Dr G. Bird was born in 1813, in a small village in b 
folk, and his career, up to 1829, was the common one i 
son of respectable parents, whose education was to be 
tamed at private schools. As a suitable preparation fi 
life of labour, he was placed in 1829 as an apprentice 

Mr Pratt, a general practitioner in large practice in Burton 
Crescent, where, iu addition to learning the art of dis¬ 
pensing, he had plenty of time for study, and did not fail to 
employ it. Here he imbibed a taste for chemistry, and 
devoted his spare moments to working at it, especially in its 
relation to physic in general; and succeeded in teaching 
himself enough German to read it easily—an accomplish¬ 
ment which was a vast help to his studies. In 1832 lie 
entered at Guy’s, knowing no one, and without a friend or 
acquaintance iu the Hospital. The “ res angustte ” consti¬ 
tuted an admirable stimulus to work, and in the first year 
he made the acquaintance of Sir Astley Cooper and Dr 
Addison, to whose subsequent friendship, as we have already 
intimated in our short notice of that gentleman, Dr G. Bird 
is deeply indebted. Dr G. Bird assisted Sir Astley Cooper 
when he was preparing his last work on the breast, and 
made for him the analyses of the milk of various animals. 

In the course of his studies, Dr Bird succeeded in gaining 
the school prizes, and what was more valuable, the friend¬ 
ship of his teachers. Devoting some time to botany, as a 
relaxation from severer studies, he competed for the prizes 
given at the Apothecaries’ Hall, and gained the silver 
medal; still having no prospects beyond general practice, he 
passed an examination for the Apothecaries’ license in 1836, 
and received, the compliments of the Court. It was not, 
however, until some years after that he discovered that his 
examiners had not contented themselves with empty com¬ 
pliments, but had generously forwarded to the authorities 
at Guy’s Hospital a strong expression in favour of his being 
appointed to teach. lie was therefore very much surprised on 
entering Guy’s one morning in the summer of 1836 to find 
himself summoned before the Treasurer, Mr Harrison, who 
kindly inquired into his views and plans for the future. 
The interview terminated in his being appointed lecturer on 
Natural Philosophy and Medical Botany. The former had 
always been an important class at Guy’s, and by working 
hard,—making, indeed, his own apparatus, for he had 
learnt to manipulate with the soldering iron, file, and other 
workmen’s tools,—he succeeded in attracting a theatre full 
of pupils, and keeping up the class until 1843, when he 
resigned it on being appointed the colleague of Dr Addison, 
in the chair of Materia Medica. As there was no text-book, 
he wrote ‘Elements of Natural Philosophy,’ in 1839, which 
has passed through three editions, and* a fourth is in the 
press.. Anxious to enter the ranks of the physician, he paid 
a visit to St Andrew’s in 1838,—being the only place where 
then a degree could be obtained without residing. He 
then passed his examination for M.D., and the Senate of 
the University shortly afterwards presented him with the 
honorary degree of A.M. The document conferring this 
honour he holds in high esteem, as it has attached to it the 
distinguished name of Sir David Brewster. In 1838 he was 
appointed Physician to the Finsbury Dispensary, and from 
that time his practice rapidly increased, so that in three 
years more his income exceeded his expenses, though to be 
sure he was then living humbly enough in a house in 
Myddelton Square. This appointment Dr G. Bird retained 
until he was elected assistant-physician at Guy’s in 1843. 
After writing several papers in the ‘ Medical Gazette ’ and 
other journals, chiefly on the subject of the chemical patho- 
logy °f the urine, he undertook to deliver some lectures at 
Guy s on the subject. These were continued annually as 
a separate series until the last few years, when they merged 
into the lectures on medicine. They were afterwards pub¬ 
lished in the ‘Gazette,’ and in 1844 they were translated 
into German by Dr Eckstein, and appeared at Vienna as a 
separate work, and again at Leipsic in 1845 by Dr Behrend. 
Ihe success of these lectures tempted Dr Bird to a bolder 
venture, and he subsequently published an independent 
volume on the subject. This book, the treatise on 4 Urinary 
Deposits,’ has passed through three editions. 

In 1840 he passed his examination as licentiate at the 
Royal College of Physicians, and, in 1845, was elected 
a 1 ellow of that body. In the next year he was ap¬ 
pointed Lecturer on Materica Medica at this college, 
with permission to extend his subject to any branch of 
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applied sciences, and, in 1847, his subject was Electricity 
and Galvanism in their therapeutical relations. These were 
published iu the ‘ Gazette,’ and afterwards appeared in a 
separate volume. In 1848 he selected Organic Chemistry 
in relation to the depuration of the blood, and in his last 
course, in 1849, drew attention to the Materia Medioa of 
200 years ago, for the purpose of illustrating the rare and 
beautiful museum belonging to the college. He was elected 
in 1846 a fellow of the Royal Society. 

Dr Golding Bird removed two years ago to his present 
residence in Russell square, and, although with health im¬ 
paired from taking too little rest, and having enjoyed little 
or no recreation since he entered the profession, he is a 
man who ought to feel grateful for the continued prosperity 
that has characterised his career. We have no doubt that 
a sentiment of this kind moves his breast, and if an early 
reputation has involved some sacrifices, he must remember 
that no worldly good can be secured without purchase, and 
that labour and self-denial are the price of success. 

We may add as an encouragement to many aspirants in 
our profession, that of the medical officers at Guy’s, so 
generally regarded as an “ exclusive ” establishment, five of 
its present staff, consisting of Dr Hughes, Dr Golding Bird, 
Mr Hilton, Dr Lever, and Dr Oldham, commenced their 
career as general practitioners, and obtained their first cre¬ 
dentials at Apothecaries’ Hall. The last two physicians, 
actually practised generally for some years. Guy’s hence does 
not deserve the character of being “ exclusive.” 

The sketch that we have thus given of Dr Golding Bird 
will, we hope, be found profitable to our younger brethren. 
As for Dr G. Bird himself, we trust that his health, which is 
manifestly impaired, may be renewed, and that he may yet 
have numerous opportunities of advancing the science of 
his profession which is already indebted to him for many 
valuable services. 

REVIEWS. 

On True and False Spermatorrhoea. By Dr Pickford, of 

the University of Heidelberg. Edited by Chirurgus. 

We promised in a former number that we would recur to 
this work, in order to exhibit its aim more clearly. The 
author lashes with great severity the impostors who make a 
livelihood by preying on the credulity of the public. The 
tribe . of “ Quiet Sympathisers” and “ Medical Friends” are 
mercilessly exposed; and if this hook could find its way into 
the hands of those who suffer from the complaint of which 
it treats, we are satisfied that many hundreds would be 
saved much needless suffering of body and mind, and what 
is of less importance, though it is that which the quacks 
most prize—much money. 

Dr Pickford considers that Lallomand has mistaken the 
character of seminiferous urine, and has too hastily formed 
his conclusions. He objects to the practice of cauterisation, 
which he considers useless, if not pernicious in many cases 
in which Lallemand recommended its employment. He re¬ 
marks on this point—■ 

“A physician would certainly be justified in hazarding a 
few modest doubts respecting the utility of local treatment 
in such cases, or indeed in declaring himself unable to see 
uoy justification for so violent a mode of treatment as the 
cauterisation of the surface of the prostate gland with lunar 
caustic; or, lastly, iu being rather sceptical about the magical 
cures of such patients by one or two applications of the 
caustic. 

“ Doubts as to whether seminal losses, which are always 
inconsiderable, can be the cause of serious derangement of 
the neivous system, have already been put forward by me¬ 
dical writers. Eisenmann, in his remarks on Ivaula’s work 
(p. 76), makes the following observations on this point:_ 
‘ The amount of semen lost in these involuntary discharges 
is quite inconsiderable; the total quantity which escapes 
during several days In the diurnal pollutions following the 

evacuation of urine and fteces, is less than that which is at 
once discharged iu a single act of coition. How, then, can 
so trifling a loss of semen produce such fearful consequences, 
when other men, or even the same man, before he was thus 
affected, have suffered much more copious voluntary emis¬ 
sions in sleeping with a female, without experiencing the 
slightest ill consequences therefrom ? The semen once de¬ 
posited in the vesicufe seminales is destined for evacuation, 
and nothing can be more fallacious than to suppose that the 
re-absorption of this semen into the organism can do any 
good,, or produce any increase of bodily strength and spirit. 
Nothing but an excitation, physical or moral," of the sexual 
organs, by which the testicles are stimulated to a more abun¬ 
dant secretion than the constitution is able to bear, can do 
any injury to the organism ; but this excitement is altoge¬ 
ther absent in spermatorrhoea, for otherwise such patients 
would scarcely experience a diminution of their nightly 
emissions in addition to the so-called diurnal pollutions. Fi¬ 
nally, how can we talk of weakness from exhausting semi- 
nal emissions in such patients, at least in the first stage of 
their malady, when there are no diurnal emissions, and the 
nightly emissions are but moderately frequent, while the 
patient s aspect is perfectly good, his body well nourished 
and even vigorous, and the muscular power perfect, and ne¬ 
vertheless he suffers from excessive irritablility, or from hy¬ 
pochondria and derangement of the perceptive powers ?’ See 
the cases mentioned by Remak, at p. 149 of Ins Diagnostic 
Investigations. 

“ Remak’s observations on spermatorrhoea (made on forty- 
five patients), partly relate to too frequent nocturnal emis¬ 
sions, partly to seminal losses in the evacuation of urine and 
feces, which latter cases, according to Remak, are much 
more frequent than the former. It is, in fact, remarkable, 
that hi the cases adduced the influence of these losses on 
the constitution was so small. The first patient was a jour¬ 
neyman butcher, of strong build and dark complexion, who 
complained of impotence and of weariness, which came over 
him in his laborious occupation. The third patient, an offi¬ 
cer, thirty-two years old, is impotent and grows weary on 
the slightest exertion: after one cauterisation, however, he 
has a nocturnal emission, and is able to take walks several 
miles long. The fourth, a student, of twenty, has been long 
treated in vain for a fixed tormenting pain in the head, near 
the crown, which destroys all his mental activity; in spite, 
however, of his spermatorrhoea, he is in a condition, imme¬ 
diately after his arrival in Berlin, to contract a gonorrhoea by 
sleeping with a woman. 

“ These cases strongly tend to confirm the opinion of 
Eisenmann, that the seminal emissions are not the cause of 
the sufferings of these patients. 

“ Valentine is also of opinion that both patients and 
physicians take these seminal losses too much to heart. 
‘ They think,’ says he, ‘ that the too frequent loss of so pre¬ 
cious a fluid must in a short time destroy life. Experience 
shows the contrary. Involuntary seminal emissions may 
continue for years without the patient dying, or even being 
affected with tabes dorsalis, provided that he discontinues the 
practice of onanism, and does not give way to other sexual 
excesses. If a man is wearied by the ordinary healthy eva¬ 
cuation of semen, the cause of such weariness must be sought 
in the accompanying nervous excitement. If this excite¬ 
ment is absent, the semen escapes without any ill effects.’ 

“ This statement probably, however, goes too far. True 
spermatorrhoea has certainly a very bad effect upon the 
organism ; and in nocturnal emissions, as well as in too fre¬ 
quent sexual intercourse, there is not only the nervous ex¬ 
citement, but also the material loss to be taken into account. 
This is shown in cases of too frequent pollutions from purely 
local causes, such as those mentioned by Pauli. I question 
however, with this writer, the frequency of this malady, and 
more particularly of true diurnal pollutions, in spite of the 
opposite statements of Lallemand, Kaula, and Eisenmann.” 

With respect to seminal emissions during fecal evacua¬ 
tions, Dr Pickford observes: 

“ I am still occupied with further investigations upon this 
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point, the result of which, up to the present time, tends to 
confirm the proposition, that seminal discharges likewise 
take place in healthy persons during fecal evacuation. In 
the case of a middle-aged man, accustomed to regular sex¬ 
ual intercourse, I examined the last drops of urine every day 
for two months, during which he remained perfectly conti¬ 
nent ; the drops were each time examined with the greatest 
care through several glass coverings. The individual in 
question was healthy, with the exception of occasional has- 
morrhoidal affections, and slight irregularities in the passage 
of the feces, which was sometimes very difficult; hut during 
the time of the investigation he was in perfect health. He 
had never suffered from very frequent pollutions, and during 
these two months, nocturnal emission occurred only twice. 
In one month, during which forty fecal evacuations took 
place, examination detected seminal animalcules five times 
in the last drops of urine, and often in considerable quantity. 
On each occasion, examination with the naked eye detected 
a slight turpidity in the urine; and on two occasions two or 
three small flakes were detected, consisting of epithelium and 
seminal animalcules. These discharges took place, as in the 
former cases, without any particular accompanying sen¬ 
sation.” 

As a general rule Dr Pickford does not consider seminal 
emissions during fecal evacuations a morbid condition, 
and has often found it to be dependent on pressure 
caused by hoemorrhoids. As to the notion that those per¬ 
sons who experience nocturnal emissions are subject to sper¬ 
matorrhoea, and that, in fact, the absence of nocturnal emis¬ 
sions constitutes the diagnosis of spermatorrhoea, the author 
wholly rejects it. He deems Lallemandto have erred widely 
in this respect. The author thus winds up his observations: 

“ According to the preceding investigations, imperceptible 
losses of semen may stand to the general condition of the 
patient in the three following relations:— 

“ 1. They occur in healthy persons. 
“ 2. They occur in diseased persons, but are rather the 

consequence than the cause of the malady, and are of 
no further consequence. 

“ 3. They are the cause of the disease. 
“ To the first two classes the cure of these imperceptible 

emissions would do no good, healthy persons may make 
themselves perfectly easy about the matter; and hypochon¬ 
driacs who suffer from imperceptible seminal discharges, 
must be treated in the same manner as other hypochondriacs. 
And similarly, spinal irritation occasioned by this so-called 
spermatorrhoea, requires no other treatment than spinal irri¬ 
tation without it. To this class belong the great majority 
of the diseases which Lallemand and his followers attribute 
to spermatorrhoea. Fortunately for humanity, true sperma¬ 
torrhoea is, as Pauli justly observed, an uncommon disease. 

“ If now it must be admitted that the maladies just men¬ 
tioned, like nervous disorders in general, are frequently ob¬ 
stinate and difficult to cure, it will certainly be a great con¬ 
solation to many patients who attribute their disorders to 
spermatorrhoea, if they can be assured that such is not the 
case; for patients who believe that they suffer from sperma¬ 
torrhoea, are much more unhappy than other nervous pa¬ 
tients, not only because they attribute their maladies to 
their own faults, but because they regard themselves as 

incurable. 
“ It is only when the seminal losses become excessive that 

the disorders require peculiar treatment, general as well as 
local. On this point, however, the physician alone can 

decide.” 

This volume is well calculated to put an end to the empi¬ 
rical system of treating spermatorrhoea, and. to place the 
treatment upon a more rational and physiological basis. It 
is therefore likely to do much good. 

The Oration delivered March 8, 1852, before the Medical 
Society of London. By Edward Canton, Esq., 

F.R.C.S. &c. London: 1852. 

Mr Canton has taken advantage of the Sanitary Question 

and the Exhibition to deviate a little in his discourse from 
the usual routine of which anniversary orations are com¬ 
posed. That part of his oration which treats of sanitary 
matters is, perhaps, the most interesting, but the entire com¬ 
position does him credit as a man of intellectual culture and 
general information. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,-—Will you permit my suggesting what I think would 
be a great improvement in the mode of carrying on your 
journal. You are no doubt aware, that in at least nineteen- 
twentieths of instances, the weekly Medical periodicals, are 
taken, not so much for any valuable information contained 
in them, as for the Medico-political, micellaneous intelligence 
and news they convey; and as regards one notorious jour¬ 
nal, ‘ The Lancet,’ there can be no doubt but that it owes 
much of its popularity to its systematically pandering to,.a 
morbid taste disgracefully prevalent amongst us—to its mean 
personalities, its piquant scurrility, and heroic disregard and 
contempt of truth and justice. In what other region of 
science or literature can so unprincipled and disreputable a 
periodical as this has 'been, from its commencement, be 
found ; and what must the more enlightened of the general 
public think of the intellectuality and taste of a “ learned 
profession,” whose patronage has so long maintained it. in 
existence ? Now, although you profess to eschew Medical 
politics, you might consistently—without intruding your 
own opinions—give a summary of all such passing events as 
may be of immediate interest to the profession, such as any 
change in the laws affecting us, important discoveries, trials, 
inquests, &c. Were you to carry such a plan to its fullest 
extent, you would accomplish all I would expect or desire 
from such a periodical as yours, and supply me for less, than 
10s. a year with what I have been expending just 21. (inclu¬ 
sive of binding) for either of the London weeklies. Exces¬ 
sive miscellaneous reading is as obstructive to the improve¬ 
ment of ordinary minds as too much miscellaneous eating is 
injurious to the functions of ordinary stomachs. Pursuing 
the simile, I may say that if your journal were what I deem 
it might and ought to be, it would be better for the student 
(excepting professional authors and persons of extraordinary 
mental capacities)—and we are, or ought to be, all students 
to the end of our days—were he to confine his reading of 
periodicals to some such division as the following—take the 
‘ Brit, and For. Med. Chirurg. Review ’ as the representative 
of the protein or albuminous class of aliments; ‘ Ranking’s 
Abstract,’ 1 Braithwaite’s Retrospect,’ or your projected ‘ Li¬ 
brary,’ as publications needful in haste and emergency and 
for instant reference, may represent the respiratory elements; 
we yet require diluents, without which the other materials 
cannot be well assimilated, and herein your own journal 
may accomplish all we really want.—Yours, J. Jones. 

Llanfair, Montgomeryshire, June 8, 1852. 

EFFUSION OF BLOOD BENEATH THE PERITO¬ 
NEUM. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I may mention a very remarkable case of effusion 
of blood beneath the peritoneum which came under my ob¬ 
servation a few days ago. It was that of a woman to whom 
I was called rather suddenly, a short distance into the 
country, but who by the time I arrived was dead, as well as 
the child to which she had just given birth. 

I was told she had been complaining for a few days pre¬ 
viously, but had been taken in labour of her tenth child 
about four o’clock in the afternoon, and when I arrived at 
six, the child, which was rather premature, had been bom 
for more than an hour, and was quite dead, as well as the 
mother. I immediately removed the placenta which was 
lying in the vagina—the uterus was moderately well con- 
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tracted, and not the least signs of hemorrhage. The cause 
of death being to me quite inexplicable, I made an inspec¬ 
tion twenty-four hours after death, in company with my 
friend, William Campbell, Esq., surgeon, Killarchan, and 
found extensive effusion of blood beneath the peritoneum, 
commencing in the cavity of the pelvis, beneath the pelvic 
fascia, broad ligaments of the uterus, and extending between 
the layers of the left meso-colon, even to the stomach and 
spleen. The uterus seemed to be quite patent, as well as the 
iliac vessels and their branches, but the spleen was a pul- 
taceous mass of dirty brown purulent looking fluid, and the 
vessels supplying that organ quite broken up. When the ab¬ 
dominal cavity was opened, we at once concluded that there 
must have been rupture of the uterus, and that the haemorrhagic 
discoloration on the peritoneum had arisen from that source; 
but upon more minute examination we found that the blood, 
instead of ascending, had been effused from the splenic ves¬ 
sels, and had pressed downwards till it had reached to near 
the very lowest region of the pelvis. I have little doubt but 
the splenic disease and the effusion of blood from that source 
had been the cause of inducing premature labour, and was not 
the effect of it, a3 was at first anticipated. 

Should you think this rather strange case worth inserting 
in your now widely-circulated journal, it is at your service. 

I am Sir, yours, &c., 
Patrick Stirling, M.D. 

Johmtone, Renfrewshire, May 27th, 1S52. 

The sudden death of John Newcombe Day, Esq., of 
Harlow, Essex, announced in our last number, resulted, it is 
supposed, from aneurism of the aorta. He was four years a 
pupil with his uncle Mr William Collyns of Kenton, near 
Exeter, and afterwards became his partner, having in the 
interim studied in London at St Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
He continued in partnership with Mr Collyns for six years, 
when he was compelled to relinquish it from ill health. In 
1851, he joined Mr Maund, of Harlow, as partner, and sub¬ 
sequently purchased his practice, which was finally made 
over to him on the 1st of May last, but a few hours before 
his decease. 

April 31—Charles Moore Collyns, M.R.C.S. Eng. 
and L.S.A. 1839, at Dulverton, Somerset, aged 34. 

May 26—Henry Charles Boisragan, Esq., M.D., 

late of Cheltenham, at Bideford, North Devon. 
June 1—John Smith, Esq., Surgeon, at Watford, Herts, 

in the 40th year of his age, sincerely regretted by all who 
knew his private worth and great kindness of heart. 

May 4—Henry Parkin, M.D., at Cary House, Tor¬ 
quay, Devon, aged 59. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Soiree at the Royal College of Physicians.—On 
Wednesday evening the president and fellows threw open 
the noble apartments of their College to a large and select 
number ot visitors, and notwithstanding the unfavourable 
state of the weather, the reception-rooms and library were 
crowded, the invited consisting of men celebrated in the 
walks of science, literature, and art. The most superficial 
observer cannot fail to remark the wide-spreading results of 
that influence which the society received from the experiment 
of the past year; and its development on this occasion must 
have been especially gratifying. The liberal hospitality of 
the College was fully maintained, and, we should add, duly 
appreciated by the guests, to whom the arrangements gave 
entire and universal satisfaction. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gen¬ 
tlemen having undergone the necessary examinations for 
the diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 

meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 4th instant:— 
J. Clarke, London; Thomas Hillas, Brompton, Middlesex; 
Edward John Longton, Southport, Lancashire; George 
Naylor, Hon. East India Company’s Service; Robert Rey¬ 
nolds, Debaeh, Suffolk; Charles Royston, Harrow road, 
Paddington; Benjamin Simpson, Dublin; William Snell, 
Neston, Cheshire; Henry Tournay Stiles, Spalding, Lin¬ 
colnshire. 

Examiners in Midwifery.—The profession will be 
glad to hear that at a meeting of the Council of the Royal 
College of Surgeons, on the 8th inst., it was resolved to ap¬ 
point, under the provisions of the recent Charter, a Board of 
Examiners in Midwifery; to consist, it is understood, of four 
members, including one of the vice-presidents of the College. 
The appointments are thrown open for competition to 
Fellows or Licentiates of the College of Physicians, as well 
as to members of the College of Surgeons, practising mid¬ 
wifery. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, May 27, 
1852 William Charles Bockett; Clark Armstone Ducket, 
Quadring Eaudike, Lincoln ; John Edmonds, Bangorwood, 
Flintshire; John Hancock, Wolstenholme, Bolton-le-Moors; 
Charles Harris, Northiam, Sussex; Leonard Keatley Yelf, 
Ryde, Isle of Wight. 3rd June:—Henry James Ellery, 
Truro, Cornwall; Charles Dudley Kingsford, Wellington 
street, Southwark; Benjamin Richard Lawrence, Cheddar, 
Somerset; William Boyd Mushet, Coventry. 

The Examinations at Apothecaries’ Hall.—It is 
reported that the Court of Examiners at Apothecaries’ Hall 
intend to relax the stringency of their examination in the 
case of those who have passed the period of middle life, and 
who, although duly educated for the profession, have not 
received the legal protection which the certificate of the 
Court affords. 

Collegiate Election.—The fellows are invited to at¬ 
tend at the College of Surgeons on Thursday, July 8, at one 
o’clock, for the election of four fellows into the Council of 
the College, in the room of three members going out in 
rotation, and of John Dalrymple, deceased. The tin „e 
retiring members of the Council are Messrs Cooper, Coulson, 
and Stafford, who are of course re-eligible, but it is under¬ 
stood that the latter gentleman will, from the precarious 
state of his health, retire ; there will then be two vacancies 
to fill up, provided the first two gentlemen are re-elected, of 
which we think there can be no doubt. 

Medical Benevolent College.—At a meeting of the 
Council, held at the Hanover-square Rooms, on the 1st inst., 
the President, the Earl Manvers, in the chair, the Earl of 
Carlisle was unanimously elected a Vice-President of the 
College. A vote of thanks was accorded to the Bishop of 
Ripon, for having, on the 23rd ult., preached in aid of the 
funds; also to the Rev. George Everard, for kindly granting 
the use of his pulpit on that occasion. The Treasurer’s 
Report was highly satisfactory, upwards of one thousand 
pounds having been subscribed since the last ordinary meet¬ 
ing of the Council. 

King’s College Hospital.—The ceremony of laying 
the foundation-stone of this hospital is to take place on 
17th inst. The new hospital will accommodate 200 patients. 
There will be a large operating and post-mortem room, with 
a chapel adjoining. The estimated cost of the new hospital 
is 50,000?., of which 36,000?. have been already subscribed. 

M. Chomel and the French Government.—Besides 
Arago, Cavaignac,Barrot,Changarnier, andahostof othermost 
distinguished individuals who have declined to take the oath 
of fidelity to the French President, Chomel, the celebrated 
physician and an able professor in the faculty of medicine 
at Paris, also constitutes one of the noble army of martyrs 
to principle and independence. M. Chomel has resigned his 
chair, to preserve freedom of opinion and public integrity. 
Such conduct is worthy of all praise; and, doubtless, many 
friends and former pupils, both in England and France, will 
say he did right, and honour him the more for setting so 
good an example to his countrymen. 
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Coup-de-Soleil.—During the assault upon Rangoon, 
Brigadier-Major Oakes and Brigadier-Major Griffiths were 
struck dead by a coup-de-soleil. A large number of private 
soldiers suffered from the same cause. 

Testimonial to James Paget, Esq., F.R.S. — On 
Monday, the 31 st of May, a handsome cabinet of surgical 
instruments, the gift of more than seventy gentlemen, was 
presented to Mr Paget, in the Collegiate Hall of St Bartho¬ 
lomew’s, to testify, on the occasion of his retirement from 
the wardenship of the College, their gratitude for his ser¬ 
vices while they were residents in that establishment, and 
their admiration for the uniform ability and kindness with 
which he discharged the duties of his office. The following 
inscription, engraved in ivory, lias been placed on the front 
of the cabinet:—“Presented to James Paget, F.R.S., in 
testimony of high regard and esteem, by students who were 
resident in the College during the period of his wardenship. 
May, 1852.’’ 

Fees allowed to Medical Witnesses for Attend¬ 
ance at Assizes and Sessions:—The following petition 
has been forwarded to G. Sanders, Esq., M.P., by the 
Medical practitioners of Wakefield, for presentation to the 

- House of Commons, and also a memorial to the Lords of the 
Treasury, embodying the substance of the same:—“To the 
Honourable the Commons of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland in Parliament assembled. The respect¬ 
ful petition of the undersigned Physicians and Surgeons 
practising in Wakefield and its vicinity in the west riding of the 
county of York, showeth—That your petitioners are fre¬ 
quently called upon to attend at assizes and sessions, to give 
evidence in criminal prosecutions. That the questions on 
which they are required to give evidence generally involve 
not only matters of fact, but also matters of opinion. That 
to qualify themselves for giving sound opinions on such 
questions, they are compelled to undergo a long, laborious, 
and expensive course of study. That the position they 
occupy as witnesses is one of extreme difficulty and anxiety. 
That, for the purpose of giving evidence, they are frequently 
compelled to travel long distances from home, and to be 
absent from practice for several days consecutively, at con¬ 
siderable personal inconvenience and pecuniary loss. That 
the fees allowed to medical witnesses for attending at assizes 
and sessions have been, of late years, reduced from two 
guineas per diem to one guinea per diem. That the reduced 
scale of fees barely reimburses a medical man for his necessary 
expenditure when from home, and leaves him no remunera¬ 
tion for the exercise of his professional knowledge, anxiety, 
and loss of time. That it is within the knowledge of your 
petitioners, that on account of this inadequate scale of re¬ 
muneration, medical men have declined to attend cases in 
which it was probable that proceedings in a criminal court 
might ensue, and that they have done this to avoid being 
subsequently called as witnesses. That occurrences of this 
nature are likely to prove injurious to the poorer classes of 
society, and tend to frustrate the ends of justice. That your 
petitioners beg your Honourable House to grant such re¬ 
dress as may seem fit. And your petitioners will, as in 
duty bound, ever pray.” 

Irish Medical Benevolent Fund Society.—The 
tenth annual meeting of this society was recently held in 
the theatre of Sir Patrick Dunn’s Hospital, Dublin, Dr 
Montgomery in the chair. The attendance was numerous. 
The report, which spoke most favourably of the present posi¬ 
tion and future prospects of the society, stated that the funded 
property exceeded 3,000/. For the last year the claims 
upon the society’s fund were increased, there being three 
medical men and thefr families, thirty-nine widows, and 152 
orphans placed upon the society’s books. The report ex¬ 
pressed deep regret for the death of Dr M. Colles, the late 
treasurer, and stated that Dr James F. Duncan had suc¬ 
ceeded that gentleman. 

Dinner and Presentation to Dr Henry, or Pome¬ 
roy (Tyrone).-—On Wednesday, the 2Gth ult., a meeting 
ot the friends of Dr Henry, of Pomeroy, was held in the 
Court-house of that town, for the purpose of presenting him 
with an address, a piece of plate, and a purse of sovereigns, 

as a token of their personal regard, and as an acknowledg¬ 
ment of his services to the district, as medical officer of the 
Pomeroy Dispensary during the last fourteen years. The 
plate selected for presentation, by the committee, was an 
exceedingly handsome silver salver, of very beautiful and 
chaste design, and elegantly ornamented, purchased from 
Messrs Gilbert and Son, of Belfast. In the centre is the fol¬ 
lowing inscription :—“ Presented to Dr Henry, with a purse 
of sovereigns, as a small token of respect and esteem, by his 
friends in and around Pomeroy.—May, 1852.”— 

Consumption Hospital, Brompton.—At the annual 
meeting of governors, the Rev. Sir II. Forbes, Bart., in 
the chair, the Report was read, from which it appeared, that 
during the year, 447 patients were admitted, of whom 316 
were discharged convalescent, 68 died, and 90 remained 
under treatment. The out-patients numbered 3,197, being 
an increase of 30 on the preceding year. The expenditure 
exceeded the income by 700/. The legacy of 2,000/. be¬ 
queathed by the late E. Briggs, Esc/., of Cheltenham, was 
received; and the representatives of the late Mr Jacobs, Q.C , 
paid in his legacy of 200/. This hospital is indeed worthy 
of public benevolence and support. 

Earring don General Dispensary.—This week the 
anniversary of this charity was celebrated, in the London 
Coffee-house, Lord John Russell, M.P., in the chair. After 
the usual loyal toasts, the Report was read, which stated, 
that since the opening of the dispensary in 1828, 77,033 sick 
poor had been participators in its benefits ; and during the 
year, 19,888 had medical advice and medicine. Of the latter 
number 6,337 were visited at their own homes; and during 
the year only 43 died. The receipts amounted to 490/. 5s. 3d., 
which sum was absorbed by the expenditure. At the close 
of the evening’s festival, the secretary announced subscrip¬ 
tions amounting to 200/. 

Irish Poor-Law Medical Relief.—The following 
gentlemen have been appointed to the several Cork Dispen¬ 
saries : — Carrignavar, Drs M. J. Lyons, P. R. Tivy, W. H. 
Sandham ; Cork, Drs R. T. Fowler, J. D. O’Flynn, P. J. 
Barry, T. Gregg, J. Murphy, J. F. Uniacke, D. T. Hare, 
C. Y. Haines, C. Armstrong; Ballygarvan, Drs J. Lander, 
N. J. Hobart; Ballincollig, G. A. Rountree, and N. D. 
Parker. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Da Williamson.—The circulation of this Journal is increasing daily. 
There is no doubt that it surpasses that of the other journals. We 
have neither desire nor interest to over-state the fact, as it can be as¬ 
certained by anybody at each annual publication of tile stamps 
issued by the Stamp-office. There is an extraordinary mis ippre- 
hension abroad respecting the sale of the ‘ Lancet ’ and the 1 Medical 
Times.’ See our answer to “A Subscriber to the ‘Medical Cir¬ 
cular’ from the commencement.” 

Gulielmus.—Wecannot undeistmd your Statement. The object is 
not clearly expressed. The disease called in Scripture being “ pos¬ 
sessed of devils ’’ was, no doubt, the sacred disease of Hippocrates, 
or Epilepsy. At the time of our Saviour epilepsy was universally 
called tlie sacred disease, because the person so affected was sup¬ 
posed to be possessed of a devil, or demon. No person of ordinary 
learning can doubt on the point. 

M. I!. C. S.—One guinea is the fee when no post-mortem examination 
is made. 

A SuB^caiBEu.'—1st. We believe that Professor Grant’s Testimonial 
gets on but slowly. Weave sorry for it, as lie receives but a small 
pittance from tile University, and is a man that does honour to 
science. 

2nd. It is not a matter of great consequence. Parents are usually 
however very anxious, and require an early performance of an 
operation. It may be done with propriety in early infancy. 

Medicos.—'The Bye-laws have been recently published. You can 
obtain a copy by applying at 4 Hanover square. 

W. Ramsav.—We are confidently of opinion that if the medical men 
of any particular borough would combine, their influence would be 
sufficient to return a member to Parliament It is idle to expect 
that any extensive sche e of medical reform will be carried out 
until a sufficient number of medical men be sent into the Legisla¬ 
ture. Unanimity of opinion is not absolutely necessary. 

Chibubods.—Your article is too political in its aim. We cannot insert 
it in this Journal, but it might be turned to useful account in 
another manner. 
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A Subscriber to the ‘ Medical Circular’ from its Commence¬ 

ment.—We published in our first numb r tha number of stamps 
issued by the Stamp-office for the ‘Medical Times and Gazette’ 
and the ‘ Lancet' during the previous year. The ‘ Medical Times’ 
exceeds the ‘Lancet’ in circulation—the firmer disposing of 
70,833, and tlie ‘Lancet’ of 68,812 stamps yearly. A few more 
than thirteen hundred is tile stamped circulation weekly of cacli of 
those journals, and the unstamped circulation may be divined to be 
not very numerous. It is tha interest of every publisher to issue 
his Journal stamped. Tne ‘ British and Foreign Review ’ holds the 
first plate. It maintains its character very creditably. Dr Car¬ 
penter is its oditor. The articles in the ‘ Edinburgh Monthly ’ are 
gr nerally much superior to those in the ‘ London Monthly,’ although 
an occasional number of the ‘London Journal’ will be found of 
great merit. The contributors to the * Edinburgh Journal’ are a 
higher class of men, and on the whole we regard this Journal as 
perhaps the most original and scientific magazine that is published 
in the three kingdoms. The ‘ British and Foreign’ is devoted to 
criticism, the ‘Edinburgh Journal’ mainly to the publication of 
original articles—consequently the latter is farthest in advance in 
science. Dr Cliristison, Dr Simpsor, Dr Maclagan, Dr Hughes 
Bennett, Syme, and others, whose name comprise the elite of 
science, are habitual writers in this Journal, which is, in fact, their 
especial organ. We do not know its circulation. 'Iho ‘Dublin 
Quarterly ’ has a character almost, if not quite, as high as the 
* Edinburgh Journal.’ We expect that our ‘Medical Library ’ will 
surpass all the existing journals in influence, if not in circulation. 
The ‘ .Medical Circular ’ has already the largest circulation, the 
* Medical Library ’ will command the greatest influence. 

Ax Enemy to Humbug,—The report of the trial alluded to will be 
found both in the ‘ Times ’ and the ‘ Medical Times ’ of that date. 
We are of opinion that there are no recollections connected with 
that name that are worth preserving. Like Gol Iner’s preserved 
meats, there is not enough virtue in them to prevent putridity. 

Edwp. Wm. Pritchard (Ilunmanby).—The course adoptedwas 
1 taken with regret, and was entirely irrespective of the literary 

character of the paper. This Journal cannot be made the organ of 
a particular set of opinions, as, indeed, Hr Pritchard has not in¬ 
correctly surmised 

A Subscriber (Dublin).—A graduate of Trinity College might prac¬ 
tise safely in London. It is not at all likely that the Society of 
Apothecaries would restrain him, as public opinion is strongly 
opposed to such prosecutions. The individual so practising would, 
however, be acting on sufferance. 

C. M. Godfrey, M D. (Toorae Bridge)—We do not know your friend’s 
qualification. It does not appear to us, according to your state¬ 
ment, that he would be able to enforce his claim in a Court of 
Law. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I sec the Apothecaries’ Company are about passing are gulation 

for admitting Members of the College, &c., to examination, pro 
vided they are forty years of age, only examining them on prac ical 
points, and not requiring a minute knowledge of chemistry, 
botany, &c. Now there are many men considerably under forty 
jears of age who are actively engaged in practice, and cannot be 
expected to be able to “ work up ” for the minute examination to 
which young men just leaving their studies are subject to; and I 
do think, therefore, that when a man has been engaged a few years 
in practice, that the same allowance should be made for one of 
thirty, or even for one of younger age, as for a man of forty; as 
chemistry is one of the subjects which a man does not well retain 
in his memory for any length of time after commsnc n r practice. 

I should be glad if the Apothecaries’Company would give this 
their consideration. 

Trusting you will pardon my troubling you with this, I remain, 
Sir, yours, Ac., 

A M.R.C.S., Eng. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Tour waspish contemporary, the editor of the * Lancet,’ has been 
lately astonishing the public with a series of papers, purporting to be 
“ Records of the Itesults of the Microscopic and Chemical Analysis 
of the Solids and Fluids consumed by all Clas-es of the Public,” by 
“ The Analytical Sanitary Commission.” Now, sir, if words have 
any meaning, and I suppose they have, even in the pages of the 
‘ Lancet,’ pray let me inquire, wlmt the four words last quoted mean. 
Do they refer to some public body or Government board ? No! Has 
the proprietor of the ‘Lancet’ been so suddenly fired with pliilan- 
throphy as to appoint a commission of his own; oi has Dr. Elliot- 
son, his old friend and phreno-mesmerist, so excited his “ benevo 
lonce," and depressed his “ adhesiveness,” as to destroy the 
magnetic forces existing between his sovereigns and tiis breeches 
pockets? Certainly not I The solution lies in another direction. 
“Big words” startle the vulgar for a time; but iu the end are 
found to mean nothing. The jackdaw with the peacock’s feathers 
wa- discovered at last. The rumour is, that “ The Sanitary Analy¬ 
tical Commission” resembles the army of Sterne’s general, which 
was “ deficient in cavalry,” and ‘‘ whose infantry was reduced to 
one man.” “ So much for Buckingham !” If this rumour be true, 
a most gross deception is being practised on the profession and the 
public, and is equally iniquitous with the plan of playing the jackall 
to the common informer, by publishing the names and addresses of 
the tradesmen from whom Iho articles for examination are pur¬ 
chased. The practice of blasting the reputation of one tradesman 
and bolstering up that of another, is not the fairest mode of employ¬ 

ing the ‘‘ grey goose quill.” But then, “ The Analytical Sanitary 
Commissioners” may have their favourites and patrons, as well as 
humbler people. I, tor one, beg to denounce the system, as destroy¬ 
ing the appearance of honesty and impartiality in the ‘Lancet’ 
papers, and placing them open to charges, easily made, and with 
difficulty rebutted, even if false. 

For my own part, Mr Editor, I am not disposed to give un¬ 
qualified assent to the truthfulness of the “ results." Microscopical 
examinations, unless confirmed by chemical analysis, are not 
always trustworthy. That “ A man cannot always believe his e\res” 
is right here. 

In No. XX., chemical analysis is wholly relied on for the “ results.” 
There two samples of water and forty-seven samples of ale are pro¬ 
fessed to have been minutely analysed, and the specific gravity of 
some twenty-nine others also ascertained. This must have been 
hard and costly work for the poor “commissioners,” if they did it 
in a week. Only imagine, Mr. Editor, the sacrifice, thus, of nearly 
eighty “ half-gallons ” of good pale ale, as asserted. It is enougli to 
make even a coal-whipper weep. 

I might say a word or two on the great difficulty of finding 
minute quantities of the vegetable narcotic poisons in beer and ale, 
and also on the results of such labours of the worthy “ commis¬ 
sioners," but I do not wish to be “hard” on that august body of 
“ savans still less to cast a reflection on either Bass’s or Alls >pp’s 
ale, which is, doubtless, not only excellent, but very wholesome 
“ tipple ” of its class. 

Yours, respectfully, 
A Practical Chemist. 

[It is our intention, as our readers will probably already have 
noticed, to give a series of articles on the subject referred to by the 
writer of this letter. Whatever errors may have crept into the 
statements of other writers will be therein conected; but we cannot 
anticipate the results of an examination now inly on the threshold. 
We think, however, that there is good reason to conclude that our 
correspondent is not far wrong in the suspicions he has expressed 
with regard to the bona fide examinations of some of the articles 
that have formed the subject of a weekly dissertation in a con¬ 
temporary. The analysis of Allsopp’s ale seems to have been most 
expeditiously concluded.—Ed. ‘ Med, Cia.’] 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
The Medical Profession in Ireland.—Sir,—I send you the copy 

of a medical certificate, sent to the commanding officer of a police- 
station in County Armagh, from a person in full practice among 
the peasantry of the surrounding district, viz. : — 

“ I certiffy that Thames Jobbs, of Kenaghan, on the 9th, received 
a blow from his wif on the bark of Ids Head with a stone it mite 
be of a very curious” (serious) “natur.” 

P. Sterling, M.D. (Renfrewshire). — Communication received. 
Many thanks for your kind approval of the ‘Medical Circular.’ 

Mr Newnham (Farnham).—Communication received, and it is hoped 
attended to, to the satisfaction of that gentleman in this number of 
the ‘ Circular.’ 

Imperial Life Insurance Company, 
1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq., Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances lor the Whole Term of 
Life has recently been adopter!, by which a material reduction has 
been made at all Ages below 50 Years. 

Four-fifths, or 80 per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies 
every Fifth Year-, and may be applied to increase the sum insured; 
to an immediate payment in cash ; or to the reduction and ultimate 
extinction of future Premiums. 

One third of the Premium on Insurances of 500/. and upwards, 
for the Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Debt upon the Policy, 
to be paid off at convenience; by which means 1,500/. may be insured 
for the pre-ent outlay otherwise required for 1,000/. 

Loans.—Tiie Directors will lend Sums of 50/. and upwards on the 
security of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term 
of Life, when they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effected Insurances with this Company are 
protected by its large Subscribed Cap tal from the risk incurred by 
members of Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at re¬ 
duced rates. Samuel In gall. Actuary. 

National Assurance and lnvest- 
MENT ASSOCIATION, 

T St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 
Established May 1841. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with those 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. Tho plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot be adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com¬ 
panies 

Prospectuses and full information may be obtained by application 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 
Kingdom. 

PETER MORRISON, Managing Direotor. 



Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms : 

WARM BATIIS-ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’Department, One-and-Sixpencc 
each; twenty-one Transferable Ticket--, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrogate Baths, 3s. Gd. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, &c.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,0007. has been expended, and that at each place one hundreds 
Baths can be given in an hour. 

Tmportant to Surgeons and the 
I Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon's Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved, 

s. d. £ s. d. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s ... „ 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

„ Cole’s ... ,, 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold") 2 2 0 

at 37. 3s. i 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen j dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &e. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

TVavenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
I / of QUININE and IKON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 

“ 48 Russell square. 
“ I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 

Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the Rest of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the stomach specially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A M. M.D. F.R.S. 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 

“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 
Of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anae¬ 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to comb no all 
the therapeutic powers of its constituents without tlicir nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “ Geo. P. Mat, M.D. 

“Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of eacli salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d. per oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICI*^. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
and Is. per oz.; also^tfrtTrv.raSr"' 
mended by Mr Salat 

All Chemical afidl ’rations at moderate charges 
to the Professii 

J. T. DAV 
Cambridge, 2 

H.R.H. the Duke ol 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 

TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smitlifield, London, 

edicine Chest and Dressing; 
Case Maker. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of 

Parliament. Emigrant Chests, Ac., for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample 
Cases, Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c., &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. II. 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Excecutor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Sprinqweileb, solicits a continuance of tlrcir 
patronage. 

lyTedical Galvanism.—The most 
JjUL efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 
the Cure of Disease, is the ELECTRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current o( 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and r.ot merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HORNE, THOKN- 
THWAITE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
31. 3s., 57. 5s., 87. 8s., and upwards. 

COUNCIL MEDAL. 

GREAT EXHIBITION OF 1S51.—CLASS 28, No. 76. 

o the Medical Profession.- 
CHAS. MACINTOSH and CO., T 

73 AlJermanbury, London, and Cambridge street, Manchester, 
Patentees of the Vulcanised India Rubber, 

Beg to draw the attention of the Medical Profession and the Public 
generally to their DRAB VULCANISED WATER PILLOWS and 
MATTRASSES, designed to alleviate the sufferings of bedridden 
patients and others. Price from 10s. and upwards. 

Also to the following among many other Articles of their manu¬ 
facture. 

For particulars refer to their Exhibition Catalogue, which may bo 
had on application, gratis, Airproof Beds and Mattrasses, Hydro¬ 
static Beds, India Rubber Ring Beds, Bed Sheets, Nursing Aprons, 
Sponging Baths, Chest Expanders, Breast Bottles, TrussPuds, Injec¬ 
tion Bottles, Chemical Aprons, Sleeves, Dissecting Gloves, Gas Bags, 
Elastic Woven Bandages, Stockings, and Tubing. 

For Varicose Veins and Weak- 
NESS.—SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pei v!ous, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing u permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature. without the trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong, low-priced article for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful F'abrie. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for both Sexes ; those for ladies’ use 
before and after accouchement, are admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to 
in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and iabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post from the Sole Manufacturers, POPE 
and PLANTE, 4 Waterloo place, Pall mall. The Profession, Trade, 
and Hospitals supplied. 
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ME HOOPER'S IMPROVED 
INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See ‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Slouching has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilage?, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and othe r Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Col Iness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets ana a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

T1 
are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asylums, he following 

O 
Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

they afford. 
Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir 

Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Bel'ast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairfcrd Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King’s College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Milibank Prison 

mtry 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
San dy wel 1-park Asy 1 um,ncar Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke's Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevcnoaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George’s Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Teignmonth and Dawlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
West Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Wariey Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty's Emigration Comnvssioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, I85L—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview witti Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ He had. observed in a periodical ot 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured his thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, h iwever, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority.” 

EXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. More recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
.supporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his conch. Being made of India rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, leakage is avoided; 
and Mr Hooper’s Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, botli as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are excealingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
also particularly applicable for children’s cols, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
nt a loss what to devise,-the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 
Mr HOOI’ER lias succeeded in obtaining Waterproof She 'ting, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected by 

temperature, acids, n r alkalies, a d may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 



On the Slh of January, 1853, will be Published, price It., or £2 10s. per Annum, 

To he continued Weekly, Imperial Octavo, 

THE MEDICAL LIBRARY, 
A Reprint and Abstract of all that is really valuable or worthy of being collated from the various Medical Periodicals 

throughout the civilised world, more particularly from the Medical Journals of France, Germany, and the United States 

of America. 

The various sections of this Journal, under the respective heads of 

MEDICINE, SURGERY, MIDWIFERY, PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY, AND 
THE SPECIALITIES, 

Will be Edited by the most eminent men in each of these Departments of Medical Science. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY is a Register of the qualified Members of the Medical Profession. 

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR is a Register of their Sayings and Doings. 

The MEDICAL LIBRARY will be a Register of all that is worthy of record in the current 

Literature of the Medical Profession throughout the world. 

The Proprietor of the ‘Medical Directory’ respectfully submits 
that he conferred a boon on the profession of which ho is a member, 
when in 1845, associated with two eminent Physicians, ho first pub¬ 
lished the * Medical Directory,’ by reference to which the qualifica¬ 
tion of every Practitioner is certified and the unqualified impostor 
detected. 

He has reason to believe that by the publication of the 
1 Medical Circular,’ which indicates and directs attention to the 
valuable portions of the current medical literature of the day, and 
chronicles each passing medical event, he has supplied another desi¬ 
deratum of the profession. 

He conscientiously believes that by the publication of the 1 Me or cal 

Library,’ he will still further merit the good will and support ot the 
profession which has so liberally been conferre 1 on the two publica¬ 
tions adverted to; for what author will not rejoice in the existence of 
a periodical which will give the gist of his labours in a careful ab¬ 
stract? What contributor will not advocate the interests of a journal 
which will save his novel and, perhaps, original views from the 
oblivion in which they would otherwise be engulphed by being 

edical Practices and Partuer- 
S111 PS. 

TOWN. 
An opportunity offers for a Gentleman to secure the nucleus of a 

GOOD PRACTICE in a very improving neighbourhod, north of 
London. There is an excellent house, with every convenience. To 
secure an immediate purchaser, 150/. would be accepted for the in¬ 
troduction. A PRACTICE and RETAIL, returning 300/. a-year, is 
also for transfer. It is situated in a very populous neighbourhood, 
near Mile-end Gate, and offers an excellent opening for a young man 
of energy and perseverance. 200/. only required. 

COUNTRY. 
A Gentleman near Bristol Is desirous, in consequence of family 

arrang ments, to introduce a successor to a small Practice, return¬ 
ing about 200/. a year, particularly suited either for a young man 
who would be content with a small practice for a time, or an elderly 
gentleman who does not want a large one. A small premium only 
required. An opening also offers in Devon for a Gentleman to suc¬ 
ceed to an old-established Practice of 600/. a-year and upwards. 

PARTNERSHIPS. 
A VACANCY offers, in consequence of the retirement of a Partner 

from a very old practice in Essex, by which a Gentleman with 1,200/. 
may SUCCEED AT ONCE to an income of 600/. a-year. Also, a 
PARTNERSHIP in Devon, suitable for a young man with 400/. at 
command. The income derived is 250/. Applications (personal 
preferred) to be made to Mr Harris, Medical Directories’ Office, 4 
Adam street, Adelphi. 

rug Price Currents, Free on 
Application; containing the Pricesof all the principal Drugs, 

Pharmaceutical Preparations, Surgical Instruments, Medical Bottles, 
&c., and every requisite for the Surgery, all of the purest and best 
quality, by Messrs Hewlett and Goddard, 

Wholesale and Export Druggists, 6 Arthur street West, Lpndon bridge. 

consigned to the ephemeral pages of an ordinary medical periodical ? 
What reader will not hail with satisfaction the advent of a journal 
which will be a multum in parvo of medical literature, in the pages 
of which he may be sure to find all that is valuable and necessary for 
him to know in the daily exercise of his profession ? 

The onward progress of science demands such a work, for by it 
alone can the members of the profession be kept up to the standard 
of medical knowledge. 

The existence of twenty medic il periodicals demands such a con¬ 
centration of their utilities, separated from the encumbrance of their 
needless verbiage. 

The affluent of the profession will support it, because It will save 
them tiiat which is oftentimes more valuable than money, time. 

The less affluent will support it, not on that account only, but be¬ 
cause it will comprise all they can possibly require in the shape of a 
‘Medical Library.’ 

Communications, suggestions, and the names of gentlemen dis¬ 
posed to patronise this important work, are requested to be addressed 
to the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

o Medical Assistants.—A Gen- 
TLEMAN in Glamorganshire requires a LEGALLY QUA¬ 

LIFIED English Assistant, to VISIT, DISPENSE, <fcc. ANOTHEK, 
who is well-accustomed to Union Practice, is required for a Vacancy 
in Northamptonshire. ONE, not legally qualified, but well-ac¬ 
quainted with the duties of his profession, including Midwifery, is 
wanted for a Situation in Cambridgeshire; and a similar vacancy 
offers for ANOTHER in Staffordshire. Personal applications to¬ 
morrow, and during the remainder of the week, to be made between 
the hours of twelve and three, to Mr Harris, Medical Directories 
Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

oyal Baths, 9 Suffolk place, 
PALLMALL EAST. 

Established over thirty years by the late W. Seaman. 
Mr TURNER having succeeded to the above establishment, begs 

to call the attention of the Medical Profession and the Nobility to 
these old established Baths, which having been thoroughly renovated 
and improved, ARE NOW OPEN, and will be found on inspection 
to merit their patronage and support. 

Medicated, Vapour, Warm, and Shower Baths always ready. 
A single Warm Bath, 2s.—Showers, Is. 6d.—Vapours, 4s. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 

inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements :— 

Eight lines and under.£0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Keynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the aims Connty ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
in the City of Westminster.—June 16. 1852. 
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OF PERIODICAL LITERATURE. ! 

LE OF CONTENTS. 

Of the Pathology of Morbid Growths 
—Supposed Disease of the Hip- 
Joint; Death from Meningitis; Au¬ 
topsy—Aneurism ofthe Abdominal 
A lta—Hydrocele—On the Treat¬ 
ment of Croup by Warm Vapour 
and Emetics, by Dr Wm. Budd, of 
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B ennett’s Watches, made ex- 
pressly for medical men, beating dead seconds, with every 

recent improvement, and most carefully finished: in silver cases, 
12 gs.; in gold ditto, 18 gs. Every Watch sold at this Manufactory 
skilfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETT’S MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is a 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
appearance. A thousand Thermometers may be selected from, com¬ 
mencing at One Shilling. 

BENNETT, Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to the Royal Ob¬ 
servatory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 
65 Cbeapside. 

MERCHANT’S AND TRADESMAN’S MUTUAL LIFE 

ASSURANCE OFFICE, 

5 Chatham place, Blackfbiars, London. 

liberal terms. Loans granted on 
CREDIT given on Premiums due in case of need. 

POLICIES INDISPUTABLE, except in cases of fraud. 

The MEDICAL PROFESSION paid for their Reports. 

GEO. THOMSON, Manager. 
THOS. MUSGRAVE Secretary. 

Royal Baths, 9 Suffolk place, 
PALLMALL EAST. 

Established over thirty years by the late W. Seaman. 
Mr TURNER having succeeded to the above establishment, begs 

to call the attention of the Medical Profession and the Nobility to 
these old established Baths, which having been thoroughly renovated 
and improved, ARE NOW OPEN, and will be found on inspection 
to merit their patronage and support. 

Medicated, Vapour, Warm, and Shower Baths always ready. 
A siNOD’s Warm Bath, 2s.—Showers, Is. 6d.—Vapours, 4s. 

WOODEN LEGS AND ARM SLINGS. 

"Wooden Legs are made at this 
’ ' Establishment upon the most improved princip'es of Economy 

and Lightness, combined with Strength, and as it falls to the lot of 
the poorer classes to require them more frequently, on account of the 
various accidents to which they are exposed, W. H. B. has endeavoured 
to meet their wants, by manufacturing Legs, &c., of a superior 
description at very reasonable prices. 
A Wooden Leg for a .Person whose leg has been amputated ; 

above the knee, with light socket to receive the stump, I 21s. 
from ... ... ... ... ...3 

For one amputated below the knee, to come to the hip-joint, 7 lgg> 
with straps complete for the waist, &c. from ... ... i 

Arm Slings, 10s. 6d., 15s., and 21s. 
Post Office Orders to be addressed to IIUNTLY BAILEY, 418 

Oxford street, London. Urinals for Railway Travelling, &c., Sic. 
N.B — Improved Artificial Legs and Anns._ 

Cpirits of Wine for the Faculty. 
O Strength, 56 deg. over proof. Single gallon, ISs. Two gallons 
and upwards, at 17s. 6d. per gallon. 

y HENRY BRETT AND CO. 
OLD FURNIVAL’S DISTILLERY, HOLBORN. 
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Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
EEG ENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms : 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 

TO THE RATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smitlifield, London, 

WARM BATHS-ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms,including the Ladies’Department, One-and-Sixpcnce 
each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrogate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, &c.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, 1 s. extra. 

An idea may he formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,000f. has been expended, and that at each place one hundreds 
Baths can be given in an hour. 

Tmportant to Surgeons and the 
I Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons' Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved, 

s. d. £ s. d. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s ... „ 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

„ Cole’s ... „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold") 220 

at 31. 3s. J 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &e. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

s Syrup of the Iodide 
QUININE and IRON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 
“48 Russell square. 

•‘I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 
Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the least of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S. 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anae¬ 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
the therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “Geo. P. May, M.D. 

“Maldon.” - „ 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d. per oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
and Is. per oz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.H. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

M( edicine Chest and Dressing 
Case Maker. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of 

Parliament. Emigrant Chests, &c.. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample 
Cases, Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c., &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business lias been removed, J. II. 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Springweiler, solicits a continuance of their 
patronage. 

Medical Galvanism.—The most 
efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

tiie Cure of Disease, is the ELECTRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and not merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HORNE, THORN- 
TIIWA1TE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
31. 3s., 51. 5s., SI. 8s., and upwards. 

COUNCIL MEDAL. 

GREAT EXHIBITION OF 1851.—CLASS 28, No. 76. 

the Medical Profession.— 
CHAS. MACINTOSH and CO., 

73 Aldermanbury, Loudon, and Cambridge street, Manchester, 
Patentees of the Vulcanised India Rubber, 

Beg to draw the attention of the Medical Profession and the Public 
generally to their DRAB VULCANISED WATER PILLOWS and 
MATTRASSES, designed to alleviate the sufferings of bedridden 
patients and others. Price from 10s. and upwards. 

Also to the following among many other Articles of their manu¬ 
facture. 

For particulars refer to their Exhibition Catalogue, which may bo 
had on application, gratis, Airproof Beds and Mattrasses, Hydro¬ 
static Beds, India Rubber Ring Beds, Bed Sheets, Nursing Aprons, 
Sponging Baths, Chest Expanders, Breast Bottles, TrussPads, Injec¬ 
tion Bottles, Chemical Aprons, Sleeves, Dissecting Gloves, Gas Bags, 
Elastic Woven Bandages, Stockings, and Tubing. 

For Varicose Veins and Weak- 
NESS.—SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature, without the trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong, low-priced article for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful Fabric. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for both Sexes ; those for ladies’ use 
before and after accouchement, are admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to 
in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post from the Sole Manufacturers, POPE 
and PLANTE, 4 Waterloo place, Pall mall The Profession, Trade, 
and Hospitals supplied. 



A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not s condiry Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decompo.-ing 
distilled water, Ac. &c.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same princip e, can be 
worn on the body, und.r the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes lefore the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited wilh the greatest success before 
the Iioyal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academie da Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive me in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be freely tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenlialt street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in- 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody; Bedford, Til. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co,; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson; 
Bidef >rd. Tit. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. \V. Hoidsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Ilurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. 11 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Schaeht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Win. 
Casey; Driffield. W.Turner; Edinburgh, Durcan, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany. Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe ; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, William Mason ; ilorncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Ch. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Frovost; Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlin'on ; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. 11. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, Iliggs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; .Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Sm ; Nottingham,!. Shepperly; Petworih, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading. W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward; Rochester, T. S. King; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers; St 
Heliers, Jersey, Thos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson; Sunderland, J. Ititson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekin ; Newbury, T. Fidler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport Kobt. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dutdin, P.ing 
and Co.; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Patk; Norwich, H. It. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Godding Bird, M.D. F R.S. F.R.C.P. <fcc. <fce. (published by 
his kind permission): — 

We have in this ingenious invention that which 
has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in one direc¬ 
tion. .... I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvekmacher’s 
invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.” 

A llsopp’s East India Pale and 
jLjL other BURTON ALES.—The Public is respectfully informed, 
that the ALES of THIS SEASON’S BREWINGS are now ready for 
delivery, and may be obtained genuine in Casks of Eighteen Gallons 
and upwards, either singly or in any quantity, at their respective 
Stores, as under, where also a list of the Bottlers may be had. The 
Brewery, Burto -ou-Trcnt; 61 King William street, City, London; 
Cook streit, Liverpool; High street, Birmingham; the Exchange, 
Manchester ; Royal Brewery, Dudley; 33 Virginia street, Glasgow. 

Education by the Sea - side.— 
WESTON PARK SCHOOL, IVELLINGTON HOUSE, 

WESTON-SUPER-MARE, SOMERSET.—The Rev. Joseph Hopkins, 
assisted by the ablest Masters, continues to receive a limited number 
of Young Gentlemen, for the purpose of imparting to them a 
Finished, Commercial, Classical, and Mathematical Education. 

Mr and Mrs Hopkins bestow cureful and constant attention on the 
health and domestic comfort of those who are entrusted to their 
charge.; and watch, with prayerful solicitude, over their religious as 
well as their intellectual improvement. 

Wellington House, besides being well situated, ventilated, and 
commodious, is very convenient for sea-bathing, offers the advantage 
of a good play-ground, and is immediately contiguous to the best 
roads for rural walks. 

Weston-super-Mare has long been celebrated as a place most favour¬ 
able to the health and vigour of the young: is accessible from the 
western, south-western, and midland counties, and the principality 
of Wales, and Ireland; while it is within a few hours’ ride of the 
metrapolis by the Great Wes ern and Bristol and Exeter Railways. 

An Articled Pupil is desired. 

P ure Cocoa.—Cocoa has been 
designated by Physicians of eminence as one of the richest 

productions of the. vegetable kingdom, and when properly prepared, 
is justly celebrated for its peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

So keen, however, has been the avidity to render this article a lu¬ 
crative manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby 
excited, that the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, 
witli the sole aim of LOWNEbS of PRICE, until Cocoa has been un¬ 
justly brought into disrepute, the public having long become dis¬ 
gusted with numerous vile compounds, which, whether vended under 
the captivating misnomers of “ Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive,’’ “ Di¬ 
etetic,” &c. &c. are all more or less the most nauseate concoctions, 
and indeed can hardly be considered as deserving any claim to the 
title or character of Cocoa. 

The evils with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly 
manifest to the Medical Pro.’ession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN 
ITS PURE STATE) as an article of diet, frequently prescribe and 
recommend it to invalids, as a remedial agent in promoting health. 
The results are, however, too often rendered nugatory by the im¬ 
purity of tire article supplied. 

The importance, as well as the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa in 
a genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only secu¬ 
rity adopted by many to guard against adulteration has been to 
procure the Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in 
extracting the entire strength and flavour of Cocoa in this form, no 
guarantee whatever is afforded tiiat the Nuts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude of our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
precludes our devoting a strict and essential supervision to the man¬ 
ufacture of Cocoa ; we have therefore completed arrangements with 
the highly respectable firm of Messrs Henry Tiiorne and Co. Leeds, 
whose many years’ successful experience in the preparation of this 
article, and the celebrity they have thereby acquired in the North of 
England, together with their uncompromising determination to ad¬ 
here to the principle they originally adopted, viz. to manufacture 
only from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly eschew adulteration in 
any shape whatever, warrant us in recommending their 

“GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA" 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, and to the 
Public. Your obedient humble Servants, 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Family Tea-Men, 8 Ludgate hill. 

Sole Agents for London. 

P rices of Medical Bottles, Best 
Quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW 

CLOSE, CITY : — 

6 oz. and 8 oz. GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

lj oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed Ready for Use. 

Druggi-ts’ Sundries, and every Requisite for the Surgery supplied. 
Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

Piggott’s Galvanic Belt, without 
acid or any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases ar.d 

Irregularities of the System produced by the want of electricity. Mr 
Piggott calls the attention of the Faculty and others to his PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on the same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, tiiis machine is always ready for use, pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (at the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines excited by acid, with the 
current in one direction, from 26s. to 87. 8s. 

Mr Piggott, Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treatise on the above, gratis. 
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Just published, Third Edition, 8vo, 2s. 

TV/Tagic, Witchcraft, Animal Mag- 
—NETISM, HYPNOTISM, and ELECTRO-BIOLOGY. By 
JAMES BRAID, M.R.C.S. 

“ These researches of Mr Braid on Hypnotism well deserve careful 
examination, as do also his valuable experiments on Electro- 
Biology.”—Dr Holland, F.R.S. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, Second Edition, carefully revised, with addition5. 
Leap, 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. 

A Manual of Physiology. With 
-LA. numerous Illustrations on Steel and Wood. 

By w. B. CAKPENTER, M.D., F.R.S. 
“Dr Carpenter has brought up his Manual, in this new and 

beautiful edition, to the present state of physiological science. The 
work is complete. We recommend it as an admirable text-book.”— 
1 London Journal of Medicine.’ 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Foolscap 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. 

Manual of the Principles and 
PRACTICE of OPHTHALMIC MEDICINE and SURGERY; 

illustrated with 102 Engravings, plain and coloured. By Wharton 

Jones, F.R.S., Professor of Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery in 
University College, London. 

“The work presents, in a compendious form, a complete and 
correct »iew of the present state of ophtlialmological science, and, as 
such, we strongly recommend it to the attention of professional 
readers.”—Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal. 

“ We can assure students, that they cannot meet with a hand-book 
on this subject that is more ably or more carefully written.”—Medical 
Gazette. 

“ We entertain little doubt (hat this work will become a manual for 
daily reference and consultation by the student and general practi¬ 
tioner.’’—British and Foreign Medical Review. 

London: Join Churchil, Princes street, Soho. 

On 1st of July, Vol. XV, post 8vo, cloth, 6s. 6d., 

Dr Ranking’s Half-yearly Ab- 
STRACT of the MF.DICAL SCIENCES; being a Practical 

and Analytical Digest of the Contents of the Principal British and 
Continental Medical Works published in the p'eceding half-year; 
together with a Critical Report of the Progress of Medicine atid the 
Collateral Sciences during the same period. This Volume will con¬ 
tain a Report of tire Progress of Psychological Medicine, by A. R. 
ROBERTSON, M.D., late Physician to the Royal Military Lunatic 
Asylum, Great Yarmouth. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, 8vo, cloth, 4s. 

ateral Curvature of the Spine ; 
J its Causes, Nature, and Treatment. By R. W. TAMP LIN, 

F.R.C.S.E., Surgeon to, and Lecturer on Deformities at, the Royal 
Orthopaedic Hospital. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Ready 1st July, the Fourth Edition, 

IV/Tanualof Medical Jurisprudence. 
~L»-L By Dr. A. S. Tailor, F.R.S. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

I 
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Just published, fcp. 8vo., cloth, 5s., 

omoeopathy and the Homoeo- 
PATHS. 

By J. Stephenson Bushnan, M.D. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, Syo, cloth, 5s., 

Practical Observations on a New 
WAY of TREATING GONORRHCEA; with some Remarks 

on the Cure of Inveteiate Cases. By John L. Milton, M.R.C.S. 

London: John Churchil], Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, post 8vo, 4s. Gd. 

The Symptoms and Treatment of 
THE DISEASES of PREGNANCY. By William John An¬ 

derson, F.R.C.S., Distiict Accoucheur to St Mary’s Hospital. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Tliis day is published, piice Is. 6d., by post 2s., 

Throat Deafness, and on the Patho- 
A LOGICAL CONNEXIONS of the THRO AT, NOSE, and EAR. 
tillough the intervention of the mucous membrane, reprinted from 
the Authors work, entitled “Deafness Practically Illustrated." 
i? t a S' Yeai,slet> M.R.C.S. Eng., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, Sackville-street, &c. &c. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, price 3s. 6d. 

n Strictures of the Urethra. 
By Henry Hanc >ck. F.R.C.S., Surgeon and Lecturer on 

Surgery to Charing Cross Hospital; Surgeon to the Royal West¬ 
minster Ophthalmic Hospital. 

London: Highley and Son, Fleet street. 

0 
MR GUTHRIE’S NEW WORK. 

n the successful Treatment of 
STRICTURE of the URETHRA, supposed to be intractable : 

a Lecture delivered before the Medical Society of London, in April 
1851, by G. J. Guthrie, F.R S , &?. 

Churchill, Princes street; Renshaw, Strand; Highley and Son, 
Fleet street. 

Just published, price Is. 

Abservations on the Treatment of 
VJ’ CLEFT PALATE by MECHANICAL MEANS. By John 

Mapleson, Dentist (aod Cupper to the Queen). 
“We recommend a reference to this little brochure by all interested 

in the subject.”—Lancet, November 22. 

“ Mr Mapleson’s pamphlet is well spoken of by the highest 
authorities.”—Gloucester Journal. 

Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street, London. 

medical 

Fifth Edition, now ready, The Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrie, Surgeon-Dentist. 

“ Mr Imrie has obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and has re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. Gd. 

n True and False Sperma- 
TORRHCEA, with the view to the Correction ot wide-spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impnissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Bickford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

H. BAILL1ERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway 
New York. U S. J 

Otiff Stays superseded by the 
ELASTIC BODICE.—Ease and elegance of figure is obtained 

by the Elastic Bodice, thus preventing all puhnonaiy complaints, 
the enlargement taking place as breathing or motion requires. 
Recommended by the faculty, and worn by ladies of rank and 
fashion. The fastening is in front.—Mrs WHITTAKER, 2, Carlisle 
street, Soho square. A Prospectus sent on receipt of a stamp. 

Ventilating Boots and Shoes.— 
Tills valuable discovery gives instant ease and comfort to the 

wearer, prevents Corns from throbb'ng, the Feet from swelling or 
being te >der, and keeps them perfectly dry. The inventor solicits 
One Trial, feeling assured that, having once experienced the comfort 
which they give, no person will wear any other. 

Wellington Boots.21s. Od. 
Best ditto.25s. Od'. 
Button ditto.16s. Od. 
Shoes.10s.' 6d! 

“ In a sanitary point of view Ibis invention is really valuable, and 
in warm climates it must be a great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflicted with tender feet.”—‘The Lancet,’ Feb. 21, 1852. 

To be had of the Patentee, C. MAItSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings- 
land-road, London. By sending an old boot or shoe a fit will be 
warranted. 
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

Dr Murchison has published an interesting article in the 
' Monthly Journal of Medical Science ’ (Edin.) for June, 

1 Of the Pathology of Morbid Growths.' 

The first case submitted to the microscope was a can¬ 
cerous growth, but the examination did not reveal anything 
novel in its character. The second case was a remarkable 
instance of the fibro-nucleated tumour in the mammary 
region; the third of a similar kind of tumour of the soft 
palate. The fourth was a case of an osseo-cartilaginous body 
in the knee-joint, and as Dr Murchison appends some in¬ 
teresting observations to his examination of the mass, we 
shall take the liberty of quoting them. 

“ Loose bodies have been found within the capsules of all 
the largo joints of the limbs, with the exception of that of 
the hip. They have also been found within the capsules of 
the articulations of the lower jaw, but by far their most 
common site is that of the one just described within the cap¬ 
sule of the knee-joint. The structure of these bodies varies; 
sometimes they consist entirely of a substance like cartilage, 
at other times there is a bony nucleus in the centre of the 
cartilaginous mass; while at other times, as in the above 
case, bony matter constitutes the greater part of their bulk. 
The fact of the bony matter in this case presenting the 
structure of true bone is not without interest, as it has been 
generally believed that the calcareous matter is deposited in 
an amorphous manner, or, in other words, that it is an un¬ 
organised formation, deposited from a mother liquid; whereas 
in the above case the bony matter was an organised and 
analogous formation, deposited from a cyto-blastema. The 
structure of the body may to some extent serve to explain 
its mode of origin and formation. Various opinions have 
been entertained as to the manner in which these bodies 
originate. Some, as Mimro, have maintained that they were 
pieces of cartilage, broken off from the articulating surfaces 
of the joint. Bichat thought they were portions of the 
synovial membrane transformed into cartilage. Sander 
regarded them as ‘precipitates from the synovia;’ and 
Richeraud has described them as partly inorganic con¬ 
cretions of the synovia, and partly organic formations 
springing from the synovial membrane. Hunter supposed 
that they were extravasations of blood, which had become 
organised into a structure resembling that of the part to 
which they were connected. Laumec believed that these 
bodies were formed on the outer surface of the synovial 
membrane, and gradually forced them way into the cavity of 
the joint, the synovial membrane covering them yielding and 
forming a pedicle by which they are attached. The theory 
of Lamnec which has been last mentioned is the one which, 
in my opinion, approaches most nearly to the truth ; for it 
explains in a satisfactory manner the structure of the body 
above described, as will appear from the following con¬ 
siderations :— 

“ 1. This body, like all others found in the joints, pre¬ 
sented externally a smooth serous-like surface, exactly like 
that of the synovial membrane. 

“ 2. Bodies, similar to the above, are often found, not 
loose in the cavity of the joints, but attached by a pedicle to 
some part or other of the synovial membrane; and in the 
above case, though the body was quite free, the remains of 
the pedicle by which it had been attached might still be 
made out. 

“ 3. The true bony structure described above could only 
have been developed in one of two ways. It may have 
originated from a proper ossifying point, as when temporary 
cartilage is converted into bone. This, however, seems far 
from probable, and I think that the only other feasible ex¬ 
planation of its presence is, that it originated as an abnormal 
growth,—a small exostosis, so to speak, of one of the articu¬ 
lating surfaces entering into the formation of the joint, 

which in the progress of its growth pushed before it the 
cartilage and synovial membrane, till at last it was only 
attached by a membranous pedicle of the latter, and ulti¬ 
mately, from the rupture of this pedicle, it became quite 
free in the cavity of the joint. The peculiar position of the 
cartilage on one side only of the body seems to favour this 
view. Of course, this mode of formation will not be ap¬ 
plicable to those bodies which may be found attached to 
portions of the synovial membrane not covering the articu¬ 
lating surfaces, but it would be interesting to ascertain if 
these ever contain the structure of true bone. I am not 
aware of this having been detected in any such case, and I 
should be inclined to doubt if it ever exists.” 

An account is also given of an ulcerated congenital car¬ 
tilaginous tumour (enchondroma) of the middle finger, and of 
the contents of an atheromatous cyst on the back. 

In the ‘ Lancet ’ of June 5, we observe a very curious 
case, entitled 

‘ Supposed Disease of the Hip-Joint; Death from Meningitis ; 
Autopsy,’ 

under the care of Dr Page, and Mr Cutler, in St George’s 
Hospital. The case is thus reported,— 

“ The patient Was a woman, twenty-five years of age, of 
dark complexion, and of bilious habit, who was admitted 
August 27th, 1851, under the care of Dr Page, complaining 
of pain hi the hip, which was thought to be the result of 
chronic rheumatism. There were also some symptoms of 
phthisis, the apex of the right lung being especially con¬ 
solidated. The treatment adopted was principally of a 
soothing nature (hyoscyamus and paregoric at night, &c.), 
and it was supposed at first that no serious disease existed in 
the hip ; but as the pain was not relieved, she was trans¬ 
ferred, on the 22nd of the following month, to Mr Cutler’s 
care. 

“ The symptoms at that time were those of acute inflam¬ 
mation of the hip-joint: some pain on moving, startings of 
the limb, especially at night, &c. Mr Cutler ordered four 
grains of iodide of potassium, with ten of liquor potassre, to 
be taken three times a day in camphor mixture, and a 
blister to be applied and repeated. The symptoms, however, 
increasing in severity, an issue was put in over the trochanter, 
and kept open. Opium was given at night which produced 
sleep, and under this treatment she slowly improved. 

“As, however, there was still a great deal of pain on 
motion, the patient was kept in bed, and compound steel pill 
given for a short time. But this was soon omitted, as was 
valerian mixture, which was subsequently ordered, neither 
of these agreeing with her. 

“In the month of February, 1852, the patient became 
much better, so that it was thought advisable to heal the 
issue; but as she still was unable to move without pain, she 
had not left her bed on the 16th of March, when the attack 
set in which proved fatal to her. 

“ This began with pain in the head, low delirium, and 
wakefulness. As there had always been a suspicion that the 
case was complicated with hysteria, it was hoped that these 
symptoms were not indicative of any serious mischief. A 
blister was applied to the back of the neck, morphia given 
at night, and on the 20th, when the restlessness, moaning, 
&c., had rather increased, the compound mixture of valerian 
was ordered. The head-symptoms, however, became more 
decided, the eyes did not act consentaneously, the left pupil 
was dilated and insensible, the other natural; the features 
were drawn to the right side; and the tongue pointed to the 
left; pulse quick and weak. On the 22nd, six days after 
the cerebral attack, the urine had to be drawn off, the 
features were somewhat sunken, the pupils remained as 
before, and the strabismus continued. 

“ Dr Page, who saw her that day, prescribed stimulants 
and wine-and-water occasionally. Tfie symptoms were never 
mitigated in the slightest degree, except that she became at 
times more quiet. She was partly sensible, almost up to the 
last, and could be roused to answer questions. On the day 
of her death, great difficulty in swallowing came on, and 
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there seemed also to be some dyspnoea; the breathing was 
loud and stertorous, but the pulse remained regular.” 

On a post-mortem examination, the joint was found to be 
in a perfectly sound state, but there was ample evidence of 
severe meningitis having existed. 

Dr James Turnbull records in the 1 Medical Times and 
Gazette,’ of the 19th inst., a case of 

‘ Aneurism of the Abdominal Aorta.' 

This aneurism occurred three years after the cure of a 
popliteal aneurism, which was effected in the Kingston 
Hospital, Jamaica, by means of compression. With respect 
to the cause inducing this second aneurism, Dr Turnbull 
observes— 

“ The fact of this patient having had aneurism of the 
popliteal artery would give as a strong reason for presuming 
that a pulsating tumour in the course of any other large 
artery should be of the same nature, for we know, that 
though aneurisms are often produced by a strain or other 
injury of the artery, such accidents rarely produce the dis¬ 
ease where the artery had been previously sound. The un¬ 
sound state constituting the predisposition arises from an 
alteration of the nutrition of the arterial coats, of the nature 
of fatty, atheromatous, or calcareous degeneration, which 
impairs their elasticity, and renders the internal and middle 
coats more easily ruptured. Hence it arises, that several 
aneurisms are sometimes formed in the same individual, and 
that, in this case, though one has already been removed by 
a method of treatment which constitutes one of the greatest 
triumphs which scientific surgery has gained over the mere 
use of the knife, and for which we are indebted to the Dublin 
medical men, we have here a return of the disease in another 
and more dangerous situation from the original predisposing 
cause.” 

Dr Turnbull then makes some practical observations re¬ 
specting the dependence to be placed in murmurs taking 
place in the course of a great vessel, as an element for the 
diagnosis of aneurism. He says:— 

“ The existence of a murmur in the course of a large ar¬ 
tery should not, even when the patient complains much of 
beating in the part, lead you to believe in the existence of 
an aneurism, unless you find it combined with the presence 
of such an expanding tumour of the artery as we find in 
this case. For you will occasionally meet with thin, ner¬ 
vous, or antemic individuals in whom very violent pulsation 
at the epigastrium is complained of, and is much aggravated 
by any mental emotion, or by the attention being directed 
to the part, without there being any disease in the vessel 
itself. Such pulsation is produced by dyspepsia or antema, 
and requires the same tonic and anti-spasmodic treatment as 
nervous palpitation of the heart. In these cases you will 
find that the pressure of the stethoscope upon the vessel 
often causes a murmur as distinct as that of aneurism. You 
distinguish such cases from aneurism, however, by the ab¬ 
sence of any distinct tumour ; by the pulsation being trace- 
along a considerable portion of thevessel; by a peculiarwhiff- 
ing murmur being heard in other arteries, especially those of 
the neck. In many of these cases, too, from the blood beingthin 
and deficient in red globules, you will find that there is a con¬ 
tinuous humming murmur in the veins of the neck, such as I 
have pointed out to you in cases of chlorosis. In the case be¬ 
fore us, the patient is of very nervous temperament, so much 
so that any excitement, or his attention being directed to the 
part, increases the pulsation. This is much against him, 
and tends to hasten the advance of the disease; and, if the 
other signs of aneurism had not been well marked, it might 
have introduced some difficulty into the diagnosis of the 
case; but the expanding character of the pulsation, the 
severe pain in the tumour, as well as in the back, and the 
previous existence of popliteal aneurism, leave no doubt as 
to its nature.” 

In the same paper, there is an account of a tumour in the 
epigastrium, attended with pulsation, supposed to be of a 
malignant scirrhous nature; also, of another case of ence- 
phaloid cancer of the kidneys, lungs, &c. 

Mr Bransby Cooper, in the same journal, continues his 
observations on 

1 Hydrocele.’ 

In this number he treats of congenital hydrocele. Mr B. 
Cooper thus speaks of the diagnosis of this complaint: 

“ This kind of hydrocele differs from common hydrocele 
in another respect. Owing to its being continuous with the 
cavity of the abdomen, it receives an impulse when the pa¬ 
tient coughs, while, in common hydrocele, as the tumour is 
quite isolated from the abdomen, coughing produces little or 
no effect in it. The diagnosis of congenital hydrocele is 
made easy, under ordinary circumstances, by the facility 
with which the fluid may be forced out of the swelling by 
pressure, and by the tumour not terminating so definitely as 
a common hydrocele at its upper portion. It may, however, 
be mistaken for hernia, in which, in like manner, the con¬ 
tents may be pressed out of the tumour by handling, and 
which receives an impulse from the parietes of the abdomen 
when the patient coughs.” 

Mr Cooper considers the best mode of treatment to be 
that of drawing off the fluid, and applying pressure upon the 
external abdominal ring, to cause adhesion between the 
walls of the canal. He strongly objects to the French mode 
of injecting such a hydrocele, owing to the possibility of the 
inflammation extending to the peritonaeum. Mr Cooper 
makes some further observations on hydrocele of the chord. 

A paper entitled, 

‘ On the Treatment of Croup by Warm Vapour and Emetics, 
by Dr Wm. Budd, of Bristol,’ 

appears in the 1 Medical Times ’ of the same date. Dr Budd 
enters very minutely into the pathology and phenomena of 
croup, and then gives the rationale of his method of prac¬ 
tice. We do not think it necessary to repeat his observa¬ 
tions on either of these heads, but shall limit ourselves to 
the practical points of his paper. Dr Budd records three 
cases in which his plan was successful, and states that seven 
others, treated on the same plan, have come to his know¬ 
ledge, of which only two died, and they were moribund be¬ 
fore the remedies were applied. We quote from the report 
of the first case: 

“As three children, who were admitted in much the 
same state, and treated by the common methods, had lately 
died in the house, I determined in the present case to make 
trial of the plan already described. 

“ The child’s bed was accordingly converted into a vapour 
bath, and he was ordered to have an emetic every four 
horns. The strength to be supported by good broth, as 
need might be. 

“ From the moment of beginning to breathe the new at¬ 
mosphere, the child began to mend. At the end of two 
hours the change for the better was very striking. 

“ The breathing was much easier and less stridulous, and 
the lividity of the countenance had much diminished. Many 
hours of tranquil sleep were obtained through the night. 

“ The emetic was administered two or three times, and 
on each occasion the vomiting was attended by the expulsion 
of distinct flakes of false membrane. 

“ At one p.m. on the following day, every alarming symp¬ 
tom had disappeared. The breathing had become much 
more free, and there was not the slightest shade of lividity 
remaining. 

“ The inspirations were 28, and without labour ; the 
pulse had fallen to 98 ; the cough had become loose, and 
had almost entirely lost its croupal character. 

“ In the evening of the same day he was so well as to be 
sitting up in bed at play with his toys. 

“ From this time his recovery was rapid and uninter¬ 
rupted. The vapour was continued for another day, and 
for two other days the child was kept in close curtains,—a 
precaution which, from the well-known tendency to relapse 
in croup, it was thought desirable to repeat in all the other 
cases. 

“ On the 21st the child was discharged cured.” 
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Mr Broke Gallwey, surgeon of the Royal Regiment of 
Artillery, has published in the same journal an article on 

‘ Dysentery' 

Mr Gallwey’s observations are deserving of remark. After 
showing the uncertainty still prevailing as to the essential 
pathology of the disease, he treats of its cure. He objects to 
bleeding, and with respect to the use of mercury he thus 
speaks: 

“ But, if the abstraction of blood be not the remedy for 
dysentery, I can speak with equal confidence, from my own 
experience, upon a point on which theory might be ex¬ 
pected to be no less explicit—I mean the worthliness of 
mercury for the subdual of the disease. At the time of 
which I have been speaking, I found my brother medical 
officers and the civil practitioners of the island for the most 
part agreed about the pretensions of mercury as a cure for 
the disease,—pretensions which had had their rise in the 
extravagant opinions entertained of its merits among the 
Indian medical men. Thus, the rule that associated dysen¬ 
tery and the mineral in their practice, I found to be ‘ abso¬ 
lute ’ and unquestioned. My own experience, however, of 
its control over the disease, at first suggested doubts of its 
curative influence at all; and, latterly, convinced me that it 
was not merely inoperative, but prejudicial in the extreme. 
So far from the tenderness under pressure giving way, the 
tenesmus and tormina subsiding, and the blood and 1 corrup¬ 
tion ’ composing the stools giving place to normal dejec¬ 
tions under its use, the very opposite of all these was the 
case, in proportion as the poison was pushed and continued; 
and this so much as a rule, in my own practice, that I began, 
at length, to suspect the mineral as at the bottom of the 
mischief, and, in the end, to be enabled to disconnect the 
two. In order to avoid jumping to hasty conclusions upon 
the point in question, I administered the mineral in various, 
forms and doses—by the mouth and by inunction,—in two 
grain doses and in twenty; and, as a general rule, with the 
same results in most cases,—to wit, an aggravation of the 
irritative action already going on in the mucous membrane, 
—results which, as I have already said, I should have looked 
for from a priori reasoning ; and, for these considerations: — 
1st. That the state of the blood in dysentery is the opposite 
to that in which mercury is found by experience to be bene¬ 
ficial, being one of dyscrasy, and in which abnormal ele¬ 
ments are superadded. 2ndly. That I believe the natural 
tendency of mercury is to irritate all mucous membranes 
even in health, and greatly to aggravate irritation and in¬ 
flammation when already present in the same. Such, I 
believe, to be the explanation of the poverty of its influence 
over mucous inflammations in general—a position, I am well 
aware, in which I shall not be supported by the general 
voice of the Profession; but, of the soundness of which I 
myself entertain no doubt. What I have had to offer in re¬ 
lation to bleeding, leeching, and mercury, in this disease, is 
not less appropriate to the use of blisters for the same; in a 
word, that they are eminently impotent, if not injurious, in 
their operation.” 

We could wish that many other members of the profession 
would exercise that independence of thought, and acuteness 
of observation, in reference to the use of mercury, as Mr 
Gallwey has exhibited. His remarks are fully confirmed by 
Mr Yearsley, in whose work on Deafness we find the 
following passage: 

“ If there is in the materia medica a medicine which has 
the power of acting as a poison to the mucous membrane, 
where there exists predisposition to deafness, I believe it to 
be mercury. Of course my strictures are directed not so 
much against its exhibition as a purgative or alterative, 
though even here it is dangerous to the deaf, but when 
given with a view to its specific effect. From watching the 
progress of many cases, and from the analogy of” the 
symptoms produced by mercurialisation, with those affecting 
the guttural and aural mucous membrane in influenza, dy¬ 
spepsia, and the exanthemata, I believe mercury, like them, 
injures the sense of hearing through the medium of the 
mucous surfaces. Long after the salivary glands have 

ceased to be affected, an erytliematic state of the throat and 
fauces remains, often by its persistence affecting the Eus¬ 
tachian tube and tympanum in the manner I have described, 
when chronic catarrh has been the exciting cause. It may 
be argued, that when deafness follows a mercurial course 
directed against maladies in which mercury is the sheet 
anchor of the physician, those maladies are quite as likely 
as salivation to be the cause of deafness. It may be so in 
some cases; but I believe the mercury given in excess to be 
ten times more prejudicial, because I have seen so many in¬ 
stances where this medicine was introduced under other 
circumstances, and even ill-advisedly, as a curative agent in 
incipient deafness, with the same results.” 

Mr Gallwey intimates in a note that opium is his main 
reliance in the treatment of dysentery. 

In the ‘ Lancet ’ of June 19 we observe a report of a lec¬ 
ture by Mr Coulson, of St Mary’s Hospital, 

‘ On Stricture of the Urethra and Perinceal Section.' 

Mr Coulson gives the pathology of stricture, which it is 
unnecessary for us to recount, and details the various modes 
of treatment for the cure of the lesion. He then arrives at 
the special subject of his lecture—the perinatal section. Mr 
Coulson gives to Dessault the credit of proposing Mr Syme’s 
operation, and with respect to its applicability he says: 

“Mr Syme’s operation, gentlemen, is, as you perceive, 
both easy and safe, so far as the operation itself is concerned. 
Whatever difficulties the surgeon may experience in endea¬ 
vouring to divide an impermeable stricture, there are none 
here. He cannot meet with any obstacle to cutting down 
on the groove of the director, or dividing the strictured parts, 
however dense or extensive the constriction may be; for the 
groove of the staff is a safe and easy guide, which will enable 
even the young surgeon to operate with comparative facility. 

“But various objections have been raised against the opera¬ 
tion, both as regards its principle and its effects. These I shall 
now notice. Many surgeons criticise Mr Syme’s operation 
on the pretext that it has been proposed as a system of treat¬ 
ment for stricture in general; but this is an unfair statement 
of the ease. Neither Mr Syme, nor any advocate of his 
operation with whom I am acquainted, ever proposed peri¬ 
natal section as a general system. On the contrary, it has 
been expressly stated, over and over again, that division of 
the stricture from without inwards, should be confined to 
such cases as are not amenable to ordinary treatment; where 
the tendency to contract is so great as to leave no hope of 
cure from dilatation; where the irritability of the urethra is 
so excessive as to render the repeated introduction of bougies 
not only insupportable from pain, but dangerous from the 
constitutional disturbance they excite. Such cases frequently 
occur, and we might fairly ask those who reject Mr Syme’s 
operation unconditionally, what other mode of treatment they 
would recommend under such circumstances. 

“ Dilatation is inadmissible; cauterisation is also inap¬ 
plicable in many of these cases, from the seat, extent, and 
nature of the stricture. You must, therefore, either divide 
the strictured parts, or wait; and if you wait too long the 
continued and increasing impediment to the discharge of 
urine will, in nine cases out often, reduce your patient to a 
state of insupportable distress, if not irremediably compro¬ 
mise his existence by the secondary effects produced on the 
prostate, bladder, kidneys, and general health. . . . 

“ I have not had sufficient time to read all the medical 
journals, and extract from them all the cases of perinteal 
section which have been published within the last three 
years; but I have been able to collect forty. Of these, six¬ 
teen were cases of impermeable stricture, in which the bou¬ 
tonniere was performed; and in twenty-four, Mr Syme’s 
operation, properly so called, was practised. Of the former 
sixteen cases, eleven were cured and five died; of the latter 
twenty-four cases, twenty were cured and four died. At 
first sight, this gives us a mortality of ten in forty cases ; but 
we must abstract those cases of death which cannot fairly be 
attributed to the operation per se. 

“ With this correction, I find that, in the first class, two 
patients may be said to have died from the operation; and, 
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in the second class, three likewise. The causes of death 
were haemorrhage, constitutional disturbance, sinking of the 
powers of life, erysipelas, and purulent infection. The only 
causes, however, which can be attributed to the operation 
were haemorrhage, which occurred in one case, and consti¬ 
tutional disturbance, or sinking, which supervened in three. 
These statistics are probably very imperfect. I merely 
bring them forward to show that the operation of perinasal 
section may occasionally prove fatal. Haemorrhage may 
occur, especially when the bulbous portion of the urethra 
has been freely divided; the patient may sink from the 
shock of the operation; or this latter may develop a series 
of secondary accidents, which cany him off. 

“ As far as our present experience goes, haemorrhage and 
constitutional disturbance of a severe form are the only two 
accidents which appear to be inherent to the operation. . . 

“ In cases of old and obstinate stricture, which have re¬ 
sisted all other methods of treatment, and where the health 
of the patient is about to give way, you are bound to ask 
yourselves, Shall we allow the disease to progress until it 
becomes irremediable, entailing misery on the patient, en¬ 
dangering his life, and probably rendering another opera¬ 
tion (puncture of the bladder) ultimately necessary under 
unfavourable circumstances ; or shall we attempt to relieve 
and cure the patient by a simple operation, which holds out 
every prospect of success ? I would unhesitatingly answer 
in the affirmative. When extensive practice shall have 
made you acquainted with the effects of severe stricture, you 
will be better prepared to understand the impolicy of allow¬ 
ing things to go too far—of delaying until relief becomes 
impossible.” 

Mr Bransby Cooper has an article in the same journal 
entitled 

‘ Cases of Her nia,’ 

in which he shows the advantages of a system of consti¬ 
tutional and topical treatment towards converting irre¬ 
ducible into reducible hernias. M. Malgaigne has lately 
claimed the credit of this plan, hut Mr B. Cooper asserts his 
prior pretensions. The recumbent posture, enemas, the ap¬ 
plication of ice to the surface of the tumour, low diet, &c., 
are among the measures chiefly employed. 

When Mr Cooper has reason to conclude that the sac 
contains fat, he administers blue pill and antimonials to pro¬ 
mote absorption. The influence of large doses of opium in 
rendering a strangulated hernia reducible, is also adverted 
to, and instances are recorded in which after one, two, or 
three grains had been given, and, in the case of the smaller 
dose, repeated at short intervals as required, the hernia was 
reduced with great facility. 
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DEATH IN THE POT. 

FOOD AID ITS ADULTERATIONS; 
SHOWING THE RESULTS OF 

CHEMICAL AND MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATIONS 
OF 

ALL SUBSTANCES SOLID AND FLUID 
USED AS FOOD, 

AND GIVING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF SIMPLE AND EASY 
MEANS FOR 

THE DETECTION OF ALL KINDS OF 

SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADULTERATIONS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The purity and wholesome character of the food and 
beverages of a people must be considered as of inferior im¬ 
portance only to their regular and plentiful supply. The 
opinions and experience of all ages, confirmed by modern 
science and observation, have established this as a great 

fact, and as such it cannot be too frequently nor too promi¬ 
nently placed before the public. A narrative of the frightful 
consequences which have arisen from the daily, nay, even 
the occasional nse of unwholesome or adulterated food and 
liquors, would of itself fill a volume. The columns of the 
“ diurnals ” and the various medical periodicals furnish con¬ 
tinual examples in support of this position. But it is not in 
those cases in which the hapless victim forms the subject of 
a medical investigation, or a coroner’s inquest, (although 
these eases are not of infrequent occurrence), that society 
suffers the greatest amount of injury. The instances of 
gradual and insidious encroachments on the health of indi 
viduals, from the causes just alluded to, are truly lamentable, 
and their number may he described as “ legion.” The 
medical practitioner, whose professional duties extend his 
field of observations to every rank of life, has long noticed 
and regretted their existence. The good Samaritan, whose 
welcome footsteps load him to those sinks of festering poverty, 
wretchedness and disease with which this modern Babylon 
abounds, often sees his kindliest intentions frustrated, and 
his brightest hopes destroyed, by the blighting influence of 
impure and unwholesome food. There it it is that poverty 
receives its penalty; and under the mask of “cheapness,” 
and “ low prices,” that the unconscientious tradesman 
gathers in his harvest. This is the bottom of the ladder : a 
few steps upwards carries us into the abode of the fully-em¬ 
ployed workman or mechanic. There the same system will 
be often found in active operation. The leaves in his tea¬ 
pot will have probably performed a similar duty in another 
quarter ; his “ real mocha, at one shilling a pound,” contains 
some sixty per cent, of chicory; the flesh he eats may he 
Irom the unhealthy and over-driven sheep and cattle that 

are weekly poured by thousands into London, rendered, 
perhaps, still les3 wholesome by incipient putrefaction; the 
larger proportion of his tobacco, “ at 3d. ” (or less) “ the 
ounce,” is frequently the produce of some market garden 
not twenty miles from the spot on which he smokes it; 
whilst the beverage with which he washes down his humble 
meal is generally a bad-conditioned liquor, of a doubtful 
purity. Nor is inferior quality or adulteration confined to 
the articles consumed by the lower classes of society alone. 
The middle and wealthy classes also obtain their share. 
Their teas, coffee, spices, pickles, liquors, wines, and spirits, 
all, in their turn, form objects for the exercise of the inge¬ 
nuity, and the gratification of the cupidity, of the respective 
vendors. Here, however, the effects are more carefully 
disguised, and are hence more dangerous, from being less 
easy of detection. In many cases the objectionable opera¬ 
tions are confined to what is termed the “ improvement ” of 
the article, or the giving it the appearance of one of a higher 
quality of the same class. Of this kind is the common plan 
of “ blooming ” teas, by painting them with various powders, 
and giving a green appearance to picldes by the addition of 
copper coin. At other times the admixture of inferior or 
foreign substances is resorted to. In either case an offence 
is committed against the pocket or the health of the con¬ 
sumer, and deserves the severest punishment. 

Perhaps at no period has the adulteration of the various 
substances in daily use been so ingeniously and so success¬ 
fully practised as at the present time. We are, however, 
prone to believe that the growing intelligence and inquiring 
spirit of the masses, with the increased facilities of detection 
afforded by modern science, will tend not merely to check, 
but ultimately to suppress such dangerous and dishonest 
practices. Unfortunately the people of England, as a body, 
appear surprisingly indifferent on all subjects connected 
with the public health, and individuals mostly lack either 
the ability or the means to search for and to protect them¬ 
selves. It is not every man who is, or wills to be a chemist. 
Occasionally an Accum or a Payen starts up and proclaims 
“deathin the pot.” The public mind becomes excited fora 
time ; then confidence gradually returns, the matter ceases 
to attract its proper share of interest, and at length is for¬ 
gotten. The assertion that John Bull prefers gratifying his 
palate to conserving his stomach, cannot, nevertheless, be ad¬ 
mitted to be true. 

The adulteration of the substances employed as food and 
beverages has been made the subject of penal statutes or 
arbitrary punishment from the earliest ages of society to the 
present time. The sale of articles in a state unfit for use as food, 
is also punishable by the common law of England. Special 
acts of parliament exist, which, in the greater number of 
cases, afford a remedy; and proceedings under them come 
within the jurisdiction of the magistrates and the Court of 
Inland Revenue. These laws are, however, very partial and 
unsatisfactory in their operation. The absence of properly- 
constituted authorities and common informers in this country, 
together with the indisposition of private individuals to 
appear as prosecutors in such matters, have permitted the 
frauds of the adulterator to be practised with comparative im¬ 
punity. A simple remedy for this evil, without legislation, is 
in the hands of the public. Let them interest themselves in 
that which so nearly concerns them. Every man ought to 
be able to ascertain the quality and general purity of the 
substances that form his daily food and luxuries ; and this 
examination, when suspicion arises, should not he confined 
to mere eye and palate scrutiny. A knowledge of chemistry, 
sufficient, in ordinary cases for this purpose, may be readily 
acquired, and would, undoubtedly, form a most useful and 
profitable part of the education of our youth of both sexes. 
We are desirous of extensively diffusing such knowledge, 
and of thus placing in the hands of all classes of society the 
means of protecting themselves. For this purpose we have 
determined to commence a thorough investigation of the 
subjects to which these papers will he devoted. The results 
of our researches will be detailed in our succeeding num¬ 
bers fearlessly and openly, hut at the same time truthfully and 
honestly. One of our chief efforts 'will be to direct our 
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readers—where to loolc for adulteration—what to look for— 

and how to find it—easily and cheaply. Our observa¬ 
tions will also be particularly directed to the qualities of the 
substances which we shall examine when they have suffered 
deterioration from age, accident, mismanagement, or igno¬ 
rance, by which their value, in a hygienic point of view, has 
become impaired or lost. Those peculiarities of composition 
and characteristics of excellence or inferiority, that are 
usually sought after or avoided by the purchaser and con¬ 
noisseur, will likewise be noticed and explained. This will 
give a novelty and popular value to our reports, which are 
not possessed by any previous work. Our pages will thus, 
we trust, not only prove interesting to the scientific inquirer, 
but will furnish information of equal importance to the gene¬ 
ral reader, the tradesman, and the consumer;—never forget¬ 
ting the purposes, in reference to health, with which these in¬ 
vestigations have been undertaken, and the character of this 
Journal, as especially addressed to the medical profession. 
We hope these different parties will assist us in our labours. 

MALT LIQUORS. 
HISTORY—QUALITIES—VARIETIES—CHARACTERISTICS— 

MANUFACTURE—VALUE —ADULTERATION, &C. 

Fermented liquors wore known to antiquity, and are fre¬ 
quently alluded to by the earlier historians, both sacred and 
profane. The process of malting and the manufacture of 
beer from malted grain, appear, however, to have been 
discoveries of a later date, and probably originated with the 
northern nations of Europe, in climates unsuited to the cul¬ 
tivation of the vine. Wherever the latter flourishes, wine 
forms the principal exhilarating beverage used by the inha¬ 
bitants, and malt liquors are little sought after. In England 
the reverse is the case. Here, malt liquor is the common 
drink of the masses, and the use of wine is confined chiefly 
to the higher and wealthy classes of society. Such being 
the case, it does not require argument to show the great im¬ 
portance of having this almost universal beverage of the 
people of the purest quality. Unadulterated malt liquor, 
which has undergone a perfect fermentation, has been de¬ 
clared by nearly general acclamation to be one of the most 
wholesome exhilarating drinks that can be found, provided 
it be not taken to excess. A late writer has described “ good 
beer ” as nutritious from the sugar, mucilage, and saline 
matter it contains,—exhilarating from its alcohol,—and 
STRENGTHENING and narcotic from its hops. When adul¬ 
terated, or in bad condition, these valuable properties are en¬ 
tirely lost. The characteristics of good malt liquor, to what¬ 
ever class it may belong, are—transparency, a fine colour, and 
a piquant and agreeable flavour; and if it be perfectly pure, 
and properly brewed from sound malt and hops, this will 
necessarily be the case. 

The varieties of malt liquor met with in commerce, arise, 
either from a difference in the materials used in their manu¬ 
facture, or in the management of the brewing. Thus, the 
quality of the water, the nature of the malt, or the temper¬ 
ature of the “mashing” and “fermentation,” will each tend 
to alter the character of the liquor. The difference between 
ale and porter is occasioned by the colour of the malt; and 
the difference between liquors belonging to the same class, 
and brewed from the same materials, may be referred to the 
mashing or fermentation. Hence arise the almost endless 
varieties of malt liquors met with in England. Every county, 
every town,—nay, every brewer, is thus distinguished by 
the peculiar and characteristic flavour of his beer, which, (as 
is well known), is readily perceived by its votaries. These 
varieties, however, according (chiefly) to their strength and 
colour, may be resolved into the three great classes,—ale, 
beer, and porter. 

The production of a good and wholesome beverage from 
malt depends on certain principles, with some of which 
the public should become acquainted. Passing over the 
subject of “ malting,” as too digressive for our pages, we 
will take a hasty glance at some of the more important ope¬ 
rations of the brewer. The object of the “ mashing," or 
steeping the malt in hot water, is to obtain a wort as rich as 

possible in sweet extractive matter, technically termed by 
the brewers “ saccharine.” If this process be not properly 
performed, more especially with reference to the temperature 
of the water employed for the purpose, the diastase * * * § of the 
malt will not react upon the whole of its starch, converting 
it into sugar. The successive processes of boiling, “ hopping,” 

and cooling, are each of importance. The first of these is 
frequently so badly managed by the careless brewer, that 
the “ doctor ” is had recourse to in the shape of some deco¬ 
louring substance, by which a portion of the aroma of the 
hop and the flavour of the malt is removed, to the ultimate 
depreciation of the value of the beer. Next comes the fer¬ 
mentation, which is to convert the saccharine matter of the 
liquor into alcohol, and to impart to it its vinous character. 
Here, also, the temperature of the liquid, as well as other 
points, require the utmost skill and attention. Should the 
former not be properly chosen or regulated, the process may 
flag, or it may proceed too rapidly, or it may stop altoge¬ 
ther ; the result of which would be, that the liquor would 
not acquire the desired vinosity, or it would continue sweet 
and thick, or a portion of its newly-formed alcohol would be 
converted into vinegar. According to Liebig, the tempera¬ 
ture most propitious for the vinous fermentation ranges be¬ 
tween 68° and 77° Fahr.; but at that temperature the 
newly formed alcohol slowly undergoes the acetous fermen¬ 
tation, forming vinegar, to the detriment of the quality and 
strength of the liquor. At a temperature of 46° to 50° aceti- 
fication ceases altogether, whilst the tendency of the nitro- 
geneous substances in the liquor to absorb oxygen, and the 
formation of alcohol, is scarcely diminished. By attention 
to these points beer may be obtained which will be invari¬ 
ably far superior in quality, and much more wholesome as a 
beverage, than that fermented in a different manner, f 

A quarter of good malt, when properly mashed, yields 
about 841bs.J of extract or saccharine. By careful fermen¬ 
tation, fully three-fourths of this should be converted into 
alcohol, and contribute to the strength and quality of the 
beer. The remaining extractive, or sugar in the liquor, 
suffers further diminution, by what is termed the “ slow ” 
or “ insensible fermentation,” common to all vinous liquors. 
Theoretically, pure sugar should yield .51 of alcohol ;§ but 
in practice, one gallon of proof spiritll is the utmost that can 
be obtained from lOlbs of sugar. According to Hannstsedt, 
100 pounds of starch will yield 351bs of pure alcohol, or 7.8 
gallons of proof spirit. A wort formed from a bushel of good 
malt, and fermented to the utmost degree of attenuation, 
will furnish two gallons of proof spirit.®! In like manner, it 

* This substance was discovered by Payen and Persoz. 
Good barley malt contains about one per cent, of diastase. 
This peculiar substance possesses the property of converting 
starch successively into gum (dextrine) and sugar, at a tem¬ 
perature ranging from 149° to 168° Fahr. At 158° Fahr. one 
part of diastase will convert ‘2000 parts of starch into grape 
sugar. According to M. Guerin Varry.the most favourable 
temperature for this conversion is from 140° to 149° Fahr., 
and it is important that the liquefaction and saccharification 
should proceed simultaneously. In brewing, however, allow¬ 
ance must be made for the temperature of the atmosphere and 
the description of the malt. 

The superior quality of the ales of Burton and Bavaria is 
referred by Liebig to attention to these points. 

J The quantity varies with the character of the malt, high- 
dried and burnt samples yielding less extract than that which 
is paler. 

§ Gay Lussac says that 451bs. of sugar will give 231bs. of 
alcohol, and 221bs. of carbonic acid. 

|| By act of Parliament, the sp. gr. of proof spirit is .920 at 
60° Fahr. It then contains .49 of pure alcohol, (sp. gr. .791), 
and .51 of water. At 51° Fahr., 13 volumes of proof spirit are 
exactly equal in weight to 12 volumes of distilled water. 

The production of spirit has been thus explained by Lie¬ 
big :—Each variety of sugar is first converted into grape sugar 
by contact witli the yeast or ferment, after which one of its 
atoms loses two atoms of water, and yields 44.84 of carbonic 
acid (the gas given off during fermentation), 47.12 of alcohol, 
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has been shown that the acetic acid formed by the decompo¬ 
sition of the alcohol in fermented liquors, is in the proportion 
of 46 parts of the latter to SI parts of the former in the an¬ 
hydrous state, or to 60 parts of glacial acetic acid.* Re- 
ferring from effect to cause, these data, being established, 
furnish us with the means of ascertaining the quantity of 
saccharine which has been decomposed to form any given 
quantity of alcohol or acetic acid, existing in a sample of 
malt liquor; which being added to the present “gravity” 
(with some small corrections), give us the value of the ori¬ 
ginal wort. Hence, according to the present condition of 
the liquor, both its commercial and hygienic character, pre¬ 
suming actual adulteration to be absent, may be ascertained. 
Thus the presence of an unfair proportion of water may be 
immediately detected; and wherever the latter exists in ex¬ 
cess, we may reasonably suspect adulteration. One of the 
most common practices of the unfair trader being the reduc¬ 
tion of his liquors in this way, whereby he is compelled to give 
them a factitious strength, by the addition of .“foots,”f and 
narcotic and mineral substances injurious to health. 

If we are to believe the assertions of previous writers, 
supported by the evidence adduced in connexion with nume¬ 
rous excise prosecuti ms during the last few years, the adul¬ 
teration of malt liquors has been practised to a very consi¬ 
derable extent, both by the brewers and the publicans. The 
existence of these frauds will be either established or dis¬ 
proved by our investigations. The following is a summary, 
exhibiting a list of the substances said to have been thus 
employed, together with the effects they are intended to 
produce:— 

Quassia, gentian, wormwood, broom-tops, nux vomica, and 
strychnine, to impart bitterness, in lieu of hops; capsicums and 
grains of paradise (in concentrated tinctures), ginger, corian- 
ders, orange peel, and carraway seeds, to give pungency and 

Jlavour; opium, cocculus Indicus, nux vomica, tobacco, extract 
of poppies, and the tincture and juice of henbane, to com¬ 
municate intoxicating properties or “ strength molasses, 
colouring, sugar, burnt sugar, and corianders, as substitutes 
for malt; sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol), alum, green vitriol, 
and common salt, to impart an appearance of age; and 
“ foots,” pearlash, Scotch soda, and some of the articles be¬ 
fore named as “ heading,” or to give the beer the property 
of bearing its “ head," orfroth.% 

The following list of articles, said to have been seized at 
different breweries and brewers' druggists’ laborataries, is 
copied from the “ Votes and proceedings of the House of 
Commons,” published some years since. In many cases 
heavy penalties were inflicted on the offending parties :§— 

“ Cocculus Indicus, multum (an extract of cocculus), colour¬ 
ing, honey, hartshorn shavings, Spanish juice, orange pow¬ 
der, ginger, grains of paradise, quassia, liquorice (root), 
carraway seeds, copperas, capsicums, and mixed drugs, 
(various).” 

Some of the articles in the above lists are virulent poisons. 
Such are opium,* nux vomica,f henbane,J tobacco,§ coc¬ 
culus Indicus, || and extract of poppies.We have reasons 
for stating that the three latter are those only which we may 
suspect meeting with in beer at the present day. The use 
of cocculus Indicus has been recommended by several writers 
on brewing. One of these conscientious gentlemen (?) states, 
that “ it is impossible with pure malt and hops alone, to pro¬ 
duce a strong-bodied porter,'** and then directs the employ¬ 
ment of “ cocculus Indicus, grains of paradise, and nux 
vomica for that purpose.” Another author, equally base and 
ignorant, orders “ 31bs. of cocculus to be used for every ten 
quarters of malt;’’ and adds, “it gives an inebriating quality 
which passes for strength of liquor; it prevents second fer¬ 
mentation, and consequently, the bursting of the bottles in 
warm climates.” ff The latter assertions are utterly un¬ 
founded, and are mere excuses for adulteration. Another 
author informs his readers, that “ 61bs. of roast sugar and lib. 
of corianders, are equal in strength and intoxicating qualities 
to a bushel of malt.” In a work published about six years 
since, it is'stated, that “ cocculus Indicus is commonly smug¬ 
gled out of the hands of the druggist into those of the 
brewer, in common soda barrels, with three or four inches of 
Scotch soda at the top and bottom of each and also, that 
“ it forms the principal ingredient in B.E., or black extract, 
whieh is ostensibly prepared for tanners, but its real destina¬ 
tion is the beer cask.”JJ 

Having thus glanced at wliat has been said and done on 
the subject of adulteration by some previous writers, we 
shall not anticipate the substance of our reports by now ex¬ 
pressing our own opinions. We intend to step forth into the 
streets and lanes of this great metropolis, and impartially to 
collect samples of the substances which will afterwards en¬ 
gage our attention. These we shall submit to the most 
searching examination and analysis, and shall give our 
readers the results. It is to be hoped that the greatly-re¬ 
duced prices of grain and malt at the present time, compared 
to those of some years past, by leaving a larger margin for 
the profit of both the brewer and retailer, will have re¬ 
moved many of the inducements to adulteration, and that 
the latter will be found to be less frequently practiced 
than formerly. We have confidence, and hope. 

and 9.04 of water. The experiments of Guerin Varry, The- 
nard, and others, support this view. Thus :— 

2 atoms of water = H2 O2 

4 ,, carbonic acid = C4— — 03 
2 „ alcohol = C8 H12 Oi 

1 atom of crystallised grape sugar = C12 HU OH 

* Dobereiner and E. Davy. Here the atmosphere supplies 
32 parts of oxygen. Liebig has shown that acetification re¬ 
sults from the formation of water and aldehyde, by the oxida¬ 
tion of a portion of the hydrogen of the alcohol, at the expense 
of the atmosphere, the newly-formed aldehyde being converted 
into acetic acid. Thus :— 
46 parts or 1 atom of alcohol == C4 II5 O2 
32 ,, 4 do. of oxygen = O4 

51 

27 

1 atom dry acetic acid 
= C4 H3 03 

3 atoms of 1 
r= J water= 

H3 03 I Ci III 08 

d” The bottoms of treacle casks, refuse sugar, &c. 
J Vide Accum’s and other wo_rks. 
§ Statutes have exjfit^if* jg.Harly similar character ever 

since the days of Queers-Airm^'^Hjidding anything but malt 
and hops to be Employedjfc^&rXwin^ beer. There is a penalty 
of 2002. on any brewer for pur^s^pAr having in his possession 
any article for the adulteration ef\i 
upon the seller of such substances lot 

and a penalty of 5002. 

brewer. An Act was 

i 

passed a few years since admitting the use of sugar in brewing, 
in consequence of the then high price of grain. 

* Containing morphine, &c. 
j" Containing strychnine. 
J Containing hyosciamine. 
§ Containing nicotine. 
|| Containing picrotoxine. 
H Resembling opium in its effects. Someof these substances 

contain vegetable principles, which when separated are ca¬ 
pable of causing death in almost homoeopathic doses. 

** Childe on Brewing. 
++ Morrice on Brewing. 

++ Cyclopaedia of receipts, &c., page 278, 2nd edition. 

*** Communications to be addressed to the Editor, at the 
Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It is particularly requested 
that the contributions to this journal be short and practical, 
and that the MS. be only on one side of the paper. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
Twelve Months (pre-paid) . - . .£060 

Ditto (ditto) stamped for post . 0 8 
Six Months (ditto) . . . . .040 

Transmitted by Post throughout Great Britain, and to the 
most distant of the British Colonies. 

Post-Office Orders to be made payable at the Branch Post- 
Office, Charing cross, to Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street 

Adelphi. 
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PORTRAIT OF ARCHIBALD BILLING, M.D. 

(From a Photograph, ly Claudet.) 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

ARCHIBALD BILLING, M.D. 
’There are few men in the profession of more original 

powers, and at the same time of a more highly cultured in¬ 
tellect than the subject of this notice. It is not often that 
the two qualities are found in union. Nature and art are 
not frequently so joined together. The vigorous spring of 
mind, associated with fertility of thought and novelty of con¬ 
ception, is often impatient of the slow training and austere 
self-subjection which wear down the inequalities of genius, 
and give it a grace and polish that enhance its native power. 

Dr Billing is an Irishman, and has much of the vis animi 
that distinguishes his countrymen. He studied first at 
Trinity College, Dublin, and afterwards at Oxford, where he 
took his degree. Without being a very frequent contributor 
to medical literature he has achieved a high reputation by 
the essays he has made. He is author of a very excellent 
treatise on the ‘First Principles of Medicine,’ and has 
written on the ‘ Sounds of the Heart.’ These works are 
written in a style of extreme elegance, aiming however at I 

terseness and antithesis, and smelling somewhat of the 
lamp. His labour nevertheless is well requited, for his writ¬ 
ing is a model of strength and grace. In the prefaces to 
his book on the ‘ Principles of Medicine,’ we find these cha¬ 
racteristics most apparent. Before a man enters a strange 
company he usually arranges his collar and ringlets, and, 
when he crosses the threshold, he makes his best bow; 
so with authors. They are wont to elaborate with much 
pains the few preliminary sentences that are intended to 
describe the subject of their book and attract the goodwill 
of their readers, and to expend all the resources of style and 
artifices of phraseology for the purpose of displaying their 
talent and recommending their taste. The attempt is some¬ 
times overdone, but luckily for the writers, that which has 
cost them most labour is frequently the part least read. 

With a true independence of mind Dr Billing has not re¬ 
duced his “ Principles of Medicine ” to a system, but has 
contented himself with merely laying down those principles 
that have been educed by his own reflections, and the book 
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is consequently original in every page. Dr Billing’s views 
on the 1 Sounds of the Heart ’ are now pretty well known. 
He considers that the sounds are produced by/the tension 
of the valves, and by this cause alone. His greatest praise 
however consists in his having been the first to deliver 
clinical lectures in this metropolis. He instituted these lec¬ 
tures in the London Hospital, in 1822, in which year he was 
appointed physician to the Hospital, and continued them 
until 1836, when he was nominated a member of the Senate 
and examiner in medicine in the University of London. . It 
also deserves to be mentioned^ that the use of auscultation 
was first adopted in this country by the medical officers of 
the London Hospital, and that Dr Billing has been ever 
zealous in extending a knowledge of this important means 
of diagnosis. Dr Billing affects and practises a rigid logic 
in all his disquisitions. He shudders at the sophism—too 
common in our conjectural art—of non causa pro causa. If 
one cause be enough to explain the phenomena, he jealously 
discards others from the reckoning. 

With this vigour of understanding, he is a lover of the fine 
arts, and is well known in Metropolitan circles for his musical 
taste and associations. The peculiar refinement .of his mind 
may derive hence an explanation. His sympathies are with 
the beautiful. He has a considerable practice among the¬ 
atrical folk, and was at one time, and perhaps still , is, their 
favourite consultant. We believe that he is very liberal m 
his dealings with this class of the community. His general 
practice, however, has not been extensive,—that is to say, his 
chariot-wheels have never been set on fire by the rapidity of 
their revolutions. On the contrary, he travels in humble 
guise. He is extremely partial to horse-exercise, and may 
be seen shaking his joints with a jog-trot, on the back of a 
sure-footed, quiet nag, which he treats with characteristic 
benevolence. As he does not, like Mr Guthrie, sport a groom, 
he does not consider his professional dignity impaired by the 
service of any casual “horse-holder” that may present him¬ 
self at the moment of his alighting to visit a patient. When 
he is bent on study, he ventures to trust himself to the 
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guidance of his coachman, in one of the old-fashioned very 
smart cabs, going at the same respectable jog-trot pace. The 
family coach is of the same antediluvian character. 

In private life Dr Billing is a most amiable man, and always 
willing to do a kind action. His manners are quiet and gen¬ 
tleman-like, without any pretension, or affectation. He is tall 
and thin, and his hah- grey—a circumstance which in the case 
of a practising physician it is almost superfluous to state ; and 
his aspect is serious, and unassuming. He is very unwilling to 
thrust himself before the public, and we trust that, although 
we may be accused of not having done justice to his cha¬ 
racter, in the few remarks we have now made, we shall not 
be thought to have wantonly or unworthily drawn him 
forth from that seclusion in which it appears to be his ambi¬ 

tion to rest. 

JAMES BIRD, M.D. 

This gentleman entered the University of King’s College, 
Aberdeen, in 1810, being then thirteen years old, and 
studied there dui-ing this and the following session. Having 
passed through the Greek and Mathematical classes at Col¬ 
lege, he was apprenticed, in 1812, to his maternal uncle, Dr 
Scott, then a highly esteemed Medical practitioner at Elgin, 
and now a retired physician in the neighbourhood of London. 
During the winters of 1812 and 1813, while attending the 
classes°of Natural and Moral Philosophy at King’s College, 
he entered, as clinical pupil, the Aberdeen Infirmary, and 
attended the lectures of the late Dr Ogilvy on Medicine, and 
those of Professor Knight on Chemistry. He took the degree 
of A.M. in 1814; and at the termination of his apprentice¬ 
ship, in the end of 1815, he proceeded to London, where he 
entered the then celebrated school of Guy’s and St Thomas’s 
Hospitals, supported at this time by the brilliant reputation 
of Sir Astley Cooper, Mr Travers, and Mr Green in surgery 
and anatomy, and of Babington, Curry, and Bright in Medi¬ 
cine. During the winter sessions the subject <5f this notice 
attended the Medical and Surgical lectures given at the 
united schools ; and, during the summer season, availed him¬ 
self of the surgical and anatomical instruction given at the 
Blenheim street Theatre of Anatomy, by the well-known 
Joshua Brookes, along with the lectures in Midwifery given 
by Dr Merriman at the Middlesex Hospital. The school of 
Guy’s and St Thomas’s Hospitals was then crowded by stu¬ 
dents from all parts of the world,and Dr Bird had the honour, 
during the session of 1816, to win the second prize for 
anatomy and surgery, after the public examination by Sir 
Astley Cooper; from which period the pupil attracted the 
attention and obtained the friendship of his celebrated mas¬ 
ter ; indicated by many warm testimonials of regard. In 
September, 1816, he became a member of the College of 
Surgeons, London, and having soon after obtained the 
appointment of Assistant-surgeon in the service of the East- 
i\dia Company on the Bombay establishment, he left Eng¬ 
land for India in the beginning of 1818, and arrived at Bom¬ 
ba v\n the second of the following August. Soon after he 
joineCv+he Military Garrison of Tannah, under the then Gar- 
rison-sygeon Dr Jukes. The first great Cholera epidemic 
which mi a little time before, made its appearance in Bengal, 
now travail from Nagpoor to Poonali, and broke out in the 
Tannah Arison, where Dr Bird had an opportunity of 
observing tuWculiarities and modifications of the epidemic, 
as fully detaiKja his well-known monograph on the Path¬ 
ology of this diwe) originally published in the ‘ London 
Journal of Medics^ > por pg49. Jn the end of 1819 Dr Bird 
joined the secondVttalion 7th Regiment N. I., and joined 
at Ahmedabad in Verat, accompanying it soon after as 
part ol the F ield F mVgominanded hy the Honble Lincoln 
Stanhope, and then eaLye^ against the marauders who in¬ 
fested that part of .^eitry. ^ the termination of this 
service he marched witroU reg;m3nt fi-om Ahmedabad to 
Kaira, where, during the\_r pgi9, he had to perform all 
the Medical cantonment V;es. ang) jn addition to the 
duties of a company of Lui\ u artillery, to which he was 
then posted, had Medical chav. 0p the Hospital of her Ma¬ 
jesty’s 17th Dragoons, with a^ahs left behind when the 

regiment marched to Cutch. In October 1820 he was 
posted to the 2nd Troop of European Horse Artillery, subse¬ 
quently divided into two, and consisting of two hundred and 
twenty men. From Kaira, the most unhealthy station of 
the Bombay army, and so infected by fever and dysentry 
that its barracks and hospitals were afterwards abandoned, 
Dr Bird marched with the Horse Artillery for Poonah, in 
the end of 1822, and continued in Medical charge of both 
troops till the end of 1824; having been present with them 
at the siege of Kittore in the end of this year. While with 
the troops at Kaira he collected the observations on the va¬ 
rious forms of Tropical Fever, part of which^die Pathology 
and Treatment—has been published in the ‘ Lond. Med. Joum.’ 
of 1849. Having soon after qualified himself in the ver¬ 
nacular language of the country, according to the terms of 
the Honble Mount-Stuart Elphinstone’s government order, 
he obtained the situation of Vaccinator in the Koucan divi¬ 
sion. Promoted to a Surgeoncy, in July 1825, he was posted 
to the 1st Battalion of Artillery; and had also Medical 
charge of the other Battalion, both being then at the head¬ 
quarters, Matoonga. During this year his ‘ Observations on 
Guinea Worm,’ as it prevailed among the men of the Artil¬ 
lery, was published in the first volume of the 1 Calcutta 
MedJical Transactionsand in subsequent volumes of this 
publication his observations on Phthisis Pulmonalis, and 
Ischuria Renalis, made their appearance. In January 1826, 
having obtained from Mr Elpliinstone, and entirely on public 
grounds, the lucrative appointment of Residency Surgeon at 
Sattara; and finding he had now much leisure time un¬ 
occupied by medical duty, he began the study of Persian 
and other Oriental languages. The first fruit of this was a 
translation from Persian of the Political and Statistical His¬ 
tory of Gujerat, published by the Oriental Translation Fund 
in 1835, and dedicated to his high-minded and disinterested 
patron, Mount-Stuart Elpbinstone, who had awarded him a 
lucrative public appointment, for no other reason than having 
complied with his government orders. In the end of 1832 
having resigned the appointment at Sattara, he obtained his 
furlough for Europe, and embarked on board the Hugh 
Lindesay government steamer, now on her fourth voyage 
to the Red Sea. Disembarking at Koseir, on the 11th 
February, he arrived at Kench, near Thebes, on the 17th 
following. FTom thence he visited the whole of Egypt, 
Nubia, and afterwards Syria; during which journey he was 
kindly received by the celebrated Lady Hester Stanhope, at 
Joorie. A detailed journal of all that was worthy of obser¬ 
vation in these countries, at this remarkable period, was 
kept by Dr Bird; the only part of which yet published 
were his observations on the coast of Arabia, and the shores 
of the Red Sea; which appeared in the 4th volume of the 
Royal Geographical Society’s Journal, and which has been 
quoted by several Continental geographers. Having landed 
in England in the beginning of 1834, Dr Bird was exa¬ 
mined before the Parliamentary Committee, appointed to 
investigate the question of Steam Navigation between India 
and England, and the best routes of commercial intercourse. 
Dr Bird’s evidence will be found in the Steam Committee’s 
Report of this year, and was given in favour of Mr Wag- 
horn’s proposed route by Egypt and the Red Sea, in pre¬ 
ference to that by the Euphrates and Aleppo to Scanderoon. 
Returning to India in 1835, he was soon after appointed by 
Sir Robert Grant, Acting Surgeon of the European General 
Hospital, which was vacated for a time on the return of 
Surgeon Henderson, who had been made an Acting Su¬ 
perintending Surgeon. On the departure of Dr Muclennan, 
on medical certificate, in January, 1836, he was appointed 
Civil Surgeon, and Surgeon to the Native General Hospital 
at Bombay; which office he retained till the beginning of 
1838, when he was permanently appointed Surgeon of the 
European General Hospital. In August of this year the 
late Lord Keane, previous to his assuming the command 
of the army of the Indus, destined for Ghiznee, was 
seriously taken ill of a renal affection with fever, of 
which he afterwards died. Dr Bird was his chief medical 
attendant, and having thus obtained the friendship and 
warm regards of the Commander-in-Chief, the latter was 
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anxious to get Dr Bird appointed Chief Medical Superin¬ 
tending Officer to the Bombay division of the Army; which 
appointment, as Dr Kennedy remarks in his narrative of 
this campaign, was not acceded to by Government, for reasons 
of official etiquette and routine, lest it might appear as the 
preference of a junior and consequent supercession of seniors. 
In October 1840, he was promoted to the rank of Super¬ 
intending Surgeon, and was posted to the Belguam division 
of the army, consisting at this time of between seven and 
eight thousand men of the Madras troops. The duties of 
the office there, imposed upon him the necessity of making 
double military medical returns to the Bombay and Madras 
medical boards. In March 1843, he was removed from the 
Belguam to the Presidency division of the Bombay army, 
and continued to perform the duties of Superintending 
Surgeon till the beginning of 1844, when he was promoted 
to the medical board. He was at this time made Honorary 
Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, and 
obtained the rank of Physician-General. In the end of 
1847, he retired from the service, and arrived in England in 
the beginning of April 1848. During this year he became 
a Graduate in Medicine, at King’s College, Aberdeen ; and 
soon after took up his residence in London ; where he has 
become an active and useful member of the various medical 
societies and institutions of the day. He is now one of the 
Presidents of the Harveian Medical Society, and Foreign 
Secretary for India to the Epidemiological Society ; in which 
last capacity he will, we hope, be enabled to stir up a more 
active spirit of medical investigation in regard to India, of 
the causes which produce disease among assembled bodies of 
troops and prisoners in jails ; a subject on which the natu¬ 
rally fertile field of India has been systematically barren, 
from a neglect of its proper cultivation. Besides 
those medical communications, published in the ‘ Trans¬ 
actions of the Calcutta Society,’ his annual report 
on the diseases admitted into the European General 
Hospital at Bombay, and a paper on the ‘ Pathology and 
Treatment of Tropical Dysentery,’ will he found in the 
‘ Transactions of the Bombay Medical Society.’ He 
has also -written, in the 1 London Journal of Medicine,’ a 
communication on the types of delirium tremens in relation 
to kindred cerebral diseases ; also practical observations on 
the pathology, modifications, and treatment of croup; and 
has now in the press ‘ A Practical Treatise on the Pathology 
and Treatment of Rheumatism, Neuralgia, and Cognate 
Diseases called Syphiloid;’ the object of which is to show 
that the cutaneous eruptions, ulcerations of the throat, and 
associated affections of mucous membranes with the ter¬ 
tiary symptoms which affect the bones, are the effects of 
blood disease connected with the rheumatic and scrofulous 
diathesis. The average number of patients annually ad¬ 
mitted into the European General Hospital at Bombay is 
twelve hundred, and the institution offers a wide field of 
interesting medical observation. In Dr Bird’s report for 
the hospital in 1838, an interesting case is related of false 
aneurism of the femoral artery, produced from the vessel 
being wounded by the fractured portions of the bone, fol¬ 
lowed by gangrene of the limb on the eighth day. The 
only instanoe of this kind ever met with by Sir Astley 
Cooper was one allowed to proceed so far as to forbid the 
chance of an operation. Dr Bird immediately removed the 
limb by operation, and found on examining the limb that 
the bloody coagula which surrounded the bone had denuded 
the periosteum to the extent of two inches above and 
below the fracture. The case did well, and recovered. 

Dr Bird has now established himself in Hyde Park square, 
and will soon, we trust, enjoy an extensive practice. 
Few persons in this country are more familiar with the 
effect of a tropical climate on European constitutions 
than Dr Bird, or, have so carefully studied the pathology 
of rheumatism and its analogous affections, the condition 
of the blood, on which they depend* or with which they 
are associated, as this able physician. Dr Bird deserves 
to be noticed not only for his intellectual powers, 
hut for the uprightness and independence of charac¬ 
ter which, both abroad and at home, he has always main¬ 

tained. Having obtained his own appointments on the 
ground of professional merit alone, Dr Bird, in the Medical 
institutions in which he takes an active interest, has always 
endeavoured to seek out the best qualified men, to them 
he has invariably given his entire support. The last hos¬ 
pital founded in the Metropolis is St Mary’s, and one of its 
most active friends is the subject of this memoir ; having no 
personal object to serve, his opinion was eagerly sought for 
in matters connected with the initiatory working of this cha¬ 
rity, and it is no disparagement to others to say that to his 
advice and influence much of the promise and success of this 
hospital are to be attributed. 

In private life Dr Bird is one of the most amiable men 
with whom we are acquainted, although a certain sternness 
and independence of manner might lead those who are 
unacquainted with him to a contrary opinion. The stream 
of life seldom flows with uniform smoothness; blest with 
everything he could desire in a professional point of view, 
independent in his means, and esteemed by all who knew 
him, a visitation of Providence deprived him for a time 
of all enjoyment of these advantages; he lost his wife, an 
amiable and beautiful young woman, who left behind her 
two children, happily, too young to feel their loss acutely. 
In this affliction, however, Dr Bird was sustained by those 
Christian principles which have been both his guide and 
comfort through life. 

[We shall feel extremely obliged if the friends of members 
of the profession will supply us with materials to enable us 
to give a correct representation of the character and labours 
of those gentlemen whose turn to receive a biographical 
notice is coming round. We are anxious to avoid, error, 
and it is manifest that we shall be greatly assisted in our 
object by the communication of such incidents as friends 
and relations are best qualified to furnish. In the case of de¬ 
ceased members of the profession this request has peculiar 
force, and we hope will be responded to with alacrity ] 

Portraits from the 1 Medical Circular’ of Mr Propert, 

Mr Martin, of Reigate, Dr Ashwell, Dr Neil Arnott, 

and Dr Bainbridge, are now ready, framed and glazed, 
price 3s. 6d. each. Office, 4, Adam street, Adelphi. 

THE QUARANTINE AND YELLOW FEVER. 

FROM A CORRESPONDENT. 

In a communication appearing in the ‘ Medical Times and 
Gazette ’ of the 26th instant, Dr Bryson censures the Board 
of Health for having “ come to the conclusion, that all the 
evidence which can be adduced in proof of the propagation 
of yellow fever by infection, is unworthy the attention either 
of the government or the public.” 

The word “ infection ” is evidently here used in the sense 
of “ contagion,” but no authorities allege that remittent fevo 
is contagious, and it has therefore, since 1793, been 1ie 
fashion with a certain school to talk of yellow fever 1S a 
disease sui generis; and on the accident that the rr1 lea 
officers treating the particular cases cited by P ,v- 
son, had returned them as “yellow” instead of remit¬ 
tent,” which is usually done, rests the 
duced. To this, however, the “. 
to form an exception. Its nosological arrair . 
volved in utter confusion and obscurity, for,'1'lVl William 
originally described it as remittent, whilst/3 ™ore r<’c®nt 
controversial publications would appear tCleat as 01 tlle 
sui-c/eneris class. ,, , . , 

The Board of Health having adopts 10 .Vlew taken by 
the College of Physicians, that yello- leY/ 13 not a dlseftse 
sui generis; and of nineteen-twentif’3 ? l.®!Tle(^1[a Pr0" 
fessionof both services, as stated ‘J Slr ™am 
that yellow fever and the remits fever of warm climates 
are essentially one and the samr13ease i nothing is needed 
to show the fallacies by which/' Jryson a ows himself to 
be misled, but the substitute jf the word remittent for 

the word “ yellow ” in each se’ „ _ „ . , 
But that the great exPCnce of Dr BrT*on may not be 

.dence ad- 

; Eclair’’ fever iaT b? said 
ement is in- 
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•without practical utility, we call upon him, for the sake of 
humanity, to furnish the world with a clear explanation of 
the particular quarantine restrictions of which, he states, 
that he has no hesitation in recommending the adoption, as 
an efficient preventative against the introduction of epidemic 
diseases ; and that he will also explain the manner in which 
he would propose to enforce those restrictions, and the diseases 
to which he would apply them. 

He simply describes his code as “ quarantine restrictions 
differing materially from those which are practised in the 
present day.” If he will explain his scheme (without losing 
sight of his forty days’ incubation), the world will be enabled 
to judge—first, whether it could be enforced; and second, 
whether, if enforced, it would be effectual for its object. 
We should also see in what material particulars his sanitary 
precautions would differ from those of the Quarantine De¬ 
partment on the one hand, or from the recommendations of 
the General Board of Health on the other. 

Having unequivocally condemned the present system, and 
proclaimed that he has an efficient substitute, he cannot con¬ 
sistently shrink from its promulgation. 

REVIEWS. 

St Andrew's University Calendar from 1800 to 1852. 
This little volume was much wanted, and will prove of 

great utility, more especially to ourselves, who find great 
difficulty in procuring authentic information respecting the 
qualifications of the several members of the profession. If 
all the corporate bodies would publish a similar register, our 
labours would be much facilitated, and unqualified practi¬ 
tioners more readily exposed. 

Climate of Italy in relation to Pulmonary Consumption, with 
Remarks on the Influence of Foreign Climates upon 
Invalids. By T. H. Burgess, M.D. &c. London: 
Longman and Co., 1852. 

We have read Dr Burgess’s book with much pleasure, as 
it disabuses the mind of many erroneous notions which have 
been entertained with respect to the salubrity of an Italian 
climate for the relief or cure of consumptive patients. Dr 
Burgess carefully examines seriatim the climate of Provence, 
Aix, Montpellier, Marseilles, Nice, Mantua, Como, Venice, 
Rome, Pisa, Naples, Madeira, &c.; their thennometrical and 
barometrical peculiarities; prevailing direction of the winds; 
6oil; and general influences; and concludes that consump¬ 
tive patients derive no benefit from a residence in any of 
these far-famed localities. His ideas appear to us to be just, 
but they are not novel. He does not show much mercy for 
the boasted climate of Madeira, which he maintains is damp 
and variable, and so remarkable for the latter quality as to 
be totally unsuitable for phthisical patients. He also con¬ 
demns the climate of Italy, though he speaks somewhat 
more favourably of that of Venice. An interesting acount 
is given of pellagra—the Italian leprosy—in the course of his 
observations on the climate of Lombardy, where this dis¬ 
gusting malady reigns, and ravages the inhabitants with ex¬ 
treme virulence. This book should be read by all invalids 
about to travel, as it is filled with important climatological 
information, and is relieved at intervals by well-written 
topographical descriptions, which are not less useful than 
interesting. 

MEDICAL ROTES AND QUERIES. 
REPLY. 

The Influence of Vomiting on Parturition.— 

To the Editor of the ‘Medical Circular.’—Sir,— 
This subject having been mooted in your journal, it is de¬ 
sirable that all that can elucidate the subject should now be 
advanced. The nervous mechanism, as it exists between 
the uterus and the stomach, has been aptly described by the 

writers on the subject in your last number, and the occasional 
vomitings at such seasons thus explained; but the probable 
good that vomiting does by reacting on the uterus has not 
been fully set forth. The merit of an original idea is due to 
Dr Cox, one of the writers in your last number, though to 
my mind he does not apply the full benefit to the subject. 
He says, that the nausea caused by emetic tartar diminishes 
the tone of muscle, but he does not claim this effect for the 
nausea that most generally introduces vomiting; and though 
in these cases it is generally short, we may perhaps accept 
it as the best reason why vomiting may tend to diminish 
the abnormal tone which sometimes exists in the muscular 
tissue of the uterus in labours, and even may tend to their 
safety. Tone or tonic contraction is as much a vis mus- 
culosa as irritability; they differ from each other as essen¬ 
tially as vis nervosa differs from electricity—or that muscle- 
force differs from nerve-force, as shown by Professor Mat- 
teucci, of Pisa. Vomiting, or the nausea attending it, does 
not appear in this instance to diminish irritability, or the 
active contraction of muscle, for it does not abate the 
labour pains, but it seems to diminish tone, or the passive 
contraction of muscle when it exists hi excess; for all admit 
that vomiting hastens labour by promoting the dilatation of 
the os uteri. It is to the irregular or abnormal manifesta¬ 
tion of tone in the muscular tissue of the uterus, that hoe- 
morrhage at parturition is mostly due, and the vomiting 
that removes augmented tone from the mouth, may remove 
it also from the substance of the organ; and the adage may 
yet be true, that sick labours are safe labours. All influ¬ 
ences that exhaust the powers of animal life, in direct ratio 
diminish the irritability and tone of muscle, as is shown by 
the effects that are produced by such influences on the body 
during the period of somatic death, as it is termed. As 
regards tone at this season, I allude to that manifestation of 
it—rigor mortis. J. M. Cottle, L.R.C.P. 

Ryde, Isle of Wight, June 14tli. 

Stains from the Nitrate of Silver.—Perhaps some 
of my medical brethren may be enabled to inform me what 
will remove them, having some new shirts spotted on the 
fronts with this substance, I have tried a solution of iodide 
of potassium, and salts of sorrel, without success. 

M.R.C.S.E. and L.A.C., 
Subscriber to ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

DELIRIUM A POTU. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

I was called in, at eight, p.m., to see E. K., a young 
man of rather irregular habits, but, generally, strong and 
well, and found him with a flushed face, full pulse, very 
loquacious, and quarrelsome. He had torn a folded screen, 
and wanted to fight the clock, &c. On inquiry, I ascer¬ 
tained that he had scarcely been sober for a week. We 
had great difficulty in keeping him in the house. I, 
however, succeeded in giving him two doses, each con¬ 
taining one scruple of zinci. sulph., which effectually 
emptied his stomach, and then tinct. opii. 3ss, and, by a 
little coaxing, persuaded him to go to bed. I continued 
giving the opium at short intervals, and also tartar emetic 
and calomel, without any apparent benefit, my patient being 
still very loquacious, and having much dread of an asylum 
(a cousin having died in one), until five, a.m., when I left 
him, with directions to continue the medicine. At this 
time he was more quiet, though not sleepy. 

Eight, a.m.—Has not slept, but perspires profusely, and 
is calm and rational. Pulv. opii. gr. 4, statim. 

Twelve, noon.—Has had short snatches of sleep, and i3 

decidedly better. I now ordered a brisk purge, and in a few 
days my patient was well. 

In this case, after carrying the opium treatment to 
some extent, I felt disposed to take a few ounces of blood 
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(to relieve congestion of the brain, &c.), and follow up the 
bleeding, by a full dose of calomel and opium, but my pa¬ 
tient would not submit to be bled. I believe that in cases 
of delirium or epilepsy, connected with intemperance, it is 
better to avoid bleeding, if possible, and trust to opium, 
tartar emetic, and calomel, not forgetting to nourish and 
stimulate, as the case requires. I am, Sir, your obedient 
servant, S. A. R. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MEDICAL CIRCULAR. 

Sir,—In reply to a question, which, under the signature 
of a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, I mooted in 
one of your earlier numbers, “ To bleed or not to bleed in 
apoplexy,” an M.R.C.S. (Eng.) in your number of the 19th 
May took up the subject, though with some doubts and con¬ 
ditions, affirmatively. Having started with the negative, I 
thought it incumbent on me to answer that letter; but you 
did not publish the whole of my answer, giving as your reason 
that “ Our table was covered with letters from different gen¬ 
tlemen on the same subject, expressing the same view (the 
negative) in nearly similar terms.” In your last number, 
another gentleman, Mr Askwith, gives a case of “ Delirium 
with Epilepsy,” which he prefaces with the words, “ To 
bleed or not to bleed.” Having detailed the symptoms and 
treatment, he next calls upon “ A Fellow” to explain “ how 
the case would have terminated without bleeding.” Though 
some may doubt the analogy existing between epilepsy and 
apoplexy, “ A Fellow” does not shrink from answering Mr 
Askwith. 

And first, I may premise it is not in accordance with the 
old school doctrines to bleed either in epilepsy or delirium, 
more especially when caused by “ drinking ale all the week.” 
In fact, Mr Aslcwith’s own words show that the recovery in 
the case he details took place, not in consequence, but in 
spite of the practice. “ With some difficulty I bled him 
(the patient) to the extent of |xx, the blood flowing very 
freely; but to my very great surprise, no beneficial effect 
followed.” Without entering into any hypothetical ques¬ 
tion about “ irritation, and congestion of the brain, and ner¬ 
vous centres,” I would state that in such a case as that 
detailed by Mr Askwith, I should have been very particular 
about the temperature of the head. According to Mr Ask- 
with’s account, the patient had his “ head hot,” and was 
“ very restless.” Under these circumstances I should cer¬ 
tainly have endeavoured to cool him, “ not in the Sangrado 
fashion of these days, by draining him of his life’s blood,” 
but “by throwing cold water over him.” When a man 
is hot and his skin dry all over, no matter what the 
cause be, you may bring his condition to the state of 
of health by throwing cold water over him. In the 
case of Mr Askwith’s patient, I feel no doubt that a bene¬ 
ficial effect would have resulted from this plan of treatment, 
the more especially if followed by an emetic. In either 
case morphia might have been judiciously employed, though 
the patient, after all, might have got well without it. As¬ 
suredly the bleeding might have been advantageously dis¬ 
pensed with. Trusting that you will do me the favour of 
inserting this in your journal, I remain, Sir, your very 
obedient servant, 

A Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 

[We took the responsibility of heading Mr Askwith’s let¬ 
ter with the words “ To bleed or not to bleed,” our intention 
having been to acquaint our readers at a glance with the 
subject of the letter.—Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’] 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE (MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

THE CASE OF MR PASCOE. 

Sir,—Are the opinions of the Medical Profession—that 
great and learned body, which ranks amongst its members 
men of the highest order of intellectual attainments, who 
from time immemorial have been distinguished as the shining 
lights of literature and science, and who have not only 
figured conspicuously in the annals of the past for the saga¬ 
city, wisdom, and scope of their reasoning powers, but who 

as philosophers or sages have kept pace with the improve¬ 
ments of the age—equalling if not excelling their contem¬ 
poraries in the rapid march of discovery—in the progressive 
development of knowledge—and in the advancement of 
the mighty reform that has awakened mankind from the 
lethargy of ages to an era of unprecedented usefulness— 
tending to exalt it from a transition through which it has 
successfully glided, to a pending and ulterior state of fixed 
and permanent happiness;—I ask, are the deliberate convic¬ 
tions of a whole profession on a subject whereon they—and 
they alone—are fitted to give evidence, and whose decisions 
against Mr Pascoe’s delinquency, instead of having been 
warped by the partial leaning of prejudice or favour, bear 
the certain impress of a manly, disinterested sympathy,—an 
unequivocal and unshaken integrity;—in one word, I 
repeat, is the concurrent testimony of the members of an 
honourable profession on the merits of a case peculiarly 
within the pale of that profession, and by right—its jurisdic¬ 
tion also, to be overruled by the dictum of a Secretary of 
State out of its pale f 

Then, verily, are we weighed in the balance with a ven¬ 
geance—our judgments set at nought—nay, judicially ig¬ 
nored, by a man whose veto was ruled by a spark of illumi¬ 
nation borrowed from a light he has virtually extin¬ 

guished. 

Truly, indeed, we require a legislative reform, when the 
administrators of justice are trammelled by such defections 
iu the penal code, and an inability to correct them. Well 
may we exclaim— 

Firm as the Medes’ our law—its motto sages prize— 
“ Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise.” 

I am, Sir, Yours, &c. 
R. M. Blamey, M.D. 

Ponryn, Cornwall, June 24, 1852. . 

Can no one rescue the victim of imperfect jurisprudence 
from impending danger, or raise an injured profession from 
its fallen estate ? 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

34 Camden Road Villas. 

Sir,—A most important notice is to be found at page 
226 of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ of June 16, 1852, relating to 
food and all substances used as food—solids and fluids. It 
is a religious and most honourable duty to Almighty 
Providence to publish this, for the information of the 
government, the medical profession, the commissioners in 
lunacy, and all people. I know it of my own knowledge 
that thousands and thousands of the most intelligent people 
are injured in health, body, and mind, by wicked adul¬ 
teration of articles of food and drink. I am glad the 
‘ Medical Circular ’ is going to begin in right good earnest, 
because the book is read by many out of the medical pro¬ 
fession, as well as in it, and the government and all magis¬ 
trates will do well to make it generally known. Yours, &c., 

Stephen Parrock. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 
CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITIONS FOR 1852. 

(continued.) 

LONDON. 

Epps, George N., removed from 79 Audley square, to 10 
Grafton street, Bond street. 

IRELAND. 

Bindon, John Vereker, removed from Saintfield Dispen¬ 
sary, Co. Down, to Coal Island Dispensary, Co. Tyrone. 

O’Hea, Matthew, M.D., removed from Westbourne Villa, 
Clifton, Gloucestershire (see * Provincial Directory ’), to 
The Square, Clonakilty, Co. Cork. 

University of Glasgow.—We understand, that Mr 
Secretary Walpole has appointed Dr John Macfarlane to the 
vacant Professorship of Medicine in the University of 
Glasgow. 
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ilntrag. 
June 4—Henry Hamilton, Esq., M.D., late Surgeon of 

Her Majesty’s 13th Light Infantry, in which distinguished 
corps he served throughout the Burmese war; at Carrick-on- 
Shannon, Ireland, aged G6. The deceased was much 
esteemed and beloved by his brother officers, and died re¬ 
gretted by all who had the opportunity of his acquaintance. 

15 —John Ashford, Esq., L.S.A. 1822, and M.R.C.S. 
Eng. 1837, at Hinckley, in the county of Leicester, where 
he had been a general practitioner for 30 years ; suddenly, 
of apoplexy. 

16— Physician General John Wylie, C.B., late of 
the Hon. East India Company’s Service, Madras ; suddenly, 
at Amdean, Dollar, N.B. 

17— Richard Byam Denison, M.D , and M.R.C.P., at 
Margate, in his 69th year. The deceased was the only son 
of the late celebrated Dr Denison, of Broadstreet Buildings, 
City. He received his medical education at the London 
Hospital, took the degree of M.D. at Edinburgh in the year 
1806, and in 1813 was elected a Member of the Royal Col¬ 
lege of Physicians. Dr Denison was many years Physician 
to the Royal Maternity Lying-in Charity, and to Queen 
Charlotte’s Lying-in Hospital, and on his retiring to Mar¬ 
gate in 1832, he was appointed Physician to the Royal Sea- 
Bathing Infirmary, Westbrooke, which appointment he held 
up to the period of his death. 

18_Frederic Thackeray, Esq., M.D., Cantab., at 
his residence, St Andrew street, Cambridge, in his 79th 
year. The deceased had been for a period of 20 years 
Physician, and was at the time of his death Consulting Phy¬ 
sician to Addenbrooke’s Hospital- 

Death of Dr Rochoux.—This able Physician, well 
known to English readers by his writings on apoplexy, has 
recently died at the age of 67. His last appointment was 
that of Physician to the Bicetre, where he resided fifteen 
years. Latterly he lived in the country, and only came to 
Paris to attend the academies and visit his friends. He had 
never any great amount of practice in Paris; but in early 
life he was a successful practitioner in Guadaloupe, and re¬ 
turned with a small competency, the result of his labours. 
He died of stone in the bladder, with its complications of 
cystitis and prostatic disease, for which he was for a long 
time under the care of Civiale. He was an admirer of the 
Epicurean philosophy, of which he, at least, offered a favour¬ 
able specimen, for he “ placed his delight in moderation and 
honesty with the cultivation of science and philosophy.” 
So says his biographer.—Prov. Med. and Surg. Journ. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

University of Oxford.—The Fielding Herbarium, 
presented by Mr Fielding, of Lancaster, together with a 
choice collection of works on botany, has been accepted by 
the University authorities, who have set apart a sum of 
2,000/., the interest of which is to be applied to the maintain¬ 
ing and adding to the collection. The curators are to be the 
Professor of Botany and the Regius Professor of Medicine ; 
and a third, to be appointed by the other two, from among 
the members of the University. A further sum of 1,250/. is 
set apart for providing a suitable building in the Botanic 
Garden for the reception of the collection. Dr Daubeny, the 
Professor of Botany, speaks in the highest terms of the value 
of this collection, as does also, it appears, Sir W. Hooker. 
At the Convocation, held on the 17th inst., it was proposed 
to grant to the Regius Professor of Medicine and Anatomy 
100/. out of the University chest, to be expended partly in 
setting up a portion of the zoological collection lately pre¬ 
sented to the University by the Rev. F. Hope, and partly in 
the purchase of other anatomical preparations for the illus¬ 
tration of a course of lectures. We have pleasure in announc¬ 
ing, that at the same convocation, Dr W. P. Alison, Profes¬ 
sor of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh, and one of 

the Physicians in Ordinary to her Majesty in Scotland, and 
Richard Owen, Esq., F.R.S., and Hunterian Professor and 
Conservator of the Museum of the Royal College of Sur¬ 
geons, had the honorary degree of Doctor in Civil Law con¬ 
ferred on them. 

The Memorial of the Extra-ttrbem Licentiates, 

and the New Charter of the College of Physicians. 

—The following letter has been received by Dr Laycock 
from Dr Hawkins, in acknowledgment of the memorial of the 
Associated Extra-urbem Licentiates :—“College of Physi¬ 
cians, London, June 22, 1852.—Sir : I beg to inform you 
that your memorial, addressed to the President of the Royal 
College of Physicians, has been laid before a Committee of 
the College, aud has been received by them with the atten¬ 
tion due to it. I am directed, however, to state, that no fur¬ 
ther measures can be taken at present towards obtaining a 
new Charter for the College, on account of the impossibility 
of procuring an Act from the present Parliament. And I 
am to assure you, that, before any settlement is come to 
between the College and the Government, the arguments 
contained in your memorial shall receive the fullest consi¬ 
deration. I am, Sir, your obedient servant, Francis Haw¬ 

kins, M.D., Registrar.—To Dr Laycock, &c., &c., &c.” 
Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 

men having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 11th inst.:— 
Josiah Austen, Plymouth ; George Church, Listowell, Kerry; 
John Andrew Clarke, Anny; Savill James Coombs, South 
Lambeth; James Douglas Kelly, Liverpool; Henry Lan- 
kester, Poole, Dorset; James Martin, Quebec, Canada; 
George Mason, Deal; George Selwyn Morris, Wye, Ashford, 
Kent; John Barry Murphy, Cork; John Smith, Daventry ; 
John Tremlyn Streatfield, Wanstead, Essex; Thomas Wild, 
Ramsbottom, Lancashire. On the 18th inst.: — Alfred 
James Barker, Paramatta, Australia; George Frederick 
Dansey, Blandford, Dorset; Daniel Gwynne, Brighton; 
Frederick Lewis Leonard, Royal Navy; Charles Lewis, 
Killarney; Robert Marsland, Manchester; Charles Palmer, 
Kirton-in-Lindsay, Lincolnshire; Samuel Stacy Skipton, 
London; Charles Tourrette, Mauritius, Thomas Wig¬ 
gles worth, Coleford, Gloucestershire. 

The Fellowship.—The Council of the Royal College 
of Surgeons have just announced that the next examination 
for this distinction will be held in the first week of the en¬ 
suing month, for examinations in classics, mathematics, and 
French. The professional examinations for the senior can¬ 
didates will take place in August next. 

New Councillors.—The Fellows of the Royal College 
of Surgeons have received summons to attend a meeting of 
their order in the hall of the College on Thursday, the 8th 
day of July next, at one o’clock in the afternoon, for the 
election of four Fellows into the Council of the College, in 
the room of three members going out in rotation, and of 
John Dalrymple, Esq., deceased. From the bye-laws of the 
College, sent to each Fellow of the Institution, it appears, 
that a notice of the intention of any gentleman to present 
himself as a candidate for a seat in the Council must be sent 
in within ten days from the publication of the advertisement 
in the ‘London Gazette.’ It appears that the following 
gentlemen have given the necessary notice of their intention 
to present themselves for election: Messrs Bransby Blake 
Cooper and William Coulson for re-election, and Mr George 
Gulliver, of St Mark’s crescent, Regent’s park, nominated by 
Messrs Judd, Lloyd, Phillips, Paget, M‘Whinnie, and Man- 
tell; Mr Richard Partridge, of New street, Spring gardens, 
nominated by Messrs Norman, Fergusson, Bowman, Shaw, 
Wilson and Paget; Mr Thomas latum, of George street, 
Hanover square, nominated by Messrs Cutler, Shaw, Hewett, 
Pollock, Johnson, and Morgan; and Mr Alexander Shaw, 
of Henrietta street, Cavendish square, nominated by Messrs 
Stone, Paget, De Morgan, Tatum, Bowman and Moore. 

Collegiate Appointments.—The Profession will no 
doubt hail with great satisfaction an act of distinguished 
consideration on the part of the Council of the Royal Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons towards one of their officers, to whom we, 
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in common with the Profession generally, are so much in¬ 
debted,—we allude to Mr John Thomas Quekett, the 
Resident Conservator, who, at a meeting of the Council 
yesterday, was unanimously elected their Professor of His¬ 
tology. At the same meeting, Mr John Henry Sylvester, 
of Cheltenham, and formerly of King’s College, was ap¬ 
pointed student in Human and Comparative Anatomy, after 
a severe competition, in the vacancy occasioned by the 
retirement of Mr D. H. Monckton. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, June 10, 
1852:—James Balfour Cockburn, Guernsey; Thomas 
William Damant, Fakenham, Norfolk; Henry Richard 
Foquett, Newcastle Emlyn, Cardigan; Benjamin Lawrence 
Hawkins, as an Assistant; John Henry Hewer, Chobham, 
Surrey ; Joseph Hooper, Milton terrace, Wandsworth road; 
Ezekiel John Lock, Barton, Norfolk; William Price Jones, 
Bala, North Wales; James Rolpli, London. On Thurday, 
June 17:—Arthur Dix, Beech street, Barbican; George 
Puckle, Camberwell; John Reynolds Salter, Exeter ; Peter 
Vincent Timothy, Redcross street, Barbican. 

Piggott’s Galvanic Belt.—Our attention lias been 
called to Mr Piggott’s Galvanic Belt, which is certainly 
simple in its construction, agreeable in its application, and 
reflects much credit on the ingenuity of the inventor. We 
advise all those requiring the application of electricity, to 
pay Mr Piggott a visit, and judge for themselves. 

Improvements at Bethlem Hospital.—It has been 
decided to erect new infirmaries for the reception of 
lunatics labouring under physical in addition to mental dis¬ 
ease. The estimated expenditure is nearly 5.000/., but the 
money could not be better employed. A novel feature 
characterizes the contemplated erections, which deserves 
being mentioned. As appendages to the new infirmaries, 
it is proposed to erect two large apartments at the top of the 
building, so that convalescent patients may at any time 
have an opportunity of breathing free air without going out 
of doors. In fine, two veranda-like chambers, constructed 
of glass and iron, are intended to supply this great conve¬ 
nience and desideratum, hitherto not seen in any lunatic 
asylum in England. Dr Webster, an active governor, is 
said to be the originator of the scheme in question. The 
building operations are to be forthwith commenced, accord¬ 
ing to the plans and under the superintendence of Mr Syd¬ 
ney Smirke. 

The British Association eor the Advancement 

of Science.—It has been aiTanged, that the meeting of 
this Association is to commence on the 1st of September, at 
Belfast, all the different sections assembling under one roof, 
in the new Queen’s College, which, as well as all the public 
buildings in the town likely to be useful in this great gather¬ 
ing of science, has been placed at the disposal of the manag¬ 
ing committee. It is said that the influential inhabitants of 
Belfast are malting great preparations for the accommoda¬ 
tion and comfort of tbeir visitors. 

Hospital for Women.—Last Sunday, the Rev. W. 
Blood, M.A., incumbent of Temple Grafton, Warwickshire, 
made a powerful appeal, in West street Episcopalian Chapel, 
St Martin’s lane, on behalf of the Hospital for Women, Soho 
square, which was generously responded to. 

The Surgeon of the Penelope.—Those who have 
read the despatches of Commodore Bruce relating to the 
bombardment of Lagos, on the west coast of Africa, may re¬ 
member the eulogistic testimony borne by that commander 
to the members of the medical profession engaged in the 
action, for their skill and gallantry in rendering succour to 
the wounded under circumstances of more than usual danger, 
many of them having accompanied the boats that were ex¬ 
posed to the hottest fire of the enemy. Foremost among 
the names so honourably distinguished was that of Richard 
Carpenter, of the Penelope, who, being the senior surgeon 
of the exhibition, might have remained in his ship, and, 
whilst avoiding danger, have still done his duty. Preferring, 
however, honour to safety, he volunteered for the boats, and 
was in the tender of the Teaser when fourteen were killed 

and sixty-two wounded, many of the latter to die soon after¬ 
wards. We have this day the painful duty to record his 
death. Having braved the malaria of the west coast on a 
former commission, he has sunk under a second and more 
severe trial. He died on board the Archer, homeward 
bound, May the 5th, having served his country upwards of 
twenty years. — ‘ Globe.’ 

Hemel Hempstead.—The election of a coroner for this 
district took place on the 7th and 8tli of June. The candi¬ 
dates were Mr Pope, surgeon, and Mr Day, solicitor. On 
the day of nomination, the advantages to be gained by 
electing a medical rather than a legal coroner, were most 
ably shown by Mr Pope. By two o’clock on the 8th, that 
gentleman had a large majority, the voters up to that time 
being the freeholders of the district. Towards the close of 
the poll, however, the scale was tinned in favour of Mr Day, 
by the votes of 130 ticket-holders, having an interest in 
Boxmoor. The validity of the votes given by these persons 
has been called in question. Tins much is certain, by their 
votes the freeholders of the district have lost the services of 
one who would have proved a most valuable coroner. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

J. E. (Limerick).—We are quite aware of the several points referred 
to in your note. Epilepsy was not the only disease, but the type of 
a class of diseases, such as palsy and other nervous affections, styled 
sacred diseases or demoniacal diseases by ancient authors. In a 
more vague and general sense any sudden, awful, or incurable 
malady, was said to be caused by demons. Hippocrates has written 
at great length upon those diseases said lobe caused by the patients 
being posses;ed by a devil, and ridicules the notion, then generally 
entertained by the common people, that demons actually took pos¬ 
session of the body of such an afflicted person. He considers that 
all such affections arise from natural causes. Our Correspondent 
must not forget that the common people over the whole civilised 
world believed at that period that certain diseases were caused by 
persons being possessed by demons; and therefore that the notion 
was not peculiar to the Jews, if a medical man wanted an opinion 
upon a medical subject of this nature, to whom could lie apply with 
more propriety than to the “ Father of Physic.” We should hardly 
think that Hippocrates and other philosophers could in that day 
with the evidence beforfi their eyes have repudiated the notion of 
demoniacal agency, if it had appeared to have had any support iu 
Lets. The truth is the philosophers were in advance of their age, 
and the public in our time stand upon the same level witli tne phi¬ 
losophers of the days of Hippocrates. Nobody now believes, with 
the exception of our friend J. E , that diseases are caused by devils. 
We apprehend that the evidence was the same then as now, neither 
more nor less Texts may be difficult to understand, but we must 
not reject truth on that account. A dsease may arise from natural 
causes, but it may require a miracle to cure it, Hence the miracu¬ 
lous interposition is not disparaged but limited to its proper office. 
We do not now burn for witchcraft, nor make martyrs of our philo- 
sophe s. We cannot afford much space to discuss such a subject. 

An Old M.D. expresses his astonishment that the Society of Apothe¬ 
caries should propose to admit the graduates of British Universi- 
tie'. We are glad of it, as it is another step towards that general 
ama’gaination of classes which has been so long desired, and, in 
other respects, tends to abolish many anomalies in the profession. 

W. B.—You can procure the 1 Medical Circular’ from your books: ller 
—price, 6s. per annum. The ‘ Medical Library ’ will be a much 
larger work, and almost entirely devoted to science. It will un¬ 
doubtedly be taken by all book societies, and by all gentlemen who 
take an interest in the progress of medical science. 

Quivis.—You will observe two letters in this number of the ‘ Medical 
Circular’on the subject of your communication; you will there¬ 
fore see that its insertion is unnecessary. 

Sir Benjamin Brodie.—Communication received. A private note 
will be sent in reply. 

J. B. W.—Dr Freind was in Parliament. He was a hot politician, 
and, as tradition reports, while he was confined in gaol lor a political 
offeoce, Dr Mead saw his patients, and presented him, on his libe¬ 
ration, with 5,0001., the amount of fees taken from his patients dur¬ 
ing his incarceration. 

Studens.— Dr Bndd, of Dover street, lias written the most recent 
and perhaps the best book on diseases of the liver. 

J. T.-No. Co mnunicate with the Secretary of the College. 
Arthur Hovell, Po r Law Board, F. M. J. Vickery, M.A., Geo. 

II. Butler, M.D., Isle of Man—Communications leeeived. 
A Country Practitioner.—We are surprised Ht such a question. 

An indurated tonsil cannot be got ri I of by any moans but ex¬ 
cision, and Mr Yearslev has conclusively’ shown that the operation, 
properly performed, inflicts no pain and involves no risk. The 
general health which suffers so frequently from the presence of 
enlarged tonsils, is almost always restored by their removal. 

Mu Rp. Alford,—Communication received. 
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To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.’ 
Sir,—As speciality of practice seems to be getting very prevalent 

in the medical profession, which I think is beneficial to the public, 
I think that special diplomas would be good also—as, for Instance, 
In the practice of obstetricy; how many now practising without 
one would object to go through a proper course of study if they could 
obtain a legal qualification ? I think it is very much to be regretted, 
that the London University or some other legally-appointed body 
has not the power to grant such diplomas. If you think the sub¬ 
ject worthy of notice, you can make what use you think proper of 
these few hints. I believe tho Dublin University grants diplomas 
for midwifery. Yours respectfully, 

June 21, 1852. A Subscriber. 

P.S.—Can any person practising midwifery recover fees in courts 
of law ? 

Our correspondent may have observed, in our last number, a no¬ 
tice to the effect that the College of Surgeons had resolved to 
appoint a board to examine in midwifery, and thus our correspon¬ 
dent’s idea will be, to a certain extent, can ied out. The qualifica¬ 
tion so obtained will be honorary, and not legal, being in all 
respects similar to the diploma of the College itself. 

With respect to the query appended to our correspondent's note, 
our opinion is that the medical attendant could recover on a dis¬ 
tinct contract; but we fear that, in other cases, he would fail to 
recover, unless legally qualified. 

Spes.—First—No. Second—We do not know, and would not advise 
you to communicate in the manner stated. Consult some legally- 
qualified practitioner in your own town of Liverpool, where there 
aro many men as skilful as those in any part of the world. 

Mu Edward Rogers (Stokenham).—We are unable to give you the 
required information. The book trade is in a very unsettled condi¬ 
tion. Our advice to you is, to buy books where they can be had for 
the least money. The tradesman who advertises the book in ques¬ 
tion at the price of 10s. 6d., will doubtless supply you with it at 
that price if you send him an order. 

Anti-Humbug (Liverpool).—To your first two questions -write to Mr 
Thomas Jones, Medical Bookseller, 91 Aldersgate street, who will 
in all probability supply you on the terms you require. Third —You 
can order the ‘ Medical Circular’ unstamped of your bookseller in 
Liverpool, and thus save trouble to all parties. 

Mr J. S. Howard.—It is our intention to carry the articles on “Food 
and its Adulterations,” through the entire series of substances con¬ 
sumed by the people. The subject referred to by our coirespondent 
will come in its turn ; and, in his turn, Mr J. S. Howard might do 
the public and us too, a service, by making known our efforts to the 
members of his trade in tho way he proposes. The misstatements 
pointed out will certainly be exposed. We have already understood 
that the Messrs Baring and the Ceylon planters were backing up 
the parties; but, never mind, justice shall be done. 

M.R.C.S. (Eng.)—We are compelled to decline the insertion of your 
letter, as it contains nothing new. On another subject we shall be 
glad to hear from you. 

J. Williams.—The law does not allow a fee for the service in 
question. 

M. D. (Brighton).—Quackery thrives because the public are ignorant. 
We cannot put down homoeopathy by excommunicating it. If we 
wish to prevent its spread, we must endeavour to enlighten the pub¬ 
lic on the anatomy and physiology of the human body, and tire 
principles of medicine. We have always thought that information 
of this kind, given to the public either by books or 1 .cture.s, bene- 
ficia'. In truth, it is the only means of combating a great evil. It 
is unphilosophical for persons to exclaim against the ignorance of 
the public, and to repudiate, at the same time, the only means by 
which they can be instructed. No man but an impostor can feel it 
his interest to keep the public in ignorance on these questions. 

Grimes’ Patent Carcel Lamp is 
most confidently recommended for its beautiful simplicity 

of construction, economy, cleanliness, and brilliant light. The 
smoky, imperfect light afforded by the old Solar and Sperm Lamps, 
and the trouble and annoyance they cause are well known. Grimes’ 
Patent Carcel Lamp gives double the light of either, continuing its 
unvaried brightness fur eight successive hours without attention. 
Grimes’ Patent American Oil, 4s. 6d. per gall., is refined by an en¬ 
tirely new process, by which all acidious matter is removed, leaving 
nothing but a clear, transparent fluid which neither creates deposit 
in the Lamp, or congeals incohl weather. Those burning Sperm Oil 
will particulaily beneit by having their Lamps altered to this prin¬ 
ciple, as the difference in the pi ice of the oil will clear the expence 
in a few weeks. FRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS by the best 
makers. Japanned, 19s. 6d,; Rich Bronze, 30s.; Painted Porcelain 
and Ormolu, 35s.; all with Stands complete. Pure French Cobra 
Oil, 4s. per gall. GRIMES’ PATENT RAILWAY POCKET LAMP 
is the most compact, us< fill, and ingenious invention of the day, 
price 4s. 6d. TABLE GLASS at Wholesale Prices. Cut Wines, 
5s. 6d.; Strong Cut Tumblers. 5s. 6d.; Richly Cut Quart Decanters, 
15s. per pair. Grimes’Transpaient Wax Candles, 18s. per doz.lbs.; 
American Wax, 16s. ; Royal Wax, 11s. 6d. AN ELEGANT THREE- 
MICK CANDLE LAMP, witii Richly Cut Bell Shade and Loose 
Tube, 16s. 6d.; for Two Wicks. 10s. T. R. GRIMES and CO., 83 
New Bond street, three doors from Oxford street. N.B.— Old Lamps, 
taken in exchange. Lamps for India. 

ouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPIII, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the 

directors. 

William Ashton, Esq , 
Horton House, Coln- 
brook. 

The ltev Tlios Cator, 
Brya> stone square, 
and Skelbroolc park 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport, 
Bulllock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq., Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road Holloway. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

, Medical, and General 
ASSURANCE SOCIETY, Established 1824. 

Empowered by Act of Parliament, 1850. 

Persons of all ages, and in every station, may assure with this 
Society on moderate terms, and the assured can reside in any part of 
Europe, the Holy Land, Egypt, Madeira, the Cape, Australia, New 
Zealand, and in most parts of North and South America, without 

EXTRA CHARGE. 

FIFTH DIVISION OF PROFITS. 

The FIFTH BONUS was declared in January last, and the amount 
varied with the different ages, from 24J to 55 per cent, on the 
Premiums paid during the last Five years; or from JE1 to 
(fj JOs. per cent, per annum, on the sums assured. 

The small share of Profit divisible in future among the Shareholders 
being now provi ed for, without intrenching ontheanmunt made by the 
regular business, the ASSURED will hereafter derive all the benefits 
obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, complete 
freedom from liability, secured by means of an ample Proprietary 
Capital—thus combining, in the same office, all the advantages 

or BOTH SYSTEMS. 

A copy of the last Report, setting forth full particulars, with a Pro¬ 
spectus, can be obtained of any ot the Society’s agents, or by address¬ 
ing a line to 

GEO. II. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 

N.B.—A Fee of One Guinea is allowed by this Society to tho 
Medical Attendants of persons proposing to assure, in all cases in 
which their advice and information is required. 

ational Assurance and lnvest- 
MENT ASSOCIATION, 

1 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 

Established May 1844. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with those 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. Tho plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot be adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com¬ 
panies. 

Prospectuses and full information may be obtained by application 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 
Kingdom. 

PETER’MORRISON, Managing Director. 



T)hythian’s Tea and Coffee Es- 
JL TABUSHMENT, 430 WEST STRAND, and at 1, 2, and 3 
KING WILLIAM STREET, adjoining. Pure Congou Tea, 3s. to 
3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong ditto, 4s. to 4s. 8d.; Pure Coffees, iod. to 
Is. 6d.; and every other article in Family Grocery, at the reduced 
rates. C italogues of prices post free on application. Custom-house 
tare and draft by taking the original chest or box. 

Phythian’s, at 30 West Stran 1, and at 1, 2, and 3 King William 
street, adjoining. 

oyal College of Surgeons of 
England. 

ADMISSION OF MEMBERS TO THE FELLOWSHIP BY ELECTION. 

1. Members of the College of fif.een years’ standing who were 
Members on the fourteenth day of September one thousand eight 
hundred and forty-three, desirous of admission to the Fellowship 
otherwise than by Examination, shall transmit or deliver to the 
Secretary of the College or person acting for him, a Declaration signed 
by himself, in the following terms, namely:— 

1. A. B. of C., a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, 
do declare that I do not sell or supply Drugs or Medicines, (or) that I 
do not sell or supply Drugs or Medicines otherwise than in the due 
exercise or practice of my Profession as an Apothecary. 

Together with a Certificate in the following terms, namely: — 
“ We, the undersigned Fellows of the Royal College of Surgeons of 

England, do, from our personal knowledge of the high moral character 
and professional attainments of A. B., of C., declare that in our opi¬ 
nion he is deserving of the honour of the Fellowship of the said College, 
and that he does not sell or supply Drugs or Medicines, (or that he 
does not sell or supply Drugs or Medicines otherwise than in the due 
exercise or practice of his profession as an Apothecary.) We there¬ 
fore recommend the said A. B. to the Council to be admitted a Fellow 
of the College.” 

2. In the ease of a Member resident in the United Kingdom, such 
Certificate shall be signed by six Fellows of the College. 

3. In the case of a Member absent from the United Kingdom, in 
the Service of the Royal Army or Navy, such Certificate shall be 
signed by two Fellows of the College, and also by the Officer superin¬ 
tending the Medical Department of the Service to which such Member 
shall belong. 

4. In the case of a Member absent from the United King iom in the 
Service of the Honourable East India Company, such Ceriificate shall 
be signed by two Fellows of the College, and also by the Secretary to 
the Military Department of the said Company. 

5. In the case of Members resident in any of the British Colonies, 
Plantations or Dependencies, such Certificate shall be signed by two 
Fellows of the College, and also by the Governor, Lieutenant- 
Governor or Superintendent of such Colony, Plantation or Depen¬ 
dency, whose signature shall be verified by the Secretary, or one of 
the Under-Secretaries of State for the Colonies. 

G. The said Declaration and Certificate shall be received at least 
seven days before the Meeting of the Council at which the ballot shall 
be taken for the election of the said Member into the Fellowship. 

7. The proposition for the admission of a Member of twenty years’ 
standing to the Fellowship under the authority of the Fifth Section 
of the Charter of the thirteenth of Victoria, shall be made at the 
Quarterly Meeting of the Council in January. 

8. At the time of any such proposition being made, a recommend¬ 
ation for the admission to the Fellowship of the Member proposed 
shall be laid before the Council; which recommendation shall be 
signed by six Members of the Council, and shall declare that from 
their personal knowledge of the party proposed, he isin their opinion 
a fit and proper person to be admitted to the Fellowship. 

9. The Council shall ballot upon the admission of any person so 
proposed at the Quarterly Meeting of the Council in April next 
succeeding. 

10. The Fee of Ten Guineas, payable upon the admission of Mem¬ 
bers to the Fellowship by election, shall be paid at or before the issue 
Of the Diploma of Fellowship. 

11. The Names of such Fellows as shall be elected as aforesaid, 
shall be entered upon the List or Register of Fellows according to the 
dates of their election, and when more than one shall be elected upon 
the same day, tlteir names shall take precedence according to the 
priority of their Diplomas as members. 

12. No member of the College, admitted to the Fellowship by 
Election, shall exercise any right or privilege lie shall have acquired 
as a Fellow, until he shall have signed a copy of the Bye-Laws of the 
College, in testimony of having engaged himself to the observance 
thereof, and made and subscribed the following Declaration in the 
presence of the Council, viz: — 

“I, A. B., of C., Member of the Royal College of Surgeons of 
England, do solemnly and sincerely declare that while a Fellow of the 
said College, I will observe the Bye-Laws thereof, and will obey 
every lawful summons issued by order of the Council of the said 
College, having no reasonable excuse to the contrary. And I make 
this solemn Declaration by virtue of the provisions of an Act passed 
in the sixth year of the Reign of his late Majvs y King William the 
Fourth, intituled an Act to repeal an Act of the pres nt Session of 
Parliament intituled an Act for the more effectual Abolition of Oaths 
and Affirmations taken and made in various departments cf the State, 
and to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof, and for the entire Sup¬ 
pression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits, and to 
make other provisions for the Abolition of unnecessary Oaths.” 

oyal College of Surgeons of 
ENGLAND. 

The Council having determined, under the provisions of their 
recent Charter, to appoint a Board of Examiners in Midwifery, in the 
month of July next. Fellows or Members of this College, or Fellows or 
Licentiates of the Royal College of Physicians of London, practising 
Midwifery, and desirous of the office of Examiner, are requested to 
transmit or deliver to the Secretary of the College, on or before 
Saturday, the 3rd of July, a written notice that they are Candidates 
for seats m the Board; together with such pr ofs as they may think 
proper of their qualific dion for the office. Information relative to 
the-e appointments may be obtained from the Secretarv, at the 
Col'ege. EDMUND BELFOUR, Sec. 

June 8, 1852. 

GUTTA PERCIIA TUBING. 

jl/fany inquiries having been made 
1t± as to the Durability of this Tubing, the Gutta Percha Com¬ 
pany have pleasure in drawing attention to the following letter, 
received 

FROM MR C. IIACKER, SURVEYOR 10 THE DUKF. OF BEDFORD: 

“Office of Works, Woburn Park, Jan. 10, 1852. 
“In answer to your inquiries respecting the Gutta Percha Tubing 

for Pump Suctions, I find that the water has not affected it in the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two years; we have adopted 
it largely, both on account of being cheaper than lead, much ea ier 
fixed, and a more perfect job.—Yours, <fcc., “ C. Hacker." 

N.B.—The Company’s Illustrate 1 Circulars, containing Instructions 
to Plumbers for joining tubes, lining tanks, &c., will be forwarded on 
the receipt of three postage stamps. 

The GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 18 WHARF 
ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

LjMectro-Medical Institution of the 
J_i Chevalier LE MOLT, for the application of his Method of 
Electric Frictions, by which powerful currents are applied to the 
body without Shocks or Pains, to the cure of Paralysis, Nervous 
and Rheumatic Affections, Tic Do'oureux, Sterility, Impotence. 
Scrofula, Menstrual Irregularities, &c. Twenty-five years’ practice. 
Success attested by the fi st physicians and scientific corporations. 
Obtained the Grand Gold Medal. 

5 Bentinck street, Manchester square. 

TESTIMONIALS OF CURES EFFECTED at the Electro-Medical 
Institution of the Chevalier Le Molt, 5 Bentinck street, Manchester 
square:— 
Sir.—Having been more or less affected with nervousness from my 

youth, I h .ve much pleasure in assuring you that I received great 
benefit from your Electric Frictions, which maybe compared to a 
current of warm a'r producing a very agreeable sensation without 
the least pain. The Electric Brush invented by you is a most valuable 
discovery, doing away with the violent shocks so much dreaded, and 
which, judging from my sensations, might be applied to a child in 
arms. I have no doubt that as soon as your valuable establishment 
becomes known, that it must meet with the success it so much deserves 
—Yours, very respectfully, Joseph Tussaud, Bazaar, Baker street. 

Miss M. D., my sister-in-’aw, aged 17, has greatly suffered for the 
last eighteen months, by the non-appearance of the catamenia. 
Site has now recovered her health and experienced the desired effects, 
after being treated by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Dorguin, 22 
Bentinck street. 

I declare, after trying many fruitless medical means, that I have 
been cured by Mr Le Molt’s Electric Frictions, of a very old and 
painful neuralgia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.— 
Y. Ruby, 40 Wigmore street. 

rtificial Eyes, Patent Action 
LEGS, ARMS, and HANDS, ARTIFICIAL NOSES and 

SURGICAL .MECHANISM.—Mr Grossmith has opened a Second 
Manufactory, at 218 Regent street, where the above articles, with all 
the newest modifications and improvements, may be obtained. Ilis 
Artificial Eyes (to which the Prize Medal of the Great Exhibition 
was awarded) ate fitted immediately, without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight has been lost, and effect a perfect Movement. 
Relerences given to the Surgeons of Bartholomew's, St George’s, 
Thomas’s, the Royal Ophthalmic, and all the principal London and 
Provincial Hospitals, by whom they are recommended. His New 
Artificial Leg enables the wearer to walk and sit with comfort—is 
extremely light in weight, and not liable to get out of order. 
Patients accustomed to wearing the common Cork Legs, are re¬ 
quested to examine these, and may see them in use if des red 

175 Fleet street, and 248 Regent street. Established 1760. 

ale India Ale and Stout, 4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. Gd. per dozen Pints; Scotch Ale, 5s. per 

dozen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
Captains supplied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, 
from 30s. per dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD 
and WATSON, 16 Clement's lane, City. 



ME HOOPER'S IMPEOVED 

INVALID WATEE OE AIE CUSHIONS AND MATTEESSES, OE BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See 4 The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Slouching, or in which Sloughing lias taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the 4 Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850; Dr Thom’s Letter, 4Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the 4 Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jhn. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

rrhe following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, As)dums, 
Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

tbey afford. 
Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford Lunatic Asylum 
Forest Of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King’s College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-park Asylum,near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke’s Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevenoaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George’s Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Teignmoutli and Dawlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
W est Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Warley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ He had observed in a periodical or 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured his thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper's Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, however, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority.” 

EXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. More recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
mpporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his coneli. Being made of India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, fleakage is avoided; 
and Mr Hooper’s Cushion s have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
also particularly applicable for children’s cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise, the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 
Mr HOOPER has succeeded in obtaining Waterproof She.ting, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected by 

temperature, acids, nor alkalies, aad may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 
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DEATH IN THE POT. 

We have the pleasure to announce, that in the present number of the ‘ Medical Circular ’ is published THE FIRST of a 

SERIES OF ARTICLES ENTITLED 

FOOD AID ITS ADULTERATIONS; 
SHOWING THE RESULTS OE 

CHEMICAL AND MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATIONS OF ALL SUBSTANCES SOLID AND FLUID 
USED AS FOOD, 

And giving Instructions for the Employment of Simple and Easy Means 

FOR THE DETECTION OF ALL KINDS OF SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADULTERATIONS. 

These inquiries, which will be conducted without reference to any previous investigations, and with the sole desire of 
ascertaining facts and correcting erroneous statements and: opinions, will be made by some of the MOST EMINENT ANALYTICAL 

CHEMISTS and MICROSCOPISTS of the age, and will comprise every description of articles used as beverage or food. 

LONDON PORTER 
FORMS THE SUBJECT OF THE FIRST ARTICLE. 

On the 8th of January, 1853, will be Published, price Is., or £2 10s, per Annum, 

To he continued Weekly, Imperial Octavo, 

THE MEDICAL LIBRARY, 
A Reprint and Abstract of all that is really valuable or worthy of being collated from the various Medical Periodica Is 

throughout the civilised world, more particularly from the Medical Journals of France, Germany, and the United States 

of America. 
The various sections of this Journal, under the respective heads of 

MEDICINE, SURGERY, MIDWIFERY, PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY, AND 
THE SPECIALITIES, 

Will be Edited by the most eminent men in each of these Departments of Medical Science. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY is a Register of the qualified Members of the Medical Profession 

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR is a Register of their Sayings and Doings. 

The MEDICAL LIBRARY will be a Register of all that is worthy of record in the current 
Literature of the Medical Profession throughout the world. 

The Proprietor of the ‘Medical Directory’ respectfully submits I 
that he conferred a boon on the profession of which he is a member, 
when in 184% associated with two eminent Physic! ms, lie first pub¬ 
lished the ‘Medical Directory,’by reference to which the qualifica¬ 
tion of every Practitioner is certified and the unqualified impostor 
detected. 

He has reason to believe that by the publication of the 
‘Medical Circular,’ which indicates and directs attention to the 
valuable portions of the current medical literature of the day, and 
chronicles each passing medical event, he has supplied another desi¬ 
deratum of the profession. 

He conscientiously believes that by the publication of the ‘Medical 

Library,' he will still further merit the good will and support of the 
profession which has so liberally been conferre 1 on the two publica¬ 
tions adverted to ; for what author will not rejoice in the existence of 
a periodical which will give the gist of his labours in a careful ab¬ 
stract? What contributor will not advocate ihe interests of a journal 
which will save his novel and, perhaps, original views from the 
oblivion in which they would otherwise be engulphed by being 

I consigned to the ephemeral pages of an ordinary medical periodical. 
What reader will not hail with satisfaction the advent of a journal 
which will be a multuni in parvo of medical literature, in the pages 
of which he may be sure to find ail that is valuable and necessary for 
him to know in the daily exercise of his profession ? 

The onward progress of science demands such a work, for by it 
alone can the members of the profession be kept up to the standard 
of medical knowledge. 

The existence of twenty medic tl periodicals demands such a con¬ 
centration of their utilities, separated from the encumbrance of their 
needless verbiage. 

The affluent of the profession will support it, because it will save 
them that which is oftentimes more valuable than money, time. 

The less affluent will support it, not on that account only, but be¬ 
cause it will comprise all they can possibly require in the shape of a 
‘Medical Librart.’ 

Communications, suggestions, and the names of gentlemen dis¬ 
posed to patronise this important work, are requested to be addressed 
to the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Pure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Drug¬ 

gists, <fcc., that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recom¬ 
mended for purity, health, and readiness of biting. 

Potter and Hailey, Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herb¬ 
alists, &c., 66 Farringdon market, London. 
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“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S. 
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of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
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mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
the therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “Geo. P. Mat, M.D. 

“ Maldon." 
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Cases, Writing Desks, Despatcli Boxes, &e., &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business lias been removed, J. II. 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Sprinqweiler, solicits a continuance of their 
patronage. 

'yredical Galvanism.—The most 
? fl efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

the Cure of Disease, is (lie ELEC 1RO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine tiiat possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
anil r.ot merely intensity'.—Manufactured only by HORNE, THORN- 
TIIWA1TE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
31. 3s., 5l. 5s., 81. 8s., and upwards. 

COUNCIL MEDAL. 

GREAT EXHIBITION OF 1851.—CLASS 28, No. 73. 

HPo the Medical Profession.— 
X CIIAS. MACINTOSH and CO., 

73 Aldennanbury, London, and Cambridge street, Manchester, 
Patentees of the Vulcanised India Rubber, 

Beg to draw the attention of the Medical Profession and (lie Public 
generally to their DRAB VULCANISED WATER PILLOWS and 
MATTRASSES, designed to alleviate the sufferings of bedridden 
patients and others. Price from 10s. and upwards. 

Also to the following among many other Articles of their manu¬ 
facture. 

For particulars refer to their Exhibition Catalogue, which may bo 
had on application, gratis, Airproof Bods and Mattresses, Hydro¬ 
static Beds, India Rubber Ring Beds, Bed Sheets, Nursing Aprons, 
Sponging Baths, Chest Expanders, Breast Bottles, TrussPads, Injec1 
tion Bottles, Chemical Aprons, Sleeves, Dissecting Glove-, Gas Bags, 
Elastic Woven Bandages, Stockings, and Tubing. 

F or Varicose Veins and Weak- 
NESS.—SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE CAPS, 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yield¬ 
ing a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any tem¬ 
perature, without the trouble of lacing or bandaging. Likewise, a 
strong, low-priced article for Hospitals and the Working-classes. 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful Fabric. ABDO¬ 
MINAL SUPPORTING BELTS, for both Sexes ; those for ladies’ use 
before and after accouchement, are admirably adapted for giving 
adequate support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to 
in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto em¬ 
ployed. Instructions for measurement and prices, on application, 
and the articles sent by post from the Sole Manufacturers, POPE 
aud PLANTE, 4 Waterloo place, Pall mall, The Profession, Trade, 
and Hospitals supplied. 
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Among the various novelties in jMcwi-medical practice that 
have, within these few years, blossomed into popularity, there 
is one at present merely germinating, hut which, after the 
notice taken of it by the ‘ Medico-Chirtirgical Review,’ will 
he, undoubtedly, rapidly developed into importance. It en¬ 
joys the euphonious title of Kinesitherapy, and originated in 
Stockholm, whence it was introduced into Germany, and 
has, at length, found its way to our own country. The re¬ 
view is headed 

‘ Medical Gymnastics and Kinesitherapy.' 
Professor Ling, of Stockholm, appears to have been the 

founder of the New School, which has made so much progress 
in Sweden as to have succeeded in establishing itself in an 
institution entitled the Central Gymnastic Institution of 

Sweden. Similar institutions are established in St Peters¬ 
burg and Berlin, and in those countries are placed under a 
responsible commission of duly-educated medical men, so 
that the practice has been legitimated. The principal sup¬ 
porters of Kinesipathy are, we are informed, the mesmerists 
and homoeopaths,—a circumstance we should have been 
previously inclined to suspect. The chief advocates of these 
old doctrines, newly-dyed, are, in this country, Dr Roth, Dr 
I. W. Blundell, and Mr II. Dolieity. 

As a specimen of the practice, we quote the following re¬ 
port of a case of phthisis, treated Kinesipathieally by Dr Roth, 
with the comments of the reviewer:— 

“ The patient was twenty-six years of age, and was prin¬ 
cipally employed at needlework; she was extremely nervous, 
irritable, and very thin; feet and hands generally cold; 
continual tickling in the throat, cough, sometimes spitting 
of blood in small quantities; the expectoration moderate, 
slimy, greenish, and like pus; the upper part of both lungs., 
during the percussion, yielded a dull sound ; short breathing, 
a little stooping, in consequence of weakness of the muscles 
of the back, the shoulders projecting forward; the diges¬ 
tion deranged, sometimes no appetite, and at other times 
vomiting, frequent diarrhoea, menstruations regular as to 
time, but little, and only during one day ; leucorrlicea; the 
skin dry and flabby; the countenance livid, blue circles 
around the eyes, which were sunk in, the sclerotic coloured 
like mother-of-pearl, the lips blue, the pulse almost insen¬ 
sible, great weakness, and continued fear of death. We have 
no exact copy of the prescription, but as far as we re¬ 
member the movements were: 

‘ 1st. Transverse frictions of the loins from the spine 
downwards, while the patient was in the supported sitting 
position. 

‘ 2nd. Active-passive extension of the leg, previously 
placed and kept by the assistant in the same position. 

‘ 3rd. Active turning of the trunk in the upright standing 
position, with the assistance of the operator. 

‘ 4th. Active-passive extension of the trunk in the high, 
long, sitting position, till the trunk was almost in a horizon¬ 
tal line with the legs, and passive-active flexion from this 
position in the sitting one. 

* 5th. Active-passive pressing down of the extended leg 
in the reclined supported sitting position. 

16tli. Lateral vibration of the larynx and windpipe, with 
the double parallel friction of the throat, and friction down 
both the shoulders. 

‘ 7th. Vibration on the lowest point of the windpipe, and 
longitudinal frictions with separated fingers on the larynx, 
downwards. 

‘ 8th. Pumpings. 
“ The ‘ pumping ’ (sic) is an entirely passive movement, 

the commencing position of which is the following: 
1 The patient is in a supported sitting position, with his 

arms hanging down quite passively; the operator stands 
behind the chair, puts both his hands on the sides of the 
patient’s chest, strokes them gently to the armpits, which 
ho holds, and raises the shoulders of the patient, which he 

keeps in this position for half a minute or longer; after¬ 
wards he lets them gently down, and begins again the same 
movement, which is repeated from three to six times.' This 
movement produces, in the generality of patients, a very 
agreeable feeling, caused by the artificial passive imitation 
of the respiratory movements, (p. 210.) 

‘ 9tli. Passive flying (!!). The patient is hi a standing 
position, and leans with the head on the chest of the opera¬ 
tor, who stands on an elevated level behind the patient; 
the operator seizes the entirely passive arms on their lowest 
parts, or on the hands, and makes quick or slow flying 
movements—three, six, or nine times—one after the other. 
After an interval this movement is repeated. 

110th. Passive rotation of the feet, and active-passive 
extension and flexion of the feet. 

111th. Passive rotation and active-passive extension and 
flexion of the hands. 

‘ 12th. Active-passive extension of the leg in the half¬ 
standing position, with hips held, resting with the thigh on 
a transversal bar. 

‘ 13tli. The active-passive raising of the trunk from the 
stooping-standing position to the upright one. 

‘14th. Circular frictions, alternating with vibrating 
movements on the relaxed abdomen of the recumbent 
patient, for five minutes. 

‘ 15th. Active-passive flexion and extension of the arms, 
in the sitting position. 

‘ 16th. Longitudinal frictions of both sides of the chest, 
from below upwards to the elbows, in the supported sitting 
position. 

‘17th. Active flexion of one log, in a half-standing posi¬ 
tion, while the other rests backwards on the point of the 
foot, on an elevated level. 

‘ These different movements were not employed at the 
same time, and not in the above-mentioned order.’ (p. 213.) 

“ Our readers will share in our wonder at such treatment 
adopted in a patient with almost insensible pulse, and 
extremely debilitated. Marvellous, indeed, must have been 
the inherent vitality of her sinking frame, to withstand the 
various active-passive movements enumerated above. Con¬ 
tinuing the case, we are further informed, that 

‘Two months have passed since this treatment was 
commenced; the chest of the patient has developed more 
than half an inch in the periphery of the thorax; the 
breathing is less short; the countenance is less livid; the 
blue circles around the eyes have disappeared; the eyes are 
less deep; the lips red ; the cough not much changed ; the 
expectoration not so much ; spitting of blood seldom, and 
less, and of the same nature; no diarrhoea,’ &c., &c. 
(p. 214.)” 

So much for Kinesipathy! 
In our last Number we gave an abstract of Mr Coulson’s 

lecture on the Perinoeal Section, and stated that he gave the 
credit of Mr Syme’s operation to Desault. It is but just to 
Mr Syme to insert his rejoinder—for such it undoubtedly is, 
although not authenticated with his name,—as it appears in 
the last number of the ‘ Edinburgh Journal.’ We shall here 
throw together a few notes extracted from this journal: 

‘ On the Perinoeal Section.' 
“ In order to show that Mr Syme was not original in pro¬ 

posing external incision upon a grooved director for the re¬ 
medy of obstinate stricture, Mr Coulson (‘ Lancet,’ 19th June) 
has quoted from Desault (not Dessault, as he always misspells 
the name) an account of the “ Boutonniere,” or “ Buttonhole” 
operation, for the relief of retention of urine. Desault does 
not appear to have ever performed this operation, which he 
characterises as necessarily either useless or injurious. The 
object of it was to make an opening in the perinceum, through 
which a tube might be introduced, and allowed to remain in 
the bladder. For this purpose, says Desault, the incision 
may be made into the urethra, as in cutting for the stone by 
the apparatus major—or-prolonged to the neck and body of 
the bladder—or directed at once to the bladder. He then 
describes the procedure appropriate to each of these situations ; 
and, with regard to the urethra, he thus expresses himself:— 
‘ On ue suit pas toujours lo meme procede en pratiquant la 
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boutonniere sur le canal de l’uretre. Lorsque l’on peut in¬ 
troduce un cathdter dans la vessie, on se sert de cet instru¬ 
ment pour faire sur sa cannelure l’incision du canal, et con- 
duire un gorgeret quidoit servir afaciliter Vintroduction de la 
canule destinde a rester dans la vessie.’ In quoting this passage, 
Mr Coulson has omitted the latter part, which is here printed 
in italics, actually breaking through a clause of the sentence, 
without even the pretext of a comma for doing so, and has 
thus completely concealed the object of the operation, which 
was to pass a tube from the periuceum to draw off the water, 
and not to remedy a stricture, as he would have it seem. 
Desault nowhere mentions the operation of Boutonniere ex¬ 
cept as a mode of relieving retention of urine, and we are not 
a little surprised that Mr Coulson should either wish or 
attempt to deny this.” 

In another part of the journal Mr Syme thus states his 
experience of the operation: — 

“ I have now performed this operation in upwards of 
sixty — iu every instance with the effect of accom¬ 
plishing complete dilatation of the stricture, and entirely 
removing the patient’s symptoms; and without hoemor- 
rhage or any other serious bad consequences. The safety 
and efficacy of the treatment being thus established, the 
only room for question in regard to the estimation of its 
value is the permanency of recovery. I am here able 
to say, that in cases of the very worst kind, the relief may 
prove permanent, the patient requiring no farther assistance, 
or merely the introduction of a full-sized bougie at distant 
intervals ; and if this be the fact, it seems reasonable to ex¬ 
pect that the result admits of being rendered uniformly fa¬ 
vourable through attention to the circumstances concerned 
in determining its success and failure. An imperfect division 
of the contracted part—want of care to pass instruments 
while the urethra is healing, as all injuries of the canal are 
apt to occasion strictures when this precaution is neglected— 
and subsequent exposure to a repetition of the causes which 
give rise to the disease—may prevent the advantage gained 
from lasting so long as could be desired. The first of these 
circumstances tending to cause relapse did not originally oc¬ 
cur to me, but was suggested by facts falling under my ob¬ 
servation, which led to the persuasion that as a stricture 
gives the canal a sand-glass form at the part affected, it is 
not sufficient to cut merely the narrowest portion—the coni¬ 
cal-shaped contraction on each side of it also requiring di¬ 
vision ; so that, instead of being limited to a quarter or half, 
the incision should extend a whole inch through the coats of 
the urethra. In regard to the after-treatment, as wounds 
and bruises of the urethra are apt to induce strictures, unless 
a full-sized bougie be passed occasionally until the part af¬ 
fected recover from the injury which it has sustained, there 
can be no doubt that if this precaution is neglected after the 
operation for stricture, there must be a risk of relapse. And 
it is no less obvious, that however perfectly the patient may 
be relieved from an existing stricture, he cannot reasonably 
claim exemption from the production of another, if he ex¬ 
poses himself to the exciting causes. It will therefore be 
prudent to enjoin such a mode of life as may, so far as pos¬ 
sible, afford protection from the influence of circumstances 
calculated to act in this way. 

“ In all strictures remediable by dilatation, nothing can be 
desired better than the simple metallic bougie, which, intro¬ 
duced gently at sufficiently long intervals of time, excites 
absorption of the thickened canal, and gradually restores it 
to a healthy state. But the would-be improvers, who pro¬ 
pose to dilate the urethra upon the same principle as they 
would stretch the finger of a glove, will meet with little suc¬ 
cess, except in those cases, of no rare occurrence, where the 
contraction exists only in imagination; and whether they 
attempt to accomplish their object by separating the branches 
of an instrument passed through the stricture, or endeavour 
to do so by introducing a succession of tubes upon a guide— 
after the fashion of that curious contrivance, the “ Dublin 
Railway Catheter ”—will either effect no good that could not 
have been attained more easily and safely by the bougie, or 
seriously endanger the life of the patient. The patient°beiug 
now placed upon the table with his knees bent, and sup¬ 

ported so as to expose the perinoeum, I introduce a grooved 
director through the stricture, and then, while the scrotum 
is held up, make an incision about an inch in length through 
the integuments, exactly in the line of the raplid. I next 
insert the knife into the groove of the director below the 
stricture, and push it forward so as to divide the contracted 
part of the canal nearly to the same extent as the external 
incision. The director being withdrawn, I pass a silver ca¬ 
theter (No. 8) into the bladder, and secure it by proper 
tapes. The operation, you see, is thus completed in less 
time than would be required for its description, with the loss 
of not more than a teaspoonfifl of blood, and with so little 
pain, that a smile has never left the patient's good-humoured 
intelligent countenance.” 

Mr Fiddes has communicated to the same journal a report 
of two cases which occurred in his practice in Jamaica, and 
in which the urethra was opened to the extent of nearly three 
inches in each instance. The operations were successful. 

The 1 Lomlon Journal of Medicine’ contains an article 
including an elaborate table of the History, Causes, and as¬ 
sociated lesions of 

‘ Ulceration of the Stomach.' 
by Dr Thomas K. Chambers. We quote some of his obser¬ 
vations : 

“ Is ulceration of the stomach an idiopathic lesion, or is it 
a proof merely of the existence of some other morbid state V 
Now, if it is found constantly, or even frequently, asssociated 
with a certain class of diseases in life, or unnatural appear¬ 
ances after death, we might be led, even by the small num¬ 
ber of examples before us, to put them together as cause and 
effect. But the evidence we have seems to show the re¬ 
verse ; for if we look down the column appropriated to 
chronic history, sve shall sec that the concomitant degenera¬ 
tions of the viscera are so various, and in so many cases, 
where the accidents arising from the local disease have proved 
fatal, are the other organs quite healthy, that I think we 
may fairly consider ulceration of the stomach as in all cases 
an independent disorder, and not a symptom or a consequence 
of other affections. 

“ The only remark on treatment which I have to make in 
connexion witli this case, is that low diet alone will not re¬ 
move the disorder, for the poor woman had been sadly starved 
before her admission, yet retained, as you see, her ulcers. 
No special treatment was directed to the stomach while slio 
was under my care.’’ 

Again, with respect to perforation, Dr Chambers says : 

“ In the list before you, it will be seen that perforation had 
occurred in eleven of the thirteen cases in which ulcer of the 
stomach had been the cause of death ; and in nine it had 
been directly fatal by the supervention of peritonitis. 

“ Perforation, therefore, is the most natural end of ulcera¬ 
tion of the stomach, if it runs its full course. And what a 
fearful end! I protest that when treating cases where ulcer 
of the stomach is likely, I have shuddered at the thought 
that there is possibly but a piece of gold-beater's skin between 
the invalid and death. 

“Perforation, as a consequence of ulcer, seems more com¬ 
mon in youth than in middle life. Seven of the eleven in¬ 
stances occurred under twenty-five years of age. I do not, 
however, think there is anything sui generis in the ulcer of 
this period, nor do I call “ perforating ulcer ” of the stomach 
a disease of the early part of full growth, as softening of the 
stomach is of infancy. All ulcers seem to me to bo “per¬ 
forating,” if they have their own way; and their greater 
frequency in youth may be due to the greater vigour and 
activity which all morbid processes then assume, or perhaps 
to the strong chemical action of the gastric juice. 

“ The same tendency to strike deep and perforate, exhi¬ 
bited by ulcers in youth, is equally seen in ulcerations of 
other parts of the intestinal canal besides the stomach, and, 
moreover, appears quite independent of the disease which 
has given rise to the ulceration ; it is the young and vigo¬ 
rous whose intestines become perforated, whether the first 
origin of the evil was pulmonary consumption, dysentery, 
fever, or chronic inflammation.” 

Dr Chambers then cites statistical facts to prove this point. 
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He also observes that women are more subject than men to 
ulceration of the stomach : 

“ As respects treatment, I think that those cases, occurring 
as frequently as they do, should teach us rather more caution 
in our management of indigestion, than it is the fashion to 
exercise. The diagnosis of ulcers of the stomach from irri¬ 
table, hysterical, or hypochondriac dyspepsia, is difficult; 
and I think we should not be so decided in our medication 
of these latter diseases, in obscure cases, as to risk doing 
harm, in the event of the organic lesion existing. Leeching, 
cupping, and blistering the epigastrium, so often docs good, 
even in hysterical and anasmic patients who suffer from 
gastralgia, that I think it quite compensates for the slight 
loss of strength it may occasion ; and if by these means we 
may prevent a slight inflammation of the stomach from run¬ 
ning on to ulceration, or an ulcer from spreading, we ought 
to use them. In some cases of strongly-suspected ulcer 
with gastralgia, though unaccompanied by pyrosis, I have 
found trisnitrate of bismuth of such great benefit, that I 
cannot hut think it acts beneficially on ulcers of the mucous 
membrane. This is confirmed by what I observed in an 
example I am shortly about to relate to you of ulcer of the 
oesophagus. This young woman experienced so much relief 
from bismuth, that by its aid alone she was able to swallow 
food, which otherwise was impossible to her. The irrita¬ 
bility of the ulcer was apparently blunted by the drug, so 
that the constriction and reversed action naturally produced 
by a foreign body, did not take place. Nitrate of silver, 
sulphate of copper, prussic acid, and other remedies, had no 
similar effect. As an encouragement to the use of bismuth 
may be cited the advantage which is gained from its use 
in phthisical ulceration of the bowels, which is often so 
checked, that the diarrhoea ceases; as also in chronic dysen¬ 
tery, which even in India, as Dr James Bird tells me, gets 
quite well by this means alone.” 

The ‘ Lancet ’ of June 26th contains a report of a case of 

‘ Strangulated Femoral Hernia 

in which Mr Fergusson operated by Mr Gay’s method with 
success. 

“ Ann W-, aged fifty-seven, was admitted under the 
oare of Mr Fergusson, April 24, 1852. She had been 
affected with femoral hernia for the last twelve years, and 
had never worn a truss. She applied to the hospital in great 
distress; the bowels had not been relieved for a week ; and 
for the four previous days she had had stercoraceous vomit- 
iug. The taxis and warm bath were tried inefficaciously, 
and Mr Fergusson operated without further delay, according 
to Mr Gay's method. 

“ An incision, an inch and a half wide, was made at the 
inner side close to the neck of the sac; this was sufficient to 
allow Mr Fergusson to reach the strictured part with his 
finger. Gimbernat’s ligament was now divided, without 
opening the sac, with a probe-pointed bistoury gliding upon 
the finger, and the strangulated intestine was returned with¬ 
out much difficulty. 

“ The patient was ordered a sedative draught, she passed 
a good night, and the bowels were opened three times the 
next day. About a month after the operation, the wound 
was quite healed, and the patient was discharged in a very 
satisfactory condition, forty-six days after her admission. 
This case offers a very good illustration of the good results to 
be expected from a method of operating which will, no doubt, 
be more and more appreciated by practical surgeons.” 

The following case, entitled 

‘ Peripatetic Parturition,’ 

is also recorded in the same journal: — 
“ Sarah P-, aged twenty-one, servant of all work, was 

admitted May 22,1852, at eleven a.m., having a six-mouths’ 
child hanging between her legs, and the placenta in the 
vagina. She stated that pains had come on at five o’clock 
o’clock in the morning, whilst she was hi bed, at her place 
of abode. She got up at half-past seven, and between half¬ 
past eight and nine a child was born. At about ten o’clock 
she went out to a surgeon, who told her to go to the hospital. 
Mr Bullock, house surgeon to St Mary’s, examined her, aud 

found a tense cord issuing from the vagina, and following 
this downward he found a child, bearing the marks of five 
or six months' uterine life, close to the woman’s ankles. She 
must, in fact, have been walking with the foetus hanging as 
described for half an hour at least. Mr Bullock cut the cord, 
removed the child, which was quite dead; and, after remov¬ 
ing the placenta from the vagina, had the woman conveyed 
to bed, where she has since done well.” 

In the ‘ Medical Times ’ of June 26th we observe an article 
by Dr George Gregory, entitled 

‘ Vaccination, tested by the experience of Half a Century. ’ 
In this communication Dr Gregory puts forth arguments in 
support of his peculiar views on the subject of Vaccination. 
It is well known that he does not consider that the vaccine 
virus exerts that complete protective influence which many 
persons claim for it, and that the diseases induced by vacci¬ 
nation and inoculation are not identical in their nature. He 
observes:— 

“The records of the Small-pox Hospital, during the last 
eleven years, (that is, since the prohibition of inoculation,) 
throw much light on these subjects. Appended to this 
paper are Tables, giving minute statistical details of the 
movements in the hospital during that period, and specially 
in the years 1850 and 1851, of which the following may bo 
taken as a summary:— 

“ During the last eleven years, 4,091 persons have been 
admitted into the hospital having small-pox, of whom 2,167 
had been vaccinated, and 1,924 were unvaccinated \ that is 
to say, considerably more than one-half of all the cases 
admitted had been subjected to vaccination in early life. 
By far the larger proportion of this section of patients wero 
of adult age. A few were between the ages of 9 and 15 ; 
but below the age of 9, scarcely any vaccinated person, 
having small-pox, was admitted. This could not be acci¬ 
dent, for numerous cases of unvaccinated children, under 9, 
were admitted. I am, therefore, driven to the conclusion, 
that the susceptibility of the variolous miasm, among vacci¬ 
nated persons, increases as life advances, the reverse of what 
happens in the unvaccinated portion of mankind, where the 
susceptibility of small-pox is greatest in infancy. 

“ In the two years 1850 and 1851, the total number ad¬ 
mitted (having small-pox) was 976, of whom 162 died, being 
at the rate of 16 per cent. In this number were comprised 
41 infants below the age of 5 (all unprotected), of whom 22 
(or more than one-half) died. 161 were children between 
the ages of 5 and 15 (the greater portion unvaccinated), of 
whom 25 died. 685 were adults from 15 years of age to 30. 
109 exceeded the age of 30. The larger proportion of these 
794 adults had been vaccinated ; of them there died 115, or 
14 per cent. 

“Of the number admitted (976), 613 professed to have 
been vaccinated in early life, and of them 569 exhibited 
cicatricse more or less distinct. Of this latter section (the 
vaccinated with cognisable scars), there died 25, being in 
the ratio of 4 per cent. Seven persons professed to have 
undergone small-pox at some former period, but the corro¬ 
borative evidence was deficient. 

“ The proportion of persons admitted after vaccination to 
the total admissions, amounted in 1851 to 65 per cent. It 
was only 44 per cent, in 1841. The increase is obviously 
attributable to the more extensive diffusion of vaccination. 
Whether the proportion of vaccinated subjects taking small¬ 
pox in adult life to those who remain unaffected has, or has 
not, yet attained its maximum, I am not prepared to say, 
nor can I venture to express the existing ratio in figures. 
Every one must form his own judgment on this matter, by 
observing what has happened among his own relatives, 
friends, neighbours, and acquaintances. That the propor¬ 
tion is infinitely beyond anything which had been antici¬ 
pated forty, or twenty, or even ten years ago, is, I conceive, 
undeniable. 

“With regard to the intensity of the disease when so occur- 
ing, we have means of arriving at much greater accuracy of 
detail. The mortality at the Small-pox Hospital during the 
last two years, among the well-vaccinated section, has only 
slightly exceeded 4 per cent, though it must be acknow- 
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ledged, that many suffered most severely, (especially in tlie 
early periods of the disorder,) and though secondary fever, 
with its sequela;, was not unfrequent. Those who refer so 
triumphantly to the bills of mortality, as evidences of the 
value of vaccination, should remember the essential differ¬ 
ences between quantity and intensity. 

“ With such varied data before us, what estimate «an we 
form of the real merits of vaccination ? and what measures 
can be suggested, having for their object an increase of 
public security against the ravages of small-pox ? 

“ The experience of half a century abundantly demon¬ 
strates, that small-pox, although it has been largely and most 
beneficially (and may be still further) controlled, will always 
abide among us: and that the notion of extirpating it was 
absurd and chimerical. The same amount of experience 
teaches, that the absolute mortality by small-pox throughout 
Europe has been, through the agency of vaccination, 
diminished to a most astonishing extent. But, while freely 
admitting tills, and acknowledging the immense bonofits 

which have accrued to mankind from the splendid discovery 
of Jenner, we are constrained, at the same time, to admit, 
that vaccination fails in that great object which inoculation 
so effectually attained, — establishing in the mind a feeling 
of security.” 1 

The 1 Lancet ’ of this week is enriched by a valuable and 
highly practical paper from the pen of Mr Avery on 

‘ Cleft Palate,’ 

in the relief of which he has been uniformly successful. We 
regret that our space will not admit of quoting any of his 
observations, but we cannot refrain from confirming his 
views of the importance of well sustaining the patient by food 
during the union; in fact, we are inclined to attach almost as 
much importance to this novelty in the after-treatment as to 
the division of muscles, first introduced by Professor Fergus- 
son. There can now be no doubt that success is almost as 
uniform as failure was heretofore. 

A memoir, by Dr Tyler Smith, has been recently read 
at the Medico-Chirurgical Society 

‘ On the Pathology and Treatment of Leucorrhcea, based upon 
the Microscopical Anatomy of the Os and Cervix Uteri.' 

The author gave a lengthened account of the anatomy 
and structure of the utero-vaginal mucous membrane, which 
he stated consisted of epithelium, primary or basement 
membi-ane, and fibrous tissue, bloodvessels and nerves. 
The epithelium and basement membrane were very minutely 
examined, and some of the more curious portions of the 
subject were illustrated by drawings. The chemical qua¬ 
lities of the mucus were also set forth, and the author stated 
it as his opinion that the glandular portion of the cervix 
uteri was the chief source of the discharge in leucorrhcea. 
The character of the so-called ulceration of the os uteri was 
detailed, and the nature of the discharges described: 

“ I. The mucous variety, secreted by the follicular canal 
of the cervix. 

“ II. The epithelial variety, in which the discharge was 
vaginal. 

“ With respect to the so-called ulcerations of the os and 
cervix, two kinds of morbid change would be observed— 

“ 1. Epithelial abrasion, by far the most common, in 
which the epithelium alone was deficient. 

“ 2. Villous abrasion, erosion, or ulceration, in which the 
villi are affected by superficial ulceration. 

“ It was to the villi, denuded of epithelium and partly 
eroded, that the marked forms of granular os uteri were 
owing. The ovules of Naboth, often referred to by writers 
as obstructed follicles, the author had found to be in reality 
an eruptive disease of the mucous membrane analogous to a 
cutaneous affection. In these affections of the cervix uteri 
it frequently happened that the cervix uteri was partially 
everted, and the deep-red surface covered by vascular villi 
thus exposed, had frequently been mistaken for breach of 
continuity in the mucous surface. The author then offered 
some remarks on the practical deductions which might be 
drawn from the present investigation. The glandular 

structure of the parts from whence the leucorrhoeal discharge 
arose pointed to the influence of constitutional causes, and 
exemplified why this affection should be so common in 
women of strumous habit and leuco-phlegmatic tempera¬ 
ment : it vindicated the importance of constitutional treat¬ 
ment and directed attention to the more rational employment 
of topical remedies; and it was evident that the profuse 
application of caustics, as recommended by the French 
school of uterine pathology, was both unnecessary and un- 
cientific. He admitted that leucorrhcea of the cervical 
canal was sometimes cured by the use of caustics to the os 
uteri, but in these cases they acted as counter-irritants to 
the glandular structure. The indications of treatment based 
on a knowledge of the minute anatomy of the os and cervix 
uteri, and the study of its pathology in leucorrhcea, appeared 
to the author to require constitutional medicines and 
regimen, with local applications. Local measures, to bo 
of any use in cervical leucorrhcea, should be applied, not to 
the vagina, nor the os uteri, but to the canal of the cervix. 
In vaginal oi epithelial leucorrhcea, common injections were 
serviceable; but in cervical or mucous leucorrhcea no 
benefit could result unless the injection passed into the 
cervix. He mentioned the methods he adopted to secure 
this result, and concluded by expressing a hope that the 
prosecution of these researches might prove serviceable, by 
rendering a troublesome class of maladies more intelligible 
than they had hitherto been, and by tending to correct 
errors of practice, and to indicate the just value of constitu¬ 
tional and topical remedies.” 

INDICES OF THE MEDICAL JOUKNALS. 

British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review. 
(No. XIX. July, 1852.) 

ANALYTICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEWS. 

Drs Schoepf-Merei, Weber, Bednar, Mauthner, West, and 
Mr Taylor, on Infantile Diseases. 

Mr B. Travers’s Observations in Surgery. 
Medical Gymnastics and Kinesitherapy. 
The Registrar-General’s Report on Cholera. 
M. Robert on Congenital Deformities of the Joints. 
Gross and Coulson on Diseases of the Bladder, &c. 
Dr Downing on Neuralgia. 
Dr Haspel on the Diseases of Algeria. 
Dr Armitage on Hydropathy in Acute Diseases. 
Transactions of the New York Academy of Medicine. 
Sir B. Brodie’s Physiological Researches. 
Finger, Tait, Macpherson, &c., on Epidemic Dysentery. 
Pirrie’s Principles and Practice of Surgery. 
Dr Balm an on Scrofulous Disease. 
Professor Beimett on Leucocythemia. 
Bishop, Tamplin, Yerral, and Godfrey, on Spinal Curvature 

and Deformities. 
Dr Holland on Mental Physiology. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 
Mr Dalrymple’s Pathology of the Human Eye. 
Dr Thomson’s London Dispensatory. 
Mr Moore’s Popular History of British Ferns. 
Prof. Gregory’s Handbook of Organic Chemistry. 
Prof. T. Rymer Jones’s Natural History of Animals. 
M. Du Bois-Reymond on Animal Electricity. 
Prof. Balfour’s Class-Book of Botany. 
Mr Henfrey on the Vegetation of Europe. 
Mr Quekett’s Lectures on Histology. 
Dr Noad on Chemical Manipulation and Analysis. 
Dr Burgess on the Climate of Italy. 
Messrs Todd and Bowman’s Physiological Anatomy. 
Sir Charles Bell on the Hand. 
Dr Bushnan and Mr Brodribb on Homoeopathy. 

PERISCOPE. 

Anatomy, Physiology, and Organic Chemistry. 
Pathology and Practice of Medicine. 
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Midwifery, &c. 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics. 
Forensic Medicine and Statistics. 

The London Monthly Journal of Medicine. 

(No. XLIII. July, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES. 

Dr T. K. Chambers on Ulceration of the Stomach and on 
Ulceration of the (Esophagus. 

Dr A. Waller’s New Method for the Study of the Ner¬ 
vous System. 

Dr H. Powell’s Inquiry into the Modus Operandi of The¬ 
rapeutic Agents. (Concluded from p. 549.) 

Dr C. Rk Hall on Neat’s-Foot Oil, as an Occasional Sub¬ 
stitute for Cod-Liver Oil. 

Dr E. Watson’s Remarks on Dr Marshall Hall’s Theory of 
the Relation of Laryngismus to Epilepsy; and on its 
Treatment by Nitrate of Silver applied in Solution to the 
Glottis. 

Mr L. E. Desmond on Infantile Phlebitis of Umbilical 
Vein; with Purulent Deposits. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL RECORD. 

Dalrymple—Concluding Fasciculus of the Pathology of the 
Human Eye. 

Provincial Medical and Surgical Association—Transactions. 
Yol. XVIII. 

Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology. Parts XL, XLI, 
XLII. 

Pickford—True and False Spermatorrhoea. 
Dickson—Asylums for the Middle and Higher Classes. 
Bishop—Pathology and Treatment of Deformities. 
Bushnan—Homoeopathy and the Homoeopaths. 
Pirrie—Principles and Practice of Surgery. 
Little —Hunterian Oration for 1852. 
Anderson—Diseases of Pregnancy. 

DIGEST OF THE JOURNALS. 

Monthly Journal of Medical Science: Contents of June 
1852. 

Wise—Insanity in Bengal; Statistics ; Indian Hemp as 
a Cause of Insanity. 

Syme—Ununited Fractures. 
Dublin Journal of Medical Science: Contents of May 1852. 

Holland—Differential Diagnosis of Aneurisms of the 
Arteria Innominata and Arch of the Aorta. 

Moore—Treatment of Sea-Sickness. 
Leared—Mechanism of the Acoustic Phenomena of the 

Circulation of the Blood; with an Exposition of a 
New Element in the Causation of the first Sound of 
the Heart. 

Medical Times and Gazette: Contents of March, April, and 
May, 1852. v 

Lee (Henry)—Cases of Recovery after Fracture of the 
Base of the Skull. 

Johnson (George)—Pathology and Diagnosis of Renal 
Diseases. 

Oldham—Cases of Non-Menstruation at the age of 
forty-eight. 

Chapman—Ulcers of the Leg. 
Toynbee—Polypi of the Ear. 
Smith (Henry)—On Removing Large Tumours of the 

Upper Jaw without causing Deformity. 
M‘William on Quarantine. 

Journal des Connaissances Medico-Chirurgicales. 
Recamicr—Therapeutic Properties of Guano. 
Lauzer—Therapeutic Properties of Arnica Montana. 
Huguier—Diseases of the Follicles of the Vulva. 

Gazette Medicale : Contents for April and May. 
Dechambre—Sugar in the Urine of Old Persons. 
Bonnet—Absorption of Iodine from Serous Surfaces. 

The Edinburgh Monthly Journal of Medical 
Science. 

(No. XXXI. July, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

Dr T. B. Peacock’s Contributions to the Pathology of the 
Heart and Arteries; Injury of the Valves of the Heart 
from Violent Muscular Exertion. .> 

Mr A. Fiddes’ Observations on Stricture of the Urethra, 
and its Treatment by External Incision. 

Dr H. Kinglake on the Occasional Epidemic Origin of 

Furunculous Eruptions. 
Mr J. Struthers on Case of Open Foramen Ovale, occur¬ 

ring in a child aged fifteen months ; with Physiological 

Observations. 
Mr D. Greig on Case of Malformation of the Heart and 

Blood-vessels of the Foetus; Pulmonary Artery giving off 
Descending Aorta and Left Subclavian. (With Woodcut.) 

Mr A. Blacklock on Case of Wound of the Abdomen. 
Professor Syme’s Extracts from Clinical Lectures. 
Dr W. R. Sanders on Helmholtz’s Speculum for Examin¬ 

ing the Retina in the Living Eye. (With Woodcuts.) 

REVIEWS. 

Balfour’s Class-Book of Botany. Part I. 
Coulson’s Diseases of the Bladder and Prostate Gland. 

COLLOQUIA DE OMNIBUS REBUS. 

Transfusion of Blood. 
Treatment of Carious Trochanter. 
Novel Cause of Death in a Case of Stricture. 
Structural Peculiarities of Texture in the Negro. 
Sir William Hamilton and the Medical Faculty of Edinburgh. 
Mr Bourguignon on the Itch Insect. (With Woodcuts.) 

The Juniper Tar Soap. 
A Medical Bulletin from Rangoon. 

Aneurism of the Superior Mesenteric Artery and Aorta 
Obscure Aneurism of Descending Thoracic Aorta—Treat¬ 
ment hy the Method of Valsalva—Pleuritis —Caries of the 
Vertebrae, Softening of the Spinal Cord, and Paraplegia 
Sudden Death by Poisoning with Tincture of Aconite. 

(With Woodcut.) 
PERISCOPE. 

On the Phenomena which Indicate Adhesions between the 
Heart and Pericardium. By Dr Josef Skoda. 

CLINICAL REPORTS, LECTURES, ETC. 

The Lancet. 
(No. I. Vol. II. July 3, 1852.) 

Sevenpence; Stamped, Eightpence. 

LECTURES. 

Mr W. Coulson’s Lecture on Lithotomy and Lithotrity. 

(With Engravings.) 

Dr J. Power on some of the more Important Points in the 
Physiology, Pathology, and Practice of Midwifery. 

Mr H. Behrend on the Employment of Chloroform Injec¬ 

tions in the Treatment of Gonorrhoea. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Enceplialoid Disease of the Lower Portion of the Femur; 
Amputation high up; New Tourniquet; Recovery (with 

an Engraving) at Guy’s Hospital. _ 
Enceplialoid Disease of the Femur; Amputation; small 

Fungus of the Bone soon after the Operation; Death; 
Autopsy, at St Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

Enceplialoid Disease of the Lower Portion of the Femur; 
Amputation; Recovery; at St George's Hospital. 

Enceplialoid Disease of the Pelvis and upper Part of the 
Femur, at the London Hospital. 

Enceplialoid Disease of the Femur and Ilium, at St Bartho¬ 

lomew’s Hospital. 

MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society—A Memoir on th« 
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Pathology and Ti-eatment of Leucorrlicea, based upon the 
Microscopical Anatomy of the Os and Cervix Uteri. 

REVIEWS. 

Animal Electricity; being an Abstract of Dr Du Bois-Rey- 
mond’s Discoveries. Edited by H. B. Jones, M.D., F.R.S. 

The .Medical Manual for Apothecaries’ Hall and other Medi¬ 
cal Boards. By John Steggall, M.D. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

shhe Irregularities of Betlilem Hospital; Prosecution of 
1 Henry Baker, a former keeper at Bethlem, by the Com¬ 

missioners in Lunacy. 
The Power of granting Diplomas by the Irish Medical Cor¬ 

porations and the Colleges. 
Libels upon the Practitioners of Medicine. 
The coming Election of Councillors for the College of Sur¬ 

geons. 
THE ANALYTICAL SANITARY COMMISSION. 

On Poisonous Cayenne Pepper. 

The Lancet. 
(No. II. Vol.II. July 10, 1852.) 

LECTURES. 

Mr W. Coulson’s Lectures on Lithotomy and Lithotrity. 
(With Engravings.) Lecture III—(concluded). 

Mr J. Adams’s Clinical Lecture on a Case of Gonorrhoeal 
Ophthalmia. 

Mr J. Avery’s Illustrations of the Successful Treatment of 

Cleft Palate. 
Dr J. Power ou some of the more Important Points in the 

Physiology, Pathology, and Practice of Midwifery. (With 
an Engraving)—(continued.) 

Mr J. C. Forster on Poisoning by Strychnia; Recovery. 
HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Enceplialoid Disease of the Humerus: Amputation at the 
Shoulder-joint, at St Bartholomew’s LIospitaL 

Encephaloid Disease of the Clavicle and Scapula, at Guy’s 
Hospital. 

Encephaloid Disease of the Testicle; Removal of the Organ. 
Encephaloid Disease of the Testicle; Post-mortem Ex¬ 
amination, at St Thomas’s Hospital. 

Encephaloid Cancer of the Testicle ; Removal of the Organ, 
at King’s College Hospital. 

Encephaloid Disease of the Testicle presenting an Enchon- 
dromatous Induration, at St George’s Hospital. 

REVIEWS. 

Physiological Researches. By Sir Benjamin C. Brodie, 
D.C.L., F.R.S. Collected and Arranged from the “ Phi¬ 
losophical Transactions.” 

EOREIGN DEPARTMENT. 

New Mode of Treating Varicose Aneurism, by M. Malgaigne. 
—A West Indian Remedy for Ttenia Solium. 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

Electioneering at Bethlem ; the Regenerate Model Asylum. 
The Vaccine Question; Evidence afforded by Naval and Mi¬ 

litary Statistics. 
Appointment of Mr Propert as Deputy-Lieutenant for Car¬ 

diganshire. 
The Approaching Anniversary Meeting of the Provincial 

Association at Oxford. 
MEDICAL SOCIETIES. 

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society.—-An Analysis of 
One Hundred Cases of Cancerous Disease of the Uterus. 

—An account of a Case of Pulsating Tumour in which the 
Urine contained Cancer Cells.—Remarks on the Pathology 
of Hydrophobia, with an account of a Case of that Dis¬ 
ease. 

Medical Times and Gazette. 
(No. CV. July 3, 1852.) 

Sevenpence; Stamped, Eightpence. 

ORIGINAL LECTURE. 

Mr R. Quain’s Clinical Lecture on Surgery—Diseases of 
the Rectum. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

Dr A. Wood’s Notes on some of the more Unusual Termi¬ 
nations of Scarlet Fever, especially as Illustrating its Re¬ 
lations to Erysipelas. 

Dr E. A. Parkes on the Precipitation ol Albumen by Acids 
and Neutral Salts. 

Dr F. W. Mackenzie’s Report of a Case of Farcinomatous 
Inflammation of the Left Foot, successfully treated with 
the Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia in Frequent and Con¬ 
centrated Doses. 

Mr W. 0. Ciialk on the Blood-vessels and Trabeculae of 
the Spleen. (With Engravings.) 

Dr G. Burrows and Dr Ivirices’ Illustrations of Clinical 
Medicine and Pathology. 

HOSPITAL REPORTS. 

Comminuted Fracture of the Right Os Innominatum; La¬ 
ceration of the Urethra and Bladder; Effusion of Urine 
into the Peritoneal Sac: Death in four days, at King’s 
College Hospital. 

Compound Fracture of the Leg; Secondary Amputation, at 
the Royal Free Hospital. 

EDITORIAL ARTICLES. 

The Case of Mr Pascoe. 
The New Board of Midwifery at the College of Surgeons. 
The University of London and Bethlem Hospital. 
The Council Election of the College of Surgeons. 

REVIEWS 

Articles on Reform in Private Asylums. By H. Monro, 
M.B., Oxon. 

Practical Observations on a New Way of Treating Gonor¬ 
rhoea. By J. L. Milton, M.It.C.S. 

The Spirometer, the Stethoscope, and Scale-Balance, etc. 
By J. Hutchinson, M.D. 

The Symptoms and Treatment of the Diseases of Pregnancy. 
By W. J. Anderson, F.R.C.S. 

On Throat-Deafness, and the Pathological Connexions of 
the Throat, Nose, and Ear. By J. Yearsley, M.R.C.S. 

Elements of Practical Midwifery. By C. Vraller, M.D. 

The Medical Times and Gazette. 
(No. CVI. July 10, 1852.) 

ORIGINAL LECTURE. 

Mr L. Parker’s Clinical Lecture on Diseases of the Tongue. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

Dr II. Hunt ou the Severer Forms of Heartburn and Indi¬ 
gestion. 

Mr H. Walton on Successful Application of a Ligature to 

the Common Carotid Artery in an Infant, for Aneurism 
by Anastomosis in the Orbit. 

Mr G. Saunders’ Sketch of the Medical History of the 47tli 
Regiment. 

Mr II. Smith on the Cure of Enlarged Superficial Bursa and 
Ganglion. 

Mr R. Mason on Wound of the Femoral Artery, with Li¬ 
gature of the Vessel. 

Mr E. W. Lowe on Caries of the Os Calcis. 
Dr Crawford’s Description of an Instrument for Treating 

Fracture of the Clavicle. 

HOSPITAL REPORT. 

Compound Fracture of the Skull; Chronic Abscess present¬ 
ing the Characteristics of a Solid Tumour; large Chronic 
Abscess behind and below the Left Scapula, at St Bar¬ 
tholomew’s Hospital. 

EDITORIAL ARTICLE. 

The Atrophied Condition of the Metropolitan Hospitals. 
What is its cause ? 

The Case of Mr Pascoe. 
The Bethlem Hospital Election. 
British Medical Fund. 

REVIEWS. 

Animal Electricity; being an Abstract of the Discoveries of 
Emil du Bois Reymond. Edited by H. Bence Jones, 
M.D., etc. 
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Tlie Pathology and Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra. 
By John Harrison, F.R.C.S. 

On the Anatomy and Physiology of the Male Urethra, and 
on the Pathology of Strictures of that Canal. By Id. Han¬ 
cock, F.R.C.S. 

Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. 
(No. XIV. July 7, 1852.) 

Ninepence, Stamped. 

ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS. 

Dr W. S. One’s Notes on the Treatment of Curable Dis¬ 
eases. Obstructions of the Intestinal Tube (continued) : 
—Incarceration; Impassable Bodies; Organic Disease. 

Mr W. J. Moore’s Remarks on the Treatment of Burns and 
Scalds. (Concluded.) 

Mr F. Peck on Case of Wound of the Heart by a Needle. 
Mr W. Foster on Two Cases of Vitiligoidea. 

IIOSriTAL REPORTS. 

Fractured Skull; Depression of Bone ; Laceration and loss 
of a portion of the Brain; Removal of Depressed Bone ; 
Death, at Queen’s Hospital, Birmingham. 

EDITORIAL ARTICLES. 

The Approaching Anniversary Meeting at Oxford. 
The Journal in a commercial point of view. 

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES. 

Yorkshire Branch Meeting.—President’s Address; Report 
of Council ; Resolutions; Cases and Communications. 

North Wales Branch Meeting.—President’s Address; Re¬ 
port of Council; Resolutions; Cases and Communica¬ 
tions; the Dinner. 

Cambridge and Huntingdon Branch Meeting.—Cases and 
Communications: Dr Webster, on Obstruction of the 
Bowels; Mr Foster on Unilateral Anasarca, and Frac¬ 
ture of the Clavicle ; Mr Humphrey on Congenital Vas¬ 
cular Naevus where the Disease has not been Treated. 

Suffolk Branch Meeting.—President’s Address; Cases and 
Communications; Resolutions. 

Protest of the Associated Extra-Urbem Licentiates of the 
Royal College of Physicians of London against the pro¬ 
posed New Charter. 

The Memorial of the Extra-Urbem Licentiates, and the New 
Charter of the College of Physicians. 

Dublin Medical Press. 
(No. DCCV. Vol. XXVIII. July 7, 1852.) 

Sixpence, Stamped. 

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES. 

Surgical Society of Ireland.—Cases of Lithotomy, by Pro¬ 
fessor Hargrave. 

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society.—On the Structure, 
Function, and Diseases of the Liver; and on the Action 
of Cholagogue Medicines. 

Medical Society of London.—Malignant Ulceration of the 
Mamma; Tumour of the Arm; Large Ovarian Cyst — 
Removal; Artificial Dilatation of the Os Uteri; Topical 
Medication to the Larynx. 

SELECTIONS FROM MEDICAL JOURNALS. 

Extracts from Clinical Lectures. By James Syme, Esq., 
Professor of Clinical Surgery. 

Entropium proved to depend on Muscular Action. By 
Haynes Walton, Esq., F.R.C.S. 

Amaurosis preceded by Ilmmatemesis. 

REVIEW. 

On the Symptoms and Treatment of the Diseases of Preg¬ 
nancy. By W. J. Alderson, F.R.C.S., District Accoucheur 
to St Mary’s Hospital. * 

LEADING ARTICLES. 

Keeping of the Dispensary Books. 
University Reform ; Report on Oxford. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

New Works in Medicine and the Collateral Sci¬ 

ences, PUBLISHED FROM THE 14tH TO THE 29TH OF 

June. 

Amussat, A. A.—On the Employment of Wacer in Sur¬ 
gery. By Alphonse Auguste Amussat, of Paris. Trans¬ 
lated from the French by Frank Id. Hamilton. 8vo 
(Buffalo), pp. 62, cloth, 5s. 

Ballard, E.—The Physical Diagnosis of Diseases of the 
the Abdomen. By Edward Ballard. 12mo, pp. 280, cl., 
7s. 6d. 

Braitiiwaite, W.—The Retrospect of Medicine; being 
a Half-Yearly Journal, containing a Retrospective View 
of Every Discovery and Practical Improvement in the 
Medical Sciences. Edited by W. Braithwaite. Vol. 25 
Jan to June, 1852. 12mo, pp. 490, cloth, Gs. 

Cur wen, J.—A Manual for Attendants in Hospitals for 
the Insane. By John Cunven. 18mo (Philadelphia), 
pp. 68, cloth, 2s. 6d. 

Esdaile, J.—Natural and Mesmeric Clairvoyance; with 
the Practical Application of Mesmerism in Surgery and 
Medicine. By James Esdaile. 12mo, pp 270, cloth, 
4s. 6d. 

Forbes, J.—The Physician’s Holiday; or, a Month in 
Switzerland in the Summer of 1848. By John Forbes, 
M.D. 3d edit., 12mo, pp. 350, cloth, 6s. 

Neligan, J. M.—A Practical Treatise on Diseases of the 
Skin. By J. Moore Neligan. Post 8vo (Dublin), pp. 
422, cloth, 9s. Gd. 

Ranking, W. H.—The Half-Yearly Abstract of the Medi¬ 
cal Societies. Edited by W. II. Ranking. Vol. 16, Jan. 
to June, 1852. 8vo, pp. 396, cloth, 6s. 6d. 

Raymond, E. du Bois.—On Auimal Electricity; being an 
Abstract of the Discoveries of Emil du Bois Raymond. 
Edited by H. Bence Jones. 12mo, pp. 206, cloth, 6s. 

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW. 

‘ Homoeopathy: its Globules (Bubbles) Analysed.’ By W. 
J. Cox, M.R.C.S., M B., &c. London. 

* On the Anatomy and Physiology of the Male Urethra, and 
on the Pathology of Strictures of that Canal.’ By Henry 
Hancock, F.R.C.S. London : Highley & Son. 

‘ The Symptoms and Treatment of the Diseases of Preg¬ 
nancy.’ By William John Anderson, F.R.C.S. London: 
John Churchill. 

‘ Articles of Reform in Private Asylums.’ By Henry Monro, 
M.B., Oxon. London: John Churchill. 

‘ The Medical Guide to Scarborough, &c.’ By C. B. Breary. 
Scarborough. 

1 The Physical Diagnosis of Diseases of the Abdomen.’ By 
Edward Ballard, M.D. Lond. London: Taylor, Walton, 
and Maberly. 

1 Observations on the Treatment of Cleft Palate, by Mecha¬ 
nical Means.’ By John Mapleson, Dentist and Cupper to 
the Queen. London: Highley & Son. 

CURE OF NiEVUS BY ELASTIC SUBCUTANEOUS 
STRANGULATION. 

Mr Startin,—whose contributions to the pathology of the 
skin have placed him on a high pedestal of fame in this de¬ 
partment of practice,—has forwarded to the ‘ Medical Times ’ 
a brief account of a novel method for the cure of some forms 
of luevus and erectile tumours. A paper also on the same 
subject is now before the Medico-Cliirurgical Society, the 
reading of which is deferred until next Session, owing to the 
numerous communications on hand. He says: 

“ This plan, employed in my public practice at the Hospi¬ 
tal for Diseases of the Skin, for some time past, with very 
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general success, I have called “elastic strangulation,” for 
want of a better term. It consists in environing the naevus 
or tumour with a ligature passed by means of a long round 
needle beneath the skin, so as to include the morbid parts in 
a triangular space, which shall extend a line or so beyond 
the boundaries of the naevus, care being taken, that both 
ends of the thread (made of strong boot-closer’s twist), have 
their exit at that apex of the triangle which is most con¬ 
veniently situated to allow an elastic band, half an inch wide 
and two or three inches long, made of No. 16 vulcanised 
Indian rubber sheeting, to be fastened upon them, so as to 
permit the necessary tension to be made upon the band, and, 
through it, upon the subcutaneous thread surrounding the 
naevus. 

“ There are two methods of operating by elastic strangula¬ 
tion : — 

“ The first, is to fix the elastic band upon the ends of the 
ligature half an inch from their exit, after being passed 
round the naevus, without previously tying a knot upon the 
tumour, as in the case of the ordinary subcutaneous ligature. 

“ The second method is to employ a subcutaneous ligature, 
and thus strangulate, or arrest, the circulation in the tumour, 
before fixing on the elastic band. 

“ In the first method, the elastic tension of the band upon 
the ligature occasions the thread to ulcerate or cut its way 
out; and this may be accomplished in twenty-four hours, or 
in as many days, according to the force of the tension em¬ 
ployed. To measure this force, I have constructed a gra¬ 
duated elastic band, with a small hook at one end, which, 
excepting the hook, is enclosed in a leather sheath, in such 
a manner as to allow each division of the band, as it is drawn 
out by the hook, to mark the equivalent of half a pound 
weight. By this simple apparatus the force used can be 
neatly indicated and regulated at pleasure, it being borne in 
mind that, by a quick division of the morbid growths, we 
secure an abundant suppuration, which we can augment, if 
necessary, by iodine injections, &c.; whilst, by a slow divi¬ 
sion of the parts, the healing process can be caused to go on 
behind the ligature, as it is drawn forward by the band. 

“ In the second method of operating, a knot to strangulate 
the naevus or erectile tumour, is to be tied, after passing the 
thread beneath .the skin and around the naevus, before the 
elastic band, as above, is hooked on to produce the necessary 
tension for bringing away the ligature. The curative action 
of the tension being the same in both methods of operating; 
but the force used should be less when the subcutaneous knot 
is necessary, as arteries or veins of large size will be usually 
implicated, and it will be prudent to avoid the chance of 
haemorrhage, which much force might endanger. 

“ The cases of nsevus, or erectile tumour, in which my ex¬ 
perience has proved the superior advantages of this opera¬ 
tion over those in ordinary use, are examples of the com¬ 
plaint occurring in the face, implicating portions of the fea¬ 
tures—of the forehead, eyelids, cheeks, or nose, for example 
—where the knife or caustics are inadmissible, and also in 
those “ blood-marks,” “ port-wine stains,” &c., on the face or 
neck, where other surgical means are not possible or easily 
applied.” 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

REPLIES. 

1 Sick Labours.—Perhaps you will be so good as to allow 
me space for a few remarks in reply to Dr Cottle’s note 
contained in your last number. 

Permit me, however, in the first place to disclaim the 
merit of originality as to my explanation of the action of 
nausea, &c.; which Dr Cottle, in his kind and favourable 
notice of my former communication, does me the honour to 
impute to me. The same idea, in other words, has been 
long since expressed by Drs Rigby and Tyler Smith. 

There are some important points with regard to which 
I humbly conceive Dr Cottle to be in error. He seems to 
me to confound the physiological effect* of nausea on the 

muscular system with those of emesis, when they are, in 
truth, widely dissimilar. He says that “ vomiting, or the 
nausea attending it does not abate labour-pains, &c.” This 
is certainly a mistake. Surely nausea abates labour-pains 
(that is to say, diminishes excessive uterine action), or why 
is it accounted one of our most powerful remedial agents, 
when the pains are very violent, but ineffective, the os 
remaining undilated ? Nausea has here two useful and im¬ 
portant actions, viz., subduing undue irritability of the 
muscular tissue of the uterus, and also promoting the 
positive dilatation of the os, by relaxing the non-contractile 
tissue of which it in part consists. But the remedy must 
not be pushed to the inducing actual vomiting, for it will 
then, instead of subduing, excite uterine action. 

Again, he says, “ All admit that vomiting hastens labour 
by promoting the dilatation of the os." This is a confusion of 
cause and effect. It is the dilatation of the os (in natural 
labour) acting on the cardia diastaltically, through the 
medium of the medulla spinalis (as explained in my last 
letter), which induces the vomiting, and not the vomiting 
which induces the relaxation of the uterine mouth. 

I consider that the practice of giving emetics with a view 
of hastening labour by promoting the opening of the os 
uteri, is founded on this mistake, and will prove as useless 
as it appears illogical. 

Lastly—Dr Cottle considers that a sick labour may 
ensure, or at least promote, the patient’s safety by averting 
the risk of haemorrhage. Now I cannot see the rationale of 
this assumption. The natural vomiting, consequent on the 
opening of the uterine mouth, ceases when the second stage 
of labour commences; consequently it would not prevent 
the uterus from falling into a fatally atonic condition after 
the termination of the labour. It is true that emetics are 
useful in the treatment of post partum hoemorrliage. But 
we must be careful to give them in doses sufficiently large 
to ensure immediate emesis, otherwise we shall be doing 
more harm than good. Dr Tyler Smith thinks that 
ipecacuanha has in such cases a double mode of operation, 
viz., by a specific effect on the uterus itself (inducing con¬ 
traction), in addition to its reflex action through the stomach. 
But, with all due deference to his great authority, I may be 
allowed to say, that this action (on two ends of the medulla 
at once, as it were) appears to me by no means proved. 

Trusting that Dr Cottle will not be offended by this free 
criticism by a junior practitioner, 

I remain, Sir, yours obliged and faithfully, 
William J. Cox. 

Keusal Town, July, 1852. 

DEATH IN THE POT. 

FOOD AND ITS ADULTERATIONS; 
■HOWING THE RESULTS OP 

CHEMICAL AND MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATIONS 

or 

ALL SUBSTANCES SOLID AND FLUID 
USED AS FOOD, 

and diving instructions for the employment of simple and east 
MEANS FOR 

THE DETECTION OF ALL KINDS OF 

SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADULTERATIONS. 

LONDON PORTER. 

This well-known beverage, now the common drink of the 
inhabitants of London, by whom it is generally termed 
“ beer,” originated with a brewer named Harwood, in 1722. 
Previous to that period “ ale,” “ beer,” and “ twopenny,” 
constituted the stock in trade of the London publican, and 
were drunk, either singly or together, under the names 
of “ half-and-half,” or “ three-threads,” for which the vendor 
was compelled to have recourse to two or three casks, as the 
case might be. The inconvenience and trouble thus in- 
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curred led Mr Harwood to produce a beer which possessed 
the flavour of the -mixed liquors. In this lie succeeded 
so well that his new beverage rapidly superseded the 
mixtures then in use, and obtained a general preference 
among the lower classes of the people. At first this liquor 
was called “ entire,” or “ entire butt,” from being drawn 
from one cask only, but it afterwards acquired the now fa¬ 
miliar name of “ porter,” in consequence of its general con¬ 
sumption amongst porters and labourers. The name “ en¬ 
tire ” is still, however, frequently met with on the signs of 
taverns about the metropolis at the present day.* 

The characteristic of “ pure and wholesome porter ” are 
its transparency, lively dark brown colour, and its peculiar 
bitter and slightly burnt taste. Originally these qualities 
were acquired from the “ high-dried ” malt from which only 
it was brewed. It is now generally made from “ pale ” 
malt, mixed with a sufficient quantity of “ patent ” or 
“roasted”! malt, to impart the necessary flavour and colour. 
Burnt sugar is also commonly employed by the smaller 
brewer for the like purpose. Formerly this liquor was 
“ vatted ” and “ stored ” for some time before being sent out 
to the publican, but the change in the taste of the public 
during the last quarter of a century in favour of “ mild ” or 
“new’’porter, has rendered this unnecessary. The best 
“ draught porter,” at the time of its consumption, is now 
only a few weeks old. In this state only would it now be 
tolerated by the London porter drinker. The old and acid 
beverage that was formerly sold under the name of porter 
would be rejected at the present day, as “ hard ” and un¬ 
pleasant, even by the thirsty votaries of malt liquors that 
daily patronise the two “ Dover Castle3 ”J which arrest the 
attention of the passengers through the Lambeth marshes. 

The hygienic properties of porter, for the most part, re¬ 
semble those of other malt liquors. Some of our medical 
brethren conceive that it is better suited to persons with de¬ 
licate stomachs and weak digestion than either ale or beer. 
That there may be some reason for this preference, we are 
not prepared to deny. Certain it is, however, that the dark 
colour and strong taste of porter render its adulteration easier 
than that of ale, whilst such adulteration is more difficult of 
detection than that of the paler varieties of malt liquors. 
“For medical purposes, bottled porter (cervisia lagenaria) is 
usually preferred to draught porter. It is used as a restorative 
in the latter stages of fevers, and to support the powers of 
the system after surgical operations, severe accidents, &c.”§ 
When “ out of condition,” or adulterated, it is totally unfit 
for use as a beverage, even for the healthy; and when taken 
by the invalid, the consequences must necessarily be serious. 

Before entering on an examination and analysis of the 
malt liquors used in London, it will, of course, be proper to 
inquire into the composition of the materials which alone 
should be employed in their manufacture. These articles, 
as everyone knows, are—water, malt, and hops. We shall 
notice them seriatim. 

The water employed by the London brewers is, for the 
most part, derived from the River Thames (either directly, 
or through the Water Companies), or from deep wells reach¬ 
ing below the “ London clay ” formation. That derived 

* Vide “ The Green Man,” Bucklersbury, and numerous 
others, particularly in the suburbs of London. 

“ High dried,’’“ roasted,” and “patent malt” possess in 
a remarkable degree this property of colouring and flavouring the 
wort produced from “ pale” malt. Ono pound of patent rnalt 
mashed with about seventy-nine pounds of pale malt, will im¬ 
part to the liquor the usual colour and flavour of porter. 
“ Brown” or “ blown malt,” a variety dried at 260° Fahr., is 
also used to communicate flavour to dark-coloured beers. Malt 
dried at a higher temperature than 190® Fahr. will scarcely 
yield a fermentable wort. 

I Two noted houses on either side the Marsh -Gate, 
Lambeth, said to do four to six butts a day between them. 

§ Pereira. ‘Materia Medica and Therapeutics,’ vol. II, p. 
932. The same authority states that “ An extract of Cocculus 
Indicus, commonly called ‘ Black Extract,’ or ‘Hard Multum,’ 
is occasionally used by dishonest publicans to augment its in¬ 
toxicating properties.” 

from the river may be regarded as a mixture of spring and 
rain water, contaminated by the presence of organic matter, 
partly in a state of solution, and partly of mere mechanical 
admixture. The latter may be readily separated by sub¬ 
sidence or filtration. When thus depurated, Thames water, 
collected above Westminster Bridge,* possesses a considerable 
degree of purity, and may be employed for many purposes 
without disadvantage. By boiling, a large portion of the 
organic matter it holds in solution is volatized, or deposited, 
along with the greater part of its mineral impurities. Ac¬ 
cording to the analysis of Mr R. Phillips, the solid con¬ 
stituents of Thames water, at the respective localities, are as 
follows :f— 

I. Thames water collected at the source of the Grand 
Junction Water-Works Company, at Brentford. 

One gallon of water (70,000 grains avoirdupois) at 62° 
Fahr. contained (irrespective of atmospheric air and car¬ 
bonic acid)— 

Carbonate of lime (chalk) - - 16.000 grains. 
Sulphate of lime - - - - } „ 
Chloride of sodium (common salt) - ) ' ” 
Oxide of iron w 
Silica - - - f Very minute 
Magnesia - - - - - r portions. 
Carbonaceous matter - - 

Solid matter held in solution - 19.400 grains. 
Mechanical impurities - 0.368 „ 

Total solid matter - - 19.768 grains. 

II. Thames water collected at the source of the West 
Middlesex Water Works, at Barnes. 

One gallon contained—• 
Carbonate of lime - - - 16.000 grains. 
Sulphate of lime - - - - } . 
Chloride of sodium - - ' ” 
Oxide of iron, silica, magnesia, and } Very minute 

carbonaceous matter - - - ) portions. 

Solid matter held in solution - 18.600 grains. 
Mechanical impurities - .368 „ 

Total solid matter - - 18.968 grains. 

III. Thames water collected at the source of the Chelsea 
Water Works, at Chelsea. 

One gallon contained— 
Carbonate of lime - 16.500 grains. 
Sulphate of lime 
Chloride of sodium 
Oxide of iron, silica, magnesia, and 1 Very minute 

carbonaceous matter - - —) -portions. 

“ ^ 2.900 grains, 

Total solid matter in solution - 19,400 grains. 
Mechanical impurities - 0.238 „ 

Total solid impurities - - 19.638 grains.^ 

Another analysis of Thames water, collected from the 
river at Twickenham, about two hours after high water 
(Dec. 16th, 1847), gives the following results:—One gal¬ 
lon contained 22.48995 (say 22j- grains§) of solid matter, 
consisting of carbonate of lime, sulphate of soda, chloride of 

* The purity of the Thames water decreases rapidly as it 
runs through the crowded districts of London, from the filth 
poured into it from the sewers on its banks. By the time it 
reaches the city, it has becomo unfit for domestic use. Yet 
even in the various docks it is used to supply the shipping. It 
undergoes a species of putrefaction, and after subsidence, is 
found to be much improved. 

-f- Vide Report from the select committee of the House of 
Lords on the supply of water to the metropolis, 1840. 

J This would give about l-3680th, as the quantity of solid 
matter in Thames water. 

§ Here the solid matter was about of l-3100th part of 
the whole. 
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calcium, carbonate of magnesia, sulphate of pofcassa, sulphate 
of lime, silicic acid, soluble organic matter, insoluble organic 
matter, and free carbonic acid. The temperature of this 
•water was 49° Fahr., and its specific gravity 1.0003.* 

The following is the average of the results of six analyses 
of Thames water, collected midway between Westminster 
and Vauxliall bridges soon after ebb tide had commenced, 
and made especially for this work : 

One imperial gallon (equal to 70,000 grains) was thus 
found to contain, independently of air and free carbonic 
acid gas— 

Carbonate of lime - - - 
Sulphate of lime - 
Chloride of sodium - 
Phosphoric acid - 
Oxide of iron - 
Ammonia - 
Nitric Acid - 
Silica - - 
Sulphur 
Magnesia - 
Carbonaceous matter, representing 

organic matter in a--state of solu¬ 
tion and decomposition 

17.50 grains. 
2.75 „ 
1.25 „ 

> Traces. 

Total solid matter held in solution - 22.45 grains. 
Mechanical impurities remaining in ) q g,. 

the liquid after subsidence— -) ” 

Total of solid matter-contained in ) 
one gallon of Thames water > 23.10 grains.f 
under the conditions named - ) 

The deep-well water,$ which has its source in the chalk 
basin beneath the London clay, has been submitted to 
analysis, and found to be much richer in saline matter than 
Thames water. It is also remarkable for its “ softness,” 
which it owes to the presence of carbonate of soda; and it 
has attracted the notice of chemists, from the presence of 
phosphoric acid in combination with iron and lime. Ac¬ 
cording to Professor Graham, an imperial gallon of water 
from the well which supplies the brewery of Messrs Coombe 
and Delafield, in Long Acre, contains nearly 56^ grains of 
saline matter; the composition of which is— 

Carbonate of soda - 20.70 
Sulphate of soda - 42.94 
Chloride of sodium - 22.58 
Carbonate of lime - 10.96 
Carbonate of magnesia - - 0.92 
Phosphate of lime - 0.34 
Phosphate of non - 0.43 
Silica - - 0.79 

100.66§ 

Malt has, in like manner, been submitted to examination, 
and found to contain a large portion of saline matter, part 
of which it readily gives up to water, and thus it ultimately 
enters into the composition of the beer brewed from it. One 
hundred parts of the ashes of unhusked barley consist of— 

Potash - 13.65 
Soda - - - - 8.15 
Lime - - - - 2.65 
Magnesia 
Oxide of iron 

- 7.46 
- 1.50 

Phosphoric acid - 
Sulphuric acid 
Chlorine 

- 38.95 
- 0.12 
- 0.05 

* Proceedings of the Chemical Socie'y. 
d* This would give about l-3250th of “ saline matter;” and 

about 1 3120th part for the total “ solid matter” in solution. 
+ The wells which produce this water vary in depth from 

100 to 600 feet, and this water differs much from that lurnished 
by the upper strata. 

§ Mem. Chem. Soc. Vol, ii. 

Silica ------ 27.15 
Alumina ------ 0.22 

99.90* 

According to M. Payen,f ordinary barley contains 3T0 
per cent, of saline and mineral substances, chiefly consisting 
of—silica, phosphate of lime and magnesia, and soluble salts 
of potash and soda. Our own experiments lead us to fix the 
weight of the ash at about 2'9 per cent.J Husked barley 
contains considerably less.§ 

The Hop, which, perhaps more than any other ingredient, 
contributes to give the characteristic flavour and qualities to 
modern beer, also furnishes a small portion of solid matter to 
that beverage. The whole of the strobiles or catkins of the 
hop afford matter of this kind. Payen, Chevallier, and 
Pelletan have analysed the scales and lupulinic grains, and 
found them to contain—salts of potash, lime, and ammonia, 
combined with acetic, hydro-cliloric, malic, nitric, and sul¬ 
phuric acids; some of which are imparted to the beer during 
the operation of boiling. It is the lupulinic grains, also, that 
furnish the bitter principle|| and essential oil of the hop, and 
give the latter those properties which render it valuable in 
brewing. 

From the preceding data it will appear, that the saline 
matter present in pure malt liquor may be referred to the 
malt, hops, and water used in its manufacture, but chiefly 
to the former; and that the quantity of such matter, though 
variable in beer, will always range between certain limits 
which may be readily defined. An excess in this respect, or 
the presence of saline or mineral matter not referable to 
the above sources, will, hence, indicate adulteration. In 
like manner the saccharine gum, and extractive matter of 
the liquor, should be such as are produced from malt, and 
the bitter and aroma should be the product of the hop alone. 
Water, alcohol, and a very small quantity of acetic acid, are 
the only other substances which should be found in pure 
malt liquor. 

To be continued in our next number. 

* This nearly agrees with the results furnished in Johnston’s 
Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry, 1847. 

f Preces de Chimie Industrielle, Paris, 1849. 
£ Einhoff says that 3840 parts of barley-meal contains nine 

parts of phosphate of lime (nearly). 
§ Johnston says, line barley-meal contains only two per cent, 

of ash. 
|| Lupulite, the yellow powder from the strobiles, is termed 

“ Lupulina,” or “ Lupulin.” 
H This doos not refer to those very minute quantities of 

nitrogenous bodies referable to and productive of fermentation. 

*** Communications to be addressed to the Editor, at the 
Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It is particularly requested 
that the contributions to this journal be short and practical, 
and that the MS. be only on one side of the paper. 
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ISAAC BAKER BROWN, 
Owing to circumstances, over which we have no control, the above admirable sketch of a well-known and highly- 

respected Practitioner is unavoidably substituted for that of Dr Cliowne. We may so far explain as to say, that we are rather 
proud of the truthfulness of our Artist’s efforts, and jealous of his reputation ; therefore, when the work of art he presents 
appears to us not sufficiently imitative of the work of nature, we prefer to postpone its publication. This, unfortunately, 
has been the case with the portrait of Dr Chownc. The two Biographical Sketches will therefore exchange places, as 
the Portraits will have done.—Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’ 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

WM. CHOWNE, M.D. 
To those who may have the happiness of a personal 

acquaintance with the subject of this notice, a compli¬ 
mentary mention of him will appear unnecessary, for Dr 
Chowne has honourably distinguished himself by his zealous 
endeavours to advance medical science, and his name stands 
high in the list of those who have striven, by the invention 
and use of sanitary appliances, to ameliorate the physical 
evils that our imperfect social state inflicts on humanity. 

Dr Chowne became a member of the College of Surgeons 
in 1813, and soon after commenced practice in the populous 
district of Holland in Lincolnshire. In 1827 he graduated 
in the University of Edinburgh, left his country practice and 
came up to London to become a member of the College of 
Physicians, prior to which he determined upon passing a few 
years in the continental hospitals; he accordingly visited 
France, Spain, Italy, Germany, Holland, and other places 
famous for their hospitals and medical institutions ; he then 
returned to London and obtained his diploma as Licentiate 

of the Royal College of Physicians in 1833. Soon after he 
commenced practice in London, and was elected to the office 
of Physician Accoucheur to the St George's and St James’s 
Dispensary. This office, however (in which he was succeeded 
by Sir James Eyre) he resigned, in order to become a can¬ 
didate for that of Assistant Physician to the Chai'ing-cross 
Hospital. The election terminated in Dr Chowne’s favour, 
and from that time up to the present moment he has taken 
a most active share of the duties, both of the hospital and 

j the medical school attached to it. He has for many years 
occupied the obstetric chair, giving the whole of the lectures 
in this department as well as a portion of those upon Medi¬ 
cal Jurisprudence. Dr Shearman, however, (now consulting 
physician to the hospital) having resigned, Dr Chowne has 
succeeded him in the joint lectureship on the principles and 
practice of medicine, with Dr Rowland. Dr Chowne has 
contributed a large number of useful and practical papers to 
all the medical periodicals. In the second volume of the 

Lancet,’ 1838-9, will be found a series of lectures on pseudo 
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morbkl appearances. These lectures comprised a very com¬ 
prehensive view of the several subjects of that class connected 
with forensic medicine, in which it is necessary to distinguish 
between appearances which are the result of disease and ap¬ 
pearances nearly resembling them, but the results of other 
causes. On the subject of ecchymosis, Dr Chowne pointed 
out the means of determining the age of an ecchymosis, or 
in other words, of judging the time when an ecchymosis was 
produced, and whether that time corresponded to the date at 
which it is said to have been caused. Numerous cases are 
cited, in which Dr Chowne watched the daily changes, and 
accurately recorded the variations of colour, &c. 

Of the clinical lectures given by Dr Chowne at the Charing- 
cross Hospital on particular cases, a great many have been 
published, commencing in 1839 and continuing down to the 
present time, and for the most part they enter fully into the 
subjects they embrace. Remarks upon Epilepsy, an extraor¬ 
dinary and wo believe unique Case of Ulceration of Intes¬ 
tines, see ‘Lancet,’ vol. ii, 1838-39. On a case of ascites 

occurring in an infant, Sir Astley Cooper, who performed 
the operation of paracentesis abdominis, observed that this was 
the youngest patient upon whom he had ever been called to 
perform such an operation. An extraordinary case of the use 
of opium taking is to be found in the ‘ Provincial Medical 
and Surgical Journal’ 1841-2, by Dr Chowne, remarkable 
for the immense quantities taken, and for the dear and in¬ 
teresting details elicited from the patient as to its physiolo¬ 
gical and pathological effects. In ‘ Lancet ’ 1847, vol. i, 
will be found a paper “ On Accidental Strangulation fol¬ 
lowed by Recovery,” in which Dr Chowne enters into the 
phenomena of hanging by the neck without serious obstruc¬ 
tion to respiration. At the time when very zealous discus¬ 
sions were taking place throughout the medical profession in 
1847 on a point of great practical interest, viz., the practice 
to be adopted in cases of placenta praevia, attended with 
haemorrhage, a paper by Dr Chowne on “ The Source of 
Haemorrhage in partial Separation of the Placenta ’ —was 
read and discussed before the Royal Medico-chirurgical 
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society, which elicited some very warm commendations, and 
induced him to extend it to a series of papers which were re¬ 
published in the 4 Lancet.’ 

Dr Chowne was elected to give the oration on the 68th 
anniversary of the Medical Society of London, which he 
afterwards published in accordance with the wish of the 
society. In the published form, however, it was enlarged by 
copious notes, and was described by the Editor of the 
1 Athenaeum,’ as “ consisting of elementary truths, close rea¬ 
sonings, solid investigations, and originality of thought, 
conveyed in a polished elegance of style.” 

This is only one selected from a host of reviews, express¬ 
ing the same sentiments of this oration, “ alike honourable 
to the Author and to the society at whose 68th anniversary 
it was delivered.” 

Dr Chowne was President of the Westminster Medical 
Society in its palmy days, and was one of the few who stood 
by it in its difficulties, when its home was the Hunterian 
Museum in Windmill street. He also lent it valuable service 
upon its recovering its prosperity at the epoch when the good 
understanding always existing between the Westminster 
Medical Society and the Medical Society of London, led to 
a union of the two; which the high repute and the ortho¬ 
dox character of each rendered the more easy. The two 
societies by this arrangement became joint proprietors of a 
valuable library of many thousands of scarce and important 
volumes; of a freehold property, the bequest of the late 
Dr Lettsom; and of two medals annually, (a gold and 
a silver one) bequeathed by the late Dr Fotliergill also 
to the Medical Society of London. The negotiation of this 
union was conducted by a deputation from each society, and 
Dr Chowne, who was chosen as a member of the deputation 
on the part of the Medical Society of London, greatly 
assisted the happy issue. 

During the year 1850-1 Dr Chowne was elected to 
occupy the Presidential Chair of the Harveian Society, 
and at the opening of the session delivered an address, 
embracing a wide retrospect of the advance of science from 
the remotest periods. 

The appointments held by Dr Chowne are those of 
Physician to Charing-cross Hospital—Consulting Physician 
to the Ladies’ Charity of St George the Martyr, and to 
the Long-acre Episcopal Chapel Dorcas Society. He is a 
Fellow of the Medico-chirurgical Society, of the Medical 
Society of London, and of the Harveian Society; a Mem¬ 
ber of the Provincial Medical and Surgical Association, and 
of the Epidemiological Society, and a Corresponding Fel¬ 
low of the Royal Academy of Surgeons of Madrid. 

Dr Chowne is much liked as a teacher at the Hospital to 
which he has been attached many years, with great advantage 
to a large body of students. He is at home at the lecture 
table ; his style is easy and conversational, learned at times, 
combined with a thorough knowledge of his subject: at the 
bed-side he is seen to much advantage, where he is the 
gentlemanly physician, and kind friend of the student. In 
his intercourse with his medical brethren he is highly spoken 
of by all who may have had the honour to meet him. 

His height and figure are good, commanding, and gentle¬ 
manly ; with a scrupulous exactness and neatness of dress 
and personal appearance, which no doubt has assisted to 
increase the success he has achieved in the department of 
medicine to which he has more especially devoted himself. 
His profession appears to have been a labour of love to him ; 
and from the cares and duties of a most active life he has 
managed to snatch sufficient leisure to devote himself to a 
long-cherished idea for the amelioration and improvement 
of our sanitary regulations, having spent much time, and 
great philosophic research, upon the mode of increas¬ 
ing the comfort of our dwellings, and consequently our 
health, by a proper admission and renewal of fresh air into 
our rooms. His efforts will no doubt ultimately lead to an 
improved attention to a matter of the most vital import¬ 

ance. 
We may say of Dr Chowne that he is amongst those 

physicians who steadily inculcate and exercise the practice 
of medicine in its regular and orthodox form ; not uncon¬ 

scious, on the one hand, of the advantages afforded by aids 
to the improvement of medical knowledge which have been 
brought into practical use since his early days, nor, on the 
other hand, prone to follow in the path, however lucrative, 
or however bright with the allurements and eclat of novelty, 
which lead to doctrines based on unsound and unscientific, 
though ingenious and subtle theories. 

Dr Chowne’s views on these subjects, were they not other¬ 
wise known, might be gathered from his published works. 
Upon the baneful and mischievous empiricism of modern 
times, he says—“ Those who can look back, through a 
series of years, upon the phantasies which have been boasted 
into ephemeral lame, by the dupe and by the empiric in 
turn—who have seen these visions come and go, ushered 
into being with pretensions the most ostentatious, but exem¬ 
plifying, in their rapid lapse into neglect, their utter 
worthlessness and nothingness, will hold themselves more 
than justified for the exercise of that which the world calls 
scepticism, and for increasing their reserve in proportion as 
the claims upon their faith may have been confidently and 
authoritatively advanced. They may perhaps deem 
themselves excused should they, with more than common 
freedom, entertain the opinion that suspicion ceases to be a 
failing where the questions relate to a science of facts, and 
where the character of the science and the public health, 
of which that science is the accredited and should be the 
faithful guardian, are involved in the issue.” 

JAMES BIRD, ESQ. 
If it is not the fate of every man to be a hero or a philo¬ 

sopher, at any rate it stands in the way of each of us to be 
useful in his generation. An eminent reputation is very 
much a matter of chance. No man without the degree of 
doctor can be physician of an hospital, and very few of those 
who possess the degree acquire the office ; so that by far the 
large majority of the profession are hopelessly shut out from 
the opportunity of distinguishing themselves in the higher 
branches of their art. Since we cannot be all of us great 
men, it is wise to reconcile ourselves to our destiny. If 
small men sometimes creep into high places, it is another 
satisfaction to us, that the higher they go, the smaller they 
appear. It is only in the Celestial empire, as the Chinamen 
informed the Governor of California, that the highest offices 
are given to the men of most merit; so that it appears, 
while we have been abusing the wearers of long pigtails, 
for their ignorance and barbarism, they have actually had 
the sense and justice to put in force the principle of 
rewarding men according to their desert. The incongruity 
observed in our country in this respect has been the burden 
of our ceaseless lamentations, and the most hopeful mind 
has at length failed to expect that the goddess Astnea will 
ever again revisit our shores. Sir Thomas More and Utopia 
perished together. 

Every man’s path lies at his feet. We can take only one 
step at a time with safety, and your bold innovators, 
who strike into devious paths, and leap the chasms of 
life, are generally lost or ruined long before their ca¬ 
reer would have naturally closed. The man who keeps 
in the line of his duty will, if he persevere, walk 
safer and mount higher than the adventurer, who wastes 
his energies in purposeless and undisciplined efforts. 
Duty, also, often places us in strange situations. Here, for 
example, is our friend, Mr Bird—a steady, unassuming 
general practititioner, who, happening to know something 
about the Apothecaries’ Society, communicated it in a letter 
to the 4 Lancet;’ forthwith he was seized upon to assist in 
forming the Marylebone Association, and, after that, was 
duly inducted Honorary Secretary of the great National 
Association ! The career, the struggles, the triumphs, and 
defeats of that Society are well known; and there are few 
names connected with it more distinguished than that of 
James Bird. 

Mr Bird was bom at Cardiff, in Glamorganshire, in the 
month of February 1802. His father was an alderman of 
that borough, and his family have been residents there for 
uearly 300 years. He entered the profession as an articled 
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pupil to a highly-iutelligent practitioner, resident in May 
Fair, long since deceased; and was for several years a pupil 
of the late Joshua Brooks, at a time when his class was the 
most numerous one in the metropolis. Mr Bird attended 
the practice of St Bartholomew’s Hospital in the time of 
Ahern ethy. 

Having passed the College in 1825, he practised for seven 
years hi Cardiff, hut left that town for the metropolis in 
1832, the leading practice at Cardiff being at that time hi 
the hands of a near relative, who is now the consulting sur¬ 
geon to the Glamorgan and Monmouthshire Infirmary. For 
nearly twenty years Mr Bird has been fully occupied in 
general practice in London, and he holds the honourable ap¬ 
pointment of surgeon to the Royal Glamorgan Regiment of 
Militia. 

Mr Bird does not lay claim to any contributions to sci¬ 
ence, and his name is not to be met with in the columns of 
any of our periodicals, except in connexion with the pro¬ 
ceedings of the National Association. He was an exceed¬ 
ingly active member of the council of this body, and scarcely 
ever omitted an opportunity of attending its meetings. His 
entire soul and strength were engaged in its service. His 
thoughts were incessantly turned to the consideration of its 
operations and policy; and while success fired him with 
new zeal, the least misadventure plunged him in dismay. 
He was the barometer of the council, with, however, a con¬ 
stant tendency to rise. Generally hopeful, he was indisposed 
to see difficulties, and was, consequently, much disconcerted 
when they appeared. Still he had too much faith, courage, 
and manhood to yield, and he hoped on to the last, standing 
almost alone amid the ruins of a baffled policy. There is 
something great in this invulnerable faith—something beau¬ 
tiful in this undying devotion to a cherished cause. Mr Bird 
has a kind and friendly spirit, and wears a warm and genial 
expression. He is open and candid, makes friends and 
keeps them. He eutertains no ungenerous sentiments of his 
rivals or antagonists ; and as all who know him appreciate 
his character, he enjoys general respect. He was, if not 
the best, perhaps the most persuasive speaker in the council 
of the Association. He sometimes lost himself in an attempt 
to elaborate an argument; but after a while he seemed to 
know that he had gone out of his depth, and striking again 
into shoal water, lie quickly recovered his footing. Ilis 
speeches were generally delivered with much earnestness 
and feeling, and seldom failed to persuade his hearers of his 
entire devotedness to the cause he had espoused. Thus he 
conciliated support and esteem. The very tone of his voice 
was an appeal that could not be resisted. He was much 
beloved by his coadjutors, and not more than he deserved. 

Mr Bird is now upwards of fifty years of age, and is doing 
a very respectable practice at the west end of London. We 
hope that it will continue to increase, and that he will retain 
his health to enjoy it. He resides at 1G Orchard street, 
Portman square. 

JOHN BIRD, ESQ. 
This gentleman resides at 33 Guildford street, Russell 

square. He was apprenticed to Samuel Luscombe, Esq., one 
of the surgeons of the Exeter Hospital, and was a student at 
St Bartholomew’s Hospital. He passed his examination at 
the College of Surgeons in May, 1834, and the Hall in 
December of the same year. The only event in his career 
worthy of record is, that after practising in London some 
years, amaurosis disabled him from continuing his profession, 
and since the period of complete blindness (the spring of 
184G), all his endeavours to recover the independence of self- 
support have been unsuccessful. In the silence and solitude 
of blindness, his time has been occupied by reflecting on the 
causes of his repeated failures, and projecting fresh schemes 
of escape from mental imprisonment and isolation. However 
he still remains the victim of his malady, though we hope 
that his reflections may at some future time tend to the ad¬ 
vantage of other sufferers. 

edmund lloyd birkett, m.d. 
This gentleman is working his way into notice. lie holds 

the office of Curator of the Museum at Guy’s; and is Phy¬ 
sician to the City of London Hospital for Diseases of the 
Chest. As much of a man’s success hi life depends upon the 
connexions he forms, Dr Birkett has not been unmindful of 
this means of self-advancement, and he has, therefore, be¬ 
come a member of nearly all the Medical societies in the 
Metropolis, viz. the Medico-Chirurgical, the Hunterian, the 
Pathological, and the Sydenham Societies. He was also 
formerly a Vice-President of the Clinical Society of Guy’s, 
and he is one of the Editors of Guy’s Hospital Reports. He 
is the author of a new edition of Thomson’s ‘ Conspectus of 
the Pharmacopoeia.’ 

Dr Birkett graduated at Cambridge, and took his degree 
in 1847. He is a fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, 
and resides at 4 Montague street, Russell square. 

GEORGE BIRKETT, M.D. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1845. 

JOHN BIRKETT, ESQ. 

Among those gentlemen who pursue their profession in a 
scientific spirit Mr Birkett ranks high. He is a man of 
considerable promise, and likely to become one of our best 
London surgeons. He is growing slowly into repute, and 
his excellent qualities are recognised by all who have the 
opportunity of becoming acquainted with his character. 
Time is the manufacturer of good surgeons. 

Mr Birkett was apprenticed to Mr B. B. Cooper, and 
commenced his professional studies at Guy’s Hospital, in 
1831. He took his diploma at the College of Surgeons in 
1837, and was appointed Demonstrator of Anatomy at Guy’s 
the same year. These duties were continued until the year 
1849, when he was elected Assistant Surgeon to Guy’s Hos¬ 
pital, and took part in the lectures on anatomy, winch offices 
he still holds. 

He commenced practice in Broad Street buildings, in 
1841, having passed the two previous summer months in 
the principal hospitals and medical schools of the Continent. 
In 1844, he had the diploma of the fellowship of the college 
presented to him, and in 1846 he published a translation 
from the German, of Von Behr’s ‘ Handbook of Anatomy 
and in 1848 he obtained the ‘Jacksonian prize’ of the 
Royal College of Surgeons of England, for an Essay on the 
Diseases of the Breast, which was published in 1850. Upon 
his appointment as Assistant Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital, the 
Governors obliged Mr Birkett to reside close to the hospital, 
and he accordingly took up his abode at 6 Wellington street, 
Southwark. He has published several papers in Guy’s Hos¬ 
pital Reports relating to surgical subjects. 

J. BISHOP, ESQ. 

The subject of this notice is one of those gentlemen whose 
mind, for want of suitable opportunities of development, has 
been suffered to ran to waste, and has consequently failed to 
produce those useful results which might have been expected 
from it if engaged in a more active sphere. The last charter 
of the Royal College of Surgeons opened the way to a seat 
at the Council for such men as Mr Bishop. Without holding 
any important surgical office, attaining even a moderate 
amount of private practice, or distinguishing himself by any 
profound researches in surgery or physiology, Mr Bishop 
became popular among a certain set in the metropolis, and 
being supposed to possess a sufficiency of talent not to dis¬ 
honour the Council of the College, was elected to a seat in 
that august body. We do not deny that Mr Bishop is en¬ 
dowed with considerable talent. His recent work, as well as 
his previous essays on the deformities of the human body, 
prove that his mind is well instructed, and that his reflective 
powers arc of a high order; but his qualities, to the extent 
that he has yet exhibited them, are not such as we look for 
in a Councillor of the Royal College of Surgeons. It is evi¬ 
dent that his mind has been trained in the closet rather than 
the sick-ward, that he has been rather a student of princi- 
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pies tlian a practitioner. Even in his last work, which con¬ 
tains the result of the cogitations of a life, we find very little 
of a practical character, almost nothing directly applicable 
to the relief of the maladies of which it treats. Mr Bishop is 
a student, a mathematician, a philosopher if you will, but he 
is not a surgeon. Is it a fault, then, that he is placed in 
this anomalous position ? We dare hardly say that it is. 
The anomaly may hereafter constitute the rule, and the 
Council become the representative of what the College really 
is, a body of diversely qualified and diversely practising pro¬ 
fessional men. If the appointments to the great hospitals 
could be thrown open to competitors whose qualifications 
might be tested by contours, it might be proper and con¬ 
sistent that the Councillors of the College should be elected 
from among the surgeons to these institutions; but under 
present circumstances, we can expect nothing but that the 
Council will become a mixed body, and that the course now 
commenced will terminate in an entire change in the organi¬ 
sation of the College. The elections to the Council cannot 
stop midway with such men even as the well-read and ma¬ 
thematical Mr Bishop. In making these observations we do 
not enter upon the vexed questions of medical politics, but 
simply remark upon completed facts. 

Mr Bishop became a member of the College in 1825, a 
fellow in 1843, and is now one of the Council. He is con¬ 
sulting surgeon to the Northern Dispensary, which means, 
we presume, an office without duty, a great disadvantage for 
so young a surgeon. He wrote the articles on Larynx and 
Motion in the * Cyclopa;dia of Anatomy and Physiology 
and has contributed to the ‘ Medical Gazette ’ a paper on 
the “ Physiology of the Fifth Pair of Nerves; ” to the 
‘ London and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine/ on the 
“ Physiology of the Human Voice; ” to the ‘ Lancet,’ “ On 
Treatment of the Deformities ofthe Human Body,” and “ On 
Articulate Sounds, and on the Cause and Cure of Impedi¬ 
ments of Speech.” Mr Bishop’s practiceis, we believe, chiefly 
devoted to the relief of deformities. He is a great opponent 
to the use of the complicated stretching machinery frequently 
employed for the cure of spinal curvatures; he objects to the 
section of the sacro-lumbalis, and longissimus dorsi muscles 
for the same purpose, and sees no advantage in dividing the 
muscles for the cure of strabismus. His plan of treatment is 
ultra-constitutional, and although his views may be extreme 
they cannot fail to have a beneficial influence on practice. 
He resides at 38 Bernard street, Russell square. 

TWO WORDS WITH THE ‘LANCET.’ 

If it be unwise to indulge angry feelings about mischances 
that could not be averted, it is more unwise to make a public 
exhibition of our chagrin. Yet this imprudence the ‘ Lancet ’ 
has ventured to commit. It has valorously made itself ridi¬ 
culous, and has given us the opportunity of enjoying a hearty 
eachination at our contemporary’s ill humour. For many 
weeks the 1 Lancet ’ has periodically announced, in large 
capitals, its intention to publish a memoir and portrait of 
Dr Billing; but that gentleman could not be persuaded to 
supply the necessary intelligence, so that the utmost disap¬ 
pointment was felt among the conductors of the journal, 
•lust as their agitated feelings were settling into the deepest 
despondency, lo ! the thirteenth number of the ‘ Medical 
Circular ’ was issued, and in it appeared an admirable por¬ 
trait and genial sketch of the renowned doctor, published in 
our ordinary course, and without any preliminary puff of 
our intentions. This was “ a heavy blow and great discour¬ 
agement ” to the ‘ Lancet ’—the office rose in commotion, 
and the editor, unable to restrain his vexation, forthwith 
ejected his bile over the columns of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 
This is, doubtless, a satisfaction to him; and we hope 
that, having relieved his liver, he will recover his amiability. 
We can assure him that it affords us an enviable amusement. 
The * Lancet ’ informs the profession that we were not 
authorised to publish the portrait; and what of that, Mr 
Editor? You have done us a service by communicating to 

the profession a fact that we desire them to understand,-^- 
which is, that when wre wTant to publish a sketch, or even a 
portrait, of any member of our profession, vre can do it 
whether consent be given or withheld. While you are 
puzzling yourselves about ways and means, sulking over 
your disappointments, and wondering how yon shall excuse 
your defeat without degrading yourselves in the eyes of the 
profession, we are steadily pursuing our object, speaking the 
truth without disparagement or flattery, and so receiving 
aid where you meet only with disappointment. The secret 
is this—our pages are not loaded with cumbrous and 
awkward flattery, spun out to a length that makes reading 
a labour, and the object of your panegyric ridiculous. Our 
etchings have a brevity, vigour, and truthfulness that every¬ 
body can recognize and appreciate, and which you, being 
unable to imitate, solace yourself by abusing. We intend 
to give a pen-and-ink sketch of yourself at no distant time, 
and you will then be able to judge whether or not we are 
accurate delineators of character. Some day also we may 
be tempted to reprint from your pages biographical sketches 
of the bats and owls of former days, and show their won¬ 
derful transformation into high-minded honourable gentle¬ 
men and distinguished savans. 

One wrord more. The ‘Lancet ’ has informed the profession, 
that we were not authorised to publish as an advertisement the 
document declaring the term's upon which Members shall be 
admitted to the Fellowship of the College of Surgeons. Very 
true; but if we pay the cost of the duty, who has a reason to 
complain ? The circumstance happened in this way:—finding 
after we had made up our journal that we had omitted this 
document, we determined to place it among our advertise¬ 
ments, even although we should be required to pay a duty 
by so doing. The profession therefore have reason to be 
obliged tous,andwe esteem it a favour on the part of the‘Lan¬ 
cet’ that it should have called public attention to our liberality. 
Let the ‘ Lancet,’ however, understand that our advertise¬ 
ments are rapidly increasing in number, and that in a very 
short time we shall surpass that journal as much in this re¬ 
spect as we do already in the excellence of our literary 
department. We are satisfied that if the distribution of 
advertisements rested solely with the Council of the College 
of Surgeons, it is not the ‘ Lancet’ that would enjoy a privi¬ 
lege to the exclusion of other journals, since it is well known 
that the gentlemen constituting the Council have been, both 
individually and collectively, the objects of the coarsest and 
most virulent attacks almost unremittingly directed against 
them by the editor of that journal. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 
CORRECTIONS OF THE EDITIONS FOR 1852. 

(continued.) 

LONDON. 

Beale, Miles, for 41 Bishopegate Within, read 31 Fins¬ 
bury square and 41 Bishopsgate street, Within. 

Winn, Jas. M., M.D., removed from Truro, Cornwall (see 
‘Provincial Directory,’) to 13 Finsbury square. 

£) Inhume 
February 1 —Dr John Kidd, R.N., and F.R.C.S., uncle 

of Abraham Kidd, M D., of Ballymena, Ireland, at Melbourne, 
Australia. Dr Kidd died in the 48th year of his age. He was 
much respected and beloved by his friends and brother officers. 
He received his medical education at Dublin and Edinburgh, 
and entered the Royal Navy, as assistant-surgeon, at an early 
a"e; he was soon promoted to the rank of surgeon, and had 
the honour of serving his country above twenty years. Dr 
Kidd was distinguished as a cool and steady operator, prompt 
in the treatment of disease, and skilful in its diagnosis. He 
saw much active service, and his name is honourably men- 
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tioned in an Auckland paper, dated 17tli January, 1846, by 
Col. H. Despard, to his Excellency, Governor Gray; lie was 
then surgeon on board H.M S. Castor. On this occasion (an 
engagement with the rebel Chiefs Kawiti and Heke), he and 
Dr Pine were the senior medical officers among both Naval 
and Military, when a large number of officers and men were 
either killed or wounded. 

March 10-Daws, M.D., formerly of Wisbeacli, Cam¬ 
bridgeshire, at Washington, U.S., aged 73. Dr Daws emi¬ 
grated in 1819. The ‘ Washington Intelligencer’ says that 
—“he always maintained a distinguished position in the 
ranks of his profession in that city, and that in the diagnosis 
of disease he was pre-eminent.” He is equally praised as a 
good citizen, and head of a family. 

April 1—Mrs Elizabeth Fitzpatrick, from decay of 
nature, at Brooklyn, New York, aged 145. This venerable 
lady was a native of Scotland, and had been led from the altar 
by no less than eight husbands. Four of the matches took 
place in Scotland, and four in America. Thirty children (?) 
survive her. 

May 8—Henry J. Bernard, Esq., for many years in 
large medicttl practice in the city of Wells, aged 72. 

June 28—Dr John Taylor, at Fitzwilliam street, Hud¬ 
dersfield, aged 41, physician to the Huddersfield Infirmary, 
formerly physician to the North-London Hospital, professor 
of Clinical Medicine, University College, London, fellow of 
the Royal College of Physicians, London. He was an eminent 
and inestimable man. Huddersfield and the West Riding of 
Yorkshire will deeply feel and regret his loss. He has been 
very highly and deservedly respected. In the midst of his 
benevolent professional career, and in the prime of life, an 
inscrutable Providence has snatched him away. His end was 
calm, happy, and peaceful. On Tuesday, the 29th of June, 
a post-mortem examination of the body took place, in the 
presence of the following medical gentlemen : T. P. Teale, 
of Leeds, Samuel Booth, William J. Clarke, and Thomas A. 
BottomleyLiver enlarged, and studded throughout its 
whole extent with masses of encephaloid matter, varying in 
size from that of a pea to a pullet’s egg. Left kidney about 
the size of two fists, extremely hard, and infiltrated through¬ 
out with encephaloid (?) matter (opaque white solid matter). 
Right kidney healthy. Great enlargement of the lymphatic 
glands in front of the spine and at the upper part of the ab¬ 
domen. Lungs studded throughout with small, opaque, hard, 
white masses, from the size of a pea to that of an almond. 
Heart: Left ventricle slightly hypertrophied, mitral valve 
white, thick, and opaque, and its chord® tendine® white, 
thick, opaque, and shortened; aortic valves thickened and 
opaque; right ventricle thin and flaccid. Portions of the 
liver, lung, kidney, and lymphatic glands examined under 
the microscope, all showing the same encephaloid deposit— 
nucleated cells with nucleoli, and interspersed with melanotic 
matter.—‘ Lancet.’ 

July 2—Thomas Thomson, M.D., Regius Professor of 
Chymistry in the University of Glasgow, at Kilmun, Argyll¬ 
shire, in the 80th year of his age. Dr Thomson graduated 
at Edinburgh in 1800, and in 1818, the year after the insti¬ 
tution of the Chair of Chymistry in the University of 
Glasgow, was appointed Professor. He was a Fellow of the 
Royal Societies of London and Edinburgh; was the author 
of * A System of Chemistry,’ and of several valuable and 
original papers, while both as a teacher and chemist his 
reputation had long been deservedly European. 

The medical profession has just lost one of its brightest 
ornaments in France. Professor Recamier died sud¬ 
denly of pulmonary apoplexy, in his 78th year, and, up to 
the last moment of his existence, he was actively engaged 
in the laborious duties of a very large practice. Long 
would it take his biographer to enumerate the many improve¬ 
ments suggested by his energetic mind, in the various 
departments of medicine. We shall therefore merely remind 
our readers that he originated all the improved modern 
methods of treating surgical affections of the womb. No 
pomp nor display of ostentation characterised his life, and 
his obsequies would have been equally simple but for the 
immense concourse of poor and rich, anxious to show the 

last public token of respect to one in whose long career 
charity and science had ever walked hand in hand, A 
noble example to us all! Amongst this concourse were 
many generations of medical men; many of them had 
been Recamier’s pupils, and some few have heard the clinical 
lectures he gave at the Hotel Dieu—when Bichat was his col¬ 
league, in the days of the Republic one and indivisible. Round 
his remains were gathered deputations from the Faculty and 
the Academy of Medicine; eloquent orations were pro¬ 
nounced over his tomb by Trousseau, Gibert, and Maison- 
neuve; and, though science could do no otherwise than claim 
the right of placing an immortal laurel on his devoted head, 
it could not dispel the heartfelt emotion and deep anguish 
which wrung many a manly brow, assembled for the solemn 
task of paying the last honours to one so virtuous, kind- 
hearted, and so universally well-beloved.—‘ Lancet.’ 

Lately, on his passage from the Cape of Good Hope, Dr 
Ingram, Surgeon of the Gloriana, from disease of the heart. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

University of Oxford.—At the Convocation of Ox¬ 
ford, the honorary degree of LL.D. was conferred on 
Professor Alison and on Professor Owen. 

University of Cambridge.—The degree of M.D. has 
been conferred on Thomas Lockley and A. W. Barclay, of 
Cains College. 

Royal College of Physicians.—At a quarterly 
meeting of the Comitia Majora, held at the College, on Fri¬ 
day, June 25tli, the following gentlemen, having undergone 
the necessary examinations for diploma, received the licence 
of the College :—Dr Gore, Worthing ; Dr Sehulliof, Suffolk 
place, Pallmall, East; Dr Winn, Finsbury square. Dr 
Ilyams, Duke street, Liverpool; and Dr Dunhill, York, 
were admitted extra-licentiates. 

IIarveian Oration.—This annual oration, commemo¬ 
rative of the illustrious William Harvey, was delivered on 
Saturday, the 26th of June, in the spacious library of the 
Royal College of Physicians, Pallmall, East, in the presence 
of the President, Censors, and a numerous body of Fellows 
and members of the College, and other distinguished visitors. 
The oration, as usual, was in the Latin language, and was 
composed by Dr Formby, of Liverpool; but owing to that 
gentlemans defective eyesight, was read by the senior 
Censor, Dr Wilson. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted Members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 25th ult.:— 
Robert Joseph Biggs, Kingswood hill, Gloucestershire; 
William Collingwood, Camberwell; Joseph Cockshot, Dub¬ 
lin ; James Nathaniel Grant, Thayer street, Manchester 
square; Thomas Edward Halls, Horsleydown; William 
Little, Corsliam, Wiltshire ; John Magennis, Bellerbet, 
County Cavan; Eugene O'Neill, Cork; Charles Frederick 
Perceval, Killnore hill, Waterford; Matthew Bass Smith, 
Louth, Lincolnshire ; Thomas Westropp, Ardcanny, County 
Limerick; Alderman T. H. Waters, Minley Manor house, 
Hants. On the 2nd inst.:—Timothy Doyle, Kilkenny; 
William Mitchell Firth, Army ; Benjamin Godfrey, Romsey, 
Hants; Tom Smith Hewitt, Nottingham ; Edward A. G. L. 
Lundy, Hon. East India Company’s Service ; Albert Massey, 
Camberwell; John Thomas Muriel, Ely; Richard Bird 
Nason, Nuneaton, Warwickshire ; Robert Taylor, Botesdale, 
Suffolk; Charles White, Doncaster, Yorkshire. At the 
same meeting of the Court, Mr Henry Crocker passed his 
examination for Naval Surgeon. This gentleman had pre¬ 
viously been admitted a Member of the College, his diploma 
bearing date July 25, 1845. 

Collegiate Election.—The Fellows of the College of 
Surgeons assembled on Thursday in the Library of the 
Institution, for the election of the Council of four Fellows, in 
the vacancies occasioned by the resignation of Mr Stafford, 
the death of Mr Dalrymple, and the resignation, in the 
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prescribed order, of Messrs B. Cooper and W. Coulson. At 
one o’clock, the President, Mr South, and the Vice-Presi¬ 
dents, Messrs Hawkins and Luke, entered the room, when 
tire first-named gentleman, having explained the objects of 
the meeting, called on the Secretary to read the bye-laws 
relating to the mode of election. This having been done, 
the President then invited the Fellows to approach the bal- 
loting-box, and before handing in the voting paper to record 
their names in a book provided for the purpose. This hav¬ 
ing been complied with, and the whole of the gentlemen 
present (about 130) having voted, the President then pro¬ 
ceeded to read the whole of the papers, an account of which 
was kept by the Vice-Presidents, the Secretary, and the 
Librarian, after which the election was declared to have fallen 
on Messrs Cooper, Coulson, Gulliver, and Partridge. In the 
evening the Fellows sat down to a sumptuous entertainment 
provided by the Messrs Watson, Coggins, and Banks, of the 
Freemason’s Tavern, who well maintained the reputation of 
that renowned establishment. Mr J. H. Green ably presided 
on the occasion. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practice, on Thursday, June 24, 
1852 : — James Atkinson, Malton, Yorkshire ; George 
Dranstield Brown, Croydon ; Merrick Lloyd Burrows, Dun¬ 
kirk, Devizes; Maurice Davis, Thame, Oxon; George 
Davenport Freeman, Bath; Thomas Artindale Handsley, 
Alford, Lancashire ; Henry Jardine, London ; Richard Bal¬ 
four Reid, Liverpool; Anthony Ridley, Sunderland; Robert 
Tod, Edinburgh. On Thursday, July 1, 1852 :—Donald 
Fraser, London; Charles William Goodall; Robert Grundy, 
St Helens, Lancashire; William Harbord, Wainfleet, Lin¬ 
colnshire; James Innes M‘Intosh; George Moore, Tonbridge 
Wells; George William Noad, Newfoundland; JolinWatkyn 
Phillips. 

Death through Alleged Want op Skill by a 

Midwife.—At the Thames police-court, an illitei'ate Irish 
midwife, named Elizabeth Kinkalty, who had been some 
time in practice among her poor countrywomen, was 
charged lately with having caused the death of Catherine 
Cushman, the wife of a ballast-heaver, by want of skill, &c., 
shown during her confinement. The particulars were 
brought under the notice of the police by Mr Wilson, one of 
the medical officers of St George-in-the-East, and were said 
to be of a most frightful nature; they have not as yet been 
publicly made known. At the inquest an open verdict was 
returned; but the magistrate, deeming the case one re¬ 
quiring further investigation, remanded the prisoner for a 
week. In one report of the case, it was said that death was 
caused by rupture of the common iliac artery. Proof was 
offered that direct external violence of a most unnecessary 
kind had been used by the woman, who sent for medical 
assistance only when her unhappy victim was in articulo 
mortis. Mr Wilson, in his evidence, said that nothing could 
have saved the woman, after the violence had been used; 
and that it heti'ayed an amount of folly and rashness almost 
incredible. Labour had scarcely commenced. 

Dr Conolly. —The magistracy of the county of Mid¬ 
dlesex have been surprised by the receipt of the formal 
resignation by Dr Conolly, of the office of Chief Physician 
to the County Lunatic Asylum, at Norwood (wrongly called 
Hanwell), an appointment which Dr Conolly has held since 
1839. No reason has as yet been assigned for this step. It 
is understood that the vacancy will not be filled up, the 
duties being divided among the other medical officers of the 
Institution. 

Dr. Risdon Bennett has been elected Physician to the 
General Life Assurance Office, iu the room of Dr. Bull, re¬ 
signed. Dr. Waller, Dr. Alison, Dr. Aldis, Dr Habershon, 
and Dr. Bird, were also candidates. 

Bengal Medical College.—From the General Report 
on Public Instruction in the lower provinces of the Bengal 
Presidency, it appears that the Medical College is progress¬ 
ing rapidly in public estimation. At the commencement of 
the past anatomical session, the number of students who hac. 
entered for their studies amounted to 145. From a state¬ 

ment of the number of bodies taken to the College for 
dissection and operation, we learn that they amounted to 
130 in November, 219 in December, 171 in January, 129 
hi February, and 73 in March, making a total of 722: of 
this large number, 501 bodies were actually dissected, 92 
were used for operations, 23 used in the examinations, 38 
for the lectures, and 68 were useless from rapid decomposi¬ 
tion. Dr S. G. Chuckerbutty, the native student, who had 
studied for five years in the University College, London, 
and attained the degree of M.D. from the London Univer¬ 
sity, and the diploma of the London College of Surgeons, 
had returned to Bengal, and been appointed Assistaut- 
physician in the Medical College Hospital, performing his 
duties in a highly creditable manner. During the past 
session, 788 works had been added to the College Library, 
which now contains 6,503 works on anatomy, surgery, 
medicine, and the collateral sciences. It appears necessary 
to enforce a strict discipline in the school, as towards the 
end of the session some of the students were engaged in a 
riot with persons outside the College walls, which led to 
the interference of the police, by whom ten of the pupils 
were seized and taken before the magistrate, who punished 
all of them by fines. This matter having been investigated 
by the Secretary of the College, was reported to the Council 
of Education, who felt themselves obliged to make an ex¬ 
ample by expelling from the College six stipendiary students 
and four free students. 

Surgery in the East.—From the annual report of 
the’ Medical College of Bengal, for the session 1851-52, it 
appears that, during that period, Professor O’Shaughnessy 
has performed 163 operations, exclusive of 120 minor opera¬ 
tions, making a total of 283, with only 9 fatal cases. Mr 
R. O’Shauglmessy is now a member of the Council of the 
College, and also Professor of Surgery. This gentleman 
has just received a donation of 2,0007. from the government 
of India, in acknowledgment of his sendees in the construc¬ 
tion of the electric telegraph, having previously received 
similar acknowledgment, but of smaller amounts, from the 
Calcutta Chamber of Commerce and the Trade of Associa¬ 
tion. From a return of minor surgical operations, per¬ 
formed at the out-door Dispensary of the Medical College, 
during the past year, it appears that 2188 have been treated 
successfully, including 495 cases of tapping for hydrocele, 
which have been returned as cured. 

Lectures on Insanity.—The East India Company have 
lately passed a resolution, rendering it imperative on medical 
students entering their service to attend to the study of 
mental diseases. In 1823, Sir A. Morison first gave lectures 
in this country on the necessity of this step; and he was the 
first to introduce lectures on the subject in Bethlem Hospital, 
under the patronage of the late Lord Shaftesbury, to which 
of late years the governors have given greater facilities to 
students. 

Testimonial to Dr Davey.—A most gratifying ex¬ 
pression of the warm feeling entertained towards this gentle¬ 
man was manifested on Wednesday last, by the attendants 
of the female department of the Middlesex Asylum at Colney 
Hatch, on his leaving that establishment (over which he has 
for some time presided) to become the proprietor of a private 
lunatic asylum at Northwoods, near Bristol. Dr Davey was 
much gratified and surprised, when, on being summoned by 
the attendants to the association-room, he was presented 
with a mark of their regard and esteem, in the shape of a 
massive silver fish slice and fork. 

Fearful Mortality on Board the Ship ‘Lady 

Montague.’—Two Hundred and Seventy-four 

Deaths.—The enormous mortality on board this ship has 
attracted the attention of the Board of Trade, and an in¬ 
vestigation is in progress to ascertain its causes. It appears 
that the vessel was filled with Chinese emigrants, and that 
portions of the provisions were unfit for use, while she was 
also deficient in accommodation. We quote from the log. 
“ Summary of extract from the log of the ship ‘ Lady 
Montague,’ from Cumsing Moon, in China, to Callao:— 
Feb, 17: Received the emigrants on board. 18th to 28th: 
Number of Chinese died, 7; remarks—two Chinese jumped 
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overboard, and were picked tip. March 1 to 21: Died, 91 
Chinese, and two Lascars; remarks — one Chinese jumped 
overboard, and was drowned; several described as being 
found dead in the morning, having died during the night. 
April 1 to 13 : Died, 51 Chinese, two Lascars, and the 
second mate of the ship; remarks—during the passage 
several casks of water were found to be sour, and perfectly 
unfit for use; also, the fish sent on board for the use of the 
emigrants. April 13: Died, the steward; ship arrived at 
Hobart Town. April 14 to 30: Died, five Chinese and two 
Lascars. April 30: Ship sailed from Hobart Town to 
Lima. May 3 to 31: Died, 10 Chinese, 7 Lascars, and 
two of the crew, the surgeon of the ship, and' one ap¬ 
prentice. June 20 : Died, 7 Chinese, 4 Lascars, and second 
mate of the ship. June 27 : Ship arrived and anchored at 
Callao. Total deaths: Chinese, 171; Lascars, 17; crew, 
7. From the above it would appear that 193 persons died 
between the 18th February and the 28th June. It is, 
however mentioned in the log that the Governor of Callao 
came on board to ascertain the number of deaths, and to 
cause the ship to be fumigated, and the result is stated 
thus: Number of deaths, 245 ; remaining, 201.—T. H. 
Farrar.” The owner is unable to furnish any additional 
particulars; he states that the captain had died, and the 
mate, in disobedience of his orders, had chartered the ship 
for the conveyance of emigrants, in consequence of which 
he had been superseded. 

Large Infants.—In a recent paper in the ‘ Zeitschrift 
fur Geburtsk,’ Dr Siebold observes that when new-born 
infants are not actually weighed, the most ridiculous ex¬ 
aggerations prevail in respect to the estimates of the weight 
of the larger ones. Since 1825, he has had .all the children 
weighed at the Berlin, Marburg, and Gottingen Institutions, 
with which he has been successively connected, and the 
heaviest he has met with only reached llj pounds, not¬ 
withstanding we peruse fabulous statements of 20 pounds 
being attained. That such statements, however, are not 
always fabulous, is seen from the fact of a recent instance 
recorded in an American journal by Dr Johnston, in which 
the child weighed exactly 20 pounds, and the placenta 3 
pounds. Its length was 25^ inches, the breadth of the 
shoulders 8|-, and of the hips 7f inches. The occipito¬ 
mental diameter was 6| inches; the occipito-frontal 5f, and 
the biparietal 4f inches. The labour was accomplished 
in eight hours, but owing to the great delay which the pas¬ 
sage of the shoulders and hips entailed, the child was still¬ 
born. In another case, recently observed by M. Depaul, 
the child, which was born dead with the epidermis detached, 
after version, weighed nearly 14A pounds, and measured 
about 21 inches.—‘ American Jour, of Med. Science.’ 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Messes J. Richards,(2S Newcastle street, Strand),Authur Havell, 

Mr John Simmons (Ealing), and the Rev. James Kelly.—uom- 

munieations received. 

Dr Robert Stewart (Belfast).—The Twenty-second Annual Report 
of the Belfast District Asylum for the Insane has been received. 

Mr J. R. Hatfield (Wibsey, Bradford).—You have been nvsinformed 
on the point in question ; we know of no such privilege. 

A Fellow of tiie Rotal College of Physicians begs us to siy that 
the following sentence in his last letter is a quotation from Dr 
Dickson's works; “ When a man is hot, and his skin dry all over, 
no matter what the cause be, you may bring his condition to 
the state of health by throwing cold water over him.” 

Mr Cox (Kensall Town).—The request shall be attended to in duo 
season. 

A. B. C. -You had better observe existing regulations and leave 
nothing to chance, it is unlikely that penury will be received as a 
plea. Try Australia,, 

M. D,—We are entirely with you in opinion. The Lunacy laws do 
require amendment, that they may be brought more into harmony 
with prevailing ideas on the subject. We have not room enough for 
the letter. 

Machaon.—Tt will not often happen that we shall be able to pnblish 
the two articles in the same number. The History of Medicine, re¬ 
plete as it is witli curious and recondite information, and offering 
materials for a more comprehensive history of the science, cann it 
fail to possess an interest for reading men. It will be continued as 
we have the opportunity. 

A General Practitioner.—Rules have been laid do vn for guidance 
under such circumstances, but in general it is b etter for a gentleman 
to consult his own sense of propriety. Circums:ancos will some¬ 
times occur such as those referred to, in which neither party may 
know how exactly to act, and both give offence. The best rule is “for¬ 
bearance.” There is a great want of a Court of Honour ro settle 
such questions. lathe meantime let a General Practitioner make 
his own heart the court. We do not see any adequate groan l of 
offence. The consultant is generally regarded as a person of 
gentlemanlike bearing. 

J. II. (Bath).—Dr W. F. Chambers is residing wo believe in the Isle of 
Wight. The other Dr Chambers is one of the Physicians of St 
Mary’s Hospital, but is no relation, so far as we know, of the former 
celebrated physician. 

Antiquary.—St B iriholomaw's is the oldest and largest hospital in 
London. We may give notices of the kind at a future time. 

Our readers will excuse ns for an occasional insertion of a friendly no¬ 
tice. We have r csived the following from Mr Blamay, of Penryn. 

Sir,—I have read up to the two last numbers, and from the table 
of contents in them displayed, I promise myself no stint of good 
things to come. Indeed, if i judge aright, the bill of fare continues 
to improve. No wonder that your correspondent should so highly 
eulogize the new feature in your publication, on beverage and food. 
'Tvviil considerably increase its popu'arity, and extend its wide in¬ 
fluence and usefulness beyonl the circumseribed circle of the mere 
professional reader, without diminishing one iota of its claims to 
professional regard. I foresaw, from the commencement, one proof 
of this in tiie biographical notices; and you do wisely in making 
these portraitures of character as copious and full as your limits 
will admit. In town, as well as in the provincial districts, unlike 
tiie parish clergyman, the medical gentleman is not allowed to hide 
his head under a bushel; but, placed on the highest eminence, is 
expected to give light to all around ; consequently lie becomes a 
character in whom every one is interested, and as such, his history 
is read with pleasure by all daises, as well as by nil creeds. 

I am Sir, your oba lient servant, 
Penryn, July 6tli, 1S52. R. M. Blamey. 

A Licentiate (Glasgow).—We know some of tiie names attached to 
tiie prospectus sent to us, and we can assure our correspondent that 
they are the names of respectable men. Beyond this assurance we 
can say nothing. 

J. E. (Limerick).—We regret that our correspondent’s letter opens up 
so extensively questions connected with religious polemics that we 
should not be justified in giving it insertion. It is evident that there 
would be much imprudence in our permitting a theological contro¬ 
versy to rage in our columns, and onr correspondent must see that 
the argument conducted on tiie grounds lie is prepared to stand 
upon, would necessarily involve questions of faith. As lie requires 
information respecting the opinions of Hippocrates, we refer him to 
that Author’s treatise ‘ On the Sacred Diseise,’ which opens with 
these words, “It is thus with regard to the Sacred Disease: it ap¬ 
pears to he nowise more divine nor more sacred than other diseases, 
buthasanatur.il cause from which it originates like other affec¬ 
tions. Men regard its nature and cause as divine from ignorance 
and wonder, because it is not at all like to other diseases; and this no¬ 
tion of its divinity is kept up by their inability to comprehend it, 
and tiie simplicity of the mode by which it is cured, for min are 
freed from it by purifications and incantations.” Again, “If foim 
be emitted by the mouth, and the p itient kick with his feet, Ares 
gets the blame. But terrors which happen during the night, and 
fevers and delirium, and jumpings out of bed, an l frightful appar¬ 
itions and fleeing away,—all these they hold to be the plots of Hecate 
and the invasions of the Heroes, and use purifications and incan¬ 
tations, and, as appears to me, make the divinity to bo most 
wicked and impious. Neither truly do I count it a worthy opinion 
to hold that tiie body of man is pollute 1 by God, tiie most impure 
by the most holy; for were it defiled, or did it suffer from any other 
thing, it would be like to be purified and sanctified, rather than 
polluted by God.—Its origin is bet editary like that of other diseases.” 
So much, and a great deal more to the same effect by the “father 
of piivsic.” We are quite aware that some writers have thought it 
consistent with philosophy to assume the action of spirits upon tiie 
body and mind of man. A friend of our own lias lately attempted to 
prove something of this kind. It is also a doctrinal point among 
some religious sects. We have no wish to raise or encourage this 
controversy; we shall have enough to do if we confine ourselves to 
tiie evidences afforded by physical science, and limit our efforts to 
tiie advancement of pure and legitimate medicine. Onr correspon¬ 
dent is evidently a man of ability, but let him leave chronology and 
dialectics, and cleave to sound science. In our younger days we 
studied both subjects—aye, and wrote about them too, but we found 
nothing satisfactory in such an occupation of the mind. If 
J. K. will throw his talent into an essay upon a strictly medical 
subject, we shall be happy to give it insertion. 

Quivis—C immunication received. The suggestions shall have our 
best consideration. 

Mr Jas. M. Thomas (St Andrew’s), Dr Wm. Augustus Wolseley 
(Rothesay).—Communications in type, and will be published in 
our next number. 



.Chircrqus.—We see ample evidence In our correspondent's letter 
that lie has not read carefully either our own journal or the others to 
which he refers. He cannot Judge of the importance of an article 
simply by reading the Indices, f >r it sometimes happens that Editors 
put a popular name at the he id of a paper, which on examination 
may consist of only a few lines or paragraphs, and was commu¬ 
nicated by some third party, sir Benjamin Brodio “ On Diseases of 
the Bladder," for examp'e, is a taking title, but the article may 
contain a few stale and oft-repeated opinions, perhaps mere gossip, 
published without authority. With reference to the specific points, 
Chirdrgus will find a comment by Christison, “ On the Diet of 
Prisoners,’'in No. 10, p. 181, with direct reference to the original 
article, not to the second-hand notice, as our Correspondent would 
seem to require. As for Professor Syme “ On Perinavil Section,” 
notices may b3 found passim, under various ti les, and Dr Bennett, 
on the subject of “ Dencocythemin,” lias had a considerable portion 
of our space.— Fide Nos 6 and 8. Dr Quoin “On the Arrest of 
rhtli sis,” In No. 11. “Fatty Degenerations” liive also been re¬ 
ferred to. Chirurgtis must not forget that there are some men con¬ 
tinually puffing them selves through the press, s i that we, can hardl y 
open a journal without finding an article of some kind from their 
pens. We can show no favour to such persons. Our duty is to put 
before the profession whatever may be new or important in facts or 
practice, and to leave fine, names to the fine gentlemen who are 
worshippers of them. Wc hope Chirurgus will acquaint himself 
with facts, before he ventures a second time to commit his opinions, 
even anonymously, to paper. 

Dr Cottle (Ryde).—A private letter shall he sent. 

Mr. W. M. F. Chattf.rley, M.R.C.S. and M.D., M.R.C.S.E. and 
L.A.C.—Communications respecting the removal of stains caused 
by the nitrate of silver received, ami will be inserted'ii our next 
publication. 

Householders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY 

Offlces-ADAM STREET, ADELPIH, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the 
Medical Referees. 

Just published, price 3s. 6d. 

n Strictures of the Urethra. 
By Henry Hancock. F.R.C.S., Surgeon and Lecturer on 

Surgery to Charing Cross Hospital; Surgeon to the Royal West¬ 
minster Ophthalmic Hospital. 

London: Highlcy and Son, Fleet street. 

0 

0b 
Just published, price Is. 

servations on the Treatment of 
CLEFT PALATE by MECHANICAL MEANS. By John 

Mapleson, Dentist (a d Cupper to the Queen). 
“We recommend a reference to this little brochure by all interested 

in the subject.”—Lancet, November 22. 
“ Mr Mnpleson’s pamphlet is well spoken of by the highest medical 

authorities.”—Gloucester Journal. 
Ilighley and Son, 32 Fleet street, London. 

T 
Fifth Edition, now ready, 

he Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Uso of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrie, Surgeon-Dentist. 

“ Mr Imrie has obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and lias re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

0 
Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 6d. 

n True and False Sperma- 
_ TORRHCEA, with the view to the Correction of wide spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impnissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Bickford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

H. BAILL1EEE, 219 Regent street, London, ani 293 Broadway 
New Toik. U S. 

0 
To be published, October 1st, one thick vol. Svo. 

n Tuberculosis, the Constitu- 
TIONAL ORIGIN of CONSUMPTION and SCROFULA ; its 

NATURE, CAUSES, and TREATMENT: being a General Treatise 
on that Affection of the Blood which precedes and attends all the 
Forms or Varieties of Tuberculous Diseases, considered in relation to 
the present State of Physiological Science, and the Discoveries recently 
effected by aid of the Microscope. With Statistical Tables, and a 
copious Index. By IIenry Ancell, Surgeon, Author of ‘ Lectures 
on the Physiology and Pathology cf the Blood and other Animal 
Fluids,’ of ’ Commentaries on the Doctrines of Dr Justus Liebig, 
published in the ‘ Lancet,’ See. Ac. 

London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans. 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq , 
Horton House, Coin- 
brook. 

The Rev Thcs Cator, 
Bryar stone square, 
.and Skelbrook park 
Doncaster. 

Charles Huise, Esq , 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport, 
Bullleek W ebster, 
Esq., 19 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq,, 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pococlc, Esq., Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road Holloway. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to tlief holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

* RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

Imperial Life Insurance Company, 
1'OLD BROAD STEET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq., Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy Chairman. 

A New Scale or Premiums o:i Insurances for tho Whole Term of 
Life lias recently been adopre 1, by which a material reduction has 
been made at all Ages below 50 Years. 

Four-fifths, or 80 per cent, of tho Profits, are assigned to Policies 
every Fifth Year; and may he applied to increase the sum insured; 
to an immediate payment in cash ; or to the reduction and ultimate 
extinction of future Premiums. 

One third of the Premium on Insurances of 500/. and upwards, 
for the Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Debt upon the Policy, 
to be paid off at convenience; by which means 1,500/. may be insure! 
for the pre ont outlay otherwise required for 1,000/. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend Sums of 50/. and upwards on tho 
security of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term 
of Life, when they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who elected Insurances with this Company are 
protected by its large Subscribed Capital from the risk incurred by 
members of Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at re¬ 
duced rates. Samuel Isgall, Actuary. 

rFarratt’s Bandage and Strength- 
EKING PLASTER.—This Plaster, from the nature of Hie 

composition and the material on which it is spread, is adapted for a 
r ermanent bandage, as it neither produces irritation of the skin nor. 
when applied, does heat cause it to lose its adaptation to the Dart 
Having these ’qualities, it is peculiarly valuable in the treatment of 
ulcerated legs varicose veins, &e„ where equal and constant support 
is required. Several of the most eminent surgeons continue to use 
this Plaster m tho r practice, preferring it in certain cases to any 
other. It is well suited for exportation to, and use in, warm climates 

piaster8'1 tcmp;rature havins k‘S3 effect on u than on any other 

The profession are referred to Messrs Westwoods and Hoskins 
Wholesale Druggts s, Newgate street, where the Plaster may be had 
in packets, containing three yards, for 2s. 6d„ or spread nnl, ! 
of chamois leather, at 3s. 6d. P Upon skins 

Westwoods and Hopkins also call attention to their rnmnn„„i 
Adhesive Plaster for fractures and wounds, as likewise tnth??frUnc* 
entrated Preparations, Essences, Ac. * llkewlS3 t0 th?ir Con* 
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Ventilating Boots and Shoes.— 
This valuable discovery gives instant ease and comfort to the 

■wearer, prevenis Corns from throbbing, the Feet from swelling or 
being tender, and keeps them perfectly dry. The inventor solicits 
One Trial, feeling assured that, having once experienced the comfort 
which they give, no person will wear any other. 

Wellington Boots 
Best ditto . 
Button ditto 
Shoes . 

21s. Od. 
25s, Od. 
16s. Od. 
10s. 6d. 

“ In a sanitary point of view this invention is really valuable, and 
in warm climates it must be a great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflicted with tender feet.”—‘The Lancet,’ Feb. 21. 1852. 

To be had of the Patentee, C. MARSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings- 
land-road, London. By sending an old boot or shoe a fit will be 
warranted. 

tent’s Patent Watches and 
l ) CLOCKS.—E. J. DENT begs leave to inform the public that 

in addition to his Stock of Chronometers, Watches, and Clocks, of 
his own manufacture, he has received from his Agents in Switzerland 
a very elegant assortment of superior Watches, and solicits an in¬ 
spection of his extensive collection. Ladies’ gold watches, eight 
guineas; gentlemen’s, ten guineas; youths’ silver watches, four 
guineas; durable lever watches, six guineas.—E. J. Dent, Watch 
and Clock Maker by appointment to the Queen, H.R.H. Prince 
Albert, and H.I.M. the Emperor of Russia, 61 Strand (late 82), 33 
Cockspur street, and 34 Royal Exchange (clock-tower area). 

ousso. (BrayeraAnthelmintica.) 
THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE-WORM. 

Mr. KEATING begs to inform the profession that lie has made ar¬ 
rangements for a regular supp’y of this valuable medicine. Having 
just received a fresh quantity of the new crop direct from its place of 
growth, he is enabled to offer it at 2s. 6d. the ounce, which can be 
sent free to any part of the kingdom on receipt of 34 postage stamps. 

N.B.—A Treatise on the Tape-worm, with the means for its removal 
by the New Remedy, “ Kousso,” may be had of Houlston and Stone- 
man, Paternoster-row ; price is., free by post. 

MATICO. 
Mr. Keating continues to receive importations "of this valuable 

styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended witli such.successful results in obstinate forms of 
diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its use may be had on application. 

Sole agent for D’Vere's Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty. 

79, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London. 

Protection from the Rain, with- 
OUT DETRIMENT to HEALTH.-BERDOE’S well-known 

LIGHT OVERCOAT, the Waterproof Pallium, resists any amount of 
rain, without obstructing free ventilation (the fatal objection to all 
other waterproofs), and from its lightness and respectability is adapted 
for general use atjall times, equally as forrainy weather, and has long 
been reputed one of the most convenient, economical, and valuable 
Garments ever invented: Price 45s. and 50s. A very large Stock for 
selection ; also, of Capes, Shooting Jackets, Leggings, &c., Cloaks, 
Mantles, Habits, &c. for Ladies.—W. BERUOE, TAILOR, 96 NEW 
BOND STREET, and 69 CORNHILL. 

Grimes’ Patent Carcel Lamp is 
most confidently recommended for its beautiful simplicity 

of construction, economy, cleanliness, and brilliant light. The 
smoky, imperfect light afforded by the old Solar and Sperm Lamps, 
and the trouble and annoyance they cause are well known. Grimes’ 
Patent Carcel Lamp gives double the light of either, continuing its 
unvaried brightness for eight successive hours without attention. 
Grimes’ Patent American Oil, 4s. 6d. per gall., is refined by an en¬ 
tirely new process, by which all acidious matter is removed, leaving 
nothing but a clear, transparent fluid which neither creates deposit 
in the Lamp, or congeals in cold weather. Those burning Sperm Oil 
will particularly benefit by having their Lamps altered to this prin¬ 
ciple, as the difference in the price of the oil will clear the cxpence 
in a few weeks. FRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS by the best 
makers. Japanned, 19s. 6d,; Rich Bronze, 30s.; Painted Porcelain 
and Ormolu, 35s.; all with Stands complete. Pure French Cobra 
Oil, 4s. per gall. GRIMES’ PATENT RAILWAY POCKET LAMP 
is the most compact, useful, and ingenious invention of the day, 
price 4s. 6d. TABLE GLASS at Wholesale Prices. Cut Wines, 
5s. 6d.; Strong Cut Tumblers. 5s. Gd.; Richly Cut Quart Decanters, 
15s. per pair. Grimes’Transparent Wax Candles, 18s. per d z. lbs.; 
American Wax, 16s. ; Royal Wax, 11s. 6d. AN ELEGANT THREE- 
WICK CANDLE LAMP, with Richly Cut Bell Shale and Loose 
Tube, 16s. 6d. ; for Two Wicks. 10s. T. R. GRIMES and CO., 83 
New Bond street, three doors from Oxford street. N.B.— Old Lamps, 
taken in exchauge. Lamps for India. 

ational Assurance and Invest- 
MENT ASSOCIATION, 

T St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 

Established May 1844. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with those 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. Tho plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot he adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening tho enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com- 
panies 

Prospectuses and fall information may he obt lined by application 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 
Kingdom. 

PETER MORRISON, Managing Director. 

GUTTA PERCIIA TUBING. 

V/fany inquiries having been made 
--VJL ns to the Durability of this Tubing, the Gutta Percha Com¬ 
pany have pleasure in drawing attention to the following letter, 
received 

FROM MR C. HACKER, SURVETOK TO THE DUKE OF BEDFORD: 

“ Office of Works, Woburn Park, Jan. 10, 1852. 
“ In answer to yonr inquiries respecting the Gutta Percha Tubing 

for Pump Suctions, I find that the water has not affected it in the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two yeart; we have adopted 
it largely, botli on account of being cheaper than lead, much easier 

fixed, and a more perfect job.—Yours, <fcc., “ C. Hacker.” 

N.B.—The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, containing Instructions 
to Plumbers for joining tubes, lining tanks, <fcc., will be forwarded on 
the receipt of three postage stamps. 

The GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 18 WHARF 
ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

17 lectro-Medical Institution of the 
I i Chevalier LE MOLT, for the application of his Method of 

Electric Frictions, by which powerful currents are applied to the 
body without Shocks or Pains, to the cure of Paralysis, Nervous 
and Rheumatic Affections, Tic Doloureux, Sterility, Impotence. 
Scrofula, Menstrual Irregularities, &c. Twenty-five years’ practice. 
Success attested by ttie fi'st physicians and scientific corporations. 
Obtained the Grand G >ld Medal. 

5 Bentinck street, Manchester square. 

TESTIMONIALS OF CURES EFFECTED at the Electro-Medical 
Institution of the Chevalier Le Molt, 5 Bentinck street, Manchester 
square:— 
Sir.—Having been more or less affected with nervousness from my 

youth, I h ive much pleasure in assuring you that I received great 
benefit from your Electric Frictions, which maybe compared to a 
current of warm a:r producing a very agreeable sensation without 
the least pain. The Electric Brush invented by you is a most valuable 
discovery, doing away with the violent shocks so much dreaded, and 
which, judging from my sensations, might be applied to a child in 
arms. I have no doubt that as soon as your valuable establishment 
becomes known, that it must meet with the success it so much deserves. 
—Yours, very respectfully, Joseph Tussaud, Bazaar, Baker street. 

Miss M. D., my sister-in-aw, aged 17, has greatly suffered for the 
last eighteen months, by the mn-appetrance of the catamenia. 
She has now recovered her health and experienced the desired effects, 
after being treated by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Dorguin, 22 
Bentinck street. 

I declare, after trying many fruitless medical means, that I have 
been cured by Mr Le Mott's Electric Frictions, of a very old and 
painful neuralgia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.— 
V. Ruby, 40 Wigmore street. 

A rtificial Eyes, Patent Action 
A LEGS, ARMS, an 1 HANDS. ARTIFICIAL NOSES and 
SUilGICAL MECHANISM.—Mr Grossmith has opened a Second 
Manufactory, at 248 Regent street, where the above articles, with all 
the newest modifications and improvements, may be obtained. His 
Artificial Eyes (to which the Prize Medal of the Great Exhibition 
was awarded) ate fitted immediately, without pain or operation, in 
every' case where sight has been lost, and effect a perfect Movement. 
References given to the Surgeons of Bartholomew's, St George’s, 
Thomas’s, the Royal Ophthalmic, and all the principal London and 
Provincial Hospitals, by whom they are recommended. His New 
Artificial Leg enables the wearer to walk and sit with comfort—Is 
extremely light in weight, and not liable to get out of order. 
Patients accustomed to wearing the common Cork Legs, are re¬ 
quested to examine these, and may see them in use if des red. 

175 Fleet street, and 248 Regent street. Established 1760. 

Pale India Ale and Stout, 4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints; Scotch Ale, 5s. per 

)zen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
aptains supplied cither for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry* 
ora 30s. per dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOF* 
id WATSON, 16 Clement’s lane, City. 
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A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDIIO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous nse, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, Sic. Ac.; weigh about eight ounces, aud can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, cm he 
worn on the body, und r the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academic de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be freely tested at the head depots arid offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadcnhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in- 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bakeweli, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody; Bedford, Tli. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan aud Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Th. Hog.;; Birmingham, Th. \V. Hoidsworth and Mary 
Salt aud Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizicr, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. H 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Sctaacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey; Driffield, W. Turner ; Edinburgh, Duncan, Hoekhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Roife; Ilal.fax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, William Mason; Horncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Ch. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson ; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Cliadburn ; Maidenhead, Iliggs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goo.lall; Mellon Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and S >n ; Nottingham,!. Shcpperly; Petworili, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Pox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading, W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Rochester, T. S. King ; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers ; St 
Helicvs, Jersey, Thos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F, and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
.Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekiu ; Newbury,!’. Fidler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
'"m. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport ltobt. John- 

n ; Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Pring 
id Co.; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. l’alk; Norwich, II. li. 

W 
son 
and 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stunton 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Goldiko Bibd, M.D. F.K.S. F.U.C.P. Ac. <£c. (published by 
his kind permission):— 

; . . “We have in this ingenious invention that which 
has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bills, capable of evolving a contimrosis uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always 1st one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulyeumacueh’s 
invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.” 

Fiythian’s Tea ancl Coffee Esta- 
blishmeut, 430 West Strand, and 1, 2, and 3, King William 

Street, adjoining.—Pure Congou Tea, 3s. to 3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong 
jit to, 4s. to 4s. 8d. Coffee, lOd to Is. Cd. Great reduction in Fari¬ 
naceous Foods. Russian Semola, 5s. per doz., or 6d per 11).; Tapioca, 
4d.; Sago, 3d.; Mandioca, 3d., or 2s. Cd. per doz. 

Catalogues of prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
* Genuine Salad Oil, 7d. and lOd. per flask. 

Education by the Sea - side.— 
WESTON PARK SCHOOL. WELLINGTON HOUSE, 

WESTON-SUPER-MARE, SOMERSET.—The Rev. Joseph Hopkins, 
assisted by the ablest Masters, continues to receive a limited number 
of Yeung Gentlemen, for the purpose of imparting to them a 
Finished, Commercial, Classical, and Mathematical Education. 

Mr and Mrs Hopkins bestow careful and constant attention on the 
health and domestic comfort of these who are entrusted to their 
charge ; aud watch, with prayerful solicitude, over their religious as 
well as their intellectual improvement. 

Wellington House, besides being well situatoventilated, and 
commodious, is very convenient for sea-bathing, offers the advantage 
of a good play-ground, and is immediately contiguous to the best 
roads for rural walks. 

Weston-super-Mare has long been celebrated as a place most favour- 
aide to tlie health and vigour of the young: is accessible from tlio 
western, south-western, and midland counties, and the principality 
of Wales, and Ireland; while it is within a few hours’ ride of the 
metropolis by the Great Wes era and Bristol and Exeter Railways. 

An Articled Pupil is desired. 

T)ure Cocoa.—Cocoa has been 
JL designated by Physicians of eminence as one of the richest 
piriductions of the vegetable kingdom, and when properly prepared, 
Is justly celebrated for its peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

So keen, however, lias been the avidity to render this article a lu¬ 
crative manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby 
excited, that the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, 
with the solo aim of LOWNESS of PRICE, until Cocoa his been un¬ 
justly brought into disrepute, the public having long become dis¬ 
gusted with numerous vile compounds, which, whether vended under 
the captivating misnomers of 11 Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive,” “ Di¬ 
etetic,” &c. Ac. are ail more or less the most nause ite Concoctions, 
and indeed can hardly he considered as deserving any claim to the 
title or character of Cocoa. 

The evils with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly 
manifest to the Medical Pro'ession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN 
ITS PURE STATE) as an article of diet, frequently prescribe and 
recommend it to invalids, as a remedial a cent in promoting health. 
The results are, however, too ofien rendered nugatory by the im¬ 
purity of the article supplied. 

The importance, as well as the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa in 
a genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only secu¬ 
rity adopte l by many to guar l against adulteration has been to 
procure the Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time aud difficulty in 
extracting the entire strength and flavour of Cocoa in tiiis form, no 
guarantee whatever is afforded that the Nuts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude ef our legitimate busincs > ns Tea Dealers necessarily 
precludes our devoting a strict and essential supervision to the man¬ 
ufacture of Cocoa ; we have therefore completed arrangements witli 
the highly respectable firm of Messrs Henry Tuorne and Co. Leeds, 
whose many years’successful experience in the preparation of this 
article, and the celebrity they irave thereby acquired in the North of 
England, together with their uncompromising determination toad- 
here to the principle they originally adopted, viz. to manufacture 
only from tiro choicest Nuts, and to rigidly eschew adulteration in 
any shapowliatever, warrant us in recommending their 

“GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA” 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, and to the 
Public. Your obedient humble Servants, 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Family Tea-Men, S Ludgato lrill. 

Solo Agents for London, 

rices of Medical Bottles, Best 
_ Quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR'S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW 
CLOSE, CITY: — 

6 oz. and 8 oz. GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

l£ oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. Gd. per Gross. 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed Ready for Use. 

Druggists’ Sundries, and every Requisite for the Surgery supplied. 
Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

Piggott’s Galvanic Belt, without 
acid or any saturation, for tire cure of Nervous Diseases ar.d 

Irregularities oi the System produced by the want of electricity. Mr 
Piggott culls the attention of the Faculty an l others to his PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on the same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, this machine is always ready for use. pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (ut the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines exciled by acid, with the 
current in one direction, from 26s. to 87. 8s. 

Mr Piggott, Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treatise on tire above, gratis. 



DEATH IN THE POT. 

We have the pleasure to announce, that in the present number of the ‘ Medical Circular ’ is published THE FIRST of a 

SERIES OF ARTICLES ENTITLED 

FOOD AND ITS ADULTERATIONS; 
SHOWING THE RESULTS OF 

CHEMICAL AND MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATIONS OF ALL SUBSTANCES SOLID AND FLUID 
USED AS FOOD, 

And giving Instructions for the Employment of Simple and Easy Means 

FOR THE DETECTION OF ALL KINDS OF SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADULTERATIONS. 

These inquiries, which will be conducted without reference to any previous investigations, and with the sole desire of 
ascertaining facts and correcting erroneous statements and opinions, will be made by some of the most eminent ANALYTICAL 

chemists and microscopists of the age, and ivill comprise every description of articles used as beverage or food, 

LONDON PORTER 

FORMS THE SUBJECT OF THE FIRST ARTICLE. 

On the Sth of Jauimr;', 1853, will be .Published, price Is., or 10s. per Annum, 

To be continued Weekly, Imperial Octavo, 

THE MEDICAL LIBRARY, 
A Reprint and Abstract of all that is really valuable or worthy of being collated from the various Medical Periodicals 

throughout the civilised world, more particularly from the Medical Journals of France, Germany, and the United States 

of America. 
The various sections of this Journal, under the respective heads of 

MEDICINE, SURGERY, MIDWIFERY, PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY, AND 
THE SPECIALITIES, 

Will be Edited by the most eminent men in each of these Departments of Medical Science. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY is a Register of the qualified Members of the Medical Profession 

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR is a Register of their Sayings and Doings. 

The MEDICAL LIBRARY will be a Register of all that is worthy of record in the cv nt 
Literature of the Medical Profession throughout the world. 

The Proprietor of the 'Medical Directory’ respectfully submits 
that he conferred a boon on the profession of which he is a member, 
when in 1845, associated with two eminent Physicians, he first pub¬ 
lished the ‘Medical Directory,’by reference to which the qualifica¬ 
tion of every Practitioner is certified and the unqualified impostor 
detected. 

He has reason to believe tl at by the publication of the 
‘Medical Circular,’ which indicates and directs attention to the 
valuable portions of the current medical literature of t ie day, and 
chronicles each passing medical event, he has supplied another desi¬ 
deratum of the profession. 

He conscientiously believes that by the publication of the 1 Medical 
Library,’ he will still further merit the good will and support of the 
profession which has so liberally been conferred on the two publica¬ 
tions adverted to; for what author will not rejoice in the existence of 
a periodical which will give the gist of liis labours in a careful ab 
stract ? What contributor will not advocate the interests of a journal 
which will save his novel and, perhaps, original views from the 
oblivion in which they would otherwise be engutphed by being 

consigned to the ephemeral pages of an ordinary medical pcrio.-ical. 
What reader will not hail with satisfaction the advent of a journal 
which will he a multum in parvo of medical literature, in the pages 
of which he may be sure to find all that is valuable and necessary for 
him to know in the daily exercise of his profession ? 

The onward progress of science demands such a work, for by it 
alone can the members of the profession be kept up to the standard 
of medical knowledge. 

The existence of twenty medic il periodicals demands such a con¬ 
centration of their utilities, separated from the encumbrance of their 
needless verbiage. 

The affluent of the profession will support it, because it will save 
them that which is oftentimes more valuable than money, time. 

The less affluent will support it, not on that account only, but be¬ 
cause it will comprise all they can possibly require in the shape of a 
‘Medical Library.’ 

Communications, suggestions, and the names of gentlemen dis¬ 
posed to patronise this important work, are requested to be addressed 
to the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

rug Price Currents, Free on 
Application; containing the Prices of all the principal Drugs, 

Pharmaceutical Preparations, Surgical Instruments, Medical Botiles, 
&c., and every requisite for the Surgery, all of the purest and best 
quality, by Messrs Hewlett and Goddard, 
Wholesale and Export Druggists, 6 Arthur street West, London bridge. 

ispensing Assistant.—Wanted 
IMMEDIATELY, by a Surgeon in town, an UNQUALIFIED 

ASSISTANT, about 28 or 30 years of age. He must be a good Dis¬ 
penser, and thoroughly competent to conduct a Retail. Salary, £30. 
—Apply, personally, between 12 and 3, to Mr. Harris, Medical 
Directories Offices, 4 Adam Street, Adelphi. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 

inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 

terms for inserting Advertisements 

Eight lines and under. .... £0 6 0 

Every additional line . .... 0 0 6 

Whole Column. 

Whole Page . 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Reynell and W’eigut, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
in the City of Westminster.-July 14. 1852. 
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Bennett’s Watches, made ex¬ 
pressly for medical men, beating dead seconds, with every 

recent improvement, and most carefully finished: in silver cases, 
12 gs.; in gold ditto, 18 gs. Every Watch sold at this Manufactory 
skilfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETTS MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is a 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
appearance. A thousand Thermometers may be selected from, com¬ 
mencing at One Shilling. 

BENNETT, Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to the Royal Ob¬ 
servatory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 
€5 Cheapside. 

MERCHANT’S AND TRADESMAN’S MUTUAL LIFE 
ASSURANCE OFFICE, 

5 Chatham place, Blackfkiars, Londox. Loans granted on liberal terms. 
CREDIT given on Premiums due in case of need. 

POLICIES INDISPUTABLE, except in cases o( fraud. 
The MEDICAL PROFESSION paid for their Reports. 

GEO. THOMSON, Manager. 
THOS. MUSGRAVE Secretary. 

Eoyal Baths, 9 Suffolk place, 
PALLMALL EAST. 

Established over thirty years by the late W. Seaman. 
Mr TURNER having succeeded to the above establishment, begs 

to call the attention of the Medical Profession and the Nobility to 
these old established Baths, which having been thoroughly renovated 
and improved, ARE NOW OPEN, and will be found ou inspection 
to merit their patronage and support. 

Medicated, Vapour, Warm, and Shower Baths always ready, 
A ILXCX.S Warm Bath, 2s.—Showers, Is. 6d.—Vapours, 4s. 

WOODEN LEGS AND ABM SLINGS- 

TWooden Legs are made at this 
' '. Establishment upon the most improved principles of Economy 

and Lightness, combined with Strength, and as it falls to the lot of 
the poorer classes to require them more frequently, on account of the 
various accidents to which they are exposed, W. H. B. has endeavoured 
to meet their wants, by manufacturing Legs, &c., of a superior 
description at very reasonable prices. 
A Wooden Leg fov a Person whose leg has been amputated t 

above the knee, with light socket to receive the stump, > 21s. 
from ... \ ... ... ... ...j 

For one amputated below the knee, to come to the hip-joint, ) 
with straps complete for the waist, &c. from ... ... J 

Arm Slings, 10s. 6d., 15s., and 21s. 
Post Office Orders to be addressed to IIUNTLY BAILEY, 418 

Oxford street, London. Urinals for Railway Travelling, Scc,. jfc. 
N.B,—Improved Artificial Legs and Arms. 

18s. 



A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, &c. <fec.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket book ! 

Education by the Sea - side.— 
WESTON PARK SCHOOL, WELLINGTON HOUSE, 

WESTON-SUPER-MARE, SOMERSET—The Rev. Joseph Hopkins, 
assisted by the ablest Masters, continues to receive a limited number 
of Young Gentlemen, for the purpose of imparting to them a 
Finished, Commercial, Classical, and Mathematical Education. 

Mr and Mrs Hopkins bestow careful and constant attention on the 
health and domestic comfort of those who are entrusted to their 
charge ; and watch, with prayerful solicitude, over their religious as 
well as their intellectual improvement. 

Wellington House, besides being well situated, ventilated, and 
commodious, is very convenient for sea-bathing, offers the advantage 
of a good play-ground, and is immediately contiguous to the best 
roads for rural walks. 

Weston-super-Mare has long been celebrated as a place most favour¬ 
able to the health and vigour of the young: is accessible from the 
western, south-western, and midland counties, and the principality 
of Wales, and Ireland; while it is within a few hours’ ride of the 
metropolis by the Great Western and Bristol and Exeter Railways. 

An Articled Pupil is desired. 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can he 
■worn on the body, und r the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. Xhes3 weak chains likewise decompose 
•water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voitaic pile, 

P ure Cocoa.—Cocoa has been 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academie de Medeeine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extenrive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may he freely tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in 

Ashford. T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Beil and Moody; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast Grattan and Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. W. Holdsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F.--H 
Jones- Clifton, G. J. Schaclit; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey’; Driffield, W. Turner; Edinburgh, Duncan, Floekhart, and Co.. 
J. Mack ay. and Js. Robertson;. Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe; Halifax, William Dyer 
and j. Thompson.; Hastings, William Mason; Horncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull Cli. Bell; Huniingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring- Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson ; Liverpool, A Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
"Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Gooclall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark ; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham,!. Shepperly; Petworth, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Cli. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies ; Reading, W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward; Rochester, T. S. King; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers; St 
Heller’s Jersey, Thos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford Geo Patterson; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Klein; Newbury, T. Fidler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport Robt. John¬ 
son • Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Pi mg 
and Co.; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Palk; Norwich, H. R. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Bibd, M.D. F R.S. F.R.C.P. &c. <ttc. (published by 
his kind permission):— 

“We have in this ingenious invention that which 
has long been" a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble hulk capable of evolving a continuous u "interrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in on©-direc¬ 
tion .... I can scarcely recommend Dr Pui.vi.rmachek s 
invention too’strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.” 

a designated hy Physicians of eminence as one of the richest 
productions of the vegetable kingdom, and when properly prepared, 
is justly celebrated for its peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

So keen, however, has been the avidity to render this article a lu¬ 
crative manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby 
excited, that the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, 
with the sole aim of LOWNESS of PRICE, until Cocoa has been un¬ 
justly brought into disrepute, the public having long become dis¬ 
gusted with numerous vile compounds, which, whether vended under 
the captivating misnomers of I 11 Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive,” “ Di¬ 
etetic,” &c. &c. are ail more or less the most nauseate concoctions, 
and indeed can hardly be considered as deserving any claim to the 
title or character of Cocoa. 

The evils with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly 
manifest to the Medical Profession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN 
ITS PURE STATE) as an article of diet, frequently prescribe and 
recommend it to invalids, as a remedial agent in promoting health. 
The results are, however, too often rendered nugatory by the im¬ 
purity of the article supplied. 

The importance, as well as the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa ia 
a genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only secu¬ 
rity adopted by many to guard against adulteration has been to 
procure the Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in 
extracting the entire strength and flavour of Cocoa in this form, no 
guarantee whatever is afforded that the Nuts are of the Best quality- 

The magnitude of our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
precludes our devoting a strict and essential supervision to the man¬ 
ufacture of Cocoa ; we have therefore completed arrangements with 
the highly respectable firm of Messrs Henry Thorne and Co. Leeds, 
whose many years’ successful experience in the preparation of this 
article, and the celebrity they have thereby acquired in the North of 
England, together with their uncompromising determination to ad¬ 
here to the principle they originally adopted, viz. to manufacture 
only from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly eschew adulteration in 
any shape whatever, warrant us in recommending their 

“GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA” 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, and to the 
Public. Your obedient humble Servants, 

Sole Agents for London. 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Family Tea-Men, 8 Ludgate hill. 

Prices of Medical Bottles, Best 
Quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW 

CLOSE, CITY: — 

6 oz. and 8 oz. GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

1 l oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed Ready for Use. 

■pbythian’s Tea and Coffee Esta- 
I blishment, 430 West Strand, and 1, 2, anil 3, King William 

Street, adjoining.—Pure Congou'lea, 3s. to 3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong 
ditto 4s. to 4s. M: Coffee, lOd to Is. Gd. Great reduction in Fari¬ 
naceous Foods. Russian Semola, 5s. per doz., or 6d per lb.; Tapioca, 
4d.; Sago, 3d.; Mandioca, 3d., or 2s. Gd. per doz. 

Catalogues of prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
Genuine Salad Oil, 7d. and lOd. per flask. 

Druggists’-Sundries, and every Requisite for the Surgery supplied. 
Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

T)iggott’s Galvanic Belt, without 
• ^ 1 . . 1 •_C, — 11. .. ........ ..I Vr.i,„A«n Tli'ann CA0 orrt r acid or any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases ar.d 

Irregularities of the System produced by the want of electricity. Mr 
Piggott calls the attention of the Faculty and others to his PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on the same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, this machine is always ready for use, pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (at the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines excited by acid, with tliO 
current in one direciion, from 26s. to 81. 8s. 

Mr Piggott, Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treatise on the above, gratis. 



MR HOOPER’S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR: BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See ‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place. Fractures, Diseased Joints 
"Ulcerated Cartilages Oddness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and ail bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets an i a siieet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Cresar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thom’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

rrhe following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asylums, 
_L Unions, &c.t that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will he happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

thev afford. 
Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Ay! sbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary aud Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
-Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairfcnl Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King's College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff jrdshire Potteries Infir¬ 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandywell-park Asylum, near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylucn 
St Luke's Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevcnoaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George’s Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Teignmonth and Dawlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
West Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital - 
Warley Barracks Hospitul 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ He had observed in a periodical or 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured his thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of .Hooper's Water Cushions. At the inquest the’guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, however, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority.” 

EXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. More recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cush ions, .so as to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk: this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his conch. Being made of India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, leakage is avoided ; 
and Mr Hooper’s Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which, 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
a'so particularly applicable for children’s cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise, the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
usi . These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they beiug very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

WATERPROOF SHEETI 

temperature, acids, nor alkalies, a d may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, 
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Mdiwnts 

Ventilating Boots and Shoes.— 
This valuable discovery gives instant ease and comfort to the 

■wearer, prevents Corns from throbbing, the Feet from swelling or 
being tender, and keeps them perfectly dry. The inventor solicits 
One Trial, feeling assured that, having once experienced the comfort 
which they give, no person will wear any other. 

Wellington Boots.21s. Od. 
Best ditto.25s. Od. 
Button ditto.16s. Od. 
Shoes.10s. 6d. 

“ In a sanitary point of view this invention is really valuable, and 
in warm climates it must be a great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflicted with tender feet.”—‘The Lancet,’ Feb. 21, 1852. 

To be had of the Patentee. C. MARSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings- 
land-mod, London. By sending an old boot or shoe a fit will be 
warranted. 

D ent’s Patent Watches and 
_ CLOCKS.—E. J. DENT begs leave to inform the public that 
in addition to his Stock of Chronometers, Watches, and Clocks, of 
his own manufacture, he has received from his Agents in Switzerland 
a very elegant assortment of superior Watches, and solicits an in¬ 
spection of his extensive collection. Ladies’ gold watches, eight 
guineas; gentlemen’s, ten guineas; youths’ silver watches, four 
guineas; durable lever watches, six guineas.—E. J. Dent, Watch 
and Clock Maker by appointment to the Queen, H.R.H. Prince 
Albert, and H.I.M. the Emperor of Russia, 61 Strand (late 82), 33 
Cockspur street, and 34 Royal Exchange (clock-tower area). 

K ousso. (BrayeraAnthelmintica.) 
_, THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE-WORM. 
Mr. KEATING begs to inform the profession that lie has made ar¬ 

rangements for a regular supply of this valuable medicine. Having 
just received a fresh quantity of the new crop direct from its place of 
growth, he is enabled to offer it at 2s. 6d. the ounce, which can be 
sent free to any part of the kingdom on receipt of 34 postage stamps. 

N.B.—A Treatise on the Tape-worm, with the means for its removal 
by the New Remedy, “Kousso,” may be had of Houlston and Stone- 
man, Paternoster-row; price Is., tree by post. 

MATICO. 
Mr. Keating continues to receive importations fof this valuable 

styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended with such successful results in obstinate forms of 
diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its use may be had on application. 

Sole agent for D’Vere's Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty. 

79, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London. 

Dinneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia* 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“ Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the 
preparation ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1816. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed in dispensing ; 
for which the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Ston e 
Jars, half gallon, 5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d.; specially adapted for the 
use of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To be had from the manufacturers. DINNEFORD’S and CO., Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable Wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 

ational Assurance and Invest 
MENT ASSOCIATION, 

7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 

Established May 1844. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with those 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. The plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot he adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com¬ 
panies. 

Prospectuses and full information may he obtained by application) 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 
Kingdom. 

PETER MORRISON, Managing Director. 

GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 

TITany inquiries having been made 
J_YjL as to the Durability of this Tubing, the Giltta Percha Com¬ 
pany have pleasure in drawing attention to the following letter* 
received 

FIIOM MR C. HACKER, SURVEYOR TO THE DUKE OF BEDFORD: 
“ Office of Works, Woburn Park, Jan. 10, 1852. 

“In answer to your inquiries respecting the Gutta Perctia Tubing 
for Pump Suctions, I find that the water has not affected it in th» 
least, although it will eat lead through in two years; we have adopted 
it largely, botli on account of being cheaper than lead, much easier 
fixed, and a more perfect job.—Yours, &c., “ C. Hacker.” 

N.B.—The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, containing Instructions. 
to Plumbers for joining tubes, lining tanks, &c., will be forwarded on 
the receipt of three postage stamps. 

The GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 18 WHARF 
ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

XT'lectro-Medical Institution of the 
J_J Chevalier LE MOLT, for the application of his Method of 
Electric Frictions, by which powerful currents are applied to the 
body without Shocks or Pains, to the cure of Paralysis, Nervous 
and Rheumatic Affections, Tic Doloureux, Sterility, Impotence. 
Scrofula, Menstrual Irregularities, &c. Twenty-five years’ practice. 
Success attested by the first physicians and scientific corporations. 
Obtained the Grand Gold Medal. 

5 Bentinck street, Manchester square. 

TESTIMONIALS OF CURES EFFECTED at the Electro-Medical 
Institution of the Chevalier Le Molt, 5 Bentinck street, Manchester 
square:— 
Sir.—Having been more or less ‘affected witli nervousness from my 

youth, I hive much pleasure in assuring you that I received great 
benefit from your Electric Frictions, which may be compared to a 
current of warm air producing a very agreeable sensation without 
the least pain. Tile Electric Brush invented hy you is a most valuable, 
discovery, doing away with the violent shocks so much dreaded, and 
which, judging from my sensations, might be applied to a child in 
arms. I have no doubt that as soon as your valuable establishment 
becomes known, that it must meet with the success it so much deserves. 
—Yours, very respectfully, Joseph Tussaud, Bazaar, Baker street- 

Miss M. D., my sister-in-’aw, aged 17, has greatly suffered for the 
last eighteen months, by the non-appearance of the catamenia. 
She has now recovered her health and experienced the desired effects* 
after being treated by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Dorguin, 22 
Bentinck street. 

I declare, after trying many fruitless medical means, that I hava 
been cured by Mr Le Moit’s Electric Frictions, of a very old and 
painful neuralgia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.— 
V. Ruby, 40 Wigmore street. 

rimes’ Patent Carcel Lamp is 
most confidently recommended for its beautiful simplicity 

of construction, economy, cleanliness, and brilliant light. The 
smoky, imperfect light afforded by the old Solar and Sperm Lamps, 
and the trouble and annoyance they cause are well known. Grimes’ 
Patent Carcel Lamp gives double the light of either, continuing its 
unvaried brightness for eight successive hours without attention. 
Grimes’ Patent American Oil, 4s. 6d. per gail., is refined by an en¬ 
tirely new process, by which all acidious matter is removed, leaving 
nothing but a clear, transparent fluid which neither creates deposit 
in the Lamp, or congeals in cold weather. Those burning Sperm Oil 
will particularly benefit by having their Lamps altered to this prin¬ 
ciple, as the difference in the price of the oil will clear the expence 
in a few weeks. FRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS by the best 
makers. Japanned, 19s. 6d,; Rich Bronze, 30s.; Painted Porcelain 
and Ormolu, 35 s.; all with Stands complete. Pure French Cobra 
Oil, 4s. per gall. GRIMES’ PATENT RAILWAY POCKET LAMP 
is the most compact, useful, and ingenious invention of the day, 
price 4s. 6d. TABLE*GLASS at Wholesale Prices. Cut Wines, 
5s. 6d.; Strong C^t Tunfblers. 5s. 6d.; Richly Cut Quart Decanters, 
15s. per pair. Grimes’ Transparent Wax Candles, 18s. per doz. lbs.; 
American Wax, 16s.; Royal Wax, 11s. 6d. AN ELEGANTTHREE- 
WICK CANDLE LAMP, with Richly Cut Bell Shade and Loose 
Tube, 16s. 6d.; for, Two Wicks. 10s. T. R. GRIMES and CO., 83 
New Bond street, three doors from Oxford street. N.B.— Old Lamps, 
taken iu exchange, Jyunps for India. 

A rtificial Eyes, Patent Action 
XA. LEGS, ARMS, and HANDS, ARTIFICIAL NOSES and 
SURGICAL MECHANISM.—Mr Grossmith has opened a Second 
Manufactory, at 248 Regent street, where the above articles, with all 
the newest modifications and improvements, may be obtained. Ilia 
Artificial Eyes (to which the Prize Medal of the Great Exhibition- 
was awarded) ate fitted immediately, without pain or operation, in 
every case where sight has been lost, and effect a perfect Movement. 
References given to the Surgeons of Bartholomew's, St George’s* 
Thomas’s, the Royal Ophthalmic, and all the principal London and 
Provincial Hospitals, hy whom they are recommended. His New- 
Artificial Leg enables the wearer to walk and sit with comfort—is 
extremely light in weight, and not liable to get out of order. 
Patients accustomed to wearing the common Cork Legs, are re¬ 
quested to examine these, and may see them in use if desired. 

175 Fleet street, and 248 Regent street. Established 1760. 

Pale India Ale and Stout, 4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints; Scotch Ale, 5s. per 

dozen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
Captains supplied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, 
from 30s. per dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD 
and WATSON, 16 Clement’s lane City. 
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The * Medico-Chirurgical Review ’ has given an abstract 

of the 
‘ Registrar-Generals Report on the Mortality of Cholera in 

England, 1848-49.’ 
This invaluable document has been for some time before 

the profession, and has received its due meed of praise from 
the dispensers of literary and scientific favour. The influence 
of sex and age is analysed in the Report, and it is shown 
that while sex did not materially affect the violence of the 
epidemic, age exercised a more important agency. 1 he 
middle period of life suffered most, persons between twenty- 
five and thirty-five being twice as liable to death as those 
ten years younger. The mean duration of an attack of 
cholera was in men, 49-44 hours, in women, 50-44 hours, 
diminishing slightly as age advances. The cause of the 
two epidemics—that of 1831-2 and 1848-9—was nearly the 
same. 

The most elaborate part of the Report is that devoted to 
the consideration of the influence of elevation of site over the 
progress and mortality of the epidemic. Mr Farr declares 
that elevation exerts a more important effect over the dis¬ 
ease than any other cause, and in this opinion confirms the 
law first demonstrated by Mr Ross in his ‘ Lectures on the 
Asiatic Cholera,’ in which the data recorded of the epide¬ 
mic in 1831-2 were minutely analysed. This concurrence 
of opinion in relation to facts observed in the two epidemics 
serves to establish the law. The leading proofs in both 
instances are nearly the same. The reviewer observes that 
“ this law of elevation is perhaps the most important prac¬ 
tical point brought out in the Report, and is well worthy 
the attention of the authorities of the East India Company ; 
for the fact, though long recognised, has never been so defi¬ 
nitely shown before." We advise the reviewer to peruse Mr 
Ross’s Lectures, in which the law was specifically proved. 

We consider that Mr Fan-, in the labour that he has be¬ 
stowed on the Report, is deserving of the gratitude of the 

^profession and the public, and offers an example to be imi¬ 
tated by other public functionaries. 

The editor of the ‘ Edinburgh Monthly Journal ’ continues 
his 

‘ Colloquia de omnibus Reims,' 
in which important statements are racily put forth. Of 
course Edinburgh must show its jealousy of London, and 
the Scotch magnates must be defended at all hazards. These 
articles are petulant, dogmatic, and polemical, sometimes 
funny, never dull, but occasionally rude, personal in every 
page, and always running into either extreme of abuse or 
panegyric, therefore, not to be read for trust but for amuse¬ 
ment. Whenever we laugh at a sarcasm, we should always 
suspect that a mis-statement or fallacy is lurking behind it, 
and even though it should be found to point a truth, our 
sense of justice is not always conciliated. The garb of har¬ 
lequin looks meretricious and indecent on the stately form of 
the genius of science. Still we shall not object to these 
articles if bitterness do not form one of the ingredients. We 
quote from the Colloquia the following interesting account 
of M. Bourguignon’s investigations relative to 

‘ The Itch Insect.' 
“ The best account of the whole tribe is contained in an 

erudite quarto just published by M. Bourguignon, entitled, 
‘ Traite entomologique et pathologique de la Gale de VHomme.' 
The male is not so easily found as the female; for the popu¬ 
lation seems to consist of one of the former sex to ten of the 
latter. He once found, after a successful hunt, only five males 
on fifty patients. As in the case of other insects, a moderate 
elevation of temperature greatly increases their friskiness. 
The females, about to become mothers, then burrow into the 
cuticle, cutting with their mandibles, and shoving forward 
with the help of their spiny backs, at the rate of a twelfth 
of an inch in a night. The males and young females again 

run up and down, puncturing the skin, and feeding on the 
human juices and blood-globules. 

“ Chemicus. And all alike heedless of the torture they are 
inflicting on their unlucky possessor, who is just getting 
warm in bed, and comfortable, as he hopes. 

“ Physiologies. These little creatures seem to be charac¬ 
terised by exceeding modesty of manners, and a retiring dis¬ 
position. The males are assiduous in their attentions to 
their female friends. But nevertheless even M. Bourgui¬ 
gnon’s microscope could never surprise them in a single act 
of indelicacy, or even at the moment of parturition. The 
female, however, usually remains four days at rest in her 
hole, laying four eggs in that time. Then she burrows 
forward for three or four days, and repeats the process ; and 
so on till she has deposited about sixteen eggs in all. M. 
Bourguignon supposes they escape by a deep transverse groove 
which is seen between two abdominal hairs. In ten days 
the young ones break the shell, and come forth in the shape 
of active infant larvae with six legs; and after a few days of 
rapid growth, they throw off their skin like the crustacea, 
acquire eight legs, and are enabled to add to the population. 

“ The suckers are organs of locomotion. The mandibles 
enable the creature to penetrate the cuticle and obtain its 
food, which passes down a delicate oesophagus into an 
apparently unorganised molecular pulp that constitutes its 
whole body. A short delicate tube may be also sometimes 
observed at what seems to be the anus. There is no visible 
respiratory apparatus: but globules of air may be seen 
passing down the gullet, and diffusing themselves through 
the interior. 

“ M. Bourguignon shows that these insects are the cause of 
scabies. He is of opinion that the disease is generally com¬ 
municated from one person to another by sleeping together. 
For the female never quits her nest except at night, and not 
even then, if impregnated, unless she is disturbed by scratch¬ 
ing, or some other mechanical stimulus. Then, however, 
she crawls with rapidity, and passes from one individual to 
another. Accordingly, he often tried in vain to inoculate 
himself by holding the hands of itchy patients for hours du¬ 
ring the day, and in various other ways, during two years. 
But at length he succeeded by placing on his arm at night an 
impregnated female, who, eluding his observation, made 
sundry excursions in every direction, dropping her eggs here 
and there on the way, and ultimately taking up her quarters 
permanently in the scrotum, to his no small joy and content¬ 
ment. He also satisfied himself that the disease cannot be 
communicated by the matter in the pustules, by the tritu¬ 
rated pulp of living insects, or by the ovum contained in the 
vesicles. He further is inclined to think that the insect 
causes irritation both by its actual presence, and also by af¬ 
fecting the constitution with a morbid poison ; otherwise it is 
difficult to account for his having often observed that papulae, 
vesicles, pustules, and itching arise on spots which the insect 
has never infested. It is also worthy of remark, that the 
Acarus of one species of animal, such as the horse or sheep, 
cannot be induced to migrate to the body of another species. 
It has a decided predilection for young tender skins, and a 
distaste for hair-bulbs. Hence scabies is most frequent in the 
young; and in children it spreads over the body, while in adults 
it affects chiefly the spaces between the fingers and toes, the 
inside of the thighs, and the genital organs; seven times in¬ 
deed in ten it is confined to the hands. The eruption is not, 
in M, Bourguignon’s opinion, diagnostic of the disease. The 
only positive evidence is the discovery of the itch-insect, the 
Acarus scabiei, and this may be detected easily enough by 
means of a microscope magnifying seventy diameters, fur¬ 
nished with a condensing lens, and attached to a firm stand 
by means of a moveable arm with several joints. With such 
an instrunffent the whole surface of the body may be explored, 
and the habits of the creatures observed with facility. 

“ Chemicus. Then it follows, that the treatment of scabies 
is a simple affair of murder by poison ? 

“ Physiologus. So it appears. Instead of trying to destroy 
the insects by squashing some of them, and administering 
the product inwardly, like some homoeopathic sages, M. 
Bourguignon watched diligently the action of some unmis- 
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takeable poison on the living insects, and soon arrived in this 
way at an infallible ratio medendi. On watching the effect 
of an ointment much used at St Louis, composed of two parts 
of sulphur, one of carbonate of potash, and eight of lard, he 
first found that, after two frictions and a warm bath, the in¬ 
sects seemed unaffected; in two days they kept close to their 
burrows; in three days they were flat, but their eggs unin¬ 
jured ; in four days those near the surface appeared dead and 
shrivelled, and the deeper ones very poorly, and many eggs 
were now addled; in five days every insect was dead; and 
in sis, all the eggs had lost their vitality. The eruption, 
however, often remained some time, or even got worse at 
first from the irritation caused by the ointment, but after¬ 
wards speedily disappeared. Hence it is a common practice 
at St Louis to dismiss the patients, though still covered with 
eruption, after the insects have been killed; and the number 
who return is not considerable. From these observations, M. 
Bourguignon was induced to try the effects of more active 
poisons. The result was, that iodide of sulphur and solution 
of iodide of potassium proved most energetic, as.they killed 
the insects in eight minutes ; and that the next in virulence 
was a solution of alcoholic extract of stavesacre,. which 
killed them in fifteen minutes. The last, however, is pre¬ 
ferable as a remedy to the two others, because it does not, 
like them, act as a powerful irritant upon the patient’s skin. 
When the hands of a patient were immersed for two hours 
in the solution of iodide of potassium, or in iodide of sulphur, 
the bisects, though lively at first, were found all dead next 
day, and their ova were destroyed; but the skin was 
shrivelled, in three days the cuticle came off, and a raw 
tender surface of true skin was exposed. But immersion 
for two hours in a solution of stavesacre extract, quickly 
removed the irritation of the skin, killed the whole insects, 
destroyed their eggs, except in one instance, and appeared 
to promote the healing of the eruption. In the end, there¬ 
fore, M. Bourguignon adopted an ointment prepared by 
digesting, for twenty-four hours over the vapour-bath, three 
parts of stavesacre-powder in five parts of lard, and strain¬ 
ing the product while liquid. Four days of friction with 
this ointment will destroy the insects, and cure the eruption; 
while with sulphur-ointment seven days are necessary.” 

The ‘Medical Times and Gazette’ of July 17 contains 
the second of a Course of Clinical Lectures, by Dr James 
Turnbull, of Liverpool, on the subject of 

‘ Dropsy.’ 
The affection is considered under several forms, viz. 

'Sub-acute dropsy with bloody urine, dropsy with albumi¬ 
nous urine and bronchitis, and dropsy dependent on fatty 
degeneration, and associated with glandular disease. Cases 
are recorded, instancing the peculiarities of the several vari¬ 
eties of dropsy. Dr Turnbull does not agree with Dr John¬ 
ston, that in acute dropsy, the distension of the tubules by 
the cells is the chief cause of the congestion and rupture of 
the malpighian capillaries, nor with Frericks, that the 
fibrinous clots are the cause of the cells being detached 
from the basement membrane. Dr Turnbull recommends 
creosote as an efficient remedy in checking vomiting in 
Bright’s disease, and believes that it exercises an astringent 
effect on the secreting structure of the kidneys. In the 
treatment of a case of dropsy with bloody urine, the Gallic 
acid was employed with good effect. 

The same journal contains a lecture by Mr White Cooper, 
‘ On Congenital Cataract.' 

The lecture is of a practical character, and with respect 
to the hereditability of cataract, Mr Cooper, observes, in 
allusion to a case that had come under his notice 

“ This drawing represents her left eye, in which you will 
see that peculiar condition to which I shall presently more 
particularly advert, a condition called siliquose cataract. 
She stated that her grandfather, her father, uncle, aunt, 
three sisters, and herself, eight in all, were affected with 
congenital cataract. The tendency to hard cataract, in 
like manner, runs in families. The late Duke of Sussex 
himself informed me, that cataract was brought into the 
..present Royal family by the marriage of one of his ances¬ 

tors with a Princess of Saxe Cobourg Gotha; she became 
blind from cataract, and the following descendants have 
since been afflicted with the disease; The Duke of Cum¬ 
berland of Culloden celebrity, George the Third, George 
the Fourth (though it was not generally known), the Duke 
of Gloucester, the Duke of Sussex himself and the Princess 
Sophia; the present King of Hanover has also the affliction 
of blindness, though not from simple cataract.” 

Mr Cooper describes the different forms of congenital 
cataract. He recommends an early operation—if possible 
before teething has begun—and he thus describes the opera¬ 

tion :— 
“ The operation which, in common with many others, I 

adopt as a general rule for congenital cataracts, is this ante¬ 
rior operation, or heratonyxis. With a fine needle, sharp at 
the point and shoulders, but -with a shaft well calculated for 
preventing the escape of aqueous humour, I lacerate the 
capsule as near the centre as possible, cutting it in several 
directions, at right angles to each other, but not to any ex¬ 
tent. The object of this is to permit the aqueous humour 
free passage to the lens, which speedily swells by imbibition, 
and becomes white and opaque. If the capsule be too much 
torn, the lens may slip out, and fall bodily into the anterior 
chamber; or, if its consistence be soft, part of its substance 
may be squeezed by the action of the muscles through the 
wound, just as paint is squeezed out of the small colour 
bladders used by artists. This happened (as I have men¬ 
tioned) in Anne Hall’s left eye. Should no inflammation be 
excited, the operation may be repeated in about three weeks; 
and as by that time the substance of the lens has softened, 
the needle may he used more freely in breaking up its 
mass, especially the centre of the lens. On many occasions 
I have observed this; a good central perforation had. been 
made in the lens, sufficiently large to allow a clear view of 
the black pigment at the back of the eye. Iu thirty-six 
hours this aperture had closed up—the particles forming the 
remainder of the lens appearing to be drawn together by 
the attraction of cohesion; the cataract became reduced in 
thickness, but without the least perceptible opening; after 
a time, a mere thin scale was visible in the pupil, the par¬ 
ticles of which could he freely disintegrated, were then soon 
absorbed, and sight was restored. 

“ Generally speaking, three operations suffice, for the re¬ 
moval of congenital cataract; less may be required —more 
are seldom needed; and if the pupil be well dilated and 
the operations performed with judgment, the proceeding 
may almost certainly be expected to succeed. I may, how¬ 
ever, remark, that the danger of inflammation holds a direct 
ratio to the age of the patient. I have never known it to 
arise in infants : seldom under puberty ; but after that age 
the patient should be carefully prepared by diet, regimen, 
and, if necessary, by medicine. Not but that a patient may 
be over-prepared, and brought into such a state of irrita¬ 
bility as to bring about the very event intended to be 
obviated. In like manner he may be over-treated after the 
operation ; and I am decidedly of opinion that success is to 
be obtained after all operations on the eye, just in propor¬ 
tion to the judgment and tact with which the patient is 
treated.” 

Dr Thomas Wright has communicated to the ‘ Lancet’ of 
the same date an interesting paper on 

‘ Cholera in Asylums' 

It appears that the insane suffered with severity from the 
attacks of this epidemic. The author remarks:— 

“ Whence arises, then, this extraordinary mortality in 
asylums ? It can only be explained in the same way as the 
analogous fact of their usually high rate of general mor¬ 
tality, by the depressed state of nervous energy in the 
insane, which renders them either more liable to epidemic 
miasm, or more susceptible of infection. 

“ That lunatics are not morbidly sensitive to the influ¬ 
ence of epidemic cholerine (apart from infection), is proved 
by tbe fact, that the inmates of asylums often escape while 
cholera is prevailing around them ; as at Lancaster in 1849, 
at Wakefield in 1832. and also in January, 1849; with the 
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still more curious anomaly, that while the pestilence was 
racing in Lancaster Asylum in 1832, not one case was re¬ 
corded hi the adjoining town, though it was at the time 
epidemic in other parts of England. 

“ But that the insane are fatally predisposed to imbibe 
choleraic poison, when infectious agency has once brought 
it among them, is palpably evident; the great irruptions of 
cholera at Lancaster and at Wakefield having both been 
traced to the advent of infection. Whether any of the other 
asylums derived the pestilence from a similar source, there 
is no evidence in the report to show ; but in these two most 
important instances, the introduction of the disease by in¬ 
fection is clearly established. 

“ In the Wakefield (West Yorkshire) Asylum, it was 
found that the largest proportion of patients attacked by 
diarrhoea and cholera were among the melancholy, the 
maniacal, and the demented; the two last divisions having 
the greatest per centagc of cholera. Of those affected with 
melancholia, all who were attacked died; and 82 per cent, 
of the demented. Out of 43 patients addicted to suicide, 8 
were seized with cholera, and only 1 recovered. 

“ These facts are importantly significant, as they show 
how much a depressed condition of the nervous system 
favours the disease. The sanitary advantages of the inmates 
of workhouses aud asylums ought to be in favour of the 
insane, but their mental aud physical ailment renders them 
an easy prey to pestilence. This, perhaps, requires no ela¬ 
borate proof; but the striking evidence before us serves to 
point still more strongly to the paramount importance of 
good, nutritious, liberal diet to the insane, when any formi¬ 
dable epidemic threatens or arises among them. The wide 
difference in the liability to attack, and in the mortality 
between private and pauper patients, is most probably owing 
to their different scale of daily rations before and subsequent 
to their admission into an asylum.” 

The ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ of 24th July, reports a 
Clinical Lecture by Dr Todd, 

‘ On Chorea.' 

Dr Todd directs attention to two or three important cha¬ 
racteristics of chorea; its affecting one side more than the 
other ; its being generally caused by fright, although in most 
cases a peculiar predisposing diathesis, commonly the rheu¬ 
matic, is present; a high specific gravity of the urine, accom¬ 
panied with the deposit of pale lithates, and the disposition 
of the malady to recur. Dr Todd observes : 

“ The cases to which I have directed your attention give 
you a good view of the clinical history of chorea. What is 
the nature of tliis malady ? 

“ It is easier to say what chorea is not, than to describe 
what its essential nature is. We may describe it as a disease 
dependent on a debilitated state of the system, which does 
not in any way arise from an inflammatory or hyperaemic 
state of any part of the great nervous centres or of other 
organs. Indeed, it is impossible to fix upon any particular 
organ of the body in which anything like structural lesion 
exists in cases of chorea. The disease is one of functional 
disturbance rather thau of organic change, aud this is 
borne out by the results of post-mortem examinations; for 
almost without exception we fail to detect, in those cases of 
chorea which terminate fatally, any morbid alteration in the 
various organs which could give rise to the phenomena, and 
in the vast majority of cases we find all the viscera in a per¬ 
fectly healthy condition, at least so far as we are enabled to 
make out with the means at present at our disposal. 

“ The structures which are obviously affected in chorea are 
the nerves and muscles. Doubtless a morbid state of both 
exists; but it seems most probable that the disturbed state 
of the muscles i3 excited aud maintained by a deranged 
state of the nerves and nervous centres. If I were to refer 
to any particular part of the brain, as more particularly the 
seat of that disturbance which gives rise to the development 
of the peculiar phenomena of chorea, it would be to that 
which may be regarded as the centre of emotion. The re- 1 
markable frequency with which the attack of chorea is ' 
traceable to fright, as its cause, points clearly to this part of 

the brain, (which has the most extensive connexions with, 
and influence over, other parts of the nervous system,) as 
the primum movens in the production of choreic convulsions. 
The chain of phenomena would then be as follows: first, a 
peculiar diathesis ; then a more or less enfeebled nutrition; 
and, thirdly, a strong mental emotion, which disturbs the 
centre of emotion, and, through it, deranges the action of 
more or less of the nervous system and a corresponding 
portion of the muscular system.” 

With respect to treatment, Dr Todd recommends pur¬ 
gatives and enemata for the removal of worms which are an 
occasional cause of chorea. He guards his readers, however, 
against an abuse of purgatives. He enjoins attention to 
diet, which should be light and nutritious ; and advises the 
employment of cold affusion, which he has known to be 
eminently serviceable. The mineral tonics and bark are also 
recommended. In cases in which the malady is associated 
with paralysis, Dr Todd advises the use of galvanism. 

The same journal also offers us a valuable lecture by 
Mr Richard Quain, 

* On Diseases of the Rectum,.' 

Mr Quain remarks respecting ulcerations of the rectum : 

“ The position and the degree of the morbid alteration, it 
has been seen in the cases, vary considerably. Thus the 
disease occurs externally, and within view, therefore, for ex¬ 
amination, in the shape of excoriations merely, consisting in 
the- removal of epithelium, or as minute oval or rounded 
ulcers in the furrows between the folds of the skin about the 
anus (Cases a. and h.); or it is situated more deeply as an 
excoriation, again, or ulcer, immediately within the grasp of 
the external sphincter, and higher up as an ulceration of the 
mucous membrane covering the internal muscle, an inch or 
more from the extremity of the bowel. The ulcer is met 
with at or towards the back part of the gut, not unfrequently 
opposite or directly below the point of the coccyx. (Cases d. 
and e.) I have, indeed, had to treat excoriation at the fore 
part of the anus, within the grasp of the superficial sphincter, 
as well as externally, but I have not hitherto had occasion 
to operate for ulceration of the membrane, except at the back 
part or the sides of the bowel. 

“ The external ulcer has usually a yellow or ash-coloured 
base, but the internal one is often of a vivid red colour. 
Ordinarily, the membrane is not ulcerated through, though 
instances of its being so have come under my observation. I 
have not hitherto been able to trace out satisfactorily the 
condition which precedes the state of ulceration. It seems 
probable, however, that a pustule or little abscess is the pre¬ 
cursor of the ulcer. In one instance, the disease having been 
of no long duration, and the suffering comparatively slight, 
the membrane appeared to be thinned from beneath, but not 
visibly ulcerated upon the surface. (Case /.) This con¬ 
dition I am disposed to consider one form, at least, of an 
early stage of the disease.” 

For the treatment of this affection Mr Quain recommends 
the use of the confection of senna, and other laxative reme¬ 
dies ; and in cases of external excoriation, remarks : 

“J have often derived advantage from the grey powder, 
(pulv. hydrarg. c. creta,) mixed with cerate, (3ss. or 3ij. ad 
§i.,) (Case a.,) and with or without a lotion of lot. plumbi, 
mixed with oxide of zinc ; and a light touch of argenti ni- 
tras or cupri sulpli. at intervals is generally effectual in 
causing the small external ulcers to heal. But when the 
ulceration is within the bowel, over the sphincters, I have 
no reliance upon any medicinal application ; and the recourse 
to such means becomes of the less importance, since an 
operation which is unaccompanied with risk rids the patient 
at once of all suffering.” 

The operation is thus performed: 
“ The fore-finger of the left hand being applied upon the 

diseased point, a probe-pointed bistoury (that which I use is 
j narrow, and the cutting edge reaches only over one-half the 
I blade) is drawn fairly through the sore into the subjacent 
I tissue. This is the method for ordinary cases; but, where 
the ulcer is extensive, or complicated with other diseases, as 
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the fistula, some addition to the simple incision is necessary, 
according to the nature of the complication. 

“ The sphincter is not necessarily interfered with ; hut it 
is very probable that the muscle is scored or notched, as the 
incision is carried quite through the ulcerated part.” 

Mr Todd objects to Boyer’s method of dividing the 
sphincter, deeming it necessary to divide only the ulcer and 
the mucous membrane. 

Mr Guthrie continues in the ‘Lancet’ of July 17, his 
Lectures 

‘ On some of the more important Points in Surgery.' 
In the present lecture Mr Guthrie treats of injuries of the 
lower extremity, and describes the several operations for 
excision of the knee joint, of the ankle joint, &c., and removal 
of the os calcis, &c. The lecture is replete with practical 
suggestions. 

Dr Tilt has communicated to the same journal, an article 
* On Ovaritis. ’ 

Dr Tilt follows Dr Pistocchi of Bologna, in considering that 
women of the sanguine temperament and subject to strong 
passions, are most liable to this affliction. 'With reference to 
symptoms, Dr Tilt remarks : 

“ Pain in one or in both ovarian regions. The pain being 
fixed, but sometimes subject toil-regular exacerbations, being 
increased by pressure, by going up and down stairs, by a 
false step, or by anything that could jar the corresponding 
limb. It is well to notice that pressure on the ovarian 
regions did not generally determine pain in the course of 
the lumbo-abdominal nerves. In two cases the pain was 
accompanied by an amount of abdominal swelling discernible 
to the eye, obscurely felt on pressure on the abdomen, better 
appreciated by a vaginal examination, and which would 
have been made certain if a rectal examination had been 
deemed requisite. In five cases there was considerable pain 
and swelling of the breast corresponding to the side affected, 
and of both when both sides are diseased. This symptom 
was most marked in case 6, which did not occur at a men¬ 
strual epoch. Dr Pistocchi has noticed it in two cases; but 
I think Dr Liglitfoot has gone too far in considering it as 
pathognomonic of ovarian inflammation. Thus the mammary 
glands, the uterus, and the ovaries, form a chain of organs 
as strongly linked together in the morbid as in the physio¬ 
logical state. In case 1 there was numbness and pain in the 
corresponding limb, a symptom noticed by Dr Simpson. In 
four cases there was fever, but of no great intensity. 

“ The terminations or morbid conditions induced by sub¬ 
acute ovaritis were, a painful congestion of the womb in four 
out of ten instances; in three, remittent menstruation; a 
deficiency of the menstrual excretion in three more; and in 
two, bilious plethora. Dr Rigby has dwelt on the sickening 
nature of the pain determined by ovaritis; and Dr Woolley, 
of Brompton, tells me he has often seen cases similar to 
those above described by me, and frequently noticed sickness 
as one of the symptoms. Dr Laycock alluded to it some 
time back as a symptom frequent in this, as in all ovarian 
states, both physiological and morbid. 

“ Treatment: The same local measures previously described 
were always adopted, with the addition of leeches and the 
internal exhibition of antimonials when there was fever.* In 
the cases coinciding with marked biliary derangement, I 
prefaced all treatment by an emetic, the temporary increase 
of pain thus mechanically determined being amply compens¬ 
ated by the relief speedily afforded to the patient. Sulphate 
of quinine was very useful in bringing back menstruation to 
its normal type; and I cannot too strongly recommend its 
exhibition alone, or combined with steel or opium, according 

to the case. 
“ Duration of the disease: Generally about twenty-one 

.lays; but in one case, of probable long standing, it was 
four months, and in another there was a relapse. 

In the ‘Lancet’ of the 24tli July, we observe a report of 
the Lumleian Lectures delivered by Dr James Alderson, 

‘ On the Effects of Lead upon the System.' 
The lecture is prefaced by some general observations on the 
progress of medical science, and the heresies that are now 

so popular and pernicious. The influence of electricitySn 
changing the elements of the malaria emitted into the atmo¬ 
sphere by decomposing organic compounds, and thereby 
depriving it of its poisonous character, is adverted to, as well 
as some other conditions influencing the propagation of 
animal poisons. Dr Alderson then expatiates on the princi¬ 
pal topic of his lecture; but the present report does not 
include more than a brief historical survey of the subject. 
The lecture is composed with much classical taste. 

The following case, reported by Dr I. Pidduck, entitled 
* Camphor an Antidote for the Poison of Strychnine,’ 

appears in the same journal. 
“ J. W-, pianoforte-maker, a weakly man, of intem¬ 

perate habits, accustomed to work in a hot workshop, and to 
exposure to cold on his way to and from work, was the sub¬ 
ject of severe attacks of rheumatic gout. After one of these 

gouty rheumatic attacks he was suffering under dyspepsia, 
neuralgic pains, and general debility. For the relief of these 
symptoms strychnia was prescribed, in the dose of a six¬ 
teenth of a grain three times a day. By mistake, at the 
chemist’s, (one of the first in London,) the grain of strychnia, 
with sugar, was divided into six instead of sixteen powders. 

“ The first dose taken in the evening produced severe 
twitchings of the muscles; but the second dose, early in the 
morning, threw him into violent convulsions. The mes¬ 
senger who came for me said he was dying. Immediately 
on discovering the mistake, and witnessing one of the fright¬ 
ful paroxysms, I prescribed twenty grains of camphor in six 
ounces of almond mixture, one-lourth to be taken every 
two hours. The first dose so completely quieted the con¬ 
vulsions that there was no need of a second. 

“ Cases of this kind rarely occur, and I have only this 
one to adduce, but the incompatibility of strychnia and 
camphor proves, pro tanto, that the one is the antidote to 
the other. As a general rule, to which there probably may 
be many exceptions, the poison and the antidote severally 
are to be found in the three kingdoms of nature.’' 
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ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 

DEFORMITIES. 

- (No. IV.) 

BY CHARLES VERRAL, M.R.C.S., 

Surgeon to the Spinal Hospital for the Cure of all Deformities 

of the Spine, Feet, Chest, and Limbs. 

Talipes Valgus, or ’Flat Foot.—This is a deformity, or 
rather a malposition of the tarsus, exactly the opposite to that 
last discussed; for instead of the foot being adducted it has 
suffered lateral displacement in the reverse direction, and 
its anterior portion is everted instead of being inverted ; the 
tarsal arch is diminished or entirely destroyed, instead of being 
considerably augmented, as we saw to be the case in 
talipes varus. 

This species of deformity is of far less common occur¬ 
rence than the preceding one, and it less rarely affects both 
feet of the same individual than does talipes varus; in its 
ultimate results, however, it is even more distressing than is 
that affection, for when it attains even a moderately severe 
degree, the patient either walks with the greatest labour 
and difficulty, or locomotion is put beyond the limits of possi¬ 
bility. 

Talipes valgus is both a congenital and noncongenital 
affection, and, in either case, as will be seen in the sequel, 
its production appears to be dependent upon mechanical in¬ 
fluences only,—the derangements of the nervous system, 
from whatever source they may arise, which we saw play¬ 
ing so important a part in the origin of varus, having little 
or nothing to do with the commencement or persistence of 
the disease now under consideration. 

If a foot afflicted with a severe grade of talipes valgus be 
carefully examined, the following characteristic peculiarities 
will be readily recognised. Looking first to the dorsum of 
the foot, a general flattening will be at once conspicuous; 
there is almost an entire absence of the usual prominence of 
the instep; the tendons of the common extensors of the 
toes, as also occasionally that of the peroneus tertius, will be 
seen to be in a rigid and tightened condition; the outer 
edge of the tarsus is approximated t<5 the malleolus externus, 
whilst the foot rests upon the inner margin and under sur¬ 
faces of the metatarsal bone of the great toe, together with 
the internal cruciform and os scaphoides. In addition to 
these abnormal conditions, the same view of the foot will 
present to the observer’s notice that peculiar feature of 
talipes valgus, caused by the obliteration of the conspicu¬ 
ous arch existing between the inferior surface of the os calcis 
and metatarso-phalangeal articulation of the great toe, its 
place being occupied by an extreme and very unsightly de¬ 
gree of fullness and protrusion. Still retaining the foot in 
the same position and making examination by the fingers, 
the tendons situated on the outer side of the leg will be felt 
to be in a rigid condition; those of the peroneus longus and 
brevis rising up above the level of the fibula, so as to almost 
conceal the prominent outline of that bone. Together with 
this, it will be found that the adductors of the foot have suf¬ 
fered an unnatural degree of elongation, owing to the con¬ 
stant extension to which their tendons have been subjected. 
Turning now to the sole of the foot, the great deviation from 
the natural shape cannot fail to be observed, for in the place 
of the usually graceful arch or arches which are natural to 
this situation, there now exists that peculiar condition 
which is so well expressed by, and has originated the term 
of, “ flat foot.” Make pressure upon the sole ivith the 
fingers, and the firm resistance that is felt in the healthy 
condition of the foot by the tension of the plantar fascia or 
other structures thereon situated, is entirely wanting, the 
most flabby and soft state of parts existing in its stead. 

Such are the principal alteration of parts that can be dis¬ 
covered by actual examination;—but there are still other 
features which characterise the disease, and which, though 
they camiot be detected in the living subject, have neverthe¬ 
less been accurrately discovered by examination after death. 
Such are the various changes that have taken place in the 
position and condition of those particular ligaments which 
are more especially destined for the support and preservation 

of the tarsal arch. Annexed is a representation of the foot 
of a little patient who was afflicted with congenital talipes 
valgus, and by reference to it, many of the peculiarities 
which I have endeavoured to point out will be readily dis¬ 
covered. 

The causes which are instrumental in producing talipes 
valgus, whether of the congenital or noncongenital descrip¬ 
tion, are essentially of a mechanical nature, the deformity 
resulting entirely from pressure being applied to the sole 
of the foot at such a time, or when its various structures 
are in such a condition as to be totally unable to stand it, 
and at the same time maintain the natural conformation of 
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the tarsus. It is very true that the outer edge of the foot 
is raised, and that the peroneii are contracted; hut this con¬ 
traction has resulted solely from the circumstance of the 
decrease of space between their points of origin and inser¬ 
tion, which has been produced from the sinking of the tarsal 
arch, and consequent elevation of the outer border of the 
tarsus and metatarsus. 

The manner in which the disease commences, I believe 
to be the following. In the first place, the subject of the 
attack, whether infant or adult, is of a delicate and weakly, 
and possibly of a strumous constitution, so that the mus¬ 
cular and ligamentous structures all over the body are of a 
particularly lax and flimsy nature, and it so happens that 
his avocations compel him—or in the case of an infant the 
parents through ignorance permit him—to he on his feet 
nearly all day, the consequence is great and continued 
strain upon the plantar fascia and ligaments of the sole, 
with more or less yielding of the internal lateral or deltoid 
ligament. At fix'st the effect of all this is not very marked, 
but slowly the plantar fascia yields, the ligaments become 
elongated, the internal cuneiform and scaphoid bones sink, 
the patient gradually gets lame, and at length it is dis¬ 
covered that the arch of the foot has almost completely 
disappeared. This condition of things continues; the 
patient still keeps upon his feet all day; the foot gets 
flatter and flatter, the outer edge of it begins to got elevated, 
and sooner or later he is an entire cripple from Talipes 
Valgus of one or both feet. 

Such is the manner in which I believe Valgus to arise 
after birth, and perfectly analagous are the causes which 
operate during uterine life, for without doubt the affection 
is produced within the womb, simply from the effect of 
position. Having for a long time taken a good deal of in¬ 
terest in the subject of deformities of the feet, as well as in 
the origin of lameness from whatever cause, my attention 
has been repeatedly drawn to the circumstance of waiters in 
hotels and taverns, being more subjected to a faulty gait 
than any other class of the community; and from ex¬ 
amination I find that an immense number of people who fill 
these situations, and who in addition to delicate health pro¬ 
duced by late hours, and constantly inhaling a confined and 
vitiated atmosphere (are for fourteen to sixteen hours daily 
upon their feet) are afflicted with various degrees of Talipes 
Valgus—a strong proof in favour of my assertion, that this 
distortion is the result of mechanical influences, and not the 
product of morbid action either in the brain or spinal chord. 

I should not omit to observe that in old cases of Valgus, 
where the disease has remained unchecked for a long series 
of years, it is not uncommon to find the ankle joint so rigidly 
fixed, as scarcely to admit of any appreciable degree of mo¬ 
tion ; in such cases too it occasionally happens that the heel 
is somewhat elevated, owing to contraction of the gas- 
trocnemii, which I need scarcely say is not the case in the 
earlier stages of the malady. The immobility of the joint, I 
should be inclined to attribute partly to long-continued 
disease, and partly to the altered position of the astragalus. 

The Treatment of Valgus.—As in the instance of the pre¬ 
ceding deformities of the feet, so the treatment of this 
variety of club foot may be considered under two heads, 
namely:—mechanically only, or surgically and mechanically. 
Of the mechanical alone I have but very little to say, be¬ 
cause in no single instance have I succeeded in effecting 
an amount of benefit sufficient either to enable me to say 
anything in its favour, or to recommend it. I cannot deny 
but that many feet afflicted with Valgus may be brought 
into their normal position by the aid of instruments only, 
but then I have rarely seen an instance in which they did 
not speedily relapse into the mal-position by the temporary 
disuse of the instruments, though its application had been 
steadily persevered with even for many months. 

Notwithstanding this, however, I feel quite certain that 
there are still surgeons and parents to be found who would 
rather rely upon the uncertain effect of mechanical treatment 
alone, than encounter the horror of an operation, though 
in reality the horrors of that operation are almost entirely 
ideal, and the results by which it is to be followed equally 

certain and successlul: to such, then, I would recommend 
a careful trial of the following contrivance. Let the patient 
be provided with a boot accurately fitted to the shape of 
the foot, and well padded on its outer side, as also at the 
spot corresponding with the situation of the internal mal¬ 
leolus : to the external part of this boot is attached a steel 
upright, extending as high as the head of the fibula, with 
a joint at the malleolus externus. This apparatus will 
admit of being applied to the foot in its most deformed posi¬ 
tion, when by the action of a screw the joint at the outer 
ankle is influenced in such a direction as to carry the foot 
laterally inwards, or adduct it, so that by gentle means it 
may be gradually brought into its normal position. With 
a view to correcting the deformity of the arch, the sole of 
the boot should be constructed of stout tin or eopper, 
covered with wash-leather, so that by gradually bending 
this metallic medium the arch may be slowly pressed up 
into position, and there retained for some considerable time. 

By the use of an apparatus of the above descr ption, 
many valgoid feet may be restored to, and retainied in 
shape during the time the instrument is worn; but, as I 
have already said, they are ever prone to relapse into their 
former condition, and for this reason, added to the im¬ 
portance of expediting the patient’s recovery by every 
possible means, I can but strongly advocate the expediency 
of tenotomy in almost every case of Talipes Valgus. 

The tendons that will require division in the majority of 
instances of Valgus, are those of the three peroneii—the 
common extensor of the toes—with occasionally the ex¬ 
tensor proprius pollicis, and the tendo acliilhs: instead, 
however, of laying it down as a rule that it will be necessary 
to operate upon all these structures in every case, I would 
rather say, let the foot be carefully examined—let it be 
accurately discovered what is tight and likely to retard the 
progress of the measures to be adopted for the removal of 
the deformity, and then divide it. The method of perform¬ 
ing these operations is the following. Divide first the 
peroneus tertius and extensor communis digitorum, because 
they will be more readily got at now than when the long 
and short peroneus have been severed. 

The patient should be placed upon his back, and an as¬ 
sistant directed to attempt abduction of the foot, when the 
tendons of the peroneous tertius and common extensors of 
the toes will be rendered tense, and may be readily divided 
without danger by passing the knife beneath them from 
within outwards, as they lie in front of the ankle joint. 
The leg should now be placed upon its inner side, and the 
operator should feel for the prominent outline of the fibula, 
about two inches above the external malleolus, in which 
situation he will upon the least attempt to adduct the foot 
being made, easily discover the contracted tendons of the 
two peroneii lying in close proximity to it. Having the foot 
now well carried inwards, he should pass his knife down be¬ 
tween the tendons and the bone with its flat surface towards 
the fibula, until he has attained a depth equal to the breadth 
of the tendons to be divided; the cutting edge should then 
be turned upon the tendons, when two distinct impulses, 
caused by the recoil of the divided muscles will be felt, and 
thus all doubt as to then' complete division will be averted. 

The punctures in the skin should now be secured with 
lint and strapping, the limb or limbs carefully bandaged in 
flannel, the foot retained in its most deformed position, ac¬ 
cording to means already advised for that purpose, and the 
patient sent to bed. Do not interfere with his diet, or fancy 
that purgative medicine or other interference is to facilitate 
his recovery; only keep him quiet, and in three or four 
days, or even a shorter period, the little wounds will have 
cicatrised completely, when no time should be lost in apply¬ 
ing the mechanical force for the restoration of the foot. 

A variety of different contrivances for the relief of Talipes 
Valgus have been proposed. Annexed, however, is the re¬ 
presentation of an instrument originally planned by myself; 
and I confidently recommend it to the attention of every 
medical practitioner who has a difficult case of valgus to 
treat, for by it the foot may be adducted by such gentle and 
almost painless means, whilst at the same time the arch is 
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being gradually restored, as scarcely to necessitate the pa¬ 
tient enduring any suffering, beyond that Avhich must to a 
greater or less extent attend upon having the foot retained 
for a lengthened period in one and the same position. Prior 
to the foot being placed in this apparatus, it should he care¬ 
fully bandaged so as to preserve its temperature, by which 
means the liability to sloughing of the integument will be 
materially lessened. After the apparatus lias been worn 
some three or four days, the patient will cease to complain 
of any inconvenience from it; adduction of the foot may 
then be gently attempted, and so increased every day, until 
the foot is quite restored to position, the arch at the same time 
having been duly raised from its flattened state. I need 
scarcely say that the instrument should be constantly worn 
both night and day, though the degree of extension at the 
former period may with advantage be somewhat diminished. 
When the foot has recovered its shape, a proper boot to sup¬ 
port, with a convex surface of cork on the inside of the sole, 
corresponding to the position of the tarsal arch, may be sub¬ 
stituted for the instrument, it too being worn both night and 
day, until the elongated ligaments have so far recovered 
themselves as to be enabled to support the foot in its im¬ 
proved position without the aid of artificial means. 

Such are the principal features iu the treatment of Talipes 
Valgus. I would only add that in almost every case, whe¬ 
ther of a congenital or non-congenital nature, the patient’s 
recovery will be facilitated, rendered more certain, and less 
painful by joining the mechanical and surgical means; 
whilst, however, I would express my belief that in the in¬ 
stance of the former, no other means can possibly lead to 
ultimate success ; so in the latter it is just within the limit of 
hope, that by the patient’s abandoning entirely those avoca¬ 
tions whose tendency is to maintain and increase the defor¬ 
mity, added to having a proper boot and support made so as 
to assist the ligament and plantar fascia in tbe preservation 
of the arch, that the foot may regain its proper form, or at 
least so much of it as to render it available for the ordinary 
purposes of civilised life. Subjoined is a diagram of the 
apparatus already alluded to for the treatment of the se¬ 
verer grades of Talipes Valgus. The next subject for dis¬ 
cussion will be Talipes Calcaneus, after which I shall allude 
briefly to those deformities which are considered of a mixed 
or compound character, which will bring to a close the dis¬ 
tortions of the feet. 

Diagram of Apparatus for the Treatment of Talipes Valgus. 

THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF THE 
PROVINCIAL MEDICAL AND SURGICAL 

ASSOCIATION. 

This Association held its twentieth anniversary in Oxford 
during the past week. The University authorities afforded 
every possible facility to the proceedings connected with the 
celebration, by liberally lending the use of the Convocation 
House for the general meetings, and permitting unrestricted 
access to all those institutions and objects under their care 
which might be supposed to possess an interest for the mem¬ 
bers of the Association. Tbe proceedings commenced by 
the Council of the Association holding a preliminary meeting 
at the Town Hall, on Tuesday evening, July 20th. At 10 
o’clock on Wednesday morning the first general meeting was 
held in the' Convocation House, by permission of the Vice- 
Chancellor. Dr Jenks, of Brighton, President, took the 
chair; and among those present we noticed Dr Ogle, Regius 
Professor of Medicine in the University, and President-elect 
of the Association; Dr Acland, Radcliffe Librarian; Sir 
Charles Hastings, M.D., of Worcester; Dr Cowan, of Read¬ 
ing; Dr Woodhouse, ditto ; Dr Tunstall, Bath; Dr Cormack, 
London; Dr C. J. B. Williams, London; Dr Conolly, Dr * 
Forbes; Mr Shepherd, of Worcester, General Secretary; Dr 
Ranking, of Norwich, one of the Editors of the ‘Journal’ of 
the Association; J. H. Walsh, Esq., of Worcester, joint 
Editor; Mr Hansard, of Oxford, Secretary to the local 
branch; Dr Heygate, Dr Robertson, Dr Cookworthy, of 
Plymouth; Mr Nunnelly, of Leeds; Mr Crompton, of Man¬ 
chester; J. T. Hester, Esq., of Oxford; Mr Soden, of Bath; 
Mr Husband, of "York; Mr E. Davies, Chester; F. Symonds, 
Esq., of Oxford; Dr Howell, Swansea; Dr Tuke, Chiswick; 
Dr John Barclay, Leicester; Dr Forbes Winslow; Dr Main- 
waring; Dr Walters, Chester; Dr Lightfoot, London; Dr 
Shaptor, Exeter; Dr Hodgkin, London; Rev. David Bell, 
M.D.; Dr Roberts, St. Asaph; Dr Eason Wilkinson, Man- 
cnester; Dr. J. J. Field, Forgway; Dr Herbert Barker, 
Bedford; Dr Stanton Wise, Banbury; Dr Charles Chadwick, 
Leeds; Dr Stokes, Islington ; Dr A. Eves, Cheltenham; Dr 
Clark, Colchester; Dr Duncan, Liverpool; Dr Duke, Rugby; 
Dr Wallis, Castle Carey; Dr James George Davey, North- 
wood; Dr James Paxton, Rugby; Dr James Nash, Worces¬ 
ter ; Dr P. Miller, Exeter, Dr R. Burridge, Taunton; Dr 
Chevalier, Ipswich; Dr W. C. Trotman, Clifton; Dr Davis, 
Presteign; Dr Greenhill, Hastings; Dr Gill, Nottingham; 
Dr Burrows, Brighton ; Dr Kirkman, Melton Woodbridge ; 
Dr H. M. Holman, Hurst Pierrepoiut; Dr Penell, Cheriton; 
Dr Howell, Swansea; Dr J. Netherell, London; Dr Hake, 
Bury St. Edmunds; Dr Hugh W. Diamond, Surrey Asylum ; 
Dr C. B. Nankivell, Torquay ; Dr G. Mannering, Bourne¬ 
mouth ; Dr. C. W. Bell; Mr Hastings, banister- at-law. 

Dr Jenks, on temporarily taking the chair previous to re¬ 
signing his office of president to his successor, Dr Ogle, the 
Regius Professor of Medicine, expressed the great gratifica¬ 
tion he experienced in presiding over so numerous and intel¬ 
ligent a body of gentlemen. The duties of his office had 
been anything but troublesome, and probably of little mo¬ 
ment in a public sense. He could not refuse himself the 
satisfaction of the present opportunity of congratulating their 
well-doing, and the onward march of this excellent associa¬ 
tion. (Cheers.) He for one had great pleasure and happi¬ 
ness in meeting in this ancient city, and venerable university; 
and although they had much to deplore in the loss of the 
late Regius Professor of Medicine (Dr Kidd), whose memory 
was associated in the minds of all who knew him with the 
most profound feelings of respect, and who had ardently 
desired that an anniversary should be holden at Oxford 
before he paid the debt of nature, yet it was some consolation 
to know that his intentions would be fully carried out by the 
present Regius Professor of Medicine, Dr Ogle (cheers);— 
gentleman who was recommended by Dr Kidd himself to 
succeed him in that high and distinguished post, and under 
whose auspices, and those of his distinguished brethren of 
this city and university, they were now about to hold their 
twentieth anniversary; and he (Dr Jenks) doubted not but 
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that they should have a most interesting and scientific meet¬ 
ing. Ho now begged leave to introduce his successor, Dr 
Ogle. (Loud cheers.) Dr Jenks then left the presidential 
chair, which was occupied by the newly-elected president 
already named. 

The President, who was received with marks of appro¬ 
bation, then read an elaborate address, in the course of which 
he paid an eloquent but well-deserved panegyric to the high 
character and varied attainments of the late Regius Pro¬ 
fessor of Medicine, Dr Kidd; he also alluded to the appoint¬ 
ment of himself to the Regius Professorship of Medicine in 
this University, which he attributed to a combination of 
fortuitous circumstances, rather than to his own talents or 
merit. He then alluded to the suggestions that had been 
made to the University Commissioners, and gave his opinion 
that the probability was that something beneficial would 
result from the report of that commission, in relation to the 
medical students resorting to the University for preparatory 
-study and training in the science of medicine. In conclusion, 
Dr Ogle gave the members of the association a hearty wel¬ 
come on the part of the profession in Oxford. The address 
was received with much applause. 

Mr J. P. Sheppard, the Secretary of the Association, then 
read the annual report of the Council, which congratulated 
the members on meeting again under such favourable cir¬ 
cumstances. Various matters affecting the interests of the 
Association were touched upon in the report, and the 
financial statement embodied in it showed, that with the 
balance from last account of 94/. 3s. 10d., subscriptions 
amounting to more than 1,300/., sales of the Journal and 
.advertisements, the total income for the year was 1638/. 18s. 
•84d., while the expenditure had been 1,540/. 14s. 7d., leaving 
a balance in favour of the Association of 92/. 4s. ljd. The 
report alluded to the new charter granted to the Royal Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons as a great improvement upon the previous 
charter ; though it did not confer all that might be desired, 
yet it recognised the principle of the representative system in 
the constitution of the governing bodies of the profession, 
and had thus given satisfaction to large bodies throughout 
the country. The College of Physicians had also been en¬ 
deavouring to obtain a charter, the draff of which was con¬ 
ceived in a liberal spirit, and although the Council could not 
approve of all its details, yet they considered that it would 
materially improve the medical faculty of the kingdom. 
The report then alluded to a bill prepared some time ago for 
the better regulation of the profession, and which had been 
received with favour by a great body in the provinces, and 
recommended to be passed through Parliament. Sir George 
Grey, the late Home Secretary, had promised his aid to such 
c, measure previous to the late change of Government, and it 
was satisfactory to state that Mr Secretary Walpole had ex¬ 
pressed his desire to give consideration to the bill as soon as 
the state of the public affairs would enable him to do so. 
The Council recommended that the Association should come 
to a resolution of approval of the bill, and refer it to a Com¬ 
mittee ; and the report concluded with some general ex¬ 
pressions of congratulation respecting the encouraging 
position of the Association, and of incitement to the members 
to go on in supporting it as a labour of love. (The reading 
of the report elicited much applause.) 

Dr Jenks moved that the report be now received, adopted, 
.and printed. 

Mr Soden, of Bath, seconded the motion. 
On the President asking if there was any objection, 
Dr Cookworthy (Plymouth) said, before that resolution 

was put to the meeting, he should in a few words call atten¬ 
tion to a subject which he considered of much importance. 
He then enumerated a series of objections to the Draft of 
Charter for the Royal College of Physicians, as embodied in 
a resolution he proposed to the meeting, as follows :—“ That 
this Association, fully admitting the propriety of uniting un¬ 
der the dominion of the Royal College of Physicians in 
London all Physicians, Graduates of Universities, practising 
in England and Wales, and acknowledging the liberality of 
the proposed charter, are, notwithstanding, of opinion that 
the fees therein named to be paid on admission are un¬ 

necessarily large. The Association would also urge upon 
the College that their own Extra Licentiates should be 
admitted members without further payment; that many of 
the provincial Physicians, being Fellows of the Royal College 
of Edinburgh, should be admitted ad eundem on payment of 
a small fee for registration only, and that Graduates of 
British Universities, actually practising as Physicians, should 
also be admitted to become members of the Royal College of 
Physicians on payment of a smaller sum than that named at 
present in the draft charter, they having already paid a 
stamp duty on taking their degrees. The Association would 
also suggest, that the Graduates to be thus admitted mem¬ 
bers of the Royal College of Physicians of London should 
take order according to the dates of their respective degrees.” 

Dr Tunstall, of Bath, seconded the resolution in a forcible 
address. 

Sir Charles Hastings objected to the resolution being re¬ 
ceived until the report had been received and adopted; he 
thought this resolution should be brought forward as a sepa¬ 
rate motion, and not in the form of an addendum to the report 
—as he thought if they adopted such a course it would lead to 
very great inconvenience. The report which had been read 
was the deliberate report of the council; and he (Sir C. 
Hastings) could not think that anything emanating from 
this meeting as an addendum could be added, otherwise the 
report would cease to be that of the council. 

Dr Cookwortby objected to such dictum. He (Dr C.) 
had come a distance of one hundred miles purposely to 
bring this subject before the meeting to- day, and to watch 
the interests of the provincial physicians, of whom he him¬ 
self was one. On his own behalf, as well as on the behalf 
of those named, he claimed the protection of the association 
in reference to this matter; and he wished to have the 
sanction of the whole body in order to give effect to the re¬ 
solution he had proposed, and which could not be done 
unless it formed part of the report. 

A long and desultory discussion ensued, the issue being 
that the first part of the proposition of Dr Cookworthy, 
namely, “ that the fees to be paid on admission are unneces¬ 
sarily large,” was put and carried. The other portions of 
the resolution were then referred to a committee of seven 
gentlemen, with instructions to report to the meeting on the 
following morning. The report was then received and 
adopted unanimously. 

Sir Charles Hastings then proposed a vote of thanks to 
the late President, Dr Jenks, in a complimentary speech. 

Dr Forbes seconded the motion of thanks, which was car¬ 
ried amid great applause. 

Dr Jenks briefly returned thanks. 
Dr Bond, of Cambridge, proposed, and Mr Propert, of 

London, seconded, a vote of thanks to the Members of the 
Council, which was also cordially and unanimously passed. 

PROPOSITION RESPECTING THE ‘ JOURNAL ’ OP THE 

ASSOCIATION. 

Dr Cowan, of Reading, then rose for the purpose of sub¬ 
mitting a motion of which he had given notice, namely, 
that the journal of the association be printed weekly in 
London, instead of at present fortnightly at Worcester, and 
that a London editor be engaged exclusively for this pur¬ 
pose. He said he was not come there to propose anything 
but what he thought would benefit the whole body of the 
members. He was come there simply to propound to 
them what he conceived to be the best mode of conducting 
their ‘ Journal,’ and what he thought would lead to a 
very great increase in the number of members. He was 
quite certain that when they looked back on the past, how¬ 
ever much they may rejoice at what had been accomplished 
by this association, much more yet remained to be done ; 
and that they must be of opinion that there was something 
radically defective in reference to the management of this 
assoeiation. In 1847 he found there were 1,800 members, 
while at present there were but 1,600 ! Here was positive 
proof in itself that the association was, as it were, melting 
away. The intention of the association had only failed in 
consequence of its imperfect instrumentality; and while he 
(Dr Cowan) was not finding fault with those having the 
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management of tlie ‘Journal,’ and to -whom he would 
give every latitude, yet he simply maintained that the 
'Journal' had never yet been an efficient organ. He 
contended that the removal of the publication of the 
* Journal’ to London would not possibly alter its provin¬ 
ciality ; whereas by continuing it as at present at Worcester, 
it was only perpetuating provincial weakness and provincial 
defects. (Hear, hear.) Was not this, then, worthy of their 
serious consideration; and shall they go on bringing out a 
journal that was essentially inefficient and unsatisfactory to 
the great majority of the members ? (Hear, hear.') Now, 
the question was, could they help this state of things ? Let 
us, then (said Dr Cowan), have the ‘Journal’ centralised 
in London, with a London editor, not because such might 
not be a provincial man, but because he would there be 
situate in the seat and centre of information, and by his 
status could accomplish what another man in another locality 
could not do. Such was the indifference manifested towards 
the publication now, that the * Journal ’ was not even cut, 
hound, or read by a fraction of the members—but still this 
did not absolve them from the expense of subscribing. The 
Association would not unlikely tumble to pieces unless some¬ 
thing of the land he had suggested was done; and if so, 
their association would number not hundreds, but thousands 
of members. (Hear, hear.) Part of this proposition was, 
therefore,, to centralise the editorship in one person. From 
inquiries he had made, a London printer was prepared to 
bring out a first-rate weekly periodical, printed in the best 
style, for 1,200/. a-year; this would not include the expense 
of editing, but a person could be found who would under¬ 
take the duty and devote himself exclusively to it, for the 
sum now paid to the joint editors, namely, 250/. per annum. 
A great increase would doubtless take place in the number 
of Advertisements, and he thought the change proposed 
would highly conduce to the extension of this association. 
Dr Cowan concluded an energetic address by moving that 
the ‘ Journal ’ be edited and published in London, and that 
it be issued weekly. (Loud cheers.) 

Dr Woodhouse, of Reading, seconded the motion. 
Dr Robertson, of Northampton, could not assent to the 

proposition. In 1844 the editorship of the Journal was 
transferred to London, and great inconvenience resulted there¬ 
from; again, they should lose the efficient control of Sir 
Charles Hastings and the Central Council if they removed 
the publication from Worcester. He also thought the funds 
would not justify a weekly publication, and he did not see 
that the mere atmosphere of London had much to do 
with it. 

Dr Heygate contended that the Journal would lose its 
provinciality if taken to London. He thought the members 
Were perfectly satisfied—(no, no)—and that it was a Journal 
of considerable talent. 

Mr Walsli, one of the Editors, while admitting that the 
present publication was not quite the Journal tbe association 
ought to have, and that there was room for improvement, 
still he thought it was never so flourishing as at present. It 
was a question of expense ; and he agreed that it might be 
made the best Journal in the kingdom, save upon one or 
two points. He would challenge Dr Cowan to prove his 
statement by figures that a weekly publication of thirty- 
two pages could be brought out for the sum he had named. 
He (Mr Walsh) affirmed the expense, without any pub¬ 
lisher’s profit or editing, would come to 1,200/. a-year. 

Dr Cowan reiterated that a London printer was ready to 
undertake the work at the suvn he had named ; in fact, to 
" farm the publication.” 

Mr Edward Davies, of Chester, supported the motion. 
It b eing one o’clock the meeting adjourned. 

CONFERRING THE HONORARY DEGREE OF D.C.E. 

At two o’clock a convocation was held in the Sheldonian 
Theatre by the Vice-Chancellor, when the honorary degree 
of D.C-.L. was conferred on the following gentlemen, who 
were presented by Dr Phillimore : — 

Sir Charles Hastings, Knt., M.D., Edinburgh, F.G.S. 
John Forbes, M.D., Edinburgh, Fellow of the College of 

Physicians. 

John Conolly, M.D., Edinburgh, Fellow of the College 
of Physicians. 

Immediately after the honorary degrees, the following 
gentlemen, members of the University of Cambridge, were 
admitted ad eundern:— 

George Burrows, M.D„ of Gonville and Caius Coll. 
William Harcourt Ranking, M.D., Catherine Hall. 
The Rev. Henry James Hastings, M.A., Trinity Coll, v1’*1 
After which the Convocation was dissolved. 
Dr Ogle entertained a large party at dinner in the hall 

at Trinity College. 

THE CONTINUATION OF THE DEBATE ON DR COWAN’S 

MOTION. 

At three o’clock the members reassembled in tbe Con¬ 
vocation House, when the debate on Dr Cowan’s motion was 
resumed by 

Mr. Nunnelly, who thought the journal was capable of 
improvement, but was in favour of appointing a committee 
to investigate the question, which, he contended, was of too 
much importance to be hastily decided. He thought there 
should be but one editor, who should be responsible for what 
appeared in the publication. Lie suggested whether the 
‘ Transactions' and the ‘ Journal’ might not be blended in 
one. They not only wanted the ordinary medical news, but 
the best scientific information, in order to keep pace with the 
scientific improvements of the day. He thought that 21/. 
only having been received from the public for the sale of the 
‘Journal’ and ‘Transactions’ for the year, was in itself 
conclusive evidence that the publications were not held in 
very high esteem by the general profession. He moved, as 
an amendment, that a committee be appointed, mentioning 
several gentlemen to form the same. 

Dr Robertson seconded the amendment. 
Dr Timstall spoke in favour of having one responsible 

editor. 
Mr Lord, of Hampstead, considered the journal to be 

“ stale, flat, and unprofitable.” 
Mr Crompton, of Manchester, supported the motion, 

stating that the profession in the north of England were 
almost unanimously of opinion that it was a very unsatis¬ 
factory publication. 

A Member remarked that in consequence of the alteration 
in the prospects of the agriculturists, those members of the 
profession living in those districts could not afford to take 
the ‘ Journal,’ the ‘ Lancet,’ or any medical publication 
(laughter). He knew it to be the fact in Norfolk and Suf¬ 
folk, where some had ceased to take in publications, and 
they were obliged to save every guinea; he thought this 
was one reason why the subscribers to the * Journal ’ had 
fallen off (no, no.) 

Sir C. Hastings observed, that if gentlemen are prepared 
for a weekly publication, they must also be prepared to give 
up the ‘ Transactions.’ He would willingly vote for an in¬ 
quiry. 

Dr Cowan then made a very effective reply, and asked 
them to come to a decision upon his motion; and if that 
decision was a favourable one, he was quite willing to take 
the committee already named hi order to carry out the de¬ 
tails of the plan. 

The motion was then put, and the numbers being nearly 
even, it was decided that “ tellers ” should be appointed. 
This being done, there appeared for Dr Cowan’s motion 61 ; 
against, 59,—majority, 2 (Loud cheers) 

A committee was then appointed to carry out the arrange¬ 
ments, but it was understood that no alteration would take 
place until January, 1853. 

Dr Ranking, one of the editors, resigned his post. 
Mr Walsh, the other editor, said, perhaps if he consulted 

his own feelings he should do the same; but as he had 
always taken a lively interest in the association he was not 
induced to follow Dr Ranking’s example, but would go on for 
the present, putting his feelings into his pocket. (Cheers 
and laughter ) 

Dr Smith read the Report of the Income Tax Committee, 
which was unanimously adopted. 
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IRREGULAR PRACTICE. 

Dr Cormack congratulated the meeting that there was no 
longer any respectable members of the profession who would 
degrade themselves by any intercourse with homoeopathists, 
and this association had been mainly instrumental in bringing 
this improved state of things about. He then read the 
“ Report of the Committee on Irregular Practice,” including 
a Draught of Bye-laws, for which we regret that we are 
unable to find space. 

Medical Ethics.—No report presented, tho cause of 
which was explained. 

Dr Tunstall moved, that an alteration be made in Ride 14, 
to the effect, that every member of Council shall be an 
ex-officio member of the Council of the local branch in 
which he may reside. 

Dr Cookworthy seconded the motion. 
One or two of the leading members expressed very decided 

opposition to the proposed alteration, as interfering with the 
present popular mode of election, and the motion on being 
put was supported but by two persons, and it accordingly 
fell to the ground. 

Mr Bartram (Bath) called the attention of the meeting to 
the practice of the life insurance offices of requesting answers 
from practitioners as to the state of health of individuals 
without offering any fee, and said he thought the profession 
would be quite justified in refusing to answer such questions. 

The members seemed to concur in this opinion. 
The Association then adjourned. 

THE CONVERSAZIONE IN THE RADCLIFTE LIBRARY. 

At half-past eight o’clock on Wednesday evening a 
very large and distinguished party of gentlemen attended 
a conversazione at the Radcliffo Library, in compliance with 
invitations from Dr Acland, the Radcliffe Librarian, who 
displayed much liberality, taste, and elegance, in the prepa¬ 
rations. The interior of the splendid building was brilliantly 
lighted for the occasion; there could not have been less 
than between five and six hundred persons present, including 
the Vice-Chancellor, several Heads of Houses, the Mayor, 
and several of the Aldermen and Councillors of the city, and 
all the members of the Provincial Medical and Surgical 
Association sojourning here for the anniversary. 

It was evident that no cost or pains had been spared by 
the entertainer in providing for the gratification of the com¬ 
pany, or in lending brilliancy and eclat to the occasion. 
Amongst the most striking and attractive arrangements for 
this end was the display of a large and diversified collection 
of objects of the highest interest in those departments of 
science and art which are more immediately connected with 
the pursuits of the medical profession. Even those amongst 
the company who were wholly unconnected with such pur¬ 
suits could scarcely fail to derive much gratification as well 
as instruction from such a truly beautiful display of patho¬ 
logical and physiological preparations, osteological specimens, 
surgical instruments, objects of the most interesting character 
seen under the microscope, splendidly illustrated medical 
works, dra wings, &c. 

In the centre of the Library was placed a splendid 
candelabra, brilliantly illuminated, and round the ped¬ 
estal which supported it were placed some very choice 
green-house plants. Besides the usual objects of interest 
in the Library, including the fine statues of ‘ Apollo 
Belvidere,’ the ‘ Laocoon ’ group, the 1 Fighting Gladiator,’ 
and 1 Discobolus throwing the Quoit,’ there were seve¬ 
ral tables containing objects of much interest to the 
scientific, professional, and general observer. The pre¬ 
parations for the microscope, by F. Symonds, Esq., and 
Mr Topping, were much admired. Also Pathological and 
Physiological preparations from Christchurch Museum ; 
also “ Circulation in the Proteus Anguineus,” and Patho¬ 
logical and Microscopical preparations by Lionel Beale, Esq., 
M.B. The Pendulum experiment of Foucalt, showing the 
rotation of the earth, attracted much attention; there were 
several fine portraits lent for the occasion, including that of 
Professor Owen, D.C.L., F.R.S., See., belonging to Geo. 
Richmond, Esq. The osteological specimens from Christ¬ 

church Museum, and by Mr Flower, a professional gentleman 
from London, were extremely interesting. Among these 
were a skeleton of the Python, also of a large crocodile, ten 
feet long, and the finest specimen in England; skeleton of 
a turbot, lamb’s head, a diver, &c., &c. A table was set 
apart for a display of daguerreotypes, by N. S. Maskelyne, 
Esq., Reader in Mineralogy, showing the improvements 
which had taken place in this wonderful invention. It would 
be impossible to particularise the many objects of interest 
which were presented in this noble building ; but we must 
not omit to notice those of a practical character, and of 
especial reference to the medical profession: — Sparks 
and Co., the celebrated anatomical and surgical me¬ 
chanists and bandage-makers, had an extensive display 
of the new patent spiral elastic stockings, knee-caps, and 
ankle-socks, &c The achromatic microscopes and apparatus 
of Smith and Beck, to whom the Council Medal of the 
Exhibition of 1851 was awarded, attracted a good deal of 
attention. The various uses to which gutta perclia are 
now applied were also illustrated by a collection of different 
articles from the Gutta Percha Company’s Works, in the 
City road, London. Tea and coffee, and other refreshing 
beverages, were served in tho gallery, together with cake 
and fruit, and a most delightful evening was spent, thq 
arrangements being all of the first order. 

THURSDAY. 

The members met in general meeting at 12 o’clock, in 
the Convocation House, for the despatch of business. 

In reference to the resolutions submitted yesterday to a 
Committee, on the proposition of Dr. Cookworthy, relating 
to the Charter of the Royal College of Physicians, Dr. Cook¬ 
worthy informed the meeting that the Committee unani¬ 
mously agreed to the following;—“The Committee ap¬ 
pointed yesterday to take into consideration the bearing 
of the proposed Charter of the College of Physicians of 
London, on the Provincial Physicians of England and Wales, 
have met, and, not feeling themselves in a position to present 
a detailed report, have unanimously resolved to invite all pro¬ 
vincial physicians now in Oxford to meet this day, at five 
o’clock, p.m., in the Divinity School (permission having 
been obtained), and then to form a Committee, authorised to 
put themselves in communication with the London College 
of Physicians, with a view of making such suggestions a? 
may appear necessary to protect the interests of the provin¬ 
cial physicians practising in England and Wales, with¬ 
out compromising the welfare of the profession at large 
or the public good—the only proper end and object of legis¬ 
lative enactment.” 

Dr Robertson moved the following resolution :—“ That 
this Association considers that the draft of the bill for 
Medical Reform, which has been prepared by the Central 
Council, embodies the principles uniformly advocated by the 
Association, and that the bill be referred to a Committee, 
who are hereby empowered to make such alterations and 
modifications in the bill as to them may appear expedient, 
and also to negotiate with the Home Secretary and with the 
medical Corporations with a view that such Bill, on the 
earliest opportunity, be presented to Parliament, previous to 
passing into a law.” 

Mr Cartwright seconded the resolution. 
Mr Hastings, barrister (son of Sir Charles Hastings, M.D.), 

explained at some length the steps he had taken to form this 
measure under the direction of the Committee of this Asso¬ 
ciation. It was at first wished to include Scotland and 
Ireland in its provisions, but from what had since been as¬ 
certained, it was thought advisable to confine it to England 
and Wales, as reciprocity of practice could only be secured 
by uniformity of education. He then briefly explained the 
objects of the proposed bill, which are already familiar to the 
members of the profession. 

A Member begged that the thanks of the Association be 
tendered to Mr Hastings for the admirable part he had taken 
in furthering this object.—Carried by acclamation. 

“ The Add:e3s in Medicine ” was delivered by Dr Eason 
Wilkinson, of Manchester; and the “Address in Su.'geiy’* 
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by James Torry Hester, Esq., surgeon, of Oxford. An 
unanimous vote of thanks was passed to those gentlemen. 

Some other business of a routine character was then dis¬ 
posed of. At three o’clock some of the members proceeded 
to the Christchurch Museum, in accordance with an in¬ 
vitation to inspect some objects of interest in the collection. 

THE DINNER AT THE TOWN HALL. 

A grand banquet took place on Thursday evening at the 

Town Hall, as a. finale to the proceedings. There were about 

180 persons present. After the usual toasts the Chairman 

proposed “Hie Vice-Chancellor and the University Au¬ 
thorities.” 

The Vice-Chancellor returned thanks. He assured them 
that it was a matter of great pleasure to every member of 
the university in having an opportunity of showing every 
attention to such an honoured body as were the members of 
this Association. It could hardly have been otherwise than 
that this university, who were always anxious to pay a com¬ 
pliment to those distinguished hi literature and science (loud 
cheers), should be gratified at receiving those whose lives were 
devoted to the physical amelioration and improvement of 
mankind. (Cheers.) Not only were the university glad to pay 
a compliment to men so eminent in scientific research and in 
the distinguished services they had rendered in their several 
paths of life,—but he (the Vice-Chancellor) might truly say 
that the names of many present would go down to posterity 
in connection with institutions which have for their object 
the amelioration of the ills to which humanity is subject. 
(Applause.) He had now very great pleasure in proposing 
that they drink the health of the three distinguished indi¬ 
viduals whom the University had the honour yesterday of 
enrolling among her members in the Theatre,—namely, Sir 
Charles Hastings, M.D., Dr Forbes, and Dr John Conolly. 
—Drunk with great applause. 

Sir Charles Hastings, M.D., in returning thanks said, 
that . on the . assembling of the Provincial Medical and 
Surgical Association in this ancient and venerated University 
of Oxford, lie need not say that the compliment offered to 
himself and his two friends was one of the most distinguished 
that can be paid to any person belonging to any profession. 
(Loud cheers.) He need not say that to be thus compli¬ 
mented is indeed an honour in such a place, where some of 
the most eminent statesmen, philosophers, and poets, born in 
this and every age since the university has existed, have 
received the like distinction;—and, gentlemen, observed 
bir Charles Hastings, I need not say that this honour, 
received through three individuals, is a most distin¬ 
guished and positive compliment to the whole profes¬ 
sion, and such an one as was not contemplated as likely to 
be received by this Association from so distinguished a Uni- 
versity as this. (Applause.) I can say that the University 
of Oxford will ever receive from our profession every possible 
endeavour to do her no discredit; but that by continuing to 
ameliorate human nature we hope to fulfil the destinies to 
which Providence has called us. (Vehement applause.) 

The Chairman then gave “ The President of the College 
of Physicians, and the President of the College of Surgeons,” 
which was duly honoured. 

The “ Mayor and Corporation” was the next toast. 
The Mayor briefly returned thanks. 
The Chairman, then, in a highly complimentary manner, 

proposed the health of Sir Charles Hastings, M.D., as founder 
of the Provincial Medical and Surgical Association, and his 
health was drunk in a very marked manner. 

Sir Charles Hastings again rose and returned thanks in an 
impre»6ive speech. 

‘ I he health of the President, Dr Ogle,” was then pro¬ 
posed by the President of the College of Surgeons. 

Dr Ogle briefly returned thanks, and ascribed the high 
position he then held as President more to their indulgence 
than to any merit of hisv own. (“ No, no.”) 

Dr John Conolly rose, and in a speech of much eloquence 
and feeling, proposed the health of Dr Acland, in acknow- 
ie gment of the magnificent entertainment afforded at the 

Radcliffe Library by that gentleman. The toast was re¬ 
ceived with rounds of applause. 

.Dr Acland, the Radcliffe Librarian, in rising to return 
thanks, was enthusiastically received. He said, if in at¬ 
tempting to receive them last night he had been actuated 
by personal motives, he could not have answered them to¬ 
night. Dr Conolly had been pleased, in eloquent language, 
to paint rather the feelings of his heart than the circum¬ 
stances he himself had been engaged in during the preceding 
day. Now, a good painter, if he paints at all, paints not 
what he sees, but what he feels. After a few observations 
personal to himself., Dr Acland observed, with reference to 
the University of Oxford, that but few medical men issue forth 
from this university; this he contended was wrong; the 
work of education in Oxford in respect to medicine was de¬ 
fective ; they did not, and need not, give a professional edu¬ 
cation in medicine; but he was most anxious to cast into 
the professional knowledge of all the profession the work 
of Oxford; this, however, had yet to be done—and, 
although he (Dr Acland) appeared there as one of her 
youngest officers, he was desirous that this opportunity 
should not be lost in making known that Oxford had a great 
work to do for herself and for the country in this respect; 
that she could and would do it. (Hear, hear.) He appealed 
to the sentiments of those present. He knew how they felt 
last night at the library; by what they saw there he (Dr 
Acland) knew they were satisfied. (Hear, hear.) And why 
were they satisfied ? Because they met in a great artistic 
edifice, second to none in Europe, and they saw there, in 
combination, art, learning, and science. Trained in these 
ways, the medical student when looking upon any organic 
structure, whether healthy or morbid, would see in it some 
sort of an expression of the laws of nature which God had 
implanted therein. At the conclusion of this speech the 
company rose and gave three hearty cheers for Dr Acland. 

“ The Medical Profession in Oxford” was responded to by 
Mr Cleobury. Then followed the health of the late Presi¬ 
dent, Dr Jenks, of Brighton, which was suitably acknow¬ 
ledged by that gentleman. 

Dr Acland, in a short but able speech, proposed the health 
of Professor Quekett, which was duly drunk. “ The Dinner 
Committee” was responded to by Mr Allen, of Oxford ; and 
the “Vice-Presidents” by Mr James, of Exeter. 

The proceedings terminated at eleven o’clock, and the 
twentietli anniversary of the Association may be said to have 
passed off with unusual eclat. 
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DR JAMES ADEY OGLE. 

DR JAMES ADEY OGLE 
Was bom on the 22nd of October, 1792. He was the eldest 
son of the late Richard Ogle, Esq., of Great Russell street, 
Bloomsbury, a general practitioner of medicine of great 
repute in that part of the metropolis, and distinguished by 
the personal attachment as well as the professional confi¬ 
dence of a very large proportion of the eminent lawyers and 
merchants who then resided in it. Mr Ogle had been a pupil 
of the Hunters (William and John), and in their lecture and 
dissecting rooms had formed friendships, which continued 
unbroken during life, with most of those who afterwards 
became the principal medical practitioners of the day. 

Successful himself in his calling, Mr Ogle desired that his 
son should pursue the same; and the son’s inclinations and 
early taste for physical studies entirely fell in with the 
father’s wishes. After the usual course of preparatory edu¬ 
cation, James A. Ogle was sent to Eton, at that time under 
rule of Dr Goodall. His tutor was the Rev. John Plumptre, 
well known and affectionately remembered by Etonians for 

his care of his pupils and interest in their progress. He 
entered the University of Oxford in Lent Term, 1810, as a 
Commoner of Trinity College, in which he obtained a 
Scholarship in 1811. He passed his examination for the 
degree A.B. in Easter Term, 1813, taking a first class in 
mathematics, and was admitted to his degree in the Michael¬ 
mas Term of the same year. He had already commenced 
his professional studies under the instruction of the late 
James Wilson, Esq., and the other Lecturers of the Wind¬ 
mill street School of Medicine. On the proclamation of peace 
in 1814, he was among the first of those who availed them¬ 
selves of the opening of the Continent; and in the course of 
that and some succeeding years, he visited many of the 
most celebrated cities and schools of France, Italy, and 
Germany. He also passed, as was customary in those days, 
some Winter Sessions in Edinburgh, studying under the 
late Professors Gregory, Duncan, Hamilton, Gordon, Home, 
and Jamieson. By means of introduction through his Eton 
and Oxford acquaintance, he found ready admission to the 
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social hospitalities of the Noi-thern capital, and had thus the 
happiness and advantage of becoming known to many of the 
eminent persons who then adorned it. Returning to Lon¬ 
don he pursued his medical studies as a pupil of the Middle¬ 
sex and subsequently of St Bartholomew’s Hospital, pro¬ 
ceeding in the meantime, at Oxford, to the degrees of A.M. 
and M.B., and was admitted to that of M.D. in January, 
1821. 

In 1819 Dr Ogle married Sarah, youngest daughter of 
the late Jeston Homfray, Esq., of Broadwaters, near Kid¬ 
derminster. She died in 1835, leaving a numerous family. 
Having settled himself in Oxford in contemplation of this 
marriage, he was invited by the President and Fellows of 
Trinity to undertake the Mathematical and Logical Tutor¬ 
ship of that College. The names of his pupils in the class 
lists bear ample testimony to the ability and industry with 
which he discharged the duties of his office. "While so em¬ 
ployed he was appointed to be one of the Public University 
Examiners in the Mathematical School. In 1822 he became 
a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in London; 
and in 1826, being proposed by the late Davies Gilbert, 
Esq., was admitted a Fellow of the Royal Society. In 1824 
he succeeded the late Dr Martin Wall, as one of the Physi¬ 
cians of the Radcliffe Infirmary (the County Hospital), and 
shortly afterwards was appointed Visiting Physician of the 
Wameford Asylum. In 1824 he was elected to the Al- 
drichian Professorship on the resignation of Dr Robert 
Bourne, and subsequently, on the death of that gentleman, 
to the Clinical Professorship of Medicine. In 1835 Dr Ogle 
took an active part, in conjunction with the late Dr Kidd, 
then Regius Professor of Medicine, and Dr Daubeny, in 
revising the University Statutes on the subject of degrees in 
the Faculty of Medicine. By their reeommendation, a pub¬ 
lic examination of candidates for the degree M.B. was es¬ 
tablished. Dr Ogle has ever held a seat at the Examining 
Board, and indeed has for many years past presided at it, 
in the absence (through infirmities) of Dr Kidd, on whose 
death in September, 1851, Dr Ogle was appointed by her 
Majesty to the Regius Professorship. In 1844 he delivered 
the Harveian Oration; and at the invitation of the Council 
of the Provincial Medical and Surgical Association, con¬ 
sented to preside at the Anniversary Meeting of its members 
holden at Oxford on the 21st and 22nd inst. 1852. On all 
the questions which have been agitated of late, as to the 
discipline and regulation of the Medical Profession, Dr Ogle 
has been the advocate of a liberal policy, at the same time 
insisting on the necessity of due caution in ascertaining the 
qualifications of those who are to be recommended, by the 
seal and sanction of public authority, to the important 
charge of watching over the health of their countrymen. 
No one can condemn more indignantly than does Dr Ogle 
the sordid motives and dishonest artifices of irregular prac¬ 
tice, nor show himself more zealous to promote, by pre¬ 
cept and example, that integrity of professional character 
without which the practice of medicine is justly held to be 

■equally dangerous and delusive In the various offices 
which he has held it has been his constant endeavour to 
promote the advancement of true medical science, and to 
bring the rewards of professional success within the reach of 
those Avho, by their integrity, their talents, and their attain¬ 
ments, may best deserve to reap them. 

J. DOMMETT BISHOP, ESQ. 

CHAS. BISSETT, ESQ. 

JAS. BISSHOPP, ESQ. 

JAS. HURDIS BLACK, ESQ. 

Vide, ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

PATRICK BLACK, M.D. 

• Dr Black belongs to the junior generation of physicians, 
and lias not yet loomed into public notice. He is an assist¬ 
ant physician of St Bartholomew’s Hospital, and holds the 
important office of Warden of the College, an appointment 
to which he succeeded on the resignation of Mr Paget. We 
may presume from this circumstance that he possesses quali¬ 

ties that have engaged the esteem of his colleagues. Dr 
Black is also physician to the Marine Society, and was for¬ 
merly physician to the Seamen’s Hospital. He graduated at 
the University of Oxford, where he obtained his degree in 
1837, and in the following year became a fellow of the Royal 
College of Physicians. He commenced practice in 1839, in 
Bedford square, but has since removed to St Bartholomew’s 
Hospital, where his duties as Warden require his constant at¬ 
tendance. 

THOMAS BLACKALL, M.D. 

This gentleman is visiting physician of the Seamen’s 
Hospital, hut there are no events in his professional career 
worthy of notice. 

JAS. CROMWELL BLACKFORD, ESQ. 

CHAS. THOS. BLACKMAN, ESQ. 

J. T. BLACKMORE, ESQ. 

JAMES BLACKSTONE, ESQ. 

Vide1 London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 
_ \ 

RD. BLAGDEN, ESQ. 

Mr Blagden is a gentleman who, without acquiring any 
literary or scientific distinction, or holding any high profes¬ 
sional appointment, has succeeded by the exertion of an in¬ 
fluence that may be rather surmised than known, in obtain¬ 
ing the honourable offices of surgeon to the Duchess of 
Kent, and surgeon extraordinary to the Queen. We have 
no doubt that Mr Blagden is as well qualified to grace 
these distinctions as many other gentlemen who appear 
to possess superior professional claims, for nothing is more 
delusive than the attempt to adjudge professional merit 
merely by the evidence of popularity. The special appoint¬ 
ment held by Mr Blagden is that of surgeon-accoucheur to 
her Majesty, and since there are only two fellows of the 
College of Surgeons who practise midwifery as a speciality, 
and physicians dare not perform operations, the appointment 
of Mr Blagden became a necessity. We should scarcely, how¬ 
ever, think that he would have been recommended to fill 
such an important post, if the advisers of the Court had not 
considered him to possess adequate qualifications, as the 
office involves a responsibility towards the Crown, the pro¬ 
fession, and the public, which would make an injudicious 
selection perilous and unpardonable. On this supposition 
we regard Mr Blagden’s appointment as a ground of en¬ 
couragement to others similarly situated, and an evidence 
that it is possible for merit to break down the artificial dis¬ 
tinctions with which conventionalism has barred up the road 
to offices of professional eminence and emolument. 

Mr Blagden became a Member of the College of Surgeons 
in the year 1811, and an Honorary Fellow in 1843. He 
resides at 26 Albemarle street, Piccadilly. 

RD. BLAGDEN, ESQ. 

ROBERT BLAGDEN, ESQ. 

ROBERT BLAIR, ESQ. 

B. BLAKE, ESQ. 

GUSTAVUS W. BLANCH, ESQ. 

SILAS BLANDFORD, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory, 1852.’ 

HY. BLATCH, ESQ. 

There are, perhaps, many persons to whom the announce-, 
ment that the Secretary to the Board of Examiners of the 
Apothecaries’ Society is a medical man, may be a novelty 
and a surprise. Lawyers generally manage to fasten upon such 
offices, even in our profession, whose members have so much 
reason to be jealous of their encroachments. Mr Blatch. 
became a member of the College of Surgeons and a mem¬ 
ber of the Society of Apothecaries in 1801, and has, therefore, 
been fifty-one years a member of the profession. We regret 
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to say that his frame, always small, is beginning to show 
the effects of age, and to shrink under its chilling grasp. 
When the Associated Apothecaries formed that Association 
in 1812, Mr Blatch became a member of the Society, and lent 
great assistance in carrying on the negotiations which event¬ 
uated in the unfortunate compromise, by which the future 
general practitioner was to undergo an examination in medi¬ 
cine before a Board appointed by the Society of Apothecaries. 
Setting aside from consideration the policy of that measure, 
we cannot but admit that the Society of Apothecaries de¬ 
serves credit for the praiseworthy manner in which they have 
striven to elevate the standard of qualification, and thereby 
to improve the character and status of their licentiates. Mr 
Blatch, we have no doubt, deserves a fair share of this com¬ 
mendation. It is not unlikely that Mr Blatch and the ex¬ 
amining Board of the Society will leave the stage, as they 
entered upon it, together. We have no desire to be regarded 
as birds of ill omen, but we believe that it would be a relief 
to both ; and to Mr Blatch, especially, we should think that 
it would be a not undesirable termination of a respectable and 
useful career. He resides at 23 River street, Myddelton 
square. 

WM. BLAXLAND, ESQ. 

HENRY BLENKARNE, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

GEORGE E. BLENKINS, ESQ. 

This gentleman is well known to a small circle as an in¬ 
dividual of great merit, a good anatomist and surgeon, and 
only not eminent in his profession because of his reluctance 
to push himself into conspicuity. He is medical officer of 
the 1st Grenadier Regiment of Foot Guards, and is Lecturer 
on Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgical Anatomy, at Lane’s 
School, adjoining St George's Hospital, where he was edu¬ 
cated. He has not attempted literary distinction,—his only 
brochure, so far as we know, being an article “ On Mal¬ 
formation of the Gall Duct,” published in the ‘Medical 
Times.’ He became a member of the College of Surgeons in 
1836, and is one of those gentlemen who, although not a 
Fellow, ought to have been one many years ago, if merit 
had been the rule of distinction. He resides at 14 White¬ 
head’s grove, Sloane square. 

JOSIAH BLOMFIELD, ESQ. 

Mr Blomfield was apprenticed in 1837 to Mr Protheroe 
Smith, then residing at 105 Hatton Garden, now an M.D., 
practising at the West End. 

In 1840 he commenced his studies at St Bartholomew’s 
Hospital, where, for the three following years, he failed not 
to exercise himself with diligence. During this time, he was 
six months dresser, under Mr Vincent, and six months clinical 
clerk, under Dr Roupell; and obtained the prize for Clinical 
Surgery, the second in Medicine, Surgery, Chemistry, Ma¬ 
teria Medica, and an honorary certificate in Midwifery. 

On May 25th 1843, he passed the Apothecaries Hall, and 
in July following, commenced practice at Peckham Rye. 
On account of being under the required age, he did not pass 
the College for nearly twelve months afterwards, viz. 19th 
April 1844. 

In 1847, he removed to Camden place, Peckham, and 
soon afterwards, was appointed one of the District Medical 
Officers for Christchurch and part of St George’s, Camber¬ 
well, which he held during the reign of the cholera. This 
parish gained some notoriety from the prevalence of this 
disease. Mr Blomfield had more than one hundred cases 
under his care of Asiatic cholera, besides numerous others of 
severe diarrhoea. About seventy-two of the former proved 
fatal. 

He received from the Board of Guardians a very hand¬ 
some letter and the sum of 701, in acknowledgement of liis 
services to the poor during the pestilence. 

On the 9th of November 1849, he was elected from about 
seventeen candidates, to the office of Surgeon to the Licensed 

Victuallers’Asylum, Old Kent road; %e largest institution 
of the kind in existence. At the present time 151 aged 
persons reside there in 126 separate dwellings; there is also 
a clergyman who resides on the ground. A church for the 
use of the inmates is established, and is supported entirely 
by the funds of the charity. 

Mr Blomfield resides at 19 Grove terrace, Peckham. 

HORATIO BLOOMFIELD, ESQ. 

WM. BLOXAM, ESQ. 

GEO. FREDERICK BLOXSOME, ESQ. 

J. BLUETT, ESQ. 

Vide London Medical Directory, 1852. 

JAMES BLUNDELL, M.D. 

Shrewd, eccentric, queer, and bashful—very bashful; 
who does not know Dr Jas. Blundell ? He has made some 
noise in his time. Once, indeed, he was the great authority 
on all matters obstetrical, and ailing women who were sick 
because they were married, old maids who were nervous 
because they were not married, and blushing damsels who 
were hysterical because they were disappointed in love, and 
could not get married, flocked daily to his portals in the 
hope, not exactly of getting husbands, or of getting rid of 
them, but of being cured of the Protean disorders which 
either marriage or celibacy had unhappily caused. We 
should have fancied that a popular counsellor in such mat¬ 
ters would have been a modern edition of Adonis, curled, 
collared, and frilled, with a delicate hand, a suasive voice, 
languishing eyes, and possibly an imperial. The ladies have 
a lively appreciation of the proprieties of the outer man, and 
perhaps they see or feel something in Dr James Blundell to 
which the ruder sex are perversely insensible. Who could 
imagine that such a little shaggy, uncouth, Caliban-like 
figure, could be made agreeable to the fastidious perception of 
a sensitive woman,whose faltering step and indolent eyes seem 
to portend that she would “ die of a rose in aromatic pain?” 
Yet so it is. Dr James Blundell was once the confidant of 
the woes of many a lovely woman; albeit, his sun has gone 
down, and the worshippers have forsaken his fane. There 
must have been a fascination in his brilliant eye, that obli¬ 
terated from the perception of his patients every image of his 
peculiar person. They could see nothing but his eye. 
There his genius, and all the beauty that the fates had be¬ 
stowed upon him were concentrated, and shone with an 
enchaining lustre. Then it must not be forgotten, Dr Blun¬ 
dell was a man of talent and boldness, he had introduced 
novelties into practice that seemed to offer to womankind an 
immunity from one of the hazards to which female life is 
most frequently exposed; namely, the transfusion of’ 
blood in cases of ebbing life from excessive hemorrhage. 
What woman would not be grateful to the benefactor? 
It will scarcely amaze our readers to be informed 
that seeing the ladies have been so ready to shed their 
favours on one who could have apparently so little 
personal claim to their admiration, he should in his turn 
evince a grateful spirit, and become an enthusiastic vo¬ 
tary of the sex, at once confiding and discreet. Dr Blun¬ 
dell is, in truth, reputed to be a man of taste, and a judge of 
beauty, and we shake him by the hand as a congenial spirit. 

Dr Blundell graduated at Edinburgh, and is a Fellow of 
the Royal College of Physicians. He was formerly Lecturer 
on Obstetricy, and on Physiology, at St Thomas’s and Guy’s 
Hospitals. His lectures on Midwifery were published in the 
‘ Lancet,’ and are full of sound practical instruction. It was 
in consequence of the publication of these lectures that he 
rose so rapidly into distinction. The 1 Lancet’ was at that 
time the “ arbiter of fate ” to physicians; and the man who 
was so unfortunate as to get his lectures published in that 
journal, felt his reputation secure from everything but its 
malevolence. Those days are past. Dr Blundell owed, 
however, much of his popularity to the superiority of 
his intellectual qualifications. He is the Author of 
‘Researches Physiological and Pathological,’ 1825. These 
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researches contain an account of his experiments 
in conception, an<Mthe transfusion of blood—a remedial 
means which, by * advocating and practising, gained 
him great celebrity during the most popular period of his 
career. He resides at 1 Great George street, Westminster, 
-and although his practice is not equal to what it formerly 
was, he still enjoys a large share of public patronage. 

DR JOHN W. F. BLUNDELL. 

Dr John Blundell is the son of Dr Thomas L. Blundell, 
now of 29 New Broad street, and commenced the study of 
medicine at St Bartholomew’s Hospital in the year 1848. 
He took up his residence at Erlangen in 1851,'when he 
passed the examination for M.D. In his professional stu- 
<lies he has been greatly assisted by his father, whose long 
experience well qualified him for the task. He is now in 
his thirty-second year, and thus undertook the study of his 
profession at a somewhat advanced age, yet not without 
'Somewhat of that matured experience necessary to com¬ 
pass the boundless domains of the art. 

In early life, and even up to a comparatively late period, 
Dr J. Blundell had entertained a most decided disrelish for 
the details and labours of medical practice, and in conse¬ 
quence turned his attention to mercantile pursuits. In the 
latter condition, at the early age of nineteen, he took his 

■departure from this country for Port Philip—the great re¬ 
gion of the gold discoveries—but not liking the primitive 
•and rough character of that settlement, proceeded to Van 
Diemen’s Land. In the latter island he remained about 
two years, and after sharing in the troubles and anxieties 
which befel our Australian colonies in the years 1841 and 
1842, he returned home, still uncertain as to his future 
career. About the middle of 1843 he again voyaged to the 
antipodes, and remained engaged in mercantile . pursuits, 
for about four years in the colony of Western Australia; 
and, once more treading the shores of old England, with 
the changed views which habit and travel had engendered, 
resolved at length to devote his attention to the study of 
medicine. During the time occupied by the above periods, 
it has been his lot to visit and reside for a short space in 
several spots of the globe—amongst which we may enume¬ 
rate two parts of South America, St Helena, the Cape of 
■Good Hope, the Mauritius, and the several settlements ot 
Australia already mentioned. 

It was during his hospital attendance that he first became 
■acquainted with the new method of exercises in chronic 
^diseases introduced into this country from Sweden, styled 
^‘Kinesitherapy,’’ and which we described in our last number. 
Heeling convinced, from an acquaintance with the opinions 
and writings of physicians of the importance of a proper 
and scientific use of exercises in those cases where medicine 

■fails in effect, Dr Blundell investigated the matter closely, 
and at the end of last year published a volume on the sub¬ 
ject. As we have already given an account of this system 
of gymnastic practices, it is unnecessary for us to dilate 
upon the subject in this place. We may, however, observe 

■that Dr Blundell has pursued the subject in a more 
■philosophical spirit than preceding writers. 

Dr J. Blundell resides at 32 Finsbury Circus. 

DR THOMAS LEIGH BLUNDELL. 

C. BIRD BOAST, ESQ. 

WM. BARNARD BODDY, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1845. 

THOMAS BODKIN, ESQ. 

This gentleman’s ancestors were for many generations 
tanners in Croydon, Surrey, but his father dying while he 
was an infant, he was, at the age of 14, at his own request 
apprenticed to a chemist in Bermondsey street, who was 
in practice before the Apothecaries’ Act, and while there he 
imbibed a strong desire for the profession, and the gentleman 
to whom he was apprenticed having opened a branch estab¬ 

lishment, appointed him to conduct it before he had served 
half his time. Being then strongly urged, and his desire 
being greatly increased, Mr Bodkin determined to qualify, 
but a difficulty arose which was not anticipated. The 
Apothecaries’ Society refused to acknowledge his in¬ 
denture, and he therefore resolved to go through another 
apprenticeship, and for that purpose articled himself to Mr 
Nettlefold, who, at that time was Apothecary to the Surrey 
Dispensary; Drs Barlow, Hughes, &c., being then the 
physicians. 

From the Dispensary Mr Bodkin went to Guy’s, and 
became a pupil under Drs Bright, Addison, Asliwell, &c.; 
Mr Aston Key being then principal surgeon. 

During this time Mr Bodkin was a diligent pupil. He 
passed the College of Surgeons on the 25th of June, 1841, 
and the Hall on the 16th of September. 1843. 

Mr Bodkin was appointed district medical officer for the 
treatment of cholera in 1849, and found that nitrous acid in 
combination with tincture of opium and essence of pepper¬ 
mint was a much more efficacious remedy than the ordinary 
compound chalk mixture. He remains in practice where 
he commenced, at 3 St James’s place, Bermondsey. 

EDWIN HENRY BOLTON, ESQ. 

ROBERT BOLTON, ESQ. 

JAMES BOMFORD, ESQ. 

JOSEPH CARPENTER BOMPAS, ESQ. 

EDWARD THORNLEY BOND, ESQ. 

HENRY HOLLIER BOND, ESQ. 

JOHN BOND, M.D. 

J. CHARLES BONNETT, ESQ, 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory, 1852.’ 

REVIEWS. 

The Symptoms and Treatment of the Diseases of Pregnancy. 
By Wm. John Anderson, F.R.C.S. 

This little work is a sort of handbook on the subject of 
which it treats. So far as it goes, its recommendations are 
just, and may be followed with safety, but it touches too 
much on the surface, and is scarcely satisfactory. The 
author may add to his volume in a second edition, if it shall 
ever have the fortune to reach that point, and thus make it 
more complete and valuable. The busy practitioner will 
even now find benefit from reference to its pages. 

Articles on Reform of Private Asylums. By Henry MONRO, 
M.B., Oxon. 

This volume is a reprint of articles that have appeared in 
the journals upon the question of a reform in the manage¬ 
ment of private asylums for lunatics. We have already re¬ 
ferred to the subject in our ‘ Mirror,’ and at present feel it to be 
merely necessary to tender our thanks to the author for the 
attention he has given to a subject so important. The little 
volume ought to be read and studied by all who feel an 
interest in the welfare of the insane. 

Alinanach de Carlsbad, ou Melanges Medicaux, Scientifques 
and Literaires, relatifs d ces Themes et au Pays, par 
le Chevalier Jean de Carro, Docteur en Med- 
ecine des Facultes d’Edinbourg, de Yicnne and de 
Prague, practicien a Carlsbad, &c. 22nd Annee. 
Carlsbad, 1852. pp. 239. 

True to its title the small volume before us contains a 
miscellany of scientific and amusing matter. It gives us first 
a list of the remarkable personages who visited Carlsbad in 
1851, including princes and princesses, bishops, lords, 
churchmen, doctors, lawyers, ana celebrated artists; then a 
coup d'ceil of the last season, which will be read with a good 
deal of interest, by those who are at all connected with the 
Spa—some very favourable notices of a French work on the 
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mineral waters, and of Dr Sutro’s Lectures on the same sub¬ 
ject appear next; besides reports of diseases that have been 
cured or improved last season in some of the hospitals of 
Carlsbad, by Drs. Forster and Porges; a parallel between 
Carlsbad and GrafFenberg; remarks on whey cures; a very 
pungent article on the homoeopathic institutions of England; 
on the cognac and salt panacea of W. Lee; sketches of the 
author’s life ; a treatise on tea; some very piquant letters of 
Goethe, unpublished before; and last, though not least, an 
interesting account of the monument to be erected to Jenner, 
and of the author’s successful endeavours to propagate vac¬ 
cination in the East during Jenner’s life. On the whole 
we have read the unpretending little volume with pleasure; 
we found it amusing and instructive, and we cannot help ex¬ 
pressing a wish, that such spirits and vigour may be long 
left to the author, as he evinces in his 82nd year. Anything 
emanating from Dr de Carro, the Nestor of Spa Physicians, 
cannot fail to excite the reader’s attention. 

On the Anatomy and Physiology of the Male Urethra, <fc. 
By Henry Hancock, F.R.C.S. 

This, like the former work, is a reprint. It contains the 
Lettsomian orations delivered this year, before the London 
Medical Society. We have already exhibited at length Mr 
Hancock’s discoveries with respect to the muscles of the 
urethra, and his practical views deduced therefrom, so that 
it is unnecessary to dilate upon the subject. The originality 
of thought and perseverance which Mr Hancock has shown 
in relation to this subject do him and English surgery itself 
great honour, and present an example worthy of imitation. 

Homoeopathy: its Globules (Bubbles) Analysed. By W. J. 
Cox, M.R.C.S., M.D. 

This little brochure sets forth in a popular form the lead¬ 
ing arguments against the doctrines and practices of 
homoeopathy. The absurdities of this form of empiricism 
are pointed out with much vigour of language and apposite¬ 
ness of illustration, and the work being denuded as much as 
possible of technical language is likely to circulate among 
the public, and do more good than larger tomes more erudite 
in matter and costly in price. 

Observations on the Treatment of Cleft Palate by Mechanical 
Means. By John Mapleson, Dentist (and Cupper to 
the Queen). 

Mr Mapleson has had great success in the treatment of 
cleft palate in cases in which the division is so extensive as 
to preclude the possibility of a surgical operation being 
satisfactorily performed. This pamphlet describes his plan, 
and instances cases of its success. We have no doubt of the 
value of this remedial measure, for we happen to know of 
Cases in which the author’s appliances have been successful. 

* 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

YELLOW FEVER. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular 
Sir,—As long as prejudices obstruct one’s path, the pro¬ 

gress of medical science must and does meet with many 
•serious obstacles. Diseases in a foreign climate can only be 
described by those pioneers of our profession who have 
laboured in that field; and unless impartial statements of 
facts are from to time recorded, we cannot, like the botanist, 
arrange a museum in which we can lay our hands on the 
plant only known or described by those who have plucked 
it from its natural soil. 

Yellow fever, described by writers under the several 
names of typhus icterodes, bilious remitting fever, mal de 
Siam, &c. &c., has occasionally given rise to bitter feelings 
among the members of the medical profession, from the fact 
that they had all looked through the maze of their own 

prejudices, and thought proper to describe its character from 
some standard of their own. We have in this country simi¬ 
lar discrepancies. We find, for example, Dr Jenner insist¬ 
ing upon the rose spots and mulberry rash of typhoid and 
typhus as the pathognomonic signs of these forms of fever; 
yet I am convinced no medical practitioner would be bold 
enough to pronounce a typhus or a typhoid not to 
belong to the class which has been assigned them, because 
such appearances were not to be found. For Professor 
Bennett, in his 1 Clinical Lectures,’ observes “ that in the 
three cases of typhoid which have fallen under our observa¬ 
tion, no eruption existed in any of them. With regard to 
the ten cases of typhus fever also, in five there was no 
eruption, in three there were rose spots, in one a mulberry 
or measly eruption, and in one petechial.” To this I may 
add, that in several cases of typhus and typhoid which have 
come under my own observation in Rothesay and the Isle of 
Bute, I searched most diligently for the appearance of the 
rose spots and mulberry rash so much insisted upon by Dr 
Jenner, and have not been fortunate enough to find them in 
any one case. If such contrariety exist at home, much 
allowance indeed may be made for our transatlantic brethren. 
But the particular point to which I would draw the atten¬ 
tion of my medical brethren is the fact, that medical writers 
on yellow fever have often described the form of disease 
occurring in their particular district as a type of the whole, 
irrespective of local influences, and often, on that account, 
denying its contagious character. It is not my intention, on 
the present occasion, to write a dissertation on yellow fever, 
but merely to direct the attention of the profession to the 
fact, that it is not be considered a disease sui generis, or one 
not propagated by contagion, but that it ought to be placed 
as a branch of that family to which the generic term 
fever has been given. If I were asked, what is yel¬ 
low fever, I should reply, a disease arising from a 
specific cause, contagious in its character, ushered in 
with symptoms of great constitutional disturbance, 
shivering, intense pain in the back, great heat of skin 
(to be compared only to applying the hand across the sur¬ 
face of a warm iron), with severe gastric irritation, yellow¬ 
ness of skin, and attended with vomiting of a dark and flaky 
substance, swimming on the surface of whatever the basin 
or utensil contained, subsequently becoming heavier and 
sinking to the bottom. These symptoms, sufficiently cha¬ 
racteristic, naturally place the disease among the pyroxiae ; 
and in every feature we can trace the resemblance, owing its 
peculiar character to climate alone. Having thus, I hope, 
established its right to a place among the pyrexiae, we will 
next direct our attention to the questio vexata, is it contagious 
or not ? To this I briefly reply, certainly contagious ; and 
my reasons for maintaining such a position are the following. 
Can any one who has practised in localities where yellow 
fever becomes as familiar as “household words,” affirm that 
the fever has been communicated from a town to a rural 
district, where no such disease was then in existence, without 
direct contact with those labouring under yellow fever ? We 
have many proofs of its propagation by contagion. A West 
Indian sugar establishment consists of a staff of white men, 
with a gang of from three to four hundred blacks. How often 
has it occurred that one of these white men, on a mission to 
town, has come back, sickened and died of yellow fever, 
and communicated the disease to others ? Again, the ship¬ 
ping in the river Demerara—ask any captain and he will 
tell you, that the only way of keeping out “ yellow Jack ” 
was to prevent his men remaining on shore. 

In looking over what has preceded, you will find me 
making use of the term “ medical brethren.”. I believe I 
owe the profession no apology for thus addressing them. If 
I do, the ‘ Medical Circular ’ and the ‘ Medical Directory ’ 
must be my apology. You have taken upon yourself the 
office of master of the ceremonies, and introduced us to each 
other; and I feel assured that there is not a member of the 
profession who does not welcome the ‘ Circular ’ as a familiar 
friend. I am, Sir, &c. &c. 

Wm. Aug. Wolseley, M.D. 
Rothesay. 
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MEDICAL FEES IN AUSTRALIA. 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I beg to enclose for your perusal the 12th No. of 
the ‘Australian Medical Journal,’ containing 1 The Rules and 
Regulations of the Port Philip Medical Associationinstituted 
at Melbourne; together with a Table of Fees adopted by the 
members of our profession in that district,—being the current 
charges in our Australasian colonics. As the scale of fees 
therein recommended and acted on may prove interesting to 
the profession here, I shall feel obliged by their insertion in 
your next No. It will show, at least, the unanimity of feel¬ 
ing that reigns abroad in this respect, and may point out the 
advantage of similar plans for our own government; as it 
proves that a want of union,—the origin of much of the dis¬ 
cord prevailing in this country, as well as the low and un¬ 

certain charges arising from a disingenuous competition,— 
may, by its adoption, be securely obviated ; and, by teach¬ 
ing the propriety of cementing common interests, especially 
among the disaffected, it may likewise prevent a parsimonious 
public from profiting, as it hitherto has done, through our 
disunion, by an inadequate compensation for services rendered. 

Having for a series of years been extensively engaged iu 
active practice in New South Wales, I can certify to the ex¬ 
cellent results of such a combination, which the good sense 
of your readers will spare me from specifying in detaiL 
Enough, that the contrary conduct has been an eye-sore in 
practice, complained of by all, and felt by a large majority of 
the practitioners in this kingdom.—I am, yours, &c., 

R. M. Blamet, M.D. 
Penryn, Cornwall, July 21,1852. 

TABLE OF FEES, 

Adopted by the Port Philip Medical Association, Melbourne, November, 1846. 
The sums stated in the following Table are considered as about the average for the First and Second Class, and the minimum for the- 

Third Class; but from the difficulty of framing rules applicable to every case, aud the circumstances of every individual, any intermediate 
sum may be taken in the two first classes. 

TOWN VISITS. 

Single visits, from 7 a.m to 9 p.m. ....... 
\Vhen only one visit is required . . . . . „ , 
Single visits, from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m. ....... 

Advice at the Practitioner's residence . . . . . , 
COUNTRY VISITS. 

Any distance not exceeding one mile ...... 
Any distance exceeding one mile, for every additional mile . . . . 

These charges will be doubled from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m. 
DETENTION. 

Every hour that the Practitioner is detained, either from urgency of the case or desire of the 
patient, or friends ......... 

ATTENDANCE IN CHRONIC DISEASES. 

In Chronie Diseases a discretionary deviation from the above charges may he made. 
MIDWIFERY. 

Attendance in ordinary cases, in town . . . . . , 
In country cases, in addition to the Fee for Country Visits,—(subsequent visits not included) . 

Midwifery Fees to he made payable at the time. 
CONSULTATION. 

Consultation with Physician or Surgeon ...... 
Consultation by letter . • . . . . . , 
Consultation in midwifery 

Consultation Fees are to be paid at the time. 

Certificate of Health ... ...... 
SURGICAL OPERATIONS. 

Capital Operations ......... 
lesser Operations . . . . . . . . 
Vaccination ......... 

Extracting Teeth, Bleeding, Cupping, and similar operations . . . 
Fractures and Dislocations ........ 
In all the above cases the charge is made for the operation only. The subsequent visits will be 

an additional charge. 

1st Class. 2nd Class. 3rd Class. 
£0 10 6 £0 5 0 £0 3 0 

1 1 0 0 10 6 O 5 0 
1 1 0 0 10 6 0 5 0 

0 10 6 0 5 0 0 3 O 

0 12 6 0 7 6 0 5 0 
0 7 0 0 5 0 0 3 O 

0 10 6 0 7 C 0 5 O 

5 5 0 3 3 0 21.2s. toll. Is. 
5 5 0 3 3 0 21. 2s. to II. Is.. 

I 1 0 0 10 6 0 7 6 
2 2 0 1 l 0 0 io e 
3 3 0 2 2 0 I 1 0 

1 1 . 0 0 10 6 0 5 O 

21 0 0 10 10 0 5 5 0 
5 5 0 3 3 0 1 1 O 
0 10 6 0 7 6 0 5 0 
1 ] 0 0 7 6 0 5 0 
5 5 0 3 3 0 1 1 0 

KINESITHERAPY, OR MEDICAL GYMNASTICS. 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE 1 MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I fully admit the justice of many of the remarks 
you have made on the “ Medical Gymnastics, &c.,” extracted 
from the ‘ Medico-Chirurgical Review ’ of this month. 

I feel with the writer of that article an equal degree of 
contempt for the nonsense put forward by many of the would- 
be promoters of this adj unct to medicine, such as we observe 
in the hydraulic and soaring movements, denominated 
“ pumping,” “ flying,” &c. It is certainly no disparagement 
to the treatment that it finds favour witli those who are at 
issue with the established schools of medicine; nor can there 
be valid reason for rejecting it, on account of the quarter 
whence it appears to originate. On the contrary, I believe 
Continental physicians of high standing have already ap¬ 
proved the Swedish method of treating certain chronic dis¬ 
eases ; and it is there practised in a simple and effectual 
manner as an adjunct to medicine, and divested of what 
certainly assumes an appearance of quackery. I think, 
therefore, the writer of this article will find himself to be in 
error in supposing that it finds favour with homoeopaths and 
mesmerists alone. It is not a new thing, but one which has 
fallen into disuse from sheer want of development, and from 
expecting (commonly the case with the best of treatments) 
too much from it. 

Being included in the general censure of the reviewer, as 
one of the same section deprecated by him, I beg to state 

briefly my views of the treament, of its value, and of the 
extent of its application. I recognise only in this treatment 
tiie use of active and passive exercises iu certain conditions of 
chronic disease, when such aid may be required. I consider 
them merely as adjuncts to medicine, whilst I utterly ignore 
(and those who will take the trouble to read my book will 
find it to be so) all attempts to disconnect it with medicine, 
or supersede those time-honoured principles, whose depth 
and breadth is the measure of true medical science. I believe 
that, by the aid of these manipulations, in conjunction with 
the internal administration of medicine, many a life may be 
saved. I believe that what I have already seen has proved 
the latter, and that the success attending the treatment is 
due to no exaggerated hut very simple cause - the assistance 
afforded the vital powers of the body in getting rid of the 
impediments to its free scope of action. Beyond this, I do 
not believe; nor is it my custom or habit to assume more 
than this. The best and most simple agent in medicine may 
furnish the materials for the most widely-extended quackery. 
The Swedish school is culpable enough for its mystery and 
its silence on essential points; but I yet hope to see a proper 
arrangement of these exercises, and an investigation of their 
effects, pursued in this country—a proceeding which the re¬ 
viewer admits would be acceptable to the profession at large. 

I remain, Sir, yours, &c., 
J. W. Blundell, M.D. 

32, Finsbury Circus, July 20, 1852. 
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TO THE EDITOR OP THE ' MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—As an individual member of the profession, taking 
■considerable interest in its periodical literature, I cannot but 
admire the spirit which you have shown in making the ex¬ 
periment of introducing a cheap medical periodical; although, 
were its cheapness the only or chief merit it possessed, you 
would have sought in vain for the favourable reception it 
has met with from the profession at large ; which is to be 
more correctly attributed to the originality of its contents, 
and the able and vigorous manner in which it is conducted. 

It has long been obvious to me that such a periodical as 
the ‘ Circular’ was greatly needed ; and not less has been 
my surprise that some energetic member of our body had 
not sooner started a journal of the kind. In addition to the 
high price of your contemporaries, the exclusiveness of their 
principles, as well as the jealous and antagonistic feeling ex¬ 
isting between some of them, to say nothing of the violent 
and most injudicious manner in which they deal with every 
one whose practice or principles they deem deserving their 

■censure, have all contributed to deprive them of much of their 
usefulness. You, Sir, have, on the other hand, by adopting 
a spirit of emulative rivalry, and by your endeavours to be¬ 
come useful and instructive to the whole body of the pro¬ 
fession, adopted a course, that, if responded to, as it deserve- 
to be, -null very speedily convert your journal into ths 
1 Times ’ of medical literature. 

I have been induced to make these remarks as prefatory 
to a suggestion.wliich I beg to offer, and which doubtless 
will receive your attention, even if it should not correspond 
with your views. The merits of the ‘ Circular ’ are now 
fully understood; and you, Sir, must know best how far they 
are appreciated. You have announced for the forthcoming 
year another new journal (The Medical Library), which 
I have reason to know will be received by numbers of the 
profession as a great boon; second, indeed, to none of 
the useful works which we already owe to your enterprise ; 
and I, for one, anticipate its appearance with much pleasure. 
It appears to me, however, that from the objects it contem¬ 
plates, if the Medical Library were commenced as a 
fortnightly publication, instead of weekly, as at present ad¬ 
vertised, it would be a decided improvement on your plan, 
inasmuch as it would afford a more reasonable amouut of 
time to collate the various important facts which it is des¬ 
tined to deal with; and, by enabling you, at the same time, 
to make the subscription If. 6s., instead of 21. 12s. per 
annum, would greatly increase its usefulness, by inducing a 
much larger number of the profession to favour it with their 
patronage. In such case, you might with equal advantage 
make the ‘Medical Circular’ a weekly journal; the 

subscription to which even then would be but 16s. per an¬ 
num—less than one-half that of your contemporaries. I am 
aware that there must be many difficulties attendant on the 
conducting of a journal, and that making such alterations 
would involve perhaps some considerable cost, as well as 
trouble and anxiety ; I, therefore, submit the foregoing sug¬ 
gestions deferentially, but at the same time ■with the con¬ 
viction that if carried out they would be alike advantageous 
to the proprietor and to his subscribers. 

I beg to enclose my subscription for the ensuing half- 
year, and again to express my increased satisfaction with the 
* Circular,’ which I doubt not would, as a weekly pub¬ 
lication, steadily increase in favour, and acquire a correspond¬ 
ing influence in the profession. With best wishes for your 
continued success.—Yours, &c., J. Wood. 

Liverpool, July 22, 1852. 

THE PRESENT ASPECT OF MEDICAL AFFAIRS. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Sir,—Much distraction of thought is at present agitating 
the medical world, with regal'd to the various opinions on 
medical politics. The druggists, in the first place, wish no 
medical practitioner to dispense his own mediciues. The 
medical practitioners, on the contrary, hold an opposite 
opinion, and think none have a more legal or better .title to 

dispense than those who wish to temper the dose to tha 
patient; and also, as the best way to ascertain the strength 
of the medicine, they think none can be a better judge than 
he who compounds it. Now, with your kind leave, Mr. 
Editor, permit me, as an individual interested in the pre¬ 
vious discussions, to offer a cursory remark or two on the 
present aspect of the medical world. 

First, I would allow the mere druggist to compound his 
medicine, to sell or dispense it, but to be prohibited from 
giving private advice, or even advice of any kind. He 
should be required to refer his customers to the medical 
practitioner of their family if so be, or to soma 
qualified medical man. Some may think this is taxing 
knowledge, but on due consideration such -will not be 
found the case. Does not the legal practitioner charge 
for a few words of advice? and why, let me ask, not 
the medical man ? Is his advice to be put on a par even 
with the legal man, in some instances ? Or is it proper, 1 
let me ask, that a druggist should compound, prescribe, 
phlebotomise, extract teeth, dress wounds, and obstetricise, 
without even being asked,—Whatdoest thou? All this, Mr 
Editor, I have known done by one who never crossed a 
college or university, or attended any medical classes what¬ 
soever. It may be asked, such a one may possess sufficient 
knowledge, and knowledge itself is the best title to its 
exercise. But is the legal student or the candidate 
for the holy ministry allowed to practise their several 
callings until properly licensed ? Let the select committee 
on medical education ponder on the great disadvantages 
regular practitioners have in coping with the druggists, not 
to mention grocers, who also in’ small villages minister the 
art of healing and advice, and let them endeavour if possible 
to check the same. Attention to this subject would be of 
much more advantage than wasting time in idle discussions 
regarding regulations for licensed practitioners, as was the 
case so far back as the year 1836, April 1st, and recorded 
in the ‘Report from the Select Committee on Medical 
Education,’ in No. CXXVII of the ‘Edinburgh Medical 
and Surgical Journal,’ which is highly amusing, and 
shows how far the well-known maxim, “ that doctors 
differ,” is carried out, and what little benefit has accrued 
to the medical world since then. Let such committea 
begin at the root of the evil; prevent the unlicensed, 
the uneducated, from usurping so much power, and from 
treading so closely on the heels of the regular practitioner; 
then some good and real advantage may hope to be gained. 

A.word about the grocers, and then I have done. 
The grocers maintain that no law can pi'event them from 

selling physic, that they will sell (as I have myself heard 
asserted from one of the fraternity) castor oil as an oil, and 
I suppose other medicines as medicines. An instance oc¬ 
curred not long ago of an ironmonger’s shopman taking a 
quarter of a pound of sulphate of magnesia for one dose. 
Whether a mistake of the weights (they not being apothe¬ 
caries) or, what was more likely, an unacquaintance ■with 
the proper dose, led to the mistake, or otherwise it is not 
easy to say, but its operation was unquestionable. Trusting 
you will excuse these few remarks, in the hope that they 
may lead to a more efficient inquiry into the subject by 
some abler hand, I remain yours truly, 

James M. Thomas. 

St Andrew’s, July 1, 1852. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 
The Use of the Atropice Sulphas.— Can you or any of 

your correspondents divine for what purpose the Atropim 
Sulphas was introduced into the London Pharmacopoeia of 
1851?—Is it applied externally only?—or is it ever ad¬ 
ministered internally?—in what diseases?—and in what 
doges? Your’s, &C-, Sussexia. 

Julv 9th. .1852. „ , . . 
P.S.—I am aware that, at the end of the formula it is 

stated—“ hunc salem externa tantum nsui destinamus." 
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The Ganges and its Dead.—Whilst sailing down the 
Ganges, I observed, in respect to the innumerable bodies 
which are cast into its waters, that the males were invariably 
with the face upwards, and the females in the reverse posi¬ 
tion. Can any of your readers satisfactorily give the why 
and the wherefore ? J. W. 

REPLIES. 

IIoio to remove Stains caused by Nitrate of Silver.—Sir,— 

For the information of the M.R.C.S.E. and L.S.A., who 
wishes to know how to remove oxide of silver from his new 
shirts, I beg to send him the three following methods,— 
either of which he will find effectual:— 

1. Apply solution of chloride of lime, then wash with a 
strong solution of liydroclilorate of ammonia. 

2. Wash with bichloride of mercury dissolved in a strong 
solution of hydrochlorate of ammonia. 

‘i 3. Soak in tincture of iodine, and wash with solution of 
nyposulphate of soda. W. M. F. Chatterley. 

Hereford square, Old Brompton. 

How to Remove Stains from Nitrate of Silver.—In p. 
247 of the ‘Medical Circular,’ I perceive a M.R.C.S. 
and L.A.C. fecks chemical knowledge, so as to be un¬ 
able to remove the “ Stains from the Nitrate of Silver,” 
on his Shirt Fronts. I trust he may be relieved from his 
anxiety by the subsequent means, hoping that he is not 
obliged to use the solution for the purpose of dyeing either 
Ms whiskers or moustache. The Tinct. Iodinii Comp, 
applied to the spots, the linen being held over a basin of 
hot water, and previously moistened, then directly pour 
sufficient solution of the hypo-sulphate of soda to dissolve 
the iodide of silver produced, and immediately immerse the 
spot in the water beneath, to wash out and cleanse the tissue, 
at once, from the stain and chemical reagents employed. 
The above I have seen recommended byW. B. Herapath, M.B. 

Your’s, &c. J. B. 

Stains from Nitrate of Silver.—In reply to one of your 
subscribers, asking what would remove the stains from the 
nitrate of silver which had spotted some new shirts—Rub 
the stains with a strong solution of iodide of potass, and 
then wash in a solution of sulphocyanide of soda. This will 
also remove the far-famed permanent ink. 

M.R.C.S.E. and M.D., 
Subscriber to the 1 Medical Circular.’ 

July 8th, 1852. 

NOTE. 
Stains from the Nitrate of Silver.—I am sorry I should 

have been misunderstood on this subject. I did not mean 
that I was unable to remove them altogether by iodide 
of potassium, after the use of salts of sorrel, as I have removed 
them in this way, but I wished to know if any of my 
medical brethren could kindly inform me of a better and 
more economical mode of proceeding. 

M.R.C.S.E. and L.S.A. 

©Iritarg, 
May 27—Dr. C. T. Weston, of the H. E. I. C.’s Bombay 

Establishment, at Mahableshwer, in his 35th year. 
June 24—William Morley, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., 

1829, and L.S.A. 1828, at Basford, Notts, aged 46. 
28—John Tweedale, M.D. Aberd. 1811, and M.R.C.S., 

Eng., 1806, surgeon, R.N., at Lynn Regis, in his 71st year. 
The deceased was formerly Surgeon of the Royal Naval 
Hospital, Madras; and was lately one of the physicians of 
the West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital. 

July 1—Charles Underwood, Esq., M.D., at Malta. 
Dr Underwood was the fifth son of the late Rev. Thomas 
Underwood, Rector of Ross, and Canon Residentiary of 
Hereford Cathedral. 

I— Noel Thomas Smith, M.D., at Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne, aged 83. 

7—James Dutton, Esq., Surgeon, at 40 High street, 
Hastings, where he had practised for upwards of fifty years, 
aged 78, deeply regretted. 

10—Dr Gosden, Assistant Staff-surgeon, and late of Her 
Majesty’s 84th Regiment, at Midhurst, Sussex, aged 30. 

II— George Adams, Esq., late Physician General, 
H.E.I.C.S., Madras, at 148 New Bond street. 

12—Deodatus Stone, Esq., M.R.C.S., Eng., 1802, at 

Oxford, aged 75. Mr Stone enjoyed a very extensive prac¬ 
tice in Oxford and its vicinity for nearly fifty years. His 
kindness of heart and humane disposition endeared Mm to all 
who availed themselves of his professional services, or who 
had the happiness of his friendship, and have rendered his 
decease a public loss. He was Surgeon to the Oxford Lying- 
in Charity, and to Boulter’s Almshouses. 

17—John Painter Vincent, Esq., F.R.C.S., Eng., 
and one of the Council, suddenly at his country residence. 
Woodland’s Manor, near Wrootham, Kent, in the 75th year 
of his age. Mr Vincent commenced the study of his pro¬ 
fession under Mr Long, of whom he was h. favourite pupil. 
He became a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons on 
the 20th March, 1800, and immediately entered upon the 
active practice of his profession. He speedily acquired a 
favourable reputation, both on account of his skill, and for 
his uniform kind attention to his patients, particularly to the 
young, whose confidence he at once obtained.' Leigh Hunt 
states, in his Autobiography, when speaking of the lamented 
deceased, who was in constant attendance on him when a 
boy, and a patient hi the Infirmary attached to Christ’s Hos¬ 
pital, that “ the sight of Mr Long’s probe was not so pleasant. 
He preferred seeing it in the hands of Mr Vincent, whose 
manners, quiet and mild, had double effect on a set of boys 
more or less jealous of the mixed humbleness and importance 
of their school. This was most likely,” continues Leigh 
Hunt, “ the same gentlemen of the name of Vincent, who- 
afterwards became distinguished in his profession. He was 
dark, like a West Indian, and I used to think him hand¬ 
some.” This opinion of the boy was that of the public gene¬ 
rally, who considered the lamented deceased amiable almost 
to weakness. He succeeded his former preceptor, Mr Long, 
in practice, having taken that gentleman’s house in Lincoln’s- 
Inn-Fields, where he in a short time made a large connexion, 
and continued to practice until a few years since. He be¬ 
came connected, as senior Surgeon, with St Bartholomew’s 
Hospital, and was an especial favourite with the students of 
that Institution. On the decease of Mr Geo. Chandler, the 
subject of tMs notice was elected (July 12,1822,) a Member 
of the Council of the College; and on the 5th Jan., 1828, a 
Member of the Court of Examiners, filling the vacancy occa¬ 
sioned by the resignation of Mr Thompson Forster. In the fol¬ 
lowing year he delivered the Hunterian Oration, and on the 
13th July, 1832, he received from his colleagues the highest 
honour they could offer him, the Presidency of the College. 
He was a second time elected to this honorable position on 
the 9th July 1840. With bodily and mental faculties unim¬ 
paired, he resigned all Ms college and hospital appointments 
a year or two ago, and retired to his beautiful residence, 
Woodland’s Manor. Here he commenced and finished his 
“ Observations on some of the Parts of Surgical Practice,” 
wMch was well received by the profession; the only other 
contribution from his pen was a pamphlet published some 
years ago, entitled “ An Inquiry into the claims that Surgery- 
may be supposed to have, for being classed as a Science.” 
In the various relations of private life, as husband, father, 
and friend, Mr Vincent was beloved, esteemed, and respected, 
not less for the kindness and amiability of his disposition, 
than for the lofty integrity of mind which so eminently dis¬ 
tinguished him. He leaves a widow, three sons, and a large 
circle of friends, both professional and non-professional, to- 

deplore his loss. 
21—Georce Francis Husten, Esq., Surgeon, R.N., 

1810, at Whitwell, Herts, where he had practised for the last 

35 years. 
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Lately—Alexander Niell, Esq., Surgeon, at Calcutta, 
after a few hours’ illness, in the 35th year of his age. 

Suicide of Dr English.—We regret to have to an¬ 
nounce the death by suicide of Dr Nathaniel English, at the 
Tavistock Hotel. Dr English had lately returned from 
Australia, as surgeon on board the Wellington. On his ar¬ 
rival in London, he took up his residence at the Tavistock, 
where he soon exhibited signs ofinsanity, which were appa¬ 
rently unheeded, and which eventuated in his death by his 
own hand. Dr English was in his 31st year. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Physicians. — At the Comitia 
Majora Extraordinaria held at tlio College on the 9th inst., 
the following gentlemen were admitted to the Fellowship. 
We insert them in the order of their admission as members:— 
Sir Benjamin F. Outram, K.C.B., Hanover square; Dr 
Rowland, Woburn place; Dr Boyd, Wells, Somerset; Dr 
Hennen, Upper Southwick street; Dr Fuller, Manchester 
•square; Dr Walshe, Queen Anno street; Dr Sieveking, 
■Bentinck street; Dr Jenner, Albany street. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
Diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 9th inst.:— 
Augustine Batt, Witney, Oxfordshire; Frederick Carter, 
Birmingham; John Cautley, Hedon, Yorkshire; Thomas 
Croudace, Sunderland; John Wells Fletcher, Earls Croome, 
Worcestershire; James Ford, Australia; Griffith Griffith, 
Taltrewddyn, Merionethshire; Alfred Adams Mantell, Bitton, 
Gloucestershire; William Roocroft, Wigan, Lancashire; 
William Watres, Dublin. The following gentlemen were 
admitted members on the 12th inst.:—Thomas Anderson, 
Cliorlton-upon-Medlock, Lancashire; Edward Atkinson, 
Little Woodhouse, Yorkshire; William Field Beilin, Great 
Yarmouth, Norfolk; Theodore Grant Cresy, Australia; 
Joseph Hazard, Hampstead Heath; Francis Marcliant Laid- 
man, Exeter; Henry Lowndes, Liverpool; William Clarence 
Matthews, Longsiglit, Manchester; Richard Ratliffe, Lon¬ 
don ; William Henry Rean, Plymouth; Thomas Thomson, 
Brunswick place, Regent’s park. The following gentlemen 
were admitted members on the 16th inst.; William Edward 
Ayerst, London; George William Callender, Clifton, 
Gloucestershire; Alexander Mackenzie Edwards, London; 
James Henry Ellerly, Truro, Cornwall; James Hartley, 
Settle, Yorkshire; John Whitaker Hulke, Deal; George 
George Allan Hutton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne; Charles 
Row, Shaldon, Devon; David Augustus Martin Talbott, 
Wrexhall, Somerset; George Terry, Northampton. The 
following gentlemen -were admitted members on the 
19th inst.:—William Bruce Armstrong, Dublin; John Mil- 
Ford Barnett, Belfast; Arthur Cuthbertson Edwards, Yan- 
brugh-fields, Blacklieath ; Frederick Hall, Lincoln; Robert 
Knaggs, London ; William Jackson Marshall, Ukiston, Der¬ 
byshire; Frederick Moon, London; James William Moor- 
house, Australia ; William Overend Priesley, Leeds ; Otway 
Buxton Thibou, St. John’s, Antigua, West Indies; Thomas 
Webb, Stratford-on-Avon, Warwickshire. 

Fellowship Examinations.—The following gentlemen 
liave passed their examinations in Classics, Mathematics, and 
■French, viz.:—Archibald Childs, Bungay; Edward Gylles 
Crooke, Leyland, near Preston; Peter Yeames Gowlland, 
Finsbury square; Harvey Ludlow, Paternoster row; Thomas 
Edward Pearce Martin, Tooley street; William Boyd Moss, 
West Smithfield ; George Robert Skinner, Bath; S. M. C. A.' 
Anderson Smith, Paradise house, Kilburn. The following 
members of the College have been admitted to the Fellow¬ 
ship. We place them in chronological order, as to the period 
of their admission as members:—George Burt, Crescent 
place, New Bridge-street; George Bottomley, Croydon; 
Ralph Allen Frogley, Hounslow, Middlesex; John Evans 
Riadore, Harley street; Thomas Hunt, Alfred place, Bedford 
square; Walter Griffith, Bloomsbury place, Bloomsbury; 

George Beaman, King street, Covent garden; Charles Allen 
Chavasse, Smithwick, Birmingham, Thomas Hewlett, Har¬ 
row-on-the-Hill, Middlesex; John Perry, Eaton square; John 
Soper Streeter, Harpur street, Bloomsbury ; Robert Norton, 
Monmouth road, \\ estboume grove; David Pierce Maurice 
Marlborough, Wiltshire; A. Bain Chisholm, Wimpole street’ 
Cavendish square; James Startin, Savilerow; R. Bradford 
Robinson, Camberwell, Surrey; Robert Dunn, Norfolk street, 
Strand; Francis Hutchinson, New Bridge street, Blackfriars; 
John Aug. Lloyd, Bennett street, Bath; John Jones, Buc- 
cleucli terrace, Upper Clapton; Edward Oke Spooner, 
Blandford, Dorsetshire; William Bartlett, Ladbroke square) 
Notting hill; George Bury, Whetstone, Middlesex; Thomas 
Lloyd, New Basinghall street; Michael Foster, Huntingdon; 
William Henry Bellett, Stockport, Cheshire; Wm. Tarleton, 
Birmingham; John Thompson, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire; 
Charles Collambell, Lambeth terrace, Lambeth; Thomas 
Barrett, St James’s square, Bath ; William Kershaw, Boyton, 
Oldham, Lancashire. 

Midwifery Board.—At a meeting of the Council of the 
Royal College of Surgeons, the following gentlemen were 
elected Examiners in Midwifery, in pursuance of the Charter 
recently granted to the College:—Dr Farre, Dr Reid, Dr 
Oldham. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday July 8, 
1852 :—Clarence Cooper, Brentford; Thomas Potter John¬ 
son, Congleton, Cheshire; Thomas Spencer, East Shelton, 
Leicestershire. On Thursday, July 15th:—Capel Bringloe, 
Beccles; John Cautley, Hedon, Yorkshire; John Henry 
Gould, India; Harry May, Staffordshire; Peter Wood Stark ; 
Algeron Sudlow, Weybridge; Charles Whitefield, Barnstaple, 
Devon. 

University Intelligence.—On Tuesday, the 6tli inst., 
at the. commencements held in Trinity College, Dublin, de¬ 
grees in medicine were conferred upon the following gentle¬ 
men, viz.:—M.D.—Stephen Fagan. M.B.—Charles T. 
Abbott, Nenagli; Robert Bernard, Royal Navy; Thomas 
MacdougallBleckley, Monaghan; William Jocelyn Bradford, 
Dundalk; David Curran, Cork; Thomas William Fox, Army 
Medical Service ; Richard Lampliier, Cork ; William Bel¬ 
lingham Peebles, Dublin; William James Shiell, Clonmel. 

Dr Pemberton.—It is reported that Dr Silvester, of 
Clapham, has in his possession the piece of bone found in 
the head of the late Dr Pemberton, and which was supposed 
to be the cause of the fearfully severe attacks of tic doloreux 
to which that eminent physician ultimately fell a sacrifice. 
We would suggest to Dr. Silvester the propriety of present¬ 
ing to the College of Physicians so interesting a relic of one 
of the greatest members of that learned bodv. 

Collegiate Appointments.—At a meeting of the 
Council of the Royal College of Surgeons, on Thursday 
afternoon, Mr Caesar H. Hawkins, of Grosvenor street, Surgeon 
to St George’s Hospital, was elected President of the College 
for the ensuing year; and Messrs James Luke, of Broad 
street Buildings, Surgeon to the London Hospital, and Mr 
Robert Keate, F.R.S., Hertford street, Mayfair, were elected 
\ ice-Presidents. At the same time, the recently-elected 
Councillors, Messrs Gulliver and Partridge, took their seats. 
Mr Bransby Blake Cooper has been appointed Hunterian 
Orator. 

Vaccination.—From the annual report of the National 
Vaccine Establishment, just published, it appears that 
during the past year 218,632 charges of lymph have been 
supplied by the Board, being an excess of 39,262 beyond 
those of the previous year. The cases reported to the Board 
as having undergone vaccination, are 121,595, besides 11,984 
vaccinated by their stationary vaccinators in London. The 
report further states that the board have to regret the conti¬ 
nued prevalence and severity of small-pox in the Isle of 
Man ; from one parish, containing a population of 3,000 
souls, there have been no less than sixty-two deaths in the 
last three months. 

— Bkthi.km Hospital.—Dr Hood, of Colney Hatch Asy- 
um, has been elected Resident Physician to this hospital 
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Dr Lockhart Robertson and Dr Jamieson were the two other 
selected candidates. Dr Lockhart Robertson had previ¬ 
ously retired from the contest. 

South Staffordshire Medical Association.—The 
practitioners of this important district have formed them¬ 
selves into an association, the principal objects of which are : 
To support the respectability of the medical profession. To 
maintain the just interests of the profession, and to originate 
or examine, and if necessary to petition respecting general 
measures affecting the profession, or producing changes in 
any branch thereof. To prevent abuses in the profession by 
taking proceedings against all unqualified parties within the 
district aforesaid. Aud to adopt all such measures as may 
appear best calculated to effect any of the several ends 
before mentioned, or most consistent with the just relations 
of the members with each other, or between them and the 
profession generally with the public. At the first general 
meeting of the members, held at the Swan Hotel, Wolver¬ 
hampton, present—Mr J. J. Bunch, Mr E. H. Coleman, Mr 
G. T. Cooper, Mr J. Davies, Mr W.. Dunn, Mr J. Hartill, 
Mr W. Quinton, Mr T. W. Ransome, Mr G. N. Smith, Mr 
T. Underhill, and Mr W. L. Underhill; Mr E. H. Coleman 
in the chair ; the rules and regulations of the society, which 
had been drawn up by the secretary, having been read and 
considered, the following resolutions were passed,—1st. That 
the rales and regulations for the government of the South 
Staffordshire Medical Association, which have been read at 
this meeting be adopted. 2nd. That Mr Coleman and Mr 
W. L. Underhill be elected to fill the respective offices of 
president and vice-president of the Association until the 
general meeting in 1853. 3rd. That Mr Allarton, Mr J. 
Burton, M.D., Mr J. T. Cartwright, Mr G. T. Cooper, Mr 
R. S. Cooper, Mr J. Davies, Mr E. F. Dehane, Mr W. Dunn, 
Mr T. H. Fowke, Mr J. Hartill, Mr W. Quinton, Mr T. W. 
Ransome, Mr G. N. Smith, and Mr T. Underhill, be elected 
the committee of the Association until the general meeting 
in 1853. 4th. That Mr R. H. Price be appointed secretary 
and solicitor to the Association. 5th. That the committee 
cause to be printed such a number of copies of the said 
rules, and of the resolutions passed at this meeting, as they 
may think proper; and that a printed copy be sent to every 
member of the Association, and to every other physician, 
surgeon, and apothecary practising within the district em¬ 
braced by the society. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

A Guernseyman has written to us to say that no person has a right 
to practise in the Island of Guernsey without the permission of the 
High Court in Council assembled;—information he has been 
prompted to give us in consequence of seeing some quotations from 
the * Medical Circular ’ concerning medical rights in a provincial 
paper. What the quotations are deponent does not state. We 
suspect that there is soma deep and important mystery involved in 
the affair. We have always endeavoured to be good subjects, and 
almost think it to be our duty to inform the Government that the 
disloyal Guernsey folk have entered into an alliance with our 
natural enemies, the French, with a view to a dismemberment of 
the dominions of the Crown, for if we rightly understand our cor¬ 
respondent, the last paragraph of his letter intimates a threat of 
this kind. ‘ A Guernseyman' remarks that “ as long as our alliance 
remains entire with France, we have no fear to apprehend any 
danger from foreign invasion.—Yonrs, <&c., A Guernseyman.” 

The functionary possibly refers to a foreign invasion of English 
surgeons. It would be prudent, however, to explain the portent. 

Mr John Knox Stewart'(Glasgow).—Any respectable instrument- 
maker in London will supply you. 

A Subscriber.—Mr Copeland, 17 Cavendish square. 

Da Butler (Castletown).—Communication received and attended to. 

Chirurgus (London).—We are glad to find that on re-examination 
there is so little difference of opinion. We are obliged to you for 
your good wishes. 

Scrutator.—Our eye is steadily fixed upon the doings of the.New 
Equitable Life Office. The pear is not yet ripe. Have patience 

J. R. B.—The attempt is too absurd to he seriously noticed. It cannot 
possibly succeed. We look upon it rather as an indication of spleen 
and spite, than as a vigorous effort to be mischievous. The thing 
and its promoters will be exposed and crushed in proper time. If 
we give them a little more rope they may save us the trouble. We 
know the length of their tether. 

A General Practitioner (Westminster)—We believe that Mr 
Wakley’s emoluments derived from the office of Coroner are about 
1,2007. per annum. He was elected to the office through the in¬ 
fluence of the profession, on the ground of his being a medical man; 
and, in requitnl of their support, he appointed his son, a 
solicitor, as his deputy. As an evidence of the advantage the senior 
Wakley’s appointment has been to the profession, his payments for 
medical evidence given in his Court are relatively considerably less 
than those made by Mr Baker, the coroner for the Eastern Division 
of the County! Mr Wakloy was turned out of Finsbury, in conse¬ 
quence of the disgust of the electors; more than 4,000 of whom had 
signed a requisition to Alderman Clialiis, and thus deprived Wakley 
of all chance of re-election. His re-ignntlon was an idlefaice; 
too ridiculous to deceive the stupidest ten-pounder in the borough. 
The medical profession should be represented by more respect' 
able men. - 

F.R.C.S.—It is thought that the gentleman referred to was the ad¬ 
viser or writer of the articles against Syme in the journal named; 
but we do rot know the fact. It Is certain that the views of the 
author and the journalist scarcely differ. The two gentlemen must 
settle the dispute, if in reality it ha not already settled, between 
them. We cannot find room for your letter. It is possible we may- 
notice the affair in the ‘ Mirror,* or in some other way as opportu¬ 
nity may offer. 

A Country Surgeon.—First. The office referred to is highly 
respectable and safe. Second. The ‘ ilritish Medical Fund ’ is 
either definitively closed, or about to be; as respects its principles 
we agree with your opinion. Third. The ‘ Society for the Relief of 
Widows and Orphans’ is limited in its operations to the metropolis 
and within seven miles: so will not suit you. Fourth. It ought to 
be dono, and we woul I give our best exertions to see such a society 
established for the benefit of the entire profession. It woul i be a la¬ 
in valuable blessing. Our hands are full, but begin, and we will 
help you. 

Dr S.—Many thanks for the preference, but your papers would be too 
voluminous for our columns. Offer them to the ‘ Medical Times,* 
unless you would prefer to reserve them for the ‘ Medical Library.” 

A Subscriber.—If the subscription 17. 14s. 8d. be no great object, we 
should say, give the preference to the • Medical Times.’ 

A. F. H.—An excellent paper on Laryngismus Stridulus, by Dr 
Henry Davies, appeared in our first number. 

An Enemy to Schemers—Have no fear. Wo say advisedly no such 

work can be compiled without an infringement of our copyright, 
and in that case an injunction would Lsue. One barefaced pir.ite 
is alreadv at our mercy for a similar attempt. We have no fear of 
rivalry if it be conducted with honesty and good faith, but trick¬ 
sters shall be exposed. 

P. R. (Dorchester).—Yes -the gentleman you have named is the pro¬ 
prietor of the ‘Medical Directory,’and the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 
The compliment you have paid him is well merited, and when his 
projects are fully developed, it will lie admitted, on all hands, that 
few have worked so quietly, assiduously, and successfully for the 
benefit of the profession, or are more entitled to their gr.it. tude. 

Dr Blamey (Penryn).—Your communications have been received. 

You will hear from us privately. 

Mr R. Bluett (Lifton, Devon).—Communication received, and will 
appear in our next number. 

Dr Cottle (Ryde). —Your communication is too lengthy for inser¬ 

tion in this number, but will appear in our next. 

* We regret that owing to the large amount of space occupied by 
our report of the anniversary meeting of the Provincial Ass >ciation 
we are unable to continue in this number our articles on ‘ Food and 
its Adulterations.” 

To be published, October 1st, one thick vol. Svo. 

n Tuberculosis, the Constitu- 
TIONAL ORIGIN of CONSUMPTION and SCROFULA; its 

NATURE, CAUSES, and TREATMENT: being a General Treatise 
on that Affection of the Blood which precedes and at ends all the 
Forms or Varieties of Tuberculous Diseases, considered in relation to 
the present State of Physiological Science and the Discoveries recently 
effected by aid of the Microscope. With Statistical Tables, and a 
copious Index. By Henry Ancell, Surgeon, Author of ‘ Lectures 
on the Physiology and Pathology < f the Blood ami other Animal 
Fluids,’ of ‘ Commentaries on the Doctrines of Dr Justus Liebig, 
published in the ‘ Lancet,’ &c. &e. 

London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans. 

ure Souchong Tea, perfectly 
free from dye, scent or any deleterious matter with wh ch the 

ordinary Black Teas abound. Medical Gentlemen desirous of ordering 
Tea for Invalids, may secure the above genuine and wliol some 
beverage in its native pur ty at SPARROW’S, 872 OXFORD STREEP 
(sixteen doors east of the Pantheon), at 4s., 4s 4 I., and 4s. 8 1. 

Price List of Teas, Coffees, and family Grocery, sent, post f ee, on 
application; and parcels of 2?. value anj upwards, carriage paid to 
any part of the kingdom. 
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A Second-Year’s Man, who has 
completed the term of his apprenticeship, is desirous of 

obtaining a SITUATION in the COUNTRY, as Assistant or Junior 
Assistant to a Surgeon. 

• For further Particulars apply by letter to P. It J., No. 11 Twyford 
Street, Caledonian road, London. 

Important to Surgeons and the 
Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 

Circular Spring Truss 
Single Patent, Salmon’s 

„ Cole’s 

from 
d. 
0 
6 
6 

double 

Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold "7 „ 
at 31. 3s. j 6 

Ellis's Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 
Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and \nkle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 
3 Bed lord court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

ouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the 
Medical Referees. 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coin- 
brook. 

The Rev Thos Cator, 
Brya> stone square, 
and Skelbrook park 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport, 
Bnlllock W ebiter. 
Esq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq., Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road Holloway. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. Davenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
of QUININE and IRON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 

“48 Russell square. 
“I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 

Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
D iv, nport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great va ue as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that t .e Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
(found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of lr.iii is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
ndv ntuges over the simple Iodide, and not the least of them is the 
satisiac'ory manner in which it istol rated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to he) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S , 
“Fellow of the Royal College of Physicans. 
“ Physivi m and Professor of Materia Medina at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 

“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 
of Qui ine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anai 
mi«, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibiiion of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
tile therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “Geo. P. May, M.D. 

“ M ildou.’’ 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. Gs. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6 I. per oz. 

SVRUP of the IODIDE of IKOX. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d per lb. 

B1 MECONATE S0LUI10X OF Oi IUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unp!eHsant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Duse, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8.1. per i z. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
and l*. perns.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceut c tl Preparations at moderate charges 
to the I’rofes ion. 

J.T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.H. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Grear Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

Northwoods, near Bristol, an 
ESTABLISHMENT for the RECEPTION and CURE of a 

lim ted number of INS VNE PAITEN i S, ot the higher Classes of 
So, iety, conducted by Dr JAMES GEO IGE DAVEY, formerly one 
of the Superin endenis of the H.mwetl Asylum, 1 ite Physician to the 
Female Department of the New Asylum ior the County of Middlesex, 
at Colney Hatch, ne r London. 

A. Pro<pectua w II be forwarded nn application to Dr DAVEY, 
Northwoods, or a personal interview may be obtained there; or at 
No. 52 Pork street, Bristol. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen D.iys after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitt ng them to a participation itt 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

Just published, price 3s. 6d. On Strictures of the Urethra. 
By Henry Hancock. F.R.C.S., Surgeon and Lecturer on 

Surgery to Charing Cross Hospital; Surgeon to the Royal West¬ 
minster Ophthalmic Hospital. 

London: Highley and Son, Fleet street. 

Just published, price Is. 

(Observations on the Treatment of 
\_J CLEFT PALATE by MECHANICAL MEANS. By John 

Mapleson, Dentist (and Cupper to the Queen). 
“We recommend a reference to this little brochure by all interested 

in the subject.”—Lancet, November 22. 
“ Mr Mapleson’s pamphlet is well spoken of by the highest medical 

authorities.”—Gloucester Journal. 
Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street, London. 

Fifth Edition, now ready, 

he Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks ou the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrie, Surgeon-Dentist 

« Mr Imrie has obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and lias re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London: Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 6d. 

On True and False Sperma- 
TORRHCEA, with the view to the Correction of wide spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Pickford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

H. BAILLJERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, 
New York, U.S. 
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In publishing the Fifth List of the Subscribers to the Medical Benevolent 
COLLEGE, the Council have much satisfaction in congratulating the friends of the Institution on the success of their 

labours. The liberal contributions already announced have afforded ample evidence of the ultimate accomplishment of the 
benevolent object contemplated; so much so, that the Council have taken the necessary measures to commence the building, 
so soon as the conveyance of the freehold land at Epsom shall have been made to the Trustees of the College; and they trust 
that they shall be shortly enabled to announce the arrangement for laying the First Stone. 

The Council, however, strongly urge upon those who have so kindly and zealously exerted themselves in soliciting 
Subscriptions and Donations, to continue their valuable efforts until the full and complete accomplishment of this noble 
design ; and anxiously appeal to the public at large for support and assistance in aid of an efficient and comprehensive plan 
for the relief of much human suffering and anxiety, by the establishment of an asylum for a class of persons who often labour 
industriously for a mere subsistence, and at the termination of their career of usefulness are doomed to a state of dependence 
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Murphy, Dr, Henrietta street, annual 110 
Major, —, the pupils of, Bloomsbury 

square ... ... ... 0 10 0 
Middleship, A. E. Esq. Richmond, per 

Dr Wilson ... ... ...110 
Malyn, Mrs, Wandsworth Honse, 

Kentish town, per C. Smith, Esq.... 110 
Newell, H. A. Esq. St Bartholomew’s, 

annual ... ... ...110 
Norton, Robert, M.D. Monmouth road, 

Westbourne grove ... annual 110 
North, W. R. Esq. per W. H. Free¬ 

man, Esq. Spring gardens ... 5 0 0 
Poynder, T. Esq. Wimpole street ... 10 10 0 
Pugh, T. B. Esq. Langbourne cham¬ 

bers, Fenchurch street, per E. T. 
Complin, Esq. ... ... 10 10 0 

lls. 5d. 

. £20 

. £100 

£ s. d,. 
Pugh, Miss —, South Buildings, Clap- 

ham, per E. T. Complin, Esq. ... 10 10 0 
Propert, Miss M. and Master Frederick, 

2nd collection ... ... 1 17 O 
Probyn, Mrs, 21 Bryanstone square ... 1 0 ® 
Pinchard, G. H. Esq. Great Russell 

street, 2nd donation ... ... 5 5 O 
Pratt, G. Esq. Goswell row annual 11® 
Paget, Thomas, Esq. Leicester ... 10 10 Oi 
Paul and Wane, Messrs, Putney ...110 
Patterson, Thomas Willis, Esq. Ib- 

stock, Ashby-de-la-Zouch annual 110 
Reid, J., M.D. 29 Brook street, annual 1 1 (V 
Roberts, E. Esq. Henman terrace ... 1 1 O 
Randells, Miss E. per J. M. Burton, 

Esq. Blackheatli ... ... 2 2 O 
Stewart, H. Esq. Weymouth street, 

annual ...   ... lid 
Smith, Thomas B., M.D., Bedford 

place, Kensington ... annual 110 
Stokoe, R. Esq. Peckham rye, annual 11® 
Summers, C. Esq. Euston square, ann. 11® 
Stewart, Alex. Esq. Woolwich, per Dr 

Oak ... ... ... 110 
Smith, T. H. Esq. John street, Berke¬ 

ley square ... ... annual 110 
Taylor, Mrs, Pontefract, per James H. 

Simpson, Esq. ... ... 1 0 O' 
The Babbington Club ... ... 10 10 O 
Turner, A. Esq. Russell square ... 5 5 0 
Tillson, T. Esq. Brixton hill ... 5 5 0 
Tribe, Miss, collected by ... 2 6 0* 
Taylor, Thomas, Esq. Cricklade, per 

Edward Cripps, Esq. ... annual 110 
Thomson, T. Esq. 2 Brunswick place 11® 
Todd, G. M. Esq. Marlborough place, 

Old Kent road ... ... 10 10 0. 
Walker, the Misses, Ealing, per Dr 

Goodchild ... ... ... 10 0 O 
Watts, Dr, Daventry ... annual 110 
Watlington, J. W. P. Esq. Moor Hall, 

Harlow ... ... ...5 0® 
Whitfield, E. Esq. Clarendon Villas, 

Notting hill ... annual 1 1 O' 
Wright, J. Freeman, Esq. Edward 

street, Portman square annual 11® 
Wood, J. Esq. 21 Brompton row, 

annual ... ... ...11® 
Wilding, Richard, Esq. Church Stret- 

ton, Shropshire ... annual 110 
Yearsley, J. Esq. Savile row annual 2 2 0. 
Yates, Walter, Esq. Nottingham ...11® 

RECEIVED BY LOCAL 

By CHARLES COTTON, M.D. Lynn. 

Amount previously advertised ... 85 17 0 
Stanley, Right Hon. Lord, M.P. ... .5 0 0 
Mason, Colonel, Necton Hall ...10 0 
Black, T., M.D. Lynn Hospital ... 0 10 6 

By GEORGE HAROAY, ESQ., West Haddon. 

Bishopp, Mrs, Thornley Hall ...2 0 0 
Edmonds, J. F. Esq. Guilsborough ... 1 1 0 
Elkins, J. Esq. Elbington ... 0 10 0 
Friends ... ... ... 0 12 6 
Gnlliver, Mrs John, West Haddon ... 0 10 0 
Harday, George, Esq. West Haddon 110 
Lovell, Thomas, Esq. Winwick Warren 1 1 0 
Powell, Thomas, Esq. Itavensthorpe... 2 0 0 
Spence, Rev. H. M. West Haddon 

vicarage ... ... ...3 3 0 
Underwood, Thomas, Esq. West Had¬ 

don ... ... ...100 
Watson, William, Esq. Long Buckley 110 

By WILLIAM WILLIAMS, ESQ., Guilsborough. 

Browhead, Rev. A. L. Winwick red ory 116 
Clerk, Mddmay, Esq. Spratton Hall... 110 
Couchman, Rev. J., Thornley rectory 0 10 6 
Cobb, Rev. J. F. Spratton vicarage ... 1 1 0 
Roberts, Rev. C., Gudsborough 

cottage ... ... ... 0 10 0 
Roberts, Mrs ditto ... 0 10 0 
Watson, Rev. J. D., Guiisborough 

vicarage ... ... ...2 2 0 

By LANCELOT NEWTON, ESQ., Alconbury. 

A Friend from Spaldwick ... 0 10 0 
Few, Wm. Esq. Ramsay ... annual 1 1 0 

COMMITTEES AND HON. LOCAL SECRETARIES. 
£ s. d. 

Hughos, Rev. J. Vicarage. Alconbury 10 0 
Newton, L. Esq. Alconbury ...2 0 0 
Newton, Miss, Sanby ... ... 1 0 0 
Stopford, Rev. A. F. Rectory, Ham- 

merton ... ...10 0 
Shafts, Rev. A. D. Rectory, Buck- 

worth ... ... ...100 
Tennant, Rev. 0. Rectory, Upton ... 1 0 0 

By T, B. EAMES, ESQ., Kearsley. 
Barnes, T. Esq. M.P. Limefield ... 1 0 0 
Booth, H. W. Esq. Swinton ...110 
Crompton, Roger, Esq. Kearsley ... 10 10 0 
Lancashire, James, Esq. Whitfield ...2 0 0 
Preston, Richard, Esq. Whitfield ... 5 0 0 
Sharp, Henry, Esq. Farnworth ...110 

By CHARLES HALLETT, ESQ., Axminster. 

Conybeare, Rev. W. J. Vicar of Ax¬ 
minster ... ... ... 1 0 o 

Hallett, Charles, Esq. Axminster ... 1 0 0 
Symes, J. F. Esq. Axminster ... 1 0 q 

By C. TAVLER, ESQ,, Trowbridge. 

Amount previously advertised ... 21 18 0 
Crawley, Rev. R. Steeple Ashton, 

Wilts ... ... ...220 

By the Local Committee, Brighton, 

J. CORDY BURROWS, ESQ., Hon. Sec. 

Amount previously advertised ... 137 14 0 
Dix, Edward, Esq. Brighton ...220 
Franz, Dr ditto annual 1 1 0 
Hurlock, Rev. Dr. ditto ... ...5 0 0 
Sanger, J. F. Esq. Alfriston annual 1 1 0 

. £ s. d.. 

By J. DANSEY, ESQ., Blandford. 

A Friend ... ... ... 0 10 0- 
Churchill, Rev. W., Stickland ... 110 
Donaldson, Mrs, Lyttleton house ...10® 
Daniell, Joseph S. Esq. Blandford, 

annual ... ... ...110 
Dansey, J. Esq. ditto annual 11® 
Farquharson, Rev. Robert, Langton... 11® 
Huxtable, Rev. A. Sutton ...SO® 
King, J. Tregonwell, Esq. Blandford, 

annual ... ... ...11® 
Osborne, Hon. and Rev. S. G., annual 10® 
Seymer, Rev. G. A. Shroton ditto 1 1 0 
Stuart, Rev. E. L. Houghton ... 10® 

By W. LUNN, M.D.. Hull. 

Amount previously advertised ... 6 13 O 
A Lady, per Dr Lunn ... ...10® 
Denton, Dr, Hornsea, near Hull ...10® 

By J. W. LITTLER, ESQ., Lower Edmonton. 

Biddle, H. E<q. Edmonton annual 110 
Tate, Rev. Thomas, Vicar of Edmon¬ 

ton ... ... ...11® 
Littler, J. W. Esq. Lower Edmonton, 

annual ... ... ... 110 

By WILLSON BROWN, ESQ., Treasurer, and 

W. R. BAYNTUN, ESQ., Hon. Local Sec., Bath. 

A Lady, per H, Lawson, Esq. Bath ... 5 0 
Aylwin, It. Esq. ... annual 1 1 
Anderdon, Captain ... ... 1 0 
Bayntun, W. R. Esq. ... annual 1 1 
Brown, Willson, Esq. ... ... 10 1® 
Bealey, Dr annual 1 1 



Jtertimttk 

Bagshawe, E. L. Esq. annual 
£ 
1 

8. 
1 

d 
0 

Buckhill, Admiral, ... ditto l r 0 
Bally, Dr • •• • ditto 1 i 0 
Barrett, Thomas, Esq. ... .ditto 0 10 0 
Boult, E. Esq. • •• ditto 0 10 6 
Bush, W. Esq. • •• ditto 0 10 6 
Cox, W. A. Esq. ... ditto 1 1 0 
Cursliam, Mrs A. ... ditto 1 1 6 
Cruttwell, Mrs C. ... ditto 1 1 0 
Cam, Thomas, Esq. ... ditto 1 0 0 
Davis, Dr J. F. • •• ditlo 0 10 0 
Green, W. Esq. ... ditto 1 1 0 
Jarrett, John, Esq. • •• ditto I 1 0 
Jarrett, Mrs John ... ditto 1 1 0 
Landon, Mrs ... ... ditto 1 1 0 
Lawson, Henry, Esq. ... ditto 1 1 0 
Lloyd, J. A. Esq. ... ditto 1 1 0 
Massy, H. Esq. ... ditto 1 1 0 
Main waring, Admiral ... ditto 1 1 0 
Norman, George, Esq. ... ... 4 4 0 

Ditto ... annual 1 1 0 
O’Connor, Dr ... ... ditto 1 1 0 
Spender, J. C. Esq. ..ft ditto 1 I 0 
Stone, R. Esq. ... ditto 1 1 0 
The Mayor ot Bath ... ... 1 1 0 
Tayler, M. T. Esq. annual 1 1 0 
Thackeray, Thomas, Esq. ... 5 0 0 
Wood, G. L. Esq. ... annual 1 1 0 
Watson, J. M.D. ... ditto 1 1 0 
Whiiter, Dr ... ... ... 5 0 0 
Waldron, G. Esq. ... ... annual 1 1 0 

By JOHN ROBERTS, ESQ. City. 
88 15 0 

1 1 
2 0 

10 10 

Amount previously advertised 
Gordon, Chas. Esq. Distillery, Goswell 

street ... ... annual 
Levy, Moses, Esq. Finsbuty Circus 
Rothschild, Baron Lionel, M.P. 
Smith, C. Esq. 56 Gracechurch street, 

annual ... ... ... 1 1 
Waller, Dr, Finsbury square annual 2 2 

By CHARIES BLEEGK, ESQ., Warminster. 
Amount previously advertised ... 28 2 
Bannister, J. Esq. Warminster, 2nd do. 0 5 
Whitchurch, Miss, Warminster ... 1 0 

'By HUGH CLARK, M.Q. Ferryliill. 
A Friend . ... ... ...10 0 
Clark, H. M.D. Ferrybill ... ...110 
McFgt lane, R. Esq. Byers Green ...220 

By DR BULL, Hereford. 
Amount before advertised ... 98 10 0 
Forrest, Dr, Yenwood annual 2 2 0 
Gilliland, W. L. M.D. Hereford, 2nd do. 5 5 0 
Gilliland, John, Esq. Hereford, 2nd do. 5 5 0 
Hopton, Jas. Parsons, Esq. Dulas ...110 
Roster-, Mrs, Trewyn ... ...10 0 

By E. HADDUCK, ESQ. Kidsgrove. 
Hadduck, E. Esq. Kidsgrove ...110 
Kinnersiev, Titos. Esq., Clough Hall... 10 0 
Kinnersley, Mrs, Clough HaU ...100 

By FREDERICK COX, ESQ. Welford. 
Belgrave,-Rev. Thos. North Kelwood 10 0 
Cox, Fied. Esq. Welford annual 110 
Cook, John, Esq. Hatlorpe ... 2 0 0 
Law, Rev. W. Menston Rectory ...10 0 
Robinson, Rev. Henry, Hazelbeech 

Rectory ... ... ...110 
Villiers, the Hon. Frederick, Sulby 

Hall   ...110 

By JOHN K. LIPSCOMB, ESQ. Alresford. 
Codrington, O. C. Esq. Alresford ...10 0 
Lipscomb, John K. Esq. Alresford, 

annual ... ... „. ... 1 0 
Lipscomb, Mrs, Alresford ... 0 10 
Moore, Mrs, Alresford ... ... 1 0 
Onslow, Hon. Colonel, Alresford ... 2 0 
Stratiotes, Herefordshire ... ... 0 10 

By THOMAS M.TOMKIN, ESQ. Witham. 
Tomkin, Thos. M. Esq. Witham, ann. 1 1 
Tomkm, Thos. Esq. Witham, annual 1 1 

By G. F. B. HARRISON, ESQ. Devonport. 
Amount previously advertised ... 18 5 
Coffer, J. N., Esq. R.N. Devonport ... 0 10 
Collected by a Friend ... ... 1 0 
Folds, F. Esq. ... ... 0 10 
Lean, J. S. Esq. R.N. ... ... 1 0 
Reid, J. Esq. K.N. ... ... 0 10 
Sloggett, W. H. Esq. R.N. ... 0 10 

By H. T. LOMAX, ESQ. Stafford. 
Amount already advertised ... 12 19 
Dudley, C. Esq. Stafford ... ... 1 1 
Falbot, W. Esq. ditto ... ... 0 10 
fowke, G. Esq. ditto ... ... 0 10 

£ s. d. 
2 0 0 
1 10 0 
0 10 0 

Hughes, R. Esq. Stafford 
Nine Friends, ditto 
Webb, J. Esq. ditto 

By JAMES PHILLIPS, ESQ. Bethnal Green. 
Amount previously advertised ... 148 16 6 
Garrod, S. Esq. Hackney annual 1 1 0 
By the Local Committee, Greenwich and 

Blackheath, OSMER KING, ESQ. and WIL¬ 
LIAM CARR, ESQ. Hon. Secs. 

Amount previously advertised ... 87 10 0 
Wallaston, Miss, Blackheath ... 1 0 0 

By W. H. GOOCH, M.D. Canterbury. 
Amount previously advertised ... 37 5 0 
Borlase, H. W. M.D. Whitstable ann. 110 
Craig, Peter, Esq. Canterbury ... 1 1 0 
Chessgre, Rev. W. J. ditto ... 1 1 0 
Dume, Henry, Esq. ditlo ... ...110 
Lyall, Rev. A. Hai bleJown ... 1 1 4) 

By WM. ALLISON, ESQ. East Retford. 
Amount previously advertised ... 6 6 0 
Blythman, R. 0. Esq. Swinton, ann. 110 
Raynes, Henry, Esq. Gringley, ditto... 110 

By EDWARD RAY, ESQ. Dulwich. 
Allen, Edmund, Esq. Herne Hill ...5 5 0 
Gilbert, George i.alpn, Esq. Sydenham, 

2nd donation ... ... 5 5 
Hewitt, F. H. Esq. Clapham ... 1 1 
Hay, J. K. Esq. Clare, Suffolk ... 1 1 
Ray, Edward, Esq. Dulwich ... 10 10 

By A. F. PRICE, M.D. Deptford. 
Amount before advertised ... 56 12 
Hay, E. Esq. Deptford ... ... 2 2 

By THOMAS TAYLOR, ESQ. Colchester. 
Amount previously advertised ... 8 5 
Granger, R. Esq. Colchester ... 1 1 
Taylor, Thos. Esq. ditto ... 1 1 

By EDWARD KINGSFORO, ESQ. Sunbury. 
Amount previously advertised ... 21 7 
Birch, P. Esq Sunbury ... ... 1 0 
Boots, W. Esq. M.D. Sunbury ann. 110 

By CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON, ESQ. Lancaster. 
Amount previously advertised ... 23 14 0 
Armstrong, J. Esq. Lancaster ...2 0 0 
VYhalley, 0. Esq. ditto ... 1 0 0 

By ALFRED B. BARNES, ESQ. Chelsea. 
Amount previously advertised ... 22 
Barker, W. Esq. Lhelsea ... 5 
Cales, W. Esq. ditto ... ... 6 
Edwards, D. 0. Esq. Sydney place, 

Onslow square ... ... 1 
Gilbert, T. Esq. Brompton square ... 1 
Keene, Thomas, Esq. King’s road ... 2 
Phillips, Rev. T. T. Brompton •- ...i 1 

By WM. DALTON, ESQ. Cheltenham. 

annual 

Askwith, Robert, Esq. Cheltenham 
A Friend 
Burns, Colonel 
Beach, H. Esq. 
Capper, Mrs ... 
Clutterbuek, Miss 
Coll dge, Thomas R. M.D. 
Clarke, Miss Hyde 
De Saumarez, The Rev. Lord 
Elcum, C. F. Esq. 
Gabb, A. W. Esq. 
Hooper, Dr, Elkstone House 
M. S. Miss 
Pilkington, T. Esq. 
Shaw, Courtland, Esq. ... 
Tibbs, Somerset, Esq. 

By ROBERT 0. GOODWIN, ESQ. Ashbourne, 
Amount previously advertised ... 5 4 
A Patient ... ... ... 0 5 
Riddlesdon, Mrs, Ashbourne ... 1 1 

£ s. a. 
Figgins, Henry, Esq., Birmingham... 1 1 0 
Sproston, W. H., Esq. ditto annual 110 

By T. B. BUMPSTED, ESQ., Cambridge. 
Amount previously advertised ... 21 0 0 
Ransom, R., Esq. Cambridge ann. 110 

By JOHN SMITH GAUNT, ESQ., Alvechurch. 
Boulton, John, Esq., Alvechurch ... 0 10 0 
Gaunt, John Smith, Esq., ditto ... 1 1 0 

Ditto ... annual 110 
Hemming, R., Esq., Bordesley Park... 110 
Johnston, Mrs .Northfield Rectory ann. 10 0 

By FRANCIS DAVIES, ESQ.* Pershore. 

... 10 10 
annual 2 2 

5 0 
0 
0 

81) 8 
1 0 

Buffer, John, Esq. Fairfax house,Putney 1 
Baiubridge, A. F. Esq. Putney ... A 
Cormack, Dr, Putney 
Shillito, Charles, Esq. Putney 

By A. N. HAWTHORNE, ESQ. Eceleshall 
Amount previously advertised 
Astbury, Thos. Esq. Meece House 
Collected by a Surgeon’s Daughter 
Nance, J. Esq. Eceleshall, 2nd don. 
Witham, Miss, Ashbourne 

By HENRY STEVENS, ESQ. Ipswich. 
Campbell, Mrs, Birkfleld lodge ... 5 0 
Stevens, Henry, Esq. Birkfleld lodge 2 2 
Taylor, Miss. Moor green, Birmingham 5 0 

By the Tower Hamlets Committee, 

By GEORGE ARNISON, ESQ. Stanhope. 
Daniel), Rev. W. N. Vicar of Stanhope 5 0 0 
Arnisou, G. Esq. Stanhope ... 2 0 0 

By DR BUGKNILL. Exeter. 
Bucknill, Dr, Devon County Asylum 2 2 0 
Clapp, William, Esq. Hospital, Exeter 2 2 0 
Frazer, J. W, Esq. Powderham Castle 110 
Grainger, Dr, Exeter ... ... 1 1 0 
Kemp, Arthur, Esq. Exeter annual 1 1 0 
Miles, W. Esq. Dix’s Field, Exeter ... 10 10 0 
Pycroft, George, Esq. Kenton ...110 
Thomas, Rev. H. L. St Tudy’s, Corn¬ 

wall ... ... ...2 2 0 

By OLIVER PEMBERTON, ESQ., Birmingham. 
Amount previously advertised ... 30 0 0 

Claridge, J., ! s p, Pershore 
Davies and Willett, Messrs 
Foley, F. H. H„ Esq., M.P. 
Marriott, E. B., Esq. ... ... 1 0 0 
Niven, D. Graham, Esq. annual 110 
Porter, the Misses, Birlmgton ... 5 5 0 

By A. M. M'WHINNIE, ESQ., New Bridge st. 
Amount previously advertised ...111 5 0 
Covey, George, Esq., East Grinstead... 2 2 0 
Day, Lewis. Esq., Salisbury square ... 2 2 0 
Nicholson, J. F., Esq., Stratford green 110 

By ARTHUR NOVERRE, ESQ., Stanmore. 
Blackwell, Thos , Esq., Harrow Weald 10 0 
Butler, Mis. H. Hill, Watford ann. 110 
Crosse, Edmund, Esq., Bushey heath 110 
Guazzaroni, Joseph J., Esq., North 

End, Fulham ... ... 1 0 0 
Gordon, the Hon. and Rev. Douglas, 

Stanmore... ... annual 110 
Hill, Mrs. R. K., Boreham Wood, 

Herts ... ... annual 110 
Hooper, George Henry, Esq. Stanmore 5 5 0 
Kenyon, the Hon. Lloyd, Aldenham 

House, Herts ... ... 2 2 0 
Layton, Edward, Esq. Bushey heath 110 
Martin, Miss, Stanmore ... ... 10 0 
Noverre, Arthur, Esq. stanmore ... 5 5 0 
Plumer, Lady, Canons park ... 1 0 0 
Rhodes, Jas Esq. Bergholt, Suffolk 5 0 0 
Robinson, Chas. Esq. Edgware ... 1 1 0 
Slahen. Joseph, Esq. ditto ...110 
Tyte, E. C. Esq. Harrow ... ... 110 

By DR CORMACK, Putney. 
Barchard, Charles, Esq. Putney heath 10 0 0 
Barchard, Mrs ditto ... Id 0 0 

0 
0 

5 5 0 
5 0 0 

6 
0 

0 12 0 
0 10 6 
1 1 0 

annual 1 1 0 WILLIAM SELF, ESQ. Hon. Sec 
... 3 0 0 Amount previously advertised ...137 14 6 

annual 1 1 0 A Surgeon’s Widow 0 5 0 
ditto 1 1 0 Cobbold, Mrs Frank, Copdock, Suffolk, 
ditto 1 1 0 annual 1 1 0 

0 2 6 Collected on card by Miss Dale, Com¬ 
5 5 0 mercial road East 1 12 0 

... 1 1 0 White, George F. Esq. Gloucester terr. 
annual 1 1 0 Commercial road East annual 1 1 0 

By J. N. STEVENS, ESQ. Plymouth. 
Amount previously advertised ... 35 14 0 
Braithwaite, W. Esq. Plymouth ... 1 1 0 
Elliot, John, Esq. Kingsbridge .. S 3 0 

By H. C. WILDASH, ESQ. Chilham. 
Harris, the Hon. Miss, Chil.iaiu Castle 1 1 <j 
Holding, M. Esq. ... ... 1 0 
Wildash, H. C. Esq. Chilham ... 1 1 

By CHARLES COLLAMBELL, ESQ., Lambeth. 
Amount previously advertised ...133 7 0 
Taylor, Mrs, 161 Oxford street ... 10 10 0 

By CHARLES TAYLOR, ESQ., Cambemell. 
Blaxland, W., Esq. Camberwell, 

annual ... ... ... 1 1 0 
Crisp, F. A. Esq. Walworth, annual 110 
Fuller, W. Esq. per — Gannon, Esq 

Kingston ... ... annual 110 
Gannon, J. Esq. Savile row, Walworth, 

annual ... .- ... 1 1 0 



£ s d. 
Hentsch, W. Esq. Royal South London 

Dispensary... ... ... 0 10 6 
King, T. R. Esq. Addington place, 

Camberwell ... ... 1 
Lowne, G. G. Esq. Walworth annual 1 
Mathews, R. Esq. Foxley road, Ken- 

nington ... ... annual 1 
Steedman, Mrs, Keene’s row,Walworth 1 
Taylor, Charles, Esq. 4 Bethel place, 

Camberwell ... annual 1 
Taylor, Rev. Dr, Dedham, Essex ... 1 
Taylor, Charles, Esq. Clapham rd. ann. 1 

By JAMES STEDMAN, ESQ. Guildford. 
Amount already advertised ... 32 2 
Sparkes, John, Esq., Girdon house, 

Guildford ... ... ... 10 0 
Sundry, S. Esq. Guildford ... 1 1 

By C. JOHNSON, JUN., ESQ., Lancaster. 
Amount previously advertised ... 23 19 

1 0 

£ s. d. 
Armstrong, John, ■ Esq. Acreland, 

Skerton ..*. ... ...2 0 0 
Rothwell, Miss Yealand, per DrWalling 1 0 0 
Whalley, Charles, Esq. Richmond 

house, Skerton ... ...110 

By W. C. FORD, ESQ., Kingsbridge. 

A Friend, Salcombe ... ... 1 
Ditto 

Crowther, H. M. Esq. Kingsbridge ... 
Ditto ... ... annual 

Clericus 
Fortescue, Mrs, Quay house 
Ford, W. C. Esq. Kingsbridge 

Ditto ... annual 
Hawkins, Miss, Prospect house, Kings¬ 

bridge 
Ilbert, Rev. P. Thnrlstone 
Peek, R. Esq. Hazlewood 
Prideaux, C. Esq. Kingsbridge 

0 5 0 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
0 10 o 
5 6 0 
I 1 0 

1 1 0 

5 0 0 
10 10 0 

5 5 *0 
1 0 0 

£ s. d. 
Pearce, F. Esq. ditto ... 0 10 0 
Toms, W. Esq. ditto ... 0 10 O 

By RICHARO TURNER, ESQ. Tunbridge Wells. 
Amount previously advertised ... 13 10 O 
Franklin, Rev. Thos. Ward ... 2 0 0 

By THOS. TAYLER, ESQ. Colchester. 
Amount previously advertised .... 8 5 0 
Tayler, T. Esq. Colchester ... 1 10 
Grange, J. Esq. ditto ... ... 1 1 0 

By DR PRICE, Deptford. 
Amount nre iously advertised ...55 13 6 
Hay, C. Esq. Deptford ... ... 2 2 0 

By JOHN PRICHARD, ESQ. Leamington. 
Amount previously advertised ...61 14 0 
Diamond, W. B. Esq. Henley in Arden 5 5 0 

By HORATIO DAY, ESQ. Islewortli. 
Amount previously advertised ... 38 15 0 
Chapman, J. Esq. Hounslow (annual) 110 

In answer to several applications, the Council desire to state that those gentlemen who have given a donation under Ten 
Guineas, and who may wish to become Life Governors, are at liberty to make up their donations to that amount. 

Gentlemen desirous of acting as Honorary Local Secretaries in behalf of the College would oblige by communicating 
with the Honorary Secretary, Henry Tcdor Davies, Esq. 4 Hanover square, where Subscriptions are received) and by the 
Treasurer, John Propert, Esq.; also by the following Bankers : Goslings and Sharpe, 19 Fleet street; Coutts and Co., 59 
Strand; Drummonds, Charing cross ; Glyn and Co., 67 Lombard street; Scott and Co., 1 Cavendish square; Messrs Herries, 
St James's street; Hoare and Co., Fleet street; the Union Bank of London, Regent street Branch ; Messrs Williams, Deacon* 
Labouchere, and Co., Birchin lane; and by Cunliffe and Co., Manchester. 

By Order of the Council, 
Office, 4 Hanover square, July 21 st, 1852. HENRY TUDOR DAYIES, Hon. Secretary. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 

TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

'edicine Chest and Dressing 
Case Maker. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of 

Parliament. Emigrant Chests, &c.. for all Climates. 
M< 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample 
Casus, Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c„ &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business lias been removed, J. H. 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Springweiler, solicits a continuance of their 
patronage. 

Eau-de-Vie and Spirits of Wine. 
We submit to the Faculty, with the utmost confidence, a pure 

PALE BRANDY, posses ing all the estimable properties of the finest 
COGNAC SPIRIT, at exactly half the price. In French bottles, 
labelled “ Eau-de-Vie,” 30s. per dozen, bottles included; or 14s. by 
the Imperial gallon. 

Our SPIitlTS of WINE are perfectly neutral and inodorous. 
Strength, 56 degrees over Proof. A single gallon, 18s.; Two gallons 
and upwards, at 17s. 6d. 

CASH ON DELIVERY TN LONDON IS INDISPENSABLE. 

HENRY BRETT and Co., Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

Galvanism.—The most 
- efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 
the Cure of Disease, is the ELEC IRO-GALVANIC MACHINE 
which is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and r.ot merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HORNE, THORN- 
THWA1TE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price- 
32. 3s., 52. 5s., 82. 8s., and upwards. 

COUNCIL MEDAL. 

GREAT EXHIBITION OF 1851.—CLASS 28, No. 76. 

T’o the Medical Profession.— 
JL CHAS. MACINTOSH and CO., 

73 Aldermanbury, London, and Cambridge street, Manchester, 
Patentees of the Vulcanised India Rubber, 

Beg to draw the attention of the Medical Profession and the Public 
generally to their DRAB VULCANISED WATER PILLOWS and- 
MATTRASSES, designed to alleviate the sufferings of bedridden 
patients and others. Price from 10s. and upwards. 

Also to the following among many other Articles of their manu¬ 
facture. 

For particulars refer to their Exhibition Catalogue, which may be 
had on application, gratis. Airproof Beds and Mattrasses, Hydro¬ 
static Beds, India Rubber Ring Beds, Bed Sheets, Nursing Aprons, 
Sponging Baths, Chest Expanders, Breast Bottles, Truss Pads, Injec¬ 
tion Bottles, Chemical Aprons, Sleeves, Dissecting Gloves, Gas Bags, 
Elastic Woven Bandages, Stockings, and Tubing. 

A’ rgyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms : 

WARM BATHS-ONE SHILLING EACH, 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’Department, One-and-Sixpcnc® 
each; twenty-one Transferable Tickets, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and.Harrogate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— ’ 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, &e.). within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, 1 s. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,0002. has been expanded, and that at each place one hundred 
Baths can be given in an hour. 
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DEATH IN THE POT. 

We have the pleasure to announce, that there is now publishing in the ‘ Medical Circular ’ 

A SERIES OF ARTICLES ENTITLED 

FOOD AND ITS ADULTERATIONS; 
SHOWING THE RESULTS OF 

CHEMICAL AND MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATIONS OF ALL SUBSTANCES SOLID AND FLUID 
USED AS FOOD, 

And giving Instructions for the Employment of Simple and Easy Means 

FOR THE DETECTION OF ALL KINDS OF SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADULTERATIONS. 

These inquiries, which will be conducted without reference to ANY previous investigations, and toith the sole desire ef 
ascertaining facts and correcting erroneous statements and opinions, will be made by some of the most eminent ANALYTICAL 

CHEMISTS and MICROSCOPISTS of the age, and will comprise every description of articles used as beverage or food. 

LONDON PORTER 
WILL FORM THE SUBJECT OF THE NEXT ARTICLE. 

Ou the Sth of January, 1853, will be Published, price Is., or £3 10s. per Annum, 

To be continued Weekly, Imperial Octavo, 

THE MEDICAL LIBRARY, 
A Reprint and Abstract of all that is really valuable or worthy of being collated from the various Medical Periodicals 

throughout the civilised world, more particularly from the Medical Journals of France, Germany, and the United States 

Of America. 
The various sections of this Journal, under the respective heads of 

MEDICINE, SURGERY, MIDWIFERY, PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY, AND 
THE SPECIALITIES, 

Will be Edited by the most eminent meu in each of these Departments of Medical Science. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY is a Register of the qualified Members of the Medical Profession. 

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR is a Register of their Sayings and Doings. 

The MEDICAL LIBRARY will be a Register of all that is worthy of record in the current 
Literature of the Medical Profession throughout the world. 

*The Proprietor of the 'Medical Directory’ respectfully submits 
that he conferred a boon on the profession of which he is a member, 
■when in 1845, associated witli two eminent Physicians, he first pub¬ 
lished the ‘ Medical Dtrectory,’ by reference to which the qualifica¬ 
tion of every Practitioner is certified and the unqualified impostor 
detected. 

He has reason to believe that by the publication of the 
4 Medical Circular,’ which indicates amt directs attention to the 
valuable portions of the current medical literature of the day, and 
chronicles each passing medical event, he has supplied another desi¬ 
deratum of the profession. 

He conscientiously believes.that by the publication of the ‘ Medical 

Library,’ he will still further merit the good will and support of the 
profession which has so liberally been conferred on the two publica¬ 
tions adverted to; for what author will not rejoice in the existence of 
a periodical which will give the gist of his labours in a careful ab¬ 
stract ? What contributor will not advocate the interests of a journal 
which will save his novel and, perhaps, original views from the 
oblivion in which they would otherwise be engulphed by being 

India Pale Ale.—W. Younger and 
Co. Paul's Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their 

friends and the Public, that they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale . in casks of 9 gallons at 9s. and 12s. 
A'.sotheir Superior Edinburgh A!e ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong aud Rich ... ditto 9 ditto at 16». and 20s. 
And Superior Porter and Stout ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLED. 

Pale Ales, 5s. qts. and 3s. pnts.; Edinburgh Ale, 7s. and 8s. qts., 

and 4s. and 4s. 6d. pnts.; Stout, 3s. 6d. and 5s. qts., and 2s. and 

3s. pnts. 
Fire per Cent, allowed for cash. 

J. W. WATSON, Manager. 

consigned to the ephemeral pages of an ordinary medical periodical. 
What reader will not hail with satisfaction the advent of a journal 
which wilt be a multuin in parvo of medical literature, in the pages 
of which he may be sure to find all that is valuable and necessary for 
him to know in the daily exercise of his profession ? 

The onward progress of science demands such a work, for by it 
alone can the members of the profession be kept up to the standard 
of medical knowledge. 

The existence of twenty medic il periodicals demands sucli a con¬ 
centration of their utilities, separated from the encumbrance of their 
needless verbiage. 

The affluent of the profession will support it, because it will save 
them that which is oftentimes more valuable than money, time. 

The less affluent will support it, not on that account only, but be¬ 
cause it will comprise all they can possibly require in the shape of a 
‘Medical Lina ary.’ 

Communications, suggestions, and the names of gentlemen dis¬ 
posed to patronise this important work, are requested to be addressed 
to the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

The Publisher of tho 4 Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 

inquiries from tho country, begs to state that the following are the 

terms for inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under.£0 6 0 

Every additional line . 0 0 6 

Whole Column. 2 15 0 

Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Ueynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Hareis, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
in the City of Westminster.—July 28. 1852. 
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gk'lfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 
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becomes Juiovbi, that it must meet with the success it so much deserves. 
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S ,” after'beinkireate'd by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Dorguin, 22 

frying many fruitless medical means, that I have 
been cured'by Jifr Le Molt’s Electric Frictions, of a very old and 

-• -Trimf\\kneu,ra£<fia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.— 
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TTnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
L* COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834, 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 

Earl of Courtown 
Earl Leven and Melville 
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Earl Somers 
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Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Years Mts £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 

5,000 13 10 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,000 7 0 • • 157 10 0 1,157 10 0 

500 1 0 .... 115 0 511 5 0 

* Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person 
aged 30 took out a policy for 1,000/., the annual payment for which 
is 24/. Is. 8d.; in 1847 he had paid in premiums 168/. Us. 8d.; but 
the profits being 2 J per cent, per annum on the sum insured (which 
is 22/. 10s. per annum on each 1,000/.) he had 157/. 10s. added to the 
policy, almost as much as the premiums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and 
only one half need be paid for the first five yens, when the Insurance 
Is for Life. Every information will be afforded on application to the 
Resident Director.________ National Assurance and lnvest- 

MENT ASSOCIATION, 
7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 

Established May 1844. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with those 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. The plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot be adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com- 
panies. 

Prospectuses and full information may he obtained by application 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 
Kingdom. 

PETER MORRISON, Managing Director. 
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TMooden Legs are made at this 
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and Lightness, combined with Strength, and as it falls to the lot of 
the poorer classes to require them more frequently, on account of the 
various accidents to which they are exposed, W. H. B. has endeavoured 
to meet their wants, by manufacturing Legs, <fcc., of a superior 
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with straps complete for the waist, &c. from ... ...) 
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Tho ‘Medico-Chirurgical Review’ contains an admirable 
review of several works, by Dr Finger, Dr Macpherson, Dr 
Hare, Mr Tait, Dr Irvine, Dr Eimer, Dr (Esterlen, and Dr 
Mayne, respectively, 

‘ On Epidemic Dysentery.' 

The reviewer shows very clearly, that there is in reality 
much less difference of opinion among authors and observers 
as to the nature of this disease, and more constancy in its 
pathological phenomena, than have been commonly imagined. 
The following quotation is the reviewer’s summary of the 
views of Dr Finger, formed after a comparison of 231 dis¬ 
sections in the Prague Hospital: — 

“ 1. The first or elementary form is termed intestinal 
catarrh, with especial implication of the follicles. In this 
6tage, the large intestine viewed from without appeared more 
or less reddened, and was moderately distended with air; if 
the disease had been of short duration, its coats did not 
appear thickened. When the intestine was opened, a yellow, 
brownish, greyish red, or sometimes purulent-looking fluid, 
more or less intermixed with flecal matter, flowed out. The 
mucous membrane was reddened in patches of variable 
size, and was usually covered with a greyish-white or 
greyish-red pulpy substance ; underneath this the membrane 
itself was softened, and was easily removed in the form of a 
greyish-red jelly-like pulp. The solitary glands were 
swollen to the size of millet or hemp seeds (zu Hirse bis 
Ilaufkomgrdse), by distension with transparent jelly-like 
mucus, which could be forced out by pressure; and were 
often surrounded by vascular zones. Afterwards tho mucus 
became opaque, thick, and purulent, and then arose little 
(hemp-seed or lentil-sized) ulcerations of the glands ; these 
were at first solitary, then ran together by the destruction 
of the intervening mucous membrane, and formed ulcers 
varying in size from the original ulcer to that of a sixpence 
and larger; the borders of the ulcers were loose, ragged, 
swollen, and usually undermined. By the farther extension 
of these ulcers, very frequently large ulcerations arose, 
which spread over great part of the colon, and were connected 
by bridge-like portions of mucous membrane. Here and 
there little pits were formed by suppurated follicles, which 
sometimes passed through and even perforated the peritoneum. 
The submucous tissue formed, however, the most frequent 

floor of the ulcers. 
“ When the process extended into the small intestines, it 

was found in an earlier stage than in the large, showing 
that tho affection of the ilium was subsequent to that of the 
colon. The follicles were here also affected. In two cases 
of the 231, the jejunum and ilium were diseased, while the 
large intestines were healthy. Of the large intestines, the 
transverse colon and the sigmoid flexure were most affected. 
In some cases there was extensive catarrhal redness (catar- 
rhalischer Rothung) of the small and large intestines, with 
numerous small, isolated, usually round aphthous erosions. 

«rp|le tendency to gangrene of the intestines was not so 
great in the cases of pure follicular disease, as when the next 
form was combined with it; and when it did occur, it 
attacked chiefly the undermined mucous membrane. By 
longer duration of the follicular disease, which sometimes 
lasted even for many months, without attendant croupous 
exudation on the mucous membrane (which was chiefly the 
case in children and feeble anannic adults), tho intestinal 
coats were thickened and anaemic, and the mucous and sub¬ 
mucous coats were softened, infiltrated with serum, and 
thereby thickened, either pale as if washed, or of dark, 
smutty, or slate-grey colour from pigment, or they presented 
yellow or grey projections (Biickeln), between which ran en¬ 
larged and varicose vessels. The follicles were often col¬ 
lapsed, with sometimes a brown or black circle of pigment. 
The process could, however, bo seen in various stages ; in 
some parts the follicles contained fresh infiltration-matter, or 

had suppurated; in other parts they had healed. By suc¬ 
cessive attacks of portions of the mucous membrane, the 
disease thus lasted sometimes for months. 

“ The cicatrisation occurred by the borders of the ulcers 
becoming covered with a white more or less thick callus, 
which joined on to a more or less shining smooth tissue, which 
spread over the base of the ulcer. The cicatrices sometimes 
formed hard fibroid intersecting cords and elevations, by the 
side of which were often still swollen and suppurated follicles. 
The submucous tissue was, like the mucous, changed into a 
firm, thick, fibroid formation. 

“ The mesenteric glands were found unchanged in cases 
of short duration; they subsequently became swollen, 
injected, succulent, and softened, but without evident 

infiltration. 
“ 2. The foregoing changes were present in every case 

but one; but in addition there existed in many cases wliat 
Finger calls a ‘croupous exudation,’ which was either 
spread uniformly over great part of the mucous membrane, 
or was collected near the folds of the colonic mucous mem- 
bran*. In colour it was whitish, greyish-white, or reddish ; 
it had a granular (korniges) or scaly appearance, and was 
usually easily detached. Under the microscope, besides 
epithelium, and mucous corpuscles, there was an amorphous 
molecular mass, often mixed with blood-discs, or at a later 
date with pus-cells. According to the varying condition of 
this exudation, the intestinal contents presented various 
characters, and sometimes, by the suppuration of the exuda¬ 
tion, were chiefly made up of pus mixed with blood. 
Underneath the exudation the mucous membrane was often 
softened, sometimes to a great extent, was at first reddened, 
and afterwards in chronic cases became anaimic, presented 
pigment-discolouration, and was thickened from serosity.” 

We are informed that the follicular lesion was combined 
with this croupous exudation in 230 cases. The tendency 
to gangrene was greater in these cases of croupous exudation 
than in the follicular disease. The reviewer endeavours to 
show that the form of the disease which Dr Finger has called 
“ croupous exudation ” corresponds with that characterised 
by “ effusion of lymph,” as described by Dr Parkes and other 
writers. There seems to be, also, much concurring evidence 
that the ulceration commences primarily in the solitary 
glands of the intestine, as pointed out by Dr Parkes and Dr 
Baly, and that it is produced also by the sloughs caused by 
the detachment of the exudations. 

Tables are quoted of the complications of dysentery, as 
observed in the Prague Epidemic, and also as elicited by Dr 
Macpherson from the records of the General Hospital at Cal¬ 
cutta. With the exception of Dr Mayne, who is a warm 
advocate of the use of mercurials, the writers place their chief 
reliance in the acetate of lead and opium. Calomel is not 
approved; and ipecacuanha does not enjoy the same favour 
as formerly among the Indian Surgeons. Drs Hare and 
Irvine recommend the use of copious injections of w arm water, 
but the evidence of their utility Is not complete. We have 
found the employment of injections of beef tea and opium in 

this disease of the highest utility. 

The ‘ Lancet’ of July 31st. reports a continuation of Mr 

Coulson’s lectures 
1 On Lithotomy and Lithotnty. 

In this lecture Mr Coulson refers to the accidents that 
sometimes supervene on the operation of lithotrity—such as 
the lodgment of the calculous fragments m the urethra, 
laceration of the urethra and neck of the bladder, breaking 
of the instruments in the bladder, and pinching up the 
mucous membrane between the Wades ot the instru¬ 
ment The three latter casualties Mr Coulson attributes 
not to the operation itself, but to the awkardness of the ope- 
rator. With respect to the first accident he says, the 
younger the patient, the more likely he is to suffer from it, 
and that it occurs about once in four times. The seat of 
obstruction is generally either the neck oi tho bladder, the 
membranous portion, or the middle of the spongy portion, or 
fossa navicularis. This accident is attended with sevore con¬ 
stitutional symptoms, and may terminate fatally. Regarding 
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the means of relief Mr Coulson observes, that having ascer¬ 
tained the fact of the impaction, the fragment may he either 
pushed back into the bladder, extracted whole, broken up in 
the urethra, or removed by external incision, and he advises 
that in cases in which there is a likelihood of this accident oc¬ 
curring, the patient should be required to pass urine while 
lying on his back, and that if the bladder be very irritable, 
a large flexible sound should he introduced into the bladder 
immediately after the operation and left there, so as to pre¬ 
vent the passage of detritus. 

The same journal contains the second part of Dr Alder- 
son’s Lumleian lectures 

‘ On the Effects of Lead upon the System.’ 

The author gives a lengthened account of the symptoms 
produced by the absorption of lead into the system, hut there 
are no novelties introduced. 

Mr Isaac B. Brown occupies the same journal with a 

paper 
‘ On Ovarian Dropsy Treated by Pressure.' 

Mr Brown refers to the various conditions and complica¬ 
tions of Ovarian Dropsy, which are to be taken into conside¬ 
ration before determining upon the course to he adopted, for 
its cure. He then adverts to the objection alleged against 
his plan of treatment, viz., that it involves the operation of 
tapping, and renders subsequent recourse to ovariotomy im¬ 
possible, or nearly so, in consequence of adhesions formed 
round the puncture. Mr Brown denies that this objection 
is supported by experience. He also affirms that an exploratory 
incision through the abdominal wall down upon the cyst is 
unattended with danger. With reference to the various 
operations chiefly recommended and practised by himself, 
Mr Brown observes:—• 

“ An exploratory incision will he rarely called for, except 
in cases where treatment by pressure and tapping has been 
resorted to and failed, and some further operation is deter¬ 
mined upon. When desirable, the incision will he best made 
in the semilunar line, and may be two to three inches in 
length. Supposing now that by our examination we have 
discovered the cyst to be simple and non-adherent, and that 
pressure has been already tried unavailingly; we may tap 
again, and endeavour to withdraw the entire sac, according 
to Mr Jefferson’s proposal, or empty the sac, and then cut a 
piece out of it and return it. Again, supposing adhesions to 
be wanting, hut the cyst multilocular, and progressing in 
development in spite of other modes of treatment, we still 
have ovariotomy as a dernier resort, supposing this not 
contra-indicated by the state of health of the patient, nor by 
the nature of the sac or its contents. 

“Ifthe ovarian sac be adherent, we have yet another 
operative proceeding to fall back upon—viz., that of forming 
what I have termed in a previous paper (the 1 Lancet,’ vol. i. 
1850) an ‘ artificial oviductin other words, making a 
fistulous opening into the sac, through which it may con¬ 
stantly discharge itself, and finally slongli away. From this 
operation I yet anticipate the best results; its principle seems 
incontestably good; and although I cannot refer to it as 
having altogether made a successful cure, yet it has pro¬ 
duced sufficient benefit to induce me, on a future favourable 
opportunity to repeat it, and at the present time to recom¬ 
mend it to my unprejudiced readers. The operation in ques¬ 
tion is available, though in a less degree, in the case of mul¬ 
tilocular disease; but, like all the others, it must not be 
performed on a shattered constitution. 

“ I come now to the consideration of the cyst itself and of 
its contents, upon which particulars our treatment must 

greatly depend. 
“ In some cases the cyst is found of great hardness and 

density, or it is the subject of the so-called cancerous or 
malignant disease; but which, according to observations I 
have made, cannot be rightly so designated. Where such 
conditions are present, the idea of operating must be laid 
aside, for no good can come of it. The cyst cannot take on 
healthy action and absorb future formations of fluid after its 
previous evacuation, and any process it may set up will be 
of a morbid character; whilst the health will sink under 

any plan of treatment involving a drain from the system hy 
suppuration. 

“ Of the fluid contents of ovarian sacs, the most favourable 
is the limpid, pale straw-coloured liquid, containing very 
little albumen. This chiefly occurs in simple cysts, or 
in the newly-developed appended ones of multilocular sacs. 

“ Unilocular ovarian disease, having fluid with such cha¬ 
racters, is very amenable to any plan of treatment by pres¬ 
sure, &c., and the earlier that plan is adopted the better; 
for by long persistence—for example, as a rule, above three 
or four 3'ears—both the tissue of the sac and its contents 
undergo a change. An ovarian sac, like abnormal tissues in 
general, is prone to diseased action, and is often the subject 
of inflammation, which sets up adhesions, increases the den¬ 
sity of its walls, and of its fluid also, by augmenting the 
albumen. In some instances, where the sac is of old stand¬ 
ing, or has been the subject of oft-repeated morbid action, 
or especially after it has once been punctured, the fluid will 
often get mixed with altered blood, and so obtain a coffee- 
ground colour. In other cases the fluid undergoes still 
greater changes in colour and consistence; it becomes 
grumous, of a deep-brown or even inky-blackish colour, and, 
though rarely, of a treacle-like consistence; not unfrequent- 
ly solid albuminous flakes are mingled with the fluid. 

“ Wherever, hy tapping, a sac has poured out such con¬ 
tents, differing so considerably in colour, consistence, and 
density from the common thin serous fluid, it is wrong to 
interfere by any severe operation. Such fluids show a very 
morbid condition of the cyst, and also imply a very great 
deterioration of the blood, and consequently of the health; 
for I am disposed to believe this drain of albumen from the 
blood into ovarian sacs operates as injuriously upon the 
general health as albuminuria itself.” 

‘A Case of Syncope after the Administration of Chloroform ’ 

has occurred in the practice of Mr Hilton, at Guy’s Hospital. 
Three drachms of the anesthetic were administered pre¬ 
paratory to the removal of the little finger. After the ope¬ 
ration was performed, the patient, on attempting to rise, fell 
back in a state of insensibility. Cold affusion, stimulants, 
and other remedies were applied during two hours and a 
half without benefit. The respiration was now diminishing 
in force and frequency, and the body becoming cold, when 
galvanism was had recourse to. Shocks were passed over 
the chest, and top of the spine at the origin and insertion of 
the phrenic nerves, and continued during two or three 
minutes. The happiest results followed; the patient rallied, 
the respiratory actions were invigorated, the pulse became 
fuller, and within a minute or two she was able to answer 
questions correctly, and describe her state. It appeared that 
the patient, a woman, had been liable to attacks of syncope. 

Dr Parkcs has published an article in the ‘ Medical Times 
and Gazette ’ of the 31st July, 

* On the Formation of Crystals in Human Blood.' 

In this paper Dr Parkes shows that crystals can he arti¬ 
ficially formed in blood out of the body. The shape of the 
several crystals so formed are delineated in the paper. Dr 
Parkes thus sums up the result of his observations: 

“It thus appeared, that at least six or seven different 
varieties of crystals may appear in decomposing blood, either 
without additional re-agents or after the addition of water. 
Excluding the known forms of margaric acid, and the earthy 
phosphates, and those crystals, the peculiarities of which 
could not be determined, three varieties remain, which are 
broadly distinguished by the following characters 

“ 1. By perfect solubility in water. (Fig. 2 a.) 
“2. By insolubility in water, by the addition of which tlioy 

were produced, and by solubility in acetic acid. (Fig. 3.) 
“3. By insolubility in water and in acetic acid. (Fig. 1.) 
“ The nature and composition of these crystals is a point 

of great obscurity. The crystals could not be separated from 
the fluid surrounding them, and the effect produced on them Iby reagents has not been accurately determined. The im¬ 
mense number of crystals which formed in the blood (Fig. 
2.), almost warrant the hypothesis, that they were consti- 
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tuted by no mineral constituent, but by some portion of the 
organic matter, with which, possibly, mineral ingredients 
may be combined. That the colouring matters, both of 
blood and bile, will crystallize, we know from the obser¬ 
vations of Virchow, and that albumen can also crystallize 
appears from the discovery of Reichert. These crystals 
did not correspond in fonn or in their reactions with any of 
those figured and described by these writers; still it is by 
no means impossible that they may be allied formations.” 

Dr Parkes then shows the resemblance between the crystals 
figured by him, and those described by Funke, as observed 
in the splenic blood of the horse, by Kolliker, and by Drs 
Hare and Sieveking in the spleen, by Muller in colloid can¬ 
cer, and by other observers. 

In the ‘Medical Times’ of August 7th, Dr Thomas King 
Chambers continues his 

1 Decenniwn Pathologicum,’ 
in which the results of ten years’ experience at St George’s 
Hospital are recorded. Dr Chambers deserves great credit 
for the use he has made of his opportunities. The article is 
short—such as we like to see, and comprises a tabular state¬ 
ment of the deaths by accident and other causes that occurred 
during the period. Dr Chambers thus states the results : 

“ An examination of this table will show, that, up to the 
age of twenty, the number of females dying from acute and 
chronic disorders, independent of accidental injuries, is rather 
larger than that of males, and that the excess of the latter in 
the general total is made up by accidents. That boys, even 
from the earliest age, should be more exposed to accidents 
than girls, was to have been expected from their more ad¬ 
venturous nature; but the full extent of this exposure was 
hardly to have been anticipated. It will be seen, that, even 
under the age of fifteen, the excess of male deaths from this 
class of causes is at St George’s Hospital as two to one. The 
excess of accidental male deaths increases, as might have 
been foreseen, during the middle periods of life, when work¬ 
ing men are so much exposed; but, in the later years, is less, 
on account of the frequency with which elderly females are 
knocked down or run over in the streets of this busy town. 

“ I am unwilling to enlarge now on this subject, as it 
could not be properly done without comparing the per¬ 
centages of deaths to the admissions in the two sexes, and 
correcting those per-centages by a great variety of circum¬ 
stances. Of this a distinct subject must be made ; and my 
present intention is simply to deduct the influence of acci¬ 
dents, in order to compare the deaths of the two sexes at 
different ages from acute and chronic disease. 

“ This may be done by collating the numbers in the sixth 
and ninth columns of the table, and reviewing the propor¬ 
tions of one to the other, as has been worked out in the 
twelth column. As before stated, under the age of twenty- 
one a slight excess in the female deaths will be seen. This 
agrees with what is observed in the Registrar-General’s an¬ 
nual reports, by which it appeal's that, from ten to twenty, 
the female deaths, both in town and country, exceed the 
male, though, under ten, especially in complete infancy, the 
contrary is strikingly shown. Now, in a metropolitan hos¬ 
pital, infants are very properly seldom admitted, except for 
burns, so that the great bulk of those under twenty-one are 
over ten, and therefore that which is true of the population 
at largo between ten and twenty is naturally found true, 
with certain modifications, of the hospital population under 
twenty-one. 

“ Though, however, there is an excess of female deaths 
under twenty-one, it is a bare excess, and by no means 
equal to that which is found in all England, though, in the 
latter, accidents are included. In the Registrar-General’s 
reports, the female deaths at the ages in question exceed the 
male by l-10th,whereas at St George’s they are but l-100th 
greater in number. So that, even here, the hospital influ¬ 
ences enlarged upon in the last paper are seen in operation. 

“ Now, in the Registrar-General’s reports, the excess of 
female deaths continues in an increasing ratio up to thirty- 
five, and is found till the ago of fifty, when the males begin 
again to preponderate as they did in infancy. The turning 

point is very different at St George’s. It is the age of 
twenty, after which the male deaths, exclusive of accidents, 
preponderate more and more till thirty to thirty-five, when 
they attain their maximum of nearly two to one, and retain 
it till forty-five to fifty, when they decline again to the 
ratio of three to two, which is about the proportion also 
for the succeeding ages. 

“ We may conclude then, that during ten years at St 
George’s Hospital: 

“ 1st. The proportion of male to female deaths from 
accident was in excess at all ages, and most so in the middle 
periods of life. 

“ 2nd. The excess of deaths from acute and chronic causes 
was, up to the age of twenty, slightly on the side of the 
females, but much less so than in the ordinary population of 
England. After twenty, it was on the side of the males, and 
attained its maximum at thirty-five, after which it again 
declined.” 

The same journal contains an interesting paper by Dr 
Thomas Williams, entitled 

‘ Cancer of the Pancreas. Secondary ‘ Ttibera' and Atrophy 
of Gland-cells of the Liver. The Doctrine of Transfer of 
Cancer by Germs in the Blood. Liquor Canceris and 
Cancerous Cytoblasts.' 

The title is sufficiently comprehensive to describe the lead¬ 
ing points in the paper. The observations are founded on a 
case of malignant disease of the pancreas. The points 
sought to be brought out in the paper are chiefly as follow: 
On a microscopic examination of the blood 

“ The red-blood corpuscles present quite their normal 
characters. In no single specimen of the blood could a 
colourless corpuscle be detected. That taken from other 
vessels of the hody was equally marked by a total absence of 
these bodies. Is this a specific result of cancerous cachexia, 
or that of the suspended state of the general nutrition of the 
body ? Although it cannot now be answered, it is a ques¬ 
tion of extreme interest. 

“ Interspersed among the red corpuscles, in every specimen 
examined, were observed minute granules or molecules. 
They coincide precisely with the molecules contained in the 
cancer-cells between the nucleus and the cell wall. Seeing 
the surpassing interest of the point, this comparison was re¬ 
peated again and again with the utmost exactness. These 
identical molecules were seen in every specimen examined 
of the blood of the portal system, but they could not be de¬ 
tected, except one here and there, satisfactorily in that of the 
general system. Diffidently but confidenty I would designate 
these molecules as true cancerous cytoblasts. They were 
unquestionably in the blood; they were not accidentally 
admixed with it from some external source. They could 
not have been the debris of the colourless corpuscles; nor is 
it reasonable to suppose that they could have resulted from 
a granular ooagulation of the fibrine of the blood. They 
were higly refractive, like oleous molecules; not opaque, 
like solid granules. They coincide in every character with 
those contained in the cancer-cells taken from the midst of 
the diseased mass. At the present immature stage of this 
inquiry, I can only venture to demand a conditional assent 
to the following propositions:—1st. That the molecules, 
mingled with the red corpuscles of the blood, in this case 
constitute true cancerous cytoblasts. 2nd. That their pre¬ 
sence in the blood can only be explained in one of two ways: 
they must either have arisen by the coagulation (quasi- 
organisation) of a pre-existing liquor canceris (a morbid 
modification of the fibrin or albumen of the blood), or they 
must result from the disintegration of the cancer-cells in the 
local growth. The former change must have had a cause, 
an anterior dynamic agency, tending to transmute, phy¬ 
sically, the material substratum.” 

The author proceeds to offer various considerations re¬ 
specting the two views thus set forth, but the matter is not 
clearly determined. The destruction of the glandular cells 
of the liver observed in these cases, the author, in common 
with Dr Budd, considers to depend upon distension caused 
by the bile itself. 
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Diagnosis of Diseases of the Abdomen. By Edward Ballard, 
M.D., Lond-Reports of Societies.—-Medical Society 
of London; On the Health of London during the Six Months 
terminating March 27, 1852. Royal College of Surgeons; 
Examinations for the Fellowship. 

Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal.- 
(No. XVI. August 4, 1852.)—Anniversary Meeting 

at Oxford:—Members present; First General Meeting:— 
Retiring President’s Address, The President’s Address, Re¬ 
port of the Council:—Number of Members and District 
Branches, Finances, Publications, Medical Reform, Reports 
of Committees, Benevolent Fund, Conclusion, Notices of 
Motion for the Oxford Meeting, Publications of the Asso¬ 
ciation ; Conferring of Honorary Degrees ; Second General 
Meeting :—The Adjourned Debate, Income-tax Committee’s 
Report, Report of the Committee on Irregular Practice, 
Medical Ethics, Notice of Alteration of Law; The Conver¬ 
sazione ; Third General Meeting:—Charter of the College 
of Physicians, Medical Reform, Auditors’ Report, Benevolent 
Fund Report, The Address in Medicine, The Address in 
Surgery, Anniversary Meeting, 1853, Communications.- 
Report of the Meeting of Provincial Physicians at Oxford on 
the Proposed New Charter of the Royal College of Phy¬ 
sicians ; The Dinner.-Editorial Article :—The Re¬ 
sult of Dr Cowan's Motion at Oxford. 

Dublin Medical Press.—(No. DCCVIII. Vol. 
XXVIII. July 28, 1852.)—Original Comsiunications. 

Mr G. H. Butcher on the Treatment of Wounds of the Pal¬ 
mar Arch and of the Arteries in the vicinity of the Wrist- 
joint. Mr P. Roe’s Remarks on the Symptoms and Treat¬ 
ment of Gambia Remittent Fever (West Coast of Africa), 
from the 1st of April, 1850, to 31st of March, 1852_ 
Hospital Reports.—Supposed Spina Bifida; Puncture; 
Tetanus; Death, at St George’s Hospital.-Selections 

from Medical Journals.—Case of Hay-Fever; by 
Mr W. P. Kirkman of Melton. On the Occasional ’Epi¬ 
demic Origin of Furunculous Eruptions; by Hamilton 
Kinglake, M.D., Physician to the Somerset and Taunton 
Hospital-Reviews and Notices of Books._The 

Physical Diagnosis of Diseases of the Abdomen ; by Edward 
Bailard, M.D., late Medical Tutor in University College, 
London, Physician to tho St Pancras Royal General 

Dispensary.-Leading Artcles.—University Reform. 
Medical Life in London. 

Dublin Medical Press- —(No. DCCIX. Vol. 
XXVIII. August 4, 1852.)-Original Communica¬ 

tions.—Mr R. G. H. Butcher on the Internal Administration 
of Chloroform in Delirium Tremens. Mr M. Donovan’s 
Description of a New Construction of the Urinometer. Mr 
P. Roe’s Remarks on the Symptoms and Treatment of 
Gambia Remittent Fever (West Coast of Africa), from the 
1st of April, 1850, to 31st of March, 1852.-Proceedings 

of Societies.—Edinburgh Medico-Chirurgical Society ; 
On Temporary Albuminuria. By Dr Begbie.--Selec¬ 

tions from Medical Journals.—On Neat’s-Foot Oil, as 
a Substitute for Cod-liver Oil. By Dr Radclyffe Hall, one 
of the Physicians to the Hospital for Consumption of Tor¬ 
quay. -Reviews —Hydropathy as applied to Acute 
Diseases, illustrated by Cases. By T. R. Armitage, M.B. 
Lond., M.R.C.S.-Leading Articles.'—More Sham 
Diplomas. The Sligo Contest. Medical Life in London. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
New Works in Medicine and tub Collateral 

Sciences, Published from the 15tii to the 31st 
of July. 

Chambers, T. K.—Corpulence ; or, Excess of Fat during 
Pregnancy: a letter to Dr Lee. By Thomas King Cham¬ 
bers. 8vo, pp. 24, sewed, Is. 

Harvey, W.—Rheumatism, Gout, and Neuralgia as 
affecting the Head and Ear; with Remarks on some Forms 
of Headache in connection with Deafness. By William 
Harvey. 8vo, pp. 300, cloth, 5s. 

Johnson, E.—The Results of Hydropathy. By Ed¬ 
ward Johnson. 12mo (Ipswich) pp. 196, sewed, Is. 6d. 

Macleod, W.—Directory of Ben Rhydding; with a 
Chapter on the Water Cure and Homoeopathy. By Walter 
Macleod. Fcp. 8vo, pp. 60, sewed, 6d. 

Milton, J. L —On a New Way of Treating Gonorrhoea. 
By John L. Milton. 8vo, pp. 106, cloth, 5s. 

Saunders, S. D.—The Mesmeric Guide for Family Use ; 
coutaining Instructions for the Application of Mesmerism as 
a Curative Agent. By S. D. Saunders, Is. 

Swedenborg, E. — The Generative Organs considered Ana¬ 
tomically, Physically, and Philosophically: a Posthumous 
Work of Emanuel Swedenborg. Translated from the Latin 
by James John Garth Wilkinson. 8vo, pp. 336, cloth, 
7s. 6d. 

Taylor, A. S.—Medical Jurisprudence. By Alfred S. 
Taylor. 4th edition, fcap. 8vo, pp. 840, cloth, 12s. 6d. 

Trousseau and Reveil.—The Prescriber’s Complete 
Handbook; comprising the Principles of the Art of Pre¬ 
scribing ; a Materia Medica, containing all the principal 
Medicines employed. By M. Trousseau and M. Reveil. 
Edited, with Notes, by J. Birkbeck Nevins. 18mo, pp. 520, 
roan, 6s. 6d. 

Waller, C.—Elements of Practical Midwifery; or Com¬ 
panion to the Lying-in Room. By Charles Waller. 3rd 
edition, 18mo, pp. 230, with plates, cloth, 3s. 6d. 

Yearsley, J.—Throat-Deafness, and on the Pathologi¬ 
cal Connections of the Throat, Nose, and Ear, through the 
intervention of the Mucous Membrane, reprinted from the 
Author’s Work, ‘Deafness Practically Illustrated.’ By 
James Yearsley. 8vo, sewed, Is. 6d 

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW. 

‘ The Prescriber’s Complete Handbook.’ By M. Trous¬ 
seau, Professor of the Faculty of Medicine, Paris, and M. 
Reveil. Edited, with notes, by J. Birkbeck Nevins, M.D, 
London : H. Bailliere, 219 Regent street. 

‘ Corpulence; or, Excess of Fat during Pregnancy.’ A 
Letter to Dr Lee. By Thomas King Chambers, M.D., 
Physician to St Mary’s Hospital. London: Longman 
and Co. 

‘ Elements of Practical Midwifery; or, Companion to the 
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Lying-in Room. By Charles Waller, M.D. London: John 
Churchill. 

‘ On Bubo and Perineal Abscess.’ By John L. Milton, 
M.R.C.S. 

‘ On a New Way of Treating Gonorrhoea.’ By John L. 
Milton, M.R.C.S. London: J. Churchill. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

A NEW ORDER OF FELLOWS. 

DEATH IN THE POT. 

FOOD AND ITS ADULTERATIONS; 
SHOWING THE RESULTS OF 

CHEMICAL AND MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATIONS 
or 

ALL SUBSTANCES SOLID AND FLUID 
USED AS FOOD, 

AND GIVING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF SIMPLE AND EAST 
, MEANS FOR 

THE DETECTION OF ALL KINDS OF 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE 'MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—By the constitution of the new charter of the Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons, I, a member of fifteen years’ standing, am 
become eligible for the Fellowship, on production of a cer¬ 
tificate of respectability, and the payment of ten guineas. 
Now, having attained a position in the profession and before 
the public, I do not see what honour or advantage would 
accrue to me by taking up this new degree, and I see hun¬ 
dreds around me to whom the same observation will apply; 
but as the ten-guinea fee is of little moment to most of us, I 
would suggest that, instead of giving it to the College in 
Lincoln’s Inn fields, we should devote it to the more liberal 
and considerate College of our friend Mr Propert, and thus 
constitute ourselves Fellows of the Medical Benevolent College, 
F.M.B.C. That will he an honour which will give us a 
renown far more enduring, and more to be prized, than the 
forced concession of an illiberal council to a much injured 
and deeply insulted medical community. 

I beg to call upon the Editors of the ‘ Medical Directory ’ 
to recognise this new order of Fellows in their next edition, 
and I beg to call on my friend Mr Propert to prepare the 
sign-manual and the parchment document forthwith. 

I am, Sir, yours, &c., 
Philanthropos. 

P.S.—F.M.B.C. (Hon.) will look much better in the 
‘Medical Directory ’ than F.R.C.S. (by purchase). 

SOCIETY FOR RELIEF OF WIDOWS AND OR¬ 
PHANS OF MEDICAL MEN IN LONDON AND 
ITS VICINITY. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE 1 MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—In replying to “A Country Surgeon ” you say that 
this Society is confined to a limit of seven miles round Lon¬ 
don. Its limits are, really, the whole county of Middlesex, 
and seven miles round London in other counties. 

I wish the limits were more extended, but at present we 
are confined as I describe. —I am, Sir, yours, &c., 

S. Wm. J. Merriman, M.D., 

Acting Treasurer. 
34 Brook street, 4th August, 1852. 

[We take the opportunity of the insertion of the foregoing 
note to express our high opinion of the value of the “ Society 
for the Relief of Widows and Orphans,” and only regret that 
its advantages are not more widely extended. Why should 
not this Society embrace the entire profession in England 
and Wales; not, of course, by any involvement of its present 
funds, unless they should be proved ample for the purpose, 
hut by an extension of its organisation ? We have been in¬ 
formed that there would be serious difficulties in the way of 
such, an extension, and that the plan of the present So¬ 
ciety was made successful only after much exertion and 
many misgivings. This is, in reality, no objection to the 
plan. In the first place, it has succeeded; in the second 
place, the British Medical Fund, established for similar pur¬ 
poses, hut on what was supposed to he a safer and more 
practicable principles, has not succeeded; and Mr Propert’s 
Fund, raised from benevolent contributions alone, has at¬ 
tained a success surpassing all expectations. Everything is 
in favour of an effort to extend the benefits of this most in¬ 
valuable Society. There is not one of the several provident 
or benevolent Societies now established, that can in any de¬ 
gree compete with it for availability and usefulness.—-Ed. 
‘Med. Circular.’] 

SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADULTERATIONS. 

LONDON PORTER. 
(Continued from Number XIV.) 

In the prosecution of our inquiries we collected thirty- 
three samples of “ draught porter,” from the houses and 
districts indicated below. (1) 

DiMing^isb- classofHouse. 

First class gin temple - 
Gin temple 
Low gin and beer shop 
Superior tavern 
Tavern 
Noted gin shop, &c. - 
Ditto 
Low tavern 
Respectable tavern - 
First-class tavern, &c. 
Hotel and tavern 
Alton ale house 
Superior tavern 
Low tavern and beer lis. 
Low tavern 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

District. 

- > Lambeth 

Camberwell road 
Southwark 
Borough road 
Borough 
Ditto' 
Near Borough Market 
Nr. Lndn. Br. (Surrey) 
Ditto (Middlesex) 

4 City 

- Shadwell 
• Poplar 
■ Wapping 
• St George’s in the East 

’ | Whitechapel 

j- Shoreditch 

Hoxton 

Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Superior tavern 
Low gin shop, &c. 
Tavern 
Low gin shop, &c. 
Gin temple and tavern 
Hotel and tavern 
First-class tavern 
First-class beer house! 
Respectable tavern -_ 
Ditto 
Gin temple and tavern 
Superior tavern 
Tavern, &c. 
Superior tavern - 7 
Low ditto - - J 

These samples were carefully inspected at the time of pur¬ 
chase, and again a few hours afterwards, with the following 
results * 

Class I.—Nos. 1, 9, 10, 13, 19, 24, 28, 32.—These 
samples were in “ good condition,” and possessed the usual 
transparency, colour, and flavour of pure draught porter. 
Part of them bore a good “ head,” and all frothed consider¬ 
ably on agitation, with the evolution of carbonic acid gas. 
After remaining some time (one to three hours) exposed in 
an open vessel (2), they became rather “flat,” but neither 

■ Islington 

Edgeware road 
Oxford street 
Near Long Acre 
Knightsbridge 

Westminster 

(1) We intend merely to point out the class to which the 
shop or house at which our samples are purchased belong, 
and not to publish the names and addresses of the parties who 
vend them, unless on particular occasions, and under certain 
circumstances, if requested so to do. Our desire is to promote 
and conserve the public health, and not to inflict individual 
injury. We have no wish to degrade ourselves to the position 
of common informers. 

(2) For this purpose a small quantity was taken from the 
main sample. There is no test more simple and effectual 
than this one, together with a good palate, to detect both the 
quality and condition of beer. 
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vapid nor disagreeable, and appeared pure, beyond, (in some 
instances,) the addition of “ foots,” to increase their “ mild¬ 
ness ” and “ briskness.” 

Class II.—Nos. 2, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 20, 23, 25, 27, 31.— 
These possessed the preceding qualities in a less degree than 
the above. Most of them were “ brisk ” and clear when first 
purchased, but by exposure became “ muddy ” and vapid. 
In two or three cases the separated matter assumed a 
“ curdy ” form. Many of them appeared to derive their 
“ briskness ” and part of their flavour from “ foots,” or the 
ike, and a faint odour of the brewer’s common “ finings ” 
.night be perceived on swallowing some of them. On the 
whole, this Class may be regarded as samples of good ordi¬ 
nary draught porter. 

Class III.—Nos. 3, 4, 8, 14, 21, 26, 29.—These samples 
appeared weaker and less agreeable than those in Class II. 
Some were scarcely transparent, others “ thick” or “muddy,” 
none perfectly clear. All of them became opaque, and de¬ 
posited a part of their contents by exposure in a glass. Two 
or three evolved a slightly fetid odour, derived from the use 

of inferior “ finings.” All of them became vapid and dis¬ 
agreeable by standing exposed for some time. 

Class IV.—Nos. 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 30, 33.—These 
samples were very weak and inferior. Several separated, on 
standing, into an upper stratum of nearly clear dark fluid, 
and a lower one containing a pale brown sediment. In some 
this assumed a curdy form. Two or three possessed a uri¬ 
nous or alkaline taste, and were disagreeably bitter. Others 
evolved a slightly putrid odour, referrible to stale bullock’s 
blood or size being used to “ fine ” them. All had been 
sweetened by “foots,” and though “brisk” when first pur¬ 
chased, rapidly became “flat” and vapid. Several pos¬ 
sessed a strong flavour of burnt sugar, treacle, or liquorice. 
In these and other cases, the acidity of the liquor was not 
perceptible until it had lost its carbonic acid by exposure. 
It was also greatly disguised by recent “ sweetening.” 

As soon as possible subsequent to collection, the whole of 
the above samples were carefully tested and analysed, care 
being taken to preserve those not under immediate exami¬ 
nation, so that their sugar and alcohol might not suffer de¬ 
composition. The results are as follows:—• 

TABLE I. 

Exhibiting the respective proportions of Solid Matter, Alcohol, Water, <fcc., in Thirty-three Samples of London Porter. Barometer 

29-91 inches; thermometer, 72-5 Fahr. (3) 

D
is

ti
n

g
u

is
h

in
g

 
N

u
m

b
e
r.

 

Solid matter, or residue of saccharine, 
&c., consisting principally of sugar, 
gum, and bitter extractive (4). 

Spirit per cent 

Gallons of 
Proof Spirit, 
sp. gr. 0-920, 

at 
60« Fahr. 

Weight of 
absolute 
Alcohol, 

sp. gr. 0-794, 
at 60° Fahr. 

Ounces 
per 

Gallon. 

Pounds 
per 

Barrel. 

Weight 
per 
Cent. 

1 311 700 1-93 8-50 3-832 
2 3-33 7-50 207 7-75 3-494 
3 311 7-00 1-93 7-20 3-245 
4 3-00 6-75 1-87 6-75 3-040 
& 300 6-75 1-87 6-75 3-040 
6 3-22 7-25 2 00 7-25 3-268 
7 2-89 6-50 1-80 7-75 3-494 
8 3-33 7-50 2-07 7-20 3-245 
9 3-44 7-75 2-10 8-25 3-719 

10 3-33 7-50 2.07 8-50 3-832 
11 3-22 7-25 200 7-25 3-268 
12 3-56 8-00 2-21 7-50 8-381 
13 3-22 7-25 2-00 8-13 3-665 
14 2-89 6-50 1-80 6-50 2-930 
15 3-11 700 1-93 6 75 3 040 
16 2-56 5-73 1-59 G-50 2-930 
17 2-78 6-25 1-75 7-00 3-157 
18 2-67 6-00 1-66 6-50 2-930 
19 3-33 7-50 2-07 8-00 3-606 
20 3-22 7-25 200 7'50 3-381 
21 2-78 6-25 1.75 7-20 3 245 

22 2-56 5-75 1-59 7-00 3157 

23 3-44 7-75 2-10 8-25 3-719 
24 3-56 8-00 2-21 8-25 3-719 
25 3-33 7-50 2-07 7-50 3 381 
26 2-56 5-75 1-59 7-25 3 268 
27 311 7-00 1-93 7-75 3-494 
28 3-44 7-75 2-10 8-50 3-832 
29 3-22 7-25 2-00 7 20 3-245 
30 2-78 6-25 1-75 7-00 3-157 
31 3-33 7-50 2 07 8 13 3-665 
32 3-56 800 2-21 8-50 3 832 

33 3-22 7-25 2 00 C-50 2-930 

Gravity of 

Strength Acetic Acid, &c. (5) Weight of 
Water, <fec., 

the original 
Wort per of 

Sample 
Reaction with percent., barrel, in 

Litmus Paper, &c. nearly. (6) pounds, 

Proof. nearly. (7) 

91-50 Slightly acid. 94110 20-50 
92-25 Ditto. 94-300 19-65 
92-80 Very acid. 94-700 18-45 
93-25 Ditto. 94 965 17-50 
93-25 Slightly acid. 94-965 17-50 
92-75 Ditto. 94 600 18-85 
92 25 Rather acid. 94-580 18-80 
92-80 Very acid. 94-560 19-00 
91-75 Slightly acid. 94 055 20-95 
91-50 Ditto. 93 970 21-00 
92-75 P.ather acid. 94-600 18-85 
92-50 No visible reaction. 94-280 19-93 
91 87 Rather acid. 94 210 20-15 
93 50 Very acid. 95-145 16-85 
93.25 Ditto 94-900 17-75 

93 50 j 
93-00 1 

Contained acidulous 
acetate of potassa, 
rather acid. 

1 95-350 
f 94-965 

16-10 
17-40 

93-50 Alkaline reaction. 95-285 16 35 
92 00 Slightly acid. 94190 20.25 
92 50 Very acid. 94-490 19-15 
92 80 Slightly acid. 94-875 17-75 

93-00 { Neutral; taste, uri- 
| 95-120 16-90 nous. 

91-75 Slightly acid. 94-050 20-90 
91-75 Ditto. 93-945 21-15 
92-50 Very acid. 94-420 19-40 
92-75 Neutral. 95-015 17-30 
92-25 Slightly acid. 94-450 19-30 
91 50 Ditto. 93-940 21-25 
92 80 Very acid. 94-630 18-75 
93 00 Ditto. 94-965 17-40 
91-87 Slightly acid. 94140 20 40 
91-50 Ditto. 93-830 21-50 

f Alkaline reaction, ) 
93-50 W contained acetate 

of potassa. 
> 94-945 17-55 

(3) The instruments employed were made by Long, of Little 
Tower street. The duo corrections were made to reduce the 
results to the standard,—Bar. 29.5,—Ther. 60°.-—The sp. gr. 
of the sample* referred to in this table varied from 1-006 to 
1-020. 

(4) The weight of saline matter in pure beer of this class 
varies from -0015 to -0025, or from -15 to -25 per cent. When 
adulterated it of course reaches much higher. The weight of 
the ash of beer varies in like manner. In genuine malt liquor 
they consist chiefly of potassa, soda, lime, and magnesia, in 
combination with chlorine, and the sulphuric, phosphoric, and 
carbonic acids. They also contain very small quantities of iron 
and silica. 

(5) All beer contains a certain quantity of acetic acid or 
vinegar, owing to the oxidation of a portion of its alcohol. 
Much acidity is injurious to health. The quantity of acetic 
acid thus present should not exceed 0 20.—In some samples it 
reached 0'45 to 0'50. In some of these the acidity had been 
neutralised with potash or soda, 

(6) This column represents the weight of water, and such 
foreign matter unfairly formed or added to the beer »fterafer- 
mentation; it includes saline and mineral adulterants, and 
excess of acetic acid. 

(7) This column is calculated on the assumption that the 
whole of the saccharine matter, &c., wero derived from the 
malt, and not added after fermentation. 
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We next visited some of tlie more notorious “ night- 
houses ” of this great metropolis, and collected five samples 
of the beverage there vended under the name of porter. (8) 

These were in due course examined and tested. They 
belonged to classes III and IV. 

TABLE II. 
Exhibiting tlie respective proportions of Solid Matter, Spirit, Water, &c., in Five Samples of London Porter, purchased between 

twelve and two o'clock in the morning.—Barometer, 30 0 inches; thermometer, 71-0®Fahr. 

to 
B 

Solid matter, or residue of saccharine, 
&c., consisting principally of sugar, 
gum, and bitter extractive. 

Spirit per cent. 

D
is

ti
n

g
u

is
h

] 
N

u
m

b
er

. Gallons of 
ProofSpirit, 
sp. gr. 0-920, 

at 
60® Fahr. 

Weight of 
absolute 
Alcohol, 

sp.gr. 0-794, 
at 60® Falir. 

Strengih 
of 

Sample 
under 
Proof. 

Acetic Acid, <fec. Weight of 
Water, &c., 

Ounces 
per 

Gallon. 

Pounds 
per 

Barrel. 

Weight 
per 

Cent. 

Reaction with 
Litmus Paper, &c. 

per cent., 
nearly. 

34 3-11 7 00 1-93 5-25 2-366 94-75 ' Contained acidulous 
acetate of potassa. 

| 95-560 

35 2-56 5-75 1-59 6-50 2-930 93-50 Rather acid. 95-350 
36 2-78 6-25 1-75 5-75 2 592 94.25 Veiy a.id. 95 530 

37 2-67 6-00 1 66 6-50 2-930 93-50 • ' Neutral; taste,slight¬ 
ly urinous. | 95-280 

38 2-12 4-75 1-31 6-75 3 040 93 25 Slightly alkaline. 95-525 

Gravity of 
tlie original 

Wort per 
barrel, in 
pounds, 
nearly. 

15- 45 

16- 10 
15- 45 

16- 35 

15-50 

*»* The notes appended to table I. also apply to this table. 

Twelve samples of “ Stout ” (9) were also submitted to a 
like examination. The districts where they were pur¬ 
chased, and the results, will be seen below:— 

Distinguish¬ 
ing No. 

39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

Class of House. 

Low tavern 
Respectable tavern - 
Gin shop and tavern- 
Low tavern 
Superior tavern 

District. 

Borough 
Near Borough Market 
Shoreditch 
Whitechapel 
Islington 

Distinguish¬ 
ing No. Class of House. District. 

44 First-class beer house Islington 
45 Gin temple and tavern Hoxton 
46 Superior tavern, &c. Whitechapel 
47 Gin temple, &c. Lambeth 
48 Superior tavern Westminster 
49 Tavern - City 
50 Low tavern Wapping 

TABLE III. 
Exhibiting the respective proportions of Solid Matter, Spirit, Water, <fcc., in Twelve Samples of London " Stout.”—Barometer, 

30 0 inches; thermometer, 73® Fahr. 

be 
B 

i 
g- 53 
C s 

.!£ B 

Solid matter, or residue of saccharine, 
&c., consisling principally of sugar, 
gum, and bitter extractive. (1) 

Spirit per cent. 

Acetic Acid, <fcc. Weight of 
Water, &c., 
per cent., 
nearly. 

Gravity of 
tlie original 

Wort per 
barrel, in 
pounds, 
nearly. 

Gallons of 
Proof Spirit, 
sp. gr. 0-920, 

at 
60° Fahr. 

Weight of 
absolute 

Alcohol, 
sp. gr. 0 794, 
at 60° Fahr. 

Strength 
of 

Sample 
under 
Proof. 

Reaction with 
Litmus Paper, &c. 

Ounces 
per 

Gallon. 

Pounds 
per 

Barrel. 

Weight 
per 

Cent. 

39 3-56 8-00 2-2i 8-50 3-832 91-50 Slightly acid. 93-705 21-50 
40 400 9 00 2-48 11-50 5-184 88-50 Ditto. 92 085 26-30 
41 3-78 8-50 2-35 10-25 4-621 89-75 Rather acid. 92-775 24-75 
42 3 67 8-25 2-28 9-75 4-395 90-25 Very acid. 93-075 23-75 
43 3-89 8-75 2-43 10-50 4-733 89-50 Rather acid. 92-585 25-35 
44 5-12 11-50 3-18 1000 4-508 90-00 Slightly acid. 92-060 27-45 
45 3-78 8-50 2-35 10-50 4-733 89-50 Ditto. 92-665 25-20 
46(2) 5-56 12 50 3-50 13-50 6 080 86-50 Ditto. 90-070 33-85 
47 4-00 9-00 2-48 10-50 4-733 89-50 Rather acid. 92-535 25-75 
48 3-78 8-50 2-35 11-50 5-184 88-50 Slightly acid. 92-210 26-75 

f Little reaction; con- j 
49 4-23 9- 50 2-62 9-75 4-395 90-25 J. tained acidulous V 92-735 24-95 

\ acetate of potassa. j 
50 4-23 9-50 2-62 7-50 3-381 92-50 Alkaline reaction. 93-749 21 45 

*** The notes 3, 5, 6, and 7, appended to table X. also apply to this table.. 

Having thus far ascertained the general characters and 
composition of the preceding fifty samples of London porter 
and stout, we selected twelve of the former and three of the 
latter for more minute analysis. We first searched for traces 
of strychnine, brucine, picrotoxine, and nicotine, as respec¬ 

(8) The common practice of tlio lower portion of the trade 
is to close the “stout” cock at twelve o’clock. After that 
hour porter becomes “stout,” and “best stout;” and the 
article then vended as porter, is generally a made-up liquor 
formed by making two butts of porter into three, by the addition 
ot water and the “ doctor.” For this purpose porter unfit for 
the day trade i3 also used. Such beer has been christened by 
the night cabmen and porters, “Hack draught," “gutwash,” 
“stump out," “rattlegul’’ and “belly vengeance probably 
owing to its effects. On a like principle the coal-whippers, &e., 
apply the term “heavy" (a contraction of “heavy wet,"') to 
the ordinary beer or porter; with what amount of correctness, 
we leave the reader to judgo for himself. 

(9) “ Stout,” or “ brown stout,” is merely a superior class 

tively representing the poisonous adulterants—nux vomica, 
cocculus indicus, and tobacco,—which have been 3hown to 
have been occasionally used by the fraudulent brewer in the 
adulteration of his beer. Of the first, we failed to obtain any 
distinct traces (3), although in one instance we obtained a mi- 

of porter. During the last few years the name has been 
frequently applied, though incorrectly, to ordinary draught 
porter. In the trade the marks XX aad XXX are numerously 
used to distinguish it from X, or porter. 

(1) Tlie weight of saline matter in beer of this class is about 
•0020 to -0033, or -20 to -33 per cent. When adulterated it of 
course reaches much higher. Tlie sp. gr. of the samples referred 
to in this table varied from 1’008 to 1-024. 

(2) No. 46 was a sample of unusually fine quality, and of 
higher price than many of the others. 

(3) Nux vomica would be used in such small quantities, 
that its detection in a dark coloured liquid like portor would 
be very difficult. The object is to impart “lieadiness,” or 
narcotic powers to the liquor, not bitterness. Strychnine takes 
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nute quantity of matter which was faintly reddened by 
sulphuric acid, and afterwards turned yellow and green in a 
similar manner to brucine, when like treated. It did not, 
however, behave like brucine with other reagents. In 
searching for picrotoxine (4) we were more successful. In two 
samples we distinctly recognised this substance, although in 
minute quantities, by the character of its crystallisation, its 
behaviour with test paper, its intensely bitter flavour, its 
greater solubility in water than strychnine, &c., &c. In 
two samples traces of nicotine (5) were also detected, by the 
odour of its vapour, and its behaviour with concentrated 
sulphuric acid, percliloride of gold, and bichloride of platinum, 
thus indicating the use of tobacco as an adulterant. In two 
samples traces *of lead were found; and in one, distinct 
traces of copper. These metals were probably derived from 
the leaden pipes, and copper taps and measures used as 
utensils (6). In three samples alum, common salt, and cop¬ 
peras (7), were found; in two others, common salt (8) alone, 
in considerable quantity; and in six, a large portion of 
acetate of potash and vinegar (9). In those samples that 
possessed an alkaline reaction, both acetate of potash or 

6,667 pnrts of water at 50° Fahr. to dissolve it. One grain 
thus requires about fourteen ounces of water for its solution. 
Four pounds of nux vomica contain only about sixty-five 
grains of strychnine. According to Dr Fleming the natives of 
Hindostan commonly add the seeds of nux vomica to arrack, 
to increase its intoxicatin g qualities. Andral says, that one 
twelfth of a grain has caused slight trismus and incipient teta¬ 
nic stiffuess of the muscles. It exalts the sensations of touch, 
vision, and hearing, and is a powerful intoxicant. In slightly 
increased doses it produces rigidity, convulsions, tetanus, as¬ 
phyxia, and death. Brucine is another alkaloid found in nux 
vomica. Its properties are similar to those of strychnine, but 
of a less active description. Upwards of 30,000 pounds of nux 
vomica are annually imported into Great Britain. 

(4) Cocculus indicus, like nux vomica, is usually employed 
in too small quantities to readily admit of detection. Some¬ 
times, however, from ignorance or accident, the “cautious” 
quantity is exceeded. According to Pelletier and Couerbe it 
contains about two per cent, of picrotoxine. The latter is a 
narcotico-acrid poison, and powerful intoxicant, which qualities 
it imparts to the cocculus berry. Cocculus indicus from time 
immemorial has been used by poachers iu stupifyiug and cap¬ 
turing game and fish, particularly the latter, hence the name 
cocculus piscatorius. About 2,700 bags of this article are an¬ 
nually imported from the East, “the greater part of which is 
consumed for illegal purposes, principally for the adulteration 
of beer and ale.” (Pereira) The Germans call it “louse 
grains,” from its being used to make an ointment to destroy 
pediculi. Flourens has described peculiar movements result¬ 
ing from sections of the cerebellum and corpora quadrigemina. 
Picrotoxine produces similar effects. 

(5) The properties of tobacco as an intoxicant are too well 
known to require notice here. The opposition attending its 
introduction into use iu England, is now a matter of history. 
Nicotine is a very poisonous alkaline volatile liquid, of an oily 
consistence, obtained from tobacco. It was discovered by 
Vmquelin in 1809, was studied in 1828 by Posselt and Rei¬ 
man; again in 1836 by Boutron G'harlard and Henry, and 
again more recently by M. Orfila. It is intensely narcotic and 
poisonous. Tobacco contains from two to eight per cent, of this 
substance. Its name has recently become immortalized by its 
use in Belgium, by the Count Bocarme for the purpose of 
poisoning his brother-in-law, Gustavo Fougnies. Nicotine be¬ 
longs to the same group of alkaloids as conicine and theo¬ 
bromine. Vide a paper read before Nat. Acad, of Med. by M. 
Orfila, a translation of which appeared in the ‘Pharmaceutical 
Journal ’ for 1851. 

(6) Liquor which has remained for sometime in a copper or 
brass measure, or a pewter or leaden pipe, generally contains 
one or other of these metals. Thus the first two or three 
glasses drawn from a beer engine in a morning, may be re¬ 
garded as poisonous. 

(7) Derived from the mixture used as “heading.” 
(8) Used to give “ fullness,” and remove insipidity.” 
(9) When porter becomes sour, or “ goe3 off,” it is no un¬ 

usual practice to neutralise the acid (vinegar) with carbonate of 
potash, in the form of pearlash. Hence the presence of 
acetate of potassa. 

soda, and carbonate of potasli or soda, were also present (1). 
Of the gross number of the fifty samples we examined, 

we believe that we may confidently state that not above 
one-third of them were the produce of Malt and Hops alone. 
Of the remainder, the “mildness,” “briskness,” and “dis¬ 
guised acidity,” even of the better samples, might be traced 
to the addition of “ foots ” (2), or like saccharine matter, gene¬ 
rally, however, of a perfectly harmless character. In several 
samples a strong flavour of liquorice met the palate ; and in 
four or five we fancied we recognised the peculiar searching 
bitter flavour of roasted quassia. The odour of stinking 
finings was also perceptible in several of them. 

Of the samples referred to in Table II, we may remark, 
that only one was in a condition fit to drink, and that the 
whole were little better, as far as strength was concerned, 
than inferior table beer. Those referred to in Class IV, and 
a portion of Class III, Table I, were scarcely more whole¬ 
some. 

Of the samples of stout, Nos. 40, 44, 46, and 48, were of 
superior quality, and in excellent condition; Nos. 39, 42, 
49, and 50, were very inferior, and appeared to consist of 
“ common porter ” converted into “ stout ” by the addition 
of some extra “ foots.” No. 42 tasted rather sour, and Nos. 
49 and 50 had had then- acidity corrected by means of pearl- 
ash, and hence their reaction and flavour. The remaining 
samples of stout might be regarded as of a corresponding 
quality to those referred to hi Class II, Table I. 

We have also directed our attention to Bottled Porter 

and Stout. We find these, as well as the like articles on 
draught, are subject to great fluctuations of quality. Those 
intended for immediate use may generally be referred to 
Class II, before mentioned. Some of the bottled porter sold 
by the cheap houses was found to be very weak and in¬ 
ferior. The reverse was, however, the case with the bottled 
stout obtained from the more respectable houses, and from 
the agents of the great brewers. Some of these were all 
that could be desired in a liquor of the class. 

Having now examined our samples of porter and stout, we 
intend to say a few words on the system of doctoring, gene¬ 
rally known as “ cellar management ” (3). It is under the 
latter disguise, that sophistication takes place. In the 
beer cellar, “ lowering,” “ adulteration,” and the like, 
are words which are never heard. There, a new vocabulary 
exists, and some of our most familiar nouns and verbs have 
acquired fresh synonyms. Adulteration becomes “improve¬ 
ment water becomes “ liquor;” size, “ isinglassbul¬ 
lock’s blood, “ finings;” filthy sugar bottoms and treacle, 
“foots,” &c., &c., in order to disguise these “underground 
doings ” from the observations of the uninitiated. Beginning 
with the beer on its entry into the cellar of the London 
publican, we may remark, that in many instances it very 
shortly afterwards, or at least two or three days before being 
tapped for sale, undergoes the process of reduction. This 
consists in the addition of a certain portion of water to the 
beer until it measures a given quantity, by which the value 
of the mixed liquor is considerably lessened, and the land¬ 
lord’s profits proportionately increased. A certain quantity 
of “ foots ” is then added, together with some “ finings.” 
The whole is next well “ roused up,” after which it is allowed 
to settle for a few days (4). This is considered very honest 

(1) See last note. Here the potash or soda lias been added 
in excess. Such beers are always insipid and unpleasant, par¬ 
ticular/ when “ flat,” 

(2) Course brown sugar or treacle. 
(3) In this part we have been assisted by a very talented 

gentleman, once largely connected with the beer trade, but 
now retired; as well as a party now carrying on two of the 
most respectable aud largest gin temples in town. 

(4) “The cheap beer sold by some taverns in London, is 
made by dividing the contents of two butts, among three butts, 
filling them up with water, and adding a bladder of porter ex¬ 
tract (technically termed P. E.), to each.” Cyclop, of Pract. 
Receipt, 2nd Ed. p. 191. This P. E. is a mixture of powdered 
cocculus, roasted quassia, Spanish jpjee, pearlash, &c. &c. It is 
all boiled up with a little treacle and water until of the consis¬ 
tence of thick melasses, when it is put into bullock’s bladders, 
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dealing. In many cases more water is added, and a mixture 
of copperas, salt, and alum, called “ heading,” is then stirred 
in, to give the beer an appearance of strength, and make it 
hear a frothy head. Common salt is also frequently used 
for a like purpose. 

Beer, at all times liable to undergo an alteration of con¬ 
dition from the most trifling external causes, as change of 
temperature and the like, becomes much more subject to this 
change after it has been treated as above. Hence, further 
doctoring is frequently required. Sometimes it has a ten¬ 
dency to “ sour,” when a portion of its excess of acid is neu¬ 
tralised by means of pearlash, chalk, or common soda, and 
the further addition of “foots,” or treacle. “Flatness” is, 
in like manner, treated by the addition of the latter article, 
together with the former, if the liquor is intended for im¬ 
mediate use. Sometimes the beer continues “ foul ” and 
“ muddy,” or suffers what is termed “foxing ” or “bucking,” 
a state in which the “ common finings ” prove inefficient. 
Here the dose administered is a strong decoction of catechu, 
or a little oil of vitriol, previously diluted with water. Even 
when no reduction is had recourse to by the retailer, the ad¬ 
dition of “ foots ” is almost always made, in order that the 
beer may keep well “ in draught.” When this addition 
consists of coarse moist sugar only, there can be little harm 
done. 

We may now call the attention of the profession and the 
public to the injurious influence which the daily use of 
adulterated and bad-conditioued liquor must have on health. 
The consequences of even the most minute doses of such 
energetic articles as some of the vegetable and mineral 
poisons before alluded to, when continued over a long period 
of time, must necessarily be of the most serious character. 
Nor is the use of those of a less active description to be re¬ 
garded with indifference. Even the daily employment of a 
beverage like beer, when pure, but when of bad quality, or 
“ out of condition," may lead to consequences that might not 
he at first expected. To the action of water, when contain¬ 
ing even a minute quantity of organic matter in a state of 
decomposition, has been traced the production of dysen¬ 
tery (5) ; and its influence in a milder form has occasioned 
relaxation of the bowels. Then, how much evil may not be 
done by the thousands and tens of thousands of gallons of 
liquor, in an equally dangerous state, which are weekly 
poured down the throats of the lower classes of the Lon¬ 
doners. Might not “ the very great increase of nervous dis¬ 
eases of late years in England be in some way explained by 
the fact of the staple beverage of the people—beer—being 
much adulterated by cocculus indicus, the plant whence 
picrotoxine is obtained ?”(6) May not, also, a large portion of 
the stomach and bowel complaints, and skin diseases of the 
present day be traced to the above causes ?(7) We recollect 

in which stato it is usually sent out, covered with Scotch soda 
to prevent detection. We know one brewer’s chemist who 
sends out about a ton a year of this vile compound. Every 
maker has his own formula for this extract, on which he com¬ 
monly prides himself.—Vide page 242, No. XIII.—A little of 
this P. E. added to some warm water and allowed to cool, and 
Btaud for a fow hours, produces a beverage very much re¬ 
sembling inferior London porter, as we have often proved by 
actual experiment. 

(5) Vide trial,—Jackson v. Hall, at Nottingham assizes, 
1836, and Mr Chadwick's report “on the sanitary condition of 
the labouring population of Great Britain,’’ 1842. 

(6) Vide debate on paper on picrotoxine, read by Dr R. M. 
Glover before the Medical Society, and reported in the ‘Lan¬ 
cet,’‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’&c. The question was asked 
by the President. 

(7) When we regard the enormous quantities of bad liquor 
consumed by the lower classes, it is surprising the public health 
is so good as it is. We know the ordinary coal-whipper con¬ 
sumes his twelve to eighteen quarts of porter per day; the 
London labourer would deem it hard to go without his three 
or four pints, and even our domestics would feel weak (?) 
without their dinner and supper beer. “ What with the nur¬ 
sing of a ‘ healthy babby,’ and the reflections on your cruel 
conduct, four pints of malt liquor a day is hardly enough to 
sustain her.” Dickens.—Mr Konwigs to Mr Lillyvick. 

once having an inkling that the ravages of the cholera in 
London were greatly increased among the lower orders of 
society by the use of adulterated beer and coffee. 

We have now performed the first two portions of our pro¬ 
mise, in reference to beer. The third—“ How to detect 
adulteration easily and cheaply ”—we intend to reserve for 
the conclusion of our articles on malt liquors, in a future 
number. The present system of analysing beer is one that 
is unsuited to the public. “ The detection and separation 
of the alkaloids ” is a task of far greater difficulty than that 
of most of the inorganic bases; (8) but even some of the 
latter used to adulterate malt liquors are not readily detected 
by the unpractised hand. We have vastly simplified these 
processes, and we merely want a short time longer to bring 
them into a popular form. 

(8) Bullock’s translation of Fresenius’ Chemical Aaalysi'3. 

TO THE RESIDENT MEDICAL SUPERINTEND¬ 

ENTS OF THE MILITARY STATIONS IN HER 

MAJESTY’S COLONIES. 

Gentlemen,—We are about to extend the ‘ Medical Di¬ 
rectory ’ to the Colonies, under the title of The British 

and Colonial Medical Directory, and to embody in 
its pages a list of all qualified practitioners practising abroad. 
We respectfully call upon you to take immediate steps to aid 
us in this important work by such means as you may deem 
best, either by convening meetings of medical men resident 
in your districts, or by public advertisement. The advantage 
of a work which will show the status of every practitioner, 
and expose the unqualified pretender, in new countries, 
will be at once appreciated by the profession as well as by 
the public, who at present have no means of knowing in 
whom they can confide. 

We require to know the name, address, qualifications, ap¬ 
pointments, and literary productions of every legally qualified 
medical practitioner, and beg that a list thereof be transmitted 
to us by the earliest post, addressed to the Editors of the 
Medical Directories, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, London. 

Subscription, 7s. Gd., to be paid hi advance by some friend 
in the United Kingdom. 

*** Communications to be addressed to the Editor, at the 
Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It is particularly requested 
that the contributions to this journal be short and practical, 
and that the MS. be only on one side of the paper. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 

Twelve Months (pre-paid) .... £0 6 0 
Ditto (ditto) stamped for post . 0 8 0 

Six Months (ditto) . . . . .040 
Transmitted by Post throughout Great Britain, and to the 

most distant of the British Colonies. 
Post-Office Orders to be made payable at the Branch Post- 

Office, Chai-ing cross, to Thomas Rolee, 4 Adam street 
A delq/hi. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 

Terms for Advertisements (which should be sent to the Office 
before two o'clock on Tuesday) :— 

For eight lines or less, 6s.; each additional line, Gd. 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 

Cases in Cloth, and Gold-lettered, for containing the Num¬ 
bers of the ‘Medical Circular,’ may now be had, pi-ice Is. 6d., 
or sent by post on receipt of twenty-four stamps. 

We strongly recommend these Cases to our Subscribers as an 
effectual means of keeping the numbers of the ‘ Circular ’ clean 
and together. 
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PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM CHOWNE, M.D. 

[A biographical sketch of this gentleman appeared in No. 14 of this Journal.] 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

ISAAC BAKER BROWN, ESQ. 
Mr Isaac Baker Brown was the son of Mr Brown, of 

Colne Engaine, in Essex, a gentleman of independent pro¬ 
perty. His maternal grandfather, Mr Boyer, was rector of 
the parish, having previously held the high position of head 
master at Christ's Hospital for thirty years, where he was 
distinguished for his high classical attainments. Mr Brown 
was for several years a pupil under Mr Wm. Eve, who, 
after attaining high mathematical honours at Pembroke 
College, Cambridge, took pupils to prepare for the various 
professions. Most of his fellow-pupils entered the church, 
but he having a great love for surgery, chose the medical 
profession as the field for his future career. He was conse¬ 
quently placed with Mr Benjamin Gibson, a surgeon of 
large practice in Halstead. He entered at Guy’s Hospital 
in 1830, and in the end of the session of 1831 had the 
honour of securing the anatomical prize given by Mr 
Bransby Cooper. From this time to 1833 he devoted his 
time to practical investigations of disease, particularly in 

midwifery, having devoted much of his time during his 
pupilage at Guy’s to that branch under Dr Blundell. In 1S33 
he entered Mr Lane’s school, adjoining St George’s Hospital, 
and in 1834 he passed the examination at the College of 
Surgeons and the Apothecaries’ Hall. Immediately after¬ 
wards he entered into partnership with Mr Samuel Griffith, 
of the Edgware road, and, together witli that gentleman, 
carried on an extensive practice until the year 1840, when 
the senior partner retired on account of ill health. In 1845 
Mr Brown removed into Oxford square, and in 1847 gave 
up general practice in Edgeware road for that of Surgeon 
Accoucheur. In 1848 he took the degree of Fellow of the 
Royal College of Surgeons by examination. For six years 
Mr Brown held the office of Consulting Physician to the 
late Paddington Lying-in Charity. Ho was also one of the 
earliest promoters of St Mary’s Hospital, and it may fairly 
be said that the establishment of this large metropolitan 
charity has been, directly or indirectly, very much accele¬ 
rated by his unwearied exertions. 
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Through his solicitation, his personal friend, Mr Tatham, others, in which the cyst lias heen known to be multilo- 
became its Honorary Secretary, and it may reasonably be cular; and in others, again, in which adhesions have co¬ 
questioned whether, without that gentleman’s long and existed, this plan of treatment has been adopted with the 
unexampled exertions, this institution would have been most signal benefit, the further progress of the disease liav- 
brouglit through its many difficulties to its present high ing been stayed thereby. Should the use of pressure be con- 
position. At that hospital Mr Brown holds the important traindicated, or be found altogether to fail of any good 
office of Surgeon-Accoucheur. A few months since he results; if, at the same time, there be no adhesions between 
removed to his present residence in Connaught square. the cyst and the contiguous textures, or in the event of 

The following papers are from Mr Brown’s pen :—‘ A there being adhesions, if these should happen to be few and 
Paper, with cases, on the successful Treatment of Ovarian trifling as to size, Mr Brown recommends extirpation of the 
Dropsy without the Abdominal Section.’—Lancet. ‘ Some cyst. In the performance of this operation, Mr Brown 
further Practical Remarks on the Treatment of Ovarian varies his plan of procedure according to the exigencies of 
Dropsy.’ ‘A Work on Scarlatina.’ ‘ A Paper on Ovarian the particular case; generally preferring to tap the cyst 
Dropsy treated by on Pressure.’—Lancet. 1 On the Use of after making the abdominal section, and prior to the extru- 
of Chloroform in Midwifery.’—Lancet. * A Series of Four sion of the diseased tissues for the purpose of deligating the 
Papers, on Ovarian Dropsy treated by Pressure.’—Lancet, pedicle, and varying the length of the parietal wound 
‘ Two Papers on the Diagnosis of Ovarian Dropsy.’—Lancet, according to the size of the mass, after the evacuation of its 
‘ On the Treatment of Ovarian Dropsy, by the Production fluid contents. When the character and number of the 
of an Artificial Oviduct.’—‘ On Ruptured Perinoeum and its adhesions are such as to forbid extirpation, and after the 
Treatment; illustrated by Cases.’—Churchill, ‘ On Ova- failure of every other mode of treatment, Mr Brown advises 
rian Dropsy treated by Pressure, &c.' ‘ Reports of some the formation of an artificial oviduct as likely to afford the 
further successful Cases, with Remarks.’ 1 On a new mode greatest promise of success, by bringing about the oblitera- 
of operating for Ovarian Dropsy—Cases of Extirpation—• tion of the cystic cavity. 
Med. Society.’—Lancet. Each of these methods of treating ovarian dropsy have 

It is obvious, from the foregoing list, that Mr Brown has proved successful in Mr Brown’s hands, as well as in the 
been directing liis attention principally to diseases of the hands of others; but they are still “ sub judice," and we 
ovary. Although these affections have not been overlooked wait for further results, confident, however, from the omi- 
by the pathologist, but have, in common with morbid nous facts that ovariotomy has been sanctioned by such 
changes generally, had much light shed upon them by the men as the late Mr Aston Key and by Mr Lane, and that 
researches of the last twenty years ; it may be averred that, the formation of an artificial oviduct has been, with certain 
until Mr Brown commenced liis labours, no commensurate modificatiorls, adopted by surgeons in Germany, France, 
attempts had been made to improve or extend our remedial and America—that they are only passing that ordeal to 
resources on behalf of those afflicted by them. These dis- which all the surgical operations of importance have been 
eases form together a large,—a grave class ; and whilst it is subjected previous to their admission into the canon of 
true that there are on record cases of ovarian disease of the legitimate practice. 
most formidable description, which have undergone a pro- But we do not direct the attention of our readers with 
cess of spontaneous cure, it is equally true that these must be such unalloyed satisfaction to Mr Brown’s enterprise in the 
regarded as exceptions to the rule of their being in general hazardous region of abdominal surgery, important as the 
ultimately fatal. The only trace that the patient can expect results have been, as to those of his labours which have had 
from this dread adversary in one class—that of ovarian for their object the classification of the various forms of 
dropsy—after paracentesis shall have been once performed, ovarian disease according to the foregoing sketch; a classi- 
being, according to statistical lore, a term of years on an fication, which in all probability will be found to allow of the 
average not exceeding three and a half. It was under this various phases and stages of these Protasan maladies being 
impression that Mr Brown commenced his labours in 1831, brought within the power of surgical skill, with a degree of 
by endeavouring to cure ovarian dropsy by means of pres- precision as to the means and comparative security as to the 
sure combined with a course of therapeutic treatment, suited result, that conspire to render our control over them as per- 
to the constitution and its wants. According to his ‘ Paper feet perhaps as that over any complaint of similar importance 
with Cases,’ &c., in that year, we find that in several in- which we are called upon to treat. And not only so, but 
stances thi s method was perfectly successful. As the sphere Mr Brown has very ably laid before the profession the means 
of his ob servation enlarged, cases were brought under his of distinguishing between ovarian disease and the numerous 
notice, however, with peculiarities that rendered them less forms of disease appertaining to the abdominal and pelvic 
tractable, over which this, the mild system of treatment, cavities, by which they are so very commonly and closely 
was found to have no control; and to solve the great ques- simulated. No one can peruse the two papers on the 
tion of their curability by measures proportionate to their “ Diagnosis of Ovarian Dropsy,” in the ‘ Lancet ’ for 1850, 
severity, Mr Brown at once set himself as to a task, which without feeling satisfied that the views therein maintained 
it was to be the chief business of his life to accomplish, are those of an experienced and close observer, and that they 
From that time he has been engaged in the pursuit of this, have been derived from constant association with the great 
his favourite object; and although it would be premature source of all our knowledge. 
to judge of the fruits of his labours, yet from the glance at We turn now for a moment to one of the most interesting 
them which it is our purpose to take, it will appear that facts that Mr Brown’s labours have disclosed; viz., the 
they are already such as to justify an expectation of ulte- certain curability of the most severe cases of ruptured peri- 
rior and most important results. nceum: cases which, until within a short period, have been the 

We gather from an interesting paper on the ‘ Treatment opprobria of surgery. Both Dieffenbach and Roux had 
of Ovarian Dropsy,’ which was read at a meeting of the operated largely, as they had on the, to a certain degree, 
Medical Society of London, in November, 1850, and pub- analogous cases of cleft palate; but their successes were but 
lished in the ‘ Lancet’ of that year, the following summary partial, and their prognostications as to the result of their 
of the conclusions to which Mr Brown has already come, operations doubtful. In the one class of cases, as in the 
In cases in which the cyst is unilocular, unadherent, and other, these eminent surgeons did not recognise the import- 
its fluid contents clear and nonalbuminous, Mr Brown has ance of releasing the affected parts from the influence of 
found a well-conducted system of continuous pressure, with neighbouring muscular tension, and it remained for Professor 
the aid of appropriate constitutional treatment, amply suf- Fergusson, in operations for cleft palates, and Mr Brown, in 
ficient for insuring the absorption of the fluid, and the those for ruptured perinoeum, to demonstrate that unless 
arrest of the secretory powers of the cyst; in confirmation such tension were negatived according to the now well-known 
of which several interesting cases are related which admit principles of myotomy, any attempts to repair these abnor- 
of no question as to the justice of the inference drawn in mities would be uncertain, and in all probability, end in dis¬ 
regard to them. But not only in these mild cases, but_even in appointment. In his monograph on 1 Ruptured Perinoeum, ’ 
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&c., &c., Mr Brown has satisfactorily shown that a free 
division of the sphincter ani is essential to that repose of the 
parts, without which a ruptured perinceum cannot be readily 
repaired; whilst at the same time he candidly acknowledges 
to his having derived the idea first from the practice of Mr 
Copeland, who, it would appear, was long before in the 
habit of dividing the sphincter, very generally as a collateral 
means of treating obstinate diseases of the rectum. 

It is, moreover, due to Mr Brown ta state, that he was 
one of the first to advocate the use of, as well as to administer, 
chloroform in midwifery, and during most obstetrical opera¬ 
tions ; and an extensive practice in this branch of our art has 
only served to strengthen the opinions which he holds, on this 
much vexed and vexatious subject, in common with Professor 
Simpson of Edinburgh. 

"VVe have thus glanced at what Mr Brown has done and 
is still bent on doing for the cause chiefly of obstetrical 
surgery, whereby he has already raised himself to a dis¬ 
tinguished position amongst the leading members of our 
profession. 

[A portrait of this gentleman appeared in No. II of this 
Journal.] 

FRANCIS AUGUSTUS BURDETT BONNEY, ESQ. 

This general practitioner is the son of John Augustus 
Bonney, an attorney of good family, some fortune, and great 
mental acquirements; who, as the friend of Horne Tooke, 
and others of that extreme political school, became involved- 
in the State prosecutions of 1791, and who was for some 
years solicitor and election agent to the late Sir Francis 
Burdett. 

The subject of our sketch was born in 1801, and educated 
chiefly at Ealing school. During the interval which after¬ 
wards elapsed before his final choice of a profession, made 
difficult by the early death of his father, he gave many con¬ 
tributions, chiefly in verse, to the literary journals of the 
time; and an “ Essay on the Genius and Writings of the 
Author of Ali ” in the ‘ European Magazine,’ for Sept., 1821, 
shows in what estimation his youthful powers were held by 
the editor of that time-honoured periodical. 

After studying at the Universities of Edinburgh and Paris, 
from 1825 to 1828, he served a nominal apprenticeship to his 
subsequent partner and father-in-law, the late Mr Ralfs of 
Brentford, Surgeon to the Westminster Militia, and entered 
into practice there on his own account in 1833, where he 
continued until his removal to Knightsbridge, his present 
locality, in 1815 While at Brentford, he held several pa¬ 
rochial appointments, and among them, for six years, that of 
medical attendant to the juvenile pauper establishment be¬ 
longing to St James’s, Westminster. 

It may here be mentioned, that he was one of the first to 
remonstrate with the late Poor-Law Commissioners on the in¬ 
justice done to the Edinburgh Surgical Diploma by their 
qualification rule of 1812, now long since altered ; and that, 
as a witness before the Committee of the House of Commons, 
on medical poor relief, in 1811, he showed himself, like too 
many others, a victim to his independence and humanity, 
at that time the greatest disqualifications for medical office 
under the Poor-Law. He was also a Local Secretary and 
Committee-man of the National Association of General 
Practitioners In that capacity Mr Bonney exhibited a clear 
and sound j udgment, liberality of principle, and firmness of 
character. He spoke with fluency, and always to the pur¬ 
pose of the debate. 

Mr Bonney was one of the founders of the Brentford 
Medical Association, of which, as well as of the Mechanics’ 
Institution in that town, he was for many years an active 
officer; for the latter Society, indeed, often lecturing gra¬ 
tuitously, on subjects of popular science. 

Too much occupied with actual practice for any continuous 
authorship, he has, nevertheless, from time to time given the 
results of his experience and reflection to the ‘ Lancet ’ and 
other medical journals, in the form of letters or short essays 
upon points of practice, or on the government of the pro¬ 
fession. 

In midwifery and the diseases of women and children, and 
in affections of the skin, the subject of this notice has a few 
notions, more or less, peculiar to him. He applies the abdo¬ 
minal bandage before delivery as constantly as after; admi¬ 
nisters opium to excite uteiine action rather than to allay it; 
and in the non-fcbrile cutaneous diseases, with the sole 
exception of itch, he has no faith in local specifics, but relies 
wholly on constitutional treatment. 

In cholera, of which he had great experience in 1832, he 
is utterly incredulous as to any special remedy or plan, but 
treats separately and variously each individual case according 
to its own peculiarities. Preferring prevention to an uncer¬ 
tain cure, he has ever been a diligent investigator of sanitary 
nuisances, which, indeed, was one of the many equally 
creditable causes of his having to appear as a complainant 
before Lord Ashley’s committee. 

In reference to vaccination, Mr Bonney advocates the 
taking of lymph for transmission as early as the vesicle 
affords it, even so soon as the fifth day; finding, from a 
large number of minutely recorded cases in his own practice, 
that the probability of success is in exact proportion to the 
earliness of the period at which the fluid has been obtained. 

In conclusion, we may add that his chief teachers were 
Hope, Graham, the Duncans, Monro Tertius, Alison, and 
Sir Charles Ballingall, of Edinburgh; and the far-famed 
Dupuytren, Biett, Velpeau, and others, of Paris. His 
qualifications are the Diploma of the College of Surgeons, 
Edinburgh, and that of the London Society of Apothecaries! 

THE ‘LANCET’ and THE 1 MEDICAL DIRECTORIES.’ 

“ Get thee glass eyes, 
And, like a scurvy politician, seem 
To see the things thou dost not ."—King Lear, 

It might have been thought that after the trouble the 
Editors of the ‘Directory’ have taken to ascertain the opinions 
of the profession, and of the best men, too, in its ranks, with 
respect to the most correct and dignified course to pursue 
relative to the insertion of the names of homoeopaths in that 
work, they would have had some credit given to them for 
an honest desire to consult the wishes, and even the pre¬ 
judices of their order, and that not even the most audacious 
calumniator would have dared to impute to them a disrespect 
of the sober and unbiassed judgment of their professional 
brethren. Not so, however. The Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ is 
as insensible to evidence as he is to shame; and having 
brought against the Editors of the ‘ Directory ’ a false accu¬ 
sation, he hopes to substantiate it by reiteration. “ He is 
now as valiant as Hercules, that only tells a lie, and swears 
it.” This Editor has said that “ the insertion of the names of 
homoeopaths in the ‘ Directory ’ has disgusted the profession,” 
&c., and although we have proved the contrary, he still con¬ 
tinues to lavish his abuse upon the work. Sir Benjamin 
Brodie thinks “ that the alphabetical arrangement of all 
legally qualified practitioners should be strictly adhered to 
in the pages of the medical directoriesSir James Clark thinks 
“ that a medical directory ought to contain the name and ad¬ 
dress of every regularly qualified medical practitioner, whether 
homoeopaths or not;” Dr Copland and Mr Fergusson hold 
the same opinion; Dr Forbes says “ that such a publication 
has no right to judge, in any way, of the mode of practice of 
individuals, consequently it cannot exclude homoeopaths, or 
any class of practitioners, provided they are qualified by law 
to practiseDr Locock, Mr Clifton, Mr Propert, Mr Travers, 
Dr Watson, express identical opinions : and yet, in the face 
of the decisions thus pronounced by some of the most es¬ 
timable, judicious, and distinguished members of the pro¬ 
fession, in all its classes, the Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ continues 
to rave melo-dramatically against the conductors of the Direc¬ 
tory, because they have done the very thing which these tem¬ 
perate and respected authorities so unequivocally approve. 
Who is this model Editor that constitutes himself the arbiter 
of professional honour and decorum ? Is his reputation so 
immaculate that he can presume to cast his reproaches 
abroad, and to escape the imputation of slander ? Has the 
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‘Lancet ’ never been applied to “ base uses ?” Of all the 
quackeries of the day is it not the most impudent and no¬ 
torious ? But we forbear; “ let’s kill him boldly, but not 
wrathfully.” We have a contempt so thorough for the 
senile rant of this licensed reviler, that we feel indignation 
to be out of place, and too great a compliment to be paid to 
his effete powers and pointless malignity. His abuse has 
grown stale, and is offensive to professional nostrils. We 
would put him aside as we would any other nuisance that 
had been tolerated a long time, because it was too filthy to 
be dealt with, but which had at last outgrown our forbear¬ 
ance and our delicacy. 

There can be no doubt, however, that the wrathful de¬ 
nunciations of the ‘ Lancet ’ are only intended as a cover to 
an underhand and sinister design. As there are politicians 
whose votes are purchasable by a place, so there are journal¬ 
ists whose indignation is graduated to a money standard. 
The Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ derives his inspirations from the 
chink of the money-bags, or rather from the absence of that 
melodious and gratifying jingle. Like the Highland laird 
who sounded the horn for another foray when his wife served 
up his bridle and spurs as a sign that the last of his kine had 
been already disposed of, so when the Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ 
feels that his fortunes are waning, and that a provision must 
be made for coming wants, he commences an inroad upon 
another man’s character or property, in the hope that he may 
be able to purloin enough to supply his own necessities. 
This species of border piracy has already earned the disgust 
of the profession, and has been too often repeated, to be 
again attempted with success. 

In order, however, to meet the wishes of a considerable 
number of independent practitioners, the Editors of the 
‘ Directory ’ have resolved to place an asterisk before the 
names of homoeopaths, so that they may be readily distin¬ 
guished, and to omit any mention of their appointments and 
publications. This measure will, we have no doubt, satisfy 
the entire profession, conciliate general support for the 1 Di¬ 
rectory,’ and defeat the machinations of its imbecile op¬ 
ponents. 

OPINIONS OF THE EDITORS OF THE ‘ MEDICAL 
TIMES AND GAZETTE,’ THE ‘ MONTHLY JOUR¬ 
NAL OF MEDICAL SCIENCE,’ AND THE ‘LANCET’ 
ON THE ‘ MEDICAL DIRECTORIES.’ 

We beg to tender our best thanks to the Editors of the 

‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ and the ‘ Monthly Journal of 

Medical Science,’ for the following notices of our annual 

circular: 

‘ Medical Times and Gazette,’ July 31, 1852. 

“ The ‘ Medical Directory.’—The annual Circular of 
the ‘ Medical Directory ’ is before us, and, we believe, in 
the hands of every member of the profession. We can con¬ 
ceive nothing more fair than the terms therein proposed. 
The vexed question, as to the admission of the homoeopaths, 
is disposed of in a manner that, we think, will give 
universal satisfaction. To exclude them altogether would 
render the ‘ Directory ’ in complete as a registry of all the 
qualified members of the profession, and to include them, as 
hitherto, without some distinguishing mark, would give 
great offence to a large section of our body. The Editors 
have, therefore, determined to designate them by a 
prefix of an asterisk, and to omit all homoeopathic 
appointments, hospitals, &c. No favour will be shown 
these obnoxious gentry ; the insertion of their names, 
addresses, and qualifications, is for the advantage of the 
profession, not theirs—that Dr A., when asked to meet 
Mr B., may know that he is only a globulist. But 
there is another point on which the Editors will win 
the applause of the profession; namely, a reduction in the 
price of the work. For that which has hitherto cost us 
7s. 6d., we shall now pay 5s.; and the Directories of England, 
Ireland, and Scotland united, for which, in the current year, 
we should have paid 17s. 6d., will, in 1853, be purchasable 
at 7s, 6d. It may be observed, that this reduction in price 

is an experiment which, we hope, a very general subscription 
will justify. We call on every member of the profession to 
comply with the request of the Editors, to return the Circular, 
and, by so doing, secure the completeness of a work, than 
which none can be more useful and important to the profes¬ 
sion, or the loss of which would be more generally felt.” 

‘ Monthly Journal of Medical Science,’ August 1, 1852, 

“ The ‘ Medical Directories.’—The publishers of tho 
three ‘ Medical Directories ’ for England, Scotland, and 
Ireland, are now collecting materials for their volumes for 
1853, and it is again our duty to urge upon our readers the 
expediency of carefully filling up the blanks in the printed 
circulars now in their hands. It is only by the co-operation 
of the medical profession that these works can be made ge¬ 
nerally useful, and we trust that this co-operation will be 
cheerfully extended to the publishers. We are content that 
the Editors should, as heretofore, exercise their own dis¬ 
cretion in stating the titles and pretensions of all who return 
the schedules issued from 4 Adam street, Adelphi. We 
anticipate no harm, but, on the contrary, much gopd, from 
homoeopaths et hoc genus omne being permitted the utmost 
latitude in exposing their peculiar claims to public con¬ 
fidence.” 

We have had occasion in former times to thank the 
‘Lancet’ for similar services, as the following extracts 
prove. We leave it to our readers to say in what respect 
circumstances have changed. Homoeopaths existed then as 
now, and held their places in the ‘ Medical Directory ’ un¬ 
challenged ; and if the Directory was worthy of such com¬ 
mendation then, how much more so now ? Alas! for the 
consistency and honesty of purpose of the most unhappy 
Editors of that journal. 

'Lancet,' Sept. 4, 1847. 
“ The ‘ Medical Directory.’—Like the rest of our 

London medical brethren, we have received the annual Cir¬ 
cular of the Editors of this work. Agreeably to the request 
therein contained, we shall return it with all necessary cor¬ 
rections, and we hope to hear that everyone else has done 
the same; for such a work, conducted as it is with zeal and 
ability, deserves encouragement. Many improvements are 
promised, which, from the energy displayed by the Editors, 
we have no doubt will be realised.” 

‘ Lancet,' Aug. 29, 1846. 
“We are requested to caution the medical public against 

attempts which may be made to impose upon them any 
work under the description of a Medical Directory, which is 
likely to be replete with imperfections, although seeming to 
be prepared with the correctness that preliminary applica¬ 
tions and circulars can ensure for such a work, and which 
have already procured general patronage for the ‘ London 
Medical Directory,’ published by Mr Churchill. In the 
execution of that Directory, a guarantee was given to the 
profession, by its exactness, that any similar work, prepared 
by the same Editor, embracing the whole of the kingdom, 
would be rendered a complete and useful volume. The public 
should, therefore, be warned against being deceived into the 
purchase of any index to the profession, than such a one as 
there is good reason for believing will procure a safe volume 
for consultation.” 

[We have received the following communication respect¬ 
ing the ‘ Lancet’s ’ opposition to the ‘ Directories ’ from an 
esteemed correspondent, and we subjoin it as a propos of the 
subject of the foregoing articles.—Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’] 

A GUARD TO THE UNWARY. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—Whenever a cry has been raised in the ‘ Lancet ’ 
upon any subject, rely upon it the upshot is to be the self 
or family aggrandisement of the Proprietor and Editor of 
that journal. To begin with the beginning of this systematic 
selfishness and duplicity, and enumerate examples, would 
occupy too much space in the ‘ Circular.’ I will, therefore, 
only refer to the more barefaced instances, each within the 

remembrance of the youngest members of the profession. 
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To wit,—The crusade against legal coroners, until the late 
“ honourable gentleman ” became elected. And what fol¬ 
lowed the cessation of the crusade ? The election of his own 
son, a lawyer to be deputy-coroner! 

To wit,—The vulgar, virulent, and insolent attacks on the 
government of the “ Royal Free Hospital.” Lo ! it sud¬ 
denly ceased, and one fine morning beheld another son 
surgeon to that establishment; which with its twenty or 
thirty beds is now paraded in the Lancet, side by side, with 
Bartholomew’s, Guy’s, and St Thomas’s, as if it were a 
recognised hospital! 

To wit,—The crusade against the non-paying life-offices, 
ending in the establishment of the New Equitable Assurance 
Company, with its bribe of two guineas and ten per cent, 
commission to the weak-minded or mercenary member of 
the profession, but with the real object of procuring a berth 
for one son as resident director, and for another as examining 
surgeon ! 

To wit, and finally,—The crusade against the homoeopaths, 
the object of which was long in obscurity, but now a 
‘ Medical Directory ’ looms in the distance, the pages of 
which, we are told, are not to be sullied with the names of 
such “ knaves, scoundrels, rogues, swindlers, and thieves.” 
(See ‘ Lancet.’) Notts verrons. 

But it remains to be seen whether by this time the 
character of the projector is not sufficiently known to 
frustrate this artful dodge of this most artful dodger. 

Your obedient servant, J. H. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 
_ TAe Dikinate of Quina.—Can any one inform me what the 

Dikinate of Quina of Mr Squires is composed of? W .E. 
Harlow. 

The Derivation of the word Orthopcedic.—Can any of your 
readers tell me the meaning and derivation of the word 
“ orthopaedic ?” for so I believe it is usually spelt. 

I am, yours, &c., Ignoramus. 

Cement for Stopping Decayed Teeth and good Hair-dye.— 
Will you be so good as to ask if any of your correspondents 
would oblige me by giving in your next Circular a form for 
making a cement for stopping decayed teeth ? also, one for 
a good hair-dye ? and oblige a reader and pharmaceutist. 

Edge ware road. J. W. C. 

The best Application to Promote the Growth of Hair.— 
Perhaps some of your numerous readers would be kind 
enough to inform a novice what application is best calculated 
to promote the growth of hair ? also, what would be instru¬ 
mental in making it (the hair) of a good black shade ? 

Yours, &c., An Inquisitive M.D. 

REPLY. 
The Effects of Vomiting on Parturition.—In a letter 

from Dr Cox on this subject, in the ‘Medical Circular’ 
of the 2nd of June, he properly describes the vomiting 
that naturally occurs in labours, to be the effect of an 
impulse given to certain nerves in the uterus that have 
an anatomical connection with certain nerves in the stomach. 
The uterus he thus shows to act upon the stomach. There 
are, moreover, certain effects, well known to the profes¬ 
sion, that vomiting produces on the uterus by a reflex 
operation, which is thus technically shown. The nervous 
centre of vomiting, seatod in the spinal cord, the esodic or 
centripetal fibres of which reach the stomach in the nerve 
trunks of the pneumogastric; having received an impression 
from the uterus through the machinery described by Dr Cox, 
issues its motor stimulus to the ganglia in the spinal cord,' 
that variously make up the nerve centres of the motor nerve 
fibres that set in action the muscles that are engaged in the 
action of vomiting. The nerve centre of vomiting has a still 
farther operation; it issues a diastaltic or reflex motor 

stimulus back to the nerve centres of the uterus, which 
consist of minute ganglia in the substance of the uterus 
itself, and the centres of the motor nerves of respiration, and 
this reflex action is effected by the same nervous machinery 
by which vomiting in labour is first set up. In less school¬ 
like language—vomiting being excited by pressure upon 
the os uteri, through a nervous connection between the uterus 
and the stomach, again acts on the uterus by the sajne 
nervous connection exciting uterine action. There is another 
reflex operation of vomiting upon the uterus which is 
generally admitted by the profession; this is the dila¬ 
tation of the os uteri that is accelerated when vomiting 
occurs in labour; this is occasioned by the nausea that 
more or less accompanies vomiting; and as nausea has 
the same nervous centre as vomiting, and as it is, in the 
instance under consideration, produced by the same 
nervous impression given to the uterus as that which 
excites vomiting, I hold nausea to be a part of the process 
of vomiting, and that in some instances it may he an impres¬ 
sion (as the word is used in physiology) and not a sensation. 
I do not suppose that the nausea reacts upon the uterus 
through the same nervous mechanism that produces it, but 
by its acknowledged operation in diminishing the nervous, 
muscular, and probably the electric forces that exist in the 
body. What I complained of in Dr Cox’s letter of June 2, 
was that he did not make this latter statement to which his 
reasoning was on the eve of conducting him; he comes vexa- 
tiously to the verge of this important conclusion, but withholds 
the last stroke of the brush from the picture. He says that small 
doses of tartrate of antimony have often a marked effect in in¬ 
ducing relaxation of the os uteri, brought about by subduing the 
general tone of the muscular system, thereby obviating the ex¬ 
cessive tonicity of the distensible fibres of the uterine neck, on 
which its rigidity in part depends; but he does not take the 
benefit of this argument, and infer that the nausea attending 
the natural vomiting in labour does the same thing as that 
produced by emetic tartar. He therefore omits to expound 
to the profession the nature of a prominent feature in this 
interesting subject—namely, the modus operandi by which 
the dilatation of the os uteri is accelerated by the action of 
natural vomiting during labour. This inference seemed so 
much to pertain to, and to follow so close upon his argument, 
that I felt loth to take the subject out of his hands; and 
wishing to say but little, my letter of June 30th was too 
concise to be clearly understood. His letter gave me the 
idea (if I may take a simile from subjects deeply sacred) 
of our Saviour calling to Lazarus to come forth, and omitting 
the words “ loose him, and let him go.” I had one other 
motive for sending you my letter of June 30th. It gave mo 
the opportunity of stating that tone is a vis musculosa; sequitur, 
that it is independent of nervous centres, though influ¬ 
enced and governed by them. Drs Todd and Marshall Hall, 
together with our books on physiology, all differ in some 
respects regarding this force, and the fact should not be for¬ 
gotten by future experimenters—a fact which I have already 
called attention to—that there is a wide difference between 
a simple transverse section and the crushing a portion of the 
spinal cord; for in the latter case the muscular forces, as 
well as the nervous, are more or less annihilated. (See my 
Physiology, p. 154 ) Under such teaching respecting the 
nature of tone, it is not likely that clear ideas can be enter¬ 
tained of its nature by the medical profession at large, and 
we find Dr Cox, and writers generally, speaking of it as an ad¬ 
junct quality belonging to matter rather than an abstract forco 
self-existent in the body, and having its own pathology and 
therapeutics. In the quotation I have made from Dr Cox’s 
letter of June 2nd, ho speaks of the excessive tonicity of the 
distensible fibres of the uterine neck, on which its rigidity in 
part depends; and in his letter of July 14th, he speaks of 
nausea acting by relaxing the non-contractile tissue of which 
the os uteri in part consists. We infer from these sentences 
that tone or the tonic contraction of the os uteri is seated in 
the elastic or yellow fibrous tissue, and also in the non-elastic 
or white fibrous tissue. I do not say that Dr Cox is wrong 
in these statements, but I do not agree with him, for the 
following reasons: The vitality of these tissues is very low 
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and their functions are little else than mechanical, and 
tone has not been shown to exist in them by experiments; 
the contractile or muscular fibre is more probably the sole 
seat of tone, and judging from analogy, I would suggest that 
tone is confined to the fasciculus of fibrilla that constitutes a 
muscular fibre, and not even to the sheath of the fibre, which 
is composed of the yellow and white tissues. I draw this 
from the fact that Du Bois-Raymond has detected die mus¬ 
cular electrical current in this primary fasciculus, and could 
not detect it in the other mentioned tissues, except as mere 
conductors.* Anatomy and Pathology in some degree ap¬ 
pear to bear out the conclusion that the rigid contraction of 
the os uteri is due to tone—that it is a vital force proper to 
muscular fibre, and not a mechanical state or condition of 
the other tissues of which the neck of the uterus is composed. 
The peculiar arrangement of the muscular fibres in the neck 
of the uterus is, that they are arranged in semicircles, and 
that they decussate without intermingling ; an arrangement 
that seems to prefigure some ulterior adaptation, and to allow 
of great change in position. The pathology of the uterus 
would favour the conjecture that the rigid contraction of the 
cervix is due to tone in its abnormal, exalted, or tetanic 
state, for the body of the uterus is liable to tetanus, or fixed 
tonic spasm, which in some instances has been produced by 
the ergot of rye (see Clinique de Montpelier, 1848, and Dr 
Rigby, in Lib. of Med., vol. vi., p. 212). On the other hand 
it may be advanced in furtherance of the opinion, that tone 
has a more extended seat than that of the fibres of muscle, 
that teeth may be drawn from their bony sockets, with com¬ 
parative ease, when the body is under the influence of nausea, 
or fainting. But as far as the rigidity of the os uteri is 
concerned, I take it that it is due to an excess of the force 
generated in the muscular fibres of the neck of the uterus, 
which we denominate tone, and that for its relaxation there 
needs no means or appliances for bringing about the relaxa¬ 
tion of the yellow and the white fibrous tissues of the os 
uteri, for the behaviour of these tissues, under the operative 
remedies, is almost permanent and unchangeable ; but it re¬ 
quires a discharge of the said exalted tone, and this done, 
the os uteri, in virtue of its construction, will give way 
as readily as the sphincter ani of the herbivorous animal 
yields to the bulky load by which it is pressed. A principal 
means of effecting this is nausea, and that more especially 
that attends the natural vomiting which nature in this beau¬ 
tiful and critical process sets up to produce her own relief. 
It will be necessary to make one other observation in ex¬ 
planation of a sentence in my last letter—that the discharge 
of the excess of tone from the uterus, by vomiting, may tend 
to the prevention of hoemorrhage, and thereby add to the 
safety of such labours. Hoemorrhage, I conceive, may arise 
from either too much or too little tone. Hourglass con¬ 
traction, or contraction of one particular portion of the uterus 
while the other remains dilated, is generally attended with a 
total obliteration of the cavity of the uterus in the part con¬ 
tracted ; this I suppose to be due to excess of tone, and it 
frequently occurs in habits that warrant such a conclusion. 
In such cases if natural vomiting had preceded the birth of 
the child, it is but fair, on these premises, to presume that it 
would have diffused the excess, and adjusted the right pro¬ 
portion of tone necessary to the proper contraction of the 
uterus. In hoemorhage, from an opposite or a tonic condi¬ 
tion, vomiting can of course take no such effect.—It must 
not be supposed from any sentence, either in Dr Cox’s or 
my own communications, that the irritability or the active 
muscular force of the uterus is augmented by vomiting; 
both tone and irritability are undoubtedly diminished gene¬ 
rally in the body by the action of vomiting, and this prin¬ 
ciple is consistent with the doctrine that motor stimulus is 
transmitted from the nervous centre of vomiting, to the 
motor centres of parturition. In this letter I hare spoken 
of diastaltic, or reflex nervous action, in accordance with my 
plan for simplifying the theory of that action, and which, 
I believe, is approved of in most of the Schools. Trusting 

* Dr Bence Jones’s Translation of Du Bois-Raymond on Animal 
Electricity, page 89, 

that I have said nothing to derogate from the professional 
estimation of Dr Cox, and reminding him that Doctors are 
allowed to differ on matters of physiology that are but 
scantily supported by facts.—I remain, yours, &c., 

J. M. Cottle, L.R.C.P. 
Ryde, Isle of Wight, July 24, 1852. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 
TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Da J. C. Hail (Sheffield).—Is thanked for his kind offer. The list 
shall be duly foewarded. 

R. U. West (Alford).—The subject of your letter shall be duly con¬ 
sidered. We have before thought of doing as you suggest, but the 
operation consumes so much time. 

Da Allen Thomson (College, Glasgow)—Will please to accept onr 
best thanks for the valuable list sent, and for the kind interest 
evinced in our welfare. 

J. P. Watson (Ellon, N. B.).—Private communication shall receive 
our attention. The step taken by our coiTespondent is in the right 
direction, and will greatly tend to make our work correct. Mr 
Watson says—“ I consider it the duty of every legally qualified 
medical man to assist the Editors of such a useful work as the 
‘Directory.’ I have no doubt that it will be a great means of sup¬ 
pressing quackery, which is highly necessary in Scotland. Some 
in tills quarter return that they are not in practice, to get their 
names excluded from the quack list, and then go about angry with 
their tale that the Editors of the ‘Directory’ have neglected 
them." 

J as. Strachan (Bankfort, Perthshire).—We are much indebted for 
the kind interest you are taking in behalf of the Circular. We find 
it only requires to be seen to be approved of. 

Da J. Seaton (Sunbury).—Would that the same common sense and 
just opinion were more generally entertained. The plan, however, 
we are going to adopt is universally approved of by all purties. 

T. M. Kendall, Esq. (Lynn Regis).—Your request shall be duly 
attended to. 

Da Macintyre (84 Harley street)—The omission named shall be 
duly attended to. We are obliged for Dr M.’s flattering com¬ 
pliment. 

M. J. Bray (Newbridge, County KiUare).—The suggestion is a 
valuable one, and, if possible, shall be carried out. 

G. S. Gregory (Stroud).—A list shall be forwarded to you in due 
course, as we are most anxious to have the same correct. We 
fully appreciate your kindness. 

Dr Adrian Stokes (Stroud).—The course we have adopted is gene¬ 
rally approved of. Out of so many thousands we cannot expect to 
please all, in every particular. We have endeavoured to act inde¬ 
pendently and justly. 

Dr J. Brown (Islington).—Kindly point out the errors alluded to, 
and we will give them our best attention. We well know that, 
generally speaking, our work is correct, and the disgust evinced 
by numerous correspondents, together with the support we have 
already received, leave no doubt as to the result of the undertaking 
in question. 

R. Qdain.—Your suggestion will be acted upon. 
W. S. Barker (Dumfries).—Any further assistance at your leisure 

will be duly appreciated and attended to. 
Dr J. Watson (Glasgow).—The list would be most acceptable. We 

shall feel obliged for any suggestion tending to improve or correct 
our work. 

Dr Wm. E. Steele (Dublin) is thanked for his polite and kind in¬ 
closure. It will be of service. 

#i)ihwqr. 
July 13—Thomas Fawsitt, Esq., L.S.A., 1820, and 

M.R.C.S., Eng., 1830, at Oldham, Lancashire. The de¬ 
ceased was a very active member of the Provincial Medical 
and Surgical Association. 

26— Lucas Bennett, Esq., surgeon, late of Barton-on- 
Humber, and formerly of Chew Magna, Somerset; Colches¬ 
ter, Essex; and Deal, Kent; at Winterton, Lincolnshire. 
The deceased was house-surgeon to Leeds Infirmary, in 
1804, in which year he was admitted a member of the Royal 
College of Surgeons, after which he was lieutenant-surgeon 
in the West York Militia; and, after a practice of nearly 
fifty years, has died of paralysis, leaving a widow and eight 
children to lament their loss. We are sorry to say the widow 
and two daughters are left entirely unprovided for. 

27— Erasmus Lloyd Devonald, Esq., surgeon, of 6 
Howley place, Harrow road, and 71 Great Titchfield street, 

Portland place, at the former residence. 
July 30 — James Perchard Tupper, M.D., late of 

Paris; at Boulogne-sur-Mer, in the 78th year of his age. 
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Aug. 3—Richard Ebsworth, Esq., surgeon, of Shil- 
lingford; at Brighton, in the 42nd year of his age. 

7—James Atkinson, Esq., late Inspector-General of 
Hospitals, Bengal Medical Service; at his residence, 18 
Dorset square. 

Lately—John Gcrr, Esq., M.R.C.S., Eng., and L.S.A., 
1823, at Kilburn. 

Lately—William Rae, Esq., L.R.C.S., Edin., 1844, at 
Easdale, Argylshire, N.B. The deceased was surgeon to 
he Marquis of Breadalbane’s Easdale Quarries. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
Diploma, were admitted members of the College at the 
meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 23rd inst.:— 
George Allcard, London ; David Arthur, Neath, Glamorgan¬ 
shire ; Richard Brownlow Benson, Bayswater; Ebenezer 
Davies, Swansea, Glamorganshire; James Doubleday, 
Blackfriars road; William Edmunds, Canterbury; William 
Greenfield, Belfast; Joseph Kaye, Bombay ; Henry John 
Davies Mathews, Camberwell; Henry Gaitskell Nurse, 
Montague place, Islington; Edward Cooper Willis, Lea¬ 
mington, Warwickshire. On the 26th :—Thomas Brookes, 
Whitchurch, Salop; Henry William Prattenton Bryges, 
New York; Thomas Quiller Couch, Polperro, Cornwall; 
James William Duffy, Chili, South America; Alfred 
Edmund Gabriel, Collumpton, Devon; Alfred Hedger, 
South street, West square, Southwark; Richard Hosk- 
ing, Marizion, Cornwall; Henry Osborne, Northamp¬ 
ton ; Henry Saclieverel Edward Schroeder, Australia; 
Reginale Bayley Walters, Manchester. On the 28th ult 
Alexander Mundell Champneys, Mile end New Town; 
Clark Armstone Ducket, Spalding, Lincolnshire ; Leopold 
Beharrell Fox, Shoreditch; William Price Jones, Bala, 
North Wales; Martin Perry, Aylton court, Ledbury: John 
Denning Tucker, Sheepwash, Devon. On the 30th ult:— 
Henry Adye, Bradford, Wiltshire; Joseph Fenn Alluutt, 
Australia; Bamabus Barrett, Shrewsbury; Joseph Lewis, 
Cardiff, Glamorganshire; Edwin Moore, Highgate ; George 
Puckle, Camberwell; James Lewis Sanders, Chelsea; Charles 
Taylor, Nottingham ; Leonard Keatley Yelf, Ryde, Isle of 
Wight. On the 2nd inst. : — Frank Lane, Bindley, 
Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire; Thomas Coghlan, 
Cork; John Coogan, Cork; William Henry Cufaude, 
Acle, Norwich; Walter Humphries, Cork; Samuel 
Job, Bawtry, Yorkshire; William Lichfield, South¬ 
ampton; Jos. Beauchamp Matthews, Weston-on-the-Green, 
Oxon; Thadeus Leyden Molony, Ennistymon, County 
Clare; Daniel Hack Tuke, York. On the 4th instJohn 
Edmunds, Bangor Iscoed, Flintshire; Joshua Lever, Bolton- 
le-Moors, Lancashire ; John Noble, York; G. Bell, Poppel- 
well, North Shields, Northumberland; Lewis Robert Ra- 
mond, Lower Sydenham, Kent; Richard Patrick Burke 
Taafe, London ; Frederick Edmumd West, Dublin.—At the 
same meeting of the Court, Mr William Yerner Eliakim 
Reynolds passed his examination for Naval Surgeon. This 
gentleman had previously been admitted a member of the 
College, his Diploma bearing date August 18,1848. 

Apothecaries’Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday July 22, 
1852: —Henry Ayliffe, Adelaide, South Australia; Augustus 
Edward Davies, Ruthin, North Wales; Eugene Burke 
Durkan, Liverpool; Hanson Evison, Hull; John William 
Howard, jun.; William Aston Lewis, Alderley; Edmund 
Shaw, Thatcham, Berks. On Thursday, July 29-— 
Matthew Conner, Whitby, Yorkshire ; Charles Thick Eves, 
Cheltenham ; Noah 1 ox, Nottingham; Augustus Brabins 
Webb Greatrex, Eccleshall; Charles Hooper, Buntingford 
Herts; Frederick Francis Ormond, Plymouth; George 
Simpson, India; John Cuthbert Whaley, Kilburn. 

Apothecaries Hall, Ireland. — The following 
officers ha\c been elected for the ensuing year .-"Governor; 

Henry Palmer Nolan, M.D. Deputy-Governor: Edward 
IL Boland, M.D. Court of Examiners: Richard Barker, 
Esq., John Betty, M.D., Thomas Collins, M.R.C.S.E., 
Charles Holmes, M.D., Charles Henry Leet, M.D., William 
Madden, sen., M.D., William Madden, jun., M.D., Robert 
Mulock, M.D., William D. Moore, A.B., M.B., John 
M'Munn, M.D., Jeremiah O’Flaherty, L.R.C.S.I., George 
B. Owens, M.D., John Shea, M.D. Secretary: Charles 
Henry Leet, M.D. 

Dr Mantell, the geologist, has been placed on the civil 
list for a pension of 100?. a-year, on the suggestion of 
Lord Rosse. 

Extraordinary Fecundity.—A Belgian paper states 
that a woman, thirty-three years of age, is now living at 
Liege, who affords an astonishing example of fecundity. 
She was lately confined of triplets, who are respectively 
her twenty-second, twenty-third, and twenty-fourth children. 
She has thus had, during nine years of married life, twenty- 
four children, all in good health, and of the female sex. 

Middlesex Hospital.—We understand that it has 
been recently determined by a General Court of Governors 
of this hospital to expend a sum not exceeding 1,000?. in 
enlarging the buildings of the Medical School. This vote 
has been demanded by the requirements of an increasing 
class, and for the display of some large donations of patholo¬ 
gical and natural specimens recently made to the museum 
of the hospital. The buildings will include a new library, 
and an almost entirely new museum of materia medica is 
being collected. 

Medical Benevolent College. — The London, 
Brighton, and South-Coast Railway Company have sub¬ 
scribed 100?. to the fund now being raised to establish the 
Medical Benevolent College, and, in addition, have offered 
to carry all the building materials for one penny per ton 
per mile. 

Speculum Case.—Alleged Malpractice.—Jackson 

and Wife v. Roe. —This case was tried at the Western 
Circuit. The plaintiff and his wife sued the defendant, Dr 
Roe, a physician practising in Plymouth with a Glasgow 
diploma, for alleged malpractice. The case, as reported in 
the ‘ Western Times,’ occupies nearly a page of that paper, 
and the report goes into details which bear little upon tho 
merits of the case, which was really whether Mrs Jackson 
was or was not affected with an uterine disease requiring the 
frequent use of the speculum, the application of caustics to 
the uterine neck, &c. The evidence on the point was some¬ 
what contradictory, but it would appear at all events that 
some disease existed. The evidence of the various medical 
practitioners who were examined was somewhat contradic¬ 
tory as to the use of the speculum. 

Epidemiological Society.—At the last ordinary meet¬ 
ing of this Society, held at the house of the Royal Medical and 
Chirurgical Society on Monday, the 2nd inst., a paper, “ On 
the Influence of Hill-climate in India on European Regi¬ 
ments,” transmitted from India by Surgeon-superintending 
Corbyn, and communicated by Lieut.-Col. Sykes, Y.P.R.S., 
was read by Dr McWilliam, Hon. Sec. The object of this 
interesting paper, which was illustrated by statistical and 
meteorological tables, was to show, that in India the elevated 
regions do not possess those superior advantages, in point of 
health, over the plains, which are generally ascribed to them; 
and that the mortality among European Regiments fre¬ 
quently increases in consequence of a removal from the 
plains to these “ hill sanatoria.” The length of time occu¬ 
pied in the reading of the paper, precluded all possibility of 
its being discussed by the meeting, which was the more to 
be regretted, as there were some gentlemen present who had 
served in the high as well as in the lowlands of India, whose 
opinions regarding the peculiar views contained in this paper, 
it would have been important to ascertain. The Society will 
resume its meetings on the first Monday in November. 

Parochial Medical Officers. — The vestry of St 
Pancras have resolved that none but gentlemen possessing 
tho double qualification shall be appointed upon the parochial 
medical staff. 

University of London.—The number of candidates 
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who have passed at the recent matriculation examination is 
larger than in any preceding year. It is understood that 
250 candidates entered themselves for examination, of whom 
thirty-seven were rejected: 151 passed in the first division, 
and fifty-five in the second. It thus appears that 206 
under-graduates have been added to the University Calendar. 
There can be no more convincing evidence of the rapidly 
spreading estimation in which the degrees of this University 
are held. There is a large proportion of medical students in 
the list. 

Kent County Ophthalmic Hospital.—On Thursday 
week the annual meeting of governors and subscribers was 
held in the new and commodious building in Church street, 
Maidstone. Right Hon. the Earl of Romney in the chair, 
and there were also several of the governors present. The 
noble chairman having stated the objects of the meeting, the 
honorary secretary, Mr G. Woolcott, read the report, which, 
among other things, stated that the hospital had been en¬ 
larged so as to contain twenty-five beds for patients, and 
accommodation for an almost unlimited number of out¬ 
patients ; due consideration had been given to the classifica¬ 
tion of patients, and the securing proper ventilation, light, 
and order. The sum of 4671. 5s. Id. was still required to 
complete the fund for rebuilding and furnishing the hospital. 
From May, 1846, to May, 1852, 5553 persons have par¬ 
taken of the advantages of the charity. Several resolutions 
were passed, and a vote of thanks having been given to the 
noble chairman, the meeting ended, and the governors pro¬ 
ceeded to inspect the buildings. The new hospital appeared 
to give entire satisfaction.—The late Major Wayth, of 
Bearstead, Kent, has bequeathed a legacy of 1001. to this 
hospital. Miss Waller, of Sandwich', has presented a donation 
of 201., and Miss Webb, of Harbledown, Canterbury, 101.10s. 
to the building fund of the hospital. 

A Meeting of the Association of Medical Officers of 
Hospitals for the Insane was held contemporaneously with the 
meeting of the Provincial Medical and Surgical Association, 
on the 21st ult. The following members were present:— 
Dr Wintle, Wameford Hospital for the Insane, in the chair; 
Dr J. Conolly, LL.D., &c., Hanwell; Dr Bucknill, 
County Hospital for the Insane, Devon; Dr Darcy, Lock- 
wood, Gloucestershire ; Dr Hitchman, County Hospital for 
the Insane, Derby ; Dr Kirkman, County Hospital for the 
Insane, Suffolk ; Dr Thurnam, County Hospital for the 
Insane, Wilts ; Dr Forbes Winslow, Sussex House, Hammer¬ 
smith ; Dr Wood, Bethlem; William Ley, Esq., County 
Hospital for the Insane, Oxford ; — Rice, Esq., County 
Hospital for the Insane, Oxford ; Caleb Williams, Esq., 
York; Dr Williams, Honorary Secretary, County Hospital 
for the Insane, Gloucester; Dr Diamond, Metropolitan 
Secretary, County Lunatic Asylum, Surrey. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Mr Arthur Tatlor.—Our Correspondent wishes to know if the 
Census of 1851 lias yet been published in a cheap form? Can any 
of our readers answer the query ? 

Hr P. Brady.—We will insert the paper on the subject referred to 
with much pleasure. 

A. lb—We c.inuot prescribe In the pages of this journal. Any sur¬ 
geon is competent to treat the case. 

Mr Edwin Cocking.—The subject of your letter shall receive con¬ 
sideration. 

A Correspondent lias sent us the subjoined ve’ se, extracted from an 
old medical book. It is a counterpart of the well-known couplet, 

The Devil was ill, the Devil a monk would be, 
The Devil got well, the devil a monk was he. 

The ingratitude of patients is, however, the main object of satire in 
the lines subjoined. We say, in such cases, with the writer, ‘‘accipo 
dum dolet," Ac. 

God and the Doctor, men alike adore, 
Just at the brink of danger, not before; 
The danger past, both are alike requited, 
God is forgotten, and the Doctor slighted. 

Wc art told by our valued Correspondent, Dr It. M. Blarney, that his 
friend Mr Statham, late Editor of the ‘ Australian Journal,’ now 
resident in Parramatta, near Sydney, New South Wales, will gladly 
aid us all in his power in procuring a correct list of all duly qualified 
practitioners resident in that distant colony. Should this meet the 
eye of Mr Statham, we beg to say how greatly indebted we should 
be to him for such a service, and refer him for the precise informa¬ 

tion we want to our address to the Medical Superintendents in the 
Colonies. We need scarcely say that our thanks will be due to simi¬ 
lar friends in every colony. Dr Blarney adds, “ Remember,—any¬ 
thing for the benefit of the Colonies is readi y taken up by Colonial 
newspaper Editors, nor would they require a douceur to make the 
advertisement you desire." We respectfully ask Newspaper Editors 
in the Colonies to substantiate this character for amiability and 
philanthropy. 

H. R. Howatt.—Many thanks for your communication, which will 
be replied to privately. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Do you know if the Gentlemen who figure as Trustees, Directors, Ac. 

Ac. of that incomparable undertaking, “ The New Equitable Life 
Assur nee Company," are bona fide Shareholders ? 

If svitli propriety you can rem ve all doubt on the question by a 
brief notice in y ur forthcoming ‘ Circular,' pray do so. 

Harrowgate, 21st May. A Sub.-criber, A. Z. 
We believe that the Trustees arc not Shareholders, and are not 

therefore responsible. The Directors probably hold shares, but to 
what extent paid up is a question we cannot answer. 

Mr J. Watkins.—We are of opinion that the ‘Provincial Journal' can 
never be improved under the present system of management. If 
it were published in London, eminent provincial practitioners would 
be more likely to contribute to it than at present, besides that it 
might be made more useful to the subscribers themselves, by being 
made the vehicle of more various information, scientific and social. 
Without being less the Journal of the Association it might be made 
a better journal for the Association. No journal can succeed by 
limiting its contributions to a certain set. The system destroys 
emulation and interest. However, this is the Association’s affair, 
We should give the journal the right hand of welcome, if it were 
published in London, because we do not fear it. Our interests could 
never be damaged by its rivalry; we stand upon too utilitarian a 
basis. We cannot say so much for the other periodica's. We do 
not, however, suppose that the Association will consult their inter¬ 
ests. We cannot pretend to say what the next general meeting will 
do; it is obvious that, if the Central Council do not take care, the 
journal will strand the Society. 

The followinging note was sent to us by a gentleman from Exeter; it 
is only one among many that we have recently received in appro¬ 
bation of the growing merit of this journal; “ I cannot pass over 
No. 15 of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ without congratulating you on 
its excellence. Not only do its literature and information place it 
at lhe head of the medical periodicals, and the extent and respect¬ 
ability of its advertising columns thus early establish it ns the 
principal channel for all advertisements connected with the medi¬ 
cal profession ; hut the integrity with which it is conducted, anti 
its extremely low price, equally distinguish it from some of iis 
more expensive and less principled competitors. Considering tlio 
short time the work has been before the profession, its excellence 
and success are truly astonishing. These cannot fail to obtain for 
it the patronage, not only of the medical faculty, but of such por¬ 
tions of the reading public, that feel interested in the matters on 
which it contains so much valuable information.” 

Marcus.—We recommend to our correspondent this sentiment: 
“ He that stands upon a slippery place, makes nice of no vile hold 
to stay him up.” The opposition is a mere flourish of trumpets 
(o mask the defencelessness of the enemy’s camp. We believe tlut 
the family party is falling into difficulties, and that the work ad¬ 
vertised is a new scheme to raise the wind upon false pretences. 

M.D. and a Subscriber.—What the meaning of the notification 
may be does not signify to us. We believe that it is a mere ruse to 
sell the journal. Wc hope the profession will have too much sense 
to be caught in such a trap. Read our answer to Marcus. 

Chirurgus.—The fee for a. post mortem examination and evidence lie- 
fore a Coroner’s Court in England is two guineas only, in Ireland 
five guineas. Strange discrepancy! 

W. S. (M.R.C.S.)—The two Scotch surgeons quarrelled about the 
splitiing of a straw. The expensive machinery of the law was 
brought into action to determine whether Mr Lizars, having been 
charged by Mr Symo as being out of the pale of professional 
courtesy, was said to be so, simply in the accuser's personal opinion, 
or in the general opinion of the profession. The jury decided for 
Mr Syme. MrL'zus seems to have been the aggressor. If any 
philanthropist be ambitious to fill the office of a peacemaker, lie 
will find abundant opportunities for the exercise of his charitable 
intentions in modern Athens. Our own profession will afford him 
plenty of occupation. 

Provincialis.—You cannot enforce your c’aim. It is a hard case. 

M.li.C.S. and L A. C.—We cannot take the responsibility of giving 
the advice asked. The purchase of a share of a business would be 
the safest way of disposing of your money. Write to Mr Harris. 

M.D. —The New Charter of the College of Physicians is not yet 
given ; it will doubtless bo revised in some particulars. 

A Student of Guy s—First. It is very likely that a cheap issue 
well edited and brought up to the present time, would pay. 
Second. Can't say at present. 

MrC. B. Brearey (Scarbro’)—Communication received. 
The little pamphlet entitled 'A Few Words to Newsvendors’has come 

to hand. We highly approve of the author's aim, and perhaps 
shall be able to refer to t e subject more at lar, e on another occa¬ 
sion. The system of quack advertisements is ihe most insidious 
and disgusting that can be devised to undermine the morals of the 
people 

A Sceptic.—If any such parties can be pointed out, their names will 
not only be expunged from trie ‘ Directory,’ but the imposition 
exposed in the pages of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 



We transcribe the following from an important communication, and 
will readily print replies from those whom it concerns:—“A 
friend, in whose house I write this, points out to me some persons 
against whose names he has turned down a dog’s ear in his 
• Directory.' They are as follow—rather vaguely and un-atifae- 
torily described, viz.:—1st. John Clark, London, 51.A.? Pi). D. ?— 
Query of what places? 2nd. Bradley, of Leigh, Essex, M.D. 
United States. 3rd. Ralph, Portsmouth, M.D., Canada. 4th. 
Stewart. Portsmouth, M.D., Malta. 5th. Wright, Birmingham, 
LL.D. and D.C.L.—Query whence? also his works and trans¬ 

lations—whence to be had? No dcubt there are several others, 
which you will clearly tee are, to say the least, very indefinite, and 
therefore ought not to be countenanced by your 1 Directory,’ if it 
aims at striking correctness, high tone, and authenticity.” 

Dr Baker.—Many thanks. A private note will tie sent. 
The ‘ British and Colonial Medical Directory.’—A Corre¬ 

spondent writes: “ I am exceedingly happy that you have resolved 
in right earnest to place yourselves in communication with our 
neglected Colonies. I say neglected, referring to the detective state 
of medical literature among our professional colonial brethren, a 
condition that operates to the disadvantage of all classes—to the 
profession, from an inability to recognise and hold up to contempt 
the empirical section, through the difficulty of ascertaining their 
real status from the constituted authorities at home—and to the 
public, from an incapacity of knowing in whom they confide.” 

I. L. M. writes to express his surprise that a copy of his new work 
had not been sent to us for review, as he had given instructions to 
his publisher, Mr Churchill, to forward a copy to every editor of 
the Medical press. How the omission arose we know not, for Mr 
Churchill writes us, “ Tiie * Medical Circular’ is added to the pre¬ 
sentation list, and when you do not receive copies of new works 
published by me you may conclude I have received no instructions 
to send them.” The omission we believe to have been aceidental. 

Da Nelson's (Birmingham) communication is so important that we 

must beg for further time to reply to it. 
Dr Turley, of Worcester, in renewing his subscription to the 1 ile- 

dical Circular,’ sends us a valuable paper nn “The Weather, 
Electricity, and the Potato Disease,” containing new views on this 
important subject. The paper is too lengthy for our columns, but 
we make the following extract 
“ The potato disease is here again assailing our eyes and nostrils 

ns I predicted—if I could call a certain conclusion a prediction, 
or claim any merit in prophesying that we should have it at least 
three or more years to come ; and if any of your readers would 
know my secret, let them read Dr Miller’s paper on the spots on 
the sun in the * Illustrated London News’ for September 13th, 
1851. The true explanation of the potato gangrene is too simple 
for the cognoscenti and too abstruse for the gardeners, who 
ore many of them ignorant of the fact that the leaves of a plant 
are identical with the longs of an animal—that the sap or blood 
of the potato is absorbed from the soil, carried thence to the 
leaves, and here obtaining * the breath of li'e’ from the electricity 
evolved in the exchange of oxygen for carbon. If then the atmo¬ 
sphere should be nil as to its electricity, the sap descends or the 
blood thus unpurified or decarbonised returns to the tuber, which 
‘ rots, perishes, and passes' for want of life. Such is briefly my 
view of tbe potato gangrene, and the state of the electricity 
registered here bears me out in this very simple explanation. 
Twenty days of the present month this instrument has manifested 
either none or the slightest amount of electricity, only three 
days of the active state, and four of very moderate amount. I 
have often pointed out to your readers the necessity of cutting 
off the haulms of their potatoes immediately on their seeing the 
leaves attacked, to prevent the descent of the poison to the tuber, 
and how many farmers or gardeners have profited by this sug¬ 
gestion! The man who would establish truth must fli st of all 
vanquish error, and when will this victory be gained ? Ignorance 
and bigotry reign in religion, in polities, in education, in science, 
and in physic. The multitude and the salesmen of ignorance 
rule in all th.'se, therefore ‘ as it was in the beginning ’ so must 
it continue till knowledge abounds ‘ as the waters cover the 
seas.’ ” 

The concluding passage we especially commend to the unfortunate 
shareholders of the New Equitable. 

“ Cholera will be here again —it is on its old route, and what pro¬ 
vision have we ma le for its reception ? Ask the Board of Health 
(alias Board of Death), whicli in 1832 and 1819 voluntarily falsi¬ 
fied and wrote down the only method of treatment by which 
cholera patients enjoy a higher immunity than even patients 
possess while suffering from typhus fever ! We have allowed a 
quack to cam laurels in Spain by a method he pretends to repu¬ 
diate, and yet this man h s saved 8S per cent, by the very means 
lie surreptitious'y obtained from the true author of the treat¬ 
ment. When our neighbour the author is dead his fame will 
live, and not before then. I must now lay my pen aside, or risk 
its effusions being rejected from your pages." 

“ I remain, &c., 
“ E. A. Turley, M.D. 

“ Ivy House, Worccs er, 27th July, 1852.” 
Communications Received — F. Ilancks, Esq., Stonrminster; W. 

V. Browne, Esq., St John’s Wood ; Charles P. Collyns, Esq , Dul- 
verton, W. II. Partridge, Esq., Birmingham; Dr Dudgeon; Dr 
Geo. B. Payne, Pimlico; Charles Drew, Esq., Wivellscombe ; A. 
Taylor, Esq , Kingsclere ; David Davies, Esq., Bristol; W. Simons, 
Esq , Harpenden ; C. J. Hawker, Esq., Cheltenham; H. A. Crozier, 

* The paper is printed entire in the ‘ Worcester Herald.' 

Esq., Penzance ; I. H. Soant, Esq., Seaford; W. H. Sandham, Esq., 
Cork; Philip R. Sleeman, Esq., Bristol; Thomas Preston, Esq., 
Borough; Charles W. Latham, Esq., Hackney road; R. II. Brad¬ 
ley, Esq., Greenwich: P. L. Burcheil, Esq.; W. Dalton, Esq ; 
John Smith, Esq., Alfred Carpenter, Esq.; Geo. W. Purcliin, Esq.; 
John Delany, Esq.; James Greer, Esq.; T. W. Wansbrongh, 
M.D., and numerous other gentlemen. 

T1! 
mis day lspuousneci, price is. 6d. by post 2s. 

roat Deafness,and on the Patho- 
LOGICAL CONNEXIONS of the TIIIIOAT, NOSE, and EAR, 

through the intervention of the mucous membrane, reprinted from 
the Author’s work, entitled “ Deafness Practically illustrated." 

By Jas. Yearsley, M.R.C.S. Eng., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, Sackville street, <fcc. &c. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

LIZARS v. SYME. 
This day is published, price 6J. A full Report of the Jury Trial, 

betweeen the above Parties, taken in Shorthand, by Simon 
MACGREGOR. 

Edinburgh: W. H. Lizars. London: Ilighleyand Son; and all 
Booksellers. 

Fifth Edition, now ready, 

he Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrie, Surgeon-Dentist. 

11 Mr Imrie has obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and has re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London: Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 6d. 

m True and False Sperma- O' TORRHCEA, witli the view to the Correction oi wide spread 
Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Pickford, of tiie University of Heidelberg. 

II. BAILL1ERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, 
New York. U S. 

Just published, price Is. 

reservations on the Treatment of 
V/ CLEFT PALATE by 5IECHANICAL 5IEANS. By John 

Mapleson, Dentist (a id Cupper to tiie Queen). 
“ We recommend a reference to tills little brochure by all interested 

in tiie subject.’’—Lancet, November 22. 
“ 5Ir Mapleson’s pamphlet is well spoken of by the highest medical 

authorities.”—Gloucester Journal. 
Eighley and Son, 32 Fleet street, London. 

Tdie Vienna Easy Chair, price 35s. 
JL —This Chair is stuffed in the much-approved Austrian style, is 

a great luxury, and suitable for any kind of room. JOHN MAPLE 
begs also to call the attention of the nobility, clergy, and all pur¬ 
chasers of furniture, to his immense stock of modem household 
requisites, the largest in the world— one show-room alone is 200 feet 
long, in which are bedsteads, both in wood and iron, fitted with fur¬ 
niture and bedding, complete; also, every article for the drawing 
room and dining-room, &c. J. M. feels confident that one visit must 
convince the most dubious that at no other warehouse can they get 
such elegant and serviceable articles at so low a price. To prevent 
mistakes, please to ask to see the large room, and note the name. 
Maple, 145, 146, 147, Tottenham court road, and 1 to 6 Tottenham 
place. Established 11 years. 

Dinneford’s Pare Fluid Magnesia, 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the 
preparation ought to be.”—‘Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed in dispensing ; 

for which the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone 
Jars, half gallon, 5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d.; specially adapted for the 
use of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To be had from the manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO., Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable Wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 



Tmportant to Surgeons and the 
I Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler) 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of au extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved- 

s. d. £ 8. d. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s ... „ 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

,, Cole’s ... „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, soldi „ „ „ 

at 31. 3s. j z z u 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a va 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons 
cheap. 

TAavenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
J-j of QUININE and IKON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 

“ 48 Russell square. 
“ I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 

Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T, 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the lecst of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S, 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicans. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 

Of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anae¬ 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
tlictherapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 

ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “ Geo. P. May, M.D. 

“ Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm, 
2s. 8d- per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of eacli salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d. per oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
and is. peroz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.H. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 

■jV/Tany inquiries having been made 
_Lt_L as to the Durability of this Tubing, the Gutta Perclia Com¬ 
pany have pleasure in drawing attention to the following letter, 
received 

FROM MB C. HACKER, SURVEYOR IO THE DUKE OP BEDFORD: 

“Office of Works, Woburn Park, Jan. 10, 1852. 
“ In answer to your inquiries respecting the Gutta Perclia Tubing 

for Pump Suctions, I find that the water has not affected it in the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two years; we have adopted 
it largely, both on account of being cheaper than lead, much ea-ier 
fixed, and a more perfect job.—Yours, &c., “ C. Hacker." 

N.B.—The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, containing Instructions 
to Plumbers for joining tubes, lining tanks, &c., will be forwarded on 
the receipt of three postage stamps. 
^Tlie GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 18 WHARF 
ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

H ouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offlces-ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the 
Medical Referees. 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coin- 
brook. 

The Rev Tlios Cator, 
Bryat stone square, 
and Skelbrook park 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport, 
Bulllock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 

Richard’Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Ecq., Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road Holloway. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

AU Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitt'ng them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

Tmperial Life Insurance Company, 
1 1 OLD BROAD STEET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq., Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances for the Whole Term of 

Life has recently been adopted, by which a material reduction has 
been made at all Ages below 50 Years. 

Four-fifths, or 80 per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies 
every Fifth Year; and may he applied to increase the sum insured ; 
to an immediate payment in cash ; or to the reduction and ultimate 
extinction of future Premiums. 

One -third of the Premium on Insurances of 500/. and upwards, 
for the Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Debt upon the Policy, 
to be paid off at convenience ; by wldch means 1,500/. may be insured 
for the present outlay otherwise required for 1,000/. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend Sums of 50/. and upwards on the 
security of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term 
of Life, when they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effected Insurances with this Company are 
protected by its large Subscribed Cap tal from the risk incurred by 
members of Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at re¬ 
duced rates. Samuel Ingall, Actuary. 

K ousso. (BrayeraAnthelmintica.) 
THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE-WORM. 

Mr. KEATING begs to inform the profession that lie has made ar¬ 
rangements for a regular sttpp y of this valuable medicine. Having 
just received a fresh quantity of the new crop direct from its place of 
growth, he is enabled to offer it at 2s. Od. the ounce, which can be 
sent free to any part of the kingdom on receipt of 28 postage stamps. 

N.B.—A Treatise on the Tape-worm, with the means fur its removal 
by the New Rented}-, “ Kousso,” may be had of Houlston and Stone- 
man, Paternoster-row ; price Is., iree by post. 

MATICO. 
Mr. Keating continues to receive importations of this valuable 

styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended with sucli successful results in obstinate forms of 
diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its use may be bad on application. 

Sole agent for D’Vere’s Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty. 

79, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London. 



A New Era in Medical Electricity 
II is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, &c. &c.j weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket-book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can be 
worn on the body, under the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academie de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be freely tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in— 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. W. Holdsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. 11 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Scliacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm, 
Casey; Driffield, W. Turner ; Edinburgh, Duncan, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe ; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, William Mason ; Horncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Chr Bell; Huntingdon, J. •provost; Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham, I. Shepperly; Petworth, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading, W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Rochester, T. S. King ; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers ; St 
Heliers, Jersey, Titos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekin ; Newbury, T. Fidler ; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport Kobt. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Pi mg 
and Co. ; Dunstable, DrLautie; Exeter, J. Talk; Norwich, H. R. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Bibd, M.D. F.R.S. F.R.C.P. &c. &c. (published by 
his kind permission):— 

We have in this ingenious invention that which 
has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a coiitinuoigs uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvebmacheb’s 
invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.” 

pi>y 
1 blist 

thian’s Tea and Coffee Esta- 
blishmenf, 430 West Strand, and 1, 2, and 3, King William 

Street, adjoining.—Pure Congou Tea, 3s. to 3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong 
ditto, 4s. to 4s. 8d. Coffee, lOd. to Is. 6d. Great reduction in Fari¬ 
naceous Foods. Russian Semola, 5s. per doz., or 6d per lb.; Tapioca, 
4d.; Sago, 3d.; Mandioea, 3d., or 2s. 6d. per doz. 

Catalogues of prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
Genuine Salad Oil, 7d. and lOd. per flask. 

P ure Cocoa.—Cocoa has been 
designated by Physicians of eminence as one of the richest 

productions of the. vegetable kingdom, and when properly prepared, 
is justly celebrated for its peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

So keen, however, has been the avidity to render this article a lu¬ 
crative manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby 
excited, that the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, 
with the sole aim of LOWNESS of PRICE, until Cocoa has been un¬ 
justly brought into disrepute, the public having long become dis- 
gus ed with numerous vile compound*, which, whether vended under 
the captivating misnomers of ■* Homoeopathic," “ Digestive,” “ Di¬ 
etetic," &c. &c. are all more or less the most nau-eate concoctions, 
and indeed can hardly be considered as deserving any claim to tho 
title or character of Cocoa. 

The evils witli which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly 
manifest to the Medical Pro ession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN 
ITS PURE STATE) as an article of diet, frequently prescribe and 
recommend it to invalids, as a remedial agent in promoting health. 
The results are, however, too often rendered nugatory by the im¬ 
purity of the article supplied. 

The importance, as well ns the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa in 
a genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only secu¬ 
rity adopted by many to guard against adulteration has been to 
procure the Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in 
extracting the entire strength and flavour of Cocoa in tin's form, no 
guarantee whatever is afforded lliat the Nuts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude of our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
precludes our devoting a strict and essential supervision to the man¬ 
ufacture of Cocoa ; we have therefore completed arrangements with 
the highly respectable firm of Messrs Henry Tuurne and Co. Leeds, 
whose many yeai s’successful experience in the preparation of this 
ai tide, and the celebrity they have thereby acquired in the North of 
England, together with their uncompromising determination to ad¬ 
here to the principle they originally adopted, viz. to manufacture 
only from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly eschew adulteration in 
any shape whatever, warrant us in recommending their 

“GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA” 
to our numerous Friends, to tho Medical Profession, and to tho 
Public. Your obedient humble Servants, 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Family Tea-Men, 8 Ludgate hill. 

Sole Agents for London. 

P rices of Medical Bottles, Best 
Qaalitv, at F. and S.-WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW 

CLOSE, CITY: — 

6 oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

1^- oz. PIIIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, I Os. per Gross. 
Washed Ready for Use. 

Druggists’ Sundries, and every Requisite for the Surgery supplied. 
Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

’s Galvanic Belt, without 
acid or any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases nr.d 

Irregularities oi the System produced by the want oi electricity. Mr 
Piggott calls the attention ol the Faculty and others to bis PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on tho same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, this machine is ulways ready for use, pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (at the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines excited by acid, with the 
current in one direction, from 26s. to 87. 8s. 

Mr Piggott. Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treatise on the above, gratis. 

T heatreof Anatomy and Medicine, 
No. 1 GROSVENOR PLACE, adjoining St George’s Hospital. 

.SESSION 1852-53. 
The INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS will be delivered by Dr Daniell, 

on FRIDAY, October 1st, ut Half-past Two o’clock. 
ANATOMY and PHYSIOLOGY—Mr Lane, Mr G. E. Blenkins and 

Mr J. R. Lone. 
DESCRIPTIVE and SURGICAL ANATOMY— Mr G. E. Blenkins 

and Mr J. B. Lane. 
CHEMISTRY—Mr Rodgers. 
MEDICINE—Dr Daniell and Dr Sibson, F.R.S. 
SURGERY—Mr Pilcher and Mr Smith. 
BOTANY'—Dr Lankester, F.R.S. F.LS. 
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY—Mr Rodgers. 
MATERIA MED1CA—Dr Lankester, F.R.S. F.L.S. 
MIDWIFERY—Mr Bloxrnn. 
MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE—Mr Warder. 
MICROSCOPICAL ANATOMY—Mr Blenkin?. 
General Fee to the whole of the courses required by the College of 

Su -geons and the Apothecaries’ Company, Forty-two Guineas, half of 
which may be pa;d on the entrance of pupils, and the remaining half 
at the commencement of the second division of the course. 

Further information may be obtained at the Theatre, 1 Grosvenor 
place, or at the residences of the different Lecturers. 



Medical Practices, Partnership, 
&c.—A Country Practitioner in the south of Devon, whose 

receipts are GOO/, arid upwards, wishes to meet with a SUCCESSOR. 
Terms and transfer easy. 

A Gentleman in Salop, in consequence of ill health, is desirous of 
disposing of his SMALL PRACTICE (300/. per annum.) Every 
investigation will be allowed, and if agreeable, he would remain with 
the purchaser at a reasonable salary. 

An Eldeily Gentleman is desirous of meeting with a young man 
to join him as PARTNER, and ultimately to succeed to the whole of 
the practice. It is necessary that he should be well versed in his profes¬ 
sion, of gentlemanly appearance and address, and be piepared with 
the purchase-money, viz., 800/. To a party so circumstanced the 
opportunity is very desirable, as the practice has been many y'ears 
established, is of a select character, and maybe greatly increased. 

MEDICAL ASSISTANTS.—A Gentleman in Dorset, is in immediate 
want of a duly'QUALIFIED ASSISTANT. A comfortable home, and 
40/. per annum is offered. A Gentleman likely to remain would be 
preferred. 

Applications relative to the above (personal preferred), to be made 
between the hours of Twelve and Three, to Mr Harris, Medical Direc¬ 
tories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelplii. 

M idlancl Counties.—In • conse¬ 
quence of having received an appointment, a Gentleman 

is desirous of meeting with a SUCCESSOR for a PRACTICE ot 600/. 
ard upwards. It has been established five years, and offers an ex 
cellent and bona fide opening. As the vendor is obliged to leave, to 
insure a speedy transfer a reasonable sum would be accepted for the 
introduction, which would be personal. Applications (personal pre¬ 
ferred), to be made between the hours of Twelve and Three, to Mr 
Harris, Medical Directories’ Offices, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Kings College* London.—Medi- 
CALDEPARTMENT.—The WINTER SESSION, 1852-53, will 

commence on FRIDAY, October 1, 1852, on which day all Students 
are expected to attend the 1NTP.ODUCTORY LECTURE, by It. B. 
Todd, Esq. M.D. Professor of Physiology, at Two o’clock. 

The following Courses of Lectures will be given during the Session : 
ANATOMY, DESCRIPTIVE and SURGICAL.—Professor Richard 

Partridge, F.R.S.; Demonstrators, Henry Lee, F.R.C.S., Henry Hyde 
Salter, M.B. and John Wood. 

PHYSIOLOGY and GENERAL MORBID ANATOMY.—Professors 
R. B. Todd, M.D. F.R S., and W. Bowman, F.R.S. 

CHEMISTRY, THEOliETICAL and PRACTICAL.—Professors W. 
A. Miller, M.D. F.R.S., and John Bowman, Esq.; Demonstrator, T. 
F. Hardwich. 

PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE of MEDICINE.—Professor George 
Budd, MD. F.R.S. 

PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE of SURGERY.—Professor William 
Ferguss m, F.R.S. King's College Hospital. 

The Hosi ital is visited daily. 
Clinical Lectures are given every week, both by the Physicians and 

by the Surgeons. 
The Physicians’ Assistant and Clinical Clerks, the House Surgeons 

and Dressers, are selected by examination from the Students of the 
Hospital. 

SCHOLARSHIPS.—New Students entering for this Session will 
have the privilege exclusively of contending for the two Warneford 
Scholarships of 25/. per annum, for three years. The Examination 
commences on the 30th of September next, on the following sub¬ 
jects:—Divinity, the Classics, Mathematics, History, and the Modern 
Languages—au equal number of marks being assigned to each 
subject. 

One Scholarship of 40/., tenable for three years; one of 30/.; and 
three of 20/. each, tenable for two years, will be filled up in April 
next, tlie subjects of the examination being exclusively medical. 

Full particulars upon every subject may be obtained from Professor 
Guy, M.D., Dean of the Department; or upon application to J. W. 
Cunningham, Esq., Secretary. 

July 22, 1852. R. W. JELF. D.D., Principal. 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms : 

WARM BATHS-ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’Department, One-and-Sixpence 
each ; twenty-one Transferable Tickets One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrogate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, &c.), within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, 1 s. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,000/. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred 
Baths can be given in an hour. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 

TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRING WEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfleld, London, 

'lYTedicine Chest and Dressing 
Case Maker. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of 

Parliament. Emigrant Chests, &c.. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample 
Cases, Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c., &e. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported tliat the business has been removed, J. H. 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Springweiler, solicits a continuance of their 
patronage. 

Eau-de-Vie and Spirits of Wine. 
We submit to the Faculty, witli the utmost confidence, a pure 

PALE BRANDY, posses ing all the estimable properties of the finest 
COGNAC SPIRIT, at exactly half the price. In French bottles, 
labelled “ Eau-de-Vie,” 30s. per dozen, bottles included ; or 141. by 
the Imperial gallon. 

Our SPIt:IT3 of WINE are perfectly neutral and inodorous. 
Strength, 5G degrees over Proof. A single gallon, 18s.; Two gallons 
and upwards, at 17s. Gd. 

CASH ON DELIVERY IN LONDON IS INDISPENSABLE. 

HENRY BRETT and Co., Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holhorn. 

'yTedical Galvanism.—The most 
- XL efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 
the Cure of Disease, is the ELECTRO-GALVANIC MACHINE 
which is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current ot 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and not merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HORNE, THORN- 
T1IWAITE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
3/. 3s., 51. 5s., 8/. 8s., and upwards. 

India Pale Ale.—W. Younger and 
Co. Paul’s Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their 

friends and the Public, that they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale . in casks of 9 gallons at 9s. and 12s. 
Also their Superior Edinburgh Ale ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong and Rich ... ditto 9 ditto at lGs. and 20s. 
Aid Superior Porter and Stout ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLED. 
Pale Ales, 5s. qts. and 3s. pnts.'; Edinburgh Ale, 7s. and 8s. qts., 

and 4s. and 4s. Gd. pnts.; Stour, 3s. 6d. and 5s. qts., and 2s. and 
3s. pnts. 

Fire per Cent, allowed for cash. 
J. W. WATSON, Manager. 

Pale India Ale and Stout, 4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints; Scotch Ale, 5s. per 

dozen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
Captains supplied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, 
from 30s. per dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD 
and WATSON, 16 Clement’s lane City. 

London: Printed by Chaulbs Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Keynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
in the City of Westminster.— Aug. 11, 1852. 
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NOTICE. 
UThe ANNUAL CIRCULAR of the ‘Medical ’Directories’ 
A- has been posted to every Gentleman whose name appears in those Work-, and the Editors respectfully request that the same may 

bo returned to them without further delay. Gentlemen whose names may have been inadvertently omitted in previous Editions, or 

who have changed their residences, and New Practitioners, are requested to apply to the Editors, in order that a Circular may be sent to 

them also.—Communications to be addressed to the Editors of the Directories, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, London. 

B ennett’s Watches, made ex¬ 
pressly for medical men, beating dead seconds, with every 

recent improvement, and most carefully finished: in silver cases, 
12 gs.; in gold ditto, IS gs. Every Watch sold at tliis Manufactory 
skTfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETTS MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is a 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
appearance. A thousand Thermometers may be selected from, com¬ 
mencing at One Shilling. 

BENNETT, Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to the Royal Ob¬ 
servatory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 
65 Cbeapside. 

MERCHANTS AND TRADESMAN’S MUTUAL LIFE 
ASSURANCE OFFICE, 

5 Chatham place, Blackfkiars, London. Ioans granted on liberal terms. 
J CREDrT given on Premiums due in case of need. 

POLICIES INDISPUTABLE, except in cases of fraud. 
Tha MEDICAL PROFESSION paid for their Reports. 

GEO. THOMSON, Manager. 
THOS. MUSGRAVE Secretary. 

Pare Souchong Tea, perfectly 
free from dye, scent or any deleterious matter will: which the 

ordinary Black Teas abound. Medical Gentlemen desirous of ordering 
Tea for Invalids, may secure the above genuine and wholesome 
beverage in its native purity at SPARROW'S, 372 OXFORD STREEP 
(sixteen doors east of the Pantheon), at 4s., 4s. 41., and 4s. 8>1. 

Price List of Teas, Coffees, and family Grocery, sent, post free, on 
application ; and parcels of 'll. value an;V upwards, carriage paid to 
any part of the kingdom. 

Eau-de-Vie and Spirits of Wine. 
We submit to the Faculty, witli the utmost confidence, a pure 

PALE BRANDY, posses-ing all the estimable properties of the finest 
COGNAC SPIRIT, at exactly half the price. In French bottles, 
labelled “ Eau-de-Vie,” 30s. per dozen, bottles included ; or 14s. by 
the Imperial gallon. . . 

Our SPIRITS of WINE are perfectly neutral and inodorous. 
Strength, 56 degrees over Proof. A single gallon, 18s.; Two gallons 
and upwards, at 17s. 6d. 

CASH ON DELIVERY IN LONDON IS INDISPENSABLE. 

HENRY BRETT aud Co., Old Furuival’s Distillery, Uolborn. 



AN ew Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected ana ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, &c. <&c.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket-book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can be 
worn on the body, under the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academie de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be freely tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadcnhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in- 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Balcewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. VV. Holdsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. H 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Schucht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey; Driffield, W. Turner; Edinburgh, Duncan, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe ; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson; Hastings, William Mason ; Horncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Ch. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J, M. Pier 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham,!. Shepperly; Petworth, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading, W. H. Staveley; Richmond. Yorkshire, James 
Ward; Rochester, T. S. King; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers ; St 
Heliers, Jersey, Thos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brotheis; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Tb. Ekin ; Newbury, T. Fidler ; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport itobt. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, P.ing 
and Co. ; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Palk; Norwich, PI. 1{. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Godding Bied, M.D. F.R.S. F.lt.C.P. &c. <Stc. (published by 
his kind permission); — 

. . ; . . “ We have in this ingenious invention that which 
has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvx.iimachek’s 
invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.” 

Piythian’s Tea and Coffee Esta¬ 
blishment, 430 West Strand, and 1, 2, and 3, King William 

Street, adjoining.—Pure Congou Tea, 3s. to 3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong 
ditto, 4s. to 4s. 8d. Coffee, lOd. to Is. 6d. Great reduction in Fari¬ 
naceous Foods. Russian Semola, 5s.per doz., or 6dperlb Tapioca, 
4d.; Sago, 3d.; Mandioca, 3d., or 2s. 6d. per doz. 

Catalogues of prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
Genuine Salad Oil, 7d. and lOd. pe iflask. 

P ure Cocoa.—Cocoa has been 
designated by Physicians of eminence as one of the richest 

productions of the vegetable kingdom, and when properly prepared, 
is justly celebrated for its peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

So keen, however, has been the avidity to render this article a lu¬ 
crative manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby 
excited, that the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, 
with the sole aim of LOWNESS of PRICE, until Cocoa has been un¬ 
justly brought into disrepute, the public having long become dis¬ 
gusted with numerous vile compounds, which, whether vended under 
the captivating misnomers of “ Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive,” “Di¬ 
etetic," &c. &c. are all more or less the most nauseate concoctions, 
and indeed can hardly be considered as deserving any claim to the 
title or character of Cocoa. 

The evils with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly 
manifest to the Medical Pro ession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN 
ITS PURE STATE) as an article of diet, frequently prescribe and 
recommend it to invalids, as a remedial agent in promoting health. 
The results are, however, too often rendered nugatory by the im¬ 
purity of the article supplied. 

TUo importance, as well as the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa in 
a genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only secu¬ 
rity adopted by many to gunvd against adulteration has been to 
procure the Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in 
extracting the entire strength and flavour of Cocoa in this form, no 
guarantee whatever is afforded that the Nuts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude of our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
precludes our devoting a strict and essential supervision to the man¬ 
ufacture of Cocoa ; we have therefore completed arrangements with 
the highly respectable firm of Messrs Henry Thorne and Co. Leeds, 
whose many years’ successful experience in the preparation of this 
article, and the celebrity they have thereby acquired in the North of 
England, together with their uncompromising determination to ad¬ 
here to the principle they originally adopted, viz. to manufacturo 
only from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly eschew adulteration in 
any shape whatever, warrant us in recommending their 

“GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA” 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, and to the 
Public. Your obedient humble Servants, 

Sole Agents for London. 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Family Tea-Men, S Ludgate hill. 

’s Galvanic Belt, without 
acid or any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases ar.d 

Irregularities of the System produced by the want ot electricity. Mr 
Piggott calls the attention of the Faculty and others to his PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on the same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, this machine is always ready for use, pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (at the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines excited by acid, with the 
current in one direction, Iron 2Gs. to 81. 8s. 

Mr Piggott. Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treatise on the above, gratis. 

Theatre of Anatomy and Medicine, 
No. 1 GROSVENOR PLACE, adjoining St George’s Hospital. 

SESSION 1852-53. 
The INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS will be delivered by Dr Daniell, 

on FRIDAY, October 1st, at Half-past Two o’clock. 
ANATOMY and PHYSIOLOGY—Mr Lane, Mr G. E. Blenkins and 

Mr J. R. Lane. 
DESCRIPTIVE and SURGICAL ANATOMY—Mr G. E. Blenkius 

and Mr J. It. Lane. 
CHEMISTRY—Mr Rodgers. 
MEDICINE—Dr Daniell and Dr Sibson, F.R.S. 
SURGERY—-Mr Pilcher and Mr Smith. 
BOTANY'—Dr Lankester, F.R.S. F.LS. 
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY'—Mr Rodgers. 
MATERIA MED1CA—Dr Lankester, F.R.S. F.L.S. 
MIDWIFERY—Mr Bloxom. 
MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE—Mr Warder. 
MICROSCOPICAL ANATOMY—Mr Blenkins. 
General Fee to the whole of the courses required by the College of 

Surgeons and the Apothecaries’ Compan r, Forty-two Guineas, half of 
which may be paid on the entrance of pupils, and the remaining half 
at the commencement of the second division of the course. 

Further information may be obtained at the Theatre, 1 Grosvenor 
place, or at the residences of the different Lecturers. 

ational Assurance and Invest- 
MENT ASSOCIATION, 

1 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 
Established May 1844. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with those 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. The plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot be adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com¬ 
panies' 

Prospectuses and full information may he obt lined by application 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 
Kingdom. 

PETER^MORRISON, Managing Director. 



ME HOOPER’S IMPEOVED 
INVALID WATEE OE AIE CUSHIONS AND MATTEESSES, OE BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See * The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Slouching, or in which Sloughing lias taken place. Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They arc simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the 1 Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the * Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25tli, and Feb. 15tli, 1851. 

T'he 
JL Uni 

following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asylums, 
Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

they afford. 
Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford Lunatic Asylum 
Forest Ol Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King's College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough Collego 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
lleigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-parlcAsylum,near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke’s Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevenoaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George’s Hospital 
Taunton Unlou 
feignmonth and Dawlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
W est Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Warley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure In stating that Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ship* 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. - 

EXTRACTS PROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers bad an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ lie had observed in a periodical ot 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest hail been held on a poor man, aged soventy- 
one, who had fractured his thigh, and who died In consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the suffer- r died from improper medical treatment; the jury, however, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 

aUthEXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushion* at Mr Hooper, of Pull- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. Mi re recently, the inventor lias extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk: this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change liis position, nor get off bis couch. Being made of India rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, leakage it avoided ; 
and Mr Hooper's Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” ,,,, 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds arc exce dingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health, they are 
also particularly applicable for children's cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving groat assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise, the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 
Mr HOOPER has succeeded in obtaining Waterproof She ting, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous j it is not affected by 

temperature, acids, nor alkalies, and may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 
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"Wooden Legs are made at this 
" » Establishment upon tbe most improved principles of Economy 

arid Lightness, combined with Strength, and as it fails to the lot of 
the poorer classes to require them more frequently, on account of the 
various accidents to which they are exposed, VV. H. B. has endeavoured 
to meet their wants, by manufacturing Legs, <fcc., of a superior 
description at very reasonable prices. 
A Wooden Leg for a Person whose leg has been amputated -i 

above the knee, with light socket to receive the stump, > 21s. 
from ... ... ... ... _ ■••3 

For one amputated below the knee, to come to the hip-joint, 7 j8s 
with straps complete for the waist, &c. from ... ... J 

Arm Slings, 10s. 6d., 15s., and 21s. 
Post Office Orders to be addressed to HUNTLY BAILEY, 418 

Oxford street, London. Urinals for Railway Travelling, &c., &c. 
N.B.—Improved Artificial Legs and Arms. 

Baron Liebig’s Opinion of‘‘Pale 
ALE."—The prominence given to the name of Baron Liebig 

In placards and advettisements will have created the impression that 
he coveted a celebrity inconsistent with tbe dignity of his station in 
the scientific world. Having learned that he had attained such un¬ 
desirable notoriety, Baron Liebig has requested the publication of the 
following letter, with the view of informing the public of the motives 
which dictated his communication to Mr Alisopp: — 

“The question of adulteration by strychnine, which has been 
taken up seriously in England, seemed to me of great importance, 
and I thought to do some good by aiding to demonstrate the error. If 
I wished to associate with any individual brewery my remarks on the 
alleged adulteration o' bitter beer with strychnine it would have been 
natural to have mentioned another brewery in which alone, arid not 
in Mr Ailsopp’s, I was engaged in investigating the Burton inode of 
brewing: and itwas also in that other brewer, the B ivarian brewers 
acquired all the instruction they obtained at Burton. The admiration 
I expressed of this beverage in my letter to Mr Alisopp is advertised 
in such a manner as to lead to the inference that my praise was ex- 
clnsivey confined to Mr Ailsopp’s beer; this was rot the case; my 
remarks referred to that class of beer. JUSTUS LIEBIG.” 

“ Giessen, July 24, 1852.” 

Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Teems : 

WARM BAT IIS-ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’Department, One-and-Sixpence 
each ; twenty-one Transferable Ticket-', One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrogate Baths, 3s. Gd. each—8 for 21s. 
Hot Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 

Bath (with Hot linen, &c.). within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An Idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,0001. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred 
Baths can be given in an hour. 

India Pale Ale.—W. Younger and 
Co. Paul's Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their 

friends and the Public, that they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale . in casks of 9 gallons at 9s. and 12s. 
Also their Superior Edinburgh Ale ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong and Rich ... ditto 9 ditto at lGs. and 20s. 
And Superior Porter and Stout ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLED. 
Pale Ales, 5s. qts. and 3s. puts.; Edinburgh Ale, 7s. and 8s. qts., 

and 4s. and 4s. Gd. pnts.; Stout, 3s. 6d. and 5s. qts., and 2s. and 
2s. pnts. 

Five per Cent, allowed for cash. 
J. W. WATSON, Manager. 

This day is published, price Is. 6d. by post 2s. 

^Throat Deafness, and on thePatho- 
JL LOGICAL CONNEXIONS of the THROAT, NOSE, and EAR, 

through the intervention of the mucous membrane, reprinted from 
the Author’s work, entitled “ Deafness Practically illustrated.” 

By Jas. Yearsley, M.R.C.S. Eng., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, Sackville street, &c. &c. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

LIZARS v. SYME. 
This day is published, price Gd. 

A full Report of the Jury Trial, 
J_JL betweeen the above Parties, taken in Shorthand, by Simon 
Macgregor. 

Edinburgh: W. II. Lizars. London: Illghley and Son; and all - 
Booksellers. 

Fifth Edition, now ready, The Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrib, Surgeon-Dentist. 

“ Mr Imrie has obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and has re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London : Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 6d. 

True and False Sperma- in O' vTORRHCEA, with the view to the Correction of wide-spread 
Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Pickford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

H. BA1LLIERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, 
New York. U.S. 

Just published, price Is. 

TAbservations on the Treatment of 
Vj CLEFT PALATE by MECHANICAL MEANS. By John 
Mapleson, Dentist (and Cupper to the Queen). 

“We recommend a reference to this little brochure by all interested 
in the subject."—Lancet, November 22. 

“ Mr Mapleson’s pamphlet is well spoken of by the highest medical 
authorities.”—Gloucester Journal. 

Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street, London. 

rPhe Vienna Easy Chair, price 35s. 
JL —This Chair is stuffel in the much-approved Austrian style, is 

a great luxury, and suitable for any kind of room. JOHN MAPLE 
begs also to call the attention of the nobility, clergy, and all pur¬ 
chasers of furniture, to his immense stock of modern household 
requisites, the largest in the world— one show-room alone is 200 feet 
long, in which are bedsteads, both in wood and iron, fitted with fur¬ 
niture and bedding, complete; also, every article for the drawing 
room and dining-room, &c. J. M. feels confident that one visit must 
convince the most dubious that at no other warehouse can they get 
such elegant and serviceable articles at so low a price. To prevent 
mistakes, please to ask to see the large room, and note the namo, 
Maple, 145, 116, 147, Tottenham court road, and 1 to 6 Tottenham 
place. Established 11 years. 

TAiimeforcTs Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
U now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a typo of what the 
preparation ought to be.”—* Pharmaceutical Journal,' May, 1846, 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, Is now very largely employed in dispensing ; 

for which the cheapest and most convenient form Is in the Stone 
Jars, half gallon, 5s. Gd. ; gallon, 9s. Gd.; specially adapted for the 
use of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To be had from the manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO., Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond i tree t, London; and all respectable Wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 

M1 
edical Galvailism.—The most 

efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 
the Cure of Disease, is the ELECTRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and not merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HORNE, THORN- 
THWAITE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
31.3s., 51. 5s., 87. 8s., and upwards. 
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Iprar 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The frequent publication of articles on climatology proves 
that there is a growing interest felt among the members of 
the profession in the study of the various branches of sanitary 
science. We do not despair of seeing, in a few years, some 
comprehensive generalisation of the facts already known, or 
gradually becoming revealed, relating to the influence of the 
external elements and conditions on health; and we are sa¬ 
tisfied that the analysis of such facts, and their reduction, in 
a philosophic spirit, to practice, will be the most effectual 
way of exposing the false pretensions of the homoeopaths and 
hydropaths, and of appropriating,wisely and liberally for tho 
relief of suffering, whatever may prove to l>° the useful agent 
in their respective systems. Sanitary science is yet to be 
generalised and written. Rapid strides have, during recent 
years, been made towards a complete theory, but much re¬ 
mains to be done, for it is, in fact, a wider subject than even 
its most prominent cultivators appear to consider. 

How do electricity, temperature, moisture, soil, light, &c., 
affect health and disease ? What is really the effect of mois¬ 
ture on phthisis, for example ? How much contradiction is 
there not even in authoritative treatises upon this point! The 
study of such effects leads to a knowledge of the curative 
properties of natural agents; and hence the daily recommend¬ 
ation of “ change of air ” for the relief of chronic maladies, 
instead of being a blind empiricism, becomes a part of an 
important science, to which medicine may yet owe as largo 
a debt as she now does to the more familiar therapeutics of 
the apothecary’s shop. Some modern Hippocrates may 
hereafter find in this subject a title to an enduring reputation. 
Climatology, as now pm-sued, is only a part of this wider 
and higher science; let us welcome every contribution of the 
kind as a fresh increment to the heap of facts, by the aid of 
which a true science must be in due time built up. 

The ‘ London Journal of Medicine ’ contains a paper by 
Dr S. Elliott Hoskins 

* On the Climate of Guernsey.' 

The paper is supplied with tables recording tho meteoro¬ 
logical facts observed during a period of seven years. The 
climate is mild and equable, and the autumns long and ge¬ 
nial. Acute diseases are rare ; the type of fever being ge¬ 
nerally the remittent, and inflammations of the serous mem¬ 
branes being less frequent than those of the mucous tissues. 
Asthma is infrequent, but there does not appear to be any 
peculiar immunity from pulmonary consumption or scrofula. 
Renal calculi are also uncommon. We recommend our 
readers who desire to know the qualities of a climate near 
home, and to which invalids might be readily and advan¬ 
tageously sent, to peruse this article. 

The same journal contains a paper by Dr John Webster 

* On the Health of London during the Six Months terminating 
March 27th, 1852.’ 

The author gives two tables, showing those diseases in 
which there was diminished mortality, and those in which 
the mortality was increased, as compared with the corre¬ 
sponding quarter of the previous year. As a general rule, 
there was a diminished rate of mortality among acute in¬ 
flammatory affections, and thoracic diseases, phthisis ex¬ 
cepted, and an increased rate among diseases of the abdomi¬ 
nal organs and dropsies of all kinds. Tho author thus 
comments on the efficiency of vaccination: 

“ Small-pox has proved immoderately severe during the 
whole of last winter, having caused perhaps more deaths hi 
London during the past season than in any six months of the 
preceding twelve years, excepting in 1844 and 1848, in the 
former of which years 1,804 persons died from variola, and 
1,617 during the latter. In consequence of the recent aug¬ 
mentation of mortality from this complaint, considerable 
alarm became created in the public mind respecting the pro¬ 

tective efficiency of vaccination, especially as many cases 
were stated to have had cow-pox in early life, and hence 
were believed safe against secondary attacks of small-pox. 
I will only now remark, in reference to one question, which 
has occupied a prominent place in this discussion, that several 
data, recently collected, seem highly instructive. I now 
allude to the ages of those parties who have unfortunately 
fallen victims to small-pox during the last six mouths, seeing 
a very large proportion were under puberty. Practitioners of 
eminence have asserted that individuals, although properly 
vaccinated in infancy, may take variola when arrived at 
manhood; since they say, authoritatively, cow-pox will have 
then lost much of its prophylactic efficacy, or have been 
even altogether eliminated from the system. Supposing, for 
the sake of argument, that some foundation exists for such 
inferences, it must be admitted, according to irrefragable 
evidence, that small-pox, whether secondary or otherwise, 
seldom proves fatal to adults, in comparison with the 
large proportion of children who sink under it. Hence, 
however frequently variola may supervene in adults, the 
number of deaths is, speaking comparatively, at all events 
then much smaller than among infants and children ; since it 
appears 619 fatal cases, out of the 728 recorded during the 
last half year, were under fifteen years of age. Taking it 
therefore as correct that cow-pox may occasionally become 
less efficacious as a protection, in after life, against attacks 
of variola, the facts now mentioned respecting the very great 
mortality of small-pox in young, compared with old, people, 
decidedly prove the previous argument to be altogether er¬ 
roneous. On the other hand, the greater fatality of variola 
among young persons indicates, in a higher degree, the pro¬ 
priety of employing vaccination, which would, I believe, 
prevent more effectually the spread of small-pox, provided 
that operation were always carefully and properly per¬ 

formed.” 

The 1 Monthly Journal of Medical Science ’ (Edinburgh) 
continues in their number for August, its 

1 Colloquia De Omnibus Rebus,' 

and, we must confess it, hi a fine spirit and with a useful 
purpose. We like the articles, which, without elaborate 
pretensions, are searching, lively, and truthful. Forbidden 
by the plan of the journal to write editorial articles, the 
editor writes leaders in disguise. We quote the following, 

. which constitutes an appropriate corollary to some remarks 

of our own on the bitter ale puff: 
“ De Sujflatione Cervisice. 

“ Editor, introducing a distinguished Brewer. I believe, 
gentlemen, you all know something of Mr-, whose beer 
has a more than European reputation. He has applied to 
me about a matter which I have begged him rather to sub¬ 

mit to you in person. 
u Cervisiarius. I represent, gentlemen, tlie interest ot 

Prestonpans Beer, Belhaven Beer, Edinburgh Ale, and all 
forms of malt, except Burton Pale Ale. My constituents 
are anxious to get up a grievance. We would like very 
much to be accused of poisoning our beers, for example. 

“ Medicus.—Indeed! And what then ? 
“ Cervisiarius. —In order that, upon proof being given to 

the contrary, our medical customers may grant us a few 
certificates of skill and honesty, for public use in our tiade. 
Allow me to read to you a lot of samples I have brought 

with me, to save you trouble. 
“ Chirurgus.—This is an extraordinary proposal. We, who 

use the beers you mention, and have just been drinking 
yours with satisfaction, know them to be wholesome, gene¬ 
rous liquors, honestly produced from malt and hops. But, 
I put it to yourself, is it seemly that the members of & 
scientific profession should certify such things ? that their 
names should be spread over the land in puffiing adver¬ 

tisements ? . T 
“ Cervisiarius.—Since you put it so to me, 1 must say 

there was a time when I might have thought this a some¬ 
what dubious proceeding for gentlemen such as you. But 
now-a-days I see the advertising sheets of ‘Punch,’ ‘Bleak 
House,’ and the ‘ Lancet ’ covered with beer-puffs by other 
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medical gentlemen who hold their heads as high as you. 
fact, the samples of certificates I have here for your approval 
are theirs,—certificates by eminent members of your pro¬ 
fession in England. Now, we have been thinking here, that 
what they have done for their brewers, you might perhaps 
do for yours. 

“ Chirurgus.—Such a thing was never heard of in this 
quarter. But let us hear your certificates by all means. 

“ Cervisiarius.—Here you have a selection from a list of 
six-and-thirty in one advertisement about Burton Pale Ale. 

“1. ‘A close observation of its effects upon myself and 
upon many others to whom I have prescribed it, long ago 
convinced me that it contains nothing more than malt and 
hops [George Budd, M.D.].’ 

“ 2 ‘ My confidence in the purity of your Pale Ale re¬ 
mains unshaken, and my opinion of its great value in a 
dietetic and remedial point of view is entirely confirrood by 
time and experience [Marshall Hall, M.D.].’ 

“3. ‘ In the genuineness and salubrity of Pale Ale and 
Bitter Beer, as manufactured at Burton, my confidence re¬ 
mains unshaken [Thomas Watson, M.D.].’ 

“4. ‘I am an admirer of this beverage, and my own ex¬ 
perience enables me to recommend it as a very agreeable and 
efficacious tonic, and as a general beverage both for the 
invalid and the robust [Justus Liebig].’ 

“5. ‘I have frequently recommended Bitter Ale medici¬ 
nally ; and when my home-brewed ale has been exhausted, 
I have been supplied with ale from your brewery [Sir 
Charles Clarke, Bart.].’ 

“ 6. ‘ But that I am not now in the habit of drinking 
Bitter Beer, I should be glad to show my confidence by 
drinking plenty of it [R. Mortimer Glover, M.D.].’ 

“7. ‘ The daily adoption I witness of the future drinking 
of Pale Ale by former invalids leads to an additional con¬ 
clusion in my mind of its value and salubrity. I am induced 
to believe, that Bitter Beer is an excellent adjunct to the 
physician in the exercise of his professional duties [George 
Robert Rowe, M.D.].’ 

“ 8. ‘ Your beer is the best-.’ 
• “ Chemicus.—But will you have the kindness to explain 
to us what occasion has arisen for all these certificates ? 

“ Cervisiarius. —With all my heart. The story is short 
and simple. 

“ You must understand that, some ten or twelve years 
ago, a French philosopher happened to wonder why the 
English got from Paris large quantities of a virulent poison, 
called Strychnine, which you probably know about; and so 
he fancied it might be used in England, instead of hops, for 
making beer. About a year ago, another French philosopher, 
recollecting his countryman’s guess, expressed in his book 
his own suspicion on the subject; and the other day a third 
Frenchman was stated, in an English periodical, to have re¬ 
peated the conjecture, in his lectures at Paris, as a positive 
fact. 

“ Brewers here did not much heed this nonsense. It was a 
natural observation for a Frenchman to make, who does not 
know good beer when he gets it, and cares little what he 
says about anything English But hereabouts we feel pretty 
sure there was nobody in this country so foolish as to imagine 
that beer could be made with rank poison, or so ignorant as 
not to know what strychnine is really used for. 

“ Medicus.—Gamekeepers in Scotland use it largely for 
killing weasels, polecats, ravens, crows, magpies, and other 
vermin that prey upon game and their eggs. This is surely 
no secret. A demand for it has also arisen not long ago. in 
Australia, for destroying the dingoes, or wild-dogs, which 
are very destructive to sheep there. The shepherd, trailing 
a lump of mutton for a drag, makes thus a ring-fence around 
his flock, and drops at intervals a bit of mutton duly sea¬ 
soned with strychnia; and in the night-time the dingo, 
coming on the scent, runs it up, eats as he runs, and pays 
for his supper with his life, dying at no great distance from 
where he fed. 

“ Cervisiarius.—It is plain, therefore, that no British brewer 
had anything to fear from the French philosophers. But a 
sharp-eyed member of our trade perceived that the strych¬ 

nine, which nobody in particular was accused of using instead 
of hops, so far from damaging his beer, might improve its 
credit. The contradiction of the charge was a glorious op¬ 
portunity for an advertisement. It was only necessary to 
get up a chemical certificate of the purity of the beer, and 
medical attestations of its wholesomeness. Professor Graham 
and Dr Hoffmann supplied the one, and the medical pro¬ 
fession in London seem to have competed who should furnish 
the others.—That, gentlemen, is the history of the beer-puff. 

We cannot lose sight of science, in our ardour to explode 
a prevalent abuse, so quote the following: 

“Process for detecting strychnia in mixed 
fluids, which was devised for the occasion by Professor 
Graham and Dr Hoffmann. Two ounces of animal charcoal 
are to be shaken in about half a gallon of the suspected fluid; 
and the liquid is to be left at rest for a night, and then fil¬ 
led through paper. The fluid is thus deprived of bitterness. 
The charcoal, vrUlah contains the strychnia, is then to be 
boiled for half an hour in eigfit ounces of rectified spirit; and 
the spirit, after being filtered, is concentrated by distillation. 
The remaining liquor, which is watery, is next decomposed 
with a few drops of solution of potash, and agitated with an 
ounce of sulphuric ether. The ether contains the strychnia 
in a state of considerable purity ; and, on being evaporated, 
it deposits a white solid matter of intense bitterness. If a drop 
of sulphuric acid be placed on this residuum, and then a 
fragment of bichromate of potash in the resulting liquid, a 
beautiful violet tint appears at the points of contact, and soon 
spreads over the whole fluid. This change of colour seems 
to be characteristic of the alkaloid strychnia.—The process 
now described must be one of great delicacy; for the dis¬ 
coverers could detect with it half a grain of strychnia in half 
a gallon of the pale ale of Messrs Allsopp and Sons; and there 
is no doubt it may be applied to many other fluids.” 

The editor exposes in further paragraphs the fictitious ar¬ 
ticles, yclept “ Clinical Lectures,” published every week in 
our medical periodicals. This is an evil become so gross, 
that it ought to be held up to ridicule, and we thank the 
‘ Monthly Journal ’ for its able aid. 

We observe the following interesting case, reported by 
Dr Simpson to the Edinburgh Obstetrical Society: 

‘ Case of Fatal Malformation, with Extroversion of Abdominal 
Viscera. By G. II. Honey Paterson, Esq., Surgeon, Errol. 
—Communicated through Dr Simpson.' 

“MrsB., set. 18, of ordinary stature, and well formed, 
began to feel ill on the 21st of June, 1851, while in the 
eighth month of her first pregnancy, and continued more or less 
till the following morning, when, about five A.M., a violent 
pain was felt; immediately after which a large quantity of 
liquor amnii was discharged ; on the occurrence of which, a 
message was sent off to request the attendance of Dr P. On 
his arrival, half an hour after, he found the os uteri dilated 
with a substance closely resembling the placenta detached, 
lying over the cervix, but no hemorrhage had taken place. 
He now cautiously endeavoured to pass liis hand beyond it, 
for the purpose of ascertaining more particularly the nature 
of the presentation. Having done so, and finding it preter¬ 
natural, an effort was made to get hold of the feet; on at¬ 
tempting which, however, the uterus contracted strongly and 
forcibly, during which the nates presented. Another attempt 
being made, the nates were found wedged firmly in the pel¬ 
vis. After administering to the woman a gentle stimulant, 
and allowing her a short interval of rest, the crotchet was in¬ 
troduced, and hooked over the lumbar vertebrae close to the 
sacrum. At this period the pains became much stronger, 
and ere long the delivery of a dead child was speedily ef¬ 
fected, and the mother did well. The feetus presented the 
following appearances:—Apparently long since dead in 
utero, and highly decomposed; head anencephalous, and 
greatly enlarged, which, on being removed a little from the 
mother, appeared to be retained. The cause of the retention 
being traced, the umbilical cord was found attached to the 
protuberance of the occipital bone; and, from the shortness 
of the funis, it had given way without the necessity of di- 
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viding it; in consequence, the water contained in the head 
instantly gushed out, leaving it in the form of a cone, and 
flattened at the sides. On examining the natural situation 
of the cord, nothing remained of it except about two inches 
shrivelled up and contracted. The nose was unformed, and 
the nostrils were on a line with the eyelid; the upper lip 
was divided by a single fissure; right arm wanting, with the 
rudimentary form of a hand affixed to the shoulder joint; 
chest distorted towards the left side, and much contracted ; 
the viscera, conglomerated into one mass, obtruded at the 
sternum,—except the heart, in a state of atrophy, which re¬ 
mained in the cavity of the thorax; left leg shortened to 
some extent, the heel drawn up and the toes turned inwards, 
so as to represent a combination of the talipes equinus with 
the talipes varus.” 

We observe in the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ of August 
7th, an article by Mr J. S. Tylor, giving the results of the 
treatment of 

‘ Lepra,' 

in the Hospital for Diseases of the Skin, under Mr Startin. 
The treatment consists of the internal administration of 
iodide of potassium and liquor arsenicalis, and externally, an 
alkaline bath once a week, and an ointment composed of the 
nitric oxide of mercury and lard, and a few drops of creosote. 
The author thus describes the treatment and its results : 

“ In three cases of lepra out of the five, the disease seemed 
neither to be hereditary nor to have arisen from any specific 
cause. In one it was probably inherited, and in another 
occasioned by suppressed menstruation. In one case it had 
existed for two yeax-s, in two cases for six years, in one for 
thirteen, while, in another, it had lasted for the long period 
of fifteen years. In the case of Elizabeth Maunder, the cure 
was not accomplished for ten months; but this is to be ac¬ 
counted for by the patient suffering a long interval to elapse 
without taking any medicine. Upon l-esuming it, she soon 
recovered. Four months was the longest time dui'ing which 
aixy other patient was under treatment. All the patients took 
a combination of the iodide of potassium and arsenic. With 
one this remedy did not agree, and she recovered under a 
course of the bichloride of mercury. It will be seen that, 
where powerful medicines were exhibited, very small doses 
were invariably given, and were found to be efficacious; 
and, far as I am from any leaning towards homoeopathic 
humbug, I feel certain that this is a point very important to 
observe, both as least interfering with the general health, and 
as most effective in the cure of these as well as of many other 
chronic diseases. Where Fowler’s solution is administered 
in drachm or half-drachm dose3, several instances of which 
have lately come under my notice, I am sure that it is 
neither so safe nor so efficient a remedy as when given in 
doses of from two to five minims; and, while it is evident 
that arsenic is a most valuable medicine in the treatment of 
inauy cutaneous diseases, it is, I believe, a great mistake to 
suppose, as some practitioners manifestly do, that this drug 
is a specific for all. With regard to external remedies in 
squamous disease, the alkaline bath has been proved to be 
of essential service, though the constant use of soap is 
certainly irritating and injurious. The old practice of using 
tar still obtains under the concentrated form of creosote ; 
and this as a local remedy may be readily employed through 
the medium of unguents and liniments. But while outward 
applications will alleviate some of the more distressing symp¬ 
toms, very little will certainly be done towards obtaining a 
radical cure without attacking the root of the disease, which, 
with the exception of a few complaints dependent upon ex¬ 
ternal exciting causes, has its seat in the blood. After all, 
medicaments of every kind mixst be employed, with special 
reference to the peculiar constitution of the patient as well 
as to the general state of his health; and strict attention to 
diet, change of air, etc., are as important aids to recoveiy in 
these as in all other diseases.” 

The ‘Medical Times and Gazette’ of August 14th con¬ 
tains Dr T. King Chambers’ valuable articles entitled “ De- 
cenniura Pathologicum.” The subject of the present paper is 

* Tuberculosis, its Prevalence, and the Influence of Ages and 
Sex thereon.' 

Dr Chambers has classified his cases under three heads. 
1st. Those where the lungs were free from tubercle, and 

other organs were affected. 
2nd. Those where the lungs were alone diseased. 
3rd. Those where the morbid deposit was found in the 

lungs and other organs simultaneously. 
These classes are again subdivided into males and females, 

and into periods of fifteen years. Dr Chambers thus states 
his results: 

“ One point is very clear from a cursory glance at the 
tables before us, viz., the great preponderance of males over 
females in the totals of all the divisions. In every 100 men 
there were more than 27, and in every 100 women not quite 
22 affected with tuberculosis. The male tendency is there¬ 
fore to the female as 100 to 78'9. 

“ This excess of males is, however, very different at dif¬ 
ferent ages. Before puberty it does not seem to exist at all, 
for the females slightly preponderate, the per-centage of 
deaths in the total cases examined being to the males as 28 
to 26. From 15 to 30, the males begin to be in excess, being 
to the females as 35 to 33. From 30 to 45 the excess is 
greatly increased, being as 28 to 17 ; and, from 45 to 60, it 
is still greater, being more than double; while, above 60, 
there is only 1 woman to 12 men. In the ages unknown, 
for some reason which I cannot discover, the females are in a 
proportionate excess.” 

With reference to the situation of tubercle, Dr Chambers 
remarks that of 550 cases in which tubercle existed in other 
oi-gans, 47 were free from the deposit in the lungs, being a 
ratio of 8 j- per cent.; and of these 47, 36 were males and 11 
females. With respect to tuberculosis of the lung alone, Dr 
Chambers, after making a few qualifying observations, says — 

“ The whole number is 202, of whom 138 were males 
and 64 females,—that is, in the proportion of 215 to 100, 
or, if yon refer to the table of per-centages, as 9’6 to 8‘8 per 
cent. The whole number of those affected with tuberculosis 
of the lungs conjointly with other organs was 301, of whom 
214 were males and 85 females, i. e., in the ratio of 251 to 
100, or, in the table of per-centages, as 15 to 11-6; so that 
the disproportion of the sexes was least where the lungs 
were exclusively the objects of attack. In other words: 
though men are the most liable to tubercle, as has been 
clearly exhibited above, yet the organ most frequently 
affected acquires in them this liability less than the rest of 
the body. A woman is less likely than a man to become 
tuberculous; but, if she does become so, her lungs are more 
likely to suffer than those of the other sex.” 

Dr Chambers thinks that these facts prove that tubercu¬ 
losis is independent of any social or physical circumstances, 
but is owing to an inherent defect of our animal constitution. 
He thinks climate does not influence its development, as 
generally believed. 

Mr Barlow has published some excellent observations in 
the samejoumal, 

‘ On Fatty Degeneration' 

The paper is written in a desultory manner, and is not 
illustrated by clinical facts, but it displays a generalising 
turn of mind. Mr Barlow considers fatty degeneration to be 
a process of death, as exemplified by the phenomena of 
fatty transformations of animal tissues exposed to moisture, 
but excluded from the air. He observes— 

“ Dr Quain compares the fat so produced to the adipociro 
into which muscles have been long known to become changed, 
their moisture being maintained and air excluded. 

“ This change, although not seen until lately in its true 
and wide pathological meaning, has been very long known 
and observed. But this conversion of muscles into this 
fatty substance is only one instance of the many chemical 
changes which the loss of life exposes to. In gangrene, as in 
death of the body generally, new combinations form; but, 
so long as due nutrition lasts, all changes are prevented but 
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those proper to and preservative of life. Not that there is 
no death within the body,—not that we keep the same parts 
always, but that renewal ever balances decay, until that 
period of our being when death, in a strict sense, may be 
said to begin; for we must not regard the act of dying as 
consisting of the sinking and struggles of the few last mo¬ 
ments, but as one stretching over, save some rapid diseases 
interfere to prevent it, a long space of time, and, for the most 
part, silently proceeding. 

“ When we view the changes of the fatty heart as produced 
by Dr Quain, we note an effect caused to a certainty by 
our command of favouring circumstances. There is no cir¬ 
culation, no nervous influence, no process of assimilation to 
antagonise. All the fibres are exposed to one influence, and 
all are destroyed. In life it is different; the forces of life 
and death strive always, and very often with a varying suc¬ 
cess. The change is not always, therefore, uninterruptedly 
progressive. The fibres, too, often are differently situated; 
some are better supplied with blood than others ; some yet 
assimilate and long resist; while others about them yield to 
decay. The alteration is, therefore, partial. Occasionally 
the colour of the heart shows this ; there are spots of redness 
which were seats of life; fawn-coloured spots, too,—soft, 
fragile, granular on being broken, and not looking in the 
least like fibre, which, in truth, they are not, and of which 
death had taken possession. Again, there may be a variety 
of changes to be seen, even in the sarcolemma of a single 
fibre; here stride are becoming faint, there fat granules show 
the consummation of destruction. And yet, in the living as 
in the dead, the molecular changes may be regarded as the 
same, and essentially the same in cause ; and we know some 
circumstances producing them in the former, even to a cer¬ 
tainty ; others which favour them with great probability. 
When a muscle, to repeat what I have said before, is pre¬ 
served after death in a state of moisture, and kept from air, 
adipocire usurps the place of its fibres. Now, this is very 
nearly the virtual condition of some muscles in life-time. 
They are preserved moist, and from the influence of the at¬ 
mosphere, unless we speak of such indirect influence as this 
may exert on them through the circulation; the blood still 
reaches them, but it may be either in spoiled quality or 
languid stream; the nervous influence is withdrawn or de¬ 
ranged, and the fibres, their assimilation being at an end, 
degenerate and die. This is the case with the heart often, 
which cannot be rested, even for a moment, so imperative, 
so all-essential is its action; and yet it must work on, no 
longer recruited, as once it was, and threatening always to 
cease suddenly. If the physician does not watch with in¬ 
terest the changes depicted in this small field, how is it to be 
expected that he will adequately study them on a larger 
scale, that he will seek after them with microscopic eye, and 
yet with a mind that would, wherever possible, make 
every use of minute appearances, provided always they be 
quite understood, in illustration of a grand and comprehen¬ 
sive law ?” 

We do not often quote from our contemporary the 
‘ Dublin Medical Press,’ because, with the exception of a 
report of the discussions in the Surgical Society of Ireland, 
its pages are usually filled with reprints from the London 
journals, a practice to which, in itself, we do not object. In 
the last two numbers, however, have appeared original arti¬ 
cles, styled 

‘ Medical Life in London ! ’ 

“ Good! ” said we, on reading the title in the index, “ we 
shall doubtless have some smart, pleasant writing here, and 
we shall be able to show our London friends how graphi¬ 
cally a Dublin critic can hit off their peculiarities.” We 
hastily cut the leaves, read a few sentences, pulled up short, 
and stopped to groan over our disappointment. Disap¬ 
proving of the article, wo should not have noticed it, if we 
did not deem it our duty, in the name of medical literature, to 
protest against such silly exaggeration, bad taste, and worse 
composition. The following specimen we quote as one of 
the liveliest pieces of etching in the caricature. Were it in¬ 
tended to describe the peripatetic exhibitions of the long- 

defunct Dr Bossey, or the licensed harangues of some itine¬ 
rant worm-doctor at a village fair, we could understand the 
joke, but to fix such a libel as this upon the London “ regu¬ 
lar ” practitioner is too bad—verily, too bad, Mr Editor. 

“ One of the quacks here alluded to, who signs himself 
M.B., Lecturer on Physiology, &c., keeps a chemist’s shop, 
but every evening erects his stage in the street, hoists a skele¬ 
ton [Where are the police ?] and gives an al fresco lecture 
to the gaping thousands passing by. We have over and 
over again heard him dilating on the ‘ functions of diges¬ 
tion,’ quoting ‘ Paley’s Theology ’ as the best book extant 
on anatomy; and in a rapid sketch of the anatomy of the 
skeleton, describe ‘ the tibula (sic), fibula, and scapula (a 
long u to scapula), as if he, and he only in London, knew 
all about them. Tapeworms, real and fictitious, are sent 
round the crowd ; and medicines at so much a packet, and a 
penny pharmacopoeia, or organon, to cure everybody. The 
latter is mwah in the style of the herbalist, or Coffinite 
school, or the more boinb&etic and more dishonest school of 
the homoeopaths. ‘ There are found, among some of the 
most educated men of the community,’ this gentleman writes 
from his caravan, ‘ a great antipathy against the truth, no 
doubt for self-interested motives;’ the great cure for which, 
it seems, is to ‘ possess the working classes of society with a 
most useful knowledge so long hidden from them in many 
instances by the use of the Latin language by the faculty.’ 
This gentleman, it is said, makes at the rate of 1,2001. a 
year, no doubt reads the ‘ Lancet’ and other medical jour¬ 
nals, and may some afternoon be a fellow of the College. A 
second of these Nomadic waifs on the disastrous current 
of the profession in London, seems really an educated man 
from some place at the other side of the Tweed; he has 
honesty enough to resist homoeopathy and quackery of the 
more prominent kind, but thinks his frightful jargon, de om¬ 
nibus rebus, in the streets quite good enough for the profes¬ 
sion in London. The third we lately heard quoting some 
poetry of Joe Hume’s (!), and inviting all his patients, in the 
words of a 1 celebrated Shaksperian author,’ to stand not 
upon the order of their coming, but come at once, and buy 
his boluses. We pledge us to the literal truth of these facts, 
and if necessary will name the hospital and medical school. 
What are our colleges doing, some one will ask, or our 
medical periodicals, and what becomes of our young men 
well educated ? Our colleges and journals are picking holes 
in each other’s coats, and our young medical men are going 
to try their hands as shepherds in the bush in Australia.” 

The two articles on “ Medical Life in London ” are com¬ 
posed of such rhodomontade as the foregoing. The writer 
professes a contempt for Messrs Longman and Co., because 
they desire to engage somebody to re-edit ‘ Johnson’s Dic¬ 
tionary.’ It is bold but not safe practice to pretend to 
despise that which we know not how to value. 

CONTENTS OF THE MEDICAL JOURNALS. 

The Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical 
Science.—(No. NXVII, August, 1852.)—Original Com¬ 

munications.—Dr Graves, on the Application of Gutta 
Perch a in Diseases of the Skin. Mr Harrison on the Dis¬ 
eases of Lucifer Match Manufacturers. Mr Daniell on the 
Measles of the West Coast of Africa. Dr Lees on the Treat¬ 
ment of Albuminuria. Dr Watson on the Topical Treat¬ 
ment of Inflammation of the Larynx. Dr Banon on Her¬ 
maphroditism. Dr Banks’s Clinical Reports. Dr M‘Evers 
on the Treatment of Typhus Fever by Quina.-Reviews 
and Bibliographical Notices.—Holland’s Physiology. 
Downing on Neuralgia. The Surgical Instruments of Pom¬ 
peii and Herculaneum. The London Board of Health and 
Quarantine. Murphy’s Midwifery. Naumann on the La¬ 
rynx. Civiale on Fungus of the Bladder. Recent Works 
on Normal and Pathological Histology. Bushnan’s Expo¬ 
sition of Mesmerism and Homoeopathy. Bennett on Leu- 
cocythemia. Neligan on Diseases of the Skin.-Medical 

Miscellany.—Reports of the Dublin Pathological Society. 
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Postscript to Dr Graves’s Paper on the Application of Gutta 
Percha. Mr Mandeville’s case of Amputation at the Shoul¬ 
der. Mr Eutcher on Chloroform in Delirium Tremens. Dr 
Leared’s case of Rupture of the Heart. Dr Purefoy’s cases 
of Disease of the Cerebro-spinal system. Dr Gelston’s case 
of Femoro-Popliteal Aneurism cured by Compression. Dr 
Lasegue on Trophoneurosis. Dr Moore on Tropnoneurosis. 
Dr Pagello on Lithotrity combined with Cystotomy. M. 
Willemier on the use of Collodion in Small-pox. Dr Cazen- 
ave’s Special Pharmacopoeia. 

Lancet.—(No. VII. Vol. II. August 14, 1852.)— 
Lectures.—Mr W. Coulson on Lithotomy and Lithotrity. 
Lecture V. Mr S. Solly on Injuries and Disease of the 
Joints. Lecture III (concluded).-Dr J. Power on some 
of the more Important Points in the Physiology, Pathology, 
and Practice of Midwifery (concluded). Dr W. W. Gull’s 
case of Bothriocephalus Latus, (Russian and Swiss Tape¬ 
worm,) occurring in an English Child, cured by the Oil of 
Male Fern. Mr T. Hunt on Carbuncles and Boils, with 
especial reference to their Prevalence as an Epidemic. Dr 
E. J. Tilt’s Clinical Illustrations of Sub-acute Ovaritis. Dr 
J. W. Griffith on the Triple or Ammonio-Magnesian Phos¬ 
phate occurring in the Urine and other Animal Liquids. 
-Hospital. Reports.—Ununited Fracture of the Tibia 
in an old Subject; Union produced by the introduction of 
Ivory Pegs, according to Diffenbach’s method, (with en¬ 
gravings,) at Guy's Hospital. Fracture of the Tibia and 
Fibula at the age of three months; non-union from neglect; 
Great Deformity; Operations for its Rectification, the last 
operative measure being the use of Diffenbach’s Pegs (with 
Engravings); Ununited Fracture of the Ulna; Diffeubach’s 
Operation for promoting Union, at King’s College Hospital. 
Compound Fracture of both Bones of the Fore-arm; Non¬ 
union ; Pressure ; Ivory Pegs; Scraping of the Ends of the 
Fragments; Absence of Consolidation, at the City of Dublin 
Hospital.-Foreign Department.—Alleged Death from 

Chloroform : Aneurism of Bone.-Reviews.—A Practi¬ 
cal Treatise on Diseases of the Skin. By J. Moore Neligan, 
M.D., M.R.I.A., &c.-Leading Articles.—The New 
Medical Reform Bill of the Provincial Association. Neces¬ 
sity for Medical Members of Parliament. Rescinding of the 
Treasury Minute respecting the Adulteration of Coffee. The 
late Trial for Manslaughter at Wells. The British Medical 
Directory. 

Lancet.—(No. VIII. Vol. II. August 21, 1852.)— 
Lectures.—Dr J. Alderson’s Lumleian Lecture, on the Ef¬ 
fects of Lead upon the System. Mr J. Hilton’s Fourth Clinical 
Lecture on cases of Stone in the Bladder (with Engravings). 
Mr W. Coulson’s Lectures on Lithotomy and Lithotrity. 
Lecture VI, on Pathological Effects of Urinary Calculi.- 
Dr J. Topliam on case of Disease of the Aorta, and Hyper¬ 
trophy of the Left Ventricle of the Heart. Mr A. G. Field 
on Removal of a Carious Os Calcis. Dr N. J. Highmore’s 
Contribution to Clinical Midwifery.-Hospital Reports. 

•—Epidemic of Carbuncular Inflammation of the Lip, at St 
Bartholomew’s Hospital. Melanotic Tumour growing from 
the Heel; Amputation of the Leg, at St Thomas’s Hospital. 
Melanotic Tumours in different parts of the Trunk—Recur¬ 
rence of an Osteo-Cartilaginous Tumour connected with the 
Nasal Process of the Superior Maxilla ; Second Removal; 
Recovery—Fracture of the Os Calcis, at King’s College 
Hospital.-Reviews.—On the Diseases of the Kidney, 
their Pathology, Diagnosis, and Treatment: with an Intro¬ 
ductory Chapter on the Anatomy and Physiology of the 
Kidney. By George Johnson, M.D.-Leading Arti¬ 

cles.—The British Medical Directory and Fictitious Medi¬ 
cal Titles. Further Evils of the Gratuitous Advice System. 
The Vacancy at Bethlem Hospital: Duties of the Governors 
on the Occasion of filling it up. Inoculation for Small-pox 
in the Isle of Man. A Medical Pluralist, St Anne’s, Soho. 

Medical Times and Gazette.—(No. cxi. August 
14, 1852).-Original Lectures.—Dr J. Turnbull on 
Clinical Medicine.-Original Communications.—Dr 
T. K. Chambers on Decennium Pathologicum: Contribu¬ 
tions to the Pathology of Chronic Disease, from St George’s 

Hospital Records for Ten Years. Mr W. F. Barlow’s Ge¬ 
neral Observations on Fatty Degeneration. Mr J. S. Beale 
on Obstruction of the Bowels for Thirty-two Days, arising 
out of General Intestinal Adhesions. Dr J. M. Winn on 
Phlegmasia Dolens of the Upper Extremitiy, occurring after 
Parturition.-Hospital Reports.—Case of Abscess de¬ 
pending on the Presence of Hydatids, at St Bartholomew’s 
Hospital. Expectoration of Hydatids; Recovery, at St 
Thomas’s Hospital. Treatment of Catarrhal Ophthalmia, at 
the Royal Ophthalmic Hospital.-Editorial Articles. 

—The Royal Maternity Cliavity. Medical Benevolent 
Fund.-Reviews.-—Insanity : its Causes, Prevention, and 
Cure, including Apoplexy, Epilepsy, and Congestion of the 
Brain. By Joseph Williams, M.D. Medical Jurisprudence. 
By Alfred S. Taylor, M.D., F.R.S. Diseases in Childhood; 
its Common Causes, and Directions for its Practical Manage¬ 
ment. By Robert Ellis, F.L.S.-Progress of Medi¬ 

cal Science.—Selections from Journals: Blood-Changes 
in Disease—Condition of the Blood in Starving Animals. 
-Reports of Societies.—Royal Medical and Cliirur- 
gical Society : An Analysis of One Hundred Cases of Can¬ 
cerous Disease of the Uterus. An Account of a Case of Pul¬ 
sating Tumour, in which the Urine contained Cancer Cells. 
Remarks on the Pathology of Hydrophobia, with an Account 
of a Case of that Disease.—Liverpool Medical and Patholo¬ 
gical Society : A Case of Luxation of the Hip, undiscovered 
during Life, and presenting some Remarkable Peculiarities. 
Epidemiological Society.-Assize Intelligence. 

Medical Times and Gazette—(No. CXII. Aug. 
21, 1852.)—Original Lectures.—Dr W. II. Walshe’s 
Clinical Lecture on a case ot Multiple Subcutaneous Can¬ 
cers.—■—Original Communications.—Dr F. Bird’s Re¬ 
ports of Practice illustrative of tho Diagnosis, Treatment, 
and Pathology of Ovarian Tumours.—Mr H. Smith’s case of 
Hare-lip in which Hainsby’s Apparatus was applied. Mr 
T. F. Sanger on Case of Traumatic Tetanus successfully 
treated by the Sulphate of Quinine_Hospital Reports. 

—Obstinate Priapism; Hoemoptysis; Recovery, at St 
Bartholomew’s Hospital. Femoral Hernia in the Male — 
Oblique Inguinal Hernia, at Guy’s Hospital. Long- stand¬ 
ing Disease of the Tarsus; Amputation ; Fatty Degenera¬ 
tion of the Muscles of the Leg, at University College Hos¬ 
pital. Paraplegia; Abscess of Spinal Marrow—Slight 
Wounds of Scalp; Arachnitis; Death; Post-mortem Exami¬ 
nation of Body, at the Bristol General Hospital.-Edito¬ 

rial Articles.—The University of Dublin and the Irish 
College of Surgeons. Shall I Purchase a Practice ? Medico- 
Psychological Literature. Disgraceful Conduct of a Board 
of Guardians.-Reviews. — Practical Observations on 
Nervous and Sympathetic Palpitation of the Heart, as well 
as on Palpitation of the Result of Organic Disease, etc. By 
John Calthorp Williams, M.D., F.R.C.P. Edin. Homoeo¬ 
pathy : its Globules (Bubbles) Analysed. By W. S. Cox, 
M.R.C.S., M.B., etc.-Reports of Societies.—Pa¬ 
thological Society of London: Double Talipes Varus, com¬ 
plicated with Spina Bifida. University of London. 

Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal.— 
Lectures.—Dr Merei on the Diseases of Children. Lec¬ 
ture XI—Fevers in their Objective Appearance.-Origi¬ 

nal Contributions.—Dr E. J. Tilt on the Diagnosis of 
Chronic Ovarian Tumours. Mr C. Marshall on case of In- 
versio Uteri. Mr R. Martin on case of Calculary Deposits 
in the Excretory Ducts of the Sublingual Glands, and on 
Severe Injury of the Knee-Joint.— Hospital Reports.— 
Stone in the Bladder; Lithotrity; Cure—Stone in the 
Bladder; Eight Small Calculi Removed by Catheter-For¬ 
ceps ; Cure, at the West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital.—■— 
Proceedings of Societies.—Bath and Bristol Branch : 
Annual Meeting; President’s Address; Report of Council; 
Resolutions; Discussion on Insurance Company’s Fees for 
Professional Reports on Life-insurance_Medical Be- 

volent Fund.—Seventeenth Annual Report of the Medical 
Benevolent Fund for the year 1851-52.-Foreign De¬ 

partment.—France.—Academie de Medecine.—Report 
on Syphilisation. New Instrument for Performing Trache- 
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otomy. New Instrument for Depressing the Lens. Hy¬ 
drophobia. Germany: On the Transplantation of Electro- 
Biology into the soil of Germany.-Reviews.—On the 
Anatomy and Physiology of the Male Urethra, and on the 
Pathology of Stricture of that Canal. By Henry Hancock, 
F.R.C.S., Senior Surgeon to the Charing-Cross Hospital, 
&c. The Symptoms and Treatment of Pregnancy. By J. 
Anderson, F.R.C.S. The Physical Diagnosis of Dis¬ 
eases of the Abdomen. By Edward Ballard, M D., Lond. 
-Editorial Article.—Letter from the President on 
the late Proceedings at Oxford. 

Dublin Medical Press- —(No. DCCX. Vol. 
XXVIII. —Hospital Reports.—Dangerous Symptoms 
after the administration of Chloroform, at Guy’s Hospital. 
-Original Communications.—Dr G. S. Cotter, on 
the Spontaneous Cure of Aneurism. The Overworked 
Mind.-Selections from Medical Journals.—M. 
Payen on the Vulcanization of India Rubber, and on some 
of the Properties of Sulphur. Mr Marson on Preservation of 
Vaccine Lymph. Mr L. E. Desmond on Infantile Phlebitis 
of Umbilical Vein, with Purulent Deposits. A case of Ob¬ 
stetrical Scalping. Dr Sewell on Cerebral Disease with 
Anomalous Symptoms. Case of a Wound of Heart by a 
Needle.-Reviews.—Blennorrliagia and Syphilis; their 
Nature and Treatment: being an Analysis of the Letters of 
Ricord. By M. H. Stapleton, Bachelor of Arts and Medi¬ 
cine, T.C.D., &c., Surgeon to Jervis-street Hospital.- 
Leading Articles.—The Sham Surgical Diplomas. Edu¬ 
cation for the Medical Profession. Medical Assistants in 
England. Medical Manslaughter. 

Dublin Medical Press.-(No. DCCXI. Vol. 
XXVIII.)—Original Communications.—Mr II. Freke 
on the Pathology of Inflammation and Fever: on the Spe¬ 
cific Physiological Function of Nerves (continued).-Se¬ 

lections from Medical Journals.—Mr J. Struthers 
on case of Open Foramen Ovale, occurring in a Child, aged 
Fifteen Months: with Physiological Observations.--Mr 
W. Foster on Two Cases of Vitiligoidea.-Medical 

Trials. —Nisi Prius Court, Newcastle: Action for Compen¬ 
sation for Damages alleged to have been sustained through 
want ofCare and Skill on the part of a Surgeon.-Reviews. 

—Articles on Reform in Private Lunatic Asylums. By Henry 
Monro, M.D., Oxon.-Proceedings of Societies.— 

Anniversary Meeting of the Provincial Medical and Surgical 
Association: Discussion on the Medical Reform Question. 
-Leading Articles. — Medical Representatives in 

Parliament. Medical Life in London. Artificial Eyes. 
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Practical Remarks on Palpitation and other Functional 
Diseases of the Heart. By John Caltliorp Williams, M.D. 
London: John Churchill. 

Disease in Childhood; its Common Causes, and Directions 
for its Practical Management. By Robert Ellis, F.L.S. 
London : W. Cox, King William street. 

Jury Court. First Division. John Lizars, Esq., Sur¬ 
geon, against James Syme, Esq., Surgeon. 

On the Management of Infancy. With Remarks on the 
Influence of Diet and Regimen, &c. By Charles Hogg, 
M.R.C.S., L.S.A. London : J. Churchill. 

Admonitory Hints on the Use of Sea Bathing. By 
Horace Vidal, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C. 

On a New Method of Treating Certain Diseases of the 
Cervix Uteri. By Rob. Ellis, F.L.S. London: G. Cox. 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 

ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 

ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER II. 

(Continued from Number XII.') 

a.d. 1066—1400. 

Hospitals—Lazar-Houses—Lepers—Stews—Hygienic know¬ 
ledge —Cities—Crusades—Important political events—Im¬ 
provement of the commoo people—a description of their still 
depressedcondition—Epidemics—Dawn of brighter days. 

Religious houses, monasteries, and cathedrals sprang up 
in England in the train of Christianity. The largest 
monasteries were founded prior to the Conquest. They 
generally possessed a separate sick ward, and an officer, 
designated Infirma/rius, who had charge of the sick. The 
celebrated Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canterbury, a.d. 1070, 
in the Decreta pro Ord. S. Benedict., directs this officer to 
keep a separate kitchen, and to make arrangements for 
supplying the sick brothers with all [necessaries, to sprinkle 
them with holy water, to make them rise, and to wash the 
bodies of the dying. To the cloister prior was especially 
consigned the charge of visiting sick brothers, ascertaining 
their wants, and advising all things necessary, as well for 
the body as for the soul. No direct reference is made to 
medicine, although the decrees enter into the minutest 
details of monastic affairs. The brethren indeed, were bled 
at certain seasons, and there are chapters De Sanguinis minu- 
tione, as well as De rasura Fratrum.* The almgsiver was 
enjoined to inquire diligently where the sick and infirm lay, 
who could not support themselves ; in visiting, to take with 
him two servants, and on entering a house, to order the 
women to leave, and then to console the patients kindly, 
offering the best things in his possession, or what he judged 
necessary. A great number of Hospitals were founded, but, 
like the alms-houses and Ilospices oi the present time, they 
were receptacles for the aged, halt, lame, blind, and infirm. 
The sick were not treated medically, but taken care of 
within their walls.-f- The merchants of Amalfi, in the 
seventh century, founded an hospital at Jerusalem, for the 
reception of the sick: and, prior to the crusades, the con¬ 
gregations of St Mary and St Lazarus devoted themselves 
to the service of sick pilgrims in Palestine. The Templars 
and the Knights of St John of Jerusalem professed the same 
object. Gui de Cauliac relates, that where they treated 
wounds it was by a rude empiricism; conjurations, potions, 
oil, wool, and herbs;—grounding their practice upon the 
text, Deusposuit virtutem suam in verbis, herbis, et lapidibus— 
God gave virtue to words, herbs, and stones. The knights 
(Machaons oF chivalry) ignorant even of the scientific medi¬ 
cine of the age, supplied its place by superstition. Cutane- 

* B. Lanfrauci opera omnia, Paris, 1548. 
p The first hospitals were founded by the wayside,. for tra¬ 

vellers, when there were no inns. See Tanner's Notitia H(- 
nastica. The last edition of Dugdale’s Monasticon Anglics- 
num contains accounts of three or four hundred hospitals, v$l. 
vi, pt. 2. 
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ous diseases were rife, and religious charity raised thousand8 
of lazar-houses for lepers. Matthew Paris computed the 
number of hospitals in Christendom at 19,000; the city of 
Norwich alone contained five lazar-houses.* * * § The lazar- 
house was an asylum ; no attempt was made to cure a leper 
banished from society by the church, and legally dead, 
although kings visited him with an ostentatious piety. 
Eadmerus relates that Gundulf founded lazar-houses of wood 
at Canterbury, and erected a house of stone, handsome and 
spacious,—lapideam domum decentemet amplam—with several 
small dwellings, and a spacious court. It was the nearest 
approach to modern hospitals that I have discovered. He 
divided it into two parts, one for men afflicted with different 
kinds of infirmity (variis infirmitatum qualitabus), another 
for sick women ; he provided the inmates with clothing, 
daily food, servants, and nurses (custodes) to Match them, 
and to see that they wanted nothing. He founded a church 
of regular canons, to administer to them things proper for 
the salvation of their souls, and sepulture.f So it was ever: 
the humanity of the age promised infirmity a home, a 
Christian grave, and heaven, when it could not provide 
healing. If the view previously taken of the sdarcity of 
skilful advice was correct, the existence of institutions, like 
our hospitals, for the administration of gratuitous medical 
relief to the mass of the servile population, was a political 
impossibility. 

The isolation of lepers was an hygienic regulation adopted 
from the Mosaic laws. The brothels in England were sub¬ 
jected to public regulation; and inspected, in Southwark, 
where there were eighteen in number, by the Bishop of Win¬ 
chester. The Stewholder was fined one hundred shillings if 
ever the “ perilous infirmity of brenning” was acquired in 
the arms of his harlots—a saner and less disgusting regula¬ 
tion than that adopted at Avignon, and still pursued in 
France.J The fair, fertile, salubrious sites of monasteries, 
testify that the clergy were not ignorant of the advantages 
of certain localities, and accordingly we find Lanfranc cen¬ 
suring an abbot for his inattention to this particular: “ The 
Lord Abbot,” he observed to certain nobles, “wastes his 
time in this wet place, nor will he believe me that he should 
abandon the building, and commence another in a healthier 
situation”§ (in saniori loco). The towns which now sprang 
up by the shores and rivers of the island evinced an entire 
ignorance of the laws of health ; the dark, crowded, unpaved, 
uncleaned streets and dwellings, offered fuel to the pesti¬ 
lence, and the violation of the laws of existence was visited 
on future generations. The crusades were a succession of 
fatal experiments upon human life; from 2,00,000 to 
7,000,000 of souls were sacrificed upon the altar of certain 
death, not merely by the enthusiasts Peter and Bernard, 
but by the wisest warriors of the age, Godfrey of Bouillon, 
Conrad III, Lewis VII, Frederick I, Richard Coeur de Lion, 
Philip Augustus, Frederick II, and St Lewis. Famine and 
pestilence thinned the ranks of the soldiers of the cross in 
their marches across Europe ; in the cities and on the shores 
of Asia. Scurvy decimated the fleets. 

The order of political events in this period will be suggested 
by the accession of the kings: William (the Conqueror), 1066 ; 
William II (the Red), 1087; Henry I (Beauclerc), 1100 ; 
Stephen, 1135; Henry II (Plantagenet), 1154; Richard I 
(Coeur de Lion), 1189 ; John (Sansterre), 1199 ; Henry III, 
1216; Edward 1,12J2; Edward II, 1307; Edward III, 1327; 
Richard II, 1377; Henry IV (Lancaster), 1390. The battle 
of Hastings decided the fate of England.; the destructive 
contest of the races, and the struggles of the Saxons were 
reserved for the reigns of Stephen, of John, Henry III, 

* Habent Hospitalarii novem decern millia maneriorum in 
Christianitate, Matt. Paris, Hist. Ang. ad. au. 1244. Hut¬ 
chinson Pol. Mag. 1789, Feb. p. 93. See Heister’s History of 
Leprosy in the Middle Ages. 

•f Eadmerus Hist. Novorum, Lib.l. p. 9. He was a disciple 
of Anselm, and wrote about 1121. 

+ An old statute of 1162,published in the Phil. Transactions, 
vol. xxx, p. 841. 

§ Lanfranci opera omnia. 

Edward II, and Richard II. Lewis, at the head of a foreign 
force, was invited to accept the crown of England in the 
reign of John, but the arms of her victorious kings, in every 
other war, gleamed on the enemy’s ground. Ireland was 
conquered by Henry II; Wales, by Edward I; and per¬ 
petual war was waged with the Scotch and French kings. 
The ambitious pretensions of Edward III, to the throne of 
France, were valiantly sustained by the victories of Sluis 
(1339), Crecy (1348), and Poictiers (1357); where the 
Norman knights and Saxon bowmen vindicated a common 
origin, and won equal laurels. 

William the Conqueror broke down the remains of allodial 
freedom, and rigorously enforced the feudal system, so much 
better suited to the purposes of military subjugation. 
“ Castles,” says the Saxon Chronicler, “ he let men build, 
and miserably swin the poor.”* Three years after the 
Conquest, 1069-1070, universal famine prevailed, and the 
unetched inhabitants ate dogs, cats, horses, and human 
flesh; some, to sustain a miserable life, sold themselves as 
slaves, while others fell dead on the way to exile.f Henry 
of Huntingdon laments in his day that “ there was scarce 
any chief of the progeny of the Engles in Engleland, but 
that all were reduced to slavery and sorrow.” Concessions 
were slowly wrung from the crown by artisans and traders, 
who obtained protection in towns, and so early as the 13th 
century, made their voice heard in the national councils. 
Simon of Montford summoned the Commons. Edward I. 
conceded that no tax should be laid without Parliament. 
The cotiers, or cottagers, had greater sufferings than the 
town-people, and without compensation, for they’ had no 
magistrates of their own caste, t But many labourers were 
emancipated, and destructive epidemics, particularly the 
plague of 1348-9. diminishing the labouring population, 
raised the price of wages. A reaper could not be had for 
less than 8d., a mower for less than 12d. a-day, with food. 
Edward III decreed, that the labourers (operarii) should 
demand no more than the usual wages, but the latter, proud 
and obstinate (!), regarded not the King’s command. Many 
were cast into prison, many ran into the woods; others, 
after having been sworn in prison not to take more than 
their usual wages, were liberated. Artisans in towns were 
treated in the same manner. § The royal laws directed 
against costlier clothing in the poor, also prove that their 
condition was improving in the 14th century. The aristo¬ 
cracy ascribed the rebellion of 1381, under Richard II, to 
the “ ease and riches of the common people;” but, as the 
latter were probably the best judges of their own circum¬ 
stances, it will be well to weigh their own description, 
happily preserved by Sir John Froissard. Assembled in 
thousands around their youthful king, they said: “Whereby 
can they (the Norman nobles), say or shew that they 
be better lords than we, vestured with poor cloth (draps). 
They have their wines, spices, and good bread; we 
have rye,|| and the drawings out of the chaff, and drink 
water. They dwell in fair houses, and we have the pain and 
travail, rain and wind in the fields. And by that cometh of 
our labour, they keep and maintain their estates. We be 
called their bondsmen, and without we do readily them ser¬ 
vice, we be beaten. King. What will ye ? We will that ye 
make us free for ever, ourself our heirs, and our landes; and 
that we he called no more bond, nor so reputed. Sirs, said the 
King, I am well agreed thereto.” Half the people dispersed. 
The frank treachery of Richard was hailed by the courtiers 
as an auspicious omen. He probably remembered it bitterly 
at Flint Castle, and when he relinquished the crown in West¬ 
minster. It is certain that the people did not forget it, when 
the “ white beards,’’ and “ boys with women’s voices armed,’ ’ 
and “ beadsmen drew the double-fated yew;” and “ distaff- 

* A. D. 1807. 
+ Simeon Dunelm. Hist. p. 199, Script. Savill. 
£ Thierry, History of the Norman Conquest. 
§ Henry de Knyghton, Selden’s Scriptores, x, p. 2597-8. 
|| Berners’ Trans. 1525, p.202. The translation does not 

always agree with the original of Sauvage’s edition, 1574 : thus 
Berners omitted rye—seigle. 
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women managed rusty bills ” round the standard of 
Hereford. 

In this state, when the people were depressed, and the re¬ 
sources of the country were dried up, or wasted in war, epi¬ 
demics were frequent and fatal. The chroniclers record 
famines, murrains, and epidemics, a.d. 1069, 1070, 1073, 
1086,1087, 1093, 1096, 1173, 1111, 1112, 1124, 1125, 
1126, 1162, 1175, 1176, 1183, 1189, 1196, 1203, 1221, 
1224, 1254, 1257, 1258, 1259, 1271, 1289, 1294, 1295, 
1315, 1316, 1318, 1341, 1348, 1349, 1355, 1361, 1362, 
1369, 1379, 1390, 1391, 1392. The Black Death, which 
broke out at Southampton, August, 1348, destroying half 
the population : according to another estimate, one-tenth 
part was not left. In a royal edict of December 1st, 1349, 
it is said, “ non modica parspopuli est defuncta in another, of 
1350, a stronger expression is used, magna pars populi; est 
defuncta* * * § In 1352, hardly a fourth part of the Oxford stu¬ 
dents had survived the plague.f It spared the great, to fall 
with redoubled fury on workmen and servants; crowded 
cities were depopulated. The Black Death had many 
symptoms which characterise plague; the stupor, the 
sleeplessness, the loss of speech, the black tongue, the un¬ 
quenchable thirst, and the buboes; putrid inflammation of 
the lungs, with intense pain in the chest, and bloody expec- 
to ation. The gravest symptoms observed in England, were 
imposthumes all over the body ; these were dry and hard, 
and on being opened discharged scarcely any matter. 1 It 
proved fatal in two or three days, sometimes in half a day. 
This epidemic began in the East It will be a great mis¬ 
take to suppose that the other visitations recorded were 
light; I shall give here two or three examples of the deso¬ 
lation that followed in the shadow of the destroying angel. 
The picture will appear incredible and exaggerated, if it be 
not borne in mind that the great mass of the people were 
more wretched than the Irish peasantry,—that the crusaders 
formed a living chain for the transmission of disease engen¬ 
dered in the East,—that the towns were built by traders in 
utter ignorance of hygienic principles, and that the poor 
were unprovided with medical attendance. 

A.D. 1196. The common people (vulgus pauperum) pe¬ 
rished everywhere for lack of food; and after famine, the 
fiercest pestilence followed in the form of an acute fever, 
which destroyed such numbers, that at last scarcely any 
were left to administer to the sick. The customary funeral 
ceremonies ceased. In many places large ditches were dug, 
in which the dead were thrown.§ a.d. 1258. Food failing, 
innumerable multitudes of poor people died, and their bodies 
were found lying all about, swollen from hunger, aud livid, five 
or six together, in pig-sties, muddy streets, and dunghills. 
Those who had homes dared not harbour the sick and dying, 
for fear of infection. The middle classes sold their posses¬ 
sions, and many of honourable degree were reduced to beg 
from strangers; or, held back by shame, to pass the 
nights hungry, pale, and diunerless, in uncounted sighs.|| 
a.d. 1379. In the north a pestilence destroyed the best 
men; it emptied the houses of the middle classes, extin¬ 
guishing entire families; villages and crowded cities were 
reduced to solitary deserts. In this extremity the Scots 
fell upon the country.^ 

Let us turn from this dark scenery. The softening spirit of 
chivalry, hallowing truth, and love, and pity—the precepts 
of Christianity, if not the examples of prelates—the asylums 
raised for the broken-down wayfarer of life, taught the 
strong a milder regard for the weak:—the extension of 
geography and commercial enterprise by the crusades—the 
establishment of manufactures—the progress of freedom — 
and Chaucer, the morning-star of an English literature, 
open a brighter prospect. 

* Rymer’s Foedera, ann. 1348, 1349. 1350. 
4* Aut. Wood. Antiq Oxon , ann. 1349-52. 
J Wood, Antiq. Oxon. Seo also tbo authorities in Heclcer's 

History of the Black Death. 

§ Romm Ang.Scrip, ab. II. Savillo. Cliron. of Walter Hem- 
ingford, v. 2, p. 546-7. 

II Matthew Paris, Historia Anglorum, p. 955. 
U Walsingham, Anglic. Script, p. 228. 

REASONS WHY A RIVAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY 
CANNOT SUCCEED. 

Because all the elite of the profession and all public offices, 
libraries, aud societies, are, and have been from the first 
edition, annual subscribers to the ‘ Medical Directory ’ 
already in existence, and it is not at all probable that any of 
these will transfer their patronage to a new work which 
originates in a cry, to serve a selfish purpose raised against a 
class of men holding different opinions on points of practice 
with which a Medical Directory has nothiug whatever to do. 

2. Because in the new edition of the existing Directories 
the cry will be neutralised by a simple plan which has met 
with the entire sanction and approval of all the heads of the 
profession in the different departments of medicine, surgery, 
and general practice. 

3. Because, by printing separate lists of the legally quali¬ 
fied practitioners of the kingdom, the simplicity of arrange¬ 
ment essential to a Directory is destroyed, and so far mili¬ 
tates against its usefulness. 

4. Because the profession will not supply the information 
necessary for the successful compilation of a Medical Directory 

to two parties; lienee the attempt at rivalry, if recognised at 
all by the profession, which is very unlikely, will only have 
the effect of rendering the existing Directory incomplete so 
long as such rivalry is persisted in. 

5. Because the existing Directory will be brought out for 
the future at so low a price as to render any attempt at ri¬ 
valry a great pecuniary loss to the projector. 

6. Because a rival Directory cannot be compiled without 
pillaging from and pirating the existing work, and in that 
case, as in a similar attempt, an injunction will issue against 
the offender. 

Military Medicine and Medical Statistics of 

Indian Gaols.—At the council meeting of the Epide¬ 
miological Society, held on the 5th instant, on the 
suggestion of Dr James Bird, a resolution was proposed and 
adopted, that branch committees of the Society be imme¬ 
diately organized at the various Indian presidencies, for the 
purpose of working in unison with the parent society, and 
communicating to it for publication the result of their 
researches into the origin, propagation, prevention, and 
treatment of epidemic diseases. Circulars have been accord¬ 
ingly sent to India, recommending the establishment of such 
committees, and we trust that an active spirit of medical 
investigation into the causes of disease affecting bodies of 
troops and prisoners in gaols will be excited among the 
medical staff of the Indian Army, and be followed by in¬ 
creased knowledge of epidemic outbreaks. 

*** Communications to be addressed to the Editor, at the 
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PORTRAIT OF SIR BENJAMIN COLLINS BRODIE, BART. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

SIR BENJAMIN COLLINS BRODIE, BART. 
Stand aside, my friend, and let us observe that little, 

grave, thoughtful-looking man, slowly working liis way 
up the ward, with a crowd of students at his back; 
dressed in a plain coat of invisible green, and grey 
trowsers, his right hand in his breeches’ pocket, fumbling, 
perchance, with a bunch of keys, a bistoury, or a lucky six¬ 
pence, and his seals dangling against his knuckles with an 
air of old-fashioned respectability. There is intellect seated 
on his brow, shrewdness in his bright deep-set eye, which 
glances right and left like a sparrow-hawk on a dovecote ; 
and on those firm, close, compressed lips, Firmness has 
written her motto “ Persevere! ” He is a remarkable man, 
and, though small, frail, and unpretending in figure, none 
but an imbecile could overlook him. Hear him speak !—it 
is a case of stricture—every phrase is an aphorism. There 
can be no doubt that he is a man of keen perception, sound 
judgment, and vast experience; his diagnosis is so accurate, 
his°obsemtions so just, his introduction of the catheter so 

13 

dexterous, and his treatment of the case so rational, discri¬ 
minating, and self-reliant. His mind is stored with facts 
and truths, which ever and anon drop from his lips, and are 
eagerly caught up by the students like manna by the 
famishing Israelites. Listen ! the case is more than usually 
important,—the few observations dropped at the bedside are 
not sufficient to explain the phenomena; he invites us to 
the theatre of the Museum, where he intends to address to 
us a lecture on Stricture. Mighty Apollo! though Sir 
Benjamin may be thy worthy disciple in physic, how art 
thou scandalised by his oratory! He has not the double 
gift. His voice is endowed with a peculiar drawl,—a twang, 
that sounds of the conventicle. He intones the discourse. 
Nevertheless the ear gets used to the peculiarity, and in a 
short time we are enabled to give an attentive hearing to 
the lessons of experience that crowd the labouring sentences. 
We are interested, and, what is more, satisfied. Sir Benjamin 
never flags for want of ideas, nor coughs, nor draws a 
grimace—as was Liston’s artifice when at a loss for lan- 
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guage—nor shuffles with his notes, nor stops to direct atten¬ 
tion to drawings, or preparations;—these are tricks too often 
of the empty or embarrassed man; hut he sits doubled up hi 
his arm-chair, calm, unassuming, absorbed in his subject, 
and he talks straightforward, pouring out from his cornu¬ 
copia, as his mind opens, a succession of sound practical 
maxims, that we shall find useful in practice as long as we 
live. To our misfortune we speak of days that are past. 
Sir Benjamin has retired ’from the scene, and though alive 
in the flesh, his splendid genius shoots now only a glancing 
ray across the memory of him who faintly draws the record. 

Sir Benjamin Brodie was the third son of the Rev. Peter 
Bellinger Brodie, rector of Winterslow, Wiltshire, and was 
horn in the year 1783. His education, in common with that 
of his brothers, was strictly private, having been received 
under the paternal roof. His father with unusual devo¬ 
tedness instructed him in the ordinary branches of a classical 
education, and trained him up in those habits of industry and 
self-denying zeal, which have been so conspicuous in his 
character in more matured life. He arrived in London in 
1801 to pursue his studies in anatomy, under Mr Honoratus 
Leigh Thomas, and Mr Wilson, the father of the present Dr 
J. A. Wilson, senior physician of St George’s Hospital. 

Sir Benjamin soon distinguished himself among the stu¬ 
dents in Mr Wilson’s hard-working aud celebrated school— 
the school in which John Hunter had previously taught, and 
in which Sir C. Bell subsequently demonstrated his beautiful 
theory of the nervous system. In the year 1805-6, when 
he was only twenty-two years of age, he began to assist 
Mr Wilson in his anatomical course, superintending the de¬ 
monstrations until 1809, and lecturing conjointly with that 
excellent anatomist until 1812. He also became the pupil of 
Sir Everard Home, at St George’s Hospital, and in the year 
1808 he was appointed, partly no doubt through the influ¬ 
ence of his eminent preceptor, Assistant Surgeon to St 
George’s Hospital. It was also fortunate for him that 
Sir Everard Home rarely attended to his hospital duties, 
which devolved upon his assistant, and Sir Benjamin 
had thus ample opportunities of training his hand to the per¬ 
formance of operations. He became full Surgeon to St 
George’s in 1822, on the death of Mr Griffiths, and retired 
in the year 1840, having been for the period of thirty-two 
years an officer of that institution. 

The subject of our sketch began practice in a lodging 
(hear it, ye ambitious!), at No. 18 Sackville street, and 
in subsequent years, after one or two changes, settled at No. 
14 Savile row, his present residence. It cannot be said that 
Sir Benjamin was a long time making a practice, for we are 
informed that in ten years from the time of his putting up 
his name, he had a large number of patients who produced 
him a considerable income. There are few men that can 
make so proud a boast, but there are also few whose 
connexions have been so influential; for besides those whom 
we have already named, Dr Denman had man-ied his aunt, 
and it is well known that the two daughters of this 
celebrated physician married respectively Sir Richard Croft, 
and Dr Matthew Bailie; so that if Sir Benjamin had been a 
less able or deserving man than he really proved, he would, 
nevertheless, have stood a fair chance of attaining an eminent 
position in his profession. Family influence is often the 
divine goddess whom men mythically style fortune, and 
reverence with a blind faith. Sir Benjamin’s income for 
many years averaged 10,000/. a year, which was received 
almost wholly from guinea-fees. He was not in the habit of 
receiving large fees for operations ; and, indeed, to his credit 
be it said, he has done more than any other man of his time 
to improve the diagnosis of surgical affections, and thus to 
diminish the necessity for operations. 

An interesting epoch in Sir Benjamin’s career, 'which 
must not escape our notice, occurred on the 21st May, 1816, 
when he married Ann, the daughter of Seijeant Sellon, 
who still lives to adorn his home, and soothe his de¬ 
clining years. By this lady he has had two sons—the 
elder, Mr Benjamin Collins Brodie, who has highly distin¬ 
guished himself in chemical and philosophical pursuits, and 
the younger, the Rev. William Brodie. Sir Benjamin is the 

owner of considerable property near Hadleigh, in Suffolk, 
and an estate, Broome Park, near Dorking, whither he 
repairs at the end of every week, to recruit his powers, and 
gratify his fondness for the beauty of nature and the calm 
of domestic life. Each autumn sees him hasten to the same 
favourite abode, where he generally spends a long holiday of 
two or three months’ duration. 

Sir Benjamin has been a favourite of fortune, whose 
pockets he has rifled, while coaxingly lying in her lap. His 
little figure has quietly slipped into the drawing-rooms of 
the great, and he has avoided the jealousy of professional 
rivals by the gentleness of his demeanour. He says little, 
but enough to vindicate his judgment. He is a thorough 
anatomist, and performs difficult operations demanding skill 
in dissection with great care, delicacy, and success. He is 
not a mountebank ; he does not flourish his amputating knife 
as if it were a rapier ; nor does he niggle over his operations. 
He is calm, quiet, and self-possessed, as becomes the mode¬ 
ration of his character. As an instance of his coolness, this 
anecdote has been related to us by good authority. On one 
occasion it was the duty of Sir Astley Cooper to remove a 
steatomatous tumour from the august person of George the 
Fourth; hut this accomplished surgeon, overwhelmed at 
the idea of mutilating Majesty, became, during the opera¬ 
tion, so nervous and agitated, that he was constrained to pass 
the knife to Brodie, who calmly and successfully extirpated 
the growth. 

It is said—but rumour has a hundred tongues, and neither 
one a true one—that Sir Benjamin gained his title by means 
of his brother’s votes in the House of Commons, who, 
again, was assisted by his brother’s 'purse. At the time 
that he received this high honour, honest Robert Keate 
(the profanum vulgus of St George’s call him Bobby) felt 
hurt, believing that he had a prior claim to royal favour; 
but, personalities aside, the title could not very easily have 
graced a better man. We do not esteem Mr Keate less be¬ 
cause he is not a baronet, nor Sir Benjamin more, because 
he is one. “ The title’s but the guinea’s stamp, the man’s 
the man for a’ that.” 

It is almost unnecessary for us to specify Sir Benjamin’s 
literary and scientific labours ; so familiarly and extensively 
are they known. His earliest contributions to science were 
published in the ‘ Philosophical Transactions,’ in 1811 and 
1812, and detailed his experiments, relating to the influence 
of the cerebral and spinal centres on the action of the heart, 
on the mode in which death occurs from vegetable poisons, 
and on the subject of animal heat. These papers have been 
recently collected and republished; and, although some 
new views have been introduced since the period when Sir 
Benjamin first promulgated his theory of nervous influence, 
and it has encountered some opposition, yet we cannot but 
regard the result of his labours as among the most striking and 
indubitable that have yet been presented to the profession on 
the subject. They advantageously antagonise the ex¬ 
clusive chemical partialities of modem physiologists, and, 
at the same time form the complement of their inves¬ 
tigations and hypotheses. It is interesting to observe the 
great practical surgeon recurring late in life to the studies 
of his earlier years, and proving that the philosophical spirit 
has not been stifled within him by the perturbations, vicis¬ 
situdes, and cares of an active professional career. It is this 
scientific turn of mind—the predominance of the reflective 
and generalising, faculty, associated with a penetrating insight 
into essential qualities and differences of phenomena—that 
made Sir Benjamin Brodie the great surgeon of his time, 
and obtained for his opinion that reverence which was scarcely 
granted to any of his distinguished competitors. 

Sir Benjamin bestowed especial attention on diseases of 
the urinary organs, and his lectures and writings were re¬ 
plete with valuable information respecting these maladies. 
We are inclined to think that this was Iris favourite topic, 
for he more frequently lectured upon it than upon any other. 

His treatise on “ Local Nervous Affections,” and his 
“ Pathological and Surgical Observations on the Diseases of 
the Joints,” very much increased his reputation and practice. 
He first pointed out the fact that the knee-joints were occa- 
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sionally the seat of hysteria, and we have seen him desig¬ 
nate cases of this affection in the wards of St George’s Hos¬ 
pital. Such cases do not certainly often occur, and, though 
the affection has taken its place in our nosology, yet some 
experienced surgeons continue to withhold their adhesion to 
his views. We remember that Liston was rather fond of 
quizzing these hysterical knee-joints; but then, a3 he always 
appeared to us to be jealous of the fame of the great Lon¬ 
don surgeon, and often launched a needless scoff at his repute, 
in doing which, by the way, he lowered his own dignity far 
more than that of the object of his sarcasm, much dependence 
should not be placed upon his opinions. We must put such 
things down to the eccentricities of the brilliant operator. 

Sir Benjamin holds the distinguished office of Serjeant- 
surgeon to the Queen; he is also surgeon to his Royal 
Highness Prince Albert. He has, as a matter of course, 
filled in succession all the high appointments within his 
reach in the profession. He was formerly surgeon to St 
George's Hospital, and was Professor of Anatomy and 
Surgery to the Royal College of Surgeons from the year 
1819 to 1823. He is a member of the Council, and has been 
President of the College. 

Sir Benjamin has a taste for intrigue and loves influence, 
despite his very modest look. He was once an active 
politician, but has thrown up the office in despair. The 
Council-chamber of the College was the scene of his ambition, 
many of the members were his nominees; they owed him 
something for the honour bestowed, and he exacted gratitude 
in the form of votes and adulation. He strode the Council 
like a Colossus, and these little men walked under his huge 
legs. “ What will Sir Benjamin say ? ” was reproof enough 
to frighten half the Council out of their consciences, and to 
silence the independence of the remainder. It is well 
known that Sir Benjamin was principally instrumental in 
procuring for the College the notorious charter of 1843, 
whose most important provisions have since been repealed. 
It is said that lie subsequently repented of his share in the 
transaction, and retired from an active interference in politics, 
to enable the profession to make such alterations in the 
charter as might seem most desirable. He thus had the 
sense to see his error, and the wisdom to retreat from a 
vexatious contest; exhibiting a temperance in the midst of 
strife, and a dignity of character that ennoble him more than 
the exertion of the most strenuous efforts to maintain his 
influence or his policy. Having done as much as could be 
expected from a great leader of opinion to atone for past 
errors we cordially exonerate him from censure, and bow to 
him as one of the foremost men that our profession has 
produced. 

EDWIN BOOTH, ESQ. 

FRANCIS BOOTT, ESQ. 

Vide ‘London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

ARCHIBALD BORLAND, M.D. 

This gentleman is a native of the North of Ireland. After 
leaving school in 1811, (according to the excellent law in that 
part of the kingdom) he was sent to be examined by the 
Court of Governors and Directors of Apothecaries’ Hall, 
Dublin, touching his knowledge in Latin and Greek, and 
having obtained his certificate, was apprenticed to Mr Neill, 
surgeon, of Coleraine. In 1813 he entered the University of 
Edinburgh, where he remained till 1815, under the Profes¬ 
sors at that time filling the different chairs, including Drs 
Gregory, Hope, Hamilton, Home, &c. fie was indebted 
for his anatomy to Dr Barclay, and surgery to Mr Allan, 
both unconnected with the University. In June 1815 he 
received the diploma of the Royal College of Surgeons, aud 
passed for an assistant-surgeon in the Royal Navy. In 
1822 he was admitted a licentiate of Apothecaries’ Hall, 
London, and practised in Bermondsey till May 1837, when he 
relinquished general practice and entered again the Univer¬ 
sity of Edinburgh, attending for the second time the Royal 
Infirmary for twelve months. He also attended, on their 
respective subjects, Sir C. Bell, Drs Monroe, Alison, Gra¬ 

ham, Trail, and Christison, and practical chemistry under 
Dr Read. Dr Borland graduated in 1838, the subject of his 
thesis being “ De Scarlatina.’’ On arriving in London he en¬ 
tered to the physician’s practice at Guy’s Hospital, and 
attended the lectures of Dr A. Taylor. In the latter part of 
1839 he became a licentiate of the London College of Physi¬ 
cians, and the following year was appointed Physician to the 
Surrey Dispensary, which office he held for ten years and a 
half. Dr Borland resides at 27 Newington place, Kennington. 

ALFRED HENLEY BOSSY, ESQ. 

FREDK. WM. BOSSY, ESQ. 

LEWIS BOSSY, ESQ. 

JOHN ASHTON BOSTOCK, ESQ. 

SAME. J. BOULTER, ESQ. 

ALFRED BOWER, ESQ. 

MARK NOBLE BOWER, ESQ. 

RD. NORRIS BOWER, ESQ. 

TIIOS EDWARD BOWKETT, ESQ. 

Vide 1 London Medical Directory, 1852.’ 

JOHN BOWLING, ESQ. 
In the course of our biographical sketches we occasionally 

come upon a name that recalls the period of the National 
Institute, and as that association, though now defunct, has 
left an enduring impression on professional memory, we 
think it right to stereotype the personal credit acquired by 
its most influential councillors in their advocacy of its prin¬ 
ciples and policy. For this reason we notice Mr Bowling, 
gentleman whose sturdy character, plain reason, and tena¬ 
city of principle gave him on critical occasions an important 
influence in the deliberations of that body. Such men are 
the ballast of public movements. The weight of the ballast 
is not perceived or recognised in a slight breeze, but when 
the vessel begins to rock and opinions to waver, its gravita¬ 
tion steadies the hull and keeps the quivering ship obedient 
to her rudder. Mr Bowling became a member of the Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons in 1808, and entertains a lively sympathy 
for his alma mater. Indignant at the wrongs, now in the 
way of redress, which the Charter of 1843 inflicted on the 
members of the College, he was prepared, as a Member of 
the Council of the Institute, to push efforts to the uttermost 
to obtain reparation, but he was reluctant to sever his alle¬ 
giance to the College. Large views of policy he did not 
take; upon one principle alone he was inflexible—restora¬ 
tion of rights in the College of Surgeons, with a more liberal 
charter, or examinations in surgery in an independent college. 
He was no speaker, nor ambitious of popularity; no polisher 
of fine phrases, nor cultivator of courtesies; no clique—fol¬ 
lower, nor office-lover; but an unselfish, robust, independ¬ 
ent, manful Englishman, who had but one object, justice, 
and one way of getting it, straightforward directness of 
action. We are not sure that this quality might not have 
been too much developed,—that the oak was not gnarled with 
knots that spoiled its proportions. 

Mr Bowling is a tall man, rather stout in form, and ruddy 
in complexion, apparently more vigorous than might be 
predicted from his age, for he must have reached nearly 
seventy years. He works, we believe, the leading practice 
iii Hammersmith, where he resides. He has held the office 
of parochial surgeon more than thirty years, a proof that he 
has enjoyed uninteiTuptedly the respect and confidence of 
his neighbours. He does not desire publicity, but we have 
given it to him in spite of himself, because he deserves it, 
and to withhold desert is injustice. 

Cholera.—Cholera has fouudits way to this place from 
Ivaliscli. Numerous cases have occurred which are declared 
by the board to be of the virulent Asiatic character.—Berlin 
Paper. 

Du Ogle and Dr Acland, of Oxford, have been unani¬ 
mously elected Vice-Presidents of the Medical Benevolent 
College. 
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REVIEWS. 

General Board of Health. Second Report on Quarantine. 
(Yellow Fever.) 

We have before us the ‘ Second Report on Quarantine,’ by 
the General Board of Health, presented to both Houses of 
Parliament by command of her Majesty. This Report, 
which is devoted to the consideration of Yellow Fever, proves 
that this formidable disease, the principal cause of mortality 
among British settlers in the West Indies and on the West 
Coast of Africa, as well as in our fleets and armies, is 
not traceable to oontagion; that sporadic cases of this fever 
are of frequent occurrence in the tropical and temperate lati¬ 
tudes, within which only it prevails epidemically; that se¬ 
clusion, within the circuit of its ravages, affords no protection 
against it; and that when the localising conditions of epi¬ 
demics in general, such as overcrowding, filth, defective 
drainage, dampness, swamps, or marshes, cannot be removed 
by sanitary improvements, the sole remaining chance of 
safety during a yellow fever outbreak is temporary with¬ 
drawal from the unhealthy locality. 

The Report furnishes a lucid and careful examination of 
the evidence which has been published in support of the 
alleged importation of this scourge into Grenada by the 
Haukey, in 1793; into Cadiz by the Dolphin, in 1800; 
into Barcelona by the Grand Turk, in 1821; into Boa Yista 
by the Eclair, in 1845 , and into Gibraltar by the Dygden, 
in 1828 ; in all of which destructive epidemics are supposed 
to have followed some infraction of quarantine regulations, 
or neglect of their due enforcement. Six other cases of 
alleged importation, in which the consequences were less 
disastrous, are also briefly noticed; and the testimony upon 
which one and all of these allegations rest is shown to be 
utterly inconclusive, and in several instances false. 

As it is acknowledged on all hands that quarantine cannot 
rationally pretend to shut out those distempered states of the 
atmosphere called “ epidemic constitutions,” it must in itself 
be hurtful by misdirecting attention from the far more im¬ 
portant duty of removing, so far as may be within our 
power, those local abominations which impart to the occa¬ 
sional recurrence of pestilence more than half their virulence 
and fatality. The general impression left on the mind from 
a careful perusal of this valuable Report is, that whatever 
may be the climate or season in which epidemic pestilence 
rages, to whatever family of diseases the pestilence belongs, 
or under whatever type a particular pestilence appears, their 
localisation and development are to be ascribed mainly, if 
not altogether, to one of the same series of tmdrained, un¬ 
cleansed, overcrowded, and filthy conditions. 

The conclusions of the Board from the facts brought for¬ 
ward are of such vast importance to humanity and to the 
world at large that they will no doubt receive from the Go¬ 
vernment and from the public the earnest attention they so 
fully deserve. 

In addition to the Report of the Board we have four Ap¬ 
pendices, all well worthy of a careful perusal, the first of 
which, from the pen of Dr Gillkrest, Inspector-General of 
Army Hospitals, is the most comprehensive and elaborate. 
Though more particularly a monograph of the fatal epi¬ 
demic of 1828 at Gibraltar (of which place he has given two 
beautiful views), Dr Gillkrest traces, with a clearness and 
brevity rarely united, the history of yellow fever from the 
earliest descriptions on record to the present time, which 
must materially facilitate all researches which may be here¬ 
after undertaken on the subject. The authorities are care¬ 
fully given for every fact which did not come under the 
direct observation of the author, who has established his 
claim to be considered a candid, as well as laborious, in¬ 
quirer after truth. 

Appendix II is the reply of Judge Howell to Sir George 
Murray, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, detailing 
the reasons for an opinion which the writer had given as a 
member of the Commission of Inquiry into the origin of the 
Gibraltar epidemic of 1828; and this analysis of the evi¬ 
dence given before that Board, whilst it presents a model for 

all future investigators of the manner in which such inqui¬ 
ries should be conducted, must convince all parties that the 
proof of the introduction of that disease from a foreign source 
has yet to be looked for, though no effort seems then to have 
been spared to procure all sorts of testimony for that object. 

The third Appendix, by Dr A. Browne, shows that fever 
even within the tropical regions is greatly under the influ¬ 
ence of season, and that in the adjoining temperate latitudes 
the same influence is invariably felt. It also traces certain 
points of resemblance between the ordinary fevers of these 
climates and the epidemic yellow fever, and gives some 
striking illustrations of the effects of malaria, which it ap¬ 
pears may be developed in localities bearing no resemblance 
to marshes. 

Appendix IV contains the oral evidence given before a 
late Committee of Inquiry held at the Office of the Army 
Medical Department, with the opinions of the members; as 
also an excellent Report by Dr Burrell, to the Privy Council, 
he having been called upon by their Lordships to assign his 
reasons for opinions which did not coincide with those of the 
majority of that Committee. 

The Physical Diagnosis of Diseases of the Abdomen. By 
Edwd. Ballard, M.D. Lond. 

Dr Ballard has brought together in this work all the 
stray facts relating to his subject, and in a small compass 
has given to the profession a comprehensive treatise useful 
both for study and reference on the physical signs of dis¬ 
eases of the abdomen. The mode of employing palpation, 
percussion, auscultation, mensuration, &c., is described, and 
the inferences laid down. Besides these, the physical signs 
of diseases of the various abdominal viscera are grouped to¬ 
gether, so that every facility might be given for the forma¬ 
tion of a diagnosis. 

The work is unique, and ought to be on the book-shelf of 
every practitioner. 

A Practical Treatise on Diseases of the Shin. By J. Moore 

Neligan, M.D. 
The classification adopted by Dr Neligan is eclectic, but 

in the main a modification of Willan’s artificial system. The 
points of correspondence and variation of Dr Neligan’s 
classification, as compared with Wilson’s natural system are 
shown. The exanthemata are retained in the list of diseases 
of the skin—a step open to considerable objection. There 
are two supplemental groups added, viz.: Syphilides, and 
Diseases of the Appendages of the Skin. The work without 
being too bulky, is copious, and contains an admirable de¬ 
scription of the several diseases of the skin, their diagnosis, and 
treatment. It has already taken its place among standard 
works on the subject, and perhaps it is one of the best prac¬ 
tical works we possess. If a practitioner wishes to under¬ 
stand diseases of the skin, he should study one book, and 
that alone, for the names of the several affections differ so 
much in different authors, that desultory and various reading 
only serves to embarrass and mystify the mind. Lichen 
and porrigo, for example, seem to stand on neutral ground, 
and the diseases designated are sometimes allocated to one 
class, and sometimes to another, as authors conceive most 
expedient. Dr Neligan’s work is as good a book of 
reference as could be desired by practical men. 

ALLSOPP’S BITTER ALE. 
RETRACTATION BY PROFESSOR LIEBIG OF HIS 

CERTIFICATE. 

It is not an easy thing for an honest journalist to escape 
the displeasure of self-interested people, and we were so un¬ 
fortunate some weeks ago as to incur the resentment of the 
sagacious and now popular brewers, Messrs. Allsopp, whose 
bitter ale has been of late eloquently certificated by some of 
the eminent gastronomes of our profession. A correspon¬ 
dent signing himself “Flic et Ubique" had asked us a 
question respecting the ‘Lancet’s’ analysis of this well 
be-puffed liquor, which we answered to the best] of our 
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belief. Wrong or right, we were guilty of a most short¬ 
sighted blunder, as the event proved. Messrs Allsopp had 
their revenge, and we have no doubt that it was thoroughly 
enjoyed. We will explain. Our publisher, ignorant of the 
article that had appeared in our journal, and observing that 
the Messrs Allsopp were about to advertise largely in the 
medical journals, and especially in the ‘ Lancet,’ applied in 
the usual way at the office in King William street for their 
advertisements. He did not imagine, innocent man, that he 
had walked straight into a lion’s den. His object being made 
known, the person representing the firm, and whom our 
publisher understood to be Mr Allsopp himself, scowling 
frightfully at our astonished official, demanded “ how he 
could venture to ask for advertisements after the injurious 
notice of his ale that had appeared in our journal,”—de¬ 
claimed angrily about the unfairness of our remarks, and 
eventually proposed that if we would retract our observations 
we should have liis advertisements. The Messrs Allsopps’ 
star was then in the ascendant; their beer was the praise of 
all applauders ; fly-sheets in its favour crowded our tables, 
and our walls and roadsides were placarded with notices of 
its worth; the ‘ Lancet ’ with mock gravity eulogised its 
purity, and its licalth-bestowing properties; the ‘ Medical 
Times’ eagerly made reparation for a hasty second-hand 
imputation; various chemists testified to its excellence, and 
among them the celebrated Liebig wrote a panegyric of its 
mystical virtues :—certificates pronouncing on the aroma of 
its hops, and the genuineness of its malt, were thus obtained 
from various authorities,—not one of which, we venture to 
say, notwithstanding the assertions of the ‘ Edinburgh 
Monthly,’ was corrupted or conciliated by a bribe—whether 
the gift of a barrel of ale, a twelvemonth series of adver¬ 
tisements, or the more direct and vulgar inducement of the 
golden effigy of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen. 

Messrs Allsopps’ proposition was in due course made known 
to us, and as soon as heard we unhesitatingly negatived the 
degrading offer. We resolved that the truthfulness and the 
straightforward independence of this journal should never be 
compromised, qualified, or prejudiced by any considerations 
of a mercenary character, and we rejected the proposition 
with the scorn it deserved. 

We now call the attention of our readers to the fol¬ 
lowing retractation of the testimonial advertised by the 
Messrs Allsopp in the name of Professor Liebig, as his certifi¬ 
cate expressly given in favour of their ale. Professor Liebig 
never testified either to the purity or the medicinal utility of 
Messrs Allsopps’ ale, for the simplest of all reasons, that he 
had never analysed it, nor perhaps even tasted it, in his life. 
He had, however, analysed the ale of another firm at Burton, 
and the Messrs Allsopp modestly appropriated the Professor’s 
testimony in favour of that ale, to certify the genuineness of 
their own, and of course have misled the public with respect 
to the opinion of that great chemist. Professor Liebig is 
indignant at the improper use thus made of his opinion, and 
is now doing all in the power of an honourable man to repel 
the insult and to uphold the dignity of science. The fol¬ 
lowing is the retractation sent to us by the learned Pro¬ 
fessor : 

Baron Liebig’s Opinion or “Pale Ale.”—The pro¬ 

minence given to the name of Baron Liebig in placards and 

advertisements will have created the impression that he 

coveted a celebrity inconsistent with the dignity of liis 

station in the scientific world. Having learned that he had 

attained such undesirable notoriety, Baron Liebig has re¬ 

quested the publication of the following letter, with the view 
of informing the public of the motives winch dictated his 
communication to Mr Allsopp: 

“ The question of adulteration by strychnine, which has 
been taken up so seriously in England, seemed to me of 
great importance, and I thought to do some good by aiding 
to demonstrate the error. If I wished to associate with any 
individual brewery my remarks on the alleged adulteration 
of bitter beer with strychnine, it would have been natural to 
have .mentioned another brewery in which alone, and not in 

Mr Allsopp's, I was engaged in investigating the Burton 
mode of brewing: and it was also in that other brewery the 
Bavarian brewers acquired all the instruction they obtained 
at Burton. The admiration I expressed of this beverage in 
my letter to Mr Allsopp is advertised in such a manner as 
to lead to the inference that my praise was exclusively con¬ 
fined to Mr Allsopp’s beer; this was not the case; my re¬ 
marks referred to that class of beer. 

“Giessen, July 24, 1852. “JUSTUS LlEBIG.” 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

A CASE OF SEVERE INJURY TO THE KNEE-JOINT, 
AND RECOVERY. 

BY R. BLUETT, ESQ., M.R.C.S. & L.A.C. 

Samuel Richards (aged about twenty-five years) of 

Viscar, in the Parish of Wendron, near Helstone, Cornwall, 
was wounded, October 11th, 1821, from the premature 
explosion of a charge of gunpowder when in the act of 
blowing a granite rock, which produced a dreadfully con¬ 
tused and lacerated wound, tearing the capsular, and also the 
internal lateral ligament, and completely laying open the 
ioint, into which I inserted my finger. I drew the edges 
of the wound as near together as possible, applied dry lint, 
and over that adhesive straps, and a bandage, the part being 
subsequently kept wet with lotions. The dressings were not 
removed until the 19th, when the edges of the wound were 
contracted towards each other, and there was a healthy 
appearance of the affected parts. On the 20th there existed 
sympathetic fever, accompanied with great debility, which, 
however, yielded to the exhibition of Peruvian bark and 
opium, porter and port wine. On the subsidence of those 
symptoms the process of healing proceeded gradually and 
satisfactorily, in proportion as the vigour of the constitution 
returned. Nov. 29th was the last day any dressings were 
applied, and my attendance on the patient ceased; I might 
have stated at the commencement, that besides the injury 
already described, the patella was fractured. Since my 
patient’s recovery he has worked at his occupation of granite 
mason, aud, I am happy to add, with almost the original 
flexibility of the joint. I beg leave to remark that in almost 
every instance of wounds which have been treated by me 
since the above, I have not removed the first applications 
under six or seven days; to which plan I mainly attribute 
the firm and healthy aspect on taking off the first dressing. 

Lifion, Devon. 

OBSTINATE VOMITING IN PREGNANCY: 
CRANIOTOMY. 

BY ALEXANDER CURRIE, M.D. 

On the 17th of July last, I was called to attend Mrs F—, 
aged 28, seven months advanced in pregnancy, and found 
her in bed complaining of great sickness and throwing up 
of whatever she took, accompanied with an unquenchable 
desire to drink cold water, which was freely and frequently 
given her, and as often rejected. She declared having been 
two nights previously seized with a sudden and very sharp 
pain of the uterus, which was soon followed by the discharge 
of liquor amnii. Matters went on in this way till the 23rd, 
without any abatement of the nausea and throwing up of 
the contents of stomach, which were for three days 
of a highly bilious character, or any change in the 
condition of the uterus, which occupied a high 
position in the left side, and all this in defiance of the 
treatment generally resorted to in such circumstances, which 
in this case was rigorously and assiduously pursued; the 
pulse at this period being very low and feeble, with cold ex¬ 
tremities. Hot applications were employed, and injections 
containing port wine were administered, which were attended 
after a little time with happy effects ; i.e. in supporting the 
strength, restoring heat, and quieting the sickness and irri¬ 
tability of the stomach to some extent, which could at this 
stage retain a teaspoonful of malt spirits in a glass of 
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lemonade water, being the first and only thing retained 
from the commencement of her illness. This quantity was 
allowed her every three quarters of an hour until a change 
to the better was effected, which took place on the 24th 
instant. At this period the uterus was discovered to 
have descended low into the pelvis, by means of the 
mechanical action produced by the continued violence 
and character of the sickness, and not by any phy¬ 
siological action exercised on the part of the uterus itself. 
For be it observed, that there was no pain experienced by 
the patient in, or produced by the womb, except that which 
preceded the discharge of liquor amnii, which emitted a 
a fetid smell; nor any dilation of the os uteri, but what was 
effected surgically, and that only to the extent of a half- 
crown piece. Craniotomy was now proposed and performed, 
by means of the blunt hook, with a view of keeping up a 
gradual and constant tension on cervix and os uteri, and this 
gave the patient a chance of her life, and accomplished a 
delivery alike difficult and dangerous. Finding, that how¬ 
ever small the head was reduced, it would not pass through 
the os uteri without serious and immediate injury, the 
operation of turning was speedily adopted, and a head pre¬ 
sentation converted into a footling one. Having thus far 
accomplished the end in view, a broad ligature was applied 
round the ancle, by means of which a gradual and constant 
tension was produced for lialf-an-hour on a rigid os uteri, 
which ended in the accomplishment of an operation, on 
which alone, in my opinion, rested the fife of the patient. 

It now became necessary to continue and increase the 
tonic and stimulating treatment, to prevent the fast sinking 
of the animal powers, and to administer the ergot of rye to 
modify and arrest a tonic haemorrhage present, and which 
produced the desired effect. The patient gradually improved, 
and by the end of the month, was completely restored to 
health. 

Bowmore, Islay, 31st July, 1852. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 

Utero-Gestaiion.—Does the male, in utero, require only 

forty days after conception to become vivified, and the female 

eigkty days, or vice versa,—and why ? Obstetricus. 

Derivation of the word “ Etiolate."—What is the etymology 
of the terms to “ Etiolate,” and “ Etiolation of which the 
common practice of bleaching celery in gardens, by covering 
it up from the light, is an example ? Another Ignoramus. 

[This correspondent agrees with “A Country Surgeon” in 
the derivation of the word “Orthopedic.”—Ed. ‘Med. 
Circular.’] 

REPLIES. 

The Use of. the Sulphate of Atropia.—One of your sub¬ 
scribers asks, in the No. dated July 28, the reason why Sul¬ 
phate of Atropia was introduced into the ‘ London Pharma¬ 
copoeia,’ and what are its uses ? I did not know that it was 
introduced into the ‘ Pharmacopoeia, ’ but can testify to its 
usefulness. It is used for dilating the iris in cases of cata¬ 
ract, iritis, &c.; and for those purposes a solution of atropia 
is far preferable to the extract of belladona. I use a solution 
of a grain of sulphate of atropia in a drachm of water, adding 
one drop of dilute sulphuric acid. A few drops of this so¬ 
lution rubbed on the lower lid, or placed on the eyeball, will, 
in half-an-hour, dilate the pupil to double its usual size. The 
effect lasts a day or two. I have had occasion to apply it 
several times, and find it perfectly efficacious. The ob¬ 
jection to the smearing the eyelids with the extract of bella¬ 
dona is obvious, as it requires to remain on for hours, before 
the desired effect is produced. I am not aware that atropia 
is ever given internally.—Yours, &c., T. Drew, M.R.C.S.E. 

Dispensary, Rotherham. 

For the Growth of the Hair.—For the information of an 
inquisitive “ M.D.,” respecting something for the growth of 
the hair, I beg to recommend him the following applications: 

No. 1. 
I* Acetum cantharidis 

Eau de Cologne - 
Rose water - 

No. 2. 
Ij* Eau de Cologne - 

Tinct. cantharidis 
Oil of nutmegs 
Oil of lavender water 

No. 3. 

I js- 
3 js. 
gutt. X. 

Mezereon bark, in small pieces l oz. 
Horse-radish root, in small pieces 1 oz 
Boiling distilled vinegar pint. 

Let this infusion stand for a week, and then strain through 
muslin for use. 

If either of these lotions should be found too irritating to the 
skin, use them in smaller quantity, and less frequently. No. 3 
may be diluted with more distilled vinegar. If either of 
these lotions make the hair harsh and dry, use oil or po¬ 
matum after each application.. 

M. F. B. Somerset, M.R.C.S., L.A.C. 

The Derivation of Orthopcedic.— Sir,—In ‘ Circular ’ of 
11th August, “ Ignoramus ” asks any of your readers to tell 
him the meaning and derivation of the word Orthopcedic. 
Permit me to offer the following explanation: Orthopcedic 
is clearly derived from opdos, straight or right, and irais, 

gen. 7rai5<A, a child, or youth. An Orthopcedic Hospital is 
one founded for the cure of deformities of the spine, chest, 
limbs, and feet, of young persons, although adults, I believe, 
are not excluded. In such an institution lectures are said to 
be delivered on Orthopcedia; for example, at the “ City Or¬ 
thopaedic Hospital, Hatton garden,” which seems to be a 
flourishing one. I may refer “ Ignoramus ” to the works of 
Dr Little and Mr Coulson, and to the communications of 
Mr Yerral in the ‘ Circular,’ for ample information on Or¬ 
thopcedia.—I am, yours, &c., A Country Surgeon. 

The Derivation of Orthopcedic.—Your correspondent “ Ig¬ 
noramus” requests to be furnished with the derivation of 
the word Orthopaedic. It comes from two Greek words, 
opdos, straight,, and irovs, a foot; because such institutions 
as the Orthopaedic undertake to make crooked feet straight, 
although the foot, I believe, is not the only part to which 
they confine their attention.—I am, yours, &c., 

C. M. Burnett. 

The Derivation of Orthopcedic.—In reply to the inquiry of 
one of your correspondents last week, I may mention that 
the derivation of the word Orthopcedic, correctly so spelt, i3 
opdos -rraSior.—I am, yours, &c., Myotomy. 

Progress of Epidemics, Epizootics, Etc.—The 
disease among the potatoes has commenced throughout Ire¬ 
land, and it would seem that the destruction of that useful 
and almost universal esculent among our Irish brethren, will 
be more general and more severe than it was even in 1845. 
Accounts pour in from all quarters to that effect, and it is 
much to be feared that it will be again the prelude of a 
fearful famine, and consequent fever. The potato blight is 
also spreading England ; it was discovered in Cambridgeshire 
and in the neighbourhood of Oxford, immediately after the 
great thunderstorm, the leaves and stems appeared withered 
and burnt. It has also re-appeared in some parts of the 
Lothians. It was first seen about the 20th ult., and did not 
make much progress till the 26th,—a time when thunder¬ 
storms of the most fearful and destructive character were 
very rife. In some places the disease is at once and openly 
attributed to the effects of electricity. In the vine districts 
of France and Italy, the vineyards are suffering from the 
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disease which has effected and destroyed the vines for several 
years past, and the beans in this country are also more or less 
diseased. The French vineyards, it is said, will not yield 
one-tliird then.- usual crop. The malady by which the vines 
of France, Italy, Madeira, Sicily, and Lisbon are afflicted is 
called the “mangra,” or “ oidium,” and it appears, at first, 
like small dust on the green berry, causing the fruit to burst, 
and ultimately to become putrid. It has made but little pro¬ 
gress in Burgundy, but in the south its ravages are 
very general, very few vineyards being spared. In 
Madeira and in the neighbourhood of Lisbon, the grape 
crop has entirely failed. The Royal Agricultural Assurance 
Society have had to pay upwards of 200,000/. during the 
past year, in consequence of the fatality attending the epi¬ 
zootic among cattle. Dysentery and ophthalmia are still 
fearfully prevalent in the Australian gold-diggings; rheuma¬ 
tism, also, is of very frequent occurrence. Gun-shot wounds 
and fractures may almost be said to be epidemic. Accounts 
from the town of Kalisch, in Russian Poland, which, accord¬ 
ing to the last census, contained about 670 houses and 
11,000 inhabitants, and is considered one of the principal 
places of Russian Poland in point of mercantile opulence 
and trade, represent the ravages of the cholera, which has 
been prevailing there now for several weeks, as very fearful. 
By intelligence from Greece we learn that an unknown 
disease has attacked the currant plant, which blackens and 
rots the grape in one -night. It is calculated that not a 
fourth of the whole product will be saved. It is said that 
the currants of the Ionian Islands have also been attacked 
by this extraordinary malady. H.M. sloop of war, Arrogant, 
has arrived at San Juan with sickness (qu. fever) among 
the crew. Accounts from St Domingo represent the fever 
as still raging there, both on shore and among the shipping; 
and intelligence from Panama represents that the dreaded 
cholera is exceedingly prevalent in that part of the world, 
and carrying off large numbers. Small-pox, at the latest 
date, was prevailing to a considerable extent in Jamaica, 
particularly in Kingston and Falmouth. In the former of 
these places it was daily increasing, and had assumed a very 
malignant character. In Martinique the yellow fever is un¬ 
abated ; it has committed severe ravages. By letters recently 
received we learn that the cholera had broken out in a most 
virulent form on the frontiers of the kingdom of Warsaw, 
and that between forty and fifty cases have occurred within 
the space of two days in Warsaw itself. On the 10th, it also 
appeared at Flechon, in the Grand Duchy of Posen, and, in 
ten days, carried off seventeen persons out of twenty-two 
attacked. This awful epidemic is travelling hitherward 
most rapidly. Are we prepared to encounter its devastating 
influence? We fear not. Scarcely anything, if anything 
at all, has been done since the last visitation to mitigate its 
horrors and save its victims.—1 Medical Times and Gazette.’ 

May 31.—Rupert Kirk, Esq., Surgeon in the Bombay 
Medical Service, at Rajcote, Hattiwar, in the province of 
Bombay, aged 45. The deceased was eldest son of the late 
Rupert Kirk, Esq.; he was much esteemed, and is deeply 
lamented. 

August 6—War. Reckitt, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., 1837, at 
Boston, Lincolnshire, from apoplexy. 

6—Robert Bailee, Esq., Surgeon, at Wooton-under- 
Edge, aged 74. 

6—Edward Morse Jones, Esq., surgeon, only son of 
the late Thomas Jones, Esq., surgeon, of Temple Cloud, 
Somerset; at Morro Velho, Minas Gerraes, Brazil. 

8—John Champeny Swayne, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng, 
1808, late of Berkeley square, Bristol, at his residence, Puc- 
klechurch, Gloucestershire, aged 66. 

15—Dr Herbert Mayo, formerly Senior Surgeon to the 
Middlesex Hospital, and Professor of Physiology at King’s 

College, London, at Bad Weilbach, near Mayence, on the 
Rhine. 

18.—John Kinnis, Esq., M.D., F.R.S. Edin., and Deputy 
Inspector General of Hospitals; at Edinburgh in the 59th 
year of his age. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—New Fellows.—The 
following members of the College, having paid the fee 
of Ten Guineas are now Fellows of the Royal College 
of Surgeons:—James Ramsay Atkins, Stoke Newington, 
diploma dated July 1, 1825; Henry Woodruffe Bailey, 
Thetford, Norfolk, Sept. 7, 1810; Peter Hinckes Bird, 
Spring Gardens, May 19, 1848 ; Cornelius Black, Chester¬ 
field, diploma, May 3, 1844; William Blathwayte, Louth, 
Lincolnshire, Sept. 27, 1833; George Eleazar Blenkins, 
Whitehead’s Grove, Chelsea, Oct. 7, 1836; Thomas 
Leigh Blundell, New Broad street, May 1, 1812; Peter 
Bossey, Woolwich, April 2, 1828; Robert Brown, Preston, 
Lancashire, Sept. 7, 1821; Pye Henry Chavasse, Birming¬ 
ham, Jan. 18, 1833 ; Robert Romley Cheyne, Berners street, 
Jan. 31, 1834 ; Archibald Prentice Childs, Bungay, August 
10, 1849; Thomas Farquhar Cliilver, New Burlington 
street, Oct. 17, 1828; John Courteney, Artillery place, May 
27,1831; Henry Curling, Ramsgate, July 28, 1837; James 
Stock Daniel, Ramsgate, Oct. 20, 1826; Edward Double¬ 
day, Blackfriars road, Oct. 6, 1820 ; Arthur Wm. Dumville, 
Manchester, Nov. 20, 1835; Enoch Dunkerley, Oldham, 
June 19, 1829; Raymond Gasquet, Euston place, Feb. 15, 
1811; Charles Mends Gibson, Norwich, Jan. 27, 1832; 
Henry Greenwood, Horsleydown lane, Oct. 7, 1814; John 
Hainsworth, late of Lincoln, Sept. 10, 1830 ; Samuel Hare, 
Langham place, Feb. 3,1809 ; Wintour Harris, Clapham road, 
April 21, 1835 ; William Heane, Bury St Edmunds, June 2, 
1834; Francis Edward Hicks, Henrietta street, Cavendish 
square, Feb. 17, 1832; Charles Hogg, Finsbury place 
South, May 27,1836; William Barclay Hutchinson, Guild¬ 
ford street, Dec. 4, 1829; Henry Derviche Jones, Soho 
square, May 8, 1835; William Jones, Weston-super-Mare, 
Oct. 7, 1836; George Kelson, Sevenoaks, Feb. 7, 1817, 
Edward Lacy, Poole, Dec. 6, 1822; John Lavies, Great 
George street, Oct. 15, 1819; William Lloyd, Army and 
Navy Club, Oct. 15, 1813; Harvey Ludlow, Paternoster 
row, June 22, 1849; Charles James Malton, Upper Sey¬ 
mour street, April 15, 1836; Miles Marley, Cork street, 
May 5, 1820; Thomas Leman Matthews, Orsett terrace, 
Hyde Park, Jan 7, 1820; Thomas Mellor, Manchester, 
March 21, 1834 ; James Nichols, Savilerow, Sept. 21, 1827; 
George Ord, Brixton Hill, Feb. 8, 1831; James Phillips, 
Bethnal Green, March 21, 1828; Lewis Powell, John street, 
Berkeley square, Feb. 6, 1818; David Price, Margate, May 
15, 1812; Thomas Radford, Manchester, Aug. 1, 1817; 
George Rawbone, Chelsea, Oct. 4, 1822; William Scovell 
Savory, Charterhouse square, Dec. 3, 1847; George Syl- 
vanus Snowden, Ramsgate, Sept. 17, 1830; Wm Sole, St 
Neot’s, June 19, 1829; Charles Frederick Staunton, Royal 
Artillery, Woolwich, Nov. 12, 1830; Thomas Stevenson, 
Upper Grosvenor street, Dec. 7, 1821; Richard Stokoe, 
Peckham-rye, Feb. 13, 1829 ; Frederick Symonds, Oxford, 
April 28, 1837; William Thomas, Pembroke dock, Jan. 17, 
1823; Charles Tunaley, Millbroolc place, April 13, 1830; 
Thomas Ward, Southgate, Oct. 21, 1831; Henry Watson, 
Half-Moon street, July 17, 1835 ; George Webster, Sussex 
gardens, Feb. 25, 1831; William Corner West, Great Mal¬ 
vern, April 29, 1833. 

The following gentlemen, having undergone tho necessary 
examinations for the diploma, were admitted members of the 
College at the meeting of the Court of Examiners on the 6th 
inst:—Thomas Bray, Dublin ; Garret Butler, Dublin; Richd. 
Henry Fouquett, Lucknow, Bengal; James Hurd Keeling, 
Edinburgh ; Robert Leys, Banchory, Kincardineshire ; 
Charles Benjamin Mosse, Carlow; Malim Sharman, Bir¬ 
mingham ; John Mortlock Trouson, Dublin. The following 
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gentlemen were admitted members on the 9th;—Walter 
Bernard, Cork; Hallam Moore Dixon, Cape of Good Hope; 
William Archibald Garrington, Portsea ; Alexander Robert 
Hudson, Fermanagh, Enniskillen; George Lawson, Forest 
hill, Sydenham; James Henry Lewis, Kinsale, County 
Cork; William O’Connor, Munster; Edward Tenison Ryan, 
New ’iork; Henry William. Spry, Trinidad place, Islington. 
At the same meeting of the Court, Mr Seaton Wade passed 
his examination for naval surgeon ; this gentleman had pre¬ 
viously been admitted a member Of the College, his diploma 
bearing date May 25, 1849. The above is the last meeting 
of the Court of Examiners for this session. 

College Library and Museum.—It may save our 
friends some trouble, if we remind them that the Museum 
and Library of the College of Surgeons will be closed during 
the ensuing month. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—At a special meeting of the 
Court of Assistants, held on Tuesday, August 3, A. M. 
Randall, Esq., and Stephen H. Ward, Esq., M.D. (Lond.), 
were, elected members of the Board of Examiners for the 
ensuing year. 

Apothecaries’Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, August 
5, 1852 :—Edward Hare Bromley, Rippingall ; William 
Adcock Burrows; Charles Moore Jessop, Bilton hall, York; 
William Edward Robbs, Grantham ; Henry Little Sequeira, 
London. On Thursday, August 12:—John Allinson, Pen¬ 
rith, Cumberland; Norris William Best, Wednesbury, Staf¬ 
fordshire ; George Augustus Blake, London ; Edward John 
Complin, London; James Hartley, Settle, Yorkshire; Robert 
Heslop, Manchester; James Hurd Keeling, Edinburgh; 
James Kerr, Leeds, Yorkshire ; James Shepherd, Northal¬ 
lerton ; John Smith, Daventry, Northamptonshire. 

University Honours.—The College of Glasgow have 
awarded first prizes for superior scholarship in the different 
medical classes to the following gentlemen:—P. Bisset, 
Jamaica; W. Dick, Scotland; D. Easton, Scotland; J. 
Leishman,. Scotland; D. M'Auly, Ireland; G. Mitchell, 
Scotland; T. Sommers, London ; W. Wilkie, Ireland. 

University and King’s College, Aberdeen.— 

Aug 5.—The degree of M.D. was conferred on the following 
gentlemen, who were examined in the various branches of 
medicine, and found duly qualified J. M. Bryan, M.R.C.S. 
Eng. 1833, L.A.C. 1833; Thomas Collins, Student; Charles 
Henry Dunhill, M.R.C.S. Eng., 1846, L.A.C. 1847, 
L.R.C.P.L. 1852; John Boon Hayes, M R.C.S. Eng. 1848; 
William Aston Lewis, M.R.C.S. Eng. 1849 ; Peter William 
Long, Lie. Ap. Ireland, 1839; Thomas Morris, M.R.C.S. 
Eng. 1837, L.A.C. 1839; James Orwin, M.R.C.S. Eng. 
1835, L.A.C. 1835; J. H. Pickford, M.R.C.S. Eng. 1828, 
L.A.C. 1826, M.D., M.R.I.A., and L. of the K. and Q. Col. 
P. Ireland; W. C. Tidy, M.R.C.S. Eng. 1822, L.A.C. 1821; 
James Goodcliild Wakley, M.R.C.S. Eng. 1849; D. H. G. 
Wildbore, M.R.C.S. Eng. 1848, L.A C. 1850. 

University College, London.—The prizes and certifi¬ 
cates of honour of the classes for the summer term of the faculty 
of Medicine were announced at a Session of Council on Satur¬ 
day last, as follow:-Botany (Professor Lindley)—Senior 
class : Gold medal, Mr J. J. Godfrey; silver medal, Mr F. W. 
Sayer; thud certificate, Mr F. G. Clarkson. Pathological 
Anatomy (Professor Jenner, M.D.)—Gold medal, Mr W. 
Roberts ; silver medal, Mr St John Edwards ; certificate, Mr 
T. Hillier. Midwifery (Professor Murphy, M.D.)—Gold 
medal, Mr W. Roberts; first silver medal, Mr R. B. Smart; 
second silver medal, Mr T. Hillier; certificates, fourth, Mi¬ 
lk W. Carter; fifth, Mr A. Tronsdalo; 6th, Mr J. W. 
Wilson. Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery (Professor 
Wharton Jones)—Silver medal, Mr F. W. Sayer; second cer¬ 
tificate, Mr W. Roberts. Medical Jurisprudence (Professor 
Carpenter, M.D.)—Prizes equal, Mr W. Roberts and Mr T. 
Hillier; second certificate, Mr J. J. Godfrey. Materia 
Medica and Therapeutics (Professor Garrod, M.D.)—Gold 
medal, Mr G. Buchanan; first silver medal, Mr S. Nesfield; 
second silver medal, Mr H. Maudesley; certificates, fourth, 

Mr J. Fawcus; fifth, Mr H. Edwards; sixth, Mr. A. Trons- 
dale; seventh, Mr J. P. Parker. 

Improvements and Enlargement of Guy’s Hos¬ 

pital.—Two spacious and handsome new wings are about 
to be added to this hospital, one of which will extend nearly 
to the Borough High street; for, notwithstanding the en¬ 
largement of St Thomas’s, within the last two years, the 
space at Guy’s by no means affords the necessary accommo¬ 
dation for the district. Other extensions and improvements 
are also to be made, embracing a new museum, and a 
spacious theatre, as well as rooms for study. In the new 
building there will be separate fever wards, cholera wards, 
and wards for contagious disorders. The present insane 
ward for women is to be vastly improved and enlarged, so 
as to accommodate fifty patients and upwards. It seems, 
also, that all duo attention is to be paid to the subject of 
ventilation. 

A Young Lion has lately been subjected to the influence 
of ether, prior to cutting his claws. It i3 said that a pound 
and a half of ether was used before it was considered safe to 
operate. 

The New University of Science.—It is reported that 
Prince Albert has advised that the money in hand, the 
balance from the Great Exhibition, amounting to 150,0007, 
be employed in founding a University of Science, with which 
all the learned Societies and the Industrial institutions are 
to be incorporated. The plan is one of exceeding excellence; 
and so well is it thought of by the Ministry, that it is said 
Lord Derby proposes to bestow on it a national endowment, 
worthy of the nation, and of the purposes for which it is 
intended. 

University College.—A sum of 507, as a prize for the 
most successful experimental research in chemistry, in the 
session 1852-53, by the students of the Birkbeck laboratory, 
has been presented by Mr Williamson, father of the professor 
of practical chemistry. He has also announced that he 
will probably offer similar prizes for the years 1853-54, and 
1854-55. 

Sydenham College, Birmingham.—This Institution 
has been so far successful as to offer a fair promise of its 
permanent stability. It is supplied with a regular staff of 
lecturers, on the various branches of Medical and Surgical 
Science, and it appears that the students have made great 
proficiency. The Report of the Secretaries gives a most 
favourable account of the present state and future prospects 
of the College. 

The Rosamond (formerly the Eclair) arrived at Port 
Royal on the 16th of July, from Greytown, where she had 
suffered much from fever, although her stay there was only 
twenty-five days. The second engineer, and eight of the 
crew, died after a few days illness ; Captain Campbell was 
the first attacked, and his constitution was so shaken, that 
on his arrival at Port Royal it was found necessary to inva- 
lide him. Sixty cases were sent to the hospital from the 
Rosamond, among which were the first lieutenant, the en¬ 
gineers, gunner, and boatswain. Lieutenant Crawford, who 
commanded the Alban, had been appointed acting commander 
of the Rosamond by the commodore. From all accounts, 
the sooner this vessel is ordered to some more healthy station 
the better, as the ship’s company cannot efface from their 
recollection the frightful and sudden mortality which pre¬ 
vailed on board when on the coast of Africa, in 1845. She 
seems to be a very inefficient ship, badly ventilated, and her 
boilers are so small that a sufficient quantity of steam cannot 
be generated to drive at more than seven knots an hour. 
When the Magdalena left Port Royal, all the cases in the 
hospital were doing well. 

Illegal Practice of Medicine.—The public prosecu¬ 
tor has commenced proceedings, before the tribunal of simple 
police in Paris, against not fewer than eleven somnambu¬ 
lists, on the charge of illegally practising medicine. All, 
with one exception, confided their defence to M. Jules Favre. 
The exception was a woman named Desfontaine, and she 
intended to defend herself, on the plea that she acted under 
a physician. If condemned, it is the intention of the som¬ 
nambulist to appeal, and, if necessary, to carry the case to 
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the highest tribunals. Why have we not a public prose¬ 
cutor in England, and the power to prosecute quacks before 
a magistrate ? 

Hydrophobia.— Some cases of hydrophobia (say the 
Journals) have occurred at Adalia, near Smyrna, from the 
bite of a mad wolf, which broke into the market-place, and 
injured several persons; after which, being frightened by 
the shouts of the people, it leaped a wall into a garden, 
where some hundred persons, employed in the silk crop, 
were sleeping. Of these 128 were wounded by it most 
frightfully. The animal was not destroyed until the next 
day. According to the reports of the physicians the wounds 
are most hideous; but the most horrible circumstance con¬ 
nected with the affair is, that several of the wounded have 
already perished from hydrophobia; so that the whole popu¬ 
lation is in the utmost consternation. M. Goudet, keeper of 
the archives of Toulouse, asserts that the iris Germanica is 
an infallible remedy for hydrophobia. Some few months 
since an Abyssinian plant was brought before the Academie 
de Medicine at Paris, and it was also boldly declared to be a 
certain cure for that fearful malady; but we cannot learn 
that it has been successful—indeed, we know not that it has 
ever been tried in any of the numerous cases of hydrophobia 
lately so prevalent throughout France. 

Medical Benevolent College.—At a recent meeting 
of the Council, held at the Hanover square Rooms, James 
Adey Ogle, M.D., Regius Professor of Medicine, Oxford, and 
Honry Wentworth Acland, M.D., Radcliffe Librarian, Ox¬ 
ford, were unanimously eleoted Vice-Presidents of the 
College. 

NOTICES TO CORKESPONDENTS. 
Dr Herbert Collingwood (Sunderland).—The subject of your letter 

shall receive attention. 

C. M. Burnett, M.D.—Communication received. 

Spes.—There is no,expectation of such a measure as you contemplate 
being carried through Parliament. The Board of Health and the 
Lunacy Board should be reformed, and placed under the jurisdic¬ 
tion of a general board of medical men, appointed by the Crown at 
the recommendation of the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons. 
We cannot enter into details. 

Medicus.—The attempt to get up a Medical Directory in the manner 
proposed is exceedingly ridiculous. The editor of the ‘Lancet’ 
seems to think that there is no limit to the •simplicity of the pro¬ 
fession. He is tlie great conjuror, that can whistle pigeons out of 
an empty liar, and feed his friends with their eggs. The profession 
must have a marvellously distensible sesophagus, if they can swal¬ 
low all this worthy’s promises. 

Mr W. Parker (Birkenhead).—We shall be happy to insert any 
record of facts relating to the influence of nitrogen in the treat¬ 
ment of disease. No principle can be established without a basis of 
facts: to such it will be our pleasure to give tlie utmost publicity. 

Mr John Bird (Guildford street).—Wishing you every success in your 
philanthropic enterprise, it will gratify us to assist you in any way 
consistent with the plan of this journal. 

T. Brett, M.D. (Boston.)—Yes. 

Dr Hinds (Birmingham).—Letter received. We will remember the 
request. 

Hr P. Buadv.—We cannot undertake tlie duty required by our cor 
respondent. Such agency would occupy too much of our time. 

Mr G. K. H. Paterson (Errol).—Communication received. The re¬ 
quest shall be attended to, if possible. 

Mr W. H. Brown.—We thank you for your kind expression of 
opinion. We hope the “Notes and Queries ” will be benefited by 
your aid. 

M.R.C.S. and L.A.C. (Subscriber to the 1 Circular.')—As you did not 
employ the surgeon engaged you are not bound to pay the account, 
but it might be better policy to pay than to refuse. You must be 
the best judge in your own case. It is entirely a matter ot expe¬ 
diency. We have been informed of other sucli cases in which pay¬ 
ment was made, though not without dissatisfaction. 

Medical Directories’ Department.—Our numerous correspon¬ 
dents will accept our best thanks for their kind letters and 
suggestions. Press of matter prevents our acknowledging them 
further until our next number. 

Non-Medicus.—The medical officers of unions are usually elected at 
Lady-day. We are unable to give a satisfactory answer to the 
special question. The books of the office alone could prove. 

A Well-wisher.—We cannot notice every piece of petty slander and 
jealousy that appears in the journal referred to; but we are obliged 
to you for pointing it out. 

Chirurgus. —Ricord propounded tlie law that the system was sus- 
septible of only one attack of syphilis, thus likening it to small-pox, 
measles, &c. The doctrine is not generally received in this 
country. 

J. W. B.—Dr Tyler Smith says that the Ovula Nabothi is an 
emptive disease. His views are quoted in one of our recent 
numbers. 

Mr Rowland.—Yes. The fallow appears to think he may attempt to 
injure other men’s property, appropriate their ideas, call them 
quacks, and otherwise defame them, with impunity; but lie will 
find that he has made a great mistake. This time ho has caught a 
tartar. 

*** Wo have received the following letter from a correspondent 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 
Dear Mr Editor,—! have a favour to ask, and I hope that you will 
feel no d ffieulty in granting it. I assure you if you do, both my 
son and myself will feel very grateful. The case is this, my son 
has recently taken his degree at “ University and King’s College, 
Aberdeen,’’ not, observe, “Marischal College,” whose degrees are a 
shade less respectable, as I am informed, than those of University 
and King’s College; and you must agree with me, Sir, that when 
a man enters life it is desirable that the world should know 
that he bought the most respectable degree to be had for 
money. It is true “James” underwent an examination, and 
I honestly confess to you that I never thought he would get 
through; that was my reason for sending him to Aberdeen, for in 
London, he would have been certainly plucked; and what a dis¬ 
grace to the family ! My dear Mr Editor, just imagine our grati¬ 
tude to University and King's College, Aberdeen ! Which is the 
best way of demonstrating to that College that we are placed under 
an imperishable obligation ? It has struck me that as University 
and Marischal are rival colleges, I could not do the former a more 
essential service than by abusing and vilifying the latter. I flatter 
myself that I have a taste and talent for the style required for this 
sort of tiling. I can prove to you, Mr Editor, that Marischal 
College has no right to grant degrees. Will you open your pages 
to the dirty work—no, I beg pardon, to the exhibition of gratitude? 
I will do for you as great a service same time or other in the 
‘ Lancet’ as I now wisli to do for “ University and King’s College, 
Aberdeen,” in your ‘ Circular.’ 

I am, dear Mr Editor, 
With best wishes for your success, 

Yours very respectfully, 
Thomas Thwackinglye. 

[We fear that Mr Thwaekinglye’s pen has been pre-engaged, as 
we have observed an article somewhat of the character described in 
the foregoing letter in the ‘ Lancet ’ of August 21st. We, however, 
inform Mr Thwackinglye that such “ dirty work ” as he refers to 
shall never soil the pages of this journal. The ‘Lancet’ is a 
becoming receptacle for tlie gratitude—not, we suspect, so “ im¬ 
perishable” as he states—of himseif and his son James.] 

A Member op the Provincial Association.—You will do more 
good by writing in your own name to the Central Council, or to 
the editor of tlie ‘Journal,’ than in addressing the members anony¬ 
mously through our pages. We have already expressed our own 
opinion upon the change meditated. 

M.R.C.S. (Portsmouth) —The Sydenham Society have published the 
latest edition. Communicate with the Society. 

M.D. (Oxon).— Arrangements are in progress for bringing out the 
‘ Medical Library.’ We have received numerous communications 
expressing, like your own, great interest in the work. 

Amicus.—We have reason to believe that the ‘Medical Circular’ is 
read by almost every member of the profession in the United 
Kingdom. From the peculiar nature of its contents, independent 
of any literary merit it may possess, this is not to be wondered at 
We thank you most sincerely for your successful advocacy of our 
claims to professional support. If every subscriber on our books 
were to follow your example, and procure two others to patronise 
us, we could promise that every member of the profession should 
have a copy of the ‘Circular,’ subscriber or not. To this end we 
shall assuredly arrive, sooner or later. 

M. Philax.—We cannot prescribe in this journal. A dry inland air 
is best for you, but consult some practitioner in whom you have 
confidence. 

Mr Verral’s excellent papers on tlie ‘ Nature and Treatment of De¬ 
formities ’ will be continued in our next Number. 

Dr Cox—Communication received. 

F.M.—Lord Denman’s poser must be held in reserve. The subject is 
one we have no desire to revive, unless driven to it by circum¬ 
stances, and in that case we shall undertake to put the whole 
affair in a new and conclusive light. 

Communications Received from Henry Harris, Esq., Redruth; 
Edward Delany, Esq.; John F. France, Esq., Bloomsbury square; 
Thomas Pollard, Esq., Market hill, James AI. Cavan, M.D., Edin¬ 
burgh; Wm. Cullen, Esq., Carluke; James M. Thomas, Esq. (St 
Andrew’s); James Howison, Esq., Camb.; Robert Howard, M.D., 
Upper Gloucester street; W. H. Day, Esq., Norwich; T. Sinall, 
Boston; Thomas Godfrey, M.D., Broomhlll, Co. Cork ; J. Hard- 
wicke, Esq., Rotnerham; Edward Burnham, Esq, Hutl; John 
Evans, Esq.; Edward Leslie Palloon, Esq.; Dr T. K. Chambers; 
A. M. McWhinnie, Esq.; Dr Spencer Thomson; A. C. Brownless. 
M.D., and numerous other gentlemen. 



BkrtMflts. 

Important to Surgeons and the 
I Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon's Instrument aiul Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court. Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors arc universally approved. 

s. d. £ s. d. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s ... „ 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

„ Cole’s ... „ 10 6 ,, 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold"! ,, „ 0 

at 31. 3s. 3 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &e. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’ Outfits at an hour's notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

’s Syrup of the Iodide 
QUININE and IKON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 
“ 48 Russell square. 

“I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 
Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Sir John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the least of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tokrated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicans. 
“ Physkian and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for sometime past extensively used the ternary compound 

Of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and An® 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
the therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 

ties, which renders it an admirable medicine iti the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. “ Geo. P. May, M.D. 

“ Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6,1. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. Sd. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates arc entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d. per oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
and Is. per oz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to II.R.II. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 

ouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offlces-ADAM STREET, ADELP1II, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coin- 
brook. 

The Rev Thos Cafor, 
Bryai stone square, 
andSkelbrook park 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hnlse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport, 
Bulilock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wcl- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq., Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road Holloway. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Day's after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years by other Offices. 

Tlie Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitthig them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 
_ RICHARD HOPSON, Secretary. 

ectro-Medical Institution of the 
Chevalier LE MOLT, for the application of his Method of 

Electric Frictions, by whicit powerful currents are applied to the 
body without Shocks or Pains, to the cure of Paralysis, Nervous 
and Rheumatic Affections, Tic Dolourcux, Sterility, Impotence. 
Serufu'a, Menstrual Irregularities, &c. Twenty-five years’ practice. 
Success attested by the fust physicians and scientific corporations. 
Obtained the Grand Gold Medal. 

5 Bcntinck street, Manchester square. 
TESTIMONIALS OF CURES EFFECTED at the Electro-Medical 

Institution of the Chevalier Le Molt, 5 Bcntinck street, Manchester 
square:— 
Sir.—Having been more or less affected with nervousness from my 

youth, I h ve much pleasure in assuring you that 1 received great 
benefit from your Electric Frictions, which may' be compared to a 
current of warm a r producing a very agreeable sensation without 
the least pain. The Electric Brush invented by you is a most valuable 
discovery, doing away with the vio’ent shocks so much dreaded, and 
which, judging from my sensations, might be applied to a child in 
arms. I have no douht that as soon as your valuable establishment 
becomes known, that it must meet with the success it so much deserves. 
—Yours, very respectfully, Josetii Tussaud, Bazaar, Baker street. 

Miss M. D., my sister-in- aw, aged 17, lias greatly suffered for the 
last eighteen months, by the non-appearance of tlie catamenia. 
Sbc has now recovered her health and experienced the desired effects, 
after being treated by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Durguin, 22 
Bentiuek street. 

I declare, after frying many fruitless medical means, that I have 
been cured by Mr Le Mott’s Electric Frictions, of a very old and 
painful neuralyia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.— 
V. Rcnv, 40 Wigmore street. 

Medical Referees. 

~\/rany inquiries having been made 
IT I as to the Durability of this Tubing, tlie Gutta Perch a Com¬ 

pany have pleasure in drawing attention to the following letter, 
received 

FROM MB C. HACKF.R, SURVEYOR 10 TIIE DUKE OF BEDF >RD: 

“Office of Works, Woburn Park, Jan. 10, 1852. 
i“ In answer to your inquiries respecting tlie Gutta Pcrcha Tubing 

or Pump Suctions, I find that tlie water has not affected it in the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two yeare ; we have adopted 
it largely, both on account of being cheaper titan lead, much easier 
fixed, and a more perfect job.—Yours, Ac., “ C. Hackee.” 
- N.B.—The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, containing Instructions 
to Plumbers for joining tubes, lining tanks, Ac., will be forwarded on 
tlie receipt of three postage stamps. 

The GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 18 WHARF 
ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

Ventilating Boots and Shoes,— 
This valuable discovery gives instant ease and comfort fo the 

wearer, prevents Corns from throbbing, the Feet from swelling or 
being tender, and keeps them perfectly dry. The inventor solicits 
One Trial, feeling assured that, having once experienced tlie comfort 
which they give, no person will wear any other. 

Wellington Boots.21s. 0J. 
Best ditto.25s. Od. 
Button ditto.16s. Od. 
Shoes.10s. 6d. 

“ In a sanitary point of view this invention is really valuable, and 
in warm climates it must be a great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflicted with tender feet.”—‘Tlie Lancet,’ Feb. 21, 1852. 

To be had of the Patent'e, C. MARSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings- 
land-road, London. By sending an old b ’ot or shoe a fit will be 
warranted. 

1 \ 



denham College 
SCHOOL, BIRMINGHAM. 

SESSION 1852-53. 

COUNCIL. 

Medical 

Abercrombie, Robert, West Bromwich ; Arrowsmith, John Y., Shrews¬ 
bury ; Ayrton, George, Kenilworth ; Bakewell, George, Longton ; Ben¬ 
nett, Samuel, Shiffnal; Blakie, Robert, Oswestry; Btakiston, P., M.D., 
F.R.S., St Leonard's; Blanshard, John Calvert, Wolstone; Brookes, 
William P., Much Wenlock; Bucknill, Samuel, Rugby; Bury, John, 
Coventry; Chesshire, Edwin, Birmingham; Cooper, Alfred, Leicester; 
Day, John, Esq. Walsall; Dehane, Edward F., Wolverhampton ; Flet¬ 
cher, A. Augustus, Esq., Walsall; Fosbroke, GeorgeIlaynes, Bidford; 
Hare, H. W., Aldridge; Hazelhurst, Thomas, Claverley; Heeley, 
Joseph, Stone; Hiron, Thomas Wheatley, Warwick; Hodgson, Joseph, 
F'.R.S., London ; Hodgson, William, Nottingham ; Horton, George, 
Bromsgrove; Hughes, Robert, Stafford; Johnson, Henry, M.D., 
Shrewsbury; Jones, William, M.D. London; Knight,Edward, M.D., 
Stafford; Lander, Thomas Eaton, Shiffnal; Dixon, William, M.D , 
Coventry; Partridge, William Henry, Birmingham; Paxton, James, 
M.D., Rugby ; Phillips, John, Bridgnorth; Prichard, John, Leam¬ 
ington; Pritchard, Frederick, Stratford; Ryland, Frederick, Birming¬ 
ham; Smith, Henry Lilly, Southam; Smith, William, Redditch ; 
Somerville, Charles, Bloxwich; Tarleton, William, Birmingham;, 
Thompson, John, London; Thursfleld, Richard, Broseley; Thursfleld 
Thomas, Kidderminster; Troughton,Nathaniel, Coventry; Waddell, 
Cornelius, Stafford; Webb, Fryer, Wellington; Whymper, George H., 
Walsall; Wood, Wm., M.D.,Shrewsbury; Wyman, George, Alcester. 

The Senate isformedby the Lecturers, who are ex-officio members 
of the Council. 

Principal—Bell Fletcheb, M.D. 
Treasurer—James Russell, M.D. 

Honorary Secretaries—Alfred Baker and Alfred Hill. 

THE LECTURES IN THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS 
WILL BE AS FOLLOWS : 

ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND PATHOLOGY. 
John White Keyworth, M.B. 

ANATOMY—DESCRIPTIVE AND SURGICAL. 
George Elkington, Frowd Jones, and John Postgate. 

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. 
Bell Fletcher, M.D., F.R.C.P.. Physician to the Birmingham 

General Hospital. 
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY. 

Alfred Baker, Surgeon to the Birmingham General Hospital. 
MIDWIFERY, AND THE DISEASES OF WOMEN 

AND CHILDREN. 
Francis Elkington, M.D-, Senior Medical Officer to the Lying-in 

Hospital, and V. W. Blake. 

THERAPEUTICS, AND THE TREATMENT OF 
DISEASE. 

James Russell, M.D., Physician to the Birmingham General 
Dispensary. 

MATERIA MEDICA AND PHARMACY. 
John Dassstt 

CHEMISTRY—THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL. 
Alfred Hill. 

BOTANY-SYSTEMATIC AND STRUCTURAL. 
Frederick Westcott, As.L.S. 
FORENSIC MEDICINE. 

William C. Orford, Surgeon to the Birmingham General Dispensary. 

Further particulars may be obtained by application to the Principal, 
or to any of the Lecturers. 

The Winter Session will commence on Monday, October 4th, with 
an Introductory Lecture by Bell Fletcher, Esq. M.D. 

Hunterian School of Medicine. 
1 BEDFORD STREET, BEDFORD SQUARE, established 

in 1822, by the late MR DERMOTT. 

THE WINTER SESSION will commence October 1, with an 
Introductory Address by Mr J. Chippendale, F.R.C.S., at three 
o’clock, p.m. 

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE—Dr Aldis, 
F.R.C.P. 

SURGERY—Mr Evans Riadore, F.R.C.S,, and Mr E. W. Tuson, 

F.R.C.S. 
ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY—Mr J. Chippendale, F.R.C S. 
PRACTICAL ANATOMY—Mr E. J. Chance. F.R.C.S. 
CHEMISTRY—Mr J. M. Ashley. 

For all the Lectures required by the Royal College of Surgeons, 
and Apothecaries' Hall, including Hospital practice, 58 guineas. 

Apply to Dr Aldis, 1 Chester terrace, Chester square; or at 28 
Bedford square. 

Thomas’s Medical Session. 

A General Introductory Address will be delivered by 
Mr Grainger, on Friday, 1st October, 1852 at Eight 
o'clock, p m. 

Gentlemen have the option of paying 402. for the first year, a 
similar sum for the second, and 101- for each succeeding year; or 
SOL at one payment. 

SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES FOR 1852-53. 

A Scholarship of 20L for the best voluntary Classical and Mathe¬ 
matical examination, at the commencement of the Students’ Hospital 
attendance. 

Two Scholarships, for first year's men, each of the value of 201. a 
year, and tenable for three years. 

The two House Surgeons, the thirteen Dressers, and the Resident 
Accoucheur, will be selected according to merit; and provided with 
Rooms and Commons in the Hospital, free of expense. 

The President’s Prizes. The first, Ten Guineas. The second, five 
Guineas. 

Prizes and Certificates of Honour, in each of the different Classes. 
Mr Newman Smith’s Prize, 51. A Governor's Prizes. TheCheselden 

Medal and Five Guineas. 
Dr Root’s Prizes, Ten Guineas. Mr Dixon’s, Twelve Guineas. 
The Treasurer’s Prizes. The first, a Gold Medal. The second, 

Five Guineas. And three of Ten Guineas to Clinical Medical Clerks. 

MEDICAL OFFICERS. 

Dr Roots, Consulting Physician ; Dr Barker, DrLeeson, Dr Risdon 
Bennett, Mr Green, Mr South, Mr Maekmurdo, Dr Goolden, Dr 
Cohen, Dr Peacock, Mr Solly, Mr Le Gros Clark. 

Medicine—Dr Barker. Materia Medica—Dr Risdon Bennett. 
Surgery—Mr Green and Mr South. Ophthalmic Surgery—Mr Mack- 
murdo. Physiology—Mr Grainger. Descriptive Anatomy—Mr Le 
Gros Clark.' Chemistry—Dr Leeson. Practical Chemistry—Dr 
Gladstone. Midwifery—Dr Waller. Practical Midwilery—Dr 
Griffith. Diseases of the Teeth—Mr E. Saunders. Forensic Medicine 
—Dr Barker. General Pathology—Mr Simon. Botany—Mr Bristowe. 
Comparative Anatomy—Dr E. Meryon. Anatomical Demonstrations 
—Mr Rainey and Mr Crosby. Demonstrations Morbid Anatomy— 
Mr W. Adams and Mr Bristowe. 

To enter, or to obtain further information, apply to R. D. 
GRAINGER, Esq., Dean of the Medical School; or to* Mr WHIT¬ 
FIELD, Medical Secretary, at St Thomas's Hospital. 

Health, Economy, and Cleanli¬ 
ness consulted by the use of CULINARY VESSELS, CO \TED 

IN GLASS ENAMEL by Messrs SELBY, JuHNS, and CO., Bradford 
street, Birmingham. 

This novel and elegant application for coating Wrought Iron with 
Pure Glass combines cleanliness with extreme durability, and is ono 
of the most important steps in the progress of real sanitary reform, as 
it obviates the evils which result from the employment of copper 
vessels in the preparation of food, pickles, confectionery, &c. Messrs 
Selby, Johns, and Co.’s Glass-enamelled YVareisat the price of the or¬ 
dinary tinned ware, but entirely free from the objection of rust or 
corrosion, so generally complained of, and with ordinary care is ever¬ 
lasting. The following extract from an article in ‘The Lancet’ of the 
21st February last, in reply to the strictures of ‘ The Lancet' upon 
the too frequent presence of copper in pickles, is conclusive upon the 
paramount value of Paris’s Patent for culinary purposes:— 

“Theglass, as I have incotiiestibly proved, by a series of carefully 
conducted experiments, resists the action of a very intense heat, many 
degrees higher than is required in culinary processes, and is perfectly 
unaffected by contact with all vegetable acids In domestic economy, 
vessels of this construction will doubtless,'ere long, supply the place 
of many of those which now adorn the well-appointed kitchen. 

“ Wm. White. Consulting Chemist.” 
Culinary and other vessels may be obtained, of every convenient 

form and size, of Messrs Selby and Johns, Manufacturers of Patent 
Glass Enamel, 288 Bradford street, Birmingham, and 68 Upper 
Thames street, London, where, upon applicatim, may he had illus¬ 
trated descriptive catalogues. 

K ousso. 
THE 

(Bray era Anthelmintica.) 
NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE-WORM. 

Mr. KEATING begs to inform the profession that he lias made ar¬ 
rangements for a regular supply of this valuable medicine. Having 
just received a fresh quantity of tho new crop direct from its place of 
growth, lie is enabled to offer it at 2s. Od. the ounce, which can be 
sent free to any part of the kingdom on receipt of 28 postage stamps. 

N.B.—A Treatise on the Tape-worm, with the means for its removal 
by the New Remedy, “ Xousso,” may be had of Houlston and Stone- 
man, Paternoster-row; price Is., free by post. 

MATICO. 

ale India Ale and Stout, 4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints; Scotch Ale, 5s. per 

dozen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
Captains supplied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, 
from 30s. per dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD 
and WATSON, 16 Clement’s lane City. 

Mr. Keating continues to receive importations of this valuable 
styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended with such successful results in obstinate forms of 
diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its u<e may be had on application. 

Sole agent for D’Vere's Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty. 

79, St. faul’s Churchyard, London. 



DEATH IN THE POT. 

We have the pleasure to announce, that there is now publishing in the ‘ Medical Circular ’ 

A SERIES OF ARTICLES ENTITLED 

FOOD AND ITS ADULTERATIONS; 
SHOWING THE RESULTS OF 

CHEMICAL AND MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATIONS OF ALL SUBSTANCES SOLID AND FLUID 
USED AS FOOD, 

And giving Instructions for the Employment of Simple and Easy Means 

FOR THE DETECTION OF ALL KINDS OF SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADULTERATIONS. 

These inquiries, which ivill be conducted without reference to any previous investigations, and with the sole desire of 
ascertaining facts and correcting erroneous statements and opinions, will be made by some of the most eminent ANALYTICAL 

chemists and microscopists of the age, and will comprise every description of articles used as beverage or food. 

Oil the 8th of January, 1853, will he Published, price la , or JE3 lOs. per Annum, 

To he continued Weekly, Imperial Octavo, 

THE MEDICAL LIBRARY, 
A Reprint and Abstract of all that is really valuable or worthy of being collated from the various Medical Periodicals 

throughout the civilised world, more particularly from the Medical Journals of Franoe, Germany, and the United States 

of America. 
The various sections of this Journal, under the respective heads of 

MEDICINE, SURGERY, MIDWIFERY, PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY, AND 

THE SPECIALITIES, 

Will be Edited by the most eminent men in each of these Departments of Medical Science. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY is a Register of the qualified Members of the Medicil Profession. 

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR is a Register of their Sayings and Doings. 

The MEDICAL LIBRARY will be a Register of all that is worthy of record in the current 
Literature of the Medical Profession throughout the world. 

anted, several duly qualified 
MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS to join an Expedition to 

South Australia, of which the following is a brief outline 
i" A ship to be purchased and suitably fitted out for the objects of 
the Expedition, which is to be based upon the principle of a whaling 
voyage. It is intended to be commanded by officers of her Majesty's 
Nary, to include chaplain, engineers, an adequate number of medical 
men, not less than ten, and one hundred able-bodied miners, and 
others to work at the diggings. No salary or wages will be given, 
but the ship will undertake to find provisions on a handsome scale 
and all requisites for the undertaking, and the remuneration to all 
patties c nicerned will bo determined according to settled proportions 
of the realised gains. The time it is intended to ha occupied will be 
two years, allowing eight months for going to and fro An option 
will be given to each person to remain in the colony, or return at 
the expiration of that period. 

Further information will be afforded on application by letter to 
X.Y.Z., Medical Directory Office, 4 Adam street, Adelplii. 

ent’s Patent Watches and 
CLOCKS.—E. J. DENT begs leave to inform the public that 

in addition to his Stock of Chronometers, Watches, and Clocks, of 
his own manufacture, he lias received from his Agents in Switzerland 
a very elegant assortment of superior Watches, and solicits an in¬ 
spection of his extensive collection. Ladies’ gold watches, eight 
guineas; gentlemen’s, ten guineas; youths’ silver watches, four 
guineas; durable lever watches, six guineas.—E. J. Dent, Watch 
and Clock Maker by appointment to the Queen, H.II.H. Prince 
Albert, and 1I.LM. the Emperor of Russia, 01 Strand (late 82), 33 
Cockspur street, and 34 Royal Exchange (clock-tower area). 

rVo be Sold.—The Interest in an 
X extensive RETAIL MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT, situated in 

the most improving part of Belfast, at present doing an ex ellent busi¬ 
ness, which, by attention, might be considerably increased.—Commu¬ 
nications addressed to T. C. Victoria street Medical Hall, Belfast, will 
receive attention. 

rimes’ Patent Carcel Lamp is 
most confidently recommended for its beautiful simplicity 

of construction, economy, cleanliness, and brilliant light. The 
s:noky, imperfect light afforded by the old Solar and Sperm Lamps, 
and toe trouble and annoyance they cause are well known. Grimes' 
Patent Carcel Lamp gives double the light of either, continuing its 
unvaried brightness for eight successive hours without attention. 
Grimes’ Patent American Oil, 4s. 6d. per gall., is refined by an en¬ 
tirely new process, by which all aeidious matter is removed, leaving 
nottiing but a clear, transparent fluid which neither creates deposit 
in the Lamp, or congea’s in cold weather. Those burning Sperm Oil 
will particularly benedt by having their Lamps altered to this prin¬ 
ciple, as the difference in the price of the oil will clear the cxpcnco 
in a few weeks. FRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS by the best 
makers. Japanned, 19s. Cd, ; Rich Bronze, 80s.; Painted Porcelain 
and Ormolu, 35s.; all with Stands complete. Pure French Cobra 
Oil, 4s. per gall. GRIMES' PATENT RAILWAY POCKET LAMP 
s the most compact, useful, and ingenious invention of the day, 

price 4s. lid. TABLE GLASS at Wholesale Prices. Cut Wines, 
5s. 6d.; Strong Cut Tumblers, 5s. 6d.; Richly Cut Quart Decanters, 
15s. per pair. Grimes’ Transparent Wax Candles, 18s. per d >z. lbs.; 
American War, 16s. ; ltiyal Wax, 11s. (id. AN ELEGANTTHREE- 
WICIC CANDLE LAMP, with Richly Cut Bell Shale and Loose 
Tube, 16s. 6d.; for Two Wicks. 10s. T. R. GRIMES and CO., 83 
New Bond street, three doors from Oxford street. N.B.—Old Lamps, 
taken in exchange. Lamps for India. 

The Publisher of the 1 Medical Cibcular,’ in answer to sever 1 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Wefohx (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Keynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelplii, 
in the City of Westminster.—Aug. 25, 1852. 
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Hunterian School of Medicine. 
1 BEDFORD STREET, BEDFORD SQUARE, established 

in 1822, by the late MR DERMOTT. 

THE WINTER SESSION will commence October 1, with an 
Introductory Address by Mr J. Chippendale, F.R.C.S., at three 
o’clock, p.m. 

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE—Dr Aldis 
F.R.C.P. 

SURGERY—Mr Evan* Riadore, F.R.C.S., and Mr E. W. Tuson 
F R C S 

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY-Mr J. Chippendale, F R C S 
PRACTICAL ANATOMY—Mr E. J. Chance, F.R.O.S. ' 
CHEMISTRY—Mr J. M. Ashley. 

For all the Lectures required by the Royal College of Surgeon* 
and Apothecaries’ Ilall, including Hospital practice, 58 guineas. ’ 

Apply to Dr Aldis, I Chester terrace, Cheater square; or at 28 
Bedford square. 

~Dale India Ale and Stout, 4s. per 
-L. dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints; Scotch Ale, 5s. per 
dozen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
Captains supplied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Slierrv 

.nH1iVAST«f,rvrl0fr']A, ChftnU'fKne> 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD 
ana tv AiaON, 16 Clement s lane City. 

pure Souchong Tea, perfectly 
-~r. frCT?, froot. dyc, scent or any deleterious matter with which the 
oi dinary Black leas abound. Medical Gentlemen desirous of ordering 

wo/01 JnV‘? ds’,.may secnr® the above genuine and wholesome 
beverage in its native party at SPARROW’S, 372 OXFORD STREE T 
(sixteen doors east of the Panth*on), at 4s., 4s. 4d., and 4s. 8d. 

Puce List of Teas, Coffees, and family Grocery, sent, post free, on 
application; and parcels of 27. value an? upwards, carriage paid to 
any part of the kingdom. * 1 1 

MERCHANT’S AND TRADESMAN’S MUTUAL LIFE 
ASSURANCE OFFICE, 

5 Chatham place, Black*eiars, Loudon. Loans granted on liberal terms. 
CREDIT given on Premiums due in case of need. 

POLICIES INDISPUTABLE, eicept in cases of fraud. 
The MEDICAL PROFESSION paid for their Reports. 

GEO. THOMSON, Manager. 
THOS. MUSGR.AVK Secretary. 



Btodminents. 

Tmportant to Surgeons and the 
I Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon's Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden, London,, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London moke, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 

s. d. £ s. d. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s ... „ 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

„ Cole’s ... „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold 1 „ „ n 

at 31. 3s. j z z u 

Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 
Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; disseeting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Inkle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

Davenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
of QUININE and IRON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 

“48 Russell square, 
“I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 

Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It lias appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the least of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicans. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anae¬ 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
Its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
lhetherapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 

ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
of the disorders of childhood. • “ Geo. P. May, M.D. 

“Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8<L per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d.peroz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
and Is. per oz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.H. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 

ouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPIII, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coln- 
brook. 

The Rev Thos Cator, 
Bryai stone square, 
and Skelbrook park 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport, 
Bulllock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq., Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road Holloway. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving ail 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 
_RICHARD HOPSON, Secretary. 

ectro-Medical Institution of the 
Chevalier LE MOLT, for the application of his Method of 

Eloctric Frictions, by which powerful currents are applied to the 
body without Shocks or Pains, to the cure of Paralysis, Nervous 
and Rheumatic Affections, Tic Doloureux, Sterility, Impotence. 
Scrofula, Menstrual Irregularities, &c. Twenty-five years' practice. 
Success attested by the first physicians and scientific corporations. 
Obtained the Grand Gold Medal. 

5 Ber.tinck street, Manchester square. 
TESTIMONIALS OF CURES EFFECTED at the Electro-Medical 

Institution of the Chevalier Le Molt, 5 Bentinck street, Manchester 
square:— 
Sir.—Having been more or less affected with nervousness from my 

youth, I have much pleasure in assuring you that I received great 
benefit from your Electric Frictions, which may be compared to a 
current of warm air producing a very agreeable sensation without 
the least pain. The Electric Brush invented by you is a most valuable 
discovery, doing away with the violent shocks so much dreaded, and 
which, judging from my sensations, might be applied to a child in 
arms. I have no doubt that as soon as your valuable establishment 
becomes known, that it must meet with the success it so much deserves. 
—Yours, very respectfully, Joseph Tussaud, Bazaar, Baker street. 

Miss M. D., my sister-in-'aw, aged 17, has greatly suffered for the 
last eighteen months, by the non-appearance of the catamenia. 
She has now recovered her health and experienced the desired effects, 
after being treated by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Dorguin, 22 
Bentinck street. 

I declare, after trying many fruitless medical means, that I have 
been cured by Mr Le Molt’s Electric Frictions, of a very old and 
painful neuralgia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.— 
V. Ruby, 40 Wigmore street. 

Medical Referees. 

‘WTany inquiries having been made 
_ JJL as to the Durability of this Tubing, the Gutta Percha Com¬ 
pany have pleasure in drawing attention to the following letter, 
received 

FROM MR C. HACKER, SURVEYOR TO THE DUKE OF BEDFORD: 

“Office of Works, Woburn Park, Jan. 10, 1852. 
“ In answer to your inquiries respecting the Gutta Percha Tubing 

for Pump Suctions, I find that the water has not affected it in the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two years ; we have adopted 
t largely, both on account of being cheaper than lead, much easier 

fixed, and a more perfect job.—Yours, <fec., “ C. Hacker.” 

N.B.—The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, containing Instructions 
to Plumbers for joining tubes, lining tanks, <fec., will be forwarded on 
the receipt of three postage stamps. 

The GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 18 WHARF 
ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

entilating Boots and Shoes,— 
This valuable discovery gives instant ease and comfort to the 

wearer, prevents Corns from throbbing, the Feet from swelling or 
being tender, and keeps them perfectly dry. The inventor solicits 
One Trial, feeling assured that, having once experienced the comfort 
which they give, no person will wear any other. 

Wellington Boots.21s. 0d. 
Best ditto.25s. Od. 
Button ditto . . . . , . 16s. Od. 
Shoes.10s. 6d. 

“ In a sanitary point of view this invention is really valuable, and 
in warm climates it must be a great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflicted with tender feet.”—‘The Lancet,’ Feb. 21, 1852. 

To be had of the Patentee, C. MARSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings- 
land-road, London. By sending an old boot or shoo a fit will be 
warranted. 



Newcastle-upon-Tyne College of 
MEDICINE. 

IN CONNEXION WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM. 

COUNCIL. 

T. E. Headlam, M.D., President. 
Rev. W. Greet, well, M.A. Principal 

of Neville Hall. 
D. Embleton, M.D., Registrar. 
E. Chailton, M.D. 

D. Mackintosh, M.D. 
T. Humble, M.D. Treasurer. 
C. Gibson, M.D. 
G. Y. Heath, M. B. 
J. S. Pearse, M.T.C.S., Secretary. 

SESSION 1852 53. 

By the terms of the connexion of this institution with the Univer¬ 
sity of Durham, Students of the Newcastle Collette of Medicine arc 
enabled to proceed in the first place to a Licence in Medicine in that 
University by which they are entitled to practice on the same footing 
with those who have passed Examinations at the Royal Colleges of 
Physicians and Surgeons; they may also proceed to the Degrees of 
Bachelor and Doctor of Medicine. 

The course required is as follows:—One year’s residence in the 
University of Durham, and attendance on Lectures similar to those 
gi> en to Students in Arts in their first year. At the end of this year 
all Students in Medicine are required to pass an Examination in the 
Rudiments of Religion, Literature, and Science. 

Students of Medicine who have passed their first Examination 
must afterwards pursue their Studies for three years in the College of 
Medicine at Newcastle, and then, preparatory to obtaining a Licence 
in Medicine, pass at Durham the final Examination, which will be di¬ 
rected to the Medical Sciences. 

Licentiates in Medicine may proceed to the Degrees of Bachelor 
and Doctor of Medicine by performing such Exercises as the 
Warden and Senate of the University of Durham shall appoint. Such 
Licentiates being of the standing of twenty-one terms from the date 
of matriculation for the degree of Bachelor, and of thirty-three terms 
for the Degree of Doctor of Medicine. 

Any Student who was admitted at the Newcastle College of Medicine, 
at, or before, Michaelmas, 1851, and has continued to study, there, 
mar, by Licence of the Warden and Senate, proceed as a Medical 
Student of the Second Year. 

The Courses of Lectures delivered in this College are duly recog¬ 
nized, and are open equally to Students intending to present them¬ 
selves for examination at Apothecaries’ Hall, or at the Royal College 
of Surge ons of England, or who desire to Graduate at the University 
of London, or at the University of Durham, and whether resident or 
not at the College in Newcastle, on payment or the Fees. 

Perpetual Tickets to all the Lectures (exclusive of Practical Che¬ 
mistry), Forty Guineas. 

The required Hospital Practice can be attended at the Newcastle 

Infirmary, which is duly recognized, and in which Clinical Lectures 
are regularly delivered. The Infirmary contains 180 beds. According 
to last Annual Report the number of In-patients was 1468, of Out 
patients, 1962, and of Casual Patients 2508. Fees for Medical and 
Surgical Practice,—Twelve Months, Seven Guineas; Perpetual 
Ticket, Seventeen Guineas. 

The WINTER SESSION will commence on FRIDAY, Oct 1, 1852. 
Anatomy and Physiology—D. Embleton, M.D., F.R.C.S., andC. J. 

Gibb, M.R.C.S. Daily, at eight o’Clock a.m.—Fee, four guineas. 
Surgical Anatomy and Demonstration—J. S. Pearse, M.R.C.S. 

On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, at Four 
o’clock p.m.—Fee, three guineas. 

Principles and Practice of Physic—Edward Charleton, M.D., 
Physician to the Newcastle and Gateshead Disp msarie*. On Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, at five o’clock p.m.— 
Fee, three guineas. 

Mental Diseases—Donald Mackintosh, M.D., Physician to the New¬ 
castle Lunatic Asylum. 

Principles and Practice of Surgery.—Henry Heath, F.R.C.S., Sur¬ 
geon to the Newcastle Infirmary, and G. Y. Heath, M.B., M.R.C.S. 
On Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at Seven o’clock p.m.—Fee, 
three guineas. 

Principles of Chemistry—T. Richardson, Th-D. On Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, at Six o’clock p.m.—Fee four 
guineas. 

The SUMMER SESSION will commence on MAY 1, 1853. 
Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and Children—Samuel M. 

Frost, M.R.C.S. Senior Accoucheur to the Lying-in Hospital, and C. 
Gibson, M.D. Daily', at Eight o’Cloek a.m.—Fee, three guineas. 

Botany and Vegetable Physiology—John Thornhill and D. Oliver, 
jnn. On Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, at Nine 
o’clock a.m*—Fee, three guineas. 

Medical Jurisprudence—W. Robinson, M.R.C.S. and W. Chater, 
Solicitor. On Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, at Four 
o'Clock p.m.—Fee, three guineas. 

Materia Medica and Therapeutics—Thomas Humble, M.D., Physi¬ 
cian to the Newcastle Dispensary. On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, and Friday, at Three o'clock p.m.—Fee, three guineas. 

Practical Chemistry—T. Richardson, Ph. D. 
Operative Surgery—G. Y. Heath, M.B., M.R.C.S. 
Pathological Anatomy—S. Fenwick, M.D., and C. J Gibb, M.R.C.S. 

Wednesday, at Four o’Clock p.m. 
The Book of Registration will be closed on the 21st October, and 

the 14th May. 
Extensive Libraries in the College and Infirmary are open to all 

the Students. 
The Museums of Anatomy, Pathology, and Materia Medica, and the 

Laboratories are also open daily.—J. S. Pearse, M.R.C.S., Curator of 
the Museums. 

An Exhibition amounting to 151. per annum, tenable for two years, 
and open to all the Students of the College, was awarded, after an 
Examination held July 24th, 1852. 

Another Exhibition of the same value, and on the same terms, 
will be awarded at tl.e termination of the Winter Session 1852-3. 

Students who are Members of the University of Durham will be 
eligible to Scholarships in the University, 

Farther particulars may be learned from any of the Lecturers, and 
tickets obtained troni the Registrar. 

NEVILLE-HALL, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE. 
Principal—The Rev. WM. GREENWELL, M.A. 

This Hall will be opened in October, 1852, by the University, for 
the reception ol such Students in Medicine as intend to avail them¬ 
selves of the privileges offered by this connexion. Residence being 
required in all such cases, unless special license to reside elsewhere 
has been obtained from the Warden of the University. Other 
Stndents may be received as residents, who must conform to the 
regulations of the Hall. 

The Hall is under the charge of a Resident Principal, to whom the 
general superintendence of the Students is intrusted, and to whom 
applications may he addressed. 

EXPENSES AT DURHAM. 

ENTRANCE EXPENCES. £ S. d. 

Admission Fee to University .2 0 0 
•Caution Money.15 0 0 

TERMINAL EXPENSES AT BP. HATFIELD AND BP. COSINS’ HALL.— 

THREE TERMS IN THE TEAR. 

A Set of Rooms furnished (with the exception 
of Linen) .5- i 0 

Commons or Board, including Servants and ail 
Domestic Charges (except Washing) lor 
Hi weeks, at 18s. a week.7 13 0 

Tuition Fees, Library, &c.  6 0 0 

18 18 0 

EXPENSES AT NEVILLE-HALL. 

Rooms furnished (except Linen), Board, Ser¬ 
vants, and all other Domestic Charges 
(except Washing) for 40 weeks . 52 0 0 

Censor’s Fees .3 0 0 

55 0 0 
Examination Fee at End of First Year ... 0 10 0 

Ditto for a License in Medicine ... 2 0 0 
Fee for a License in Medicine. 3 0 0 

Ditto Bachelor of Medicine.6 0 0 
Ditto Doctor of Medicine .6 0 0 

D. EMBLETON, M.D., Registrar. 
J. S. PEARSE, Secretary. 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, August 4th, 1852. 
• This is absolutely returned to a Student on leaving the Univer¬ 

sity, and is a guarantee fund against loss by terminal defalcation. 

Kousso. (BrayeraAnthelmintica. 
THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE-WORM. 

Mr. KEATING begs to inform the profession that lie has made ar¬ 
rangements for a regular supply of this valuable medicine. Having 
just received a fresh quantity of the new crop direct from its place of 
growth, he is enabled to offer it at 2s. Od. the ounce, which can bo 
sent free to any part of the kingdom on receipt of 28 postage stamps. 

N.B.—A Treatise on the Tape-worm, with the means for its removal 
by the New Remedy, "Kousso,” may be had of lloulston and Stone- 
man, Paternoster-row ; price Is., free by post. 

MATICO. 
Mr. Keating continues to receive importations of this valuable 

styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
has been attended with such successful results in obstinate forms of 
diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its use may be had on application. 

Sole agent for D’Vere's Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty. 

79, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London. 

India Pale Ale.—W. Younger and 
Co. Paul’s Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their 

friends and the Public, that they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale . in casks of 9 gallons at 9s. and 12s. 
Also their Superior Edinburgh Ale ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong and Rich ... ditto 9 ditto at 16s. and 20s. 
Atd Superior Porter and Stout ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLED. 
Pale Ales, 5s. qts. and Ss. pnts.; Edinburgh Ale, 7s. and 8s. qts., 

and 4s. and 4s. 6d. pnts.; Stout, Js. 6d. and 5s. qts., and 2s. and 
Js.pats. 

Five per Ciflt. allowed for cash. '-v. 
J. W. WATSON, Manager. 



United Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834, 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 

Honorary 

Earl of Courtown, 
Earl Leven and Melville. 
Earl of Norbury. 
Earl of Stair 
Earl Somers 

Presidents. 

Viscount Falkland. 
Lord Elphinstone. 
Lord Belhaven and Stenton. 
Wm. Campbell, Esq. of Tiili- 

cbewan. 

London Board. 

Chairman —CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. 
Deputy-Chairman.—CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

II. Blair Avarne, Esq. 
E. Lennox Boyd, Esq., Resident. 
Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, Esq. 

J. G. Henriques, Esq. 
F. C- Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. H. Thomson, Esq. 
Thomas Thorby, Esq. 

Medical Officers. 

Physician—Arthur H. Hass ill, Esq., M.D., 8 Bennett street, 
St James’s. 

Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq., 48 Berners street. 
The Bonus added to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31, 

1847, is as follows:— 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Years Mts £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
5,000 13 10 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,000 7 0 • • • • 157 10 0 1,157 10 0 
500 1 0 .... 115 0 511 5 0 

* Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person 
aged 30 took out a policy for 1,000/., tho annual payment for which 
is 24/. Is. 8d.; in 1847 he had paid in premiums 168/. 11s. 8d.; but 
the profits being 24 per cent, per annum on the sum insured (which 
is 22/. 10s. per annum on each 1,000/.) he had 157/. 10s. added to the 
policy, almost as much as the premiums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and 
only one half need be paid for the first five years, when the Insurance 
is for Life. Every information will be afforded on application to the 
Resident Director. 

Imperial Life Insurance Company, 
1 OLD BROAD STEET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq., Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances for the Whole Term of 

Life has recently been adopted, by which a material redaction has 
been made at all Ages below 50 Years. 

Four-fifths, or 80 per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies 
every Fifth Year; and may be applied to increase the sum insured ; 
to an immediate payment in cash; or to the reduction and ultimate 
extinction of future Premiums. 

One third of the Premium on Insurances of 500/. and upwards, 
for tho Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Debt upon the Policy, 
to be paid off at convenience; by which means 1,500/. may be insured 
for tho present outlay otherwise required for 1,000/. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend Sums of 50/. and upwards on the 
security of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term 
of Life, when they have aeqnired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effected Insurances with this Company are 
protected by its largo Subscribed Capital from the risk incurred by 
members of Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at re¬ 
duced rates. Samuel Ingall, Actuary. 

Northwoods, near Bristol, an 
ESTABLISHMENT for the RECEPTION and CURE of a 

limited number of INSANE PATIENTS, of the higher Classes of 
Society, conducted by Dr JAMES GEORGE DAVEY, formerly one 
of the Superintendents of the Hanwell Asylum, late Physician to the 
Female l lepartmcnt of the New Asylum for the County of Middlesex, 
at Colnev Hatch, near London. 

A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to Dr DAVEY, 
Northwoods; or a personal interview may be obtained there, or at 
No. 52 Park street, Bristol. 

ennett’s Watches, made ex- 
„ , pressly for medical men, beating dead seconds, with every 

recent improvement, and most carefully finished: in silver cases, 
12 gs.; in gold ditto, 18 gs. Every Watch sold at this Manufactory 
skilfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETT’S MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is a 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
appearance. A thousand Thermometers may be selected from, com¬ 
mencing at One Shilling. 

BENNETT, Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to the Royal Ob¬ 
servatory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 
65 Cheapside. 

B 

This day is published, price Is. 6a. by post 2s. Throat Deafness, and on thePatho- 
LOGICAL CONNEXIONS of the THROAT, NOSE, and EAR, 

through the intervention of the mucous membrane, reprinted from 
the Author’s work, entitled “ Deafness Practically illustrated.” 

By Jas. Yearsley, M.R.C.S. Eng., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, Sackville street, <fcc. &c. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

LIZARS v. SYME. 
This day is published, price 6d. 

A full Report of the 
betweeen the above Parties, taken in 

Jury Trial, 
Shorthand, by Simon 

Macgregor. 

Edinburgh; W. H. Lizars. London: Highley and Son; and all 
Booksellers. 

Fifth Edition, now ready, The Parent’s Dental Guide; with 
a few Remarks on the Use of Impure Gold for Dental Purposes. 

By William Imrib, Surgeon-Dentist, 

“ Mr Imrie has obtained the opinion of Dr Alfred Taylor on the 
action of the saliva on the gold plates used by dentists, and has re¬ 
ceived a sufficiently explicit answer to enable him to affirm, that the 
gold used by respectable dentists can produce no deleterious action 
upon the animal economy.”—London Medical Gazette. 

London : Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 6d. On True and False Sperma- 
TORRHCEA, with the view to the Correction of wide-spread 

Errors in relation to tho Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Pickford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

H. BAILLIERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, 
New York. U.S. 

pottle’s Manual of Physiology. 

“ A good outline of the system and a very fair delineation of the 
matters ”—Medical Gazette. 

“ Each subject well digested and arranged from good and recent 
sources."—British and Foreign Review. .... 

•i Likely to prove a favourite, and we must say it is of a grade 
very superior.”—London Journal of Medicine. 

“ Dr Cottle has the happy art of condensation : a work of talent. 
—Medical Circular. 

“ Nothing to complain of.”—Lancet. 
Price 6s. Highley and Son. 

nnhe Vienna Easy Chair, price 35s. 
± —This Chair is stuffed in the much-approved Austrian style, is 

a great luxury, and suitable for any kind of room. JOHN MAPLE 
begs also to call the attention of the nobility, clergy, and all pur- 
chasers of furniture, to his immense stock of modern household 
requisites, the largest in the world— one show-room alone is 200 feet 
long, in which are bedsteads, both in wood and iron, fitted with fur¬ 
niture and bedding, complete; also, every article for the drawing 
room and dining-room, &c. J. M. feels confident that one visit must 
convince the most dubious that at no other warehouse can they get 
such elegant and serviceable articles at so low a price. To prevent 
mistakes, please to ask to see the large room, and note the name, 
Maple, 145, 146, 147, Tottenham court road, and 1 to 6 Tottenham 
place. Established 11 years. 

'Ainneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
_s now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 
“ Dinncford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the 
eparation ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846. 
This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
le among the public, is now very largely employed in disfensinq j 

■ which the cheapest and most convenient form is i* the Stonk 

ns, half gallon, 5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d.; speciaUy adapted for the 
e of Surgeons and Chemists. 
To be had from the manufacturers, DINNEFORD s and CO., Che¬ 
ats, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable Wholesale Drug- 
>ts and Patent Medicine Houses. 

edical Galvanism.—The most 
efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

ie Cure of Disease, is the ELEC 1’RO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
hlch is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
i a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of 
alvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
ad r.ot merely intensity.—Manufactured only by IIORNE, THOKN- 

HWAITE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
!. 3s., hi. 5a., 8/. 8s., and upwards. 
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The 1 Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science ’ for 
August has an article by Dr Graves 

‘ On the Application of Gutta Percha in the Treatment of 
Diseases of the Skin.' 

The gutta percha is dissolved in chloroform, and spread 
by means of a camel’s-hair pencil over the part affected. 
This preparation does not crack so readily as collodion, and 
will remain fixed on the face, where it is not affected by 
friction of the clothes, for five or six days, and longer over 
smooth and dry eruptions than moist surfaces, or rough and 
loosely-adhering crusts. A case of impetigo is cited, in 
which the solution of gutta percha acted most beneficially. 
Dr Graves has employed it also in acne of the face and in 
psoriasis, with favourable results. Dr Stokes has applied 
it with advantage to prevent the formation of scars after 
small-pox. We should not, however, advise its application 
until after the eruption was fully thrown out, and depression 
of the apex had commenced. 

The same Quarterly Journal contains an article by Mr Jas. 
Bower Harrison, 

4 On the Injurious Effects arising from the Manufacture of 
Lucifer Matches, as observed in the Neighbourhood of 
Manchester.' 

We shall best describe the shocking disease produced by 
this manufacture by citing a case. 

44 Margaret Bums resides at Newton Heath, next to Mr 
WoolstencrafVs timber yard ; aged 23; employed about two 
or three years previously to her suffering from the occupa¬ 
tion. Her department was that of picking (sorting) the 
matches previously to their being put into boxes after they 
were dipped. She had good teeth before entering on this 
business; the oomplaint began like ordinary toothache, for 
which she had one tooth extracted, but the gum afterwards 
gathered and discharged outside; she could at first smell 
the peculiar fumes, but not after a time ; she had good health 
before she entered the employment; she did not take her 
meals in the work-place, but at home, as she did not live far 
off; it is now (January 1852) four years since she was af¬ 
fected ; she had not been in any occupation before entering 
the factory; she always washed her hands before her meals, 
and was attentive to cleanliness. She had heard something 
of the injurious nature of the work before she commenced it, 
but conceived that the reports were exaggerated, and that 
she should escape. She obtained from seven to eight or ten 
shillings per week, according to what she did; she states 
that formerly the business was carried on in two rooms, but 
that now they were thrown together, aud all worked in the 
same room, which did not smell so bad as each did formerly; 
she is not of a scrofulous appearance, and would be good- 
looking if it was not for her complaint. The lower part of 
the face is much altered by the loss of the greater portion of 
the jaw, which gives a peculiar cast to the countenance, the 
natural oval of the face being destroyed; she had been in 
the habit of getting meat daily, and had previously, and now 
has, good health, irrespective of the state of the jaw. She 
was taken to the workhouse after the appearance of the com¬ 
plaint, where she was under the care of the resident surgeon 
for one year and a half; she said she underwent three opera¬ 
tions at the workhouse; she was subsequently four months 
in the Manchester Infirmary, where, she says, Mr Jordan 
performed two operations, she was not subject to cough, and 
suffered in no other way than from her jaw, but she states 
that some persons in the occupation suffered from coughs, 
but she believed them to be naturally subject to such affec¬ 
tions ; her appetite was not affected by the employment; the 
lower jaw seemed nearly all absent, and presented a shocking 
and revolting appearance; even at the present time (Janu¬ 
ary 1852) it is not properly healed; she had no salivation 

before the jaw became diseased, but afterwards a profuse 
one; she is obliged to live on soft food, and cannot chew 
anything not previously crushed and made soft. She is 
now employed in making boxes, and is out of the way of the 
fumes; for her present occupation she obtains about six 
shillings a week. The disease commenced in a tooth at the 
right side, and gum abscesses formed about it. This girl, 
is, as regards appearance and comfort, quite ruined for life ; 
she said that she suffered so much that she often wished to 
destroy herself.” 

A portion of the article is devoted to the consideration of 
the preventive measures that should be adopted to avert the 
effects of this poisonous occupation, for a fuller knowledge of 
which we refer our readers to the original article. 

The ‘ Lancet,’ of August 28th, contains a continuation of 
Mr Guthrie’s lectures on 

4 Some of the more important Points in Surgery.' 

Secondary Amputations and Compound Fractures form the 
subject of the presentAecture. The lecturer states that, in 
military surgery, secondary amputations are done from ne¬ 
cessity, not from choice; and he indicates the perils,—such 
as a sloughing stump, inflammation of the veins, hemorrhage, 
&c., which frequently follow them ; and points out the mode 
of averting or correcting these evils. With respect to com¬ 
pound fractures, Mr Guthrie says that an arm or a leg should 
not be amputated, in the first instance, for a compound or 
gun-shot fracture; an effort should be always made to save 
it; but it is different with the thigh. He remarks : 

44 After the battle of Toulouse, forty-three of the best of 
the fractures of the thigh were attempted to be saved under 
my direction, and even selection. Of this number, thirteen 
died; twelve were amputated at the secondary period, of 
whom seven died; and eighteen retained their limbs. Of 
these eighteen, the state three months after the battle was: 
five only can be considered well, or as using their limbs; two 
more think their limbs more valuable, although not very 
serviceable, than a wooden leg; and the remaining eleven 
wish they had suffered amputation at first. Of the officers 
with fracture of the femur, one, having been taken prisoner 
during the action, died under the care of the French sur¬ 
geons, by whom he was skilfully treated; the other has pre¬ 
served a limb, which he rather wishes had been exchanged 
for a wooden leg. 

44 In the five successful cases, the injury was in all at or 
below the middle of the thigh. In the thirteen others who 
retained their limbs, the injury was not above the middle 
third; and of those who died unamputated, several were 
near or in the upper third, and either died before the proper 
period for secondary amputation, or were not ultimately in a 
state to undergo that operation. Of the seven amputations 
which died, two were at the little trochanter, by the flap 
operation; and the others were for the most part unfavourable 
cases. In one case only was the head or neck of the bone 
fractured. This man lived for two months, and, from the 
dreadful sufferings he endured, it was much regretted that 
he had not lost his limb at the hip-joint at first. The opera¬ 
tion ought, however, to have been the removal of the head 
and neck of the bone ; but he was not seen in time by those 
who could or would have done this operation, which was 
then, however, only contemplated for the first time.” 

Mr Guthrie, therefore, lays it down as a general rule, 
liable to exceptions, that early amputation should be resorted 
to in those cases. The lecture is replete with valuable ob¬ 
servations. 

Mr Thomas Hunt is now publishing in the same journal 
some statistics on the 44 furunculoid epidemic ” that has been 
recently observed. His paper is entitled 

4 On Carbuncles and Boils, with especial reference to their 
prevalence as an Epidemic.’ 

He says: 44 Although the furunculoid epidemic has pro¬ 
bably proved the least fatal of all modern epidemics, evidence 
of its destructive character is not wanting. Carbuncle is 
unquestionably its most fatal form; and though it is a com- 
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paratively rare disease, yet, when it does occur, it is gene¬ 
rally severe, often perilous, and not unfrequently fatal. The 
average annual amount of deaths from this disease, in the 
course of the last twelve years, will therefore, when compared 
with the deaths from this cause during the epidemic, enable 
us to form a tolerably accurate estimate of its origin, pro¬ 
gress, and duration. 

“ Upon a most careful examination of the annual and 
weekly ‘ Reports ’ of the Registrar-General, as regards the 
deaths from carbuncle in the metropolitan districts, the fol¬ 
lowing very remarkable results are obtained : 

In the four years, 1840, 41, 42, 43, the ) 3> ann> 
average deaths from carbuncle were . ) ~ “ 

In the four years, 1844, 45, 46, 46, they ? g 
averaged ..... J ” 

In the four years, 1848, 49, 50, 51, they ? jg 
averaged.) ” 

In the last quarter of 1851, nine deaths ? 3g 
occurring, they averaged . . . j ” 

In the first quarter of 1852, sixteen ) „. 
deaths occurring, they averaged . J ” 

In the second quarter of 1852, five deaths ) 
only occurring, they averaged . J ” 

“ Making a trifling deduction for the increase of the popula¬ 
tion during the last twelve years, which has probably been 
nearly counterbalanced, during the epidemic visitation, by 
the rage for emigration, it appears from this table that the 
deaths from carbuncle have actually been doubled every four 
years from 1840 to 1851; and that during the last quarter of 
1851, the average of that year was again doubled in the 
three months; and that on the following quarter—the first 
or 1852—it was again doubled on the last quarter of 1851; 
and that whereas the average deaths from carbuncle in the 
metropolis, have amounted, in former years, to about five or 
six per annum, the actual number, during the last six winter 
months, was twenty-five, or about nine or ten times the 
usual number. It appears that the fatality commenced 
rather suddenly, so early as the year 1847, and continued, 
with little variation, for four years ; for— 

In 1846 there were registered 3 deaths. 
1847 11 11 15 
1848 11 11 20 
1849 11 11 15 
1850 11 11 19 
1851 11 11 19 

A very rapid increase occurred during the early part of this 
year. On the 10th of January, there were no less than four 
deaths from carbuncle, all the victims being males bordering 
upon seventy years of age. The circumstance of four deaths 
from carbuncle occurring in one day, is remarked upon by 
the Registrar-General as an unusual occurrence ; and it is 
probable that no such event has happened in London since 
the last visitation of the plague. 

“ From these records, it would appear that the epidemic 
has existed in London for four years at the least, and that it 
arrived at its greatest severity in January, 1852. The next 
question is, have we seon the worst of it ? The following 
table will help us to a conjecture on this point: 

Single Months, 1852. 

In January there were registered 8 deaths 
„ February „ 11 4 „ 
„ March „ 11 4 „ 
„ April „ 11 3 „ 

May „ 11 0 „ 
„ June „ 11 2 „ 

“ If, therefore, the course of this disease is to be expected 
to follow that of other epidemics, it may be believed to be on 
the decline in the metropolis; but when we reflect that it 
has already existed four years or more, we shall not be dis¬ 
posed to arrive at any hasty conclusion, founded on the 
history of only as many months.” 

Mr Hunt proceeds to show that there is a disposition to 

superficial pustulation, as evidenced by the fact that the 
mortality from small pox has increased in a ratio writh the' 
mortality from carbuncles and boils. 

At the Charing-Cross Hospital, Mr Avery has performed 
an Amputation above the Knee according to Mr Kike's method, 
for necrosis of the tibia, and formed an admirable stump. He 
has also operated for 

1 Fissure of the Soft and Hard Palate ’ 

with his usual dexterity and success. 

“ The patient (a young woman about twenty-four years 
of age) was born with harelip, and a fissure both in the hard 
and soft palate. The harelip was formerly rectified in the 
country, but the cleft palate had not been interfered with. 
The most interesting portion of the operation was the difficult 
task of detaching the tough tissues adherent to the hard 
palate, and lined with mucous membrane. Mr Avery used 
for that purpose two instruments which rendered him great 
service: a scalpel, the cutting portion of which is at right 
angles with the stem, and scissors whose extremities are dis¬ 
posed in the same manner. These instruments, when intro¬ 
duced between the soft parts and the bone, will cut laterally; 
but it is, nevertheless, very difficult to render the former 
flaccid by disconnecting them sufficiently from the bone, as 
the locality offers a great many obstacles. Nothing of the 
kind could, however, be attempted, were not the surgeon 
aided by the courage and perseverance of the patient; the 
latter displayed in this instance great patience and fortitude. 

“ The hremorrhage was somewhat considerable, but Mr 
Avery at last succeeded in detaching the soft parts from the 
bone, to the extent of half an inch transversely ; and so dis¬ 
connected were they, that they assumed all round the fissure 
a whitish aspect, and were quite flaccid. One point worthy 
of notice is, that by the above-mentioned measures the irri¬ 
tability of the air-passages and fauces becomes so blunted, 
that the subsequent passing of the ligatures produces hardly 
any cough or uneasiness. Mr Avery, after having pared the 
margin of the soft fissure, placed the first of his threads, by 
the ordinary manipulation, about an inch behind the incisor 
teeth, and the four others (the threads being of alternate 
thickness) at short distances from one another down to the 
uvula. 

“ It was now seen that the two halves of the soft palate 
did not meet so readily as the division of the levator palati 
and palato-pharyngeus might have led the surgeon to ex¬ 
pect, but the apposition became quite perfect after Mr Avery 
had freely carried his knife transversely through the anterior 
arch of the soft palate (palato-glossus). A small aperture is 
left close to the incisor teeth, which, by means of the blister¬ 
ing fluid, will, in all probability, unite, though it should be 
recollected that the ligatures over the hard palate are very 
apt to tear through the structures. 

“ We have merely given our impressions, in some degree, 
after witnessing this operation, and shall be happy to note 
down the final results of the case. It is by no means unlikely 
that great strides will, before long, be made in the mode of 
proceeding for the rectification of fissure of the hard palate, 
if we may judge from what we have seen this day.” 

A correspondent of the ‘ Lancet ’—Mr Richard Lee, of 
Wheatley—has communicated 

‘ A Case of Rupture of the Peritoneal Coat of the Uterus' 

This very interesting and unusual accident is thus de¬ 
scribed : 

“ Mrs C-, aged forty-five, wife of an agricultural la¬ 
bourer, having been iu good health and occupied with her 
usual household duties on the previous evening, was taken 
in labour with her tenth child about four o’clock on the 
morning of the 18th of April. The pains were confined to 
the back, and_ very feeble, ceasing altogether in less than 
an hour. 

“ At nine o’clock, a medical attendant, one Mr Smith, 
arrived, and having made a vaginal examination, gave it as 
his opinion that “ all was going on well, but the labour 
would not be over for some timewhen, ordering gin-and- 
water to be administered, he left. Three doses of the ordered 
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stimulant were administered, and at a quarter before one the 
patient was suddenly discovered to have lost all power, either 
of motion or speech. Mr Smith was again sent for. He 
arrived at one o’clock, but only in time to see her expire. 
No efforts were made to preserve the child. 

“ A coroner’s inquest was appointed, and I received an 
order to examine the body of the deceased, which I did, 
assisted by Mr Cogan. The external appearance was un¬ 
usually healthy, presenting no signs of emaciation or injury. 
Of her previous labours we could learn but little, except that 
they had been unaccompanied by anything unusual. The 
muscles of the abdomen were of natural development; the 
lungs remarkably healthy, no adhesions; heart small and 
rather pale, cavities empty ; abdominal viscera healthy, but 
in the cavity of the abdomen we discovered about three pints 
of dark liquid blood; the uterus appeared healthy, and of 
natural development; the os dilated to the size of a sixpence, 
not stained with blood at any point. Raising the uterus, we 
discovered, on the posterior surface, about the centre, a 
rupture in the peritonajal coat, extending transversely be¬ 
tween ten and eleven inches, the margins being, in the centre, 
two and a half inches apart. Above, and parallel with this, 
was a second rent seven inches long and three-quarters of an 
inch wide. They both crossed a large vein the size of a 
goosequill, from which the principal haemorrhage occurred. 
On opening the uterus anteriorly down the middle line, we 
found the whole internal surface, on that side, covered by an 
unusually large placenta. The membranes had not been 
ruptured, but contained only a small amount of liquor amnii; 
also a healthy male fcetus at the full period of gestation, 
head presenting.” 

It will be observed that rupture took place, though labour 
was in its first stage, the os uteri not dilated beyond the size 
of a sixpence, the pains feeble, and, moreover, “ no perceptible 
contraction had taken place for seven hours and a half before 
the accident occurred.”—How was the rupture caused ? 

Another correspondent of the ‘ Lancet ’—Mr Hendry, ot 
Hull—reports another interesting obstetrical case of 

‘ Supposed Occlusion of the Os Uteri' 

Mr Highmore reported a similar one in a former number 
of the journal. In the present case, the woman at the eighth 
month of pregnancy was seized with quick and active pains, 
followed by so great a subsidence of the uterus, as to 
give rise to immediate apprehensions of expulsion, yet there 
was not the slightest trace of the uterine orifice, or cervix 
uteri. The globular surface was remarkably smooth and 
glossy, highly attenuated, and giving the impression of the 
foetal head covered by the membranes. The pains subsided 
at the expiration of thirty-six hours,—the woman went her 
full time, but her delivery was followed by puerperal con¬ 
vulsions. 

A similar case has occurred to a friend of our own, very 
recently. About three weeks ago he was summoned to 
attend a patient in labour. The pains, in a severe form, 
continued all night, without any possibility of discovering 
the os uteri. In the morning they subsided, and the woman 
is yet undelivered. Are not these cases of anteversion ? 

The ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ opens with a long 
commentary by Dr Walshe on a case of 

‘ Multiple Sub-cutaneous Cancers,’ 

the history of which he had previously reported in that 
journal. The article enters minutely into details, and gives 
a very good analysis of this very remarkable case. 

We find in the same journal a continuation of Dr T. K. 
Chambers’s Decennium Pathologicum. The fourth contri¬ 
bution, which is probably more valuable even than those 
that preceded it, treats 

‘ Of the Seat of Tuberculosis and Pulmonary Complications.' 

It must be observed that the patients died of accidents 
and other irrelevant diseases. Dr Chambers thus gives his 
analysis: 

“I will take first those where tubercle was found in a 
solid state, without having undergone any process of soften¬ 

ing. They were in number 160, of whom 112 were males 
and 48 females. 

“ It might have been objected to some deductions in a 
former paper, which confirmed the great excess of male 
cases of tuberculosis, that such excess was due to the supe¬ 
rior comfort which consumptive females find at home, and 
their repugnance to hospitals, or to the difficulty which they 
experience in gaining admission. Now, the list made out 
above puts aside this objection, for the patients included in it 
died mostly either from accident or from other diseases un¬ 
connected with the lungs, so that none of the circumstances 
attendant on an advanced stage of phthisis could have inter¬ 
fered in producing the facts which it appears to indicate. 
The excess of males in the latter periods of life is clear and 
indisputable. 

“ The cases before us do not lead to the conclusion that 
any importance is to be attached to observations on the pre¬ 
ponderance of one lung over the other in respect of their 
tendency to tuberculosis ; indeed, they seem to indicate that 
the apparent aid to diagnosis, treatment, or pathology 
afforded by such calculations is likely to mislead. In 29 of 
the above cited cases tubercle existed in the right lung and 
not in the left, namely, in 19 males and in 10 females; and 
in 21 in the left lung and not in the right, namely, in 14 
males and 7 females It was found in both lungs in 120, ef 
whom 79 were males and 31 females. 

“ These facts lead to a conclusion quite opposed to the ex¬ 
perience of Dr Carswell, who says, in his article on ‘ Tuber¬ 
cle,’ in the Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine,’ that the left 
lung is the most frequently affected of the two, and the ob¬ 
servation has been repeated by other pathologists, both 
British and foreign. 

“ The cases where the tubercular matter was softened into 
vomica; were in number 340, of whom 236 wrere males, 102 
females, and 2 of unrecorded sex. 

“ In the males the vomicae were on the right side in 46, on 
the left side in 42, on both sides in 160 cases, and in 1 case 
the vomica was on one side, but which is unrecorded. In 
the 150 cases in which the vomica; were on both sides, they 
were very much larger on the right side in 28, on the left 
side in 27 cases. 

“In the females, the vomica; were on the right side in 12, 
on the left side in 20, on both sides in 69 cases, and in 1 case 
the vomica was on one side, but which is unrecorded. In 
the 69 cases in which the vomicae were on both sides, they 
were very much larger on the right side in 10, on the left 
side in 9 cases. 

“We continue here to have proof of the excess of males, 
though it may be observed that it is not so striking as in the 
list of tubercles without vomica;. The explanation of the 
last fact probably is, that more men than women are killed 
by accidents, and thus afford the pathologist an opportunity 
of seeing tubercle, in its early latent stage, in them more fre¬ 
quently than women. 

“ We have also still further proof that the localization of 
tubercle, on one side or another of the lungs, is what is com¬ 
monly called accidental, that is, not depending on anything 
in the essential nature of tubercle or of the human frame. I 
think the numbers are sufficiently high to be conclusive on 
this point, more especially as a priori expectations, from 
our physiological knowledge, would lead in the same direc¬ 
tion.” 

Dr Chambers enters into various considerations to account 
for the fallacy usually taught and received that tubercles 
occur more frequently in the left than the right side of the 
lungs. He also gives a table of the frequency with which 
hard tubercles and vomica; are found at various ages, but no 
deductions of importance are drawn from the facts. The 
complications with pneumo-thorax, hepatization of the lungs, 
are also treated of; and with respect to the significance of 
haemoptysis, Dr Chambers makes the following remark: 

“Now, the probability that the inflammation of the 
lungs arises not from any change in the tubercle itself, but 
rather from the continual pressure of foreign matter on the 
blood-vessels, and the congestion thence arising, is, I thinly 
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of some practical importance. It gives us reason for be¬ 
lieving that the slight haemoptysis so frequent throughout 
the course of phthisis is not merely an accident, a part of 
the disease, a complication likely by ■weakening the patient, 
to bring him sooner to the grave, but rather a provision of 
Nature by which the strangulated blood-vessels may dis¬ 
charge their contents and postpone the threatened consolida¬ 
tion. If my inference is right, the appearance of blood in the 
sputa should not, as generally happens, turn the attention of 
the medical attendant to the discovery of means for its arrest, 
but should rather be looked upon by him with a favourable 
eye. It should be looked on as performing an operation 
which his rough appliances cannot effect, that is, taking from 
the very part that demands it the exact amount of blood re¬ 
quired to relieve the morbid state with the least expenditure 
of the vital fluid.” 

Mr Butcher reports in the 1 Dublin Medical Press ’ of 
August 25th an interesting case entitled, 

'Extensively Comminuted Fracture of both Bones of the 
Fore-arm, with Excessive Hcemorrhage into the Limb, from 
Laceration of the Interosseal Artery—Recovery.' 

The title is sufficiently comprehensive to describe the case. 
The injury was received from a kick by a horse, and “ on 
simple inspection of the right fore-arm, there were two condi¬ 
tions that conspired to produce very great deformity—viz., 
remarkable shortening, with a projecting angle backwards, 
and considerably increased or augmented bulk, as contrasted 
with the sound limb. On closer examination, the amount of 
shortening somewhat exceeded two inches, while the cir¬ 
cumference was increased by two and a half. On making 
extension at the wrist, the arm being fixed by an assistant 
and the. fore-arm held at right angles with the arm, the ulna 
and radius were with little hindrance discovered to be broken, 
the former smashed in pieces for three inches in extent, 
commencing a little more than three inches from the ex¬ 
tremity of the olecranon process, and extending downwards ; 
while the radius was likewise comminuted for two inches in 
extent in the same situation. The integument over the part, 
posteriorly, was only scraped, being merely marked by the 
curve of the horse’s shoe—an immunity from laceration 
ascribable to the man having on at the time a thick fustian 
jacket. On drawing down the hand, bringing somewhat 
into position the broken fragments and restoring the forearm 
to its natural length, as indicated by measurement, still the 
fulness posteriorly, and the increased bulk of the limb by its 
circumferential measurement, corresponding to the site of 
fracture, was not very materially lessened, being only di¬ 
minished three-quarters of an inch, so that there remained 
still a fulness of the limb, amounting to an inch and three- 
quarters, to be accounted for in the diagnosis. Now, the 
swelling, so marked and prominent behind, can only be at¬ 
tributed to the giving way of some artery — an artery deep- 
seated, and that too, of considerable size; such an inference 
must be arrived at, first, from the rapidity of its production, 
the absence of discoloration of the surface, the distinct fluctu¬ 
ation perceptible to the touch, and that deep in the limb. 
There was not time for inflammation to be set up, matured, 
and its products eliminated, therefore the fluid thrown out 
must have been blood. From the proximity of the inter¬ 
osseal artery to the broken-up parts, I believe this to have 
been the vessel torn. The radial artery at the wrist afforded 
its full impulse, while an almost imperceptible thrill only 
could be detected in the ulnar vessel; yet after a month 
from the date of the occurrence of the accident, its full beat 
was restored.” 

By means of a well-adapted splint, and great attention, 
the case did well. 

The same journal quotes from the 1 New York Journal of 
Medicine ’ a report of an 

‘ Amputation of the Entire Lower Jaw,' 

performed by Dr Camochan, of New York. The case is 
described at great length, and with much minuteness. Very 
little bleeding attended this formidable operation, and care 

was taken, by means of a ligature applied during and 
after the operation, to prevent retraction of the tongue 
upon the larynx, a complication which occurs in consequence 
of the division of its muscles, and so causes suffocation. The 
wound healed by the first intention, and the case was quite 
successful. There was no salivary fistule, no paralysis, 
deglutition was performed without difficulty, and articulation 
was sufficiently distinct to render the patient’s words intel¬ 
ligible. Though unable to masticate, he found no difficulty 
in breaking up his food between the tongue and the palate. 

In the ‘ Lancet’ of Sept. 4, Mr Coulson continues his 

‘ Lectures on Lithotomy and Lithotroty.' 

The present lecture points out the indications and 
contra-indications of lithotrity, and exhibits the same ex¬ 
tensive knowledge and cautious judgment that havo charac¬ 
terised this gentleman’s previous lectures. 

In the same journal Dr Swettenham, Surgeon of the 44th 
regiment, reports a case of 

* Popliteal Aneurism treated by Pressure.' 

The aneurism was about the size of a small orange, and 
in nine days from the time of applying the instruments— 
the 15th of July—the pulsation in the tumour had quite 
ceased; in two days more it was perfectly solid; in five 
days more the man was able to walk, and on the 13th of 
August the tumour is said to be no larger than a Spanish 
filbert, and the man had perfect use of his leg. 

The same journal reports a 

* Case of Placenta Prcevia.' 

By George Bennett, Esq., Sydney. In this case, as in 
others treated by Mr Bennett, the placenta was entirely 
separated from the uterus, and removed. In former cases 
the children were still-born, but in the present the child 
was alive,—a result attributed to the circumstance that Mr 
Bennett placed the child, with the placenta attached, into 
warm water, until the circulation was established. Mr 
Bennett having mentioned his success to a medical friend in 
the colony—Mr Bland—that gentleman wrote to Mr Ben¬ 
nett the following letter, which, we think, embraces a point 
of practice so important as to deserve further publicity:— 

“ Sydney, Feb. 18, 1852. 
“ Mr Dear Bennett—In cases of placenta prsevia, my 

practice, for upwards of twenty-five years, has been as 
follows: —Without the least violence, but, at the same time, 
with the least possible delay (that is, as soon as the dilatation 
or dilatability of the os uteri would permit), to separate and 
extract the placenta—a hand-basin of warm water about 
98°, having in the meantime been prepared immediately to 
receive it. By the first part of this measure the safety of 
the mother was secured; by the latter part of it the child. 
The following were, with me, the grounds of the above 
prompt and decisive interference : — 1st. The imminent dan¬ 
ger of the case, which, if anything could be done, brooked 
no delay. 2nd. The conviction that the complete, early, 
and rapid, though cautious and gentle, separation of the 
placenta from the uterus, was the readiest and most certain 
means of allowing the placental vessels of the uterus to con¬ 
tract, and of thus at once arresting the haemorrhage, while, in 
furtherance of the same object, by the extraction of the bulky 
mass of the placenta, with the consequent complete evacua¬ 
tion of the waters, the utmost attainable contraction of the 
uterus itself could as promptly as possible be ensured; while, 
again, by the immediate immersion of the placenta on its 
extraction in the tepid bath prepared for it, the circulation 
between the foetal portion of the placenta and the foetus 
would be promoted and ensured during an ample period of 
time for the completion (whether by art or otherwise, and 
without the aid of medicine as the case might require) of 
the delivery of a living child. 

“ I will only add, that W'hether the above theory be correct 
or not, the result of it in practice has far exceeded my most 
sanguine expectations. 

“ Believe me, my dear Bennett, yours most sincerely, 
“William Bland.” 
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In the ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ there is a report of 
a clinical lecture on a case of 

‘ Strangulated Hernia 

in which the operation was performed by Mr Fergusson 
without opening the sac. Mr Fergusson, in the course of 
his observations, expresses his approval of this mode of 
operating, though he does not advise an adherence to this 
plan alone. There were other peculiarities in the case, one 
of which—the mode of making the incision—is thus 
described: 

“ In the case under our consideration just now, the sac 
was not opened ; but this was not all the peculiarity; the 
external incision was different. Some years ago, I should 
have made the inverted Y cut over the tumour, so as to 
expose well its surface. I should have cut down to the sac, 
then found my way to the stricture, thus travelling from the 
centre of the tumour over its surface to the inner edge ; and 
I may say, that most surgeons would have followed this 
mode of practice. Instead of doing this, I made a small 
straight cut, about an inch and a half long, over the inner 
side of the hernial tumour. I did not meddle with the body 
of the tumour, but cut almost distinctly over Gimbernat’s 
ligament, which I wished to touch. By this means, instead 
of having to work my way right over the tumour, I was 
enabled to get at the stricture at once, having to carry my 
finger through a comparatively shallow space. I did not 
care whether I saw the sac or not, but sought for the liga¬ 
ment, placed the edge of the probe-pointed bistoury upon 
its margin, and divided it, when, with a little pressure upon 
the tumour, the contents of the sac receded. Now, this I 
consider a most simple proceeding ; and for it the profession 
are entirely indebtedly to Mr Gay, of the Royal Free Hos¬ 
pital ; and I think it deserves much more attention than it 
has already obtained at the hands of practical surgeons. I 
have for the last few years rarely performed any other 
operation. The incision in the skin admits of the sac being 
opened, or not opened, as may be found advisable. I feel 
certain that those who see this operation performed will 
confess that there is some advantage in the proceeding over 
that which is usually done, both from the facility with which 
it was accomplished, and from the simple aspect of the 
whole process. I shall avail myself of other opportunities 
of calling your attention to this method, as I consider it 
wo.-tliy of your careful consideration ; in fact, I should not 
be doing my duty as your teacher if I did not bring before 
you.- notice what I myself deem a very great improvement 
in connexion with hernia, as the proceeding referred to is 
really not much more than the simple operation of the 
taxis.” 

Mr Fergusson advises operating at an early period, and 
thinks that there is often more danger to be feared from the 
tsxis than the operation by the knife. His remarks deserve 
attention. 
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ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 

DEFORMITIES. 

(No. IV.) 

BY CHARLES VERRAL, M.R.C.S., 

Surgeon to the Spinal Hospitalfor the Cure of all Deformities 

of the Spine, Feet, Chest, and Limbs. 

I now pfoceed to the consideration of a deformity of the 
foot essentially different from any form to which I have hi¬ 
therto alluded; where, in fact, the tarsus, instead of being 
too much extended, is violently, or at least unduly, flexed, 
so as to compel the patient to walls on the posterior margin 
of the os calcis, hence the affection is named Talipes Calca¬ 
neus. As far as my observation goes, this is the most un¬ 
common of all the deformities of the feet; and it is rarely 
met with except in the case of infants, or during early youth. 
As already said, in severe cases the patient performs loco¬ 
motion entirely on the posterior portion of the heel; the 
whole of the anterior part of the foot being raised from the 
ground, with approximation of the dorsum to the spine of 
the tibia. ' In .milder cases, however, the toes are brought 
into contact with the earth in the act of progression, more 
particularly the great toe; the sole, however, is still unduly 
raised, so that the arch of the foot is greatly augmented, as 
will be seen from reference to the second of the subjoined 
models, which represents the foot of a young child now under 
my care. 

There is one great peculiarity attaching to talipes calca¬ 
neus which does not apply to the other forms of simple mal¬ 
position of the foot, namely, it is purely a congenital affection; 
never, as far as my experience goes, arising after birth; that 
is to say, not as an idiopathic affection. I have seen a case 
of what I should term spurious talipes calcaneus, in the in¬ 
stance of a lady, twenty-six years of age, but then the de¬ 
formity had resulted from accidental causes; having in this 
instance followed upon an extensive burn on the anterior 
part of the foot and instep. 

The examination of a foot afflicted with a severe grade of 
talipes calcaneus reveals the following symptoms:—As the 
patient stands there is no lateral displacement of the tarsus, 
the foot retaining its ordinary position saving that it is 
rigidly flexed beyond a right angle with the leg, and, in 
consequence, the whole weight of the patient is thrown upon 
the hinder part of the heels. When both feet of the same 
individual ar# similarly affected, it is with the utmost diffi¬ 
culty that the due balance of the body can be preserved— 
locomotion being almost impossible; it fortunately happens, 
however, that in by far the majority of instances the attack 
is confined to a single foot only. In very many cases it is 
possible, by exerting pressure with the hand, so far to depress 
the elevated portion of the foot as to bring the toes into con¬ 
tact with the ground; but the moment the influence of this 
pressure is removed, so soon they fly back again into then- 
old position. 

The causes that operate in producing and maintaining this 
deformity are the following:—In the first place, there is 
either total loss of power, or partial paralysis of the muscular 
structure forming the calf of the leg, together with an almost 
entire absence of the usually prominent tendo Achillis, so 
that the os calcis is allowed to drop posteriorly; the effect 
of this is to leave the action of the flexors of the foot and 
extensors of the toes without any appreciable amount of an¬ 
tagonism, whereby their undue action may be controlled; 
the consequence is that the anterior portion of the foot is 
kept constantly raised, till by degrees the tendons which 
maintain its elevated position become positively contracted, 
and the deformity is rendered of a permanent character. In 
an advanced case of calcaneus the peculiarities which I have 
endeavoured to point out will be readily recognised by even 
a casual examination: feel for the tendo Achillis, and you 
will scarcely discover even a trace of it, but look upon the 
dorsum of the foot, and the rigid contraction of the tendons 
of the tibialis anticus, extensor longus pollicis, the common 
extensors of the toes, and the peroneus tertius with, occasion¬ 
ally the two other peroneii muscles, will at once be dis¬ 
cernible. 

It is worthy of remark, that in talipes calcaneus the tarsal 
bones do not undergo any great amount of change of po¬ 
sition, as regards each other; neither do the ligamentous 
connections appear to be seriously influenced. I should not 
omit to observe that the effect of the whole weight of the 
patient being thrown entirely upon the os calcis is to produce 
a marked and very characteristic alteration in the size and 
conformation of the heel. As regards the structures on the 
plantar surface of the foot, I do not think that, as a rule, 
they will be found to have suffered any great amount of con¬ 
traction. There are cases, however, in which bands of 
plantar fascia will be very conspicuously felt, and in which 
it will be found necessary to divide these obstacles before the 
restoration of the foot can be effected. 

It has been asserted that talipes calcaneus is never met 
with in adults. This, however, is manifestly an error, for I 
have now under my notice the case of a gentleman, upwards 
of thirty years of age, in whom the left foot is afflicted with 
a severe grade of calcaneus. Notwithstanding this, it is 
very true that instances of the complaint after maturity are 
so rare, that it is impossible not to come to the conclusion 
that in many cases the affections get spontaneously well, as 
it were ; the very effort of walking and standing appearing 
to act as curative measures. 

The subjoined figures of talipes calcaneus demonstrate the 
essential features of the disease, in its most severe and milder 
forms. The first illustration represents the foot of a little 
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boy, iti whom no portion of the tarsus reached the ground 
saving only the posterior extremity of the os calcis; whilst 
thi3 is taken from the cast of a young child, three years old 

who, in walking, could so far depress the foot as to bring the 
great toe, as well as the second, into contact with the earth. 
The latter case is still under treatment, and I am attempting 
to reduce the deformity without operation, but I must own 
that I am very doubtful as to the ultimate issue. 

The treatment of talipes calcaneus is an affair of a com¬ 
paratively simple nature, and, as I have already inferred, 
may be conducted upon two principles—either entirely by 
mechanical means, or by surgical and mechanical combined. 

As regards the mechanical only, I Ixave sometimes, hi 
the instances of very young children, adopted the following 
plan, with comparatively successful results. I direct a boot 
to be made, accurately fitting the foot all over, extending 
high up the leg, above the ankle-joint, having on the inside 
an elevated cork heel, so as to raise up the depressed os 
calcis, and thus give to the tendo A chillis a greater chance 
of contracting, than when it i* kept constantly upon the 
stretch. Attached to this boot along its anterior surface, 
corresponding to the dorsum of the loot, I have a powerful 
steel spring, well padded where it makes pressure upon the 
dorsum, whose tendency is to force itself down upon the 
ground, but being resisted by the rigidly flexed foot, its 
power is converted into an extending medium, whose action 
is directly upon the contracted flexors of the foot and ex¬ 
tensors of the toes, so that by degrees their resistance is 
overcome, and the sole of the foot is gradually approximated 
to the ground. In order to afford a prospect of benefit re¬ 
sulting from the employment of this apparatus, it is ab¬ 
solutely necessary that it should be worn night and day, so 
as to avert the tendency to return to the malposition. 

By the diligent employment of such mechanical measures 
many feet may doubtless be brought into position, so that 
by means of a properly adjusted boot and support, the 
patient may be enabled to walk with a greatly augmented 
amount of comfort; it is a matter of regret, however, that in 
by far the majority of instances no sooner is the use of this 
mechanical boot omitted than the foot gradually relapses 
into its former condition; and it is on this account that I 
would strongly recommend the conjunction of surgical 
means with the mechanical—a method of procedure far more 
rapid, less painful, and infinitely more certain in its ulterior 
results. Should it be determined to relieve the obsta- 
cles that oppose the return of the foot to its normal position, 
the tendons that it will be found necessary to divide will be 
those of the anterior tibial extensor proprius pollicis, the 
common extensor* of the toes, and the peroneus tertius, to¬ 
gether with, occasionally, the peroneus longus and brevis, 
and some tightened bands of plantar fascia. 

In all cases where contraction of these, or any of these 
tendons exist?, there will not be the slightest difficulty in 

recognising them, as they may even be seen throwing into 
ridges the cuticle by which they are covered. The division 
of them should he accomplished in the manner already di¬ 
rected. When speaking of the treatment of talipes varus, 
valgus, or equinus, similar methods should also be adopted 
for promoting the healing of the punctures of the skin—the 
boot being carefully maintained in its deformed position 
during the completion of this process. Of course the success 
of the case will now very mainly depend upon the careful 
application of well- adjusted mechanical support. 

The instrument best adapted for the relief of talipes cal¬ 
caneus is of the following nature: a long splint, made either 
of stout tin or wood, extending down the whole posterior 
surface of the leg, from just below the knee, to the lower 
margin of the os calcis, well padded, so as to prevent undue 
pressure upon the tuberosity of this bone; to this is jointed 
a foot piece corresponding to the sole of the foot, which by 
means of a screw in close proximity to the joint, is capable 
of being made to imitate flexion or extension of the tarsus. 
Attaching the leg piece by means of webbing straps securely 
to the leg, the foot-board should be flexed into the position 
of the foot, and carefully secured to it by means of straps or 
a bandage, and then by degrees extension should be com¬ 
menced gradually at first, and ultimately more rapidly, un¬ 
til the tarsus has been brought into its fully extended 
position. With the exception of an hour or so daily, when 
it may be removed so as to allow of the patient’s exercising 
the foot, the instrument should never he laid aside either by 
night or day, for without this precaution little or no benefit 
will result from the treament. 

By steady perseverance in the above plan the medical 
superintendent will have the satisfaction of seeing the foot 
gradually assume its normal position; and when he finds 
that full extension of the ankle joint has been obtained, of 
course he will direct a proper hoot and support to be pro¬ 
cured, so that the patient may walk about without fear of a 
relapse. 

Other methods for the relief of talipes calcaneus have been 
proposed—thus, the operation of cutting out a piece of the 
elongated tendo Achillis, with the idea that its reunion 
would so shorten the length of the muscles of the calf, as to 
pull up the depressed os calcis, has been occasionally per¬ 
formed, and is still, I believe, advocated by some prac- 
titionex-s; it is a most unscientific method of procedure, and 
one, I am strongly inclined to consider, as totally useless 
and unnecessary. 

Such then ai'e tho four simple forms of distorted feet, viz.: 
talipes equinus—varus—valgus—and calcaneus. Such are 
their symptoms and peculiarities, and such the na ture of the 
treatment by means of which entire or comparative removal 
of this affection is to be brought about. 

The next communication will touch upon those mal-posi- 
tions of the feet which are considered to be of a mixed or 
compound nature, and with the conclusion of those remarks, 
will terminate the subject of deformities as regards tlx* tarsus. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

PORTRAIT OF SIR JAMES EYRE, M.D. 
It was our intention to have given in this Number a Portrait 

and Biographical Sketch of Sir James Eg re, the distinguished 

author qf “ The Stomach and its Difficulties," but we regret 

that an unexpected “ difficulty ” to the intellectual digestion of 

the “ sweet morsel ” in preparation, has arisen to prevent its 

publication in this number. The Portrait and Sketch will 

appear in our next.—Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’ 

RICHARD BRIGHT, M.D. 

The distinguished physician whose name heads this notice, 
has had the rare felicity of discovering a new disease, and of 
indissolubly linking his name with the science of his pro¬ 
fession. Notwithstanding the love of precision, and the 
fondness for baptising old diseases with new Greek names, 
characteristic of our day, an exception has been made in 
favour of the recent labours of Dr Bright. Iu deference to 
the natural impulses of admiration and gratitude with which 
any new discovery qualified to be useful to mankind is re¬ 
garded by the world, the pedantry of science has for once 
been ignored, aud this physician’s name has been adopted to 
signalise the results of his laborious investigations. Bright’s 
disease is now as familiar an expression as the Davy lamp, 
the Arnott water-bed, or what is more germane to our 
science, the Hippocratic countenance. This is an honour 
conceded only to the highest desert. 

Dr Bright was the first to describe the pathology of gra¬ 
nular degeneration of the kidneys, and thus to explain many 
obscure and anomalous symptoms and conditions up to that 
time grouped together under the general term dropsy. The 
pathology of dropsy in its various forms has lienee become 
as exact as that of rfh'y other class of maladies. The 
advance of chemical pathology, and the more extended 
use of the microscope, as applied to affections of the kidneys, 
have amplified our knowledge, and aided our diagnosis; 
but all subsequent improvements are based upon Dr Bright’s 
great discovery, and ought to be regarded as its legitimate 
developments. Dr Golding Bird, Dr Rees, Dr Bence Jones, 
Dr George Johnson, and many others, not less known 
and deserving, are simply his pupils; though not having, 
perhaps, in all cases, enjoyed the benefit of his oral instruc¬ 
tions. Without affecting the nominal distinction, he has 
exercised the influence of all strong thinkers, and has formed 
a school, in which many of the ablest and most aspiring 
members of our profession are proud to be his disciples. 

Dr Bright took his degree at Edinburgh in 1812 ; he has 
therefore been a member of the profession exactly forty 
years. This seems a large space to be covered by one pro¬ 
fessional life, but in reality when closely analysed it con¬ 
tracts to very moderate dimensions. There are few physicians 
of high repute who would care to be thought much younger 
—outside their drawing-rooms, be it said,—than these years 
indicate. Every grey hair is worth a guinea, and a bald head 
with a due proportion of brains inside, is a fortune. Dr 
Bright was formerly physician to Guy’s hospital, and it was 
within the walls of this building that he conducted his re¬ 
searches on the disease that has given him his fame. He is 
now Consulting Physician to this institution. He is also 
Physician Extraordinary to the Queen; a Fellow of the 
Royal College of Physicians, and of the Royal Society. 

Our author’s literary labours are not numerous. He was 
in the habit of contributing to Guy’s Hospital Reports, 
chiefly on abdominal tumours; and he delivered the Gul- 
stonian Lectures in 1833, which were published in the 
‘ Medical Gazette ’ of that date. Besides these strictly 
professional exercitations he has experimented in general 
literature, and has indited “ Travels in Hungary:" with what 
success is a secret he has not thought proper to disclose. 

Should the reader be curious to know something about 

the personal appearance of Dr Bright, wc will endeavour to 
gratify him, without wounding the doctor’s susceptibility. 
If even Apollo himself were to sit for an etching, we are 
sure that he would feel nervous lest we should take exception 
to the symmetry of his form, or the arch of his eyebrows. 
We shall not wonder then if Dr Bright turn uneasily in his 
chair as he reads these preliminary sentences. There is, 
however, no need for him to feel alarm, for there is enough 
in hi3 countenance to carry him with credit through the 
scrutiny. We should say that the characteristic expression 
of Dr Bright’s striking features is that of strong sense. 
Vigour of will and soundness of judgment rule in his cha¬ 
racter. His forehead is strongly developed in the upper tier, 
swelling and knotting in that region as if hard thinking had 
pushed it in advance of the other organs; but this peculiarity 
is not very visible at the first glance, because it is concealed 
by a thick, wiry, and most rebellious-looking head of hair. 
If our most grave and learned friend were in the habit of 
being dragged every morning through a holly bush, his hair 
could not exhibit a more admirable disorder. Underneath a 
pair of shaggy eyebrows we discover, and we need not look 
twice to find them, two hazel eyes, whose expression is 
steady and direct. His chin is strongly marked, and pro¬ 
jects beyond the line which a statuary would call beautiful; 
in truth, the lower jaw is a little under-hung, and gives a 
firm and resolute character to the rest of the face. Such a 
head placed upon a pair of broad shoulders, and a short, 
stout, square body for a pedestal, would under any circum¬ 
stances be remarkable, and not the less so because it typifies 
the strong and sagacious mind of Dr Bright. No man who 
regards his face with attention can be at a loss to discover 
a reason for his success. He is a man who will not be beaten. 
Try, and try again, is the sentiment symbolised in every 
feature. Dr Bright evidently enjoys great reflective powers; 
hence he has been able to do what scarcely any other man 
of his time has done—to discover a new thing, and to raise 
a landmark on the wayside of science. 

Dr Bright is in considerable practice, and, from right of 
discovery, judgment, and experience, takes precedence, by 
choice of his professional brethren, in consultation for the 
relief of all diseases in which dropsy is a symptom. He 
prescribes judiciously, and has confidence in the operation of 
his remedies. The latter is an important qualification in a 
phyacian, and very often determines success. Advancing 
years seem to have done but small injury to his vigorous 
organisation, and it is probable that he will yet live for many 
years to instruct a coming generation, and to “lead the 
town” in the particular line of practice in which he has 
earned his celebrity; and we beg to assure him that none 
can wish him more cordially than ourselves a prolonged 
tenure of health and prosperity. 

EDWD. B. BOWMAN, M.D. 

This gentleman was bora in Calcutta (his father being an 
old officer of the Company’s Marine, who served with dis¬ 
tinction during the last Burmese war) and sent to England 
to be educated. He was afterwards a pupil of the late Wm 
Candlish, of Sunderland, who had a very extensive surgical 
practice amongst the shipbuilding yards and factories on the 
Wear. He studied in Edinburgh, under Hope, Jameson, 
Alison, Graham, Simpson, Christison, Henderson, Allen, 
Thomson, Munro, Miller, Sir Geo. Ballingall, Trail, and 
Kemp, in the University, and Handyside, Spence, and 
Hughes Bennett, in the Extra Academical school, and was 
dresser and clerk in the Surgical Hospital, House Surgeon to 
Lying-iu, and also to Lock Hospital. Dr Bowman was 
Secretary and afterwards Annual President of the Royal 
Medical Society. He graduated at the Edinburgh Univer¬ 
sity, previously becoming a Member of Royal College of 
Surgeons of England, and spent a session in attendance on 
lectures and hospitals in Paris. He commenced practice 
at Dalston (where he now resides) in 1845. 

WM. BOWMAN, ESQ. 
Mr Bowman is well known for his labours in anatomy 
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and physiology, having been a frequent writer on these sub¬ 
jects, and holding the important office of Professor of Physi¬ 
ology and of General and Morbid Anatomy in King’s 
College. Associated with Dr Todd, he brought out the 
‘ Physiological Anatomy and Physiology of Man,’ a work 
of great merit and of an European celebrity. Mr Bowman 
is a fellow of the College of Surgeons, and of the Royal 
Society, also of several foreign academies. He has been 
assistant-surgeon to King’s College Hospital from its founda¬ 
tion in 1839 ; and he is also attached to the Royal London 
Ophthalmic Hospital, Moorfields. His duties at the latter 
Hospital have directed liis attention to ophthalmic surgery, 
and he has published 4 Lectures on the Parts concerned in 
the Operations on the Eye.’ He practises surgery in all its 
departments. He resides at 5 Clifford street, Bond street. 

HY. GOODEYE BOWRA, ESQ. 

Vide 4 London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

CHAS. LAWRENCE BRADLEY, ESQ. 

Mr Bradley resides at No. 4 Belitha Villas, West, Barns- 
hury park, Islington. He commenced his professional career 
by being apprenticed at Guy’s Hospital, to the late Mr 
Stocker, in October, 1834. On Mr Stocker’s death, Mr 
Bradley’s indentures were transferred to Mr James Stocker, 
who succeeded his father, as apothecary to that hospital. 
During a long studentship, Mr Bradley studied the practice 
of medicine under Drs Cholmeley, Bright, Addison, and 
Babington, acting as Clinical Clerk to each of the last three 
phy sicians. Mr Bradley officiated also as Obstetric Clerk to 
Dr Ash well, and as Dresser to the late Mr John Morgan. 
He passed the examinatian at Apothecaries’ Hall in 1840, 
and in the following year obtained the diploma of the Royal 
College of Surgeons. In 1842 he was appointed Resident 
Surgeon to the Model Prison at Pentonville, then about to 
be opened as an experiment to test the merits of the separate 
system of imprisonment. In 1850, on the resignation of Dr 
Owen Rees, the principal medical officer to the prison, Mr 
Bradley was appointed the Medical officer. Mr Bradley 
was examined before a committee of the House of Commons 
on prison discipline, and gave evidence to the effect that the 
separate system of imprisonment might be safely oarried out 
for limited periods. 

Mr Bradley is Surgeon to the Royal Caledonian Asylum, 
and to the Holloway and North Islington Dispensary. 

RICHARD HOLLAND BRADLEY, ESQ. 

Vide 4 London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

CHARLES BRADY, ESQ. 

This gentleman is a well-known practitioner resident in the 
Blacltfriars road; and conducts a respectable practice in that 
locality. He became a licentiate of the Hall in 1826, and a 
member of the College in 1840, and was for many years a 
member of the late British Medical Association, and Medical 
Protection Society,—thus evincing his interest in all move¬ 
ments having for their object the advancement of the social 
and political status of the profession. 

JOHN BRADY, ESQ., M.P. 

As it is our intention to give, in a future number, a more 
important notice of this gentleman, who has lately achieved 
for himself the distinguished position of a member of the 
British Legislature, we shall merely state at present that he 
is brother to the former gentleman, and is associated with 
him in practice. He resides at No. 89, Blackfriars road. 

J. DE LA ROCHE BRAGGE, ESQ. 

JAMES WILLIAMS BRAINE, ESQ. 

SAMUEL EDWIN BRAND, ESQ. 

RICHARD BRANLEY, ESQ. 

Vide 4 London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

CHARLES BENSON BREAREY, ESQ. 

The subject of this notice is a gentleman fortunate, at 
least, in his ancestry, for he reioices in a descent from one of 
our oldest English families, whose great progenitor was one 
Allan de Brearhaugli,—a terrible fellow with falchion and 
vizor, no doubt, in his day, who settled in Yorkshire, and 
whose name and fame have been transmitted through five 
centuries. But the redoubtable Allan has long since become 
a family myth, and our business is to record the chivalrous 
deeds in the life of his descendant and representative, Charles 
Benson. 

Mr Brearey received his early education at the grammar- 
school of Scarborough, and, after reading with the Rev. E. 
Rudd, vicar of Thorne, he was sent, as a pupil, to the late 
Mr Bransen and the present Mr Mory conjointly of Don¬ 
caster, so that he might be enabled to live at the Dispensary, 
where he might see both public and private practice. Having 
subsequently gone to Leeds, lie became acquainted there with 
a gentleman who had been ordered to take a voyage to the 
Polar regions, for the benefit of his health. With him Mr 
Brearey entered into an arrangement, and accompanied him in 
a whaling vessel to Greenland, and thence to Davis’ Straits, 
officiating at the same time as surgeon of the ship. Before the 
termination of this very agreeable voyage—as Mr Brearey 
styles it—he had amputated about sixty toes and a foot, 
become gangrenous of course from the effects of frost. 

Arrived at home, he proceeded to London, where he com¬ 
menced his hospital studies, which he pursued at Guy’s, 
under Sir Astley Cooper, and at Grainger’s School, in Webb 
street. These terminated, and the licence of the Hall ob¬ 
tained, he received an appointment a* surgeon in the navy 
of the Queen of Portugal, but ultimately was appointed to 
the army, in which he served during the whole of the civil 
war then raging in that unhappy but lovely country. 
During this time, he had the misfortune to be shut up, be¬ 
sieged with 7,000 troops in Oporto, for ten months; where, 
after existing on all kinds of desirable and undesirable articles 
for food, his palate had lost its fastidiousness, and he had 
learned to relish, and be thankful for, a crust of bread and a 
cup of pure water. Whilst in this beautiful city he, neces¬ 
sarily, saw much practice, especially hi cases of low fever 
and dysentery; and, in consequence of being daily engaged 
with the enemy on some part of the lines, surgical cases of 
all kinds claimed a considerable share of his attention. The 
loss of life in this town was very great, from the inability to 
treat the patients with proper medicines. This circumstance, 
however, gave Mr Brearey an insight into the utility of, and 
a love for, water in the treatment of fevers, which has since 
been, he observes, in private practice of infinite service. He 
affirms that, after a regulated system of repeated baths of 
cold water was adopted, they lost very few cases; though 
most of these were the very worst that could offer, having 
originated from low and unwholesome diet, and protracted 
starvation. In this fever many of the cases of recovery were 
attended with the loss of one or both legs by mortification. 

Upon retiring from the Portuguese service, of which ho 
got tired when the war was terminated, he was engaged by 
the Spanish Ambassador for the service of the Queen of 
Spain, and duly appointed to a regiment. His marchings 
and countermarchings, escapes, and scrapes, privations, and 
fights of all descriptions it is unnecessary to recount. Here 
he had abundant practice in military surgery, and again 
was favoured to witness that most awful description of low 
fever already alluded to, though produced now from a differ¬ 
ent cause. The troops were exposed, on the mountain tops 
and on the plains of Vittoria, to alternate wet and cold, frost 
and snow, for weeks together, during the coldest part of the 
year; the bivouack fires being made in a circle and the 
men in the centre, officers and soldiers together. 

The typhoid fever—through the stages of which the 
patients went most rapidly—left the most dreadful debility, 
and generally terminated in mortification of the legs, princi¬ 
pally above the ankle. Hundreds were carried off in Victoria 
by this fever, and hundreds of cripples told the extent of the 
amputations resorted to. The efforts of the medical staff were 
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rendered almost abortive from tlie apathy with which the 
Spanish authorities treated the requisitions for aid in the 
hospitals. So far, however, as regarded the comforts of our 
hero he, being attached to tire staff, fared better here than in 
Oporto, where he took the fever, and also again at a later date 
in San Sebastian, the latter attack being caused by incessant 
working at the Military Hospitals, in consequence of some 
severe general actions, in which large numbers were wounded. 
At the termination of this war, not relishing a soldier's life 
with nothing to do, he resigned his commission. Arriving 
in England, Mr Brearey commenced practice as a general 
practitioner at 73 Great Portland street, where he soon 
made a respectable connexion, which in ten years had so 
much increased that the fatigue arising form the perform¬ 
ance of his arduous duties rendered him incapable of fur¬ 
ther exertion. Having suffered from an attack of inflam¬ 
mation of the brain, and being threatened soon after his 
recovery with a second, he resolved, at the suggestion of 
his medical attendants, to dispose of his practice, and hence¬ 
forth reside at his native place, Scarbro’,—a short visit to 
which had previously soon restored his debilitated energies. 

This brief sketch of the career of Mr Brearey proves him 
to be a lineal descendant of the doughty Allan de Brear- 
haugli, who probably charged at the cry of the gallant 
Henry of Monmouth, or even followed the Black Prince 
over the same blood-stained fields in which the chivalrous 
Charles Benson blew off the superfluous energies of his 
youth. There is not so much difference after all between 
present and past times, and Mr Brcarey’s career is an unequi¬ 
vocal proof that the “ age of chivalry is not gone for ever.’’ 
However, these themes violate the sobriety of our pages, 
and if we have done wrong, the fault must lie with Mr 
Brearey, who has entrapped us into a paroxysm of unwonted 
enthusiasm. 

REVIEWS. 

‘ Elements of Practical Midwifery, or Companion to the Lying- 
in Room.' By Ciias. Waller, M.D. 

Dr Waller is well-known as a Physician-Accoucheur, and 
any work from his pen would be received with respect. 
The present volume is not one of an ambitious character ;•—• 
we should scarcely say that it contained the “ elements” of 
practical midwifery—though it will undoubtedly constitute a 
very good “ Companion” to the lying-in room. It is almost 
too light to gain a character for its author; and yet we 
hardly know where it could be advantageously weighted as 
a “ pocket” book of counsels to meet the various incidents 
of obstetric practice. It embodies Dr Waller’s views on 
some of the points in dispute between obstetricians : we will 
refer to these. Dr Waller is an advocate of “transfusion,” 
in cases of exhaustion from hanuorrliage ; and probably he 
is somewhat biassed in his opinion of the utility of this measure 
by the recollection that he assisted Dr James Blundell in his first 
experiments: he also extends his support to Professor Simp¬ 
son’s plan of separating the placenta from the uterus in cases 
of placenta prajvia; though he recommends immediate 
delivery, and forbids waiting for a termination of the case by 
the natural process ; and he is an opponent to the general use 
of chloroform. Too much perhaps oft he little book is occupied 
with an examination of the latter subject; but on the whole, 
the work will be found very useful to the student and young 
practitioner. 

* Practical Remarks on Palpitation and other Functional Dis¬ 
eases of the Heart.' By John Caltiirop Williams. 
M.D. 

The object of Dr Williams’ book is to diagnose those 
affections of the heart that are of a functional character, 
and to indicate the best methods of treatment. The work 
opens with a chapter on the “ exploration of the heart,” 
and is followed by others on the “ natural and morbid phe¬ 
nomenon of the heart’s action,” and on “ sympathy.” These 

chapters form the groundwork of the author’s inquiries re¬ 
lating to the special subject of his work. The different 
forms of palpitation are pointed out, e.g., congestive and 
plethoric palpitation, sympathetic or passive palpitation, 
dyspeptic, anaunic and uterine palpitation, and palpitation 
from special irritation, debauchery, and neuralgic disorder of 
the heart. The work is a vei-y excellent monograph of the 
subject on which it treats. 

The Prescriber's Complete Handbook, comprising the Prin¬ 
ciples of the Art of Prescribing, <fo. By M. Trousseau, 

Professor of the Faculty of Medicine, Paris, and M. 
Reveil. Edited with Notes by J. Birkbeck Nevins, 
M.D. 

This volume, which is got up in a portable form, is one 
of the most useful of its kind that has lately fallen in our 
way. Medical practitioners, immersed in the turmoil and 
anxieties of business often desire to have at hand a small 
volume from which they may receive ready aid in forming 
new combinations of medicines for the treatment of difficult 
cases. This book meets such exigencies and lays down, 
besides, the general principles upon which the administration 
of remedial agents should be based. It comprises also a 
complete materia medica, in which the substances are not 
arranged according to their medicinal properties but accord¬ 
ing to their natural families, by which many latent qualities 
of drugs may be analogically discovered. It gives also 
chapters on pharmacy and on toxicology, and a series of 
formula}, which will be found of use in practice. The 
editor has given a very excellent translation, and has other¬ 
wise enhanced the usefulness of the work, by reducing all 
the original French weights and measures to the English 
standard; so that there can be no reason why this book 
should not become a standard work of reference 
among us. There are various hints scattered through¬ 
out the volume on the best mode of exhibiting par¬ 
ticular remedies, that may be turned advantageously to use 
in practice ; and there can be no doubt that English thera¬ 
peutics will be improved by an infusion into it of some of 
the peculiarities of our neighbours. 

Corpulence, or Excess of Fat during Pregnancy. A Letter to 
Dr Lee. By Thomas King Chambers, M.D. 

The subject of this small pamphlet forms so interesting a 
chapter of modern pathology, that we shall not scruple to 
quote Dr Chambers at some length, so that our readers may 
be informed of the most recent contributions to the inquiries 
now being daily made with respect to the phenomena of 
fatty deposits. After stating that mothers during the period 
of pregnancy and suckling generally become thin, he ob¬ 
serves : 

“ But in some persons prone to corpulence, either from an 
hereditary or acquired constitution, the contrary event hap¬ 
pens ; and, as the child grows in the womb, the skin of the 
mother becomes more and more succulent and elastic, the 
limbs rounder and fuller, and the fat in the abdomen is added 
to at the same tune as it is pressed upwards by the increased 
bulk of the viscera below. Hence arises a more than ordi¬ 
nary sense of suffocation, difficulty in moving about, and 
much general distress,—yet the aspect is healthy, and the 
patient is often congratulated by her acquaintance on the 
possession of a robust and good constitution. These con¬ 
gratulations are misplaced; for, besides the discomfort, the 
danger of miscarriage is, I think, much increased by exces¬ 
sive corpulence. In the table which I published in my book 
on corpulence, containing the cases of thirty-eight obese 
persons, it is remarked that several of the females had suf¬ 
fered this misfortune, amounting in one case to ten occasions; 
and it is singular how few children those had borne who 
were disposed to obesity in early life. There are nine cases 
of married women mentioned, the commencement of whoso 
corpulence dated from before twenty years of age ; and of 
those, one it is true had a moderately large family, but eight 
out of the nine had but one living child amongst them. It 
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is to this danger of miscarriage that I should attribute the 
common notion that fat persons are unprolific. Such is cer¬ 
tainly not the case in the male sex, so there can he nothing 
in obesity opposed to the generative faculty; but the public, 
ignorant of, or forgetting the miscarriages, attribute the ab¬ 
sence of family which they see, to a want of reproductive 
power. However, I will not insist much upon this head, as 
I have no statistics to go upon—the only true basis for an 
assertion opposed to a popular idea. 

“ To what shall we attribute this tendency to miscarriage ? 
It is fair, I think, to suppose that in some cases there is an 
actual deposit of fat in the placenta, which, thus overladen, 
and impeded in its circulation, becomes half fibrinous and 
half fatty, and dies with the child it nourishes. Such a con¬ 
dition of the afterbirth has been already found in some in¬ 
stances since the attention of our profession was lately 
directed to fatty degeneration in general, and the microscope 
applied to its detection; and we may expect to hear more of 
it as the study of the oleaginous parts of the human body is 
daily assuming that due importance which was predicted of 
it some years ago by Dr Prout. Now, though we must 
carefully distinguish between the excess of fat, which is a 
true Hypertrophy, and fatty degeneration, which may more 
properly be viewed by pathologists as an Atrophy, still 
there is this relation between the two, that one appears fre¬ 
quently the cause of the other; and in the heart, at least, 
fatty degeneration is more common in corpulent than in thin 
persons. Arguing by analogy from this fact, it is fair to 
expect the degeneration in the placenta to follow the same 
rule. If this be the case, frequent miscarriages find a ready 
explanation.” 

Dr Chambers then continues to dilate upon these special 
instances, in which women date them becoming fat from the 
period of suckling, marriage, or a confinement. We do not 
quite agree with all the author says; especially with regard 
to the habit of waterdrinking tending specifically to the 
formation of fat, as we not only happen to know instances to 
the contrary, but our experience tells us that waterdrinking is 
too common a practice among pregnant women to be regarded 
as the efficient cause of with this fatty deposit. We must 
not forget that the deposit of fat is physiologically associated 
with development of the uterine organs,—hence at the period 
of puberty young girls generally lay down a stratum of 
subcutaneous fat; and, although during pregnancy the 
demand upon the system is usually so great as to emaciate 
the woman, yet the formation of fat is not inconsistent with 
the process of gestation. We are obliged to Dr Chambers for 
bringing this subject under the consideration of the 
profession. 

Blenorrhagia and Syphilis; their Nature and Treatment: being 
an Analysis of the Letters of Ricord. By M. H. 
Stapleton. 

Any gentleman desirous of making himself acquainted 
with the views of ‘ Ricord on Blenorrhagia and Syphilis ’— 
and who is not ?—should read this pamphlet by Mr Staple- 
ton, who gives an admirable analysis of the French surgeon’s 
pathological doctrines. M. Ricord says that the muco-pus 
taken from a non-ulcerated surface produces no result by 
inoculation, ergo, that it does not owe its cause to a syphi¬ 
litic virus; he says also that there is but one syphilitic virus 
which is active only in the primitive ulcer. M. Ricord is an 
advocate for the abortive treatment, id est, injections in 
gonorrhoea, and caustics in syphilis. For a more detailed 
account of his views we refer our readers to Mr Stapleton’s 
admirable resume. 

A New Method of Treating Certain Diseases of the Cervix 
Uteri. By Robert Ellis, F.L.S. 

The object of this pamphlet is to point out the value of 
the surgical application of electric heat to the cauterisation 
of the diseased cervix uteri. A description of the instru¬ 
ments employed is given, and cases showing the utility of 
the plan are recited. If Mr Ellis’s success should meet with 
corroboration from other sources he will have the credit of 
introducing a valuable remedial agent to professional use. 

QUARANTINE AND YELLOW FEVER. 

(From a Correspondent.') 

We have been somewhat disappointed at hitherto seeing 
no notice by Dr Bryson of an intention to propound his 
scheme of Quarantine Regulations to the public; but hope 
that it may not be long ere such an intention on his part is 
announced. 

We observe that the subject has been taken up by the 
‘ Law Magazine,’ and no doubt when the code of Dr Bryson 
appears it will be very ably analysed, and receive that 
careful consideration to winch it will be justly entitled. 

Though we consider the confusion created by representing 
varieties of type in the same fever as constituting distinct 
diseases (than which nothing can be more absurd), sufficient 
to account for the errors of the contagionists, we have in the 
meantime been tempted to examine one or two of the alleged 
cases of importation of yellow fever, charged by Dr Bryson 
to have been passed over with neglect by the General Board 
of Health in their 1 Second Report on Quarantine.’ 

Two of these cases, we think, have been amply refuted in 
the 1 Report of the Board of Health,’ the “Bann” by Dr 
Gilchrist, and the “Eclair” by the Reporters We will 
therefore take another, as affording an additional illustration 
of the description of evidence brought forward by the advo¬ 
cates of contagion and quarantine. 

“ In May 1836,” says Dr Bryson, “ yellow fever was con¬ 
tracted by the crew of the Curlew, at Sierra Leone, imme¬ 
diately after which she went to sea, and on the 6th of June 
she anchored off Bathurst, in the Gambia, with many of her 
crew ill of the disease. All the sick men were immediately 
landed, and in a fortnight afterwards the disease began to 
attack the white population in the settlement, the first 
person attacked being the surgeon who attended the men 
from the Curlew, and the second his servant.* The dis¬ 
ease prevailed for a few months, and then ceased. There is 
no record that it had ever before made its appearance in the 
Gambia, and most certainly it has not appeared there since.” 
In the ‘ Statistical Reports of the Army for Western Africa’ 
it is stated that “ in 1830 and the six subsequent years 
yellow fever almost entirely disappeared; scarcely a case 
which could be denominated yellow fever came under treat¬ 
ment.” And again, “ almost every apprehension of the re¬ 
currence of fever in an aggravated form had ceased, when in 
1837 and 1838, without any assignable cause, it broke out 
with as much virulence as during the most unhealthy epoch 
of the colony.” It appears a little singular, therefore, that 
the crew of the Curlew should have contracted yellow fever 
at Sierra Leone in May 1836. The season of her arrival in 
the Gambia, moreover, was most unfortunate, as Dr Bryson 
liimself tells us that “ from July to October the nature of 
the place is totally changed, and no vessel during that period 
can remain more than a week or two at a time at anchor 
near the settlement, with safety to the health of her crew. 
During this season, therefore, Europeans, whether on shore 
or in vessels at anchor in the river, are apt to be assailed by 
remittent fever of a more virulent character than during the 
dry season.” The settlement at Bathurst was established in 
1816, and if yellow fever never appeared there before 1836, 
the Army Statistics prove that remittent fever, which is 
identical"with yellow fever, and which carried off three- 
fourths of those attacked, had visited that place in 1825-6, 
as is noticed at p. 5 of the ‘ Second Report on Quarantine.’ 
The world is pretty much in the dark as to what has oc¬ 
curred here since the white troops were withdrawn; and 
as McCulloch estimated the European residents in 1834 
at thirty- six persons, severe epidemics could hardly be ex¬ 
pected. 

Dr Bryson has been led into error respecting Goree by the 
late Mr W. Ferguson, Staff-Surgeon at Sierra Leone. After 
saying that the fugitives from the Gambia arrived at Goree 
in August 1836, &c., it is added, “ about three or four weeks 
after these events, the disease broke out at Goree, and 

* It is not stated whether or not these persons visited the 
infected ship. 
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carried off a vast number of tlie population.” On reference 
to the work of Thevenot,* ‘ Chargee en Chef des Hopitaux 
du Senegal,’ in 1836 (pp. 45-136), it appears that yellow 
fever did not break out at Goree until the following year. 
“ Goree has been colonised by Europeans,” said Mr W. Fer¬ 
guson, “ upwards of ninety years, but it does not appear, 
either from written record or oral tradition,! that it was ever 
visited by yellow fever before this epidemic broke out, and 
most certainly it lias not been so afflicted by that disease 
since.” Upon this authority Dr Bryson appears to have re¬ 
lied, but on further examination the statement turns out to 
have been wholly erroneous. Thevenot, at p. 45 of his 
work, states that this disease appeared at Goree both before 
and after 1836, viz., in 1830 and 1837. It is to be re¬ 
gretted that Dr Bryson, whose official position adds to the 
importance of his statements, should have yielded his belief 
too readily to any authority on a subject which few have 
treated with the candour and judgment displayed in' his 
1 Report on tne Climate and Diseases of the African Station.’ 

Our limits preclude further examination ; but for the next 
case cited by Dr Bryson it only appears necessary to refer 
those who may wish to know the particulars relating to it to 
p. 129, et seq. of the last-mentioned report by that gentle¬ 
man, and few impartial men will be inclined to doubt the 
propriety with which “ from these premises it is concluded 
that the disease was non-contagious, and also of local origin. ” 

Traite des Maladies des Europeans dans les Pays 
Chauds,’ &c. Paris, 1840. 

t D°es Dr Bryson think the memory of man can be relied 
on in any inquiry having pretensions to scientific accuracy] 

e aio afiaid that oral tradition in those climates which are 
not distinguished by longevity will not carry us very far back. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 

The nature of the Green Stools in Infants.—Can any of 
your readers tell me what is the nature of the green appear¬ 
ance in the stools of infants who have not taken medicine ? 
Is it bile or of some other nature ? Ax Inquirer. 

August 28th, 1852. 

The best Solvent for Gutta Percha.—Will any of your 
correspondents inform me which is the best solvent for gutta 
percha for medicinal purposes ? Croci Stigmata. 

A.cetum DestUlatum. Can any of your readers or correspon¬ 
dents point out why the learned composers and amenders of 
the Lond. Pliarm. (1851), introduced into their formulae the 
acetum destillatum, and the acidum aceticum dilutum ?—the 
sp. grav. of the former is fixed at l-0065, that of the latter 
1-008. It is stated by Dr Collier in his translation 1836, 
that “ sp. gravity is no criterion of its strength, which is to be 
determined by its saturating power:” now, if the notes in¬ 
serted under these articles by the college be correct, both 
the preparations saturate the same quantity of crystallized 
carbonate of soda—namely, 57 grains, 1 ft. oz. Where then 
is the use of two articles ? Investigator. 

REPLIES. 

The derivation of Orthopaedic.—My puzzle about Ortho¬ 
pedic arose from this The word is usually taken to mean 
something about putting feet straight, and I have seen it 
variously spelt.— 

Orthopedic.—I suppose from the Greek opdos, and the 
Latin pes—pedis!! 

Orthopoedic.—I cannot guess from what origin, for a 
Greek derivation would require some such a word as srotSos. 

Orthopodic.—Manifestly from nous—noSos, a foot. 
And lastly, Orthopedic.—From nais—n-aiSosaboy, orsome 

word of which it is the root, such as naiSeia, instruction; 
that being the word from which the termination in such 
words as encyclopedia, &c., is derived. 

The explanation of “ A Country Surgeon ” is therefore 
ingenious, as giving the only possible Greek words which 
could furnish a derivation for the word as we now find it 
written. 

In assigning the Greek nous—7ro5oy as one of the roots of 
a word spelt like that under discussion, Mr Burnett has 
manifestly put his foot into it, for the Latin character ce 
always represents the Greek diphthong ai, in the same way 
as the Latin character ce represents the Greek diphthong oi. 

But what on earth is the meaning of the word nabiov ?— 
I am, Sir, Yours yery truly, Ignoramus. 

Why are Sick Labours always Safe.—When I sent you the 
query with this heading I was well acquainted with the 
reflex-motor theory, and asked the question because my 
mind was not satisfied with the explanation it afforded. The 
discussion taken up by Dr Cox, and ably continued by Dr 
Cottle, has not succeeded in convincing me that the theory, 
however handled, advances our knowledge of the phenomena. 
I am, however, obliged to these gentleman for informing us 
all that is taught upon the subject in books and in the 
schools. 

Since I wrote to you last, I have been endeavouring to 
study the subject practically so as to be able to answer my 
own question ; and I think that I have succeeded in arriving 
at some clear ideas upon the matter. Although, like other 
busy practitioners, I have attended numerous sick labours, 
it never before occurred to me to watch the phenomena so 
as to gain from them some positive experience. When a 
patient feels sick, she usually rises suddenly from the bed, 
and rests upon her elbow during the act of vomiting; the 
medical attendant, at the same time, withdraws his hand, if 
engaged in rendering assistance, to avoid injury to the 
woman, and thus the opportunity is lost of studying the ac¬ 
tion of vomiting upon the maternal organs. I have had 
several cases of “ sick labours,” nearly all in births of first 
children, since I put the query to the profession, and instead 
of withdrawing my hand as usual, I have kept it in the 
vagina to ascertain the state of the parts. The result of 
several careful examinations I now intend to give your 
readers: 

In the first place, Dr Cox insists that the vomiting of 
labour is unattended with nausea; and he states also that 
the vomiting terminates with the dilatation of the os uteri. 
In both these propositions he is mistaken. So far from his 
first proposition being true, I have often observed—in fact in 
the majority of instances—that the woman rises suddenly 
from a sense of nausea, calls for a vessel, and, after all, does 
not vomit; but the nausea subsides, and she lies down pros¬ 
trate from exhaustion. There is never vomiting without 
nausea, but very commonly nausea without vomiting. I do 
not assume that the nausea is so severe as that produced by 
tartar emetic, or even sea-sickness, but sui generis, enough 
to make a decided impression upon the patient’s circulation, 
and nervous system. Again, vomiting continues in many 
cases long after the os uteri is frilly dilated, and in a severe 
case I attended six days ago, even up to the time of the head 
descending to and distending the perinaeum. I am sure that 
that these observations will be confirmed by practical ac¬ 
coucheurs. Any theory, therefore, based upon the errors re¬ 
futed must fall to the ground. 

On examining patients per vaginam, in whose cases 
vomiting was a severe symptom, I observed that when vom¬ 
iting was about to take place, the head receded from the os 
uteri, and the uterus ceasing to contract was drawn up into 
the abdominal cavity. This retrocession of the uterus was 
synchronous with the deep inspiration made preliminary to 
the act of vomiting. When vomiting came on, there was no 
perceptible action of the uterus; the pains seemed to have 
been cut short, and to be in abeyance. The uterus with its 
contents was propelled with great force through the passages, 
—indeed, so sudden and forcible seemed to be the descent’ 
that, in my first examinations, I hastily withdrew my hand, 
lest by offering obstruction I might injure the organ. When 
the head of the foetus wa3 entirely free of the uterus, and 
passing through the pelvis the same retrocession of the head 
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and forcible expulsion were observed, and at tlie same time 
the vagina was relaxed and dilated to a great compass, as if 
already sufficiently distended to receive the foetal head. As 
I repeatedly observed these phenomena, I feel satisfied that 
further clinical observation will confirm the accuracy of this 
recital. In the cases I have observed a long time was occu¬ 
pied—so much as twenty-four hours in one case, in dilating 
the os uteri, but the passage of the head through the pelvis 
and soft parts in no case occupied more than two hours. I 
was not so sensible of the effect produced by vomiting upon 
the os uteri, as upon the vagina and external muscular 
organs. «v 

The propositions I lay down are these : 
1st. That nausea attends the vomiting of pregnancy. 
2nd. That vomiting is not confined to the period of 

dilatation of the os uteri, but sometimes accompanies both 
stages of parturition. 

3rd. That vomiting cuts short the pains, and that the 
uterus is wholly passive during the act of emesis. 

4th. That vomiting assists very materially in propelling 
the foetus through the passages. 

5th. That vomiting probably assists in dilating the os 
uteri, but more decidedly the external parts. 

6tli. That as the contraction of the uterus is the primary, 
so vomiting must be regarded as a subsidiary or secondary 
act of parturition; its expulsive and relaxing powers acting, 
not sychronously, but independently of and subsequently to 
the uterus, and with great force and efficacy. 

The inferences I draw respecting the salutary influences 
of vomiting in pregnancy are these— 

1st. That the nausea attending sick labours tends to pre¬ 
vent undue excitation of the pulse, and of the nervous system, 
and thus to avert the great evil of convulsions, and of local 
congestions, &c., sometimes occurring in pregnancy. 

2nd. That the nausea may prevent hemorrhage, by dif¬ 
fusing or discharging the exalted tone of the muscular tissue 
of the uterus, in the manner pointed out by Dr Cottle. 

3rd. That the nausea and vomiting tend to dilate the os 
uteri, and thus to shorten the duration of the labour. 

4th. That the vomiting aids very importantly in the ex¬ 
pulsion of the foetus ; and that, by causing retrocession and 
propulsion on such occasions, it prevents impaction of the 
head, and obviates the possible necessity of instrumental aid. 

5th. That the vomiting, by relaxing and dilating the ex¬ 
ternal parts, tends to avert the danger of laceration of the 
perinoeum, and to ensure a speedy passage of the head 
through the os externum. 

These are the advantages which careful observation lias 
suggested to my mind, as likely to arise from sickness, in 
labour. There are other considerations of a more theoretical 
character, which I shall not now offer; enough for the pre¬ 
sent if I have been useful in explaining the mechanical and 
physiological import of “ sick labours.” That there may be 
evils attendant on protracted vomiting I have no doubt, for 
such occur when any beneficial action is carried to excess. 

I am, Sir, yours, &c., 
An Accoucheur. 

[We have received another letter from Dr Cox on this sub¬ 
ject, hut as it merely explains an oversight in his previous 
letters, respecting the physiological meaning of the phrases 
“ tone ” and “ tension,” incautiously used by him as syno¬ 
nyms,—an error pointed out by Dr Cottle, and reiterates 
his opinion respecting the absence of nausea in vomit¬ 
ing, we do not think it necessary to give it insertion. Dr 
Cox will excuse us when he considers how much space the 
subject has already monopolised, and more especially as the 
original querist, to whom the right of reply was due, has, by 
the introduction of new facts, altered the character of the 
discussion. The subjcet, as viewed in the light of the reflex 
motor theory, is exhausted, unless used in subordination to 
the new facts.—Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’] 

* An interesting case with the title “Obstinate Vomiting in Preg¬ 
nancy,” appeared in your journal last week, in which dilatation of 
the os uteri was not induced by the vomiting, and seems to throw a 
doubt upon the influence of vomiting in inducing ttiis state. I con¬ 
ceive it can happen only indirectly through the accompanying nausja. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
THE CONTAGION OF YELLOW FEVER, 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

Sir,—I beg to tender my humble testimony in support of 
Dr Wolseley’s opinion, that “ yellow fever is certainty con¬ 
tagiousof which I had abundant proofs in the hospital at 
icings ton, Jamaica, whilst house-surgeon to that establish¬ 
ment. “ One fact is equal to a thousand opinions.” I was my¬ 
self twice nearly a victim to the yellow claw of febres, and had 
I not quitted the scene of my labours immediately after tho 
second attack, as soon as my then weak state enabled me, I 
should certainly have become “ food for the crabs!” 

As a native of the tropics, I flattered myself with the pro¬ 
tection of my “ alma mater” but I was mistaken. I. will 
just mention that remarkable coincidence of opinion existed 
between that late lamented and talented physician, Dr 
Armstrong, and myself. Though at a distance of three 
thousand miles apart, we were simultaneously engaged on 
the same subject, namely, the aetiology of typhus. Dr A. 
divided the stages into three — the congestive, inflamma¬ 
tory, and typhoid. I attempted the same, but one opportu¬ 
nity only offered to treat the disease in the congestive stage 
by bleeding. I succeeded, to the astonishment and con¬ 
sternation of the visiting physician and surgeons. “ What,” 
said they, 11 bleed in yellow fever ?—monstrous!” The re¬ 
sult of that solitary case, however, left me in undisputed 
possession of the field; but, unfortunately, I never had 
another case in the first stage. I have had the “ black 
vomit” over me repeatedly. It was whilst studying the 
disease at the bedside of the patient I imbibed the contagion 
which, as I have stated, compelled me to beat a retreat, and 
reluctantly to quit a field wherein I had promised myself an 
abundant harvest. Sic transit gloria mundi ! 

I am, Sir, yours, &c., 
T. W. Wansbrough, M D., M.R C.S.Eng. 

Brighton (pro tem.), Ang. 1, 1852, 
No. 26 Campden Grove, Kensington. 

I could adduce many further proofs of the contagious cha¬ 
racter of yellow fever, did your space permit, notwith¬ 
standing the distinctions of “ Contagionists,” “ non-Conta- 
gionists,” and “ predisposed Contagionists.” 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,_The high position you have taken on the subject of 

the disgraceful proceedings of a certain bitter ale brewer, 
does you high honour; and your exposure of the ‘ Lancet 
quackeries, are not only pertinent, but well timed. You 
have thus evinced your determination to protect, both the 
profession and the public. I shall now he happy, if you will 
allow me to ask the Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ and Mr Allsopp, 
a few questions, which if they wish to stand well before the 
public they had better answer. 

1. Did the Sanitary Commissioner (?) of the ‘Lancet,’ or 
any assistant of his, make a single analysis of bitter ale 
before publishing his notorious article on that liquor ? 

2. What caused the discrepancies between the ‘ Lancet’s ’ 
printed account of the composition of bitter ale, and that 
sold as such to the public ? 

3. How many copies of the number of the ‘ Lancet,’ con¬ 
taining the said' article on hitter ale, were taken by Messrs 
Allsopp ? Were they ten or twenty in number, or as many 
thousands ? If the Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ cannot tell, 
perhaps his printer can.—Yours, &c., 

London, August 27, 1852. A PRACTICAL CHEMIST. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
I perceive by your remarks in your last number, you 

have no objection to attack any vulnerable point in the 
‘ Lancet,’ in connection with the analysis of Allsopps’ beer. 
I refer you to the number of tlie i Lancet, published on 
Saturday, May 15, 1852, pp. 474 and 475, where there is 
so self-evident an inaccuracy, that upon pointing it out, it 
will be immediately detected. They state they give the 
analysis of an imperial gallon of bitter ale, and make up tlie 
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total at 70,000 grains; now, as 70,000 grains is the exact 
weight of a gallon of distilled water, and as it is well known 
that even pale ale, though attenuated lower than any other 
description of beer, is heavier than water, it must be a 
cooking of the analysis : but as if this was not sufficient to 
place a doubt about their correctness, they actually convict 
themselves at page 475, where they give the specific gravity 
of the beer at 1*009, therefore a gallon of this beer would 
weigh 70,630 instead of 70,000, thereby leaving 630 grains 
unaccounted for. You can make what use of this you think 
proper. S. J. 

A correspondent has sent us the following note.—Ed. 
‘ Med. Circular.’ 

Your strictures on Allsopp, by showing an unflinching 
love of justice, and hatred of dissimulation, will bring you 
more friends than enemies. Few like falsehood from choice, 
all are fond of truth, and truth will always win its way to 
the heart in the end, 

Magna est Veritas et prevalebit. 

MEDICAL DIRECTORIES’ DEPARTMENT. 
TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Dr J. B. Sheehan (Buttevant)-Is thanked for his suggestions with 
regard to the Irish Dispensaries. No pains will he spared to make 
our work as comprehensive as possible. 

John Listeh (Doncaster).—Your approval, so politely expressed, of 
the steps we have taken; is, we are happy to say, the echo of pro¬ 
fessional opinion generally, and is most gratifying to us. 

J. N. Shelley.—There is no doubt of the correctness of your obser¬ 
vation. See reply to Mr Lister. 

H. B. Evans (Blackfriars road).—Your suggestion shall be considered. 
G. H. Betts (Watford).—Many thanks for your ready and prompt 

compliance with our request, and approval of the course adopted. 
You will forgive us for subjoining your letter, as the sentiments it 
contains deserve to be known: 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular' 
Sir,—I fully agree with the statement respecting the forthcoming 

Directory, and wish you every success. It will be a failure if any 
attempt be made to produce two ; and you deserve not only the 
thanks but the support of the profession for the production of so 
valuable a work. 

Dr Redfern.—Our work is already very bulky, but your request 
shall be considered. 

Dr J. W. Garlics. (Halifax).—The matter in question was not con¬ 
sidered of sufficient importance to be inserted in all the Editions, 
and indeed our space would not permit it. The suggestion however 
is acknowledged with our best thanks. 

J. Wiblin (Southampton).—Were you in our situation you would 
know the difficulties of pleasing all parties. We thank you for 
your staunch support. 

J. K. Chambers.—The conformity suggested shall be attended to 
—we are frequently surprised at the returns made. Dr L.’s reason 
has before been quoted, and we join in the hope that they will see 
the error of their ways; persecution, however, will not make them. 

C. J. B. wishes his name to be withdrawn from the ‘ Medical Direc¬ 
tory,’ on account of his retirement from practice. Our rule is not 
to withdraw the name, but to affix “ retired” after it. 

J. H. Brown (Marazion).—Accept our reply to Mr Shelley. 
J. Philp (Kirkcaldy).—No pains shall be spared. It is however not 

so easy a task. Kindly note any such cases, and we will soon ex¬ 
pose them. 

E. Ballard (Middleton square).—Note received and request at¬ 
tended to. 

R. B. Carter (Leytonstone).—Will comply with your request if sent 
in time. 

J. Adams (Glasgow).—Any corrections sent will be duly appreciated. 
Dr Weston (Glasgow).—We are much indebted for the valuable list 

so kindly forwarded ; it will prove most useful to us. 
Dr II. R. Howatt will accept our best thanks for his communication. 
Communications and suggestions have also been received with thanks 

from John Conky (Lisroyon); J. E. Ballard (Church Stretton); 
R. Clark (Scariston) ; Dr E. H. Scriben ; IIcgh Hastings (Chel¬ 
tenham) ; Dr J. Jago (Truro); J. Buckle (Bedall) ; R. S. Hayes 
(Naas); J. Stokes (Nailsworth); J. R. Hutchinson (St Alban’s); 
G. K. Prince ; M. Coleman. 

flntarg. 

August 18—John Smith, M.D., at 2 Shaw place, 
Greenock, of fever caught in the discharge of his professional 
duties. In noticing this gentleman’s death a contemporary 
makes the Mowing very appropriate remark*: “ And thus, 

perhaps, in the prime of life, after years spent in the per¬ 
formance of the duties of an arduous and too often un¬ 
rewarded profession, has passed to his account, another unit 
of those men who devote their lives to relieve the ills to 
which suffering human nature is subjected, ‘ of fever, caught 
in the discharge ’ of those duties; and the only monument 
to the memory of the hero is a newspaper paragraph; while 
warriors and statesmen have their monuments and equestrian 
and other statues in every city and town throughout the 
length and breadth of the land. And yet true heroism and 
true courage are more displayed in the every-day occurrences 
of the professional life of the medical man, in combating the 
dire invasion of fever in its foulest and most horrible haunts, 
than were shown in the most dreadful battle ever fought. 
The name of the warrior is handed down to posterity; and 
generations yet unborn will speak of Napoleon, to whom the 
names of Dr Smith and of thousands of others who have 
fallen victims to their endeavours to arrest the progress of 
plague and pestilence, will be totally unknown, or, if known, 
as utterly disregarded.” 

26—Charles M. LEMANN,~’Esq., M.D., of 34 Soho 
square, at Bathampton, near Bath. 

28— Alfred Harrington Goodhart, Esq., L.S.A. 
1839, at 34 Camden road villas. 

29— William Robinson, Esq., M.R.C.S., Surgeon-den¬ 
tist, at liis*father’s residence, Spencer street, Carlisle, in his 
24th year. This young gentleman, who had obtained the 
diploma of the Royal College of Surgeons, preparatory to 
practising his profession as a surgeon-dentist, for which he 
was well qualified, was apparently in good health a week 
before his decease, nor, indeed, was he supposed to be dan¬ 
gerously ill, until the day before death took place. The 
fatal illness was malignant scarlet fever. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Examination for Honours.—Anatomy and Physiology: 
Power, Henry, Exhibition and Gold Medal, St Bartholo¬ 
mew’s Hospital; Laurence, John Zachariah, Gold Medal, 
University College; Jones, Sydney, St Thomas’s Hospital; 
Agnis, John Crown, B.A., University College; Bullock, 
Henry, adjoining St George’s Hospital, and Silvester, Henry 
Robert, B.A., King’s College, equales; Buchanan, George, 
B. A., University College; Umphelby, Arthur, adjoining St 
George’s Hospital. — Chemistry: Buchanan, G., B.A., Gold 
Medal, University College; Laurence, John Zachariah, Gold 
Medal, University College; Power, Henry, St Bartholo¬ 
mew’s Hospital; Moon, Frederick, Guy’s Hospital; Silves¬ 
ter, Henry Robert, B A., King’s College; Penny, James 
Champion, St George’s Hospital.—Materia Medica and 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry: Moon, Frederick, Gold Medal, 
Guy’s Hospital; Laurence, John Zachariah, Gold Medal, 
University College; Penny, James Champion, St George’s 
Hospital; Silvester, Henry Robert, B.A., King’s College ; 
Jones, Sydney, St Thomas’s Hospital.—Botany: Power, 
Henry, Gold Medal, St Bartholomew’s Hospital; Buchanan, 
George, B.A., University College; Penny, James Cham¬ 
pion, St George’s Hospital. 

University of London.—First Examination for 

the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine.—Pass Ex¬ 

amination.—First Division ; Agnis, John Crown, B.A., 
University College; Beddoe, John, B.A., University 
College; Buchanan, G., B.A., University College; 
Bullock, Henry, adjoining St George’s Hospital; Fox, 
Wilson, B.A., University College; Jones, Sydney, St 
Thomas’s Hospital; Laurence, John Zachariah, University 
College; Moon, Frederick, Guy’s Hospital; Penny, James 
Champion, St George’s Hospital; Power, Henry, St Bar¬ 
tholomew’s Hospital; Silvester, Henry Robert, B.A., King’s 
College; Spender, John Kent, King’s College; Umphelby, 
Arthur, adjoining St George’s Hospital. — Second Division : 
Bartlet, John Henry, University College; Cusack, Samuel 
Athanasius, Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland; Dale, 
Alfred James, Loudon Hospital; Footman, John, University 
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College; Jessop, Charles Moore, King’s College; Leach, 
Henry, Guy’s Hospital; Vincent, John Allder, Queen’s Col¬ 
lege, Birmingham ; Williams, William Joseph, St George’s 
Hospital. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gen¬ 
tlemen have been elected Fellows of this College :—Samuel 
Bucknill, Rugby, diploma dated March 21, 1806 ; M. A. B. 
Corbin, Guernsey, Oct. 4, 1836; James Garstang, Clitheroe, 
Jan. 29, 1828; James Torry Hester, Oxford, June 1, 1821; 
William Hughes, Lamb’s Conduit street, Nov. 1, 1816; 
John Pyle, Oxford terrace, Jan. 5, 1836; George James 
Squibb, Orchard street, Feb. 1, 1822. At the same meeting 
of the council, Messrs Charles Ducker Fenton, of Hallgate, 
Doncaster, and Douglas Semple, of Dudley, Licentiates of 
the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, were 
admitted members of the college, under the authority of the 
late charter. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, August 
19, 1852:—George Vinicombe Coates, London; John 
Brendon Curgenven, St Ivew, Cornwall; Bernard Haldan, 
Preston; Benjamin Hunt, Napton, Warwickshire; Amos 
Ingham, Hebden bridge, Yorkshire; James Scarborough 
Loe, Leeds; Thomas Alban McManus, Hull; Thomas 
Maltby, Shelton; William Niven, London; Thomas Walton, 
Hull. On Thursday, August 26, 1852 :—William David 
Adams, Edinburgh; Henry Homer Granger, Skipton, 
Yorkshire; Thomas Smith, Oxfordshire; Samuel Woodall, 
Dudley ; William Henry Yates, Westbury-on-Severn. 

Internal Inflammation combated by Collodion. 

—M. Latour has been, for some time back, the persevering 
advocate of the doctrine, that external inflammation may be 
speedily subdued by withdrawing the affected surface from 
the influence of the air. This he obtains simply by a layer 
of collodion, which (according to M. Latour)rapidly assuages 
the inflammation of gout and articular rheumatism. At a 
meeting of the Academy of Medicine on the 8th, M. Latour 
related a case of peritonitis, in which the symptoms were 
dissipated within twenty-four hours by the application of a 
layer of collodion to the whole surface of the patient’s abdo¬ 
men.—‘ Bulletin de 1’ Academic.' 

Middlesex Lunatic Asylum;.—Dr Tyerman, of the 
Cornwall asylum, has been elected the Resident Medical 
Officer of the male department of this asylum, in the place 
of Dr Hood, promoted to Bethlem Hospital. There were 
nearly thirty candidates. At the last named asylum, there 
is a vacancy in the office of apothecary, or resident medical 
officer, in consequence of the resignation of Dr Wood. 

Mr Palmer, who nearly twenty years ago brought out 
the Edition of John Hunter’s Works, and shortly afterwards 
went to Australia, has, we learn, recently been elected to be 
the Speaker of the House of Assembly in Port Philip. 

A Resurrectionist.—A Medical Student, named Jarnes 
Gunning, has been sentenced to six months’ imprisonment 
in the Tolbooth of Dumfries, for violating a grave in Dum¬ 
fries, and attempting to carry off a dead body. 

The library of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical 
Society was closed on Saturday, the 28th August, and will 
be reopened on Monday, the 27th September, 1852. 

County and Borough Lunatic Asylums.—From a 
Parliamentary paper just published, it appears that the 
money received on account of the several county and borough 
lunatic asylums, for the year ending the 31st of December 
last, in England and Wales, amounted to 236,7247 4s. 2|d.; 
the expenditure was 207,0177 18s. 6|d. Balance in the 
hands of the treasurer at the end of the year was 33,5847 
3s. 8jd.; and there was due to the treasurer 3,8777 18s. 

The Poison of the Toad.— MM. Gratiolet and S. 
Cloez, by inoculating various annuals with the cutaneous 
poison of toads and salamanders, have demonstrated that the 
substances in question are endowed with well-marked and 
exceedingly dangerous qualities. The first experiment of 
these gentlemen was prosecuted on a little African tortoise, 
which was inoculated with some of the toad poison in one of 
its hinder feet; paralysis of the limb supervened, and still 

existed at the expiration of eight months, thus demonstrating 
the possibility of local poisoning by the agent. In order to 
determine whether the poisonous material spoiled hy keep¬ 
ing, the two gentlemen procured about twenty-nine grains 
of the poison, on the 25tli of April, 1851, and, having placed 
it aside until the 16th of March, 1852, they inoculated a 
goldfinch with a little of this material. The bird almost 
immediately died. Subsequently, the investigators suc¬ 
ceeded in eliminating the poisonous principle from Jlie inert 
matters with which it is associated in the skin pustules, and 
they found that, when thus purified, its effects are greatly 
more intense than before. Like most of the known very 
strong 'organic poisons, the active principle of toad venom is 
alkaline in its character, almost insoluble in water, slightly 
soluble in ether, and very soluble in alcohol MM. Gratiolet 
and S. Cloez are at this time occupied in collecting a large 
amount of toad venom, and will shortly make known the 
result of their further investigations. 

Duplex v. Economic Life Office.—This was an 
action in the Sheriff’s Court, before Mr Russell Gurney, for 
a fee of one guinea for answering certain questions respecting 
a lady desirous to insure her life. As it appeared that the 
plaintiff had answered the questions without any stipulation 
for payment, the demand for the fee accompanying the re¬ 
plies, he was nonsuited. 

St Mary’s Hospital.—Since the opening of this hos¬ 
pital with fifty beds, in May, 1851, the number of in-patients 
has been gradually increased to 150. The weekly board 
having some time since resolved that this number of beds 
should be constantly maintained, the Council of the College 
of Surgeons, at their last meeting, after receiving the report 
of personal examination of the hospital, by Messrs South 
and Luke, formally recognised St Mary’s as one of the 
general hospitals of the metropolis. In consequence of this 
recognition, the hospital will at once reoeive students to 
attend its medical and surgical practice. By the laws of the 
institution, provision is also made for the future establish¬ 
ment of an hospital medical school and medical collegiate 
establishment. The income of the hospital for the past year 
exceeded 6,0007 

Liebig has delivered his last lecture to his pupils at the 
University of Giessen. After a journey to Russia, he pro¬ 
ceeds to Munich, where he will commence his duties in the 
University, of which he has been appointed a Professor. 

The Cholera. — Magdeburg, August 25.— The 
cholera has unhappily broken out here. The official an¬ 
nouncement has been made to the medical men, and cholera 
lazarettos have been established, and other precautionary 
measures adopted. 

Royal Orthopaedic Hospital, Bloomsbury square. 

—Since this institution was opened it has been the means of 
restoring upwards of 12,000 cripples, and there are now 708 
under treatment, while 320 are waiting admission. Her 
Majesty has subscribed 1007 towards the building fund, and 
other subscriptions have been received to the amount of 
1,2001, for the same purpose. 

Progress of Epidemics,—The cholera is still com¬ 
mitting fearful ravages in Warsaw. Upwards of 4,000 have 
already perished : 400 fresh cases occur daily, of which half 
terminate fatally. Several cases of dysentery have been met 
with in Galicia, but as yet none of cholera. In Posen there 
were 68 new cases of the epidemic; on the 20th, 58 of these 
were fatal. In one or two of the frontier districts it is re¬ 
ported to be abating; but the immense proportion of the 
deaths to the number attacked is such as to raise general 
alarm; in Ostrowa, from the 16th to the 20th, 21 persons 
were attacked, of whom 16 died; in all, there had been 378 
cases, 178 of which terminated fatally. The disease is 
especially malignant in the villages, the proportion of deaths 
being greater there than in the towns. In Przygodzici 70 
persons, or fully one-eighth of the inhabitants, had been 
carried off. The total number of cases in Landsberg, in 
Silesia, to the 19th inst., was 267, of which 177 were fatal; 
84 cured. This disease is fast disappearing at the Isthmus 
of Panama, but great mortality has occurred in the vessels 
thence to California, especially on hoard the steam-ships 
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Lewis and Independence, 14 deaths having taken place in 
the former, and 12 in the latter,—the disease having been 
caught, it is supposed, during a three weeks’ stay at San 
Juan del Sud. Of the passengers by the Northern Light 
from New York, 34 died; 20 from exposure at Sau Juan 
del Sud, and 14 on the passagethence to San Francisco. The 
small-pox continues in Jamaica, but does not increase in 
virulence. The Board of Health has reported 17 cases of 
cholera in Rochester, U.S., and 10 deaths during the 48 
hours ending the 16th inst. 12 deaths from the same disease 
are reported to have happened in the city of New York. Re¬ 
ports from Warsaw since the above, represent the cholera as 
still advancing, and of greater malignancy than in the pre¬ 
vious invasions. It defies all the remedies which past ex¬ 
perience would recommend. Up to the present time, the 
southern and eastern Governments of the kingdom of Poland 
have not been visited by the disease; from Warsaw it is 
taking the direction over Posen and Silesia to the west. On 
the 18th there were 420 new cases, of which 186 were fatal; 
226 recovered, 1,482 remained under treatment. On the 
19th there was a slight lull, usually the case towards the 
end of the week,—the increase at the beginning being at¬ 
tributed to excesses in drinking on the Sunday. On that 
day there were 296 new cases ; deaths 162, recovered 234 ; 
remaining under treatment, 1,382. To prevent the necessity 
for carrying the attacked to a distance, apartments have been 
prepared in all the principal streets for their reception. On 
the 20th, 279 were attacked, 146 died, and 198 recovered. 
On the 21st, 216 new cases ; 104 died, and 250 recovered; 
1,179 remained under treatment. The state of Berlin is de¬ 
clared to be very satisfactory, and as yet quite free from 
cholera. A few cases, however, are reported to have oc¬ 
curred at Bromberg and Madgeburgh. In Ostrowa, and the 
villages of that district, the disease appears to rage with un¬ 
abated violence. Medical aid, in the thinly-peopled locali¬ 
ties, it is almost impossible to procure. From Warsaw the 
returns show that the cases are decreasing in number; the 
state of the city is most gloomy, and hundreds are leaving 
for the interior. In Posen, on the 24th, 89 persons were 
attacked, of whom 36 died. In Milostaw the cases 
average from 5 to 7 daily; the deaths from 1 to 3; 42 
deaths have already occurred in the colony of Philadelphia. 
In Ostrowa, up to the 22nd, of 407 cases, 189 have died. In 
Nieustadt, the magistrates have forbidden the sale of some 
kinds of meat and vegetables; among these were mutton 
and cucumbers. An abatement of the disease hi Landsberg, 
Silesia, is reported; nevertheless, there were 45 new cases 
on the 22nd. In this locality the attacks were of the most 
malignant character; in some instances, persons, apparently 
in good health previously, were seized and past recovery in 
less than an hour. From Kalisch the reports are favourable, 
as isolated cases only occur. In the frontier district, in¬ 
cluding portions of Poland and Posen, the disease is ag¬ 
gravated everywhere by the utter insufficiency of medical 
assistance. In some of the villages there were more than 
twenty dead in one house; often the husband, wife, and 
children corpses in the same bed ; no attendance, no medi¬ 
cine, and everywhere the deepest misery. On the 24th, 
there were 705 cases of cholera in the garrison hospitals of 
Posen. Later reports confirm the intelligence respecting the 
outbreak of the epidemic in Madgeburg. The official an¬ 
nouncement has been made, cholera lazarettos have been 
established, and other precautionary measures have been 
adopted. At Turon River, New South Wales, there has been 
a great deal of sickness, principally dysentery ; there have 
been, it is said, upwards of 200 deaths within the last 
four months. Cases of fever have been very numerous 
among the troops in Scinde, and have been attended with 
great mortality. The soldiery there have escaped the 
cholera hitherto. It is singular, that while that direful 
disease is devastating a great part of the Continent of 
Europe, India, where it took its rise, is comparatively free. 
In Corfu, small-pox is committing great ravages among the 
Jews, and a pernicious and dangerous fever (low typhus) 
has caused great mortality among the inhabitants.—‘ Medical 
Times and Gazette.’ 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Me James Riddell.—A private note lias been sent. 
Mr A. Andrews (Buckland).—Chemists and druggists are liable to 

serve in the militia. Surgeons arenot exempt. 
Viatoe has sent us a bill advertising an arrant quack remedy, which 

has been placarded on the walls of the metropolis. It is with pain 
and disgust that we see the name o’ a qualified general practitioner 
at the foot of a long testimonial to the merits of the vile nostrum. 
If the practitioner continue to allow his name to be advertised 
in the audacious manner brought under our notice we shall think 
it our duty to give full publicity to the matter. 

Me R. Brown. -YYe are collecting facts referring to the assurance 
office in question, and shall make our statement at the most appro¬ 
priatetime. We have seen the article published in the ‘ Morning 
Chronicle,’ which confirms all we have said about the folly of in- 

. suring in young and ill-managed offices. Hardly one in twenty ot 
these offices will last ten years, and then in what a fearful situation 
will the deceived aid defrauded widows and orphans be placed ! It 
is enough to make any honest man's heart ache to see the untiring 
efforts that are made to puff these unsafe offices into notoriety. 
After taking an average of twenty-five (and not the worst of these 
offices,) the writer of that article says—“ Let it be observed that, 
in arriving at this result, we have not encumbered the calculations 
with any reference to the future bonuses and contingent advan¬ 
tages held out by nearly all the companies. We have confined 
ourselves to a mere computation of what would be required to 
pay no more than literal engagements; and the above dericit of 
53,2961. is the conclusion. Of the bonuses and profits we say 
nothing.” 

Mr Christie does not hesitate to state in his pamphlet, “ My im¬ 
pression, nay, my entire conviction, as to certain of the offices 
included in the Parliamentary Return, notwithstanding the flaming 
accounts of prosperity contained in reports and speeches at annual 
meetings, is that they are rotten; and are in effect, though perhaps 
not in design, fraudulent.” 

We say, beware! 
Medicui.—We regret that we cannot insert your communication, 

The subject has lost its interest. 
Testis.—We have already answered the question. One guinea is 

the ordinary fee for giving evidence in a court of law; sometimes, 
however, two guineas are awarded, and an allowance is usually 
made for distance. 

P. W.—Majendie. 
L. A.C.—The use now made of the Registrar’s books to enable certain 

unscrupulous persons to vaccinate the children of respectable pa¬ 
tients is a great evil, and ought to be corrected. A representation 
to the Registrar General’s office would pernaps suffice. 

Dr Bubchell.—Communication received. The matter referred to 
will no doubt be found correct when an examination can be made 
—if not he shall hear again. 

J. R. (Denny).—Mr Jacob Bsll is not a member of the new Parlia¬ 
ment. His place of business is in Oxford street. 

*** We have received the following, which perhaps some of our 
readers may bo able to answer:—Sir,—Will you have the kindness 
to inform me as to the regulations of the Paris University respect¬ 
ing a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science (B.S.) ? With 
many apologies for troubling you, I am, Ac., D. N. 

Cboci Stigmata.—Your inquiry has been placed among our “Notes 
and Queries.” We are obliged to you for your good wishes. 

Mr James Robison.—We understand that it is the intention of the 
‘ Times ' to make an onslaught upon the fraudulent assurance 
offices. We have seen the letter signed “A Warning Voice and 
nothing could have been better written or timed. If the ‘ Times ’ 
and‘Chronicle’combine to expose the pernicious system, scores 
of young assurance offices will be deservedly destroyed. The 
weekly print referred to must of course support the vicious system 
—it has not, however, any influence, not even enough to bolster up 
one society, which is the only object and interest of its conductors. 

Mb William Stevens.—The ‘ Lancet’ is right for once: “ the child 
teas born on the 30th ult.,” and as our contemporary seems to be 
sadly distressed for news, we beg to inform him that it was a girl! 
Extraordinary revelation 1 The * Lancet’s ’ curt communication 
of the enigmatical notice above quoted to its correspondent reminds 
us of the large yellow bills that some time ago met our eye at every 
corner, with the mysterious question “ Where's Eliza ?” and of the 
answer that subsequently assuaged our poignant curiosity, “Gone 
to the Casino.” Surely the ‘Lancet’ intended to convey to the 
public some important intelligence in that mysterious announce¬ 
ment. As it is very obscure, perhaps an explanation will be given 
next week. 

Galen.—If you will send a communication upon the subject we 
will examine it, and, if suitable, give it a place in our columns. 

*„* We think no apology is necessary for the publication of the sub¬ 
joined extract from a letter received at our office. It is only one 
among hundreds of tho same character:— 

To tho Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of the ‘ Circular ’ for the 

past six months, as also the copy for the present month. I am 
much pleased by the perusal of a journal conducted with such 
talent and uncompromising integrity. 

I am, Sir, yours, Ac., 
E. H. Fitz Henry. 

Foulker Mill, Co. Wexford, Ireland, Ang. 31, 1852. 
A Suburban Bractitjonjer,—The matter is referred to ia our column 

of news. 



A Subscriber (Ramsgate).—The numbers shall be sent. We are 
glad you approve of the ‘Circular.’ As you say, the other Jour¬ 
nals are “ at sea,” and moreover without a rudder, or a popular 
breeze to fill their sails. We are passing one, and the other is 
already out of sight. 

Dubitans.—You have asked a question which a few years ago we 
should have found no difficulty ia answering, but now, being a little 
older, and we suppose a little wiser, we are fairly puzzled. We 
cannot tell. 

M.D. (Edin.)—Dr Glover's denial of the testimonial advertised in his 
name in favour of Allsopp's ale, has come under our notice, and 
may be hereafter inserted. 

M.R.C.S. (Eng.)—We may probably be able to find room in an early 
Number tor the “Report of an interview between the ex-member 
of Parliament and a deputation from the Homoeopaths,” at which 
the latter gentlemen presented a piece of plate to the ex-member 
for the impoitant services he has rendered to the cause of the 
globulists. The ex-member's complimentary notice of the * Medical 
Circular’ was hardly expected, but we feel no gratitude,—for why 
should we be obliged to an adversary for telling the truth ? Is 
truth so rare from those lips that we are amazed when we hear it ? 
We hope not. 

Aqua Hordei.—The pretensions set up by Messrs Allsopp are likely 
to be suddenly collapsed. We have done something towards pro¬ 
ducing this desirable result. Their ale is doubtless as genuine as 
that of Bass, or other brewers of that agreeable beverage, but the 
mode they have adopted to gain for it a pre-eminence in public 
estimation, is not such as can be approved. A worthless print, 
whose existence is a blight and a misfortune to medical literature, 
has lent itself to a system of quackery in connexion with this sub¬ 
ject, which, though quite in character with the past history of the 
Journal, tends to corrupt the hon >utable course of trade, and to 
make science the handmaiden of commercial speculation and sordid 
lusts. This downward course must be arrested, not for the Jour¬ 
nal’s sake, for the sooner that is submerged in the slough of its own 
corruption the better, but for the sake of our literature and science. 
We shall probably follow tip the subject in our next number. 

Allsopp paxs for all.—Most probably before our next number 
appears, the country will be inundated with ‘ Lancets.’ The con¬ 
tents may be divined—1. An article on the New Equitable. 
2. Allsopp and Baron Liebig. 3. The rival Medical Directory. 
4. On the cure of deafness by dropping Glycerine into the passage 
of the Ear. 5. An article by Dr Hassall. 6. Another by one of 
the Wilsons, <fcc. &c. But not one word about the ‘Medical 
Circular! ’ 

Fair Plat, and several other correspondents, have called our atten¬ 
tion to the ‘Lancet’s’ piragraphic advertisement in the ‘Times,’ 
purloining our title ‘ Death in the Pot.” Such conduct is too con¬ 
temptible for more than this passing notice. 

t Bartholomew’s Hospital and 
MEDICAL COLLEGE. 

The WINTER SESSION will commence on October 1st, with an 
Introductory Addross by Dr BLACK, at 7 o’clock, p.m. 

LECTURES. 
Medicine—Dr Burrows. 
Surgery—Mr Lawrence. 
Descriptive Anatomy—Mr Skey. 
Physiology and Morbid Anatomy—Mr Paget. 
Chemistry—Mr Stenhouse. 
Superintendence of Dissections —Mr Holden and Mr Cooto. 
Demonstrations of Morbid Anatomy—Dr Kirkes. 

SUMMER SESSION, 1853, commencing May 1st. 
Materia Medica—Dr Roupell. 
Botany—Dr F. Farre. 
Forensic Medicine—Dr Baly. 
Midwifery, &c.—Dr West. 
Comparative Anatomy—Mr M'Whinnie. 
Practical Chemistry—Mr Stenhouse. 
Natural Philosophy—Mr Gibbon. 

HosriTAL Practice.—The Hospital contains 580 beds, and relief 
is afforded to 80,000 patients annually. The in-patients are visited 
daily by the Physicians and Surgeons, and Clinical Lectures are de¬ 
livered weekly; those on the medical cases, by Dr Roupell and Dr 
Burrows; those on the surgical cases, by Mr Lawrence, Mr Stanley, 
and Mr Lloyd. The out-patients are attended daily by the Assistant- 
Physicians and Assistant-Surgeons. 

Collegiate Establishment.—Warden, Dr Black. Students can 
reside within the Hospital walls, subject to the rules of the Collegiate 
system, established under the direction of the Treasurer and a 
Committee of Governors of the Hospital. Some of the teachers and 
other gentlemen connected with the Hospital also receive students to 
reside with them. 

Scholarships, Prizes, &c.—At the end of the Winter Session 
examinations will be held for a Scholarship of the value of 451. 
a-year, and tenable for two years, and for one of 501. for one year. 
The examination of the classes for prizes and certificates of merit, 
will take place at the same time. 

Further information may be obtained from Mr Paget, or any of 
the Medical or Surgical Officers or Lecturers, or at the Anatomical 
Museum or Library. 

rgyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms : 

WARM BATIIS-ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, inclu ding the Ladies’Department, One-and-Sixpence 
each ; twenty -one Transferable Tickets One Guinea. 

Vapo ur, Sulphur, and Harrogate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 2Is. 
Hot A ir, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

C for 21s. 

Port able Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 
Bath (with hot linen, &c.). within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, Is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,0001. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred 
Baths can be given in an hour. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 

to the late 

ANDKEW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

Medicine Chest and Dressing 
Case Maker. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of 

Parliament. Emigrant Chests, &c.. for all Climates. 

Chemical and riate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Samplo 
Cases, Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c., &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H. 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Spring we iler, solicits a continuance of their 
patronage. 

ealth, Economy, and Cleanli¬ 
ness consulted by the use of CULINARY VESSELS, CO \TED 

IN GLASS ENAMEL by Messrs SELBY, JOHNS, and CO., Bradford 
street, Birmingham. 

This novel and elegant application for coding Wrought Iren with 
Pure Glass combines cleanliness with extreme durability, and is ono 
of tile most important steps in the progress of real sanitary reform, as 
it obviates the evils which result from the employment of copper 
vessels in the preparation of food, pickles, confectionery, &c. Messrs 
Selby, Johns, and Co.’s Glass-enamelled Wareisat the price of the or¬ 
dinary tinned ware, but entirely free from the objection of rust or 
corrosion, so generally complained of, and with ordinary care is ever¬ 
lasting. The following extract from an article in ‘The Lancet’ of the 
21st February last, in reply to the strictures of * The Lancet’ upon 
the too frequent presence of copper in pickles, is conclusive upon the 
paramount value of Paris’s Patent for culinary purposes: — 

“The glass, as I have inconlestibly proved, by a series of carefully 
conducted experiments, resists the action of a very intense heat, many 
degrees higher than is required in culinary processes, and is perfectly 
unaffected by contact with all vegetable acids. In domestic economy, 
vessels of this construction will doubtless, ere long, supply the place 
of many of those which now adorn the well-appointed kitchen. 

“ Wm. White, Consulting Chemist.” 
Culinary and other vessels may be obtained, of every convenient 

form and size, of Messrs Selby and Johns, Manufacturers of Patent 
Glass Enamel, 288 Bradford street, Birmingham, and 68 Upper 
Thames street, London, whore, upon application, may be had illus¬ 
trated descriptive catalogues. 



A New Era in Medical Electricity 
-L JL is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, &c. &c.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket-book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can be 
worn on the body, under tho garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, tho Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academie de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in extensive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may bo had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be freely tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in— 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard ;■ Bath, Bell and Moody ; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. W. Holdsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Human; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glamer, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. II 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Schacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm 
Casey; Driffield, W. Turner; Edinburgh, Duncan, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe ; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, William Mason; Horncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Ch. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson ; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham, I. Shepperly; Petworth 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo.’ 
Sharpies,; Reading, W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Rochester, T. S. King ; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers ; St 
Heliers, Jersey, Thos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Sunderland, J. Ititson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekin; Newbury, T. Fidler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Win. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport Robt. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Pring 
and Co.; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Falk; Norwich, H. R. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Bird, M.D. F.R.S. F.lt.C.P. &c. &c. (published by 
his kind permission):— 

We have in this ingenious invention that which 
has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in one direc¬ 
tion. .... I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulveemacher's 
invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren." 

Pure Cocoa.—Cocoa has been 
designated by Physicians of eminence as one of the richest 

productions of the vegetable kingdom, and when properly prepared, 
is justly celebrated for its peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

Bo keen, however, has been the avidity to render this article a lu¬ 
crative manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby 
excited, that the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, 
with the sole aim of LOWNESS of PRICE, until Cocoa has been un¬ 
justly brought into disrepute, tho public having long become dis¬ 
gusted with numerous vile compounds, which, whether vended under 
the captivating misnomers of '‘Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive Di¬ 
etetic,” Sic. &c. are all more or less the most nauseate concoctions, 
and indeed can hardly be considered as deserving any claim to the 
title or character of Cocoa. 

The evils with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly 
manifest to the Medical Pro ession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN 
IIS PURE STATE) as an article of diet, frequently prescribe and 
recommend it to invalids, as a remedial aaent in promoting health. 
The results are, however, too often rendered nugatory by the im¬ 
purity of tlie article supplied. 

The importance, as well as the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa in 
a genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only secu¬ 
rity adopted by many to guard against adulteration has been to 
procure the Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in 
extracting the entire strength and flavour of Cocoa in this form, no 
guarantee whatever is afforded that the Nuts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude of our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
precludes our devoting a strict and essential supervision to the man¬ 
ufacture of Cocoa ; we have therefore completed arrangements with 
the highly respectable firm of Messrs Henry Thorne and Co. Leeds, 
whose many years’ successful experience in the preparation of this 
article, and the celebrity they have thereby acquired in the North of 
England, together with their uncompromising determination to ad¬ 
here to the principle they originally adopted, viz. to manufacture 
only from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly eschew adulteration in 
any shape whatever, warrant us in recommending their 

“GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA” 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, and to the 
Public. Your obedient humble Servants, 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Family Tea-Men, 8 Ludgate hill. 

Sole Agents for London. 

T)hythian’s Tea and Coffee Esta- 
blishment, 430 West Strand, and 1, 2, and 3, King William 

Street, adjoining.—Pure Congou Tea, 3s. to 3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong 
ditto, 4s. to 4s. 8d. Coffee, lOd to Is. 6d. Great reduction in Fari¬ 
naceous Foods. Russian Semola, 5s. per doz,, or 6d per lb Tapioca, 
4d.; Sago, 3d.; Mandioca, 3d., or 2s. 6d. per doz. 

Catalogues of prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
Genuine Salad Oil, 7d. and lOd. pe iflask. 

T)iggott’s Galvanic Belt, without 
JL acid or any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases ar.d 
Irregularities of the System produced by the want of electricity. Mr 
Piggott calls the attention of the Faculty and others to his PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on tho same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, this machine is always ready for use, pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (at the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines exeiled by acid, with tho 
current in one direction, frum 26s. to 8/. 8s. 

Mr Piggott. Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
__Treatise on the above, gratis. 

Theatre of Anatomy and Medicine, 
Nc. i GROSVENOR PLACE, adjoining St George’s Hospital. 

SESSION 1852-53. 
The INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS will be delivered by Dr Daniell, 

on FRIDAY, October 1st, at Half-past Two o'clock. 
ANATOMY and PHYSIOLOGY—Mr Lane, Mr G. E. Blenkins and 

Mr J. R. Lane. 
DESCRIPTIVE and SURGICAL ANATOMY—Mr G. E. Blenkins 

and Mr J. R. Lane. 
CHEMISTRY—Mr Rodgers. 
MEDICINE—Dr Daniell and Dr Sibson, F.R.S. 
SURGERY—Mr Pilcher and Mr Smith. 
BOTANY—Dr Lankester, F.R.S. F.L S. 
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY—Mr Rodgers. 
MATERIA MEDICA—Dr Lankester, F.R.S. F.L.S. 
MIDWIFERY—Mr Bloxom. 
MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE—Mr Warder. 
MICROSCOPICAL ANATOMY—Mr Blenkins. 
General Fee to the whole of the courses required by the College of 

Surgeons and the Apothecaries’ Company, Forty-two Guineas, half of 
which may be paid on the entrance of pupils, and the remaining half 
at the commencement of the second division of the course. 

Further information may be obtained at the Theatre, 1 Grosvenor 
place, or at the residences of the different Lecturers. 

ATational Assurance and Invest- 
JA MENT ASSOCIATION, 

7 St Martin's place, Trafalgar square, London. 
Established May 1844. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with these 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. Tho plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot be adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com¬ 
panies 

Prospectuses and full information may be obtained by application 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 
Kingdom. 

PETERMORUISON, Managing Director. 
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DEATH IN THE POT. 

We have the pleasure to announce, that there is now publishing in the ‘ Medical Circular 

A SERIES OF ARTICLES ENTITLED 

FOOD AND ITS A D U L T E H A T I 0 N S; 
SHOWING THE RESULTS OP 

CHEMICAL AND MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATIONS OF ALL SUBSTANCES SOLID AND FLUID 
USED AS FOOD, 

And giving Instructions for the Employment of Simple and Easy Means 

FOR THE DETECTION OF ALL KINDS OF SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADULTERATIONS. 

These inquiries, which will be conducted without reference to ANY previous investigations, and with the sole desire «/ 
ascertaining facts and correcting erroneous statements and opinions, will be made by some of the most eminent analytical 

chemists and microscopists of the age, and will comprise every description of articles used as beverage or food. 

On the Sth of January, 1853, will be Published, price Is., or f 3 lOs. per Annum, 

To he continued Weekly, Imperial Octavo, 

THE MEDICAL LIBRARY, 
A Reprint and Abstract of all that is really valuable or worthy of being collated from the various Medical Periodicals 

throughout the civilised world, more particularly from the Medical Journals of France, Germany, and the United States 

of America. 
The various sections of this Journal, under the respective heads of 

MEDICINE, SURGERY, MIDWIFERY, PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY, AND 

THE SPECIALITIES, 

Will be Edited by the most eminent men in each of these Departments of Medical Science. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY is a Register of the qualified Members of the Medical Profession. 

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR is a Register of their Sayings and Doings. 

The MEDICAL LIBRARY will be a Register of all that is worthy of record in the current 
Literature of the Medical Profession throughout the world. 

edical Examinations.—Pupils 
_.prepared for their CLASSICAL EXAMINATION at Apothe¬ 
caries' Hall, either in tile old or in the new course, or for matriculation 
at the London University by a supeiior TUTOR, on moderate terms. 
Apply to Mr Harris, Medical Directories’ offices, A Adam street, 
Adelphi. 

M 

A/Tedical Partnership,—An elderly 
1 T 1 G.ntleman in the vicinity of TOWN is open to receive a 

PARTNER. The Practice is select. Returns about 8001. per annum, 
and is capable of great increase. It is essential that applicants 
should be of gentlemanly appearance and address, and be prepared 
with the purchase money, 8001. Particulars may be obtained of Mr 
Harris, between Twelve and Three o'Clock, Medical Circular office, 
4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Gentleman, residing in a A 
1\ flourishing town in Shropshire, wishes to meet with a JUNIOR 

PARTNER. The opening will be found very valuable to one about 
to commence practice. Terms very moderate. 

Address to A.B.C., care of Mr Harris, Medical Directories’ offices, 
4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

rPo Ladies.—A small Private 
JL FAMILY, residing near Haverstock Hill, wish to meet with a 

LADY of quiet habits, desiring a COMFORTABLE HOME, to 
beard or otherwise. Terms moderate. References exchanged. 
Apply to Mr Harris, Medical Circular office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

^arratt’s Bandage and Strength- 
JL ENING PLASTER.—This Plaster, from the nature of the 

composition, and the material on which it is spread, is adapted for a 
permanent bandage, ns it neither produces irritation of the skin, nor, 
when applied, does heat cause it to lose its adaptation t« the part. 
Having these qualities, it is peculiarly valuable in the treatment of 
ulcerated legs, varicose veins, &c., where equal and constant support 
is required. Several of the most eminent surgeons continue to use 
this Plaster in their practice, preferring it in certain cases to any 
other. It is well suited for exportation to, and use in, warm climates, 
the high temperature having less effect on it than on any other 
plaster. 

The profession are referred to Messrs Westwoods and Hoskins, 
Wholesale Druggists, Newgate street, where the Plaster may be had 
in packets, containing three yards, for 2s. 6d., or spread upon skins 
of chamois leather, at 3s. 6d. 

Westwoods and Hopkins also call attention to their Compound 
Adhesive Plaster for fractures and w ounds, as likewise to their Con¬ 
centrated Preparations, Essences, Ac. 

au-de-Vie and Spirits of Wine. 
We submit to the Faculty, with the utmost confidence, a pure 

PALE BRANDY, posses ing all the estimable properties of the finest 
COGNAC SPIRIT, at exactly half the price. In French bottles, 
labelled “ Eau-de-Vie,” 30s. per dozen, bottles included ; or 14s. by 
the Imperial gallon. 

Our SPIRITS of WINE are perfectly neutral and inodorous. 
Strength, 56 degrees over Proof. A single gallon, 18s.; Two gallons 
and upwards, at 17s. 6d. 

CASH ON DELIVERY IN LONDON IS INDISPENSABLE. 

HENRY BRETT and Co., Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to sever 1 

inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are tho 
terms for inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under.£0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
in the City of Westminster.-Sept. 8, 1852. 
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ATotice.—Those Members of the 
1 MEDICAL PROFESSION who have not yet returned tlie 

ANNUAL CIRCULAR of tlie MEDICAL DIRECTORIES to 4 

Adam street, Adelphi, are earnestly requested to do so immediately, 

w hether correct or otherwise, to save the trouble and expense of a 

second application, as the accuracy of each annual edition mainly 

depends on such returns being made. 

B ennett’s Watches, made ex- 
j , pressly for medical men, boating dead seconds, with every 
recent improvement, and most carefully finished: in silver cases, 
12 gs.; in gold ditto, 18 gs. Every Watch sold at this Manufactory 
skilfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETT’S MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is a 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
appearance. A thousand Thermometers may he selected from, com¬ 
mencing at One Shilling. 

BENNETT, Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to the Royal Ob¬ 
servatory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 
65 Cheapside. 

Pale India Ale and Stout, 4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints; Scotch Ale, 5«. per 

dozen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
Captains supplied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, 
from 30s. per dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD 
and WATSON, 16 Clement’s lane City. 

Pure Souchong Tea, perfectly 
free from dye, scent or any deleterious matter with wh'ch the 

ordinary Black Teas abound. Medical Gentlemen desirous of ordering 
Tea for Invalids, may secure the above genuine and wholesome 
beverage in its native pur ty at SPARROW’S, 372 OXFORD STREET 
(sixteen doors east of tlie Pantheon), at 4s., 4s. 4d., and 4s. 8d. 

Price List of Teas, Coffees, and family Grocery, sent, post free, on 
application ; and parcels of 21. value an5 upwards, carriage paid to 
any part of the kingdom.  

MERCHANT’S AND TRADESMAN'S MU4UAL LIFE 
ASSURANCE OFFICE, 

5 Chatham peace, Blackfbiaus, Londox. Loans granted on liberal terms. 
CREDIT given on Premiums due in case of need. 

POLICIES INDISPUTABLE, except in esses o( fraud. 
The MEDICAL PROFESSION paid for their Reports. 

GEO. THOMSON, Manager. 
THOS. MUSGRAVE Secretary. 



ME HOOPER’S IMPROVED 
INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

\ Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See 1 The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the 1 Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, 1 Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February Sth, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

The following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asylums, 
_i_ Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

they afford. 
Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir 

Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Ilailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Ilolbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmie Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King’s College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Optbalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-park Asylum,near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Lulco’s Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevenoaks Union 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George’s Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Teignmouth and Dawlisb Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
West Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Warley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to bo provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1S5I.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ lie had observed in a periodical or 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured his thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, however, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority.” 

EXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions Of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. More recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his couch. Being made of India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, leakage is avoided ; 
and Mr Hooper's Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
also particularly applicable for children's cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise,-the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable aud portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 

Mr HOOPER has succeeded in obtaining Waterproof Sheeting, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected by 
temperature, acid3, nor alkalies, and may he washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 65 GROSVENOR STREET. 



Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

TULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use. 
inunicating shocks through eight to ten r>pv.o..o *twuys m the same 
direction, and primary roilman, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, &c. <fcc.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can be 
worn on the body, und r the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes lefore the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention lias been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academie de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in exten-ive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be fieeiy tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadanhal! street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in— 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bake well, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co ; Belpcr, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. \V. Holdsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. II 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Schacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey; Driffield. W. Turner ; Edinburgh, Durcan, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, WilliamMa-on ; Horncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Cli. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadborn ; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham,!. Shcppcrly; Petwortli, 
John A. Coeher; Plymouth, Cli. Fox Ilinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading. W. H. Stavcley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Rochester, T. S. King ; Sheffield, Chudburn Brothers ; St 
Heliers, Jersey', Thos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C- Lake ; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekin; Newbury, T. Fidler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport llobt. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. 11. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Piing 
and Co. ; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Pa'k; Norwich, H. R. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy's 
Hospital, Goldiko Bibd, M.D. F R.S. F.R.C.P. &c. &c. (published by 
his kind permission): — 
.“We have in this ingenious invention that which 

has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 

ble bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 

of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pclv.e.bmachek's 

invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren." 

Fiythian’s Tea and Coffee Esta¬ 
blishment, 430 West Strand, and I, 2, and 3, King William 

Street, adjoining.—Pure Congou Tea, 3s. to 3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong 
ditto, 4s. to 4s. 8d. Coffee, lOd. to is. 6d. Great reduction in Fari¬ 
naceous Foods. Russian Semola, 5s.per doz., or 6dperil) Tapioca, 
4d.; Sago, 3d.; Mandioca, 3d., or 2s. 6d. per doz. 

Catalogues of prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
Genuine Salad Oil, 7d. and lOd. pc jflask. 

are Cocoa.—Cocoa has been 
.JL designated by Physicians of eminence as one of the richest 
productions of the vegetable kingdom, and when properly prepared, 
is justly celebrated for its peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

So keen, however, has been the avidity to render this article a lu¬ 
crative manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby 
excited, that the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, 
with the sole aim of LOWNESS of PRICE, until Cocoa has been un¬ 
justly brought into disrepute, the public having long become dis¬ 
gusted with numerous vile compounds, which, whether vended under 
the captivating misnomers of “ Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive,” “Di¬ 
etetic,” Sic. <fec. arc all more or less the most nauseate concoctions, 
and indeed can hat dly be considered as deserving any claim to the 
title or character of Cocoa. 

The evils with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly 
manifest to the Medical l'ro'ession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN 
ITS PURE STATE) as an article of diet, frequently prescribe and 
recommend it to invalids, as a remedial agent in promoting health. 
The results are, however, too often rendered nugatory by the im¬ 
purity of the artt. io 

Ti.o importance, as well as the uncertain i..,, o—- i. 
a genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only secu¬ 
rity adopted by many to guard against adulteration has been to 
procure the Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in 
extracting the entire strength and flavour of Cocoa In tills form, no 
guarantee whatever is afforded that the Nuts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude ef our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
precludes our devoting a strict and essential supervision to the man¬ 
ufacture of Cocoa ; we have therefore completed arrangements with 
the highly respectable firm of Messrs Henry Tnorne and Co. Leeds, 
whose many years’ successful experience in the preparation of tills 
at tide, and the celebrity they have thereby acquired in the North of 
England, together with their uncompromising determination to ad¬ 
here to the principle they originally adopted, viz. to manufacture 
only from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly eschew adulteration in 
any shape whatever, warrant ns in recommending their 

“GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA" 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, and to the 
Public. Your obedient humble Servants, 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Family Tea-Men, 8 Ludgate hill. 

Sole Agents for London._ Piggott’s Galvanic Belt, without 
acid or any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases ar.d 

Irregularities oi the System produced by the want oi electricity. Mr 
Piggott calls the attention of the Faculty and others to his PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on the same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, this machine is always ready for use, pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (at the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines exciled by acid, with the 
curre nt in one d!rec ion, fr m 26s. to 81. 8s. 

Mr Piggott. Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treati.-e on the above, gratis. 

r Theatre of Anatomy and Medicine, 
No. I GROSVENOR PLACE, adjoining St George’s Hospital. 

SESSION 1852-53. 
The INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS will he delivered by Dr Danieix, 

on FRIDAY, October 1st. at Half-past Two o’clock. 
ANATOMY and PHYSIOLOGY—Mr Lane, Mr G. E. Blenkins and 

Mr J. R. Lane. 
DESCRIPTIVE and SURGICAL ANATOMY—Mr G. E. Blenkins 

and Mr J. R. Lane. 
CHEMISTRY—Mr Rodgers. 
MEDICINE—Dr Daniell and Dr Sibson, F.R.S. 
SURGERY—Mr Pilcher and Mr Smith. 
BOTANY—Dr Lankester, F.Ii.S. F.LS. 
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY—Mr Rodgers. 
MATERIA MEDIC A—Dr Lankester, F.R.S. F.L.S, 
MIDWIFERY—Mr Bloxom. 
MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE—Mr Warder. 
MICROSCOPICAL ANATOMY—Mr Blenkins. 
General Fee to the whole of the courses required by the College of 

Surgeons and the Apothecaiies’ Company, Forty-two Guineas, half of 
which may be paid on the entrance of pupils, and the remaining half 
at the commencement ot'the second division of the course. 

Further information may be obtained at the Theatre, 1 Grosvenor 
place, or at the residences of the different Lecturers. 

ational Assurance and lnvest- 
MENT ASSOCIATION, 

J St Martin's place, Trafalgar square, London. 
Established May 1844. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with these 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. The plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot he adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for tho Regulation of Joint Stock Com¬ 
panies 

Prospectuses and full information may be obtained by application 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 
Kingdom. 

PETER MORRISON, Managing Director. 



St Bartholomew’s Hospital and 
MEDICAL COLLEGE. 

The WINTER SESSION will commence on October 1st, with an 
Introductory Address by Dr BLACK, at 7 o'clock, p.m. 

LECTURES. 
Medicine—Dr Burrows. 
Surgery—Mr Lawrence. 
Descriptive Anatomy—Mr Skey. 
Physiology and Morbid Anatomy—Mr I’ag t. 
Chemistry—Mr Stenhouse. 
Superintendence of Dissections - Mr Ilolden and Mr Cootc. 
Demonstrations of Morbid Anatomy—Dr Kirket. 

SUMMER SESSION, 1853, commencing May 1st. 
Materia Medica—Dr Koupell. 
Botany—Dr F. Farre. 
Forensic Medicine—Dr Baly. 

Practical Chemistry—Mr Stenhouse. 
Natural Philosophy—Mr Gibbon. 

Hospital Pp.actice.—The Hospital contains 580 beds, and relief 
is afforded to SO,OOP patients annually. The in-patients are visited 
daily by the Physicians and Surgeons, and Clinical Lectures are de¬ 
livered weekly; those on the medical cases, by Dr Boupell and Dr 
Burrows; those on the surgical coses, by Mr Lawrence, Mr Stanley, 
and Mr Lloyd. 'I he out-patients . re attended daily by the Assistant- 
Physicians and Assistant-Surgeons. 

Collegiaie Establishment.—Warden, Dr Black. Students can 
reside within the Hospital walls, subject to the rules of the Collegiate 
system, established under the direction of the Treasurer and a 
Committee of Governors of the Hospital. Some of the teachers and 
other gentlemen connected with the Hospital also receive students to 
reside with them. 

ScnoLAMinrs, Prizes, &c.—At the end of the Winter Session 
examinations will be held for a Scholarship of the value of 457. 
a-year, and tenable for two years, and for one of 507. for one year. 
The examination of the classes for prizes and certificates of merit, 
will take place at the same time. 

Further information maybe obtained from Mr Paget, or any'of 
the Medical or Surgical Officers or Lecturers, or at the Anatomical 
Museum or Library. 

‘V/Fedical School—Anderson’sUni- 
-LtX VERSITV, Glasgow.—The WINTER SESSION will 
begin on Tuesday, November 2, 1852. Lectures will be delivered 
daily, for six months, on the following branches of Medical Science. 

Anatomy, Descriptive and Physiological—Dr M. S. Buchanan. 
Anatomy, Demonstrative and Surgical—Dr M. S. Buchanan. 

(Demons’rator)—Dr George Bu ban m. 
Principles and Practice of Surgery—Dr Hunter. 
Principles and Practice of Medicine—Dr A. Anderson. 
Inslitutes of Medicine—Dr E. Watson. 
Materia Medica, Pharmacy, and Dietetics—Dr Easton. 
Chemistry—Dr Penny. 
Practical Chemistry—Dr Penny. 
Midwifery and diseases of Women and Children—Dr Fatcrsou. 
Medical Jurisprudence and Police—Dr Crawford. 
Natural Philosophy (thrice a week)—Dr Taylor. 
Mathematics—Mr Laing. 

Summer Courses ot Anatomy, Midwifery, Chemistry, and Botany, 
begin in May. 

Botany—Dr Bell. 
Fee for each Class, 27. 2s. Perpetual, 31. 3s. 

Certificates of Attendance on the above Courses are received by the 
Universities of Oxfoul, Cambridge, London, Aberdeen, and St An¬ 
drew’s ; by all the Royal C illcges of Surgeons in Great Britain 
and Ireland; by the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons in Glasgow, 
and by the Army, Navy, and East India Boards and the Apo¬ 
thecaries’ Company. 

Students attending the Medical Classes have the opportunity of 
witnessing the Practice of the following Hospitals—viz., Lying-in 
Hospital, 10s. 6d. for Six Months; Eye Infirmary, 11. 2s. f-.r six 
months ; Royal infirmary, SI. 8<. perpetual, including Medical and 
Surgical Clinical Lectures, which are delivered four times weekly. 
Tile patients admitted to the Eye Infirmary average 9 0 annually ; 
those admitted to the Royal Infirmary, nearly 30 j0 : besides 0000 
out-patients treated at the Dispensary. Average number of Surgical 
Operations 120 annually. 

The saloon for Dissection, which is free to those attending either of 
the above Courses of Anatomy, is open from nine a.m. to four r.M.; 
and attached to it, there have been opened a Reading Room and 
Museum for the use of the Anatomical Students. 

The new and extensive Laboratory of the Institution, fitted up ex¬ 
pressly for gentlemen desirous of pursuing Practical and Analytical 
Chemistry, is open daily from eleven till four o’clock. No charge for 
apparatus and materials in the Class far Practical Medical Che¬ 
mistry. 

The University Museum, a splendid collection of specimens of N t- 
tmvil History, including more particularly those of Zoology, Geology, 
Mineralogy and Antiquities, is open to a'l students attending the 
university. 

A valuable medical Library is also attached to the Medical School. 

U Mary’s Hospital, Cambridge 
) PLACE, PADDINGTON. 

Physicians—Dr Alders'n, Dr Chambers, and Dr Sibson. 
Surgeons—Mr Coulscn, Mr Lane, and Mr Uro. 
Physician-Accoucheur—Dr Tyler Smith. 
Surgeon-Accoucheur—Mr I. Baker Brown. 
Ophthalmic Surgeon—Mr White Cooper. 
Aural Surgeon—Mr Toynbee. 
Assist ant-Physicians—Dr Handfield Jones, Dr Sieveking, and 

Dr Martin. 
Asa tant-Surgeons—Mr Smith, Mr Haynes Walton, and Mr 

James Lane. 
Dentist—Mr Nasmyth. 
Resident Medical Officers—Mr Trotter, Mr Bullock, and — - 

FEES 
For the Practice of the Physicians. 

Three Months . 5 guineas. 
S x Months . 7 „ 
Twelve Months ... . 12 „ 
Eighteen Months . 15 „ 
Perpetual. . 20 „ 

I'UI tliv 1>. •aotmn r.e the Surgeons. 
Six Months . 9 guineas. 
Twelve Months, or such time as is re¬ 

quired by the College of Surgeons 
for Membership .. 20 ,, 

Perpetual.30 ,, 
Clinical lector, s will be given upon medical and surgical eases in 

the Hospital by the physicians and s trgeons, a id upon the diseases 
of women and children, ophthalmic surgery, and aural surgery by 
the special officer . 

There are three resident medical officers, who board in the Hospital 
and are appointed for 18 months, two non-resident medical officers, a 
curator, and a medical and surgical registrar, who are appointed by 
tile Weekly Board on the recommendation of the Medical Committee ; 
these offices are open to competion among the qualified pupils of 
the Hospital. Clinical clerks and dressers will be selected from the 
best qualified students without extra fee. 

Further information may be obtained from any of the medical 
officers, or from tlie Secretary of the Hospital, who is authorised to 
enter the names of pupils. S. SHEPHERD, Secretary. 

Board Room, September 17, 1852. 

Charing Cross Hospital. Medi- 
CAb SCHOOL, WEST STRAND, LONDON. 

WINTER SESSION, Oct. 1852, to March, 1853. 
Chemistry—II. H. Lewi3, A.M. 
Descriptive Anatomy, 7 n„ v 
Demonstrations, &c., 5 Ul 
Surgery—Mr Hancock. 
Anatomy and P.iysioiogy—Mr E. Canton. 
Medicine-—Dr Chowne and Dr Rowland. 

SUMMER SESSION, May, 1853, to the end of July. 
Practical Chemistry in the Laboratory—II. H. Lewis, A.M. 
Materia Medica—Dr Steggall and Mr Wiltshire. 
Midwifery, &c.—Dr Chowne and Mr llird. 
Medical Jurisprudence—Dr O. Birkctt, and Mr Hird. 

All tiie lectures required by the College of Surgeons and Society of 
Apothecaries, 42 Guinea*; without Practical Chemistry, 427. 

HOSPITAL PRACTICE. 
Physicians—Dr Golding and Dr Chowne. 
Assistant-Physician—Dr Rowland. 
Surgeons—Mr Hancock and Mr Avery. 

Medical Practice, full period required, 157. 15s.; Surgical, 157. 15s. 
Both Medical and Surgical, 267. 5s. 

John Robertson, non. Sec. 

oyal College of Chemistry, 
OXFORD STREET, LONDON.—The Course of Instruction in 

this Institution is under the direction of Dr A. W. Hofman. Hours 
of attendance from Nine to Five. 

The Winter Sersion will commence on Monday, the 4th of October 
next, and’end on Saturday, the 19th of February, 1853. 

The fee for Students working every day in the 
Laboratory during the Session is . £15 0 0 

Four days in the week . 12 0 0 
Three days in the week . 10 0 0 
Two days in the week .    8 0 0 
One day in the week . 5 0 0 

Chemical Lectures will be delivered three times a week, the Fee for 
which is 27.2s. Members of the College have lrae admission. 

Further particulars may be had by application at the College. 

An Improved Mode of Employing 
MERCURY by FUMIGATION to the whole body, exemplified 

by cases of its success. To be advised in various obstinate diseases 
of the skin, and especially in syphilitic affections. IJy Jonathan 

Green, M.D., &c. &c., formerly Surgeon, Royal Navy. 
London: Hippolytc Bailliere, 219 licgent street, and 290 Broadway, 

New York. 
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

Wo observe in the ‘London Journal of Medicine* for 
September a report by Mr Ellis Jones of a 

* Case of Aneurism of the External Iliac Artery: Ligature of 
the Common Iliac: Death on the Fifteenth Day I 

The patient was'a coalheavor, and the first symptoms of 
the tumour appeared about four months before liis admission 
to the Northern Hospital, Liverpool. It was at the time of ad¬ 
mission about the size of a cricket-ball, and seated above Pou- 
part’s ligament. It communicated a strong impulse, and a loud 
bruit was heard on application of the stethoscope. An 
attempt was mado to effect a cure by continued pressure, 
but fruitlessly, and the operation of deligating the common 
iliac was at last had recourse to. Death, however, took 
place on the fifteenth day. On a post-mortem examination 
the following appearances presented : 

“ The portion of intestine which was denuded of perito¬ 
neum was perfectly healthy, and was quite adherent to the 
surrounding parts. The whole of the intestines were in a 
healthy state, and presented no sign of inflammation; 
neither was there any appearance of peritonitis. The aneu- 
rismal tumour was in the external iliac artery; it occupied 
the whole of the lower portion of the iliac fossa, and must 
have, from its bulk, caused considerable pressure on the sur¬ 
rounding parts. The ligature had been applied about an 
inch and a half below the bifurcation of the aorta; it con¬ 
tained nothing but the artery, and was quite loose in the 
Wound. The common iliac artery was healthy both above 
and below where it had been tied. The aneurismal sac had 
been completely emptied of its contents. Its coats were in 
a state of gangrene, which destroyed almost the whole of 
the external iliac artery. The gangrene had also extended 
to the surrounding tissues, and to the iliac and gluteal 
muscles, which were converted into a soft pulpous mass. 
There was a considerable quantity of grumous matter in the 
fossa of the ilium, similar to what had passed during life.” 

Mr Jones remarks that he has thought it necessary to pub¬ 
lish this case, as he can only find on record those cases, about 
six in number, which have been successful. 

Mr Coulson continues, in the ‘Lancet ’ of September lltli, 
his 

‘ Lectures on Lithotomy vend Lithotrity.' 

The indications and contra-indications of lithotrity are 
discussed in this article. Hypertrophy of the bladder, sac¬ 
culated bladder, fungoid tumours, paralysis, atony, morbid 
sensibility of the bladder, disease of the kidneys, &c., are 
separately treated of, and the difficulties they occasion pointed 
out. With regard to the latter complication, the lecturer 
observes: 

“ The kidneys often suffer more or less during the continu¬ 
ance of a calculus in the bladder. This is a fact well known 
to all practitioners; but in the whole subject of lithotrity 
there is nothing more difficult to determine than the indica¬ 
tions which should be drawn from the existence of renal disease 
in a patient labouring under stone. The majority of writers 
lay it down as a principle, that lithotrity should be rejected 
in all cases complicated with organic disease of the kidneys; 
while, on the other hand, they affirm that diseases of the kid¬ 
ney, as well as of other organs, are less liable to be aggravated 
by lithotrity than by lithotomy, the former operation giving 
an infinitely less shock to the system than the latter. I must 
confess, however, that I should" bo very unwilling to perform 
lithotrity on a patient in whom unequivocal signs of organic 
disease of the ureters or kidney had been detected. °It is 
certain that disease of the kidney is the cause of death in a 
great many of those patients who die after lithotrity; and it 
has also been proved that the operation is very apt to de¬ 
velop or call out latent disorder of the secreting organs, and 
at all events render the disease more rapidly fatal than it 

would have been. Whether, as M. Civiale asserts, lithotomy 
has not a greater tendency to exasperate the existing lesion 
of the kidneys, is a question very difficult to determine, yet 
on this point depends our choice between the two operations. 
If we are to select lithotrity, it should, in my opinion, be 
only when the renal disease is not very far advanced, and 
where the condition of the bladder and nature of the calculus 
lead us to conclude that the operation may be completed 
within a short period.” 

Mr Coulson’s opinion, as cited in tho foregoing paragraph, 
is supported by Mr Hilton, (if indeed we may not regard it as 
an axiom in surgical science,) who has contributed to tho 
same journal a clinical lecture 

‘ On Stone in the Bladder.' 

Wc shall first quote this gentleman's observations relative 

to the imprudence of undue dilatation of the urethra. Ho 
remarks: 

“ This case reminds me of an analagous one, in which the 
patient came from a distant part of the world. He brought 
to London letters of introduction for two surgeons, of whom 
I was one ; and he first applied to the other. He was, how¬ 
ever, not benefited, and as he wanted to return to Ceylon, tho 
surgeon finding the meatus narrow (it would admit Nos. 5 
and 6), slit it open, so that Nos. 9 and 10 could be easily 
introduced. These numbers were persevered in, in spite of 
the stretching, pain, and uneasiness felt by the patient; but 
as no real beneficial progress had been accomplished by the 
first surgeon, he made use of his second note, and came to 
me, tormented by urethral pain and inconvenience, with 
great depression of spirits. 

“ I found the corpus spongiosum, containing the urethra, 
as hard as a stick, tender on pressure; a pretty constant dis¬ 
charge of mucus from the urethra, frequent desire to pass 
urine, always accompanied by pain in the penis, -which was 
rigid and hanging down, not erect, the corpora cavernosa 
not being involved in the mischief or excitation; the urine 
emerged very sluggishly, great expulsory efforts being 
required to insure even its slowly draining from the penis; 
the canal seemed almost obliterated, notwithstanding tho 
calibre of the instruments which had been forced along 
its length with assiduity and energetic perseverance. Re¬ 
flecting on these conditions, and the description which the 
patient gave me of his state before the employment of large 
instruments, I concluded that he had had sounds of too large 
a size passed. The urethral canal being thus- considerably 
hardened, I interdicted the use of instruments, and prescribed 
mercurial and iodine ointment to be rubbed along the peri¬ 
neum and the whole course of the urethra, to aid or induce 
interstitial absorption. In about ten days the induration had 
materially diminished, and after consulting with Mr Bransby 
Cooper, who fully coincided with me in my view of the 
case, it was agreed that the patient should be placed consti¬ 
tutionally under the influence of mercury, for the purpose of 
diminishing the size of the corpus spongiosum, and I also 
began dilating the urethra de novo, keeping at last within 
No. 8. 

“ In the course of a few weeks I could make No. 8 go 
into the urethra beyond the meatus (which you will recol¬ 
lect had been slit open to a larger size), but it required more 
force than was right to be employed, so I advised him never 
to attempt himself, nor to let any one else be trying to pass 
instruments beyond No. 6. By pursuing the constitutional 
treatment which has been mentioned, by blistering tho 
urethral portion of the penis, and by careful using this num¬ 
ber or size, the most satisfactory results were obtained, and 
the gentleman left for Ceylon, delighted at the comfort and 
unproved condition he was experiencing. I advised him to 
pass No. 6, for that was his size and not No. 10 or 13, occa¬ 
sionally, or once a week, and to blister the urethra if he felt 
much uneasiness or inconvenience in that canal when on his 
journey.” 

After some observations indicating the symptoms which 
are evidence that a cure has been effected, he thus expresses 
himself relative to the impropriety of operating when disease 
of the kidneys is present: 
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“ Disease of the kidney is almost surely fatal to the success 
of any operative interference, however skilful the surgeon 
may be ; and this state of things will baffle the best efforts 
of the most experienced operator. Had I performed lithotomy 
or litliotrity upon this man, in the face of the symptoms so 
clearly pointing to diseased kidney, he would, in all proba¬ 
bility, have died a few days after the operation—he might 
have suffered much pain, and the odium of the unfortunate 
issue would have rightly fallen upon myself. Pray consider 
these matters carefully, and when fairly launched in prac¬ 
tice do not lay yourself open to unmerited blame by operating 
in cases where you have reason to believe that the kidneys 
are in a diseased condition; do not allow the transitory eclat 
of an operation, performed may-be triumphantly against 
time, to lead you to sacrifice to personal vanity, or selfish¬ 
ness, the higher consideration of integrity of purpose, which 
the necessity of a hospital patient, or the confiding reliance 
of a private patient, may place at your conscientious disposal 
as a surgeon. This warning is the more important, as such 
patients may, when treated by mere palliatives, live a long 
time with organic disease of the renal organs.” 

Mr Hilton, like his colleague Mr Cock, is an advocate for 
puncturing the bladder through the rectum in cases of reten¬ 
tion of urine. 

In the same journal, Dr Wm. Macdonald, of Glasgow, 
reports 

1 A Case of Ranula successfully treated on the principle of 
Mechanical Pressure.' 

It appears that the tumour was so large at the period 
when recourse was had to the method described “ as to pre¬ 
cluded the possibility of swallowing any fluid or solid kind of 
food.” The ranula had been frequently opened previously 
and injected, but without effect. On this occasion Dr 
Macdonald says— 

“ I introduced a bent needle, armed with a ligature, into 
the ranula, with the view of enabling me to render the tu¬ 
mour steady while I was opening it with the lancet, and also 
in order to direct me afterwards in injecting the ranula; this 
being done, I procured a common musket-ball of lead, a little 
flattened, and having a perforation through it, and through 
this perforation in the bullet I introduced a yard or so of 
common tape, which was loosely tied around the neck of the 
patient, while the bullet remained in the patient’s mouth, 
and pressed by gravitation upon the upper covering of the 
ranula. It is obvious that the tape fixed to the bullet served 
only the purpose of preventing the patient from swallowing 
the bullet while it remained in her mouth. The bullet thus 
kept in the patient’s mouth night and day for two weeks, pro¬ 
duced union by inflammation (caused by mechanical pressure) 
of both surfaces of the ranula, except two fistulous apertures 
analogous to sub-lingual ducts, through which saliva has 
flowed on each side of the frsenum of the tongue ever since ; 
and this patient has happily had no return of her trouble¬ 
some complaint from that period to this date. Now, as 
nearly five years have elapsed since the cure of the ranula, 
we may hope that the disease wrill not again return.” 

The same journal records three cases of 

‘ Hernia associated with Imperfect Descent of the Testicle.' 

Two of these cases occurred in St Bartholomew’s Hospital, 
under Mr Skey and Mr Lloyd, and one in the London Hos¬ 
pital, under Mr Curling. An operation was performed in 
the first two cases with success, the other was reduced with¬ 
out operation. The cases are interesting, and, it would 
appear, sufficiently frequent to warn the surgeon of the ne¬ 
cessity of observing proper caution in his manipulations. 

The ‘ Medical Times ’ of September 11 contains a paper 
by Mr Brodliurst 

‘ On the Motions of the Iris' 

The results of Mr Brodhurst’s inquiries are thus summed 
up: 

“ It may now be concluded that, light being the stimulus 
to the motion of the iris, through the centripetal action of 

the optic nerves upon the corpora quadrigemina and motor 
oculi nerves to produce involuntary motions, in the same 
manner as the contractions of the walls of the heart are ex¬ 
cited by the blood, it is necessary that the membrane shall 
derive its incitement to action from the sympathetic system 
of nerves; for the final cause of involuntary motion lies in 
the sympathetic, and is in a measure independent of the 
brain and spinal cord. And as it has been shown that the 
cerebral nervous arc is alone insufficient to produce the 
motion of the iris, and that motion is absent when the ciliary 
ganglion is absent, but present when it is found; and as the 
iris responds to the effects produced upon the sympathetic in 
health and disease, it may be said that the ciliary ganglion 
is essential to the motions of the iris and the primary excitor 
of these motions; that the action of the light upon the retina, 
through the cerebral nervous arc, is the immediate excitant 
to contraction, of the pupil; and that the ciliary ganglion 
and nerves, as a part of the system of organic life, are the 
first cause of motion in the iris. 

“ § IV. The following medicinal agents are classed accord¬ 
ing to the effect which they produce upon the nervous sys¬ 
tem, to show their consequent influence upon the iris in 
giving rise to contraction or dilatation of the pupil: —■ 

“1. Depressors and pupil dilators.—Digitalis. 
“ 2. Excitants and pupil dilators —Belladonna, cantha- 

rides. 
“ 3. Excitorsof motor nerves and pupil dilators.—Cocculus 

indicus, strychnia. 
“ 4. Stimulants which become depressors, which dilate 

the pupil—Alcohol, coffee, tea. 
“ 5. Sedatives which terminate as depressors, which con¬ 

tract and then dilate the pupil.—Tobacco, aconite, hydro¬ 
cyanic acid. 

“ 6. Excitants which become sedatives, which first dilate 
and then contract the pupil.—Opium, hyoscyamus, stramo¬ 
nium, camphor, ether. 

“ Thus, those agents which induce cerebral excitement, or 
clonic spasm, give rise also to dilatation of the pupil during 
the period of excitement. This effect is constant, though 
most marked during clonic spasmodic movements; while 
sedatives, when they give rise to their composing effect 
alone, and before they proceed to their ulterior effects, pro¬ 
duce a state approximating to that of natural sleep, and also 
to contraction of the pupil. Most of these agents affect one 
part of the brain chiefly, if not exclusively. Thus, Flou- 
rens found that opium affected principally the cerebral lobes ; 
belladonna, the corpora quadrigemina; and alcohol, the ce¬ 
rebellum ; to produce congestion, and even extravasation of 
blood. It is probable that the secondary effect of all these 
substances is upon the sympathetic system, through the ex¬ 
haustion of the nervous system of animal life. The action 
of chloroform is first evidenced upon the brain, to produce 
excitement and dilatation of the pupil; it very speedily, how¬ 
ever, affects the heart’s action, entirely to arrest it; and 
that, prior to the cessation of respiration; when given 
medicinally, dilatation of the pupil is speedily followed by 
contraction and a state of deep sleep, together with the pe¬ 
culiar anesthetic effects for which this medicine is so justly 
prized.” 

The same journal contains a continuation of Mr Tylor’s 
paper 

‘ On the Present Method of treating Diseases of the Skin.' 

Lepra Alphos is the subject of this communication, and Mr 
Tylor observes with respect to this and the allied forms of 
disease: 

“ As a general rule, squamous diseases are more numerous 
in winter than in summer. Thus, out of 1,000 cases of skin 
disease of which I took notes during July and August 1850, 
24 were cases of lepra, (including 7 cases of lepra alphos, 
and 1 case of lepra nigricans;) 107 were cases of psoriasis, 
and 5 were cases of pityriasis; while during the same space of 
time in the corresponding winter months of the following 
year, viz., from the middle of January to the middle of 
March 1851, there occurred in 1,014 cases of cutaneous dis¬ 
ease, 39 cases of lepra, 149 cases of psoriasis, and 16 cases 
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of pityriasis. From this record it will also appear that squa¬ 
mous disease averages about 17 per cent, in diseases of the 
skin, exclusive of the exanthemata. 

“ So far as my experience extends, the method of treat¬ 
ment most successful in the cure of lepra and psoriasis is 
essentially that which has been found most efficacious in 
secondary syphilis; that is to say, small doses of the iodide 
of potassium, combined with mercury or arsenic; but, not¬ 
withstanding this similarity in the means of cure, I cannot 
agree with Mr Erasmus Wilson in his belief, that ‘lepra and 
psoriasis are forms of cutaneous disease, all having their 
original source in syphilis.’ I have many cases on record 
tending to disprove the truth of this assertion ; but this is a 
question of too great importance and extent to be discussed 
in a short paper like the present. 

“ The plan adopted by our continental neighbours, in the 
treatment of squamous diseases, in some respects resembles 
our own; and a still greater similarity is to be anticipated as 
the facilities for intercourse between this and other countries 
increase. 

“ Biett formerly employed, with great success, at the Ho- 
pital Saint Louis, as an external application, in cases of 
lepra, an ointment composed of one or two parts of the iodnret 
of sulphur and thirty parts of lard. This 1 pommade ’ con¬ 
tinues in use; but, more recently, Cazenave speaks highly 
of the tar ointment, ‘pommade augoudron,’ though he seems 
to think its beneficial effects sometimes transient. 

“ Baths of sea-water and of sulphur are strongly recom¬ 
mended by several eminent foreign practitioners. Some 
prefer sulphur fumigations; others admit that they are of 
doubtful utility. Cazenave and Scliedel say that sulphur 
fume-baths do not answer in the majority of cases. I have 
seen many cases in which sulphur, exhibited in various 
ways, had considerably aggravated the original scaly erup¬ 
tion, and am of opinion that it should always be employed 
with caution. The Harrogate waters have long been cele¬ 
brated here in the cure of skin diseases; and their evi¬ 
dently remedial effect in some complaints has led to their 
adoption in others to which they are certainly not applicable. 
The vapour-bath is extensively used, both in France and 
Germany, in the treatment of squamous disease. Mr Startin 
finds it most beneficial iu cases of pityriasis. In all squa¬ 
mous affections, I believe, salt-water baths are injurious. 

“ Some of the internal remedies employed by the French 
in lepra are very similar to those which are found successful 
here. Cazenave and Gibert give Pearson’s solution and 
Fowler’s solution of arsenic, in doses of two or three drops, 
carefully and gradually increased to twelve or fifteen drops. 
Cazenave says, ‘ Sometimes Fowler’s solution succeeds very 
well when Pearson’s solution has failed.’ The tincture of 
cantharides was much used on the Continent some years 
ago, when I had the opportunity of attending the practice at 
St Louis; but I do not know whether this drug continues 
to be given so extensively. In certain sluggish states of the 
system, I consider it a very useful adjunct to other medi¬ 
cines, hut it requires watching.” 

Dr Horace Green communicates to the same journal a 
paper 

‘ On Topical Medication in the Treatment of Diseases of the 
Mucous Membrane of the Air-Passages.' 

In this paper Dr Green pleads against the sceptics for the 
possibility of passing a sponge-armed probang into the tra¬ 
chea. In proof of his position, he cites a case in which a 
man having been in the habit of passing a piece of sponge 
into the nasal passages several times a day to remove foetid 
secretions, accidentally let it slip through the posterior 
nares into the trachea. The man died, and the piece of 
sponge, of considerable size, was discovered. Professor 
Peaslee, who attended the case, and made the post-mortem 
examination, says — 

“ This case finally settles the question—if anybody still 
has any doubt—of the possibility of passing a sponge through 
the rima into the trachea, in the tracheal disease. The 
sponges used by Dr Horace Green for that purpose, are 
about half an inch (generally less) in diameter. The one I 

actually removed was more than fourteen times as large as 
one of these; and the whole mass at first was at least 
fifteen or sixteen times as large." 

To this statement we unhesitatingly say— 
Professor Peaslee, 
Nobody believes thee! 

Before Dr Horace Green or his book had been heard of 
in this country, the late Mr Yance, then Mr Yearsley, and, 
we have no doubt many other surgeons, had treated 
laryngeal disease by topical medicaments with equal 
success to that gentleman, without passing the rima, the 
possibility of which we do not deny, but we strongly doubt 
whether it is once iu a hundred times in which it is said to 
be, accomplished. In confirmation of this opinion we will 
relate an anecdote. A physician not one hundred miles 
from Albemarle street, had on numerous occasions, as it was 
averred, passed the probang down the trachea of a public 
singer, when, horrible to relate, one day the sponge became 
detached from the whalebone, but the patient did not, to his 
astonishment, immediately die of suffocation, as might have 
been expected. The reason is obvious: happily the sponge 
had not gone into the trachea at all, but, on being detached, 
slowly wended its way into the stomach, and neither phy¬ 
sician nor patient saw any more of it ! 

The ‘Medical Times and Gazette,’ of the 18th Sept, 
gives in its “Illustrations of ClinicalMedicine and Pathology” 
by Dr Burrows and Dr Kirkes, a series of cases of 

* Pneumo-Thorax.' 

The cases are deserving of study, although they do not offer 
points that we can profitably abstract or condense. 

‘A Case of Reduction of Chronic Inversion of the Uterus 
under Chloroform,’ 

by Mr George Canney, of Bishop Auckland, is recorded in 
the same journal, and as we have already drawn attention 
to this rare operation we shall give the most important portion 
of the recital in the author’s words. 

“ The case was clearly one of chronic inversion of the 
uterus; and the attempt to reduce it under the influence of 
chloroform was determined upon, and put in practice the 
following day. The patient was laid on her right side 
diagonally across the bed, the nates projecting over the 
edge of the bed, and the knees being well drawn up on the 
abdomen. The chloroform, the effects of which were carried 
to complete relaxation of the sphincters, was admirably 
administered by my friend Mr Thwaites. 

“ The fingers of the right hand, formed into a cone, with 
the back of the hand towards the back of the patient, were 
applied to the os externum ; and as soon as the chloroform 
had been inhaled for a short time, the entire hand passed 
almost without resistance into the vagina. The tumour 
was now grasped between the fore and ring fingers; it was 
supported in front by the thumb, and the point of the 
middle finger was applied to the apex of the tumour; the 
hand, with the wrist extended, was carried up until the 
vagina was fully put on the stretch, and then, by slightly 
flexing the wrist, the tumour was gently pushed forwards 
and upwards in the direction of the axis of the brim of the 
pelvis. As soon as the patient came under the full anes¬ 
thetic influence of the chloroform, the tumour gradually 
receded until the whole of the middle finger was pretty 
firmly encased in the uterus ; by a general rotatory motion, 
the finger was disengaged from the uterus, and the inversion 
successfully reduced; the whole operation, from the first 
inhalation of the chloroform, not occupying more than five 
or six minutes, and the force used bcmg almost trifling. A 
week of quiet and mild nourishing diet greatly restored the 
patient, and eight weeks of quinine and steel freed her from 
her amende sufferings. Five weeks after the operation, the 
catamenia returned, and again at the end of a month. 
Since the operation, she has been perfectly free from pain, 
flooding, or leucorrhoea 

“ It was remarked, that, during the reduction, there was 
no sudden starting back of the tumour ; it required to be 
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pushed in upon itself until the lower half of the tumour 
was enclosed in the uterus, and then the finger was carried 
along the uterus until the re-inversion was complete ; the 
apex of the tumour affording most resistance, and requiring, 
as it were, to be smoothed out with the point of the finger.” 

The case was one of five months’ duration. 
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REVIEW S, 

Practical Observations on Diseases of the Lungs and Heart. 
By Aiiciiibald Billing, M.D. 

The main object of this work is to expound the writer’s 
doctrines on the causation of the sounds of the heart, and 
his peculiar views on other interesting points in pathology— 
not to indite a systematic treatise on the subject chosen. Dr 
Billing, it is well known, considers that the sounds of the 
heart are due to tension of the valves, aud to this cause 
alone. In order to maintain this view he analyses with much 
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justice and a little sarcasm tlie antagonistic opinions of other 
physiologists :—for example, Dr Walshe thinks that there 
are four essential causes of the first sound, one of which, the 
impulsion of the apex of the heart against the walls of the 
chest gives it a knocking character, so Dr Billing retorts, 
with a quotation from ‘ Dejected Addresses,’ that according 
to Dr Walshe, 

“The heart in the thorax goes kniekety knock, 
Like a pebble in Carisbrook well.” 

Again, Dr Kirkes thinks that among other causes, the val¬ 
vular tension may act as a “ sounding board,” so Dr 
Billing illustrates Dr Kirkes' opinion by the similitude of 
the sounding-board of a pianoforte, which would on this 
principle “ give the notes assisted by the wires!” He clinches 
his running commentary by the reflection :—What a noodle 
Newton must seem now-a-days for having said that “ more 
causes than are true or sufficient need not be assigned.” We 
need not say that the Doctor’s theory cannot be established 
by his sarcasms, and he knows that as well as we. A 
philosophical spirit is associated with this pleasant view, to 
which the Doctor’s repute for sagacity and experience is more 
properly due. 

Dr Billing then treats of catarrh, emphysema, croup, peri¬ 
pneumonia—notlia, pneumonia, cegopliony, whooping-cough, 
diseases of the heart, &c.; the pathological descriptions 
and treatment of these diseases are marked by the eminent 
talent for observation and judicious use of remedies for 
which he has been long distinguished. Throughout the 
work there are evidences of plain, strong sense, —a desire 
to simplify the science of medicine, and to put therapeutics 
upon a rational basis. The work is agreeably written, and 
would be found highly useful as a guide on the subjects of 
which it treats. 

The Dictionary of Domestic Medicine. Part XI. By Spen¬ 

cer Thomson, M.D. 
Popular works on the treatment of disease have been 

generally reprobated by the profession. They are certainly 
more objectionable in principle than those devoted to the 
dissemination of a knowledge of physiology and hygiene, 
from which nothing but unmixed good can result. We 
must, however, do Dr Thomson the justice to say, that in 
his mode of treating his subjects there is nothing quackish 
or disreputable, and if he proceed as he has begun, he will 
provide the public with a safer guide than many of those 
now competing for favour. 

Movements or Exercises, according to Ling's System for the 
due Development and Strengthening of the Human Body 
in Childhood and in Youth. By M. Rotii, M.D. 

We had expected to find this pamphlet disfigured by 
empiricism, but we are agreeably disappointed. It is a very 
useful hand-book of instructions for gymnastic exercises, and 
its lessons might be advantageously practised in all institu¬ 
tions for the training of youth. 

A New Way of Treating Gonorrhcea. By John L. Milton, 

M.R.C.S. 

Mr Milton analyses the claims of various remedies that 
have been employed for the cure of gonorrhoea, and in¬ 
dulges in general scepticism of their utility. His faith seems 
to be placed in external applications to the penis of very 
hot water, not lukewarm, carried to the extent of producing 
some excoriation and faintness. Among injections, he 
places most reliance on nitrate of silver. If the patient can 
rest for a day after he applies for relief, Mr Milton’s plan is 
to resort to abortive treatment, using for this purpose an 
injection of nitrate of silver of the strength of five grains to 
the ounce, increased to ten grains to the ounce, if burning 
or smarting pain be not caused. This pain, he asserts, is 
easily relieved by hot bathing. He then prescribes from 
four to eight grains of calomel, followed by purgative 
draughts every two hours until several loose stools are pro¬ 
cured. After each stool the patient should inject with sul¬ 
phate of zinc, gr. iii to gr. v to § i—the hot water bathing 

again used, and the patient kept on low diet. It is evident 
that there is nothing new in the principle of this treatment, 
yet we have much pleasure in testifying to the ability 
evidenced in the work, aud the author’s thorough know¬ 
ledge of his subject. 

On the Nature and Treatment of Diseases of the Heart. By 
James Ward nor, M.D. 

This volume is a collection of the papers that appeared 
about two years since in the ‘ Medical Times.’ The expe¬ 
rience and judgment which Mr Wardrop (now using the 
title M.D., we perceive) has brought to bear upon his sub¬ 
ject, have long made him an authority, and it requires no 
praise from us to recommend his useful work to the profession. 

DEATH IN THE POT. 

FOOD AND ITS ADULTERATIONS; 
SHOWING THE RESULTS OF 

CHEMICAL AND MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATIONS 

or 

ALL SUBSTANCES SOLID AND FLUID 

USED AS FOOD, 
AND GIVING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF SIMPLE AND EAST 

MEANS FOR 

THE DETECTION OF ALL KINDS OF 

SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADULTERATIONS. 

SALAD OIL-OLIVE OIL. 

The Salad Oil of our tables is obtained from the Olea 
Europma, or European olive, a tree indigenous to Asia and 
the north of Africa, and largely and successfully cultivated 
in the Greek Islands, and in Italy, France, and Spain. The 
olive tree has also been occasionally grown in the open air 
in England, but the temperature of our summer lias been 
found to be insufficient to ripen its fruit. (1) It is on the 
rocky and calcareous soils, and beneath the genial skies of 
Provence and Italy, that this tree flourishes in the greatest 
perfection. By some authors it has been styled “ a mine 
upon earth and wherever cultivated it is held in peculiar 
estimation. The olive grounds of tlie south and east are not 
only sources of wealth to their possessors, but they also im¬ 
part great beauty to the landscape. 

The olive tree was known to antiquity, and the method of 
obtaining oil from its fruit was early practised in Egypt. It 

is frequently alluded to by the sacred writers, and is spoken 
of Dioscoridis and others. Cato, who flourished about 150 
years before the birth of Christ, gives particular directions 
for its cultivation. (2) By the classic ancients it was dedi¬ 
cated to Minerva, the Goddess of Wisdom, and the wreaths 
which crowned the brows of their proudest victors were 
formed of the leaves and flexible shoots of tlie olive tree. It 
is still universally regarded as emblematical of prosperity 
and peace. The olive tree is also remarkable for the great 
age to which it attains, its extreme productiveness, and the 
great length of time during which it continues fruitful. (3) 
At two years old it begins to hear fruit, at six years is in full 
bearing, and for the following century continues yearly to 

(1) This lias been asserted by Miller and others. Wo once, 
however, saw some olives which had ripened in the open air 
in South Devon. 

(2) “In autumn place dung around the roots of olive trees.” 
(3) According to Chateaubriand, there are eight trees in the 

olive garden at Jerusalem that were in existence ami bore 
fruit before the Turkish invasion. At Pescio, in Italy, there 
is a tree 700 years old, and twenty-five feet in circumference. 
There appears sufficient evidence to substantiate these state¬ 
ments. At Gcrecomia there is a very old olive tree, which in 
one year is said to have yielded 240 quarts (English), or nearly 
one hogshead of oil.— Vide Graham’s ‘Three Months near 
Rome.’ 
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increase in productiveness, after which it suffers a gradual 
decline, but will still sometimes continue to yield fruit for 
ages. It is said to be in its prime from its twentieth to its 
one hundred and twentieth year. 

The fruit of the olive tree is a smooth oval plum, about 
the size of an ordinary almond, but thicker and rounder in 
proportion to its length. When ripe it possesses a deep violet 
colour, and consists internally of a fleshy portion, enclosing a 
small hard kernel or nut. The former is bitter, nauseous, 
and acrid, but abounds with a sweet, bland oil, which, when 
separated from the fruit, forms the subject of the present 
paper. 

The olive harvest commences in November. The ripe 
fruit being gathered, is immediately cleaned and garbled, and 
carried to the mill. Here it is subjected to the action of 
stones, or “ mashers,” set sufficiently wide apart to avoid 
crushing the nuts or kernels. In this way “ virgin olive 
oil ” is obtained. By increasing the pressure an oil, more 
loaded with impurities and foreign matter, and of a stronger 
flavour, is produced. This also is commonly sold as “ virgin 
oil,” though much inferior to the former. A third quality 
is obtained by heating the marc, or pulp, by means of boil¬ 
ing water, or by breaking it up and sprinkling it with hot 
water, and again submitting it to the press. A fourth kind 
is made by boiling the marc in water, and collecting the 
floating oil; whilst a fifth, and still more inferior quality, is 
obtained by moistening the marc, or pulp, with water, allow¬ 
ing it to ferment in suitable cisterns, and then subjecting it 
to strong pressure in the olive press, as long as a drop of oil 
flows from the mass. The former are used for salads ; the 
last two for lamps, making soap, &c. 

The finest quality of salad oil is the product of the olives 
of Provence; Florence and Lucca oils are also much es¬ 
teemed; Genoa oil comes next, and is often of excellent 
quality ; Gallipoli oil, which forms the mass of that used in 
England, is also good, though inferior to those previously 
mentioned ; Sicily oil has a resinous flavour, and is very in¬ 
ferior ; (4) whilst the Spanish oil is generally the worst 
species of olive oil imported. The variations in the quality 
of the above-named oils are occasioned by the difference in 
the soils on which the olives grow; but chiefly by the de¬ 
gree of attention paid to the cleansing and selection of the 
fruit, the cleanliness of the various vessels and utensils em¬ 
ployed, and the situations in which they arc subsequently 
stored. The Gallipoli oil stores, like the Bavarian beer cel¬ 
lars, are generally caverns cut out of the solid rock. The 
temperature in them is consequently low, and little subject 
to fluctuations; and hence it is, that oil has been kept in 
these places six and even seven years, without becoming 
rancid. 

The quantity of olive oil imported into England has 
reached to upwards of four millions of gallons, but has some¬ 
times been less than half that number. 

Pure olive oil is a nearly insipid and inodorous, pale, 
greenish-yellow, unctuous fluid ; not suffering decomposition 
by a heat not exceeding <500° Fahrenheit, and congealing at 
3G° Fahrenheit into a granulous solid mass. Its specific 
gravity ranges between 0-9153 and 0'917G, at common 
temperatures. 

Olive oil (with the exception of that of almonds) is the 
most costly of the ordinary fixed oils of commerce, and is, 
consequently, tlje one most subject to adulteration. Nut, 
rape, and poppy oils are those commonly used for this pur¬ 
pose. The addition of any one of these oils to olive oil ren¬ 
ders it far less agreeable to the palate, and, by increasing its 
tendency to rancidity, more likely to offend and derange the 
stomach and bowels of those who consume it. Parties who 
indulge themselves in the use of this luxury would do well to 
ascertain that what they purchase is pure. When the latter 
is the case, salad oil is a most wholesome article of food or 
condiment. 

For the purpose of the present examination, twenty-four 

(4) I his flavour is said to be caused by the olive grounds being 
on hilly situations, insufficiently watered. This explanation is, 
however, far from satisfactory. 

samples were purchased in the City of London, in Westminster, 
and each of the Metropolitan Boroughs. Of these, six con¬ 
sisted of the ordinary, old-fashioned Florence flask oil; eight 

others, of bottles of various degrees of taste and beauty, 
professedly containing the best salad oil; the remaining TEN 

being samples of cask or jar oil, purchased by the pint or 
half-pint. Of the former fine appeared absolutely pure, and 
of excellent quality; whilst one, though free from adultera¬ 
tion, had acquired a slight degree of rancidity, from exposure 
in the vendor’s shop-window, and also, probably, from age. 
Of the second eight samples, three were of the finest quality; 
two (in small glass decanters,) excellent; two (also in decan¬ 
ters,) slightly rancid and inferior; and one very rancid, and 
unfit for use. Of the last three, one was adulterated with 
poppy oil, and the other two with rape and nut oil. Of the 
latter ten samples of “ draught oil ” named above, two resem¬ 
bled good Gallipoli or Genoa oil; two others reminded us 
immediately of the inferior productions of the olive grounds 
of Spain; one, though apparently pure, had acquired ran¬ 
cidity by ago ; whilst the remaining Jive consisted of Spanish 
or old Italian oil, reduced by the addition of rape, nut, or 
poppy oil. In two cases the extent of the adulteration ex¬ 
ceeded one-half of the mixture. Thus, out of the twenty- 

four samples of oil examined, twelve only (or fifty per cent.), 
were of really good quality; two were of a doubtful descrip¬ 
tion ; five had acquired more or less rancidity, by exposure 
or age ; whilst eight (or above thirty-three per cent.), were 
largely adulterated with oils of an inferior and cheaper de¬ 
scription. The results of our examination and experience 
hence lead us to recommend those who are desirous of pro¬ 
curing choice and pure salad oil, to confine their purchases 
to the humble and old-fashioned Florence flasks of oil, the 
production of the last olive hai-vest; or at least to ascertain 
that the oil has been imported in the bottles in which it is 
offered for sale. This precaution is necessary, as it is now 
a common practice with the trade to fill showy-looking 
bottles with inferior and adulterated oil. In purchasing oil 
by measure, a good article can only be obtained from a re¬ 
spectable house, and by paying a sufficient price. 

The detection of the adulteration of salad oil is a matter 
of no great difficulty. The palate of the connoisseur will 
readily perceive the slightest variation of quality in his 
favourite condiment; but various other methods have been 
adopted of a more accurate and certain description. Among 
these may be mentioned the following:— 

When pure olive oil is shaken in a flask or phial only half 
filled, the “ bead,” or bubbles formed, rapidly disappear, imd 
the surface remains even; but if adulterated with poppy or 
other oil, the bubbles remain longer before they burst, and 
the surface becomes covered with them. 

Pure olive oil congeals when cooled below 36° Fain-., 
and becomes completely solidified when immersed in pounded 
ice. When adulterated with oil of poppies, &c., it solidifies, 
only in part, and if the adultei-ation exceeds one-third of the 
bulk, it will not harden at all. 

A few drops of the oil under examination, placed on a slip 
of glass, or capsule, and gently heated over a spirit lamp 
will evolve an odour suggestive of the fruit from which it 
has been obtained. If adulterated, the difference between 
the odour of the sample under examination, and one known 
to be pure, will be readily perceived. The presence of rape, 
or nut oil, in olive oil, may be easily detected in this way. (5) 

One or two per cent, of concentrated sulphuric acid, agi¬ 
tated with olive oil, causes intense action, an increase of 
temperature, and the mixture assumes a more or less dingy, 
or greyish yellow colour. 

If a single drop of concentrated sulphuric acid, be added 
to ten or fifteen drops of olive oil on a white piece of glass 
or porcelain plate, a yellow ring or colour will be developed; 
sometimes the colorn- is pale, at other times turning on the 
orange or greenish yellow. If the acid and the oil be mixed 
together with a glass rod, a dingy yellow, or brownish-grey 

(5) This method is recommended by Hoidenrcich, of Stras- 
burg. M. Penot objects, on the ground that it is not always a 
safe criterion. 
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coloured mixture will be produced. Poppy oil under like 
treatment gives yellowish or greenish spots, which when 
stirred change to a green or brownish olive colour. Nut oil 
gives a yellowish brown, or dirty yellow, changed by 
stirring to a clotted, dark, or dirty brown. In rape oil, a 
greenish blue ring gradually forms at a certain distance from 
the drop of sulphuric acid, whilst towards the centre the 
action is more violent, and light yellow-brown streaks may 
be observed; at other times the ring is less developed and 
greenish spots appeal-. By stirring the mixture it assumes 
a bluish green, or olive-green colour, without a tinge of red. 
By adding five or six drops of sulphuric acid a dead brown- 
red colour, surrounded by a green margin will be developed. 
By experimenting at the same time on a sample of pure oil 
and on a sample of the suspected adulterant, the action of 
the test will become more palpable. In conducting these 
experiments, the commencement of the action should be 
carefully watched, and the effects recorded; after which the 
oil and acid may be mixed together with like precautions (6). 

One drop of a saturated solution of chromate of potash in 
sulphuric acid, added, as above, to twenty drops of olive 
oil, developes a brown or olive-brown colour on being 
stirred. Rape oil, under like treatment, gives yellowish small 
lumps on a green, or dirty green ground. Nut oil gives 
small brown lumps; and poppy oil small yellow lumps on a 
white, or whitish green ground (7). An adulteration of ten 
or twelve per cent may be detected by either of the last two 
methods. 

Another plan of detecting the adulteration of olive oil is 
by ascertaining the density of the suspected sample. The 
specific gravity of olive oil has been already named. 

That of nut oil is . . 0-9200. 
That of rape oil is . . 0-9130. 
That of poppy oil is . . 0-9213. 

If, therefore, the given sample of olive oil should be found 
to be denser than 0-9170 wo may fairly presume that it has 
been adulterated with either nut or poppy oil; while if it 
be lighter than 0 9153, the presence of rape oil may be 
suspected (8). 

To those who do not possess an oleometer, or other instru¬ 
ments, for ascertaining specific gravities, the following me¬ 
thod, depending on the same principle as the last test, and 
which is so simple that it may be adopted by every house¬ 
wife, will be found to give immediate indications of adul¬ 
teration :—To one or two ounces of pure olive oil add a few 
grains of alkanet root. Agitate the bottle occasionally, until 
the oil acquires a very slight red or pinkish tinge. Then pour 
the clear oil into another phial for use. This is the test oil. 
A fe w drops of this tinged oil added cautiously to a sample of 
pure olive oil will show an indisposition to either sink or 
swim, from its possessing exactly the same density as the 
sample under examination. But if the oil be adulterated, it 
will either fall to the bottom, or rise to the surface, and form 
a well-marked stratum. The former will indicate the pre¬ 
sence of rape oil; the latter, that of poppy or nut oil. (9) 

(6) M. Heidenreich recommends the use of only ten or 
fifteen drops of oil to one of acid. M. Penot recommends 
twenty. 

(7) This tost was first adopted by M. Penot, in bis researches 
made on behalf of the Chemical Cuiuiie de la Socieie Indus- 
trielle de Mullhauscn. 

(8) The trade use Tor this p irpo30 a species of hydrometer, 
called ail oleometer, or ebu nneter, so weighted and graduated 
that it shows sp. gr. between about -900 and 975, in degrees 
adapted to the densities of oils. The sp. gr. of oils are not 
clearly settled by different authorit'es, though sufficiently near 
for practical purposes. Scarcely two writers agree exactly on 
these points. 

(9) A common test tube, or even a wine-glass, will do for this 
experiment. The same object may be effected by weighing an 
accurately measured quantity of the oil to be examined. At 
ordinary temperatures, an imperial gallon of pure olive oil 
weighs 9lbs. 2=joz (nearly); an imperial pint, lib. 2Joz., avoir¬ 
dupois. Or a bottle holding exactly 20oz. avoirdupois, or an 
imperial pint of water, will contain only ]8Joz. of pure olive 
oil. A flask or bottle with a long narrow neck forms a verv 
good weghing bottle. When tho former test is adopted, it will 

If one part of nitrate or protonitrate of mercury (10) be mixed 
with twelve parts of pure olive oil, and well agitated for 
some time, the mixture will become a solid mass in twenty- 
four hours, or less; and the rapidity with which the mixture 
solidifies, and the degree of hardness thus assumed, may be 
taken as a measure of tlie purity of the oil. When olive oil 
is carefully mixed with l-12th part of its volume of a 
solution of four ounces of mercury in eight fluid ounces and 
six draclims of nitric acid, sp. gr. 1-500, it becomes in three 
or four hours like a solid fat without any separation of liquid 
oil ” (1). M. Poutet recommends two parts only of nitrate of 
mercury to be used to ninety-six parts of oil, and to shake 
tlie mixture every twenty or thirty minutes (2). The other 
edible oils do not combine with nitrate of mercury, and if 
olive oil is adulterated with any one of them, It never be¬ 
comes solid. A temperature of about 90° Fahr is most 
favourable for tlie process (3). If the solidified oil be re¬ 
melted by the beat of hot water, tlie pure oil will retain its 
yellow colour, but tlie adulterated sample will become 
darkened. 

A variation of the last process lias been proposed by M. 
Boudct. One hundred parts of the oil under examination 
are treated with a mixture of nine parts of nitric acid, and 
one part of hyponitrous acid. If the sample consists of pure 
olive oil, a greenish blue colour will be developed, and solidi¬ 
fication take place in seventy-three minutes. One per 
cent, of poppy oil will retard the process- at least forty 
minutes, besides altering the colour of the mixture. Acajou 
oil on tlie other band hastens the solidification, but imparts 
a lemon yellow, or greenish yellow colour to the mass. 

The adulteration of any sample of nil being established by 
any one or more of the preceding tests, and the oil employed 
as an adulterant also ascertained, it will only be necessary to 
mix pure olive oil with the adulterating oil, until a mixture 
be ol tabled possessing a like specific gravity, and behaving 
in a like manner with re-agents to the mixed oil under 
examination. In this way the composition of the sample 
may be discovered with considerable accuracy (4). 

bo necessary to let the bottles containing the test oil and the 
suspee'ed sample remain together in the same situation for 
some time, (say half an hour or aa hour ) in order that they 
may acquire exactly tho same temperature. 

(10) Mado by dissolving twelve parts of mercury in fifteen 
parts of nitr'c acid, sp. gr. 1.35 to 1.40, without heat. 

(1) Edinburgh Phann. 
(2) Made by dissolving six parts of mercury in seven and a- 

half parts of nitric acid, sp. gr. 1.35, without heat. 
(3) This effect is caused by the nitrous acid evolved from 

the nitrate, forming elaidin, a very solid fat. 
(4) A statement has recently appeared in print, that olive 

oil is often adulterated with honey. We have never met with 
a case of the kind, nor can we understand how it could be, 
either conveniently or profitably managed. Honey may he 
easily separated from oil by mere agitation, with a little hot 
water in a glass tube. On repose the oil will float on the dis¬ 
solved honey, and its loss of bulk will mark the extent of tho 
adulteration. 
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PORTRAIT OE SIR JAMES EYRE, M.D. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

SIR JAMES EYRE, M.D. 
The last time, amiable reader, that we put our hands into 

the lucky bag, we drew forth the name of Sir James Eyre, 
and we resolved that he should sit for his portrait to illus¬ 
trate the present number. Understand that we placed no 
constraint upon the worthy knight, who, like a dramatic 
personage, well known to fame, would, we are sure, do 
nothing on compulsion; and we believe that Sir James is 
blissfully ignorant at this moment of the intrusive wight who 
ventures to measure his altitude with a quadrant, and to 
catch the risus ab angulo oris just as it is about to pursue his 
last joke. We have no doubt that many other astonished 
gentlemen, as well as Sir James Eyre, have soliloquisingly 
cried, “ Plague on the fellow!—who is this craftsman that 
gives the length of my nose as if he had measured it with a 
barleycorn, and taken the pitch of my voice with a me¬ 
tronome ?” We advise such gentlemen to ask no questions, 
for until they “ plough with our heifer they will not find 
out our secret.’’ For the rest, we speak of our friends as 

they are;—we “ nothing extenuate nor set down aught in 
malice.” To our story of a life. 

In Mr Dod’s ‘ Peerage, Baronetage, and Knightage for 
1852,’ at p. 203, we find the following entry:—“ Eyre, 
Knight Bachelor, created 1830. Sir James Eyre, M.D., 
eldest son of the Rev. William Eyre, vicar of Padbury, and 
of Hillesden, Bucks, born* 1792, married, 1816, daughter of 
the Rev. Edward Vardy, rector of Yelvertoft, Northamp¬ 
tonshire, and incumbent of Market Harborougli, Leices¬ 
tershire.” This gentleman, the subject of our present me¬ 
moir, now residing in Lower Brook street, Grosvenor square, 
received his education at Bletchley, near Wolverton, under 
the Rev. Richard Midgley, who had a large school there, 
composed chiefly of the sons of the clergy and gentry of 
Buckinghamshire. Mr Eyre finished his classical studies at 
the early age of fourteen (to be necessarily resumed at a 
future period), and was articled, on the recommendation of 

* On John Hunter’s birthday ! 
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the late Dr Ken-, of Northampton, to Mr Davenport, of 
Harborough, with him to remain, in statu pupillari, from 
1806 till 1811, not idly, however, for Mr Davenport had by 
far the largest practice in the neighbourhood. In the month 
of September, 1811, we find our young eleve installed as 
House Pupil to John Phillips, Esq., of Pallmall, Surgeon 
to the Royal Household and to the St Marylebone Infirmary; 
Mr Eyre succeeding Mr Guthrie, though not immediately. 

Here was abundant scope for a diligent pupil, and the 
attendance on the lectures of Mr Wilson and Sir Benjamin, 
then Mr Brodie, in Windmill street, Drs Hooper and Ager, 
in Cork street, and Dr, and Mr, now Sir Charles Clarke, in 
John street, Golden square, with a daily two hours’ sojourn 
at the infirmary, gave the provincial student some idea of 
the mental forcing of that period, where all the training in 
medicine and surgery, for after life, was crowded into one, or 
at most, two winter sessions, namely, from October till the 
following April. Mr Eyre had the good fortune, in the spring 
of 1812, to be placed as House Surgeon at the St Mary¬ 
lebone Infirmary, having eighty beds, all surgical cases, un¬ 
der his own management, as well as the unrestricted obser¬ 
vation of double the number of medical maladies, treated by 
that talented and shrewd physician, Dr Hooper. Post¬ 
mortem examinations were frequent, and were conducted by 
the Doctor, and Mr Goodger, the resident apothecary; a 
first-rate anatomist, and kind instructor. On the 1st of 
October, 1812, our alumnus nestled under the wing of Mr 
Abernethy, at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, and was enabled, 
having previously been well grounded, to profit by the 
original teaching of this great man—of him who, hating 
humbug, and cant, and specious empty pretension, com¬ 
pelled his pupils to think for themselves—those young men 
who, -well appreciating their teacher’s care for them, loved 
him with unfeigned regard! At the close of the session, Mr 
Stowe, now of Buckingham, Mr Bullen of Ipswich, Mr 
Cleobury of Oxford, Mr D. G. Arnott, and others, decided 
upon presenting Mr Abernethy with a silver vase, of the 
value of seventy-five guineas—a handsome sum in that day, 
and selected Mr Eyre, as their friend, to be chairman of 
their meetings, and to transmit their offering to Bedford row. 
As has been said elsewhere, Mr Abernethy returned an 
affectionate acknowledgment of his present, stating “ that it 
was the greatest compliment which he had ever received in 
the whole course of his life.” About this time (April, 1813) 
the late Mr Griffiths, of Hereford, wrote to a friend at St Bar¬ 
tholomew’s, directing him to send down an advanced pupil 
to assist him in visiting patients only. Mr Eyre, then too 
young to pass the College of Surgeons, answered the call, 
and, after a year’s residence with Mr Griffiths, came to Lon¬ 
don, obtained his diploma, May 20, 1814, and, on the 9tli of 
June, with the hearty concurrence of him for whom he had 
so lately toiled, and whose friendship he never lost, settled 
as a surgeon in Hereford; and on the 9th of June, 1831, 
just seventeen years afterwards, he took a partner, with a 
view, in a few months, to retire from the city, and from the 
practice of surgery altogether. Before we follow him to a 
new scene of study in a far distant locality, it may not be 
out of place to say that having, a few years previously, been 
elected a member of the corporation of the place, Mr Eyre 
became Mayor in 1829-30, on which occasion his venerable 
father, then in his seventy-eighth year, travelled, as he said, 
a hundred miles (no railroads then!) to give some good ad¬ 
vice to his son, to proach the inauguration sermon, and, in 
an official capacity, dine, as his chaplain, with the new chief 
magistrate, and with two or three hundred noblemen and 
gentlemen, his carefully invited guests, without regard to 
creed or politics. Mr Eyre has a second happy reminiscence 
of this period to look back upon. He instituted, for the first 
time, religious instruction in the city jail, and established a 
chaplaincy, which has ever since been continued. On the 
first interesting occasion of the performance of divine service, 
the Mayor being present, thirteen prisoners formed part of the 
congregation. Lastly, one other (a third) agreeable incident 
occurred, which calls for an especial record in this place: 
his Majesty George the 4th died. Hereford was not back¬ 
ward in voting an address of congratulation to the new 

sovereign—the Mayor was to present it. The Lord Lieu¬ 
tenant of the county, the late Earl Somers, waited, of his 
own accord, on Sir Robert Peel, and asked, as a personal 
favour to himself, that his Majesty might be advised to con¬ 
fer the honour of knighthood on the Mayor of Hereford, 
should he, on his arrival in London, desire it. The answer 
was, “Your request, my lord, shall be acceded to, but pro¬ 
bably only two chief magistrates on the present occasion will 
receive the distinction, and Mr Drinkwater, the Mayor of 
Liverpool, has been already fixed upon.” This true and 
imexpected kindness being gratefully accepted, the receiver 
of it, who went to Hereford a medical pupil, and a stranger 
in 1813, left that city, in 1831, as was facetiously said, like 
a good bill, properly endorsed! His steps were now directed 
towards Edinburgh, for, having an unconquerable dislike to 
operative surgery, and the appointment of Surgeon to the 
Hereford County Infirmary hanging over his head, Sir James 
Eyre resolved, in middle age, to take the bold step of studying 
afresh, during three long years, for a new and to his feelings 
a more consonant professional qualification. After a third of 
the term of probation had expired, it appeared that the 
University liberally allowed her undergraduates to spend a 
year in Paris, so, qualified by six months’ drudgery at 
elementary French, our student exchanged the lectures of 
Monro, Duncan, Hope, Alison, and Christison, for those of 
Louis, Andral, Cliomel, Orfila, and Moreau, returning to his 
dear alma mater in October, 1833. On the day appointed 
for the customary public defence of the graduation Thesis, 
the subject of which was “ Pneumonia,” Professor John 
Thomson was pleased to say that, with Sir James Eyre's 
permission, he should engraft portions of Sir J. Eyre’s 
essay into his lectures, for the instruction of his future 
pupils. On Friday, the 1st of August, 1834, the de¬ 
gree of Doctor in Medicine was conferred, the result of 
much labour and anxious care 1 and the following Monday 
saw our friend, no longer a student! dining with his cor¬ 
porate brethren at Hereford, on the very last day of their 
meeting officially, previous to the introduction of the new men 
and new measures of modern times. At Michaelmas Sir 
James Eyre settled in London. He resolved to practise, at 
least in the first instance, in the obstetric department of 
medicine, and finding that Dr Chowne had recently re¬ 
signed the office of Physician Accoucheur to the St "George’s 
and St James’s Dispensary, at once offered himself as a can¬ 
didate, and, after a contest, was elected by a majority of 
thirty-two, just one month subsequent to his becoming a 
resident in London, and on that day seventeen years, viz., 
October 30th, 1851, having then relinquished the fatigues 
and anxieties of midwifery, intending to devote himself 
for the remainder of life to the practice of medicine 
generally, he gave up his office, and was thereupon 
appointed Consulting Physician in future to the Dis¬ 
pensary. In the spring of 1845, Sir James published his 
‘ Practical Remarks on some exhausting Diseases,’ in which 
he detailed to his professional brethren his great success in 
the treatment of lia;morrhage, from various parts, of a slow 
and persisting character, by the use of the oxide of silver, 
prescribed by him on a very large scale, during many con¬ 
secutive years: a perfectly safe and invaluable remedy, in 
which his entire confidence we find remains unchanged. 
The book arrived at a second edition in 1851. In February, 
1852, Sir James Eyre gave to his friends a brochure, which, 
in the dedication of it to the memory of John Abernethy, lie 
modestly calls his “ cursory remarks,” comprising a summary 
of many of his observations of forty years. The title is 1 The 
Stomach and its Difficulties ;’ the first impression of which 
being nearly exhausted, a second is already in preparation 
for the press. Sir James Eyre is a Member of the Council 
of the Royal Medico-Chirurgieal Society, has been twelve 
years (thrice elected) a Director of the excellent Society for 
the Benefit of the Widows and Orphans of Medical Men of 
London and its Environs, is also a Director of the National 
Provident Institution in St Martin’s place, and is Physician 
to the Lancashire Insurance Company, and has been a 
Licentiate of the College of Physicians more than sixteen 
years. 
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Sir James Eyre is an agreeable man in respect both of his 
moral and physical qualifications, fie is endowed with a 
fine sense of the ridiculous, has much droll humour, and if 
not positively witty, is quaint and genial, shrewd, and 
prompt at illustration. His book on the 1 Stomach and its 
Difficulties ’ abounds in these peculiarities; keen observa¬ 
tion and felicitous humour overflow the page; anecdotes 
spring from his finger ends, and a sparkling jest conveys 
pleasantly many a learned axiom, or robs a grave moral of 
its terror. He likes to indulge in a little badinage with the 
miseries of life. He does not see why a physician should 
wear a face of everlasting gloom, and be struck with dumb¬ 
ness in the presence of disease. lie has faith in the old adage 
that the best physicians are Dr Diet, Dr Quiet, and Dr 
Merryman. A celebrated divine, Rowland Hill we believe, 
could see no reason why the Devil should have all the best 
tunes, and sang hymns to the air of “ Cherry ripe !” Sir 
James Eyre holds a similar principle, and carries his bon¬ 
homie and cheerful countenance along with him to the sick 
chamber, and if the patients like it, who has a right to com¬ 
plain ? Vivat lusus ! 

Our photograph shows that Sir James Eyre enjoys a fine 
presence, has a figure rather robust, and an intellectual coun¬ 
tenance. A smile usually plays about the corners of his mouth, 
as if he were perfectly content with himself and the world : 
if he be not, he is misrepresented, but not by us, for we do 
not pretend to dive below the surface of things. At any rate 
Sir James must have a cheerful disposition, the best materials 
out of which to make a happy man, and if that felicity be 
not attained, the world has used him more harshly than he 
deserves, or than our sketch of his life warrants us in believing. 
His character, like that of most persons of marked minds, 
quickly reveals itself, but it loses nothing upon acquaintance 
—a rare thing among men ! His conversation is never flat 
or stale, but, duly sprinkled with Attic salt, is pungent and 
fresh to the last. He has some noble elements of character 
too. Fancy a. man of middle age leaving practice and 
learning French to study his profession more scientifically 
in the wards and lecture-rooms of Paris ! Such a man de¬ 
serves success, and we are happy to say he has been rapidly 
getting into good practice since he has limited his attention 
to the relief of disorders of the digestive organs. 

J. BREDALL, ESQ. 

PETER BRENDON, ESQ. 

ROBERT BRETT, ESQ. 

WILLIAM BRETT, ESQ. 

WILLIAM BREWER, ESQ. 

JAMES BRICKWELL, ESQ. 

ALEXANDER BRIDGE, ESQ. 

JOHN WHITE BRIDGMAN, ESQ. 

ROBERT BRIEN, M.D. 

JAMES RICHARD D. BRIGHT, M.D. 

J. BRIGHT, M.D. 

WILLIAM BRINTON, M.D. 

JOHN SYER BRISTOWE, ESQ. 

JOHN SYER BRISTOWE, JUN., ESQ., M.B, 

WILLIAM SAMUEL BRITTON, ESQ. 

Vide 1 London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

WILLIAM BROACKES, M D. 

“ Under whichlcing, Bezonian ?” Homoeopathy or Allopathy 
—which creed believest thou ? Hahnemann or Hippocrates ; 
to whom dost thou give allegiance ? Thou can’st not serve 
two masters; so runs the precept; but perhaps after all thou 
may’st be only serving thyself. We are not casuists, and do 
not pretend to settle the morality of dubious acts; nor are 
we denunciators ready with an anathema to hurl at the head 
of every man who rejects the object of our faith. But in 
the name of common sense we expect that such persons will 
have a creed of their own, earnestly believed iu and right¬ 

eously followed. A universal scepticism in not permissible 
in the region of science, where facts constitute the immovable 
basis of ratiocination, principle, and faith. To disbelieve all 
things, to treat with equal contempt old dogmas and new 
notions, and to form no principles for ourselves, is a practical 
repudiation of experience, of solid facts, and of all the phe¬ 
nomena of life. It is the Berkeleyism or the Atheism of 
physical science ; but is Dr Broaches a philosophic doubter ? 
Does he deserve to be placed on such a pedestal? We must 
in our turn express scepticism on this point. 

Dr Broaches commenced his professional life under the 
auspices of Mr James Bisdee, of Backwell street, Bristol, in 
the year 1809: he then studied at St Bartholomew’s during 
the years 1814 and 1815 ; was a pupil of Sir Ludford Har¬ 
vey, and had the benefit of the teachings of the philosophic 
Abernethy, Lawrence, and Dr Hue. He passed his exam¬ 
ination at the College of Surgeons in the month of March, 
1815, and commenced practice in the following month of the 
same year. In 1836 he obtained a degree from Erlangen, 
and commenced as a homoeopath, not relinquishing, however, 
at the same time, his connexion with allopathic practice. 
Before making this diversion in a new sphere, Dr Broackes 
was working a considerable general practice in the New road, 
and had gradually introduced homoeopathic practice into 
his connexion. In the course of time one half of his patients 
were in the habit of taking globules, and the other half 
blaclc-draughts. The astute doctor soon found that this 
system could not last, and accordingly made his election as 
a professor of homoeopathy. Up to this time, however, he 
has never abandoned his first love, but has continued to co¬ 
quet with her as opportunity might offer, or profit allure. 
He is the author - of several works on homoeopathy, for a 
knowledge of which we refer our readers to the ‘ Medical 
Directory.’ Ho resides in George street, Hanover square. 

GEORGE BROAD, ESQ. 

WILLIAM JAMES BROADWATER, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

THE ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR’ AND MR ALLSOPP. 
The remarks which we have thought it our duty to pub¬ 

lish on the ‘Lancet’s’ professed analysis of Mr Allsopp’s 
“ bitter ale ” seem to have offended the susceptibility of 
this gentleman, as the subjoined correspondence will inform 
our readers. If Mr Allsopp conceived that our pub¬ 
lications contained anything unjust or untrue, the most 
direct and easy way of exposing our misstatements would 
have been to have published a refutation in this journal, 
but instead of taking this obvious mode of redress he has, 
without previous communication or expression of complaint, 
instructed his solicitors to send a letter containing the 
usual requisitions, addressed directly to the proprietor of this 
journal—a course of proceeding neither customary nor 
courteous, nor, be it understood, in the least degree qualified 
to fulfil the end desired. 

London, 2 Suffulk lane, Cannon street, Sept. 8, 1852. 
Sir—Our clients, Messrs Allsopp and Sons, of Burton- 

on-Trent, having read iu the ‘ Medical Circular' of the 25th 
of August last, an article headed “ Allsopp’s Bitter Ale,” and 
containing a letter signed “ Justus Liebig,” purporting to be 
a retractation by Baron Liebig of an opinion before given by 
him on Messrs Allsopps’ ales; and also in the ‘ Medical 
Circular of the 8th instant, articles signed respectively, 
“ A Practical Chemist,” and “ S. J.,” in our clients’ opinion 
reflecting on their character, and tendmg to damage their 
reputation in their trade, we have to call upon you to state 
immediately by whose authority the first of such articles 
and the letter were inserted, and the names and addresses 
of the writers of other articles, in order that Messrs Allsopp 
and Sons may take such measures for redress against the 
authors as they may be advised. 

Waiting your reply, we are, Sir, yours obediently, 
Dimmock ani> Burbey. 

To the Proprietor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Gentlemen,—Contrary to custom you have addressed 
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your communication to the proprietor, instead of the pub¬ 
lisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ and I presume you have 
your reasons for this departure from the ordinary procedure. 
Your letter, however, has in the usual course been handed 
to me for reply. I am quite at a loss to understand how 
Messrs Allsopp can by possibility interpret the articles you 
refer to as being calculated “ to damage their character or 
reputation in their trade.” 

If the Messrs Allsopp will point Out any error or mis¬ 
statement, or if any reflection on then- conduct should have 
been made which would not appear to be justified by the 
exclusive appropriation of medical testimony in favor of their 
ale, intended for the trade generally, a suitable amende will be 
made with pleasure in the next number of the journal, or if 
preferred, the columns of the ‘ Circular’ will be open to them 
for any similar purpose. 

One object of the ‘ Medical Circular’ is to expose honestly, 
fearlessly, and vigorously, but with fairness to every party, 
whatever may tend to affect the honour of the medical pro¬ 
fession, and I cannot see that in this instance the rule of the 
journal has been departed from. ' 

The ‘ Medical Circular ’ was undertaken to prove what is 
not generally believed, namely, that a medical journal could 
succeed by an honest independent and unflinching course of 
conduct. To the honour of the profession, the experiment 
has succeeded in the establishment of this work. 

I am, Gentlemen, 
Your obedient servant, 

C. J. Harris, Publisher. 
4 Adam street, Adelplii. 

We may observe upon this correspondence, that we have 
never alleged that the Messrs Allsopp’s ale is not a sound 
and genuine production from malt and hops; on the contrary, 
we have distinctly stated it to be in our opinion as pure as 
Bass’s, or the ale of other brewers! Then there is no wrong 
done here. Again, we have never assailed the private or 
commercial character of the Messrs Allsopp; who must be 
understood to be, for aught we have said to the contrary, 
men of good credit and of -unexceptionable integrity. 
Where then is the injury of which the Messrs Allsopp can 
complain ? If the solicitors’ letter be intended as a signi¬ 
ficant admonition, we can only reply that we are not to be 
deterred by menaces, but shall pursue unswervingly the 
course we have commenced, undismayed by the threat thus 
discourteously conveyed. 

As we do not desire to misrepresent Mr Allsopp, we hope 
that he will not, in accordance with the course he has 
adopted in the case of Baron Liebig and Dr Glover, mis¬ 
appropriate our language by abstracting the foregoing sen¬ 
tences, and using them as a certificate of the purity of his 
ale, or the unimpeachability of his commercial character. 

We still complain of the unfair use made of Baron Liebig’s 
letters, and of the disgrace falling upon the medical profes¬ 
sion, in consequence of some of its highest names being 
associated with the gigantic system of puffing' resorted to by 
Mr Allsopp to push his business. 

One of our correspondents has pointed out a self-evident 
contradiction in the analysis professedly made by a contem¬ 
porary—a contradiction which, we believe most profoundly, 
could not possibly have occurred by accident, and which, 
therefore, entirely vitiates the confident and glorifying con¬ 
clusions of the pseudo “ commission.” The Messrs Allsopp 
may have been deceived, and in perfect good faith believed 
themselves justified in making use of a certificate, which, in 
our opinion, is 
purity and excel! 

We take tlusii' 
that the m«dp~n\ 
have been uaaclQ 
press to sordid'- 
medical literature^ 
insulting to^he 
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regoing observations, 
lowing advertisement, 

published in the ‘ Morning Herald,’ of Tuesday, September 
21st, but which, except for the direct reference to ourselves, 
we should not have deemed deserving of notice The news¬ 
papers have been recently deluged with such advertisements; 
and it is painful in the highest degree to witness the humili¬ 
ating manner in which the name of a great chemist has been 
employed to bolster up the reputation of a mere trading 
firm. 

“Allsopp’s Pale Ales.— Baron Liebig on certain late 
anonymous advertisements. 

“Extract of a letter dated Munich, 12tli September, 1852, 
from Baron Liebig to Mr Henry Allsopp, Brewery, Burton- 
on-Trent. 

“ ‘ To my great astonishment and concern, my attention 
has lately been called to several anonymous articles and ad¬ 
vertisements headed by my name, such as in the-, whose 
author altogether misrepresents the motives of my remarks, 
and even goes so far as to say ‘ that I had never analysed 
your beer, nor perhaps ever tasted it in my life,’ and to allege 
a retractation on my part of the original statement. 

“ ‘ I emphatically declare that I had not the slighest 
knowledge of these anonymous articles, the contents of which 
I entirely disapprove of; and that in every respect I adhere 
to the statement made in my letter to you, which certainly 
you were, and are at perfect liberty to publish. 

‘“Munich, 12th September, 1852.’” 
What an unnecessary quantity of virtuous bluster is there 

not here about nothing! This is confusion worse con¬ 
founded. The oracle has spoken but disdains to explain his 
speech. “ What I have said, is said, and if you cannot un¬ 
derstand it, neither can I.” This is the sum and substance 
of Baron Liebig’s appeal to his first letter. Let us see, 
however, if we can wring some meaning out of these 
mysterious sentences. 

Baron Liebig, prompted without doubt by Mr Allsopp, 
directs his animadversion in the foregoing extract against 
the 1 Medical Circular, and states that we have altogether 
“ misrepresented his motives ” in the observations we 
have thought proper to make in the course of our several 
articles. We beg to inform Baron Liebig, that we at least 
do not concern ourselves with any man’s “ motiveswe 
judge men by their acts ; and if those acts appear to us to 
be injurious to the interests of science, or even to the lower 
interests of commerce, we do not hesitate to speak of them as 
they deserve. Baron Liebig’s “ motives ” may have been very 
pure,—and we believe they were, because he is an amiable 
and honourable man, but he has displayed in this instance a 
facility of character which has suffered him to be played 
upon like a flute to other people’s fingering, and led him 
into indiscretions, for which even, at this moment, we have 
no doubt he is deeply sorry. 

But he complains that wc said that “ he had never ana¬ 
lysed Mr Allsopp’s beer, nor perhaps ever tasted it in his 
life.” If you had analysed it, Baron Liebig, before you 
wrote your letter, why did you not say so ? We challenge 
you to say, even at this hour, that you had analysed it. HAD 
YOU OR HAD YOU NOT? You content yourself even 
in this advertisement, with observing that you “ had not 
the slightest knowledge of those anonymous articles ; ”—of 
course you had not;—nobody suspected you ; and that “ in 
every respect you adhere to the statement mado in your 
letter,” but not one word in affirmation of your having made 
the analysis, or even tasted the beer. This is the statement 
—the evidence to fact—that Mr Allsopp wants at your 
hand, and you have not given it. We regret from our 
hearts to see Baron Liebig reduced to such pitiable propor¬ 
tions, but we cannot on that account slur over the impro¬ 
prieties to which he has lent his name. 

As a further example of Mr Allsopp’s unscrupulousness 
in making use of the letters of correspondents in the way of 
advertisements without authority, we quote the first pa¬ 
ragraph of a letter from Dr Glover addressed to the editor of 
the ‘Edinburgh Monthly Journal:’ “I beg to say that I 
never gave Mr Allsopp any certificate whatever.” We re¬ 
gret that our limits preclude its entire insertion in the 
present number, but it will be given, in extenso, in our next, 
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and as we are disposed to think ex uno disce omnia, so we 
will give the other testimonialists tlxe opportunity of retracting 
their exclusive testimony in favor of Mr Allsopp and his 
hitter beer. 

Since writing the above we have had put into our hands 
“A Treatise on the Dietetic Use of Certain Liquids as 
Salutary Agents in the Preservation and Restoration of 
Health, illustrated by References to Scientific and Medical 
Testimonies.” By a London Citizen; the Author of “ A 
Short Treatise on Beer.” Price Twopence. 

On this production and on the subject generally, Tvc shall 
venture to offer a few remarks in our next number. 

MESSRS IIIGHLEY AND THE THREEPENNY 

JOURNAL. 

We owe it to truth and fan- dealing to put the profession 

on their guard in a matter that deeply concerns the interests 

of this journal. Many of our readers may not be aware of 

the sinister arts that arc occasionally reso rted to by what is 

called “ the trade ” to put down a new publication; nor can 

they possibly know the innumerable obstacles which the 

conductors of a cheap journal have to encounter, in order to 
overcome the literary, publishing, and proprietary interests 
allied against their enterprise. An instance of this under¬ 
hand opposition has lately come to our knowledge, and we 
now publish it to the profession that they may have an op¬ 
portunity of marking with their scorn the parties who have 
been, and still are, endeavouring to prevent the success of a 
journal so entirely devoted, as this is, to the profession’s 
interests. 

A gentleman applied very recently to the Messrs Highley 
for a copy of this journal, and was answered that they did not 
keep it—a remark accompanied with other depreciatory ob¬ 
servations. A statement of the fact having been communicated 
to our publisher, he waited on the Messrs Highley, or rather, 
we presume, on their assistant—complained of their observ¬ 
ations, and requested that they would put the ‘ Medical 
Circular ’ in their window, side by side with the 1 Lancet ’ 
and the ‘ Medical Times,’ as is done by the other publishers 
without exception. This act of mere fairness had been on a 
previous occasion refused, and was so again. The pert and 
consequential gentleman officiating at the counter replied, 
“ that he was’nt going, forsooth ! to put a threepenny journal 
into his window!! ” A THREEPENNY JOURNAL! Here 
is the sting. The ‘ Lancet,’ the ‘ Medical Times,’ and the 
rest, cannot stand against a threepenny journal; Messrs 
Highley’s profits as booksellers and publishers are at stake, 
so they league themselves with the press to put us down—if 
they can; but we can assure them without arrogance that if 
they are resolved upon trying a throw with us, we at least 
have no misgiving as to the rosult. 

Our publisher offered to show our subscription books to 
this judicious shopman, and told him that he was prepared 
to prove that the number of our subscribers was greater than 
that of the ‘ Lancet ’ or ‘ Medical Times;’ but the challenge 
was not accepted. The modest functionary was too hard- 
worked ; “ he could’nt take the trouble ” to ascertain the 
truth; and we congratulate the Messrs Highley on the in¬ 
telligence, new to us, that they have such a superabundance 
of employment for their underlings, that an extension of their 
business on the principle of “ fair play ” is no longer a con¬ 
sideration. 

The accusation against a threepenny journal comes with 
an ill-grace from a firm that is at this moment undersell- 
iny the rest of the trade. They find it profitable to under¬ 
sell their commercial brethren; but they would not find 
it equally so to supply a journal whose low price would 
prevent them from making a profit in the way of their 
business as undersellers. Hence the inconsistency. We 
cannot believe that the conduct of the Messrs Highley 
towards us is influenced by the fact that the editor of the 
1 Lancet ’ has appointed one of the firm a Director of the 
Now Equitable Life Office, as they must be expected to have 

too much sense to allow any indirect relations of this kind 
to interfere with their business as booksellers. We therefore 
advise those gentlemen, who doubtless consider themselves 
respectable tradesmen, acting on just commercial principles, to 
attend to then- affairs more closely, and wisely to consider 
their future interests; and we recommend the profession to 
take no notice of the artful insinuations, and false reports 
promulgated by booksellers and their agents, and to support 
the 1 Medical Circular ’ the more heartily on account of the 
opposition which they now see is leagued against our success. 
We do not beg the profession to support us as a favour, 
because our position is perfectly unassailable, but as an ac¬ 
knowledgment of the boldness and utility of our undertaking, 
and as an evidence of their fixed determination to defend 
meritorious labours against the covert enmity of “the 
trade,” and the discreditable conduct of its agents. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 
ON THE USE OF CHLOROFORM IN THE FIRST 

STAGE OF LABOUR, TO PROMOTE RELAXA¬ 
TION AND DILATE THE OS UTERI. 

BY W. GALLOWAY, Esq., L.R.C.S.E., Friockheim. 

The object of the few following remarks is to lay before 
the profession my own experience as to the benefit of chlo¬ 
roform, when used in the first stage of labour to expedite 
the dilatation of the os uteri. In doing so I shall refer to 
two cases, as illustrative of two states of the os in which I 
have used it with marked benefit. 

The first of these was a first birth. On making the first 
examination, about two hours after labour had commenced, 
I found that the head of the child had descended pretty far 
down into the pelvis, presenting a large rounded tumour, 
covered by the cervix uteri, which accounted for the slight 
expulsive character of the pains. The os uteri was found 
far back, almost behind the head; it felt thick, hard, and 
contracted during the pain, scarcely admitting the point of 
the lore-finger, but dilated a little after the pain went off. 
The pains increased in frequency and strength, yet with 
little effect in dilating the os, so that two hours afterwards 
it remained in the same condition. The clear indication, 
under these circumstances, was the use of means to relax the 
os uteri. Dr Burns in his Principles of Midwifery, says, 
“Labour, therefore, is more certainly shortened by pro¬ 
moting relaxation and diminishing resistance. A funda¬ 
mental principle, then, in midwifery is, that relaxation, or 
diminishing resistance, is essential to an easy delivery ; and 
could we discover any agent capable of effecting this safely 
and rapidly, we should have no tedious labours, excepting 
from the state of the pelvis, or position of the child. This 
agent has not yet been discovered. Blood-letting does often 
produce salutary relaxation, but it cannot always be de¬ 
pended on, neither is it always safe.” I had formerly 
practised blood-letting to promote the relaxation and dila¬ 
tation of the os uteri, and sometimes with much benefit, but 
at the same time the strength of the patient is diminished 
generally, and she is thus rendered less able for the strong 
expulsive efforts wliich, in most cases of a first birth, are re¬ 
quired at the termination of the last stage. Previous to 
the occurrence of this case, I had observed that much benefit 
was derived from the relaxing effects of chloroform in cases 
of midwifery, and having now tested it in several cases, I 
have no doubt in saying that it is an agent capable of effect¬ 
ing the relaxation and dilatation of the os uteri rapidly and 
safely. In the present case it admirably fulfilled the indica¬ 
tion. The patient was of a nervous temperament, and I had 
some difficulty in persuading her to take it, as she was filled 
with fears regarding it; she however reluctantly consented. 
It was administered on a handkerchief, in small doses, so as 
not to put her into a state of full anaesthesia, but simply to 
diminish sensibility and relieve the strength of the pain. 
The two first doses induced paroxysms of hysteria, but per¬ 
haps they might have been caused by the mental affection. 
After two or three doses had been given, another examina- 
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tion was made, about half an hour after the previous one, 
when the state of the os uteri was found wholly altered. It 
was dilated about the size of a halfpenny, thin, soft, dilating 
during the pain ; and in about another hour it was almost 
fully dilated. 

The other case which I shall refer to was rather of a dif¬ 
ferent character. The patient from the beginning had had 
painful menstruation. I did not attend her in her first 
labour, but I understand that it was excessively painful, that 
she was bled, and that she had inflammation of the uterus 
after delivery. I attended her in her second labour, the first 
stage of which was most painful and protracted ; and shortly 
before her third pregnancy she had a severe attack of 
inflammatory dysmenorrhoea. When called to attend on 
her third labour, I found her in the same state as she was in 
formerly, and proposed to administer chloroform to relieve 
the intense pain of her ordinarily protracted first stage, to 
which she willingly consented. On examining before giving 
it,. I found the os uteri dilated about the size of a shilling, 
thick, soft, but undilating, and very painful to the touch. 
Chloroform was now administered, as in the former case, in 
small doses at every pain, with which she was very easily 
affected. The aspect of her labour was now most marked, 
the intense pain was relieved, and her distressing cries were 
suppressed; the os uteri forthwith began rapidly to dilate, 
and labour was completed in much less than half the time 
taken up by her former ones. 

In the first of these cases the undilatableness of the os 
uteri seems evidently owing to increased irritability of the 
muscular fibres of the os and cervix uteri. In such cases, 
when the uterus contracts, the child’s head is forced down 
upon the irritable muscular fibres, and operates as a stimulus 
to them ; hence, as in this case, the os uteri instead of di¬ 
lating during the pain, rather contracts, and becomes relaxed 
again after the pain goes off—that is, after the stimulus is 
removed. I have found, also, that manual interference to 
dilate the os uteri artificially, instead of doing good in such 
cases, really does harm, by adding another stimulus to that 
already in operation ; not only so, it also irritates the part, 
and adds much to the pain which it ought to be our object 
to relieve, and induces a state exactly similar to that of our 
second case, which I consider to be caused not only by in¬ 
creased muscular irritability, but also increased sensibility of 
the os and cervix, previously existing in connexion with the 
dysmenorrhoea. 

The mode in which chloroform acts in relaxing the mus¬ 
cular fibres of the os and cervix, and dilating the os uteri, 
seems to be similar to the paralysing effect which it has on 
voluntary muscles. The normal action of the muscular 
fibres of the os and cerxix uteri, is to relax so as to dilate 
the os, to give exit to the child, while that of the uterus 
itself is to contract so as to expel it. Chloroform, then, 
while by its sedative action it removes the increased irrita¬ 
bility and sensibility of the os and cervix, the cause which 
opposed the dilatation of the os uteri, yet does not impair 
the contraction of the uterus itself, or at least does so very 
partially. 

In these remarks I have endeavoured to be as short as 
possible, and their brevity excludes me from giving the 
cases, as well as others which have fallen under my observ¬ 
ation, in a more extended form. My object will be attained, 
however, should they draw the attention of others to the use 
of chloroform in similar cases, so as to elicit and confirm 
more fully its beneficial effects. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—The extension of the cholera in Europe, and accord¬ 
ing to some of the public prints its arrival at Berlin, affords 
some reasonable ground for apprehension that it may again 
visit this country. Allow me to ask if anything is doing, or 
soon likely to be done by the way of prophylaxis f Any 
sanitary regulations as to cleanliness, the abundant supply 

of pure air, light, &c., in the localities and among the 
habitations of the poor; who from these and other circum¬ 
stances necessarily are attacked in greater proportion to the 
rest of the population, and suffer a larger share of mortality'. 

It would therefore be very desirable if my medical 
brethren would direct their attention as to the most approved 
methods of treatment, that each one may be prepared to act 
for himself, at least so far as it may agree in accordance with 
sound pathological knowledge.—I am, Sir, Yours, &c., 

Hum anitas. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 

Cholera.—If transfusion be considered a remedy of value 
in this disease, and capable of renewing the loss sustained 
by the system by the serous alvine dejections, why may not 
blood tak en into the stomach (drawn fresh from the lower order 
of animal, “ the sheep’’) be taken up by the lacteals and 
conveyed through the circulating system, repair that loss, 
and thus support the patient ? 

John Davis, M.R.C.S. Eng., and 
Med. Officer of Oughterard Union 
and Dispensary, &c. 

REPLIES. 

Cement far Stopping Decayed Teeth.—Perhaps your cor¬ 
respondent, J. W. C. (vide No. 16), will find the following 
cement answer his purpose. It is very white and durable, 
and in its composition resembles the natural earthy matter 
of the teeth: It Pure anhydrous phosphoric acid, forty- 
eight grains; pure caustic (unslaked) lime fifty-two ditto. 
Finely pulverize each separately, and keep them separate in 
well stopped phials till wanted. For use, mix the required 
quantity in a small mortar, as rapidly and perfectly as pos¬ 
sible, and at once press the dry mixture into the cavity of 
the tooth. The surface should then be smoothed off and 
finished by moistening with a little water. This cement 
soon acquires great hardness. The whole process requires 
expertness for success; but the latter when obtained will 
amply repay for one or two failures. If the composition be 
not mixed and applied quickly, it becomes moist, and is 
therefore unfit for use. Here is also a formula for two or 
three good— 

Ilair Dyes : 1.—Nitrate of silver (lunar caustic), twenty- 
live to forty grains; sap green, twenty ditto; distilled, 
or soft water, one ounce; dissolve. This must b« applied 
by means of a comb or old tooth brush to the hair, 
avoiding wetting the skin. It will rapidly dry, and in 
a few hours turn black. If a short time after applying 
the above solution, the hair be slightly moistened with a 
mixture of one part of liydrosulphuret of ammonia, and 
twelve or fourteen parts of water, it will instantly turn 
black; so also will any portion of the skin that may have 
been moistened with the silver solution ; but the latter may 
be removed by wetting the corner of a towel with the second 
mixture, and rubbing the spot therewith. The strength of 
the solution of the nitrate of silver must depend on the tint 
of black or brown desired. The interval elapsing between 
the application of the first and second liquids should be six 
minutes for brown, and twelve minutes for black. The 
odour of the liydrosulphuret of ammonia is very disagreeable, 
but it rapidly flies off. The dilute solution of this article is 
not injurious to the skin: indeed the perfumers at the West- 
end recommend it as a cure for ringworm. In a more 
concentrated form it will remove the skin by its causticity. 

Another. I),: Sulphate of lead four parts; fresh slaked 
lime, five ditto; water, thirty-two ditto: simmer together 
in a close vessel, with frequent agitation, for one to one-and- 
a-quarter hour; filter for the powder (plumbite of lime), 
make a paste with hot water, and apply warm. The appli¬ 
cation must be prolonged for half an hour to two and a half 
hours, according to the tint desired. The above has ob¬ 
tained the name of Orfila’s hair dye. Another form in much 
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repute and bearing the same name is made thus: — It: Finely 
powdered litharge, six parts; ditto quicklime, five ditto ; 
ditto starch, one ditto ; mix, and apply as last. 

Another. Delcroix’s form is:—ft : Sugar of lead, two 
ounces; prepared chalk, three ditto ; quicklime, four ditto; 
to he mixed and used as the last. 

The dyes containing lead are apt to impart a reddish brown 
tint to the hair, if not well managed. The colour given by 
the silver solution is always a hair brown or black. The 
above contains all the secrets of the preparations of the much 
advertised hair dyes of the West-enders. Before closing, a 
word or two about— 

Hair Washes. Either of the following are good. 11: 
Sesquicarbonate of ammonia, half-an-ounce; rosemary water, 
one pint; oil of nutmeg, six drops; mix, and agitate well. 
To be applied after the hair has been freed from grease by 
Washing. Or—11: Garden box, one handful; water, one- 
and-a-quarter pints; boil to three-quarters of a pint and 
strain. There is a legend in Bohemia that a celebrated 
lady who used this wash, occasionally wetted her face, as 
well as her hair therewith. As the tale goes, hair rapidly 
grew on both. Hair washes are useless unless the stomach 
be attended to, and common silk hats avoided. The latter 
are fertile sources of baldness. A shower-bath is a good 
hair tonic. The use of the much advertised “ leaden combs” 
will slowly but surely destroy the strongest head of hair. 

Arotes. 

Etymology of the word “ Etiolate."—Sir,—In ‘ Circular ’ 
of 25th August, “ Another Ignoramus ” asks “ what is the 
etymology of the terms ‘ Etiolate,’ and 4 Etiolation ? ’ ” 
Permit me to say that Etiolate is evidently derived from the 
French verb S'etioler, to grow thin (as plants do). Etiola¬ 
tion again corresponds to the substantive Etiolement. I need 
not inform your correspondent that the terms are borrowed 
from the language of Horticulture, and are not often used 
by medical winters. Dr Copland is, however, rather partial 
to the word Etiolate, as he repeatedly employs it in that 
prodigious repertory of medical learning, his “ Dictionary,” 
to designate the effect produced by the deprivation of solar 
light on the human body, and as illustrated by the following 
quotation from a French writer:—“ La privation de la lumiere 
produit sur 1’ economie animale un decoloration et un 6tat de 
foiblesse que 1’ on peut comparer a Vetiolement des plantes.” 
—I am yours, &c., A Country Surgeon, 

Derivation of the word u Etiolate," and “ Etiolation."—In 
reply to this query, the only word to be found as a deriva¬ 
tive is Etiolement (French), which does not certainly explain 
its etymology. Inquisitor. 

A Subscriber suggests that “ Etiolement ” may be derived 
from “ Etoile,” a star. 

f Intarg. 

June 28—Dennis Burke, M.D., a native of Ireland, 
aged about 100 years, at Washington, U.S. He was an 
Assistant-Surgeon for many years at West Point. 

28—Daniel O’Flinn, M.D., Resident Magistrate, &c., 
at the Cape of Good Hope. Dr O’Flinn was much respected; 
he had practised at the Cape about thirty years. 

.30—Henry Gregory King, Esq., Surgeon, son of 
John King, Esq., of Norbiton Lodge, Kingston, died at sea, 
on board the “ Earl Grey.” 

July 21—John Shaw Willis, Esq., Assistant-Surgeon 
Her Majesty’s 75th Regiment, at Dugshai, India, 

August 9—John Maugham, Esq., Surgeon, at Crook, 
Durham, aged 61. The deceased had successfully practised 
his profession at Walsingham for a period of thirty-eight 
years. 

September 3—Joseph Triganee, Esq., late Surgeon of 
Her Majesty’s 30th Regiment, after a painful illness of five 
weeks, aged 64. 

9—Thomas Brown, M.D., Edin. 1799, and M.R.C.P. 
1810, of 6 Queen Anne street, Cavendish square; at his 
country residence, Tostock, Suffolk, aged 76. The de¬ 
ceased was Physician Extraordinary (having been formerly 
Senior Physician) to the Royal Sea Bathing Infirmary, 
Margate. Dr Brown was author of a work on “ Dropsy.” 

15—James Stoate, Esq., Surgeon, late of Brecknock 
terrace, Camden Town; at his brother’s, Unity street, 
College green, Bristol, aged 24. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, September 
9, 1852 :—Rowland Hill Derry, Plymouth; Joseph Gibson 
Dowse, Manchester ; Richard Baty Ridley, South Shields; 
Thomas Dalemain Wheatley, Carlisle. 

Death of the Duke of Wellington.—The following 
are the facts relating to the death of this great warrior and 
statesman, most interesting in a medical point of view. It 
appears that at an early hour in the morning of Tuesday 
last Mr Hulke, surgeon, of Deal, received a summons to at¬ 
tend His Grace. On arriving, Mr Hulke found the Duke 
complaining of slight uneasiness in his chest and stomach, 
attended with nausea, symptoms of which he had formerly 
complained and which had created some painful anxiety a 
few years ago. No danger being apprehended, Mr Hulke 
requested His Grace to take some tea and a little dry toast, 
and returned home. Mr Hulke soon received a second com¬ 
munication, stating that His Grace was much worse. On 
arriving at the Castle, he was informed that, in his absence, 
the Duke had had two or three severe fits, which were 
similar to some with which he was attacked many years be¬ 
fore, especially on one occasion when Sir Astley Cooper was 
called in. Alarming symptoms were now evinced. The 
Duke was totally unconscious, and in that state he remained 
for several hours, sitting in an easy chair, his legs resting on 
another chair, his hands on a pillow in front, the head thrown 
back. Between ten and eleven Mr Hulke obtained the as¬ 
sistance of Dr M’Arthur, of Deal, who had attended the 
Duke under somewhat similar circumstances. About two 
years previously, a mustard emetic prescribed by that gen¬ 
tleman afforded speedy relief. Both the medical gentlemen 
observed at once a difficulty of breathing, which, to use the 
expression of Dr M’Arthur, was almost stertorous. In short, 
the only observable thing from half-past ten up to the mo¬ 
ment of death was the difficulty of breathing, arising from a 
mucous accumulation in the chest. His Grace continued 
during all that time in a state of perfect insensibility, utter¬ 
ing no sound indicative of pain, and manifesting no sign of 
intelligence. He ceased to breathe, almost imperceptibly, 
at about twenty-five minutes past three. 

Gratitude.—A retired drayman, in the employ of 
Messrs Truman, Hanbury and Co., presented to the London 
Hospital 501. as an acknowledgment of benefits which he 
received thirty years ago in that institution. 

The Middlesex Hospital.—A medical appointment 
in the East India Company’s Service has been placed at the 
disposal of the Governors, to be awarded to a pupil of the' 
school attached to this hospital, by W. H. Chichely Plow- 
den, Esq., East India Director. 

The Hygienic Congress assembled at Brussels on the 
20tli; the session to last for three days. The most distin¬ 
guished men in Europe who have taken an active part in 
sanitary improvements were expected to be present. A variety 
of questions will come under discussion ; among others, the 
dwellings of the poor, hospitals, and other charitable esta¬ 
blishments, water supplies, drainage, and street-cleansing. 

New Alcohol from Potatoes.—M.Wurtz, Professor 
at the Ecole de Medecine, has succeeded in extracting from 
the oil of potatoes a new alcohol, which he calls Alcool 
entylique. It is obtained by repeated distillations. Its com¬ 
position is C 8 H 10 O 2. 

Medical Staff of St Pancras.—At the meeting of 
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the vestrymen of St Pancras, on Wednesday, Mr Robinson, 
the senior parochial surgeon, demanded a committee of in¬ 
quiry into certaiu very serious allegations affecting his per¬ 
sonal and professional character, preferred against him by 
Mr Iiilles, another medical gentleman. Dr Berncastle moved 
and Mr Baker, surgeon, seconded, that Mr Robinson’s request 
be complied with. A committee of inquiry, comprising 
seventeen members, was accordingly appointed. 

Suicides in Paris.—The suicides in France amount to 
1 in 8,65G of the population. 

Royal Sea-Bathing Infirmary, Margate. — We 
regret to hear, that some differences have arisen among the 
medical officers of this excellent Charity. Mr Waddington, 
who, during twenty years, has held the office of consulting 
surgeon to the Institution, has refused, for some reasons con¬ 
nected with their appointment, we understand, to meet the 
newly-appointed consulting surgeons, Messrs Hunter, Hoff¬ 
man, and Price. The Rev. Wm. Curling, Mr Couchman, 
and Mr J. Curling (London directors), have been sitting with 
the Margate committee to inquire into some matters con¬ 
nected with the management of the Institution. 

Dr Paris, President of the Royal College of Physicians, 
had an interview with Mr Secretary Walpole on the 11th 
instant; and a deputation, consisting of the Earl of Shaftes¬ 
bury, Dr Paris, President of the Royal College of Phy¬ 
sicians, Dr Hawkins, registrar, Dr Soutliwood Smith, and 
Mr Chadwick, had an interview with Mr Secretary Walpole 
on the 14tli inst., at the Home Office. 

Progress of Efidemics.—The epidemic cholera is 
increasing in Bromberg, so that the annual exercises of the 
Landwehr are countermanded. The disease has also ap¬ 
peared in Ortelsberg and its vicinity. In Ostrowa the 
number of cases altogether has been 428, of whom 225 died, 
and 191 recovered. The last returns show that the disease 
continues to spread in Dantzic; on the 30th and 31st ult., 
60 new cases and 20 deaths were reported. It had also ap¬ 
peared in the villages of Oliva and Oppot. The report, that 
cases had occurred in Breslau, has been denied officially ; and 
it is said, that at Magdeburg the cases called cholera were, 
in reality, instances of fatal dysentery. The accounts from 
Posen are to the 3rd inst.: On that day there were 99 new 
cases, and 37 deaths—434 remained under treatment. The 
wife of the Commandant, General Tietzen, is among the 
victims of the epidemic. In Warsaw the ravages of the 
epidemic are decreasing in the city and kingdom,—upwards 
of 34,000 have been attacked, of whom more than half have 
perished. This epidemic is raging in Missouri and in 
Buffalo, in the United States. According to the returns 
from Braunsberg and Dirschau, 387 deaths had occurred 
up to the 81st ult. The disease has also shown itself in Za- 
cliau and Nipperwiese, two villages in the vicinity of Stettin. 
The returns from Posen to the 7til, state 74 new cases that 
day, and 22 deaths, 553 being still under treatment. The ac¬ 
counts from Birnbaum, Striche, Rawitsch, Dobrzyca, and 
Bromberg, show a smaller number of cases, but no diminu¬ 
tion in tbe malignancy of the epidemic, death in many cases 
ensuing very rapidly. At Dobrzyca it is believed that 1 in 
3 have been attacked, and that 1 in 7 of the attacked have 
died. On the 5th there were 43 new cases at Warsaw, 90 
deaths, and 62 recoveries, 254 being still under medical care. 
The poor have medical assistance and medicines gratis. In 
all towns with more than 2,000 inhabitants, hospitals were 
prepared, and all the expenses, ordinary and extraordinary, 
are borne by the Government. Nevertheless, there is a great 
penury of medical men in many places, and even a scarcity 
of medicines and of articles of food, thus adding greatly to 
the privations and distress of the inhabitants. The cholera, 
it appears, among the troops of the garrison in Posen, was 
at first mild, but has gradually become very malignant. The 
accounts to the 8th inst. state, that, in the military hospitals, 
most of the cases proved fatal in a very few hours. In Posen, 
on that day, there were 60 new cases, and 18 deaths, cured 
and under treatment, 574. On the 3rd the epidemic showed 
itself in the military convalescent hospitals • there were 19 
cases of relapse, and 9 deaths. There have been several 
cases in Kurnik and Zduny, and 20 in Elbing, on the 6th. 

The disease is raging severely in Marienberg and in Grosse 
Werder; but of the 400 inhabitants of Grojan, one-fourth 
have perished by the epidemic; and 80 have died in the 
little hamlet of Dragheim. In Zappot, also, a little bathing- 
place, the cholera has appeared, all the visitors immediately 
taking to flight. At Port au Prince, Hayti, the epidemic is 
greatly diminished in severity. During the past week, Dr 
Sutherland, one of the Medical Superintendent Inspectors of 
the Board of Health, was engaged in investigating the con¬ 
dition of Bethnal green, Bermondsey, and Rotherhithe, 
places where, in 1849, the epidemic raged fearfully. He 
found that, although sanitary improvement is still much re¬ 
quired, yet many of the greatest nuisances had been removed, 
more especially the foul ditch at Jacob’s Island, miscalled the 
mill stream, and that, consequently, there has been a great 
diminution of zymotic disease. Dining the latter part of the 
week, he was engaged in inquiring into reported cases of 
Asiatic cholera in Bethnal green, and in some of the poorer 
neighbourhoods in the east. Scattered and suspicious cases 
of cholera in the provincial towns are investigated by local 
officers of health, or by medical officers under the General 
Board. It is understood that, as yet, there has been no in¬ 
crease of disease of a suspicious character.—1 Medical Times 
and Gazette.’ 

Edinburgh Royal Infirmary.—The new Surgical 
Hospital is now completed, and will be immediately opened 
for the reception of patients. It contains 120 beds, which, 
added to those of the present surgical wards, will afford 
accommodation for upwards of 200 patients. This part of 
the establishment is under a separate roof from the medical 
department, which contains between 300 and 400 beds. 
The kitchen and other offices lie between the two buildings, 
and have been furnished with every convenience afforded by 
the improvements of modern architecture. rl he operating 
theatre of this hospital has long been admitted to be the 
largest and best in existence; and the provision now made 
for surgical cases will, we believe, be found to surpass that 
of any other hospital in Great Britain. 

St" Mary's Hospital, Paddington.—The Rev. J. 
Macleishan, D.D., has been elected chaplain to this in¬ 
stitution. 

The Cholera.—Two of the superintendent medical in¬ 
spectors of the General Board of Health have been directed 
to watch the progresss and threatenings of cholera, as was 
done on its former progress—Dr Sutherland and Mr Grainger. 
The latter gentleman is now en route to observe and report 
on its progress at Magdeburg, or, as it is believed, at other 
points in the direction of Hamburgh. 

Charitable Bequests.—The late W. Watlington, Esq., 
of Reading, has bequeathed l,000f. to the Royal Berks Hos¬ 
pital, and a similar sum to the Reading Dispensary. 

Medical Liberality'.—Dr Hayden has contributed 
400/. to the parent Board of Irish Manufacture. 

Mortality amongst the Troops in China.—The 
59th Regiment left Cork in June, 1849, for China, and since 
then has"lost by death alone two officers and 229 men. 

Small pox and Measles.—The last advices from 
Kingston, Jamaica, announce 5,000 cases of small-pox and 
measles, many of them fatal. In consequence of this frightful 
spread of disease, an order has been issued prohibiting sea¬ 
men landing. The weather is extremely hot, and for some 
time there has been no rain. The distress in the agricul¬ 
tural districts has increased the terror created by the disease. 

Incurables (France).—The Minister of the Interior 
has addressed a letter to the different Prefects, directing them 
to provide accommodation for incurables in tbe several hos¬ 
pitals, towards whose support a certain sum is to be paid, 
either by the parties themselves or the Council-General. 

The New Mint at Rouen.—The son of the celebrated 
Dumas is, it is said, to be appointed the Director of tbe 
Mint, about to be re-established at Rouen. 

Dr C. H. Graiis (Physician of Stockholm, in the public 
service of Sweden and Norway), had au interview on 
Tuesday with the General Board of Health, at their offices, 
Whitehall, on a mission of sanitary inquiry for his Govern¬ 

ment. 
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Solvent for Disulpiiate of Quina.—Tartaric acid 
has been recommended as a better solvent for quina: disulphas 
than diluted sulphuric acid, the agent usually employed to 
facilitate its solution in water; onc-third of the weight of 
the quina salt is a sufficient proportion of the tartaric acid to 
effect complete solution, which is by no means unpleasant to 
the taste, a great improvement on the intense bitterness of 
the ordinary solution of this salt made with diluted sulphuric 
acid. 

NOTICES TO C0ERESP0NDENT8. 

»,* Several gentlemen have written to u« expressing cordial appro¬ 
bation of our recent notice of Sir Benjamin Brodie, and ge¬ 
nerally confirming the entire accuracy of onr delineation. One 
gentleman, however, thinks that we have spoken a little too 
strongly with respect to Sir Benjamin’s share in procuring the 
notorious Charter of the College of Surgeons of 1813. If such 
should turn out to be the case, we should regret it; in the mean¬ 
time, common rumour, yet publicly uncontradicted, is on our 
side. We may observe tint in that, as in all our notices, we 
have endeavoured to do justice. We are the lust persons to decry 
talent or asperse true fame. Such a course would be as unworthy 
of us as of the subjects of our notices. If we pull down our great 
men from their pedestals, whom shall we set up ? While, there¬ 
fore, we shall ever delight in showing a cordial sympathy for 
talent of a high order, we shall invariably exercise a due discretion 
and discrimination, and punt out, in a friendly spirit, such pe¬ 
culiarities as make the character of our various worthies. We 
are not such daubers as to delineate a character which would suit 
equally well half-a-dozen sitters. It has also been intimated to us, 
that, although Sir Benjamin Brodie was present at the operation on 
liia late Majesty, George the Fourth, it was not he who took the 
knife from the tremulous hand of Sir Astley Cooper. But the 
anecdote is valuable, as the currency that it has obtained is a tes¬ 
timony to ihc cool and resolute character of Sir Benjamin Brodie as 
a surgeon. 

Dr Cox (Kentish Town).—We will endeavour to find room for your 
communication iu reply to an “ Accouc. cur.” With respect to the 
discussion of the reflex-motor theory, Dr Cox seems to have misap¬ 
prehended ns. Wo said that we thought that it was exhausted 
upon the premises then before the profession, and could not insert 
further communications relating to it unless applied to the new j 
facts. 

Mr H. B. Bureord, Mr P,o3t. Graham (Dundrou).—Communi- ] 
cations received. 

Mr Chas. Veurae.—Your last article has been received. The point j 
referred to shall be remembered. 

Da J. Maxwell (Ballymoney).—Communication received. 
Dr Davey shall have a private note as soon as the matter in question 

can be arranged. 
M.D. (Bristol).—We have no right to inquire into the opinions of 

persons in the hypothetical situation alluded to by M. D. We are 
not inquisitors, and have not the will nor the power to place the 
consciences of our medical brethren on the rack. If there be any 
men, and doubtless there are some, of unsettled opinions, we hope 
that they will refrain lrom a self-complacent indulgence in idle 
hypotheses, and observe disease at the budhde with close attention ; 
mid perseverance. There is no corrective for a mind disposed to , 
wander among the vague generalities of speculation but the self- | 
denying determination to investigate facts, and to keep the reason¬ 
ing faculties subordinate to exact and conscientious observation. ! 
Once mount into the regions of speculation, and you lose s’aht oi ' 
the mile-stones that mark the path and measure the distances on ! 
the ways of true science. Acting thus, whatever be the result of j 
the labour, we s lull regard the individual with respect. 

Thos. Kidd, M.D. (Kingslaud).—Your interesting com nunication [ 
shall be inserted on the first opportunity. 

Mr Walter White (Royal Society).—Communication received, and 
the sutij 'ct mentioned shall receive attention. 

*** Our thinks to G. N. for the following kind notice of our 
journal:— 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 
The perusal of your journal continues to afford me in a leisure 

hour real intellectual pleasure, especially from the graphic and 
h'ghly interesting biographical notices of the leading surgeons 
and eminent medical practitioners of the Modern Babe Ion.—I am 
yours, <fcc., G. N. 

Openshaw, Sept 10, 1852. 
Anti Quack.—Your opinion upon the subject is in accordance with 

the general opinion of the profession; and with regard to our 
“ Mirror,” wo do not hesitate to say that it is the best and most 
useful thing of its kind ever offered to the profession. Two or 
three other periodicals, perceiving Us value, have attempted base 
imitations, b t a copy can never exhibit the same saliency and 
freedom of manner as the original. While we are gratified at re¬ 
ceiving this acknowledgment of the excellence of our plan, we are 
equally pleased with the recognition of our judgment in selection 
which the-e gentlemen evince towards us in generally inserting in 
their journals abstracts of the sa no articles previous y quoted In 
ours. We have introduced a new era into medical journalism. The 
same dull, phlegm-begotten aspect which formerly characterised 
some of our journals will answer no longer. It won’t do now for 

an editor to turn over thirty or forty pages of dreary, drowsy pi iti- 
tudes, and rub his hands with joy that lie h is been able to cram 
sucli a waggon-load of science (save the mark !) into his journal. 
It is nor everything that is very dull and unreadable that is scien¬ 
tific. We should like to know how much of all that passes under 
t’ e name of science would be so considere I after twelve months— 
only twelve ! Well, the conductors of these journals are beginning 
to find this out, and to take advantage of the hints we have from 
time to time thrown out in our pages. The ‘ Me lico-Chirurgical ’ 
is about to alter its plan. Nothing but reviewing, and that only 
ones a quarter, keeps the journal a little in arrear of the time, so 
the editor intends to open a dep irtment for original articles. AVe 
sincerely trust that they will not be treatises fit only for a medical 
dictionary. The plan of the ‘Monthly London Journal’ will 
be also altered—how, we know not. It will probably die of in¬ 
anition It lias borrowed our plan to a considerable extent, 
but what answers in our hands will not in theirs. How could that 
be expected? The ‘Provincial Journal’ is to undergo a radical 
change—of this, more anon. Mr Wait ley, sen., lias resumed the 
‘Lancet’ with great vigour, but it lias received a blow from which 
there can be no reaction. The ' Medical Times’ has just changed 
its Editor, but seems as if it would stand *■ super antiquas vias ”—at 
least, as long as it can ; and then in the naturd of things, a change- 
may the fall be light!—will happen there too. What tribulation 
among journalists do not all these things bespeak? Our rapid suc¬ 
cess has dislocated all their arrangements, and knocked away the 
props and foundations upon which their prosperity rested. May 
those that are going, for their own sakes, go quickly: and those that 
mean to struggle a little longer get grace enough to go off the stage 
with suitable decorum! Each and all have our best wishes. 

P. Q.—A man so situated is quite competent to perform his marital 
duties. It is unnecessary to place your letter in “Notes and 
Queries.” 

A Subscriber writes to us saying that he “ hopes our success is equal 
to our merits, as then we shall have nothing to complain of.’’ As 
we do not complain, he may be assured that our success is very 
great, though we do not mean to admit that it is equal to our 
merits. We do our best, and are well repaid, but shall not be 
satisfied until every member of our profession lias become a sub¬ 
scriber to the ‘Medical Circular.’ A ” Subscriber” has been an¬ 
ticipated in his etymology of “ Etiolation.” 

J. Thomson (Al erfeldy).—It is invidious and very difficult to point 
out t > readers the best book among many good ones on medical 
subjects. We may briefly reply, however, to his first inquiry;—we 
do not know that there is such a chart; to his second, no; to his 
third, we believe not. 

Ex uno Disce Omnia.—The Sanitary Commissioners of the 
“Lancet” are now themselves in a “pickle.,’ They have been 
charged with an incorrect analysis of the vinegar of different firms, 
and they talk very learnedly in reply about “free” and “com¬ 
bined sulphuric acid.” It is clear if it be not one it must be the 
other, and of course if it be the other, and not the one, vitriol is 
quite harmless, if indeed it exist at all in tiie vinegar. Messrs Hill, 
Evans, and Co., must settle the matter with the “sham” Com¬ 
missioners. 

Mr James Laidlaw (Castle Douglas).—Communication received, 
and shall be inserted as soon as opportunity offers. 

Amicus writes: “ On the day your admirable ‘ Circular’ is due, I make 
it a point of dining alone, and I can truly say that its after dinner 
perusal is the best promoter of a weak digestion I ever experienced. 
My stomach on that day never reproaches me for inconsiderate 
treatment." 

Watson, J. R. (Ellon.)—Is thanked for the favour of his kind com¬ 
munication, and liis kind offers. We shall be liappy to send forms 
to any gentlemen whose names do not appear in the current edition. 

Green hi ll, Dr W.A. (Hastings), in reply to Homoeopathic query, 
says, “ No, but I quite approve of the insertion of all legally qua¬ 
lified practitioners in the ‘ Medical Directory.’ ” This is a sensible 
reply, and discountenances the fallacy, without allowing prejudice 
to get the ascendancy of common sense and justice.—Eds. ‘Med. 
Directories.’ 

IIob art, N. I. (Cork).—Is thanked for the list he has kindly inclosed 
in hia return. Any further information will be valued. 

Saunders, W. S.—Is thanked for (lie information given, and also 
for his kind offer of assistance. Any information on the subject 
will be esteemed a favour. 

White, F. (Dublin.)—Many thanks for your kind letter. We will 
take advantage of your courtesy, and in due time forward the 
“ List” alluded to for your correction. We remember your kind¬ 
ness in this matter last year, and feel a pleasure in again expressing 
our acknowledgments. 

Montgomery, II B. (Dublin).—Your communication has been re¬ 
ceived, and shall be attended to. 

Swaine, Dr W. E.—Letter duly received and shall receive attention. 
The following letter is so appropriate, and being from the pen of an 

eminent physician we take leave to quote it:— 
To the Editor. 

Dear Sir,—I much admire the principle you adopt in giving a 
< Directory ’ of the Medical Profession. Mark by all means those 
who—whether conscientiously or from other motives-deviate from 
what the many believe to be medical principles, but give in a 
* Directory? tho names of all persons leqally qualified to 
practice.' ’ An admirer of your efforts, a subscriber to your under¬ 
taking, and at the same time your faithful servant, 

Sandywcll Park. *’• Hitch. 

Wc beo- to acknowledge with thanks communications from Mr B. 
Ancell, (Spalding,) and Dr E. T. Roe, (Plymouth.) 
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Smith, J. (Southam.)—1Communication received, and in time to 
comply with your request. 

Pearse, \V. H., says, “ Why should we be ignorant of Homoeopathic 
Institutions (the test of its success) and especially of their works? 
Alas for the spirit of our profession.” 

Erratum.—Read in Mr Wansbrough’s letter, published in 
our last number, for “ I will just mention that remarkable 
coincidence of opinion existed between that late lamented 
physician, Dr Armstrong, and myself,” &c.—“I will just 
mention a remarkable coincidence of opinion between that 
late lamented physician and myself,” &c. 

rgyll Baths, 10 Argyll place, 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

Terms: 
WARM BATI1S-ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms, including the Ladies’Department, One-and-Sixpence 
each ; twenty-one Transferable Tickets One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrogate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Ho Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 

Bath (with hot linen. &c.). within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, is. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,000/. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred 
Baths can be given in an hour. 

ealth, Economy, and Cleanli¬ 
ness consulled by the use of CULINARY VESSELS, CO ATED 

Just published, 8vo, cloth, price 7s. 6d., 

he Pathology and Treatment 
of STRICTURE of the URETHRA. By John Harrison, 

Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, and formerly 
House Surgeon to the Lock and St George's Hospitals. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

unterian School of Medicine, 
BEDFORD STREET, BEDFORD SQUARE, Established 

in 1822 by the lute Mr Dcrmott. 
The Winter Session will commence October 1 with an Introductory 

Address, at 3 p.m. 
Principles and Practice of Medicine-Dr Aldis, F.R.C.P. 
Surgery—Mr N. J. Dumpier, F R.C.S. 
General Anatomy and Physiology—Mr J. Chippendale, F.R.C.S. 
Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy—Mr F. J. Gant, M.R.C.S., for¬ 

merly Curator of the Anatomical Museum, University College. 
Chemistry—Mr Ashley. 
For all the Lectures required by the College of Surgeons, and 

Apothecaries’ Hall, 31 Guineas; including Hospital Practice, 59 
Guineas. 

Apply to Dr Aldis, 1 Chester terrace, Chester square; or at 28 
Bedford square. 

ousso. (BrayeraAnthelmintica. 
THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE-WORM. 

Mr. KEATING begs to inform the profession that he has made ar¬ 
rangements for a regular s ipply of this valuable medicine. Having 
just received a fresh quantity of the new crop direct from its place of 
growth, lie is enabled to offer it at 2s. Od. the ounce, which can be 
sent free to any part of the kingdom on receipt of 28 postage stamps. 

N.B.—A Treatise on the Tape-worm, with the means fur its removal 
by the New Remedy, “ Kousso,” may be had of Houlston and Stone- 
man, Paternoster-row ; price Is., lree by post. 

IN GLASS ENAMEL by Messrs SELBY, JOHNS, and CO., Bradford 
street, Birmingham. 

This novel and elegant application for coating Wrought Iron with 
Pure Glass combines cleanliness with extreme durability, and is one 
of the most important steps in the progress of real sanitary reform, as 
it obviates the evils which result from the employment of copper 
vessels in the preparation of food, pickles, confectionery, &c. Messrs 
Selby, Johns, and Co.’s Glass-enamelled Ware is at the price of the or¬ 
dinary tinned ware, but entirely free from the objection of rust or 
corrosion, so generally complained of, and with ordinary caieis ever¬ 
lasting. The following extract from an article in ‘The Lancet' of the 
21st February last, in reply to the strictures of ‘ The. Lancet ’ upon 
the too frequent presence of copper in pickles, is conclusive upon the 
paramount value of Paris’s Patent for culinary purposes: — 

“The glass, as I have incontestibly proved, by a series of carefully 
conducted experiments, resists the action of a very intense heat, many 
degrees higher than is required in culinary processes, and is perfectly 
unaffected by contact with all vegetable acids In domestic economy, 
vessels of this cons ruction will doubtless, ere long, supply the place 
of many of those which now adorn the well-appointed kitchen. 

“ Wm. White, Consulting Chemist.” 

Culinary and other vessels may be obtained, of every convenient 
form and size, of Messrs Selby and Johns, Manufacturers of I’a ent 
Glass Enamel, 288 Bradford street, Birmingham, and 68 Upper 
Thames street, London, where, upon application, may be had illus¬ 
trated descriptive catalogues. 

rrhe Vienna Easy Chair, price 35s. 
JL —This Chair is stuffed in the much-approved Austrian style, is 

a great luxury, and suitable for any kind of room. JOHN MAPLE 
begs also to call the attention of the nobility, clergy, and all pur¬ 
chasers of furniture, to bis immense stock of modern household 
requisites, the largest in the world— one show-room alone is 200 feet 
long, in which are bedsteads, boih in wood and iron, fitted with fur¬ 
niture and bedding, complete: also, every article for the d; awing 
room and dining-room, &c. J. M. feels confident that one visit must 
convince the most dubious that at no other warehouse can they get 
such elegant and serviceable articles at so low a price. To prevent 
mistakes, please to ask to see the large room, and note the name, 
Maple, 115, 146, 147, Tottenham court road, and 1 to 6 Tottenham 
place. Established 11 years. 

D inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

‘Dinncforl’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the 
preparation ought to be."—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1816. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed in dispensing ; 
for which the cheapest and most convenient form is ia the Stone 
Jars, half gallon, 5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. 6d.; specially adapted for the 
use of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To be had from the manufacturers, DINNEFORD'S and CO , Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable Wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 

MATICO. 
Mr. Keating continues to receive importations of this valuable 

styptic, the exhibition of which, in addition to its other properties, 
lias been attended with such successful results in obstinate forms of 
diarrhoea. Prospectuses of its u-e may be had on application. 

Sole agent for D’Vere's Fluid Extract of the Red Paraguan Sarsa¬ 
parilla, so highly recommended by the Faculty. 

79, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London. 

Baron Liebig on Pale Ales.— 
If I wished to associate with any individual brewery, my 

remarks on the alleged adulteration of bitter beer with Strychnine, 
it would have been only natural to have mentioned another brewery, 
in which alone, and not in Mr Allsopp’s I was engaged in investigating 
the Burton mode of brewing; and it was also in that bicwery, und 
not in Mr Allsopp’s that the Bavarian brewers acquired all the in¬ 
struction they obtained at Burton. The admiration I expressed of 
this beverag •, in my letter to Mr Ailsopp, is advertised in such a 
manner as to lead to the inference that my praise was exclusively 
confined to Mr Allsopp’s beer. This was not the case : my remarks 
referred to that class of beer. JUSTUS LIEBIG. 

Giessen, 24th July, 1852. 
N.B.—The Baron’s original lett r is in the hands of Mr Miller, at 

the J.rnsalem Coffee-house, Cornhill, where it may be seen by any 
one taking an interest in the matter. 

M eclical Galvanism.—The most 
efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

the Cure of Disease, is the ELECi'RO-GALYANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essentia 1 
in u Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current o( 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and r.ot merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HORNE, TROItN- 
THWA1TE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Price 
31. 3s., 5/. 5s., HI. 8s., and upwards. 

India Pale Ale.—W. Younger and 
i Co. Paul’s Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their 

ii iends and the Public, that they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale . incasks of OgaHonsat 9s. and 12s. 
Also their Superior Edinburgh Ale ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong and Rich ... ditto 9 ditto at 16s. and 20s. 
Atd Superior Porter and Stout ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLED. 

Pale Ales, 5s. qts. and Ss. pnts.; Edinburgh Ale, 7s. and 8s. qts., 
ad 4s. and 4s. 6d. pnts.; Stou% 3s. 6d. and 5s. qts., and 2s. and 

I>DtS' Five per Cent, allowed for cash. 

J. W. WATSON, Manager. 



mportant to Surgeons and the 
Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 

s. <L £ s. cl. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 G 
Single Patent, Salmon's ... „ 7 6 „ 0 10 G 

„ Cole’s ... ,, 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, soldi „ 0 0 

at 3/. 3s. j 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen j dissecting cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’Outfits at an hour's notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

’s Syrup of the Iodide 
QUININE and IRON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 
“48 Russell square. 

“ I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 
Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not tho least of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tol rated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to be) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A M. M.D. F.R.S., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicans. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Meciiea at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used tho ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and An*- 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
tketherapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 

ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
ef the disorders of childhood. “ Geo. P. Mat, M.D. 

“ Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous InspiSsation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. Gs. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. G '. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of cacli salt. 3s. Gd. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Duse, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8il. per oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, is. 3d. 
and Is. peroz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 6s. 4d. per lb. as lecom- 
merded-by .Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaeeut.cal Preparations at moderate charges 
to tlie Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to II.R.II. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

GUTTA PERCIIA TUBING. 

ouseliolders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offlces-ADAM STREET, ADELPIII, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coin ■ 
bn ok. 

Tlie l.'ev Tims Cator, 
Br.va' stone square, 
andSkclbrook park 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
llurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport, 
Bulllock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
Inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Ess x. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq., Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road Holloway. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF TIIE COMPANY, 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. ' 
Payable to tlie holder by endorsement, without trouble or exjpSnse. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to tlie largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years by otlrer Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitt'ng them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of tlie whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long ns the Policy remains in force. 

RICHARD IIODSON, Secretary. 

Medical Referees. 

1 Electro-Medical Institution of the 
_J Chevalier LE MOLT, for thj application of his Method of 

Electric Frictions, by which powerful currents arc applied to tlie 
body without Shocks or Pains, to tlie cure of Paralysis, Nervous 
and Rheumatic Affections, Tic Poloitrcux, Sterility, Impotence. 
Scrofula, Menstrual Irregularities, &c. Twenty-five years’ practice. 
Success attested by the fi st physicians and scientific corporations. 
Obtained the Grand Gold Medal. 

5 Bentinek street, Manchester square. 
TESTIMONIALS OF CURES EFFECTED at the Electro-Medical 

Institution of the Chevalier Le Molt, 5 Bentinek street, Manchester 
square:— 
Sir.—Having been more or less affected with nervousness from my 

youth, I it ive much pleasure in assuring you til it 1 received great 
boivfit from your Electric Factions, which maybe compared to a 
current of warm u'r producing a very agreeable sensation without 
tin: least pain. The Electric Brush invented by you is a mo t valuable 
discovery, doing away with the violent shocks so much diva le 1, and 
which, judging from my sensations, might be applied to a child in 
arms. I have no doubt that as soon as your valuable establishment 
becomes known, that it must meet with tlie success it s > much deserves. 
—Yours, very respectfully, Joseph Tu.'SAUd, Bazaar, Baker street. 

Miss M. D., my sister-in- aw, aged 17, has greatly suffered for tho 
last eighteen months, by tlie n m-appearunca of the catamenia. 
She has now recovered her health and experienced the d sired effects, 
after being treated by tho Electric Frictions.—Celine Dorguin, 22 
Bentinek street. 

I declare, after trying many fruitless medical means, that I have 
been cured by Mr Le Moit’s Electric Friction*, of a very old and 
painful neuralgia affecting the anterior p .rc of the head and neck.— 
V. Ruby, 40 Wigmore street. 

’lyTany inquiries having been made 
JLtJL as to tlie Durability of this Tubing, the Gutta Percha Com¬ 
pany have pleasure in drawing attention to tlie following letter, 
received 

FROM MU o. HACKER, SURVEYOR TO THE DUKE OF BEDFORD: 

“Office of Works, Woburn Park, Jan. 10, 1852. 
“In answer to your inquiries respecting the Gutta Percha Tubing 

for Pump Suctions, I find that the water has not affected it in the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two years ; we have adopted 
t largely, both on account of being cheaper than lead, much ea-ier 
xed, and a more perfect job.—Yours, Ac., “ C. I1ackf.r.” 
N.B.—The Company’s Illustratel Circulars, containing Instructions 

to Plumbers for joining tubes, lining tanks, Ac., will be forwarded on 
tlie receipt of three postage stamps. 

The GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, PATENTEES, 18 WHARF 
ROAD, CITY ROAD, LONDON. 

entilatina' Boots and Shoes.— 
This valuable discovery gives instant ease and comfort to tlie 

wearer, prevents Corns from throbbing, the Feet from swelling or 
being te ider, and keeps them perfectly dry. Tlie inventor solicits 
One Trial, feeling assured ihat, having once experienced tlie comfort 
which they give, no person will wear any other. 

Wellington Boots.21s. OJ. 
Best ditto.25s. Od. 
Button ditto.16s. 0d. 
Shoes ...... . . 10s. 6<L 

“ In a sanitary point of view this invention is really valuable, and 
in warm climate.s it must be a great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflicted with tender feet.”—‘The Lancet,’ Feb. 21, 1852. 

To bo had of the Patentee, C. MAUSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings- 
land-road, London. By sending an old boot or shoo a fit will be 
warranted. 



On the 8th of January, 1853, will be Published, price Is., or 10s. per Annum, 

To be continued Weekly, Imperial Octavo, 

THE MEDICAL LIBRARY, 
A Reprint and Abstract of all that is really valuable or worthy of being collated from the various Medical Periodicals 

throughout the civilised world, more particularly from the Medical Journals of France, Germany, and the United States 

of America. 

The various sections of this Journal, under the respective heads of 

MEDICINE, SURGERY, MIDWIFERY, PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, PHARM4.CY AND 
THE SPECIALITIES, 

Will be Edited by tlio most eminent men in each of these Departments of Medical Science. 

The MEDICAL DIIlECIORY is a Register of-the qualified Members of the Medical Profession. 

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR is a Register of their Sayings and Doings. 

The MEDICAL LIBRARY will be a Register of all that is worthy of record in the current 
Literature of the Medical Profession throughout the world. 

alt and Co.’s East India Pale 
ALES.—As a genera! rule, Suit and Co. have been content to 

let their Ales speak tor themselves ; hut the agitation which has 
been going on lor the last few weeks in the shape of what may be 
called the Strychnine Controversy lias placed them in a position 
which seems now to call for a few remarks. It was, perhaps, not 
to be wondered at that the public should be a lit.la startled ou the 
first intimation that they were drinking poison every day without 
knowing it; but that a report so vague, so groundless and so mani¬ 
festly absurd, as that on which the charge of using Strychnine in the 
manufacture of Pale Ales was founded should have more th in a merely 
temporary effect, appeared to them perfectly incredible. At any rate, a 
simple denial of the imputation was,in their opinion,all that the occasion 
required. Such denial they gave, together with the other brewers of 
Burton, by publishing a declaration to the effect that nothing besides 
malt, hops, and water had ever been used in the composition of their 
ales; and they have all along considered it beneath the proper dig¬ 
nity of a respectable house to do more than this. They have been 
compelled, however, in self-defence, to go somewhat beyond their own 
conviction on this point by the extraordinary manner m which some 
others in the trade have so pressed their own particular ales upon 
the notice of the public, as, ifi effect, to convey the idea, that 
no others are genuine. It is, therefore, alike due to themselves and 
their friends, to make the fact known, that whenever a fair oppor¬ 
tunity has offered of submitting their ales to the test of analyst*, 
they have sought to avail themselves of it; though in one instance 
alone has this privilege been afforded them, namely, in the ease of 
Mr Pepper, Professor of Chemis'ry at the Royal Polytechnic Institu¬ 
tion, whose certificate they subjoin ; indeed, such has been the spirit 
In which some of these analyses have i cen conducted, as to make it 
evident, that the object was rather to serve private interest than to 
satisfy the public mind. S ill, even this might have been done with¬ 
out making invidious comparisons, calculate! to damage the fair name 
of others. Salt and Co. now take leave of the subject in the full per¬ 
suasion that they will eventually lose noTiing in the public estimation 
by the comparative silence they have maintained during thi3 long 
and, as it appears to them, frivolous controversy. Were it needful, 
they could produce ample testimony to the purity of their ales, as well 
from the medical profession as from private individuals; but they pre¬ 
fer taking the higher ground of conscious rectitude, and a character 
of fifiy years sta ding. Their ales may be had as usual, either direct 
from the brewery, Burton-on-Trent, or from any of their Agents, in 
casks of eighteen gallons and upwards:— 

London Stores, 22 Hungerford wharf. 
Liverpool Stores, 52 Henry street. 
Manchester Stores, 37 Brown street. 
Wolverhampton, Dudley road. 
Dublin, 42 Fleet street. 

(Copy)—*' Mr Pepper's ■ ertificutc.—Tills is to certify that I have 
examined a great many samples of the bitter beer brewed by the firm 
of Messrs Salt and Co., and I cannot discover, by chemical analysis, 
Strychnine in them, or any other matter but that procurable from 
ma t, hops, and water. (Signed), J. H. Pepper, F.C.S., A.C.E , Pro¬ 
fessor of Chemistry, Royal Polytechnic In>ti ution. To Messrs Thos. 
Salt and Co., Brewers, Burton-on-Trent.” 

. Vin. Rect.—Strength 56°. 
overproof. Single gallon, 18s. ; two gallons, or upwards, 

17s. Od. per gallon. At 20s. per gallon, the strength exceeds 60 
Flasks secured for travelling, Is. per gallon. Cash on delivery in 
London is indispensable. 

Henry Brett and Co., Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

Just published, 8vo, in doth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 6d. 

n True and False Sperma- 
TORRHCEA, with the view to the Correction of wide spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Picjkford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

H. B.VILLI ERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, 
New York. U.S. 

pottle’s Manual of Physiology. 

“ A good outline of the system and a very fair delineation of the 
matters.”—Medical Gazette. 

“ Each subject well digested and arranged from good and recent 
sources.”—British and Foreign Review. 

‘‘Likely to prove a favourite, and we must say it is of a grade 
very superior.”—London Journal of Medicine. 

“ Dr Cottle has the happy art of condensation: a work of talent." 
—Medical Circular. 

“ Nothing to complain of.”—Lancet. 
Price Cs. Higliley and Son. 

Just published, price Is., by post Is. 6d., 

Report of the Cause Jackson 
and WrFE v. ROE, Esq., M.D., as tried at the Devon Summer 

Assizes, 1852, with REMARKS on the TREATMENT of COM¬ 
PLAINTS of the WOMB. By Edward T. Roe, M.D., Plymouth. 

London: Whittaker and Co., Ave Maria lane. Bath: Hay woo'. 
Bristol: Jefferies. Plymouth and Devonport: R. Lidstone. 

ure and Healthy Leeches.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, 

Druggists, &c., that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recom¬ 
mended for Purity, Health, and Readiness of Biting 

POTTER and HAILEY, Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge,. 
Herbalists, Ac., 66 Farringdon market, London. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
AYliole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
in the City of Westminster.—Sept. 22, 1852. 
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NOTICE. 

Tt is so essential to the CORRECT COMPILATION of the 
J. MEDICAL DIRECTORIES that every Gentleman should return the Annual Circular, whether his name, as it appears, be correct or 

otherwise, that we feel assured we have only to appeal to the courtesy of those Gentlemen who have not yet done so, to ensure an immediate 

compliance with this simple but most important request, due alike to themselves, to the profession of which they are members, and to the 

Indefatigable labours of the compilers. 

ennett’s Watches, made ex¬ 
pressly for medical men, beating dead seconds, with every 

recent improvement, and most carefully finished: in silver cases, 
12 gs.; in gold ditto, 18 gs. Every Watch sold at this Manufactory 
skilfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETT’S MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is a 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
appearance. A thous ind Thermometers may be selected from, com¬ 
mencing at One Shilling. 

BENNETT, Watch. Clock, and Instrument-maker to the Royal Ob¬ 
servatory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 
6S Cheapside. 

erdoe’s Waterproof Over-Coats 
and SHOOTING JACKETS.—A very large stock of superior 

Garments in every improved material and style, and in every degree 
of warmth or lightness, guaranteed to resist any amount of rain, at 
charges reduced to the lowest point consistent with the principle that 
an article to be really cheap must bo good. Every sate also of the 
WATERPROOF PALLIUM, the well-known Light Over-Coat for all 
seasons, price 45s. Riding and Driving Capes. Leggings, B >y»’ Over- 
Coats and Capes; also, Cloaks, Mantles, Habits, &c., tor LADIES, al 
thoroughly impervious to rain, without obstructing free ventilation, 
the fatal objection to all other waterproofe. W. BEUDOE, Tailor 
and Over-Coat Maker, 90 Now Bond street, and «9 Cornhilt (only). 
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MR HOOPER’S IMPROVED 
INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of elotli materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See ‘ This Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1S51.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place. Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Sp.isms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and alt bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the 1 Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 

«lso the ' Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

rie following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, As}Hums, 
Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Offia ■ rs of which will be lmrmv to e-vnlfiin the nscfiilTins*i_ nnrl tlip <Trent comfort Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

they afford. 
Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir 

Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bnry Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Bel'ait General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horshain Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King’s College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandywell-pavkAsylum,near Derby 
Sussex Comity Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke's Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevenoaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George’s Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Teignmouth and Dawlisli Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
West Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Warley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with liis Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ He had observed in a periodical oi 
last weak, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured liis thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, however, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority.” 

EXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. More recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so us to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change liis position, nor get off his couch. Being made of India rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, leakage is avoided; 
and Mr Hooper’s Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
also particularly applicable for children’s cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise. the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable aud portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 
Mr HOOPER has succeeded in obtaining Waterproof She ting, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected by 

tempe st are, acids, in r alkalies, a d may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER. 7 PAI.LMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 



Mr George Hind, F.R.C.S., has Medical 
resumed his PRIVATE LECTURES and EXAMINATIONS on prepared 

the 16th of September.—Class-rooms, 25, Newman street. Oxford 

street. Private residence, 9 South crescent, Bedford square. 

Examinations. upils 
prepared for their CLASSICAL EXAMINATION at Apothe¬ 

caries’ Hall, either in the old or in the new course, or for matriculation 
at the London University by a superior TUTOR, on Moderate terms 
Apply to Mr Harris, Medical Directory’s office, i Adam street, AdelphL 



IteimMmtfs. 

Important to Surgeons and the 
Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.'s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 

s. d. £ a. d. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s ... „ 7 6 ,, 0 10 6 

„ Cole’s ... „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold? „ „ . 

at 31. 3s. j 2 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

, Army and Navy Surgeons’ Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

Davenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
of QUININE and IKON. 

From Dr Gooding Biud. 

“ 48 Russell square, 
1 have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 

Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syu-up. I do not hesitate lo express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the lerst of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to he) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College ot Physicans. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medina at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. Mat. 

“Having for sometime past extensively used the ternary compound 
of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anae¬ 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all 
tlietherapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 

ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
ef the disorders of childhood. “Geo. P. Mat, M.D. 

“ Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts iiave proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of each salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d. per oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. 
anti Is. per oz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.II. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

GUTTA PERCHA TUBING. 

ouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices-ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq.,. 
Horton House, Coin- 
brook. 

The Rev Thos Cator, 
Bryai stone square, 
andSkelbrook park 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport, 
Bulllock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq., Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road Holloway. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

lectro-Medical Institution of the 
Chevalier LE MOLT, for the application of his Method of 

Electric Frictions, by which powerful currents are applied to the 
body without Shocks or Pains, to the cure of Paralysis, Nervous 
and Rheumatic Affections, Tic Doloureux, Sterility, Impotence. 
Scrofula, Menstrual Irregularities, &e. Twenty-five years’ practice. 
Success attested by the fust physicians and scientific corporations. 
Obtained the Grand Gild Medal. 

5 Bentinek street, Manchester square. 
TESTIMONIALS OF GURES EFFECTED at the Electro-Medical 

Institution of the Chevalier Le .Molt, 5 Bentinek street, Manchester 
square:— 
Sir.—Having been more or less affected with nervousness from my 

youth, I hive much pleasure in assuring you that I received great 
benefit irom your Electric Frictions, which maybe compared to a 
current of warm a:r prodHcing a very agreeable sensation without 
the least pain. The Electric Brush invented by you is a most valuable 
discovery, doing away with the violent shocks so much dreaded, and 
which, judging from my sensations, might be applied to a child in 
arms. I have no doubt that as soon as your valuable establishment 
becomes known, that it must meet with the success it so much deserves. 
—Yours, very respectfully, Joseph Tussaud, Bazaar, Baker street. 

Miss M. D., my sister-in-'aw, aged 17, has greatly suffered for the 
last eighteen months, by the non-appearance of the catamenia. 
She has now recovered her health and experienced the desired effects, 
after being treated by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Dorguin, 22 
Bentinek street. 

I declare, after trying many fruitless medical means, that I have 
been cured by Mr Le Molt’s Electric Frictions, of a very old and 
painful neuralgia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.— 
V. Ruby, 40 Wigmore street. 

Medical Rejerees. 

]\/rany inquiries having been made 
_LT_L as to the Durability of this Tubing, the Gutta Percha Com¬ 
pany have pleasure in drawing attention to the following letter, 
received 

TROM MR C. BACKER, SURVEYOR TO THE DUKF. OF BEDFORD: 

“Office of Works, Woburn Park, Jan. 10, 1852. 
“In answer to your inquiries respecting the Gutta Percha Tubing 

for Pump Suctions, I find that the water has not affected it in the 
least, although it will eat lead through in two gears ; we have adopted 
R largely, both on account of being cheaper than lead, much ea-ier 
fixed, and a mor* perfect job.—Your*, <fcc., “ C. Hacker.” 

N.B.—’The Company’s Illustrated Circulars, containing Instructions 
to Plumbers for joining tubes, lining tanks, <Sc„ will be forwarded on 
the receipt of three postage stamps. 

roTad, cit^oPId\Clo^donPANY’ PA1ENTSES- 18 WHARF 

Ventilating Boots and Shoes,— 
This valuable discovery gives instant ease and comfort to the 

wearer, prevents Corns from throbbing, the Feet from swelling or 
being tender, and keeps them perfectly dry. The inventor solicits 
One Trial, feeling assured that, having once experienced the comfort 
which they give, no person will wear any other. 

Wellington Boots.21s. 0d. 
Best ditto ....... 25s. Od. 
Button ditto.16s. Od. 
Shoes.10s. 6d. 

“ In a sanitary point of view this invention is really valuable, and 
in warm climates it must be a great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflicted with tender feet.”—‘The Lancet,’ Feb. 21, 1852. 

To be had of the Patentee, C. MARSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings, 
land-road, London. By sending an old boot or shoe a fit will bo 
warranted. 



1\l\edical School—Anderson’sTJni- 
J.T-L VERSITY, Glasgow.—The WINTER SESSION will 
begin on Tuesday, November 2, 1852. Lectures will be delivered 
daily, for six months, on the following branches of Medical Science. 

Anatomy, Descriptive and Physiological—Dr M. S. Buchanan. 
Anatomy, Demonstrative and Surgical—Dr M. S. Buchanan. 

(Demons'raior)—Dr George Buchanan. 
Principles and Practice of Surgery—Dr Hunter. 
Principles and Practice of Medicine—Dr A. Anderson. 
Institutes of Medicine—Dr E. Watson. 
Materia Medica, Pharmacy, and Dietetics—Dr Easton. 
Chemistry—Dr Penny. 
Practical Chemistry—Dr Penny. 
Midwifery and diseases of Women and Children—Dr Paterson. 
Medical Jurisprudence and Police—Dr Crawford. 
Natural Philosophy (thrice a week)—Dr Taylor. 
Mathematics—Mr Laiog. 

Summer Courses of Anatomy, Midwifery', Chemistry, and Botany, 
begin in May. 

Botany—Dr Bell. 
Fee for each Class, 21. 2s. Perpetual, 31. 3s. 

Certificates of Attendance on the above Courses are received by the 
Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, London, Aberdeen, and St An¬ 
drew’s ; by all the Royal Colleges of Surgeons in Great Britain 
and Ireland; by the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons in Glasgow, 
and by the Army, Navy, and East India Boards and the Apo¬ 
thecaries’ Company. 

Students attending the Medical Classes have the opportunity of 
witnessing the Practice of the following Hospitals—viz., Lying-in 
Hospital, 10s. 6d. for Six Months; Eye Infirmary, 21. 2s. fur six 
months ; Royal infirmary, 81. 8s. perpetual, including Medical and 
Surgical Clinical Lectures, which are delivered four times weekly. 
The patients admitted to the Eye Infirmary average 900 annually ; 
those admitted to the Royal Infirmary, nearly 3(K 0: besides 6000 
out-patients treated at the Dispensary. Average number of Surgical 
Operations 120 annually. 

The saloon for Dissection, which is free to those attending either of 
the above Courses of Anatomy, is open from nine a.m. to four p.m. ; 

and attached to it, there have been opened a Reading Room and 
Museum for the use of the Anatomical Students. 

The new and extensive Laboratory of the Institution, fitted up ex¬ 
pressly for gentlemen desirous of pursuing Practical and Analytical 
Chemistry, is open daily from eleven till four o’clock. No charge for 
apparatus and materials in the Class for Practical Medical Che¬ 
mistry. 

The University Museum, a splendid collection of specimens of Na¬ 
tural History, including more particularly those of Zoology, Geology, 
Mineralogy and Antiquities, is open to all students attending the 
university. 

A valuable medical Library is also attached to the Medical School. 

oyal College of Physicians, De¬ 
gree of M.D., Apothecaries’ Hall, &c.— Dr COOKE continues to 

assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Exa¬ 
mining Boards.-For Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple 
Chambers, 2, Whitefriars street, Fleet-street. 

arveian Society of London, 
64 EDGEWARE ROAD. 

The 22nd Session (1852-53) of this Society—wliich is devoted, in 
accordance with its name, to observation and experiment, as well as 
to strictly inductive investigations relating to Pathology and Prac¬ 
tical Medicine, in all their departments—will commence on Thursday, 
the 7th of October, at eight o’clock p.m., when Dr James Bird will 
deliver the INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS; subject—“The Means of 
Pursuing Medicine, with a view to its Improvement as a Science and 
an Art.” The Election of Officers for the ensuing year will take place 
at the Second Ordinary Meeting, October 21st. Medical Gentlemen 
are admitted to the Annual Oration on presenting their cards 

R. HUTCHINSON POWELL, M.D., Hon. Secretary, 
_ 21 Edwards street, Portman square. 

n Improved Mode of Employing 
MERCURY by FUMIGATION to the whole body, exempHffid 

by cases of its success. To be advised in various obstinate diseases 
of the skin, and especially in syphilitic affections, By Jonathan 

Green, M.O., &c. &c., formerly Surgeon, Royal Navy. 
London: Hippolyte Bailliere, 219 Regent street, and 290 Broadway 

New York. 

orthwoods, near Bristol, an 
ESTABLISHMENT for the RECEPTION and CURE of a 

limited number of INSANE PATIENTS, of the higher Classes of 

Society, conducted by Dr JAMES GEORGE DAVEY, forraerlv one 
of the Superintendents of the Hanwell Asylum, late Physician to the 
Female Department of the New Asylum for the County of Middlesex 
at Colney Hatch, near London. 

A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to Dr DAVEY', 
Northwoods; or a personal interview may be obtained there, or at 
No. 52 Park street, Bristol. 

PRIVATE INSTITUTION 

FOR THE 

TREATMENT OF THE INSANE, 
SANDYWELL PARK, 

NEAR CHELTENHAM, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 

CONDUCTED BY DR HITCH, 

(Many Years Physician to the Gloucester County 
Lunatic Asylum.) 

Candy well Park has been long 
LA known as one of the most admired and healthful re¬ 
sidences in the county of Gloucester The Mansion is situated 
in a finely timbered park of 120 acres in extent, with Gardens, 
Plantations, and a farm attached to it. It is on the Cotswold hills, 
overlooking the Vale of the Severn, amidst varied and beautiful 
scenery ; and though only five miles from Cheltenham, is perfectly 
secluded, and affords every facility of access without putdicity. 

The Mansion has been much improved and considerably enlarged, 
and by means of additional buildings has been trade to consist of two 
houses attached to each other, effecting not only a separate residence 
for the two sexes, but a complete classification of Patients, with ac¬ 
commodations for either sex, on any required scale; whilst the ar¬ 
rangements are such as to afford separation, or social intercourse, 
according to the varying condition of each invalid, or the wishes of 
the Relatives or Friends. 

This Institution, therefore, possesses all the requisites for the suc¬ 
cessful treatment of every form of mental disorder. It embraces the 
means of domestic quiet, privacy, and security from oi serration, 
without close confinement; facilities for exercise of all kinds in the 
open air, and of amusements within doors, suited to the wants as well 
as to the tastes and habits of the Invalid ; and as the Physician and 
his family reside in the house, and live with the patients, the Esta¬ 
blishment assimilates itself to that of a country gentleman, on a large 
scale; with this advantage, that it combines the solace of domestic 
life and the beneficial effects of social communion, with the indispens¬ 
able watchfulness of the medical eye. 

There are also separate Houses on the Estate for those Patients 
whose friends wish them to avoid association with others. 

A Chaplain is also attached to the Establishment. 
The Commissioners in Lunacy report, at their visit in March, 1818 : 

—“ That the arrangements appear to be extremely judicious, and that 
altogether they have never seen any Private Establishment with, 
which, in point of situation, construction, and means of varied exer¬ 
cise and amusement, they have had greater reason to be satisfied.” 

For any other particulars, or for Terms, applications made to Dr 
HITCH, Sandy well Park, near Cheltenham, will receive every 
attention. 

roitwich Lunatic Asylum. 
Established in 1791. 

Proprietors : 

MARTIN RICKETS, F.R.C.S., and Sir CHARLES HASTINGS, 
M.D., D.C.L. 

In consequence of the removal of the Pauper Lunatics from this 
Establishment to the new County Asylum, appropriate arrangements 
have been made for receiving an additional number of Private Patients. 

The terms may be knowu on application to the Medical Superin¬ 
tendent of the Asylum, who will also forward the required printed 
forms and directions for the admission ot Patients. 

Aug. 1852. 

iclclington House Asylum, 
MARKET LAVINGTON, DEVIZES, WILTS. 

Under the Superintendence of Mr Charles Hitchcock, the Proprietor 
and Resident Medical Superintendent. 

The House is in a retired locality, pleasantly and healthily situate, 
in the centre of very extensive flower gardens and pleasure grounds, 
and the treatment of the Patients is conducted on the most approved 
system of non-restraint, very successfully adopted by the late pro¬ 
prietors, Mrs Willett and William Charles Hood, Esq., late resident 
Physician to the Colney Hatch Asylum, and now Physician to 
Bethleni Hospital. 

sylum for Mental Invalids. 
GROVE HOUSE, STOKE NEWINGTON GREEN. 

Superintended by the Proprietor, 
I. R. ATKINS, M.D., F.L.S., FR.C.S., &c. 

This Asylum is adapted for a limited number of nervous tranquil 
Invalids of both sexes, who are treated with every regard to their 
moral and social condition. The term* vary, and are moderate. 
Attendants sent to take the charge of Patients at their private 
residences. 

Further particulars may be obtained by applying to Atkins, 
Grove House, Stoke Newington green. 



^towtiswnwts. 

MR YEARSLEY'S PUBLICATIONS. 

Just published, price Is. 6d. by post 2s. 

T'hroat Deafness, and on thePatho- 
JL LOGICAL CONNEXIONS of the THROAT, NOSE, and EAR, 

through the intervention of the mucous membrane, reprinted from 
the Author’s work, entitled “ Deafness Practically illustrated.” 

By Jas. Yearsley, M.R.C.S. Eng., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, Sackville street, Ac. &c. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, Third Edition, 8vo, cloth, 5s. Deafness Practically Illustrated, 
being an Exposition of Original Views as to the Nature, Causes, 

and Treatment of Diseases of the Ear. 

By JAMES YEARSLEY, Surgeon to the Metropolitan Ear Infirmary, 
Sackville street. 

“ A careful perusal has convinced us that the author is correct in 
his views; his experience has been ample, and his powers of observa¬ 
tion and research have been by no means inferior to his opportunities.” 
—Medical Gazette. 

“ A thorough acquaintance with the acts and views which it con¬ 
tains must be regarded as essential to the medical practitioner.”—The 
Lancet. 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho, and all booksellers., 

MR YEARSLEY’S PAPERS ON HIS New Mode of Treating Deafness, 
when attended by the Loss of the Drum of the Ear, associated 

or not with discharge, are reprinted from ‘The Lancet,’ in the form 
of a Pamphlet, Price Is.; or free by post, Is. 4d. 

“ We have ourselves seen the remedy applied by Mr Yearsley in 
several cases of apparently incurable deafness; and in some of those 
cases the effect produced appeared to be almost miraculous. This 
happy discovery establishes for our profession another claim to public 
gratitude and respect.”—Leading article of the Lancet. 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho; and all Booksellers. 

In a few days, the Fourth Edition, price 3s. Gd., Throat Ailments, more especially 
on the Enlarged Tonsil and Elongated Uvula, in connexion 

with Defects of Voice, Speech, Hearing, Deglutition, Respiration, 
Throat-Cough, Susceptibility to Sore Throat, Nasal Obstruction, and 
the Imperfect Development of Health and Growth in Young Persons. 
By Jas. Yearsley, Esq., M.R.C.S.E., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, Sackville street, &c. <fc \ 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Now is ready, 8vo, price 2s. 6d., 

acts and Observations on the 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION of CHILDREN, especially as 

regads the prevention of Spinal and other Delormities. By Samuel 

Hare, F.R.C.S., &c. 
London: John Churchill, 46 Princes street; and may be had of 

all Booksellers. 

F 

Observations on the Treatment 
of CLEFT PALATE by MECHANICAL MEANS, by John 

Mapleson, Dentist (and Cupper to the Queen). 

“We recommend a reference to this little brochure by all interested 
in the subject.”—Lancet. 

“ Mr Mapleson has had great success in the treatment of e’eft 
palate in cases in which the division is so extensive as to prec ude the 
possibility of a surgical operation being satisfactorily performed. This 
pamphlet describes his plan and Instances cases of its succe-s. We 
have no doubt of the value of this remedial measure, for we happen 
to know of cases in which the author's appliances have been success¬ 
ful.”—Medical Circular, July 28. 

Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street. 

B aron Liebig on Pale Ales. 
If I wished to associate with any individual brewery my 

remarks on the alleged adulteration of bitter beer with Strychnine, 
ir vculd have been only natural to have mentioned another brewery, 
in which alone, and not In Mr AIlsopp’s I was engaged in investigating 
the Burton mode of brewing; and it was also in that brewery, and 
not in Mr AIlsopp’s, that the Bavarian brewers acquired all the in¬ 
struction they obtained at Burton. The admiration I expressed of 
this beverage, in my letter to Mr Allsopp, is advertised in such a 
manner as to lead to the inference that my praise was exclusively 
confined to Mr AIlsopp’s beer. This was not the case : my remarks 
referred to that class of beer. JUSTUS LIEBIG. 

Giessen, 24th July, 1852. 
N.B.—The Baron’s original letter is in the hands of Mr Miller, at 

the Jerusalem Coffee-house, Cornhil], where it may be seen by any 
one taking an interest in the matter. 

enry Bigg, 9 St Thomas’s 
STREET, SOUTHWARK, SURGEONS’ INSTRUMENT 

MAKER, &c. to the ROYAL and GENERAL HOSPITALS (Established 
a.d. 1751), begs to inform the Profession that he lias ulways in stock 
every instrument, apparatus, and appliance necessary ior the ns • of 
the Surgeon, all of which are constructed alter the latest improve¬ 
ments, and include superior workmanship, best possible materials, 
and moderate charges. 

II. B. refers with pride to the support this establishment lias re¬ 
ceived from the profession during the last 101) ye ns, under the 
management of his predecessors and hinwelf, and hopes, by the same 
unremitting attention, punctually, and dispatch hitherto used, to 
merit a continuance of it. 

Instruments made to drawings, or designs sent for approval. 
Artificial Arms, Le_s, Spinal Apparatus, &c. &c., at the above 

Establishment, and at 
29 Leicester square, London. 

A .New Discovery in Teeth.— 
MR HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has intro¬ 

duced an entirely NEW DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, 
fixed without springs, wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble 
the natural teeth as not to be distinguished from the originals by the 
closest observer; they will never change colour or decay; and will be 
found superior to any teeth ever before used. This method does not 
require the extraction of roots, or any painful operation, and will 
support and preserve teeth that are loose, and is guaranteed to restore 
articulation and mastication. Decayed teeth rendered sound and 
useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

13th Edition, price 5s., 

r Rowe on Indigestion, Nervous 
DISEASES, LIVER and STOMACH COMPLAINTS, LOW 

SPIRITS, GENERAL DEBILITY, DISEASES of WARM CLI¬ 
MATES. I he result of thirty years’practice. By George Robert 
Rowe, M.D., F.S.A., &c. 

London: J. Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, 8vo, cloth, price 7s. 6d., 

he Pathology and Treatment 
of STRICTURE of the URETHRA. By John Harrison, 

Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, and formerly 
House Surgeon to the Lock and St George’s Hospitals. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 6d. 

n True and False Sperma- 
TORRHCEA, witli the view to the Correction of wide-spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impnissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Pickford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

H. BAILLIERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, 
New York. U.S. 

uxley’s Surgical Stockings, 
KNEECAPS, ANKLETS, &c., still continue to be recom¬ 

mended where artificial support is required, and are admitted to be 
the most efficient contrivance yet introduced for the support of 
varicose veins, weakness, A c. ; they are light, porous and inexpensive, 
and are drawn on like an ordinary stocking. 

HUXLEY'S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Par¬ 
ti ulars, directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded 
by post, on application to Huxley and Co., 5 Vere street, Cavendish 
square. 

rench.—Mons. M. de Beau- 
VOISIN'S ORAL AND PRACTICAL METHOD OF 

TEACHING THE FRENCH LANGUAGE. (Now preparing for 
the Press). 

Elementary and Conversation Classes on this most pleasing and 
easy method are held every evening (Friday's excepted) at M. de 
Beauvoisin’s Class Rooms, 17 King William street, City. The terms 
of admission are Three Guineas for the complete course, entitling the 
Student to the Classes for a period of Twelve Months. Terms also 
quarterly. For private lessons, and other particulars, see the pro¬ 
spectus, which may be had at the Class Rooms.—Morning Classes 
forLadies. 

N.B.—M. de Beauvoisin’s works are published at the London School 
Library—C. H. Law, 131 Fleet street. 
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Itirm 
OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The 1 British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review ’ for 
October, opens with a severe attack 

1 On the Report of the General Board of Health on Quarantine 
and Yellow Fever.' 

After some preliminary remarks, the reviewer says, that 
in the determination of the questions involved, there are two 
leading points to be considered: 1st. Wliat diseases are 
communicated bv the sick ; and 2nd, in what manner, and 
under what conditions the communication takes place. The 
subject is so important that we shall not hesitate to quote 
pretty fully from the article. With respect to the first 
point the reviewer says : 

“ To the first question Science does not even now return 
a complete answer. That in certain cases, diseases pass from 
one human system to another is undoubted. We can carry 
the potential cause of the disease on the point of a lancet, 
and place it where we please. In other cases, the virus can¬ 
not be thus bodily transferred; yet that in some way or 
other it is transferred, that it is thrown off by one body and 
is received by another, is a fact as certain as that light 
streams from the sun and sinks into the earth. From time 
to time, it is true, men may arise, who have minds so singu¬ 
larly constituted as not to acknowledge this fact, and who, 
from some peculiar mental defect, cannot receive this doc¬ 
trine of contagion. To the objections of such people, how¬ 
ever, Science would make no more reply than to those who 
in the nineteenth century deny that water can be partitioned 
into elements, and is compounded of dissimilar gases. 

“ But if this doctrine of contagion is certain when applied 
to small-pox, to measles, to scarlet-fever, to typhus, or to 
plague, it is not so certain in the case of some other diseases; 
among which, yellow fever, till lately, held a prominent 
place The weight of proof was not so great here as in some 
other diseases ; the evidence was more divided and was more 
uncertain. On either side of the proposition, whether or not 
yellow fever can be transferred from one person to another, 
great names arc ranged. The older evidence on either side, 
if alone submitted, appears, like a clever advocate’s speech, 
to be overwhelming. It is only when we hear the other 
side, that we become aware how much the partizan has left 
unsaid. As contagionists and non-contagionists unfold their 
budget of facts, the mind sways like a pendulum beyond the 
point of stable equilibrium, at which it appears destined 
never to arrest itself, into the vague and unmeasured regions 
of uncertainty and doubt.” 

In order to determine more accurately our views of con¬ 
tagion, and to avoid discrepancies of evidence, the reviewer 
continues: 

“ Let any one picture to himself how an experiment on 
the contagion of yellow fever could be best conducted, so 
that all fallacies might be avoided. Wliat might a non- 
contagionist demand, in order that no more room for doubt 
should remain, and that he should avow his conversion? 

To prove that yellow fever can be imported into a 
place,’ he would say, ' I should take an island in the middle 
of the ocean ; I would surround it with other islands possess¬ 
ing the same characters of climate and soil, and peopled by 
the same race I would have this island healthy for at least 
fifty years. Then I would have arrive at it a ship scourged 
with yellow fever; this ship should implore succour, and it 
should be granted; yet, as a wise precaution, some kind of 
quarantine should be established. Of all the inhabitants of 
the island, some few only should be brought into the imme¬ 
diate presence of the sick. Within the period fixed by ex¬ 
perience as the stage of incubation of this disease, one or two 
of these few, and these only, should begin to suffer from the 
same disease; then from these sufferers the disease should 
gradually spread as from a centre, until the whole island was 
infected. While, however, this one island was thus ravaged, 

the adjoining islands which the infected vessel had not 
visited should remain perfectly free, in order to prove that 
there wa3 no (so styled) ‘ epidemic constitution.’ Then, if 
all these conditions were fulfilled, I would confess that yellow 
fever may be contagious, and can be imported.’ 

“ Unlikely as it might seem, that in the case of any con¬ 
tagious disease, an experiment like this could be tried, or a 
similar series of events traced out, it is the fact, that in the 
history of yellow fever there are no less than two cases in 
which the evidence is as stringent and as convincing. The 
first case was that of the introduction of yellow fever into 
Ascension by the Bonn; the second was that of its intro¬ 
duction into Boa Vista by the Eclair. The first was sufficient 
to convince an ardent non-contagionist, Sir William Burnett, 
of the facts of contagion and importation; the second has 
convinced every one, who, with a candid and unprejudiced 
mind, has looked at the evidence in order to arrive at truth, 
and not for the purpose of picking out materials to support a 
foregone conclusion.” 

A careful analysis is made, in the course of the article, of 
the statements and arguments put forth in the report, and 
with the purpose of showing their valuelessness—especially 
with reference to the case of the Eclair at Boa Vista, the 
following running commentary is indulged: 

“ We may also observe, that the Board do not allude to 
th§ very strong and indeed incontestible evidence for con- 
contagion derived from the history of the attack in the 
Eclair herself, apart altogether from Boa Vista. And, finally, 
we may quote the following recapitulation of the Board, as a 
tissue of the most singular errors we have ever read. We 
have inserted in brackets notes of assent or dissent, and are 
prepared to prove their correctness. 

“ ‘ It is admitted,’ say the Board, ‘ that the Cape de Verde 
Islands are within the yellow-fever zone [true], and are 
liable to frequent and severe outbreaks of epidemic fever. 
[Quite false as regards Boa Vista.] ‘ It is admitted, that the 
physical and social conditions are eminently those which are 
found by universal experience to localise epidemic diseases, 
whenever an epidemic influence is present.’ [ This may be 
true, but yet Boa Vista had been healthy for fifty years, and no 
epidemic has ever been recorded until this one.] ‘It is admitted, 
that the Eclair arrived at Boa Vista, at the season of the 
year when endemic fevers usually prevail.’ [Quite untrue; 
the slight intermittents and remittents appear during the rainy 
season in the autumn. The yellow fever appeared during 
beautiful weather.] ‘ It is admitted, that at the very time of 
her arrival yellow fever was actually prevailing at Porta 
Praya, in the island of St Jago.’ [Quite false, as proved on 
incontestible evidence.] ‘ It is admitted, that some time before 
the outbreak of the epidemic, the atmospheric and other 
conditions which usually precede and accompany the de¬ 
velopment of epidemic disease, were so manifest as to attract 
general attention.’ [Untrue.] ‘It is proved, that sporadic 
cases of the disease appeared, as is usual some time before 
the presence of the epidemic was declared in its distinct and 
recognised form.’ [Sporadic cases had occurred in some of 
those who were in contact with the crew of the Eclair, but were 
not scattered about.] ‘ It is admitted, that the epidemic in 
fluence extended to animals as well as man, a mortal epizootic 
disease prevailing over the whole of the island at the same 
time.’ [ Untrue; the mortality among the cattle was very 
slight, and not more than occurs every year from famine before 
the rains.] 1 It is proved, that the epidemic did not break 
out until about a month or six weeks after the Eclair with 
all her crew, healthy and sick, had left the island.’ [En¬ 
tirely and utterly false.] ‘ It is admitted, that a similar 
epidemic appeared among men and animals the following 
year, not imported, but entirely of local origin.’ [Untrue, 
as regards animals; so far true, as regards men, that there 
was a revived of the disease.] 

“ So much for the dicta of the Board—not one of their 
conclusions is true—a child might answer them. It pains 
us to speak in such terms of men whose private character 
we respect; but personal feelings must not blind us to the 
interests of truth.” 
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Those of our readers who feel an especial interest in the 
subject would do well to read the article. 

The same number of the Review contains an analysis of 
a recent work, by Mr Erasmus Wilson, entitled— 

‘ On Syphilis, Constitutional and Hereditary; and on Syphilitic 
Symptoms;' 

in conjunction with Mr Stapleton’s work on 

‘ Blennorrhagia and Syphilis: their Nature and Treatment ; 
being an Analysis of the Letters of Bicord.' 

The article is chiefly occupied with observations on the 
former work, the latter receiving a mere cursory notice, as 
the views of Ricord are considered to be already well known. 
Mr Wilson strikes out certain novel views, of a fundamental 
character, with relation to syphilis. He considers that there 
is hut one syphilitic poison—that this poison may produce 
a common gonorrhoea—and that such cases of gonorrhoea 
will be followed by constitutional syphilis, with as much cer¬ 
tainty as if it had been preceded by a chancre. These are 
hold views; hut Mr Wilson also holds strange doctrines re¬ 
specting the hereditary character of syphilis. We will quote 
the reviewer:— 

“ Mr Wilson, in discussing the question of hereditary 
syphilis, adopts, as a fundamental proposition, that a person 
once constitutionally affected with syphilis, inevitably retains 
the taint throughout the remainder of his life. The syphilitic 
virus, when it once enters the blood, is perennial, and Mr 
Wilson might adopt Semel infectus, semper infectus as the 
motto of his essay. We shall state Mr Wilson’s doctrine in 
his own words, to avoid the possibility of misrepresenting his 
opinions:— 

“‘In reviewing the handful of cases,’ says Mr Wilson, 
‘ collected together in these pages, if there were no other 
evidence of the fact, we could not do otherwise than come 
to the conclusion, that the poison of syphilis is of a most en¬ 
during kind; that, being once received into the blood, it remains 
there for years, and possibly—indeed, certainly—for the rest 

of existence. 
“ ‘ In juxtaposition with this admitted law of the syphilitic 

poison is another equally positive—namely, that a person 
possessed of this poison is capable of conveying it to another; 
and if that other be his wife, he may, through her means, 
convey it also to his child. 

“ ‘ Now, if it be true that the syphilitic poison once 
received into the blood remains there for life, the infected 
wife must remain infected as long as she continues to live; and, 
by a parallel reasoning, the infected child must remain infected 
until death. 

“‘The question, then, comes before us—What if an 
infected child, grown to manhood, should marry? and, 
with still greater force—Wliat if an infected child, grown 
to manhood, should marry the daughter of an infected 
wife? There can be no doubt but that some evidence 
of the latent poison will be exhibited either by themselves 
or by their offspring. Such evidence is exhibited, and 
I feel convinced that a considerable proportion of those 
diseases which pass under the name of scrofula are the pro¬ 
duce of the syphilitic poison—are, in fact, not scrofulous, but 

syphilitic.’ (p. 158.) 
“ But the metamorphosis of syphilis into scrofula is not 

the only transmutation that the former malady can sustain. 
At page 165, Mr Wilson asks, with all the emphasis of 
capital letters, ‘ Is lupus not syphilis ? ’ And here, in¬ 
deed, a doubt respecting the identity of scrofula and syphilis 
seems to have passed through Mr Wilson’s mind; for, five 
lines after the preceding question, he again,asks, also in 
capital letters, ‘Is scrofula syphilis?’ The doubt, 
however, soon vanishes ; and Mr Wilson, passing from the 
interrogative to the dogmatic, enlarges the circle of maladies 
into which syphilis can be transformed, and includes ‘ ordi¬ 
nary lepra and psoriasis ’ as products ‘ of that widely-spread, 
almost universal poison, syphilis.’ (p. 166.) Mr Wilson 
states his opinion to the same effect several times, and on 
each occasion is more positive in the expression of his belief. 
Atp. 182, he says, ‘ The suspicion of any connexion between 

these diseases .... has grown into a creed; ’ and again, at 
p. 184, he repeats his creed in the following conspicuous 
form:— 

“ ‘ In conclusion, I must repeat that I am deeply impressed 
with the belief that 

Lupus, 

Kelis, and 

Lepra and Psoriasis 

are forms of cutaneous disease, all having their original 
source in syphilis, all maintaining a relationship in different 
degrees of remoteness with that disease, and all, therefore, 
falling into the category of hereditary syphilis.' 

“ We do not know whether the affections just cited, 
together with scrofula, are the only transmuted forms of 
syphilis recognized by Mr Wilson ; but from some expres¬ 
sions he uses, we suspect that he is inclined to refer a good 
many other maladies to the same original source. At page 
182, he speaks of the alterations the parent disease must un¬ 
dergo, when ‘ the poison has very probably been filtered 
through the tissues of several generations,’ and we have 
seen that at page 166 he terms syphilis ‘ a widely-spread, 
almost universal animal poison.’ We shall not be surprised 
if some of the ingenious charlatans, so numerous in the 
present day, should develope Mr Wilson’s views into an en¬ 
tirely new system of popular pathology. Halmemannism is 
rather old, and getting decidedly rococco, and the novelty- 
mongers could scarcely do better than proclaim syphilis the 
universal morbid modifier lying at tbs root of every disease. 
Suppressed and modified syphilis is, after all, a more plausi¬ 
ble idea than suppressed and modified itch, and it has the 
advantage of being some degrees more repulsive, which 
might do something towards recommending it to public 
favour.” 

In the ‘Lancet’ of Sept. 18 our attention is attracted to 
the Lettsomian Lecture No. 2, 

‘ On the Medical Treatment of Insanity,' 

by Dr Forbes Winslow. We quote the following to give at 
once an idea of the learned lecturer’s style, and of his views 
of the cause of insanity: 

“ How often does death take place from apoplexy, convul¬ 
sive disease, affections of the heart, stomach, from catalepsy, 
chorea, protracted hysteria, without evidencing any morbid 
condition of structure appreciable to the eye of the patholo¬ 
gist ; yet we are not sufficiently bold to maintain, in death 
from attacks of apoplexy, epilepsy, disease of the heart, 
violent convulsions, severe gastric derangement sufficient to 
impede all nutritition, and persistent hysteria, in all its Pro¬ 
tean forms, that these affections were functional in their cha¬ 
racter, and existed apart from any disease or abnormal state 
of the material tissue. But are we satisfied that in the cases 
recorded by authorities of character and repute, the brain 
was accurately and scientifically examined — that the micro¬ 
scope aided the senses of the pathologist in his investigation ? 
Was the brain, in all cases, cited for the purpose of establish¬ 
ing that this organ was entirely free from all abnormal 
change, carefully macerated, weighed, and the different 
layers of the grey portion of the convoluted surface zealously 
scrutinised, in order to ascertain whether any change had 
taken place in its delicate structure? Was the chemical 
composition of the brain ascertained? Was the vesicular 
neurine minutely examined by means of a high microscopic 
power? Was it ascertained whether the blood was deprived 
of any of its essential and important constituents, and, as a 
consequence of such vitiated state, interfering with the 
healthy nervous nutrition ? Were the blood-vessels of the 
brain removed and examined, with the view of ascertaining 
their calibre and condition of their coats ? Was the state of 
the bones of the cranium, as well as the foramina, ascer¬ 
tained ? The spiritualists point with exultation to the cases 
recorded by Abercrombie and others, of extensive organic 
alterations having been found in the brain, which during life 
had not in the slightest degree, apparently, impaired or in¬ 
terfered with the normal action of mind; but if we care¬ 
fully and scientifically investigate these instances, so often 
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pompously and triumphantly paraded, I think we shall he 
compelled to admit they do not constitute data entitled to 
any weight in the solution of the important question at issue. 
It would be necessary for us to he informed upon good and 
unquestionable authority, of the precise character and locality 
of these alleged organic alterations—whether they were 
limited to the medullary, or extended to the cineritious por¬ 
tions of the cerebral matter; whether they were of slow or 
of sudden production ; and also, whether the mind of the 
person having so great a degree of alleged disorganisation 
discoverable in the brain after death, was carefully examined, 
and the actual condition of its powers satisfactorily ascer¬ 
tained. Positive, glaring, appreciable lunacy might, I readily 
admit, have been non-existent during life—the party need 
not necessarily have been insane, or guilty of any overt act 
of violence or extravagance sufficient to excite observation 
or compel restraint; but, nevertheless, the mind, in its ge¬ 
neral operations, might have been considerably impaired and 
debilitated, these affections have escaped notice, and not have 
been recorded. I am much disposed to consider that if the 
history of the cases narrated, of extensive disorganization of 
the brain without obviously implicating the faculties of the 
mind, were carefully and minutely examined, it would have 
been found in every case that the intellect more or less suffered, 
although occasionally not to the extent of recognisable, positive, 
and clearly-defined insanity. Without a knowledge of all these 
important particulars, the data referred to are, in a purely 
scientific point of view, entitled to but little scientific consi¬ 
deration. I can imagine that considerable lesion of structure 
might exist, if confined to the medullary portion of the brain, 
without obviously or palpably deranging the intellectual 
operations ; but no morbid change can exist in the hemisphe¬ 
rical ganglia without involving to some extent the integrity of 
the mind. In considering this matter, we should not forget 
that the brain can accommodate itself to a considerable amount 
of actual loss of structure and organic disease, if the morbid 
changes are of slow and progressive growth. Again, it is 
necessary to ascertain whether, in these instances, both 
hemispheres of the brain were involved in the disease; for 
as the brain is a dual organ, it is possible for considerable 
structural disease to exist in one hemisphere, the opposite 
side remaining intact, without obviously interfering with the 
healthy action of the intellectual faculties.” 

The lecture is a series of general arguments, and does not 
offer much practical matter for quotation, but we have 
thought it desirable to give our readers a specimen of the 
mode of treating an important subject by one of our most 
distinguished psychological physicians. 

The same journal contains a continuation of Mr Guthrie’s 
lectures. The present treats of 

‘ Hospital Gangrene.’ 

An admirable description of this fonn of disease is given, 
and authorities are quoted in illustration of various disputed 
points of practice. Mr Guthrie thus gives us his conclusions : 

“ First. Hospital Gangrene never occurs in isolated cases 
of wounds. 

“ Second. It originates only in badly-ventilated hospitals, 
crowded with wounded men, among and around whom clean¬ 
liness has not been too well observed. 

“ Third. It is a morbid poison, remarkably contagious, 
and is infectious through the medium of the atmosphere ap¬ 
plied to the wound or ulcer. 

“ Fourth. It is possibly infectious, acting constitutionally, 
and producing great derangement of the system at large, 
although it has not been satisfactorily proved that the con¬ 
stitutional affection is capable of giving rise to local disease, 
such as an ulcer; but if an ulcer should occur from accidental 
or constitutional causes, it is always influenced by it when 
in its concentrated form. 

“Fifth. The application of the contagious matter gives 
rise to a similar local disease, resembling and capable of pro¬ 
pagating itself, and is generally followed by constitutional 
symptoms. 

“ Sixth. In crowded hospitals the constitutional symptoms 

have been sometimes observed to precede, and frequently to 
accompany, the appearance of the local disease. 

“ Seventh. I he local disease attacks the cellular mem¬ 
brane principally, and is readily propagated along it, laying 
bare the muscular, arterial, nervous, and other structures, 
which soon yield to its destructive properties. 

“ Eighth. The sloughing of the arteries is rarely attended 
by healthy inflammation, filling up their canals by fibrine, or 
by that gangrenous inflammation which attends on mortifica¬ 
tion from ordinary causes, and alike obliterates their cavities. 
The separation of the dead parts is, therefore, accompanied 
by haemorrhage, which, when from large arteries, is usually 
fatal. 

“ Ninth. The operation of placing a ligature on the 
artery at a distance, or near the seat of mischief, does not 
succeed, from the incision being soon attacked with the dis¬ 
ease, unless it has been arrested in the individual part first 
affected, and the patient has been separated from all others 
suffering from it. 

“ Tenth. The local disease is to be arrested by the appli¬ 
cation of the actual or potential cautery; an iron heated red- 
hot, or the mineral acids pure, or a solution of arsenic, or of 
the chloride of zinc, or some ether caustic which will pene¬ 
trate the sloughing parts, and destroy a thin layer of the 
unaffected part beneath them. If a sinus or sinuses have 
formed under the skin or between the muscles, from the ex¬ 
tension of disease in the cellular or areolar structure, they 
must be laid open, and the cautery applied ; for if any part 
affected be left untouched or undestroyed by the acid, the 
disease will recommence and spread from that point. The 
parts touched by the acids or cautery may be defended by 
cloths or other material, wetted with hot or cold water ac¬ 
cording to the feelings of the sufferers, and poultices of 
various kinds may be had recourse to, if unavoidable. 

“ Eleventh. After the diseased parts have been destroyed 
by the actual or potential cautery, they cease in a great 
measure to be contagious, and there is less chance of the 
disease being propagated to persons having open wounds or 
ulcerated surfaces. A number of wounded thus treated are 
less likely to disseminate the disease, than one person on 
whom constitutional treatment alone has been tried. 

“ Twelfth.—The pain and constitutional symptoms 
occasioned by the disease, considered as distinct from the 
symptoms which may be dependent on disease endemic in 
the country, are all relieved, and sometimes entirely removed, 
by the destruction of the diseased surface; which must, 
however, be carefully and accurately followed to whatever 
distance, and into whatever parts it may extend, if the 
salutary effect of the remedies is to be obtained. 

“ Thirteenth.—On the separation of the sloughs, the 
ulcerated surfaces are to be treated according to the ordinary 
principles of surgery. They cease to eliminate the contagious 
principle, and do not require a specific treatment. 

“Fourteenth.—The constitutional or febrile symptoms, 
whenever, or at whatever time they occur, are to be treated 
according to the nature of the fever they are supposed to 
represent, and especially by emetics, purgatives, and the 
early abstraction of blood if the fever be purely inflammatory, 
and by less vigorous means if the fever prevailing in the 
country be of a different character. Pain should be alleviated 
by opium, which should be freely administered. 

“ Fifteenth.—The essential preventive measures are sepa¬ 
ration, cleanliness, and exposure to the open air,—the first 
steps towards that cure which cauterization will afterwards 
in general accomplish. 

“ Sixteenth.—If the sufferer be very young, or of a 
weakly habit, his strength will frequently require to be sup¬ 
ported in the most efficient manner by a due administration 
of the cinchona bark, wine, and a generous diet; means 
often found essentially necessary after all severe attacks of 
debilitating diseases.” 

The ‘ Lancet,’ of October 2, reports an interesting lecture 
by Mr Coulson, in continuation of his Lectures 

‘ On Lithotomy and Litkotrity.’ 
This lecture treats of lithotomy and its various operative 
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procedures. As the article is historical rather tliau practical, 
we shall refrain from quoting it in this number. 

Dr Tyler Smith has communicated to the same Journal 
a lecture 

‘ On the Induction of Premature labour, by the Method of 
Professor Kiwisch, of Wurzburg.’ 

The new method practised by Dr T. Smith, and recom¬ 
mended in this paper, is one that presents so many advantages 
in its employment, that we do not think that a more 
lengthened notice than we are in the habit of giving will 
require any apology. The case is thus stated:— 

“ E. H-, aged thirty-seven, sent an application with a 
Maternity letter to St. Mary’s Hospital, August 30th, but as 
she was reported unable to attend from deformity, I saw her 
in the course of the day with Mr J. B. Walker, of Hamilton 
terrace, the accoucheur iu whose district she resided. We 
found her the subject of spinal curvature, which commenced 
at the age of fifteen, and had since that time progressively 
increased. She now had a double curvature, with extreme 
distortion of the spine. When standing, the left ilium is 
raised to a considerable extent, and the right shoulder 
bulges greatly. She had been twice married, and has borne 
three living children, after protracted labours, but without 
instrumental interference. The youngest was born in April, 
1850, after a severe labour of three days’ duration. Since 
that date she states she has sunk at least two inches in 
height. 

“ The uterus was greatly anteverted, hanging over the 
pubes, and nearly resting on her knees as she sat. She com¬ 
plained of great dyspnoea and palpitation, and the action 
of the heart was irregular, the heart being displaced by the 
distortion. During the last month she had suffered much 
inconvenience from difficulty in retaining her urine, being 
obliged to let it pass from her frequently in the streets, when¬ 
ever she was compelled to go out. The urine was scanty, 
and the legs and feet were oedematous. She had been fre¬ 
quently subject to hysterical attacks. 

“ On making an examination, the os uteri, or rather the 
anterior lip, could only be reached with great difficulty, in 
consequence of the auteversion of the uterus and the state of 
the pelvic brim. It was high up, and tilted against the 
promontory of the sacrum; the bladder was retroverted, the 
posterior portion projecting into the vagina and from between 
the vulva. The outlet of the pelvis was natural, but there 
was considerable distortion of the brim. The promontory of 
the sacrum was very prominent, and the public arch nar¬ 
rowed; the antero-posterior diameter of the brim was certainly 
under three inches. 

“ The last catamenial period occurred in the early part of 
December, and her husband, a soldier in the Guards, sta¬ 
tioned at that time at Windsor, was with her a day or two 
before the 14th of December, on which date he left London. 
This was the only time at which intercourse had taken 
place. It was, therefore, computed that she had as nearly 
as possible completed the thirty-seventh week of gestation, 
and that she was about three weeks from the full term.” 

The case was one not certainly the most favourable for 
testing the utility of a new mode of practice, but, notwith¬ 
standing, Dr T. Smith says^— 

“ I resolved on trying the plan proposed and adopted by 
Professor Kiwisch, of Wurzburg, which consists in directing 
a stream of water from a height by means of a syphon, con¬ 
tinuously upon the os uteri. Kiwisch recommends the use 
of warm water; hut knowing from experience, in cases ot 
haemorrhage, the increased efficacy of the alternation of hot 
and cold temperatures in causing uterine contraction, I de¬ 
termined to try the effect of alternating the hot and cold 
douche. Kiwiscb’s mode of operating is alluded to in vol. 
viii. of the British and Foreign Medico-Chimrgical Review, 
but it had been previously described to me by Dr Schnee- 
mann, of Hanover. I followed his method as nearly as I 
could under the circumstances, without any time for previous 
preparation : the only difference being in the variation of the 
temperature of the douche. 

“September 1.—Half-past nine, a.m. : A piece of india- 
rubber tubing, above eleven feet long, and half an inch in 
diameter, was connected with a straight tube from an injecting 
apparatus, five or six inches in length, the latter forming the 
uterine extremity of the syphon. A vessel containing two 
gallons of water of about 110° Fahr., was placed nine or ten 
feet from the ground, the patient being placed in an empty 
hip-bath. The proper end of the tube was now passed into 
the vagina, and directed towards the os uteri, where it was 
held steadily. After exhausting the tube, the other ex¬ 
tremity was placed in the warm water. The stream imme¬ 
diately began to flow with considerable force against the os 
uteri, and continued until the whole contents of the vessel 
had been discharged. Two gallons of cold water were then 
poured into the vessel, and discharged in the same manner. 
The time occupied by the whole douche was from twenty 
minutes to half an hour, the patient only complaining of dis¬ 
comfort when the hot and cold currents frrst began to run. 
During the after part of the day she complained of dysuria 
and occasional pains in her back.” 

It is unnecessary to detail the case. Suffice it to say, that 
the douche was repeated twice a-day until the fourth of 
September, when expulsive pains came on, and a living child 
was born. No unusual symptoms supervened. 

“ Thus, in tins case, delivery was accomplished in sixty- 
four hours from the first application of the douche. But it 
must be borne in mind that twenty-seven hours elapsed 
between the first and second application of the douche, other¬ 
wise delivery would probably have taken place earlier. Five 
applications of the douche were made; but from the state of 
the os uteri after the fourth application, there can be no 
doubt that labour would have proceeded, even if the fifth 
douche had not been employed. Before the first application 
of the douche, there had not been the slightest appearance 
of uterine disturbance. 

“ The time between the first application of the douche in 
this case, and the completion of delivery, was less than fre¬ 
quently occurs in cases of puncture of the membranes. But 
it has been objected to the douche, by those who have used 
it on the Continent, that some women are less susceptible of 
its influence than others, and that the susceptibility of the 
same woman varies in different pregnancies. I suspect this 
variation may be obviated by performing the operation, when 
the time can be selected, at the eighth or ninth catamenial 
date, and by increasing the energy of the douche by the 
alternation of temperature.” 

After a careful examination and comparison of the various 
modes of inducing premature labour, Dr Smith thus sums up 
the subject: 

“ In fine, from the accounts of the numerical results of the 
induction of premature labour by the ordinary method, it 
appears that nearly one-half of the children are born dead. 
This is partly owing to the necessity for its performance in 
some cases before the foetus has become viable ; and in part 
to the occurrence of difficult labours from deformity, and 
from the evacuation of the liquor amnii at the commencement 
of labour. This latter cause of increased mortality among 
children born through the induction of premature labour, 
promises to be entirely obviated by the substitution of the 
douche for the operation of puncturing the membrane. There 
are, indeed, sound reasons for preferring the douche in all 
cases in which the feetus is living and viable, and in which 
the immediate relief to be obtained by discharging the 
liquor amnii is not imperatively demanded. As regards the 
mother, the douche relieves her from all risk of mechanical 
injury to the uterus. It is well-known that the proportion 
of mal-presentations is increased in cases in which labour 
comes on at the full term. In cases requiring turning after 
the induction of premature labour, the danger to mother and 
feetus is increased by the absence of the liquor amnii. But 
these and other difficulties, which follow upon the evacuation 
of the liquor amnii before the commencement of labour, 
when the foetus has arrived at the latter months, are greatly 
diminished by the employment of the douche. This happy 
improvement promises to be of equal value to the mother 
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and child. Above all, it is applicable in cases where the os 
uteri cannot be reached, where the induction of premature 
labour by any other known means is impossible, and where 
the only alternative is the danger of the Ciesarian section.” 
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Examining Medical Bodies. — Session 1852-53.— 
Scotland. Ireland. France. 

Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal.— 
(No. XX, September 29, 1852.)-Lectures.—Dr Mereis 
Lectures on the Diseases of Children. Lecture XIV. Bilious 
Fever.-Original Contributions.—Dr E. J. Tilt on 
the Diagnosis of Chronic Ovarian Tumours. Dr W. Bayes 
on Gallic Acid in Ilmmoptysis. Mr A. II. Paterson on 
Mammary Abscess.-Hospital Reports.—Dislocation 
of the Acromial End of the Clavicle ; Scrofulous Disease of 
the Knee — Amputation—Death ; Aneurism by Anastomosis; 
Ligature of Right Carotid without relief; Partial Cure by 
Galvanic Cautery, at Bristol Royal Infirmary. Stone in the 
Bladder; Lithotomy twenty-seven Months after “ Cure” by 
Lithotrity; Death twenty-seventh day.-Proceedings 

of Societies.—Liverpool Medico-Ethical Society : An 
Address delivered before the Liverpool Medico-Ethical 
Society, at their last General Meeting. By Thomas Black¬ 
burn, Esq., Vice President.   Correspondence.—Dr 

Merei on Typhus Fever. Mr Paul on our Remarks upon 
his Case of Scirrhous Pylorus. On the Editing, Printing, 
and Publishing of the ‘ Journal:’ Letter from Charles Cowan, 
M.D., Reading; Address of the ‘Journal’ Committee ; Letter 
from John Forbes, M.D., London ; Letter from H. Dayman, 
Esq., Southampton.-Foreign Department.— Ger¬ 
many : Amputation of the Cervix Uteri.-Reviews.— 
Rheumatism, Gout, and Neuralgia, as affecting the Head 
and Ear, with Remarks on some forms of Headache, in con¬ 
nection with Deafness. By W. Harvey, Surgeon to the 
Royal Dispensary for Diseases of the Ear, etc.-Edito¬ 

rial Article. —On the Future Management of the 
‘ Journal.’ 

Dublin Medical Press.—(No. DCCXVI. Vol. 
XXVIII.)——Dr T. G. Hake on the Treatment of Incipient 
Hypertrophy of the Heart. Professor Lehmann on the 
Physiological Relations of Oxalate of Lime.-Selections 

from Medical Journals.—Dr Cain on Creosote in 
Cholera Morbus, Cholera Infantum, &c. Dr Bethune on 
Case of Intestinal Obstruction. Dr Brainard on Case of 
Ununited Fracture successfully treated by Subcutaneous 
Perforation of the Bone. Dr Bovell on the Value of Col¬ 
lodion in Scabies. Dr B. Jones on the Nature of Diabetes. 
Dr Wedderburn on Ligature of the Primitive Iliac Artery. 
Mr M. Teirulick on Lupus Cured by Cod-liver Oil. Mr E. 
Sheppard on the Treatment of Diarrhoea and Dysentery by 
Sulphuric Acid.——Leading Articles.—Working of the 
Dispensary Act. Etiquette of Consultation. The Rival 
Northern Universities. Manufacture of Mummies. Address 
to Dr Purcell of Carrick-on-Suir. My First Fee.- 
Miscellanea. — On Tattooing: a New Medico-Legal 
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Question ; the Trial of Schall; by Casper of Berlin. Pro¬ 
tean Stone, or Artificial Ivory. A Voice from the Last 
Century. Professional Aphorisms. Extractum Scilloe Aceti- 
cum; by Mr Niblett. 

Dublin Medical Press- — (No. DCCXVII. Vol. 
XXVIII. September 29, 1852.)—Proceedings of So¬ 
cieties.—Records of the Boston Medical Society :—Angina 
Pectoris ; Case of Intussusseption; Disease of Knee-joint of 
twenty years’ duration; Peculiar Fusiform Tumour occu¬ 
pying the whole Thigh; Osteoid Cancer of the Femur; 
Incisor Teeth from the Lower Jaw of a newly-born Child; 
Decidua in an Unimpregnated Uterus ; Encephaloid Disease 
of the Peritoneum; Material contained in a Tumour upon 
the Thigh of a Boy ; Necrosis of Maxillary Bones; Fibrous 
Tumour of Uterus; Syphilitic Disease of the Eye; Case of 
Laryngitis ; On Lupus; Rare Forms of Cyst; Resection of 
Head of Femur.-Selections from Medical Jour¬ 

nals—Dr Allin on Re-pharyngeal Abscess. Mr H. Kidd 
on Effects of Clothing on Cutaneous Exhalation. Mr Syme 
on Diseases of the Nose and Pharynx: Fibrous Polypus of 
the Nose ; Fibrous Tumour of the Soft Palate ; Hypertrophy 
of the Nose. Leading Articles.—Working of the Dis¬ 
pensary Act. The University “ Difficulty.” The rlitle of 
“Em Dee.” Medical Life in London.-Correspondence. 

—The Medical Charities Act: Letter of “ A Fellow of the 
College.” Bitter-beer Puffiing: Letter of Mr R. M. Glover. 
-Miscellanea.—Professor Brainard on Enlargement 
of one of the Ethmoidal Cells. Payment for Medical 

Services. 

As the ‘ Lancet ’ and ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ of 
September 25th, contained only the usual intelligence in 
the Students’ Number, we have not deemed it necessary to 
publish the indices of those Journals for that week. 
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BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW. 

‘Facts and Observations on the Physical Education of 
Children, especially as regards the Prevention of Spinal and 
other Deformities.’ By Samuel Hare, F.R.C.S., 6cc. Lon¬ 
don : John Churchill. 

‘ The Stomach and its Difficulties.’ By Sir James Eyre, 
M.D. 

‘ A Practical Sketch of Low Inflammations.’ By S. F. 
Hatham. London: Taylor, Walton, and Maberly, 1852. 

B E VI E W S. 

On Throat-Deafness and the Pathological Connexions of the 
Throat, Nose, and Ear, through the Intervention of the 
Mucous Membrane; reprinted from the Author’s larger 
work, ‘Deafness Practically Illustrated.’ By James 

Yearsley, Esq., Aural Surgeon to her late Majesty the 
Queen Dowager, Surgeon to the Metropolitan Ear Infir¬ 
mary, Sackville street, &c. &c. 

Few men have taken up a speciality in medical practice 
with such advantages, and few have laboured so energetically 
in their vocation as Mr Yearsley. Expensively educated as 
a pure surgeon, first in a large county hospital as the pupil 
of one of the most practical surgeons of the day, Mr 
Fletcher, of Gloucester, then as the student at Bartholomew’s 
under Abemethy, and finally in the hospitals of Paris, 
added to this a long training as a most successful general 
practitioner on his own account at Ross, in Hereford¬ 
shire, until his health gave way and obliged him to restrict 
himself for the future in his professional avocations, have 
given him advantages which few, if any one in his depart¬ 
ment, can boast of. From necessity as well as from incli¬ 
nation, our author then became an aural surgeon. It is not 
our intention on this occasion to write his memoir, but we 
will merely observe that from so practically-educated a 
man we may look for a practical work, and such is this 
before us. The programme of the work is found in the 
preface, and if ever the principles and practice of one branch 
of the profession were explicitly and successfully stated in 
one page of letter-press, Mr Yearsley has accomplished the 
feat. Certain it is that those who are converts to Mr 
Yearsley’s views, will never again syringe the ear on specu¬ 
lation ; will never humbug the patient by applying glycerine 
or other ear-drops, will never distress and annoy by useless 
irritating ointments or blisters, for we read : 

“Almost all diseases of the ear, associated with deafness, 
originate in a morbid condition of the mucous membrane of 
the throat, nose, aud ear, which becomes affected from a 
variety of causes, among which cold, the eruptive fevers or 
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exanthemata, especially scarlatina, and stomach derange¬ 
ment, stand pre-eminent, and according as the. disease 
terminates in simple thickening of the membrane, in adhe¬ 
sions, in partial or total loss of the membrana tympani, in 
disorganisation of the whole mucous lining, in loss of the 
ossicula or of the inner membrane of the fenestras, so is the 
deafness more or less intense and confirmed. 

“Notwithstanding this plain, unvarnished explanation of 
the cause of deafness, confirmed by experience in many 
thousands of cases, which has been propounded in medical 
periodicals and in my published works for upwards of twelve 
years, and never even attempted to be controverted, we still 
hear of ear-drops and lubricating fluids, such as glycerine, 
almond oil, &c., to be applied to the outer passages of the 
ear for the cure of deafness! Such monstrous absurdities 
and unblushing quackery, it is confidently believed, will be 
effectually exposed by a careful perusal of the following 
pages.” 

The book is too important, and contains too many com¬ 
mon-sense, judicious, and conclusive passages to he summarily 
dismissed in one brief notice. We shall return to it again, 
convinced that our space cannot be more profitably engaged 
on behalf of our readers than by further quotations from its 
pages. We have often asked ourselves the cui bono of 
microscopical investigations and never-ending dissections of 
the ear. Have we gained by such disquisitions one iota in 
improved treatment ? The only advance for years past in 
the treatment of aural disease, that we are aware of, has 
been the important discovery of our author,—the artificial 
tympanum in cases of destruction of the organ by the appli¬ 
cation of moistened cotton-wool. 

Facts and Observations on the Physical Education of Children. 
By Samuel Hare, Esq., F.R.C.S. 

This little book treats of the management of children in 
the nursery, of food, sleep, dress, exercise, &c., and gives 
excellent advice for the preservation of health, and the 
avoidance of many physical evils caused by an inattention 
to, or ignorance of, the laws of physiology. The causes of 
spinal deformitjr are pointed out, and means for its pre¬ 
vention indicated. It is a very useful little work. 

On the Management of Infancy, with Remarks on the 
Influence of Diet and Regimen, <fc. By Chas Hogg, 

M.R.C.S., &c. 

This little volume is a popular exposition of the subject 
of which it treats. It contains some useful matter relative 
to diet and regimen, a knowledge of which should be 
possessed by every mother of a family. The author recom¬ 
mends too close an adherence to a vegetable diet, and what 
he says in this respect should he received with caution. 
The medical portion of the book is not full enough; but, 
with these exceptions, the book is calculated to be useful. 

Disease in Childhood—its Common Causes, and Directions 
for its Practical Management. By Robert Ellis, 

F.L.S. 

Mr Ellis has given us in this work a well-arranged and 
well-written treatise on the causes of disease in infancy. 
Statistical tables of the mortality among children in our 
large towns are cited, and the various conditions of our 
civilisation and manners, and of the external elements in¬ 
ducing disease, are pointed out with brevity and force. The 
management of infancy is included in the latter part of the 
volume; and the advice given is highly judicious, being 
evidently the result of extensive observation. 

The Russian Bath. By Matthias Rotii, M.D. 

A short treatise on bathing is a requisite of the age. Now 
that public baths are established in every large city, and are 
used by the million, it is desirable that the effects of bathing, 
in its different varieties, on health, should be understood, 
and that our public baths should be constructed on the best 

possible plan, and give facilities for the application of 
moisture to the body in the largest number of useful modes. 
We should not only have warm baths, but cold baths, vapour 
baths, plunging baths, shower baths, hot-air baths, and 
attendants to shampoo those who are willing to pay for the 
process. Each of these modes of bathing has its special in¬ 
fluence on health and disease, and might be employed 
separately or combined as deemed requisite. A warm bath 
is a very good thing, but there are better things in bathing 
even than that, and of much greater efficacy. We should 
like to see public bathing more extensively enjoyed, and 
carried out upon a more scientific and comprehensive plan. 
We have no doubt that a large institution, rivalling the baths 
of ancient Rome in magnificence and varied utilities, estab¬ 
lished in this metropolis, would be largely patronised, and 
would be as profitable as a speculation as advantageous to 
the community. Dr Culverwell, of Argyle street, has to a 
considerable extent carried out our idea, as a visit to his 
splendid establishment will prove. Dr Roth’s book gives a 
brief account of the Egyptian, Turkish, Russian, and other 
baths, and ought to be read by the members of our profession 
as well as by the public. 

The Stomach and its Difficulties. By Sir James Eyre, M.D. 

We have already characterised this work hi our biographi¬ 
cal notice of Sir James Eyre, and it is only left to us now, 
to point out what appears to have been the special object of 
the author in writing it. Sir James Eyre has long advocated 
the use of the oxide of silver for the arrest of passive hoemorr- 
hages, and the relief of disorders of the stomach, in short, in 
most cases in which the employment of ferruginous agents 
is indicated; and he cites at the end of this work evidence 
of its utility furnished by various medical friends residing in 
all parts of the country, who have tested its efficacy in the 
diseases for which Sir James has recommended its use. 
There is a remarkable concurrence of opinion in its favour, 
and Sir Janies urges its employment with an earnestness 
and confidence that can spring only from a conscientious 
conviction, derived from an extensive experience, of the 
extreme value of the drug. After such powerful recom¬ 
mendations as appear in this work, the oxide of silver should 
have a fair trial, and if it be the boon professed, and of 
which we have little doubt, the public should have the 
benefit of its use. We have often employed the nitrate of 
silver in similar cases—in short, it is a favourite medicine, 
and we have found it to be singularly beneficial; and in ad¬ 
vocating the use of the oxide, the author positively declares, 
as the result of a very large experience, that, if judiciously 
given, it never entails on the patient the reported ill effects 
of the nitrate. 

The graver matter of this volume is relieved by a cheerful 
chit-chat anecdotical style, which makes it as readable as a 
novel. Jests from Abernethy, Rowland Hill, various anony¬ 
mous authors, whose names the venerable Joe Miller, and 
only he, had he been alive, might have furnished; and our 
Author’s personal experience, are appended in foot-notes, like 
highly-peppered side dishes, to assist the digestion of the 
solid beef and mutton served up in the body of the work. 
There is a stream of good sense and just observation running 
through the book, which give it a high practical value. We 
have no doubt that it will be widely read. 

The Pathology and Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra. 
By John Harrison, F.R.C.S. 

Our tablo is crowded with pamphlets, octavos, lectures, 
essays, and treatises, on the diseases of the urinary organs, 
and especially stricture of the urethra. Mr Harrison’s 
work is not the least worthy of the number. It is offered 
as a hand-book on the subject, and in this view it has many 
merits, for it is clearly written, well-arranged, and judicious 
in its instructions for emergencies. Novelty it does not offer, 
and an objection might be taken occasionally to some of 
its counsels—for example, forcing a stricture for retention of 
urine. We do not say that such a measure might not be 
properly had recourse to, but we think that the advice 
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should have been guarded with stronger precautions, and a 
false passage not regarded as quite so harmless an affair. 
Mr Harrison has however, doubtless, good reasons for his 
opinion, and on the whole we can safely reeommend the 
volume to our readers. 

ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 

DEFORMITIES. 

(No. V.) 

BY CHARLES YERRAL, M.R.C.S., 

Surgeon to the Free Hospital for Deformities of the Spine, 

Feet, Chest, and Limbs. 

Those deformities of the feet are considered to he of a 
mixed or compound nature, which partake of the charac¬ 
teristic marks of any two of the simple forms of malposition 
which have been already discussed. Thus there is a combi¬ 
nation of equinus with varus - “ Talipes Equino Varus”— 
of equinus with valgus—“ Talipes Equino Valgus’’—of 
valgus with calcaneus—“Talipes Calcaneo Valgus ” 

Talipes Equino Varus.—Wliat any observer could ever 
have discovered in this affection to deem it worthy of a dis¬ 
tinct name, and distinct plan of treatment, I am quite at a 
loss to conjecture; for, to my mind, it is merely a simple 
modification of a deformity already detailed. What is the 
affection ? Simply, talipes varus, with the addition of the 
os calcis being somewhat more elevated than is found to be 
the case in the majority of instances of that disease—in 
appearance, in symptoms, in anatomical characters, and in 
the treatment requisite for its removal, it is essentially 
talipes varus. Such being the case, I consider it to be 
purely a waste of time to dwell longer upon the subject of 
its symptoms or treatment, but referring the reader to the 
paper on the nature and treatment of varus, proceed at once 
to the consideration of 

Talipes Equino Valgus.—In this affection certain pecu¬ 
liarities are met with, which fully warrant a few moments’ 
delay, for the purpose of entering into its general and ana¬ 
tomical character; because, in addition to valgus, we find 
the os calcis also elevated to a greater or less extent — a con¬ 
dition never found to exist in the instance of true talipes 
valgus. 

By the term “ Talipes Equino Valgus,” there is to be 
understood that deformity of the foot, where, as was the 
case in simple valgus, we find the sinking, and almost oblite¬ 
ration of the tarsal arch—the falling inwards of the malleolus 
internus-tbe elevation ol the outer margin of the foot 
combined with a raised condition of the posterior surface of 
the os calcis. 

The symptoms of the affection do not require any very 
minute description Whenever we are called upon to exa¬ 
mine a foot, where there is obliteration of the tarsal arch— 
where the patient moves about upon the inner margin of the 
foot, the outer margin being raised —where the tendons of 
the peroneii are felt to be excessively tense—and where, in 
addition to this, the os calcis is drawn upwards and elevated, 
we may safely conclude that such a case is one of talipes 

equino valgus. 
The patient afflicted with this form of talipes moves about 

with the utmost difficulty and fatigue; his limb is much 
wasted, in many instances the appearance of the calf being 
entirely wanting, and there is great diminution in the natural 
temperature of the whole extremity, but particularly below 
the articulation of the knee-joint; the anterior tibial muscle 
is paralytic, and in two instances I have found the posterior 
to be so likewise ; the peroneii are contracted, and the tendo 
Achillis is exceedingly tense, in addition to which, in adult 
and severe cases, it will be found that much opposition and 
resistance to the restoration of the foot is offered by the 
tightened condition of the external lateral ligament. 

Of the cases of talipes equino valgus with which it has 
been my lot to meet, with the exception of only one, all J 

were noncongenital—the solitary exception I can hut 
admit was of a very doubtful nature; but in the absence of 
any clear proof of its having originated prior to birth, I am 
strongly incliued to the belief that it did not commence 
during the period of gestation. The sources from which 
the malady appears to take its rise are such as produce 
severe irritation to the nervous system—thus teething, and 
the presence of worms or other irritating substances in the 
alimentary canal, are fruitful sources from which the disease 
takes root. 

The treatment of talipes equino valgus will, with one 
addition, be precisely similar to that already recommended 
for the removal of simple valgus, the addition being that 
you must also flex the foot, thereby depressing the heel, 
with this important point kept constantly in view. I make 
use of the same apparatus as that represented at page 276, 
when speaking of valgus, only with the difference that the 
portion of the instrument corresponding to the sole of the 
foot, in addition to moving laterally, is further endowed with 
the power of producing flexion and extension, so that by the 
steady use of the same mechanical power, the foot can be 
adducted, whilst the resistance and contraction of the tendo 
Achillis is being subdued. 

Of course, the application of this apparatus should be 
preceded by division of those structures which serve to 
maintain the malposition of the foot; such are generally 
the three peroneii, the tendo Achillis, and occasionally the 
tendons of the common extensor of the toes, all of which 
should be operated upon in the manner already alluded to in 
former communications. 

When the deformity has been reduced, and the foot is 
restored to its normal position, it is manifest that the 
long- continued use of a properly-constructed boot and sup¬ 
port will be requisite—for, inasmuch as we have found the 
deformity to be very mainly dependent upon a paralytic 
condition of the anterior, and occasionally the posterior 
tibial muscles; so it is obvious that if left without due pro¬ 
tection, the foot would speedily relapse into its former con¬ 
dition, since we cannot as yet discover any means for re¬ 
storing to paralysed muscles their natural and healthy 
functions. 

Talipes Calcaneo Valgus.—In this affection valgus co¬ 
exists with calcaneus, and it may be truly said to be the 
very opposite of the condition last alluded to, namely, talipes 
equino valgus, for the heel is unduly depressed instead of 
elevated, the tarsus flexed instead of extended, and in its 
severer grades, it may justly be considered as about the 
most intractable of all the deformities of the ankle-joint; 
for, although it is very true that material benefit may arise 
from judicious surgical treatment, still it is equally certain, 
that as the deformity is dependent upon a paralytic condition 
of the muscles of the calf, so it will be absolutely requisite 
for the patient to continue the employment of artificial sup¬ 
port to the joint, at least for a very lengthened period of 
time, if not during the whole of the remainder of life. 

As x'egards the symptoms of the complaint little need be said, 
for the depressed condition of, and utter inability to elevate 
the heel—the flaccidity or almost total absence of the tendo 
Achillis—the approximation of the outer margin of the foot 
to the malleolus externus, added to the altered condition of 
the tarsal arch, will at once serve as conclusive marks to 
characterise the real nature of the disease. 

Upon minutely examining a foot afflicted with talipes 
calcaneo valgus, the ligaments and tendons situated upon 
its dorsum will usually be found to have a stretched or ex¬ 
tended condition, whilst, as already observed, there is little if 
any trace of the tendo Achillis ; when, however, the plantar 
surface comes to be examined, a totally different state of 
things is conspicuous; for in this situation, the structures, 
both muscular and ligamentous, as well as the tendons and 
plantar fascia are in a state of rigid contraction, so that a. 
powerful opposition to any attempt to lengthen the foot is 
met with in this situation. 

Great fatigue, pain, and a very unsightly gait, are the lot of 
such as are afflicted with talipes calcaneo valgus, upon any 
attempt at progression, arising not merely from the inability 
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to raise the os calcis from the ground when advancing the 
foot, but because, also, the internal lateral ligament has 
become so stretched and flaccid by the long-continued 
pressure to which it has been subjected, that it offers but 
the slightest support to the joint, which is in danger of 
suffering dislocation from the slightest uneasiness in the 
surface upon which the patient is walking. 

Talipes caleaneo valgus appears to be a non-congenital 
affection, deriving its origin, in all probability, from some 
derangement either of the spinal cord, or possibly the brain 
itself, by means of which the muscles of the calf are ren¬ 
dered paralytic, and thus the os calcis is allowed to drop 
into its deformed or abnormal position, whilst the plantar 
fascia and muscles attached to the anterior extremity of this 
bone retaining the full amount of their power, gradually 
contracted, and thus, as it were, serve to approximate the 
anterior and posterior extremities of the tarsus and meta¬ 
tarsus, and hence to diminish the natural length of the foot. 

The affected limb of a person afflicted with this species 
of deformity possesses the essential peculiarities of the para¬ 
lytic state; thus it is found cold, flabby, and much atrophied, 
the whole of its articulations being in a disjointed and loose 
condition, the skin often presenting a bluish or purple tinge, 
indicative of a tardy state of the circulation. 

The Treatment of Talipes Caleaneo Valgus.—As already 
inferred the treatment of this species of deformity partakes 
more of a palliative—than strictly speaking a curative— 
character, that is to say, if by the word “ curative ” is im¬ 
plied perfect restoration of both symmetry and function ; for 
it is far from probable that the patient who is the victim of 
this deformity, will ever be able to perform locomotion with¬ 
out the assistance of at least a slight degree of artificial sup¬ 
port. In every case, however, it may he said that the degree 
of benefit which it is possible to confer upon the patient, is 
so considerable as fully to reward him for any transitory in¬ 
convenience he may suffer during the progress of his recovery. 
The grand object to be attempted is to elevate the depressed 
os calcis, increasing the distance of this bone from the toes, 
and thus, as it were, augment the length of the foot; at the 
same time attempting to relieve the everted condition of the 
tarsus. With this view it is proper to examine the foot 
carefully, so as to discover what structures are excessively 
tense, and likely to offer obstinate resistance to the palliative 
measures, and then to proceed to relieve them by operation. 

In by far the majority of instances it will be found 
necessary to divide some very tightened bands of plantar 
fascia, together with the tendon of the flexor longus pollicis, 
and that of the peroneus tertius, with occasionally the 
addition of the tendons of the two other peroneii muscles. 

The division of these structures should be conducted upon 
precisely similar principles to those already recommended, 
and the necessary precautions for promoting the healing of 
the punctures should be* also duly observed. 

At the expiration of some two or three days the little 
wounds will be found to be cicatrized, and then it is that the 
mechanical means should be resorted to. The instrument 
that will be found to answer every purpose is precisely simi¬ 
lar to the one spoken of in my last communication, when 
speaking of talipes calcaneus, as by it the heel may be 
elevated, the contracted condition of the plantar structure 
subdued, and the eversion corrected. Care should be taken 
not to proceed too rapidly with the mechanical portion of the 
treatment, lest the new uniting medium of the divided ten¬ 
dons become overstretched, and thus a more severe grade of 
deformity be produced. 

When by cautious means the foot has been brought into 
position, or I should rather say a greatly improved position, a 
properly constructed boot, with an iron support, should be 
substituted for the use of the instrument; and with a view 
to averting the contingency of a relapse, the use of this 
should be continued both night and day for a very lengthened 
period of time, when it is possible that the ligaments around 
the ankle joint may acquire such a degree of strength and 
resistance, as to enable the patient to lay it aside, at least for 
a certain time during the day. 

In this, as well as in the last deformity, the question has 

been asked, whether benefit would not in all probability re¬ 
sult from cutting out a piece of the tendo Achillis, and 
bringing its two severed ends into contact, so that when they 
united the muscles of the calf might be mechanically short¬ 
ened, and thus be induced to draw up the os calcis? but as 
I have already expressed my opinion upon this most unsci¬ 
entific mode of procedure, I will not again delay to repeat 
that opinion. 

With these remarks I conclude the subject of deformities, 
as regards the feet, and it will not have failed to strike the 
reader, that every variety of malposition which has been 
alluded to, has very mainly or entirely consisted in a vitiated 
condition of the articulation of the ankle joint; so that in 
point of fact the most unsightly and hideous degree of de¬ 
formity of the foot, which the surgeon is called upon to 
treat, may be simply considered as but a deviation to a 
greater or less extent from the natural and normal condition 
of that articulation; and when in addition to this it is con¬ 
sidered that that articulation has simply undergone some 
trivial alteration in its natural shape, and that it is by no 
means destroyed, either in appearance or in function, then 
it will be manifest that deformities of the worst description 
may with a due degree of patience and attention be com¬ 
paratively or entirely corrected. 

In my next communication I shall commence the inter¬ 
esting subject of deformities of the knee joint. 

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

VOMIT TNG IN PREGNANCY. 
BY GEORGE ROSS, ESQ. 

AUTHOR OF LECTURES ON ASIATIC CHOLERA, ETC. 

Several communications having recently appeared in 
the ‘ Medical Circular ’ on the above subject, and an 
important debate having been lately held in the French 
Academy upon the propriety of inducing premature labour 
in cases of severe vomiting during gestation, I am prompted 
to send you an account of a case, in the hope that it may 
prove interesting to your readers. It would occupy too 
much of your space to go over the changing details of a 
case that was four months under treatment; I shall, 
therefore, limit myself to a general statement of its leading 
symptoms and complications. 

Mrs B., aged 32, whom I had been engaged to attend in 
her accouchement, sent for me on the 10th May, complaining 
of inability to retain her urine which passed from her at 
least every five minutes. She was also troubled with 
diarrhoea and sickness, hut the incontinence of urine was the 
most urgent symptom. There was no pyrexia, but there 
was cephalalgia, and strong hysterical symptoms, and she had 
wasted considerably since I last saw her. On the next day after 
my visit the incontinence of urine appeared to be relieved, but 
the diarrhoea was increased. For the relief of this symptom I 
ordered chalk mixture and opium ; which seemed to have a 
partially beneficial effect, and on the third day the vomiting 
in its turn became most urgent. 

In consequence of the hysterical state of my patient, I 
found some difficulty in getting an intelligible history of her 
case, but now that the vomiting had become excessively 
troublesome, she told me that for three or four days previous 
to her sending for me she had been unable to take the least 
portion of food, and even rejected the smallest draught of 
cold water. She had now been six days in this state, and I 
began to feel some anxiety lest my patient under a 
continuance of her symptoms should die of starvation. 
For a long time, also, antecedent to this, she had been 
troubled with harassing vomiting, though not equally 
exhausting; and between two and three months before 
she had a slight attack of scarlatina caught while nursing 
her little girl, who had suffered with severity. Her solicitude 
and watching at this time had, doubtless, impaired her 
health. 

It was now a question whether the induction of abortion 
should not be had recourse to ; and on examining per vaginam 
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I found some fissures on the anterior lip of the os uteri, but 
the organ itself in situ. I refrained, however, from resorting 
to an operation on account of the extreme anxiety of both 
the mother and father to have a living child, and because I 
considered that she had sufficient strength to permit of a 
further use of remedial means. 

The history of her past condition was unfavourable. Seven 
years before she had been delivered of her first child by one 
of our most eminent accoucheurs with the use of instruments, 
as I was informed; the child was alive, but since that time 
the mother had had seven miscarriages, always occurring 
about the sixth month; and her health had been so much 
impaired that for the last three years she had been scarcely 
able to leave her house. The fissures on the anterior lip of 
the os and cervix uteri were probably the result of lesions 
occurring in her first labour. As it was probable that if she 
could be helped on to her full period, and afterwards suckle 
her child, her health might be restored, I resolved to give 
her the chance. 

It is unnecessary to detail the symptoms from the time I 
was called in to the time she was safely delivered on the 16th 
of August of a living child. The following observations, 
however, should be noted. For the first two months of my 
attendance, she continued with greater or less severity to be 
troubled with the symptoms she laboured under when I first 
saw her; but I observed that the sickness Avas generally 
most urgent when the incontinence of urine and diarrhoea 
were least troublesome; and vice versa. She became able 
gradually to take very small quantities of light broths and 
farinaceous diet, with a prospect of retaining them for a 
sufficient time to yield support, but it was only during the 
last month that she could take small quantities of animal 
food. For many weeks it seemed that my patient was 
literally existing without food, so trifling Avas the amount 
her stomach would receive. Her diarrhoea assumed latterly 
the dysenteric form, and contimied up to the last day of 
pregnancy : the incontinence of urine abated, but a call was 
made generally once in every hour. 

During the labour, which lasted about six hours, there 
was no vomiting, and with the exception of treatment re¬ 
quired for the dysentery, there was no trouble with her in 
the “ getting up.” She nursed her child, and in three weeks 
from from her confinement Avas able to walk in the open air, 
and two days ago left London for the country to re-establish 
her health. 

I need hardly add that a great variety of remedies was 
employed: those, howeArer, Avhich seemed to exercise the 
most benefit Avere distilled vinegar, and acetate of morphia 
for the correction of the vomiting, and an infusion of pareira 
aud calumba, with morphia for the relief of the incontinence, 
of urine. She kept her bed in the recumbent posture during 
the whole of the eighth month, to Avhich I attribute much 
of tha relief she experienced about this time. Suppositories 
of opium were also occasionally employed. 

The report of this case Avould have seemed much more 
brilliant had an operation been performed; but the result 
amply compensates me for my anxiety and forbearance. 
The speakers in the French Academy were almost unani¬ 
mous in favour of the induction of premature labour in cases 
so severe as the foregoing; and I am aAvare that I ran a 
great hazard in persevering Avith treatment; but in all cases 
of this kind much must be left to the discretion of the 
medical attendant. M. Dubois says that extreme sickness 
during pregnancy, though destroying life, is purely 
physiological, and that a necroscopic examination shoAvs no 
signs of organic lesion. I believe this statement to be true: 
certainly in the foregoing case, Avhich is the severest that 
has ever come under my observation, there did not appear 
to be any evidence of organic lesion, except the fissured state 
of the os uteri, already referred to. 

I had intended to have entered on the physiological phe¬ 
nomena of vomiting both antecedent to and during labour, 
but I have already transgressed on your space at too great 
length. 

I'arringdon street, October 4, 1852. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

W. FREDK. CHAMBERS, M.D. 
A few weeks ago we gave a brief sketch of the career of 

the great surgical chief of St George’s Hospital, and we now 
intend to trace the lineaments, and run over with a light 
hand the principal incidents in the life of one not less emi¬ 
nent nor less esteemed, the colleague of Sir Benjamin Brodie, 
and for many years the head of the medical department of 
the same hospital. Dr Wm. Fredk. Chambers was born in 
India, in 1786, so that he is now in his sixty-sixth year. 
He came to England in 1793, was educated at Westminster 
School, and proceeded from thence to Trinity, Cambridge, 
where he gained high classical and mathematical honours. 
His ambition at that time was to have obtained a Trinity 
fellowship, but he failed in his wishes. This disappointment 
has been in after-life a subject of frequent self-congratulation, 
as, had ho succeeded, ho would probably have vegetated first 
in a college tutorship, and afterwards in a small Trinity 
living, instead of setting the noble example of usefulness and 
energetic industry in the sphere for which he was so well 

fitted. On leaving Cambridge he studied for the profession 
he had chosen at St George’s Hospital, the Windmill street 
School of Medicine, and Edinburgh, and attracted the notice 
of all his teachers by his unwearied industry. In 1816 he 
was elected Physician to St George’s Hospital, though the 
youngest of the candidates, and in spite of the vigorous op¬ 
position of Dr Black, who was one of them. This appoint¬ 
ment at thirty years of age was doubtless the germ of the 
good fortune that followed, but yet it did not bear immediate 
fruit, nor was the golden harvest rapid in ripening. He did 
not begin to receive sufficient foes to make it worth while to 
keep an account of them for three or four years, and in 
1820 his receipts from private practice were only just 
above 200?. However, in that year he married, the object 
of his choice being a daughter of Dr Frazer, a retired phy¬ 
sician of Bath. By this marriage he has two sons and two- 
daughters. who are all living. 

From the year of his marriage his practice steadily in¬ 
creased, till he attained that standing in the profession in 
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which a physician is technically said to ‘‘lead the town,'1 
that is, to monopolise the greater part of the consulting 
practice among the rich and noble. As he was the last who 
really did this to any extent, practice having been since his 
retirement more divided than it had ever been in former 
times, it is a good opportunity for examining what qualifi¬ 
cations he possessed that enabled him to gain and to hold 
for many years this position of eminence and responsibility. 
His mental powers are not of that order which constitute 
“ genius ’’—no original invention, no startling innovation has 
adorned his name ; nor are they of that sparkling descrip¬ 
tion which is called “ talentno brilliancy, bold writing, or 
action having rendered his life famous. These qualities are 
in abeyance to that higher power of wisdom or prudence, 
which, as it is rarer, so is more appreciated by men of all. 
conditions when they seek a guide and director. His pecu¬ 
liar shrewdness in diagnosis is originally, no doubt, a mental 
instinct, but has been refined and rendered more capable of 
explanation to others by his constant habit of taking notes 
more or less copious, of all cases that came before him either 
in public or private. This has rendered him very useful to 
his brethren in consultation. His success in practice seems 
to depend mainly on the clear insight which he gains into 
all the bearings of the case, by habituating himself to place 
all the facts before him in the order of their importance with 
reference to the present symptoms and the immedi ite treat¬ 
ment required. It is impossible not to attribute this faculty 
also to the constant note-taking before mentioned, for no 
man can write as shortly and pithily as is required for the 
pursuance of this habit in large private practice, without 
gaining a compactness and clearness in summing up facts, 
which is the parent of practical views in theory and suc¬ 
cessful decision in action. His manners are earnest, kind, 
and affectionate: no levity distracts his attention from the 
matter he takes up with his whole heart, and no overstrained 
politeness leads to the suspicion that his benevolent interest 
in his patient is but skin-deep Dr Chambers has never 
attempted distinction in any of the special sciences which 
are the handmaids of our art; he has carefully retained them 
as handmaids, and while keeping up his observation on the 
doings of others, and introducing into his practice any 
novelty which his judgment tells him is a real improvement, 
has sedulously avoided being led away by the partial truths 
-of a daily-advancing philosophy. These, we believe, are the 
whole secrets of his position,—industry, fair, but not over¬ 
powering abilities, benevolence, and an instinctive wisdom. 
Add to these the qualities of which they are the parents, 
•truthfulness, self-reliance, and the polish of a British gentle¬ 
man, and we need not be surprised at the universal opinion 
that he has adorned the position in which he has been 
placed. 

These recommendations succeeded in placing in his hands 
the confidence of the great mass of the middle classes in the 
metropolis. The aristocracy next employed a man whom 
they saw so appreciated; and hi 1836 he received the 
greatest proof that an Englishman can have of popularity, 
in his sovereign following in the wake of general opinion. 
In 1837 he was duly gazetted as Physician to his Majesty, 
who also created him a K.C.H.; but, at his urgent request, 
allowed him to decline the assumption of the ordinary 
prefix of knighthood. The reason of this request is un¬ 
known ; but it may be fairly conjectured to be owing to the 
fact of some having unworthily received—nay, it is said, 
surreptitiously obtained—the honour which they thus de¬ 
filed. Had lie assumed it, he would have been the fifth of 
his immediate relations who, during the present century, 
have received titular honours from the Crown as a reward, 
not of personal services to the sovereign, but of their position 
in the people’s eyes. The other four referred to are, his 
uncle, Sir Robert Chambers, Chief Justice of Bengal; his 
brother, Sir Charles Chambers, Judge of the Supreme 
Court of Bombay ; and his first cousins, Lord Glenelg and 
Sir Robert Grant. Dr Chambers’ employment at Court 
kept up the confidence which was felt in his skill and 
sagacity by all classes; so that he continued to be the lead- 
ing physician in London till he was compelled, in 1848, by 

bad health, to retire into private life. In 1834, a poisoned 
wound, at a. post-mortem examination, had nearly cost him 
his life, and he never seems to have fully recovered; but at 
the time we speak of a partial paralysis of that right hand 
which had so often rendered the pen a weapon of defence 
against our great common enemy, gave him warning that 
his health was no longer to be trifled with ; and he boldly, 
and without regret, surrendered the large income and high 
social position which his practice gave him. He has since 
then prescribed, it is true, occasionally for an old friend, tut 
never been again in regular harness. Though in early 
life his diffidence, and a just feeling against premature 
dabbling in printer’s ink, and in middle life his daily work 
of other kinds had kept him from authorship, he saw no 
reason why his leisure, though late and long in coming, 
should not be amused and made useful by such a pursuit. 
Accordingly, in the year when the cholera last visited our 
shores, he revised and printed, in the ‘Medical Gazette,’ 
some lectures on that epidemic, which were originally put 
together in 1833, at the request of his pupils at St George’s 
Hospital. With this exception his life has been lately spent 
in literary ease and the social enjoyment of his family circle, 
at a property which he purchased near Lymington, in Hamp¬ 
shire. Though fully capable of these pleasures, he is just 
enough of an invalid to feel that a return to practice would 
seriously shorten his days, and that feeling, with a con¬ 
scientious impression that he has done a fair life’s work, and 
deserves a fair life’s wages in ease and comfort, will prevent 
probably our ever meeting him again in consultation. We 
can only hope that that innate shrewdness which, as we 
pointed out above, has made so many of his family useful 
members of society, has descended on his relative, Dr. 
Thomas Chambers, physician to St Mary’s Hospital, who 
has, at all events, made a good start in the race run by his 
worthy cousin. 

There may be many of our readers to whom the personal 
appearance of Dr Chambers may be unknown or unfamiliar; 
and, to gratify the excusable curiosity of such, we would 
delineate with a few rough touches the exterior character 
of this successful physician. We had the honour to be his 
clinical assistant when he was in the prime of life, and 
in the full tide of his repute, knd we have a lively and 
grateful recollection of the considerate feeling, the affa¬ 
bility and refinement, and of the unaffected dignity of his 
demeanour. His person was then familiar to our eye. Dr 
Chambers was tall, erect, and well proportioned, with a fine 
presence and carriage. He did not lounge, roll, nor settle 
upon his hips, as do many men of high stature. Elegance 
seemed to be innate, and to breathe from every thought, 
gesture, and movement. His complexion was fair, hair light, 
copious, and waving, head borne gracefully, and well set on, 
despite, or rather perhaps by the aid of a bronehocele, which 
was, however, so adroitly covered by a black satin stock 
that it was not readily perceptible. His countenance was 
the index of his character, and bespoke amiability, true 
kindliness, and benignity. It was withal calm, pensive, and 
a little dashed with melancholy, yet there was a marked 
expression of resolution in the mould of his chin, which 
afforded a key to the remarkable prosperity of his pro¬ 
fessional career. His dress was usually a plain suit of 
black, unadorned, and fitting him just as the apparel of 
a gentleman should fit, so as neither to surprise by its 
fashion nor to disgust by its contempt of it. It will be 
observed, then, that the outward man presented nothing 
salient or outre, but was pre-eminently characteristic of 
the well-balanced, judicious, and highly cultured mind of 
the great physician We have merely now to follow him 
into retirement with our best wishes, and the expression 
of a fear—to him a compliment—that a long time will pass 
away before our profession will produce another practitioner 
so highly endowed with natural and acquired graces, so well 
qualified to represent its learning, high-souled benevolence, 
and refinement, and withal so eminently successful in the 
pursuit of his honourable vocation. 
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BERNARD EDWARD BRODHURST, ESQ. 

The subject of this sketch has studied his profession amid 
a variety of scenes, not less eventful in their character than 
profitable for observation and study. He entered the pro¬ 
fession in 1840, by being articled at the College of Surgeons 
to the late Mr Andrews, Senior Surgeon to the London Hos¬ 
pital, in whose house he lived while he passed through the 
ordinary course of medical study at the London Hospital. 
He passed the College of Surgeons in 1844, and in the same 
year was appointed House-Surgeon to the London Hospital. 
This appointment he held one year, and then went to Paris, 
where he attended the hospitals, &c., and having made the 
acquaintance of Maisonneuve, assisted him during the latter 
part of his stay at his private surgical operations. After a 
year, he left for Vienna, to study ophthalmic surgery with 
Jager and Rosas, and pathological anatomy with Rokitansky. 
In this admirable school and well-conducted hospital, with 
its 3,000 beds, Mr Brodhurst studied twelvemonths, and 
would have been well content to have pursued the whole of 
his medical studies at this University. From Vienna he 
went to Prague for a short time, and thence to Berlin ; and 
afterwards travelled southwards, visiting the Schools of 
Pavia, Pisa, Florence, &c., until he arrived in Rome January, 
1849. On the 30th April the French advanced, 5,000 strong, 
towards the walls, but were repulsed with great loss, and 
300 prisoners were taken. An ambuscade was formed in 
the gardens of the Vatican, where, for a short time, the 
fight was very bloody, and many young students and other 
young men of the Roman States were slain. About thirty 
of the prisoner's who were brought within the walls were 
badly wounded. They were conveyed to the Hospital dcilo 
Spirito Santo. The beds which they occupied were arranged 
along one side of the ward, whilst their enemies, the wounded 
Italians, were placed along the opposite side. After this 
exploit, the French retreated to Palo, there to await rein¬ 
forcements. The French prisoners had not sufficient faith in 
their victors to trust their bodies to the Italian surgeons, and 
in consequence requested that they might be attended by 
any foreigner who chanced to be in Rome. The triumvirs 
made tins’ request known to the English then residing there, 
and added their own desire that they should undertake the 
duty. This was agreed to. But after the event of the 30th, 
strangers were anxious to get away, and departed as fast as 
they could; so that in a short time few only were left. Mr 
Brodhurst agreed to remain with a non-medical friend to see 
the end of the matter, and during the greater part of the 
siege, which continued until June 30th, they were, with the 
exception of a few artists and three or. four other English 
residents, the only English remaining in Rome. Thus it 
devolved upon Mr Brodhurst to superintend the treatment of 
the wounded. "When we mention that on the side of the 
French 5,000 men were slain, wounded, or prostrated by 
malaria, it will at once be seen that the siege of Rome afforded 
a good opportunity for observations in military surgery. The 
invading army consisted of 45,000 men. 

In the Spring of 1851 Mr Brodhurst was elected Assistant- 
Surgeon to the Royal Orthopaedic Hospital. He is Fellow 
of the Pathological, and of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical 
Society. He has published a treatise on Cataract, and has 
read papers before the Royal Society, and before tho Royal 
Medico-Chirurgical Society; the former on the Iris, the latter 
on Hydrophobia, to advocate the exhibition of mercury or 
arsenic, and its introduction into the system during the 
period of incubation, whilst the virus is producing its effects 
and before they are developed, that the state ot the blood 
may be so altered by the mineral as not to be susceptible of 
the action of the virus, instead of delaying the treatment 
until the period of recrudescence when the disease is be¬ 

yond the power of the physician. 

Our next number will bo illustrated by a portrait of the 
eminent Professor of King’s College,William Fergusson, Esq., 
and the following number by the portrait of Dr Tyler 
Smith, the accomplished Physician-Accoucheur of St Mary s 

Hospital. 

MESSRS ALLSOPP, LIEBIG, & Co. 

Do not hastily conclude, reader, because we have asso¬ 

ciated the names of Allsopp and Liebig in company, that 

we are in a condition to prove that there is any actual co¬ 
partnery in profits between these gentlemen in the Bitter 
Ale business ; we merely desire to symbolise the incongruous- 
union between trade and science, accomplished through the 
auspices of the latter gentleman. In a mesalliance, the 
profit is usually on one side, and the disrepute on the other, 
and we have no doubt that the general rule obtains in the 
present case, but how the consequences should be allotted, 
the gentlemen themselves are best qualified to determine. 

The public are aware that our strictures on Mr Allsopp’s 
proceedings were evoked, in the first instance, by the gross 
and audacious system of puffing carried on by this gentleman 
through the instrumentality of an unworthy portion of the 
medical press. We could not believe that the certificates 
advertised by Mr Allsopp, and represented as emanating 
from some of the most respected men in our profession 
were procui’ed from them under a proper understanding 
of the use to which it was intended they should be applied; 
nor could we believe that a large number of fellows of the 
celebrated Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, and graduates 
of our venerable Universities, could be found who would con¬ 
sent, either for the sake of a pecuniary bribe or for notoriety, 
to become accessories to the dishonouring of their characters, 
or to the lowering of the respectability of the profession in 
public esteem. We were also unwilling to give credit to the 
representation that Professor Liebig had allowed his distin¬ 
guished reputation to be sullied by an alliance with the base 
instincts and selfish aims of puffing traders, and his name to 
be pasted in ornamental labels upon brewers’ casks and beer 
bottles. The possibility of such a degradation shocked our 
regard for the professor’s name and talents, and we confess 
that we felt a bitter pang for such an unprecedented humilia¬ 
tion of genius, the poignancy of which was not at all relieved 
by our conviction that if the statement were true, the pro¬ 
fessor had been the blind dupe of the devices which had 
been spread to entrap his incautious good nature. We would 
honour his genius, though we might pity his weakness. 

When therefore two paragraphs were sent to us for publi¬ 
cation, in which Professor Liebig condemned the improper 
use that had been made of his name, we heartily rejoiced, 
and for the sake of his fair fame, and for the credit of science, 
we gave the reclamation all the importance which it seemed 
to us to ask and to deserve. The professor therein stated 
that it was “ not in Mr Allsopp's ” establishment that he had 
been “ engaged in investigating the Burton mode of brew¬ 
ing,” and complained that the manner in which his letter to 
Mr Allsopp had been advertised, “ led to the inference that 
his praise was exclusively confined to Mr Allsopp’s beer 
which was not the case.” Now, logically, for all Professor 
Liebig knew to the contrary, Mr Allsopp’s ale might have 
been adulterated with the identical poison his letter was ad¬ 
vertised to prove that it did not contain, for the professor had 
never subjected it to analysis to ascertain the presence of 
strychnine, and we believe had never even been inside the walls 
of Mr Allsopp’s establishment. It is true Mr Allsopp’s ale, like 
that of Messrs Bass, Salt, and others, is brewed at Burton;- 
but we do not presume that Burton is a paradise where evil 
cannot enter, or from whence nothing but what is good can 
come out. Though Messrs Bass, Salt, and every other brewer 
in Burton, should ferment, cask, and bottle the genuine liquor, 
Mr Allsopp’s ale might be that alone containing the poi¬ 
sonous adulteration, as if to prove that Burton was as liable 
to the intrusion of evil as other places. 

We maintain, therefore, that so far as this letter affords 
any evidence upon which to form a conclusion, we were 
justified in saying that Professor Liebig “had never analysed 
Mr Allsopp’s ale, nor perhaps even tasted it in his life.” 
Where is the evidence in the advertisement that he had done 
either, with reference to the point at issue ? Show it Professor 
Liebig! Point out the words! Translate them into German, 
French, Greek, Latin, or Chinese, and convict us of misre¬ 

presentation if you can! 
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Still further to be sure of the entire meaning of the Baron’s 
letter now under comment, we repaired to the Jerusalem 
coffee-house, where it was left for public inspection, and we 
found that in point of fact it was in Mr Bass's brewery, 
where, and where only, Baron Liebig had conducted 
his investigations. We presume that the omission of this 
important fact in the public advertisement arose from a 
delicacy of feeling highly honourable to the proprietors of 
that vast establishment, and more especially so, if it he true, 
as we have heard it said, that Baron Liebig was, for a con¬ 
siderable period, the intimate associate and guest of Mr Bass 
and his family. 

However, Mr Allsopp is wise in his generation : he felt 
that a splendid opportunity was open to him to puff his 
business, and he was resolved not to lose it. But he had 
not the good sense to remark that extravagant pretensions 
breed suspicion, and that the public are never so much in- 
■dined to doubt a man’s worth, as when he is continually 
sounding his own praises. This is a stretch of wisdom that 
such men as Mr Allsopp never attain. He, therefore, blun¬ 
dered on, like most other men do who consider themselves 
pre-eminently “ knowing,” and alert to all the moves and 
devices of the coarser strategists of life. 

Hence, soon after the appearance of our short article on 
the subject, Mr Allsopp published the letter from Baron 
Liebig, in which the sentence which he had extracted for 
an advertisement occurred. That letter is chiefly remarkable 
for citing sundry circumstantial arguments why the adultera¬ 
tion of beer by strychnine cannot take place in a large estab¬ 
lishment ; for praising Messrs Graham and Hoffman’s method 
of analysis, and for saying that he had “ satisfied himself by 
on analysis of several specimens of pale ale obtained from. Lon¬ 
don houses, supplied by your (fix Allsopp’s) establishment, tj-c.” 
We desire to give both gentlemen the full benefit of this 
letter, and we therefore wish our readers to remark the am¬ 
biguous phraseology in which this ingenious puff is couched, 
or rather, perhaps we should say, the artful use of it made 
by the advertiser. The pretence set up is that the Professor 
analysed Mr Allsojjp's ale, duly vouched to be of his brewing, 
for the express purpose of determining the presence or absence 
of strychnine, but the letter says only, in a vague and general 
mannei-, that an analysis had been made of several spe¬ 
cimens of pale ale, obtained from London houses, supplied 
by Mr Allsopp’s establishment:—that is to say, the houses 
were supplied with ale by Mr Allsopp, yet probably not 
exclusively so, but also by other brewers, and Baron Liebig 
does not and cannot expressly assert, that the particular ale 
he analysed was Mr Allsopp’s, or that of some other firm. 
He evidently does not know. 

What, too, is the value of the vague term, “ London 
houses ? ” Professor Liebig is aware, doubtless, as well as 
we, that if a customer ask for “ Allsopp’s ale ” at nine out 
of ten “ London houses,” and they do not happen to have 
it in store, they will not hesitate to supply him with Bass’s, 
or some other brewer’s ale, in AJlsopp’s bottles. This is the 
very stalest trick of London dealers, and is very well known 
to the public. Professor Liebig does not say that he applied 
expressly for “ Allsopp's ale," that it was supplied to him 
“ under voucher,” and that he analysed it in the usual way ; 
nor does he say that he analysed it for the specific purpose 
of testing the presence of strychnia—the real point at issue. 
He evidently had not done so. 

When it is remembered that the only clear, direct, and 
positive statement which we have from Baron Liebig, is an 
acknowledgment that it was not in Mr Allsopp's establishment 
that he had been engaged in investigating the Burton mode of 
brewing, and that if he had wished to associate any par¬ 
ticular name with his remarks, it would have been that of 
another brewer, in whose establishment alone the Bavarian 
brewers had received their instructions, it must be obvious 
to the most obtuse intelligence that Baron Liebig does not 
mean to convey the impression that he had specially analysed 
Mr Allsopp’s ales, hut that, as he distinctly says, he desired 
to testify generally to the merits of the Burton ale, after in¬ 
formation derived from his personal investigations carried on 
in Mr Bass’s brewery. 

It must not be forgotten that this letter, upon which Mr 
Allsopp lays so much stress, was addressed to him on May 6th, 
1852, and that the quotation from the advertisement, which 
formed the subject of our remarks, bears date July 24th, 
1852, consequently if there be any discrepancy, the latter 
must be regarded as a correction of the former, and alone 
deserves our confidence. It is probable that Baron Liebig 
thought he had written indiscreetly to Mr Allsopp, and that 
his letter might bear a possible construction carrying more 
than the truth, and wrote his second letter to Mr Bass, to 
remove any misapprehension. This we believe to be the 
fact. How disingenuous, then, is his present behaviour! 

Regarded from the point of view in which we have placed 
Professor Liebig’s several letters, they are consistent with 
each other in meaning, though somewhat obscure and am¬ 
biguous in expression. It would appear that he had been 
more anxious to please two parties than to do plain and 
simple justice to either, or to the public. On any other 
reading than that we have assumed, the Professor contradicts 
himself, and reduces all his statements to unintelligibility, 
without the least adultoration of sense. 

Following up this letter, the unwearied advertiser pub¬ 
lishes another communication from Baron Liebig, in which 
the Professor refers his correspondent to his first communi¬ 
cation, and, without denying the correctness of our view of 
the case, or asserting distinctly the fact of the analysis, he con¬ 
tents himself with expressing his surprise, his ignorance of 
the articles, and his adherence to the statements in his first 
letter. We fully exposed the demerits and weakness of this 
communication in our last number ; and we now repeat more 
specifically the question then addressed to the Baron—HAD 
YOU OR HAD YOU NOT, WHEN YOU WROTE YOUR 
FIRST LETTER, MADE AN ANALYSIS of Mr All- 

sofp’s Ale honestly vouched to be such, for thb 

PURPOSE OF DISCOVERING THE PRESENCE OF STRYCHNIA? 

We are not familiar with German mysticism, and not using 
nor understanding it, shall prefer to receive an answer in plain 
English, yea or nay. Professor Liebig’s repute is staked 
upon this question, and he must answer it. If he feels that 
he is poised on the horns of a dilemma, and cannot fall on 
either side without laceration, he must comfort himself with 
the satisfactory assurance that he has placed himself in that 
agreeable situation. We have done no more than to warn 
him of his danger, and to raise a ladder to assist him in his 
descent. We act the part of police for the public, and are 
ever at hand to lend willing aid to people in difficulties. So 
much, then, for the sincerity and manliness of Professor 
Liebig, or of his advertiser ; for we know not to whom these 
qualities should be imputed, up to the time of the issue of 
the last proclamation from Munich. 

We fear that Professor Liebig is too easily induced to 
become the instrument of designing men, who care nothing 
for him, except for the use to which his reputation can be 
turned to advance their private interests. He must remem¬ 
ber that, as one of the most illustrious cultivators of science, 
its honour is in his keeping, and the world will not allow 
him with impunity to trifle with the sacred charge. In our 
“ Notices to Correspondents ” there is a reprint of a card, 
issued ten years ago by Messrs Beamish and Crawford, in 
which Professor Liebig’s name figures prominently as a puff 
of what was denominated “ Pale Stout,” the elder twin, as 
it would seem, of “ Pale Ale.” This is not the first time, 
therefore, that the Professor has permitted his name to be 
soiled by such a connexion; but we hope that it will be the 
last. His reputation is now in his ownliands—let him beware 
how he uses it. By inditing promiscuous testimonials he 
may write himself down as quickly as others have written 
him up. 

THE BEER PUFF. 

What a profitable thing it is for a trader to be versed in 
the whole art and mystery of puffing—an accomplishment 
in which Mr Allsopp seems to be absolutely perfect! This 
gentleman is an adept in the black art; he is a master of it 
in all its recondite powers and affinities; he has studied it 
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in its first principles, and practised it in its most complex 
forms; he has analysed its scum and dross, and put its 
bubbles into a balance ; he has estimated the value of every 
syllable, and knows the exact force of every epithet; he is 
perfectly familiar with the resources and capacities of every 
species of puff—the “ puff modest,” the “ puff oblique,” 
the “ pufF direct,” the “ puff impudent ”—he can use either 
at the exact nick of time, allocate it in the right place, and 
blazon it forth in the best point of view. He is versed, too, 
in the commercial value of the article, and graduates his 
rewards, with a singular nicety, from a barrel of beer to a 
bag of sovereigns; lie is assuredly the Napoleon of the art, 
and his beer-battle the very paragon of puffs. 

Advertisements, fly-sheets, placards, and pamphlets have 
in turn trumpeted the virtues of “ Bitter Beer.” Sapient 
chemists and learned physicians have certified, with various 
knowledge, experience, and force, to the disinterestedness 
and patriotism of Allsopp! It seems that we are to be 
drenched with Pale Ale. “ Throw physic to the dogs, we’ll 
none of it.” Allsopp, the great physician, is in possession 
of the elixir vita?, and has the secret of long life, and 
exemption from physical infirmity. Hahnemann, Priessnitz, 
Mesmer, ye mighty shades of empiricism ! veil your abashed 
faces and own a living master. Go, bathe yourselves in 
a fermenting vat, and come forth new men, or be extinct 
for ever ! Homoeopathy, and hydropathy, must give place 
henceforth to “ Zythopatliy,” of which the renowned Allsopp 
is the apostle — Budd, Hall, Locock, Macrorie, Travers, 
&c., Ac., the reverential disciples, and a characterless co¬ 
temporary, honoured by being made the text-book ! 

Pray, Mr Allsopp, how many sovereigns did you give a 
“ London citizen ” for inditing that “ puff impudent,” 
entitled “ A Treatise on the Dietetic use of certain Liquids 
as Salutary Agents in the Preservation and Restoration of 
Health?" Observe the insidious refinement of the title— 
“ the dietetic use of certain liquids /” Not bitter beer—oh no! 
The public would have scouted the pamphlet under that 
title; but certain liquids might mean a quaff of Roger 
Bacon’s potable gold, a spoonful of the honey of Hybla, or 
a luscious mouthful of ambrosial dew, double-distilled! 
These “ certain liquids ” are to preserve health, and to 
restore it. Neither Galen nor Hahnemann professed to do 
more than that; but Allsopp can do all he professes; 
and if we do not believe him, we must perforce believe the 
illustrious doctors who have testified to the truth of his pre¬ 
tentions. Oh! Thomas Watson ! George Budd !! Mar¬ 

shall Hall !!! and Benjamin Travers !!!! we blush 
for you. When your younger brother, consenting to poverty, 
issues a handbill to advertise his residence and his need, do you 
not reproach him with lowering the dignity of his vocation, 
as if the colleges of physicians and surgeons were too pure 
for such offences? You advertise like him—only unlike 
him, you do not pay the expense from your own pockets. 
You advertise by deputy. 

The pamphlet to which we have just alluded is a bare¬ 
faced puff of Allsopp’s ale, as may be understood from its 
title. The export trade connected with this beverage is 
stated to have been “ the means of saving more lives in the 
scorching heats of the Indian latitudes, than three-fourths 
of the elaborate appurtenances of the pharmacopoeiaand 
the drink itself as “ a boon to mankind!” Messrs Graham 
and Hoffman's Report is quoted; but we are not informed 
how much money was paid for the analysis. Professor Liebig 
is led out for his usual canter; but we are not told how much 
reluctance and ill-temper he has manifested at his recent 
exhibitions. Then come the certificates of a series of 
doctors. Dr Budd treats chemical analysis with contempt, 
and he is quite right in this case; but “ he is satisfied,” 
from “ close observation," “ of the perfect purity of the ale ” 
—a summary process this for the discovery of truth, and 
shows us how much Dr Budd’s testimony is to be trusted. Dr 
Marshall Hall also refers to his long experience, and be- 
praises the “ dietetic and remedial ” qualities of the beer ; 
but Dr. McRorie outroars them all: he thinks “ it may 
often supersede the use of a medicated form of tonic, or 
strengthening medicine.” 

As an evidence of the utter worthlessness of the medical 
testimonials in favour of “ Allsopp’s Ales,” we may state that 
we have, at this moment, under our eye a “ Teetotal ” testi¬ 
monial, denunciatory, as might be expected, of the use of 
the smallest quantities of wine or beer—a testimonial signed, 
among others, by Marshall Hall, M.D.! D. Macrorie, 
M.D.!! Benjamin Travers, Esq., M.R.C.S.!!! Yerily the 
audacity and viciousness of the “ testimonial” system have 
reached their limits. The too-easy virtue of the “ pures ” 
has been so often imposed upon, that the most lax moralist 
must pause before he again hazard his character by yielding 
to the insidious solicitations of selfish and mercenary schemers. 
Can you, Dr Marshall Hall, Dr Macrorie, and Mr Travers, 
see any consistency in signing a “Teetotal” testimonial 
with one hand, and presenting to Mr Allsopp a beer puff 
with the other ? Do you think that such acts are creditable 
to your profession ? 

The acceptance of a bribe would make your conduct intel¬ 
ligible, but despite the broad imputations of the 1 Edinburgh 
Monthly Journal ’ we have hitherto had too high an opinion 
of your respectability to permit such a suspicion to rest upon 
our minds. The honour of the profession forbids it. 

We call upon you to retract with all haste the certificates 
you have so indiscreetly permitted Mr Allsopp to advertise 
in your name, and thus make some reparation for the injury 
you have inflicted on the fair fame and honour of your 
profession. 

DR. GLOVER’S RETRACTATION. 

We promised last week that we would publish Dr Glover’s 
letter, as another evidence of the unhesitating boldness with 
which Mr Allsopp has misappropriated the communications 
that had been sent to him ; and here it is: — 
“ LETTER OE DR R. MORTIMER GLOVER, OF NEWCASTLE, 

ON THE BEER-PUFF. 

“ Sir,—I perceive in the number of the ‘Monthly Journal’ 
for this month, some observations on the certificates given 
recently for Allsopp’s beer, and I am referred to amongst 
others. 

“ I beg to state, that I never gave Mr Allsopp any certifi¬ 
cate whatever. When the statement about the use of 
strychnia in beer was made, I looked on the thing as un¬ 
likely (independent of the obvious danger) from the price of / 
strychnia; but on trying a few experiments, I found that 
as far as the price was concerned, the thing was possible, 
inasmuch as a small quantity of strychnia would bitter 
(especially along with other bitters) a very large quantity 
of beer. I wrote to the ‘ Lancet ’ stating this, and that, 
as far as the price was concerned, an unprincipled person 
might use it as an adjunct in bittering beer. Perhaps my 
letter was too brief, and I did not explain myself enough. 

“ Mr Allsopp wrote to me, and called upon me to retract 
what I had said, as if I had calumniated his beer. I wrote 
to him that I had nothing to retract; and, in point of fact, 
the report of Hoffmann and Graham corroborated what I 
had said in the 1 Lancet.’ Out of this correspondence, Mr 
Allsopp has picked the not over-dignified sentence which he 
has published as a certificate from me of the merits of his 
beer, which, certainly, I do not doubt, but to which I had 
no idea I was contributing publicly. I hope, therefore, as 
far as I am concerned, you will do me the justice to admit, 
that I am free from any blame as regards countenancing the 
advertisements of Mr Allsopp.—I am, &c., 

“ Dr W. Robertson. “ R. M. Glover.” 
“46 Westgate street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, August 11, 1852.” 

In addition to the foregoing evidence of impropriety, we 
find that the sentences signed with the name of Dr Roe are 
extracted from Dr Rowe’s work on ‘ Nervous Diseases,’ and 
were not, therefore, given in testimony of the purity of 
“ Allsopp’s ale,” but apply merely to the utility of bitter ale, 
generally, as a medicinal agent. In this instance again Mr 
Allsopp has made an unfair use of a medical opinion. 

We sincerely trust that our exposure of the Allsopp Beer 
Puff will give a death-blow to the custom of “ testi- 
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monialising ” which has lately been practised by the leading 
members of our profession to an extent thoroughly dis¬ 
graceful to the parties individually, and to us collectively as 
members of a respectable and learned profession. We shall 
keep a strict watch upon all such acts for the future, and 
shall not hesitate to visit with instant and condign punish¬ 
ment any infraction of professional decorum ; for it is only 
by maintaining inviolate the honour of individuals that the 
whole body can deserve and retain public respect. 

MEDICAL NOTESAM) QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 
The Use of Emetics in Diseases of Old Persons.—A very 

old gentleman, somewhat beyond four-score years, feels un¬ 
well very early in the morning, and sends for his Surgeon 
Apothecary, who on his arrival prescribes tea and toast! and 
leaves his aged patient to his fate. Soon after the Surgeon- 
Apothecary is recalled, when on his return he finds his pa¬ 
tient alarmingly ill with incipient epilepsy, and for the first 
time considers his case, when he fixes, as its cause, on some 
venison eaten the day before. Now, Query if the patient’s 
then condition proceeded from undigested venison, was the 
iurther cramming with tea and toast judicious, or a common- 
sense proceeding ? 

Again; was an emetic at all admissible in a subject of 
such an extended age ? A mustard emetic, it is true, was 
only administered, which is considered (because generally 
at hand) an “ innocent dose but let some of those who are 
so fond of prescribing the “ innocent dose ” make a trial of 
one, and they will understand its powerful effects. Innocent 
indeed!—how many unhappy children have I seen sent 
flying to a premature grave by this domestic and innocent 
dose. 

In very old people it is a very common circumstance for 
irritating gas to be secreted and to be pent up in the stomach 
and bowels, frequently exploding on the sensorium and 
causing what are called fits, with sometimes intolerable pain 
and anguish, but which may be easily remedied by some of 
the various carminative doses in general use. 

I recollect once of having been hurriedly sent for to visit 
an old lady of seventy-two, suffering from great agony, and 
which the two “ cognoscenti ” Medicos, whom I found in 
attendance, considered to be pleuro-peritonitis, and had the 
old lady’s arm tucked up ready for bleeding! I recom¬ 
mended a carminative draught, in which there was 01. 
Rutm. The effect was apparently miraculous; an explosion 
equal to the cannonading of a ten-gun battery was the con¬ 
sequence of the draught, with immediate relief, and a total 
disappearance of the pleuro-peritonitis. 

Further; is it usual to place a person in the erect position, 
bolt upright, with fits of any kind ? I am aware that slight 
elevation of the head is usual. 

I notice in the periodicals of the day comparisons made 
between the career of Napoleon and the late Duke, which I 
think may not be considered irrelevant to my queries, but 
that some similarity, by some of your numerous correspond¬ 
ents, may be discovered as to the “ exit” from this sublunary 
sphere of the two heroes in question, although neither were 
killed on the battle field. 

A word at parting, as a last Query. Should not much 
caution be exercised as respects vomiting, even with mustard, 
and bleeding octogenarians ? 

M.D., Scrutator. 

REPLIES. 

The Nature of the Green Stools in Infants.—“ An Inquirer” 
puts the following question in ‘ Circular’ of 8th September. 
“ Can any of your readers tell me what is the nature of the 
green appearance in the stools of infants who have not taken 
medicine ? Is it bile, or of some other nature ? ” It appears 
to me that this question cannot be answered very satisfac¬ 
torily. Practical writers on diseases of children have, with 
few exceptions, viewed the green evacuations of infants as 

being bilious in their nature, but 'without adducing any clear 
proof in support of that opinion. Drs Graves, Golding Bird, 
and Simon have rather unsettled the commonly-received 
notions respecting the nature of such discharges, whether ob¬ 
served in infants or in adults. Dr Graves, who has with 
great ability revised, modified, and corrected several medical 
doctrines, which had obtained very general credence until 
his time, in fourth volume of 1 Dublin Hospital Reports ’ 
says—“ That a considerable degree of error has existed with 
respect to a peculiar greenish discharge from the bowels, 
composed of morbid matter secreted by the diseased mucous 
membrance. I was the first who pointed out this fact. All 
practitioners—and among the rest, Dr Cheyne—attributed 
this to an effusion of morbid bile. This error, I regret to 
say, is still prevalent:—you will hear medical men, when 
they meet with this discharge in children, say that it is the 
result of a morbid secretion of bile, and that the child requires 
calomel purgatives to carry it off. It is true that morbid 
bile may irritate the intestinal mucous membrane so as to 
cause an effusion of this green secretion, but still this is 
not bile. Bile, when secreted in large quantities, is never 
green ; it may present a fighter shade of yellow, but it is 
never green. This secretion comes from the surface of the 
small intestines, and is generally the result of irritation. 
What is the consequence of inflammation in other mucous 
tissues—in the eye, for instance, or in the urethra ? Do we 
not see the mucus assume a yellowish, and even a greenish 
colour? The discharge from an irritated mucous membrane 
may assume all shades, from a pale white to a yellow or 
green. I dwell on this chiefly to point out the gross error 
of looking upon the discharges from the irritated mucous 
membrane of the intestines in children, as consisting of 
morbid bile. It is not depraved bile, neither is it to be re¬ 
moved by calomel, or strong mercurial purgatives. What 
does calomel do ? It frequently produces exacfly the same 
state of the digestive tube. You will have, in a patient taking 
calomel, a copious secretion from the intestines, of a deep 
green colour, resembling chopped spinach; accompanied with 
pain of the bowels, and other symptoms of irritation, show- 
the source whence the discharge proceeds.” I shall perhaps 
be excused for quoting so largely the sentiments of Dr 
Graves, for although I am not an Irishman, yet I have great 
respect for this gentleman’s opinions—on every point in medi¬ 
cine they are worthy of very careful consideration, and your 
readers will agree with me in thinking that there is a deal 
of good sense in the above extract; still to my mind the 
reasoning is not quite conclusive. The chemists must have 
their hands largely in this matter ere it can be finally settled. 
Drs Golding Bird and Simon have with praiseworthy zeal 
(for a dirty job it must have been), directed their attention 
to the chemical analysis of green stools, and have stated as 
the result of that analysis, “ that some dark-green stools of 
children owe this colour to blood, which has suffered a cer¬ 
tain chemical change.” And Dr Bird, at the conclusion of 
a paper on the green evacuations of children (‘ Medical 
Gazette,’ September 1845), thus sums up his opinions on the 
subject:—“ I regard the presence of green stools as indica¬ 
tive, not of a copious secretion of bile, but of a congested 
state of the portal system, in which blood is exuded very 
slowly, and in small quantities, so as to allow of the colour 
being affected by the gases and secretions present in the 
intestines: a state of things capable of readily ending in 
malcena, in which the effusion of blood is so copious and 
sudden as not to give time for the occurrence of the changes 
alluded to. 

“ There is, moreover, a peculiarity in the green dejections 
of children, and others whose portal circulation is congested, 
which, so far as I know, is quite distinct from any property 
presented by mere bile under similar circumstances. I 
allude to the effect of exposure to the oxygenating in¬ 
fluence of the air upon them. When first voided, the 
‘ chopped spinach ’ stools are, in the majority of cases, of a 
bright orange colour; and they assume their characteristic 
grass-green hue only after exposure to air. The time 
required for this change varies remarkably. I have seen an 
orange-coloured stool become green in a few minutes; and 
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in the same patient, only a day or two afterwards, many 
hours may have been required to effect the same change.” 

Dr Merei, whose contributions to infantile therapeutics 
(‘Prov. Med. and Surg. Journal’) are not only interesting 
but “ highly suggestive,” is, in several points, opposed to 
the views of Graves, Bird, and Simon. In reference to the 
chemical researches formerly alluded to, Dr Merei remarks 
that “those chemical inquiries are not yet arrived at a 
satisfactory exactness; we do not even know exactly what 
kind of green discharges were the subject of these inquiries 
and then goes on to assert, very positively, the old doctrine 
of the bilious origin of these discharges, in the following 
words:—“ The green bilious discharge, if pure bile, then 
the voided matter is in general not abundant: in young 
children it is of a more yellowish than green colour. The 
essential character of bile is too of a greenish colour (in 
infants it is voided green) at the moment of its evacuation. 
We must be careful not to confound tho green bilious dis¬ 
charge with the discharge, like chopped eggs, mixed with 
mucus, some clots of bile, and caseous coagula of indigested 
milk, or other kind of food ; its smell is disagreeably acid, 
and the whole matter, some minutes after being discharged 
and exposed to the air, becomes green. We know not exactly 
the chemical change which produces this colouration; it 
seems to be an oxydation of some of the elements. Then 
the essential character of this discharge is, that it is yellow 
at first, and becomes green by exposure to air, whilst bile is 
green at the moment it comes out. I shall call this the acid 
sabnrral discharge." I believe now, that until the chemistry 
of “green stools” arrive at a more advanced state, that the 
truth, or an approximation to truth, will lie between the dis¬ 
crepant opinions of unquestionably competent observers; 
and we may just remark, in conclusion, that all green stools 
will not be found to be of a bilious nature, but that some 
green discharges, nay, a great many, will be found to be of 
bilious origin—that yellow stools, which become green on ex¬ 
posure to the atmosphere, are probably very acid, and that 
the presence of this acid in large quantity has, perhaps, a 
great deal to do with the peculiar change of colour which 
takes place under atmospheric exposure. But the truth of 
the whole matter seems to be, that, until our knowledge is 
considerably increased, we must be contented to remain very 
much in the “dark” regarding a subject which is con¬ 
fessedly in a “green" state. 

I am, sir, truly yours, 
A Country Surgeon. 

The Derivation of the word Etiolate.—I see in the ‘ Impe¬ 
rial Dictionary ’ that the word “ Etiolate ” is derived from 
the Greek aiOai, to shine.—I am, yours, &c., W. B. S. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
MEDICAL EDUCATION. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—In your fifteenth number I read a letter from Mr 
James M. Thomas, of St Andrew’s, and I beg leave to offer 
a few observations upon it, in order that I may vindicate my 
own views, not that I am one of the “ abler hands ” Mr 
Thomas invites to pursue his subject. 

After noticing that there is much variety of opinion on 
medical politics, your correspondent proceeds to show, “ The 
druggists, in the first place, wish no medical practitioner to 
dispense his own medicines. The medical practitioners, on 
the contrary, hold an opposite opinion, and think none have 
a more legal or better title to dispense than those who wish 
to temper the dose to the patient; and also, as the best way 
to ascertain the strength of the medicine, they think none 
can be a better judge than he who compounds it.” Now, 
Sir, if Mr Thomas conceives the medical profession are ready 
to subscribe, to these sentences, I will venture to think they had 
better beware what such a politician would lead them to. 
For surely we cannot hold that none have a better title to 
dispense than those who desire to temper the dose to the 

patient, seeing that if this were tenable in law, certain exact 
and summary practitioners could hardly be convicted, and 
terrible stepmothers might mix the lurid aconite as they 
pleased. Neither is there any one in the wide world of 
physic, who, as the best way to learn the strength of a 
medicine, thinks none can judge better than the compounder; 
for, indeed, many other opinions might be quite as useful as 
this in the analysis of a simple, or the composition of an 
electuary. 

Your correspondent then proposes to give a remark or 
two on “ the present aspect of the medical world,” and he 
immediately begins thus: “ First, I would allow the mere 
druggist to compound his medicine, but to be prohibited 
from giving private advice, or even advice of any kind.” 
The countenance of Mr Thomas, in this stern aspect of the 
medical world, is much over-severe towards the poor druggist, 
if, besides private advice,—if this mean medical responses 
from the oracle behind the counter, he also would silence 
responses of every sort from the persecuted shrine. It is 
well indeed that this unkind aspect is only for the present, 
and that it will be shorn of all its terrors when Mr Thomas 
vanishes from the scene. 

Again, after some sentences which I am unable to ex¬ 
pound, we come to the following : “ Is it proper, let me ask, 
that a druggist should compound, prescribe,' phlebotomise, 
extract teeth, dress wounds, and obstetricise, without even 
being asked—What doest thou?” This is a very distinct 
aspect of the medical world. Here we behold the scene 
of an operator’s performances, that are made to rise by 
a kind of culminating progression from compounding to 
prescribing, and from phlebotomising to obstetricising. But 
to the abrupt question with which it is proposed to surprise 
the performer, I object that it would be cruel thus to 
interrupt an operator just at the moment of his pulling out 
a tooth, or cutting into a vein. Upon this aspect, however, 
he remarks: “It may be asked, such a one may possess 
sufficient knowledge, and knowledge itself is the best title 
to its exercise.” This is an unusual manner of question; 
being, in fact, very like an answer, and a good answer it is, 
in my opinion, to Mr Thomas’s whole letter. For, if medi¬ 
cine is a lawful art, why should it not be lawfixl for all to 
practise it who have the ability ? It appears to me against 
the principle of equal law, and arbitrary indeed, to restrict 
the exercise of any lawful calling to select persons, who need 
have no title to follow it but the sanction of civil authority. 
If Mr Thomas thinks otherwise, he will permit it to be sur¬ 
mised that his whole superiority to the prescribing shop¬ 
keepers consists in his possessing a diploma. 

A little farther on (for your space, Mr Editor, I fear, will 
not allow me to pursue the several remarks in order), I find 
an observation so important that, whether it be the ninth or 
the nineteenth aspect of the medical world, I will set it in here 
next as being worthy of a high place. “Let the select 
committee on medical education ponder on the great disad¬ 
vantages regular practitioners have in coping with the drug¬ 
gists, not to mention grocers.” This is a very dismal aspect 
of the medical world, and very properly pointed out to the 
notice of the select committee on medical education; if in¬ 
deed, without the assistance of Mr Thomas, the select com¬ 
mittee could possibly, amid these bright days of learning, 
have let the gloom of so melancholy an aspect pass over them 
unperceived. Woe betide the hour wherein regular medical 
practitioners cannot, but at great disadvantage, cope with 
druggists and grocers—for Mr Thomas did mention grocers! 
Have I the right use of my eyes ? Has Mr Thomas indeed 
clearly shown mo that medical men difficultly and unequally 
cope with mercantile tradesmen ? In what cope ? In the 
knowledge of sinews, muscles, and joints ? In the profound 
mystery of dosing with castor oil, and the famed salt of 
Epsom ? Or is it in something not at all medical that Mr 
Thomas hardly copes with those uncolleged rivals ? Is it in 
grammar, the writing of English, or some lower branch ot 
common schooling ? Is it in logic, rhetoric, or any other of 
those walks of soft literature, or of hard pliilosophy, that 
have for so many centuries been trodden at that venerable 
academic seat, whereof Mr Thomas is the representative in 
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your world-girding 1 Circular ’ ? Against such a sad aspect 
of medical affairs, or rather of medical men, I fervently 
obtestate! May it soon pass away! May the select 
committee, and all committees, and hoards, and senates 
academical, and all who are concerned in the serious business 
of rearing and commissioning medical men, be speedily en¬ 
abled, by an ardent activity, and the blessing of Providence, 
to take effectual order that their licentiates be so thoroughly 
equipped in their proper science, and in all learning colla¬ 
teral and ornamental to their profession, that all men may 
at once confess them persons of the polite order to which 
they aspire; for thus will the superiority and exclusive 
privilege of the licentiate be everywhere settled, admitted, 
and acknowledged, and he never will meet any professional 
antagonism from persons out of, and inferior to his calling, 
who would, with as great effrontery, and as certain ridicule, 
pretend to exercise physic, as to be doctors in divinity, or 
barristers at law. He will have no more cause to complain 
of their rivalry and encroachments than the sun has reason 
to be hurt at the rivalry and encroachments of the moon. 
So that, when your plaintives, Mr Editor, become as much 
superior to their oppressors, as the one luminary is brighter 
than the other, this will make such a decency and prosperity 
of professional affairs that Mr Thomas will be ready to pro¬ 
nounce it the most fitting aspect of the medical world.—I 
am, Sir, Samuel Thomson, M.D. 

Radcliffe. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Your reviewer having very ably analysed my 

abortive plan of treatment, says, “ It is evident that there is 
nothing new in the principle of this treatment, &c.” 

Clearly enough not, for this is but a section of the plan; 
but let me ask if the treatment of the disease by prepara¬ 
tions of potass and rhubarb, in the graduated injections and 
the use, by the patient, of a long tube to his syringe; the 
treatment of chordee by spirits of camphor, that of gleet by 
blistering, and of scalding by hot baths only, to the exclu¬ 
sion of the filthy suppositories, decoctions of poppy heads, 
and the complicated prescriptions of past ages, are not new? 

I feel deeply obliged for the courtesy with which you have 
reviewed my work, but at the same time, like every other 
author, I feel anxious that new and salient points should 
stand out in bold relief.—I remain, Sir, Yours obediently, 

40 Jewin street, City, Sept. 23, 1852. John L. MlLTON. 
[Our reviewer merely spoke of the principle of treatment, 

not of the mode of employment. We have much pleasure in 
giving Mr Milton the opportunity of pointing out the pecu¬ 
liarities of his plan: and our readers can now judge for 
themselves of the extent to which the claim to novelty may 
be allowed. We confess that we cannot ourselves admit the 
claim to the extent demanded.—Ed. ‘Med. Circular.’] 

June 19—Dr Thomas Jefferies, formerly of Liverpool, 
and late of Castle House, Shrew*sbury, at the advanced age 
of 78. The deceased was one of the Vice-Presidents of the 
Provincial Medical and Surgical Association. His name is 
associated with the introduction of Matico to the notice of 
the profession, and with the zealous cultivation of medical 

science. 
September 10—Henry M. Smyth, M.D., at Ballycastle, 

Ireland. 
15 —Hugh M'Cann, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., and L.S.A. 

Ireland, 1848, of Dundalk, Co. Louth, Ireland; at Narro- 
water. 

16—George Bucke, Esq., late of the Madras Medical 
Sendee, at 18 Russell street, Bath. 

16—Sir John Webb, Knt., C.B., K.C.H., late Director- 
General of the Ordnance Medical Department, for many years 
a Justice of the Peace, and Deputy-Lieutenant of the county 
of Kent, at his residence, Chatham Lodge, Woolwich Com¬ 
mon, having nearly completed his 80th year. Sir John was 
posted Assistant-Surgeon in 1794, Surgeon in 1795, Deputy- 

Inspector 1802, Inspector 1809, and Director-General in 
1813. His services are comprehended in the following 
summary : On the Continent under the Duke at the action 
of'Lannoi; at the siege of Mome Fortune; capture of St 
Lucia; the expulsion of the Caribs from St Vincent; capture 
of Trinidad; the descent on the Porto Rico in 1797; the 
reduction of the Helder; capture of the Texel fleet in 1799; 
on the coast of Spain in 1800; the Egyptian compaign in 
1801, including the action of the landing, and those of 
march; taking of Grand Cairo ; the siege of Copenhagen; 
capture of the Danish fleet in 1807; and, finally, the expe¬ 
dition to the Scheldt in 1809. In all, Sir John was on full 
pay for fifty-four years. On the occasion of the creation of 
Eellows of the Royal College of Surgeons, Sir John was 
placed in that rank. He also possessed the degree of M.D. 
The honour of knighthood was conferred for general services, 
but more especially in consideration "of his bravery as a 
volunteer in charge of the British troops off Alexandria, who 
were suffering from the plague, the troops being re-landed. 
This occurrence gave Sir John the opportunity of collecting 
“ A Narrative of Facts, &c., on the Plague among the British 
Troops employed in the Conquest of Egypt,” which he pub¬ 
lished, and which, it is believed, is the only work that issued 
from his pen. Sir John married late in life, but has left a 
widow and children. All who knew the late Director- 
General could not fail to remark the simple dignity of his 
character, his unflinching integrity in all the duties of life, 
and, above all, his love of good works. For many years he 
had been connected with the leading religious societies, and, 
acting with his brother-in-law, the late Rev. A. Brandram, 
of the Bible Society, never failed to bestow all his influence 
in doing good. His health for some years had been failing, 
yet it was only recently that he had ceased performing a life 
of active benevolence. His death will leave a sad blank in 
his circle ; but his good works and good name will ever live. 

20— John Dehane, M.D., St Andrew’s 1817, and 
M.R.C.S. Eng. 1816, of Wolverhampton, Staffordshire, at 
Woolwich. Dr Dehane was late Senior Physician to the 
Wolverhampton Dispensary and Casualty Hospital, and had 
formerly been House-Surgeon to Middlesex Hospital. 

21— Alfred Johnes Impey, M.D., Glasgow 1841, of 
Great Yarmouth; at Cone Hall, suddenly, from epilepsy, 
aged 37. The deceased held the appointment of Physician 
to the Yarmouth Hospital. 

27—Kean B. Osborn, M.D. formerly of the Island of 
Antigua, West Indies, at his residence, Antigua House, 
Abbey Road, St John’s Wood, aged 83. 

27—Charles Alexander Bisset, M.D., eldest son of 
Charles E. Bisset, Esq., Surgeon, Rye Lane, Peckham; at 
the residence of Sir J. L. Goldsmid, Bart, Somer hill, Tun¬ 
bridge, after a few days’ illness, in the 27th year of his age. 

Lately—Dr A. Fitzgerald, of Druglimore, Cork, at 
New York, U. S. 

Death of Napoleon’s Surgeon.—A few days ago, 
Mr John Stokoe, Surgeon, late of Durham, who served in 
the British fleet at the battle of Trafalgar, and was subse¬ 
quently appointed surgeon to Napoleon at St Helena, died 
suddenly at his hotel, just after he had ordered breakfast. 
Deceased had many souvenirs given him by the ex-emperor. 

OBITUARY EXTRAORDINARY. 

We have to record the demise of the ‘ London Jour¬ 
nal of Medicine ’—a happy release for the patient, no 
less than for its bereaved parent. He, however, did his 
duty, and sought the advice of all the young doctors of 
the day, each of whom contributed his quota of assistance, 
but strange to say their prescriptions invariably had the 
effect of hastening its dissolution. It would appear as if 
some wide-spread conspiracy had existed to prevent its 
arrival at maturity, for, born an abortion, it never rallied. 
Sic transit gloria mundi. The worthy father is consoled 
by the adoption of another bantling, ‘ The Provincial 
Medical Journal,’ but his paternal_ cares will, we fear, be 
unable to prolong its existence beyond a single year. 
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MEDICAL NEWS. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who 

passed their examination in the science and practice of medi¬ 

cine, and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, Sep¬ 

tember IGth, 1852. Henry James Franks, Whittlesey, 

Cambridgeshire ; Charles Royston, Harrow house, Padding¬ 

ton ; Stephen Walmsley, Bickerstaffe, Lancashire; George 

Yates, Birmingham. 

King’s College.—A valuable collection of skeletons 
and osteological specimens has just been added to the Com¬ 
parative Anatomy Museum of this College, by the Messrs 
Bellamy, of Plymouth. This collection consists of about 
500 specimens. 

Cancer Hospital.—Hollywood lodge, Brompton, has 
been taken by the Committee of the Cancer Hospital, for the 
reception of in-patients. 

Treatment of the Sick Poor in Workhouses.— 
The inmates of the Infirmary of the Hoi born Union lately 
presented a memorial to the Poor-Law Board, in which they 
complained that their health was greatly injured by the 
closeness and the badly-ventilated condition of the place, 
and also by other nuisances. The Poor-Law Board referred 
the letter to the Board of Guardians, who ordered immediate 
remedial measures. 

Anticipations of Cholera.—A most numerous and 
influential meeting was held in the Court House, Leeds, to 
ascertain it any nuisances existed, and to adopt measures to 
meet cholera, should it visit this country. The Rev. Dr 
Hook, the Rev. Messrs Jackson and Norton, Messrs Garlick 
and Dobson, surgeons, and Mr Baker, factory inspector, 
having addressed the meeting, it was unanimously resolved 
to memorialise the corporation to exercise their power in 
putting down the nuisances that existed, and adopt other 
measures to resist the approaches of cholera. 

Proper Compliment to the Medical Profession. 
—The ‘London Gazette ’ of Friday week announces the ap¬ 
pointment by the Earl of Warwick, the Lord Lieutenant, of 
William Sands Cox, Esq., Professor of Surgery at Queen’s 
College, Birmingham, to be a Deputy Lieutenant in and for 
the county of Warwick. Mr Cox’s commission bears date 
Sept. 3, 1852. 

Sudden Deaths in France.—There have been a great 
number of sudden deaths in Paris lately. The following is 
the return of the deaths in that city during the last month, 
as made by the Prefect of Police The number of deaths 
was 2,301,—viz., 1,222 males, and 1,079 females, being 92 
less than in July. Of these 366 were of infants less than 
three months of age. 

Suicides in the United States.—It is said that 
suicide prevails among the German emigrants in the United 
States, with reference to the natives, in the proportion of 5 
to 1. 

Mr John Pearse has been appointed Consulting Sur¬ 
geon to the Dartmoor Convict Prison. 

Progress of Epidemics.—The outbreak of cholera at 
Stettin is announced, but not officially. The chief president 
of the province of Posen has lost his wife by this pestilence, 
after a few hours’ illness only. On the IGth ult. there were 
30 new cases in Posen, and 8 deaths; 64 were discharged 
cured. All the upper schools 'were to be closed, many of 
the pupils and teachers having been attacked. In Rogasen 
and Kostrzyn the disease has shown itself. There have been 
1G2 cases, 9G fatal, in Konigsberg, from the 2Gth August to 
the 15th September. Two members of the provincial go¬ 
vernment of the province are deceased from the epidemic. 
The unfortunate island of Jamaica is the seat of intense 
distress. For several years epidemic diseases have prevailed 
most extensively, and have caused a frightful mortality. 
Death in that island has counted its victims by thousands 
and tens of thousands, and the virulence of the still preva¬ 
lent epidemics, the exanthemata small-pox and measles, can 
scarcely yet be said to be much abated. Later intelligence 

has arrived, to the effect that the small-pox has at last nearly 
subsided in Jamaica. Some cases of yellow fever are said 
to have occurred in Barbadoes. A fatal case of cholera, the 
fact being, however, unconfirmed,is reported from Kingston, 
in the first-named West Indian island. In St Lucien, diar¬ 
rhoea and fever are in almost every house; the fever, at first 
of a mild type, had latterly assumed a malignant character, 
and has caused great mortality, especially among the ship¬ 
ping. The latest news from Martinique state that the 
yellow fever has extended its ravages from Fort de France 
to the more populous town of St Pierre, and was committing 
great havoc. Dates from Havana to the 2nd instant state 
that yellow fever and cholera continue to rage with great 
violence and malignancy, both on ship-board and in 
the city. Disease is very prevalent to the south and 
west of New York. Several deaths from cholera have 
occurred in Cincinnati, and there were fourteen fatal 
cases of that disease in Rochester in two days. Two 
deaths from yellow fever are reported from Charleston. 
In Posen, on the 17th, there were 24 new cases of cholera, 
and 11 deaths. The disease is abaling, so that one of the 
hospitals is already closed. It has, however, shown itself in 
seven localities in the police district of Buin. The accounts 
from Dantzic are to the effect that the epidemic has reached 
its highest point, and hopes are entertained that the number 
of cases will now decrease. On the 14th there were 41 
cases and 30 deaths ; on the 15th, 25 cases and 23 deaths; 
on the 16th, 16 new cases -were reported, and 17 deaths. 
In Dirschau and its vicinity the malady is also less violent. 
A body of 400 men are to be removed from Posen to the 
district of Liegnitz, those who came from an infected quarter 
first undergoing a disinfecting treatment, as a measure of 
precaution. In Berlin about 30 cases have occurred, of a 
form less malignant, as yet, according to the medical men, 
than that of 1849; it does not indicate much tendency to 
increase. Its existence iu that city has been officially an¬ 
nounced by the Committee of Health. Three hospitals are 
to be prepared,—one near the Waisenbrucke, a second be¬ 
fore the Neurthor, and the third by the Hellesche gate. 
The central hospital is the Oberwall-strasse. In Posen, on 
the 20th, there were 20 new cases, and 9 deaths; according 
to the official reports, that city has lost by the epidemic, from 
the 20th of July to the 20th of September, 1232 of its in¬ 
habitants; the total number of the attacks having been 2491. 
The disease may be said to be prevalent throughout the 
entirety of Poland, but principally in the territory between 
the left bank of the Weichsel aud the Prussian frontier; in 
the former territory of Cracow; and the bordex'ing districts 
of Gallicia; in the Grand Duchy of Posen, especially 
between the left bank of the Warthe and the frontier of 
Silesia ; in West Prussia ; on both banks of the Weichsel; in 
many localities of Upper Silesia; and in Stettin. Its 
appearance in Berlin, though in a comparatively mild form, 
indicates a tendency to proceed westward. From the 22nd 
to the 23rd, only 3 cases occurred in Berlin, nor is the disease 
expected to make much progress at present. On the 22nd, 
in Posen, there were 6 newr cases, and 6 deaths, but not all 
from the attacks on the same day. Ten assistant-physicians 
have been sent from Berlin to the provinces. The accounts 
from Elbing show a decrease in the numbers attacked. 

Chinese Materia Medica.—Dr Percy exhibited, at 
one of the meetings of the Pharmaceutical Society, a collec¬ 
tion of mineral substances used in China for medicinal pur¬ 
poses, forwarded to him from Canton : amongst it are to be 
found arsenious acid, and the two sulphurets of arsenic ; 
litharge, and white lead; calamine, corundum, cinnabar, 
Vermillion, nitrate of mercury, nitric-oxide of mercury and 
calomel; haematite, magnetic iron-ore, and sulphate of iron ; 
native copper, with the sulphate and acetate of this metal; 
sulphate of soda and borax; sulphur, carbonate of lime, 
chalk, stalactite, and fluor-spar, steatite, asbestos, talc, fossil 
crabs and shells, with bones and teeth fossilised, besides 
several other substances as yet unrecognised. 

Sumbul in Delirium Tremens.—St Petersburgh hos¬ 
pital reports say that the root of sumbul proves a rapid and 
desirable means of cure of the delirium tremens of drunkards. 
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

R. 0-—We are not aware that any regulations on the subject 
have been issued. An application should be made to Mr 
Blatch, the Secretary of the Examining Board of the Society, 
who will doubtless supply the necessary information. 

Dr Foreman.—Communication received. 
P-—The interest shown for our “ Mirror ” is gratifying. 

.Every day reveals the fact that authors are quite as anxious 
to see their labours noticed in this department of our Journal, 
as to get them printed in the usual way in the other periodi¬ 
cals. We have invented, as it were, this department. Its 
success depends,and will ever depend, upon the exercise of a 
perfectly unbiassed judgment, with respect to the selection 
of articles, and a discriminating quotation of those portions 
of the articles that convey the author’s views denuded of 
the usual verbiage and periphrasis that go to make up a lec¬ 
ture or contribution. If we once surrender our judgment to 
the solicitations, more or less direct, of writers themselves, 
our readers will soon become dissatisfied, and our “ Mirror” 
will be nothing better than any of the dozen “ Abstracts,” 
and “ Periscopes ” which form the “ heavy matter ” of other 
journals. Will Dr P. take the hint'! Meanwhile we shall 
be giad to have pointed out to us any new facts or doctrines 
that may have escaped our observation; that we may judge 
of the propriety of giving them further publicity. It is not 
enough for any gentleman to complain that his articles have 
not been noticed ; he must be able to complain that we have 1 overlooked novel or important intelligence ; and in that case 
wo shall be too happy to make reparation. A note sent to 
us will always receive attention. 

Studens.—We find we were in error in our last number in 
stating that Mr Highley sells medical works at a lower price 
than the other medical booksellers. Studens will get the 
work lie mentions at Mr Churchill’s or Mr Renshaw’s at the 
same, if not at a lower, price than at Mr Highley’s ; more¬ 
over, these gentlemen sell the* Medical Circular,’ which Mr 
Highley professes to know nothing at all about. 

Dr Aldis.—So'long as this gentleman is at the head of the 
Hunterian School, no student can do wrong in belonging to 
it. A more honourable, conscientious, and painstaking 
teacher does not exist in this metropolis than Dr Aldis. Does 
the hostility of the4 Lancet’ extend beyond the grave? 

M.R.C.S , Kensington, will, on reference to the • Medical 
Directory,’ see that all Fellows examined at the College are 
indicated thus, F.R.C.S. (by exam.) We have not yet 
decided how to distinguish those who have paid for the 
honor ; but it will probably be thus F.R.C.S. (by purchase.) 

A. M. is recommended to Mr Hooper, chemist, Pallmall, for a 
water mattress. 

Rather Ominous.—A friend, addressing Mr Churchill, ob¬ 
served, “ So I bear you have lost your Editor, Dr Bushnan.” 
“Yes.” “ And that he is replaced by Dr-” “Yes,” 
“ Well, I sincerely hope he will do for you.” God forbid ! 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 
Sir,—I beg to hand you the half of a twenty pound note. The 

remaining half shall be duly sent to you if Mr Wakley will, 
for once in liis life, keep faith with the profession, and pub¬ 
lish his ‘ Medical Directory ’ without the names or reference 
to the Homoeopathic practitioners or Homoeopathy. My own 
impression is that he will sell the few noodles whom he has 
induced to support his vexatious and uncalled-for work. If 
he is in this instance true to his text, I beg you will hand 
over the twenty pounds, as a donation, to Mr Propert’s Be¬ 
nevolent College under the signature of 

An Admirer of Honest Dealing. 
M.D. Physiologist writes as follows:—“ Alter an absence of 

a few months I am greatly pleased on my return to London 
to find that your laudable exertions in behalf of the pro¬ 
fession are likely to be crowned with substantial success. I 
allude to your having, single-handed and amidst muclt oppo¬ 
sition, established (for established it really is if we are to 
judge by the improved style and tone) the ‘ Medical Cir¬ 
cular,’ a periodical which must ever meet with the liberal 
patronage of the profession at large.” 

With respect to the other remarks relative to a certain 
query in this Journal, we must inform M. D. that we agree 
with him to a considerable extent. The subject lias often 
engaged our attention, but we are unwilling to be barsli at 
the outset. The evil will correct itself in the end, and if it 
does not then we must do it. We desire to develop as well 
as to instruct. We are obliged to M. D. for the interest he 
takes in the Journal. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 
Sir,—I quite agree with all you say in your reply to Anti-quack, 

last Number. You have the thanks of the whole profession. 
The game is in your own hands; continue to play your 
cards well and you must win. Look at the Medical journals 
of the day—Dr Bushnan has left the • Medical Times,’ and 
what is the result 1 I ask what you need fear. Then the 
‘Provincial’ cotnes to town, and, it is said, under the 
guidance of a very heavy gentleman, whose dead weight 
has hitherto sunk everything literary in which he has 
attempted to swim to fortune and repute. No need to fear 
him, I ween. Tite ‘Lancet’ too:—ask any unbiassed and 
honest member of the profession what he thinks of the 
| Lancet.’ He will tell you that the grave of the ‘ Lancet ’ 
ls dug, and that by itself. Expose its fallacies, and you will 
hasten the last dying speech and confession of that men¬ 
dacious print. Go on, Sir. Do justice to all, and fear none. 
The profession!will support you, and reward your endeavours 
to support them. Your well-wisher, X. Y. Z. 
Folkestone, 25tli September. 

We have thought it advisable to suppress some portion 
of this letter, as our Correspondent will observe. It is wiser 
so to do. Verbum sat. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—In your last number I find the following words : “ It is 

painful in the highest degree to witness the humiliating 
manner in which the name of a great chemist has been em¬ 
ployed to bolster up the reputation of a mere trading firm.” 
Without giving an opinion upon the point at issue between 
you and Messrs Allsopp, I must express my entire concur¬ 
rence in the sentiment I have quoted. I beg leave to en¬ 
close a card which I received ten years ago when practising 
in London, which shows that even then Liebig was repre¬ 
sented as interesting himself in “ the trade 

“ Beamish and Crawford's Bavarian Pale Stout. This 
excellent malt liquor, brewed upon pr nciples personally ex¬ 
plained by Professor Liebig to the manufacturers, has tl e 
brightness, purity, and agreeable flavour of a well-ma uretl 
wine. By the efficiency of the process adop-ed.so thoroughly 
are all substances removed which have a tendency to induce 
biliary or stomachic derangement, that this generous and 
nutritious beverage will be found to exercise its grateful in¬ 
fluence, without exciting any irritating action, on the most 
delicate constitutions, or inducing the least drowsiness in 
persons of sedentary or studious habits. Quarts 7s. p r doz., 
pints 4s. per doz. Sold exclusively by Fulkner a id Bancks, 
12 Villiers street, Strand. Beamish and Crawford’s Extra 
Brown Stout in bottles.” 

This puff about the “ Pale Stout” appears to me not to 
be exceeded in absurdity by the boast made by the famous 
blacking maker of the Strand, “ we keeps a poet.” How¬ 
ever, the good old Brown Stout formerly manufactured in 
this beautiful city, when made pale by the pers mal expla¬ 
nation of Professor Liebig, gradually became paler and paler 
until it gave up the ghost. 

The world’s surely near its end. 
When Liebig’s brewing ale, 

Science aghast laments her friend, 
And e’en Brown Stout grows pale. 

I am yours, &c., P. N. W., M.D. 
The card referred to in the foregoing is a puff on a beverage 

called ‘‘Bavarian Pale Stou1,” brewed on principles ex¬ 
plained by Professor Liebig!—(Ed. Med. Cir ) 

Mu Arthur Guinness (Ex ter).—Your communication lias 
been received. We shall do what is right in the matter re¬ 
ferred to. Thank you for your good wishes. 

Erratum —In Mr Galloway’s communication, p. 358, last No,, 
for “The aspect of her labour was now most marked,” 
read “The improvement in the aspect of her labour was 
now most marked.” 

Communications received from Mr W. Fraser (Soutliwick), 
Mr B. Blake (Camberwell), Dr Wansbrough. 

"I/Tedical Galvanism.—The most 
-LvJL efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 
tile Cure of Disease, is the ELEC i RO-GALVANIC .MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current posses-es qu ntity 
and r.ot merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HOitNE, TfiOltN- 
THWA1TE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Ptice 
SI. 3s., 51. 5s., 81. 8s., and upwards. 



A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, &c. Ac.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can be 
worn on the body, und r the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal college of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Cliirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Acudemie de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventoi ); and the chains are already in extensive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be freely tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in- 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Balcewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co ; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. W. Hoidsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. II 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Sehacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
-Casey; Driffield, W.Turner; Edinburgh, Durcan, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson ; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street ; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe ; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thovnnson ; Hastings, William Mason; Horncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Clt. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlin-on; Liverpool. A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B» Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham,!. Shepperiy; Petworth, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading. W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward; Rochester, T. S. King; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers; St 
Hellers, Jersey, Thos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Sunderland, J. Ititson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C- Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekin ; Newbury, T. Fidlcr ; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge, Samuel Hughes ; Southport Bobt. John¬ 
son ; Wldtchurcb, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Pring 
and Co. ; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Talk; Norwich, H. R. 
Priest; Thrapstoii, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Biud, M.D. F R.S. F.R.C.P. Ac. &z. (published by 
Ills kind permission): — 

.“ We have in this ingenious invention that which 
has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bula, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and alwuys in one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pu[.vlum acker's 
invention too strongly to llie notice of my medical brethren.” 

P ure Cocoa.—Cocoa has been 
designated by Physicians of eminence as one of the richest 

productions of the vegetable kingdom, and when properly prepared, 
is justly celebrated for its peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

So keen, however, has been the avidity to render this article a lu¬ 
crative manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby 
excited, that the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, 
with the sole aim of LOWNESS of PRICE, until Cocoa has been un¬ 
justly brought into disrepute, the public having long become dis¬ 
gusted with numerous vile compounds, which, whether vended under 
the captivating misnomers of “ Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive," “ Di¬ 
etetic,” &c. Ac. are all more or less the most nauseate concoctions, 
and indeed can hardly be considered as deserving any claim to the 
title or character of Cocoa. 

The evils with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly 
manifest to the Medical Profession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN 
ITS PURE STATE) as an article of diet, frequently prescribe and 
recommend it to invalids, as a remedial agent in promoting health. 
The results are, however, too often rendered nugatory by the im¬ 
purity of the article supplied. 

The importance, as well as the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa in 
a genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only secu¬ 
rity adopted by many to guard against adulteration has been to 
procure the Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in 
extracting the entire strength and flavour of Cocoa in this form, no 
guarantee whatever is afforded that the Nuts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude of our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
precludes our devoting a strict and essential supervision to the man¬ 
ufacture of Cocoa ; we have therefore completed arrangements with 
the highly respectable firm of Messrs Henry Thorne and Co. Leeds, 
whose many years’ successful experience in the preparation of this 
article, and the celebrity they have thereby acquired in the Nortli of 
England, together with their uncompromising determination to ad¬ 
here to the principle they originally adopted, viz. to manufacture 
only from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly eschew adulteration in 
any shape whatever, warrant ns in recommending their 

“GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA” 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, and to the 
Public. Your obedient humble Servants, 

Sole Agents for London. 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Family Tea-Men, 8 Ludgate hill. 

IJiggott’s Galvanic Belt, without 
JL acid or any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases and 
Irregularities ol the System produced by the want ot electricity. Mr 
Piggott calls the attention of the Faculty and others to his PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on tho same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, this machine is always ready for use. pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (at the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines excited by acid, with tlia 
current in one direction, from 26s. to 81. 8s. 

Mr Piggott. Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treatise on the above, gratis. 

Francis L. Puckeridge, Sole In¬ 
ventor and Manufacturer of the late Mr R. LISTON'S 

WATERPROOF TRANSPARENT ISINGLASS MEMBRANE 
PLASTERS, now patronised by Mr Liston’s successor, Mr Quain, in 
his hospital and private practice ; patronised likewise by Mr W. Fer- 
gusson, Surgeon, of King’s College Hospital; Mr J. M. Arnott and 
Mr Wormald, of Bartholomew’s Hospital. Used for amputations and 
other serious wounds requiring observation, without exposure to 
the air. 

F. L. P. begs to state, there are two qualities, and it is particularly 
beneficial for Spinal Complaints, Ruptures, Sprains, or any weakened 
part; also, a Defensive Skin, to apply between the wound and the 
lint, and causes less pain in dressing. Likewise, a superior Gauze Lisse, 
waterproof, and not waterproof, of the same adhesive properties as 
the Membrane ; also, superior Tinted Court Plasters and Tinted Gold- 
Beaters’ Skin, by the yard and in cases. 

F. L. P. offers liis most grateful thanks for the encouragement and 
kind patronage he has received from the Medical Gentlemen of Eng¬ 
land and foreign parts, and hopes to merit a continuance of their 
favours, by manufacturing his Plasters with the same unremitting 
care as heretofore. 

May be had of the Proprietor, 4 York Place, Walworth, Sur¬ 
gical Instrument Makers, Chemists, Ac., with improved directions 
how to apply. 

Mr Puckeridge received an Exhibition Medal, 

Fiythian’s Tea and Coffee Esta- 
blisbinent, 430 West Strand, and 1, 2, and 3, King William 

Street, adjoining.—Pure Congou Tea, 3s. to 3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong 
ditto, 4s. to 4s. 8d. Coffee, lOd to Is. 6d. Great reduction in Fari¬ 
naceous Foods. Russian Semola, 5s. per doz., or 6d per lb Tapioca, 
4d.; Sago, 3d.; Mandioca, 3d., or 2s. 6d. per doz. 

Catalogues of prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
Genuine Salad Oil, 7d. and lOd. pe flask. 

Palmer's American Artificial Leg 
“ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philanthropic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all otners that have been hitherto invented, and 
is a valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience 
arising from a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are 
life-like elasticity and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, 
adaptability, and perfection of exterior appearance.’’—* The Lancet,’ 
Jan. 3, 1852. Circulars sent upon application, 

DODGE A OSBORNE, sole maufacturers, 30 Regent street, London. 



SUMrtiwttts. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS AND DRUGGISTS. 

BROWN'S CANTHAKIDINE BLISTERING, TISSUE, 
PREPARED FROM PURE CANTHARIDINE. 

n elegant Preparation, Vesicat¬ 
ing in much less time than the Emp. Lyttae. P.L., easily applied 

and removed, aud will not produce strangury or troublesome after¬ 
sores. It has received the sanction and commendation of the most 
the most eminent Practitioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, 
containing twelve feet, 6s. 6d; and small Cases of six square feet, 
3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN'S TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing twelve square feet, Is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the * New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“ March 1st, 1850. 

“ Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—Tt presents peculiar claims to 
our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which so often follow the appli¬ 
cation of the Emp. Cantharidis are most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many 
trials we have given it, we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the Medical Profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘ Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science’ for 
May, 1850, Published in Philadelphia. 

“We have received from Mr Geo D. Phelps, of New York, 
specimens of BROWN'S CANTHARIDINE BLISTEP.ING PLAISTER 
and DRESSING, with which our readers are doubtless familar as a 
new and exceedingly neat preparation, easy of application and certain 
in their effects. We have given them a fair trial and find they fully 
answer our expectations.” 

" “ Army Medical Department January 16 1847. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr BROWN’S BLISTERING TISSUE has 
been used extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effec¬ 
tive as a vesicatory, wiieu carefully applied, and has not been pro¬ 
ductive of any decree of strangury. 

“ ANDREW SMITH, M.D. 
“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

“ Mr T. B. BROWN, Druggist, 
42 Admiral Terrace, Vauxhall, late Handsworth, Birmingham.” 

Sold by the Sole Consignee, Mr WILLIAM BAILEY, Horseley 
Fields Chemical Works; Wolverhampton ; and all wholesale and re¬ 
tail Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire. 

r Arnott’s Hydrostatic or 
FLOATING BED.—This valuable Invention, affording so 

great relief to all Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to 
the Public greatly improved in manufacture, by which it i3 made 
much more durable, and at a greatly reduced price, which it is 
hoped will conduce to make its advantages more generally available ; 
the price being less than some of the water cushions pretended to 
supersede it, which, though valuable for many uses, can never sub¬ 
stitute the Hydrostatic Bed, as it is obvious there can be no 
floating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

Edward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, 
which remove much of the inconvenience complained of in some 
cases, and give it increased adaptation. 

*** Dr Arnott, the Inventor, lias inspected the beds manufactured 
by Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their 
construction and make. £ s. d. 

No. 1. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, &c. 8 8 0 
No. 2. ditto plain ... 7 7 0 

FOR HIRE. 
No. 1. First Month ... . 1 15 0 

., Second and Succeeding Months ... 1 2 0 
No. 2. First Montli ... ... 110 0 

„ Second and succeeding Months ... 0 17 6 
The Hire of the Bed, with Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be 

paid in advance. 
Manufactured, Sold, and Let out on Hire, by EDWARD SPENCER 

and Co., General Waterproofers, and Manufacturers of all kinds of 
Waterproof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers, Capes, Leggings, Over¬ 
shoes, &c. &c., 18 Billiter street, and 116Fenchurch street, London. 

/Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs I 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, Ac. <fcc. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brodie, Bart., to the late Sir It. Peel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-adjusting Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. 6, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Bath Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

The above can be liar! on Hire. 

Dent's Patent Chronometers, 
WATCHES, and CLOCKS.—E. J. DENT begs leave to inform 

the Public that lie has been AWARDED by the Jury of the Great 
Exhibition of 1851 the ONLY COUNCIL MEDAL given in Horology 
to the English exhibitors; also a Prize Medal for his Patent Mari¬ 
ner’s Compass; and has just received, by order of the Admiralty, a 
premium price for the performance of his Chronometer at the Royal 
Observatory in 1851 and 1852. 

E. J. Dent respectfully requests an inspection of his extensive stock 
of Watches and Clocks. Ladies' elegant gold watches, eight guineas ; 
gentlemen’s, ten guineas; youths’ silver watches, four guineas; 
strong lever watches for engineers and others, six guineas each. 

E. J. Dent, watch and clock maker by appointment to the Queen, 
H.R.H. Prince Albert, and H.I.M. the Emperor of Russia, 61 Strand, 
33, Cockspur street, and 34, Royal Exchange (clock tower area). 
Large chnrch-clock manufactory, Somerset wharf, Strand. 



Argyll Baths, 10 Argyll place. 
REGENT STREET, 

AND AT 5 NEW BROAD STREET, CITY. 

TERMS * 

WARM BATHS-ONE SHILLING EACH. 

Reserved Rooms,includingthe Ladies’Department, One-and-Sixpence 
each ; twenty-one Transferable Ticket*, One Guinea. 

Vapour, Sulphur, and Harrogate Baths, 3s. 6d. each—8 for 21s. 
Ho Air, Mercurial, and other dry Fumigating Baths, 5s. each— 

6 for 21s. 
Portable Warm Baths sent out within ten miles of London.—Single 

Bath (with hot linen, &c.). within one mile of Argyll place, 5s.; 
every additional mile, 1 s. extra. 

An idea may be formed of the capacity of these Establishments 
when it is stated that upon their erection and completion upwards 
of 30,0001. has been expended, and that at each place one hundred 
Baths can be given in an hour. 

Health, Economy, and Cleanli¬ 
ness consulted by the use of CULINARY VESSELS, CO ATED 

IN GLASS ENAMEL by Messrs SELBY, JOHNS, and CO., Bradford 
street, Birmingham. 

This novel and elegant application for coating Wrought Iron with 
Pure Glass combines cleanliness with extreme durability, and is one 
of the most important steps in the progress of real sanitary reform, as 
it obviates the evils which result from the employment of copper 
vessels in the preparation of food, pickles, confectionery, &c. Messrs 
Selby, Johns, and Co.’s Glass-enamelled Wareisat the price of the or¬ 
dinary tinned ware, but entirely free from the objection of rust or 
corrosion, so generally complained of, and with ordinary care is ever¬ 
lasting. The following extract from an article in ‘The Lancet’ ot the 
21st February last, in reply to the strictures of ‘ The Lancet ’ upon 
the too frequent presence of copper in pickles, is conclusive upon the 
paramount Talue of Paris’s Patent for culinary purposes:— 

“The glass, as I have incontestibly proved, by a series of carefully 
conducted experiments, resists the action of a very intense heat, many 
degrees higher than is required in culinary processes, and is perfectly 
unaffected by contact with all vegetable acids. In domestic economy, 
vessels of this construction will doubtless, ere long, supply the place 
of many of those which now adorn the well-appointed kitchen. 

“ Wm. White, Consulting Chemist.” 

Culinary and other vessels may be obtained, of every convenient 
form and size, of Messrs Selby and Johns, Manufacturers of Parent 
Glass Enamel, 288 Bradford street, Birmingham, and 68 Upper 
Thames street, London, where, upon application, may be had illus¬ 
trated descriptive catalogues. 

T’he Vienna Easy Chair, price 35s- 
JL —This Chair is stuffed in the much-approved Austrian style, i8 
a great luxury, and suitable for any kind of room. JOHN MAPLE 
begs also to call the attention of the nobility, clergy, and all pur¬ 
chasers of furniture, to his immense stock of modern household 
requisites, the largest in the world— one show-room alone is 200 feet 
long, in which are bedsteads, both in wood and iron, fitted with fur¬ 
niture and bedding, complete; also, every article for the drawing 
room and dining-room, &c. J. M. feels confident that one visit must 
Convince the most dubious that at no othrr warehouse can they get 
such elegant and serviceable articles at so low a price. To prevent 
mistake*, please to ask to see the large room, and note the name, 
Maple, 145, 146, 147, Tottenham court road, and 1 to 6 Tottenham 
place. Established 11 years. 

D inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

“Dinnefor.l’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of wliat the 
preparation ought to be.”—* Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to Its extensive and increasing 

sale among the public, is now very largely employed in dispensing ; 

for which ihe cheapest and most convenient form is is the Stone 

Jars, half gallon, 5s. 6d.; gallon, 9s. Gd.; specially adapted for the 
use of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To be had from the manufacturers, DINNEFORD'S and CO., Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable Wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 

India Pale Ale.—-W. Younger and 
Co. Paul’s Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their 

friends and the Public, that they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale . in casks of 9 gallons at 9s. and 12s. 
Also their Superior Edinburgh Ale ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong and Rich ... ditto 9 ditto at 16s. and 20s. 
And Superior Porter and Stout ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLED. 
Pale Ales, 5s. qts. and 3s. pnts.; Edinburgh Ale, 7s. and 8s. qts., 

and 4s. and 4s. Gd. pnts.; Stout, 3s. 6d. and 5s. qts., and 2s. and 
3s. pnts. 

Five per Cent, allowed for cash. 

J. W. WATSON, Manager. 

LADIES’ BELTS AND BANDAGES. 

NO LADY SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE. 

some of the most useful articles in his esta¬ 
blishment. They are worn by those who are 
delicate in their constitution, since they sup¬ 
port the Back and Abdominal Muscles, giving 
the greatest possible comfort before and after 
Accouchement. It is impossible in an adver¬ 
tisement to explain the utility of these Belts; 
they prevent the bearing down so much com¬ 
plained of by L idies, and in all cases where 
the stays are of very little use. In fact, most 
eminent Accoucheurs keep one by them in 
case of Haemorrhage. The prices are 21s., 
31s. 6d., and 42s. each. 

For Measurement, size round at A, B, 
and C. 

And depth, from A to B and C. 

LOOK TO YOUR LEGS. 
If they swell, or the veins are enlarged, get one of BAILEY 

ELASTIC STOCKINGS. It is a well-known fact, that many valuable 
lives have been lost by neglecting to get a proper Bandage or Stock- 
ing. A Cotton Stocking, to draw on without the trouble of lacing, 
7s. 6d.; very strong, 13s. Gd.; fine Silk, 15s.; stout Silk, 21s. each. 
KNEE CAPS, 6s. Gd.; Silk, 10s. 6d. each. Circumference of the leg 
is all that is required. 

Post-office Orders to be addressed to WM. HUNTLY BAILEY, 41S 
Oxford street, London. 

N.B.—A Catalogue may he had by sending a postage stamp. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 

TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

'edicine Chest and Dressing 
__ Case Maker. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of 

Parliament. Emigrant Chests, &c.. for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample 
Cases, Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c., Sic, 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H. 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Spring we ileb, solicits a continuance of their 
patronage. 

ousso. (Brayera Anthelmintica.) 
THE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE-WORM. 

Mr. KEATING begs to inform the profession that he has just re¬ 
ceived by the “ Sultan ” a supply of the new crop of this invaluable 
drug, hermetically sealed in Abyssinia, which he begs to offer the 
profession at Is. 8d. the ounce, postage free. 

N.B.—A Treatise on the Tape-worm, with the means for its removal 
by the New Remedy, “ Xousso,” may be had, price 6d., iree by post. 

79, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London. 



CLERICAL, MEDICAL, and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 
ADVANTAGES OFFERED.. 

EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured may reside in most parts of the world, without extra charge, and in all parts, 
by payment of a small extra premium. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

The small share of profit divisible in future among the Shareholders 
being now provided for, without intrenching on the amount made by the regular business, the Assured will hereafter derive all the 

benifits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, complete freedom from liability, secured by means of an ample Proprietary 
Capital—thus combining in the same office all the advantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to £850,000, and the Income exceeds £1150,000 per Annum. 
CREDIT SYSTEM.—On Policies for the whole of Life, one half of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit 

and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may be paid off at any time. 
LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in existence live years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 

value. 
BONUSES.—FIVE Bonuses have been declared; at the last in January, 1852, the sum of £131, 125 was added to the Policies, producing 

a Bonus varying with the different ages from 24| to 55 cent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from £5 to £12 lOs. 
per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

The Bonuses applied in reduction of Fremium on many of the Policies which have participated in three or more divisions, have been 
sufficient not only to extinguish the whole of the Premiums, but aho to add a Bonus to the sum a sured, which will be further augmented 
at every succeeding division. 

The following are examples;— 

Sums 
Assured. 

No. of 
Bonuses. Original Premium. 

Bonus already added to 
Sums Assured since the 
extinguishment of all the 

Premiums. 

£ 
1000 5 

£ 
82 

s. d. 
11 10 Extinguished. 

f s. d. 
337 11 0 

1000 4 S2 0 10 ditto. 114 0 0 
1000 3 125 0 0 ditto. 193 5 0 
1000 3 100 5 0 ditto. 106 10 0 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Policies participate in the Profits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid be¬ 
tween every division, so that if only one year’s Premium be received prior to the Books being closed for nny division, the Policy on which it 
was paid will obtain its due share. The books close for the next Division on 3 th June, 1856, therefore those who effect Poliices before the 
30th June next will be entitled to one year’s additional share of Profits over later assurers. . 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses may either be received in Cash, or applied at the option of the assured m 
any other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATING —Assurances may be effected for a fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Premiums for term Poli¬ 

cies aie lower than at most othtr Safe Offices. 
PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are Indisputable except m 

cases of fraud. 
INVALID LIVES may be assured at rates proportioned to the increased risk. 
POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and of every age, and for any sum on one life from £50 to £10,000. 
PREMIUMS may be paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, but ifa payment be omitted from any cause, the Policy can be revived within 

fourteen Months. 
The accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the inspection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure, 

A copy of the last Report, witli a Prospectus and forms of Proposal, can be obtained of any of the Society’s Agents, or will he forwarded 
free by addressing a line to 

GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 

95 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, Loudon. 
N.B. A Fee of One Guinea is allowed by this Society to the Medical Attendants of all Persons proposing to assure. 

w M. Colchester, Pharmaceutical Chemist and Manufacturer of 
. - _ CONCENTRATED PREPARATIONS, 2 Crown street, Hoxton square, London, respectfully informs Gentlemen of the Medical 

Profession, wishing for superior Concentrated Preparations and Infusions, that a List of his Concentrated Medicines (many of which are pre¬ 
pared only by him) with their prices, is sent free by post on application; and that all orders to the amount of 1l. 10s. and upwards are sent 
to any railway station within 150 miles of London, carriage free, on the receipt of a Post office order to that amount, the cost of which can be 

■deducted. 
Medical Gentlemen ordering Colchester’s Liq. Sennae Comp, through other houses are requested to observe that Mr C. cannot be an¬ 

swerable for any withobt his signature 

. 

on tile label; the celebrity this preparation lias acquired, and the increased demand for it since its first introduction by Mr Colche 
1845 (vide ‘ Lancet,’ January 10th, 1846, page 41, and January 31st, page 142) having induced some parties to prepare imitations of it 

Colchester in 

lYTational Assurance and Invest- 
JL 1 MENT ASSOCIATION, 

7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 
Established May 1844? 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with those 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. The plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot be adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com¬ 
panies 

Prospectuses and full information may be obtained by application 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 
Kingdom. 

PETER MORRISON, Managing Director. 

P rices of Medical Bottles, Best 
Quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW 

CLOSE, CITY. 

6 oz. and 8 oz. GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

1J oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 

Druggists’ Sundries, and every Requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 
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UNDER THE ESPECIAL PATRONAGE OF 

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

AND 

FIELD-MARSHAL 

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE ALBERT, 

K.G., K.T., K.P., G.C.B., and G.C.M.G. 

Che Royal Naval, Military, and 
EAST INDIA LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY, 

Established a.d. 1837, 

FOR GENERAL INSURANCE ON LIVES, 

13 WATERLOO PLACE, LONDON. 

DIRECTORS. 
Colonel Sir FREDERIC SMITH, M.P., K.H., F.R.S., R.E., 

Chau man. 

JAMES FREDERICK NUGENT DANIELL, Esq., Dcpu'y 
Chairman. 

Admiral the Right Hon. Sir G. 
COCKI5URN, G.C.B., Rear- 
Admiral of the United King¬ 
dom, and Admiral of the Fleet. 

General Sir THOMAS BRAD¬ 
FORD, G.C.B., G.C.U. 

Lient.-Gen. Sir HEW D. ROSS, 
K.C.B., Deputy Adjutant- 
General Royal Artillery. 

Captain Sir GEORGE BACK, 
R.N., F.R.S. 

Lieut.-General TAYLOR, C.B., 
E I.C ' 

Lient.-Gen. EDW. WYXYARD, 
C.B. 

Lieut.-General ARNOLD, IC.1I , 
K C 

ARCHIBALD IIAIR, Esq., M.r> 
Capt.WILLIAM LANCEY.R.E 
WM. CHAltD, Esq.,Navy A gen . 
WILBRAIIAM TAYLOR, Esq. 
Major-General Sir JOHN ROLT, 

K.C.B. 
Major F. S. SOTIIE3Y, C.B.. 

E I C S 
Lieut -GeneralSirG. POLLOCK 

G.C.B. 
Captain WILLIAM CUPP AGO 

R.N. 
Captain MICHAEL QUIN, R.N 

BANKERS—Messrs Coutts and Co., 59 Strand. 
PHYSICIAN—Robert Lee, Esq., M.D., F.R.S., 4 Savile row. 
COUN EL—J. Measure, Esq., 4 Serle street, Lincoln’s-inn field; 
SOLICITORS—Messrs Garrard and James, 13 Suffolk street. Pall- 

mall East. 
ACTUARY—Tolin Finlaison, Esq., President of the Institute <> 

Actuaries. 

ASSURANCES are GRANTED upon the lives of persons in 
every profession and station in life, and for every part of the world, 
with the exception of the Western Coast of Africa, within the 
Tropics. 

The Rates of Premiums are constructed upon Sound Principle 
with reference to every Colony; and by payment of a moderat 
addition to the Home Premium, in case of increase of risk, person 
assured in this office may change from one climate to another, with 
out forfeiting their Policies. 

A liberal Commission is allowed to Solicitors and Agents intro¬ 
ducing Assurances, and Medical Referees are remunerated in all 
cases submitted to them for their professional opinion. 

Four-fifths of the Profits are divided amongst the Assured. 

TABLE T. EXHIBITS THE NECESSARY PREMIUMS FO t 
THE ASSURANCE OF KOI. ON A SINGLE LIFE. 

Age. One 
For 

Year. 
For 

Seven Years. 

Annual Pre¬ 
mium for the 
whole of Life, 

withoutProfits 

Annual Pre¬ 
mium for the 
whole of Life, 
with Profits. 

£ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
15 0 14 9 0 16 6 1 9 10 1 15 2 
20 0 17 7 0 19 7 1 13 11 1 19 5 
25 1 1 1 1 3 0 1 18 7 2 4 3 
30 1 4 4 1 6 7 2 3 11 2 9 9 
35 1 8 2 1 10 6 2 10 6 2 16 6 
40 1 12 0 1 14 2 2 18 3 3 4 5 
4*» 1 15 9 2 0 5 3 9 3 3 15 7 
50 2 4 6 2 10 4 4 3' 3 4 9 9 
55 2 15 1 3 3 4 5 0 10 5 7 6 
60 3 11 0 4 5 11 6 5 C 6 12 6 

JOSEPH CARTWRIGHT BRETTELL, Secretary. 

lale India Ale and Stoat, 4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. 61. per dozen Pints; Scotch Ale, 5s. pel 

dozen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
Captains supplied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, 
from 30s. per dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD 
and WATSON, 10 C ement's lane City. 

ITnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
U COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834, 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 

Earl of Courtown 
Earl Leven and Melville. 
Earl of Norbury. 
Earl of Stair 
Earl Somers 

Honorary Presidents. 

Viscount Falkland. 
Lord Elphinstone. 
Lord Belli iven and Stenton. 
Wm. Campbell, Esq. of Tilli- 

chewan. 

London Board. 

Chairman.—CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. 
Deputy-Chairman.—CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

II. Blair Avarne, Esq. 
E. Lennox Boyd, Esq., Resident. 
Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, Esq. 

J. G. Henriques, Esq. 
F. C- Ma tland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. H. Thomson, Esq. 
Thomas Thorby, Esq. 

Medicat, Officeps. 

Physician—Arthur II. Hass ill, E-q., M.D., 8 Bennett street, 
St James’s. 

Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq., 48 Berners street. 
The Bonus added to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31, 

1847, is as follows:— 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ 
5,000 

*1,000 
500 

Years Mts 
13 10 

7 0 
1 0 

£ s. d. 
683 6 8 

£ s. d. 
787 10 0 
157 10 0 

11 5 0 

£ s. a 
6,470 16 t 
1,157 10 0 

511 5 

* Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person 
aged 30 took out a policy for 1,0007., the annual payment for which 
is 241. Is. 8d.; in 1847 lie had raid in premiums 1687. 11s. 8d.; but 
the profits being 2J per cent, per annum on the sum insured (which 
is 227. 10s. per annum on eacli 1,0007.) he had 1577. 10s. added to the 
policy, almost as much as the premiums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and 
only one half n ed be paid for the first five years, when the Insurance 
is for Life. Every information will be afforded on application to the 
Resident Director. 

| mperial Life Insurance Company, 
_L 1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq., Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer. Deputy Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances tor the Whole Term of 
Life has recently been adop e l, by which a material reduction has 
be n made at all Ages below 50 Years. 

Four-fifths, or 80 per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies 
every Fifth Year; and maybe applied to increase the sum insured ; 
t an immediate, payment in cash; or to the reduction and ultimate 
extinction of future Premiums. 

One third of the Premium on Insurances of 5007. and upwards, 
for the Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Debt upon the Policy, 
to be paid off at convenience; by which means 1,5007. may be insured 
for the pre-ent outiav otherwise required for 1,0007. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend Sums of 507. and upwards on the 
security of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term 
of Life, when they have acquired au adequate value. 

Security.-Those who effect Insurances with this Company are 
protected by its large Subscribed Cap.tal from the risk incurred by 
members of Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at re¬ 
duced rates. Samuel In gall, Actuarv. 

ife Assurance Agency in Lon- 
__J DON.—An old-established Life Office is oren to applications 
from persons in London, who may be disposed to devote the whole or 
any port on of their time to the extension of Life Assurance, by 
personal canvass. Parties having connexions among the upper and 
middle classes may find this a source of cons derable emolument. 
Apply, with references, to L. A., care of Messrs. Letts, Son, & Steer. 
Royal Exchange, Cornhill. 

or Varicose Veins and Weak- 
NESS, SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in tex ure, and inexpensive, 
yielding a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any 
temperature, without the trouble of Lacing or Handaging; likewise, 
a Strong, Low-priced Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMINAL 
SUPPORTING BELTS, for botli sexes; those for ladles* use before 
and after accouchement are admirably adapted for giving adequate 
support with extreme lightness—* point little attended to in the com¬ 
paratively clumsy contrivances ami fabrics hitherto employed. In- 

, structions for measurement, in prices, on application, and the articles 
'sent bv post, from the Manufacturers 

POPE and PLANTE, 4, WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

F 



^knlkments 

Medical Transfer and Partnership. 

30 Bucklersbury, Cheapside, Mr Orridge, Medical Transfer 
AGENT, in offering his services to the profession, has the 

honour of being permitted to refer to the testimony of gentlemen of 
the first respectability, between whom he lias been concerned in 
matters of Transfer and Partnership,—a fact that he presumes 
will afford a conclusive and satisfactory proof of the sincerity of his 
endeavours to conduct these transactions in an honourable and 
straightforward manner. 

He takes leave to point out, that the instrumentality of his exten¬ 
sive connexion enables him to offer particular advantages in the fur¬ 
therance of their respective objects, botli to gentlemen who are dis¬ 
posed to relinquish, either wholly or in part, and to those also who 
contemplate commencing practice. 

Mr Orridge is fully aware of the evil of an indiscriminate pub¬ 
licity in matters of transfer, and every care is taken that particulars 
entrusted to him are submitted only to suitable applicants—the 
private nature of the information given being strictly enjoined. 

Gentlemen about to commence, who will favour Mr Orridge with 
the nature and extent of their wishes regarding purchase, can then 
be apprised of appropriate opportunities as they occur. 

On occasions when advice is required, in forming a correct con¬ 
clusions to the woith or eligibility of a practice, Mr Orridge trusts 
that his familiarity with the various contingencies that govern the 
value, will be found of considerable service to those by whom he is 
employed. 

ASSISTANTS.—Principals requiring Assistants are requested to 
transmit some outline of duties, and to forward an intimation as soon 
as suited. Assistants requiring employment are invited to record 
their names, free oi charge. 

Office hours from Eleven to Four. 

Bullock’s Semola.—A highly nu¬ 
tritious and very agreeable Food for Infants, Ladies who are 

suckling, and Invalids suffering from any form of debilty. 
This Preparation recommends itself to the Profession by its uni¬ 

form and known composition, and its accordance with established 
physiological principles. It consists of the staminal principle of 
wheat—the gluten—denuded of starch, as far as possible, to leave an 
agreeable food, adapted to cooking. 

Many leading Physicians and Accoucheurs now recommend it, and 
their report is uniformly most satisfactory. 

For Weakly Children, Mothers who arc nursing, and Invalids 
generally, it is invaluable. Many infants have been fed on it exclu¬ 
sively, and with the best results. 

BULLOCK'S SEMOLA is a most agreeable substitute for gruels; 
it may be cooked in a variety of ways; for which directions are 
given. 

In Packets, Is., 2s. 6d. and 7s. 6d. each, at 22, Conduit street; and 
may be ordered of all Chemists and Druggists, and in the usual way 
through the Wholesale Houses. 

Pure Souchong Tea, perfectly 
free from dye, scent or any deleterious matter with wli'ch the 

ordinary Black Teas abound. Medical Gentlemen desirous of ordering 
Tea for Invalids, may secure the above genuine and wholesome 
beverage in its native purity at SFAKROW’S, 372 OXFORD STREET 
(sixteen doors east of the Pantheon), at 4s., 4s. 4J., and 4s. 8d. 

Price List of Teas, Coffees, and family Grocery, sent, post free, on 
application; and parcels of 21. value and upwards, carriage paid to 
any part of the kingdom. 

M 
NEMO SIBI VIVAT. 

edical, Legal, and General 
MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY, 

126 Strand, London. 
For Healthy and Diseased Lives. 

Registered and Incorporated 1846. 
TRUSTEES. 

James Copland, M.D. 
■J. B. Parry, Esq. Q.C. 
Vere Fane, Esq. 

The Right Honourable the Master 
of the Rolls, M.P. 

James Russell, Esq. Q.C. 
directors. 

John Billingsley Parry, Esq. Q.C. Chairman. 
John Parrott, Esq. 
R. Partridge, Esq., F.R.S. 
R. Quain, Esq., F.R.S. 
Robert Smith, Esq. 
F. T. White, Esq. 
J. II. Whiteway, Esq. 

G. A. Barlow, M. D. 
A. Cornthwaite, Esq. 
F. J. Farre, M.D. 
T. W. Greene, Esq. 
Richard Jebb, Esq. 
J. C. W. Lever, M.D. 
W. J. Little, M.D. 

Profits divisible in 1851 and henceforth annually. 
Loans granted to Medical Practitioners on adequate personal 

security. 
Policy Stamp commuted by a small Annual Payment. 
Tables of Rates (which will he found t > be calculated on the lowest 

ficale compatible with the interests of the Assured), Proposal Papers, 
and every oilier Form for effecting Assurance may he had on appli¬ 
cation to FREDERICK J. BIGG, Actuary and Secretary. 

Head Office, 126 Strand. 

s alt and Co.’s East India Pale 
ALES.—As a general rule, Silt and Co. have been content t° 

let their Ales speak tor themselves ; but the agitation which has 
been going on for the last few weeks in the shape of what may be 
called the Strychnine Controversy lias placed them in a position 
Which seems now to call for a few remarks. It was, perhaps, not 
to he wondered at that the public should be a little startled on the 
first intimation that they were drinking poison every day without 
knowing it; but that a report so vague, so groundless, and so mani¬ 
festly absurd, as that on which the charge of using Strychnine in the 
manufacture of Pale Ales was founded should have more til in a merely 
temporary effect, appeared to them perfectly incredible. At any rate, a 
simple denial of the imputation was,in their opinion.ali that the occasion 
required. Such denial they gave, together with the other brewers of 
Burton, by publishing a declaration to the effect that nothing besides 
unit, hops, and water had ever been used in the composition of their 
ales; and they have all along considered it beneath the proper dig¬ 
nity of a respectable house to do mure than this. They have been 
compelled, however, in sell-defence, to go somewhat beyond their o"ti 
conviction on this point by the extraordinary manner in which 
others in the trade have so pressed their own particular ales 
the notice of the public, as, in effect, to convey the idea, tha» 
no others are genuine. It is, therefore, alike due to themselves and 
their friends, to make the fact known, that whenever a fair oppor¬ 
tunity has offered of submitting their ales to the test of analysis, 
they have sought to avail themselves of it; though in r- ' stance 
alone has this privilege been afforded them, namely, I case of 
Mr Pepper, Professor of Chemistry at the Royal Polytech Institu¬ 
tion, whose certificate they subjoin ; indeed, such has ber e spirit 
in which some of these analyses have iieen conducted, s make it 
evident, that the object was rather to serve private inte than to 
satisfy the public mind.. Still, even this might have bee done with¬ 
out making invidious comparisons, calculated to damage the fair name 
of others. Salt and Co. now take leave of the subject in the full per¬ 
suasion that they will eventually lose nolliing in the public estimation 
by the comparative silence they have maintained during this long 
and, as it appears to them, frivolous controversy. Were it needful, 
they could produce ample testimony to the purity of their ales, as well 
from the medical profession as from private individuals; but they pre¬ 
fer taking the higher ground of conscious rectitude, and a character 
of fifty years standing. 1 heir ales may he had as usual, ei, per direct 
from the brewery, Burton-on-Trent, or from any of their Agents, in 
casks of eighteen gallons and upwards:— 

London Stores, 22 Hungerford wharf. 
Liverpool Stores, 52 Henry street. 
Manchester Stores, 37 Brown street. 
Wolverhampton, Dudley road. 
Dublin, 42 Fleet street. 

(Copy)—“Mr Pepper's > ertificate.—This is to certify that I have 
examined a great many samples of the bitter beer brewed by the firm 
of Messrs Salt and Co., and I cannot discover, by chemical analysis. 
Strychnine in them, or any other matter but that procurable from 
malt, hops, and water. (Signed), J. H. Pepper, F.C.S., A.C.E., Pro¬ 
fessor of Chemistry, Itoyal Polytechnic Institution. To Messrs Thos. 
Salt and Co., Brewers, Burton-on-Trent.” 

Sp: Yin. Rect. — Strength 56c 
overproof. Single gallon, 18s.; two gallons, or upwards, 

17s. 6d. per gallon. At 20s. per gallon, the strength exceeds 60 °. 
Flasks secured for travelling, Is. per gallon. Cash on delivery in 
London is indispensable. 

Henry Brett and Co., Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

P ure and Healthy Leeches.- 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, 

Druggists, &c., that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recom¬ 
mended for Purity, Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, Ac., 66 Far- 
ringdon market, London. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 

inquiries from the country, begs tb state that the following are the 
terms fur inserting Advertisements;— 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Wlioie Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Keynkll and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parisn of St James, Westminster, in the same Connty ; and 
published by Charles Jambs Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adclphi, 
in the City of Westminster.- Oct. 6, 1852. 
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NOTICE. 

Tt is so essential to the CORRECT COMPILATION of the 
J. MEDICAL DIRECTORIES that every Gentleman should return the Annual Circular, whether his name, as it appears, he correct or 

otherwise, ttiut we feel assured we have only to appeal to the courtesy of those Gentlemen who have not yet done so, to ensure an immediate 

compliance with this simple but most important request, due alike to themselves, to the profession of which they are members, and to the 

indefatigable labours of the compilers. 

ennett’s Watches, made ex¬ 
pressly for medical men, b ating dead seconds, with every 

recent Improvement, and most carefully finished: in silver cases, 
12 gs ; in gold ditto, IS gs. Every Watch sold at this Manufactory 
skTfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranieed. 

BENNETTS MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is a 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
appearance. A thousand Thermometers may be selected from, com¬ 
mencing at One Shilling. 

BENNETT, Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to the Royal Ob¬ 
servatory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 
Hi Cheapside. 

inneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
non- greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

'* Dinnefor 1's Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the 
preparation.ought to be."—‘Pharmaceutical Journal,' May, 1816. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed in dispensing ; 

for which the cheapest and most convenient form is is the Stone 
Jars, half gallon, 5s. fid.; gallon, 9s. fid.; specially adapted for the 
use of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To he had from the manufacturers, BINNEFORD'3 and CO., Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable Wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 



MR HOOPER’S IMPROVED 

INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See 1 The Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED -SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Slouching lias taken place. Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Spasms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldniss of the stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Ctrsar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1819; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thom’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February 8th, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

Hphe following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asjfiums, 
JL Unions, &c., that Mr Iloopcr has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will bo happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

they afford. 
Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir 

Addenlirook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford 'Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Haiisliam Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Hplbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmie Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King’s College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmie Hospital 
Millbatik Prison 

miry 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
I’oyal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Koval Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-park Asylum,near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke’s Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevenoaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George’s Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Telgnmouth and Dnwlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
West Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk ami Lynn Hospital 
Warley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that Her Majesty's Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant S flips 
to be provided with liis Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of tlie Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ He had observed in a periodical or 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured his thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
its requested Vy the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, however, by their verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty on tile Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority." 

EXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. Mure recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of ceils, which keep a ieved surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, so that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his couch. Being made of Indit-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, leakage is avoided; 
and Mr Hooper's Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon." 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
also particularly applicable for children’s cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. — 

Hitherto tiie majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise, the cost of the original water-bod, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich und middle classes, but all Institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

W ATEIIPROOF SHEETING OR BED P R 0 T E C T 0 R S. 
Mr HOOIT.I! 1ms succeeded in obtaining Waterproof Sheeting, at a great redaction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected by 

temperature, acids, m r alkalies, and may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 



A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Foltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, tcc. .tec.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket-book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can be 
worn on the body, under the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Koval College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical Chirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academic do Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
•inventor); and the chains are already in extensive use in tiie hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be freely tested at the ltead depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leadenhall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in— 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard; Bath, Bell and Moody ; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. VV. Holdsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. H 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Scliacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey; Driffield, W. Turner; Edinburgh, Duncan, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson ; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany. Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Kolfe ; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, William Mason ; Horncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Cli. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J. M. Hea¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson ; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Drayton, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham, J. Shepperly; Petworth, 
John. A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading. W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Rochester, T. S. King ; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers ; St 
Heliers, Jersey, Tlios. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Croolc ; Grantham, 
Tli. Ekin; Newbury, T. Fidler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge. Samuel Hughes ; Southport lioht. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. H, Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Pring 
and Co.; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Fail?; Norwich, H. R. 
Triest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Hied, M.D. F R.S. F.K.C.P. Ac. Ac. (published by 
his kind permission): — 

.“We have in this ingenious invention that which 
has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a couticiiaoiis uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always iw one dieec- 
*ion.1 can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvebmacher’s 
invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.’’ 

Medical Galvanism.—The most 
efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

the Cure of Disease, is the ELEC PRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current ot 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and not merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HORNE, TIlOltN- 
TIIWAITE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Piice 
31. 3s., 5/. 5s., SI. 8s., and upwards. 

iggott’s Galvanic Belt, without 
add or any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases ar.d 

Irregularities of the System produced by the want of electricity. Mr 
Piggott calls the attention of the Faculty and others to his PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on the same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, this machine is always ready for use, pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (at the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines excited by acid, with the 
current in one direction, from 2Gs. to SI. 8s. 

Mr Piggott. Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treatise on the above, gratis. 

T^ lectro-Medical Institution of the 
J_2 Chevalier LE MOLT, for the application of his Method of 
Electric Frictions, by which powerful currents are applied to the 
body without Shocks or Pains, to the cure of Paralysis, Nervous 
and Rheumatic Affections, Tic Doloureux, Sterility, Impotence. 
Scrofula, Menstrual Irregularities, &c. Twenty-five years’ practice. 
Success attested by the fiist physicians and scientific corporations. 
Obtained the Grand Gold Medal. 

5 Bentinek street, Manchester square. 
TESTIMONIALS OF CURES EFFECTED at the Electro-Medical 

Institution of the Chevalier Le Molt, 5 Bentinek street, Manchester 
square:— 
Sir.—Having been more or less affected with nervousness from my 

youth, I li ive much pleasure in assuring you that I received great 
be'ncfit from your Electric Frictions, which may be compared to a 
current of warm air producing a very agreeable sensation without 
the least pain. The Electric Brush invented by you is a most valuable 
discovery, doing away with the violent shocks so much dreaded, and 
which, judging from my sensations, might he applied to a child in 
arms. I have no doubt that as soon as your valuable establishment 
becomes known, that it must meet with the success it so much deserves. 
—Yours, very respectfully, Josrph Tussaud, Bazaar, Baker street. 

Mis3 M. D., my sister-in- aw, aged 17, has greatly suifered for the 
last eighteen months, by the non-appearance of the catamenia. 
She has now recovered her health and experienced the desired effects, 
after being treated by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Dobguin, 22 
Bentinek street. 

j I declare, after frying many fruitless medical means, that I have 
j been cured by Mr Le Moit’s Electric Frictions, of a very old and 
j painful neuralgia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.— 

V. Ruby, 40 Wigmore street. 

TTavenport’s Syrup of the Iodide 
U of QUININE and IKON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 
“481 Russell square. 

“I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 
Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to he of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the least of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to he) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, AM. M.D. F.R.S., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physical)s. 
“Physician and Professor of Materia Mediea at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anai- 
mia, and, indeed, in ail instances in which the exhibition of iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine alt 
the therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
ef the disorders of childhood. “ Geo. P. May, M.D. 

“ Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. Gs. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON, Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 61. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s, 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of eacli salt. 3s. 6d per lb. 

BI MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d. ner oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and FluiJjExtra^ctspl*. 3d. 
and Is. peroz.; also, the Preserved Juice, os^d.'^eV'ih: as.j'eodni- 
mei’ded by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. « ( r-Atvji-V'- 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at njoderate charges 
to the Profes-ion. *»• L>V.- "L 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist tq JI.B.H. the Luke ot 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 

ft' P;—» *■ jf* ‘ V 
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MR YEARSLEY'S PUBLICATIONS. 

Just published, price Is. 6d. by post 2s. 

Th roat Deafness, and on thePatho- 
JL LOGICAL CONNEXIONS Of the THROAT, NOSE, and EAR, 

through the intervention of th** mucous membrane, reprinted from 
the Author’s work, entitled “ Deafness Practically illustrated." 

By Jas. Yearslkt, M.R.C.S. Em;., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary, Sackville street, <fce. &o. 

London: John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

Just published, Third Edition, 8vo, cloth, 5s. Deafness Practically Illustrated, 
being an Exposition of Original Views as to the Nature, Causes, 

and Treatment of Diseases of the Ear. 

By JAMES YEARS LEY, Surgeon to the Metropolitan Ear Infirmary, 
Sackville street. 

“ A careful perusal has convinced us that the author is correct in 
h s views; his experience has bee i ample, and his powers of observa¬ 
tion and research have been by no means inferior to his opportunities." 
—Medical Gazette. 

“ A thorough acquaintance with the acts and views which it con¬ 
tains must be regarded as essential to tile medical practitioner.”—The 
Lancet. 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho, and all booksellers. 

MR YEAllSLEV’S PAPERS ON HIS 

IVTew Mode of Treating Deafness, 
1 i when attended by the Loss of the Drum of the Ear, associated 
or not with uisclmrge. are reprinted from ‘The Lancet,’ in the form 
of a Pamphlet, Price Is.; or free by post, Is. 4d. 

“ We have ourselves seen the remedy applied by Mr Yearslev in 
sJveral cases of apparently incurable deafness; and in some of those 
cases the effect produced appeared to be almost miraculous. This 
happy discovery1 establishes for our profession another claim to pui.l.c 
gratitude and respect.”—Leading article of the Lancet. 

John Churchill, Princes street, Soho; and all Booksellers. 

In a few days, the Fourth Edition, price 3s. 6d., Throat Ailments, more especially 
on the Enlarged Tonsil and Elongated Uvula, in connexion 

with Defects of Voice, Speech, Hearing, Deglutition, Respiration, 
Throat-Couch, Susceptibility to .-ore Throat, Nasal Obstruction, and 
tile Imperfect Development of Health and Growth in Young Persons. 
By Jas. Ye a list, ey. Esq., M.K.C.S.E., Surgeon to the Metropolitan 
Ear Infirmary', Sackville street, ike. <fc •. 

John Churchill, Princes street. Soho. 

MENTAL DISEASES. Cases exhibiting the Medical 
TREATMENT in MENTAL DISEASES; for the use of 

Students, 5s. 6d. 

OUTLINES of LECTURES on MENTAL DISEASES. 
By Sir Alexander Morison, M.D. 21s. 

Published by Maclachlan and Stewart, Edinburgh. Longman and 
Co. Loudon. 

Also, a very few copies of 

PHYSIOGNOMY in MENTAL DISEASES. 31. 10s. 

Now is ready, 8vo, price 2s. Gd., 

Tracts and Observations on the 
JL PHYSICAL EDUCATION of CHILDREN, especially as 
regards the prevention of Spinal and other Deformities. By Samuel 

Hare, F.R.C.S., &c. 
London: John Churchill, 46 Princes street; and may be had of 

all Booksellers. 

Just published, Svo, in clot i, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 

n True and False Sperma- 
TORRHCEA, with the view to the Correction of wide-spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in General. Translated from the German of 
Dr Pickford, of tiie University of Heidelberg. 

H. BAlLI.lERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, 
New York. U.S. 

0 bservations on the Treatment 

F or Varicose Veins and Weak- 
NESS, SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS 

on a New Principle, pervious, light in tex ure, and inexpensive, 
yielding a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any 
temperature, without the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, 
a Strong, Low-priced Aiticle ior Hospitals and the Working Classes: 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beaut iiul fabric, ABDOMINAL 
SUPPORTING BELTS, for botli sexes ; those far ladies’ use before 
and after accouchement are admirably adnpte 1 for giving adequate 
support witii extreme lightness—a point little attended to in the com¬ 
paratively clumsy contrivances ami fabrics hitherto employed. In¬ 
structions for measurement, in prices, on application, and the articles 
sent by post, from tii • Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4, WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profes-ioti, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

Huxley’s Surgical Stockings, 
KNEECAPS, ANKLETS, &e., still continue to be recom¬ 

mended where artificial support is required, and are admitted to be 
the most efficient contrivance yet introduced for the support of 
varicose veins, weakness, &c.; they are light, porous andinexpensivc, 
and are drawn on like an ordinary stocking. 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new princinle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Par¬ 
ti ulurs, directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded 
by post, on application to Huxley and Co., 5 Vere street, Cavendish 
square. 

aimer’s American Artificial Leg 
“ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philanthropic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all ot iers that have been hitherto invented, and 
is a valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience 
arising from a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics arc 
life-like elasticity and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, 
adaptability, and perfection of exterior appearance.’’—‘ The Lancet,’ 
Jan. 3, 1852. Circulars sent upon application. 

DODGE & OSBORNE, sole maufacturcrs, 30 Regent street, London. 

D r. Fitch’s Patent Abdominal 

of CLEFT PALATE by MECHANICAL MEANS, by John 

Mapleson, Dentist (and Cupper to the Queen). 

“ We recommend a reference to this little brochure by all interested 
in the subject.”—Lancet. 

“Mr Mapleson has had great success in the treatment of cleft 
palate in esses in whiclt the division is so extensive as to preclude the 
possibility of a surgical operation being satis’actorily performed. This 
pamphlet describes his plan and instances cases of its success. We 
have no doubt of the value of this remedial measure, for we happen 
to know of cases in which the author's appliances have been success¬ 
ful.”—Medical Circular, July 28. 

IiigUley and Son, 32 FI ct street. 

SUPPORTER gives permanent relief to Ladies suffering from 
internal complaints, or during mid after pregnancy, prolapsus uteri. 
&c.; a so to Gentlemen, for corpulency, prevention of ruptures or 
injuries from Athletic exercises debility, &c. It will be forwarded to 
Medical Gentlemen for inspection, free, by addressing a line to L. H. 
CHANDLER, GG Berners street, Oxford street. 

“ It is an ingon ous instrument, and is constructed upon correct 
anatomical principles.”—Extract from the ‘ Lancet ’ of Sept. IS. 

entilating Boots and Shoes.— 
Tliis valuable discovery gives instant ease and comfort to the 

wearer, prevents Corns from throbbing, the Feet from swelling or 
being te ider, and keeps them perfectly dry. The inventor solicits 
One Trial, feeling assured that, having once experienced the comfort 
which they give, no person will wear any other. 

Wellington Boots.21s. 0d. 
Best ditto.25s. Od. 
Button ditto . .... 16“. Od. 
Shoes.10s. Gd. 

“ In a sanitary point of view ibis in' entio i is really valuable, and 
in warm climates it must be a great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflicted with tender feet.”—‘The Lancet,’ Feb. 21, 1852. 

To be had of the Patentee, C. MAliSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings- 
land road, London. By sending an old boot or shoe a fit will be 
warranted. 

\ n Improved Mode of Employing 
1 MERCURY by FUMIGATION to the whole bodv, exemplified 

/ 

by cases of its success. To be advised in various obstinate diseases 
of tiie skin, and especially in syphilitic affections. By Jonathan 

Green, M.0., ,kc. x-c., formerly Surgeon, Royal Navy. 
London: Hippolyte Bailliere, 219 Regent street, and 290 Broadway 

New York. 
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The ‘ Monthly Journal of Medical Science ’ (Edinburgh) 
commences with a well-considered article 

‘ On Temporary Albuminuria, more particularly ax occurring 
in the course of certain Febrile or other Acute Diseases,’ 

by Dr. J. W. Begbie. The writer treats of his subject 
under three heads—Desquamative Albuminuria, Inflamma¬ 
tory Albuminuria, and Critical Albuminuria. Under the 
first head he ranges the albuminuria occurring in scarlatina, 
Asiatic cholera, and erysipelas ; under the second head that 
observed in the dropsy after scarlatina; and under the third 
head the albuminous state of the urine in pneumonia, and 
certain cases of typhus. The two first forms of albumi¬ 
nuria have been pretty fully explored, so that we shall limit 
ourselves at present to a quotation of Dr Begbie’s views on 
the third form, or critical albuminuria, especially as mani¬ 
fested in cases of pneumonia. lie remarks— 

“Becquerel, Simon, Andral, Finger, and others, have all 
noticed the not unfrequent occurrence of albumen in the 
urine of pneumonia. Several observers in this country, 
though perhaps on a less scale, have done the same; in 
particular, Dr William Aitken has recorded several cases of 
pneumonia in which albuminuria occurred. The peculiar 
appearance presented by the urine about the critical period 
in acute pneumonia is well known. The urine, perhaps 
clear and transparent, perhaps even pale in colour, though 
in general not remarkable for any of these characters, be¬ 
comes at that time almost suddenly dark and muddy, loaded 
with amorphous urates, which speedily subside in the form 
of a dense deposit. This characteristic is known to all at¬ 
tentive observers, but I do not think that it is so generally 
known, that that urine, cleared as it is by the first applica¬ 
tion of heat from the solution of the urate of ammonia, is, 
by a continuance of the heat, and by the addition of nitric 
acid, caused to manifest the presence of albumen. Such, 
however, I have found to be the case in a large number of 
instances. It is undoubtedly, as Schoulciu and others have 
pointed out, by the increased energy of the kidney that the 
mass, in many cases very large amount, of exudation poured 
into the substance of the lung is got rid of. That exudation 
is found in the urine in a very different form. The deposit 
being for the most part composed of amorphous urate of 
ammonia, of uric acid, and of a large number of very small 
molecules or granules, which are unaffected by heat, and 
unaltered by acetic acid, and which are, I think, to 
be recognised as the debris of the exudation,—finally, of 
albumen, deposited by heat, or on the addition of nitric acid. 
These are the ingredients of the deposit found in the urine 
of pneumonia, this the manner in which the inflammatory 
exudation to a certain extent chemically transformed, but to 
some degree having only undergone a breaking down, is as 
effete matter discharged from the system. In respect to the 
period of occurrence of the albumen, I have already men¬ 
tioned, that about the crisis of the disease is the time I have 
detected it. 

“ By critical period in pneumonia, is meant the time at 
which resolution begins, when the exudation, which had 
rendered a portion of the lung useless—impermeable to air 
—is being got rid of. The occurrence of the albumen in the 
urine I have, on a few occasions, noticed a day or two before 
the more general deposit appeared. This, from observation, 
I was led to regard as a very favourable symptom,—it cer¬ 
tainly was a very interesting one, because, just as certainly 
as the returning crepitation, and the less dull sound on per¬ 
cussion over a condensed lung, indicate the breaking up of 
the exudation, and the return of the air to the previously 
closed vesicles, did the albumen in the urine advertise the 
approach of the more dense deposit, consisting of the amor¬ 
phous urates, &c. The continuance of the albumen is very 
variable. I have never known it to disappear under five or 

six days. In chronic pneumonia, more especially when the 
disease had advanced slowly, and when, as is not unusual, a 
considerable portion of the lung is affected, and when, as is 
certain, cure is tedious, resolution slow, I have found the 
duration of the albumen longer than in acute pneumonia. In 
such instances I have known it to continue for weeks ; it did 
so in one most interesting case, to which I shall presently 
refer. As the duration of the albumen is variable, so is its 
amount. It was always present unmistakeably, allowing no 
doubt of its existence ; often it was present in considerable 
amount, not unfrequently in very large. Such are the facts 
I have observed in regard to the existence of albuminuria in 
pneumonia, or rather in the convalescence from it. In re¬ 
gard to the frequency of its occurrence. I may mention, that 
in almost all the cases of pneumonia admitted into the Royal 
Infirmary under the care of the senior physician during a 
period of nine months, and which I carefully examined, "the 
appearances were such as I have detailed; and that the 
casual examination of many other cases in wards under the 
care of other physicians served to strengthen my belief in 
the almost uniform occurrence of the facts now noted.” 

The author concludes his article with some observations 
on the albuminous condition of the mine in typhus. Dr 
Begbie has found this condition present more especially in 
“ abdominal typhus,” attended with deposits in the intes¬ 
tinal glands and diarrhoea. 

Dr J. Y. Simpson contributes 'to the same Journal the 
fourth of a series of papers entitled 

‘ Contributions to Obstetric Pathology and Practice.' 

One of the subjects of this article refers to the position of 
the patient for paracentesis in ovarian dropsy; and on the 
place of puncture. The doctor offers sundry objections to 
the sitting position, and advises the horizontal—the patient 
lying near the edge of the bed, and turned as much as pos¬ 
sible on her face. Bandages are said not to be required. Dr 
Simpson prefers making the incision in the course of tne 
“linea semilunaris” as being the most dependent situation. 
Another subject of the article is of the ascent of the unim¬ 
pregnated uterus. This displacement, not commonly recog¬ 
nised, occurs chiefly in cases of fibrous growths in the uterine 
parietes. Albuminuria in puerperal arid infantile convulsions, 
and in puerperal amaurosis, constitutes the third topic of the 
paper. The connexion of amaurosis occurring in pregnancy 
with albuminuria is set forth by a recital of cases, and an 
interesting instance of albuminuria, coincident with infantile 
convulsions, is thus described: 

“ Case VI.—A lady, pregnant for the first time, was 
suddenly, when near the full period of utero-gestation, at¬ 
tacked, when rising in the morning, with severe headache, 
faintness, and threatening of convulsions. My friend Dr 
Weir, under whose professional charge she was, saw her 
immediately, and bled her largely at the arm, etc. On 
making a second visit about three hours subsequently, she 
took, when he was present, a most severe fit of convulsions, 
which left her in a state of deep coma. Two hours after¬ 
wards I saw the patient with him. She was still comatose, 
and remained so for some hours subsequently. The child s 
heart, when examined by Dr Weir and myself, with the 
stethoscope, and while the mother was still comatose, had 
only eighty-eight beats in the minute; but in the evening 
it had risen to its usual rate of 130. Next afternoon labou- 
supervened ; the patient was put under the influence of chlo 
roform for some hours; and a living child was bom witliou: 
any recurrence of the puerperal convulsions. The motlie - 
made a slow but perfect recovery. On the third day afte • 
birth, the child began to suffer under a succession of con¬ 
vulsive attacks, which gradually increased in severity during 
the next twenty-four hours, when it was placed for a con¬ 
siderable time under the influence of chloroform inhalation, 
and the fits ceased. After the convulsive attacks supervened 
in the child, Dr Weir and I had two opportunities of examin¬ 
ing its urine; and on both occasions we found the renal 
secretion of the infant, like that of the mother, highly 
albuminous. Some time subsequently the infant died of 
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inflammation of the cellular tissue of the loins and pelvis, i 
We were not permitted an inspection of the body. < 

“I am not aware that any one has hitherto observed 1 
albuminuria co-existing with infantile convulsions; but future < 
observation may perhaps show it to be a common patho- ; 
logical condition in some forms of that disease; and probably 
in the trismus nascentium. In such cases, indeed, the urine ; 
lias hitherto seldom or never been examined, in consequence 1 
of the trouble and difficulty connected with obtaining ( 
specimens of it in the affections of infancy. Albuminuria < 
may yet be found to play also an important part in other i 
diseases of infancy : The induration of the cellular tissue, or 
skin-bound disease (Sclereme—‘ L'Endurcissement oul'CEdeme : 
du Tissn Cellulaire ’ of French authors) is an extremely rare 1 
affection in Edinburgh. I have only seen two cases of it; i 
and, as was stated in this Journal several years ago (see < 
‘Monthly Journal’ for 1843, p.699), in both of these in- . 
stances the urine was coagulable. Hence, at that time, I 
ventured to suggest, that the skin-bound disease itself, or at 
least some forms of sclerema, may be a variety or effect of : 
Bright’s disease in early infancy; the effusion into the cel¬ 
lular tissue which constitutes the marked feature of the 
affection, being so far analogous to the anasarca occurring 
with albuminous nephritis. For the solution of this point, 
affirmatively or negatively, we can only look to some of 
those continental pathologists who have ample opportunities 
of studying the disease in question.” 

The 1 Lancet,’ of Oct. 2nd, contains a Report of a 

‘ Case of Poisoning by two ounces of Arsenic: Recovery,’ 

communicated by Mr Thomas Bryant, of the Clapham road. 
It is thus stated: 

“ W. C-■, aged thirty, single, a butcher, and a noto¬ 
rious drunkard, after having received some act of apparent 
unkindness from an aunt from whom he had 1 expectations,’ 
was induced to poison himself; and on the evening of July 
lltfl, at half-past nine p.m., I was called to see him. On my 
arrival I found him quite drunk, could not gain any informa¬ 
tion from the friends present, and only elicited from him that 
he had taken about three grains of arsenic a quarter of an 
hour previously. As there were no symptoms of poisoning 
present, I returned home and gave him, immediately, an 
emetic of a scruple of ipecacuhana, with one grain and a half 
of tartarised antimony. On my visit to him at half-past 
eleven, p m., I learnt from a friend who was absent when I 
first called, that he had certainly taken at least two table¬ 
spoonfuls of arsenic. The emetic had acted immediately, in 
some measure had sobered him, and had brought up a quan¬ 
tity of dark brown flaky fluid, which, on analysis, contained 
abundant arsenic. The man was very drowsy; skin moist; 
pupils natural; complained of pain on pressure over the pit 
of the stomach; tongue foul, but not injected; bowels 
purged once of a very fluid, foetid stool; pulse 100, full 
and strong. After hearing the true history of the case, and 
as there were no symptoms of vomiting, I applied the stomach 
pump, injecting barley-water (the only thing at hand) till 
it returned almost clear. The fluid -withdrawn was more 
opaque, contained some brown curdy material and some 
arsenic, but not more than ten grains. Not feeling satisfied, 
with this result, I ordered one scruple of the sulphate of 
zinc every two hours until I saw him at half-past eight a.m. 
the following morning. I then found that he had taken 
four doses of the zinc, had vomited considerably after each 
dose, but not continually: the fluid rejected was clear, with 
brown curly flakes suspended in it (containing arsenic), and 
on pouring off the supernatant fluid, the arsenic collected 
was about sufficient to cover a shilling. The man was 
bathed in sweat, experienced slight pain in the abdomen, 
increased on pressure, but at times very severe ; there was 
but little dryness of the throat; tongue foul and slightly 
injected; bowels purged three times; the stools loose and of 
a dark colour; pulse 100, full, but weak; and the patient 
expressed himself as feeling ‘ tolerably well.’ The hydrated 
oxide of iron was given in doses of two ounces every two 
hours, and a dose of castor-oil exhibited. Nine p.m.: 

Nausea, but no vomiting since eleven a.m.; still slight ab¬ 
dominal pain; tongue foul, but very slightly injected; 
bowels have been open three times with pain; motions very 
offensive, of a dark colour, and one looked bloody; pulse, 
100, full, and of more power. 

“ July 13th.—Twelve at noon: Passed a good night; has 
still pain over the abdomen, increased on pressure ; tongue 
the same; bowels have acted twice, but the stools were 
thrown away ; skin moist; no perceptible dryness or redness 
of the throat; pulse 96, full, and of good power ; indeed, the 
man says he is ‘ nearly well.’ Continue with medicine. 

“14th.—Altogether improved; pain in abdomen less; 
skin moist; tongue cleaner and less injected; no nausea; 
bowels open twice, and motions loose, very offensive, and 
dark coloured; pulse the same. Ordered, spirit of nitrous 
ether, two drachms ; tincture of henbane, one drachm and a 
half; water, six ounces ; take one-fourth three times a day. 

“ 15th.—Still improving; no tenderness of the abdomen; 
tongue cleaner; bowels have not been opened; pulse 96, 
and natural. Castor oil, one ounce at bed time; repeat 
mixture. 

“ 16tli—Bowels opened four times, and motions contained 
scybalce and blood; there is no pain in the abdomen, not 
even on severe pressure; tongue foul, but not injected; skin 
cool; pulse natural. Repeat oil. 

“ 17th.—Bowels opened twice, stools depositing a white 
powder, and contained blood ; otherwise much improved. 

“ 18th.—Stools natural, but loose. 
“ 21st.—Has continued daily to improve ; motions healthy 

and solid ; and indeed may be considered well.” 

Mr Bryant appears to have taken great pains to ascertain 
the fact both as to the quantity and the strength of the 
poison swallowed. 

The ‘Medical Times and Gazette’ of October 2, has a 
paper 

1 On Carbuncidar Inflammation of the Lips and other parts of 
the Face,’ 

by Mr Harvey Ludlow. It is unnecessary to detail the 
symptoms of these cases: we shall merely quote Mr Ludlow’s 
observations on the treatment: 

“An equally important and more practical inquiry is 
suggested by the question, whether these carbuncular affec¬ 
tions of the lip begin as a constitutional or a local malady ? 
Unfortunately, however, this is a question that cannot always 
be determined, as sometimes we do not encounter the disease 
till days after its outbreak, and the histories of all the cases 
which fall under our observation are necessarily to a certain 
extent ambiguous, while the evidence for inoculation is 
rarely clear enough to warrant us regarding it as proved, or 
entertaining more than strong suspicions respecting it. Being 
thus in the dark with reference to its outset in certain cases, 
and knowing for sure that vigorous local treatment, com¬ 
bined with constitutional remedies, have in many instances 
produced the happiest effects, I think we shall do well, under 
doubtful circumstances, to look upon these affections as 
simply local, and to treat them promptly with local appli¬ 
cations, incisions, and caustics afterwards, if necessary, until 

, we see clearly that the constitution is suffering from second¬ 
ary disease, and such treatment unavailing. After this, per¬ 
sistence in local measures is a grave error; it is worse than 
ministering to a symptom,-—it is ministering to a whole 
disease, by demolishing the feeble bulwarks which oppose it. 
After the incisions have been made, it is of the utmost ad¬ 
vantage to apply a strong caustic to the woimds. I have 
seen instances in which nitrate of silver has been used with 

i unequivocal benefit: but lint, steeped in undilute nitric acid, 
and placed in the wounds, is by far the most efficacious 

; remedy of this description with which I am acquainted, it 
acts on the disease as it acts on sloughing phagedama; by 

f its application, the character of the existing inflammation, is 
; changed, and processes of great vigour, which advance with 
[ speed to a favourable termination, are substituted for a low, 
i unyielding, and destructive inflammation which pervades the 
; affected tissues. Extreme repugnance to the use of this 
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powerful caustic seems to possess the minds of English sur¬ 
geons, and it was long before I could reconcile myself to its 
employment. I am convinced, however, that it saves the 
necessity of making manifold incisions, and consequently 
preserves the patient from loss of blood; that its application 
is not more painful than the incisions themselves, and the 
benefits resulting therefrom, in all cases, both slight and 
severe, are great and rapid. Leeches arc often of service 
when pain and tension exist; but they should hardly ever 
he used when the system is low and the pulse sinking, and 
should always be used sparingly, as the object is not to 
abstract blood, but only to relieve suffering. The medical 
treatment apparently most beneficial is such as was pursued 
in the majority of cases here detailed. It must, of course, 
be.regulated by the powers of the pulse and the amount of 
existing depression. Strong beef-tea, nutritious broths, wine, 
and brandy; tonics, such as liq. cinch., combined with 
chlorate of potash,—a salt whose virtues are extolled by Dr 
Latham as applicable to all diseases in which the blood is 
poisoned,—these remedies, judiciously administered and per¬ 
severed with, will seldom fail to rally the constitution and 
restore the patient. As in fever, so here ; our aim should 
be, not directly to cure the disease, but to suppoil; the pa¬ 
tient during its continuance, to animate nature to the 
struggle, and enable her to throw off her antagonist. To 
borrow a simile from Dr Watson,—although we cannot 
quell the storm, wo may seize the helm, and steer the vessel 
safely through it. At present, we know of no remedy that 
disarms the carbuncular poison as mercury disarms the 
syphilitic.” 

There is also a report in the same journal of two inter¬ 
esting cases 

1 Of Syphilitic Affections of the Tongue' 

under the care of Mr Paget, at St Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
The first case was one of a large projecting tumour, extend¬ 
ing backwards from the tip, an inch and a half on the left 
side. Its borders were abraded—it was of a dull red colour, 
and moderately soft and doughy to the touch. The second 
was a case presenting a large slightly-excavated sloughing 
ulcer on the right side and tip, and nearly an inch and a 
half across. It was circular in shape, smooth and tawny, 
and exhaled a foetid odour. With respect to these cases Mr 
Paget observes: 

“Both of these cases furnish forcible illustrations of the 
anti-syphilitic virtues of iodide of potassium; and than the 
latter none could better exhibit its superiority over mercury 
in the treatment of certain forms of the disease. Up to the 
time when the patient came under Mr. Paget’s care, she had 
been taking a long course of mercurials ; her general health 
was undermined, and the local disease was still advancing. 
After one week’s employment of the means prescribed, a 
rapid process of healing had set in, some of her distressing 
symptoms were quite removed, and improvement in her 
general condition was plainly manifest. The subsequent 
cure was also most satisfactory and complete. Syphilitic 
affections of the tongue are almost always tertiary, and 
coincide in their time of occurrence with periostitis, ulcera¬ 
tions of the skin, &c., over which class the almost specific 
powers of the iodide are generally acknowledged. Practical 
observers, indeed, appear to be nearly unanimous in con¬ 
sidering this remedy much superior to mercury for the 
treatment of all the tertiary diseases, while it is not to be 
compared to the latter for the secondary class, and, in the 
primary one, is wholly useless. 

“ It is often extremely difficult to distinguish malignant 
indurations of the tongue from those of a syphilitic origin, 
and it is chiefly because the two preceding cases exhibit 
some interesting features of diagnosis that we have intro¬ 
duced them here. In the first, the advanced age of the pa¬ 
tient was in favour of cancer; but the softness of the 
tumour, the presence of white stains, and the co-existence 
of other venereal symptoms, were conclusive evidences of its 
true character. The peculiar white markings which are so 
commonly found on the mucous membrane of the mouth of 

those suffering from constitutional syphilis, although not ex¬ 
clusively confined to that disease, are yet very valuable in¬ 
dications of the probable nature of the affection they accom- 
pan}'. They are seldom seen in cancer, although the tongue 
is frequently covered with a very thin fur, which, when dis¬ 
tributed in patches, might easily be mistaken for them. 
The attempt to scrape it off will, however, at once distin¬ 
guish them, for these stains are in the epithelium, not upon 
it, and cannot be removed. Occasionally punctiform, they 
more commonly occur as broad, flat patches, much resem¬ 
bling thin films of bluish milk; at other times they are 
slightly raised, and of a dead white colour. The tongue- 
and the lining membrane of the cheeks are their usual seats,, 
more especially just within the commissures of the mouth ; 
and it is rare to sec a syphilitic ulcer or abrasion of these 
parts which is not surrounded by a white border. When 
existing on the back of the pharynx, they have been com¬ 
pared by the Irish surgeons to the slimy tracks left by snails. 
It is interesting, that in one case of undoubted cancer, in 
which the tongue was covered with white marks, the patient 
stated that they had existed long before the disease came. 
He had in one eye the remains of iritis, probably syphilitic. 

“ In the second case, the age of the patient and the history 
of the previous diseases helped out the diagnosis of an ulcer 
which, as far as its appearance went, might easily have been 
taken for a cancer. There was, however, one important 
feature in which the sore itself differed from what is 
usual in the latter disease. The induration, though great, 
was exactly co-extensive with the ulceration, no hard, cir¬ 
cumscribed lump extending into the substance of the tongue. 
It is common in syphilis for masses of induration to form in 
the lingual substance, but they never possess a defined 
border, always adhere to the superjacent mucous membrane, 
and have not the extreme hardness of cancer. The earliest 
stages of the latter, even before the formation of any of the 
scirrhous nodosities, are frequently marked by another 
character, for the sake of illustrating which we shall adduce 
the following case, the subject of which is now a patient in 
St Thomas’s Hospital.” 

The ‘ Medical Times and Gazette ’ contains a report of a 
case by D. W. H. Ashley, entitled, 

‘ Fatty Degeneration of the Heart and Kidneys—Death from 
Angina Pectoris.' 

As descriptive of a pathological lesion, only recently known 
or appreciated by the profession, and offering an exponent 
of obscure symptoms of great gravity, the case deserves to 
be recorded. The usual signs of fatty degeneration were 
observed in the parietes of the heart, whose post-mortem 
appearances are thus described:— 

“ Excessive accumulations of fat on the anterior surface; 
the organ much hypertrophied; general softening and dis¬ 
coloration of its substance; the parietes of the left ven¬ 
tricle particularly flaccid and attenuated, assuming the 
appearance well described by Rokitansky •—‘ The muscular 
substance is flabby, and much relaxed; of a faded colour, 
capable of heing easily torn, and infiltrated with free fat.’ 
This attenuation, softening, and degeneration would have 
induced me to consider it not improbable, had life been pro¬ 
longed, that rupture of the walls might have supervened. 
The author before cited states, that ‘ however we might be 
disposed to imagine that fatty metamorphosis would fre¬ 
quently terminate in spontaneous laceration of the heart, 
such is very rarely the case, even when the fatty degenera¬ 
tion extends to the left ventricle, which, as the ordinary seat 
of spontaneous lacerations, would seem predisposed to this 
lesion.’ And, again, Hasse says:—‘ It might appear that 
the softening attendant upon fatty infiltration of the heart 
must render it prone to rupture; the fact, however, of rupture 
being almost exclusively restricted to the left side of the 
heart, is opposed to the assumption a priori, and in truth 
there are not more than four definite cases of the rupture of 
fatty heart upon record.’ The cavities of the heart were 
empty; the lining membrane of a dark congested colour; 
the column® carme hypertrophied ; the bases of the aortic 
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valves ossified ; bat no atheromatous disintegration or ossi¬ 
fication of the inner boat of the aorta; the coronary arteries 
were also free from ossific deposit. The adipose substance 
was peculiarly oleaginous, fat globules adhering to every¬ 
thing that, during the examination, came in contact with the 
heart.” 

The kidneys were also in a state of fatty degeneration:— 
“ The left kidney much hypertrophied; the superior ex¬ 

tremity assumed a remarkable appearance; the cortical 
portion had a nodulated exterior ; on dividing these apparent 
excrescences (in number about twelve), concretions, varying 
from the size of a walnut to that of a currant, were found 
encysted; the walls of the cysts were imbedded in degene¬ 
rated fatty tissue beneath the tunica albuginea ; these mor¬ 
bid products were of a light and porous nature, and con¬ 
sisted chiefly of uric acid; the largest weighed sixty-five 
grains, was racemose, had three projections very irregular 
in outline, with a rough surface, the colour dark brown; 
the cysts contained, besides these adventitious formations, a 
limpid fluid. The inferior extremity of the kidney had 
been entirely converted into fat. The supra-renal capsule 
had also undergone the same metamorphosis. 

“ The right kidney.—The whole of the medullary, as well 
as cortical substance, had not only been transformed into 
adipose tissue, but its texture was pulpilied, and had the 
appearance of partial disintegration.” 

Dr Thos. K. Chambers continues his able articles, under 
the title of 

‘ Decennium Pathologicum,' 

in the same journal. This paper is very elaborate, its object, 
being to detail the proportionate frequency with which the 
different organs of the body wore affected with tuberculosis, 
either without or with the conjunction of the lungs. The 
facts are tabulated ; and it is evident that great labour has 
been expended on the inquiry. One point of this paper is 
so interesting and practical that we shall place it before our 
readers:— 

“ The connexion between ulceration of the rectum and 
pulmonary consumption has been supposed to be more inti¬ 
mate than I think we are justified by the post-mortem expe¬ 
rience of St George’s Hospital in admitting. To weigh 
against these 15 cases, in which it was united to tubercular 
disjase, there were 16 others in which the examination after 
death showed the patients to be free from such affection. In 
five of these there was an external opening near the anus; 
in 1, a recto-vaginal; in 2, a recto-urethral; in 3, a blind 
fistula; in 2 it opened into the peritoneum ; and in 1 into a 
ptoas abscess; in 3 the ulceration did not extend beyond 
the mucous membrane. A case is also recorded in which 
the fistula, as well as other lesions, was dependent on 
malignant disease of the parts. It is true that, at first sight, 
14 to 17 is a considerably greater proportion than the deaths 
with tuberculosis bear to deaths without that morbid condi¬ 
tion. But it must be remembered, that a large number of 
the latter are due to acute diseases occurring in healthy per¬ 
sons, to morbid states of the brain, external parts, &c., which 
have allowed the general system to be kept in tolerable 
health, while the phthisical are sedentary chronic invalids. 
Patients of this last description are of course more liable to 
such a disorder of the rectum than others, without there 
being any necessary connexion between it and the nature of 
their disease. It must also be taken into account, that fistu¬ 
lous patients, with no pulmonary disorder, are usually 
operated on and cured, while those who are affected with 
chest symptoins are most commonly left alone, and bear the 
inconvenience with them to the grave. Under these circum¬ 
stances, I do not consider that we have sufficient evidence of 
the peculiar dependence of fistula and ulceration of the 
rectum upon pulmonary tuberculosis. I do not know any 
occasion on which this argument is of so much practical im¬ 
portance as in the valuation of life for insurance, and in 
that commercial calculation to look upon fistula ani as alone 
a proof of a tubercular diathesis, and to ground thereon a 
diminution in the value of life proportioned to that ten¬ 
dency, may lose the office many a good customer. 

“ The question must be viewed as entirely distinct from one 
which oftener occurs practically than the above pathological 
point; I mean the propriety of operating for a fistula in con¬ 
sumptive cases. Where it has existed for a long time, so as 
to be an established derivative to the system, and where the 
pulmonary disease is far advanced, there can, I conceive, be 
no doubt it is unwise to run the risk, and disturb the course 
of nature, so as to disarrange the balance of a constitution 
already vibrating between the powers of resistance and 
decay. If this is done, and the patient sinks, we cannot but 
attribute the shortening of his days to our interference.' But 
when the fistula is recent, when a small part only of the lung 
is affected, and a fair stock of vigour remains, I do not think 
the cure of this harassing inconvenience should be forbidden. 
No doubt, in some cases, a rapid increase in the pulmonary 
symptoms has followed such treatment; but does such a 
rapid increase never happen to the cases where the fistula is 
untouched ? Why are wo to argue post hoc ergo propter hoc, 
in one case more than the other ? 

“ Ulceration of the rectum is commonly noticed to be a 
disease of the middle and later periods of life, and to be rare 
in youth. When associated with tuberculosis it still pre¬ 
serves the same character, by exhibiting a less excess in the 
junior periods than any other lesion that accompanies tuber¬ 
culosis. The ages of those affected were—13, 20, 22,20, 2S, 
28, 31, 40, 44, 45, 55, 60, 60, and 2 of unknown age. The 
ages of those who had ulcerated rectum, and were free from 
tuberculosis were — 20, 24, 25, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 40, 44, 44, 
47, 50, 52, 59, 62. It will be seen by these lists, that the 
proportionate numbers of the two classes—viz., tubercular 
and non-tubercular ulcer of rectum—were closely similar; 
and thus a fresh addition is made to the probability, that 
there is less connexion between this ulceration and the 
morbid deposit under our consideration than is commonly 
supposed. ” 

In a recent number we gave an extract of a report of a 

case of • 
‘Reinversion of the Uterus' 

by Mr Canney; and it is our duty now to state that Mr 
George Todd, "of West Auckland, has communicated a paper 
on this case to the 1 Medical Times and Gazette,’ in which 
he states that the case was his own, that he attended the 
patient in her accouchement, and, before the placenta was re¬ 
moved, discovered an inversion of the uterus, which he imme¬ 
diately reduced. The patient was subsequently seen by 
Mr Wilson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, who was perfectly 
satisfied that the reinversion had been accomplished. How 
then could Mr Canney have performed the operation five 

months afterwards ? 

Mr Coulson continues in the ‘ Lancet’ the report of his 

lectures on 
‘ Lithotomy and Lithotrity.' 

The subject of the present lecture is the form and use of 
the various instruments (figures of which arc given,) that 
have been employed for the removal of a calculus. 

Dr Forbes Winslow’s second lecture 

1 On the Medical Treatment of Insanity' 

is reported in the same journal. The pith of the lecture is 
comprised in the following quotation : 

“ With these prefatory observations, I will concisely sub¬ 
mit to you the conclusions to which I have arrived in relation 
to this much-vexed question. I believe insanity (I am now 
referring to persistent insanity, not those transient and 
evanescent forms of disturbed mind occasionally witnessed,) 
to be the result of a specific morbid action of the hemispherical 
ganglia, ranging from irritation, passive and active congestion, 
up to positive and unmistalceabh inflammatory action. This 
state of the brain may be confined to one or two of the six 
layers composing the hemispherical ganglia; but all the 
layers are generally more or less implicated, in conjunction 
with the tubular fibres passing from the hemispheres through 
the vesicular neurine. This specific inflammation, from its 
incipient to the more advanced stage, is often associated 
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with great vital and nervous depression. It is, like analo¬ 
gous inflammations of other structures, not often accompanied 
by much constitutional or febrile disturbance, unless it loses 
its specific features, and approximates in its character to the 
inflammation of active cerebritis or meningitis. This state of 
the hemispherical ganglia is frequently conjoined with active 
sanguineous circulation and congestion, both of the substance 
of the brain and its investing membranes. The morbid 
cerebral pathological phenomena—viz., the opacity of the 
arachnoid, the thickening of the dura mater, its adhesions to 
the cranium, the depositions so often observed upon the con¬ 
voluted surface of the hemispheres, and on the meninges, 
the hypertrophy, scirrhus, the cancerous affections, the indu¬ 
ration, the depositions of bony matter in the cerebral vessels 
and on the dura mater, the serous fluids in and the ulcera¬ 
tions upon the surface of the ventricles, the alterations in the 
size, consistence, colour, and chemical composition of the ve¬ 
sicular neurine and fibrous portion of the brain—are all, in 
my opinion, the results, the sequelae, more or less, of that 
specific inflammatory condition of the hemispherical ganglia 
to which 1 have referred. It does not necessarily follow that 
ilmfms et origo rnali of insanity is invariably to be traced to 
the brain. The preliminary morbid action and irritation are 
often situated in the heart, the stomach, the liver, the bowels, 
the lungs, or the kidneys, the brain being secondarily 
affected; nevertheless, in all cases inducing actual'insanity, 
the hemispherical ganglia are involved in the morbid action. 
The most recent pathological doctrine propounded to explain 
the phenomena of insanity—I refer to the views of a recent 
writer—that derangement of mind is the effect of ‘ loss of 
nervous tone,' and that this loss of nervous tone is ‘ caused by 
a premature and abnormal exhaustibility of the vital powers of 
the sensorium ’ — conveys to my mind no clear, definite, or 
precise pathological idea. It is true that we often have, in 
these affections of the brain and disorders of the mind, ‘ loss 
of nervous tone.’ and • exhaustion of vital powerbut, to my 
conception, these are but the effects of a prior morbid con¬ 
dition of encephalon, the sequelce of specific inflammation of 
the hemispherical ganglia. To argue that insanity is inva¬ 
riably and exclusively the result of ‘ loss of nervous tone,’ is 
to confound cause and effect, the post hoc with the propter 
hoc; and would, as regards therapeutical measures, act as an 
ignis Jatuus, alluring us as pathologists from the right and 
legitimate path. I feel anxious that my views upon this 
important subject should be clearly enunciated, and not open 
to misconception. I think much mischief has arisen from a 
belief in the existence of active ordinary cerebral inflamma¬ 
tion in cases of insanity, for it has led to the adoption of 
treatment most destructive to life, and has seriously inter¬ 
fered with the permanent restoration of the reasoning powers. 
Nevertheless, insanity is occasionally complicated with acute 
cerebral symptoms sufficient to justify us in the cautious use 
of somewhat active measures for its removal. . . . 

“ In ninety per cent, of the cases of acute mania there is 
found in the brain and its meninges a state of sanguineous 
congestion, particularly of the hemispherical ganglia, com¬ 
bined with alterations in the grey nervous matter. In form¬ 
ing an opinion of the actual pathological condition of the ce¬ 
rebral substance, we should remember that, particularly in 
public asylums, it is a rare occurrence for recent cases to be 
admitted; that the acute and sub-acute active cerebral con¬ 
ditions have subsided, and the disease has assumed a chronic 
form, before the patient is examined and placed under treat¬ 
ment ; consequently many deductions recorded by patholo¬ 
gists have been based upon the study of chronic, and not of 
acute, mania. A large per-centage of the cases, before ad¬ 
mission into our natioual asylnms, have passed through the 
primary and acute stages, and have probably been subjected 
to medical treatment. This fact must never be lost sight of 
in forming our opinion, not only of the nature of the disease 
itself, but of the medical treatment necessary for its cure. 
In private practice the acute forms of insanity are often met 
with; but even with the advantages which the physician 
can command, of investigating the earlier stages of deranged 
mind, he otten discovers that the mental affection has been 
allowed to exist and slowly progress for a considerable period, 

no treatment, either medical or moral, having been adopted 
for its removal. It the incipient form of insanity, particu¬ 
larly when it manifests itself in plethoric constitutions, has 
been sudden in its development, is the result of physical 
causes, and is connected with the retrocession of gout," or is 
rheumatic in its character, there can be no doubt the nature 
of the changes induced in the brain is more allied to that 
of inflammation than that of nervous exhaustion. The 
attacks from the slow and insidious operation of moral causes 
are less likely to be accompanied by active symptoms. In 
many instances the maniacal excitement is asthenic or atonic 
m its character, resembling the delirium of the last stages of 
typhus fever.” 

The ‘Medical Times and Gazette’ of October 16 contains 
a communication bvDr Wm. Kramer, of Berlin, entitled 

Toynbees Anatomico-Pathological Discoveries examined.’ 

Dr Kramer criticises Mr Toynbee’s presumed discoveries 
with much severity, but we shall best describe the character 
and scope of the article by quoting the preliminary and 
concluding sentences. 

“Mr J. Toynbee's ‘Pathological Researches into the 
Diseases of the Ear’ (‘London Medical and Chirurgical 
Transactions,’ 1811, 1843, and 1849), and ‘ Some Observa¬ 
tions on the Pathology of those Affections of the Ear which 
produce Disease in the Brain ’ (Ibid, 1851), specious as they 
are, both by the large amount of self-performed dissections 
and the astonishing abundance o’ notes about them, have 
been considered by the profession, at home and abroad, as 
highly valuable contributions to the pathology of the dis¬ 
eases^ of the ear. Mr Toynbee himself has not hesitated in 
deriving from his researches and observations certain diag¬ 
nostic and therapeutic principles, whose practical value and 
consequences require the most careful examination into the 
truth of their anatomical base. 

“This examination ought not to be objected to Mr Toyn¬ 
bee s modest declaration ‘ that it would as yet be premature 
to attempt to deduce any very extensive general conclusions 
as to the causes of deafness, and the nature of the diseases 
of the ear, from the dissections now brought under the notice 
of the profession.’ Mr Toynbee, indeed, ‘deduces’ from 
his abstracts a great number of conclusions worthy to be 
taken into earnest consideration, viz., that — 

“ 1st. Diseases of the internal ear, as a cause of deafness, 
is a matter of rare occurrence. 

“ 2nd. The deranged state of the mucous membrane lining 
the tympanic cavity is one of the most common pathological 
conditions of the organ of hearing— 
whereby he has allowed himself to be led to prescribe 
remedial measures, * attended with an almost unhoped-for 
success.’ 

“ The whole of these principles, measures, and success, 
being in direct opposition to what I have been taught by an 
extensive aural practice of upwards of twenty-two years, it 
is a matter of the highest interest for me to make out whether 
Mr loynbee has well selected and accurately performed 
his dissections or not,—whether they are failing in number, 
as Mr Toynbee affirms, or rather in exactitudq. In my 
opinion, the latter is here the case.” Dr Kramer here enters 
into an elaborate examination of the points in dispute, and 
thus sums up the argument: 

“ Conclusions.—l. It may be assumed as a truth, that the 
only successful method of illustrating the pathology of 
diseases of internal organs is, to dissect these organs when 
diseased. Mr Toynbee, therefore, has not been promoting 
our knowledge of the nature of diseases of the ear by dis¬ 
secting the ears of 731 persons, of the deafness of which he 
has been entirely ignorant. 

“ 2. Typhus fever, dropsy, scarlatina, measles, enteritis, 
syphilis, consumption, and many other fatal diseases, being 
very apt to affect the mucous metnbraues of the ear, without 
any connexion with previous deafness, Mr Toynbee, quite 
ignorant of the organic condition of the ears of 184 persons 
‘ known to be deaf,’ who died of the above-named fatal dis¬ 
eases, cannot possibly be deemed entitled to deduce from the 
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post-mortem appearances of these 184 persons any inferences 
as to the causes and the seat of their ‘ known deafness.’ 

“ 3. There is no doubt that the origin and the successive 
development of morbid symptoms are not to be ascertained 
but by observing them in individual cases. Mr Toynbee 
having neither observed himself, nor quoted from other 
authors, one single case of the development of diseases of 
the cerebellum, the cerebrum, the medulla oblongata, from 
primitive affections of the dermis of the meatus externus, 
the mucous membrane of the tympanic cavity, the cochlea, 
and vestibule, we may confidently conclude his statement, 
that 1 each of the cavities of the ear has its particular division 
of the encephalon to which it communicates disease,’ to be 
in no way proved. 

“After illustrating in the above paper the purely theo¬ 
retical character of Mr Toynbee’s researches and observations, 
with all their false consequences and conclusions, I cannot 
forbear to communicate to my English professional brethren 
a tabular view of my aural practice from 1830 to 1849, in¬ 
cluding 4,000 persons whose ears I examined by means of 
both my speculum auris and catheter. I beg my reader 
here to be satisfied with this pathological sketch of the sum 
of real, not fancied, diseases of the ear, and to consult, for 
full diagnostic and therapeutic details and convincing proofs 
of the success of my management of these diseases, the second 
edition of my work on Diseases of the Ear (1849), and my 
Aural Medicine in the years 1849 and 1850 (1851).” 

An elaborate table is then given of the pathological lesions 
of diseases of the ear, from which we extract the following : 

Sum of the Cases of Diseases of the Auricle 8 
„ „ Meatus Externus - GG0 
„ „ Membrana Tympani 944 
„ „ Middle Ear - - 411 
„ „ Inner Ear - - 1977 

4000 

We confess that it is rather a startling announcement, on 
the part of Mr Toynbee, that he has actually dissected more 
than 900 ears; and we do not wonder that Dr Kramer should 
attach little belief to such an extraordinary statement. 
Every anatomist will admit that it will take not less than 
twelve hours to make a dissection of the ear. At this rate 
Mr Toynbee has spent three years in such work. We should 
he sony to believe that he had thrown away so much valua¬ 
ble time, especially as we are quite unaware of any beneficial 
result, either in the region of discovery or therapeutics. 
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HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 

ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 

ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III. 
a.d. 1400-1711. 

{Continued from Number XVII.) 

Many physicians possessed church livings in the period 
upon which we are entering, as in the earlier ages they were, 
nearly all ecclesiastics. Neither bachelor nor doctor of 
physic could marry when the dogma of celibacy was im- 
posed upon the Catholic clergy (1); but he could hold rich 
benefices. The Roman church disliked this arrangement, 
and when it attained the plenitude of its power, and 
triumphed over the Emperor and kings, determined that it 
should exist no longer. Prelates and archdeacons were forbid 
to practise under pain of excommunication in the Synod of 
Rheims, 1131; in the councils of Montpellier, 1162; Tours, 
1163; Paris, 1212 ; and the Lateran, 1139, 1215. This in¬ 
junction was repeated in severer terms, a.d. 1220, 1247, and 
1298 ; when Rome partly' succeeded, by the usurpation of 
the investiture, in its grand scheme of diverting church pro¬ 
perty' entirely from the purposes of natural science, and 
lodging it in the hands of mere theologians—more tractable 
instruments of ambition and superstition than the disciples 
of Galen. The lower clergy, deacons, sub-deacons, and 
monks were permitted to practise physic, and to pursue 
secular studies, but not to shed blood; as the value of their 
benefices was inconsiderable, the church was indifferent in 
the matter of their appropriation. Some medical historians 
deem the papal acts which laid a ban upon ecclesiastical 
physicians a subject of gratulation. Sprengel imagines that 
the church adopted this measure to escape the contempt of 
the cavaliers for physic (2). The existence of this contempt 
is, however, problematical, and the facts admit of a more 
evident explanation. When the church obtained its immense 
possessions, the clergy' {denis') embodied, like the priesthoods 
of Egypt and Asia, the learning of the nation; they were 
the students, pi'ofessors, repositories, teachers of the Anglc- 
Saxon cyclopaedia of science. The poetry', the history, the 
natural philosophy, the music, the architecture—all the arts 
—all the professions were branches of that religious Catho¬ 
licism. What works and what memorials did Alcuin, Bede, 
Dunstan, Adhelm, Bacon, the scholastic writers, the body of 
the clergy, transmit to posterity ? Sermons and homilies ? 
Few of these. But innumerable scientific treatises, and the 
cathedrals, the eternal temples, the realised ideas of a new 
architecture, the groundwork of a new civilization. To this 
clergy the people cheerfully devoted tithes and a liberal share 
of the public property. As a branch of the learned body 
(clerus), physicians possessed church property : they were 
deans, prebends, abbots, bishops; in other words, they dis¬ 
charged the easy duties, and received the revenues of these 
lucrative offices. When the Pope excommunicated a bishop 
for practising physic, what was this in reality ? Simply de¬ 
priving a physician of his bislioprick. As kings remunerated 

-—♦- 
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(1) Jean Despois, who took the bachelor's degree, a.d. 
1395, forfeited the licence of the faculty of Paris by marrying, 
hut was restored on the death of his wife. And Charles de 
Mcauregard, dean of the faculty in 1443, was deprived of all 
his titles; as he, three years afterwards, not only married, but 
married a widow. This regulation was pronounced impinm et 
irrationals, and abolished by Cardinal d’Estouteville, a.d., 
1452. Rech. Historiques sur le faculle de medicine de Paris. 
Par J. C. Sabatier, p. 35, 36. An able note, which I regret not 
having seen earlier. 

(2) Hist, de Med. vol. 2, p.350. 
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the state officers and lawyers, so they rewarded physicians 
by the grant of church livings, and continued’to do so, not¬ 
withstanding the papal decrees. For this, however, a dis¬ 
pensation was generally obtained. The following are 
examples:— 

1087. Of the two most skilful physicians of the time who 
attended William the Conqueror in his last illness, Gilbert 
was Bishop of Lisieux, Goulard, Abbot of Jumiges. 

130G. Ed. I * * dilecto clerico nostro Magistro Michalao 
de Tyngwyck medico nostro praesentavimus ad ecclesiam de 
Recolure. * * Gratiam velitis facere specialiter quod idem 
M. Nichol dictam ecclesiam de Recolure, una cum ecclesia 
de Colleshull Sarum diocesii (quern adeptus fuit ante praesen- 
tationem sibi factam de ecclesia Recolure,) &c. * * 11 
September (3). The Pope granted the dispensation here 
required. 

1307. The queen presented Johannes de Fontibus, clerk, 
her physician, to the prebendary of Rothomagin. (3). 

John of Gaddesden was prebend of St Paul’s, in the stall of 
Ealdland. (4). 

1422. Henry VI, Pierre d’Alcobasse prays the Duke of 
Gloucester, the King’s uncle, to grant bis humble et foiall 
oratour, phisicicm de mesme le Roy, the prebendary in the free 
chapel of St George, at Windsor Castle. Le Roy la 
yrante. (3). 

1423. Plaise, See., pur doner et presenter John Swan- 
wych, Maistre d’Art et Bachelier en Phisick, a l’eglise de 
Bradfeld. Le Roy la grante (3). See also 22 Henry VI, 
1444. 

1455. There is a letter in Rymer addressed to the Bean of 
Salisbury—“ a proved man in the craft of medicine ”—re¬ 
questing his professional attendance (3). 

1522. 14 Henry VIII. We grant to our doctor in physic, 
E. Fynche, the prebendary in the church of St Stephen’s, 
Westminster, now vacant by the resignation or dismission of 
Doctor Linacre, 20 Nov. (3). 

1523. Moscriff, Wolsey's medical lecturer was admitted to 
the reading of the sentences on condition of answering twice 
in the schools, and preaching four times in St Mary’s 
Church (5). Phreas, a distinguished doctor of physic, was 
created Bishop of Bath and Wells by Pope Paul II, in 1465. 
Linacre and Chamber (d. 1549) were in holy orders, and 
had several church preferments; Chambre was physician to 
Henry VIII., and Dean of Westminster. W. Turner (d. 1568) 
a zealous apostle of the Reformation, and physician to the 
Protector Somerset, was Prebend of York, Canon of 
Windsor, and Dean of Wells. W. Baley, licensed to practise 
physic, 1558, was about the same time made Prebend of 
Wells ; he afterwards became physician to Elizabeth (6). 

There is little room for astonishment then, that the 
bishops, deans, or vicars-general were appointed by the 3 
H. VIII, c. 11, ann. 1511, to examine with doctors of physic 
and surgeons, all who sought a license to practise. 

The church allowed labour to follow its natural course 
into sectional departments, but it allowed no division of the 
property. Poets, musicians, architects, historians, statesmen, 
physicians, alchemists, botanists, philosophers, all professors 
of the liberal arts, were gradually dispossessed of the common 
patrimony under a religious colour. Science was persecuted 
in its attempts at free inquiry; Bacon was cast into prison, 
and the Inquisitiou was founded. The avarice of Rome 
soon recoiled upon its own head ; the learning which the 
people had endowed in conjunction with their religion was 
no sooner abandoned, than the Minstrels, and Dante and 
Chaucer and Petrarch, at the head of the literature of the 
age, attacked popes, priests, monks, and friars with the 
keenest weapons of satire. Wicliffe preached, and the Re¬ 
formation, by a sudden revulsion, tore her hoarded spoils 
from the arms of the Catholic hierarchy. At the Reforma¬ 
tion, much of the property, nominally appropriated in the 

(3) Rymer’s Foedera. 
4) Freind’s History of Medicine, vol. 2, p. 291. 
5) A.Wood’s Fasti, 1521. 

6) Aikiu’s Biog. Mem. 

monastries to learning, and to general education, was con¬ 
fiscated—the remainder was granted to the theologians 
almost exclusively; in the next century English episcopacy 
was temporarily annihilated. So also the Gallican clergy—• 
no longer incorporating the science and art of France—were 
entirely deprived of the ecclesiastic revenues ; and the priests 
are now paid as the professors of science are paid in France 
out of the taxes. The same happened in Prussia. 

The expulsion of physicians from the church was less 
disastrous to medicine. The ultimate separation of this 
science from theology was inevitable. Let us suppose that 
when the secession took place, physicians had carried with 
them a share of the common property of science, and that a 
medical hierarchy had been founded, comprising as many 
orders as were recognised by the Roman law under the 
emperors (7); and living on the tithes and public endow¬ 
ments. Would this arrangement have been more advan¬ 
tageous than that which actually took place? Such a con¬ 
stitution would provide the profession with a fixed income, 
derived, not from the poor, but from the affluent; and the 
supervision of skilful inspectors would repress abuses : the 
fabric looks attractive, but, by destroying the direct con¬ 
nection between labour and remuneration, it would prove 
unwieldly, inefficient, and unstable in practice. What a 
door would the medical establishment open to idleness, inap¬ 
titude, corrupt patronage, and heart-burnings! In physic, 
the voluntary system, where the patient and physician mutu¬ 
ally arrange the terms of attendance, is the best for the 
public, and, unquestionably the most favourable to science ; 
for an establishment always has its articles of faith; the 
body gains nothing by innovation ; it is a bitter enemy of 
progress; novices, before they are initiated, swear an eternal 
faith in its doctrines, and wear that adamantine chain around 
the intellect which can never be broken asunder (8). When 
medicine, no longer slumbering in bishoprics, was cast out, 
and derived riches and fame from society in proportion to its 
apparent value, science grew conscious of a new vigour; the 
wing did not flag ; and, unfettered, soared in the wide ex¬ 
panse of nature, till she held communion with the undying 
light, and found in the buoyant elements her home. 

Medical teaching seems to have gone on languidly in the 
English universities until Cardinal Wolsey founded a lecture 
at Oxford, “ the chair of which,” says Antony Wood, “ did 
hold T. Moscriff, because he was a person of singular ingeny.” 
(1522). (9) The medical professors read either Hippocrates 
or Galen at eight o’clock in the morning. Linacre, at his 
death in 1524, left lands for two physic lectures in Oxford, 
and one in Cambridge, but nothing was done before the 3rd 
Edward VI, when eminent persons in the schools read the 
lectures, which were afterwards settled in Merton College. 
The readers were bound to expound and read the books of 

(7) Five, seven, or ten Archiatri populares were appointed 
in every city: and the archiatri palatini placed at. the head of 
the orders, were designated by titles of high rank, prcesul 
spectabilis comes, speclabilis, and perfeclissimus vir, vicarius, 
dux. The archiatri were paid in g>ods and in salaries, that 
they might attend the poor; they possessed immunities from 
taxes, and other privileges; chosen by the citizens, the choice 
was confirmed by examinations and the emperors. Cod. 
Theodos. L. xiii. Tit. 3. Cod. Justin. L. x. Geschichte der 
lie ilk mule von J. Hacker, v. 2, p. 1—19. 

(8) Ce n’etait pas en effet avec le doute philosophique que 
la Facultd accueillait les iddas ou les decouvertes nouvelles; 
e'etait avec une sorte de fanatisme qu'elle les rejetait de son 
sanctuaire comme autant d'heresies sacrileges. Sabatier, p. 
73. Antimony, opium, mercury, bark, the doctiines of Har¬ 
vey, inoculation, were all denounced by the faculty of Paris, 
while it retained an ecclesiastical organization. Moliere makes 
the Bachelor of Medicine characteristically swear : 

Essere in omnibus 
Cousultationibus 
Ancieni aviso 

Aut bono 
Aut mauvaiso. 

(9) Hist, and Antiq. of the University of Oxford, by A. 
Wood. 
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Galen and Hippocrates in the public refectory of that Col¬ 
lege, to any of the University that would please to be their 
auditors. Several shaggling lectures were also allowed. 
The Anatomical lecture was proposed November 17, 1628, 
and had attached to it a yearly stipend of 25/. The Regius 
professor was appointed reader, and had to pay 21. or SI. to 
a skilful surgeon or dissector, towards ordering and burying 
the body. Dr Clayton delivered the first lecture on the 12th 
of March, 1624. T. Clayton succeeded his father in 1647; 
“ but never-,” remarks the historian, “ as I have been in¬ 
formed, read a lecture, because he could not endure the 
sight of a bloody bodya sort of hereditary qualification 
for the chair of anatomy, which it would seem descended to 
several succeeding professors. Of the medical instruction 
little is known; it was carried on after the ancient method, 
and apparently with no very brilliant success; but in the 
17th century, Cambridge stood higher than Oxford as a 
physic school. Caius and Harvey, before proceeding to the 
flourishing schools of Italy, studied at Cambridge; and in 
this University Glisson (1597—1677) was Regius professor 
of physic about forty years. When the Czar Michael Feo- 
dorowich sent John Elmston, son of his principal interpreter, 
to study physic and other sciences' in England, Charles I 
gave express orders that he should be received at Cambridge 
(1631). The king adds, in his letter concerning the inter¬ 
preter’s son: “ We have also commanded the College of our 
Doctors of Phisick in this our imperial city of London, to give 
him free access to all then- exercises and lectures.” (1) The 
imperial city already began to assert its supremacy as a 
practical, experimental school of medicine. Dr Caldwell and 
Lord Lumley procured her Majesty’s leave, under the broad 
seal, to found a surgery lecture, to be read every Wednesday 
and Thursday, for ever, ad usum lectoris artis seu sciuntim 
Chirurgice, within the College of Physicians, London, in the 
24th Elizabeth, a.d. 1684. The foundation was of 40Z. a- 
year, laid as a rent-charge (apparently 201. each) upon then- 
estates. The College decided forthwith, that 100/. should be 
taken out of their public stock to build more spacious rooms 
“ for the better celebration of this most solemn lecture.” (2) 
Some zealous searchers into nature, though exposed to horrible 
suspicions, had no doubt attempted to dissect parts of the 
human body in England before 1540, but after that year, 
four bodies were granted annually to the Surgeons’ Company, 
and in 1565, Elizabeth granted the College of Physicians the 
same number, which was augmented by Charles II. to six. 
Some explanation of the parts exposed in dissection was 
given in the colleges; Caius lectured upon anatomy at the 
Surgeons’ Hall, and we find Dr Read intimating, in the de¬ 
dication of his work to Charles I., that his Majesty had ap¬ 
pointed him to lecture there on the precepts of art every 
Tuesday, and to conduct the anatomical dissections. (3) In 
Stow’s Annals, it is said, that an anatomical lecture was read 
upon the body of a sound man, newly executed for felony, 
by a Doctor of the College of Physicians; but that the times 
of the lecture were not certain. The annalist had heard Sir 
W. Padey, knight, read his anatomical lecture upon a corpse 
at the Hall in Munkwell street. Harvey was appointed to 
the Lumley lectureship in 1615, and there delivered the doc¬ 
trine of the circulation of the blood. (4) Glisson was chosen 
reader in the College 1639, and acquired great reputation 

(1) Richter, Geschichte der Medizin in Russland. Appen¬ 
dix. Elms'on returned to Russia in 1642. 

(2) Goodall’s History of the College of Physicians, and 
Stow’s Annals, cout. by E. Howes, 1631, p. 1078. 

(3) The manual of the anatomy of dissection of the body of 
man, containing the enumeration and description of the parts of 
the same, which usually are shown in the public anatomical 
exercises. 5th ed. By A. Read, Doctor of Physick, a Fellow of 
the Physicians' College, London, and a brother of the Worship- 
ful Company of the Barber Chirurgeons. 1655. 

(4.) Meam sententiarn E. D. D. antea ss oius in prselectio- 
nibus meis anatomicis apsrui novam : sed jam per novetn et 
amplius annos multis ocularibus demonstrationibus in con- 
spectu vestro confirmatum, &c.—Dedication, 

by his lectures De Morlis Partiwni. (5). The genius of 
Harvey threw lustre over the London anatomical school, 
which, in the 17th century, gained celebrity in Europe, and 
attracted foreign students. (6) Sir Charles Scarborough 
lectured upon the muscles of the human body for sixteen 
years in the theatre at Surgeons’ Hall, and received the ap¬ 
plause of the “ learned persons about town, who resorted in 
great numbers to those readings. (7) The syllabus of Scar¬ 
borough’s lectures was published in 1698: the course of 
myology comprised six lectures. The summary of another 
syllabus, which appeared in 1704, I will copy-. It is entitled 

2TAAABOS ENTEPOAOITA2. 

Index omnium humani corporis partium internarum ex- 
ternarumque quae secari solent in ista parte anatomiae, in 
sex praelectionibus distinctus. Lond. 1704. 

Lecture 1, treats of the integuments and membranous 
parts :—L. 2. Of the alimentary canal, liver, spleen, pan¬ 
creas : — L. 3. Of the via lactea, or of the passage of the chyle 
into the blood, and of the parts in the thorax, of the breasts, 
and the larger arteries of the whole body :—L. 4. Of the 
urinary organs, and of the organs of generation in both sexes: 
—L. 5. Of the five senses, and of certain glands accessory 
to these organs :—L. 6. Of the brain, cerebellum, and spinal 
marrow. 

Lectures on Surgery were delivered at an early period by 
Cunningham and Read, and other physicians. Gale refers 
to Dr Cunningham’s division of tumors, when he read, in 
1563, the book of Galen on tumors “ to the Chirurgeons of 
London, in the Hall.” (8) It is stated in Stow’s Annals, 
that early in Elizabeth’s reign, the foundation of a College 
Lecture upon physic was agitated; but as the Fellows of 
the College were expert and well learned in that art, this was 
deemed unnecessary: and it was thought more advisable 
that a lecture of Chirurgery and Anatomy should be read by 
some one of these doctors, for the instruction of surgeons in 
and about London, “ many of whom had not been bred in 
schools.” (9) Lectures were also read by the surgeons them¬ 
selves, as Woodal asserts, in 1639, each worthy artist reading 
in his turn, thus exhibiting his own sufficiency, and edifying 
the younger practitioners. (1) Theodore Gulstan, who died 
in 1632, left 200/. for the maintenance of an annual Patho¬ 
logical Lecture within' the College of Physicians ; a dead 
body was to be procured, and two or more diseases dis¬ 
cussed on the mornings and afternoons of three successive 
days, by one of the four youngest doctors. Of the services 
of the Gresham professors little can be said: Dr Gwinne, the 
first physic professor, was chosen in 1596. (2) 

(5) Aikin, p. 327. 
(6) To render it famous all over Europe, and every year to 

invite foreigners to attend our lectures from beyond the seas.— 
Chirurg. Treatises, by R. Wiseman, 1676. 

(7) Dr Goodall, Hist, of the Royal College of Physicians, 
1684, Epist. Ded. 

(8) Iristit. of a Chirurg, by T. Gale, 1583. 
(9) Stow’s Annab, ed. 1631, p. 1078. 
(1) Woodal, Fragments concerning Surgery, p. 233. 

Works, ed. 1639. Woodal, as he could not deny, bad read 
lectures there in his turn and place; yet his ambition was only 
to declare himself to the world to be Chirurgeou’s mate, as 
aspiring to soar no higher, (ne sutor ultra crepidam). 

(2) Ward’s Lives of the Gresham Professors. 

Leeds.—The Town Council have voted 600/. for pro¬ 
moting the sanitary state of the borough, as a check against 
cholera. 

Importation of Opium. —From returns just issued, it 
appears that there has been a great increase in the importa¬ 
tion of opium. ’In the month ended the 5th ult., 23,991 lbs. 
were imported; in the like period of the preceding year, 
6,612 lbs.; and in the month ended the 5th of September* 
1850, only 3,584 lbs. 
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MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 
Derivation of the word “ Gout.”—Perhaps some of your 

readers who have thrown so much light on the derivation of 
the words “ Etiolate,” and “Orthopaedic,” will kindly do the 
same with the rather obscure monosyllable “ Gout.” The 
origin of this unfortunate little word, appears to have baffled 
the researches of medical writers generally. Several of the 
latter hint at the French “ Goute ” being the happy parent, 
hut leave the subject as far from being decided, as they 
found it. Doubtless some of your talented readers can 
settle this question. M.R.C.S., &c. 

Westminster, Oct. 12, 1S52. 

The best Sedative to allay Irregular Action of the Uterus.— 
In No. 19 of the ‘ Circular,’ is a letter on the use 
of chloroform, to alleviate irregular action of the womb. 
I should like to have the opinion of a few of my medical 
brethren on the subject, as to whether opium in the form of 
tincture, is not the safest in such cases, though I do not deny 
the value of the aforesaid communication. It is an impor¬ 
tant point—the best mode of alleviating unnecessary pain. 

Vincent L. 

01. Ricini.—Why do some samples of the castor oil sup¬ 
plied us appear to offend the stomach of the same patients 
so much more than others ? It cannot he referred altogether 
to the quality of the oil commercially considered, as some of 
the most expensive and best in appearance, possess the above 
objectionable property in the worst degree. Can any of 
your scientific readers give a satisfactory explanation'? 

Lambeth Marsh, Oct. 9, 1852. <!• E. 

REPLIES. 
The Use of Emetics in Diseases of Old Persons.—Sir,— 

In the ‘Circular’ of 6th October, “ M.D. Scrutator” 
records a case in the following words:—“ A very old gentle¬ 
man, somewhat beyond four-score years, feels unwell very 
early in the morning, and sends for his surgeon-apothecary, 
who on his arrival prescribes tea and toast! and leaves his 
aged patient to his fate. Soon after the surgeon-apothecary 
is recalled, when on his return he finds his patient alarmingly 
ill with incipient epilepsy, and for the first time considers 
his case, when he fixes, as its cause, on some venison eaten 
the day before. Now, Query, if the patient’s then condition 
proceeded from undigested venison, was the further cram¬ 
ming with tea and toast judicious, or a common-sense pro¬ 
ceeding?” Now, Mr Editor, will you pennit me to ask 
“ Scrutator ” whether he had an opportunity of seeing this 
case upon the treatment of which he evidently animadverts ? 
Had he access to know' very fully its history, symptoms, and 
the minute circumstances connected with it ? One can 
scarcely suppose that your Correspondent actually wit¬ 
nessed the case he so earnestly describes, nor can one 
believe that he was fully in possession of every fact relative 
to it, for I beg to remark that personal observation and in¬ 
vestigation at the bedside of the “very old gentleman” 
•could alone furnish “ Scrutator ” with the requisite data 
upon which to give or upon v'hich to ask an opinion re¬ 
specting the treatment. The reason wrhy I put such 
questions and make these remarks is, because I very lately 
saw reported in the newspapers and in the ‘ Circular,’ a 
case precisely similar in every particular to the one your 
Correspondent has given. The patient wras the illustrious 
Wellington, over whose death the nation now mourns. And 
as the two cases are so analagous, nay almost identical, I 
would respectfully recommend “ Scrutator ” to open a corre¬ 
spondence with the medical gentlemen who had the honour 
to wait upon the Duke during his last illness, and who will 
doubtless be happy to furnish our friend with minute details 
regarding the symptoms, nature aud treatment of the disease 

by which the noble Duke at last fell. Mr Hulke, and Dr 
M‘Arthur of Deal, are, I have every reason I believe, men 
of unexceptionable and unimpeachable professional cha¬ 
racter, and were intimately acquainted with the constitution 
of their distinguished patient, consequently your Corre¬ 
spondent will agree with me in thinking that the treatment 
pursued by them uras every way “judicious,” and according 
to the dictates of “ common-sense.” I enter, therefore, into 
no discussion concerning the admissibility of mustard or other 
emetics in a case such as the one “ Scrutator ” has narrated; 
for the question is not whether it be sound practice to give 
emetics to old people in general, but, whether it was 
judicious to exhibit a mustard emetic to this patient in par¬ 
ticular. I presume, Mr Editor, that none of your Corre¬ 
spondents have any right w’hatever to give judgment on 
this matter. “ Scrutator ” gives another case that is un¬ 
questionably one of his own, the outlines of which he sketches 
rather graphically, and very much to his own satisfaction, if 
not to the edification of his brethren: but I am quite at a 
loss to perceive the connection between case first and case 
second, unless the writer wish it to be understood that the 
two cases, that of the old gentleman and the old lady, were 
similar in their nature and by consequence the successful 
treatment of the one was a commentary upon the unsuc¬ 
cessful treatment of the other. If such was the object of 
your Correspondent in adducing the case of the old lady, I 
for one will not give him credit for being a good reasoner. 
The case is the following :—An old lady—poor woman—was 
much annoyed with flatulency, or as the common people in 
my locality would say, was “cruelly troubled wi’ wan’ fleeing 
atween the head and the stomach “ two ‘ cognoscenti ’ 
medicos” being startled by the fugitive pains and other 
symptoms simulating inflammation, incautiously made up 
their mind to draw a little blood, and had actually the old 
woman’s arm “ tucked up,” when, fortunately for the 
sufferer and the credit of medical science, in stepped our 
friend “ Scrutator,” and, true to his name, his searching eye 
saw the origo mali at a glance, and proposed at once to give 
a draught containing 01. Rut a', when lo ! and behold an 
explosion of pent-up flatus is heard “ equal to the cannon¬ 
ading of a ten-gun battery,’’ an effect “ apparently mira¬ 
culous,” no doubt. I feel assured that this language is 
highly hyperbolical, but cannot keep thinking that the 
hyperbole is a most outrageous one. “Further,” asks your 
Correspondent, “ is it usual to place a person in the erect 
position, bolt upright, with fits of any kind ?” It is not 
said whether the “ very old gentleman ” was placed “ bolt 
upright ” or not; hut the old Duke—brave man, “ remained 
several hours sitting on an easy chair, his legs resting on 
another chair, his hands on a pillow in front, the head 
thrown back,” a position in every way befitting the great 
General in his last agonies. “ Scrutator’s ” next paragraph 
is somewhat obscure—the word “ killed ” being printed in 
capitals. It is odious to institute comparisons; however, 
there can be no doubt that the late Duke died at Walmer 
Castle—he was not killed there; and that his great 
rival, Napoleon, died at St Helena, he wTas not killed 

there “A word at parting, as a last Query. Should 
not much caution be exercised as respects vomiting 
with mustard, and bleeding octogenap.ians ? Yes, 
undoubtedly. We should exercise a judicious caution 
in the management of all our patients, whether young 
or old, and in all our intercourse with the sick, we should 
endeavour always to take that excellent guide, “ common- 
sense,” along with us. For I can assure my learned 
friend “ Scrutator,” that unless common-sense form a 
large ingredient in our character, neither he nor I shall be 
of very much use at the bedside.—I am, Sir, &c.—A 
Country Surgeon. 

The Use of Emetics in Diseases of Old Persons.— 
Sir,—In the 20th Number of your highly useful and in¬ 
teresting journal, under ‘ Medical Notes and Queries,’ I 
observe a notice by “ Scrutator,” as to the use of emetics 
in diseases of old persons. On reading the accounts in the 
public papers of the great Duke’s illness and death, I was 
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much struck by the treatment adopted by the surgeon- 
apothecary. I confess I agree with “ Scrutator’s ” remarks 
both as to the tea and toast, and especially as regards the 
administration of the emetic. In the first place, it is not at 
all probable that the venison was in an undigested state, as 
it is more readily digested than almost all other kinds of 
animal food. Dr Beaumont states that broiled - venison is 
digested in one hour and thirty-five minutes, whereas 
broiled mutton takes three hours, and broiled veal four hours; 
and, in the second place, is it not more than probable that 
the straining necessarily caused by the vomiting would tend 
t) produce still more pressure on the brain, already seriously 
affected ? It was stated that the breathing was stertorous; 
is it not probale that added to the epileptic attacks, there 
was effusion (possibly serous) on the brain ? The case is 
similar in almost every respect to one I was called to attend 
upwards of a year and a half since. The subject was a 
General officer nearly eighty years of age ; he had dined as 
usual heartily, and had taken three or four glasses of wine. 
At about one o'clock in the morning I wTas sent for in much 
haste; it was stated that he appeared to be dying. On my 
arrival, I found him perfectly insensible, in a kind of stupor, 
twitchings of eyelids, convulsive motions of arms as in 
epilepsy, laborious breathing, with stertor, frothy saliva ex¬ 
creted from the mouth, which occasionally was blown away 
with some force, pulse slow, and full, the teeth -were clenched, 
bowels torpid; instead of an emetic I applied cold lotions 
oyer the head, and administered a purgative enema. The 
cold application was diligently applied to the head, and I 
gave him a small dose of belladonna, which was got down, 
but with difficulty ; about half an hour after my arrival, the 
most eminent surgeon of the city arrived, and in consultation 
we were of opinion that bleeding would be highly injurious. 
He agreed with me as to the steady application of the cold 
to the head, and, as the bowels had not acted, to repeat the 
enema ; also to apply mustard to the feet. There was only 
some made mustard in the house, and this produced no 
effect upon the skin ; he gave it as his opinion that it was a 
most formidable attack, and did not expect that the sufferer 
could possibly survive it. Soon afterwards he left, and I re¬ 
mained with the patient all night. I repeated the belladonna, 
and alternated it occasionally with small doses of opium; in a 
short time the bowels acted well; he became more composed, 
stertor passed off, and he went into a more quiet sleep, the 
convulsions in a great measure having subsided. Next morn¬ 
ing to the astonishment of the surgeon he was able to put 
out his tongue, and made an attempt to answer some 
questions. I will not intrude further on the columns 
of your valuable paper, than to state that the old 
General perfectly recovered, and his intellect, and his 
memory are now better than before this serious attack. I 
saw him the day before yesterday; he is in good health, 
though at such an advanced age. I quite agree with 
“ Scrutator ” as to much caution being exercised as respects 
vomiting and bleeding, especially in the case of octogenarians. 
I think it is highly probable that had a more rational mode of 
treatment been adopted, the valuable life of the illustrious 
Chief might have been spared to an admiring nation some 
years longer.—And am, Sir,—M.D., One wiio agrees 

with Scrutator. 

9th October. 

Best Solvent for Gutta Percha.—I do not see that this ques¬ 
tion which appeared in No. 18, of your journal, has been yet 
answered. For medical purposes, and where expense is no 
object, the preference, as a solvent, should be given to 
moderately pure chloroform. The solution dries rapidly, 
and the gutta percha is left behind, with all its usual pro¬ 
perties. Bisulphuret of carbon will answer equally well, but 
its offensive smell makes it objectionable. Rectified sulphuric 
ether, washed with water to deprive it of acidity, may rank 
next as a solvent both for gutta percha and caoutchouc. 
The commercial solvents of both are crude bisulphuret of 
carbon, essential oil of turpentine, and mineral or coal-tar 
naphtha. The latter, well rectified, is generally used. Its 
smell is offensive, but it is perfectly wholesome, and in fact, 

curative for persons labouring under tubercular consumption, 
as the writer has very frequently been convinced of from 
actual observation. The “ traumaticine,” or “ gutta percha 
balsam,” so much advertised a short time since, by the gutta 
percha company, was made by dissolving the purest and 
whitest pieces of natural gutta percha, in bisulphuret of 
carbon, to which a little chloroform was sometimes added. 
This “ traumaticine ” was intended to take the place of 
collodion. Its smell and peculiar action on some patients, 
however, prevented its making its way in the profession. 

Aeotes. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Sir,—In your number of 22nd ult., under the head of 
Medical Notes and Queries, we have the following question 
propounded by an M.R.C.S.E., namely, “If in cholera 
transfusion be considered a remedy of value, and capable 
of renewing the loss sustained hy the system, by the serous 
alvine dejections, why may not blood taken into the 

stomach (drawn from the lower order of animal ‘the 
sheep ’), taken up hy the lacteals and conveyed through 
the circulating system,” &c. &c. &c. ? 

Can M.R.C.S.E. see no difference between transfusion, 

an operation by means of delicately-formed tubes, in which 
blood is conveyed from one living subject to another—in its 
primittve state—as blood; and the blood fresh drawn from 
a sheep, taken into the stomach, digested, and no longer blood, 
but taken up by the lacteals in the shape of chyle. Verily, 
Mr Editor, the M.R.C.S.E. will surely some day be rivalling 
the advertising columns of your contemporary by coming 
out with an announcement of a “ new remedy,” registered, 
also medalled, by the late Exhibition of Arts, entitled “ A 
Substitute for Transfusion,” in the shape of “ blade puddings.” 
—Your obedient servant, M.D., Physiologist. 

Pathological Society' of London, 33 George street, 
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PORTRAIT OF MR FERGUSSON. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

4* 

WM. FERGUSSON, ESQ. 
It may with truth be averred that the history of surgery 

does not present another instance of such a rapid professional 
success as has marked the career of the subject of this 
memoir. A slight sketch, therefore, of the history and 
character of Mr Fergusson must prove both interesting and 
instructive, for, although it will be seen that circumstances 
have been unusually favourable in assisting him to eminence, 
yet it is not the less true that he has been in the main the 
architect of his own fortune, for at the outset of life he had 
nothing to depend upon but his talent, industry, and in¬ 
tegrity of conduct. 

William Fergusson was ushered into this world in the year 
1808, at the celebrated village of Preston Pans. His father 
was a man in a moderate sphere of life, holding an appoint¬ 
ment in the Excise. At an early age it was proposed that 
he should follow the law, and he actually set himself to 
study that profession, hut, after a short trial, he found it by 
no means congenial to his tastes, and at the age of seventeen 

began to prepare himself for the study of surgery. Dr Knox, 
then an eminent teacher of anatomy, has the honour of 
initiating the since celebrated surgeon into the mysteries of 
anatomical science; and it was whilst attending this teacher’s 
class that he made his first decided step to fame. One day 
he called upon his teacher for the purpose of obtaining his 
signature to some necessary certificate, and, either with the 
motive of more surely winning his favour, or of proving his 
gratitude and respect, our versatile friend presented to him a 
fishing-rod, which he had himself constructed in a manner 
that would have done credit to a hand trained to the craft. * 
Knox, ever ready to appreciate mechanical ingenuity, was 
particularly struck with his pupil’s skill, and soon after 
attached young Fergusson more closely to him, as an 
assistant in his dissecting-rooms. The pupil subsequently 
became a colleague in the school. At this time Mr Fergus¬ 
son worked excessively hard at anatomy, and made himself 
a thorough master of that science. He almost lived in the 
dissecting-room, even taking his meals there, and allow- 
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ing nothing to seduce him from his duties. During his 
pupilage he necessarily became acquainted with young men 
of his own age, who had more money and less sense, and 
was frequently tempted to indulge in those amusements 
which would have carried him away from the path of duty, 
but he resisted such allurements, and was wont to say that 
he had no time for anything but work, as he had to make 
his own way in the world, and he could rely upon no friend 
save his industry. At the age of eighteen he be¬ 
came a Licentiate of the College of Surgeons, and at twenty- 
one obtained their Fellowship, the fee for which was 300 
guineas. Well would it be for the repute of our own 
College of Surgeons if the purchase-fee for its fellowship were 
300 guineas instead of 200 shillings! 

To his early connection with Knox, therefore, may it be 
said that Mr Fergusson owed a great portion of his subse¬ 
quent success. He very early became a lecturer on surgery, 
and obtained a large class of pupils; and when only twenty- 
eight years of age he was elected one of the Surgeons to the 
Royal Infirmary at Edinburgh, a sure stepping-stone to 
practice and reputation. 

He was now ardently practising surgery, chiefly devoting 
himself to the operative department, in which he then shone 
with brilliancy. At the age of twenty-three he performed 
successfully that great operation of surgery, the ligation of 
the subclavian artery, which had only been performed twice 
in Scotland—once by Mr Wisliart and once by Mr Liston. 
He also had numerous opportunities of showing his skill in 
lithotomy, and in operations about the jaws. 

Liston, the great leviathan of surgery in the northern 
metropolis, had left for London, just at the time when our 
hero was making some way for himself in the estimation of 
the public, and, therefore, the only great competitor he had 
was Syme, who being more than ten years his senior, had 
got the start of him in practice ; nevertheless there is reason 
to fear that the great northern light would have “ paled his 
ineffectual fires ” before the rising genius of Fergusson, who 
had now married well and was getting fast into practice, had 
not a tempting opening in the shape of a professorship 
at King’s College, London, allured the promising and 
.skilful operator to the great metropolis. Fergusson was not 
ambitious to remain within the confined limits of “ Auld 
Reekie,” and at once determined to make a stand for the 
Chair of Surgery in the southern school. He succeeded 
against several competitors, and was elected in 1840. He 
then packed up his household gods, and commenced a new 
and hazardous career in London, where there was a host of 
able surgeons already fully occupied, and competing for the 
lead of the town. 

It would be difficult to appreciate the feelings whch Mr Fer¬ 
gusson must have experienced at this time, having just en¬ 
tered a new sphere, with the responsibilities of a wife and 
a young family upon him, and not knowing whether or not he 
would be able to make a stand; but he was hopeful, and 
he has since assured us that he felt convinced, he should do 
well. Nevertheless this was the most trying period of his 
life, and in proof of this we need only tell our readers that 
during the first year of his residence in London he made 
somewhere about eighty guineas, and, let it be remarked, this 
was only twelve years ago ! Albeit, he persevered, and not 
having much practice he set to work and brought out his 
excellent manual of ‘ Practical Surgery,’ which, on being 
published, at once established his fame. This book very 
much advanced his reputation; but what pre-eminently 
brought him into notice was his surprising tact in operating 
displayed in the theatre of King’s College Hospital, where 
numerous practitioners flocked to see his performances. 
His fame soon became established, and he was recognised as 
one of the most brilliant operators of the day, and even 
Liston, who was in the zenith of his glory, began to tremble 
for his laurels. It is true there were two or three years of 
anxious care, but he gradually began to get practice and 
felt himself secure. About this time a train of circumstances 
fortunate for him took place. Poor Liston was suddenly cut 
off in mid career, in 1847. Aston Key was not long after¬ 
wards gathered to his fathers. And thus the two great 

lights of operative surgery being extinguished, Fergusson’s 
genius shone with brighter lustre. The field was his own, 
and since this period he has had no competitor. He is now 
the acknowledged head of operative surgery in Britain. 

After having given this brief sketch of the onward progress 
of Mr Fergusson, and having seen him firmly seated in the 
car of fortune and reputation, it will be useful and interesting 
to consider him in the character of a surgeon and man. 

It is most undoubtedly in the operative department of his 
science that Fergusson is most distinguished:—he has all the 
qualifications of the brilliant operator. He possesses great 
mechanical ingenuity, strength of hand and body, great 
nicety in wielding instruments, firmness of mind, a calm 
temper, and a cool judgment. These, together with an 
unerring knowledge of anatomy, learned in his almost con¬ 
stant abode in the dissecting rooms, at an early period of 
life, have combined to render him an operator unrivalled in 
Europe. No one can have an idea of his powers unless he 
has witnessed them; and those who have seen the skilful 
Surgeon perform any of the great operations of Surgery for 
the first time, go away astonished with his facility and 
boldness of action. The feature which is most striking on 
such occasions, is the perfect calmness with which he sets 
about the most serious proceedings—there is no haste nor 
hurry, but everything is done orderly and quietly, though 
with remarkable rapidity. Fergusson holds with the late 
illustrious Duke of Wellington, that if a man wishes a thing 
to be well done, he must do it himself; he accordingly omits 
nothing concerned in an operation. He takes care to see 
that his instruments are all in order and position prior to the 
commencement of his work, not leaving this duty to his 
assistants alone, as is the custom of some great surgeons. 
After the operation is completed, he takes up the vessels 
with his own hand, and even applies the necessary bandages 
to secure the wound. 

Fergusson is seen best to advantage when doing lithotomy. 
He has had much experience in this line, and certainly this 
operation in his hands is perfection, as far as simplicity and 
precision are concerned. He never,uses any other than the 
ordinary knife, with which he both cuts into the urethra and 
makes his way into the bladder. He makes a very small 
incision in the prostate, and then dilates the part gradually 
with his finger. To this small incision is doubtless attribu¬ 
table the very great success which has followed his operations 
for stone. We believe he has cut twenty patients following 
without a single fatal occurrence. It is not only in the 
greater operations of surgery that Fergusson displays so 
much skill, but he excels in the performance of the more 
ordinary but not less important operations. We may in¬ 
stance that of hare-lip, where his neat and masterly manipu¬ 
lation is particularly observable, and he takes just as much 
pride in doing this simple operation well, as any of those 
called capital. 

Mr Fergusson has already done much for Surgery :—he it 
was who revived the operation of excision of the head of the 
femur in certain incurable cases of hip disease. He first 
performed it in 1845, with signal success ; the patient is now 
alive and well. In other instances, too, he has successfully 
operated. There has been much discussion about the pro¬ 
priety of this operation, but it is now regarded as a legitimate 
proceeding, and his name must ever be associated with it 
in an honourable connection. He has also done much in 
advancing conservative surgery, by recommending and per¬ 
forming excisions of joints and diseased bone, instead of 
amputating the extremity. But that which mostly con¬ 
stitutes him a scientific surgeon is his discovery of the means 
of remedying that troublesome malformation, cleft palate; 
his researches on this point are so well known, that we need 
only allude to the subject. 

It must not be supposed because Mr Fergusson excels so 
much in the operative department, that he is deficient in that 
knowledge and those qualities, without which no one, how¬ 
ever brilliantly he may wield the knife, can be a good 
surgeon. He has a profound knowledge of surgery, gained 
by a large and varied experience; and he possesses great 
powers in detecting the nature of obscure disease. He 
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relies much on the resources of nature to repair mischief, 
and is at ail times unwilling to use the knife if there he any 
reasonable chance of recovery taking1 place without 
his interference. He is not a man likely to commit 
great errors, for he possesses that characteristic of his 
countrymen, the bump of caution, to a great extent, and 
thus he never hastily ventures an opinion on a difficult case. 

Mr Fergusson is well known to the profession as a writer 
by his work on Practical Surgery, the first edition of which 
appeared ten years ago; soon after he first came to town. 
A second edition came out in 1846, and a third has just been 
published. This work is so well known that we need only 
thus refer to it; suffice it to say that it is in the hands of 
almost every practical surgeon, and that it is clearly, con¬ 
cisely, and modestly written. Besides this, Mr Fergusson 
has published an excellent monograph on the Cleft Palate, 
in which his researches on that subject are described, and 
the results of several cases in his own practice are detailed 
at length. Ilis ‘ Essay on Excision of the Head of the 
Femur,’ together with the history of the case first operated 
upon by him, is to be found in the Transactions of thcMedico- 
Chirurgical Society; and several valuable clinical lectures, 
delivered by him at King’s College Hospital, have from time 
to time been inserted in the ‘ Medical Times.’ 

As regards personal appearance, Fergusson may be con¬ 
sidered altogether a handsome man. He is just six feet in 
height, well made, rather thin, but he possesses uncommon 
strength and activity, qualities which are most observable 
when he is performing some of those serious and prolonged 
operations for cutting away diseased bone. He uses the cut¬ 
ting pliers with greater facility than any other instrument; 
and every practical surgeon knows that it is especially difficult 
to use this instrument well,—not excepting even the saw. 

There is a pleasing and good-tempered expression about 
his face, an indication that all is right below the surface; 
and the best of him is, that he is always the same. His 
manner towards his patients, both poor and rich, is kind 
and conciliating; the consequence is, that he is beloved by 
the former, and regarded with confidence and respect by the 
latter. Like all other men, he can be angry when there is a 
necessity for it; but he is not ruffled or put out of temper by 
the most unlooked-for emergencies which arise during a diffi¬ 
cult operation. When he is at work, however, he likes nothing 
but work; and he can, and does, severely rebuke those around 
him who are inattentive to their duty ; and woe betide that 
unlucky assistant whom he finds falling short in this respect. 
His rebukes, however severe, are at all times tempered with 
kindness; consequently the offender, if he is worth anything, 
is always rendered the better by them. 

Mr Fergusson is not a man who, after his day’s work is 
over, shuts himself up in his closet; he is fond of society, 
courteous and hospitable, and is an agreeable and enter¬ 
taining companion at the social board. He works hard 
eleven months out of the twelve, and always allows himself 
during one month of every year perfect relaxation from the 
cares of business; for this purpose he retires to an estate 
which he possesses in the county of Peebles. 

Mr Fergusson was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society 
a few years ago. On the death of Mr Aston Key, in 1849, 
he was appointed Surgeon in Ordinary to his Royal High¬ 
ness Prince Albert; although it was supposed at the time 
that a St George’s Hospital surgeon, many years his senior 
in age and professional standing, would have obtained the 
honourable post. 

We have thus sketched the history of Mr Fergusson’s 
career, “ e’en from his boyish days ” to that point when, in 
the full maturity of his years, he stands prominently forth as 
the most accomplished surgeon of the day, whose reputation, 
still increasing, promises to rival that of the most brilliant 
or venerated authorities that have ever shed lustre on surgical 
science. At a time when intellectual culture has reached its 
highest point, when numerous able candidates for fame are 
eagerly engaged in honourable rivalry—when the old ways 
of science and operative procedure are so well trodden and 
explored that the mind almost despairs to find any new path 
—it demands talent of the highest order to achieve for itself 

a pre-eminent distinction, and to challenge respect and ad¬ 
miration for the fruitful ideas, the improvements, and inven¬ 
tions which form a new era in the history of science. 
All this Mr Fergusson has done; and we therefore predict 
that in due season he will occupy one of the most conspicuous 
inches in the temple of surgical science. 

WM. P. BRODRIBB, ESQ. 

W. B. BROMSHEAD, ESQ. 

THOS. BROMLEY, ESQ. 

THOS. G. BROOKE, ESQ. 

CHAS. BROOKE, ESQ., M.B. 

ROBERT BROOKES, ESQ. 

ROB. BROOKES, ESQ. JUN. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

BENJAMIN BROOKES, ESQ. 

This gentleman i3 the second son, by a second wife, of the 
late Joshua Brookes, Esq., of West Croft place, Ham¬ 
mersmith. He commenced his education at five years of age, 
at Mr Searle’s School, Hammersmith, where he continued 
nine years. During the holidays (his father having died 
about the time he was put to school), his mother had a tutor 
for himself and his two brothers at home. At the early age of 
fourteen years he was articled to Widdows Golding, Esq., 
surgeon, Reading, Berks, where, after his indentures were 
confirmed, he was entrusted, though a boy, as often happens 
in country practice, to visit patients. Mr Golding having a 
large practice, and several parishes, he obtained in this 
manner, and by close reading, such a practical knowledge of 
disease that when he came to London and entered at St 
George’s Hospital he found his studies much facilitated. Mr 
Brookes has ever contended that his residence with Mr Gold¬ 
ing stamped his character for future life. He went through 
the regular routine of studies then extant for becoming 
M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., and dissected under his celebrated 
brother, the late Joshua Brookes, F.R.S., at Blenheim-street 
School of Anatomy. He was pupil to the late Sir Everard 
Home, Bart., and the then Mr (now Sir Benjamin) Brodie, 
assistant-surgeon at St George’s Hospital, and physician’s 
pupil to Dr Chambers and the late Dr Young and Dr Nevison. 
The lectures of the late Dr George Pearson and Professor 
Braude occupied no inconsiderable part of his time. Having 
passed College and Hall in 1818, he became partner to his 
late master, Mr Golding, of Reading. One year after this 
event Mr Golding died; Mr Brookes took the entire prac¬ 
tice, and became surgeon to the Reading Dispensary. After 
practising in Reading for eight years, he determined to come 
to the metropolis, and purchased the practice of the late Mr 
R. Bamfield, 37 Bedford street, Covent Garden, who died a 
few months afterwards. Here he has practised for twenty- 
four years, but has for some time past given up the practice 
of pharmacy, and only prescribes. He was elected some years 
since surgeon to the out-patients of the Brownlow-street 
Lying-in Hospital, now the British Lying-in Hospital, and 
afterwards became first surgeon, a post which he at present 
holds. He has likewise been first medical officer to the Strand 
Union from its formation, and before the parish of St Paul, 
Covent garden, was united to it, was surgeon to the 
parish. During the last scourge of cholera Mr Brookes at¬ 
tended about 1,000 cases of cholera and diarrhoea, and lost 
but two patients. He attributes so small a loss of life to the 
very free and large doses of opium, with strong beef-tea and 
mutton broth, administered. Mr Brookes was for many years 
a fellow of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, and 
was for two years on the Council. 

We have it in our power to state that Mr Brookes is 
highly respected by a large circle of friends and patients. 
He is a person of prepossessing appearance and engaging 
manners, kind and sympathising in the sick room, and easily 
attracts confidence. He is also endowed with considerable 
abilities, and, as a brother of Joshua Brookes should be, is 
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well acquainted with his profession in all its branches. He 
is doing a very respectable practice. 

ALFRED BROWN, ESQ. 

CHARLES BLAKELEY BROWN, ESQ. 

CHAS. GEORGE BROWN, ESQ. 

GEORGE BROWN, ESQ. 

HENRY BROWN, ESQ. 

HENRY J. BROWN, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1832. 

ISAAC BAKER BROWN, ESQ. 

A Portrait and Memoir of this gentleman were given in a 
former number of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

JAS. JOHNSTON BROWN, ESQ. 

JOHN BROWN, ESQ. 

ROBERT BROWN, ESQ. 

THOS. BROWN, ESQ. 

THOS. RROWN, ESQ. 

THOS. BROWN, ESQ. 

WILLIAM BROWN, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1832. 

WILLIAM HENRY BROWN, M.D. 

The subject of this notice was educated at the grammar 
school of the Rev. J. Whiffen, B. A., one of the leading schools 
at the time hi the City of London, and was subsequently 
apprenticed to his father, a successful general practitioner in 
the City. He attended the lectures and practice of the London 
Hospital, Mile End, upwards of seven years, being House 
Dresser for a period of two years, under the late Mr Andrews 
(one year in the out-door department, which in its practical 
teaching is peculiar to that excellent institution), and at¬ 
tended some of the courses at King’s College, and St 
Bartholomew’s. During his pupilage he was elected a 
Fellow of the Westminster Medical Society. In 1840, he 
took the degree of M.D., at Giessen, and in 18-14, lie ob¬ 
tained the extra license of the Royal College of Physicians. 

Dr Brown has practised up to the last two years as a 
Physician, and we are informed that he assisted in founding 
the Charlotte street Medical School, in conjunction with the 
late Mr Dermott, and Dr Ryan, and lectured there on 
Botany and Comparative Anatomy, for several years. 

On relinquishing his duties at the Chaidotte street school, 
Dr Brown occupied the same chairs at the Aldersgate street 
Medical School. He also formerly held the appointment of 
Physician to the Farringdon Dispensary, and was the first 
Consulting Physician appointed to The Licensed Victuallers’ 
School, in Kennington lane, and to the Incorporated Society, 
in Fleet street. Dr Brown also succeeded Dr Willshire in 
the chair of Botany, at the Charing-Cross Hospital—an 
appointment which he retained three years. 

He is one of the Physicians to the Strangers’ Friend 
Society, and a Fellow of the Linnaean Society. 

As a writer, Dr Brown has published a Synoptical Account 
of the effects of the external application of spirituous pre¬ 
parations in the treatment of Phthisis,—a production singu¬ 
larly forestalled by a similar paper from Dr Marshal Hall, 
in the ‘Lancet,’ which caused the original to be revised, in 
justice to Dr Hall, and for the additional weight to the 
recommendation. 

Dr Brown’s favourite topics (in writing as in lecturing) 
have been those of Natural History, on which many papers 
by him have been published in the different journals—pro¬ 
fessional and literary. Three communications on the Com¬ 
parative Anatomy of the Lungs, Heart, and Brain, appeared 
in the ‘ Medical Times.’ 

Dr Brown has appeared as a popular lecturer at most of 
the London literary institutions, and on whatever subject he 

has lectured, has generally received credit for his diagrams, 
of which he has a large collection, all of his own execution. 

He has given much attention to the subject of sanitary 
reform, and is a Member of the Council of the Metropolitan 
Sanitary Association. 

Though leading an active life, and acquainted with its 
varied phases, he has not been able to propitiate fortune, 
and has been forced latterly into general practice, m conse¬ 
quence of certain railway reverses, and the needs of an 
increasing family. 

We hope that his new vocation requiring a more unceas¬ 
ing application, and less ambitious desires, will be found in 
the end more profitable ; though it is at all times painful to 
sacrifice to the fates our dearest aspirations. 

MR ALLSOPP AND THE BEER PUFF. 

Is there no charm that can be invoked to lay the restless 
soul of Allsopp ? That unquiet spirit is roaming through 
the highways of this unsympathising city, and whining his 
sorrows into the ear of every unlucky editor whose good¬ 
nature is proof against his tediousness. The “ Ancient 
Mariner” never held an unwilling listener by the sleeve 
with greater tenacity, or told his tale of disaster with more 
provoking particularity than the melancholy Allsopp, who 
with dishevelled locks and lack-lustre eye presents himself 
to the world as an object for its special commiseration. 
“ Behold me!” he cries, through the medium of epistles, 
placards, and advertisements, “ an injured man, the victim 
of the purest disinterestedness, the martyr of an unquenchable 
love towards rival traders and an unbelieving public. I am 
that Allsopp who championed the interests of bitter beer, 
who exploded the strychnine heresy, and re-established the 
faith of the people in malt and hops ! Like all great and 
good men who have been benefactors of their species, I 
am pursued with calumny, and despoiled of the honours 
with which it becomes a grateful country to perpetuate the 
record of my virtues and achievements!’’ Poor ghost! 
Our heart bleeds for thee, verily thou hast been cruelly used, 
most cruelly; but we advise thee to console thyself with 
the consciousness of thy disinterestedness and patriotism, 
and learn to despise the world that too evidently has ceased 
to respect thy self-sacrificing exertions! 

We do not think that better advice than this can be given 
to our friend Allsopp. He is struggling with mighty efforts 
against the stream, but to no purpose, and he had better 
succumb wit’n dignity to the force of the public opinion he 
cannot withstand. But we have no expectation that our 
advice will be followed. Judging from recent demonstra¬ 
tions, we fear that Mr Allsopp has still some confidence in 
his prowess, and is not disinclined to wage war with the 
press in the interests of pale ale. 

He has published an advertisement, appropriately enough, 
in our defunct cotemporary the ‘London Journal ofMedicine,’ 
in which he laboriously endeavours to prove that he “ was 
fully entitled to publish ” Baron Liebig’s letter. Since we 
have never questioned his title to do this, the defence is 
purely a work of supererogation, unless, indeed, as we 
suspect to be the truth, Baron Liebig lias expressed 
his dissatisfaction with the course Mr Allsopp has pursued, 
and this gentleman, knowing the importance of having 
the first word, has determined to anticipate any recla¬ 
mation which the Baron might be disposed to make. It is 
evident that Mr Allsopp has committed, without sufficient 
authority, Baron Liebig’s great name to a frivolous, idle, 
and inconsequential statement, and that the Professor is 
ashamed of the false situation in which he has been reluct¬ 
antly compelled to figure. If it be not so, why all these 
painful efforts at justification? Verily, Mr Allsopp, your 
feelings are not to be envied. If you are a wise man, you 
will relieve your breast at once ofits disquietude by a prompt 
abandonment of your present course of action. But we fear 
we expect too much from you. 

But Mr Allsopp can be facetious when occasion suits ; or, 
at any rate, if he have no wit in himself he knows how to 
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appreciate it in others. Aware of his propensity, we re¬ 
quested him hi our journal of the 22nd of September, as a 
particular favour, not to quote any part of our article as 
a testimony to the value of his ale, and he seems to have 
thought this so good a joke that he has been in a fever 
of anxiety ever since to find an opportunity to show his sense 
of its felicity. 

Accordingly he has written a letter to the ‘ Edinburgh 
Monthly Journal,’ commenting upon the article, which we 
republished in the. ‘ Medical Circular,’ and he therein says 
that he is “not offended at the strictures,” (forgiving spirit!) 
hut on the contrary, highly “ amused,” and, above all things, 
he is “ grateful ”—for what do you think, admiring reader, 
that the generous soul of Allsopp could he gi-ateful? for 
being put in a pillory and stuck round with goose quills till 
his skin bristled like the hide of the “ fretful porcupine ?” 
No, indeed, something more Allsoppian than that; he is 
“ grateful that they give occasion for what I value especially, 
a high testimonial in favour of our ale, spontaneous, unsoli¬ 
cited, and, I might almost say, unintentional ” !! Ho has 
“instructed his agents to advertise it throughout the press,” 
and he hopes (modest man!) that the proprietors of the 
journal “ will find no objection to its appearance in their ad¬ 
vertising columns”!!! We have heard of men having 
reached the height of courage, the height of coolness, and the 
height of impudence, but the height of modesty was never 
attained until the daring Allsopp made this audacious leap. 
W e can imagine the comic look of our contemporary at being 
overreached in this style by the sagacious Allsopp. 

We beg, however, to assure Mr Allsopp that these artifices 
will not suffice to screen him from the censure of the medical 
press of this country. The unjustifiable manner in 
which he has sought to gain an exclusive personal advantage 
from expressions of opinion never intended to characterise 
his ale in particular, and which in the majority of instances 
were doubtless due to the ales of other brewers, has not 
only injured his own claims for candid straightforward deal¬ 
ing, but has also prejudiced the character of many otherwise 
respectable members of our profession. This is conduct we 
cannot forgive, and which we shall not permit to be glossed 
over by any stratagems he may choose to adopt. We ob¬ 
serve that the testimonials of several consulting physicians 
and surgeons of this metropolis continue to be published by 
Mr Allsopp; and we again call upon those gentlemen to 
disassociate themselves from the degrading connexion. If 
they do not respond to our just demand, we may think 
proper to inquire into the several instances in which those 
gentlemen have been respectively guilty of puffing them¬ 
selves into notoriety in a similar manner; and we think that 
there are very few of them who could come out without loss 
of credit from such an examination. 

REVIEWS. 
A System of Practical Surgery. By Wm. FERGUSSON, F.R.S. 

Of the numerous valuable manuals published by Mr 
Churchill, Mr Fergusson’s ‘ System of Practical Surgery ’ 
is among the best. Every page of this work bears the 
stamp of an independent and original genius, associated with 
a practical good sense and prudence that have placed this 
surgeon most deservedly in the first rank of the profession. 
Each subject is treated with the fulness of a monograph; 
authorities are quoted or indicated; difficult or obscure points 
are fairly argued ; and the decision of the writer, when sup¬ 
ported by experience, given with a manly confidence in his 
opinion.' When Mr Fergusson has no personal experience to 
adduce, he is content to leave the question open, and not to 
attempt to prejudice the labours of others by crude and idle 
hypotheses. It were unnecessary to refer to special subjects 
in a work that embraces every branch of practical surgery, 
yet we cannot refrain from directing attention to the admira¬ 
ble chapter on the ‘ Operation for Split Palate,’ as practised 
by Mr Fergusson; to that on ‘ Stricture of the Urethra;’ 
aud to those on ‘ Diseases ot the Joints ’ and the operation 

of 4 Excision.’ The candour with which Mr I ergusson 
estimates the labours and claims of his rivals in operative 
surgery is an honourable characteristic of the book. Phis 
work has now reached a third edition—a proof that it is 
highly estimated by the profession. It is illustrated by 
numerous cuts, engraved by Bagg; and, as a whole, it must 
be regarded as one of the most complete and elaborate works 
on practical surgery that has issued from the press, and, in 
all respects, a safe and valuable guide to the surgical 
practitioner. 

A Manual of Elementary Chemistry, Theoretical and Practical. 
By George Fovyxes, F.R.S. 

Mr Churchill confided the re-editing of this admirable 
manual to Dr Bence Jones and Dr Hofmaun; and the duty 
has been well executed. Since the death of Professor 
Fownes, the department of organic chemistry in particular 
has been much advanced; and in order to bring this portion 
of the work up to the level of the most recent views and dis¬ 
coveries, the editors have been under the necessity of re¬ 
writing several of the chapters, so that the work is now as 
satisfactory a manual as could be desired of this important 
science in all its branches Praise of a work that public 
opinion has already stamped with .its approval would be 
superfluous ; yet we are satisfied that the improvements in 
this last edition will give it new claims to professional 
approbation. 

A Letter to Dr Lyon Playfair, C.B., F.R.S., being a Medical 
Commentary on the Results of the Recent Analysis of the 
Buxton Tepid Water, (j-c. By William Henry Robert¬ 

son, M.D. 

This little brochure is apropos of certain important im¬ 
provements that have been recently made at Buxton, for the 
accommodation of visitors and invalids. Buxton will hence¬ 
forth possess the attractions of a fashionable watering place, 
as well as the utilities of a valuable medicinal spring. 
Paxton’s creative genius has been invoked to embellish the 
public walks, and to plan new buildings,, while a large 
edifice, covered with a glass roof, and containing five large 
swimming baths, douches, douche closets, aud the usual 
accommodations and appurtenances of a first-rate batliing 
establishment, invites the invalid to try the efficacy of its 
healing waters. The medicinal effect of these waters is due 
to the'quantity of carbonic acid gas and nitrogen held in 
solution. It appears that the Buxton water contains half 
the amount of free nitrogen that the Seltzer, water contains 
of carbonic acid. The springs are especially useful in 
chronic cases of rheumatism, &c., on which it exerts a 

stimulant and attractive effect. 

On the Nature and Causes of Fever, especially that termed 
Yellow Fever, cfc. By Edwd. Bascome, M.D. London: 
John Churchill, 1852. 

The object of this essay is to show that all fevers are 
essentially the same, and that consequently yellow fever is 
not a disease sui generis, hut identical with biliary and typhoid 
fever. The author further maintains that yellow fever is 
endemic in all hot climates of both hemispheres, and that it 
is not contagious ; that it attacks equally persons of every 
habit of body, complexion, age, sex, aud that the coloured 
population enjoy no immunity from its ravages, as has been 
asserted by certain American writers. . . • 

A very comprehensive or exact analysis of the evidence 
bearing on one of the most difficult aud important questions 
in medical science, cannot be expected in a pamphlet of 
thirty pages, but Dr Bascome has said enough to commend 
his views to the careful consideration of the profession. His 

essay is highly suggestive. 

A Report of the Cause, Jaclcson and Wife v. Roe, Esq., M.D. 
By Edward T. Roe, M.D. London: Whittaker & Co. 

Dr Roe attended the wife of the plaintiff Jackson during 
a long period for an affection ot the womb, said to be of a 
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venereal character. His ministrations, it appears, were re¬ 
ceived with thankfulness until near the close of his attend¬ 
ance, when from causes not clearly discoverable the patient 
and her husband disputed the correctness of the diagnosis 
and treatment, and, as a matter of course, withstood payment 
of the bill. Hence the action. It appears that Dr Roe 
employed the speculum for the purpose of ascertaining the 
condition of the os and cervix uteri, and an attempt was 
made to show that a resort to this instrument was unjusti¬ 
fiable. Dr Budd, of Plymouth, took high moral ground, 
and uttered a sweeping condemnation of such practices. 
Our experience has not shown us that the performance of a 
necessary duty is at any time inconsistent with an observance 
of the obligations of morality. Such opinions as those of Dr 
Budd, and others of the same extreme views, do not origi¬ 
nate in a superior practical morality, but in some constrained 
and vague notions of propriety, or in a positive deficiency of 
moral courage. We have no doubt whatever that an exami¬ 
nation by means of a speculum is in some instances really 
necessary to obtain an accurate knowledge of a disease, and 
to give confidence to the practitioner in the use of his remedies. 
That surgeon who neglected to make an ocular examination 
of the throat in a case of ulceration, would be guilty of a 
gross neglect of duty, notwithstanding that diseases in those 
parts are far better known than those in organs less under 
daily observation ; how then should a man escape censure 
who allowed a patient to suffer for months of an affection of 
the uterus, which he did not clearly comprehend, because 
he was too modest to make the necessary examination ? 
The only question among surgeons should be the expediency, 
under given circumstances, of the use of the instrument In 
the present instance we think that Dr Roe was perfectly 
justified in the course he pursued, and that he was subjected 
to a most vexatious contest. It would have been wiser, 
perhaps, if Dr Roe had not annexed to his report an essay 
on diseases of the womb, as it places his motives under an 
unnecessary imputation; but we are most unwilling to arraign 
a man who has been just released from the anxiety and torture 
of a legal inquisition on his moral character and scientific 
attainments. The medical press especially should protect 
its members, and judge leniently in consideration of circum¬ 
stances that would have tried unduly the discretion of the 
most prudent. 

THE EFFECTS OF VOMITING IN PARTURITION. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Lest your numerous readers should judge the matter 
as decided by the experience and arguments of “ An Ac¬ 
coucheur,” you must allow me to express my dissent from 
most of the conclusions presented to us in his last letter. 

My objections to the most important I will briefly state. 
He says: 

1. “That nausea attends the vomiting of labour.” This 
I have already denied, as a rule, in my former letters, giving 
ample reasons. 

2. “ That vomiting is not confined to the period of dila¬ 
tation of the os uteri." Now, with regard to the persistence 
of vomiting after the full dilatation of the os, I do not ques¬ 
tion its occasional presence; but I contend that it is then to 
he traced to causes independent of uterine action. More¬ 
over, I feel convinced that the testimony of a large body of 
accoucheurs would decide it to be so, save as to be an excep¬ 
tion to the general rule. 

3. “ That the vomiting cuts short the pains,” &c. We 
are here not much at issue. 

4. “ That vomiting assists in propelling the foetus through 
the passages.” This must be, of course, by powerfully ex¬ 
citing the contraction of the abdominal and other muscles. 

5. “ That vomiting assists in dilating the os." Once 
more I repeat that is a confusion of cause and effect. I 
contend that it is nausea only (when present), which tends 

only to dilate the uterine mouth. This, however, “ An Ac¬ 
coucheur ” seems to concede in his noth at the foot of his 
communication. 

6. “ That vomiting must be regarded as a subsidiary or 
secondary act of parturition.” This, I think, is very doubt¬ 
ful. Were vomiting a necessary, or even highly beneficial 
agent in labour, its presence would be far more constant than 
it is. Providence would not permit as uncertain or incon¬ 
stant any real aid in so grand a process, for which such 
ample provision is made during every stage, and whereon 
the 1 Final Cause’ argument is so sublimely impressed. I 
find from notes of 100 cases that vomiting occurred in 26 
only, about 1 in 4. 

It is, of course, superfluous for me to dwell on the in¬ 
ferences drawn by “ An Accoucheur” from the above propo¬ 
sitions. 

With regard to the idea that the “ nausea of sick labours 
tends to avert the evil of convulsions,” &c., I may be allowed 
to say that of three cases which fell under my own observa¬ 
tion, two were attended with vomiting, not only preceding 
the seizure, but occurring in the intervals of the paroxysms. 
Nausea and vomiting, moreover, are by all writers on the 
subject mentioned among the prominent premonitory symp¬ 
toms of this terrible malady, indicating that fulness and con¬ 
gestion of the cerebral vessels, on which the convulsive 
action proximately depends, not, however, in the' least 
tending to avert such a condition. 

With reference to “ vomiting obviating the necessity of 
instrumental aid, by preventing impactionI would ask 
what effect it can possibly have in preventing impaction, 
which (if there be disproportion between the size of the pel¬ 
vis and foetal skull) must sooner or later occur ? And how 
can it in any way remedy this disproportion and obviate the 
use of instruments ? And lastly, is it not well known that 
in cases of impaction, obstinate vomiting (symptomatic of 
perilous exhaustion) is often observed ? 

Lastly, concerning the danger of laceration of the peri- 
nceum, I cannot coincide with the view that “ vomiting can 
in the least tend to prevent ” this deplorable contre-temps. 
All authorities agree in considering too violent and precipitate 
expulsive action to be the chief cause of laceration. How 
then can vomiting prevent it ? Does it hold the expulsive 
force under control? We can answer this question from the 
records of “ An Accoucheur’s ” own experience. He says, 
“ when vomiting came on the uterus and its contents was 
propelled with great force through the passages, &c.” And 
again “ when the head of the foetus was entirely free of the 
uterus the same retrocession and forcible expulsion were 
observed.” 

Assuring “ An Accoucheur ” of my respect for his evident 
talents of observation ; and that no captious, unprofessional, 
unworthy spirit dictates these remarks, my object being 
simply to further the elucidation of truth.—I remain, Sir, 
yours faithfully, William J. Cox. 

Iiensal Town, Middlesex, September, 1852. 

VOMITING IN PARTURITION. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—I have been much struck with the observations of 
your able correspondent in Notes and Queries, an “ Accou¬ 
cheur,” and I send you this short history of a case, Tor 
insertion in your excellent little journal, if you think that it 
bears upon the question : 

Mrs B. was confined two years ago of a first child, and 
had a severe labour, though not of long duration. The os 
uteri occupied six hours in dilating, and the foetal head was 
four hours passing through the pelvis and over the perinamm. 
The pains were so constant and intense that I administered 
chloroform during the last four hours, but only to the extent 
of taking off the acuteness of the pains. A more severe 
case I never witnessed. The resistance of the perinteum 
was very great, and when the head passed through the ex¬ 
ternal aperture, laceration of the perinaeum took place along 
its entire length to the edge of the anus. On examination, 
per vaginam, the mucous membrane and tissues beneath 
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were found ruptured, but there was no communication with 
the rectum. 

I have recently attended the same lady a second time. 
On this occasion the entire period of the labour occupied 
eight hours. I feared very much that the same resistance 
of the soft parts might occur again, or that the resistance of 
the cicatrices might cause the perinceum to give way, but I 
was agreeably disappointed. During the first stage of the 
labour she was very sick, and I had an opportunity of verify¬ 
ing an “ Accoucheur’s ” observations, with regard to the 
mechanical action of sick labours. I observed the same 
forcible pushing forward, or expulsive action, exerted on the 
head, and the same arrest of action in the uterus. 

The point, however, to which I desire to draw attention 
is this, the rapid transit of the head through the vagina. 
Five or six pains caused the vagina to dilate freely, and ex¬ 
pelled the head without the slightest lesion. The pains 
throughout the case were not severe. Did not the sickness 
facilitate the dilatation of the vagina, and prevent laceration? 

I cannot conclude without expressing my opinion that if 
an “ Accoucheur’s ” observations should be confirmed, as I 
believe in the main they will be, we shall have made a great 
stride in advance, in our knowledge of the phenomena of 
labour.—I am, Sir, &e., Another Accoucheur. 

Hackney road, September 22, 1852. 

HOOPING COUGH. 
Sir,—I have had during two epidemics of the above 

disease, very many opportunities of testing the* effects of 
alum and cochineal, both of which I have found in all cases, 
and in every stage, utterly unavailing. An old prescription, 
“ Tinct. Cantharidis,” has done its duty well, and in every 
instance preserved the life of the patient, when exhibited at 
a period sufficiently early. I am in the habit of ordering 
from ten to twenty drops of the tincture, quartis lioris, 
according to the age of the patient, until diursesis occur; the 
medicine is then to be omitted till next exacerbation. The 
bowels to be kept regularly soluble by powders, containing 
calomel, antimonial powder, and ipecacuanha. 

When the “ fit ” is violent and long continued, as it will 
frequently be, particularly from passion, during convalescence, 
a dash of cold water on the face will relax the laryngeal 
spasm. I firmly believe that under this treatment, with the 
addition of narcotics and tonics, when indicated, pertussis 
will seldom or never prove fatal, even to the youngest in¬ 
fant, if of sound constitution.—Yours, &c., T. M. 

September 21st, 1852. 
[It is very desirable to know the best mode of treatment 

of hooping cough, and in order that a drug now much in 
use in our hands may not be summarily condemned, we must 
here express our dissent from our correspondent’s opinion of 
alum. We believe it is resorted to with success at St 
Bartholomew’s Hospital. We invite experience.—Ed. ‘ Med. 
Circular.’] 

QUACKERY. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Sir,—You arc clever, inventive men, you of the ‘ Medical 
Circular;’ there is no doubt of it. Can you not by some in¬ 
genious manoeuvring put an effectual stopper upon quacks 
and quackery ? The ‘ Lancet ’ has tried for years, but in 
vain : on the contrary, I sincerely believe their efforts, by 
failure, have aggravated the evil. When it was announced 
that the Apothecaries’ Society had the power by a very in¬ 
expensive and summary process of putting down a quack, 
the profession had a right to expect that it would be acted 
on, but they have been doomed to disappointment; and I 
verily believe that if that Society had only to send their 
beadle, arrest the offender, and throw him into prison, 
they would not go out of their way to accomplish it. No, 
Sir, it is in this, as in most other cases, public _ bodies arc 
rarely unanimous, and some novel plan must be invented to 

eradicate the evil. 
I have great faith in you and yours, and I now simply call 

your attention to the subject, begging that you will set your 

brains to work upon it, and thus earn the everlasting grati¬ 
tude of the profession and of the public too, if they knew their 
best interests. In this seat of learning, quackery thrives 
a merveille.—Your constant reader, P. S. 

Oxford, October 12, 1852. 
[We shall shortly announce our plan of going to work 

against the quacks, the real quacks and the unqualified im¬ 
postors; and when we begin, woe betide them!—Ed. ‘Med. 
Cir.’] 

THE TREATMENT OF GONORRHOEA. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular’ 

Sir,—In your ‘ Circular ’ of the 6th inst. I find a leUer 
from Mr Milton, relative to certain methods of treatment- 
I beg with the greatest respect to assure him, that as far as 
the application of blisters in cases of gleet, this was in prac¬ 
tice (I do not say generally) from twenty-three to twenty- 
five years ago, and was applied by the gentleman with whom 
I was a pupil, and since by myself in very many cases. The 
same observation is equally true of the use of camphor in 
cases of chordee. I have not seen Mr Milton’s work, and 
therefore am not able to judge of its novelty or utility, but 
merely write you this, if worth anything, to confirm you in 
your editorial remarks, and with respect, I remain, &c., 

Staley Bridge, Ost. 8, 1852. L. EVANS. 

THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND THE EPIDEMIO¬ 
LOGICAL SOCIETY. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular' 
Sir,—Having noticed in the ‘ Lancet ’ of 25th inst., that 

the Board of Health (an emporium for jobbery) and the 
College of Physicians have communicated with the Secretary 
of State for the Home Department (fudge! for pray let me 
ask what has our State ever done for the advancement of the 
science of medicine ?) on the subject of cholera, and that it 
has been arranged—in other words ruled that all medical 
questions relating to cholera and other epidemics, are to be 
referred to the College of Physicians. I would enquire why 
the Epidemiological Society has been excluded from a par¬ 
ticipation in the confabulations of the Board of Health (?) 
and the. College of Physicians ? Surely not from any inferi¬ 
ority as to the capacity of the society, for although generally 
speaking “ comparisons are odious,” yet I think that the 
Epidemiological Society, looking at its “ personnel,” would 
not be found wanting in the trial scale, with either the Board 
of Health, or the College of Physicians. What prophy¬ 
lactic measures have emanated from the Board of Health 
since its establishment? and what, let me ask, has been done 
by the College of Physicians since the fatal outbreak of cholera 
in 1S32. It is true that the venerable college discussed the 
outrageous, the nonsensical subject, “ the fungoid cause ” of 
cholera—a matter which had been entertained and descanted 
on centuries before, and they published their opinions on the 
subject, at a time too, when the medical periodicals of the 
day teemed with matter disgraceful to the medical literature 
of the country. Every writer had his •specific, which he, 
sumph-like, recommended, but not one word did we have of 
“ the why and the wherefore ” of such specifics. Well might 
it be exclaimed, 

“ How sick’ning physic hangs her drooping head, 
And what was once a science now’s a trade; 
Her sons ne’er rifle her mysterious store, 
But study nature less and lucre more.” 

The Epidemiological Society, although in embryo, has 
already done much—for instance, look at what was elicited 
on the subject of vaccination; a question mooted not long 
since by the society; it unfortunately, like many other 
societies, has had to struggle with pecuniary difficulties, but 
where have been your state appliances ? Considering the 
importance of such a society, at a time too, when we me 
surrounded by, and threatened with a most deadly epidemic, 
coupled with a recollection of the repeated warnings which 
have been vouchsafed to us since 1832, I ask what has the 
state done towards prophylaxis? What preventive measures 
have been adopted ? Pshaw! your state interference, aided 
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by the jobbing Board of Health, and the old wife, the Col¬ 
lege of Physicians, will just leave us where we have been 
for the last twenty years, since ’32, “ in mibibus."—I am, 
your obedient servant, M.D.—Anti-Humbug. 

30th Kept., 1852. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I forward a case from private practice for insertion 

in your really interesting periodical. 
Tabes Mesenterica.—A son of Mr Shipley, parish clerk 

of this place, tetat. three years, had been the victim of tabes 
mesenterica for the space of about a year; when I was first 
called in, the usual well-marked symptoms presented them¬ 
selves, and as semeiology is much neglected or overlooked 
in these days, I will just enumerate the principal symptoms: 
—blanched countenance, pulse quick and feeble, abdomen 
tumid, bowels torpid, motions offensive and deficient in bilious 
matter, legs gibbose, appetite depraved, mouth filled with 
carious teeth, breath contaminated, tongue dry and hard, 
limbs atrophied, and not competent for necessary amount of 
locomotion, skin obstructed, thirst constant. 

For a few days small doses of liyd. c. cretin, with pulv. 
rhei. were prescribed, sufficient to act beneficially on the 
prim® vim, and afterwards the following medicine was 
persevered in for many weeks:—■ 

Ifc: Tr. Fervi. Sesq. Chi. . . jjm- 
. Gentian® co. . . 5^- 

Aq. . - lii- 
M.; detur 5b ter die. 

During the administration of the above, I advised the 
the patient’s body to be well sponged every morning with 
salt and water, and the application of friction with a rough 
cloth. Symptoms of returning health soon became visible, 
and he is at this time quite well. 

January, 1852. 
P.S. I have had another similar case to above ; a son of 

Mr Widdowson, glazier of this place, pursued the same mode 
of treatment, and it was followed by the same success—so 
much for a steady perseverance in ehalybeate-.—I am, &c. 

Castle Donnington, Sept. 2, 1852. THOS. BROWN. 

BETHLEHEM HOSPITAL. 

To the Editor of the LMedical Circular' 

Sir,—With reference to the scandalous subject of the 
Bethlehem Hospital, oil the iniquities of which institution 
volumes may be written, I beg to offer a few remarks 

My indignation and disgust were so great when the first 
expose took place, that it cost me four or five attempts before 
I could peruse the statements through, when the mass, of 
evidence naturally suggested the question, “ Are we living 
in a civilised country—in England—so much talked of,— 
as to its pre-eminence ? ” 

It may be worthy of inquiry, where have been the im¬ 
maculate (for immaculate he would appear to be, from his 
propensity for redressing corporation grievances) Sir Peter 
and the 300 coadjutor governors slumbering? Where, pray, 
has been THE governor, Dr Webster? It seems that he could 
find time to animadvert on the imperfections of continental 
asylums, though he could learn nothing of the infamous and 
corrupt pratices under his very nose, in which he is unques¬ 
tionably, by virtue of his position and office, a participator. 

For the future it would be more commendable for the 
worthy governor to exercise his lynx eye at home, where he 
will have ample field. I, who know not a little of the 
wholesome surveillance of continental asylums, can warrant 
that no such outrageous malpractices are, or could be per¬ 
petrated in them. It is true that the straight-waistcoat is used 
(not abused), as being, for a certain class of patients, preferable 
to our substitute, “ the padded room,'’ inasmuch as the 
wearer of a jacket is not precluded from cheerful and neces¬ 
sary exercise in the open air, an advantage not attainable in 
“ the gloom of a padded room." But you’ll find no mopping 
in continental asylums on a winter’s morning, of poor help¬ 
lessly wretched beings (females, too!), lying naked on the 
cold paving-stones; neither is the care which you would 

not withhold from your dumb animals—horses or dogs — 
viz., a little dean straw for sleeping on, tegrudged. 

Picture to yourself, Mr Editor, unfortunate, helpless heings 
(females amongst them), cuff’d and knocked about during 
the day, to the bruising and abrasion of their persons, 
blackened and throttled to boot, and placed at night, 
grovelling, naked, in filthy and damp straw : so filthy that 
the ruffian attendants termed nurses! (God save the mark ! 
—nurses, indeed !)—resort to mopping the morning following. 
Should such enormities, we ask, be permitted in a civilised 
country, and in an establishment under the patronage of 
ROYALTY, and the management of 300 governors!!!! 

“ Monstrum horrend ’.” 
The fact is, Mr Editor, as regards our madhouses, we 

require a thorough reform—from the handsomely-paid Com¬ 
missioners in Lunacy downwards, even in those establishments 
we see so prominently advertised for their “ social and 
moral ” treatment! and in proof (one of many) that such 
reform is needed, I beg to refer you to her Majesty’s Com¬ 
missioners in Lunacy’s Report for 1817, commencing at page 
137, wherein you will find that a series of cruelties (down¬ 
right starvation amongst the rest), were permitted by them for 
months; for it was not until twelve months' warnings and re¬ 
monstrances, six in number (how could these guardians of 
the helpless wretches sleep quietly on their pillows,. I 
would ask?), that II. M. C. in Lunacy did that which 
they should have promptly done, at least at the second ie- 
monstrance, namely, extended their protection, for which 
they are handsomely paid, to the unfortunate inmates of the 
vilely-conducted asylum. Yes, Mr Editor, in. that, their 
own report, you have their own words heralding their (to 
use the mildest term) utter inefficiency. “ Quantum 
suf-” for the present, Mr Editor; but. more anon, 
specifically, regarding the much-vaunted “ social and moral" 

treatment of the insane. 
Your obedient servant, 

M.D. 

[We intend to refer to the subject of this letter in our next 

number.—Ed. ‘Med. Cir.’] 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Should your “ Medical Directory ” for the ensuing 
year contain the names of Hydropaths and Homoeopaths, I 
beg to inform you that I shall countermand my order for a 
copy.—I am, Sir, yours, &c. J. A. Haynes, 

Lewisham, Oct. 18th, 1S52. Surgeon, See. 

[If Mr J. A. Haynes will solve the problem as to how a 
Medical Directory can be really and truly what it professes 
to be, when it is minus the names of several hundred duly- 
qualified practitioners, we shall have no objection to fall in 
with his views, and omit the obnoxious parties. On the 
other hand, if he cannot do so, we must forego the pleasure 
of enrolling his name as a subscriber, for we see no alternative 
but to admit all duly-qualified practitioners, whatever may be 
their modes of practice—whether globules of medicine or 
buckets of water—in a book of public and professional re¬ 

ference.] 

Sept. 10—George Corcoran, M.D., at Ballymahon, 
Ireland, deeply regretted by a large circle of friends and 
acquaintances. 

Oct. 3—James Barlow, Esq., F.R.C.S. Ireland, 1841, 
and M.D. Glasgow, 1833, at 32 Upper Mount street, Dublin. 
The deceased had been upwards of 47 years Assistant-Sur¬ 
geon and Regimental-Surgeon in the Army, and retired on 

half-pay in 1850. 
4—J. T. Monypenny, Esq., M.D., for 13 years Surgeon 

of the Newtownhamilton Dispensary, at Markethill, Co. 
Armagh, Ireland. 
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7—David Angus, Esq., L.R.C.S. Edin. 1841, at Holy- 
town, Lanarkshire, N.B.; after a short and severe illness. 

7—Horatio Nelson Thornbury, Esq., Surgeon, at 

his residence, Driffield, near Derby, deeply and sincerely 
lamented. % 

Lately—William Wilkinson A. Mountjoy, Esq., 

Surgeon, of Wooton-uuder-Edge, Gloucestershire. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Physicians. — At a Quarterly 
Meeting of the Comitia Majora, held on Thursday, Septem¬ 
ber 30th, the following gentlemen, having undergone the 
necessary examinations for Diploma, were admitted members 
of the College : — Dr Druitt, 30 Curzon street, May i'air ; Dr 
Gibbon, St Bartholomew’s hospital. Also, were admitted 
Extra-Licentiates:—Dr Hill, Bath ; Dr Ottley, Pau, Lower 
Pyrenees; Dr Panton, Turriff, N.B. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who 
passed their examination in the science and practice of medi¬ 
cine, and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, 30th 
September, 1852 :—William Edney ; Richard Hosking, 
Marazion, Cornwall; Samuel Buckland Mitchell, Kingston- 
on-Thames; John Slack Steel, Ardwick, near Manchester; 
Robert Francis Symmous, Bures, near Colchester, Essex. 
The following gentlemen passed the classical and mathe¬ 
matical examination on Saturday and Monday, October 2nd 
and 4th, 1852 :—William Spencer Watson, Southampton 
street; Charles Roberts, Gloucester terrace; Charles H. 
Fisher, Bungay ; Thomas C. W. Ilencheley, Ashbourne; 
Thomas E. Clark, Redland, near Bristol; Henry Maudsley, 
Settle, Yorkshire ; James Richard Lownds, Newcastle-upon- 
Tyne; Adam Taylor, St Paul’s churchyard; Alfred Wood- 
forde, Welbeck street; Edward Footner, County Hospital, 
Winchester; Francis Scott, Reading; Joseph Dixon Adams, 
Martock, Somerset; Alexander Edward Bartlet, Ipswich ; 
William B. Winkficld, Bedford; Thomas S. Walker, 
Bnrslem; James Iline Lilion, Guernsey ; Frederick John 
Mason, Wisbeach; William Sly, Wincanton; Robert L. 
Bett, Spalding. Lincolnshire; Thomas Cayzer, Southamp- 
t m hospital; John Andrew Ferris, Aldersgate street; Henry 
Banks Spencer, Chippenham; William Alfred Skinner, 
Bath; Thomas Foster Gray, Leicester; Edward Woakes, 
Luton, Beds ; John Husband, Wellington ; C. II. Pitman, 
Manchester; William Howell Pix, Tunbridge-wells; J. F. 
C. Andrews, Chapel street, Belgrave square ; F. Fawssett, 
jun., Wisbeach ; Bernard Piffard, White hart lane, Totten¬ 
ham; William Tilbury Fox, Broughton Stockbridge; 
Francis E. Anstie, Devizes ; Francis Joseph Dowling, Chew 
Magna, Somersetshire : John Warren, Worthing; William 
Thomas Carr, Newcastle-on-Tvne ; Edward William Jollye, 
Hammersmith; Henry Knaggs, Huddersfield; Francis 
Workman, Reading; Thomas Carter, Newbury; James 
Proctor, Congleton ; John Charles Thorowgood, Totteridge; 
William Puckle, Sussex County Hospital; N. P. Blaker, 
Sussex County Hospital; 1>. M. Walton, Hampton, Middle¬ 
sex ; J. M. Donne, Bath ; W. F. Johnson, Colchester; John 
Meaburne Bright, Alvaston, near Derby; David Rice1 
Stratford-on-Avon ; Thomas James Woodhouse, Philadel¬ 
phia place, Hackney; Henry Leach, Wisbeach, Cambridge¬ 
shire ; William Mevmett Tidy, Cambridge heath, Hackney ; 
Hamilton Downe Gundry, Vernon place, Bloomsbury; 
Michael Foster, Huntingdon. On Thursday, 7th Octo¬ 
ber, 1852 : — Henry Vandyke Carter, Scarboro’, Yorkshire; 
Robert Newcombe Day, Harlow Essex; Thomas Pcete, 
London; Robert Whitby, Maunham, St Peter, Norfolk. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The Council have 
just elected a board of Examiners in Midwifery, consisting 
of James Luke. Esq., sen., Vice-president, Chairman; and 
Dr Arthur Farre, Dr Henry Oldham and Dr James Reid, 
who are now ready to examine candidates. The conditions 
under which candidates are admitted by recent regulations for 
the examination in midwifery, have just been published, from 
which it appears that persons who are or shall become fel-1! 

lows or members of the College prior to January, 1853, will 
be admitted to examination on production of their diploma; 
other gentlemen becoming members subsequently to the 
above date, will be admitted on producing, with then- di¬ 
ploma, a certificate of having attended twenty labours. 
From the same regulations it appears that members or licen¬ 
tiates of any legally constituted College of Surgeons, or 
graduates in surgery of any University requiring residence 
to obtain degrees, will also be admitted to examination on 
producing, with their diploma, certificates of being twenty- 
one years of age, of having been occupied four years in the 
acquirement of professional knowledge, and of having at¬ 
tended one course of lectures on midwifery, and of having at¬ 
tended not less than twenty labours. There are other regu¬ 
lations on the above important subject, which may be ascer¬ 
tained on reference to the Secretary at the College. 

East India Company’s Service.—The following new 
regulations has lately been adopted by this company with 
respect to assistant-surgeons. “ It is also expected that the 
assistant-surgeon shall produce a certificate of having dili¬ 
gently attended, for at least three months, the practical in¬ 
struction given at one of the asylums lor the treatment of the 
insane, and at one of the institutions or wards of a hospital 
especially dedicated to the treatment of ophthalmic disease. 
He will also be required to attend a course c.f lectures on 
the principles and practice of military surgery, if such a 
course shall be given at the place at which he has been 
educated.” 

University of Cambridge.—The examinations for 
the license ad practicandum in medicina will commence on 
on the 1st of November, at ten a.m., at the Arts School, 
under the public library, and will continue on that and the 
three following days. Candidates for the degree of Bachelor 
of Physic will be examined at the same time by the Regius 
Professor of Physic, and by the Professor of Anatomy. Gen¬ 
tlemen intending to offer themselves for examination are to 
signify the same to the Regius Professor of Physic on or 
before October 25tli. 

Professor Quekett will commence his annual course 
of histological lectures, at the Royal College of Surgeons, on 
Wednesday, the 27th inst., and continue the same every 
Wednesday, at three o’clock. Members and articled students 
of the College are admitted to these lectures. We have great 
pleasure in announcing that F. C. Skey, Esq., has been ap¬ 
pointed professor of surgery vice James Paget, Esq., re¬ 
signed. Bransby Cooper has also been elected Hunterian 
orator for the ensuing year. The Collegial Triennial Prize 
subject is—'‘The Functions of the Several Parts of the 
Large Intestines in Animals of the Class Mammalia.” The 
prize is fifty guineas. The subject of the Jacksonian Prize 
for the present year is—“The Pathology and .Treatment of 
Stricture of the Urethra,” value twenty guineas. 1 he library 
re-opened on the 1st, and the Hunterian Museum on the 4th 
inst. The court of examiners commenced their sittings 

on the 15th inst. 
Fellowship Examinations.—The next classical and 

mathematical examinations for the fellowship of the Royal 
College of Surgeons will take place the first week in the 
ensuing month, and the professional examination the first 

week in December. 
Collegiate Expenditure. — The Council of the Royal 

College of Surgeons have just published the Annual Report 
of their recipts and expenditure, in the year from Midsummer 
day, 1851, to Midsummer day. 1852 ; from which it appears, 
that the receipts, including a Parliamentary grant of 15,000/. 
amounted to 25.304/. 13s'. 6d. The disbursements during 
the same period amounted to 13.2G7/. 3s. (id. 1 rom an 
analysis of the whole, we may give the following summary ; 
- The incidental income, during the collegiate year, 
amounted to 24,201/.; the permanent income to 1,043/. 13s. 
Gd.: total, 25.304/. 13s. Gd. The incidental expenditure 
amounted to 9,085/. Gs. 6d.; the permanent expenditure, 
to 4.181/. 17s.: total. 13,2G7/. 13s. Gd. 

Medical Appointments.—In our press of business we 
omitted to notice the appointment of Nicholas M‘Cann, Esq. 
of Parliament street, by the Marquis of Salisbury, to be Sur- 
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geon of the Royal West Middlesex Regiment of Militia, on 
the 4th of June; and also his appointment by her Most 
Gracious Majesty, to be a Deputy Lieutenant, for the county 
of Lincoln, Gazetted on the 12tli of April last. We believe 
that Dr M'Cann was the first medical man who has been 
honoured by the latter appointment in this country. 

Appointment.—A meeting of the Governors of the 
Leinster Dispensary was held on Thursday the 30tli ultimo, 
when Mr George Simpson was elected resident medical 
officer. 

Unwholesome Food.—The Clerk to the City Com¬ 
missioners of Sewers has just given in his quarterly summary 
of the articles seized by the several inspectors being unfit for 
human food; among the rest there were—5 diseased cows ; 
161 carcases of beasts, calves, pigs, sheep, and lambs; 498 
quarters and other joints; 92 cwt. ditto ; 614 sundry articles 
of meat; 2 806 heads of poultry; 148 salmon; 250 dried 
salmon; 1,723 shell-fish, lobsters; 18,712 fish. &c. &c. 

Quarantine.-—-It has been determined to place all vessels 
in quarantine arriving from Eastern ports, on board which 
there is, or has been, a short time previously, any cases of 
cholera; but the healthy on board are to have communica¬ 
tion with the shore. 

Society for Relief of Widows and Orphans of 

Medical Men in London and its Vicinity (Estab- 

lilhed 1788).—A half-yearly general Court of the members 
was held on Wednesday evening, Oct. 13th, at the .Society’s 
new rooms, in the house of the Royal Medical and Chirurgi- 
cal Society, 53 Berners street; Sir Charles M. Clarke, Bart., 
the President, in the chair. After the reading of minutes, 
the Court sanctioned and confirmed a donation of ten guineas 
to the son of a widow, although above the age of fourteen 
years, to aid him in emigrating to Australia. A ballot then 
took place for officers and directors for the ensuing year. 
Mr Travers was elected a vice-president, in the place of Mr 
Vincent, deceased. Drs Dew and Burrows, Messrs Ware, 
jun., Paget, Cathrow, and Peter Hood, were elected directors 
in the place of the six senior directors who retire in rotation. 
All the other members of the Court were re-elected, and 
thanks were voted to the Chairman. 

Artificial Production of FrsH.—A plan for pro¬ 
ducing fresh-water fish to an immense extent, by preserving 
the eggs of the female, and applying to them, at the suitable 
time, the milt of the male, has been discovered by two 
fishermen, named Gehin and Remy, ofBresse, in the Vosges; 
and it is stated that an extensive application of the system 
has already been made with the most extraordinary success 
in numerous rivers and streams in different parts of France. 
The French Government, in order to increase the food of 
the people, and to create a new branch of commerce, has 
resolved still further to extend the application of the system ; 
and it has directed several eminent scientific gentlemen to 
ascertain whether it can be applied to salt-water as well as 
to fresh-water fish. M. Coste, member of the Institute, and 
Professor of the College de France, has therefore visited an 
establishment for producing fish near Huningen, founded by 
MM Berthot and Detzem, engineers of the canal from the 
Rhone to the Rhine, to see whether it cannot be made to 
supply all sorts of fish in sufficient quantities to stock all 
the rivers, streams, canals, and lakes in the country. M. 
Coste, in along report to the Ministers of the Interior, Agri¬ 
culture, and Commerce, just published for public informa¬ 
tion, states that he has ascertained by experiments made in 
conjunction with Messrs Berthot and Detzem that the eggs 
of the fish may be conveyed any distance out of water with¬ 
out losing any of their qualities, and that they may be made, 
by a very simple apparatus, to become excluded or hatched, 
more safely than when deposited by the female in beds of 
streams. By this plan, he asserts that it is possible to get 
two yields of fish instead of one in the same period of time, 
and thereby to stock all the waters in France at scarcely any 
expense. lie says that Messrs Berthot and Detzem have 
this year, notwithstanding their resources have only been 
scanty, produced in the resorvoirs of the canal, not fewer 
than a million of trout and salmon. He recommends that a 
sum of money should be placed at their disposal to carry on 

operations on a grand scale; and he goes into lengthened 
details to prove that their establishment, from its position 
near sheets and streams of water, is peculiarly adapted to 
become a great centre of the artificial production of fish. 
He gives, a minute description of the apparatus he proposes 
to employ in preserving the females’ eggs, and in causing 
them to become excluded; and he states that it will enable 
fish peculiar to the Rhine, to the lakes of Constance and 
Zurich, and to the Federsee, to be easily produced and 
naturalised in French waters. He next shows how the ex¬ 
tensive reservoirs, which exist or may be created at Huningen, 
will allow the fish to be divided according to their species 
and age; and how the fish, when grown up to a certain size, 
may, ?f required, be removed from place to place. _ 

Irish Epidemics.—The Report of the Commissioners of 
Health in Ireland, on the epidemics of 1846 to 1850, has 
been just printed. The Report commences by tracing the 
progress of fever in the winter of 1846-47, and describes the 
medical institutions at the time in Ireland as peculiarly un¬ 
fitted to afford the aid required. The number of applications 
from local bodies for hospital accommodation was 576 ; of 
these, 203 were refused, and 373 granted. The total number 
of persons treated in the hospitals, during the three years 
and two months that the powers of the Commissioners were 
in force, was 332,462 ; and of these 34,622 died, showing a 
mortality of 10 2-5tlis per cent. Of 472 medical officers 
appointed under the Temporary Fever Acts, 36 died during 
the epidemic. With regard to food, the Commissioners 
point out the difficulties of providing a substitute for tlie^ 
potato, and proceed to inquire into the relative qualities of 
rice, oatmeal, Indian corn: the former, it is stated, is far 
inferior to the others. One cause which added much to the 
production of disease amongst the poor was the use of raw 
and badly cooked food. The connexion between fever and 
the scarcity of food is pointed out from tables showiug the 
price of food during the infliction. Speaking of the arrange¬ 
ments requisite to meet another advent of cholera, the Com¬ 
missioners say:—“We have therefore only to advise, in 
respect to future arrangements, that in the event of a visita¬ 
tion of cholera, the greatest facilities for medical relief should 
be presented, by providing dispensaries and hospitals, to afford 
by night, as well as by day, the promptest attendance on all 
applicants ; and that the greatest publicity should be given, 
by posted notices, of the situation of such dispensaries and 

hospitals.”—The 1 Lancet.’ 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
A Word in our Favour—.We were accosted the other day in the 

street by a very worthy member of the profession, who, never 
being over-worked by patients, has eked out a bread-ami-cheese 
existence by writing in a contemporary for what he could get. 
“ Ah ! How are you? I wanted to see you to congratulate you ou 
the success of the Circular.’ It is capital. It is Quite a treat. 
Such freshness and such vivacity, so original, so fearless, and 
withal so honeH ; I like it vastly. As you well know I have written 
for tlte - for many years, and in spite of its unprincipled 
management have naturally taken tin interest in its success, hut do 
you know I never yet could muster courage to raid a number 
through every page, whereas the ’ Medical Circular ’ comes before 
me and even the solitary patient must wait till I have digested its 
every word ; invariably I read from its first page to the las*. It is 
exactly the quanlilxj and the qualit// that the medical practitioner 
wants, and I can prophesy for you a long career of unexampled 
success.” We never fhought before so highly of the discriminating 
in tell gence of our old friend ; oureditori ;1 heart warmed towards 
him and when our journal requires an addi ion to its staff, he will 
stand a good chance of being invited to our councils. 

J. L.—We arc obliged to you for the good wishes expressed in your 
private note. This journal has been successful beyond all expecta¬ 
tion. Communications are sent to ns in sucli abundance that we 
cannot find room for all, but shall always be glad to bear from you, 
and hope that you will kindly remember not to be too lengthy. 

One who ms tiie Right Use of his Eyes.—Communication re 

ceived, but came too la*e for publication in this number 

Tiios. Bellamy, M.D.—You will observe that another gentleman has 
supplied an answer to the query of “ M.l). Scrutator,” in which 
similar sentiments to your own are expressed. It is therefore un¬ 
necessary to publish your letter. There wi 1 he an index to the 
‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Robert J. Graves, M.D., Merrion square, Dublin.—Communica¬ 
tion received. 
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Mk T. M. Ashton , Ormskirk.—Tour communication shall beat- 
tended to. 

H. Duncan Smith, M.D.—Communication received, and a note 
made. 

Da B., Hastings.—The MSS. lias been received. 
Inquisitor.—The last number of the ‘ London Journal of Medicine ’ 

lias come to hand, anil we have remarked the observation to which 
you direct our attention We do not know where it applied ; and, 
being pretty close and observant readers of the Medical Journals, 
we do not believe that it is applicable to any one of them. The de¬ 
partment of the journal so extolled was singularly jejune. We 
suspect that the observation was an ebullition of ill-temper; and 
withal an empty and groundless boast. What the ‘Provincial 
Journal ’ will “ turn out,” t'me will show. To judg; by its pub¬ 
lished plan, it will be a feeble imitation in almost every respect of 
another j surnai. We have never seen a prospectus with a more 
melancholy lack of originality. However, let it come to town and 
do its best, tVe do not believe that it will add twenty subscribers 
to its list, but will place the Association in debt by the end of the 
year something like five hundred pounds. 

To the Editor of the 4 Medical Circular.' ^ 
Mr Editor,—The all-puff-reported Bitter Ales of the Messrs Allsopp 

have been expertly and justly analysed in your impartial columns. 
Baron Liebig’s name has unkindly been made the instrument— 
through the advertising columns of the public press—for the sordid 
gains of a firm which might be appropriately termed that of Puff 
and Co. Yet the Messrs Ailsopps are no egotists. Oh no! They never 
sound their own bugle. Certainly not! To wit: Baron Liebig 
on Allsopp's Bitter Ale! Important announcement. What a 
credit to science, what a record for chronology, and what an honour 
to the profession at large! 

It is, Mr Editor, really painful to see the profession so lowered by 
the good-nature, not to say weakness, of some of its most talented 
members. However, the broad-sword combat of the ‘Medical 
Circular’ has proved vigorously to be a lunge, a tilt, and a hit—“ a 
palpable hit”—and of a pungent nature too, deducible from an 
erudite pate. It were “ manhood ” and “ honesty,” if not wisdom, 
the Baron should tell the public whether he can vouch that he did 
actually analyse the Bitter Alesof Messrs Allsopp's brewing or not ; 
but he finds himself in what is technically termed a “fix,” and, 
turn which way he will, he must lacerate to liberate himself. 
“ Tell the truth and shame the Devil” is a motto for the grave con¬ 
sideration of the Baron. 

The advertising columns of the daily and other papers crow aloud 
to the working population, as well as to classes in general, the stipe- 
rior benefits to be derived from drinking the Bitter Ales of the Messrs 
Allsopp and Son. But we may say of this what a celebrated cha¬ 
racter in one of Oliver Goldsmith's worss says of the sham ladies 
and their assertions, viz. Fudge! Why should not the bitter ales 
of others unadulterated be equal in quality to the Messrs Allsopp’s, 
since they must be made of the same materials? 

In conclusion, Mr Editor, I hope that the publicity of your im¬ 
partial thoughts on the subject will in future be a warning to 
medical men not to lend their names by testimonialising (in friendly 
letters) to the propagation and aggrandisement of commercial 
puffers, who seek but their own interests to the disgrace of the 
medical profession. It is as gratifying to see that the ‘ aVIedical 
Circular’ can maintain its position with the profession and attain 
a permanent success as it is honourable to find that it is not to be 
deterred from truth and justice by any idle or contrary pro 
ceedings.—Yours, &c., B. W. W. 
London, Oct. 8th, 1852. 

M.R.C.S.—There is a notice of the subject in our Seventeenth Number. 
Bead. 

M.D. (London).—The origin of smallpox is unknown. Its true history 
begins witii Rhazesand the Arabian physicians, who first gave it a dis¬ 
tinct place in nosology. The earlier physicians were close observers 
of symptoms, and there is a freshness and truth in their portraitures 
of disease which the composite verbal descriptions of modern 
authors rarely evince. The closeness with which the former ob¬ 
servers approximated in many instances to a knowledge of the 
true pathological nature of disease merely by a searching scrutiny 
into the relations of symptoms is very surprising. However, we 
have in our day enlarged the sphere of facts, and we pursue our 
investigations more inductively, and witii more certain and per¬ 
manent results. Genius does less—industry more. 

A Sanitary Reformer.—The Returns published by the Registrar- 
General are insufficient for the purpose. The hospital authorities 
should be required by tbe Government to publish a detailed state¬ 
ment annually of deaths from accidents and diseases ol all kinds ; 
we should thus be enabled to determine very important questions 
relating to hygiene and the practice of medicine. The influence of 
situation, construction, and the various contingent s mitary agen¬ 
cies would in th s way be ascertained, as well as the effect of dif¬ 
ferent modes of treatment in disease. No sensible medical officer 
could object to such publicity, as he would in a year or two be 
enabled to aid his own judgment by the results of others' experi¬ 
ence, and the entire practice of medicine would be placed on a 
safer and more successful basis. There would be a speedy levelling 
of skill, fewer discrepancies of opinion, and more stability of 
practice. 

W. J. Evans.—You are undoubtedly in the wrong. Baker's Law of 
Coroners is the best book oa the subject. 

Studf,ns.—Clinical lectures are now given in all the London Hospi¬ 
tals. Dr Billing introduced the practice into this metropolis, but 
clinical lectures had be n given in Edinburglt for more than a 
hundred years previously, though probably not with regularity nor 
as an integral part of the educational system. Londoners are too 
conceited to learn anything except the quickest way to get money, 
—because nobody lives in London for any other object. 

P. W. (Birmingham).—We have a very mean opinion of the gentle¬ 
man's powers; albeit he has attained considerable notorietv ; < of 
energy he has mote than enough; of truth none at all. Take our 
advice, have no dealings with him. 

Mr Fredrick Oughton.—Your communication has been received. 

* The pamphlet containing the Report of the Committee appointed 
to investigate the truth of the accusations brought against Mr 
Robins in, Surg on to the Saint Pancras Infirmary, has been re¬ 
ceived. The evidence certainly shows that Mr Robinson has been 
unnecessarily placed upon his defence, and his professional charac¬ 
ter unjustifiably assailed. We are pleased to find so much honour¬ 
able testimony concurring in favour of a meritorious public officer. 

Alexander Currie, M.D. (Bowmere).—We will endeavour to find 
room for your communication in an early number. 

E. W. P. M.D —Communication received, and shall be attended to. 
M.D. Londinensis.—Thank you for your compliments, and we will 

endeavour to make use of your observations at some future time. 
Allsopp is struggling hard to keep himself afloat on the surface of 
public opinion, but down Ho must eventually go. We have nothing 
to say against his ale ; it is his inconscionable system of puffing in 
connection with our profession that moves our indignation. Your 
pun on the name is a little too much in the vernacular to suit us, 
but it is very descriptive. 

Studens (King's College).—The present number of our Journal con¬ 
tains the information required. 

M D. (Liverpool).—A Seotcli degree gives no qualification to practise 
in the metropolis. Whether such a right will be conceded, and 
when, are questions we cannot answer. You could not recover 
charges for medical attendance, because you are not an apothecary. 
Legally, you have no locus standi. 

L. A. C.—It does not signify whether you received a certificate from 
the Society of Apothecaries to practise in the metropolis or the pro¬ 
vinces : tlie law does not recognise the distinction. You are a 
Licentiate of the Hall, aud therefore legally qualified to treat 
disease The public interests are proiected, and that is enough to 
entitle you to payment in a court of law. Certain Judges have de¬ 
cided that the distinction of metr ipolitan and provincial practition¬ 
ers, made by the Hall, is a matter between them and their Licen¬ 
tiates, in which the public are not interested. You may therefore 
urge yout claim. 

Mr Blake.—Several of the lecturers who opened the sessions at the 
various schoo's advocated the claims of tbe Medical Ben -volent 
College, and we hope that there was a liberal response. The insti¬ 
tution deserves the warmest support; and the funds are in a 
flourishing condition. Toe Treasurer of St Thomas’s Hospital 
subscribed a handsome sum at the conclusion of Mr Grainger's 
lecture. 

J. W. P.—Craigie’s work on Pathological Anatomy is vary elaborate, 
and very valuable. Ic will give you the information you require. 
You can see it, doubtless, at the College Library. 

W. R. Wilde, Esq. (Dublin).—Many thanks for kind letter. Any in- 
formatinn or assistance will be thankfully received. We shall also 
avail ourselves of your courteous offer as v, e have occasion. 

Truth.—One error pointed out is better than a dozen alluded tc. 
Dr J. Tuite (Kilkee.).—We are not aware that any names appear as 

stated. Kindly point them out. 
Dr C. Benson.—Your request respecting the Medical Benevolent 

Fund Society shall be cheerfully complied with. 
Dr W. S. Little (Sligo).—Thanks for letter of the 18th inst., which 

shall be duly attended to. Former communication, with enclosure, 
duly received. 

Dr R. V. L. Hassell is an ext. L. R. C. P., and his name is duly re¬ 
gistered in the College list. 

E. Nason, Jun. Esq. (Nuneaton)—Names cannot be inserted without 
an address. 

Da H. Thompson (Omagh); Dr Thomas (Radford); Dr Lyf.ll (Dun¬ 
dee); R. Duncan (Tunbridge Wells) ; Dr R. J. Graves (Dublin) ; 
Whitt Cooper, Esq. (Berkeley square); R. Aulsebbook (Hau- 
well); G. Alexander (Newcastle) ; W. Hales, Esq. ; J. Camp¬ 
bell, Esq. (Lisburn); and Q.’s communications received. 

Wide-awake.—This correspondent inquires, “how it happens if 
Dermott’s school be so undeserving of confidence, as tiie 1 Lancet ’ 
pretends, that Mr Wakley sent two of his sons to that school for 
their medical education, a period of two years intervening between 
the attendances, during which he had plenty of time to form an 
opinion." The inconsistency is too common on tile part of Wakley 
pere, to be incredible, but his conduct is not the less paltry on that 
account. We believe Dermott's school to be as good a one as any 
in this metropolis. 

Mr Thomas (Pembroke Dock) and others.—It has been decided by 
the Editors of the ‘ Medical Directory ’ to append the F.R.C.S. to 
the names of those who have purchased that degree without any 
intimation of how it was obtained. The less that is said of these 
transactions between the College and its ill-usedmembers the better 
—it is a sore subject. 

Mr J. M. Thomas (St Andrews), Dr Tuthill Masset (Worcester), 
communications in type. J. S. Mr Geo. Pollock, Mr Chas. R. 
Walsh, Mr C. W. Cannan, Mr J. Thomson, Aberfeldy, Communi¬ 
cations rec eived. 
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Health, Economy, and Cleanli¬ 
ness consulted by tile use of CULINARY VESSELS, CO \TED 

IN GLASS ENAMEL by Messrs SELBY, JuHNS, and CO., Bradford 
street, Birmingham. 

This novel and elegant application for costing Wrought Iron with 
Pure Glass combines cleanliness with extreme durability, and is one 
of the most important steps in the progress of real sanitary reform, as 
it obviates the evils which result from the employment of copper 
vessels in tire preparation of food, pickles, confectionery, &c. Messrs 
Selby, Johns, and Co.’s Glass-enamelled Ware Is at the price of the nr- 
dinaiy tinned ware, but entirely free from the objection of rust or 
corrosion, so generally complained of, and with ordinary care is ever¬ 
lasting. The following extract from an article in ‘The Lancet’ of the 
21st February last, in reply to the strictures of ‘ The Lancet ’ upon 
the too frequent presence of copper in pickles, is conclusive upon the 
paramount value of Paris’s Patent for culinary purposes:— 

‘‘The glass, as I have incontestibly proved, by a series of carefully 
conducted experiments, resists the action of a very intense licit, maviv 
degrees higher than is required in culinary processes, and is perfectly 
unaffected by contact with all vegetable acids. In domestic, economy,, 
vessels of this construction will doubtless, ere long, supply the place 
of many of those which now adorn the well-appointed kitchen. 

“ Wm. White, Consulting Chemist.” 

Culinary and other vessels may be obtained, of every convenient 
form and size, of Messrs Selby and Johns, Manufacturers of Parent 
Glass Enamel, 288 Bradford street, Birmingham, and 68 Upper 
Thames street, London, where, upon application, may he lmd illus¬ 
trated descriptive catalogues. 

riPhe Vienna Easy Chair, price 35s. 
JL —This Chair is stuffed in the much-approved Austrian style, is 
a great luxury, and suitable for any kind of room. JOHN MAPLE 
begs also to call the attention of the nobility, clergy, and all pur¬ 
chasers of furniture, to Iris immense stock of modern household 
requisites, the largest in tiie world— one show-room alone is 200 feet 
long, in which are bedsteads, both in wood and iron, fitted with fur¬ 
niture and bedding, complete; a'so, every article for the drawing 
room and dining-room, &o. J. M. feels confident that one visit must 
convince the most dubious that at no other warehouse can they get 
such elegant and serviceable articles at so low a price. To prevent 
mistakes, please to ask to see the large room, and note the name. 
Maple, MS, ltfi, 147, Tottenham court road, and 1 to 6 Tottenham 
place. Established 11 years. 

ousso. (Brayera Anthelmintica.) 
TIIE NEW REMEDY FOR TAPE-WORM. 

Mr. KEATING begs to inform tiie profession that he lias just re¬ 
ceived by the “Sultan” a supply of the new crop of this invaluable 
drug, hermetically sealed in Abyssinia, which he begs to offer the 
profession at is. 8d. the ounce, postage free. 

N.B.—A Treatise on tiie Tape-worm, with the means for its removal 
by the New Remedy, “ Kousso,” may be had, price Od., tree by post. 

79, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London. 

PRIVATE INSTITUTION 

FOR THE 

TREATMENT OF THE INSANE, 

SANDYWELL PARK, 
NEAR CHELTENHAM, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 

CONDUCTED BY DR HITCH, 

(Many Years Physician to the Gloucester County 
Lunatic Asylum.) 

Jandywell Park has been long 
known as one of the most admired and healthful re¬ 

sidences in the county of Gloucester The Mansion is situated 
in a finely timbered park of 120 acres in extent, with Gardens, 
Plantations, and a farm attached to it. It is on the Cots weld hills, 
overlooking the Vale of tiie Severn, amidst varied and beautiful 
scenery; and though only five miles from Cheltenham, is perfectly 
secluded, ur.d affords every facility of access without publicity. 

The Mansion has been much improved and considerably enlarged, 
j and by means of additional buildings has been made to consist of two 
houses attached to each other, effecting not only a separate residence 
for the two sexes, hut a complete classification of Patients, with ac¬ 
commodations for either sex, on any required scab'; whilst the ar¬ 
rangements are such as to afford separation, or social intercourse, 
according to the varying condition of each invalid, or the wishes of 
the Relatives or Friends. 

This Institution, therefore, possesses all the requisites f-«r the suc¬ 
cessful treatment of every form of mental disorder. It embraces the 
means of domestic quiet, privacy, and security from o serration, 
without close confinement; facilities for exercise of all kinds in the 
open air, and of amusements within doors, suited to the wants as well 
as to tiie tastes and habits of the Invalid ; and as the Physician and 
his family reside in the house, and live with the patients, the Esta¬ 
blishment assimilates itself to that of a country gentleman, on a large 
scale; with this advantage, that it combines the solae of domestic 
life and the beneficial effects of social communion, with the indispens¬ 
able watchfulness of the medical eye. 

There are also separate Houses on the Estate for these Patients 
whose friends wish them to avoid association with others. 

A Chaplain is also attached to the Establishment. 
The Commissioners in Lunacy report, at their visit in March, IStS : 

—” That the arrangements appear to be extremely judicious, and that 
altogether they have never seen any Private Establishment with 
which, in point of situation, construction, and means of varied exer¬ 
cise and amusement, they have had greater reason to be satisfied.” 

For any other particulars, or for Terms, applications made to Dr 
HITCH, Sanuywell Park, near Cheltenham, will receive every 
attention. 

mportant to Surgeons and the 
Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 

Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court. Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed, of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 

s. d. £ s. d. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s ... „ 7 6 ., 0 10 6 

Cole’s ... „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott's Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold") 9 

at 37. 3s. 
Ellis's Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

Osteological and Dental Reposi- 
TORY, 45 Museum street, Bloomsbury, London. 

JOHN HARNETT begs most respectfully to call tlie attention of 
Lecturers, Students, and Gentlemen connected with the Medical Pro¬ 
fession, to his large and sole t Stock of Anatomical Preparations, 
consisting of Skeletons, lot se and articulated Skulls, Hands and Feet, 
Vertebra:, and Loose Bones, sit the lowest possible prices. 

Ooyal College of Physicians, De- 
_|_\l gree of M.D., Apothecaries’ Hall, &c.—Dr COOKE continues to 
assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Exa¬ 
mining Bo.irds. - For Terms, Stc., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple 
Chambers, 2, Whitefriars street, Fleet-street. 

F reneh.—Mons. M. de Bean- 
VOISINS ORAL AND PRACTICAL METHOD OF 

TEACHING THE FRENCH LANGUAGE. (Now preparing for 
the Press). 

Elementary and Conversation Classes on this most pleasing and 
easy method are held every evening (Friday's excepted) atM.de 
Beauvoisin’s Class Rooms, 17 King William street, City The terms 
of admission are Three Guineas for tiie complete course, entitling the 
Student to the Classes for a period of Twelve Months. Terms also 
quarterly. For private lessons, and other particulars, see the pro¬ 
spectus, which may be had at the Class Rooms.—Morning Classes 
forLadies. 

N.B.—M. de Beauvoisin's works arepublished at the London Schoo 
Library—C. II. Law, 131 Fleet street. 

H ospital Sulphate of Quinine, 
PURE CRYSTALLISED. 

PREPARED BY 

EDWARD HERRING, of the late Firm of HERRING, BROTHERS, 
for the use of Hospitals, Di-pensaries, &c. 

This Su’phale is chemically pure, the Crystalline form prevents the 
admixture of foreign substances to which the Amorphous prepara¬ 
tions of Quinine are 1 able. It is introduced, for the use of Public 
Charities, at a considerable less price than the usual White Sulphate. 
Both these Sulphates to he had of tiie leading Druggists in Londum 
and the United Kingdom, and in quantity, of 

JACOB HUI.LE. jun. Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 



SIMMiscmcnts. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS AND DRUGGISTS. 

BROWN'S CANTIIAHIDING BLISTERING, TISSUE, 
PREPARED FROM POKE CANTIIARIDISE. 

A n elegant Preparation, Vesicat- 
-LjL In« in much less time than the Emp. Lyttse. P.L .eisily applied 
and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome attc-r- 
sores. It has received the sanction and commendation of the.most 
the most eminent Practitioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, 
containing twelve feet, Gs. fid; and small Cases of six square fed, 
3s. fid. each. 

BROWN'S TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing twelve square teet, Is. fid. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘ New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“ March 1st, 1850. 

Brown's Cantharidine Tissue.—it presents peculiar claims to 
our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which s/ often follow the appli¬ 
cation of the Emp. Cantiiaridis are most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly’ safe vesicant, and from the many 
trials we have given it, we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the Medical Precession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the * Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science’ for 
May, 1850, Published in Philadelphia. 

“ We have received from Mr Geo D. Phelps, of New York, 
specimens of BROWN'S CANTUARIDINE BLISTERING PLAIS'I’ER 
and DRESSING, with which our readers are doubtless familar as a 
new and exceedingly neat preparation, easy of application and ceriain 
in their effects. We have given them a fair trial and find they fully 
answer our expectations.” 

E: “ Army Medical Department January 1G 1S47. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital. Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr BROWN’S BLISTERING TIS'UK has 
been used extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effec¬ 
tive as a vesicatory, when carefully applied, an l has not been pro¬ 
ductive of any decree of strangury. 

” ANDREW SMITH, M.D. 
“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

Mr T. B. BROWN. Druggist, 
42 Admiral Terrace, Vauxhall, late Haudsworth, Birm'ngham.” 

Sold by the Sole Consignee, Mr WILLIAM BAILEY, Ilorseley 
Fields Chemical Works, Wolverhampton ; and all wholesa’e and re¬ 
tail Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire. 

Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, Ac. Ac. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brodie, Bart., to the late Sir R. Peel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, ia 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a. justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. C, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Bath Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Stif-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

Dr Arnott’s Hydrostatic or 
FLOATING BED.—This valuable Invention, affording so 

great relief to all Patients long confined to bed, i< now presented to 
the Public greatly improved in manufacture, by which it is made 
much more durable, and at a greatly reduced price, which it is 
hoped will conduce to make its advantages more generally available ; 
-he price being less than some of the water cushions pretended to 
supersede it, which, though valuable for many uses, can never sub¬ 
stitute the Hydrostatic Bed, as it is obvious there can be no 
floating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of tile Hydrostatic Bt d. 

Edward Spence: and Co., have published instructions for its use, 
which remove much of the inconvenience complained of in some 
cases, and give it increased adaptation. 

*** Dr Arnott, the Inventor, lias inspected the beds manufactured 
by Edward Spencer and Co., and lias expressed his approval of their 
construction and make. £ s d. 

No. 1. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, &c. 8 8 0 
No. 2. ditto plain ... 7 7 0 

FOR HIRE. 

No. 1. First Month ... . i ]5 0 
., Second and Succeeding Months ... 1 2 0 

No. 2. First Month ... ... 110 0 
„ Second and succeeding Months ... 0 17 6 

The Hire of the Bed, with Waterproof Sheet und Carriage, to be 
paid in advance. 

Manufactured. Sold, and Let out on Hire, by EDWARD SPENCER 
and Co., General Waierproofors, and Manufacturers of ail kinds of 
Waterproof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers, Capes. Leggings, Over¬ 
shoes, Ac. Ac., IS Billiter street, and 116 Fencliurch street, London. 

ent’s Patent Chronometers, 
WATCHES, and CLOCKS.-E. J. DENT begs leave to inform 

the Public tliat^lie has been AWARDED by the Jury of the Great 
Exhibition of 1851 the ONLY COUNCIL MEDAL given in Horology 
to the English exhibitors; also a Prize Medal for liis Patent Man¬ 
ner’s Compass; and has just received, by order of the Admiralty, a 
premium price for the performance of his Chronometer at the Royal 
Observatory in 1851 and 1852. 

I-. J. Dent respectfully reqtustsan inspection of his extensive stock 
of Watches and Clocks. La lies' elegant gold watches, eight guineas ; 
gentlemen's, ten guineas; youths' silver watches, four guineas; 
strong lever watches for engineers and others, six guineas each. 

E. J. Dent, watcli and clock maker by Appointment to the Queen, 
H.R.H. Prince Albert, and H.I.M. the Emperor of Russia, 6! Strand, 
33, Cockspur stre-t, and 34, Royal Exchange (clock tower area). 
Large church-clock manufactory, somerset wharf, Strand. 
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CLERICAL, MEDICAL, and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 
ADVANTAGES OFFERED., 

EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured may reside in most parts of the world, without extra charge, and in all parts, 
by payment of a small extra premium. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK 0? PARTNERSHIP. 

The small share of profit divisible in future among the Shareholders 
being now provided for, without intrenching on the amount made by the regular business, the Assured will hereafter derive all the 

benifits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, complete freedom from liability, secured by means of an ample Proprietary 
Capital—thus combining in the same office all the advantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to £'850,000, and the Income exceeds £1 ,'10,000 per Annum. 
CREDIT SYSTEM.—On Policies for the whole of Life, one half of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit 

and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may be paid off at any time. 
LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in existence live years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 

value. 
BONUSES.—FIVE Bonuses have been declared; at the last in January, 1852, the sum of £131, 125 was added to the Policies, producing 

a Bonus varying with the different ages from 24J to 55 cent, on tile Premiums paid during the five years, or from £5 lo £12 lOs. 
per cemt. on the Sum Assured. 

The Bonuses applied in reduction of Fremium on many of the Policies which have participated in three or more divisions, have been 
sufficient not only to extinguish the whole of the Premiums, but also to add a Bonus to the sum assured, which will be -further augmented 
at every succeeding division. 

The following are examples;— 

Sums 
Assured. 

No. of 
Bonuses. 

Original Premium. 

Bonus already added to 
Sums Assured since the 
extinguishment of all the 

Premiums. 

£ £ s. d. £ s. d. 
1000 5 82 11 10 Extinguished. 337 11 0 
1000 4 S2 0 10 ditto. 114 0 0 
1000 3 125 0 0 ditto. 193 5 0 
1000 3 100 5 0 ditto. 106 10 0 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Policies participate in the Profits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid be- 
ween every division, so that if only one year’s Premium be received prior to the Books being closed for any division, the Policy on which it 

was paid will obtain its due share. The hooks close for the next Division on 3 th June, 1856, therefore those who effect Poliices before the 
30th June next will be entitled to one year’s additional share of Profits over later assurers. 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses may either be received in Cash, or applied at the option of the assured in 
any other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATING—Assurances may be effected for a fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Premiums for term Poli¬ 
cies are lower than at most other Safe Offices. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are Indisputable except in 
cases of fraud. 

INVALID LIVES may be assured at rates proportioned to the increased risk. 
POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, und of every age, and for any sum on one life from £50 to £10,000. 
PREMIUMS may be paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, hut if a payment be omitted from any cause, the Policy can be revived within 

fourteen Months. 
The accounts and Balance Sheets are at all timesopen to the inspection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure, 

A copy of the last Report, with a Prospectus and forms of Proposal, can he obtained of any of the Socieiy’s Agents, or will be forwarded 
free by addressing a line to 

GEORGE II. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 

N.B. A Fee of One Guinea is allowed by this Society to the Medical Attendants of all Persons proposing to assure. 

M. Colchester, Pharmaceutical Chemist and Manufacturer of 
o CONCENTRATED PREPARATIONS, 2 Crown street, Hoxton square, London, respectfully informs Gentlemen of the Medical 

Profession, wishing for superior Concentrated Preparations and Infusions, that a List of his Concentrated Medicines (many of whicli are pre¬ 
pared only by him) with their prices, is sent free by post on application; and that all ordi-rs to the amount of li. 10s. and upwards are sent 
to any railway station within 150 miles of London, carriage free, on the receipt of a Post office order to that amount, the cost of which can be 
deducted. 

Medical Gentlemen ordering Colchester’s Liq. Senna; Comp, through other houses are requested to observe that Mr C. cannot be an¬ 
swerable for any withobt his signature 

on the label; the celebrity this preparation lias acquired, and the increased demand for it since its first introduction by Mr Colchester in 
1845 (vide ‘ Lancet,’ January 10th, 1846, page 41, and January 31st, page 142) having induced some parties to prepare imitations of it. 

Assurance and Invest- 
MENT ASSOCIATION, 

7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 
Established May 1844. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with those 
cf a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. The plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot be adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com¬ 
panies 

Prospectuses and full information may he obt lined by application 
at the Head Office, or to the respective Agents throughout the United 

ingdom. 
PETER MORRISON, Managing Director. 

rices of Medical Bottles, Best 
Quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR'S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW 

CLOSE, CITY. 

6 oz. and 8 oz. GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

1J oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 

Druggists’ Sundries, and every Requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 
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ouseholders’ and General Life 
ASSURANCE COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPIII, LONDON. 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coin • 
brook. 

The HevThos Cator, 
Brvat stone square, 
and Skelbrook park 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport, 
Bulllock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq., Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road Holloway. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder hy endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the services of the medical profession 
by admitting them to a participation in ft per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as the Policy remains in force. 

RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

Medical Referees. 

M 
NEMO SIBI VIVAT. 

edical, Legal, and General 
MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY, 

12G Strand, London. 
For Healthy and Diseased Lives. 

Registered and Incorporated 1846. 
TRUSTEES. 

The Right Honourable the Master 
of the Rolls, M.P. 

James Russell, Esq. Q.C. 
DIRECTORS. 

John Bill'ngsley Parry, Esq. Q.C. Chairman. 

James Copland, M.D. 
J. B. Parry, Esq. Q.C. 
Verc Fane, Esq. 

G. A. Barlow, M.D. 
A. Cornthwalte, Esq. 
F. J. Farre, M.D. 
T. W. Greene, Esq. 
Richard Jcbb, Esq. 
J. C. W. Lever, M.D. 
W. J. Little, M.D. 

John Parrott, Esq. 
R. Partridge, Esq., F.R.S. 
R. Quain, Esq., F.R.S. 
Robert Smith, Esq. 
F. T. White, Esq. 
J. H. Whiteway, Esq. 

Profits divisible in 1851 and henceforth annually. 
Loans granted to Medical Practitioners on adequate personal 

security. 
Policy Stamp commuted by a small Annual Payment. 
Tables of Rates (which will he found to he calculated on the lowest 

scale compatible with the interests of the Assured), Proposal Papers, 
and every other Form for effecting Assurance may be had on appli¬ 
cation to FREDERICK J. BIGG, Actuary and Secretary. 

Head Office, 126 Strand. 

Iife Assurance Agency in Lon- 
1 DON.—An old-established Life Office is open to applications 

from persons in London, who may be disposed to devote the whole or 
any portion of their time to the extension of Life Assurance, by 
perso-' utvass. Parties having connexions among the upper and 
m! ’' i-ses may find this a source of considerable emolument, 

. ith references, to L. A., care of Messrs. Letts, Son, & Steer. 
, Exchange, Cornhill. 

). Vin. Rect.—Str. 56° o. p. 
Single gallon, 18s. 

Two gallons, or upwards, 17s. 6d. per gallon. 
Flasks (glazed inside) secured for travelling, Is. per gallon. 

Cas.t on delivery in London is indispensable. 

HENRY BRETT and CO., Old FurniraTs Distillery, Holborn. 

LADIES’ BELTS AND BANDAGES. 

NO LADY SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE. 

ailey’s El astic 
LADIES’ BELTS are found to bo 

some of the most useful articles in his esta¬ 
blishment. They are worn by those who are 
delicate in tluir constitution, since they sup¬ 
port the Back and Abdominal Muscles, giving 
the greatest possible comfort before and after 
Accouchement. It Is impossible in an adver¬ 
tisement to explain the utility of these Belts; 
they prevent the bearing down so much com¬ 
plained of by Ladies, and in all cases where 
the stays are of very little use. In fact, most 
eminent Accoucheurs keep one hy them in 
case of Haemorrhage. The prices are 21s., 
Ills. 6d., and 42s. each. 

For Measurement, size round at A, B, 
and C. 

And depth, from A to B and C. 

LOOK TO YOUR LEGS. 
If they swell, or the veins are enlarged, get one of BAILEY’S 

ELASTIC STOCKINGS. It is a well-known fact, that many valuable 
lives have been lost by neglecting to get a proper Bandage or Stock¬ 
ing. AJ Cotton Stocking, to draw on without the trouble of lacing, 
7s. 6d.; very strong, 13s. Od.; fine Silk, 15s.; stout Silk, 21s. each- 
KNEG CAPS, 6s. 6d.; Silk, 10s. 6d. each. Circumference of the leg 
is all that is required. 

Post-office Orders to be addressed to WM. IIUNTLY BAILEY, 41S. 
Oxford street, London. 

N B.—A Catalogue may he had hy sending a postage stamp. 

NOISELESS RINGS. 

Gutta Perch a Curtain and Cor- 
NICE RINGS.—These Rings have been much approved hy 

the Faculty, particularly for nervous and aged persons. Owing to 
the peculiar properties of Gutta Petcha, these rings do not make a 
noise when drawn along the pole or rod. The following sizes may be 
had, either with or without loops:-Sizes; 1 inch diameter, 1| inch 
ditto, 2 inch ditto, 2f inch ditto, 3 inch ditto, 3J Inch ditto. 

TUBING, LINING FOR TANKS, ORNAMENTAL 

MOULDINGS, &c., manufactured hy the 

GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, 

(Patentees), 18 Wharf road, City road, Loudon. 

enry Bigg, 9 St Thomas’s 
STREET, SOU 1HWARK, SURGEONS’ INSTRUMENT 

MAKER, &c. to the ROYAL and GENERAL HOSPITALS (Established 
a.d. 1751), begs to inform the Profession that he has always in stock 
every instrument, apparatus, and appliance necessary for the nse of 
the Surgeon, all of which are constructed after the latest improve¬ 
ments, and include superior workmanship, best possible materials, 
and moderate charges. 

II. B. refers with pride to the support this establishment has re¬ 
ceived from the profession during the last 100 years, under the 
management of his predecessor and himself, and hopes, by the same 
unremitting attention, punctuality, and dispatch hitherto used, to 
merit a continuance of it. 

Instruments made to drawings, or designs sent for approval. 
Artificial Arms, Lees, Spinal Apparatus, &c. Ac., at the above 

Establishment, and at 

29 Leicester square, London. 

the 16th of September.—Class-rooms, -25, Newman street. Oxford 

street. Private residence, 9 South crescent, Bedford square. 



s alt and Co.’s East India Pale 
ALES.—As a genera! rule, Salt and Co. have been content to 

tet Iheir Ales speak tor themselves; but the agitation which has 
teen going on for the last few weeks in the shape of what may be 
called the Strychnine Controversy has placed them in a position 
which seems now to call for a few remarks. It was, perhaps, not 
to be wondered at that the public should be a lit Is startled on the 
first intimation that they were drinking poison every day without 
knowing it; but that a report so vague, so groundless and so mani¬ 
festly absurd, as that on which the charge of using Strychnine in the 
manufacture of Pale Ales was founded should have more til n a merely 
temporary effect, appeared to them perfectly incredible. At any rate, a 
simple denial of the imputation was,in their opinion,all that the occasion 
required. Such denial they gave, together with the other brewers ot 
Burton, by publishing a declaration to the effect that nothing besides 
malt, hops, and water bad ever been used in ttie composition of their 
ales; and they have all along considered it beneath the proper dig¬ 
nity of a respectable house to do more than this. They have been 
compelled, however, in sell-defence, to go somewhat beyond their own 
conviction on this point by tile extraordinary manner in which some 
others in the trade have so pressed their own particular ales upon 
the notice of the public, as, in effect, to convey the idea, that 
no others are genuine. It is, therefore, alike due to themselves and 
their friends, to make the fact known, that whenever a fair opportunity 
lias offered of submitting their ales t > the test of analyst-, they have 
availed themselves of it; although they only quote one instance, namely, 
in the case of Mr Pepper, Professor of Chemis ry at the R >ynl Polytech¬ 
nic Institution, whose certificate they subjoin ; indeed, such lias been 
the spirit in which some of these analyses have i cen conducted, as to 
make it evident, that the object was rather to serve private interest than 
to satisfy the public mind. Still, even this might have been done with¬ 
out making invidious comparisons, calculated to damage thef.dr name 
of others. Salt and Co. now take leave of the subject in the tall per¬ 
suasion that they will eventually lose no liing in the public estimation 
by the comparative silence they have maintained during this long 
and, as it appears to them, frivolous controversy. Were it needful, 
they could produce ample testimony to the purity of their ales, as well 
from rlie medical profession us from private individuals; but they pre¬ 
fer taking tiie higher ground of conscious rectitude, and a character 
of fitly years standing. 'Iheir ales may be ha I as usual, either direct 
from the brewery, Burton-011-Trent, or from any of tli.ir Agents, in 
casks of eighteen gallons and upwards:— 

London Stores, 2z Hungerford wharf. 
Liverpool Stores, 52 Henry street. 
Manchester Stores, 37 Brown street. 
Wolverhampton, Dudley road. 
Dublin, 42 Fleet street. 

(Copy)—“Mr Pepper's • ertificute.—This is to certify that I bare 
examined a great many samples of the bitter beer brewed by the firm 
of Mtssrs Salt and Co., and I cannot discover, by chemical analysis, 
Strychnine in them, or any other matter but that procurable from 
mat, hops, and water. (Signed), J. H. Popper, K.C.S., A.C.E , Pro¬ 
fessor of Chemistry, lioyal Polytechnic In-ti ution. To Messrs Tlios. 
Salt and Co., Brewers, But tun-on-Tr.-nt.” 

W. GOW, HUNGERFORD WHARF, LONDON, 

Pale India Ale and Stout, 4s. per 
dozen Quarts, 2s. Gd. per dozen Pins; Seoch Ale, 5s. pei 

dozen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
Captains supplied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, 
from 30s. per dozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD 
and WATSON, 16 Clement’s lane City. 

ndia Pale Ale.—"YV. Younger and 
Co. Paul’s Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their 

friends and the Public, that they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale . ... in casks of 9 gallons at 9s. and 12s. 
Also their Superior Edinburgh Ale ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong and Rich ... ditto 9 ditto at 1 Cs. and 20s. 
Ard Superior Porter and Stout ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLED. 
Pale Ales, 5s. qts. and 3s. puts.; Edinburgh Ale, 7s. and Ss. qts.. 

and 4s. and 4s. 6d. pnts.; Stour, 3s. Gd. and os. qts., and 2s. and 
3s. pnts. 

Five per Cent, allowed for cash. 

J. W. WATSON, Manager. 

P ure and Healthy Leeches.- 

ure Cocoa.—Cocoa has been 
designated by Phj’siciaus of eminence as one of the richest 

productions of the vegetable kingdom, and when property prepared, 
is justly celebrated for its peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

So keen, however, has been the avidity to render this article a lu¬ 
crative manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby 
excited, that the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, 
with the sole aim of LOWNESS of PRICE, until Cocoa has been un¬ 
justly brought into disrepute, the public having long become dis- 
gus ed with numerous vile compounds, which, whether vended under 
the captivating misnomers of “ Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive,” “ Di¬ 
etetic,” &e. .fee. are all more or less the most nauseate concoctions, 
anil indeed can hardly be considered as deserving any claim to the 
title or character of Cocoa. 

The evils with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly 
manifest to the Medical Pro'ession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN’ 
M’S rURE STATE) ns an article of diet, frequently prescribe and 
recommend it to invalids, as a remedial agent in promoting health. 
The results are. however, too often rendered nugatory by the im¬ 
purity of the article supplied. 

flic importance, as \udl as the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa in 
a genuine pure state, ail: alike sufficiently notorious—the only secu¬ 
rity adopted by many to guard against adulteration has been to 
procure the Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in 
extracting the entire strength and flavour of Cocoa in this foirn, no 
guarantee whatever is afforded that the Nuts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude of our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
precludes < ur devoting a strict and essential supervision to the man¬ 
ufacture of Cocoa ; we have therefore completed arrangements witli 
:ite liighlv respectable firm of Messrs Henry Thorne and Co. Leeds, 
whose many yeai»’successful experience in tiie preparation of this 
article, and the celebrity they have thereby acquired in tiie North of 
England, together with their uncompromising determination to ad¬ 
here to tiie principle they originally adopted, viz. to manufacture 
only from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly eschew adulteration in 
any shape whatever, warrant us in recommending their 

“GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA” 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, and to the 
Public. Your obedient humble Servants, 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Family Tea-Men, S Ludgnte hill. 

Sole Agents for London. 

|3hythian’s Tea and Coffee E Sta¬ 
ff blishment, 430 West Strand, and 1, 2, and 3, King William 

Street, adjoining.—Pitre Congou Tea, 3s. to 3s. Sd.; Pure Souchong 
oi;to, 4s. to 4s. Sd. Coffee, lOd to Is. Gd. Great reduction in Fari¬ 
naceous Foods. Russian Seniola, 5s.pier doz., orGdperih Tapioca, 
4d.; Sago, 3d.; Mnndioca. 3d., or 2s. Gd. per doz. 

Catalogues of prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
Genuine Salad Oil, 7d. and lOd. pe flask. 

ure Souchong Tea, perfectly 
free from dye, scent or any deleterious matter with which the 

ordinary Black Teas abound. Medical Gentlemen desirous of ordering 
Tea for Invalids, may secure the above genuine and wholesome 
beverage in its native purty at SPARROW’S,372 OXFORD STREET 
(sixteen doors east of the. Pantheon), at 4s., 4s. 4d., and 4s. 8d. 

Price List of Teas, Coffees, and family Grocery, sent, post free, ea 
application; and parcels of 21. value and upwards, carriage paid to 
tiny part of the kingdom. 

A New Discovery in Teeth.— 
MR HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has intro¬ 

duced an entirely NEW DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, 
fixed without springs, wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble 
the natural teeth as not to be distinguished from the originals by the 
closest observer; they will never change colour or decay; and will be 
found superior to any teclh ever before used. This method does not 
require the extraction of roots, or any painful operation, and will 
support and preserve teeth that are loose, and is guaranteed to restore 
articulation and mastication. Decayed teeth rendered sound and 
useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ in answer to several 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, 
Druggists, &c., that tiie Leeches they offer are such as can be recom¬ 
mended for Purity, Health, and Readiness of Biting 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, Ac., G6 Far- 
ringdoii market, London. 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middle 
at the Office of Reyneil and Weight, 1G Little Pulteney st 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Ha rris, at 4 Adam street, Adolph:, 
in the City of Westminster. —Oct. 20, 1S52. 
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TAinneford’s Pure Fluid Magnesia, 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

ennett’s Watches, made ex- 
pressiy for medical men, beating dead seconds, with every 

recent improvement, and most carefully finished: in silver cases, 
12 gs.; in gold ditto, lSgs. Every Watch sold at this Manufactory 
skilfully examined, timed, and its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETT’S MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty Shillings, is a 
really useful and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental 
appearance. A thousand Thermometers may be selected from, com¬ 
mencing at One Shilling. 

BENNETT, Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to the Royal Ob¬ 
servatory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 
65 Cbeapside. 

New Discovery in Teeth.— 
MR HOWARD, Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has intro¬ 

duced an entirely NEW DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, 
fixed without springs, wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble 
the natural teeth as not to be distinguished from the originals by the 
closest observer; they will never change colour or decay; and will be 
found superior to any teeth ever before used. This method does not 
require the extraction of roots, or any painful operation, and will 
support and preserve teeth that are loose, and is guaranteed to restore 
articulation and mastication. Decayed teeth rendered sound and 
useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

“Dinnoford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the 
preparation ought to be."—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing 
sale among the public, is now very largely employed in dispensing ; 
for which the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone 
Jabs, half gallon, 5s. fid.; gallon, 9s. fid.; specially adapted for the 
use of Surgeons and Chemists. 

To be had from the manufacturers. DINNEFORD’S and CO., Che¬ 
mists, 172 Bond street, London; and all respectable Wholesale Drug¬ 
gists and Patent Medicine Houses. 

uxley’s Surgical ^Stockings, 
KNEECAPS, ANKLETS, &c., still rptotinue to be recom¬ 

mended where artificial support is required, fliiltpre admitted to be 
tlie most efficient contrivance yet introdruijl for the support of __ 
varicose veins, weakness, A c. ; they are lightfirorms and inexpensive, 
and are drawn on like an ordinary stockingpT II 7 

HUXLEY'S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on ffjeuiffoiy new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighingfijflV ounces. Par¬ 
ticulars, directions for self-measurement, a&t une'VtfJijtea forwarded 
by post, on application to Huxley and Co., 5 vye^rebh, Cavendish 

square. 'v <Al'-CLs- "■ 
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IbMmwents 

o Chemists and Druggists. — 
A quantity of White Glazed Deray Paper, of 181 bs. to the Ream, 

at 10s. 6d. per Ream, for cash on delivery.—Apply, pre-paid, to Mr 
Attwood, 1 Westbourne-park road, Paddington. 

r George Hind, F.R.C.S., has 
resumed his PRIVATE LECTURES and EXAMINATION'S on 

the 16th of September.—Chos-rodms, 25, Newman s reet, Oxford 
street. Private residence, 9 South crescent, Bedford square. 
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DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to tire holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Day's after proof of Death. 
An entirelv new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an 

immediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every 
five or seven years bv other Offices. 

The Directors cknowledgo the services of the medical profession 
by admitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits 
of the Company in rateable proportion to the business recommended 
by them individually, in addition to the medical fees for opinions, 
and the usual commission of ID per Cent, on the first year’s Premium 
on each Assurance, and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as 
long as tile Policy remains in force. 

RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

Medical Referees. 

TTnited Kingdom Life Assurance 
COMPANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1834, 

8 Waterloo place, Pall mall, London. 

Honorary 

Earl of Courtown, 
Earl Leven and Melville. 
Earl of Norbury. 
Earl of Stair 
Earl Somers 

Presidents. 

Viscount Falkland. 
Lord Elphinstone. 
Lord Beihaven and Stenton. 
Wrn. Campbell, Esq. of Tilli- 

chewan. 

London Board. 

Chairman.—CHARLES GRAHAM, Esq. 

Deputy-Chairman.—CHARLES DOWNES, Esq. 

H. Blair Avarne, Esq. 
E. Lennox Boyd, Esq., Resident. 
Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, Esq. 

J. G. Henriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. H. Thomson, Esq. 
Thomas Thorby, Esq. 

Medical Officers. 

Physician—Arthur H. Hass ill, Esq., M.D., 8 Bennett stree’, 
St James's. 

Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq.. 48 Berners street. 
The Bonus added to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31, 

1847, is as follows :— 

Sum 
Assu; ed. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ 
5,000 

* 1,000 
500 

Years Mrs 
13 10 

7 0 
1 0 

£ s. d. 
6 83 6 8 

£ s. d. 
787 10 0 
1>7 10 0 

11 5 0 

£ s. d. 
6,470 16 8 
1,157 10 0 

511 5 0 

* Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person 

aged 30 took out a policy for 1,0007, the annual payment for which 

is 247. Is. 8d.; in 1847 he had raid in premiums 1687 11s. 8d.; but 
tiie pro tits being 2? per cent, per annum on the sum insured (which 

is 227 10s. per annum on each 1,0007) lie had 1577 10s. added to the 

policy, almost as much as the premiums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and 
only one half need he paid for the first five years, when the Insurance 
is for Life. Every information will be afforded on application to the 
Resident Director. 

NEMO SIbl VIVAT. 

Legal, and General 
AL LIFE-ASSURANCE SOCIETY, 

120 Strand, London. 
For Healthy and Diseased Lives. 

Registered and Incorporated 1845. 

James Copland, M. D. 
J. B. Parry, Esq. Q.C. 
Vere Fane, Esq. 

TRUSTEES. 
The Right Honourable the Master 

of the Rolls, M.P. 
James Russell, Esq. Q.C. 

directors. 

John BMlhigsley Parry, Esq. Q.C. Chairman. 
G. A. Barlow, M.D. 
A. Cornthwaite, Esq. 
E. J. Earre, M.U.* 
T. W. Greene, Esq. 
Richard Jelib, E>q. 
J. C. W. Lever, M.D. 
W. J. Little, M.D. 

John Parrott, Esq. 
R. Partridge, Esq., F.R.S. 
R. Quain, Esq., F.R.S. 
Robert Smith, Esq. 
F. T. White, Esq. 
J. II. Whiteway, Esq. 

Profits divisible in 1851 and henceforth annually. 
Loans granted to Medical Practitioners on adequate personal 

security. 
Policy Stamp commuted by a small Annual Payment. 
Tables of Rates (which will be found to be calculated on the lowest 

scale compatible with the interests of the Assured), Proposal Papers, 
and every other Form for effecting Assurance may be had on appli¬ 
cation to FREDERICK J. BIGG, Actuary and Secretary. 

Head Office, 126 Strand. 

n Improved Mode of Employing A 
fl MERCURY by FUMIGATION to the whole body, exemplified 
by cases of its success. To be advised in various obstinate diseases 
of the skin, and especially in syphilitic affections. By Jonathan 

Queen, M.D., Ac. ,vc., formerly Surgeon, Royal Navy. 
Lond. n: Hlppolyto Baillieiv, 219 Regent street, and 290 Broadway, 

New York. 

To be disposed of, a good Country 
MEDICAL PRACTICE. Business doing 3007 per annum. A 

' ‘ ‘Medical Circular’ ranall Premium only required.—Address, Alpha, 
Office, 5 Adam street, Adelphi. 

Imperial Life Insurance Company, 
JL 1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq., Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer, Deputy Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums o.i Insurances tor the Whole Term of 
Life lias recently been adop:e l, by* which a material reduction has 
been made at all Ages below 50 Years. 

Four-fifths, or 80 per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies 
every Fifth Year; and may be applied to increase the sum insured ; 
t" an immediate payment in cash ; or to the reduction and ultimate 
extinction ot future Premiums. 

One third of the Premium on Insurances of 500/. and upwards, 
for the Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Debt upon the Policy, 
to be paid off at convenience; by which means 1,500/. may be insured 
tor tho present outlay otherwise required for 1,0007 

Loans.—The Directors will lend Sums of 50/. and upwards on the 
security of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term 
of Life, when they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effect Insurances with this Company are 
protected by its large Subscribed Cap.tal from the risk incurred by 
members of Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at re¬ 
duced rates. Samuel I s gALL, Actuary. 

Henry Bigg, 9 St Thomas’s 
STREET, SOUlHWARK, SURGEONS’ INSTRUMENT 

MAKER, &c. to the ROYAL and GENERAL HOSPITALS (Established 
a.d. 1751), begs to inform the Profession that he has always in stock 
every* instrument, apparatus, and appliance necessary tor the use of 
the Surgeon, all of which are constructed alter the latest improve¬ 
ments, and include superior workmanship, best possible materials, 
and moderate charges. 

II. B. refers with pride to the support ttiis establishment has re¬ 
ceived from tile profession during the last 100 years, under the 
management of his predtcessois and himself, ancLhopes, by the same 
unremitting attention, punctuality, and dispatch hitherto used, to 
merit a continuance of it. 

Instruments made to drawings, or designs sent for approval. 
Artificial Arms. Legs, Spinal Apparatus, &c. &c., at the above 

Establishment, and at 

29 Leicester square, London. 
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Now is ready, Svo, price 2s. 6d., 

acts and Observations on the 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION of CHILDREN, especially as 

regards the prevention of Spinal and other Delormities. By Samuel 

Hare, F.R.C.S., &c. 

London: John Churchill, 46 Princes street; and may he had of 
all Booksellers. 

Just published, Svo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post, 5s. 

n True and False Sperma- 
TORRHCEA, with the view to the Correction of wide-spread 

Errors in relation to the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and 
Sexual Hypochondriacs in general. Translated from the German of 

Dr Pickford, of the University of Heidelberg. 

H. BAILLIERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway. 
New York. U.S. 

bservations on the Treatment 
of CLEFT PALATE by MECHANICAL MEANS, by John 

Mapleson, Dentist (and Cupper to the Queen). 

“We recommend a reference to this little brochure by all interested 
in the subject.”—Lancet. 

“Mr Mapleson has had great success in the treatment of cleft 
palate in cases in which the division is so extensive as to prec'udc the 
possibility of a surgical operation being satis'actorily performed. Tins 
pamphlet describes his plan and instances cases of its success. We 
have no doubt of the value of this remedial measure, for we happen 
to know of cases in which the author’s appliances have been success¬ 
ful.”—Medical Circular, July 28. 

Highley and Son, 32 Fleet street. 

DK. KNOX’S ANATOMY. 

Next week will be published, fcap. cloth, price 12s. 6d. 

Manual of Human Anatomy; 
Descriptive, General, and Practical. By Dr Knox, late Lec¬ 

turer on Anatomy in Edinburgh. Illustrated by 250 highly-finished 
Wood Engravings (the vessels coloured) from Drawings by Dr West- 

macott. 
London: Henry Renshaw, 356 Strand. 

A 

Tills day is published, price 3s. 6d. 

'The Young Wife’s Guide during 
A PREGNANCY and CHILDBIRTH, and in the MANAGE¬ 

MENT of her INFANT. By Henry Davies, M.D., Fellow of the 
Royal College of Physicians, and Consulting Physician to the British 
Lying-in Hospital. Post Svo, cloth boards. 

Henry G. Bohn, 4, 5, and 6 York street, Covent garden. 

Health, Economy, and Cleanli¬ 
ness consulted by the use of CULINARY VESSELS, CO \TED 

IN GLASS ENAMEL by Messrs SELBY, JOHNS, and CO., Bradford 
street, Birmingham. 

This novel and elegant application for coating Wrought Iron with 
Pure Glass combines cleanliness with extreme durability, and is one 
of the most important steps in the progress of real sanitary reform, as 
it obviates the evils which result from the employment of copper 
vessels in the preparation of food, pickles, confectionery, &c. Messrs 
Selby, Johns, and Co.’s Glass-enamelled Ware is at the jirice of the or¬ 
dinary tinned ware, but entirely free from the objection of rust or 
corrosion, so generally complained of, and with ordinary care is ever¬ 
lasting. The following extract from an article in ‘The Lancet’ of the 
21st February last, in reply to the strictures of ’The Lancet’ upon 
the too frequent presence of copper in pickles, is conclusive upon the 
paramount value of Paris’s Patent for culinary purposes:-— 

“The glass, as I have incontestibly proved, by a series of carefully 
conducted experiments, resists the action of a very intense heat, man 
degrees higher than is required in culinary processes, and is perfectly 
unaffected by contact with all vegetable acids In domestic economy, 
vessels of this construction will doubtless, ere long, supply the place 
of many of those which now adorn the well-appointed kitchen. 

“ Wm. White, Consulting Chemist.” 

Culinary and other vessels may be obtained, of every convenient 
form and size, of Messrs Selby and Johns, Manufacturers of Patent 
Glass Enamel, 288 Bradford street, Birmingham, and 68 Upper 
Thames street, London, where, upon application, may be had illus¬ 
trated descriptive catalogues. 

MENTAL DISEASES. Cases exhibiting the Medical 
TREATMENT in MENTAL DISEASES; for the use of 

Students, 5s. 6d. 
OUTLINES of LECTURES on MENTAL DISEASES. 

By Sir Alexander Morison, M.D. 21s. 

Published by Maclaclilan and Stewart, Edinburgh. Longman and. 
Co. London. 

Also, a very few copies of 
PHYSIOGNOMY in MENTAL DISEASES. 3/. 10s. 

F or Varicose Veins and Weak- 
NESS, SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS 

on a New Principle, pervbus, light in texture, and inexpensive, 
yielding a permanent, efficient, and unvarying support under any 
temperature, without the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, 
a Strong, Low-priced Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: 
ELASTIC NET CORSETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMINAL 
SUPPORTING BELTS, for both sexes; those for ladies’use before 
and after accouchement are admirably adapted for giving adequate 
support with extreme lightness—a point little attended to in the com¬ 
paratively clumsy contrivances and fabrics hitherto employed. In¬ 
structions for measurement, in prices, on application, and the articles 
sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4, WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profes-ion, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

aimer’s American Artificial Leg 
“is a most admirable, ingenious, and philanthropic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all ot iers that have been hitherto invented, and 
is a valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience 
arising from a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are 
life-like elasticity and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, 
adaptability, and perfection of exterior appearance.”—‘The Lancet,’ 
Jan. 3, 1852. Circulars sent upon application. 

DODGE & OSBORNE, solo maufacturers, 30 Regent street, London. 

r. Fitch’s Patent Abdominal 
SUPPORTER gives permanent relief to Ladies suffering from 

internal complaints, or during and after pregnancy, prolapsus uteri, 
&c.; a’so to Gentlemen, for corpulency, prevention of ruptures or 
injuries from Athletic exercises debility, &e. It will be forwarded to 
Medical Gentlemen for inspection, free, by addressing a line to L. H. 
CHANDLER, 66 Berners street, Oxford street. 

“It is an ingenious instrument, and is constructed upon correct 
anatomical principles.”—Extract from the ‘Lancet’ of Sept. IS. 

entilating Boots and Shoes. — 
This valuable discovery gives instant ease and comfort to the 

wearer, prevents Corns tram throbbing, the Feet from swelling or 
being tender, and keeps them perfectly dry. The inventor solicits 
One Trial, feeling assured that, having once experienced the comfort 
which they give, no person will wear any other. 

Wellington Boots ..... 21s. 0d. 
Best ditto.25s. Od. 
Button ditto.16s. Od. 
Shoes.10s. 6d. 

“ In a sanitary point of view this invention is really valuable, and 
in warm climates it must be a great source of comfort to persons who 
are afflicted with tender feet.”—‘The Lancet,’ Feb. 21, 1852. 

To be had of the Patentee, C. MARSDEN, near the Bridge, Kings- 
land road, London. By sending an old boot or 6hoe a tit will bo 
warranted. 

Tarratt’s Bandage and Strength- 
ENING PLASTER.—This Plaster, from the nature of the 

composition, and the material on which it is spread, is adapted for a 
permanent Bandage, as it neither produces irritation of the skin, nor, 
when applied, does heat cause it to lose its adaptation to the part. 
Having these qualities, it is peculiarly valuable in the treatment of 
ulcerated legs, varicose veins, <fcc., where equal and constant support 
is required. Several of the most eminent surgeons continue to use 
this Plaster in their practice, preferring it in certain cases to any 
other. It is well suited for exportation to, and use in, warm climates, 
tlie high temperature having less effect on it than on any other 
plaster. 

The profession are referred to Messrs Westwoods and Hopkins, 
Wholesale Druggists, Newgate street, where the Plaster may be had 
in packets, containing three yards, for 2s. 6d., or spread upon skins 
of chamois leather, at 3s. 6d. 

Westwoods and Hopkins also call attention to their Compound 
Adhesive Plaster for fractures and wounds, as likewise to their Con¬ 
centrated Preparations, Essences, &c. 
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The ‘ Lancet ’ of October 23 opens with a continuation of 
Mr Coulson’s lectures on 

1 Lithotomy and Lithotrity.' 

The mode of performing the lateral operation is the sub¬ 
ject of the present lecture. The anatomy of the parts, the 
direction and extent of the incisions, the instruments used, 
are described and illustrated by various cuts. Mr Coulson 
examines the question relative to the superior propriety of 
large or moderate internal incisions for the removal of a 
stone. He is an advocate, in common with most modem 
lithotomists, of moderate incisions—in other words, an inci ¬ 
sion that does not pass through the whole depth of the pros¬ 
tate, “ but leaves a few lines of that body near its base, and 
the capsule undivided.” He cites numerous authorities in 
support of his views. The lecture is learned and elaborate. 

Dr Marshall Hall communicates to the same journal Cli¬ 
nical Notes 

‘ On Epilepsy, and its Treatment by Tracheotomy.' 

We quote the following paragraphs to elucidate Dr Mar¬ 
shall Hall’s views on this interesting subject : 

“ The first and the last idea connected with the institution 
of tracheotomy is that of laryngismus. It is in the cases in 
which this occurs, and in no others, that the operation may 
prove useful; and the benefit to be dei’ived from it is pre¬ 
cisely in proportion to the degree and duration of this event, 
and of the dyspnoea and respiratory efforts which result from 
it. It. is, in fact, these efforts which add to the previous 
state of trachelismus their influence in inducing impeded 
return of venous blood from the head, the cerebrum, and 
the medulla oblongata; and the consequent loss of con¬ 
sciousness, convulsion, coma, mania, &c.; and the ultimate 
paralysis, amentia, &c. 

“ It is obvious that tracheotomy can have no influence on 
any form of epilepsy not involving laryngismus. 

“It is equally obvious that all that depends on laryngis¬ 
mus in epilepsy must be obviated by tracheotomy. 

“ If the case be one of epilepsia laryngea. it is reduced by 
tracheotomy to the form of epilepsia trachelea. It might be 
designated epilepsia abortiva. 

“ The great questions now present themselves—How far, 
with this change in the degree and severity of the epilepsy, 
are its dire effects warded off? How far do the susceptibility 
and disposition to epilepsy wane away, and the effects already 
induced subside? 

“ I imagine that the epilepsia trachelea can scarcely be 
attended with danger to life, or even with permanent danger 
to intellect. These dangers are therefore avoided by tra¬ 
cheotomy, the laryngismus and its effects being superseded, 
and trachelismus alone at the most remaining. . . . 

“ Whenever this suggestion is adopted, I wish the state of 
the symptoms, and especially of the respiration, in the epilep¬ 
sia abortiva, to be carefully observed and recorded. It is 
still to be feared that the change will be but ‘ severer for 
severebut the kindly feelings of our profession will, I trust, 
lead to a cautious and a hopeful trial of a remedy which has 
accomplished much, and promises more. 

“ I conclude by observing— 
“ 1. That no one should hesitate to perform the opera¬ 

tion of tracheotomy in cases in which, like that of Mr 
Cane, the patient is in danger of his life from paralytic la¬ 
ryngismus. 

“ 2. That no one should hesitate to perform this operation 
in cases of pure epilepsia laryngea; that is, of epilepsy in 
which all the attacks are marked by spasmodic laryngismus, 
and in which the intellect is threatened. 

“ 3. That in no case in which laryngismus is not the chief 
symptom should tracheotomy be contemplated. 

“4. That in cases in which other attacks not involving 

laryngismus occur, the propriety of, and hope from, trache¬ 
otomy, will be precisely in proportion to the laryngismus. 

“ 5. That in cases in which both kinds of attack occur— 
that is, both those with and those without laryngismus—we 
must expect the former to continue to recur, taking the miti¬ 
gated form of the latter, notwithstanding the benign influ¬ 
ence of the tracheal opening. . . . 

“ The whole question of the institution of tracheotomy, in 
cases of the paralytic and spasmodic laryngismus of apoplectic 
and epileptic affections, is one which I beg leave to commit to 
the serious and benevolent consideration of my medical 
brethren, for the honour of our profession and the relief of 
suffering humanity. 

“ Let it be remembered that it is not for a name—that it 
is not for apoplexy, nor even for epilepsy, that I have sug¬ 
gested tracheotomy, but for their laryngealibrms—those forms 
which involve paralytic or spasmodic laryngismus, conse¬ 
quent dyspnoea, impeded venous congestion, augmented 
coma, general and violent convulsion, and its effects. 

“ The case must also be of inorganic origin ; there must be 
hope. It must be attended with danger to life or intellect ,* 
there must be the ‘ dignus vindice nodus.’ The case must 
not involve inorganic and irremediable disease, cause or effect; 
and it must involve danger to life or intellect, that is ‘ suffi¬ 
cient reason ’ for the operation. 

“ The ultimate conclusions, then, at which I have hitherto 
arrived in this matter, are — That by tracheotomy the epilepsia 
gravior, or laryngea, is at once and infallibly reduced to the 
epilepsia mitior; that the coma, mania, and death, the im¬ 
mediate results of attacks of the former, are prevented; that 
the remoter effects, chiefly amentia, of former attacks are 
mitigated, perhaps entirely removed; and that the attacks 
of epilepsia mitior may, in the absence of the severer attacks, 
and of the injury and susceptibility of the nervous centres 
left by them, gradually wane away! 

“ In one word, the epilepsia gravior, or laryngea:, is con- - 
verted, by tracheotomy, into the epilepsia mitior." 

In the same journal we observe an article headed 

1 Observations on the Impulse of the Heart,' 
by Mr Robert Cartwright, of Oswestry.. Mr Cartwright’s - 
attention was drawn to the subject of this communication by 
the observation of a case of pericarditis pointed out to him 
by Professor Oppolzer, of Vienna. The object of the article 
is to prove that the first sound is synchronous with the dila¬ 
tation, and not with the contraction. Mr Cartwright writes: 

“ On Thursday, the 7th instant, with the assistance of rny 
friend, Mr Robert Blaikie, surgeon, I examined the heart of 
a young dog, about the size of a large terrier. On opening 
the pericardium, the heart was seen dilating and contracting, 
with a slight tilting movement. We both agreed on the fol¬ 
lowing points:— 

“ That there could not be the slightest doubt which was 
the contraction and which the dilatation : 

“ That in this instance the tilting occurred during the di¬ 
latation, and not during the contraction: 

“ That, on holding the heart between the hands, it dis- ■ 
tended or dilated itself with considerable force : 

“ That the first sound was synchronous with the dilata- - 
tion and not with the contraction. 

“ The theory that the first sound is synchronous with the 
contraction rests principally on the experiments and state¬ 
ments of Drs Hope and Williams. Now Dr C. J. B. Wil¬ 
liams states, in his fifth Observation, ‘ at each contraction of 
the heart, the finger felt the tension and elongation of the 
ventricles ; and also something like a brief shock, coinciding 
exactly with the first sound.’ Mons. Bouillaud makes the 
following remark, re-echoed by all Europe, ‘ that we should 
henceforth commit an unpardonable physiological, 

absurdity to make the impulse and shock of the heart 
coincide with the diastole of that organ.’ At the present 
day, I presume it would be an unpardonable physiological 
absurdity to speak of the elongation of a contracted heart; 
and it ought also to be regarded, in the year 1852, as a pliy-, 
siological absurdity to deny the active dilatation of the heart 
consequently, if I were to describe the state of the heart 
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'wfjen fully dilated, I should make use of Dr Williams’ fifth 
Observation, with merely the slight alteration of dilatation 
fbsr contraction. It is self-evident, from the words ‘ tension 
said elongation,’ that Dr Williams mistook the dilatation for 
(the contraction. I now consider myself fully justified in ad- 
TOncing the following opinions:—That Drs Hope and Wil- 
Setbs mistook the dilatation for the contraction of the heart; 
Shat the tilting is nothing but a jerking', as it were, of 
the apex from the basis during the active dilatation; and 
Shat such jerking or tilting does not occur when the heart is 
is its natural position, and pressed upon equally on every side 
By the other viscera of the chest.’ 

“ In conclusion, I beg leave to record mv firm belief in the 
unpardonable physiological absurdity, that the impulse of 
iseaari, is caused by its active dilatation.” 

Mr I. I>. Brown has recently operated in ovarian disease at 
St Mary’s Hospital. The cases are recorded under the 
title— 

*' Tim Cases of Ovarian Disease: one of Ovarian Dropsy, the 
other of Ovarian Tumour; Deaths; Autopsies.’ 

The first case was that of a married woman, aged twenty- 
three, hut who had had no children. The disease had ex¬ 
isted two years before admission to the Hospital. The opera¬ 
tion is thus described : 

u On the 20th of May, thirteen days after admission, the 
patient being narcotised with chloroform, Mr Brown made a 
vertical incision, about three inches long, commencing a 
Sfctic below the umbilicus. The cyst was thus brought into 
view; it looked very vascular, and the peritonaeum covering 
it was firmly adherent to its surface. This circumstance in- 
doco’.i Mr Brown to remove the whole cyst; the latter was 
■first, however, punctured with a trocar, and about eighteen 
pints of yellowish fluid evacuated. On now passing the hand 
towards the upper part of the tumour, Mr Brown found a 
ibarxl, which, after consulting with his colleagues, he divided. 
The cyst was now attempted to be drawn out of the abdo- 
Btten, but this could not be accomplished, owing to the above- 
iraentioned adhesions, and the existence of another cyst, about 
the size of two fists, which was emptied of its contents by 
the trocar, as had been the first. There were several other 
slighter adhesidns, which gave way tinder the finger ; and as 
the tumour was yielding to the efforts of traction, a third 
apparently solid one was found occupying the pelvic cavity. 
The whole mass was then extracted from the abdomen, and 
she pedicle firmly tied by a double ligature. The latter was 
passed by means of a needle thrust through the centre of the 
pedicle, the loop cut, and the ends tied on either side. The 
pedicle was then divided between the ligature and the cyst; 
lot before the whole mass could be removed, the opening in 
dae abdomen had to be slightly enlarged upwards. The lips 
of the wound were now brought together by the deep inter¬ 
rupted sutures and more superficial stitches, to bring the 
integuments into close approximation. The ends of the 
ligatures applied to the pedicle were twisted together, and 
allowed to emerge from the lower part of the wound; wet 
Snt and a bandage were applied; and one grain of opium 
given. 

“The extirpated cyst was examined soon after the opera¬ 
tion; the parietes were thick and tough, and the solid 
portion was found to be made up of smaller cysts, containing 
a fluid of a gelatinous consistence. The patient never re- 
oovered from the shock of the operation, the pulse remained 
,small and rapid, vomiting was almost incessant, and she died 
forty hours after the extirpation of the cyst.” 

On making a post-mortem examination, a considerable 
(fnantity of blood was found in the cavity of the abdomen 
and hi the pelvis, surrounding the jfedicle, from which it 
seemed to have escaped. 

The second case occurred in a married woman aged thirty, 
urbo had borne one child. It appears that “ On June 16th 
the patient was brought into the theatre, and narcotised 
with chloroform. Mr Brown then began by making a 
longitudinal incision, about three inches and a half in length, 
awnmencing it just below the umbilicus. A little dissection 

soon brought the cyst into view, and when the latter was 
well exposed, Mr Brown introduced a trocar into it, in 
order to allow the fluid to escape ; but the latter issued in 
very small quantity, and was principally composed of pu3 

and blood. It was now surmised that the cyst was a multi- 
locular kind, and that the spot which had been punctured 
presented only a small and degenerate cyst. The trocar 
was therefore introduced into another place, but with the 
same results. This circumstance caused some surprise, 
and the wound being now enlarged, several other thrusts 
with the trocar and canula were successively made ; but the 
fluid was always scanty, gelatinous, puriform, and mixed 
with blood. Incisions with the scalpel yielded the same 
results. 

“ Mr Brown now passed his hand between the integu¬ 
ments and the cyst, isolated the latter thoroughly from the 
skin, and the original incision was gradually enlarged, so as 
to allow the greater portion of the tumour to be grasped. 
The remainder of the adhesions were freed by the hand 
running round the mass; and by a little tilting and nice 
management, the whole mass, the size of aj)out two men’s 
heads, slipped out of the abdomen, being then only retained 
by the Fallopian tube. 

“ The abdominal cavity was, by the displacement of the 
tumour, brought fairly into view, the greater portion of the 
small intestines being laid bare, owing to the extent of the 
incision in the walls of the abdomen. The bowels neces¬ 
sarily remained for some time exposed, while the mass was 
further separated from the surrounding parts, and the liga¬ 
ture applied to its pedicle. Mr Brown used a strong thread 
to secure the latter, whilst the assistants held the huge 
tumour which had just been dislodged. The pedicle was 
found very thick ; the ligature was tightly drawn, and the 
Fallopian tube divided between the ligature and the cyst. 

“ Mr Brown very carefully examined the cut surface, in 
order that no bleeding vessel might escape attention ; the 
bowels, which looked rather congested, were gently re¬ 
turned into the abdominal cavity, one omental vessel tied, 
and the lips of the wound carefully brought together, as in 
the first case. During the whole of this operation, which 
lasted about three quarters of an hour, the patient was kept 
completely narcotised. 

“When the woman had been removed, Mr Brown stated that 
the tumour, on being put into the scale, was found to weigh 
eleven pounds and three quarters, independently of the 
fluid which had escaped or drained away. The whole mass 
was of a semi-solid character, and presented on a section a 
kind of honeycomb appearance, the cells being filled with an 
olco-gelatinous substance.” 

The patient lingered until the thirty-first day after the 
operation, when she sunk. It appears that on the sixth day 
after the operation several sutures were removed, and in the 
evening, during a fit of vomiting, the plaster gave way, the 
lips of the wound separated, and the intestines, which were 
covered with lymph, were exposed. Signs of extensive in¬ 
flammatory action were observed on a post-mortem exami¬ 
nation. 

Dr T. K. Chambers continues his 

1 Decennium Patholoyicum ’ 

in the * Medical Times ’ of October 23. The special subjects 
of examination in this paper are tuberculosis of the kidneys 
and peritoneum. Dr Chambers makes the following inte¬ 
resting remarks on 

The Seat of Tuberculosis.—“ Could we, from a large 
number of tables similar to those above constructed, find the 
true proportionate frequency with which different organs are 
liable to tuberculosis under varying circumstances, and then, 
from our physiological knowledge, fix on some common 
property possessed by all those organs, unequally, but in 
proportion to their liability", and prevalent also as the cir¬ 
cumstances that increase or diminish liability, —could we 
arrive at this, we should have gained the poiut at which 
statistics and scientific research meet; we should proceed 
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at an accumulated speed towards discovery of the nature of 
the morbid process. 

“ In the mean time, however, let us not despise the data 
which we do possess, but let deductions from our limited ex¬ 
perience be viewed rather as suggestions than definite 
opinions. 

“ Taking the lung's as the most frequent depositories of 
tubercle, then the intestinal canal, then the mesenteric 
glands, and the kidneys, as they stand in the columns of the 
last table, I cannot but think one principle pointed out by 
the succession in which they are found. Does it not appear 
as if they had been placed in the order of the venosity of 
the blood they hold, in the proportion in which the mass of 
their sanguineous contents is effete and unequal to stimulate 
natural growth ? This holds true certainly of the pulmonary 
organs, for they receive the blood for the very purpose of 
having its deleterious particles restored to fresh vitality. 
Then comes the digestive canal, with its supply of valveless, 
frequently-congested, portal veins, and then its neighbours 
the mesenteric glands, who are in a somewhat similar posi¬ 
tion. In the kidneys the secondary system of Malpighian 
bodies lying between the arteries and veins must cause a 
great excess of venous blood to be detained in the tissue. 
Without going through the list of organs whose liability 
occupies an intermediate position in the list, we shall 
enumerate a few where tubercle is most rare, if ever truly 
indigenous. In this category may be included the skin, the 
muscles, the arterial coats, the cellular tissue of the ex¬ 
tremities. In the same parts it will be observed that the 
blood is free to come and go, incapable of more than 
temporary congestion, and kept in forced activity by the 
voluntary motions of the parts. It is remarkable, too, that 
those portions of the lungs where the tendency to tubercle is 
strongest, viz., the upper lobes, are those where the move¬ 
ment is least, where the .action of the diaphragm, voluntary 
or involuntary, must drive the fluids, as it were, into a corner, 
and where, consequently, the congestion and the venosity of 
the blood must be at a maximum. 

“ A further argument may be found in the fact that in 
children whose rapid breath and varied movements prevent 
any stagnation in the lungs, but may bo supposed to throw 
the blood into the abdominal viscera, and subject them to 
frequent congestion, the latter parts are much more frequently 
affected than in adults. Yet I would not rest too much on 
this argument, for we do not know how far this greater pre¬ 
valence of the tubercle in the non-pulmonary viscera of the 
young may be due solely to the greater facility with which 
the diathesis is acquired in early life, and the greater rapidity 
with which the whole system is engaged in a morbid process 
—due, that is, to the greater tendency of children to acute 
tuberculosis. 

“ The settlement of the last raised question, and of others 
like it, on statistical data, must be conducted with the utmost 
caution. It would be easy, no doubt, to obtain a sufficient 
series of autopsies from the large infants’ hospitals in foreign 
parts; it would be easy to draw these out into tables, and 
compare them with our experience of the examination of 
adults, and to make deductions therefrom. But these de¬ 
ductions would be inconclusive; for it is doubtful how far 
the frequent tuberculosis of those who die in these institu¬ 
tions, familiar to all of us who have studied them, may not 
originate from the unfavourable circumstances under which 
the patients are placed. If this is the case, they are not, of 
course, a criterion by which to judge of children at large.” 

Dr Chuckerbutty, one of the young Hindoos recently 
educated in this country, and now acting as assistant-physi¬ 
cian to the Medical College Hospital, at Calcutta, has com¬ 
municated to the same journal the particulars of 

‘ A Singular Case of Epilepsy.’ 

The object of the article is to show the efficacy of the ap¬ 
plication of ice to the calf, by which in the present case great 
relief is stated to have been obtained. 

‘ Cases of Retroversion of the Gravid Uterus ’ 

are reported in the same journal by Dr F. H. Ramsbotham. 

The writer lays it down as a principle “ that, if the bladder 
be kept duly empty, the womb will, in the great majority off 
instances, regain of itself its natural position, without the 
employment of any manual operation beyond the frequent 
introduction of the catheter; and that even where strenuous 
and repeated attempts have been made, unsuccessfully, to 
replace it, it has restored itself, during the progress of Its 
growth, in a surprising and almost incredible manner.” 

Several cases are recorded in illustration and proof of the 
principle enforced, and the Doctor concludes his observations 
by stating that “ It is worthy of remark, that at least fonr 
of these patients possessed a pelvis slightly contracted in the 
conjugate diameter at the brim ; and I am persuaded that 
this conformation, especially if there is a roomy sacrum, pre¬ 
disposes to the occurrence of this accident; for if the pro¬ 
montory of the sacrum dips forward abruptly, the fundus 
uteri, in its ascent, impinges against it, and is prevented 
rising readily. And if, under such circumstances, any sudden, 
exertion be made while the bladder is full, such as jumping 
from the step of a carriage, or starting hurriedly out of bed, 
as indeed happened in the case of one of my own patients, 
the abdominal muscles press that organ backwards; and, m 
its turn, it propagates an impulse to the uterus. This causes 
its fundus to fall backwards, and perhaps downwards; the 
mischief is produced, and the serious train of symptoms that 
denote it appear in succession. 

“ That some predisposing cause must be operating in par¬ 
ticular individuals more than in others, is evident, because, 
rare as this accident is, it occurred four times to one woman, 
and twice to another, out of those whose cases are related 
above. This would, therefore, teach us to caution any 
patient who had once been the subject of it, against acting 
in a way likely to produce a repetition of the occurrence^ 
especially about that period of utero-gestation when it is most 
liable to happen, viz., between the end of the third and the 
end of the fourth months.” 

The ‘ Dublin Medical Press ’ of October 20 contains & 
paper by Mr Butcher, 

4 On Dislocation of the Humerus Forwards and Upwards— 
-—Mode of Reduction—Authorities as to the Position of 
the Limb.’ 

The Report states—“ The most prominent features of the 
accident were the following : — There was flattening of the 
shoulder and prominence of the acromion far greater than Im 
the dislocation into the axilla. The deltoid was not only 
flattened and flaccid, but likewise twisted forwards, the 
fibres attached to the posterior edge of the acromion partici¬ 
pating most in this puckering of the muscle. The head of 
the bone formed a remarkable tumour to the sternal side of 
the coracoid process, corresponding to the centre of the 
clavicle, and about half an inch below its inferior edge - so 
prominent was the swelling, that the coracoid process could 
very indistinctly be felt as it lay buried external to it. The 
axis of the shaft of the humerus was directed from this point, 
about the centre of the clavicle, slightly backwards ; at the 
same time, it lay close to the side—a position quite contrary 
to the descriptions given by writers on the subject In 
another instance where I was consulted very recently, the 
limb also hung close to the side, and its other characteristics 
were as marked as in the present instance. The amount of 
shortening, measured with the greatest accuracy, was more 
than half and very nearly three-quarters of an inch.” 

The reduction, Mr Butcher states, was thus effected: 

“ I readily reduced the dislocation in the following ways 
Having placed the patient on the side of the bed in which 
she had been lying, in the sitting posture, a folded sheet was 
passed round the chest, close under the injured part, and the 
ends given to an assistant who stood at the opposite side of 
the bed; thus counter-extension was provided for. Standing 
on the rigl?t side of the patient, with my left foot resting oa 
the edge of the bedstead, I brought the luxated arm over 
my knee, and made forcible extension downwards by means 
of a jack-towel previously fastened and secured by the clove 
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liitcli round the humerus at its lower end : thus, the head of 
the bone was moved downwards below the coracoid process. 
The extending force was then directed outwards, and a little 
forwards, by the aid of an assistant, and the head of the bone 
was quickly drawn up to the glenoid cavity, and restored 
with an audible snap. By placing the patient on the side 
of the bed, instead of on a low chair, as is usually done, I 
gained great additional power by bringing into acquisition 
the weight of my body and shoulder in forcing down the ex¬ 
tending band in the manner described.” 

Mr Butcher then examines the evidence of various autho¬ 
rities relative to shortening or elongation of the arm as 
hearing upon the present case. 

The ‘ Lancet ’ of October 30, opens with Dr Alderson’s 
Lumleian Lecture 

‘ On the Effects of Lead upon the System,.' 

After some remarks upon the pathological effects of lead, 
tile, learned lecturer comments on the unguarded and unsci¬ 
entific mode of administering lead as a medicine. He 
observes:— 

It is plain that the administration of lead is both uncer¬ 
tain and dangerous. Its effects, when given in small and 
divided doses, are cumulative, and once fairly received into 
the system, it is very slowly eliminated. Though its astrin¬ 
gent properties are in certain cases most valuable, the cau¬ 
tious use is imperative; so that whilst gaining the immediate 
object, the subsequent possible effects may not be lost sight of. 

“ That the immense amount which has been given in 
some instances, has not been followed by lamentable conse¬ 
quences, is in a degree to be explained by the mode in which 
it is often prescribed. An instance is mentioned by Sir 
George Baker, although the error was not apparent to him¬ 
self. He remarks on the extreme quantity of lead which 
had been taken—viz., ten grains of the acetate in a draught; 
but in fact the metal was partly neutralized by the addition 
of ten drops of dilute sulphuric acid which were contained in 
the draught. 

“ Iu the cases cited from the ‘ Medico-Chirurgical Trans¬ 
actions,’ the lead was given with opium; but as morphia 
exists in opium in the state of meconate, the insoluble meco- 
nate of lead would be precipitated, and a certain proportion 
of the acetate removed. To this oversight we may probably 
attribute the fortunate result, that one of the poor patients 
suffered nothing more than ‘a grievous pain in the storaacb.’ 

“ Dr Pereira, who has noticed the chemical change in his 
1 Materia Medica,’ justifies the combination of opium with 
lead ‘ by its practical benefits.’ Both the authority and the 
argument deserve respect. The Edinburgh College give the 
form in their ‘ Pharmacopoeia ’ for their lead-pill with opium 
(pilula plumbi opiata); the proportions being six grains of 
acetate with one grain of opium ; but the pill is permitted 
to be made with twice the quantity of opium. 

<! I am exceedingly indebted to Mr Medlock, of the Royal 
College of Chemistry, for having obligingly made a quanti¬ 
tative analysis of the combination expressly for me. I have 
great pleasure in communicating it, as it no doubt will be to 
many others, as it has been to myself, satisfactory to ascer¬ 
tain the precise proportion of change which takes place. 

“ If lead be given with the acetate of morphia, the chemi¬ 
cal change will be avoided, and the effects certainly within 
calculation.” 

Dr Alderson concludes his observations with some remarks 
on the various modes by which lead is introduced into the 
system in articles of diet and beverage. 

In the same Journal we find a Report from the University 
College Hospital, of a case that has recently engaged so 
much public attention, intituled 

‘ Bite from the Hooded Snake (Cobra de Capello), Rapid 
Death; Autopsy.' 

The case is thus recorded : 
“ The patient was a strong, well made, and healthy man, 

about thirty years of age, who met with an untimely end by 
his own rashness. He was keeper of the serpents at the 

Zoological Gardens, IJegent’s Park, and in a state of ine¬ 
briety, early on the morning of the 20th October, he took 
out the cobra, and put it around his waist. After the reptile 
had coiled round his waist, it came out behind ; when taking 
hold of it about a foot from the head with one hand, and 
with the other lower down, he held it up in front of his face. 
The animal then flew at him, and bit him at the root of the 
nose. The patient immediately saw the whole extent of the 
danger, and ran towards a person employed in the gardens, 
with his arms outstretched and blood on his face, begging 
for medical assistance. He then went to the sink and washed 
his face. No attempt at sucking the wound, using the 
actual cautery or strong caustic, was made at that period. 

“ When brought to the hospital, about forty minutes after 
the accident, the patient’s face was slightly livid; the respi¬ 
ration imperfect; he walked with difficulty from the cab to 
the ward; and pointed to his throat as the seat of pain. He 
could not speak, had difficulty in standing, and was unable 
to swallow. The fangs had wounded the right side of the 
root of the nose, between the nasal bone and the inner 
cantlius of the eye, where three punctures were apparent 
just over the angular vein, and the teeth had made some 
scratches on the left side upon the corresponding parts. 
There was no swelling, but the upper and lower lid of the 
right eye were of pinkish red. Artificial respiration was 
resorted to for fifty minutes, and subsequently, galvanism ; 
but stupor rapidly followed upon faintness, paralysis of the 
extremity set in, and the patient died in a comatose state 
fifty-five minutes after admission. 

“ The post-mortem examination took place sixteen hours 
after death. Externally there was more ecchymosis than is 
generally the case, especially in the face and at the back, 
from the nape of the neck to the calves of the legs, excepting 
the glutajal region ; the purple colour being more uniform 
and less mottled than usual. On dissecting off a portion of 
the skin over the angular artery and vein, between the root 
of the nose and the inner canthus of the eyes, the cellular 
tissue was found strongly ecchymosed. Frothy mucus had 
escaped from the deepest wound on the right side between 
death and the post-mortem examination. The general cha¬ 
racteristic of all the viscera—lungs, liver, heart, spleen, 
kidneys, &c. &c.—was very intensely marked congestion ; 
but the degree was different in the several organs. The 
spleen, for instance, when cut into, looked exactly like a 
dark clot of blood; the same may be said of the posterior 
part of the lungs ; the other viscera were gorged in a less 
degree; the brain was, however, far from presenting the 
same condition as the other organs, for the congestion was 
not so considerable. The right cavities of the heart were 
rather distended, but the left somewhat contracted. The 
spinal marrow was taken out, but it presented no features of 
pathological interest, saving that the medullary structure 
was perhaps softer than usual. The blood was altogether 
dark, alkaline, fluid, and it emitted a peculiarly sour and 
sickly smell, quite different from the odour ordinarily known 
to pervade the dead-house. 

“ Unfortunately for the patient the fangs were implanted 
exactly over the angular vein, and it is probable that the 
poison was immediately instilled into that vessel, and thus at 
once admitted into the circulation. Had a finger been bitten 
instead of the face, perhaps constriction might have pre¬ 
vented the fatal results. Nor should it be forgotten that 
cupping-glasses, or sucking, should be resorted to when 
such cases are seen immediately after the accident. The 
symptoms which were manifested upon the patient’s admis¬ 
sion (forty minutes after the infliction of the injury) were 
not those of pure asphyxia, nor produced by intense conges¬ 
tion of the lungs; but the poison, whatever may be its 
nature, by circulating through the system, must have acted 
at first upon the medulla oblougata, and paralysed the 
muscles of respiration. The patient had not, on his admis¬ 
sion, lost the power of voluntary motion, for he freely moved 
his arms, and pointed to his throat as being the seat of pain 
and difficulty. But he could not speak, and the breathing 
was of a gasping character, showing that the muscles of 
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respiration were powerless, whilst the hrain and intelligence 
were yet in a normal state. In fact, the effect of this morbid 
poison seems to he very much like that produced by the 
ingestion of hydrocyanic acid. Mr Marshall (assistant- 
surgeon to the hospital) tried the blood in the dead-house 
witli hydrochloric acid, and found that some vapours of 
ammonia were evolved. 

“ Some of the blood of this patient was also inoculated 
upon a mouse ; the animal, however, did not experience any 
ill effects. This result might have been foretold, as the 
inoculation of the poison itself has mostly failed in Dr Rus¬ 
sell’s hands. Dr Russell went so far as to rub two drops of the 
actual venom on his tongue and palate, without experiencing 
any ill effects. The stimulating injections, also mentioned 
at the inquest, would perhaps have been of some avail, for 
the great point is to rouse the torpor into which the patient 
falls. In India, noise, music, shaking, and shouting, are 
resorted to with the same view. The poison of the cobra 
seems to act principally and fearfully on the nervous system, 
in the mannner of Prussic acid, as above stated, Avhereas 
that of the rattle-snake gives rise to morbid phenomena 
connected with circulation and nutrition.” 

Other cases are recorded in illustration of the bites of ser¬ 
pents. The anatomical peculiarities of the cobra are given, 
together with various quotations from Dr Russell relating to 
the poisonous effects of the bite of this and other serpents, 
which Dr Russell thinks are nearly similar, differing only in 
degree and rapidity of operation. There is great uncer¬ 
tainty as to the effects produced, it being proved that on 
brute animals the bites are not infallibly fatal, and the same 
is surmised with respect to man. 

In the ‘ Medical Times ’ and 1 Gazette ’ of the 30tli Oct. 
there is a continuation of Mr Barlow’s interesting papers 

‘ On Fatty Degeneration.' 
The following are some remarks on this disease in the 

placenta, first noticed by Dr Robert Barnes: 
“ The changes which may take place in-the placenta and 

its vessels have been well described by Dr Hassall: ‘ In the 
placenta affected with fatty degeneration, certain of the 
lobes, in place of presenting the red spongy texture of 
healthy tissue, exhibit a fatty appearance, and are of a 
yellow colour, glistening, firm, and ex-sanguine, while the 
remaining lobes present their ordinary characters, at least 
to the unaided eye.’ If I mistake not, I have seen for¬ 
merly not a few such placentas, without being aware of their 
true condition; and there can be no doubt, I think, that the 
change often happens, though not to the extent which leads 
to abortion or premature labour, or even interferes, to any 
serious degree, with the nutrition of the feetus. Dr Hassall 
thus describes the minute alterations which he has been 
enabled to detect in a degenerated placenta : 

“ ‘ 1st. We observe that the villi are thickly studded with 
innumerable spherules of oil. 

“ ‘ 2nd. The chorion is much altered; it is thickened and 

destitute of nuclei. 
“ ‘ 3rd. The walls of the vessels no longer contain nuclei; 

these having, in all probability, become degenerated into 

spherules of oil. 
“ 14th. The spherules of oil are contained—some in the 

chorion, some in the walls of the blood-vessels, and mauy in 
the intervals or spaces between these. 

“ ‘ 5tli. The cavities of the vessels are almost invariably 
free from fatty deposition. 

“ ‘ 6tli. The vessels are destitute of blood.’ 
“ It may be well to compare this account with that pre¬ 

viously published by Professor Kilian of the like condition 
of placenta: ‘ lie had the opportunity of minutely exam¬ 
ining that of an eight-months’ child, which had died a fort¬ 
night before birth. It was found to be pale and easily torn, 
the uterine surface being of a bright yellowish white colour 
for two or three lines in depth, and of a brittle, friable tex¬ 
ture, as compared with the red portion of the placenta, from 
which it was separated by no exact line of demarcation. 
Examined with the microscope, the extreme ends of the 
vessels of this portion were found to form little knobbed 

swellings, composed of fat globules, strongly reflecting the 
light. From these ends of the vessels, filled with fat drop¬ 
lets, closely packed together, the blood-corpuscles of the 
placental vessels were quite absent; but, in proportion as 
the vessels were traced back from their terminations, the 
fat globules were progressively replaced by blood globules 
the walls of their vessels, which, at their terminations, were 
also loaded with fat, recovering their natural appearance.’ 
Professor Kilian observes, with truth, that the limitation of 
the fat globules, and the normal state of a large portion of 
the placenta, show that the change was not a post-mortem 
effect, and makes the probable suggestion, that 1 a sluggish, 
feeble circulation, through the remote ends of the vessels, 
and a resulting defective nutrition of the vessels themselves 
(perhaps aided by the influence of opiates or other means of 
weakening the heart’s impulse), may be the earliest stage of 
this retrogressive metamorphosis, leading to fatty formation 
in the cells of the vessels.’ 

“ Dr Barnes, speaking of the reasons of this placental 
change, observes, that ‘ pregnancy itself appears to predis¬ 
pose to the formation of flitbut there is evidently a real 
degeneration, not dependent, I should suppose, on any of 
the incidents proper to gestation, but rather on some acci¬ 
dental circumstances which influence the blood, or interfere 
with the circulation and nutrition of the placenta. It 
would be interesting to know whether the placenta of 
phthisical or weakly females are not more especially ob¬ 
noxious to this decay. Dr Barnes cites an instructive case, 
communicated to him by Mr Bartlett, of a lady pregnant 
three months and a-half, who was much shaken, first by 
riding over a rough road in a dog-cart, and afterwards by 
getting out of it. The death of the foetus seems to have 
followed, but she went her full time, when she was delivered 
of an embryo of the fourth month. ‘ The placenta was an 
inch in thickness, nodulated in parts, universally firm in 
texture, and of a yellowish white colour, and had undergone 
general granular metamorphosis.’ ” 

CONTEXTS OF THE MEDICAL JOURNALS. 

Lancet.—(No. XVII. Yol.II. October 23, 1852.) — 
Mr W. Coulson’s tenth Lecture on Lithotomy and Litho- 
trity (with Engravings).-Mr J. Bishop on some of the 
principal Attempts to Reduce the Phenomena of the Human 
Body to an Exact Science. Dr M. Hall’s Clinical Notes 
—No. 1: Epilepsy, and its Treatment by Tracheotomy. 
Mr R. Cartwright s Observations on the Impulse of the 
Heart.-Hospital Reports.—King’s College Hospital? 
Tic Douloureux, seated in the Mental Branch of the Infe¬ 
rior Dental Nerve; Division of that Branch; Recovery. 
St Mary’s Hospital: Two Cases of Ovarian Disease; one of 
Ovarian Dropsy, the other of Ovarian Tumour; Deaths ^ 
Autopsies. Ovarian Tumour; Extirpation; Death; Autopsy. 
St Thomas’s Hospital: Cephaloma developed in the Me¬ 
dullary Canal of the lower part of the right Ulna ; Removal 
of the diseased portion of Bone. Reviews.—Prac¬ 
tical Observations on Diseases of the Lungs and Heart. By 
Archibald Billing, M.D., A.M., F.R.S., F.R.C.P. Lectures 
on the Physical Diagnosis of the Diseases of the Lungs- 
and Heart. By Herbert Davies, M.D., F.R.C P. Practical 
Remarks on Palpitation and other Functional Diseases of the 
Heart. By J. Calthrop Williams, M.D., F.R.C.P., Edin.. 
The Nature, Symptoms, and Treatment of Consumption; 
being the Essay to which was awarded the Fothergillian 
Gold Medal of the Medical Society of London. By Richard 
Payne Cotton, M.D. A Manual of Elementary Chemistry, 
Theoretical and Practical. By George Fownes, F.R.S.- 
Leading Articles.—The Subdivision of Labour: Spe¬ 
cialities in the Practice of Medicine and Surgery. Bethle¬ 
hem ; the Position of the Medical Officers in relation to the 
Abuses recently disclosed. Habitual Drunkards : How are 
they to be Reformed?-Medical Societies.—Medical 
Society of London: Spontaneous or Idiopathic Emphysema. 
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Infusoria in Cancer of the Mouth. Excision of the Elbow- 
Joint; Necrosis of the Humerus. Western Medical and 
Saargical Society of London: Paraplegia. Dilatation of the 
Kaalder in a New-born Infant. 

Lancet—(No. XVIII. Vol. II. Oct. 30, 18520- 
Dr J. Alderson’s Lumleian Lecture on the Effects of Lead 
usponthe System.-Dr M. Hall’s Clinical Notes—On the 
M&iady of the late Duke of Wellington. Dr C. B. Radcliffe 
»a the Pathology of Epilepsy. Dr II. L. Gibbs on Popliteal 
Aneurism Cured by Deligation. Dr R. Molloy on excessive 
Vomiting in connexion with Profound Coma.-Hospital 

Reports.—University College Hospital: Bite from the 
Hooded Snake (Cobra do Capello); rapid Death ; Autopsy 
(with Engravings). Guy’s Hospital: Two Cases of Hemi¬ 
plegia ; one connected with Diseased Arteries and Ramol- 
Sssement of the Brain : the other presenting the peculiarity 
®fMetastatic Paralysis; Death and Autopsy in the first 
case• Partial Recovery in the Second. Hemiplegia; Me¬ 
tastasis; Partial Recovery.-Reviews.—A Commentary 
of Medical and Moral Life ; or, Mind and the Emotions con¬ 
sidered in Relation to Health, Disease, and Religion. By 
W. Cooke, M D., &c. Handbook ofNatural Philosophy and 
Astronomy. By Dion. Lardner, D.C.L., &c. Second 
Course. The Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology. 
Edited by R. B. Todd. Part XLIII. On Corns, Bunions, 
asod In-growing of the Toe-nail. By T. J. Ashton, Esq. 
-Leading Articles. — Bethlehem: the Court of 
Common Council; their Duty in the Case. Homicidal 
Attack of a Patient at Bethlehem upon a Keeper; Evil 
Effects of the late Mismanagement. The case of Cox v. 
Ronrn. Miss Squirrell, the Suffolk Wonder.-Medical 
Societies.—Medical Society of London: Cases of Em¬ 
pyema, and the Character of the Prevalent Pleuro-Pneumo- 
juaa. Laceration of the Umbilical Cord. Internal Strangu¬ 
lation. On the Constitutional Treatment of Scald Head and 
Ringworm. Harveian Society: Dr James Bird’s Intro¬ 
ductory Address. Pathological Society of London; The 
Muscular Fibres of the Valve of the Foramen Ovale, fatty 
Degeneration of the Uterine Fibres after Delivery. Co-Ex¬ 
istence in the Lungs of Cancer and Miliary Tubercle (?) In¬ 
testine in Typhoid F ever. 

Medical Times and Gazette.—(No. CXXI. Oct. 
23, 1852.)—Original Communications. — Dr T. K. 
Chambers on Decennium Pathologicum: Contributions to 
fee Pathology of Chronic Disease, from St George’s Hos¬ 
pital Records for Ten Years. Dr S. G- Chuckerbutty on a 
Singular Case of Epilepsy, ending in Intermittent Spasms 
af the Muscles of the Left Calf, and Cured after a Duration 
of Ten Years, by the Application of Ice: with Remarks. 
Dr F.H. Ramsbotham on Cases of Retroversion of the Gravid 
Uterus: with Remarks. Dr E. Rigby on Menorrhagia.- 
Hospital Reports.—King’s College Hospital: Transverse 
Fracture of the Patella, occurring in a Boy. Guy’s Hos¬ 
pital : Blow on the Thigh followed by Femoral Aneurism ; 
ligature of the Artery ; Recovery. Middlesex Hospital: 
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REVIEWS. 
A Treatise on Tuberculosis, the Constitutional Origin of Con¬ 

sumption and Scrofula. By Henry Ancell. 

In this work Mr Ancell has presented the profession with 
one of those laborious and comprehensive digests of facts and 
opinions, such as few men besides himself could find the 
industry to arrange. The treatise consists of nearly eight 
hundred pages, and embraces the entire subject of Tuberculosis 
in all its varied and complex relations. Writers of all coun¬ 
tries have been placed under contribution for their quota of 
facts, and the most recent information, carried up almost to 
the hour of publication, has been inserted in order that the 
work might be as complete as the utmost care could make 
it. Statistical tables illustrate every position, and a very 
cautious judgment is evinced in the inductions derived from 
the recorded facts. Mr Ancell has undertaken to treat of tu¬ 
berculosis as a blood disease—not merely as a cachexia, or 
a diathesis, but as an idiopathic malady. We need scarcely 

say that the proof of this position is scarcely complete, scad 
indeed, Mr Ancell does not affect a rigid demonstration of hse 
principle. The grand aim of the book is to show, by an 
accumulation and array of facts, that this view of the nature 
the disease is the most probable and the most consistent with 
the phenomena. There is very much yet to be done before 
this important question can be settled, and there is no man 
who has more clearly displayed the insufficiency of our know¬ 
ledge in this respect, than the learned author of this work 
himself. As a repertory of facts, and a history of the disease 
of which it treats, this volume is the most complete and sa¬ 
tisfactory that has yet come under our notice. It does Mr 
Ancell infinite credit, and will establish his name as one of 
the ablest and most useful cultivators of medical science <£ 
which our profession can boast. 

On Rheumatism, Rheumatic Gout, and Sciatica; their 
Pathology, Symptoms, and Treatment. By Henry 

William Fuller, M.D. 

There have been few diseases on which more has beesi 
said and written than on Rheumatism in its various forms. 
The book before us gives us a concise and useful view of the 
opinions and researches of preceding authors, so far as they 
may have assisted to give us a more correct knowledge of the 
nature and phenomena of the disease. Dr Fuller considers 
that the cause of rheumatism is a specific poison, generated, 
under certain circumstances in the system itself, and he see me 
to us to incline to the idea promulgated by Dr Todd, that 
this poison is lactic acid. The etiology and seat of rheuma¬ 
tism are discussed with brevity, and the value of various 
medicinal agents presumed to have a specific influence on 
the treatment of the disease, is in our opinion judiciously 
estimated. Dr Fuller is an advocate of Dr Corrigan’s- plaa 
of treating acute rheumatism with full and repeated doses of 
opium, to the exteut of twelve grains during the day—a. 
practice which we know by experience to be highly usefuL 
Dr Fuller has generally combined the opium with other 
remedies, and has not usually administered more than six az 
eight grains daily. 

There are some good chapters on heart disease and Its 
treatment, also on chronic rheumatism, and throughout the 
work there is evidence of considerable experience, and x. 
sound and discriminating judgment. 

A Practical Sketch of Low Inflammations. By S. F. Statkak. 

This is an attempt to attract for the subject of low inflam¬ 
mation, as contrasted with the sthenic form, more notice 
than it usually receives. Mr Statham thus describes three 
forms of the affection: — 

“In the first, the patient is feverish—the countenance 
flushed, expressive of stupidity or auxiety, in varying pro¬ 
portions ; and these two expressions of the sympathy of the 
system are, to a more or less degree, but still one or other or 
both, invariably present. The pulse is quickened and soft. 
There has been a shivering fit, hut frequently to but a 
slight degree. 

“ This is the stage of excitement, but the excitement of low 
fever as distinguished from that of inflammatory fever; the 
system is still combating the invading poison, and may, 
fortunately, continue in this state during the persistence of 
the local disease. 

“ In the next form, and perhaps that the most commonly 
met with, the stage of excitement is less evident. The 
countenance is somewhat worn and dusky, or haggard and 
livid, expressive still more of anxiety ; there is a queerness 
often in the behaviour, as if the patient had not recovered 
the effects of liquor; or one receives the idea that the patient 
had been long subject to malarious influences. The pulse is 
quicker and softer. Feverish excitement is often still marked. 

“ This is the stage where the poison is dynamically impli¬ 
cating the constitution, still not yet established secondarily 
in the system by a fresh local affection ; or again, it evidences 
the patient, who has already been in an unhealthy statq, 
commencing to be affected by the local disease. 
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“ In the last, least frequent, yet common form, and espe¬ 
cially where the blood has been the channel of communication 
physically to the system (as in Pyaemia) of the morbid 
poison, the countenance is expressive of great anxiety ; the 
features, at first flushed and sharp, soon shrank and livid; 
the patient is nervous and irritable; there is delirium at 
night. The pulse weak, rapid, compressible ; the respiration 
•short, quickened, imperfect. Here the system is invaded — 
affected secondarily by the setting up of fresh foci of the 
morbid poison. 

“In the latter stages, prostration supervenes, and becomes 
more or less the most prominent feature of the case. Under 
good treatment, the patient may remain in the stage of 
‘ excitement ’ throughout, or not proceed further than that 
described as ‘ implication.’ ” 

The author then treats of this disease as manifesting itself in 
various organs, and with reference to treatment he observes:— 

“ Commencing, therefore, with a calomel purge and black 
draught, I have found it well, at once, in a case of low in¬ 
flammation, to order tonics to be taken by the mouth, 
whether as medicine or food. Twenty minims of diluted nitric 
acid, or half the quantity, with a quarter of a grain or more 
of opium, or similar strengthening remedies of chlorate of 
potash, quinine, &c., every two, three, or four hours, are of 
signal advantage. Between these doses should be given nu¬ 
tritious food, as beef tea, wine, or eggs. Mercurial or sim¬ 
ple purgatives must be repeated occasionally. 

“ In the severer cases of1 invasion ’ of the system, the 
doses of opium must be much larger, and form the principal 
medicine, with which perhaps tonics may be combined. 

“In the primary stage of excitement it may be proper to 
withhold tonics at the first, and merely to give medicines to 
improve the secretions. Further experience must decide 
whether tonics may be given during the period of excite¬ 
ment. I am inclined to think they may be, as by the 
necessary purgative first administered, and by the immediate 
employment of depletion locally, sufficient check is put upon 
the pathological local cause, and the next indication is to 
remove the pathological general cause by tonics, consisting, 
as it does, of a system below par, or one succumbing under 
the action of poison, from want of strength. In any case 
tonics must be withheld until the bowels, whether relaxed 
or costive, have been freed. Where the system .is still fur¬ 
ther affected, the urgency of the treatment is far more 
evident, and its success often most rapid.” 

Leeches applied in large numbers are also advised in low 
cellutitis, low lymphatitis, low phlebitis, low peritonitis, and 
warm fomentations are recommended. 

The subject appears to us to deserve much more consi¬ 
deration than is given to it in systematic works, as assuredly 
some of the most intractable and fatal affections to be met 
with in this metropolis, are of this character. The acute 
form of disease is neither so frequent, nor perilous, and Mr 
Statham has performed a useful duty in impressing its im¬ 
portance more distinctly upon the profession. 

The Medical Report of the Female Side of the Colney Hatch 
Lunatic Asylum. By James George Davey, M.D. 

There are some judicious observations in this report on 
the treatment of the insane. Dr Davey insists especially 
upon the necessity of good and sufficient food as the most 
important condition of a successful treatment of insanity, and 
he observes:— 

“ As regards the strictly medical treatment of lunacy, I 
may here briefly remark that my first care is to put the 
secretions into good order; for unless the digestive apparatus 
is rendered competent to the due discharge of its important 
functions, neither food nor medicine can prove of service. 
The frequency of stomach and biliary derangements among 
the insane, either as a cause or a consequence of cerebral 
disorder, is well known; aperients of a warm or cordial 
nature seem the best adapted to the object in view. Debility 
is a common attendant on the indications of disordered mind; 
the majority of the patients present signs more or less palpa¬ 

ble of a deficient vital power, of a disproportion in the supply 
and expenditure of the vital principle; the latter being in 
excess. Persons suffering from recent mania are observed to 
lose flesh, and if the symptoms of cerebral disease continue 
to advance, the body becomes gradually thinner, and in ex¬ 
treme cases presents an appearance of frightful emaciation : 
under such circumstances a tonic plan of treatment is evi¬ 
dently called for. A good, even a liberal, supply of meat, 
day by day, with porter or bitter ale, or even wine, I have 
always found the best tonics for insane persons, when given 
discriminately. Quinine is prescribed oftentimes with great 
advantage with the mineral acids; steel medicines are of 
much value, particularly in females, among whom affections 
of the brain are commonly associated with signs of chlorosis, 
or an atonic condition of the uterus. Bleeding and other 
antiphlogistic means are now very rarely employed for the 
relief of disorders of the mind ; but a few medical men know 
well that the irascibility ot the maniac is for the most part 
an indication only of a loss of cerebral power; that the toni¬ 
city of the brain is gone, and the exhausted organism as¬ 
sumes therefore a condition of irritation,—excitement with¬ 
out power,—and hence the loquacity, agitation and rest¬ 
lessness of the insane generally; and hence also the success 
of a tonic plan of treatment.” 

With respect to the administration of opium in melan¬ 
cholia, Dr Davey recommends a trial, as he has found 
advantage to arise from its use in some cases in which he 
has administered the drug. Great stress is also laid on the 
moral treatment of the insane. 

THE BITTER BEER CONTROVERSY. 

We have received from Messrs Dimmock and Burbey the 
following note, together with a copy of the letter addressed 
by Dr Glover to Mr Henry Allsopp; also a copy of Baron 
Liebig’s letter to the same gentleman, and we have much 
pleasure in giving publicity to the entire correspondence. 
These letters are followed by a copy of a letter from our 
publisher to Messrs Dimmock and Burbey, requesting fur¬ 
ther information regarding certain points referred to in the 
letter of these gentlemen, but to this communication we have 
not yet received a reply. We have already declared our 
willingness to publish any documents relating to the pro¬ 
ceedings of Mr Allsopp, in connexion with his ale, with 
which he might think it necessary to supply us for the pur¬ 
pose of removing misapprehensions, and had these letters 
been forwarded at an earlier period, they would have been 
inserted with the same prompt attention which they now 
receive. Our only object is to publish the truth upon this 
question. Mr Allsopp’s case is now made known to the 
public through our columns, and our readers are qualified to 
judge of the extent to which our observations are justified 
by the facts. We had intended for the future to have dis¬ 
missed the subject from our pages, conceiving that it was 
exhausted, and that our readers must be weary of the con¬ 
tention ; if we continue it in this number it is solely in con¬ 
sequence of the correspondence forwarded to us by Mr 
Allsopp. 

We must observe, however, that at present we see no 
reason to change the opinions we have formed and published 
upon the important facts in discussion between us and Mr 
Allsopp; and with respect to any observations supposed 
injuriously to affect the personal or commercial character of 
that gentleman, we can only reiterate our former statement, 
that we entertained no such design when inditing the arti - 
cles complained of, and cannot discover, at this moment, 
that we have employed a single word referrible to Mr 
Allsopp inconsistent with a sincere, independent, and fair 
criterion of that gentleman’s conduct in relation to Ins ad¬ 
vertising the opinions of eminent members of the profession, 
recorded in favor of Bitter Ale generally, as testimonials to 
the purity of the ale of his particular brewing. Should such 
language be found, we regret it, because it would be un¬ 
worthy equally of us and of our readers ; but inasmuch as 
Messrs Dimmock and Burbey have not pointed out the 
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injurious sentences, we are constrained to believe that they 
> not exist. 
In the hope that Mr Allsopp will cease to appropriate to 
s sole advantage opinions intended, as we have reason to 
elieve in many cases, to apply to the purity and whole- 
mreness of the ale of other brewers, and trusting that our 
edical brethren will see the impropriety of giving pro- 
iscuous testimonials, whereby the respectability of the 

profession is injured, and valuable trading interests im¬ 
perilled, wo shall henceforward discard the ungrateful 
subject from our columns. Let us add, however, that our 
pages are still open to any reply that Mr Allsopp may be 
disposed to make upon our observations. 

London, 2 Suffolk lane, Cannon street, 27th October, 1852. 
Sir,—On the 8th ultimo we wrote you on behalf of our 

clients, Messrs Allsopp and Sons, complaining of certain ar¬ 
ticles which had appeared in your ‘ Medical Circular ’ of a 
tendency highly injurious to their character and reputation. 
To that, letter we received from your publisher a reply, 
which, although it did not contain what we had a right to 
require, was yet written in a tone and style which induced 
our clients to believe that the imputations referred to pro¬ 
ceeded rather from a hasty and distorted view of the facts 
than from any malicious feeling towards themselves, and 
that having called your attention to the libellous character 
of those articles, they would not have any further reason to 
complain. In that belief they forbore to take any further 
notice of the articles in question. We regret to find, how¬ 
ever, that this suspension of proceedings has been miscon¬ 
strued and abused. In the following number of your ‘ Cir¬ 
cular ’ you commented in a strain sufficiently offensive to 
have provoked our clients to proceedings against you had 
they been disposed to vindictive measures; but the vitupe¬ 
rative and scurrilous articles in your last number, dated the 
6th instant, and the advertisement which has appeared 
almost daily in the ‘ Times ’ and other papers, and fre¬ 
quently two or three times in the same paper, calling public 
attention to those articles, manifest a spirit and feeling 
towards Messrs Allsopp and Sons in which they cannot, in 
justice to themselves, any longer permit you to indulge. 
That advertisement appears to have been studiously framed 
so as to convey an imputation of a most serious character 
upon them, and one which the writer evidently knew to be 
false. 

As you have already declined to give the name of the 
author, who may be perhaps even more interested in de • 
stroying the reputation of Messrs Allsopp and Sons than 
you are in extending the circulation of your periodical, we 
should be justified in suing you at once as the proprietor ; 
but as you have in the letter of your publisher to us ex¬ 
pressed yourself ready to make a suitable amende, we think 
it right to give you an opportunity of doing so by at once 
withdrawing the obnoxious advertisement, and inserting in 
your next number such an apology and explanation as will 
effectually relieve Messrs Allsopp and Sons from the slan¬ 
derous imputation which you have cast upon them. The 
writer, it is manifest, was fully aware of the contents of the 
letters of the Baron Liebig and of Dr Glover; but to save 
you any trouble in getting them, as well as to deprive you 
of the excuse of ignorance, we annex full copies of them, 
which we require to be inserted. 

We expect that you will invite public attention to the 
amende in a manner as effectual and significant as you have 
done to the articles in your last number.—We are, Sir, your 
very obedient servants, Dimmock. and Burbey. 

To tl»c Proprietor of tlie ‘ Medical Circular,’ 
Adam street, Adelphi. 

(copy.) 
Newcas le-on-Tyne, April 11. 

Sir,—It was not my intention in writing the hasty note 
to the ‘ Lancet ’ to cast any reflections upon, or to impli¬ 
cate in any way, respectable brewers of pale ale. 

When I first saw the statement about the alleged use of 
strychnine in bittcring ale, I looked upon the assertion as 

incredible, both on account of the price of the drag and the 
symptoms it would create ; but, on experiment, I found that 
strychnine possesses such wonderful bitterness, that it might 
perhaps be used as an adjuvant at least by unprincipled per¬ 
sons. In short, my object was simply to show that the 
thing was not altogether so impossible as it appeared at first 
sight to be. 

My opinion is, that hops should not enjoy the exclusive 
privilege of being used for bittering beer; but I do not 
pretend to discuss the point with practical men. 

I know there are bitters which might be used beneficially, 
in a medical point of view. 

With regal'd to analysing your beer, my time is taken up, 
so far as analysing and chemistry are concerned, with two 
kinds of inquiries: 1st, those which are purely scientific; 
and, 2nd, those which are profitable. If you wish me, in 
the latter capacity, to analyse and report on your beei', I, of 
course, can have no objection. 

I have to prepare for an absence of three or four days to¬ 
morrow, and so beg you to excuse me replying to the letter 
of Mr Bottinger, for which I am much obliged.—Yours, &e., 

(Signed) R. M. Glover. 

II. Allsopp, Esq. 
P.S.—I presume you will hardly expect mo to write to 

the ‘Lancet;’ however, I shall be at home on Thursday 
evening, and most assuredly I have no desire to say any¬ 
thing which could weaken the confidence of the public in 
your beer. But that I am not now in the habit of drinking 
bitter beer, I should be glad to show my confidence by 
drinking plenty of it. 

(copy.) 

Giessen, May 6, 1852. 
The unguarded remark of a French chemist that the 

strychnine imported into England is employed in part as a 
substitute for hops in the manufacture of beer, has lately 
spread alarm among the lovers of pale ale. Having been 
appealed to by you to express my opinion on this subject, 
which appears to me to be, in a dietetic point of view, one 
of considerable public interest, I now offer the following 
brief statement : 

About a quarter of a century ago a brewer in Westphalia 
fell into the practice of adulterating his beer with nux 
vomica, from which it is well known that strychnine is ob¬ 
tained. The peculiar morbid symptoms, however, which 
resulted from the consumption of this adulterated beer, 
speedily led to the detection of the fraud. The effects pro¬ 
duced by nux vomica and strychnine are so characteristic, 
that every medical man will readily detect their origin. 
The French novelist, Alexandre Dumas, has described them, 
though with more imagination than truth, in his romance of 
‘ Monte Christo.’ It is possible that the Westphalian case, 
which, from being made the subject of a criminal trial, ob¬ 
tained great notoriety, has given rise to the assumption that 
in England the strychnine imported is used for the purpose 
of mixing with beer. But nobody at all acquainted with 
the great brewers of that country could seriously entertain 
the suspicion of an adulteration of beer with strychnine or 
any other deleterious substance. It is practically impossible 
that any operation of a doubtful character could be carried 
out in these extensive establishments, on account of the 
large number of workmen employed in them. Any attempt 
on the part of the brewer to impart qualities to his beer in 
an illicit manner, which are not to be obtained from malt or 
hops, would necessarily lead to his ruin, as he would be 
obliged to communicate his secret to too many persons, and 
to employ too many accomplices. The draymen them¬ 
selves, as good connoisseurs in beer, would protest against 
any manipulation of a suspicious character. The case has 
even occurred of an eminent brewer not venturing to make 
use of a method suggested to him for the purpose of clear¬ 
ing his beer more effectually, because the addition of a new 
material to the wort might have induced a suspicion in the 
minds of his workmen that it was an illicit proceeding, and 
this would have endangered the good reputation which his 
beer enjoyed. He stated to me at the same time that no 
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improvement could be introduced into a brewery, the object 
of which was not perfectly evident to everybody. 

During a sojourn of several days at Burton-on-Trent, I 
had an opportunity of becoming intimately acquainted with 
the method pursued in the manufacture of pale ale. I con¬ 
vinced myself that the qualities of this excellent beverage 
depended mainly upon the care used in the selection of the 
best kinds of malt and hops, and upon the ingenuity exhi¬ 
bited in conducting the processes of mashing and fermenting. 
Our continental brewers have much to learn in these points 
to come up to the English brewers. I have no hesitation in 
saying that England possesses the greatest adepts in malting. 
I know positively that the chief brewers of Munich, who 
undoubtedly produce the best beer in Germany, have gone 
through an apprenticeship in Burton. This may account 
for the predilection entertained by the general public as well 
as by medical men for these varieties of beer; for the in¬ 
stinct of humanity and experience appear to be as good 
guides in the choice of things that contribute to health and 
enjoyment as the profoundest philosophy. 

Professors Graham and Hofmann, in the excellent report 
already addressed to you upon the alleged adulteration of 
the pale ale by strychnine, have indicated a very simple pro¬ 
cess for detecting the most minute quantity of strychnine 
contained in beer. I have satisfied myself of the great con¬ 
venience and accuracy of their method, and have farther as¬ 
sured myself, by an analysis of several specimens of pale 
ale obtained from London houses, supplied by your estab¬ 
lishment, of the utter groundlessness of the imputation, that 
this beer was poisoned with strychnine. I am positive, and 
am supported in my views by the concordant analysis of all 
chemists who have occupied themselves with the examina¬ 
tion of beer, that the poisoning of pale ale with strychnine 
has never occurred. I believe I may safely add that it never 
will take place ; for although an ignorant brewer might be 
induced, from interested motives, to add nux vomica to his 
beer, the word strychnine so forcibly suggests one of the 
most virulent poisons, that whoever has heard anything 
about strychnine at all, i3 sure to be aware of this. By 
adulterating his beer with strychnine, the brewer would be 
knowingly committing a crime which, in the present state 
of science, must be followed by immediate detection and 

punishment. 
Mr E. Merck, of Darmstadt, one of the most extensive 

strychnine manufacturers in Europe, informs me that this 
substance is peculiarly adapted to destroy vermin of all 
kinds. In many parts of Germany it is the popular poison 
for rats and mice. This fact fully accounts for the large 
amount of the drug that has lately been introduced into 

commerce. 
The specimens of your pale ale sent to me have afforded 

me another opportunity of confirming its valuable qualities. 
I am myself an admirer of this beverage ; and my own ex¬ 
perience enables me to recommend it, in accordance with 
the opinion of the most eminent English physicians, as a 
very agreeable and efficient tonic, and as a general beverage 
both for the invalid aud the robust. Justus Liebig. 

(copy.) 

‘ Medical Circular’ Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, 
Oc . 28tli, 1852. 

Gentlemen, — Your letter and enclosures have been 

handed to me by the proprietor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

I am instructed to say that the latter will be inserted with 

much pleasure in that journal, and that the same would have 

been done many weeks ago, had they been sent for such 

purpose. If you will point out the obnoxious advertisement 

referred to in your letter (different forms of advertisement 

having appeared), it will receive our best consideration; 

and, if we can agree with you as to its injurious tendency, it 
shall not be repeated. If you will, at the same time, direct 
attention to any phrases in the ‘ Circular ’ which convey a 
slanderous imputation on Mr Allsopp, we shall be too ready, 

as we have already intimated, to make suitable repa¬ 
ration. 

Your immediate answer, so as to be in time for the next 
number of the 1 Circular,’ will much oblige, 

Gentlemen, 
Your obedient Servant, 

The Publisher of tiie ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

To Messrs Dimmock and Burbey. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

CHOLERA AND THE BOARD OF HEALTH. 
To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Sir,—The very grave subject of cholera is disturbing 
people’s minds just now; much difference of opinion exists 
as to its contagiousness or non-contagiousness, the best mode 
of preparing for it should it arrive, and what new light has 
been shed on its treatment since the last memorable visitation. 

It is a popular error to say we have no further information 
about it than we ever had, but any one who has treated a 
few hundred cases will not incline to this idea. 

Cholera observes certain laws, with less or more regularity; 
and any one who will trace back its history will find it like 
a comet precisely, breaking at intervals, well marked, among 
the population. Cholera has never crossed the equator, so 
that it is a disease purely of Northern origin. The appear¬ 
ance of cholera or an epidemic answering to it at well 
marked intervals of sixteen or eighteen years, all through 
our past history, will not be disputed, so that I take it we 
have not any reason at present to fear the approach of the 
disease now in Warsaw. A quaint old writer, Sir William 
Petty, tells us, “ a plague liappeneth in London every twenty 
years,” and looking back to the dates of the plague, I find 
them 1G03, 1G25, 1636, 1665 ; in 1517, and 1528, again for 
the fourth time, at well marked intervals, a disease occurred 
called Troussa ejalant; Lord Bacon, describing it, says, “ in¬ 
finite people died of it.” In an old French dictionary at the 
academy, I find this word Englished—“ Cholera Morbus.” 
In Saxony it appeared in 1652, the lost link, I think, of the 
years of the plague here in London. In the middle ages 
every disease that produced sudden deaths was called 
“ plague,” and all through the 17th century its medical 
description is almost identical with cholera. The popular 
opinion that cholera first arose in 1817, in the Delta of the 
Gauges, is not at all true, as in old Brahminical records it is 
spoken of in 1781. Cholera carried off exactly the same 
number of persons in Paris in 1832 and 1849. Every 
analogy leads us to say its next appearance will be 1866. 

Cholera distinctly belongs to the diseases like measles, 
small pox, &c., which occur once in a lifetime, and is best 
treated like them, by being partly left alone. Cullen wisely 
placed it on the confines of the exanthemata; this, if further 
corroborated, is perhaps the most remarkable discovery of 
the last few years, and must take away much of the appre¬ 
hension of our own government and the Board of Health 
just at present. 

Cholera is exactly like yellow fever or hooping cough, not 
contagious, per se, but perhaps capable of becoming eminently 
the cause of contagion to those prepared for it; it would be 
more agreeable to say that free trade in navigation and 
doing away with quarantine have not caused cholera to 
spread, but it is very doubtful if it would be true. 
All the arguments against quarantine, it will be of the ut¬ 
most service for the government to recollect, are urged 
against its abuse—none will be found against its proper 
careful use.—Yours truly, Charles Kidd, M.D. 

Kingsland, Sept. 3, 1851. 
P.S. The absence of electricity in the atmosphere in 

summer, has been supposed to have something to do with 
potatoe rot and cholera, but this singular phenomenon was 
pointed out to me at Brussels some years since by M. 
Quetelet, and seems the normal state of the atmosphere 
every summer; the gradual increase of electricity from Mid¬ 
summer to the end of December being too constant and 
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i ;gular to depend on any merely fortuitous circumstances. 
1he exanthemata now among thinking men are believed to 

■ epend on the system getting rid in a molecular form of 
ertain principles in the blood; the pencil marks, so to speak, 
f the foetal organisation remaining in the system after birth; 
uch as the traces of the thymus ductus arteriosus, &c. May 
iholera bo another form of plague ranged with the exan- 
hcmata? an allotropic condition of plague, so to speak, de¬ 
ending on scrofula, small-pox, modified by vaccine, not 
estroyed in the blood, and a tertium quid, a certain epi- 
emic influence travelling diagonally across our Northern 

hemisphere. May its attack every seventeen ^years depend 
♦n a new number of adults, aged seventeen and under, 
teing then quite unprotected, and affording a nidus for the 
infection like hooping cough ? 

The periodicity of cholera and other epidemic disorders is 
an interesting branch of investigation. We have a consi¬ 
derable series of facts in hand confirmatory of the opinion 
above expressed by Dr Kidd, and illustrative of a law yet 
obscurely understood. We may publish them at no distant 
period.—(Ed. ‘ Medical Circular.’) 

MEDICAL EDUCATION. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular 
Sir,—In your 1 Medical Circular,’ No. 20, a physician of 

Radclifle appears to have taken notice of my communication 
respecting some of the peculiarities of the times in which we 
live, and has endeavoured to set it forth in a more descrip¬ 
tive character than might be deemed necessary by .an 
impartial reader. I was not aware that my short dissertation 
to you should, or could, have been so misunderstood by any 
member of the medical profession, as, whoever has perused 
the Reports of the Select Committee on Medical Education 
referred to, will find such a diversity of opinion, that his 

judgment on medical politics will remain as undecided as 
before he undertook the duty of perusal. 

The object of my communication to you was to endeavour 
to suppress, through the medium of your ‘ Circular,’ the 
prevailing spirit of the profession, as exhibited in the great 
tendency to combine in one practitioner the practice of all 
branches of the science. For, is it not too constantly the 
case, that a physician —perhaps not so much so in England 
or in the southern metropolis as in Scotland—generally, 
will practise as surgeon and accoucheur, and dispense his own 
medicine? It has been alleged in extenuation that to 
separate each branch of the profession in Scotland, at least 
in the smaller towns, would never remunerate the prac¬ 
titioner; and a surgeon might, if he practised purely a3 
such, except in manufacturing districts, remain long without 
exercising his surgical science. 

I do not deny that I mentioned grocers, and I do, and 
did mention, that if they were to confine their sales to the 
grosser articles of their business, it might be better or 
safer for the public, though no doubt a loss to themselves. 
The comparison of these persons with the druggist or 
medical man must be understood, only in a pecuniary point 
of view, which, in the opinion of the medical doctors of 
Radclifle, who may give a prescription, receive their fee. 
and never see their patient more, may be a very secondary 

■consideration. But in Scotland, where it is not thought any 
way disreputable to dispense medicine, a medical man may 
feel that his neighbour, if a grocer vending medicine, is en¬ 
deavouring to supplant him at least pecuniarily, and since 
the custom now prevails to a very great extent in Scotland, 
it ought to be restricted by certain rules, either civic or 
otherwise,—though “ en passant ” I was not aware before, 
that “ civic authorities ” could authorise any one to dispense 
medicine. 

I would still maintain that knowledge, accompanied by 
qualification,” is the best title for dispensing medicine; 

and if other callings require an apprenticeship, and study of 
long duration, much more the compounding and dispensing 
of medicine; and certainly it cannot be rationally conceded 
that any person without previous servitude, licence, or study, 
should be permitted to administer medicine, from the deadly 
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narcotic down to the safe dose of castor oil, as is the case 
with some dealers in our country towns. 

In answer to your correspondent Dr Thomson, I might 
say, that if there was no qualification but such knowledge as 
the public can judge of, we might do away with all colleges 
and persons employed to determine (though still liable to 
error) the medical qualifications of those entrusted with the 
public health. 

In the clerical world too, any one with knowledge, but 
without the “ licence,’’ might mount the pulpit and dissemi¬ 
nate his learning, and think as much of his analyses of the 
present aspect of the clerical, as Dr T. does of his of the 
medical, world. Yours, &c., 

J. M. Thomas, C.M. 
St Andrew’s, October lOtli, 1852. 

ON THE CONNEXION BETWEEN SYPHILIS, LEPRA 

AND PSORIASIS. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—In your last number I read a notice from the ‘ British 
aud Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review,’ on Mr Erasmus 
Wilson's recent work on Syphilis. The reviewer appears 
quite taken with Mr Wilson's views on the relationship 
between lepra, psoriasis, and other eruptions, with syphilis, 
so early as the year 1814 Like opinions were given forth 
by Carmichael, in his work on Venereal, “ The primary 
callous ulcer, or chancre is attended with the well-known 
scaly eruption—lepra or psoriasis." The emphases are not 
mine, but Carmichael’s. I know that syphilis and psoriasis 
have come frequently before my mind as related. I have 
often seen the syphilitic parent and child; in the one, the 
cracking, the scaling, and the fretting ulcei’, attacking the 
interstices of the toes, causing great pain and lameness,—then 
taking the harder skin of the forehead, and the yet harder 
of the palm, and exhibiting as it were the two forms of the 
disease,—at least presenting variety, perhaps from locality; 
look at it in the other, in the child of the same parent, be¬ 
tween the nates and on the skin of chest and abdomen, 
bringing out the double union, perhaps too from locality. 
Again syphilis and scrofula appear linked together; both 
attack the same structures, the periosteum, and the bones ; 
the absorbent and lymphatic systems, how often have we 
seen the surgeon at a stand-still, not knowing whether the 
inflamed or ulcerated gland before him had more of the one 
or of the other disease mingled togethex-, and what remedy 
he should select, iodine or mercury, or both. 

The “novelty-mongers,” as the reviewer styles his medical 
brethren, have long since done silently what he now sug¬ 
gests as novel, viz., to “proclaim syphilis the univei’sal 
morbid modifier lying at the root of evei’y disease,” and thus 
we see mei’cury silently prescribed in every form, in every 
disease, by “ Old Physic.” 

The reviewer hints at “ suppressed and modified itch ” 
as ideal! It is a reality, known to every thinking physician, 
though not visible to that extent pointed out by its author. 
Habit is the guide of our actions; if it associates disease 
with syphilis, we prescribe mercury ; if with psora, sulphur; 
if with scrofula, iodine. Habit makes men think that physic 
cures disease, aud not nature. Habit makes men think that 
nature cures disease, and not physic. Habit makes our 
thoughts pui-e. Habit makes our thoughts impure. In fact, 
habit of thought is habit of action, habit of reason, habit of 
prejudice ; and thus habit makes us think that we have the 
“ pliilosopher’s stone,” when we have not even the philoso¬ 
pher's crucible ! I am, dear Sir, yours truly, 

R. T cm ill Massey, M.D. 
Worcester, 13th October, 1852. 

QUACK MEDICINES. 

To the Editor of the ‘Medical Circular.’' 

Sir,—Your correspondent P. S. has very opportunely 
called your attention to “ Quacks ” and “ Quackery.” Let 
me also do the same with “ Quack Medicines.” P. S. is 
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right in his remarks respecting the ‘Lancet.’ That im¬ 
potent and mendacious publication, no longer the organ of 
the regular practitioner, has actually “ aggravated the evil. ’ 
Why, Sir, some of these quacks even quote the ‘Lancet’ in 
support of their humbug and nostrums against the legitimate 
profession. “ Can such things be, and overcome us like a 
summer cloud, without our special wonder?” We must be 
up and be doing. 

Like P. S., “ I have great faith in you and yours,” and 

only trust that you will take up the cudgels against quacks, 
quackery, and quack medicines, and protect the profession 
and society at large against such inroads on their rights and 
best interests. 

It really appears that quackery increases in as great a 
ratio as population and general education. 

Yours, &c., M. D. L. 
Belgrave road, October 26th. 

TO OUR READERS. 

That there existed both an ample field and an actual demand for a new periodical like the * Medical Circular,’ we 

never for a moment doubted, nor did we lack confidence in its ultimately attaining a high and honourable position in the 

periodical literature of this country; but we were certainly not prepared for the very general appreciation and support with 

which our efforts have been welcomed, not only by our professional brethren, but also by a large portion of the reading 

public. We have now happily attained a circulation and influence unequalled by any class-periodical in the same time ; 

and this we have effected by sheer devotion to the task we undertook, and by upright and honourable means, on which 

we can look back with pleasure, regardless of the sarcasms of envious rivals and unsuccessful competitors. When we 

entered on the field of Medical Journalism, we determined to strike out a new and useful path for ourselves. We felt 

the importance and responsibilities of the task we had undertaken, and we resolved to perform its onerous duties both 

faithfully and honestly. We at once refused to become the oracle or cat’s-paw of any person, party, or school. Our object 

was then, and still is, to give our readers the greatest possible amount of valuable original matter and compilation, and to 

make our work a mirror of the literature and news of the Medical Profession. For this purpose we laboured incessantly. 

We unhesitatingly threw open our columns to all matters connected with the removal of existing abuses, or the advance¬ 

ment of the interests of our medical brethren ; and we fearlessly devoted a considerable portion of our pages to communi¬ 

cations on matters of interest, regardless of either party or opinion. Finally, we determined to publish a work which 

should be excelled by none, at a price less than one-half that of any of our predecessors. 

In the classification of our subjects, and in providing matter for this journal, we have endeavoured to meet the wants and 

desires of the majority of our readers; but we have also attended to the necessities of all in turn, and have always lent a 

willing ear to the hints and suggestions of our friends and patrons. As representatives of a large portion of the medical 

republic, we have sought to honestly express the opinions and promote the best interests of our constituents. 

We have now reached our Twenty-second Number, and it is to us a pleasing fact, that our circulation and influence has 

been steadily progressing with every successive publication. Our gratitude, in return, has led us to increase our editorial 

exertions and money expenditure thereon. Since the appearance of our early numbers we have introduced many new 

features and improvements, tending to enhance the value of our work. We have also increased the number of its pages, 

and the beauty and correctness of its illustrations. 

Our efforts and intentions are still onwards and expansive. In an early number we shall commence a Series of 

Original Articles on 

“ QUACK MEDICINES—THEIR COMPOSITION AND QUALITIES,” 

in which will be given the results of actual trials, experiments, and analyses. These papers will be supplied by gentlemen 

eminently qualified for the task, and are undertaken at the immediate suggestion and urgent request of several of the most 

distinguished and philanthropic members of the medical profession, as well as from like appeals from among our general 

readers. Other articles of equal interest will follow, and every possible exertion will be made on our part to render the 

1 Medical Circular ’ a worthy organ and exponent of the Medical Profession in all its legitimate phases and modifications. 

*** Communications to be addressed to the Editor, at the 
Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It is particularly requested 
that the contributions to this journal be short and practical, 
and that the MS. be only on one side of the paper. Should any 
communication exceed in length one column, we cannot guarantee 
its insertion. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
Twelve Months (pre-paid) . . .£060 

Ditto (ditto) stamped for post . 0 8 0 

Six Months (ditto) . . . . .040 
Transmitted by Post throughout Great Britain, and to the 

most distant of the British Colonies. 

Post-Office Orders to be made payable at the Branch Post- 
Office, Charing cross, to Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street, 

A delphi. 

TO ADVERTISERS. 

Terms fur Advertisements (which should be sent to the Office 
before two o'clock on Tuesday): — 

For eight lines or less, Gs.; each additional line, Gd. 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 

Cases in Cloth, and Gold-lettered, for containing the Num¬ 
bers of the ‘Medical Circular,’ may now be had, price Is. 6d., 
or sent by post on receipt of twenty-four stamps. 
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PORTRAIT OF WM. TYLER SMITH, M.D. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

WM. TYLER SMITH, M.D. 
Ia our last number it was our pleasure to record an in¬ 

stance of rapid professional success in the person of the 
talented Professor of King’s College, Mr Fergusson. No less 
remarkable is that of the subject of the present sketch, 
especially when it is considered that he has achieved it in a 
department of the profession,—obstetrics, to the successful 
practice of which youth frequently interposes an insuper¬ 
able barrier. Dr Tyler Smith has been a member of 
the profession only tw’elve years, having been admitted 
a bachelor of medicine of the now far-famed University 
of London in 1840. Nine of those twelve years have 
seen him rising rapidly into professional estimation, and 
there are men (Dr Marshall Hall, Dr Billing, Mr 
Guthrie, Mr Ranald Martin, and others), whose discernment, 
anterior to that period, recognised in the young aspirant 
for public favour a future star of the first magnitude in this 
our crowded medical firmament. Dr Tyler Smith was ini¬ 
tiated into the mysteries of medical practice as a pupil at 

St Peter’s Hospital, Bristol, near which city he was born. 
His pupilage under Mr Day was marked by extreme 
diligence and a strict attention to his duties, but no indi¬ 
cation was apparent of the bent of his mind in the path 
of physiological inquiry until the discoveries of Marshall 
Hall became the subject of professional discussion. These 
arrested bis attention to such a degree that he found no 
peace until he reached the metropolis and made acquaint¬ 
ance with that profound medical analyst. The writer of 
this memoir had the satisfaction of introducing the philoso¬ 
phical student to this original-minded physiologist. Reader, 
if you are ever inducted to the waiting-room at No. 7 Upper 
Grosvenor street, the life-like portrait of Dr Marshall Hall 
will smile upon and greet your entrance. The compliment 
should be reciprocated, for certainly no man has contributed 
so largely and so perseveringly to the truth of the reflex 
theory of Dr Marshall Hall as Dr Tyler Smith. His highly 
original work, ‘ Parturition and the Principles and Practice 
of Obstetrics,’ is the most perfect testimony to tlio truth and 
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importance of Dr Marshall Hall’s discoveries in relation to 
the nervous system that has yet been offered. This work 
has gained for its author a world-wide reputation. It was 
quickly reprinted in America, and translated into French and 
German. It has made him, par excellence, the chief exponent 
of uterine mystery. If Nature travels out of her usual course 
in gestation, or in the process of parturition, Dr Tyler Smith 
is appealed to for an explanation. Any eccentricity, any un¬ 
expected symptom, Dr Tyler Smith can alone satisfactorily 
expound. In cases of difficulty in remote parts of the king¬ 
dom, the electric telegraph is worked in his favour as fre¬ 
quently perhaps as that of any other consulting obstetric 
practitioner in this metropolis. When it is considered that 
he has only reached the age of thirty-five, it must he admitted 
that we are sketching the professional career of no ordinary 
man. 

Dr Tyler Smith at the same time that he laboured in this 
purely physiological field, was distinguishing himself as a 
medical journalist. Those able attacks upon the council of 
the Royal Society in the 4 Lancet,’ which ended in the re¬ 
construction of that body, were well known to have issued from 
his pen- Whilst, however, he wrote with vigour and effect, 
we never heard that he descended to vulgar personality, or 
indulged in that abusive spirit, which, from its outset 
down to its last number, has characterized that journal. 
Quackery, it is true, received at his hands the most deter¬ 
mined and pertinacious opposition, and never were the direct 
blows which distinguish his style, given with a heartier good¬ 
will than when attacking it. We dwell upon this point the 
more particularly because it is an evidence of the versatile 
powers of his mind. Few men are found capable of, at the 
same time, calmly investigating the subtle workings of 
nature, and of taking a leading part in the discussions of the 
common work-day world. We have been given to understand 
that Dr Tyler Smith no longer writes in the ‘ Lancet,’ at 
least, if he does, it is only an occasional article, marked by 
that train of philosophic thought, and by that good taste 
which always pervades his writing. 

We now proceed to chronicle other facts in the career 
of Dr Tyler Smith, which entitle him to the respect and 
admiration of the profession. We are indebted to him 
for the invention of the Periodoscope, an instrument by 
which the accoucheur or the patient may calculate with 
unerring certainty the periodicities of the sex. No practi¬ 
tioner in midwifery should he without this useful indicator. 
Dr Tyler Smith was the first to point out a mode of obviating 
sterility in cases of suspected obstruction of the Fallopian 
tubes, by the introduction of catgut bougies. How far he 
has been successful in this ingenious manipulation we have 
not heard, but we are given to understand that out of defer¬ 
ence to the opinions of the profession, he has withdrawn 
this mode of treatment, although we believe that’ it will 
ultimately be admitted into obstetric practice. His work on 
“Obstetrics” we have already alluded to, but he is the au¬ 
thor also of a valuable work on “Scrofula,” and of numerous 
papers in medical periodicals, the chief of which are, besides 
those already mentioned, according to the ‘ Medical Direc¬ 
tory,’ “ On the Relations and Difference between Puerperal 
Convulsions and Epilepsy,” 4 Lancet,’ 1850. “ On the pre¬ 
sumed frequency of Ulceration of the Os and Cervix Uteri,” 
‘ Lancet,’ 1850. “ Qn the Galactogogue and Emmenagogue 
Effects of the Leaves of the Ricinus Communis,” 4 London 
Journal of Medicine,’ 1850. 

Dr Tyler Smith has also recently published some observa¬ 
tions serving to prove that the ovula nabothi are not glan¬ 
dular bodies, but an eruptive disease, and we have no 
doubt that this opinion will attract much attention from 
physiologists. 

A word or two may not be out of place here respecting 
the peculiar doctrines taught in the Doctor’s book on 
“ Parturition,” for in fact his life, or what is more to our 
purpose, the inner life of his intellect, is, like that of all men 
of literary pursuits, best developed in his writings. We have 
already stated that this volume is devoted to the exposition 
of Dr Marshall Hall’s theory of reflex-motor action, as 
manifested in the functions of parturition; but it also de¬ 

velops the theory beyond the range of phenomena incident 
to strictly reflex-motor actions, and ascribes certain organic 
functions to the operation of the same reflex influence. The 
most striking and ingenious portion of the work is that which 
sets forth the law, as understood by Dr T. Smith, of sexual 
periodicity. He believes that the state of the ovaria at each 
periodic excitement stimulates the uterus to secrete the cata¬ 
menial flow; that again, the functions of the uterus and 
mammae, as periodically performed in gestation and suck¬ 
ling, are incited and governed by the irritation of the 
ovaries, while these in their turn are excited and determined 
in their functions by the uterus and mammae. A reciprocal 
influence operating in a circle of reflex activity, and sus¬ 
taining the organic functions of those organs in due succes¬ 
sion, is thus exerted. The primum mobile of all these actions 
is considered to be the ovaries; the most essential organs of 
the sexual system. Hence the irritation of the ovaries at 
the time of conception induces by reflex action a condition 
of the uterus prolonged through a period of 280 days, or ten 
menstrual periods, — the cycle of gestation; that the conclusion 
of this cycle and the induction of the process of parturition 
is determined again by the excitement of the ovaries, which 
at this time has returned in full force, and sets up the process 
of ovulation ; so that the actions of the uterus in parturition 
express in fact the resumption of a menstrual period, which Dr 
T. Smith considers parturition essentially to be. A similar ap¬ 
plication of the theory accounts for the commencement and 
termination of the function of the mamma in lactation. It 
is further assumed that during pregnancy and lactation the 
uterus and mamma exert a similar reflex influence over 
the ovaries, and thus induce in these organs the process of 
ovulation. The problem,—what is the proximate cause of 
the induction of parturient action ? is thus sought to be 
explained. 

We may not have done justice to Dr T. Smith’s views on 
periodicity in these brief remarks ; but we could not give a 
sketch of this gentleman’s life without referring to his 
opinions; and it is further due to him to say that he has 
illustrated and enforced his doctrines by a large accumula¬ 
tion of evidence from the regions of comparative physiology. 
The work exhibits great powers of analysis, much ingenuity, 
and great capacity for tracing analogies and similitudes. It 
is withal written in an elegant and classical style, and 
marked by a phraseology rather more coloured than is usual 
in scientific treatises ; but for that reason the more interest¬ 
ing and attractive. 

Dr Tyler Smith has received his meed of approbation 
from learned societies for his contributions to medical 
science; for we observe that he is an Honorary Correspond¬ 
ing Member of the Royal Academy of Surgeons of Madrid, 
and a Member of the Dublin Obstetrical Society. 

Dr Tyler Smith is of middle stature, bald, as the portrait 
shows, rather inclined to corpulency, of a most amiable expres¬ 
sion of countenance, and gentle and unassuming demeanour. 
He has a most winning manner with patients, imparting con- 
confidence, and ensuring their future favours by his kind and 
sympathising attentions; and he is withal perfectly natural. 
We never met in consultation a physician so void of artifice, 
so truly unaffected. 

We need scarcely wish a prosperous career for Dr Tyler 
Smith, because, to judge by his present popularity, it will be 
his certain privilege. There are few men of his time whose 
talents and information will merit, in a higher degree, that 
confidence which the public are hastening to bestow. 

CHAS FREDK. BROWNE, ESQ. 

HY. BROWNE, ESQ. 

JOSEPH IIULLETT BROWNE, M.D. 

Every now and then our pen is arrested by a name either 
of ripe repute or of opening merit: and as we do not judge 
of men simply by what they are, but also by what they may 
be, we feel a pleasure in occasionally dwelling with approba¬ 
tion on latent capabilities, and venturing upon a prophecy, 
which we are content to leave to time to fulfil. Wc permit 
no umpire to intervene with an opinion between us and the 
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event; and if we sliould at last be proved in error, we shall 
throw all the blame upon the shoulders of the irresolute 
wight who, for want of confidence in himself and fortune, 
has suffered us to be convicted of a false judgment. 

Pray, Dr Browne, for our sakes, do not rest upon your 
oars watching the stream as it flows, hut pull manfully for the 
goal, and justify our opinion when we say that you have 
mental and professional qualifications that ought to place you 
in the front rank of the competitors for scientific and profes¬ 
sional distinction. In truth, Dr Ilullett Browne is one of 
that number of highly-informed practitioners which the 
modem system of professional education has produced. 
Notices of many of these gentlemen have already appeared 
in these columns, and we have had occasion to point out the 
services which they have rendered to science. Dr Tyler 
Smith, a sketch of whom heads our notices in this number, is 
one of the same, “Theban hand;’’ Dr Baly, Dr Rolert 
Barnes, Dr Snow Beck, Dr Ballard, and several others, are 
conspicuous members of the same group, and last, though 
not the least worthy, Dr Ilullett Browne enjoys an amount of 
professional knowledge and training which, employed in a 
suitable sphere, would he certain to place him on a level with 
the best men of his order. 

Dr Hullett Browne was apprenticed to J. R. Ware, 
Esq., at Southampton, and studied at Guy’s under Bright, 
Addison, Babington, Barlow, Key, Morgan, Cooper, Cock, 
Hilton, Taylor, &c. lie was a highly distinguished student, 
and took honours in medicine, clinical medicine, anatomy, 
&c. He graduated at the University of London, when he 
followed out his fortunate career and obtained honours 
in physiology and comparative anatomy, surgery and 
medicine. He took his degree of M.B. in 1843, and that of 
M.D. in 1844. He also became a member of the College of 
Surgeons and a licentiate of the Hall in the year 1843. 

He is a member of the Pathological, Harveian, Sydenham, 
and Medical societies, and holds the appointment of ac¬ 
coucheur to the Somers-town Lying-in Charity. He is also 
honorary member of the Clinical Society of Guy’s Hospital. 
Dr Browne may be almost regarded as one of the literary 
fraternity, inasmuch as he was formerly one of the editors of 
Guy’s Hospital Reports. The duties connected with such a 
post are indeed very different from those springing out of 
the numerous and varying contingencies of periodical litera¬ 
ture :—the quick perception and excursive view, the intui¬ 
tive judgment in emergencies, and the rapid pen, the in¬ 
flexible perseverance, and the mercurial mobility of the 
editor of a periodical journal are not required. Men with 
such faculties are not often to be found, but they may be 
sometimes made, if they do not peradventure die off in the 
seasoning. Nevertheless, Guy s Hospital Reports constitute 
one of the most interesting and valuable of the scientific 
volumes given to the profession, and to have been its editor 
ensures a considerable amount of professional knowledge 
and literary ability. 

Dr Browne is, as the dates of his qualifications indicate, a 
young man, and may yet for many years stand in the way 
of fortune. He commenced general practice in the year 
1844, in Euston square, and x-emoved to his present resi¬ 
dence, 29 Gordon street, Gordon square, in 1847. 

ROBT. FREDK. BROWNE, ESQ. 

TOBIAS BROWNE, ESQ. 

W. STRONG BROWNE, ESQ. 

WM. VALENTINE BROWNE, ESQ. 

CHAS, BROWNING, ESQ. 

Vide ‘ London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

Another Death from Chloroform.—At Earlstown, 
Newcastle, Mr Martin, a corn-dealer, died while under the 
influence of chloroform, administered cautiously by Dr 
Brown, who applied more than the usual quantity of the 
best quality, while he was destroying some ulcers with 
caustic. 

MR WAKLEY’S TESTIMONY TO THE SUCCESS 
OF THE ‘ MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

\Reprinted from the ‘ Lancet.’] 

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MEDICAL 

DIRECTORY. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Lancet.’ 

Sir,—I am about to ask two questions which I believe you 
will not answer, and Isliall even be surprised if the note which 
contains them is permitted to find a place in your columns. 
My first question is this :—“ Is it true that Year-ley,the aurist, 
is the proprietor of the ‘ London and Provincial Medical 
Directory,’ a work which honours the homoeopathic quacks 
with so many titles and distinctions, aud of a trashy paper 
occasionally published and gratuitously distributed by post 
among the profession I” If this he true, I would then ask— 
“Why have you concealed such fact (for you must have been 
acquainted with it) from the knowledge of the profession ?” 
Answers to these two questions would be satisfactory to me, as 
well as to many of my professional brethren; but I confess I 
do not expect to derive any consolation from my inquiries. If 
it be true that Yearsley is the proprietor of the ‘ Medical 
Directory ’ in which the homoeopathic delinquents l-eceiye such 
honourable notoriety, nothing further need be said on the 
subject. 

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant, % 
London, Oct., 1852. A. SURGEON. 

*** Onr correspondent has certainly questioned ns in an 
abrupt, and also in a somewhat unwarrantable manner; but 
we may surprise, if we do not gratify liim, by replying to his 
questions with unequivocal distinctness. In answer then to 
the first question, we have to state that “ 1 earsley, the 
aurist,” is certainly the proprietor of “ The London and 
Provincial Medical Directory,’ and also of the “ trashy paper ” 
connected with that work, which is “gratuitously dis¬ 
tributed by post.” In reply to the second question, we have 
to remark that we considered oui'selves neither bound to 
“ conceal ” nor reveal the name of the propiietor of a Medical 
Directory which had bestowed so many “ titles and distinc¬ 
tions ” upon the quacks. The “ proprietor ” in question.had 
assailed us with his impotent malice on a variety of occasions, 
not only without cause, but after he had become inflated by 
a few words of praise that the ‘Lancet ’ formerly bestowed on 
one of his performances—a bit of praise which he has in¬ 
dustriously circulated through the entire English press. 
The fellow seemed actually to subsist upon a commendatory 
scrap from the Lancet.’ * Now we look upon ingratitude as 
an unpardonable offence ; and we could not discover that we 
were called upon to warn such an offender of the existence 
of a gulph which he was approaching with such rapid 
strides. He is now fairly in it, and he richly deserves his 
self-imposed punishment. At all events, as the name of the 
“proprietor” of the ‘London and Provincial Medical Direc- 
toiy’ will be henceforth known by the profession, it is 
unnecessary, as our correspondent has naively remarked, “ to 
say anvthing further on tlie subject.”—Ed. L. 

MR YEARSLEY AND THE ‘ LANCET.’ 

The editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ works by the law of contraries. 
Whenever he attempts to damage by a disservice, he is sure 
to accommodate with a favour. He rarely does good by 
design, hut lie occasionally blunders into a civility. His 
malice has the singular quality of producing all the results 
of a generous panegyric. There is a sort of common under¬ 
standing that he is never right except by mistake, and then 
of course he does not know it. Are we to hold him respon¬ 
sible for this state of moral aberration ? We are in doubt 
between indignation and pity, so leave the matter to the 
decision of men better versed than ourselves in the phenomena 
of mind and its alienations. We are satisfied simply to 

register the fact. 
It may not be known to many members of the profession, 

that the editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ has recently concocted, for 
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tlie gratification of a correspondent, as he declares (what a 
psychological monster, if he really exist anywhere save in the 
editor’s brain, must this correspondent be to find food for 
gratification in slander!), a calumnious accusation against 
the proprietor of this journal, whom he 'charges (mirabile 
dicta!') with ingratitude! Now, with the editor of the 
‘Lancet,’“we look upon ingratitude as an unpardonable 
offence,” but the charge must be unequivocally proved before 
we could resolve to consign any human being to our per¬ 
petual hostility. The editor of the ‘ Lancet,’ it appears, can 
never pardon Mr Yearsley, and intends to pursue him with 
his imbecile malignity, so long as he can draw breath, and. 
indite bad English. Wherefore then this unforgiving hatred ? 
What has Mr Yearsley done to stir the profound issues of 
malevolence in the heart of Mr Wakley? “ Tell it not in 
Gath, publish it not in Ascalon.” The editor of the 
1 Lancet ’ once wrote “ a few words of praise ” of Mr Years- 
ley’s success hi Aural Surgery, and this gentleman has not, 
it seems, sufficiently appreciated the compliment! Did Mr 
Wakley expect to be paid for the review?—if so, Mr Years¬ 
ley will be most happy to forward any equitable sum that 
might be named to the office of the * 1 Lancet,' and so requite 
the obligation. We believe that the world generally, and 
men of Mr Wakley’s stamp in particular, regard a money 
payment as the most substantial and satisfactory mode of 
evincing gratitude for services received. But, after all, what 
gratitude is due to Mr Wakley for the review ? He simply 

"did his duty in speaking, for once in his life, the truth, of a 
most remarkable and useful invention ;—had he spoken 
otherwise, he would have lied to his conscience, and to the 
public. Repenting of this one act of honesty, as if uncon¬ 
genial to his nature, he now desires to extract a calumny 
even from the truth, and to convert it into an instrument for 
the destruction of private character and professional repute. 
There are insects that can imbibe acrid elements from the 
loveliest flowers of the garden, but it is only the viper, the 
toad, and similar creatures of the reptile tribe, that can 
eliminate poison even from their own tissues, and whose 
very nature it is to be imbued and penetrated with evil and 
venom. 

But Mr Yearsley is ungrateful because he is the proprietor 
■of a “trashy paper,” called the ‘Medical Circular,’ 
established in connexion with the Medical Directories, 
and this is an evidence of ingratitude sufficient to draw down 
the fiercest anathemas of the Editor of the ‘ Lancet.’ “ ’ Tis 
true, ’tis pity; pity ’tis, ’tis true.” We confess to the im¬ 
peachment ; we have not a word to say in extenuation of 
the “unpardonable” offence. The proprietor of this paper 
had no privilege to interfere—certainly not, with the profits 
of the Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’! If he did not choose to pay 
for a review, it would have been only becoming to have re¬ 
frained from taking money out of the other’s pocket, by 
entering into competition with him in his literary labours. 
This is a grave charge—very ; our heart is indeed wrung 
with pity to think of the dilapidated condition into which 
the finances of the Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ must have by this 
time fallen, and we can almost find tenderness enough to 
excuse the frantic vehemence with which he ejaculates his 
denunciations. We are even prepared to head a subscription 
list, to restore his ruined fortunes. 

But after all the ‘ Medical Circular ’ being only a “ trashy 
paper,” we should think that there could not be sufficient 
reason to assail its proprietor with so much rancour and 
pertinacity. Mr Wakley, however, knows better how to 
value the merits of this Journal; his banker's books attest 
to its importance ; —the “ Threepenny Journal,” the “trashy 
paper,” has become a power, and as it advances in profes¬ 
sional esteem the ‘ Lancet ’ must retire, and eventually, in 
all probability, be superseded, and sold as bankrupt’s stock 
to buttermen and trunkmakers. hide tree ! The lugubrious 
Editor has already had a foretaste of his fate, and he whim¬ 
pers forth his misgivings in a melancholy jeremiad, seasoned 
with spite, and embellished with coarseness and vulgarity. 

It would be beneath us, and the character of the proprietor 
of this Journal, to refer more expressly to the low personali¬ 

ties which disfigure the pages of the ‘ Lancet.’ They will 
do no harm to the object of the Editor’s ill-will, but will 
react upon the character of the utterer with fatal effect. 
A stupid bear, prowling about for a dinner, once intruded 
into a cottage in the absence of the industrious housewife, 
and finding a crock boiling over the fire, he resolved to pur¬ 
loin the savoury joint whose fragrant juices were steaming 
round his nostrils. He thrust his paw into the hot water 
and scalded it: fierce with rage, he embraced the crock in 
his arms, and in the attempt to crush the object of his 
wrath, spilt the boiling water over his body, and died a 
despised and miserable creature. The Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ 
is not quite so obtuse as not to see the application. We 
recommend the fable to his especial consideration. 

THE ‘LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MEDICAL 

DIRECTORY’ AND THE ‘LANCET.’ 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Will you excuse an humble aspirant writing on the 
subject of a letter which he has just read in the ‘ Lancet,’ 
headed with the title of the ‘ London and Provincial Medical 
Directory.’ 

The impudence of the editor of that paper is here so 
rashly displayed, that even I, an unsophisticated first year’s 
student, cannot help feeling indignant that such a periodical 
should be the speaking-trumpet of any portion of the me¬ 
dical profession, into which, along with my fellow students, 
I am about to enter. 

The correspondent, who signs himself “A Surgeon” asks 
two questions. The first: “Is it true that Yearsley, the 
aurist, is the proprietor of the ‘ London and Provincial 
Medical Directory,’ a work which honours the homoeo¬ 
pathic quacks with so many titles and distinctions, and of a 
‘ trashy paper,’ occasionally published and gratuitously dis¬ 
tributed by post amongst the profession? ” 

This mean-spirited letter, Sir, has informed me that a Mr 
Yearsley—no 1 what do I write ? not a Mr-that “ Yearsley 
the aurist ’’ (for the life of me I cannot help thinking of 
“Calcrafc, the hangman,” having rather a perverse trick of 
associating strange ideas', is “the proprietor of the ‘Lon¬ 
don and Provincial Medical Directory,’ a work which 
honours the homoeopathic quacks with so many titles and 
distinctions-” reasons sufficient, it seems, in the editor's 
opinion, for covering him with his abuse. Does the pro¬ 
prietor of the ‘ Directory ’ confer the degrees of A.M., 
M.D., M.R.C.S, L.A.C., &c., &c., on them? Really it is 
very wrong if he does, because we students have a great 
deal of work before us to obtain those degrees. He cannot 
be guilty of doing this, I’m sure; but granting that I am 
wrong, and that he really does so, the ‘ Lancet' contradicts 
itself! nirely a homoeopath will not feel himself “ honoured ” 
at receiving a degree from “ Calcraft, the-” I mean 
“ Yearsley, the aurist! ” 

Well, Sir, if Mr Yearsley do not give these degrees, titles, 
and distinctions, pray who does confer them ? 

I presume the principle upon which the ‘ Lancet ’ wishes 
you to work in the formation of your ‘ Directory ’ is as 
follows: — 

Ed. L.: Did A. B. pass the examination for the Society of 
C. D.? 

Respondent: Yes. 
Ed. L.: What mode of practice does A. B. at present 

pursue ? 
Respondent: Homoeopathy. 
Ed. L.: Then lie didn't pass the examination for the 

Society of C. D. 
The periodical alluded to under the title of a “ trashy 

paper,” inquiries tell me is the ‘ Medical Circular.’ Now I 
have been in the habit of perusing this identical paper, and 
can in consequence assure “A Surgeon ” that it is published 
fortnightly and not occasionally, as he states. The word 
“occasionally ’’ docs not define any distinct period. 
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I have always looked upon your attacks on the Editor of 
the ‘ Lancet,’ in this paper, with some degree of suspicion; 
to one so inexperienced as I am, their vigour seems to be 
wasted; but when such a letter and such an answer to it oc¬ 
cupy so prominent a position in the ‘ Lancet ’ as the one to 
which I allude, my doubts as to whether you are blameable 
for your biting censures at once resolve themselves into the 
negative. None but an intellect of the most obtuse descrip¬ 
tion could have been guilty of such an editorial appendage, 
as appears at the bottom of this letter. With reference to 
the latter portion of “ A Surgeon's ” first question, “ and of 
a trashy paper occasionally published, and distributed gra¬ 
tuitously by post among the profession,” I may just remark 
that if you were so silly as to spend a few hundred pounds 
in such a manner, the grovelling ‘ Lancet ’ itself would 
almost be ashamed to take so public a notice of you. Surely 
“Ed. L.” does not fancy that the exposures which you 
have made of him are worth so much money out of pocket, 
for the solitary satisfaction of distributing them gratuitously! 

I now come to the second question, “ If this be true, I 
would then ask, ‘ Why have you concealed such fact (for 
you must have been acquainted with it) from the knowledge 
of the profession ? ’ ” 

“ Calcraft, the hangman,” a second time tormented my 
bosom as I read it. Really, Six-, has the gentleman in ques¬ 
tion ever been in Newgate ? or is he a poisonous serpent, 
changed into man’s shape, escaped from—the Zoological 
Gardens ? 

A paper, aspiring to i-epresent the intei-ests of the medical 
profession—mark me, Six-, a profession of gentlemen — has 
daringly outstepped tlie bounds of literaiy courtesy for the 
purpose of fixing public opprobrium on the name of its co¬ 
temporary’s proprietor! 

Neglecting to name the periodical it has covered its mean¬ 
ing with a falsity, by tei-ming it an occasionally printed 
trashy paper! 

No reason whatsoever is given for the propi-ietor’s name 
being thus disrespectfully cast about amongst the large type, 
except the ‘ spite ’ which is ti-ansparent in evei-y sentence.* 

I pondered upon these facts before I put pen to paper; it 
did not, however, take long to come to the following con¬ 
clusions : 

First. That the honour and public spix-it of a journal have 
fled for ever from the pages of the ‘Lancet; ’ that it must in 
future be looked upon as a work published for the purpose 
of affording to its proprietor an opportunity for his realising 
some money, for countenancing his friends, and for mali¬ 
ciously exposing his enemies in the medical profession. 
£ Secondly. That the ‘ Lancet ’ cannnot say that contempt 
,or your ‘ Circular ’ was the l'eason of their calling it a 

trashy papei-,” for if so why take any notice of it ? “ What 
s beneath its notice ? ’’ Why put it forward so prominently ? 
Why answer it so formally? No, no, Six-, it is not contempt, 
it xnust be a positive well-grounded fear that your anta¬ 
gonism is too strong for it, and that your paper must be put 
down in some way or other, which prompted this sally. I 
have read and reread the answer to that very unmanly note, 
and although there is a flimsy shade of an excuse made in 
the word “ unwarrantable,” the rest of it shows such a 
malicious desire to clutch at any opportunity to injure you, 
your paper, and your Directory, that no one can read it 

«without at once discovering—that the ‘ Lancet ’ is afraid of 
you ! 

This, then, is my second conclusion; my 
Third and last is, that taking into consideration the man¬ 

ner in which the ‘ Lancet ’ attempts to carry out its intention, 
and seeing that the manner in which the answer is expressed, 

* The attempt at an excuse, where the 1 Lancet ’ talks of 
“ ingratitude as an unpardonable offence,” I cannot under¬ 
stand. “ A Surgeon ” perhaps, may call this a specimen of 
“ unequivocal distinctnessif he does so, he had no right to 
ask a question, which feigned such ignorance of you and your 
doings; fori defy any tnan to understand its import who ha3 
not been previously informed on the subject! 

instead of openly letting the world know wliat it is tiying to 
talk about, tends rather to make a mystery of something ov 
other by shrouding the real meaning with glowing descrip¬ 
tions of “rapid strides, gulfs, inflations by a few words of 
praise from it,” and such like; these things, I say, cannot 
but lead an impartial reader at once to come to the conclu¬ 
sion, that in this attack upon your proprietor, that paper, 
the ‘ Lancet,’ had a very soi'ry foundation of truth to go upon. 

Who is there, who, having read this letter, and the editor’s 
response to it, will ever say the mind of a gentleman appears 
in either production ? and this question brings me back to 
my starting point, for I repeat, Sir, that this paper cannot 
remain qny longer as the representative of a body of gen¬ 
tlemen under the present editorship. 

May the students who are now studying, like myself, at 
the different Metropolitan and country schools, remember 
this pi'ediction, when time shall have placed us in our sphere 
of action : xxxay they be cautious now in asking the advice 
of one whose sole object seems to have been self-aggrandize¬ 
ment, heretofore hidden by empty vaunts that his acts were 
solely for the public good ; for the old saying, “ murder will 
out,” is here, with double force, proved true:—never yet 
did printing ink expose a character less to be envied, than 
the published answer given in the 386 page, 17th number, 
and 2nd volume of the * Lancet,’ has this day done! 

I have now to apologise for giving you the trouble of 
reading this lengthened epistle: I send it as it is, for the 
purpose of ascertaining whether the opinion which I have 
formed of the ‘ Lancet ’ is a correct one : and my reason for 
giving step by step, the liue of ai'gument I adopted, is simply 
to prove to you that I have not been too summary in my con¬ 
demnation of a peidodical, which richly desei'ves the return 
of a compliment it paid you. when it gave to your ‘ Medical 
Circular ’ the title of a “ trashy paper.”—I am, Sir, your 
obedient servant, A First Year’s Man. 

London, Satui’day, Oct. 23, 1852. 

BETHLEHEM HOSPITAL. 

A correspondent addressed to us a letter, published in our 
last number, on the mismanagement of Bethlehem Hospital; 
and in the belief that this subject will excite a painful in¬ 
terest among our professional brethren, we shall deviate 
from our usual course to place before our readers a few facts 
relating to the shameful mismanagement of this institution. 
The Repoi’t of the Commissioners of Lunacy has been re¬ 
cently published, and a more sickening record of loathsome¬ 
ness and barbarity has probably never before been divulged. 
It is almost incredible that in this age, so boastful of the 
admirable management of its public institutions, when our 
profession has especially signalised itself by its efforts to 
ameliorate the condition of the insane, and some of its 
leading members have been deservedly eulogised for their 
enlightened philanthropy in numberless perorations—when 
it has even been supposed that the principle of humanity 
had been carried to a point that verged upon error 
and impradence ; it is almost incredible that at such 
a time abuses so enormous, cruelties so foul and shocking 
as those related, should have been perpetrated in the first 
public institution of the kind in the country, whose very 
name is an exponent to the popular mind of all other such 
establishments, in a Royal Asylum, whose government 
has been confided to a numerous and, conventionally speak¬ 
ing, respectable Board of 300 Governors ! Such shame¬ 
less acts as those reported can only be accounted for on the 
presumption of a laxity of discipline highly cxilpable on the 
part of those on whom the responsibility of conducting the 
affairs of the institution devolved. Sir Peter Laurie was 
Chairman of the Committee, and it is marvellous how he, 
who has a keen eye for abuses, and especially delights in 
putting them dawn, should have been blind to the scandals 
committed by hirelings under his own control, in an es¬ 
tablishment for whose government he was pre-eminently 
responsible ! It would be well if Sir Peter exchanged the 
quixotism of his past career for a serious and resolute effort 
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to do his duty in those offices which he has been especially 
called to fill on the presumption of superior capability. 
What shall we say, too, of Dr Webster, one of the Gover¬ 
nors, who has been exposing with untiring zeal the imper¬ 
fections of foreign asylums, yet appears to have been lament- 
tably ignorant of, or indifferent to, the abuses for which he 
too by virtue of his office must he held responsible ? We 
should think that both these gentlemen must feel uneasy at 
the tardy but s tart lie g exposure of the malpractices in their 
favourite institution. 

It appears that at the back of Bethlehem Hospital there 
are certain basement wards, in which the refractory patients 
are lodged. These wards have been the obscure scene of 
brutalities, at the report of which the feelings recoil with 
horror. But the wail of the neglected and the oppressed 
has at last pierced their walls, and the sympathy and the 
succour of the humane will quickly reach the unhappy in¬ 
mates. It requires no ait to exalt the description of the im¬ 
pure and flagitious acts that have been daily and habitually 
transacted in these dungeons. Let the unvarnished Report 
of the Commissioners tell its own tale. We quote these 
sentences from the Report:— 

“ The bedding provided for the patients in the back base¬ 
ments, where such of the refractory patients as are wet or 
dirty sleep, is open to serious objection, and the state in 
which the females of that class are placed in bed is not 
merely most objectionable, but most discreditable. The 
bedding in that part of the ward for the most part consists 
of loose straw, placed in a crib or trougli-beadstead, and 
covered with a blanket, and upon this the patient is laid in 
a state of complete nudity. This practice, which has pre¬ 
vailed for years, has gone on without challenge from, and 
even (as is stated) without the knowledge of, the treasurer, 
the physicians, the resident apothecary, the matron, or any 
other of the responsible authorities of the Institution. The 
existence of such a state of things. while it discloses a most 
reprehensible practice, at the same time proves that most 
culpable laxity must have prevailed in the internal super¬ 
vision of the hospital. . . . 

“John Welsh, one of the keepers, an intelligent man, 
who was formerly in the 1st Battalion of the Rifle Brigade, 
and who had been about four months in the hospital, cor¬ 
roborated the statement made by one of the unfortunate 
patients, as to having his throat squeezed; this man sub¬ 
sequently died. The instrument of torture was a stocking 
tied in a noose, and tightened till the patient was nearly 
strangled. This was done to keep them quiet while their 
clothes were being put on. ... A man named Par- 
kenson came in from the Strand Union who was full of antics, 
and very stubborn to be dressed. The same keeper, Seth 
Thomas, called him to assist in dressing Parkenson. He put 
the stocking round his neck, and he was actually strangled. 
Welsh said, ‘ You will strangle the man,’ and he replied we 
must do it to exhaust them, or we should not be able to dress 
them. Some labourers who were at work were looking on at 
the time. When the cell was unlocked Parkenson ran out 
and Welsh caught him in his arms, and Thomas put the 
stocking round his neck. Welsh and another keeper then 
dressed himr and he got black and blue in the face. Welsh 
said. ‘You are strangling the man, for God’s sake don't do 
it,’and Thomas said, ‘We must exhaust him.’ The dirty 
patients were always washed, even in the coldest weather, 
with cold water from the shower-bath. The patients in the 
lower wards were struck by the keepers. . . . 

“ William Beach, who had been a keeper from the month 
of July previously in the hospital, also gave evidence as to 
the general harsh and cruel treatment of the male patients 
by the keepers. On one occasion a patient kicked him, and 
Thomas told him to take him into the back basement and 
punish him. Beach took him in, and shook him by the 
shoulder, and then let him go, on his promising not to do it 
again; and Thomas said, ‘ You do not half give them a 
- good hiding; if it was me I would give it him.’ He 
had seen two of the keepers kneel upon a man until he sang 
out ‘ Mercy.’ One morning Berry, another keeper, brought 

down a patient who had been a little obstreperous. Berry 
gave him a tremendous kick behind, and kicked him right 
out into the yard. Another patient, who saw the transaction, 
wrote a letter addressed to Dr Wood, complaining of this 
conduct, and gave it to the man that had been kicked. 
Berry got hold of the letter, and told the writer if ever he 
found him writing letters again he would break his- 
neck.” 

Let the humane reader credit the fact that fifteen female 
patients have been suffered to lie for years in a state of com¬ 
plete nudity on wretched trough bedsteads, in the cells of the 
basement wards of this, our National Asylum ! That 
loose straw, befouled with their excretions, was their litter, 
and their only covering in all seasons a single blanket? 
If by a remote possibility some callous heart could find an 
excuse for such an arrangement, what could he reply to the 
revolting charge that these poor creatures when dirty were 
laid down like dogs on the cold flag stones of the pavement, 
and mopped with cold water from a pail ? One nurse held 
down the patients while the other vigorously plied the mop 
till the process was completed. Neither cloth nor towel was 
ever used to dry them after the mopping process, and their 
clothes were put on while they were still drenched and 
dripping with wet! 

As might be expected, where the cleansing process was 
performed with so little sense of humanity, the patients were 
allowed to sink into a loathsome state of disease. One un¬ 
happy woman, Miss Hyson, “ was covered with sores, her 
hair was matted and fall of vermin. ’ she was suffering under 
a “ dangerous bodily complaint (prolapsus) requiring great 
care and attention, and swollen legs,” yet she was one of the 
fifteen subjected to the brutalities of the nurses, and never 
received due medical aid. 

The morality of this institution seems to be on a level with 
its discipline. One of the keepers seduced a patient, and 
another of the patients overcame the virtue of a daughter of 
a laundry-maid. Oaths and execrations were the familiar 
language of this hades ; complaints were met with repulsive 
epithets and violence, and if a patient was refractory, he was 
immediately tortured with the garotte, an instrument made 
by making a noose in a stocking and twisting it round the 
unfortunate creature’s throat until he was nearly strangled! 
But why need we detail more minutely the varied iniquities 
of this house of torture, filth, and depravity? Enough has 
been said to stir the indignation of the country, and to com¬ 
pel the interference of the Government to secure a better 
system of management for this ill-fated institution. 

It appears that the jurisdiction of the treasurer is para¬ 
mount in the establishment, and that the medical officer has 
onlva shadow of power. Over the male side of the asylum, 
it is true, the medical officer divides the duty with the trea¬ 
surer, but he is not permitted to make his visits over the 
female side without the presence of the matron, and he has no 
power to interfere with the moral treatment of the insane. He 
may “suggest” to the treasurer and matron the necessary 
changes and discipline, but it entirely depends upon the will 
of these officials whether his suggestions are or are not 
carried into effect! Can any arrangements be more absurd 
or pernicious ? 

There is a remedy for these disgraceful proceedings—that 
the institution be placed under the authority of the Commis¬ 
sioners in Lunacy, and be regularly inspected; that the 
present virtually irresponsible Board of 300 Governors be 
abolished or reorganised, and that the responsibility devolve on 
a single chief. By such a measure atrocities like those enu¬ 
merated can never again occur in this desecrated building. 

HEALTH OF TOWNS. 

There is now lying at the office of tins Journal, a piece 
of lead tubing, exhibiting in a most remarkable degree the 
action of water on that metal. In several places the lead 
has been eroded to a considerable depth, and the whole in¬ 
ternal surface of the pipe is marked, more or less, by the 
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solvent action of tlie water which has passed through it. 
Some short time since, we also had the opportunity of 
examining two very large leaden cisterns in the City, then 
undergoing repair. These exhibited in like manner the 
erosive action of London water on lead, and we were told by 
the proprietors of the works, that repairs were frequently 
required from this cause. In some parts of England, as in 
the Isle of Wight, the neighbourhood of Southampton, and 
some of the mineral districts, the water is of such a character 
as to produce these changes with astonishing rapidity. We 
are told by Mr Hacker, that at Woburn park, the seat of his 
Grace the Duke of Bedford, the water “ will eat lead 
through in two years.” A singular fact connected with this 
action is, that, in general, the purer and softer the water, 
the more rapidly it corrodes a leaden vessel and dissolves 
the newly-formed oxide. Water containing free carbonic 
acid (as much spring water does), or containing animal or 
or vegetable matter in a state of decomposition or decay 
(as the water commonly supplied to our large cities), when 
kept in leaden cisterns or raised by leaden pumps, is certain 
to be contaminated with that metal. These are facts 
notorious to every plumber, and which may be readily in¬ 
vestigated and proved by every inquirer. The frequent con¬ 
tamination of water with lead being then no longer a matter 
of doubt, what we would ask, must be results of the daily 
use of such a beverage. Addressing ourselves in this instance 
rather to the public than to the profession, we may exclaim, 
with a celebrated modern writer, that “ all compounds of 
lead are poisonous,” and even in the smallest quantities 
frequently repeated, they give rise to “ many of the most 
painful and obstinate diseases which flesh is heir to.” Lead 
colic, painter’s rheumatism (lead arthralgy), paralysis, &c., are 
affections which require merely to be mentioned here. Dr 
Thomas Smith states it as his conviction that “ many serious 
and alarming disorders, such as mania, epilepsy, sudden 
death, painful nervous affections, paralysis, consumption, 
hydrocephalus, heart disease, and the like, owe their origin 
iii some instances, their intractable character in others, to the 
gradual and continual infinitesimal doses of lead, copper, &c., 
introduced into the system through the channel of our daily 
drink.” In many such cases chemical analysis has detected 
lead in the fluids and viscera of the human body. In one 
patient, Dr Todd found lead “ in great quantity in the brain, 
and in still greater proportion in the lung.” Dr Inman 
detected lead in the cerebellum of a working painter, Herat 
in the faecal matter, Cozzie in the blood, and Mialke in the 
perspiration in cases of saturnine colic. Tiedeman and 
Gmelin found lead in the splenic, mesenteric, and hepatic 
veins, Wibner in the liver, muscles, and spinal chord, and 
Orfila in the liver, spleen, and urine of animals, poisoned by 
lead. It has also been detected in the saliva and milk in 
like causes. The violent ravages of colic, that are recorded 
to have visited the city of Amsterdam about a century prior 
to the date at which we are writing, are referred by Dr 
Frouchin to the water used by the inhabitants being collected 
and kept in open cisterns lined with lead. Dr Thomson 
mentions an instance of the officers of an East Indiaman 
having been nearly fatally poisoned “ by drinking simple 
soft water which was kept in a leaden cistern,” It appears 
from the ‘Times’ of January, 1842, and * Medical Gazette ’ 
of a later date, that many persons residing at Ascot Heath 
have exhibited symptoms of lead poisoning, and that even 
the dogs of the Royal Kennel, were at one time suffering 
from paralysis, or “ Kennel lameness,” from a like cause. 
This arose from the use of lead cisterns and pipes, on which 
the water of that district acts with considerable rapidity.— 
The above described injurious effects of the use of leaden 
water cisterns and pipes, have now for many years been 
brought before the attention of the puplic by medical and 
chemical writers and lecturers whose numbers have been 
legion, with what results we leave our readers to judge for 
themselves. The people at large are ever indifferent to 
matters connected with their sanitary condition. Occasionally 
a panic seizes them, as during the recent visit of the cholera, 
—a species of nine days terror; —the immediate. danger 
passed, and future consequences are forgotten. Even in this 

very metropolis which wo proudly vaunt as the principal 
seat of intelligence and sanitary improvement, this state ol 
things exists. The progress, if onward, is slow indeed, but 
we fear it is not always onward, or in the right direction. 
The approach of cholera, which as assuredly will again 
visit this country, as that the city of London forms a part of 
it, should arouse both public and private activity in the 
highest degree. Our impression is, that the public health 
will be best promoted, and the inroads of epidemics curbed, 
by giving the peoplepure air, pure water, and wholesome food. 
Confining ourselves for the present to the second only, we 
beg to express our firm conviction that, one of the greatest 
boons that could be bestowed on society, in reference to its 
sanitary progress, would be the compulsory abandonment of 
lead as the material for water pipes and cisterns, and for 
other vessels connected with our daily aliments. In its place 
we would recommend the use of gutta percha, which, under 
any form, either as pipe, or lining for cisterns, is totally 
unacted on by water of any description, is perfectly innocuous 
even if swallowed, is equally as cheap as load, and in fact, 
when placed in moist ground, or exposed to water or damp, 
has been proved by long experience to be almost indestruct¬ 
ible. We speak advisedly when we say that, the general 
adoption of this material in lieu of lead, would be an im¬ 
portant step in the efforts now making for the conservation 
and improvement of the public health. 

HOSPITAL SULPHATE OF QUININE. 

TJie extensive use of the preparations of Quinine, hoth in 
hospital and general practice, has long made their purity and 
reduced cost desiderata with the medical profession. For¬ 
merly we were' supplied with them chiefly by the laboratories 
of the Continent, but of late years many of our own country¬ 
men have become successful competitors of the foreign ma¬ 
nufacturer in the production of these articles. Among such 
we are pleased to see that Mr Edward Herring, of the late 
firm of Herring Brothers, has taken a prominent and useful 
position, by the introductiom of a very pure crystallised pre¬ 
paration, under the unassuming name of “ Hospital Sulphate 
of Quinine." It is not our custom to notice the pharmaceu¬ 
ticals of individual manufacturers; but in this case we feel 
that if we did not do so, we should neglect a valuable oppor¬ 
tunity of serving the profession. From a careful examination 
of this “ Hospital Sulphate of Quinine,” we have satisfied 
ourselves that the representations respecting its quality made 
by its manufacturer are not exaggerated. Its crystalline 
form precludes the admixture of foreign matter-, whilst its 
behaviour with tests renders the opinion thus previously 
formed of its purity more strongly conclusive. 

In the preparation of this sulphate, the manufacturer pro¬ 
fesses to employ a new process, (which is being made the 
subject of a patent,) and which supersedes the use of animal 
charcoal as a decolorising agent. In this way the loss of 
some of the alkaloid by the absorbing power of the latter, as 
well as the risk of the product being contaminated with 
sulphate of lime, is entirely prevented. The result is that 
the crystals of the “Hospital Sulphate” have a very slight 
brownish tinge, instead of being perfectly white; but to 
compensate for this, its quality is unexceptionable, and, not 
the least point in this economising age, its price is some 20 
per cent, lower than the decolorised article. This, w-e think, 
will lead to its ultimate adoption in all public establishments 
aud services, where quinine is employed. We understand 
that it is already extensively employed in Guy’s, the Lon¬ 
don, Fever, and other Hospitals and Dispen saries in and 
about the metropolis, and we see no reason why its use should 
not become general. Should its slight tinge of colour be 
objected to on the dispensing counter, we do not see that 
this objection can be pleaded against its use in hospital 
practice and in the preparation of the several salts, tinctures, 
syrups, and other pharmaceuticals, into which quinine en¬ 
ters. By the bye, we may here remark, that this eye-pleasing 
business is often ruinous both to the reputation of the me¬ 
dical practitioner and the welfare of the patient. We know 
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many dispensing chemists who would reject the (perhaps) 
coarse, rough-looking, but valuable extracts of Apothecaries, 
Hall, whilst they would employ, with the utmost apparent 
self-complacency, a glossy, bright, smooth-looking article, 
hut totally innocent of medicinal virtue, obtained in another 
quarter. 

CASE OF TRUMATIC GANGRENE OF HAND—RE- 
' COYERY WITHOUT AMPUTATION. 

By Alex. Currie, Esq., M.D. 
About three years ago, while William Currie, aged fifteen, 

a lad of delicate constitution, and nervous temperament, was 
holding a gun by the muzzle the percussion-cap struck fire, 
and the whole contents entered the palmar region of the right 
hand, and made its exit, as a matter of course, at its dorsal, 
injuring severely the soft and hard solids. Messrs Calder 
and Mactavish were shortly thereafter in attendance, and 
continued so for some days. On Sunday, being then five 
days after the accident, the father summoned me to examine 
and report to him the state of his son’s injury,—a request 
which I lost no time in obeying, in company with Mr Calder, 
who told me that the only damage done to the hard solids was 
a fracture of the metacarpal of fore-finger, at the same time 
offering me a silver probe wherewith to ascertain the nature 
and extent of the wound, which I respectfully declined, pre- 
fereing as guide and probe on this occasion my forefinger, 
with which I discovered a comminuted fracture of meta¬ 
carpal bones of fore and midfingers, with compound fracture 
of metacarpal of ringfinger, and two carpal bones in a shat¬ 
tered condition. Gangrene being at this stage thoroughly 
established, I ordered a quantity of lint, steeped in malt 
spirits, to be applied constantly over the whole hand and 
wrist-joint, which was also implicated in the mischief. This 
course of treatment, coupled with opiates and wine, was 
unremittingly pursued till the following Sunday, when the 
gangrenous process was effectually arrested, and a decided 
improvement in the general health effected. With the kind 
assistance of Mr W. Campbell, of Port Ellen, I administered 
chloroform to the patient, and while under its influence re¬ 
moved all the fractured hones except the metacarpal of 
ring-finger. The fingers were preserved as ornaments ; but 
it is gratifying to find that they are not only so, hut very 
useful, as he can write with tolerable ease, and can dig with 
spade, hoe, or any such like implements, to a surprising de¬ 
gree. I may mention that I have been in the habit for 
years of using spirit largely as a topical application in exten¬ 
sive injuries of the soft and hard solids, and such has been 
the success attending it, that I can with confidence recom¬ 
mend others, with patients under similar circumstances, to 
use it constantly and largely. It is well known that it has 
the power of arresting hemorrhage in many cases to a great 
degree, neutralising fetor, stimulating and vivifying parts 
partially dead, and thus has a good claim on our attention— 
meriting, at least in my opinion, a careful and patient trial. 

Bowmore, Islay, 2nd October, 1852. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

*** As this portion of our work is merely intended to afford 
the means of communication between our readers on special 
subjects admitting of being briefly treated, and not for lengthy 
disquisitions, we have earnestly to request our correspondents 
to be as concise as possible both"in their “queries ” and 
“ replies." 

QUERIES. 
Action of Lemon Juice in Gout, cf-c.—In what way does 

lemon juice act as a remedy for gout, rheumatic gout, &c ? 
Can any one of your numerous readers explain its modus 
operand'll Dr Babiugton, who some short time since gave 
many cases of cure in an article in one of the Medical 
Journals, declined the consideration of this question. 

A., D.Ph. 
Westminster, October 26, 1852. 

The Best Substitute for Collodion.—Will any one kindly 
answer this question ? The object is to obtain a cheap but 
efficient substitute, not liable to soil or part with its solvent 
by being kept in a corked or stoppered phial. The solution 
of gun cotton rapidly loses its solvent, even in stoppered 
bottles. Phaioiacien. 

Parliament street. 

Sir,—Can any of your readers tell me the composition of 
the article now vended under the name of “ Concentrated 
Castor Oil," and put up in capsules, like balsam of copaiba. 
Also whether it is a safe and useful preparation. —Yours 
respectfully, Pharmaceutist. 

Oxford street, October 25, 1852. 

REPLIES. 
The Derivation of Goaf.—Sir,—One of your correspon¬ 

dents, in No. 21, asks the derivation of the word “ Gout," 
not being satisfied with that usually given, but why I know 
not. He says it is given by some as derived from the French 
word “ Goiite,” by which I suppose he means “ Goutte," sig¬ 
nifying a drop, or the disease termed Gout. Now hear you 
have the French word corresponding with the Latin word 
“ Gutta,” also signifying a drop, and from which, in fact, the 
word “ Goutte ” is derived, and hence our word “ Gout.” I 
presume your correspondent does not mean, when he asks 
for the derivation of the word, to doubt that usually given 
so much as to inquire why a word signifying “drop” should 
get to signify “ Gout,” a disease ; but this is quite a different 
thing from the etymology of the word, which I believe to 
be what I have stated. However, to satisfy your correspon¬ 
dent’s doubts, if he will turn to Johnson’s dictionary and 
look for the word “ Gout,” he will there see “drop’’ given 
as one of its meanings in English, thus establishing its 
derivation from “ Gutta,” through the French “ Goutte.”— 
I am, Sir, J- Wilde. 

85 Upper street, Islington. 
Derivation .of the word “Gout."—Sir,—In ‘Circular’ 

of 20th October, “ M. R. C. S.” requests some of your 
readers to give him the pedigree of this unfortunate and un¬ 
happy little word. I dare say, Mr. Editor, you have read 
that very humorous ‘ Dialogue between Franklin and the 
Gout,’ which was held at “ midnight, 22nd October, 1780.'’ 
Seventy-two years after, I attempted to engage this tor¬ 
menting vocable in conversation regarding its etymology; 
for in no other connection did I wish to have anything to do 
with it. At last Gout addressed me as follows:—“ You 
seem to be very particular about my origin as a word, but 
take you care iest I get hold of your great toe, for should I 
drop upon it, you will very speedily turn your researches 
into a different channel. I will, however, to the best of my 
ability, gratify your curiosity respecting the history of my 
name. It has been told me, on good authority, that the 
humoral pathologists, an experienced and a learned race of 
men, called me ‘ Gutta ' which, in Latin, means a drop. 
They gave me this appellation to suit their notions of my 
etiology ; because, when I got an opportunity of attacking 
an old gentleman’s articulation, they fancied that some fluid 
or humour had flowed or dropped into it, and, amplifying 
this idea a little, these ancient physicians, who knew me 
well, styled a disease of the eye, ‘ Gutta Serena,’ or Amauro¬ 
sis, as modern 'writers term it; so it became common to 
write of liquid or humour flowing to different parts of the 
body; hence the origin of such terms as ‘ Catarrh,’ ‘ De¬ 
fluxion,’ ‘ Rheum,’ ‘ Rheumatism.’ 

“ It is my decided conviction, therefore, that my primitive 
name was Gutta, and, as a proof of it, you will find that in 
most languages my name signifies a drop ; for example, the 
Germans call me ‘Die Gicht;’ the Italians, ‘Gotta;’ the 
Spaniards, ‘Gota;’ the French, ‘La Goutte;’ and the 
English, abbreviating my Gallic designation, just call me 
‘ The Gout.’ The Greeks—polished men—have changed my 
name altogether; for that I don’t care; and although some¬ 
what fallen from my classic dignity, yet am still the same 
racking, twisting, gnawing Gout. Good day! I must he 
off, as an old gourmand expects a twitch from me about 
midnight; the doctor to be sure is trying to throw cold water 
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upon the case in my absence—to no effect, however, as the 
old man won’t give up his wine-drinking—so I shall do him 
and tjie doctor both.”—I am, &c., 

A Country Surgeon. 
Midday, 27th Oct., 1852. 

01. Ricini.—Sir, —Your last number contains the following 
query, under the head of 01. Ricini—“ Why do some samples 
of castor oil supplied us appear to offend the stomach of the 
same patients so much more than others ? It cannot be re¬ 
ferred altogether to the quality of the oil commercially con¬ 
sidered, as some of the most expensive and best in appearance 
possess the above objectionable property in its worse degree.” 
The reply is that in this country there exists a horrid pro¬ 
pensity to adulterate every article of consumption, not only 
food, but the very drugs to which we appeal for the restora¬ 
tion of health. The beautifully clear inodorous oil sold as 
cold drawn East India castor oil, is not castor oil at all, but 
rape-seed and other vegetable oils, with a dash of an oil, a 
very untasting oil, obtained from the penge nut (the botanical 
name I cannot at this moment recollect), but which is 
palmed off in this country as 01. Croton. 

01. Ricini, castor oil, may be always known by its peculiar 
unpleasant odour, which I defy any one to divest it of, if its 
medicinal character, that of a drastic purgative, is to be pre¬ 
served, for a drastic purgative it is, although in our 1 Ma¬ 
teria Medica ’ we have it noted as an aperient." Abroad, 
in countries, where the 01. Ricini is prepared, it is used to 
■induce abortion, and no practitioner of medicine would pre¬ 
scribe a dose (except under certain circumstances), for a 
pregnant woman. More anon, Mr Editor, on cod liver oil, 
and the spurious oil vended in this country as 01. Croton 
Tiglii.—Obedient, &c., M.D. 

01. Ricini.—The disagreeable action of some samples of 
castor oil, apparently of the best quality, referred to by 
J. E., in your last number, may be attributed to the method 
of filtration and bleaching commonly adopted by the whole¬ 
sale druggist. The finer kinds of castor oil imported 
from America and the East Indies are usually of exceedingly 
good quality, possessing little colour, and merely a bland, 
oleaginous taste. The desire, however, for improvement (?), 
and to please the eye of the patient or customer, rather than 
to promote his cure, leads the wily trader to torture his oil 
with the several processes of bleaching and filtration. For 
this purpose the oil is mixed with a powdered aluminous 
earth, commonly called “bleaching powder,” and then poured 
into cisterns having perforated bottoms, to which filters of 
coarse twilled calico, or “ Canton flannel,’’ are suspended. 
Here it loses a little of its colour, and passing out through 
the pores of the bags runs slowly down their sides in a thin 
and scarcely perceptible stream. At this time the action of 
the atmospheric oxygen commences, and the composition of 
the oil begins to suffer a gradual change. This process of 
filtration is technically termed “ bagging.” The filtered oil 
is next prepared for “ bleaching,” by being put into bottles 
(usually half-gallon wide mouths, known as “pottles”), 
and it is then placed on the “ leads,” or flat portions of the 
roof of the. warehouse or laboratory, where it may be freely 
exposed to the sun, and is merely covered with inverteg 
gallipots Thousands of these “ pottles” may be seen durind 
the summer months exposed on the tops of the establish¬ 
ments of certain wholesale druggists in London and its 
neighbourhood. In from two to three weeks, according to 
to the brightness of the weather, the oil Is sufficiently 
bleached or decolored to be taken down and vatted, or put 
into large cisterns for after use. Now what has taken place 
during this lengthened exposure of two or three or more 
weeks ? Why, incipient rancidity is the consequence ; the 
oil has lost much of its sweet bland taste, it has become 
thicker, and now bites the palate, and is disagreeable to 
swallow ; and instead of performing its duties in a satisfac¬ 
tory manner when taken, proves offensive to the stomach, 
and is probably rejected by that organ. This process of 
bleaching by exposure to light, only progresses satisfactorily 
in loosely covered bottles. The absorption and elimination 
of gases which takes place must have room and materials 

for operation. In hermetically-sealed vessels castor oil un¬ 
dergoes but little decoloration from the action of light; 
and if the vessel is not very strong, it will generally break 
with explosive violence. Indeed, by merely uncovering one 
of the bottles of oil, that has been exposed for some time to 
the sun, and holding it near the nose, the changes that are 
going on may be readily guessed at. The result of all this 
is, that the oil acquires a higher commercial character, and 
the ingenious trader is enabled to get an additional penny, 
twopence, or threepence per pound profit on his oil, after 
paying for waste and labour. This fact often leads him to 
apply the above processes to naturally inferior and darker- 
coloured samples of oil, which by long exposure he is able 
to pass off for those of a higher and more expensive cha¬ 
racter. Hence it may be fairly stated that the only proofs 
of the quality of castor oil by the time it reaches the pro¬ 
fession and the consumer, are its bland and not disagree¬ 
able taste, its light but not total deficiency of colour, its 
not offending the stomach of the patient, or at least not to 
a much greater degree than a like dose of ordinary salad 
oil, and its mild yet efficient action as a purgative. The 
profession should discountenance a practice by which the 
quality of one of the most valuable and commonly-employed 
articles of the Materia Medica is liable to suffer. It may be 
here worth naming, that if a piece of fresh lemon or orange 
peel be chewed just before taking castor oil, the latter will 
be little tasted, even if slightly rancid. ’Arotes. 

(Qoituiirij. 
October 9—Gay Siiute, Esq-, M.R.G.S. Eng., 1801, at 

at Gosport, Hants. 
14—William Williams, M.D., at Arnold, Nottingham; 

aged 84. 
17— Dr Thomas Galloway, Surgeon R.N., 1801, at 

Southsea, Hants. 
18— Isaac Guillemard, M.D., Berlin, 1835 ; M.R.C.S. 

Eng. and L.S.A. 1834; at Eltham, Kent. Having passed 
through the usual course of study at St Bartholomew's, and 
having .obtained the customary licences in London, Dr 
Guillemard proceeded to Berlin, where he resided for twelve 
months, when he graduated, and, after his return to England, 
settled in general practice, and so continued until the time of 
his death. His health was never very good, and, about two 
years ago, was much more than usually affected, and which 
terminated in the complete loss of his hair. An occasional 
cough, with disturbed respiration, made his friends feel 
anxious about him, especially knowing his tendency was 
to pulmonary disease*. It was not, however, until a few days 
before his death that fears were entertained respecting the 
issue of the attack, which now assumed the form of phthisical 
pneumonia, and terminated his life after about ten days’ 
duration. 

20—John Lawrence, jun., Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., 1835, 
and L.S.A.; at Brighton, after a very severe illness of a 
fortnight. Mr Lawrence was only in his 40th year. He 
was educated at St Bartholomew s, filled the office of house- 
surgeon in that institution, and, having finished his studies, 
repaired to Brighton to join his father, who had an extensive 
practice in that town. In the course of years, Mr John 
Lawrence earned the confidence of the public, and became 
distinguished for his ability as a surgeon. His reputation 
became very high, and ha was consulted by numerous 
persons both in Brighton and in the surrounding country. 
He was elected one of the surgeons to the Brighton Hospital, 
and there had numerous opportunities of showing his skill, 
lie possessed an extensive knowledge of disease, and was a 
coof and skilful operator. His illness was somewhat re¬ 
markable and interesting, Some fifteen years ago, he had 
a severe attack of constipation, and since that period ho had 
suffered occasionally more or less pain in the region of the 
cceeum. About fourteen days prior to his death, he was 
seized with violent pain in the same part, accompanied with 
obstinate constipation of the bowels. The symptoms increased 
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and it was thought that there might be some mechanical 
obstruction, and Mr Fergusson and Mr Stanley were sent for; 
hut an operation was not proposed, as the symptoms appeared 
to indicate chiefly inflammation of the peritoneum. The 
bowels afterwards acted, but Mr Lawrence never rallied, and, 
on post-mortem examination, it was found that ulceration of 
the intestine had taken place. There are many who will 
sincerely mourn for the untimely fate of this distinguished 
rising surgeon. 

28—J. W. Ryan, Esq., Surgeon Hon. E.I.C.S., at 
Putney, aged 44. 

Lately—Dr Castel, of the Academy of Medicine, at 
Paris. 

— Dr Achille Richard, Professor of Medical Natural 
History, at Paris. 

— George Hood, M.D., Edin. 1837, at Dunse, Ber¬ 
wickshire, N.B. 

— L. Mac Donald, Esq., Surgeon, at Coldstream, ISi.B. 
— William Richardson Morris, Esq. L.R.C.S. Ire¬ 

land, 1847, at Ilacketstown, County Carlow, Ireland. 
•— William Mortimer Smyth, M.D., Glasgow, 1840, 

at Ballina, County Mayo, Ireland. 
— Charles Madden, Esq., Surgeon, of Celbridge, 

County Kildare, Ireland. 
— Laurence Kelly, Esq. L.S.A., Ireland, 1832, at 

Roscommon. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Oxford University.— The Regius Professor of Physic 
commenced a course of lectures on anatomy and physiology 
on the 25th ult. The Professor of Chemistry began his 
course at the new lecture-room on the 27th ult. 

University of London.—Sixty-one gentlemen pre¬ 
sented themselves on Wednesday for examination for the 
degree of Bachelor of Arts, annually awarded by the senate 
of this university. The candidates were examined in mathe¬ 
matics, classics, moral philosophy, animal physiology, French, 
and German—the examiners being the Rev. Dr Jerrard, 
and T. B. Burcham. Esq., M.A., barrister-at-law, late fellow 
of Trinity College, Cambridge. The examination termi¬ 
nated on Thursday, when those candidates who desire it may 
enter upon -an examination for orders, which commenced on 
Tuesday, Nov. 2, and will conclude on Friday, Nov. 19. 
There will also be an examination in the Hebrew Text of 
the Old Testament, the Greek text of the New Testament, 
and in Scripture history, commencing on Nov. 15. The ex¬ 
amination for the degree of Bachelor of Medicine is appointed 
to commence on Monday Nov. 1, and that for Doctor of Medi¬ 
cine, on Monday, Nov. 22. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gentle¬ 
men, having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the meet¬ 
ing of the Court of Examiners on the 15th ultRobert 
Austen Allen, Stewart’s town, Tyrone ; E. Archibald Mid- 
dleship, Hon. E.I.C.S., Bengal; Carl August Ludwig Bauer. 
London; T. H. Gheatle, Burford, Oxon; Robert William 
Cockerill, Greenwich; Charles Davenport, Welford, Glou¬ 
cestershire; Stephen Donegan, Cork; James Crowder 
Eastcott, St Pancras; Amos Ingham, Hebden bridge, York¬ 
shire ; Matthew Morris, Haverfordwest, Pembroke ; James 
Nieholls, Trekenning, Cornwall; James Winter, Dublin. 
At the same meeting of the Court, Mr John Walroud Cleave, 
passed his examination for naval surgeon ; this gentleman 
had previously been admitted a member of the College, his 
diploma hearing date March 3, 1848. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who 
passed their examination in the science and practice of medi¬ 
cine, and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, Oc¬ 
tober 14, 1852:—Charles Blatherwick, Titchfield, Hants; 
Albert Massey Camberwell; Angus Macmillan, Hull; James 
Nieholls, Trekenning, Cornwall. On Thursday, October 21, 
1852 :—Alfred Harvey, Blaker Ware, Herts; Frederick 
Ashton Heath, Manchester; James Whicker, Wiltshire. 

Sir James Pitcairn.—This gentleman, who has been 
long at the head of the medical staff in Ireland, was pre¬ 
sented last Saturday with an address and testimonials by the 
medical men of the army upon his retirement. 

Epidemiological Society.—The third session of this 
Society commenced on Monday, the 1st of November, at the 
house of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, 53 
Berners street, with address from the President, B. G. Ba- 
bington, M.D., F.R.S. A paper “ On the Epidemic Suette 
Miliaire of the Herault,’’ by Dr Swaine, of Scarborough, read 
by Dr Babington. 

Appointment.—Mr Mapleson, of New Burlington street, 
has been appointed Dentist to the Army Medical Depart¬ 
ment. 

Harveian Society.—List of Officers. President.— 
Richard Quain, M.D. Vice-Presidents.—G. Hamilton Roe, 
M.D.; Frederick Coulson, Esq.; R. Hutchinson Powell, 
M.D. Treasurer.—Joseph Ridge, M.D. Honorary Secre¬ 
taries.—Dr Handheld Jones, W. J. Anderson, Esq. Other 
Members of the Council.—W. Samuel Britton, Esq.; Wil¬ 
liam Camps. M.D.; Richard Chambers, M.D.; J. Charles 
Langmore, M.B.; Francis Sibson, M.D., F.R.S.; W. Tyler 
Smith, M.D. The hours of meeting are from eight to ten 
p.m., on the first and third Thursday evenings of each month, 
commencing on the first Thursday in October and ending on 
the third Thursday in May. 

Queen's University in Ireland.—The ceremony of 
conferring the degrees awarded by the Senate of the Queen’s 
University at the examination of the students of the Colleges 
of Belfast, Cork, and Galway, which has just terminated, 
took place on Thursday, the 14th ult., in St Patrick’s hall, 
Dublin Castle, in the presence of their Excellencies the Eari 
and Countess of Eglinton, and a brilliant assembly. The 
Vice-Chancellor having delivered an address, the following 
degrees were conferred, and the following honours distri¬ 
buted : —Doctor of Medicine : Stephen Donegan, Cork ; 
Wm. Evans, Belfast; Robert Gilespie, Belfast; William 
Greenfield, Belfast; Walter Humphries, Cork: James 
Forsythe Patrick, Belfast ; William Stewart, Belfast. 
Faculty of Medicine : First Honour, an Exhibition, value 
307 Stephen Donegan, M.D.; Second ditto ditto 207, Wm. 
Stewart, M.D. : third ditto ditto, 157, James Forsythe Pa¬ 
trick, M.D.; Fourth, a Medal, ditto, 57, Walter Hum¬ 
phries, M.D. v 

Commissioners in Lunacy, and St. Pancras 

Workhouse.—Last week, in consequence of statements 
forwarded to the Commissioners in Lunacy respecting the 
alleged cruel treatment of the pauper lunatics in the St 
Pancras workhouse, who were, it is said, strapped and pad¬ 
locked hands, feet, and body, to their beds, and there left 
in wet, &c., Messrs Mayliew and Gaslcell visited the infir¬ 
mary and insane ward of the workhouse, but refused to make 
a report, as certain charges, preferred by Mr Hilles and 
others, remained sub lite. Mr Robinson, the house-surgeon, 
preferred before the Board of Guardians a written complaint 
against Mr Hilles for holding a private communication with 
the Commissioners. Whereupon Mr Hilles wrote to the 
Commissioners, charging them with a breach of trust, and 
with consequently preventing him, or any one else, interfer¬ 
ing in future on behalf of the most helpless and most pitiable 
of their species. 

Dr Wallis and iiis Medical Confreres in the 

Bristol Infirmary.—The committee of this institution 
have been for some time engaged in an inquiry, arising out 
of the following circumstances: —It appears that Dr \Y allis, 
the senior physician of the institution, published some time 
ago a letter or letters in which he charged his professional 
brethren belonging to the Infirmary with ordering for their 
patients expensive drugs to a greater extent than was neces¬ 
sary, and in .cases where less costly ones might be used. 
The committee, considering they could not affect ignorance 
of a charge thus publicly made by the senior physician 
against those with whom he was acting, and considering, 
too, that the drug bill was large (whether necessarily so or 
not they could not say), thought it advisable to at least call 
the attention of the faculty to the circumstance, and an in- 
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quiry followed; the result of which was, that the committee 
did not consider the professional men to blame; and we 
have heard that Dr Wallis has undertaken to correct him¬ 
self in another letter. 

The Electric Rubber.—The valuable properties of 
the electic rubber consist in the great advantage gained by 
the use of the best wool, with the addition of good flax in 
its manufacture. The object of the wool is to cause a softer 
glow and warmth of the blood than any hard flax rubber 
ever can do. By the lirst action of the electric rubber on 
the body, the heat extracted by it is absorbed, and retained 
by the wool, thus rendering the second and after applications 
much softer and warmer, owing to the heat being taken up 
by the wool, which would not be the case with a hard flax 
rubber—consequently, as the heat is absorbed each time the 
rubber is passed over the skin, less heat is taken out of the 
body on account of the rubber being charged with the heat 
of the first, second, and third rubs. Flax grows in damp 
and marshy grounds, and can never, with all its hard, stiff 
qualities, absorb any heat from friction, it only causes the 
heat each rub, and that warmth evaporates as soon as pro¬ 
duced, owing to flax not being an absorbent, also making the 
skin red with blood, and often breaking the cuticle. 

Militia Appointment.—William Williams, M.D., to be 
Surgeon to the Royal Rifle Regiment of Flintshire Militia, 
vice Griffith, who retires.—London Gazette, Oct. 26th. 

Dr John Hall Davis.—The cause of Davis v. Sleigh 
and Boen having caused much public interest, we are happy 
to have it in our power to state a few particulars with regard 
to it. It appears that Dr J. II. Davis had been induced to 
join the Annual Bonus Life Assurance Association by the 
representation that it was a perfectly legal Society, and on 
acquiring the information that he was in error on this point, 
he resolved at once to recover the hundred pounds which he 
had invested in the Society, and at the same time to take 
such measures as should have the effect of apprising the 
public of its illegal character. Legal proceedings were 
therefore undertaken. To the honour of Dr Davis, it should 
be known that he has declined the repeated offers that have 
been made to him to refund his hundred pounds, as he con¬ 
ceives that he is performing a public duty in bringing the 
subject before a legal tribunal. It would not be proper to 
anticipate the result of the inquiry, but we cannot err in 
acquainting the profession with the honourable fact above 
cited. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Stud ess —Mr A. Ross, of Featherstone buddings, Holbarn, is the 
best m jk • r; but you may net a useful microscope, a a low price, 
from Baker, of Holborn. It is very difficult :o discriminate between 
mucous and pus connucf's—the latter generally exhibit three or 
four nuclei wiien treated witli diluted acetic acid; the former do 
not; but this rule cannot be depended on. The circumstances to 

■which you refer are collateral proofs, but they are insufficient to 
establish your opinion. 

R. T.—Read the first volume of the ‘ Lancet,’ and you will see a full 
account of the disgusting accusation against the reverend gentle¬ 
man. You may indeed say: 

“ C m such things be, 
And overcome us like a summer’s cloud, 
Without our special wonder? " 

B. S. (Brighton).—The ‘ Medical Times’ became the property of Mr 
Healey about the year 1841 or’42, so f ir as we know, and was sold in 
the year 1848. The articles in question appeared during this 
period. We shall go more into detail at a future time. 

A Sufferer.—Consult a respectable surgeon. There is loss mortality 
from consumpiion in London than in any other metropolis in Europe. 
The same disease is more fatal in France than in England. The 
abuse of ottr climate in this respect i-< ill-founded. Do not listen to 
every old woman and hypochondriacal aunt who tells you she has an 
infallible receipt for your malidy, for depend upon it she will prove 
a deceiver. When a man is taken ill, the loss of his common sense 
is gen rally the first and most important symptom. 

Mu J. Miller.— Wo announced in our twentieth Number that the 
Biographical Notice in question would appear after the new year. 
We intend to continue the series. The notes alluded to would be 
useful. We should like to s e the portiait of the ex-member. 

Mr Parker.—We have adverted to the disgraceful proceedings at 
Bethlehem Hospital in the present Number. The asylum is not 
subjected to the inspection of the Lunacy Commissioners. There 
is not room for your letter in this Number of the ‘ Circular.’ 

Edinensis.—We never feci a dispositi m to criticise unkindly the 

practice of a medical brother. Whether the right thing was done 
or not when the drunken keeper was bitten by the cobra, we shall 
not pretend to determine until somebody shall be able to affirm 
what is the right thing. Does our correspondent know? He docs 
not s ty that he does; and if he did, we should suspect his statement. 
We are all generals after the battle. It is so easy to criticise, so 
difficult to decide. If criticism was the great wisdom of life, your 
tea-table tabbies would be sages. The long letler in the ‘ Times ’ 
was sheer rigmarole, and we do not think our criticism in this case 
is severe. The writer recommended, after an enumeration of ail the 
poisons, vegetable and metallic, in the Pharmacopaua as certain 
agents, that the practitioner should select either, or anything else, 
not named, in which he had the most, confidence! 0* most lame 
and impotent conclusion 1 But such is generally the wind-up of 
volunteer criticism. 

M.R.C.S. (Norwich).—Cod-liver oil has been used with great suc¬ 
cess in the Hospital for Consumption, Brorapton. It is said to 
contain a peculiar principle, the oxide of propyl, in combination 
with oleic and margaric acids, so that no other oil can be substituted 
for it with any probaole benefit. We do not think that the colour 
of the oil, if it be geuniue, is a very important matter. It is 
however adulterated 

Mr Toynbee.—“Old birds are not to bo caught with chuff ” The 
note is “ unsuited to our columns,” and is left at our office for the 
writer or the inspection of his friends. Our columns are open to a 
legitimate rejoinder, but no trickery, if you please. 

Pri.nces St. Gossip.—Well, Churchill, what think you of the 
‘ .Medical Circular ’ now ? Well, to be candid, I think the ‘ Circular’ 
is un fait accompli (Mr Churchill has lately been to Paris). Un 
fait accompli, wl.at does that mean, for I ain no Frenchman ? Why, 
it means that the • Circular’ has succeeded a merveillc. This was 
too much for our friend, who left the shop wondering what <2 
merveille meant, and at the varied learning of Lord John. Mr 
Wakley’s testimony to t e success of the ‘Medical Circular’ ap¬ 
pears at page 419 of this Number. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I have read with pleasure your Biographical Notice of Dr 

W. F. Chambeis in the last Number of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ If 
I mistake not, there is an omission. So early as 1815, Dr Chambers 
was ac'tng for the late Dr Wm. Dick, Examining Physician to the 
Hon. East India Company ; and on the resignation of Dr Dick, Dr 
Chambers was appointed to succeed him. How long ha held that 
appointment I cannot tell; I believe, however, it was the means of 
bringing ihe Doctor a good deal of practice. Invalids from India 
were much in the habit of consulting him.—I am, cfce., 

Glasgow, 12th Oct. 1852. R. Cannan. 
Mr Thos. CatxeLl (Brannston).—Communication received. 
T. B. W.—We advise you to apply persona ly to Mr Verrall, whose 

residence is 3 Weymouth street, Portland place. 
An M.R.C.S. and L.A.C.—We do not deem it necessary to insert 

your letter, ns your charge is not sufficiently clear and tangible for 
publicity. If the consulting surgeon is in the habit, as you state, 
of insinuating distrust into the mind of your patients, do not call 
him in ; and there could be no impropriety in your warning your 
neighbours of the unworthy practice. We had always believed the 
individual to bo an honourable man, but for the future we shall 
suspend our judgment until we hear further corroborative testi 
mony. The course you propose is very proper. 

We have received the following: — 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—A practitioner in my neighbourhood is in the habit of 

taking a large number of luilf-a-guinea, and even seven shillings 
and sixpenny, cases of midwifery, and, being unable to attend them 
himself, he puts under contribution the time and talents of bis 
brother surgeons. I have att nded at least six cases for this gentle¬ 
man, and as I refuse to take the paltry fee of seven shillings and 
sixpence for my trouble, I get nothing. How ought I to act in this 
case? Can I make the patient or the surgeon pay me the usual 
guinea fee? I fear that if I have to look to the patient, it will be 
in most instances a hopeless attempt. In one case, however, I have 
succeeded. I am, Sir, &c , 

A Subscriber to the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 
A Surgeon informs us that a girl was brought into his surgery, sup¬ 

posed to have been the subject of rape, to all the circumstances of 
which she deposed with great particularity; that the mother of the 
child, notwithstanding the expressed doubts of the surgeon, was 
resolved to give the man charged with the offeuce into custody; 
and the policeman obtained from the surgeon a certificate tor this 
purpose: the certiicate however did not aver the fact of rap-, but 
merely the circumstance of discharge, &c. The ease was tried at 
tU-i Court at Clerkenwell; the girl, on oath, denied all she had pre¬ 
viously stated, and as the surgeon could not swear that an offence 
had been committed, the case was dismissed. Notwithstanding the 
trouble to which the surgeon was pat, and the occupation of his 
time through nearly an entire d iy, he cannot get his foe, ami he 
writes to us at great length to advise him what course he should 
pursue ? 

This case illustrates one of those anomalies of law under which 
medical men are compelled to suff r. Unless a committal take 
place, the medical witness cannot claim his fees. It is certainly 
very disgraceful. 

Mr Axdersos (Edgwaro road).—Communication received. 
A Constant Reader.—There is very little difference in London. If 

you are a steady man and will work, try Paris or Dublin. 
J. Macaulay, Esq. (Leicester).—Itindly point out any errors, and 

you may depend on their being attended to. 
J. Hodson, Esq. (Liverpool).—Tlie name alluded to is omitted. 
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Dr R. Travers (Williamstown).—Many thanks [for communication 
received. We shall at all times be obliged for any lists, corrections, 
or suggestions, with which y u may he pleased to favour us. 

Erasmus and Sigma.—Communication received, but too late for 
insertion in this number. 

Communications Received —Dr W. Wili.iams (Mould) ; Dr R. 

L. Nixon (Dublin); Dr. S. Palmer (Speenhamland), communica¬ 

tion in time; T. R. Menzies, Esq. (Glasgow) ; a Country Surgeon. 

Tmportant to Surgeons and the 
JL Profession requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a 
Working Surgeon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 
3 Bedford court. Covent garden, London, solicits attention to the 
above, and respectfully invites inspection of an extensive stock of 
Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, which are guaranteed of best 
London make, and offered at very moderate prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 

s. d. £ s. d. 
Circular Spring Truss ... from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s ... „ 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

„ Cole’s ... „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, soldi „ „ . 

at 31. 3s. j 1 1 u 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle ... 0 IS 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 

Improved Elastic, and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee 
and Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &c. Manufactory, 
3 Bedford court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a va¬ 
riety of Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, 
cheap. 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 

TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, Smithfield, London, 

edicine Chest and D ressino* 
& 

Case Maker. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of 
Par,lament. Emigrant Chests, <fcc., for all Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Chests, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample 
Cases, Writing Desks, Despatch Boxes, &c., &c. 

Wholesale and for Exportation.—Warranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been removed, J. H. 

begs to inform the Medical Profession that he, as Executor and Suc¬ 
cessor to the late A. Springwbiler, solicits a continuance of their 
patronage. 

NOISELESS RINGS. 

Gutta Percha Curtain and Cor- 
NICE RINGS.—These Rings have been much approved by 

the Faculty, particularly for nervous and aged persons. Owing to 
the peculiar properties of Gutta Percha, these rings do not make a 
noise when drawn along the pole or rod. The following sizes may be 
had, either with or without loops:-Sizes- 1 inch diameter, lj inch 
ditto, 2 inch ditto, 2£ inch ditto, 3 inch ditto, 3J inch ditto. 

TUBING, LINING FOR TANKS, ORNAMENTAL 

MOULDINGS, 8.C., manufactured by the 

GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY, 

{Patentees), 18 Wharf road, City road, London. 

LADIES’ BELTS AND BANDAGES. 

NO LADY SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE. 

ailey’s El astic Tl 
E / LADIES' BELTS are found to be 

some of the most useful articles in his esta¬ 
blishment. They are worn by those who are 
delicate in their constitution, since they sup¬ 
port the Back and Abdominal Muscles, giving 
the greatest possible comfort before and after 
Accouchemen-. It is impossible in an adver¬ 
tisement to explain the utility of these Belts; 
they prevent the bearing down so much com¬ 
plained of by Ladies, and in all cases where 
the stays are of very little use. In fact, most 
eminent Accoucheurs keep one by them in 
case of Haemorrhage. The prices are 21s., 
31s. 6d., and 42s. each. 

Tor Measurement, size round at A, B, 
and C. 

And depth, from A to B and C. 

LOOK TO YOUR LEGS. 

If they swell, or the veins are enlarged, get one of BAILEY’S 
ELASTIC STOCKINGS. It is a well-known fact, that many valuable 
lives have been lost by neglecting to get a proper Bandage or Stock¬ 
ing. A] Cotton Stocking, to draw on without the trouble of lacing, 
7s. fid.; very strong, 13s. 6d.; fine Silk, 15s.; stout Silk, 21s. each. 
KNEE CAPS, Cs. 6d.; Silk, 10s. 6d. each. Circumference of the leg 
is all that is required. 

Post-office Orders to be addressed to WM. HUNTLY BAILE1, 418 
Oxford street, London. 

N.B.—A Catalogue may be had by sending a po-tage stamp. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

Hospital Sulphate of Quinine, 
PURE CRYSTALLISED, 

T-REPARED BY 

EDWARD HERRING, of the late Firm of HERRING, BROTHERS 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &e. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form uf Crystal is 
the same, and in every respect identical w,ith the Sulphate of Quinine 
of Commerce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and 
the other unbleached. ' 

It was original'y introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, 
and Public Charities; but its purity and great reduction in price is 
also attracting the attention <.f Medical Practitioners and the D spens- 
ing Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sul¬ 
phate. and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject 

’of a Patent, the processes of manufacture will therefore be made 
public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled 
with the name of the Proprietor, aud labelled with the name of the 
Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to W had of the leading Druggists in London 
and the United Kingdofir, afid in quantities of not less than 106 
ounces, of 

JACOB HULLE, jun. Proprietor, 

Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23, 1852. 

Sp Yin. Rect.—Str. 56° o. p. 
Single gallon, 18s. 

Two gallons, or upwards, 17s. 6d. per gallon. 

Flasks (glazed inside) secured for travelling, Is. per gallon. 

Cash on delivery in London is indispensable. 

HENRY BRETT and CO., Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

Osteological and Dental Reposi- 
TORY, 45 Museum street, Bloomsbury, London. 

JOHN HARNETT begs most respectfully to call tbe attention of 
Lecturers, Students, and Gentlemen connected with the Medical Pro¬ 
fession, to ills large and sele t Stock of Anatomical Preparations, 
consisting of Skeletal)s, loose and articulated Skulls, Hands and Feet, 
Vertebrae, and Loose Bones, at the lowest possible prices. 
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TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS AND DRUGGISTS. 

BROWN’S CANTH A RIDING BLISTERING, TISSUE, 
PREPARED FROM PUKE CASTHAUIDINE. 

n elegant Preparation, \ esicat- 
ing in mucli less time than the Emp. I.yttje. P.L , ensily applied 

and removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome after¬ 
sores. It has received the sanction and commendation of the most 
the most eminent Practitioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, 
containing twelve feet, 6s. Od; and small Cases of six square feet, 
3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant, economical and cleanly substitute for nil ointments as a 
dressing for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.— 
In Tin Cases, containing twelve square feet, Is. 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the * New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“ March 1st, 1850. 

“ Brown's Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to 
our notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in 
whom the unpleasant consequences which so often follow the appli¬ 
cation of the Emp. Cantharidis are most apt to occur. We have 
found it a reliable and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many 
trials we have given it, we are satisfied that it deserves the attention 
of the Medical Profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘ Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science’ for 
May, 1850, Published in Philadelphia. 

“We have received from Mr Geo D. Phelps, of New York, 
specimens of Bit1 iWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING PLAISTER 
and DRESSING, witii which our readers are doubtless familar as a 
new and exceedingly neat preparation, easy of application and certain 
in their effects. We have given them a fair trial and find they fully 
answer our expectations.” 

“ Army Medical Department January 16 1S47. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr BROWN'S BLISTERING TISsUE has 
been used extensively in the .Military Hospital, has been found effec¬ 
tive as a vesicatory, when carefully applied, and has not been pro¬ 
ductive of any decree of strangury. 

•• ANDREW SMITH. M.D. 
“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

Mr T. B. BROWN, Druggist, 
42 Admiral Terrace, Vauxhall, late Handsworth, Birmingham.” 

Sold by the Sole Consignee, Mr WILLIAM BAILEY, Hoiseley 
Fields Chemical Works, Wolverhampton ; anil all wholesale and re¬ 
tail Druggists and Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire. 

Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, &c. &c. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brodie, Bart., to the late Sir R. Peel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. 0, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Bath Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

Dr Arnott’s Hydrostatic or 
FLOATING BED.—This valuable Invention, affording so 

great relief to all Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to 
the Public greatly improved in manufacture, by which it is made 
much more durable, and at a greatly reduced price, which it is 
hoped will conduce to make its advantages more generally available ; 
.he price being loss than some of the water cushions uretended to 
supersede it, which, though valuable for many uses, can never sub¬ 
stitute the Hydrostatic Bed, ns it is obvious there can ba no 
floating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

E-lward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, 
which remove much of the inconvenience complained of in some 
cases, and give it increased adaptation. 

*** Dr Arnott, the Inventor, lias inspected Ihe beds manufactured 
by Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their 

Construction and make. £ s d. 
No. 1. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, &c. 8 8 0 
No. 2. ditto plain ... 7 7 0 

FOR HIRE. 

No. I. First Month ... . 1 15 0 
., Second and Succeeding Months ... 1 2 0 

No. 2. First Month ... ... 1 10 0 
„ Second and succeeding M ntlis ... 0 17 6 

The Hire of tile Bed, with Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be 
paid in advance. 

Manufactured, Su’d, and Let out on Hire, by EDWARD SPENCER 
and Co., General Waterproofers, and Manufacturers of all kinds of 
Waterproof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers, Cape*, Leggings, Over¬ 
shoes, <fec. Jfcc., 18 Billiter street, and 116 Fenchurch street, London. 

Dent’s Patent Chronometers, 
WATCHES, and CLOCKS.—E. J. DENT begs leave to inform 

file Public that he has been AWARDED by the Jury of the Great 
Exhibition of 1851 the ONLY COUNCIL MEDAL given in Horology 
to the English exhibitors; also a Prize Medal for his Patent Mari¬ 
ner's Compass; and has just received, by order of the Admiralty, a 
premium price for the performance of iris Chronometer at the Royal 
Observatory in 1851 and 1852. 

E. J. Dent respectfully requests an inspection of his extensive stock 
of Watches and Clocks. Ladies' elegant gold watches, eight guineas ; 
gentlemen's, ten guineas; youths’ silver watches, four guineas; 
strong lever watches for engineers and others, six guineas each. 

E. J. Dent, watch and clock maker by appointment to the Queen. 
H.R.H. Prince Albert, and li.I.M. the Emperor of Russia, 6! Strand, 
S3, Cockspttr street, and 34, Royal Exchange (clock tower area). 
Large church-clock manufactory, Someriet wharf, Strand. 



Sterlifflnituts. 

CLERICAL, MEDICAL, and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 
ADVANTAGES OFFERED. 

EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured may reside in most parts of the world, without extra charge, and in nil parts, 
by payment of a small extra premium. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

'lie small share of profit divisible in future among the Shareholders T1 
I being now provided for, without intrenching on the amount made by tho regular business, the Assured will hereafter derive all the 

benifits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, at the same time, complete freedom from liability, secured by means of an ample Proprietary 
Capital—thus combining in the same office all the advantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to £8.30,009, and the Income exceeds £136,000 per Annum. 
CREDIT SYSTEM.—On Policies for ttie whole of Life, one half of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit 

and may either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may bo paid off at any time. 
LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in existence live years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their 

VdlUU. 

BONUSES.—FIVE Bonuses have been declared; at the last in January, 1S52, the sum of £131, 125 was added to the Policies, producing 
a Bonus varying with the different ages from 24| to 55 cent, on the Premiums paid, during the five years, or from £5 to £1 '& 10s. 
per cent, on the Sum Assured. 

The Bonuses applied in reduction of Premium on many of the Policies which have participated in three or more divisions, have bee* 
sufficient not only to extinguish the whole of the Premiums, but also to add a Bonus to the sum assured, which will be further augmented 
at every' succeeding division. 

The following are examples:— 

Sums 
Assured. 

No. of 
Bonuses. 

Orig inal Premium. 

Bonus already added to 
Sums Assured since the 
extinguishment of all the 

Premiums. 

£ £ s. d. S a. d. 
1000 5 82 11 10 Extinguished. 337 11 0 
1000 4 82 0 10 ditto. 114 0 0 
1000 3 125 0 0 ditto. 193 5 0 
1000 3 100 5 0 ditto. 106 10 0 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Policies participate in the Profits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid be- 
ween every division, so that if only one year’s Premium be received prior to tile Boohs being closed for any division, the loltey on wnc it 

was paid will obtain its due share. The books close for the next Division on 3 tli June, 1856, therefore those who effect 1 olnces before t 
30th June next will be entitled to one year’s additional share of Profits over later assurers. , . 

appttoitiov nnviTcirQ_ti,„ novr nn i fYitnvo ttmiiiws ttihv pithpr lip, received in Cash, or applied at the option ot tne assured m 

and tlie Premiums for term Poii- 

APPLICAT10N OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses may either be i 
any other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATING—Assurances may be effected for a fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, 
cies are lower than at most other Safe Offices. . _ _ _ 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are Indisputable except 

cases of fraud. 
INVALID LIVES may be assured at rates proportioned to the increased risk. nnn 
POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and of every age, and for any sum on one life from £jU to-id uuo. 
PREMIUMS may be paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, but ifa payment be omitted from any cause, the Policy can be leva eu witnin 

fourteen Months. 
'J lie accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the inspection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure. 
A copy of the last Report, with a Prospectus and forms of Proposal, can be obtained of any of the Socieiy s Agents, or will be rorwa.ued 

free by addressing a line to GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 

99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. „ , _ . 
N.B. A Fee of One Guinea is allowed by this Society to the Medical Attendants of all Persons proposing to assure. 

M. Colchester, Pharmaceutical Chemist and Manufacturer of 
e CONCENTRATED PREPARATIONS, 2 Crown street, Hoxton square, London, respectfully informs Gentlemen of the Medical 

Profession, wishing tor superior Concentrated Preparations and Infusions, that a List ot his Concentrated Medicines (rnunyowiici aie pro 
pared only by him) with their prices, is sent free by post on application; and that all orders to the amount of 1/. 10s. and upwai Is a c■ se t 
to any railway station within 150 miles of London, carriage free, on the receipt of a Post office order to that amount, the cost of which c 

dedUMedical Gentlemen ordering Colchester’s Liq. Senna; Comp, through other houses are requested to observe that Mr C. cannot be an¬ 

swerable for any withobt his signature 

/ — 

on the label; the celebrity this preparation has acquired, and the increased demand for it since its first introduction by Mr Colchester in 
1845 (vide • Lancet,’ January 10th, 18-16, page 41, and January 31st, page 142) having induced some parties to prepare imitations of it. 

National Assurance and Invest- 
MENT ASSOCIATION, 

7 St Martin’s place, Trafalgar square, London. 
Established May 1844. 

This Society combines the advantages of Life Assurance with these 
of a safe and profitable Investment of Capital. Tha plan is original 
and peculiar, and cannot be adopted by any other Institution without 
contravening the enactments for the Regulation of Joint Stock Com¬ 
panies 

Prospectuses and full information may be obtiined by application 
at the head Office, or to the lespeciive Agents throughout the United 

ingdom. 
PETER MOUPwISON, Managing Director. 

Prices of Medical Bottles, Best 
Quality, at F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW 

CLOSE, CITY. 

6 oz. and 8 oz. GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 

lj oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 

Tile NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed rea ly for Use. 

Druggists' Sundries, and every Requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and List* of Prices forwarded free on application 



A New Era in Medical Electricity 
is opened by 

PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and ar¬ 
ranged so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, com¬ 
municating shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same 
direction, and primary Voltaism, not secondary Currents as in the 
old Coil-Machines—producing powerful contractions, decomposing 
distilled water, Src. die.; weigh about eight ounces, and can be car¬ 
ried in a pocket book ! 

Weaker chains for personal use on the same principle, can be 
worn on the body, und^r the garments, for any length of time, 
thereby communicating a mild but continuous current which has 
been found of the most eminent benefit in a great many various 
forms of chronic disease. These weak chains likewise decompose 
water, show flashes before the eyes, and all other phenomena of the 
voltaic pile. 

This invention has been exhibited with the greatest success before 
the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Surgeons, the 
Royal British Association, the Provincial Medical C'hirurgical Asso¬ 
ciation, the Academic de Medecine, at Paris (voted thanks to the 
inventor); and the chains are already in exlen-ive use in the hospitals 
of London, Paris, and Vienna. A full description of this im¬ 
portant discovery may be had (by post for two stamps), and the 
chains may be tieely tested at the head depots and offices of Charles 
Meinig, 103 Leaden hall street, and 71 Regent street, London; and 
at any of the following agents, in— 

Ashford, T. Brothers; Bakewell, Mills and Greaves; Bangor, 
Robert Pritchard ; Bath, Bell and Moody ; Bedford, Th. Ward; Bel¬ 
fast, Grattan and Co.; Belper, Js. Calvert; Berwick, J. Davidson ; 
Bideford, Th. Hogg; Birmingham, Th. W. Holdsworth and Mary 
Salt and Son; Bridgewater, John Hurman; Brighton, Kemp, 
Glaizier, and Kemp; Bristol, Ferris and Score; Cambridge, F. ii 
Jones; Clifton, G. J. Schacht; Derby, Jos. Bloor; Douglas, Wm. 
Casey; Driffield, W. Turner ; Edinburgh, Duncan, Flockhart, and Co.. 
J. Mackay, and Js. Robertson ; Glasgow, Glasgow Apothecaries’ Com¬ 
pany, Virginia street; Gravesend, Phil. Rolfe; Halifax, William Dyer 
and J. Thompson ; Hastings, William Mason ; Horncastle, W. Kemp; 
Hull, Ch. Bell; Huntingdon, J. Provost; Leamington, J. M. Her¬ 
ring; Lincoln, C. K. Tomlinson ; Liverpool, A. Abraham & Co., J. 
Baker Edwards, and C. H. Chadburn ; Maidenhead, Higgs and 
Walker; Manchester, Jn. and Wm. Wood, and J. B. Dancer; Mar¬ 
ket Draytc.i, John Goodall; Melton Mowbray, W. Clark; New¬ 
castle, James Gilpin and Son; Nottingham,!. Shepperly; Petworth, 
John A. Cocher; Plymouth, Ch. Fox Hinton; Preston, Geo. 
Sharpies,; Reading. W. H. Staveley; Richmond, Yorkshire, James 
Ward ; Konoester, T. S. King ; Sheffield, Chadburn Brothers ; St 
Heliers, Jersey, Thos. Beard; Southampton, Randall and Son; Stam¬ 
ford, Geo. Patterson ; Sunderland, J. Ritson and Son, and J. Dixon ; 
Taunton, F. and C. Lake; Torquay, Fisher Brothers; Warrington, 
Sam. Webster; Wymondham, James Fison ; York, Jos. Wood; 
Burnley, T. W. Anningson ; Monmouth, Geo. Crook ; Grantham, 
Th. Ekin ; Newbury, T. Fldler; Leicester, Jos. Goddard; Devonport, 
Wm. Heath; Stourbridge. Samuel Hughes; Southport Robt. John¬ 
son ; Whitchurch, J. H. Morris ; Tavistock, S. Perry; Dublin, Pring 
and Co. ; Dunstable, Dr Laurie; Exeter, J. Palk; Norwich, H. R. 
Priest; Thrapston, Samuel Stanton. 

Extract of a letter from that distinguished physician of Guy’s 
Hospital, Golding Bied, M.D. F.R.S. F.R.C.P. <fcc. <Ssc. (published by 
his kind permission) 

. . ...” We have in this ingenious invention that which 
has long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possi¬ 
ble bulk, capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current 
of Electricity of moderate tension, and always in one direc¬ 
tion.I can scarcely recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s 

invention too strongly to the notice of my medical brethren.” 

Medical Galvanism.—The most 
efficient apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for 

the Cure of Disease, is the ELECi RO-GALVANIC MACHINE, 
which is the only Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential 
in a Medical Galvanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current ol 
Galvanism in ONE direction only, which current possesses quantity 
and r.ot merely intensity.—Manufactured only by HOHNE, TliORN- 
THWAITE, and WOOD, 123 and 121 Newgate street, London. Ptice 
SI. 3s., bl. 5s., SI. 8s., and upwards. 

~piggott’s Galvanic Belt, without 
acid or any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases and 

Irregularities of the System produced by the want of electricity. Mr 
Piggott calls the attention of the Faculty and others to his PATENT 
GALVANIC APPARATUS, constructed on the same principle. By 
merely forming a contact, this machine is always ready for use, pro¬ 
ducing a current of quantity or intensity (at the will of the operator) 
in one direction only. Galvanic Machines excited by acid, with the 
current in one direction, from 26s. to 81. 8s. 

Mr Piggott. Medical Galvanist, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treatise on the above, gratis. 

EMectro-Medical Institution of the 
J Chevalier LE MOLT, for the application of his Method of 

Electric Frictions, by which powerful currents are applied to the 
body without Shocks or Pains, to the cure of Paralysis, Nervous 
and Rheumatic Affections, Tic Doloureux, Sterility, Impotence. 
Scrofula, Menstrual Irregularities, &c. Twenty-five years’ practice. 
Success attested by the fi st physicians and scientific corporations. 
Obtained the Grand Gold Medal. 

5 Bentinck street, Manchester square. 
TESTIMONIALS OF CORES EFFECTED at the Electro-Medical 

Institution of the Chevalier Le Molt, 5 Bentinck street, Manchester 
square:— 
Sir.—Having been more or less affected with nervousness from my 

youth, I h ve much pleasure in assuring you that 1 received great 
benefit irom your Electric Frictions, which may be compared to a 
current of warm air producing a very agreeable sensation without 
the least pain. The Electric Brush invented by you is a most valuable 
discovery, doing away with the violent shocks so 'much dreaded, and 
which, judging from my sensations, might be applied to a child in 
arms. I have no doubt that as soon as your valuable establishment 
becomes known, that it must meet with the success it so much deserves. 
—Yours, very respectfully, Joseph Tussaud, Bazaar, Baker street. 

Miss M. D., my sister-in- aw, aged 17, has greatly suffered for the 
last eighteen months, by the non-appearance of the catamenia. 
She has now recovered her health and experienced the desired effects, 
after being treated by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Dorguin-, 22 

Bentinck street. 

I declare, after trying many fruitless medical means, that I have 
been cured by Mr Le Molt’s Electric Frictions, of a very old and 
painful neuralgia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.— 
V. Rdby, 40 Wigmore street. 

’s Syrup of the Iodide 
QUININE and IRON. 

From Dr Golding Bird. 

“48 Russell square. 
“ I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple 

Compound of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. 
Davenport in the form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my 
opinion of its great value as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to 
me that the Quinine assisted the assimilation of the Iron, and I have 
found it to be of very great value in cases in which the use of the 
Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple Compound possesses many 
advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the least of them is the 
satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the stomach especially 
if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to he) immediately 
after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicans. 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound 

of Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anae¬ 
mia, and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and 
its compounds is indicated. This preparation appears to comb ne all 
the therapeutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous quali¬ 
ties, which renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some 
ef tile disorders of childhood. “Geo. P. May, M.D. 

“Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, 

prepared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic 
of the fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the or¬ 
dinary Extracts have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of 
Quinine with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 
2s. 8d. per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid 
drachm contains two grains of eaclt salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI MECONATE SOLUTION OF OPIUM. Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. 
The unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 
15 to 30 Drops. 8d.peroz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, is. 3d. 
and Is. peroz.; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recom¬ 
mended by Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges 
to the Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H.R.II. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. 



M eclical Practice and Retail.- 
I f I A good opportunity now offers for any Gentlemen intending 

to commence the practice of his profession. A PRACTICE, situated 
in a good thoroughfare, and which has been established ten years, is 
for DISPOSAL. A few pounds only required for the introduction, 
■without fixtures, the present holder being obliged to leave in conse¬ 
quence of business calling him to another part of thecountry.—Apply 
or address to 19 Charles street, Fulham road, Chelsea. 

ervous Invalids.—A Lady, who N i 1 lias been accustomed to the care and treatment of Net vous 
Invalids, is desirous of receiving ONE PATIENT. She cun adduce 
the most satisfactory evidence of her talent and ability to perforin nil 
the important duties consequent upon the undertaking.—Address, 
M. A., Mr Watkins, Chemist, King street, Hammersmith,_ 

lale India Ale and Stout, 4s. per P 1 dozen Quarts, 2s. Gd. per dozen Pints; Scotch Ale, 5s. per 
dozen Quarts; 3s. per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and 
Captains supplied either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, 
from 30s. perHozen. Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD 
and WATSON, 16 Cement's lane City. 

lure Cocoa.—Cocoa has been 
designated by Physicians of eminence as one of the richest 

.... _l_ .1_1 - „.. 

India Pale Ale.—W. Younger and 
Co. Paul’s Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their 

friends and the Public, tiiat they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale . in casks of 9 gallons at 9s. and 12s. 
\iso their Superior Edinburgh A’e ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong and Rich ... ditto 9 ditto at 16s. and 20s. 
Atd Superior Porter and Stout ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLED. 

SO Keen, nowever, nas ueen uie aviunj iv icuuw 
crative manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby 
excited, that the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, 
with the sole aim of LOWNESS of PRICE, until Cocoa h is been un¬ 
justly brought into disrepute, the public having long become dis¬ 
gusted with numerous vile compounds, which, whether vended^unuer 
the captivating misnomers of '* Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive, Di¬ 
etetic,” &e. .fee. are all more or less the most nauseate concoctions, 
and indeed can hardly be considered as deserving any claim to the 
title or character of Cocoa. 

The evils with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly 
manifest to the Medical Profession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN 
ITS PURE STATE) as an article of diet, frequently presence and 
recommend it to invalids, as a remedial agent in promoting health. 
The results are, however, too often rendered nugatory by the im¬ 
purity of the article supplied. 

The importance, as well as the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa in 
a genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only secu¬ 
rity adopted by many to guard against adulteration has been to 
procure the Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in 
extracting the entire strength and flavour of Cocoa in this form, no 
guarantee whatever is afforded that the Nuts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude of our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
precludes our devoting a strict and essential supervision to the man¬ 
ufacture of Cocoa ; we have therefore completed arrangements with 
the higlilv respectable firm of Messrs Henry Tiiorne and Co. Leeds, 
whose many years’ successful experience in the preparation of this 

... .... v. .... .1_i--tUt* ATrtvf li nf 

Pale Ales, 5s. qts. and 3s. puts.; Edinburgh Ale, 7s. and 8s. qts., 
and 4s. and 4s. 6d. puts.; Stout, 3s. Gd. and 5s. qts., and 2s. and 
3s. pnts. 

Five per Cent, allowed for cash. 

J. AT. WATSON, Manager. 

mre and Healthy Leeches.- P 
8 POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, 

Druggists, &c., that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recom¬ 
mended for Purity, Health, and Readiness of Biting 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, Ac., 66 Far- 
ringdon market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years._ 

TIIE VINEGARS OF HILL, EVANS, AND CO. 

A lthough the Statement in the 
‘Lancet’ of 28th August, that cur Vinegars contained Sul- JX 

plmric Acid, was corrected in that Journal of tile 20th September, by 
the admission that its Sanitary Commissioners had mistaken Gypsum 

ni tide, and the celebrity they have thereby acquired in the North of 
England, together with their uncompromising determination to ad- jlhi}’wins. uncoropromisvi.*, -- — - 
here to the principle they originally adopted, viz. to manufacture 
only from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly eschew adulteration in 
any shape whatever, warrant us in recommending their 

“GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA” 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, and to the 
Public. Your obedient humble Servants, 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Family Tea-Men, 8 Ludgate hill. 

Sole Agents for London. 

thian’s Tea and Coffee Esta- 
■ blishment, 430 West Strand, and 1, 2, and 3, King William 

Street, adjoining.—Pure Congou Tea, 3s. to 3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong 
ditto, 4s. to 4s. 8d. Coffee, iod to Is. 6d. Great reduction in Fari¬ 
naceous Foods. Russian Semola, 5s. per doz., or Gdper lb. Tapioca, 
4d.; Sago, 3d.; Mandioca, 3d., or 2s. 6d. per doz. 

Catalogues of prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
Genuine Salad Oil, 7d. and lOd. per flask. 

GV al College of Physicians, De- 
w o1(C of M.D., Apothecaries’ Hall, &c.— Dr COOKE continues to 

as-ist (personally, or by correspondence') Gentlemen desirous of 
Graduating in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Exa¬ 
mining Boards.-For Terms, &e., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple 
Chambers, 2, Wiiitefriais street, Fleet-street. 

(sulphate of lime), naturally contained in the water from which they 
are made, for free Sulphuric Acid, we have still thought it due to our 
customers and friends to submit the whole of our works, products, 
and books to Professor Graham, Dr Hofmann, and I)r Lyon Playfair: 
and in appending an abstrac t of tiie Report of these eminent ciie- 
rnists, we have to draw attention to the fact tiiat they are quile satis¬ 
fied that our Vinegars are made from grain wort only, and that no 
Ueleteriuos ingredients of any kind have ever been used by us. 

Worcester, October 22, 1852. Hill, Evans, and Co. 

Abstract of Report by Professors Graliam, F.R.S., Hofmann, Pit. D. 
F.R.S., and Lyon Playfair, C.B., Pli. D., F.R.S. 

We have personally inspected the Vinegar works of Messrs Hill, 
Evans, and Co., Worcester; examined the journals of the daily opera¬ 
tions of the manufactory for upwards of twenty years, and careiully 
analysed their Vinegars drawn from vats fixed upon by ourselves in 
the extensive stores of the establishment, which represented ail 
average stock of several hundred thousand gallons. The fermented 
wort, before acetification, winch was at tiie time in stock, and the 
water employed in mashing the grain-wort, were also submitted to 
examination. A careful analyses of these products (of which we have 
presented a detailed report Tor publication), establishes the conclusion 
that tiie Vinegars of Messrs Hill, Evans, and Co. are wholly unadul¬ 
terated with sulphuric acid, contrary to what has been lately publicly 
alleged ; whi'e, on tiie other hand, their strength is not artificially 
enhanced by the addition of pyro-ligueons acid, sometimes practised, 
and which would betray itself by an odour of creosote when the liquid 
is heated, from which these Vinegars are entirely free. 

The Report, of which the above is an abstract, is published, and 
may he had, without charge, on application to HILL, EVANS, and 
CO., WORCESTER ; and 15 WIIITECROSS STREET, LONDON; and 
■will be sent, postage free, in reply to any request addressed to Wor¬ 
cester. 

rench.—Mons. M. de Reau- 
VOISINS ORAL AND PRACTICAL METHOD OF 

TEACHING THE FRENCH LANGUAGE. (Now preparing for 

the Press). , . , . , 
Elementary and Conversation Classes on this most pleasing and 

easy method are held every evening (Friday’s excepted)^ at M. de 
Beauvoisin’s Class Rooms, 17 King William street, City The terms 
of admission are Three Guineas for the complete course, entitling the 
Student to the Classes for a period of Twelve Months. Terms also 
quarterly. For private lessons, and other particulars, see the pro¬ 
spectus, which may be had at the Class Rooms.—Morning Classes 

N,B.—M. de Beauvoisin's works are published at the London School 
Library—C. H. Law, 131 Fleet street. 

The Publisher of the 1 Medical Circular," in answer to several 
inquiries from the country, begs to state that the following are the 
terms for inserting Advertisements 

Eight lines and under. £0 6 0 
Every additional lino . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page . 5 5 0 

London: Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) 
at the Office of Beynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, 
in the Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and 
published by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelpin, 
in the City of Westminster.—Nov. 3, 1352, 
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BENNETT’S AVATCHES, made expiessly for 
medical men. beating dead seconds,with every’recent improvement, 

and most carefully fiui.-hed: in silver cases; 12 gs. ; in gold ditto, IS gs. 
Every Watch sold at this Manufactory skilfully examined, timed, and 
its performance guaranteed. 

BENNETT’S MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty-Shillings, is a 
really usefnl and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental ap¬ 
pearance. A thousand Thermometers may be selected from, commencing 
at One Shilling. 

BENNETT, Watch, Clock, nnd instrument-maker to Roral Observa¬ 
tory, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 65 Cheap 
side. 

URE COCOA.—Cocoa has been designated by 
Physicians of eminence as one of the richest productions of the 

vegetable king lorn, and when properly prepared is justly celebrated for its 
peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

So keen, however, has been the avidity to render this article a lucrative 
manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby excite J, that 
the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, with the sole aim of 
LOWNESS of PRICE, until Cocoa has beeu unjustly brought into disre 
pute, the public having long become disgusted with numerous vile com¬ 
pounds, which, whether vended uuder the captivating misnomers of 
“ Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive,” “ Dietetic,” &c. &c. are all more or le^s the 
most nauseate concoctions, and indeed can hardly be considered as deserv¬ 
ing any claim to the title or character of Cocoa. 

The style with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly mani¬ 
fest to the Medical Profession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN ITS 
PURE STATE) as an article of diet, frequently prescribe and recommend 
it to-invalids, as a remedial ngeut in promoting health. The results are, 
however, too often rendered nugatory by the impurity of the article 
supplied. 

The importance, as well as the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa in a 
genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only security 
adopted by many to guard against adulteration has been to procure the 
Cocoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in extracting the entire 
strength and flavour of Cocoa in this form, no guarantee whatever is 
afforded that the Nuts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude of our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
preclude our devoting a strict and essential superv ision to the manufacture 
of Cocoa; we have therefore completed arrangements with the highly 
respectable firm of Messrs Heury Thorne and Co. Leeds, whojc many years* 
successful experience in the preparation of this article, and the celebrity 
they have thereby acquired in the North of England, together with their 
uncompromising determination to adhere to the princip e they originally 
adopted, viz. to manufacture ouly from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly 
eschew adulteration in any shape whatever, warrant us iu recommending 
their “ GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA ” 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, aud to the Public. 
Your obedient, humb’e Servants, 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Sole Agents for London.__Family Tea-Men. 8 Ludgate hill. 

HYTHIAN’S TEA and COFFEE ESTABLISH¬ 
MENT, 430 West Strand, and I, 2, and 3 King William street, 

adjoining.—Pure Congou Tea, 3.4 to 3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong ditto, 44. to 
4s. 8i. Coffee, lOd. to is. 6d. Great reduction in Farinaceous Foods. 
Russian Semola, 5s. per dozen, or 6d. per lb. Tapioca, 4d. ; Sago, 3d.; 
Mandioca, 3d., or 2s. Gd. per doz. 

Catalogues of Prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
_Genuine Salad Oil, 7d, and lOd. per flask. 

iV/1 ED1UAL (jrALVANIiSM-—The ljiost efficient 
FVL apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for the Cure of 
Disease, is the ELEC'l’RO-GALVANIC MACHINE, which is the only 
Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential in a Medical Gal¬ 
vanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of Galvanism in ONE 
direction only, which current possesses quantity aud not merely intensity. 
—Manufactured ouly by HORNE, THOKNT1I WAli’E, aud WOOD, 123 
and 121 Newgate street, London Prices 32. 3s., 61. 6s., Si. 8s., and up¬ 
wards. 

NEW ERA in MEDICAL ELECTRICITY is 
opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to he at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—alwats in the same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &c., &e. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always, 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured- 
aud produc ng all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the imf 
poitanee of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine hasmorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difiiculties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 
oil the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assistthe effect of specific remedies, the action of the Chains being made 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention bus been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Phv6icianof Guy’s Hospital 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.K.S., F.U.C.P., Ac., &e. (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“ We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz , au Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.1 can scarcely 
reeommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A TULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS IMPORTANT DISCOVERY, WITH SPECIFIED DI¬ 
RECTIONS for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &<•., 
may be had (by post for two stamps), anb tue Ciiains mat be freely 
tested, at Mr Ch. Meinig's head depdts, 103 LeadenhaU street, and 71 
Regent street, Loudon, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italieas.) and from all 0. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and the 
colonies. 



Now is ready, 8vo, price 2s. 6d. FACTS and OBSERVATIONS on the PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION of CHILDREN, especially as regards the prevention 

of Spinal and other Deformities. By Samuel "Hare, F.R.C,S., &c. 
London; Johd Churchill, 46 Princes street; and may be had of all 

Booksellers. 

Just published,8vo, in cloth, price 6s. free by post, 6s. ON TRUE and FALSE SPERMATORRHOEA, 
with the view to the Correction of wide-spread Errors in relation to 

the Treatment and Cure of the Impuissant and Sexual Hypochondriacs in 
general. Translated from the German of Dr Bickford, of the University 
of Heidelberg. 

H. BAILLIERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 299 Broadway, New 
York, U.S. _ 

Will shortly be published, price 5s. HALL’S HAND-BOOK for MERCHANT 
CAPTAINS, COMMANDERS of YACHTS, and SEAMAN’S 

MEDICAL GUIDE. Illustrated with Engravings on steel. Being a 
complete Key to the Medicine Chest. Compiled afeer eighteen years* 
experience ; with every Instruction as to Health afloat and ashore, 
including Midwifery. By Joseph Hall, M.D. 

Orders received at the Author’s Chemical Laboratory and Medicine 
Chest Depdt, 34 Terrace, Trinity square, Tower hill, London. 

(An allowance made to Medicine Chest Fitters ) 

Just published, price Is., or post free, Is. 4d., Remarks on acute rheumatism and its 
RAPID and RATIONAL CURE. By William Bates, M.D. 

Also by the same Author, Second Edition, price 3s. 6d., 

On NERVOUS AFFECTIONS connected with 
DYSPEPSIA; their Origin, Progress, and Cure, with Remarks on 
Hygidne and the Prolongation and Preservation of Life and Health. 

R. Folthorp, Brighton ; J. Churchill, Loudon. 

Just published, post 8vo, cloth, 5s., PULMONARY CONSUMPTION and its TREAT¬ 
MENT. By Willoughby Mabsuall Burslem, M.D., Senior 

Physician to the Blenheim Dispensary. 
London : John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. 

OR VARICOSE VEINS and WEAKNESS, 
SURGICAL EL ASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpeusive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandagiug; likewise, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospita s and the Working Classes: ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes ; those for ladies’ use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

PALMER’S AMERICAN ARTIFICIAL LEG 
“ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philantrophic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all others that have been hitherto invented, and is a 
valuable addition to our means of removing the iuconvenience arising from 
a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are life-like elasticity 
and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adaptability, and perfection 
of estcrior appearance.”—‘ The Lancet,’Jan. 3,1852. Circular sent upon 
application. 
DOD IE and OSBORNE, sole manufacturers, 30 Regent street. London. 

D 
R FITCH’S PATENT ABDOMINAL SUP- 

_ PORTER gives permanent relief to Ladies suffering from internal 
complaints, or during and after pregnanoy, prolapsus uteri, &c. ; also to 
Gentlemen, for corpulency, prevention of ruptures or injuries from 
athletic exercises, debility, &c. It will be forwarded to Medical Gentle¬ 
men for inspection, free, by addressing a line to L. H. CHANDLER, 
66 Berners street, Oxford street. 

“It is an iugenious instrument, and is constructed upon correct 
rnatomical principles.”—Extract from the * Lancet ’ of Sept. 18. 

HUXLEV’S SURGICAL STOCKINGS, KNEK- 
CAP3, ANKLETS, &c. still continue to be recommended where 

artificial support is required, and are admitted to be the most efficient 
contrivance yet introduced for the support of varicose veines, weakness, &c.; 
they are light, porous and inexpeusive, and are drawn on like an ordinary 
stocking. 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMtNAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., 5 Vere street, Cavendish squire. 

OSTE0L0GICAL and DENTAL REPOSITORY, 
45 Museum street, Bloomsbury, London. 

JOHN HARNETT begs most respectfully to call the attention of Lee 
turers, Students, and Gentlemen connected with the Medical Profession, 
to his large and select Stock of Anatomical Prepar .itions, consisting of 
Skeletons, loose and articulated Skulls, Hands and Feet, Vertebrae, and 
Loose Bones, at the lowest possible prices. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE, 

PREPARED FROM PURE CAN TH A It! DINE. AN ELEGANT PREPARATION, Vesicating in 
much less time than the Emp. Lyttse. P.L., easily applied and 

removed, and will not produce straugury or troublesome afccr-sores. It 
has received the sanction and commendation of the most eminent 
Practitioners in the kingdom.—lu Tin Cases, containing twelve feet, 6s. Gd ; 
and small Cases of six square feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant economical and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a dressing 
for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.—In Tin Cases, 
containing twelve square feet, Is, 6d. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘ New York Journal cf Medicine.* 
“ March let, 1853 

“ Brown’s Cantharidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to our 
notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, in whom the 
unpleasant consequeuces 'which so often follow the application of the 
Emp. Cancharidis are most apt to occur. We have found it a reliable 
and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many trials we have given it, 
we are satisfied that it deserves the attention of the Medical Profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the * Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science * for May, 
1850, Published in Philadelphia. 

“ We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps of New York, specimens of 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING PLAISTER and DRESS¬ 
ING, with which our readers are doubtless familiar as a new and 
exceedingly neat preparation, easy of application and certain in their 
effects. We have given them a fair trial and find they fully answer our 
expectations.’* 

“ Army Medical Department, January 16, 1c47- 
Tlie Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr BROWN’S BLISTERING TISSUE has been 
used extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effective ns a 
vesicatory, when carefully applied, and has not been productive of aoy 
degree of strangury. 

“ANDREW SMITH, M.D. „ 
“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

Mr T. B. BROWN, Druggist, 
44 Admiral Terrace, Vauxhall, late Handsworth, Birmingham.* 

Sold by the Sole Consignee, Mr WILLIAM B VILY, Horseley Fields, 
Chemical Works, Wolverhampton ; and all wholesale and retail Druggists 
and Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire. 

HENRY BIGG, 9 St Thomas’s Street, Southwark, 
SURGEONS’ INSTBUMENT MAKER. &o. to the ROYAL and 

GENERAL HOSPITALS (Established a.d. 1751), begs to inform the 
Profession that he has always in stock every instrument, apparatus, and 
applIanoe necessary for the use of the Surgeon, all of which are constructed 
after the, 
pogsil 
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iuare, London, 

D AYENPORT’S SYRUP of tho IODIDE 
of QUININE a id IRON. 
Prom Dr Golding Birin. 

“ 43 Russell square. 
I have now for some time employed pre’ty largely the triple Compound 

of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. Davenport in the 
form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my opinion of its great value 
as a therapeutic agent. It has anpeared to m that t he Quinine assisted 
the assimilation of the Iron, a id I have foun t it to be of very great value 
in oases in which the use of the Iodide of Iron is recognised- This triple 
Compound possesses many advantages over the simple Iodide, and not. the 
least of them is the satisfactory manner iu which it is tolerated by the 
stomach, especially if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to 
bel immediately after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A M. M D- F.R 3., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians; 
“Physicianand Professor of Materia Meiica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. May. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound of 

Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anxrrua, 
and, indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of iron and its com¬ 
pounds is indicated. This preparation appears to cimbine all the thera¬ 
peutic powers of its constituents without their name ms qualities, which 
renders it an admirable medicine in the triatment of some of the disorders 

of childhood., *’ Geo. P. May, M.D. 

TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, pre¬ 
pared by Spontaneous Inspisiariou possesses every characteristic oi tuc 
fresh Juice,and has proved highly effioaoi jus where tho ordinary Extracts 
have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. Os. per lb. . . 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON, yielding full quantity of Qumine 
with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. Gd.peroz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fl lid draonm. 2 s. Sd. 

PSYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid drachm 
contains twi grains of eaoh salt. 3s. Gd. per lb. . , 

Bi-MECONATE SOLUTION of OPIUM, Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. The 
unpleasant eflects of ordiuaty opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 15 to 
30 drops, 8d. per oz. 

COT Y LED ON UMIIILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, Is. 3d. and 
Is. per oz ; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as re lommended by 
Mr Salter, of Poole,iu Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges to 
the Profession. , , "" . . 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H. R. II. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury. _ 

P. YIN. RECT.— STR. 56° G. P. Single Gallon, 
18s. 

Two gallons, or upwards, 17s. 61. per gallon. 
Flasks (glazed inside) secured for travelling. Is. per gallon. 

Cash on delivery in London is indispensable. 
HENRY BRETT and CO., Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

Royal college of physicians, degree 
of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &c.—Dr COOKE continues to 

assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of Graduat¬ 
ing in Medicine or Surgery at British or Coutiuental Examining Boards.— 
For Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 2 White- 

| friars street, Fleet street. 
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OF 

PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The 4 Monthly Journal of Medical Science ’ (Edinburgh) 
for November, reports— 

4 A Case of Foreign Body lodged in the Air Passages for four 
Years and a-half; terminating fatally by Gangrenous Ab¬ 
scess of the Right Lung,’ 

by Dr James Struthers, of Leith. 
The foreign body in this case was a piece of bone, which 

fell into the trachea during laughter while eating part of a 
fowl. Dr Struthers makes the following remarks upon the 
case:— 

44 This case presents a very good illustration of the length 
of time during which a foreign body may remain in the 
air-passages without giving rise to any urgent symptoms. 
There can be no doubt that the freedom from distress was 
due to the bone having, almost from the first, become fixed 
in the bronchus, and having remained in the same position 
till death; had it either been fixed in the larynx or trachea 
or remained loose in the passages, it must have given rise 
to a train of symptoms quite different from that manifested 
throughout the case. For three months the only symptom 
of there being anything amiss in the chest, was the occa¬ 
sional occurrence of slight cough and wheezing, resultin<r, 
most probably, simply from irritation, and not from the 
body becoming loose in the passages. 

44 At the distance even of fifteen months, so slight was 
the disturbance of the respiration, and so doubtful the 
evidence of the existence of a foreign body, that Sir B. 
Brodie—the patient informed me—expressed his opinion 
that there was nothing in the air-passages, and considered 
the case one of chronic cough, from which recovery might 
soon take place. A similar opinion seems to have been 
entertained of the case when under treatment in St George’s 
Hospital, as no proposal was ever made to the patient to 
have an operation performed; nor, indeed, would such have 
been justifiable unless, oil physical examination, undoubted 
evidence of obstruction in the chest had been discovered 
It was not till a month after he had left London, and six¬ 
teen mouths after the accident, that the sputa became 
bloody and foetid; and this seems to have been the period 
at which the disorganising process first commenced in the 
lung. The importance, in such cases, of having recourse 
to the stethoscope, and not of trusting to the disappearance' 
even of every symptom of the presence of a foreign bodv 
soon after its supposed entrance into the air-passages, is 
still better illustrated by a case mentioned by M. Louis, in 
which, after the first few minutes, the patient for a whole 
twelvemonth had not a single bad symptom; at the end of 
that time the foreign body—a cherry stone—was expecto¬ 
rated ; a copious purulent expectoration followed ; and the 
patient died exhausted in three days. 

“ The first opportunity I had of examining Neal, was in 
the latter end of 1818, four years after the accident. The 
history of the case was then such as to excite a suspicion 
that a foreign body had entered the ah-passages at the 
time supposed by the patient, and had remained there ever 
since; while the physical examination of the chest esta¬ 
blished the existence of an open cavity of some extent near 
the middle of the lung. Such being the state of matters, 
all operative interference seemed to be contra-indicated; as, 
even had all doubts ol the presence of a foreign body been 
removed, the probability was, that it would be lying in the 
cavity, and therefore beyond the reach of instruments. I 
am not aware ol any case of recovery, whether spontaneous 
or by operation, being on record in which more than two 
years had elapsed from the date of the accident. In those 
which have lasted longer, death took place sooner or later 
from disorganisation of one or both lungs, either from 
tuberculosis or gangrene ; and the fatal issue would seem 
to have been equally certain, whether the foreign body re¬ 

mained in the lung or was expelled by the efforts of nature. 
When the latter event has taken place, as it has done ten or 
even seventeen years after the accident, the case has either 
terminated suddenly, or the morbid process has gone on un¬ 
checked by the removal of its original cause, the disorgan¬ 
isation which had taken place before the expulsion having 
been so great as to prevent recovery. Had the bone been 
removed in this case, even four years after the accident, 
there is good reason to believe that recovery would have 
taken place, as only a small portion of the lung was seri¬ 
ously implicated, the general symptoms mild, and the con¬ 
stitution of the patient but little affected. 

44 A point of considerable pathological interest in the case, 
is the absence of all ulceration at the part where the foreign 
body was impacted ; the only change discovered, after care¬ 
ful examination, being thickening of the mucous membrane. 
That the bone must have remained all along in the place 
where it was found, is almost certain; otherwise, from its 
comparatively small size and its spongy texture, it would 
have been frequently projected up to the larynx, giving 
rise to paroxysms of cough, none of which ever occurred ; 
besides, there was no thickening of the mucous membrane 
in any other part: and the cavity which was first formed 
opened directly into the tube, at the mouth of which the bone 
lay. Another point of pathological interest, was the existence 
in the fluid from the gangrenous abscess at the apex of the 
lung of large quantities of the crystals of the triple phos¬ 
phate and urate of ammonia, formed, no doubt, on the spot 
by the destruction and decomposition of the surrounding 
tissue. Their form was exactly the same as that in which 
they exist in the urine.” 

In the same Journal Mr Syme contributes an article on 

4 On a new Mode of remedying Cartilaginous Bodies in the 
Knee-joint. 

The method is thus described: 

44 The cartilaginous body having been urged to the outer 
side of the joint, and pressed down over the external con¬ 
dyle of the thigh bones as close as possible to the head of 
the fibula, and kept in this position by the finger of the left 
hand, I introduced a tenotomy knife obliquely through the 
integuments and subjacent textures, until it reached the 
cartilage, into the substance of which I cut freely, so as to 
make sure of fully dividing the synovial membrane. A 
compress and bandage were then applied, so as to main¬ 
tain the body in its place, and leave room for the applica¬ 
tion of a blister on the surface. Adhesion was thus accom¬ 
plished, and in the course of a short time followed by a 
distinct diminution in the size of the cartilage, which occa¬ 
sioned no further trouble. Two other bodies, which existed 
in the same joint, were treated after the same fashion, and 
with the same result.” 

Two other successful cases are reported, one by Dr 
Mackenzie, and the other by Mr Syme himself. 

In the 4 Medical Times ’ and 4 Gazette ’ of October 30, 
Mr Henry Smith reports 

4 A Case of Disease of the Elbow, in which Excision of the 
Joints was performed: subsequent Ablation of the Arm at 
the Shoulder.'’ 

44 Omer Blareau, aged 10 years, a deaf and dumb boy, 
and exceedingly intelligent, was brought to me at the end 
of June last, with extensive disease of the left elbow. Four 
months previously he had received a severe blow upon the 
joint, upon which great swelling and pain occurred. He 
was seen by a practitioner, who continued in attendance for 
some time; but the part became more painful and much 
more swollen, and his bodily health, which had been hitherto 
good, began to give way; he became very thin and pale. 
When I first saw him, the elbow-joint was immensely swol¬ 
len, and fluctuation was very evident, and it appeared to 
me that there was extensive disease. I had the boy placed 
under the influence of chloroform, and then I ascertained 
that the bones grated one upon the other. I thought I 
would take this opportunity of trying the method lately ad- 
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vocated by my friend Mr Gay—viz., laying the diseased 
ioint freely open, and accordingly made a deep incision on 
either side, and evacuated a quantity of matter. By insert¬ 
ing the. finger into the joint, the extremities of the bones 
composing it were felt to be rough and carious. The patient 
was ordered to keep his bed, and the arm was placed in a 
convenient position. A generous diet was allowed him 
Immediate relief was given by this operation; the swel¬ 
ling of the joint became much less, and the boy improved 
in his general condition; but, at the end of a month, the 
bad symptoms began to return; he complained much of his 
arm, perspired a great deal, and continued thin, and the 
sinuses left from the half-healed incisions did not close. I 
therefore deemed it proper to excise the elbow-joint, first 
having submitted the case to Mr Fergusson and Mr Wade, 
who agreed with me in the necessity of the proposed mea¬ 
sure; accordingly, on Friday, July 30th, I performed the 
operation. Having first placed the boy under the influence 
of chloroform, I made an incision on each side of the joint, 
about four inches in length, and then connected them by a 
transverse cut; the flaps of skin were dissected upwards and 
downwards. The olecranon process was now bared, and 
cleared of the soft parts, and the head of the radius was also 
exposed ; and both these portions of hone were removed by 
means of the saw; the lower extremity of the humerus was 
then cleared and cut through, and the operation Avas finished 
with little trouble. There was much disease of the joint. 
I he whole articular surface and portion of the body of the 
olecranon process were carious. The articulating surfaces 
of the radius and humerus were in a similar condition. The 
wound was brought together by sutures, and a pasteboard 
splint was placed upon the arm, which was kept in a flexed 
position.” 

The case did well, hut six weeks after the operation, “ The 
patient was brought to me in a great hurry by his mother. 
It appears that, having gained so much strength, ho had 
been running about with his playmates, and had unfortu¬ 
nately pitched from the top of a flight of stairs upon the 
shoulder of his unsound arm. Great swelling immediately 
took place ; and, when I saw him, I guessed that some ex¬ 
tensive injury had been inflicted upon the shoulder, but I 
could not exactly make out what had really happened. I 
therefore ordered him to bed, and desired that leeches and 
fomentations should be applied over the joint. Only partial 
relief was given by these measures; the swelling of the 
shoulder increased, and involved the whole upper arm and 
elbow; and, on the 19th, fluctuation was perceptible just 
below the acromion, and the boy had become rapidly re¬ 
duced in his health, losing his sleep and his appetite, and 
being in continual pain.” 

These symptoms eventually necessitated an operation, and 
the arm was removed at the shoulder joint. “ On mak¬ 
ing an examination of the parts after removal, it was seen 
that the bone had been fractured just below the head of the 
humerus. The lower portion of the bone was denuded of 
its periosteum to more than one-third of its extent. On 
making a vertical section of the shaft, the medullary texture 
was found to be much inflamed, and pus was infiltrated into 
the cavity for some distance. On examining the elbow, it 
was found that the bones were bound together firmly by 
ligamentous and tendinous bands, and that a very useful 
artificial joint was in process of formation. On the lower 
and inner surface of the humerus was a small portion of 
bone, which was bare and rather loose, and which in all 
probability would have come away through a sinus which 
had not healed.” 

To the ‘Lancet’ of October 30 Dr Marshall Hall com¬ 
municates the following letter 

‘ On the Malady of the late Duke of Wellington.' 

“ Sir,—Your leading article of Oct. 16th, on the last ill¬ 
ness of the Duke of Wellington, will doubtless be much read 
and quoted. May I beg to ask a question or two ? 

“ When first visited at seven o’clock, a.m., by Mr Kendal, 
it is said that ‘ his breathing seemed oppressed.’ What was 
the nature of this 1 oppressed breathing ? ’ Was it not laryn¬ 

geal and bronchial ? Had not the Duke already had a fit 
—‘a hidden seizure’—and was not this oppressed breathing 
the result, as it is a usual result, of such seizure ? 

“ Shortly afterwards there was a fit, and then a second, of 
no equivocal character,—‘ a general convulsive attack of 
some minutes’ duration,’ the Duke afterwards recovering 
‘ to some extent his consciousness,’—occurred between nine 
and ten o’clock; and again, ‘his Grace had another, but less 
severe convulsive attack between eleven and twelve o’clock.’ 
1 hese attacks must have been epileptoid, if not epileptic, and 
there is little advantage in a dispute about a word. 

“ It is plain that an ‘ indigesta moles ’ was the cause, aided 
by sleep, and epileptoid seizures the effect; these seizures 
and their effects assuming a syncopal or sinking character. 

“Pray, Sir, can you solve the question as to the nature of 
the illustrious Duke’s former attacks? Were they not epi¬ 
leptic ? Was there no post-mortem examination ? 

“ It is obvious that if efficient vomiting could have been 
induced, the offending cause of this lamentable malady would 
have been removed, and all might have been well. If, at 
the moment the patient ‘ became sick, and threw up a por¬ 
tion of the venison which he had taken the evening before,’ 
a feather had been introduced so as to irritate the fauces, and 
oxcitp effectual vomiting, he would, humanly speaking, still 
be with us. This I mention on account of the ready, safe, 
and great utility of this simple but neglected measure in such 
cases. A further remedy would have been an effectual 
stimulant enema. 

“ But to return to the funs et origo of this sad illness : I 
would remark that it was impossible to accumulate in one 
stomach more indigestible matters, and that our warrior ill 
calculated his forces in giving his aged and feeble stomach 
so much to encounter and subdue, and that without assist¬ 
ance. Less, and less indigestible, food, assisted by a little 
stimulus, would have been more reasonable. 

“ Singular that Napoleon as well as Wellington, not to 
mention Caesar and others great in war and council, should 
have been epileptic!—I am Sir, your obedient servant, 

London, Oct. 1852. MARSHALL HALL. 

“P.S.—I have adverted above to the laryngeal and bron¬ 
chial dyspnoea observed in the noble duke’s case. Some years 
ago I was taken by my friend Dr Webster, of Dulwich, to 
see a patient who had partially recovered from a violent epi¬ 
leptic seizure. He had had no bronchitis ; yet, on carefully 
examining the thorax, I found large bronchial and tracheal 
rattles. 

“ This event is common in apoplectic and after epileptic 
seizures It is owing, like the stertor so usual in these cases, 
to paralysis of the pneumogastric nerves, the origins of which 
are compressed by the congestion of the cerebrum, inducing 
counter-pressure, and by congestion of the medulla oblongata. 
It is apt to be associated, too, with other modes of failure of 
the energy of the nervous centres in the aged, the feeble, 
Ac.; and it is a marked symptom of the sinking state, 
whether from disease of the encephalon, or failure of the 
vital powers from other causes. It presents a subject of 
inquiry to the clinical student hitherto neglected, and of the 
most interesting character. It is bronchia? without being 
bronchitic. Such, too, are some other cases erroneously 
thought to be bronchitis, occurring especially in the feeble 
and the aged. 

“October, 1852.” 

The subject of Epilepsy is discussed in an article by Dr 
C. B. Radcliffe, intituled 

‘ On the Pathology of Epilepsy.' 

The latter dissents from Dr hi. Hall’s doctrines as to the 
local origin of epileptic attacks. He considers that “ the 
only constant characteristic is unequivocal depression of the 
true vital powers.” We quote that portion of the paper 
especially referring to Dr Hall’s views. 

“ Nor does it appear that any exemption can be accorded 
in favour of laryngismus and trachelismus, for, do what we 
will, we can only regard these modes of convulsion as symp¬ 
toms. That they are not essential to the existence of the 
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malady, appears in the fact that they are often absent. It 
appears, also, in the relation they hold to the fit when pre¬ 
sent. Now the only reason, so far as we can see, why more 
importance should ho attached to laryngismus and trache- 
lismus than to those twitehings in the limbs which occur 
simultaneously with them, is that the cervical spasms occasion 
serious interruption to the return of the blood from the head, 
either directly by pressure on the veins, or indirectly by 
asphyxial closure of the glottis, or by both ways at once : 
and hence this effect of the spasm may be taken as a means 
of testing the question at issue. What, then, is the relation¬ 
ship of this cranio-cervical congestion to the convulsion or in¬ 
sensibility of the fit. Is there any necessary and indissoluble 
connexion? With regard to the convulsion, the answer 
must be in the negative, for if otherwise, how is it that the 
laryngismus and traclielismus, and the convulsive phenomena 
in the limbs, precede the congestion? How is it that the 
fit breaks off when the venous engorgement is at its height ? 
In other words, how is it that the fit begins and ends too 
soon? With regard to the insensibility also, the answer 
must be equally in the negative, for there are numbers of 
cases in which the insensibility (at the beginning at least) 
is of a syncopal and not of a comatose character. 

Undoubtedly the insensibility is often, if not generally, of 
a comatose character, and in these cases we refer to the 
laryngismus and trachelismus for the cause. Undoubtedly, 
also, this comatose state reacts most prejudicially upon the 
violence of the fit, by deepening that prostration of the 
proper vital powers which is the fundamental cause of the 
convulsion. We thus attach the highest importance to the 
phenomena upon which Dr Marshall Hall has so much in¬ 
sisted of late ; but we cannot regard them as essential to the 
malady. Indeed, Dr Hall himself does not regard them in 
his light. 

“ And thus we discard any local disorder as the cause of 
epilepsy.” 

The 1 Dublin Medical Press ’ of October 20 has an inte¬ 
resting article on 

1 Chloroform as an Emmenagogue,’ 

quoted from the ‘ Philadelphia Medical Examiner,’ to which 
journal it was communicated by Dr Gibson, of Fort Towson, 
Choctaw Nation, U.S. The writer says; 

“ Having nowhere seen, in the course of my professional 
reading, any allusions made to the use of chloroform as an 
emmenagogue, I am induced to submit the following facts, 
partly from a desire that relief may be afforded to the suf¬ 
fering, and partly from a sense of professional duty. 

“ Cases 1 and 2, occurring in the same person. In Octo¬ 
ber last, Mrs W., having a violent headache, to obtain relief 
resorted to the inhalation of chloroform. Within an hour 
after the inhalation (which was but for a few seconds) she 
was flowing freely, and continued thus for four days. There 
was no irregularity of the function of menstruation in the 
succeeding month (November), but another attack of head¬ 
ache supervening, she again had recourse to the chloroform, 
and in a half hour the menstrual secretion made its appear¬ 
ance, the discharge continuing for Jive days. In both in¬ 
stances, the chloroform was inhaled about ten ilavs after the 
subsidence of her regular periods. Since the last inhalation, 
she has menstruated at her usual period. Mrs W. is slightly 
inclined to plethora, general health usually good, aged thirty- 
five. 

“ Case 3. In the absence of Mrs W. from home, her ser¬ 
vant girl, having gotten hold of the chloroform, imitated 
Mrs W.’s example. A like result was produced upon the 
girl, who menstruated for four days. The girl is very healthy, 
and about thirty years of age. The inhalation was never 
renewed by her. In this case, the chloroform was inhaled 
two weeks prior to her usual period at which time she again 
menstruated, and has since continued regular. 

“ Case 4. Miss-, aged nineteen, general health excel¬ 
lent, no deviation having ever taken place since her first 
menstrual period, was, during a visit to Mrs -, induced 
to inhale chloroform, through curiosity, to experience the 
sensation produced by it. In a half hour the menstrual fluid 

made its appearance, and the flow continued for four days. 
The inhalation in this instance was ten days antecedent to 
the regular period, with which it did not interfere. Mrs W., 
my informant in regard to the foregoing cases, is an intelli¬ 
gent and reliable lady. 

“ Case 5 came under my immediate observation. Was 
called to see Mrs H., found her suffering much from sup¬ 
pressed menstruation. To relieve urgent pain, ordered hot 
hip-bath, from which the patient experienced much relief. 
Waited three hours after the use of the bath, without re¬ 
course to any other means, having decided, as this was an 
opportune case, to exhibit the chloroform, which was done 
for thirty seconds. In twenty minutes after its administration, 
the patient was flowing freely, and continued to do so for 
three days. Patient is of a weakly constitution, the result 
of much hardship. Age of the patient, about forty. This 
case is the more remarkable from the fact that the patient 
has not menstruated for more than eight months. 

“ The suppression was induced by causes not deemed ne¬ 
cessary to relate at present. Prior to the suppression, she 
had been very regular for many years. Pregnancy has 
nothing to do with the case, as the patient is not at this time, 
nor for many years past has she been, in that condition.” 

The writer concludes with some other observations relating 
to a case of suppression of the menses associated with epileptic 
spasms, and queries whether chloroform might be beneficial 
or otherwise in this case. The agent had not been tried. 

Dr Thomas King Chambers continues, in the ‘ Medical 
Times ’ of Nov. Gth, his papers on 

4 Tuberculosis.' 

This paper treats of the complications of tubercular 
disease of the lungs with disease of the heart, its valves and 
membranes. Almost every form of disease of the heart is 
brought under review, and subjected to comparison. 
Numerical computations are given, and the following inter¬ 
esting table is presented as a summary of the results elicited: 

Diseases of the Heaet. 

In 503 Cases 
of Tuber¬ 

culosis of the 
Lungs. 

Per 
Cent. 

In 
1,657 

other 
Cases. 

Per 
Cent. 

Pericarditis. 11 2-1 125 7-5 
Old Internal Adhesions of the 

Pericardium ... 11 2T 77 4-3 
Old External Adhesions of the 

same (perhaps irregularly re¬ 
corded) . 7 10 ... 

White Spots ... 39 77 160 9-6 
Recent Fibrin deposited on the 
Valves. 4 0-7 30 2-3 

Thickened Valves . 20 3-9 137 8-2 
Atheroma of Valves . 15 2-9 1X2 10-9 
Hypertrophy alone . 13 2-5 150 0-4 
Hypertrophy and Dilatation 13 2-5 143 8’6 

Dilatation alone 46 97 248 14-9 
Atrophy. 7 1'3 12 07 
Excess of Adipose Tissue. 5 1'0 43 2-5 
Fatty Degeneration (irregularly 

recorded) . ." . 3 10 

The following remarks are appended to the foregoing 
table: 

“The inference which I draw from the facts above de¬ 
tailed respecting the rarity of the union of tuberculosis and 
heart disease is, that the pulmonary disease does not tend to 
produce the cardiac. But another conclusion may occur to 
some readers ; namely, that the rarity of their union depends 
on some defence which disorders of the circulating system 
may afford against scrofulous deposits. This idea is a very 
favourite one of Professor Rokitansky; so much so that ho 
three times speaks of the remarkable immunity—Die 
eminente immunitat—which diseases of the heart yield 
against tubercle; and, moreover, in his 4 Introduction to 
General Pathology,’ he cites this as an example of one 
disorder excluding another. He does not communicate the 
facts on which he grounds such strong expressions of opinion. 

“ It is very difficult to obtain evidence either for or against 
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the idea, inasmuch as in the cases where the two lesions 
occur in the same person there is nothing in the post-mortem 
appearances that can be taken for proof positive of the dura¬ 
tion of either, so that we cannot say which has preceded, 
the heart disease or the tuberculosis. Pending, however, 
the absence of such proof, perhaps the following line of 
argument may be allowed some weight:—We have se.en 
that acute diseases of the heart rarely supervene on tubercu¬ 
losis, hence we may have some right to infer that the same 
rule holds good of chronic, valvular, and hypertrophic 
diseases of the same organ. But we have found them in a 
certain number of cases united ; in such instances, therefore, 
it is probable that the heart disease is of the older date. 

“ Add to this the peculiarity of rheumatic fever, which I 
will elsewhere statistically examine, namely, that it seldom 
attacks consumptive persons, so that in them rheumatic car¬ 
diac affections are unlikely, and we shall exclude so much 
of the likelihood of the tuberculosis preceding in the cases 
quoted that the opposite conclusion claims the higher degree 
of probability. My own impression, derived from these 
considerations, certainly is, that heart disease does not s8 
much render tuberculosis improbable, as tuberculosis renders 
heart disease improbable. I should not have laid so much 
stress on this apparently insignificant difference had not 
Professor Rokitansky, besides having repeated it in four 
places, in one actually grounded a theory upon it, which 
theory rests solely on the conclusion rendered by the pre¬ 
ceding calculations so unsafe a foundation.” 

After some observations relating to the occasional co¬ 
existence of congenital malformations of the heart with 
tuberculosis, the author observes: 

“ The subject of the union of heart disease with tubercular 
lungs must not be dismissed without a few practical remarks. 
We learn, from all that has gone before, that, against what 
might have been the anticipations of the physiologist, car¬ 
diac are rarely united with pulmonary lesions. Nay, where 
the latter exist, they are less frequent than usual. Now, 
nothing is more common than for us to find in consumptive 
patients the heart beating with improper force, to have the 
shock transmitted by the thoracic parietes beyond due dis¬ 
tance, and the sounds heard nearly all over the chest, by 
reason of the lungs being consolidated. We find, also, much 
more often than would be explained by the frequency of 
inefficient valves, a murmur with the first sound over and to 
the left origin of the aorta. We discover, by experience 
after death, that in many cases these vital phenomena are 
not explained by organic disease of the heart. Let us then 
be careful in our diagnosis during life not to refer them too 
often to that cause ; and when we are called on to relieve 
the distress arising from this violent palpitation, let ns treat 
it as more likely to be functional, or derived from some ex¬ 
ternal mechanical impediment, than as dependent on true 
cardiac lesion. 

“At the same time, care must be exercised not to exag¬ 
gerate what has been stated, so as to believe that tubercu¬ 
losis of the lung and heart-disease never co-exist. Cardiac 
lesions are unlikely ; that is, less likely than in other patients, 
but still, do not forget they are sometimes there; and they 
are there, too, more often than, with our defective means of 
inquiry, we are in the habit of finding them. Striking proof 
of this is afforded by a most valuable table, published by 
Dr Cotton, in which he shows the number of times that 
several diseases were discovered to be complicated with 
phthisis in 1,000 patients of the Brompton Hospital. Here 
we are told that valvular disease of the heart was detected 
but twice per 1,000 during life, whereas wo see that in 503 
autopsies it was visible in 55 instances, or 70 times per 1,000 
after death ; pericarditis but once ; while in the St George’s 
cases it was found 11 times in an acute form, and 11 times 
as old adhesions ; that is, 22 times per 500, or 44 times per 
1,000. No one can doubt that the best appliances which 
professional skill can suggest were used to render the obser¬ 
vation and record of diagnosis accurate; yet how does 
human ability halt behind the truth ! ” 

The same journal contains a paper by Dr J. W. Tripe 

‘ On Scarlatina Morbillosa (Rubeola).’ 

The object of this paper is to establish the opinion that 
this is a disease sui generis, distinct from scarlatina and 
measles. Dr Tripe says: 

“ The following extract from Dr Copland’s work affords, 
in as brief a space as possible, the opinions held by various 
authors as to the nature of the disease :—1 Some authors 
believe rubeola to be a specific contagious disease, and there¬ 
fore as belonging to the class of pestilential fevers. Some, 
however, consider it a variety of one or other of the diseases 
which it so closely resembles—of either measles or scar¬ 
latina. Hildenbrand states, ‘ that some consider it, with 
Hufeland, Shaffer, Formay, and Heim, as a variety of scar¬ 
latina ; and that Kapp, Wichmann, and Reil, view it rather 
as allied to measles ; whilst Ueberlacher, Jahn, and Fleisch, 
believe that no essential difference exists between measles, 
rubeola, and scarlet fever.’ According to the last opinion, 
rubeola should be viewed as the connecting link between 
measles and scarlet fever.’ That the disease combines 
nearly all the peculiar characteristics of both measles and 
scarlet fever, no one who has seen it can doubt: it is, indeed, 
as it were, a combination of both, yet I cannot agree with 
the opinion expressed by Dr Copland, ‘ that it is not a dis¬ 
ease sui generis, nor yet a modification, merely, of either 
measles or of scarlet fever, but a hybrid of these two fevers, 
presenting sometimes a predominance of the symptoms 
characteristic of the one; at other times of those distinguish¬ 
ing the other, and not unfrequently an equal combination of 
both.’ I have much diffidence in stating an opinion at 
variance with that just expressed, more especially as the 
cases on which my opinion is partially based have been few 
in number. Still the tendency of all the facts is rather 
towards the conclusion, that the disease is one sui generis; 
as distinct from measles or scarlatina as the one is from the 
other. The grounds on which this opinion is based are, 
that it differs from scarlet fever in the increased duration of 
the premonitory fever; in the presence of cough, coryza, 
watering of the eyes, and sneezing; in the rapid and almost 
simultaneous outbreak of the rash; and the colour, shape, 
discreteness, duration of the spots, and by their less perfect 
evanescence on pressure, and their tendency to aggregate 
into distinct patches. It differs from measles by the presence 
of cynanche and the scarlatinal tongue ; enlargement of the 
tonsils and parotids; the rapid outbreak and other pecu¬ 
liarities of the rash, (but which more nearly resembles 
measles than scarlet fever); the subsequent desquamation 
and dropsy. Symptoms presenting so great a contrast would, 
under almost any other circumstances, be sufficient to justify 
us in assigning the malady at once a separate place in the 
nosology; but, as the distinctive signs are common to it and 
two analogous diseases, further proof is required, and can 
only be afforded by a more extended experience.” 

Dr Tripe then adduces evidence to show that this disease 
communicates its like, and not scarlatina or measles, and 
that it affords no protection from an attack of either of those 
exanthems. 

Mr Lowe in the same journal recommends the 

1 Application of Friction as a Remedy for Some Diseases of 
the Joints.' 

The process is thus described : 

“ The joint having been carefully examined, and consi¬ 
dered one fit for the remedy, if painful or tender of pressure, I 
take it and gently and easily rub it with ung. hyd. for a few 
minutes, avoiding as much as possible to give pain. Having 
done this, I wrap a piece of lint around the joint, now 
covered thickly with the ointment, and then smoothly apply 
straps of plaster from some distance below to the same dis¬ 
tance above the joint, being careful that the sustaining pres¬ 
sure be equable, and at the same time slight. When finished, 
the joint should feel easy, supported rather than pressed, 
certainly not in any part unduly pressed. 

“ These dressings I allow to remain on four days or a 
week; they are then removed, and the same process re¬ 
peated, if the joint will tolerate it, the frictions being stronger 
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and longer continued. Thus I go on, removing the dress¬ 
ings; and each time, as the joint will bear it, applying 
more and more powerful friction, until it is downright hard 
and quick work for the rubber; and afterwards, each time 
making the pressure greater and greater, until the strapping 
can be comfortably borne as tight as it can be put on. 

“ The great art in the application of the remedy being to, 
at first, so gently rub the joint, and so easily press it with 
the strapping, that as little pain as possible shall be given. 
A little pain you will give by the friction ; it should, how¬ 
ever, be but little, or, as a consequence, the joint will soou 
become hot, red, more swollen and painful—in short, acutely 
inflamed, which condition will, of course, require removal 
by the appropriate remedies before you can resort to the 
friction. 

“ If, however, attention be paid to this point, and to the 
easy application of the strapping, so that, when finished, the 
joint shall feel comfortable, it will soon become tolerant of 
increased, frictions and tighter pressure, and the result will 
be, that, in a short time, a joint will bear hard rubbing and 
tight pressing, which, when you first began, was painful, 
even to gentle handling 

“ The one great caution I give is agaiust a desire to do 
too much. Be content to advance slowly, and you will do 
so surely; attempt to push too eagerly forwards and the 
chances are you will throw yourself backwards. Never con¬ 
tinue the friction if it is painful, or apply the pressure so 
tightly as to cause pain; then you will find your joint 
rapidly become tolerant of the friction and pressure. 

‘‘ The strapping I use is emp.-robor, spread on moleskin. 
I find jt more adhesive, and at the same time more supple, 
than simple adhesive. It should be cut into straps half an 
inch wide, and should be neatly applied, one a little over¬ 
laying the preceding one, so as entirely to cover the joint. 

“ friction, gradually increased from a little, may at 
last be made as firmly and quickly as can be done, for the 
space of half an hour—a longer period is seldom safe. 

“ Towards the latter end of the cases, when the disease 
was well-nigh mastered, I have usually substituted a stimu¬ 
lating liniment, in lieu of the ung. hydrarg., and have 
believed that, by so doing, the end I desired was expedited.” 

‘ A Case of Brachial Aneurism Treated by Compression,' 

is communicated to the same journal, by Mr Coates of 
Wrington. It i3 unnecessary to detail the case; it was 
quite successful. 

In the ‘ Lancet ’ of Nov. 6, we observe a continuation of 
Mr Coulson's elaborate 

‘ Lectures on Lithotomy and Lithotrity.’ 

In this lecture Mr Coulson enumerates the obstacles 
occurring in the performance of the operation of lithotomy. 
The mode of performing the operation in the normal state of 
parts is first described; then the more unusual incidents 
calculated to embarrass the operator, such as enlargement 
of the prostate, hypertrophy of the bladder, encysted cal¬ 
culus,. &c.; concerning the latter complication we quote the 
following observations: 

“ Cases of encysted calculi, gentlemen, are fortunately 
very rare; but when they do occur, they present one of the 
most embarrassing conditions with which the lithotomist can 
have to deal. Remember that the stone is more or less con¬ 
cealed in a sac, the entrance into which may be much nar¬ 
rower than the fundus. Could it bo ascertained with any 
certainty before an operation has been undertaken, that the 
stone is actually lodged in one of these sacs, I am decidedly 
of opinion that lithotomy should not be had recourse to, be¬ 
cause it is ten to oue that the operation will turn out to have 
been useless; but when an opening has been made into the 
bladder, the surgeon is extremely unwilling to remove the 
patient from the operating table without having made every 
effort to complete the work which he has begun. 

“ Let us consider, then, the various ways in which opera¬ 
tors have endeavoured to overcome the difficulty of encysted 
calculi. Two main points are to be borne in' mind. " The 
stone may be completely encysted, and the entrance into the 

sac may be narrow, or its orifice may be wide, and a portion 
of the stone project into the bladder. When the stone is 
completely encysted, I am decidedly of opinion that no at¬ 
tempt should be made to dislodge it by incision of the neck 
of the sac. The operation of lithotomy must be left un¬ 
finished. However disagreeable this may be to the surgeon, 
it is better than to hasten the patient’s death hy attempts 
which almost invariably prove fatal. 

“ On the other hand, when the calculus is only partially 
contained in. the cyst, and the orifice of the latter does not 
embrace it tightly, an attempt may be made to complete the 
operation. Various expedients have been resorted to by 
different surgeons. In one case Collot succeeded in dis¬ 
lodging the stone by changing the position of his patient; 
but this must be regarded as a lucky chance on which others 
cannot, count. In another case, where the orifice of the cyst 
was wide, Moreau succeeded in grasping and dislodging the 
stone with the forceps. The best practice is to endeavour to 
dislodge the calculus with the finger; but unless the cyst 
be seated near the neck cf the bladder, the finger does not 
penetrate far enough to be of much use. A long probe, or 
other'blunt instrument, may be substituted for it °and careful 
efforts made to enlarge the orifice of the cyst. In one case, 
Sir B. Brodie succeeded in dilating the neck of the sack with 
a probe-pointed bistoury ; after which lie separated the cal¬ 
culus from the cyst with his finger, and was fortunate enough 
to be able to grasp the stone with a forceps. Other surgeons 
recommend us to divide the neck of the sac with a bistoury, 
or with the lithotome cache, but I need hardly say that so 
dangerous a proceeding should never be employed unless the 
finger can be made to guide the cutting instrument; and if 
the finger can reach the cyst, I should much prefer dilating 
its orifice, if practicable, to cutting it. 

“ Desault invented a peculiar kind of knife, somewhat 
like a pharyngotome, for this operation; but he can cite 
only a single case of success ; and Deschamps also met but 
one case of sacculated stone in his extensive practice. The 
stone was only partly engaged in the sac, and was extracted 
with the. forceps, though with considerable difficulty. After 
many failures, Deschamps contrived to seize the projecting 
part of the stone and to disengage it from the cyst by gentle 
rotation with the forceps. 

<l If you trust what you will find in books relative to en¬ 
cysted calculi, the operative proceeding seems easy and 
simple. Thus, to quote a standard work, we are told__ 
‘ When there is reason to believe that the stone is encysted, 
it is advisable to introduce the finger into the bladder, and 
to rupture the cyst with the nail; or where this is imprac¬ 
ticable. on account of its great strength and thickness, to 
divide it with a probe-pointed bistoury, or a knife fashioned 
like a gum lancet, and furnished with a long handle.’ 

“ Such an off-hand way of describing one of the most 
delicate proceedings in surgery is well calculated to mislead 
the young practitioner. It is easy enough to say, divide the 
neck of the sac with a knife, but the difficulty is to do so 
without danger; and I have little hesitation in affirming, 
that it would be a most hazardous proceeding to divide the 
tissues of the bladder at any point which is beyond the reach 
of the finger ; and the latter can seldom penetrate more than 
lialf-an-inch beyond the neck of the bladder in the adult. 
What I now say applies to the Internal operation.” 

The lecturer concludes with some remarks on the extrac¬ 
tion of calculi, their size, number, and frangibility. 

CONTENTS OF THE MEDICAL JOURNALS, 

The Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical 
&C16I1C6. (v\o. XX\ If], Xovember, 1852.)—Original 

Communications.—Dr Graves on Epilepsy. Dr Duncan 
on the Treatment of Cancrum Oris by Mercury. Mr Dillon 
Kelly on a new Lever Splint. Dr Fleming on the Classifica¬ 
tion of the Materia Medica. Mr Richardson on Permanently 
Slow Pulse and Fatty Heart. Dr Wilmot on Lithotrity. 
Dr M'Dowel on Diseases of the Heart.-Review's and 
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Bibliographical Notices. — Insanity, and Hospitals for 
the Insane. Hancock on Stricture of the Urethra. Huss 
on the Endemic Diseases of Sweden. Cole’s Military Sur¬ 
gery. Milton on Gonorrhoea. Ballard on Physical Diag¬ 
nosis. Wistrand on the Medico-Legal Questions of Preg¬ 
nancy. Travers’ Observations in Surgery. Johnson and 
Moreliead on the Kidney. Miller’s Principles and Practice 
of Surgery. Chevallier on the Adulteration of Food and 
Medicine.——Notices in List op Books Received.— 

Wood’s Practice of Medicine, xvii; Taylor’s Medical Juris¬ 
prudence, xvii; Robertson on the Buxton Water, xviii; 
George on Small Pox, xviii; 'Todd’s Cyclopoedia, xix; 
Stowe’s Toxicological Chart, xix ; Fownes’ Chemistry, xix; 
Fergusson’s Surgery, xix; Huss on Alcoholismus Chronicus, 
xx--Medical Miscellany.—Dr Duchenne’s Electro- 
Physiological Experiments. Dr Halpin’s Observations on 
I' avrot’s “ Reducteur a Air.” Mr Montgomery’s Case of 
Injury of the Orbital Bone. Dr Gamberini on Iodide of 
Sodium in Syphilis. DrRiecke on Suppuration in the Mas¬ 
toid Process in Children. Dr Traube on Diabetic Urine. 
Professor Sedillot on Hemostatic Liquids. Dr Cazenave’s 
Special Pharmacopoeia Index to Vol XIV. 

Monthly Journal of Medical Science—(No. 
CXLIII. November, 1852.)—Original Communications. 

—Dr K. King on Incarceration of Femoral Hernia. Dr W. 
M'Kinlay’s Remarks on the Yellow Fever which appeared 
of lately ears on the Coast of Brazil. Dr J. Watson’s Notice 
of an Epidemic Fever which occurred at Grey Town, Nicar¬ 
agua, on board II.M.S. ‘ Rosomond.’ Dr G. W. Thomson 
on the Induction of Premature Labour. Dr J. Strothers on 
Case of I oreign Body lodged in Air Passages for Four Years 
and a Half, terminating Fatally by Gangrenous Abscess of 
Right Lung (with Woodcut). Professor Syme on New 
Mode of Remedying Cartilaginous Bodies in Knee Joint. 
Crito ITypercriticus on Urethrotomy : a Page in the His¬ 
tory of Surgery.-Review. —Knox’s Great Artists and 
Great Anatomists.-Colloquia de Omnibus Rebus.— 

Visions on Mountains; Observations on Plains; Strictures 
on Flats and Sharps. The Cobbler. London Weeklies. 
Chloroform. Rotterdam Gasthuis. Utrecht.——Clinical 

Lecture —Professor Allison’s Observations on Cases of the 
Asthenic Form of Internal Inflammation, now common in 
this Country. 

Lancet.—(No. XX. Vol. II. Nov. 13, .1852.)—Mr 
J. Hilton’s seventh Clinical Lecture. Dr. M. Hall’s fourth 
Clinical Note on the Series of Cases in which Tracheotomy 
or Tracheotony may be required. Mr W. S. Savory’s 
Observations on the Structure and Connexions of the 
Valves of the Human Heart [concluded], (with Engra¬ 
vings). Mr L. 0. Patterson on Cases of Intermittent 
and Remittent Fever, occurring at Sea, with Remarks. 
-Hospital Reports. — King’s College Hospital : 
Large Calculus in the Female, of which the Nucleus 
was a piece of Cork ; Previous Paraplegia; Extraction ; 
Recovery. St Thomas's Hospital: Calculus in the Female ; 
Extraction without Incision or Crushing, and with the 
assistance of Instantaneous Dilatation of the Urethra. Guy’s 
Hospital: Stone in the Male Bladder; Nucleus formed of 
the Stem of the Parsley Plant; Extraction ; Recovery St 
Bartholomew’s Hospital: Catgut introduced into the Ure¬ 
thra ; Consequent Urethritis ; Orchitis ; Suppuration of the 
Epididymis on both sides; Recovery.-Reviews.—The 
Dietetics of the Soul. By Ernest von Feuchtersleben, M.D. 
A Practical Sketch of the Asiatic Cholera of 1848 in an 
English Village. By S. F. Statliam. Some Observations 
on the Contamination of Water by the Poison of Lead, and 
its Effects on the Human Body, &c. By James Bower 
Harrison.-Foreign Department.—Traumatic Aneu¬ 
rism after Venesection from the Arm, cured by forced 
Flexion of the Limb. Compression of the Aim Nasi for 
Epistaxis.-Leading Articles.— The University of 
London : The Report of the Select Committee of the Senate 
on the Future Organization of the University. Bethlehem: 
The Court of Aldermeu—The Explanation of Sir Peter 
Laurie concerning the Confidential Report of the Commis¬ 
sioners. Injurious Tendency of the Laws of the Hull Medi¬ 
cal Protection Association. Generous Conduct to a Poor 
Law Medical Officer. Election to the Chair of Chemistry 
in the University of Glasgow.-The Analytical Sani¬ 

tary Commission.—On Potted Meats and Fish; their 
Adulterations.-Medical Societies.—Royal Medical 
and Chirurgical Society: First Meeting of the Session. 
Medical Society of London : On the Surgical Treatment of 
some Forms of Scrofulous Disease. On the Question of 
Relation between Phthisis and Hysteria. Western Medical 
and Surgical Society of London: On the Therapeutical 
Effects of Gold. 

Laticet.—(No. XIX. Vol.II. November 0, 1852.)— 
Mr W. Coulson’s Lectures on Lithotomy and Litliotrity 
(with Engravings). Dr J. Alderson’s Lumleian Lecture on 
the Effects of Lead upon the System (concluded). Dr M. 
Hall’s Clinical Notes on the Tracheotony, a New Mode of 
Opening the Trachea. Mr W. S. Savory’s Observations on 
the Structure and Connexions of the Valves of the Human 
Heart (with Engravings).-Hospital Reports.—St 
Bartholomew’s, Guy’s, and St Thomas’s Hospital: Cases of 
Gonorrhoea treated by M. Jozeau’s Copahine-Mege; a 
Peculiar Mode of Administering Copaiba. London Hospital; 
Fibrous Tumour of the Lower Jaw ; Removal of the portion 
of Bone involved in the Disease; Recovery.——Reviews. 

—A System of Practical Surgery. By William Fergusson, 
F.R.S. Elements of Practical Midwifery; or, Companion 
to the Lying-in Room. By C. Waller, M.D. A General 
Gazetteer; or, Compendious Geographical Dictionary, con¬ 
taining Descriptions of every Country in the known World ; 
with their Towns, People, Natural Productions, &c. By R. 
Brookes, M.D. Revised and Corrected by A. G. Findlay, 
F.R G.S.——Foreign Department.—A New Form of 
Itch, observed by M. Boeck, Professor at the Faculty of 
Medicine of Christiania. Bichromate cf Potash as a substi¬ 
tute for Mercury in the Treatment of Syphilis.-Leading 

Articles.—Inequality in the Numbers of Patients in the 
Medical and Surgical Wards of the London Hospitals. The 
Election of Surgeons to the Bradford Infirmary : Legitimate 
Medicine v. Quackery, The Hull Association for the Pro¬ 
tection of the Medical Profession-Medical Societies. 

—Medical Society of London: Congenital Deficiency of the 
Diaphragm. A Calculus with a Cork Nucleus. 

Medical Times and Gazette—(No. CXXIII. Nov. 
G, 1852.)—Original Communications. — Dr T. K. 
Chambers on Decennium Pathologicum: Contributions to 
the Pathology of Chronic Disease, from St George’s Hos¬ 
pital Records for Ten Years. Dr J. W. Tripe on Scar¬ 
latina Morbillosa (Rubeola.) Mr E. W. Lowe on the 
Application of Friction as a Remedy for some Diseases of 
the Joints: Illustrated by Cases. Mr W. Coates on Brachial 
Aneurism Treated by Compression.-Hospital Reports. 

—St Bartholomew’s Hospital: Growth of Medullary Cancer 
behind the Eye, Removal of the Entire Contents of the 
Orbit; Recovery—Medullary Cancer of the Eye and Sur¬ 
rounding parts; Removal; Recovery—Acute Inflammation 
of the Lachrymal Gland ; Displacement of the Eye ; Iritis ; 
Treatment by Mercury; Recovery. London Plospital: 
Fibrous Tumour within the Orbit Protruding the Eye ; Ex¬ 
tirpation ; Recovery. Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital: 
Hydatid Cyst within the Orbit (Echino-Coccus Hominis) ; 
Collapse of the Eyeball from Pressure ; Evacuation of the 
Cyst—Hydatid Cyst within the Orbit (Cysticercus Cellu- 
losus) ; Removal; Recovery.——Editorial Articles.— 

Points for Parliament. Income and Property tax. Special 
Wards v. Special Hospitals.-Reviews.—Introductory 
Lecture delivered on the Opening of the Session of the 
Medical School, Charing cross Hospital; by E. Smith, M.D., 
&c. The Dietetics of the Soul; by E. von Feuchtersleben, 
M.D. On Rheumatism, Rheumatic Gout, and Sciatica; by 
H. W. Fuller, M.D., Cantab. A Practical Handbook of 
Medical Chemistry; by J. E. Bowman, F.C.S.-Progress 

op Medical Science.—Selections from Foreign Journals : 
Proposed Explanation of the Mechanism of some Vascular 
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Sounds. Punishment of a Chemist and Druggist for Care¬ 
less Administration of Laudanum to an Infant. Extraction 
of a Calculus from Urethra.-Reports op Societies.— 
Medical Society of London: The Surgical Treatment of 
some Forms of Scrofulous Disease. Epidemiological Society: 
The Suetti Miliaire, as it appeared in the Herault in the 
Year 1851 

Medical Times and Gazette.—(No. exxiv. Nov. 
13, 1852.)—Original Communications.—Dr F. H. 
Ramsbotham on Two Cases of Extra-Uterine Gestation, 
with Observations. Dr G. Robinson on Some of the Vital 
Statistics of Insanity. Mr G. M. Jones, Successful Case of 
Excision of the Head of the Femur in an Adult. Mr G. 
Todd on Inversion of the Uterus.-Hospital Reports. 

— St Bartholomew’s Hospital: Aneurism of the Artcria 
Innomiuata; Aneurismal Dilatation of the Arteria Innomi- 
nata and First Part of the Arch of the Aorta. St. Mary’s 
Hospital: Cases Illustrative of Fractures of the Vertebrae 
List of Scientific Meetings.-Editorial Articles.— 
Bethlem Hospital. The Free Hospital for Women, or the 
Orchard street Exhibition. Memoir of the late J. Lawrence, 
Surgeon Brighton.-Reports op Societies.—Royal 
Medical and Chirurgical Society. Pathological Society of 
London: Report on Dr Bristowe’s Specimen of Co-existent 
Cancer and Tubercle; Medullary Cancer and Tubercle 
Associated in the Lung; Malformation of the Pul¬ 
monary Valves; Hydatid Cyst from the Liver in Process of 
Cure ; Calcareous Degeneration and Atheromatous Deposit 
in the Small Arteries of the Brain ; Tumour Impeding De¬ 
livery ; Numerous Abscesses in the Liver, attended with 
Ulceration of the Portal Vein; Fibrinous Deposit in the 
Spleen, Fatty Degeneration; Ulceration of the Pylorus. 
Medical Society of London : The Relation between Hysteria 
and Phthisis. Newcastle and Gateshead Pathological So¬ 
ciety : Chloroform Administered during Parturition. Uni¬ 
versity of London. 

Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal.— 
(No. XXIII. Nov. 10, 1852.)-Lectures.—Dr Merei 
on the Diseases of Children, delivered in the Chatham street 
School of Medicine, Manchester. Rheumatic Fever and Local 
Affections (continued).-Original Contributions.— 
Mr J. Jones on the Treatment of Cholera by Calomel and 
Colocyntli. Mr A. Pritchard on Extraneous Substances in 
the Eye. Mr J. Iligginbottom on Ipecacuanha as a Resto¬ 
rative.-Proceedings op Societies.—Bath and Bristol 
Branch: Special General Meeting.-Draft Bill (as 
Amended by the Committee), “ To produce Uniformity of 
Medical Education and Qualification, and for the Registra¬ 
tion of those Licensed to Practise in Medicine.”- 
Editorial Articles—The Amended Medical Bill. Re¬ 
port of the Sanitary Commission of the ‘ Lancet,’ on the 
Presence of Pure and Combined Sulphuric Acid in various 
Vinegars. 

Dublin Medical Press.—(No. DCCXXII. Vol. 
XXVIII. November 3, 1852.)—Proceedings of Socie¬ 

ties.—Medical Society of London : New Acupuncture 
Needle; Enormously Enlarged Spleen; Enlarged Heart, 
with Calcareous Deposit, influence of Hydrocyanic Acid 
on the Larynx. Birmingham Pathological Society: Ob¬ 
struction of Cardiac Orifice of Stomach by a Cancerous 
Tumour; Case of Double Strangulation of Small Intestine; 
Fibrous Tumour involving the Cerebellum; Separation of 
the Frontal from the Parietal Bones.-Selections from 

Medical Journals.—On the Early Signs of Consumption ; 
by Theophilus Thomson, M.D. On the Employment of 
Mercury in Ordinary Cases of Syphilis; by Mr B. Childs 
Ligature of the Large Arteries in Eighty-two Cases in the 
Practice of M. Roux.-Dublin School of Surgery.— 
Dr Jacob’s Introductory Lecture on the Opening of the 
Session at the Royal Collego of Surgeons.-Leading 

Articles.—Medical Life in London. " Midwifery Reform. 
Sale of Sham Practices. The Title of “ Em Dee.” 

Dublin Medical Press-—(No. DCCXXIII. Vd. 
XXVIII. November 10, 1852.)—Original Communica¬ 

tions.—Mr H. Freke on the Pathology of Inflammation 
and Fever. The Function of Nerves continued. The 
Voluntary Motor Apparatus, &c.—-Selections from 

Medical Journals.— Case of Acute Glanders Developed 
Spontaneously in a Female; by Dr Tessier. Observations 
upon a General Method for Detecting Organic Alkaloids in 
Cases of Poisoning; by Professor Stas, of Brussels. Case 
of Supposed Poisoning by Battley’s Solution of Opium, in¬ 
jected into the Rectum. New Instrument for performing 
Tracheotomy; by M. Gerson. Fracture of the Femur; 
Non-union; Death; Cancer of the Lungs, and Cancerous 
Degeneration of the Extremities of the Fragments.- 
Reviews and Notices of Books.—The Nature. Symp¬ 
toms, and Treatment of Consumption; being the Essay to 
which was awarded the Fothergillion Gold Medal by the 
Medical Society of London. By R. P. Cotton, M.D., As¬ 
sistant-Physician to the Hospital for Consumption.- 
Leading Articles. — Surgical Education. Quackery 
Rewarded. Medical Practice in England. 

BOOKS RECEIVED FOR REVIEW. 

‘ Remarks on Acute Rheumatism, and its Rapid and 
Natural Cure.’ By William Bayes, M.D. Brighton: Ro¬ 
bert Folthorp. London: John Churchill. 

‘ Some Observations on the Contamination of Water by 
the Poison of Lead; and its Effects on the Human Body, 
&c.’ By James Bower Harrison, M.R.C.S. London : John 
Churchill. 

‘ Pulmonary Consumption, and its Treatment.’ By Wil¬ 
loughby Marshall Burslem, M.D. London: John Churchill. 

‘A Practical Sketch of the Asiatic Cholera of 1848 ; its 
Rational and Presumed Pathology.’ By S. F. Statham. 
London : Taylor, Walton, and Maberley. 

‘ The Fever at Boa Vista in 1845-G unconnected with 
the Visit of the Eclair to that Island.’ By Gilbert King, 
M.D., R.N., Inspector of Hospitals and Fleets.’ London: 
John Churchill. 

E E V I E w s. 
1 The Young Wife's Guide during Pregnancy and Childbirth, 

and in the Management of her Infant.' By Henry 

Davies, M.D. 

The long experience enjoyed by Dr Henry Davies in the 
matters treated of in this volume, must necessarily have 
qualified him to become a trustworthy “ guide” in all exi¬ 
gencies incident to the puerperal state. The results of that 
experience are here afforded, and the “ young wife” is sup¬ 
plied with rules and cautions for every condition and emer¬ 
gency. There are some excellent observations on the 
management and rearing of children, which ought to he read 
by every mother. False doctrines and bad practices are so 
rife in these apparently trifling but most important matters, 
that when a man like Dr H. Davies comes forward as an 
instructor, he deserves the thanks of the community. The 
work is well written, and is equally devbid of a vain preten¬ 
sion to science, and an indecorous empiricism. It is eminently 
practical, sound, and useful, and will doubtless become 
highly popular. 

1 The Dictionary of Domestic Medicine and Household Surgety.’ 
Part XI. By Spencer Thomson, M.D. 

This part very creditably sustains the character of the 
previous ones. It has good articles on Sleep, Tea, Teeth, 
&c., containing much useful information. The series is 
drawing to a close. 

‘ Observations on the Treatment of Lateral Curvature of the 
Spine, cj-c.’ By Edward F. Lonsdale, F.R.C.S. 
Second Edition. 

The principle of treatment advocated in this volume is 
that of fexing the spine in the opposite direction of the 
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curve. Mr Lonsdale lias, since tlie last edition of liis work, 
modified his instruments, of which a lengthened description 
is given. The volume is furnished with numerous illustra¬ 
tions, and is chiefly confined to the instrumental relief of 
spinal deformities. It displays much sound observation. 

‘ The Journal of Psychological Medicine and Mental Pathology.' 
October, 1852. Edited by Fokbes Winslow, M.D. 

In establishing a Journal devoted exclusively to psycho¬ 
logical medicine, Dr Winslow adventured on an undertaking 
for which few men would have hazarded a prediction of 
success, yet the Journal holds its ground, and has proved 
itself deserving of professional support. The first article in 
this number is one on “ Homicidal Monomania,” in which 
we find an interesting history of the case of Jobard, who 
not long since stabbed Madame Ricard in the Theatre des 
Celestins. There are also some good articles on the 
subject of crime and prison discipline in relation to insanity: 
on the education of criminal children, the lunacy laws, and 
other topics of great national importance. Every thinking 
man must regard with much interest a Journal which brings 
before the world, in a popular manner, recondite information 
bearing on the vital interests of society. It is equally useful 
to the physician, the philosopher, and the legislator, and 
merits cordial support. 

VOMITING IN PARTURITION. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sib,—Although Dr Cox has said that he “ dissents from 
most of my conclusions ” on the subject of vomiting in par¬ 
turition, yet I cannot perceive this to be the case. I laid 
down six propositions ; and to two of these he offers no objec¬ 
tion—viz., “ That vomiting cuts short the pains,” and 
“ that vomiting assists in propelling the foetus through the 
passages.” These two propositions constitute the basis of 
my views ; for, in point of fact, my sixth and final proposi¬ 
tion, “ That vomiting must he regarded as a subsidiary or 
secondary act of parturition,” is logically induced from the 
former two. Thus, if vomiting assists in propelling the foetus 
through the passages, and if vomiting, at the same time, 
“ cuts short the uterine throes,” of course the expulsive 
power due to vomiting must be attributable to the abdominal 
muscles, &c, as Dr Cox asserts, and consequently vomiting, 
acting an efficient part in the expulsion of the foetus, alto¬ 
gether independent of uterine action, must be regarded as a 
“ subsidiary ” agent in the process. Dr Cox says actual 
vomiting—for he does not allow the existence of nausea— 
occurs once in four instances of parturition; consequently, 
often enough to be regarded as a normal physiological pro¬ 
cess ; and my proposition derives hence a still further con¬ 
firmation. 

I observe, “ en passant,” that my observations on the in¬ 
fluence of vomiting in arresting uterine action are wholly 
new, although Dr Cox, by remarking, “ we are not here 
much at issue,” would seem to insinuate that he has through¬ 
out maintained this proposition. This strikes me as hardly fair; 
for in Dr Cox’s letter, published in your journal of the 14 th 
July, may be observed a very remarkable paragraph, in 
which he states that “ nausea abates labour pains (that is 
to say, diminishes excessive uterine action).” By nausea, Dr 
Cox does not mean the nausea attending the physiological 
vomiting in labour, which he denies to exist, but the nausea 
produced by antimony, and which has, therefore, nothing to 
do with the present question. But he concludes by saying, 
“ the remedy must not be pushed to the inducing actual 
vomiting, for it will then, instead of subduing, excite uterine 
action.'' This statement is exactly the reverse of that made 
in his last communication; and I can only consider that Dr 
Cox lias been converted to my view. I am the more parti¬ 
cular on this point, as it is the fundamental proposition upon 
which (.my arguments are based. It is either new or 
not; if not, who lias before me recorded the fact ? Surely 

it is not Dr Cox. Dr Cottle, I may remark, takes it for 
granted that vomiting does not abate uterine pains. I am, 
therefore, wholly at issue with previous writers upon this 
point. 

For the rest, Dr Cox reiterates his proposition, that nausea 
does not accompany vomiting in parturition as a rule—a 
qualification of his original statement. However, assertion 
and counter-assertion are useless; I thall, therefore, forbear 
to say another word on this point, but leave it to the de¬ 
cision of the profession. My second proposition, “ That 
vomiting sometimes accompanies both stages of parturition,” 
he admits, and again yields the proposition with which he 
began the discussion. It is true he seeks for an explana¬ 
tion in “ causes independent of uterine action ;” but this is 
a question I do not consider it necessary to discuss. 

My fifth proposition he has not correctly quoted. I wrote, 
“ vomiting probably assists in dilating the os uteri, but more 
decidedly the external parts.’’ Even this cautious statement 
I had guarded by expressly observing in the same com¬ 
munication that I was “ not so sensible of the effect pro¬ 
duced by vomiting in the os uteri,” and in a note added that 
I conceived that any effect upon the “ os uteri could only be 
induced indirectly by the accompanying nausea.” Dr Cox 
gives me credit for this note; but he has omitted the word 
probably from my proposition, giving it an absolute form, and 
thereon assuming ground for opposition. His dissent is thus 
couched: “I contend that it is nausea only (when present) 
which tends to dilate the uterine mouth.” So, to maintain 
a fictitious difference of opinion, he concedes the point which 
throughout he has strenuously opposed—viz., the presence of 
nausea in parturition. He admits then that nausea may 
occur occasionally, and may dilate the uterine mouth ! I 
will not ask him to concede more, until twelve months have 
passed over. I did not wish him to concede so much. 

Virtually, therefore, Sir, Dr Cox assents, with qualifica¬ 
tions only, to the whole of my propositions. 

Now for my inferences, and the assertions by which they 
are opposed. With respect to “ nausea tending to avert the 
evil of convulsions,” he asserts that “ nausea and Vomiting 
are, by all writers on the subject, mentioned among the 
prominent premonitory symptoms of this terrible malady.” 
All writers! I have read Waller’s little book, and Davis's 
large one; I have read Ramsbotham's and Denman’s able 
treatises, and I do not find one word in any of these writers 
to the effect stated. Vomiting is not even mentioned by 
them in their list of premonitory symptoms. I have also 
consulted Dr Tyler Smith’s book on “ Parturition,” in 
which are cited long quotations on the cause of convulsions, 
from the works of Ramsbotliam (as aforesaid), Rigby, 
Burns, Robert Lee, Churchill, Locock, and Merriman—not 
one of whom, Dr Tyler Smith inclusive, refers to nausea or 
vomiting as a cause of this fearful complication ! After 
these, who are those authors so emphatically adduced in 
evidence by Dr Cox ? It is unnecessary to enter into a con¬ 
troversy upon any thing based upon loose and incorrect 
assertions. 

This gentleman also objects that vomiting cannot possibly 
obviate impaction, “ if there be any disproportion between 
the size of the pelvis and foetal skull.” Why not ? Does 
not uterine action, by compressing the head of the foetus, 
enable it to pass through a contracted pelvis ? And may 
not the powerful expulsive efforts of vomiting effect the 
same result ? To argue against the influence of vomiting 
in this respect is to argue equally against the effects of 
uterine action itself. Lastly—Dr Cox cannot coincide with 
the view that vomiting may prevent laceration of the 
perinseum. I have no doubt that the dilatation of the ex¬ 
ternal parts induced by the vomiting is highly favourable to 
such a desirable result. When the fcetal head is fairly dis¬ 
tending the perinseum, the vielent expulsive efforts of vomit¬ 
ing generally cease, and there is no danger from this cause. 
One of your correspondents, “ Another Accouclier,” con¬ 
firms my views in this respect. I am much obliged to him 
for his testimony. 

I therefore cannot allow, Sir, that Dr Cox has shaken, in 
the least degree, any one of my propositions or inferences ; 
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on tlie contrary, I believe that they derive considerable 
support from bis admissions.—I remain, &c., 

An Accoucheur. 

This discussion on sick labours must close with this letter. 
(Ed. ‘ Med. Circular.’) 

We find we can afford to give Mr Wakley the benefit of 
the following communication, with one remark to the 
sapient writer,—that for the same reason that we cannot 
omit the names of homoeopaths, we cannot omit his 
own; ns, otherwise, the work would be no Medical Direc¬ 
tory. Really Wakley has humbugged some members of 
the profession with a vengeance, and will sell them too, as 
they may discover when too late.—Ed. Med. Circular. 

ties of exercising what is certainly not “ professional,” hut 
very unprofessional “ antagonism ? ” This would accomplish 
results, aud “ such a decency and prosperity of professional 
affairs ” far more satisfactory than can ever be obtained by 
the mere “ vindication ” of one’s “ own views,” wishes, and 
“ obtestations,” however “ fervently ” expressed.—I have the 
honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant, 

One who has the right use op his Eyes. 
October, 1852. 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Directory.' ^ 
Gentlemen,—The receipt of your “ Official Circular’ 

should have been acknowledged earlier, had circumstance! 
permitted. 

I regret I cannot return you my name &c. for publicatioi: 
in the Directory, as I always have done, my only reason is 
this. I decline on all occasions to meet or join in consulta¬ 
tion any man who practises Homoeopathy, or quackery in 
any form, if I know it, therefore I would not wish to see my 
name in any Directory where these persons are to be found. 

I leave every man to form his own opinion, and hold my¬ 
self competent for the same purpose. 

I felt bound to give you my reasons for requesting “ my 
name to be omitted in your next Directory,” and I will not 
hesitate saying, my support will he given to any Directory 
which will be a true and faithful record of the names, &c. 
of all regularly educated and qualified Medical Practitioners, 
—but not Homoeopatliists, &c. &c. 

I am, Gentlemen, &c., &c., 
J. Gustavus Symes. 

Devines, Oc!ober2SHli, 1852. 

MEDICAL EDUCATION. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Your correspondent, “Samuel Thomson, M.D.,” in 

No, 20, is quite mistaken if he really thinks that the “supe¬ 
riority and exclusive privilege of the licentiate will be every 
where settled, admitted, and acknowledged,” or that “ all 
men ” will “ at once confess them persons of the polite order 
to which they aspire,” however “ thoroughly equipped in 
their proper science, and in all learning collateral and 
ornamental.” 

No doubt if “ all men ” were taught to appreciate and 
respect “ the serious business of rearing and commissioning 
medical men,” and would continue to estimate those so 
reared and commissioned, your correspondent’s earnest and 
pious aspirations would soon be realised, and none would 
have cause to complain. But what care the masses, the 
tens and hundreds of thousands of our population, whether 
those who “ exercise physic ” he learned or ignorant, or 
that “ one (medical) luminary is brighter than the other,” 
so long as their own ignorance and gullibility allow them¬ 
selves to be imposed upon by those who merely “pretend 
to exercise physic,”—who are emboldened to do so by reason 
of their “ great effrontery”—the want or slackness of legal 
restrictions, and because they care not a fig for any ridicule 
they may incur, or mischief they perpetrate, so that their 
coffers be well filled,—whatever “hurt persons of the polite 
order ” should suffer, in consequence of their “ rivalry and 
encroachments.” 

This state of things is notorious in our highly favoured coun¬ 
try, of which thousands of instances could be given in proof, 
and is a disgrace to the Legislature, who should make laws 
for the defence and protection of all classes of the comtnuuity. 
It is very easy for some medical “ luminaries,” who receive 
with much complacency and very little trouble their hono¬ 
raria by tens and twenties daily, to write sarcastically against 
those who would expose the grievances of their less fortu¬ 
nate brethren. Would it not be more noble and disinterested 
were they to assist them in obtaining redress from the proper 
quarter, instead of affording the enemy so many opportuni- 

The me of the Left hand by Idiots.—Sir,—In JM. Seguin’s 
book, Traitement Moral, ej’c. des Idiots (184G), it is asserted 
that all Idiots prefer using the lett hand. The Idiot Hospitals 
at Highgate and Colchester, havebeenestablishedlongenough 
to ascertain the truth of this assertion. If it is so, perhaps 
some of your physiological correspondents will favour us 
with an explanation of the circumstance. 

T 0. 

The Semilunar ganglion. —The ganglion on the sensitive 
or posterior root of the fifth nerve, sometimes called the se¬ 
milunar, is often styled the Gasserian ganglion. (Mayo’s 
Physiology, 4th Edit. p. 252.) Mr Simon, however, (Ge¬ 
neral Pathology, p. 198.) calls it the Casserian ganglion. 

Which is right, Gasserian or Casserian ? If the former, 
who wras Gasser, aud when and where did he describe the 
ganglion. If the latter, in what part of the works of Cas- 
serius, is the ganglion mentioned ? 

Erasmus. 

REPLIES. 
The Ilair.— Sir,—Some time since you had an inquiry 

about the best means of promoting the growth of hair. 
Now I am sorry to find that the said very judicious query has 
not been replied to in the manner which such a desideratum 
merits. I am afraid we are permitting the Hairdresser to de¬ 
prive us, aided by the dentist, and perfumer, of the head “ di¬ 
vine,” in every instance short of comaker apoplexy. M. F. B. 
reeommends three prescriptions, and another correspondent has 
written a very graphic letter most of which is evidently non- 
experimeuted. As the publication of what we know, (for “ the¬ 
ories” have been the bane of our profession) is your excel¬ 
lent motto, I will give you the following prescription, which 
I have found will causa the growth of the human bail-, viz :—■ 
1) Balsam of Peru, 1 dram; Fresh Spermaceti Ointment, 
1 oz.; Oil of Lavaader, 20 drops; mix. The ointment in 
every case in which I have ordered it, has marvelously pro¬ 
moted the growth of the hair, to the amount of about one 
half inch, afterwards, in general its good effects appeared to 
cease, and the hair to loosen as before. Since I have had an 
opportunity of using the above, I have learned from expe¬ 
rience, that a solution of Iodide of Potassium has a strong 
tendency to prevent the “ caducity of the criiial ornament,” 
I can therforc hope that an alternate dressing of these me¬ 
dicaments may produce the desired effect. 

A friend of mine is at this moment using a mixture of 
the strong acetic tincture of Cantliarides, being 2 drams to 
the oz. of water, a Pair mode of testing the virtues of the 
“ fly.” It acts smartly on the scalp, yet after a week’s appli¬ 
cation, once daily, has hot affected the kidneys. 

Yours, &c., 
T. M. 
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THE DUBLIN QUARTERLY JOURNAL AND THE 
. MEDICAL DIRECTORIES. 

The following handsome recognition of the value and 
claims upon professional support of the Medical Directories 
published at our office, has been recently made by our con¬ 
temporary the ‘ Dublin Quarterly Journal.’ When a pe¬ 
riodical of the high respectability of this Journal, endorses 
the opinion of the leading members of the profession in this 
country, it enhances the gratification felt by the proprietor, 
that he has been able to produce a work so much esteemed 
and valued for its multiplied utilities; but in order that the 
“ Directories” mnv be mnint.ainpd in enrm-»le*-enes;c; end effi- 

of advancing the interests of a New Medical Directory for 
England, projected under its own auspices; we therefore 
the more earnestly entreat the assistance and co-operation 
of the profession for those originally established, and which 
embrace the three divisions of the kingdom.”—1 Dublin 
Quarterly Journal.’ 

THE LAST WORDS OF ANOTHER JOURNAL. 
We read in an advertisement in the 1 Lancet’: 
“November, 1852.—The ‘London Medical Examiner 

and One Faculty Journal.’ This publication will in future 
appear at uncertain intervals.” 

Lately, we had to record the demise of the London Jour¬ 
nal of Medicine. Really, it would appear that our birth, already 
ripened into robust manhood, has thrown an extinguishing 
blight on all our contemporaries; one has gone to his account 
—another is now announced to be on the road to it. The 
Prov. Med. Journal is virtually dead, and has mounted its 
escutcheon with the motto Resurgam, and the ‘ Medical 
Times’has got an ague. The ‘Lancet’ shows symptoms 
of imbecility and querulous old age. Alas, what will become 
of our ‘Mirror’ ? Seeing such signs of mortality around us, 
we almost tremble for ourselves. 

TO OUR READERS. 

We beg to call the attention of our readers to some judicious changes in the setting-up of our journal, introduced into 

the present number, with a view to the economy of space. Our advertising friends, appreciating the medium, have been 

so lavish of their favors, that for several numbers past the space allotted to our readers has been infringed upon. We 

have, therefore, held a consultation with our printer how we could most satisfactorily accomplish two objects, namely, 

preserve at least thirty-two columns of reading matter for our readers, and leave sufficient space for our advertising 

friends. The present number exemplifies how effectually we have succeeded. Our advertisements have been set up in 

a smaller type, and yet with a heading which displays them to much greater advantage. By this change 

alone we gain four columns in sixteen. The space formerly occupied in our iudo.x of contents has been reduced more 

than two-thirds. The blank at the back of the portrait will for the future be invariably printed on. The indices to the 

journals will be set up in future numbers in smaller type, and the space thus gained will be doubled when the ‘ Circular ’ 

becomes a weekly journal in January next. Other changes arc in contemplation, all tending to the improvement of the 

journal, and consequently to its extended circulation. 

The ‘ Medical Circular ’ in this its twenty-third number can boast of a larger circulation, and of being more extensively 

read, than any class journal in existence. From the peculiar nature of its contents it is almost of necessity read by 

every member of the Profession, whilst its moderate price ensures it a large circulation among that large section of the 

community which takes an interest in medical affairs. 

THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

The Proprietors of the ‘ Medical Circular ’ have the pleasure to announce that with the First Number of their next 

Volume will be commenced a Series of Papers, entitled 

QUACK MEDICINES—THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

The researches on which these Papers will be based have been undertaken at the earnest request of several of our 

professional and general readers, and are intended to guard the public against imposition and fraud, and the inroads of 

the charlatan and pretender on both their pockets and health. They will be conducted and written by one of the most 

eminent Pharmaceutical and Analytical Chemists of the day, assisted by several distinguished Members of the Medical 

Profession. The Series will be completed during the then current year, and will form a complete encyclopaedia of 

information on the subject on which they treat. 

IMP 0 RT ANT AN N OUNC EME NT. 

Dr Lee has resigned the Office of Chairman of the New 
Equitable Insurance Company. 

Comment is unnecessary. “ Respice Finera!” 

*** Communications to he addressed to the Editor, at the 
Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. It is particularly requested 
that the contributions to this journal he short and practical, 
and that the MS. be only on one side of the paper. Should any 

communication exceed in length one column, we cannot guarantee 

its insertion. 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 

Cases in Cloth, and Gold-Uttered, for containing the Num¬ 
bers of the ‘Medical Circular,’ may noio be had, price Is. 6d.f 
or sent by post on receipt of twenty-four stamps. 

We strongly recommend these Cases to our Subscribers as an 
effectual means of keeping the numbers of the ‘ Circular ’ clean 
and together. 
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PORTRAIT OF JOHN BRADY, 
(From a Daguerreotype by Beard'). 

ESQ., M.P. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

JOHN BRADY, ESQ., M.P. 

Mr John Brady, one of the few medical men chosen at the late 
general election to represent a constituency in the imperial 
parliament, is a native of Cavan, in Ireland, and is sprung of 
a respectable old catholic family, who have been long settled 
in that county, where they, in common with all who dur¬ 
ing the last three centuries adhered to the ancient faith of 
their fathers, suffered the various vicissitudes of for¬ 
tune which in the forms of confiscation or banishment, 
decimated, impoverished, and in numberless instances 
effaced altogether from existence the native clans, septs, 
and families, into which the social organisation of Ireland 
was divided, prior to the establishment of English rule and ! 
English law throughout the country. From a chieftain 
family of one of those septs Mr Brady is descended. It was 
no doubt owing to his influential position' that his father, 
though in no way implicated in the insurrectionary move¬ 
ment of 1798, was, with some of his kinsmen, arrested in 

that year, as “ suspected persons,” and with some difficulty 
succeeded in escaping the summary fate awarded by the 
drum-head courts-martial of the time, to persons of doubtful 
loyalty in Ireland. One of those kinsmen subsequently rose 
to high command in the military service of Austria, and 
figures in the annals of that country as Field Marshal Count 
Thomas Brady. He married the emperor’s sister, and the 
same honours which we are now paying to an Irishman 
(the Duke of Wellington) were paid to him (an exiled Irish¬ 
man) by the Imperial Court, at his decease. 

The early. death of both his parents placed Mr Brady, in 
his sixth year, under the care of his sister, a sensible clever 
woman, who anxiously presided over his education, the first 
rudiments of which he received at the Grammar School of 
the Rev. John Taylor, the protestant Curate of Clones, a 
seminary well-known in the north of Ireland for the 
many distinguished men which it produced. Subsequently 
Mr Brady proceeded to Dublin, and thence to London to 
complete his medical studies, and having, on attaining 
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his professional diploma settled in the metropolis, he soon 
succeeded in acquiring a large and lucrative practice. 

Mr Brady was returned as the popular and tenant-right 
candidate, in conjunction with Mr Montgomery, who is a 
Ministerialist for the county Leitrim, which adjoins his native 
county, Cavan. 

It is probable, however, that Mr Brady will not confine 
his attention to purely imperial questions, but that he 
will employ his indefatigable energies, and his profes¬ 
sional information, in the task of removing those sanitary 
evils of which the public have so long fruitlessly complained, 
and with which the Legislature, either from want of convic¬ 
tion or of knowledge, have hitherto trifled. If there were a 
larger number of medical men in Parliament, their authority 
would insensibly guide its councils in these matters, and there 
would be some hope that the great interests of humanity 
would not be postponed to the more exciting yet less profit¬ 
able contests of party ambition. This is a noble field for 
statesmanship, qualified to bestow more imperishable honours 
than can be derived from the barren strife which too often 
characterises Parliamentary discussions. The less splen¬ 
did and attractive the task may now seem, the more 
enduringly honourable will it prove. The entire metropolis 
would be a monument to those talents and that industry 
which shall be dedicated to this great cause. We are quite 
sure that Mr Brady will in his parliamentary capacity be 
ready to lend his aid towards the realisation of important 
sanitary improvements. 

There is also another subject in which Mr Brady’s profes ¬ 
sional knowledge and experience are likely to be usefully em¬ 
ployed : the reform of the existing anomalous and oppressive 
laws by which the profession is, we were going to say, go¬ 
verned, we should rather say misgoverned. This task may be 
more humble, even more difficult and less grateful than the for¬ 
mer, yet we are sure that Mr Brady has too much zeal for the 
honour and welfare of his profession, and too much personal 
spirit and vigour to shrink from such a duty. We therefore 
hope that at a suitable time Mr Brady’s voice and vote will 
be in favour of a wise, just, and comprehensive reform of 
our professional institutions. That hope will not be disap¬ 
pointed. 

There are at present only three medical men in Parlia¬ 
ment, Mr Hume, Dr Michell, and the subject of the present 
memoir. Mr Hume is only nominally a surgeon ; he is in 
his thoughts, habits, and pursuits estranged from our order. 
It is somewhat surprising that among so large a body of 
educated men so few should be found willing to undertake 
the duties o legislators. They cannot all be fully engaged 
in practice, nor can they all be deficient in the pecuniary re¬ 
sources enabling them to compass the honourable station. 
The habits of the profession must be opposed to political 
strife. Yet the debates carried on in the profession in past 
years, and the active agitation of sanitary questions have 
doubtless quickened the political zeal of many members of 
our profession, and we may hope at no distant time to see 
other members of our profession occupying distinguished 
seats in the legislature. Mr Brady is a herald of the com¬ 
ing time. Fortunately for him he is in possession of consi¬ 
derable territorial property, which makes him independent 
of practice, and enables him to bear his crest honourably 
among his peers in Parliament.. 

Mr Brady is unquestionably a commanding-looking man, 
tall and distinguished for lino figure, an expressive face, 
clear brown complexion, an eye that looks steadily and 
quails not, and a head adorned with hyperion curls, 
that lend a grace to the otherwise masculine and ener¬ 
getic style of form and feature. There can be no doubt 
that Mr Brady is a gentleman of vigorous character, 
and of a deep enthusiastic temperament. He is one of 
those men who might be expected to undergo a rapid 
development in the sphere to which he is called. He is in 
possession of many qualities which the quiet and orderly 
routine of daily life is not qualified to elicit, but which may 
be stimulated into active exercise, in the more exciting arena 
of parliamentary conflict, and under the sense of performing 
a great national duty. We shall therefore regard with much 

interest the conduct of this gentleman in his new career, 
and trust that our expectations will be fulfilled with credit 
to himself, and benefit to the public. 

v ANTHONY COLLING BROWNLESS, M.D. 
The subject of this memoir is the son of Anthony Brown¬ 

less, Esq., a gentleman of great respectability, and connected 
by blood with the Earl of Lauderdale and the Maitland 
family. After having a private tutor at home for some years, 
he completed his school education under the care of the Rev. 
C. E. Smith, of Badlesmere, Kent, in whose house he lived 
several years, greatly beloved by all the family, and the 
favourite pupil of Mr Smith himself. After leaving school, 
lie was apprenticed to Mr Charles Wilks, surgeon, of Charing’ 
Kenthere he quickly evinced not only a great taste for 
the medical profession, but shewed the greatest desire to 
avail himself of such opportunities for acquiring knowledge 
as were within his reach. He diligently continued his clas¬ 
sical studies, aud made liinlself thoroughly conversant with 
pharmacy and the structure of the human skeleton. Here, 
too, he first felt the pleasure which practical medicine offers 
to the inquiring mind, and which afterwards led him to the 
habit of accurate clinical observation, which formed the 
groundwork of his future success. 

Unfortunately, during the period of his residence at 
Charing, he received an injury to his right knee, by a horse 
falling with him. This accident brought on chronic disease 
of the knee-joint, with which he suffered long and severely. 
In consequence of the state of his health, he made a voyage 
to St Petersburgh, Norway, and Denmark, in the summer of 
1834, and to New York in the summer of 1835 ; making a 
tour through the United States and Upper and Lower 
Canada, and returning by Quebec and the river St Lawrence. 

After this trip, his health being restored and his knee 
much improved, he was able to return to Charing, where he 
remained, availing himself of such opportunities of acquiring 
knowledge as an extensive Union practice affords, until 
October 1836, when he entered at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, 
and pursued his studies with great industry and zeal. 

At the conclusion of the Winter Session he was considered 
one of the best anatomists in the school, and, notwithstand¬ 
ing a severe attack of fever with delirium, which confined 
him to his bed for two or three weeks before the competition 
for prizes, he came in the second for anatomy and physiology. 
But. his health was much impaired by incessant toil, and his 
knee much worse ; having been obliged to -walk on crutches 
during a great part of the Session, with issues around his 
knee-joint. \\ ishing to recruit his health, he made a voyage 
to Portugal and Spain, visiting Lisbon and Gibraltar, and 
spending the summer at Malaga, Cadiz, and Seville. 

Upon returning from Spain in the autumn of 1837, he 
was still suffering so severely from the disease in his joint, 
that lie was persuaded to relinquish his studies at the 
Hospital until his health should be more established. He 
accordingly hired a farm of his father at Gondhurst, and 
amused himself with agriculture, whilst he rvas continually 
occupied with pathological observations on animals. How¬ 
ever, being most anxious to complete his course of study, he 
returned to St Bartholomew’s Hospital at the commencement 
of the Winter Session of 1839, and, although obliged to walk 
on crutches, and suffering much pain in his knee, he devoted 
himself with persevering industry to study by night, and 
was continually at work during the day in the surgical 
wards of the Hospital, and amongst the physicians’ patients 
of the Royal General Dispensary. 

At the latter institution he became a great favourite with 
the physicians, who kindly offered him every opportunity of 
investigating disease, by allowing him to^act as their Clinical 
Assistant with the out-patients; and they entertained a high 
opinion of his judgment and talents, as evinced by the con¬ 
fidence they reposed in him. Not only was his attendanco 
at the Royal General Dispensary valuable to him for the 
acquisition of a thorough practical knowledge of medicine, 
but ho also obtained there a large store of pathological 
knowledge, as he made the post-mortem examinations for 
the physicians. 
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In the spring of 1840, he obtained a certificate of honor 
for Midwifery, and in the Autumn of the same year, the 
first prize for Forensic Medicine, at St Bartholomew’s 
Hospital. In March, 1841, he obtained the diploma of the 
College of Surgeons, and in June of the same year, was 
admitted a Licentiate of the Society of Apothecaries. He 
now devoted himself unremittingly to practical medicine and 
surgery, and although he commenced practice at Islington, 
as a general practitioner, in May, 1842, he shortly after¬ 
wards undertook the duties of Dresser to Mr Vincent, at St 
Bartholomew’s Hospital, and spent the whole of his time, 
during that and the succeeding two years, in the wards of 
the hospital. The interest in surgery with which his 
dressership had inspired him, caused him to abandon general 
practice for the former department of medicine, in 1843, and 
to prepare himself diligently for the duties of a Consulting 
and Operating Surgeon, and after practising as such at 4 
Albion place, Lonsdale square, until August, 1845, he re¬ 
paired to Liege, entered as a student at that University, 
and devoted himself anew to study, especially to pathology, 
dissections, and operations on the dead subject, for which 
the University of Liege offers great opportunities. 

His steady industry and quiet demeanor did not fail to 
attract the attention of the professors, and ente ing the 
University without any letters of introduction, he left it in 
the Spring of 184G, with the kind wishes of both professors 
and students, and with the sincere friendship of Dr Spring, 
the eminent professor of anatomy at that University, who 
still corresponds with him, and takes a most lively interest 
in his welfare. Returning from Lie'gein the spring of 1846, 
he took a house in Charterhouse square, intending to go up 
for the Fellowship examination at the College of Surgeons, 
for which he had been especially preparing, but fearing he 
might have long to wait before he could have a chance of 
being appointed assistant surgeon to a lirst-class hospital, he 
took the degree of Doctor of Medicine, at St Andrew's, in 
the Summer of 1846, and in February, 1847, was elected 
Physician to the Metropolitan Dispensary, in Fore street. 
From this time Dr Brownloss rose rapidly in the estimation 
of the profession and of the public; his kindness of manner, 
and great attention, won the hearts of his patients, and his 
accurate diagnosis and successful treatment of their diseases 
secured their confidence. 

In September of the same year he was elected Physician 
to the lloyal General Dispensary, Aldersgate street, con¬ 
tinuing also to boll his appointment at the Metropolitan 
Dispensary. 

With his public duties, his private practice, and clinical 
teaching, he was now engaged fr >m early in the morning 
until after midnight, and from this time patients were 
brought to consult him from all parts of the country, and 
his private practice rapidly increased. 

He was not only devoted to the interests of his patients, but 
also to those of his pupils, losing no opportunity of giving 
them clinical instruction, and pathological demonstrations. 
As a teacher he was highly esteemed by his pupils, from 
his thorough knowledge of anatomy, pathology, and prac¬ 
tical medicine, and from the clearness and facility with 
which he spoke, especially on any subject which interested 
him. In 1848, upon the retirement of Dr Frotheroe Smith 
from the office of Teacher of Practical Midwifery at St 
Bartholomew s Hospital, Dr Brownloss was offered the ap¬ 
pointment, but declined it. In August 1849, in consequence 
of the refusal of the Committee of the Metropolitan Dispen¬ 
sary to reform the Apothecary’s department, in which there 
had long been gross neglect of the patients, Dr Brownloss 
tendered his resignation of the office of Physician to that 
Institution, and upon leaving it almost all his patients fol¬ 
lowed him to the Royal General Dispensary, many of them 
begging letters for hi n from the Governors of the latter 
Institution, with tears in their eyes. The attention required 
by the immeuse mass of patients who now thronged the 
Royal General Dispensary to consult him (the Governors at 
that time issuing an unlimited number of recommendatory 
letters), soon seriously impaired his health, already affected 
by the incessant labour which he had undergone, both as a 

\ 

student and a practitioner, for some years past; he was 
consequently obliged, at the end of September, most reluc¬ 
tantly to tender his resignation to the Governors of the 
Royal Geueral Dispensary, and retire for a time from public 
practice. 

Upon his retirement, his poor patients from both Dispen¬ 
saries immediately held public meetings to express the great 
loss they had sustained by his retirement, and between one 
and two thousand of them most gratefully raised, by their 
small subscriptions, a most beautiful testimonial, which was 
presented to him at a public meeting of the subscribers, held 
at the Literary and Scientific Institution, Aldersgate street, 
on the 9th of October 1849, by Win. J. Cole, one of his 
Dispensary patients, in an address full of genuine feeling and 
homely eloquence. 

A large body of the Governors of both Institutions now 
came forward, and at a public meeting held at the Queen’s 
Hotel, St Martin le Grand, on the 17th October 1849, Wm. 
Pritchard, Esq., High Bailiff of the Borough of Southwark, 
in the Chair, they voted Dr Brownless a splendid testimonial 
in acknowledgment of his public services, which was pre¬ 
sented to him on the 7tli of May 1850, at a large meeting 
of the subscribers, held at the Clarence Hotel, Aldersgate 
street, when the High Bailiff of the Borough of Southwark 
again presided; the testimonial consisted of a splendidly 
illuminated memorial, on vellum, and a magnificent piece 
of presentation plate, weighing nearly 200 ozs 

Dr Brownless published, in 1846-7, some papers in the 
‘Lancet’ on the Treatment of Diseases of the Joints, which 
contain some valuable practical remarks, his attention hav¬ 
ing been early drawn to that subject. 

HOMAGE TO WELLINGTON. 
Ere the mourners have left the tomb, and the assembled 

dignitaries of the nation have ackno wledged by a last solemn 
act the debt which England owes to her greatest son, it 
becomes us also in our sphere to offer homage to his genius 
and character. Though abstaining hitherto from joining in 
the eulogies by which all classes of journalists have striven 
either to give a voice to the public's gratitude, or to do honour 
to the hero’s name, we have not been less sensible of the 
admirable qualities which have elicited such a universal 
concurrence of applause. The first thrills of surprise and 
sorrow that vibrated through the land at the intelligence of 
the great Duke’s death, have subsided, and the duty of demon¬ 
strating our appreciation of high moral worth, and uupar- 
ralleled public services is yet to be performed. We are now 
writing in presence of the tomb; the solemnities attending 
the final passage from the palaces of the living to the man¬ 
sions of the dead, remind us of the vanity of mere praise, 
and the imperishable claims of truth. 

No man in the annals of history appears to have been 
more sensible of the obligations of truth than the Duke of 
Wellington himself His moral nature was eminently de¬ 
veloped. The purest conscientiousness reigned in all his 
actions, subordinating to its sovereign sway every other 
faculty of his mind. Of amazing force of will, great personal 
intrepidity, a severe temperament amid trials and a lofty 
ambition; these attributes, perilous to weak men, were in 
him subdued and harmonised, so that they became the 
obedient ministers of his superior moral endowments To 
such an extent did his conscience triumph over his affective 
qualities, that a grand ambition, and a love of glory, have 
been denied a place in his character. . Shallow analysts are 
these ! The hero was not without these powerful incentives, 
but he acknowledged a higher motive and knew better than 
to worship at the shrine of a false god. 

Wellington answered this charge himself in language 
truly dignified and wise. M. Cormenin had sarcastically 
remarked, that the word “ glory ” never once appeared in 
his despatches. “ Did not the foolish fellow know,” ob¬ 
served Wellington, “that if I wanted to gain glory I must 
seek it in the path of duty ? ” 

Indeed, in the practice of daily life, duty was his guiding 
star. It was necessarily so, because duty is the child of 
truth. 
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An unconsc-ientious man can own allegiance to nothing 
but liis passions : he despises law, and mocks at virtue, and 
indulging in an insolent scepticis n of every thing dis¬ 
interested and wise, boasts that “self” is the only object 
worthy of his regard. 

In other respects the lineaments of the Duke’s character 
were as rugged as the outline of his features. Everything 
was strongly marked, and visible at a glance —inflexible, 
stern, heroic. He was an incarnation of power, a kind of 
moral steam engine; rapid in its course, irresistible in its 
momentum, though running in a groove safely and smoothly 
to its end. His force was only elicited by obstruction, as his 
enemies discovered. His fortitude knew no limits, and could 
not be broken. Like heated iron the more severe ansi rapid 
the blows it received, the more closely it was welded, but 
this tenacity of will did not degenerate into stubbornness. 
If his judgment told him that resistance was vain, he could 
retreat, and in retreat manifested equal or superior great¬ 
ness. The honour of his country and his own glory were 
staked on the plains of AVaterloo, and he declared rather 
than yield his ground, ho and his army “ must die there to 
the last man ! ” But when more than two hundred thousand 
soldiers threatened to overwhelm his battalions in the 
Peninsula, he wisely drew off his forces, and established for 
ever a memorial of his prudence iu the impregnable lines of 
Torres Vedras. 

His intellect then was superior to his fortitude, and this 
excelled anything that had ever before been displayed in 
martial encounters. His judgment Was sound and just, his 
perceptions quick and thorough, and his decisions knew no 
interval in which resolution should find time to grow cool. 
He hung like a thunder-cloud over the heads of his 
enemies; his determinations were as rapid as the lightning, 
his action as crushing as its bolt. In the earlier deeds of 
his life, as at Assaye, we are astonished by marvels of 
intrepidity, surpassing the fictions of Oriental fancy. The 
fire of youthful enthusiasm flamed in his heart, and impelled 
him to a:1 ventures bordering on rashness ; but success jus¬ 
tified his daring, and Fame liailel him as the hero of the 
c ruling age. Iu the Peninsula, and at Salamanca iu jDarti- 
cular, the spirit of the East occasionally hovered over his 
ensigns; but at Waterloo the steadier and sterner aspects 
of his character were pre-eminently displayed. Through¬ 
out his march of life wo discover the footsteps of a great 
man. Do you require enthusiasm in action and celerity of 
movement for your hero ? Wellington at Assaye was the 
most exalted and impetuous among all rivals. Do you 
demand caution, a cool judgment, and an inflexible resolu¬ 
tion? Wellington at Waterloo is a model hero ready for 
your applause. Napoleon was great only in attack and iu 
the onward march; his retreats were flights and disasters. 
But Wellington had a soul for all occasions, and if his 
attacks win our admiration, his retreats were masterpieces — 
they were triumphs. 

In civil life his great powers were hardly less conspicuous. 
It would not become us to express opinions upon the wisdom 
or policy of specific acts; but we are at liberty to indicate 
the mode iu which his mind operated upon and moulded the 
events of his time. The same intuitive sagacity that en¬ 
abled him to calculate with accuracy his chances on the 
field of battle characterised his conduct in the Cabinet. His 
mind was eminently judicial; it weighed facts with a cold 
impassive judgment, and acted upon the issue with the same 
reliance that an engineer might place in a mathematical de¬ 
monstration. He probably did not sink his plummet deep into 
the ocean of principles, for his mind was not disposed towards 
the abstract; but he grappled with realities with a sure 
grasp. Hence it was that in our time, all soldier not¬ 
withstanding, he was the apostle of the much-debated doc¬ 
trine of expediency: in other words, he was the reconciler 
of classes. Peel was his disciple. It was during his pre¬ 
miership that the Test and Corporation Acts, and the 
Roman Catholic Disabilities Acts, were repealed, and that 
the first ameliorations were made in our commercial policy. 
If he did not initiate, he realised. He watched the signs 
of the times, took the helm, and steered the vessel of state 

between the rocks and shoals on both sides safe into her 
destined harbour. 

Amid every trial his duty to the country and loyalty to 
the throne were the inseparable principles that governed 
his conduct. He had one chief thought,—how best the 
“ Queen’s Government could be carried on; ” but that 
implied a maintenance of existing institutions and a judicious 
reconcilement of conflicting interests and passions. In 
short, if one word could describe his character, that word 
would be “ Wisdom ; ” if the leading object of his life could 
be emphasised with the same brevity, it would be expressed 
iu the word “ Peace.” 

He has been called the “ Father of his Country ; ” and 
certainly no man recorded in our history—thickly studded 
as it is with the names of patriots—merits more unequivo¬ 
cally the venerable appellation. His counsels were always 
at the service of the throne and the legislature, and he 
often mediated between contending parties, at important 
crises, with success. His experience, his sagacity, and 
great name solved many difficulties otherwise inextricable. 
Passion was overawed and self-love stood abashed before 
him. That, too, which leaders of parties desired to do, but 
were too proud to consent to, was easily done if it had the 
sanction of Wellington's character. He was the cleus ex 
machina that appeared at the lucky moment, put all 
people in their right places, cleared up many stage mys¬ 
teries, settled hard points of casuistry, and made every man 
feel at ease with himself and on excellent terms with his 
neighbour. 

He too was the only subject since we have had a Consti¬ 
tutional history, and lived under its regime, who has held in 
his own hands all the higher offices of Government, an un¬ 
paralleled power exercised with the entire confidence of the 
Crown, and the consenting approbation of the people What 
higher testimony than this to the stainless purity and 
iuseducible single-mindedness of his public character ! 

The graces of life did not abound in our hero. Imagina¬ 
tion, fancy, sensibility, taste, did not embellish nor diminish 
the grandeur of his proportions. He was cast in the true 
Roman mould, severe, simple, haughty, and majestic. One 
of the race of Titans, he made war with inexhaustible ener¬ 
gies against a power that seemed invincible, but he succeeded 
better than they, because he drew his strength, not from 
fable, but from the mighty resources of his own nature. He 
owed less to circumstauces than to himself, and in this sense 
lie explored the limits of possibility. If he brought under 
the 5'okc all the hosts of France, and vanquished the con¬ 
queror of Europe, it was because he was first master of 
himself. Hence too he was always superior to his fortune. 

It is said that the Duke of Wellington did not appreciate 
our art, and thought coldly of its professors. It might have 
been so; yet his conduct during the Peninsular war was a 
practical refutation of this opinion, for he was particularly 
zealous that his sick and wounded should be well taken care 
of, and receive the best surgical aid. It is recorded that the 
duties he imposed upon the medical staff were so oppressive 
that they resigned in a body, but the Duke, while accepting 
their resignation, ordered them to continue their duties until 
fresh surgeons could be sent from England. In this crisis 
he displayed at least a regard for surgical science, if little 
consideration for his surgical staff. 

The Duke lived abstemiously, and naturally enough be¬ 
lieved that it was wiser to prevent disease than to rely upon 
its cure. His campaigning experience told him that fre¬ 
quently the best way to expel the enemy from the citadel 
at the least "cost, was to starve him to a surrender. Men 
who have enjoyed general good health .are often heterodox 
in their opinions of the value of medical aid; but in this as 
in all other matters, truth must be learned by experience. 
The pangs of a colic or a pleurisy are the best instructors. 
Dr Marshall Hall has remarked the coincidence that those 
great generals, Caesar, Wellington, and Napoleon, were sub¬ 
ject to epilepsy. We do not think that the attack of which 
Wellington died deserves to be so characterised; he fell full ot 
years, when the powers of life were waning, and the oil in 
the lamp was consumed. 
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To-morrow the genius of War, robed in crape, will lead 
a cavalcade of horsemen, and troops of infantry, with arms 
reversed, and muffled drums and drooping pennons, to con¬ 
duct to his last home all that remains on earth of the 
illustrious hero and statesman. The highest, and proudest, 
and wisest, and bravest in the land will escort the chariot of 
death, to add impressiveness to the solemnity, and to express a 
nation’s sorrow over the grave of her latest and best patriot. 
The war-horse will know its rider no more. The voice that 
instructed Councils, and guided the destinies of a great 
people, will be hushed for ever. We humbly add our voice 
to swell the deep threnody that will to-morrow echo with 
sympathetic vibrations throughout every class and order of 
the English people. 

MORE REVELATIONS ABOUT TIIE BEER PUFF. 
Several communications having been sent to us expressing 

surprise at the moderation of tone remarked in our last 
article, and in more than one instance insinuating that we 
are shrinking from a public duty in discarding this “ Beer 
Puff” controversy from our columns, we beg to inform these 
gentlemen that they are mistaken in their estimation of the 
temper in which thisjournal is conducted; and especially of 
the unflinching resolution with which we are prepared to 
abide by our opinions already expressed upon the subject in 
question. That it is as offensive to us now as ever, and that 
we believe all parties implicated in the transactions con¬ 
demned are now as ever equally deserving of censure, we 
still affirm. Let no gentleman, friend or foe, weakly imagine 
that because in one week we adopt a style somewhat different 
from that of former articles we are therefore yielding our 
ground to a “ pressure from without,” and are prepared to 
abandon truth and honesty to their own defence. 

Certain circumstances have occurred since we wrote our 
last article which make it necessary that we should recur to 
the subject of Bitter Ale. In the first place Mr Bass has 
circulated among the trade the letter received by him from 
Professor Liebig, together with his reply, and these docu¬ 
ments are so important that the whole case cannot be under¬ 
stood until they have been placed fairly before the public. 
If it be possible they will be re-printed in the present number 
of this journal, otherwise they will appear in our next. 
We are bound by the course we have taken to state all we 
know relating to this controversy. 

There is also another curious point that deserves remark. 
In order to counteract the effect likely to be produced by Dr 
Glover s denial of his certificate, Mr Allsopp has widely cir¬ 
culated as an advertisement the excusatory letter from which 
he had previously extracted an undignified puff of his ale, 
written by Dr Glover on the 11th April, 1852, whereas the 
letter in which that gentleman denied that he had ever given 
Mr Allsopp a certificate was written exactly four months 
afterwards, bearing date August 11th, 1852, consequently 
whatever value attaches to these respective testimonies, the 
greater confidence must be bestowed on that which was 
written after the most deliberate consideration. Dr Glover 
wrote his second letter with the express purpose of removing 
the impression which the advertisers sought to convey by the 
publication, as a puff, of a sentence improperly extracted from 
his first. We do not see, therefore, what advantage Mr 
Allsopp can expect to gain by advertising the first letter. 
Our charge against Mr Allsopp is that he has published, as 
puffs of his ale, opinions never so intended, —and how has he 
been able to disprove the allegation ? 

Apropos of this subject, we call upon Dr Marshall Hall 
to declare whether he too has not admitted that when he 
gave his testimonial it was intended to be in favour of the 
ale of Bass’s, and not of that of Allsopp’s brewing? Every 
man whose name has been thus abused is under an obliga¬ 
tion to state the truth in plain self-defence. 

Professor Liebig wo have reason to know is deeply 
mortified at having been placed in a degrading posture 
before the world. He feels “profound shame” for the 
humiliation of his genius and character, to which he has 
been compelled to submit. If the Professor would sincerely 

and manfully state his whole mind on this matter, we should 
be the first to express our regrets, and to give him a heart¬ 
felt condonation for past errors. 

Mr Allsopp cannot continue in the course in which he has 
already proceeded at some length, without serious injury to 
the credit of his firm. We should not be surprised if his 
partners, wiser than he, do not speedily insist upon a more 
moderate and prudent management of their common affairs. 
We understand that a gentleman of high respectability, 
Captain Townshend, is a member of Mr Allsopp’s firm; 
and we ask that gentleman publicly if he approves of the 
course of action to which Mr Allsopp has descended ? We 
have heard that his censures are strong and vehement on 
the reckless expenditure of the delegated manager of the 
establishment. 

There ai-e few men of respectability engaged in extensive 
and important mercantile transactions, that like to be asso¬ 
ciated in the same category with advertising blacking 
makers, tailors, and quacks; yet the gigantic system of 
puffing resorted to by Mr Allsopp, necessarily leagues him 
with this fraternity. The character of a respectable firm 
will hardly bear such rude handling. How Mr Allsopp’s 
establishment will sustain the trial yet remains to be seen. 

Dinhtra. 
4<0 

October 22—John Peebles, M.D. Edin., and F.R.C.S. 
Ireland, of aneurism of the aorta, at 26 Upper Dorset 
street, Dublin. 

23—Sir William Newbiggino, F.R.C.S. Edin., 1799, 
at 29 Heriot row, Edinburgh. The deceased was twice 
elected surgeon to the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary,—on the 
first occasion for twelve, and on the second for eight years ; 
he was also extensively engaged in private practice until 
about five years ago, when, inconsequence of infirm health, 
he relinquished the active duties of his profession. Sir 
William received the honour of knighthood from her pre¬ 
sent Majesty, on her coronation. He was a F.R.S. Edin., a 
Member of the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, and of the 
Wernerian Natural History Society, and a contributor to 
the ‘ Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal ’ of a case of 
ligature of the external iliac artery with success—the first 
case of the kind in Scotland. He was born at Lanark in 
1772, and consequently was in his 80th year at the time of 
his death. 

November 1—-James Lee, M.D. Edin., 1810, and 
L.R.C.S. Edin. 1839, at Dunse, Berwickshire, N. B. 

5—D. S. Young, Esq., late Surgeon-General of the 
Madras Medical Service, at 11 Ovington square, Brompton, 
aged 58. 

9th—Thomas M. Cole, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., 1828, 
and L.S.A., 1827, at South Kirkby, Yorkshire, aged -16. 

10—Gideon Algernon Mantell, Esq., M.R.C.S. 
Eng., 1811, F.R.C.S., 1841, at his residence, 19 Chester 
square, Pimlico. It is only eight months since that we 
had the pleasure of presenting our readers with a por¬ 
trait and biographical sketch of this distinguished and 
learned member of the profession, which appeared in No. 5 
of the Circular : this circumstance renders a lengthened 
notice on the present occasion unnecessary. The deceased 
ranked amongst the first of the geologists of Europe, in the 
study of which science he was most enthusiastic and per¬ 
severing. He was author of several beautiful and popular 
works on the supject, as well as of more elaborate papers in 
the ‘Transactions of the Gological and Philosophical 
Societies.’ Amongst the former may be noticed the 1 Geo¬ 
logy of Sussex,’ ‘Medals of Creation,’ and ‘Wonders of 
Geologyand amongst the latter, various memoirs relating 
to his discoveries in the Weald formation of Sussex; dis¬ 
coveries sufficient in themselves to give celebrity to his 
name. As a lecturer, he was highly distinguished, and 
was frequently in the habit of addressing the members of 
the Royal Institution. Dr Mantell commenced the study 
of his profession at Lewes, under Mr Moore, an Army sur- 
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geon, to whose practice he subsequently succeeded; he 
afterwards removed to Brighton, and finally to London; 
but of late years he had suffered much from disease, and 
had for a considerable period prior to his death relinquished 
practice. He was a LL.D., a Fellow and Member of the 
Council of the Royal Society, a Fellow of the Linn scan 
Society, and a Fellow and Member of Council of the 
Geological Society. 

Lately—John B. Watson, M.D., Mountjoy street, and 
Lime Park, Dublin. 

Francis Whitestone; Esq., surgeon, at Clondegad, 
near Ennis, Ireland. 

W. B. Gilgeons, M.D , late of Demerara. 
Tiiomas W. Calder, M.D., and — Hewitt, M.D., at 

Barbadoes, of yellow fever. 
Edward Hatfield, Esq., M. and L.S.A., 1S27, at 

Stamford, Lincolnshire. Mr Hatfield was surgeon to the 
Stamford and Rutland Infirmary. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gen¬ 
tlemen having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the meet¬ 
ing of the Court of Examiners on the 29tli ult.:—John Arm¬ 
strong, Manchester; St John Edwards, Bangor. North Wales; 
George Davenport Freeman, Bath ; William Giles, Sydney, 
South America; Thomas Hillier, Stroud, Gloucestershire ; 
William Body Mushet, Haverstock hill, Middlesex ; George 
Russell, Clifton, Bristol; Samuel Thorpe, Manchester; Al¬ 
fred Tronsdale, Gainsborough, Lincolnshire ; Heaton Lloyd 
Williams, Denbigh, North Wales. On the 5th inst.: — 
George Bulleid, Okehampton, Devon; Jean Yalleton De 
Boissiere, Trinidad; James Ekin, London; George Rich¬ 
mond Ferris, London ; Christian August Flemmer, Horsor, 
Denmark; Thomas Foster, Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; Henry 
James Franks, Whittlesey, Ale of Ely; George Britton 
Halford, London; Benjamin Kerr, Cowes, Isle of Wight; 
George Kirkhouse, Merthyr Tydfil; William Knox, Castle 
Combe, Wiltshire; Angus Macmillan, Hull; Harry May, 
Burslem, Staffordshire ; John Ray Philip, Canada ; William 
Renwick, Boulogne-sur-Mer; William Saville, Wakefield, 
Yorkshire; George Spicer, Hammersmith; Sanderson W. 
Mathew Walker, St Michael’s, Azores. 

The President of the Royal College of Surgeons had an 
interview, on Monday, with Sir John Pakington. 

The Felloavship.—The classical and mathematical ex¬ 
amination for this distinction has taken place. The next 
professional examination will take place on Monday and 
Wednesday the 6tli and 8th of December. 

College Museum.—Mr William Crozier, formerly a 
student at this College, now an assistant-surgeon in the Hon. 
East India Company’s Service, has brought over to this 
country, and presented to the Hunterian collection, some 
valuable fossils of the Himalaya mountains, consisting of the 
remains of the elephant, sivatherium, hippopotamus, and 
various ruminants from the same locality. 

Midavifery. — The Board of Examiners in Midwifery 
have just sent out summonses to the seA^eral candidates A\dio 
have entered their names for examination as to their know¬ 
ledge of midivifery, to attend at the College on Wednesday, 
December 1st. We understand several members of the Col¬ 
lege and non-members have given notice of their intention to 
present themselves. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen Avho passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, October 
28,1852:—James Askquith Ellis, Bristol; Thomas Beard 
Farncombe, Bishopstowe, Sussex; George Bell Poppelwell, 
North Shields; Henry Tucker, Lyme Regis, Dorset. On 
Thursday, November 4,1852:—William Edward Musson, 
Birkholme, Lincolnshire; George Richard Pratt WalkeT, 
Kent. 

Unfversity of London. —1852.—M.B. Second Ex¬ 

amination.—First Division.—Thomas Bridgwater, King’s 

College; Thomas Armstrong Cammack, University College; 
Thomas King Hornidge, St George’s Hospital; Robert 
Coane Roberts Jordan, King’s College; Joseph Lister, 
B.A., University College; Thomas Littleton, University 
College ; Frederick William Pavy, Guy’s Hospital; 
Thomas Morley Rooke, Guy’s Hospital; John Henry 
Trouncer, University College. Second Division..—William 
Thomas Gaye, University College; Henry Parfit, King’s 
College; Bernard Rice, St Bartholomew’s Hospital; Elias 
Jones Roberts, Richmond Hospital, Dublin. In accordance 
Avith the recent regulation of the Senate, that the examina¬ 
tions shall be conducted by “ demonstration from prepara¬ 
tions, and by requiring the candidates to report on cases of 
actual patients,” the examiners in physiology required the 
candidates to name and describe microscopic specimens, il¬ 
lustrating important points in physiological anatomy. In 
surgery, the candidates were examined by demonstrations 
from dry and ivet preparations, illustrative of various surgical 
diseases and accidents, and of their treatment. The exami¬ 
ners in medicine required the candidates to examine patients 
in the wards of a metropolitan hospital, and afterwards to 
report in writing on the cases, and also to examine micro¬ 
scopically various specimens of morbid products. 

University College, London.—The Council held 
their first session for the academical year 1852-3 on Satur¬ 
day last. The following prizes Avere aAvarded :—The Fel- 
lowes clinical medals, to Mr Joseph S. Gamgee, (gold,) and 
to Mr Thomas Hillier, (silver.) The Longridge prize of 40?. 
for general proficiency in Medicine and Surgery, to Mr Wil¬ 
liam Roberts. The Andrews scholarships for proficiency in 
Latin, Greek, Mathematics, and Natural Philosophy, to Mr 
Thomas Key, (50?.,) and to Mr Thomas Savage, (701.) 
David Masson, Esq., M.A. Avas appointed Professor of 
English Language and Literature. 

University of St Andreavs.—List of gentlemen who 
had the degree of Doctor of Medicine conferred upon them : 
—Oct. 22, 1852.—Thomas Allen, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., 
London ; Samuel Blackmore, M.R.C.S. and L. A.C., London; 
Leonard Buckell, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Chichester; Gusta- 
vus Matthews Burton, M.R.C.S., Lancashire; John Cautley, 
M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Yorkshire ; Maurice DaA’is. M.R.C.S. 
and L.A.C., King's College, London; Joseph Meldon 
Dempsey, L.A.C., London ; James William Duffy, M.R.C.S., 
Chili, South America; Charles Anthony Floyer, M.R.C.S. 
and L.A.C., Camberwell, Surrey; George Fayrer, M.R.C S. 
and L.A.C., Essex; Robert Anstruther Goodsir, Fifeshire ; 
Richard Hassall, M.R.C.S. andL.A.C., Extr. Lie. Coll.Phvs., 
Surrey; Arthur Newstead Holmes, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., 
Yorkshire ; Frederick Lew ins, M.R.C.S., Ed., Bervie, Kin¬ 
cardineshire; Frederick John Loavos, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., 
Gosport; Francis Nottidge Macnamara, M.R.C.S., King’s 
College, London; Albert Massey, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., 
Camberwell, Surrey; William 0 Connor, M.R.C.S. and 
L. A.C., London; Patrick Panton, M.R.C.S. and Extr. Lie. 
Coll. Phys., Turiff, N.B.; John Dungate F. Parsons, 
M. R.C.S. and L.A.C., Gloucestershire; J. Henry Short- 
house, M.R.C.S. and LA.C., Surrey; Charles Taylor, 
M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Camberwell, Surrey ; Charles Jean 
Tourette, M.R.C.S., Mauritius; John Turnbull, M.R.C.S., 
East Lothian ; Henry Watts, L A.C., Staffordshire; William 
Wightman, M.R.C.S. and L.A.C., Yorkshire ; Simon Arm¬ 
strong Willis, Lie. Fac. Phys. and Surg., Glasgow, Fer- 
maugh, Ireland. Mr Joseph Ewart, ot Guy's Hospital, 
passed the requisite examinations; but in consequence of an 
informality in his certificates, his degree Avas temporarily 
deferred.—Jas. McBean, A.M., Secretary. 

Appointments.—University of Aberdeen.—The 
Senatus of King’s College and University have appointed 
Robert Jamieson, M.D., to the Lectureship on the Practice 
of Medicine, vacant by the resignation of Dr Harvey. 

The North Medical District of St Pancras.— 

Although a medical officer has been advertised for, for this 
district, only one candidate (and he does not reside in the 
parish) has presented himself, in consequence of the illi- 
bei-al conduct of the parochial authorities in reducing the 
salary. 
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Somnambulism in Paris.—The tribunal of simple po¬ 
lice, Paris, has pronounced its decision in the case of Alexis 
and several other professional somnambulists. The court 
has decided against the professors of the magnetic art, and 
sentenced them each to five days’ imprisonment, 15f. fine, 
and the costs, as heiug guilty of a breach of the laws against 
fortune-telling and divining of dreams. 

Right of Medical Men to Charge for more 

than One Visit per Day, as well as for Medi¬ 

cine Supplied.—In the Marylebone County Court, an 
action was recently brought by Mr E. D. Howitt, surgeon, 
of 5 Apollo buildings, Walworth, to recover 9/. 9s. 9d. of 
Mr Joshua Gliddon, a short-hand writer. The circum¬ 
stances possess some interest to the medical profession, inas¬ 
much as the right of professional men to charge for more 
than one visit per day to a patient as well as for medicines 
was disputed. Mr Howitt said, the original account he had 
against the defendant amounted to 48/. 9s.; but Mr Gliddon 
had reduced it by instalments to the balance now sued for. 
The defendant had pleaded inability to settle, but he had 
opened a bazaar, at an expense of 1,000/., and could well 
afford to pay. In a letter defendant sent to him, he says he 
is aware of the anxieties and difficulties the medical profes¬ 
sion sustain, and promises to pay; but when he (plaintiff) 
sent to Mr Gliddon for the balance, he said it was a great 
piece of impudence to ask him for it, and held out threats. 
The defendant disputed the right of the plaintiff to charge 
for more than one visit a day, and then not for medicine ; 
and charged the plaintiff with making unnecessary visits. 
He called upon the Court to strike out from plaintiff’s bill the 
visits when medicine was charged for at the same time, 
which would reduce the claim to 21. 15s., a sum he had paid 
into court. Mr Howitt said, the child was subjected to fits, 
and that he had not visited it more than was absolutely 
required. He had paid it every attention from six iu the 
morning to ten at night. It was an insult to his profession 
to be charged with visiting a patient for the sole purpose of 
creating fees. He most emphatically denied having done 
so, or that defendant ever hinted his presence was unneces¬ 
sary ; on the contrary, Mr Gliddon entreated him to attend. 
With respect to the practice of medical men charging for 
visits, he could assure the Court that he had only charged 
according to custom. The Judge said, some of the items 
might appear to be unfair, but he considered medical men 
were best judges of what patients required. He therefore 
considered they were entitled to charge for visits as well as 
medicine. He should only deduct 1/. 15s. Verdict for 
plaintiff, les3 1/ 15s. 

Munificent Bequests.—The late Mr J. Terrett, of 
Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire, among other princely be¬ 
quests, has left 1,000/ to the Gloucester Infirmary, and 500/. 
to the Medical Benevolent Fund. 

Charitable Bequests.—The late Mr Thomas Croft, of 
Gravesend, has left 400/., and the late Mr Hunt, of Boxley, 
10/. to the Kent County Ophthalmic Hospital. 

Miss Hardwick’s Bequest.—It may be in the recollec¬ 
tion of our readers, that some time since this benevolent 
lady left the bulk of her property, amounting to about 
20,000/., to be divided among such charitable institutions in 
London as the Right Honourable the Lord Mayor, the 
Chamberlain and her executor, should think deserving to 
become recipients of her bounty. In accordance with this, 
provision, the above functionaries have just announced their 
intention to make an award in favour only of those charities 
situated in the city, and have requested the treasurers of all 
such institutions to send to them an account of their respec¬ 
tive charities. It is therefore to be hoped that medical cha¬ 
rities will not be unrepresented,. and that the governors will 
adopt the hint we now throw out. Additional particulars 
may be known on application to the Chamberlain, Cham¬ 
berlain’s Office, Guildhall. 

On the Alleged Presence of Iodide of Potas¬ 

sium in Sarsaparilla Root.—In the “ Annals of Phar¬ 
macy” for September it is stated, on the authority of the 
“ Medical Gazette of Lyons,” that M. Guillermond has de¬ 

tected, in the ashes of sarsaparilla root, iodide of potassium. 
When new facts in science are made known, it is desira¬ 
ble, when practical, that they should be confirmed by the 
researches of others; and considering this to be an impor¬ 
tant question, both in a medical and chemical point of view, 
Mr J. B. Barnes has been led to examine various specimens 
of sarsaparilla root, but has failed to detect iodine in them. 
His analysis which appeared to have been conducted with 
care, were made known in a paper read before the Chemical 
Discussion Society. 

Medical Benevolent College.—We have pleasure hi 
stating that at the last meeting of the council, the Treasurer 
announced that he had received, amongst other donations in 
aid of the funds, fifty guineas from the Mercer’s Company, 
and the like sum from the Goldsmith’s, also, twenty guineas 
from the Vintner’s Company, and twenty guineas from the 
Rev. Sir John W. Hayes, Bart. The Solicitor also reported, 
that the protracted negotiations relative to the conveyance 
of the land at Epsom, consisting of about 18 acres in extent, 
had been brought to a satisfactory termination, the difficul¬ 
ties which were at one time formidable, having been com¬ 
pletely removed. The council therefore being in possession 
of the land, have given the necessary instructions to the ar¬ 
chitect to advertise for tenders, &c., but although the works 
will immediately be commenced, the foundation stone of the 
College, owing to the advanced period of the season, will 
not be formally laid until the spring. 

Hydrophobia.—Private letters from Posen announce, 
that two cases of hydrophobia have been cured by the ex¬ 
hibition of Sulphate of Quinine and Opium. The particu¬ 
lars are not given; but as the matter has been laid before 
the Medical Society of Amsterdam, they will soon be made 
public. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
An Old Writer for the Weeklies inquires wliat is the cause of the 

attacks now carried on by the ‘ Edinburgh Monthly Journal ’ on 
the hebdomadal periodical literature of this country ? Our cor¬ 
respondent cannot see far below the surface, or he would readily 
discover the incentive. The weeklies are destroying the month¬ 
lies: the ‘London Journal’ has already fallen; and if we may 
judge by a complaint uttered in the last ‘Colloquia ’ of the 
* Edinburgh,’the condition of this journal too is exciting sad fore¬ 
bodings in the hearts of its Editors. “What will become of it?” 
exclaims the Editor, “ when we all grow old, and lazy, and rest¬ 
less,” and forthwith chides his readers, “ the capable practitioners 
in Scotland,” for not contributing to it more liberally out of the 
stores of their practical knowledge. What will become of it, in¬ 
deed, even with the aid of the youthful, industrious, and very 
clever gentlemen who are now its chief supporters? We begin to 
espy a dark cloud on the horizon; but we do not desire to be re¬ 
garded as birds of ill omen. We should sincerely deplore the dis¬ 
appearance of this journal from the field of literature; and if a 
good word from us can keep It in existence, it shall not be with¬ 
held. But after all, Mr Editor, how could you indite su :li a rabid 
attack as that launched this month at the London weeklies—you 
who setup your journal as the pattern of literary decorum—the 
beautiful exemplar of professional morality and lionou'-, which we 
degenerate Lon,ton Edito s would do wisely to imitate? Fie upon 
you 1 Wo shall begin to suspect that you intrusted the writing of 
that ar icle to our i id acquaintance, Mrs Candour, and that while 
abusing us witli riaht good-will, she was endeavouring to do you 
all the harm in her power that you might not grow too conceited 
with the success of her labours. We cannot deny, however, that 
the old lady has some knowledge of medical literature, and that 
the following chaste and mannerly description in the pattern jour¬ 
nal is sufficiently exact to be understood without an index-finger 
in the margin. Thus, quoth your interlocutor “Chirurgus” in 
the said * Colloquia— 

“Then we thought of the London Ilebdomedarics,—what good 
they had done in their generation; and how much evil—how one 
had thrust itself into notoriety and success by stabbing and throat- 
entting (‘Lancet ?')—that another (‘Medical Gazette?'), after 
struggling many years for lingering existence in a virtuous way, 
had sunk at last into the embraces of a third, the meanest of all 
(‘Med cal Times?)—tint a fourth had just begun to lower upon 
the horizon of medicine on a humble scale (ourselves ?)—that the 
coming of a fifth had been portended (Provincial Journal ?)—how 
they have gradually shallowed up the honest old English month¬ 
lies, left only one languishing quarterly, and succeeded in so low¬ 
ering the public taste down to their own level (fie! fie !), that in 
periodical literature there is no longer any profitable investment 
for capital, whether in brains or gold, except the fleeting leaves of 
a weekly print—and most of ail, how long it will bo before the 
medical profession of England shall be so Imbued with the dignity 
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and purity of true learning, as to starve into surrender those who 
win their weekly bread by devouring men’s characters, and pan¬ 
dering to the insatiable human appetite for scandal, strife, and 
spoliation!” 

This is pretty well—about as abusive as a good honest hater 
could desire, d livered with all the unction of a presbyter in a 
pas-ion. The ‘Lancet,’ the meek, disinterested, virtuous ‘Lan¬ 
cet,’deliberately accu od of “slabbing” and ‘-throat-cutting!!" 
There is a dagger in every letter; and the amiable Editor of that 
print must feel bis heart torn with agony at the accusation. The 
‘Medical Times’ and ‘Gazette,’ our respectable inoffensive and 
most moral neighbour, piilori -d as the “ meanest,” unequivocally 
tiie meanest, the most abject, dishonourable, and worthless of them 
nil!! Can contempt be more emphatically expressed? Ourselves 
“lowering upon the horizon on a humble scale.” We thank thee, 
“ Chirurgus,” for that word “ lowering.” It brings to mind the 
small cloud not bigger than a man’s hand that lowers on the ho¬ 
rizon and grows rapidly till the skies are obscured by its magni¬ 
tude. We advise our Edinburgh brother to take shelter ere the 
storm bur.-t. We would willingly place him in safety under our 
wings. But the richest joke of all consists in the most virtuous 
hope lhat our Edinburgh contemporary and the “Provincial!!" 
will “ blow the whole nest of pirates out of tiie water.” tamely 
the Editor must be a very facetious gentleman, with an extraordi¬ 
nary propensity to throw ridicule upon his friends. Fancy the ‘ Pro¬ 
vincial,’—that crazy, rotten, water-logged, unserviceable hospital- 
ship for incurable1', fresh painted, sparred, and rigged, fiigate fa¬ 
shion, firing a broadside into tiie ‘ Medical Circular!!’ Wc should like 
to sec them at it. Tliere might be ni difficulty in shutting tiie mouth 
of the 1 Mi dical Times ’—that is done already ; and a few shots at 
the ‘ Lancet,’ well directed, might be a public benefit, ; nd should 
have our approval; but we advise all uewcimer i to beware how 
they :ry to get to windward of tile ‘ Medical Circular.’ We can hit 
hard or easy as it suits us; and we promise all parties that we 
won’t fire first. So prythee, Mr Editor, don’t be rash anl get your¬ 
self into unnecessary trouble. 

Studens.—A new part of Dr Copland’s extraordinary and learned 
work is now in the press, anl will soon be published. 

Du B.—The ex-Editor is on the continent. We understand that 
ho intends to publish “ revelations” of l.is editorial career—the at t 
of book-making, book-selling, and publishing inclusive. The work 
will be doubtless highly amusing; but it is very likely that it will 
make certain persons in London “laugh on the wrong side of their 
mouths.” 

Ma Wm. Collins.—The subject of your communication shill have 
our consideration. 

Cogitans must excogitate the matter for himself. Whether a dis¬ 
ease in tiie brain and a disease out of the brain—for that is in rea¬ 
lity his puzzle about meningitis—is one and the same thing or not, 
is too embarrassing a question for us to lose time in determining. 

Dr J. W. Crystal, I.istowel—You will observe an answer to your 
inquiry in our reply to “A. A. It.” 

We regret that want of space does not permit us to insert 
the feeling and considerate letter of a correspondent ad¬ 
dressed “ To the Medical Hospital Pupils.” Sentiments similar 
to those expre-sed by our benevolent correspondent usually 
constitute an important portion of the introductory lectures de- 
liverod at tiie opening of the schools at tiie October session, and 
there is therefore less necessity for the insertion of his communi¬ 
cation. We cordially agree with him in recommending to pupils 
tiie example of Mr Fergusson for imitation. Labour is ilie ordi¬ 
nance and the duty of life; it withdraws a man from many tempta¬ 
tions, and saves him from much unhappiness. The approbation of 
our Biographical sketches is appreciated by us, and isa recompence 
for the trouble and expense to which we are put in their prepara¬ 
tion. We have no doubt that they are read with interest, iy tlie 
public as we l as by tiie profession, and that the lessons which the., 
occasionally teach tor good con act in life, and perseverance in duty, 
have been productive of much benefit to our younger brethren. 

T. J. C.-—This gentleman wri es to us to say that too much stress 
sltould not be placed upon tile fact recorde l in our sketch of Fer¬ 
gusson that this operator had cut f >r calculus twenty patients run¬ 
ning without a single fatal occurrence, because Mr Crosse, of 
Norwich, cut thirty-three patients running without a fatal case, 
Mr Martineau cut eighty-two running with the same good fortune, 
the next two, however, died. Mr Martineau’s were selected cases, 
but Mr Cro-se’s were not. We do not de-ire to elevate any man 
unduly in profession ,1 esteem: to each iris me id of praise is our 
rule. In adjudging the comparative merit of the operators, tiie 
different circumstances under which the operations were performed 
should be taken intu account. 

J. W.—An application to Mr Farr, at the Registrir-General’s office, 
might be a tended with success. The Rep rrts are published 
weekly. If your object is scientific it is unlikely that any objections 
will be offered. 

Studens (King’s College).—1st—No. 2nd—Write to Mr Balfour. 
3rd-It would be illegal. 4th—You could make your way in the 
Colonies better with a diploma than without one. We know of one 
insttnee of a gentleman who saw a probability of future success, 
coming to England solely for that purpose. 

To the Editors of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I feci that I (in common with every member of the medical- 

profession) owe you a large debt of gratitude for the excellent 
‘ Medical Circular ’ which you are supplying at a cost which is sur¬ 

prisingly low, and which conta'ns inf irmation of the most valuable 
and interesting kind. I likewise feel obliged by the great pains 
and trouble you have taken in compiling the ‘ Medical Directories.’ 

if I may venture to offer a single suggestion, which I think 
might prove useful, if Inserted in the ‘Circular,’ I would most 
respectfully ask you to urge the propriety of a more general use of 
tire tepid and warm bath tli in is at present made by tiie inhabitants 
of Great Britain; who woul i do well if they looked more after the 
condition of their own skin, instead of indulging in self-praise 
about their pretended cleanliness, as a people, and reflecting on the 
supposed filthiness of their “Natural Enemies,” wli > are described 
as being anything but attentive to the purity of their body-linen. 
British ladies and gentlemen are scrupulously careful in that 
re-pect; but the snowy linen very generally covers skin which is 
seldom acquainted witu general ablution in pure water, either cold 
or warm; while the French, witli very few exceptions, purify their 
bodies by a frequent use of tiie bath ; and I need n t ask you, as 
learned phys ologists, whether a clen shift or shirt thrown over 
a dirty skin, nr similar garments infolding a body from which the 
bitli has washed away some natural impurities, is most conducive 
to tiie preservation of health. As your admirable ‘Circular’ is 
now very generally read by thousands who are not of our profes¬ 
sion, I think you would confer a greit blessing on society if you 
you would devote a portion of your p iges to the above subject, and 
give a popular description of the nature of the humui skin, and of 
its intimate connexi m with tiie functions of all tiie internal organs 
of the boiy. 

Among the many hundred works wh’c'i have been published on 
tiie subject of baths anl bathing, I know not one mure likely to 
prove useful to the pubhe than the following: — “ An Essay on tho 
Utility of Sea-Bathing, in preserving Health, an t as a Remedy in 
Disease, especially in Nervous, Scrofulous, Bilious, Liver, and 
Cutaneous Complaints: with Directions for employing tile Warm, 
Cold, Vap ur, Shower, and Medicate I Baths. Also, Observations 
on Mineral Waters, Natural and Artificial. By John Williams, 
Member of th i Royal College of Surgeons in L rndon, Resident 
Practitioner in Portsea. 

A frame so steeled 
Dreads not tiie cough, nor those ungenial blasts 
That breathe tire tertian or fell rheumatism; 
The nerves so tempered never quit their tone; 
N i chronic languors haunt such hardy breast. 

Armstrong. 
Printed and published by S. Mills, 74 High street, Portsmouth. 
Said by Btldwin, Cradoek, and Joy, Paternoster row, London. 
1820.’ I have given the title of the book in full, behaving it to be 
a valuable publication, and likely to be m >re carefully perused than 
many of the more extended Treatises on Baths and Bathing. 

I shall be gratified if you will publish this letter in the ‘ Ctteular,’ 
as I believe it may do soma good; and, with tire greitest respect, I 
have tiie honour to be, &e. James Scott, M.D. Deputy Inspector of 
Hospitals and Fleets, Ac. Sic. 

Argyll square, Edinburgh, 8tli November, 1852. 

F. M.-The book will be allowed to be printed before the injunction 
i3 obtained. In Iiudgett’s case we put our hands upon 2,500 copies 
of tiie pirated work, and sold them as waste paper. Your affidavit 
will probably lie required. Many thanks to you and to many others 
who have express :d their readiness to come forward. We are as- 
sured on good au hority that the “fellow” has not obtained one 
thousand returns to his application, and these have been made on 
the faith of his excluding the names, tit’es, and distinctions of 
lmmeopa lis. We s.iail see how honourably this omission will be 
observed. The venture will cost at least 5C0L, and where is the 
money to come from? 

An Australian Emigrant.—Buy ‘Churchill’s Manuals’ on the 
subjects you refer to. 

Da Mantell.—A biographical sketch and portrait of this gent'eman 
appeared in the 5th Number of this Journal. 

Mr Thomson, (Aberfcldy). Communication received, but too late 
for insertion. There also seems less need of it, as the sti ictures are 
based upon negative evidence,—upon omissions in the description 
rather than nctuil statements of the practice pursued. It is pro¬ 
bable that the writer of tiro letter adopted tire practice referred to, 
but did not think it necessary to mention it. 

RICES of MEDICAL BOTTLES, best quality, at 
E. and S. WINDSOR'S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, CITY. 

G oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
ljoz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s.6d. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, IDs. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on upplioatiou. 

RENCH.—Mons. M. de BEAUVOISIN’S ORAL 
and PRACTICAL METHOD of TEACHING the FRENCH LAN¬ 

GUAGE. (Now preparing for the Press.) 
Elementary and Conversation Ciassetoa this most pleasing and easy 

method are held every eveuiug (Friday’s excepted) at M. de Revuvoisin’s 
Ciass Roj.ns, 17 King William street. Cry, The terms of aimissiou are 
Three Guineas for the complete course, entitling the Student to the Classes 
for a period of Twelve Months. Te ms also quarterly. For private essons, 
and other particulars, see the prospectus, which may be had at the Class 
Rooms.—Morning Classes for Ladies. 

N.B.—M. de BeauvoisiTs works are published at the London School 
Library—C. H. Law, 131 Fleet street. 
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CLERICAL, MEDICAL, and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 
ADVANTAGES OFFERED. 

EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured may reside in most parts of the world, without extra charge, and in all parts, 
by payment of a small extra premium. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP, 

mhe small share of profit divisible in future 
JL in'renchiug on tlic amount made by the regular business, t 

at the same time, complete freedom from liability, secured by i 
vantages of both systems. 

The AssuranceFund already invested amounts to £350.000, and the Income exceeds £130,000 j er Annum 
CttEDI I’ SYSTEM.—On Policies for the whole of I, fa. one half of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit and may 

plth«p nrtnfinno as a debt on the Policy, or may be paid off at any time. 
,VS_) onus are advanced on'Policies which liavc been in existence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their value. 
BONUSES —FIVE Bonuses have been declared ; at the last in January, 1852, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Bonus 

varr im/with the different ages from 241 to 55 per oent. on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from £5 to £12 10s. per cent, on the sum Assured. 
■ The B ■ u«es applied ill veduo’ion of Premium on mauv of the Policies which have participated m three or more divisions have b.cn suflicient not 

only to extinguish the whole of the Premiums, but also to add a Bonus to the sum assured, which will be further augmented at every succeeding 

division. Tile following are examples: 

Sums 
Assured. 

No. of 
Eon uses. 

Otig inal Premium. 

Bonus already added to 
Sums Assured since the 

extinguishment of all the 
Premiums. 

£ £ S. (1. £ s. d. 
1000 5 82 11 10 Extinguished. 337 11 0 
KH'O 4 S2 0 10 ditto. m 0 0 

1000 3 125 0 0 ditto. 193 5 0 

1000 3 100 5 0 ditto. 106 10 0 

PARTICIPATION 
every division, so that if i 
its due share The books < 
to one year’s additional share of Profits over later Assurers k _ , . 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses may either be received in Cash, or applied, at the option of the assured, in auy 

° hCNON-PARTICIPATING.—Assurances may be effected for a fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Premiums for term Policies are 
lower than at most other Safe Offices , , „ „ „ . . . - 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—'Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are Indisputable exceptm oases of 

fraud. , , 
INVALID LIVES maj be assured at rates proportioned to the increased risk. ... A 
POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and of every age, and for any sum on one life from £oU to £10,U00. 
PREMIUMS may be paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, but if a payment be omitted from any cause, the Policy can be revived within Foun- 

teen Months. 
The accounts and Balace Sheets arc at all times opcu to the inspection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure. 
A copy of the last Report, with a Prospectus and forms of Proposal, can be obtained of any of the Society’s Agent*, or will be forwarded free by 

addressing a line to GEORGE H. PIN CKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 

N.B. A Fee of One Guinea is allowed by this Society to the Medical Attendants of all Persons proposing to assure. 

W M. COLCHESTER, PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMIST and MANUFACTURER of CONCENTRATED 
. l'R F. l’ARA TIO N S, 2 Crown street, Hoxton, square, Bon ion, respectfully informs Gentlemen of the Medical Profession, wishing fora superior 

Concentrated Preparations and Infusions, that a List of his Concentrated Medicines (many of which are prepared only by him) with their prices, is 
sent free by post on application ; and that all orders to the amount of 11. I0i. and upwards are sent to any railway station within 150 miles of Loudon, 
carriage free, on the receipt of a Post office order to that amount, the cost of which can be deducted. 

Medical Gentlemen ordering Colohestcr’s Liq. Sennte Comp, through other houses are requested to observe that Mr C. cannot be answerable for any 
without his signature— 

on the label ; the celebrity this preparation has acquired, and the increased demand for it since its first introduction by Mr Colchester in 1345 (vide 
‘ Baueet,’ January 10th, 1340, page 4). and January 31st, page 142) having induced some parties to prepare imitations of it. 

H 
TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

OSPITAL SULPHATE of QUININE, PURE 
_ CRYSTALLISED. prepared by 
EDWARD HERRING, of the late firm of HERRING, BROTHERS, 

for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, ice- 
This Sulphate of Quiniue is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 

same, and in every respect, identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was origina’ly introdue d forthc use of Hospitals, Dispeusanes, and 
Public Charities ; but its fi ihti and Git eat reduction in riiice is also 
attraoiing the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Uublcached Sulphate, 
and also the u-ual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (tree) of 3 ounces and 0 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these .Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 103 ouuces, of 

JAC >B liUBBE, jun., Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, Loudon. 

October 23,1852. 

ENT ’ S PATENT 0 II R GNOME T E R S, 
WATCHES, and CLOCKS.—E J. DENT begs leave to inform the 

Publio that he has been AWARDED by the Jury of the Great Exhibition 
of 1851, the ONLY COUNCIL MEDAL given in Horology to the English 
exhibitors ; also a Prize Medal for his Patent Mariner’s Compass ; and his 
just received, by order of the Admiralty, a premium price for the per¬ 
formance of his Chronometer at the Royal observatory in 1831 and 1852. 

E. J Dent respectfully requests an iuspeotion of his extensive stock of 
Watches aud Clocks, Ladies’elegant gold wotci.es, eight guineas; gentle¬ 
men’s, teu guineas; youths’ silver watches, four guineas ; strong lever 
wa'cliesfor engineers and others, six guineas each. 

E J. Dent, watch and clock maker by appoiutment to the Queen, ll.R U. 
Prince Albert, and H.I M. the Emperor of Russia, Cl Strand, 33 Cookspur 
street, and 31 Royal Exchange (clock tower area). Large church-olock 
manufactory, Somerset wharf, Strand, 

I)1 

A NEW DISCOVERY in TEETH.—Mr HOWARD, 
il Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an entirely NEW 
DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without springs 
wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as not to 
be distinguished from the originals by the closest ob erver; they will never 
change colour or decay ; aud will be found superior to any teeth ever be¬ 
fore used. This method does not require the extraction of roots, or anv 
painful operation, aud will support and preserve teeth that are loose, and 
is guaranteed to restore articulation and mastication. Decayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five, 

INNEFORD’S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

Dinneford's Solution may fairly be taken as a type nf what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J ins half 
gallon.5s. Od. ; gallon, 9s. Od. ; specially adapted for tile use of Surgeons 
aud Chemists. 

To bo hadfrom the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists 
172 Bond street, London: and all respectable wholesale Druggists and’ 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

ARON LIEBIG on PALE ALES.—If I wished 
to wsociatc with any individual brewery my remarks on the alleged, 

adulteration of bitter beer witli strychnine, it would have been only 
natural to have mentioned another brewery, in which alone, and not in 
Mr Allsopp’F, I was engaged in investigating the Burton mods of brewing 
and it was also in that brewery, and not in Mr Allsopp’s, that the Ba¬ 
varian brewers acquired all the instructions they obtained at Burton, 
the admiration I expressed of this beverage, in my letter to Mr Allsopp" 
is advertised in snch a manner as to lead to the inference that my praise 
was exclusively confined to Mr Allsopp’s beer, this was not the case • my 
remaiks referred to that Class of beer JUSTUS LIEBIG ’ 

Giessen, July 24, 1852. 
N.B. The B ron’s original letter is in the hands of Mr Miller at tho 

Jerusalem Coffee-house, Cornliill, where it may be seen by any one taking 
an interest in tbe matter. 6 



Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, &c. &c. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brodie, Bart., to the late Sir R. Peel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. 6, with¬ 
out a Ilood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Bath Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Pricefifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

TMPORTANTto SURGEONS and the PROFESSION 
JL requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a Working Sur¬ 
geon’s Ins rummt and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 3 Bedford court, Coveut 
garden, London, solicits attention to the above, and respectfully invites 
inspection of an extensive stock of Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, 
w hich are guaranteed of best London make, and offered at vero moderate 
prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 
s. d. £ s. d. 

Circular Spring Truss . from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s. „ 7 6 „ 0 10 6 

„ Cole’s . „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold at 3Z.3s. 2 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle . 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting cases, from 12s. 
Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee and 

Ankle Socks. Bandages, Artificial Legs Arms, &e. Manufactory, 3 Bedford 
court. Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeoni,’ Outfits at an hour’s notie:; and a variety of 
Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, cheap. 

QJJTTA PERCIIA CURTAIN and CORNICE 
_ . BINGS.—These Rings have been much approved by the Faculty, 

particulai ly for nervous and aged persons. Owing to the peculiar properties 
of Guita l'ercha, these rings do not make a noise when drawn along the 
pole <fr rod. The foil wing sizes may be had either with or without loops : 
—Sizes, 1 inch dia i etev, I j inch ditto, 2 inch ditto, zj inch ditto, 3 inch 
ditto, 31 inch ditto. 

TUBING. LINING FOR TANKS, ORNAMENTAL 
MOULDINGS, &c, manufactured by the 

GUTTA PERCLIA COMPANY 
(Patentees), 18 Wharf road. City road. London._ 

LADIES’ BELTS AND BANDAGES. 
NO LADY SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE. BAILEY’S ELASTIC LADIES’ 

BELTS are found to be some of the most 
useful articles in his establishment. They are 
worn by those who are delicate in their con¬ 
stitution, since they support the Back and Ab¬ 
dominal Muscles, giving the greatest possible 
comfort, before and after Accouchement, ltis im¬ 
possible in an advertisement to explain the utility 
of these Belts; they prevent the bearing down 
so much complained of by Ladies, and in all 
cases where the stays are of very little use. In 
fact, most eminent Accoucheurs keep one by 
them in cu e of Hmmorrliage, The prices are 
21s., 3ls. 6d., and 42s. each. 

For Measurement, size round at A, B, and C. 

B And depth, from A to B and C. 

LOOK TO YOUR LEGS. 
If they swell, or the veins are enlarged, get one of BAILEY a ELAb 1JC 
l’OCKINGS It is a well-known fact, that many valuable lives have been 
, t by neglecting to get a proper Bandage or Stocking, A Cotton Stocking, 
I draw on without the trouble of lacing, is. 6d. ; very strong, 13s 6d. .fine 
ilk, 15s- : Stout silk, 21s. each. KNEE CAPS, 6s. 6d.; Silk, 10s. Gd.eaoh. 
ircumfefencc of the leg is all that is required. _V_,IV uiiTEY .118 
Post-office Orders to be addressed to MM. HTJNTLY BAILEY, 418 
xford street, London. . ^ 

N.B.—A Catalogue may be had by sending a postage stamp._ 

R ARNOTT S HYDROSTATIC or FLOATING 
J BED-—This valuable Invention, affording s' great relief to all 
tients long confined to bed. is now presented to the Public greatly 
proved in manufacture, bv which it is made much more durable, and at 
reatly reduced pri e, which it is hoped will oonducs to make its advan- 
-es more generally available; the price being less than some of the 
ter cushions pretended to sur ersede it, which, though valuable for many 
es can never substitute the Hydrostatic Bed as it is obvious there can 
no floatino on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
ioh is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bid. . 
Id ward Spencer and Co., have published instructor s for its use, which 
coves much of the inconvenience complained of m some cases, and give 
ncreased adaptation. . , , , 

* Dr Arnott, the Inventor, has inspected the beds manu.actured by 
ward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their con- 

action and make. . , . 
No. 1. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, &c. 
No. 2. ditto plain 

FOB HIRE. 
No. 1. First Month ... ... 

„ Second and succeeding Months 
No. 2. First Month ... ... 

, Second and succeeding Mouths ... - 
'he Hire cf the Bed, with Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be paid in 

tonufactured, Sold, and Let out on Hire by EDWARD SPENCER 
1 Co General Waterproofer •, and Manufacturers of all kinds of W ater- 
>of Garments, as Coats, Wrappers. Capes, Leggings, Overshoes, &c. &c. 
Billiter street and 116 Fenchnrch street. London 

1 15 
1 2 
1 10 
0 17 

d. 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
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1R GEORGE HIND, F R.C.S., has resumed his 
PRIVATE LECTURES and EXAMINATIONS on the 16th of 

itember_Class-rooms. 25 Newman street, Oxford street. Private rcsi- 
ice. 9 South crescent, Bedford square. 



MR HOOPER’S IMPROVED 
INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS. 

Being made of prepared Iudia rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(See ‘Tub Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1S51.) 

CUSHIONS for BED SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in '.vlik-Ii Sloughing has taken place. Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Curtilages Coldness ot the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Sp :sms, Lassitude, Tvpho d and otlt r Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldn • -s of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients. They arc simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets an i a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Osar Hawkins’s Letter in the ‘Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 1849; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thorn’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘Institute,’ February 8th, and tho ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. loth, 1851. 

rjMie following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asylums, 
Unions, &e., that Mr Hoopc-r has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

they afford. 
Addenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
B dford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Bcla-t General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry llospiial 
Croydon Dispensary 
Cliard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Eairfcrd Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylum, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King’s College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
M lidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbanlc Prison 

Middlesex Lumtie Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
Nor h Staff rdshire Potteries Infir¬ 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hunts Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-park Asylum,near Derby 
Sussex Couidy Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke’s Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevenoaks Uni on 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk General Hospital 
St George’s Hospital 
Taunton Union 
ieignmouth andDawlish Infirmary 
University Co lege Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winch' ster County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
West Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Warley Barracks Hi epital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure In stating that Her Majesty's Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM 1HE ‘INSTITUTE,* FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY la, 1 S31.—A Di putatlon from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir George Grey was present, with reference 
to tlie evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ lie had observed in a periodical ot 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest h id been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 
one, who had fractured bis thigh, and who died in consequence of bed-sores, the guardians having obstinately refused to supply for his use, 
as requested by the Medical Officers, one of Hooper’s Water Cushions. At the inquest the guardians attempted to transfer the blame to 
the Medical Officer, by alleging the sufferer died from improper medical treatment; the jury, li >wever, by tin ir verdict, fixed the blame o 
neglect and cruelty ?h the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 
authority.’’ 

EXTRACT FROM TIIE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the claslic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pull¬ 
man East, \v< re submitted to us for inspection. M> re recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum, si that the patients can make any movement or change in their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his con -h. Being made of India rubber, without the admixture of cloth material's, leikage is avoided ; 
and Mr Hooper’s Cushions h ivebeen found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comibrt of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” 

Any of these E astic Mattresses or Water-bcus are exce dingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in health. They are 
a so particutally applicable for children's cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great assistance to muscular 
action. 

Hitherto the nvji rity of Invalids have not been able to obta’n relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
nt a loss what to devise, the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
rsv. These Cushions and Mattresses how obviate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

tern 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

W A T E R PROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 
Mr IIODFER has snecee 'e ’ in obt fining Waterproof She ting, at a great redaction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected by 

pei'ttlure, acids, u r alkalies, a d may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 



mo SURGEONS and CHEMISTS.—A respectable 
I energetic young man is desirous of an engagement as Dispensing 

Assistant. He is a neat and accurate Dispenser, and can be highly recom¬ 
mended.—Apply to W. H., Office of this Journal, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

[ NDIA PALE ALE.—W. Younger and Co. 
X Paul’s Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their Friends and 
the Public that they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale. in casks of 9 gallons at 9s. and 12s. 
Also their Superior Edinburgh Ale ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong and Rich . ditto 9 ditto at IBs. and 20s. 
And Superior Porter and Stout ... ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLED. 
Pale Ales, 5s. qts. and 3s. pints ; Blinbirgh Ale, 7s. and S3, qts. and 4s. 

and Is. 61. pints ; Stout, 33. 6d. and 5s. qts., and 2s and 3s. pints. 
Five per cent, allowed for Cash. 

J. W. WATSON, Manager. 

PALE INDIA ALE and STOUT—4s. per dozen 
Quarts, 2s. Cd. per dozen Pints ; Scotch Ale, 5s. per dozen Quarts, 

3s-per dozen Pints. Delivorel Free. Merchant3 and Captains supplied 
either for Exportation or Stores. Port aud Sherry, from 30s. per dozen. 
Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON,16 Clement’s 

lane. City. 

TA ASS’S EAST INDIA PALE ALE.—The Octo- 
| 5 her brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from IS gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B iss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s Stout and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 3 St James’s street. 

I^LECTRO - MEDICAL INSTITUTION of the 
J Chevalier LE MOLT, for the application of his Method of Electric 

Frictions, by which powerful currents are ap died to the body without 
Bhoce-S or Pains, to the cure of Para’ysis, Nervous and Rheumatic Af¬ 
fections, Tie Dolourenx, Sterility, Impotence, Scrofula, Menstrual Irregu¬ 
larities, &c. Twenty-five years’ practice. Success attested by the first 
physicians and scientific corporations. Obtained the. Grand Goll Medal. 

5 Bentinok street, Manchester square. 
TESTIMONIALS OF CURES EFFECTED a: the Eleetro-Melical 

Institution of the Chevalier Le Molt, 5 Beutiack street, Manchester 

Sir ^—Having been more or less affected with nervousness from my you'll, 

-'cleat shocks so much dreaded, and which, judging from my sensations, 
might be applied to a child in arms. I have no doubt that as soon as your 
valuable establishment becomes known, that it mu t meet with the success 
it so much deserves.—Yours, very respectfully, Josepb Tussaud, Bazaar, 

~Bn.ltftr street. 
Miss M D my sister-in-law, aged 17, has greatly suffered for the last 

eighteen months’ by the non-appearance of the catamenia. She has now 
recovered her health and experienced the desire i effects after being treated 

have been 
by the Electric Frictions.—Celine Dorguin, 22 Bentiuck street. 

I declare, after trving many fruitless medical means, that I ha 
cured by Mr Le Molt’s Electric Frictions, of a very old and painful 
neuralgia affecting the anterior part of the head and neck.—Y. IIuby, 40 
W igmore street. 

Health, economy, and cleanliness 
consulted by the use of CULINARY VESSELS COATEDin GLASS 

ENAMEL by Messrs SELBY. JOHNS, and CO., Bradford street, Bir- 

^Thismivel and elegant appl’eation for coating Wrought Iron wi h Pure 
Glass combines cleanliness with extreme durability, and is one of the most 
important steps in the progress of real sanitary reform, as it obviates the 
evils which result from the employment of copper vessels in the preparation 
of food pickles, confectionery, &c. Messrs Selby, Johns and Co.’s Glass 
enamelled Ware is at the price of the ordinary tinned ware, but entirely 
free from the objection of rust or corrosion, so generally complained of, 
and with ordinary care is everlasting. The following extract from an 
article in ‘ The Lancet ’ of the 21st February last, in reply to the strictures 
of‘The Lancet’ upon the too frequent presence of copper in pickles, is 
conclusive upon the paramount value of Paris’s Patent for culinary pur- 

r°4he glass, as I have ineontestibly proved, by,_a, series of carefully con¬ 
ducted experiments, resists the action of a very intense he.it, manv degrees 
higher than is required in culinary processes, and is perfectly unaffected by 
contact with all vegetable acids. In domestic economy, vessels of this 
construction will doubtless, ere long, supply the place of many of those 
which now adorn the well-appointed kitchen. 

“ Wm. White, Consulting Chemist.” 
Culinary and other vessels may be obtained, of every convenient form 

and size of Messrs Selby and Johns, Manufacturers of Pa’ent Glass 
Enamel 288 Bradford street, Birmingham, and 63 Upper Thames street, 
London^ where, upon application, may be had illustrated descriptive 

catalogues. 

HOUSEHOLDERS’ and GENERAL LIFE As¬ 
surance COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON. 
The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the Medical 

Referees. 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coln- 
brook. 

The Rev Tlios. Cator, 
Bryai stone square, 
and Skelbrook park, 
Doncaster. 

Charles IIulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock W ebster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq. Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road, Holloway 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 
All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an im¬ 

mediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every five or 
seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the service of the medical professson by ad* 
mitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits of the 
Company in rateable proportion to the bu8iues3 recommended by them 
individually,in addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium on each Assurance, 
and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as long as the Folicy remains 
in force. , RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

PIGGOTT’S GALVANIC BELT, without acid or 
any saturation, for the cure of Nervous Diseases and Irregularities 

of the System, produced by the want of electricity. Mr Piggott calls the 
attentiou of the Faculty and others to his PATENT GALVANIC APPA¬ 
RATUS, constructed on the same principle. By merely forming a contact, 
this machine is always ready for use, producing a current of quantity or 
intensity (at the will of the operator) in one direction only. Galvanic 
?dachhies excited by acid, with the current in one direction, from 26s. to 
SZ. 8s. 

Mr Piggott, Medical Galvaniet, 523 Oxford street, Bloomsbury. 
Treatise on the above, gratis. 

PURE and HEALTHY LEECHES.— 
I POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists,&c. 

that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for Purity, 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &o. 66 Farringdon 
market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

THE VINEGARS OF HILL, EVANS, AND CO. ALTHOUGH the Statement in the ‘Lancet’ of 
28th August, that our Vinegars contained Sulphuric Acid, was cor¬ 

rected in that Journal of the 2uth September, by the admission that its 
Sanitary Commissioners had mistaken Gypsum (sulphate of lime), natu- 
laliy contained in the water from which they are made, for free Sulphuric 
Acid, we h .ve still thought it due to our custo ners and friends to submit 
the whole of our works, products, and books to Professor Graham, Dr 
Hofmann, aud Dr Lyon Playfair ; and in appending an abstract of the 
Report of these eminent chemists, we have to draw attention to the fact 
that they are quite satisfied that our Vinegars are made from grain wort 
only, and that no deleterious ingredients of any kind have ever been used 
t,y u3. Hill, Evans, and Co. 

" Worcester, October 22,1852. 
Abstract of Report by Professors Graham, F.R.S., Hofmann, Ph. D., 

F.R.S , aud Lyon Playfair, C.B., Ph.D., F.R.S, 
We have personally inspected the Vinegar works of Messrs Hill, Evans, 

and Co., Worcester; examined the journals of the daily operations of the 
manufactory for upwards of twenty years, and carefully analysed their 
Vinegars drawn from vats fixed upon by ourselves in the extensive stores 
of the establishment, which represented an average stock of several hun¬ 
dred thousand gallons. The fermented wort, before acetification, which 
was at the time in stock, and the water employed in mashing the grain- 
wort, were also submitted to examination. A careful aualysis of these 
products (of which we have presented a detailed report for publication), 
establishes the conclusion that the Vinegars of Messrs Hil), Evans, and 
Co. are wholly unadulterated with sulphuric acid, contrary to what has 
been lately pub.icly alleged ; while on the other hand, their strength is not 
artificially enhanced by the addition of pyro-ligneous acid, sometimes 
practised, and which would berray itself by an odour of creosote when the 
liquid is heated, from which these Vinegars are entirely free. 

The Report, of which the above is an abstract, is published, and may be 
had, without charge, on application to HILL, EVANS, and CO. WOR¬ 
CESTER; and 15 WHITECROSS STREET, LONDON J and will be 
sent, postage free, in reply to any request addressed to Worcester. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements :— 

Eight lines and under .£0 6 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London ; Printed bv Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster.—Nov. 17, 1852. 
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Will be ready the First Week in January, 1353, 

rpHE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL 
-L DIRECTORY for 1353, inclusive of IRELAND and SCOTLAND, 

giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. kc. of every known 
Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with the latest corrections of all 
Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an 
amount of medical information never before given in a single volume. 

Price to Subscribers, 7s, 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL 
DIRECTORY for 1853. 

Price to Subscribers, 5g.; Non-Subscribeis, 7s. 6d. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 
1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND 
for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; Non-subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the Original Medical Directories (pub¬ 
lished by Mr John ChurchilL Princes st., Soho); one of which (the London 
and Provincial) has been th« key to the Profession roi iuc ;v„,0) 
and has received the warmest commcndatione both from the medical and 
general press. The Directories may be obtained through any respectable 
Bookseller ; but those gentlemen who may wish to secure a copy at the 
Subscribers’ price should forward their names at once to the Office, 4 Adam 
street, Adelphi, where only advertisements and orders for the work are 
received by tne Secretary, Mr Harris. 

A SMALL MEDICAL PRACTICE for IMME¬ 
DIATE DISPOSAL.—The above offers an unusually favourable 

opportunity f> r a Gentleman, properly qualified, about to commence 
PRACTICE in LONDON, as the premium required is exceedingly low, 
in eonsequcnce of the present proprietor being about to leave England— 
For particulars, apply by letter to Mr Fredericks, 11 Exeter Change, 
Strand, London. 

PURE COCOA.—Cocoa has been designated by 
Physicians of eminence as one of the richest productions of the 

vegetable king lom, and when properly prepared is justly celebrated forits 
peculiarly invaluable nutritive properties. 

So keen, however, has been the avidity to render this article a lucrative 
manufacture, and so strenuous the competitive efforts thereby excited, that 
the most flagrant adulterations have been resorted to, with the sole aim of 
LOWNESft of PRICE, until Cocoa has been unjustly brought into disre¬ 
pute, the public having long become disgusted with numerous vile com¬ 
pounds, which, whether vended under the captivating misnomers of 
“ Homoeopathic,” “ Digestive,” “Dietetic,” &c. &c. are all more or less the 
most nauseate concoctions, and indeed can hardly be considered as deserv¬ 
ing any claim to the title or character of Cocoa. 

The style with which so baneful a system is fraught are strikingly mani¬ 
fest to the Medical Profession, who, highly esteeming Cocoa (IN ITS 
PURE STATE) os an article of diet, frequently prescribe and recommend 
it to invalids, as a remedial agent in promoting health. The results are, 
however, too often rendered nugatory by the impurity of the article 
supplied. 

The importance, as well as the uncertainty, of obtaining Cocoa in a 
genuine pure state, are alike sufficiently notorious—the only security 
adopted by many to guard against adulteration lias been to procure the 
Cacoa Nibs; but apart from the time and difficulty in extracting the entire 
strength and flavour of Cocoa in this form, no guarantee whatever is 
afforded that the N uts are of the Best quality. 

The magnitude of our legitimate business as Tea Dealers necessarily 
preclude our devoting a strict and essential supervision to the manufacture 
of Cocoa; we have therefore completed arrangements with the highly 
respectable firm of Messrs Henry Thorne and Co. Leeds, whose many years’ 
successful experience in the preparation of this article, and the .elebrity 
they have thereby acquired in the North of England, together with their 
uncompromising determination to adhere to the principle they originally 
adopted, viz. to manufacture only from the choicest Nuts, and to rigidly 
eschew adulteration in any shape whatever, warrant us in recommending 
their “ GENUINE TRINIDAD COCOA ” 
to our numerous Friends, to the Medical Profession, and to the Public. 
Your obedient, humble Servants, 

SIDNEY, WELLS, AND COMPANY, 
Sole Agents for London, Family Tea-Men, 8 Ludgate hill. 

PRICES of MEDICAL BOTTLES, best quality, at 
F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. CITY. 

C oz. aDd 8 oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
l^oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s.6d. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, Ids. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

FOR VARICOSE VEINS and WEAKNESS, 
SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any t.mperature, without 
the troubie of Lacing or Bandaging ; likewise, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospitals and the Working Classes: ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELT. &,for both sexes ; those for ladies’use before and after accouchement 
are admirably adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 

u ^tle attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
•onlication, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers. 

"TheYrWsS>..^Y4TER]L80 P-HCE’ PALLMALL. -  ——. Hospitals, supplied. PALMER’S AMERICAN ARTIFICIAL LEG 
“ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philantropliic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all others that have been hitherto invented, and is a 
valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience arising from 
a severe mutilat on. The peculiar characteristics are life-like elasticity 
and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adaptability, and perfection 
of exterior appearance.”—’ The Lancet,’ Jan. 3, 1852. Circular sent upon 
application. 
DODGE and OSBORNE, sole manufacturers, 30 Regent street,London. 

DR FITCH’S PATENT ABDOMINAL SUP- 
PORTER gives permanent relief to Ladies suffering from internal 

complaints, or during and after pregnancy, prolapsus uteri, &o. ; also to 
Gentlemen, for corpulency, prevention of ruptures er injuries from 
athletic exercises, debility, &o. It will be forwarded to Medical Gentle¬ 
men for inspection, free, by addressing a line to L. H. CHANDLER, 
66 Berners street, Oxford street. 

“ It is an ingenious instrument, and is constructed upon correct 
anatomical principles.”—Extract from the ‘ Lancet ’ of Sept. 18. 

UXLEY’S SURGICAL STOCKINGS, KNEE- 
CAPS, ANKLETS, &c. still continue to be recommended where 

artificial support is required, and are admitted to be the most efficient 
contrivance yet introduced for the support of varicose veints, weakness, tc.; 
they are light, porous and inexpensive, and are drawn on like an ordinary 
stocking. 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., 5 Vere street, Cavendish square. 

OSTE0L0GICAL and DENTAL REPOSITORY, 
45 Museum street, Bloomsbury, London. 

JOHN HARNETT begs most respectfully to call the attention of Lee- 
turers, Students, and Gentlemen connected with the Medical Profession, 
to his large and select Stock of Anatomical Preparations, consisting of 
Skeletons, loose and articulated Skulls, Hands and Feet, Vertebra:, and 
Loose Bones, at the lowest possible prices. 

HENRY BIGG, 9 St Thomas’s Street, Southwark, 
SURGEONS’ INSTRUMENT MAKER, &c. to the ROYAL and 

GENERAL HOSPITALS (Established a,d. 1751), begs to inform the 
Profession that he has always in stock every instrument, apparatus, and 
appliance necessary for the use of the Surgeon, all of which are constructed 
after the latest improvements, and include superior workmanship, best 
possible materials, and moderate charges. 

H, B. refers with pride to the support this establishment has received 
from the profession during the last 100 years, under the management or 
his predecessors and himself, and hopes, by the same unremitting attention 
punctuality, and despatch hitherto used, to merit a continuance of it. ’ 

Instruments made to drawings, or designs sent for approval, 
Artificial Arms, Legs, Spinal Apparatus, &c. &c., at the above Establish¬ 

ment, and at 29 Leicester square, London, 
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Dedicated by permission to the Earl of Carlisle. 

PLETION of THOMSON’S DICTIONARY 
DOMESTIC MEDICINE and HOUSEHOLD SURGERY.— 

may now be had complete, strongly bound in cloth, price 7s. 
ictionary seems to come nearer the standard of what such a book 

should be than any that we have yet seen.”—Athenaeum. 
“To the traveller by sea or land, to the settler and emigrant far from 

medicalaid.it will prove invaluable.”—Tait’s Magazine. 
“ The best and safest book on Domestic Medicine and Household burgery 

which has yet appeared.”—Loudon Journal of Medicine. 
“x>r Thomson has fully succeeded in conveying to the public a vast 

amount of useful professional knowledge.”—Dublin Quarterly Journal of 

Medical Science. ..... 
“The amount of useful knowledge conveyed in thiswork is surprising. 

—Medical Times and Gazette. _ „ , 
London : Groomhridge and Sons, Paternoster row. 

Sold by all Booksellers.__ 

Just published, price Is., or post free. Is. 4d., Remarks on acute rheumatism and its 
RAPID and RATIONAL CURE. By William Bates, M.D. 

Also by the same Author, Second Edition, price 3s. 6d., 

On NERVOUS AFFECTIONS connected with 
DYSPEPSIA; their Origin, Progress, and Cure with Remarks on 
Hygiene and the Prolongation and Preservation of Life and Healtn. 

R. Folthorp, Brighton ; J. Churchill, London. 

Just published, 8vo, in cloth, price 5s. free by post; 

rAN TRUE and FALSE SPERMATORRHOEA, 
l / witp the view to the Correction of wide-spread Errors in relation to 
the Treatment and Cure of the ImpuLsant and Sexual Hy pochondriacs in 
general. Translated from the German of Dr Pickford, of the University 

^H.^v'lLlflERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, New 

Tori, U.S. ____ .. - . 

Royal college of physicians, degree 
of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL. &c.-Dr COOKE continues to 

assist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of Graduat- 
imz in Medicine or burgery at British or Continental Examining Boards. 
Fogr Terms &e.rapply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 2 White- 
friars street. Fleet streets_________ ^ French.—Mons. m. de beauvoisin’S oral 

and PRACTICAL METHOD of TEACHING the FRENCH LAN¬ 
GUAGE. (Now preparing for the Press.) ... , 

Elementary and Conversation Classes on this most pleasing and easy 
method are held everv evening (Friday’s excepted) at M. de Rcauvoisins 
Class Rooms, 17 King William street, City The terms of admission are 
Three Guineas for the complete course, entitling the Student to the Classes 
for a period of Twelve Months. Terms also quarterly, F oi; pnv ite lessons, 
and other particulars, sec the prospectus, which may be had at the Class 
Rooms.—Morning Classes for Ladies. , 

N.B.—M. de Beauvoisin’s works are published at the London school 
Library—C. H. Law. 131 Fleet street. 

t^v i vif MPn r T’S avnur ot the IODIDE 
I / of QUININE and IRON . 

From Dr Golding Bird. 
11 48 Russell square. 

<t j have now for Some time employed pretty largely the triple Compound 
of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. Davenport in the 
form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my opinion of its great value 
as a therapeutic agent. It has aopeared to me that the Quinine assisted 
the assimilation of the Iron, a >d I have found it to be of very great value 
in cases in which the use ef the Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple 
Co i,pound possesses many advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the 
least of them is the satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the 
stomach, especially if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to 
be) immediately after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A M. M.D. F.R.S., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians; 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. Mat. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound of 

Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Anaemia, 
and indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and its com¬ 
pounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all the thera¬ 
peutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous qualities, which 
renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some of the disorders 
of childhood. “Geo. P. Mat, M.D. 

“ Maldon.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, pre¬ 

pared by Spontaneous Inspissation, possesses every characteristic of the 
fresh Juice,and has proved highly efficacious where the ordinary Extracts 
have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of Quinine 
with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d.peroz. 

SYRUPof the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 2s. 8d. 

p SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid drachm 
contains tw > grains of each salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION of OPIUM, Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. The 
unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 15 to 
30 drops, 8d. per oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, is. 3d. and 
Is. per oz. ; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recommended by 
Mr Salter, of Poole, in Epilepsy. . . . 

All Chemioal and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges to 
the Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H. R. H. the Duke of 
Cambridge. 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury._ 

P. VIN. RECT.—STR 56° 0. P. Single Gallon, 
18s. 

Two gallons, or upwards, 17s. 6d. per gallon. 
Flasks (glazed inside) secured for travelling, Is. per gallon. 

Cash on delivery in London is indispensable. 
HENRY BRETT and CO., Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holborn. 

s 

OUSEHOLDERS’ and GENERAL ^xFE as¬ 
surance COMPANY. 

Offlces-ADAM STREET* ALlELPHI, LONDON. 
The Directors adopt the principle, in all cases, of paying the Medico 

Referees. 

H 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coin • 
brook. 

The itev Thos. Cator, 
Bryai stone square, 
and Skelbrook park, 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Beading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock Webster, 
Esq., 49 New Bond 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq. Southwark bridge road. 
Peter Paterson, jun.. Esq., Park road, Holloway 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 
All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 
An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an im¬ 

mediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every five or 
seven years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the service of the medical profession by ad¬ 
mitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits of the 
Company iu rateable proportion to the business rec immeuded by them 
individually,in addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of 10 perCent. on the first year’s Premium ou each Assurance, 
and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as long as the Policy remains 
in force. RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

f TNITED KINGDOM LIFE ASSURANCE COM- 
U PANY.—Established by Act of Parliament in 1S34, 8 Waterloo 

place, Pall mall, London. 
” ^ Presidents. 

Viscount Falkland 
Lord Elphinstone 

Honorary 

Earl of Courtown 
Earl of Leven and Melville 
Earl of Norbury 
Earl of Stair 

Lord Belhaven and Stenton 
Wm. Campbell, Esq. of Tillichcwan 

London Board. 
CHARLES GRAHAM. E=q. F.S.A. 

Deputy-Chairman—CFTARLKS DOWNES, Esq. 
H. Blair Avame, Esq. 
E. Lennox Boyd, Esq. F.S.A. 

Resident 
Charles Berwick Curtis, Esq. 
William Fairlie, Esq. 
D. Q. Henriques, Esq. 

Medical 
Physiciau- 

J. G Henriques, Esq. 
F. C. Maitland, Esq. 
William Railton, Esq. 
F. H. Thomson, Hsq. 
Thomas Thorby, Esq. 

Officers. 
Arthur H Hassall, Esq. M B. 8 Bennett street, St James's. 
Surgeon—F. H. Thomson, Esq. 48 Berners street. 

The Bonus added to Policies from March, 1834, to December 31, 1847, is 
as fo lows :— 

Sum 
Assured. 

Time 
Assured. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1841. 

Sum added 
to Policy 
in 1848. 

Sum 
payable 

at Death. 

£ Yrs. Mts. £ s. d. £ s. cl. £ s'. d. 
5,000 13 10 683 6 8 787 10 0 6,470 16 8 

*1,000 7 0 . • . . 157 10 0 1,157 10 0 
500 1 0 . . . . 11 5 0 511 5 0 

" Example.—At the commencement of the year 1841 a person aged 30 
took out a policy for 1,0001. the annual payment for which is 241, Is 8d. ; 
in 1847 he had paidin premiums 1681. 11s. 8d.; but theprofits being per 
cent, per annum on the sum insured (which is 221. 10s. per annum ou each 
1,0001 ) he had 1571. 10s. added to the policy, almost as much as the pre¬ 
miums paid. 

The premiums, nevertheless, are on the most moderate scale, and only 
one half need to be paid for the first five years, when the Insurance is for 
Life. Every information will be afforded on application to the Resident 
Director. 

TMPERIAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
X 1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq. Chairman. 
John Horsley Palmer. Deputy-Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances for the Whole Term of Life has 
recently been adopted, by which a material reduction has been made at all 
Ages below 60 Years. 

Four-fifths, or SO per cent, of the Profits, are assigned to Policies every 
Fifth Year ; and may be aDplied to increase the sum insured ; to an im¬ 
mediate payment in cash ; or to the reduction and ultimate extinction of 
future Premiums. 

One-third of the Premium on Insurances of 5001. and upwards, for the 
Whole Term of Life, may remain as a Debt upon the Policy, to be paid off 
at convenience ; by which means 1,5001. may be insured for the present 
outlay otherwise required for 1,0001. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend sums of 501. aud upwards on the security 
of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term of Life, when 
they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effect Insurances with this Company are protected 
bv its large Subscribed Capital from the risk incurred by members of 
Mutual Societies. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at reduced 
rates. SAMUEL INGALL, Actuary. 
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The ‘ Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science ’ com¬ 
mences with an article by Dr Graves, 

‘ On the Nature and Treatment of Epilepsy.' 

The article is composed of a series of eight cases, in six 
of which the cotyledon umbilicus was administered. A cure 
was effected in two of these cases, and partial relief afforded 
in one:—the others received no benefit. 

This article is followed by another, 

4 On the Administration of Mercury in Cases of Cancrum Oris. 

By Dr J. F. Duncan. The author thus states his argument 
for the administration of mercury in this disease. 

“ Perhaps it may be asked, what is the precise object ex¬ 
pected to be gained by the administration of mercury in 
cancrum oris? Is it supposed to exercise a specific influence 
upon the state of the constitution, or merely a local action 
upon the ulcer, disposing it to heal ? Before proceeding to 
reply to this question, I would observe, that if* without the 
slightest benefit being produced to the patient, it can be 
satisfactorily shown that mercury does not exert that terri¬ 
bly injurious effect upon these constitutions that it is com¬ 
monly supposed to do, a very important step will be gained, 
because it will set at rest that disputed point as to the actual 
cause of the complaint which has been the source of so much 
injury and inconvenience to members of the profession who 
have had the misfortune to have cases of the disease under 
their care. Still further, I think it a matter of great moment 
to show, that in cases where serious complications exist, 
such as inflammation of the lungs, a case of which occurred 
in Dr Marshall Hall’s practice, we are not entirely debarred 
from the use of a medicine which under other circumstances 
we feel ourselves called upon to prescribe. But to return 
to the question that has been started. I certainly would 
not prescribe mercury in all cases of cancrum oris, neither 
would I give it as a specific, but simply with a view to cor¬ 
rect the alviue evacuations, which I have uniformly found 
in an unhealthy state ; and I would give it, I need scarcely 
add, with the greatest circumspection, and with precautions 
to be subsequently noticed. If this state of the digestive 
organs did not exist, I certainly see no reason for resorting 
to its use. The view of the pathology of these cases which 
I have been led to form is this,—that there is deep-seated 
derangement of some of the organs connected with the di¬ 
gestive apparatus, as evidenced by the unhealthy character 
of the secretions, and that this manifests itself in the same 
way as other disorders of the alimentary canal do, by a pro¬ 
minently morbid action going on near the orifices of the 
tube. Whether this idea be correct or not, certain it is that 
the discharges from the bowels are, in my experience, uni¬ 
formly unhealthy, and it is for the correction of this state of 
things that I consider the cautious exhibition of the milder 
preparations of mercury useful. But in ordering so de¬ 
pressing a remedy, it is of vital consequence that the patient’s 
strength should be duly supported at the same time, by such 
nourishment as he can take, by suitable tonics, and by the 
free use of wine. And this observation applies equally to 
all states of the system when the constitution is broken 
down, or the vital forces are impaired by disease, fatigue, 
disappointment, or the depressing passions generally. 
Wherever, under such circumstances, the use of mercury 
becomes necessary, the greatest care must be taken to cor¬ 
rect its lowering effects by the steady exhibition of appro¬ 
priate stimulants.” 

A case is detailed in which mercury was employed, and 
we shall allow the author himself to explain the progress of 
cure. He says— 

“ When I first detected the appearance of cancrum oris in 
this case, my former views of the disease flashed across my 
mind, and I felt that it would be a favourable opportunity 
for testing their genuineness, but I was deterred from making 

the attempt by a consideration of the very dangerous condi¬ 
tion of the patient, and the fact that he had already taken a 
certain, though a very small proportion, of grey powder. 
I felt that this very small quantity, notwithstanding all my 
theoretical impressions to the contrary, might have been 
really the exciting cause of the complaint, and therefore it 
would have been unjustifiable, in the absence of all proof on 
the other side, to have renewed the use of the same mineral. 
My motive in first ordering these powders was to lower the 
vascular action about the head, and when this was accom¬ 
plished, which took place after five doses had been given, 
they were immediately laid aside. At that period not the 
slightest suspicion existed of their having acted injuriously 
on the economy. Being deterred by the apprehensions I 
have mentioned from attempting anything in the way of 
experiment, I was shut up to the ordinary plan of treating 
the case by the local application of strong nitric acid, and 
the internal administration of wine, broth, and tonics. 
Though benefited at first by this treatment, he soon became 
worse, and his appearance was so much altered on the third 
day (July 24th), that I felt myself justified in seeing what 
effect small doses of calomel, combined with opium, would 
have on his condition. Notwithstanding a considerable 
diminution in the quantity of wine, and the almost total 
refusal to take any other kind of nourishment, we find that 
his condition improved, and the ulcerative action, though 
not arrested, was certainly not increased. To what is this to 
be referred? Was it to the opium which was combined 
with the calomel? Was it to a strong effort of nature, 
which threw off at once the incubus of the disease, and the 
more dangei'ous influence of the remedy ? Whatever answer 
may be given to this question, it is impossible to get over 
the striking fact of this patient having taken four grains of 
calomel, in divided doses, in an advanced stage of the com¬ 
plaint, without any perceptible injury. Surely we might 
anticipate that if the disease were due to the irregular action 
of mercury on an unhealthy constitution, even so small an 
amount of the mineral (for it is the small doses that always 
do the mischief in these cases) ought to give us more decided 

evidence of its injurious effects. In fact, the gangrene 
ought to have immediately extended its ravages with fright¬ 
ful rapidity. So far, however, was this from being the case, 
that neither then, nor when the appearances of cancrum oris 
first manifested themselves, were there any of the symptoms 
of the ordinary action of mercury on the system. There 
was no ptyalism nor mercurial fetor; the gums were pale, 
the teeth firm in their sockets; and although the roots of 
some of the teeth were exposed by ulceration, yet this was 
not uniformly diffused over the whole set, but limited to a 
few on the right side of the mouth.” 

The interesting subject of Tracheotony is again treated of 
by Dr M. Hall, in the 4 Lancet,’ of November 13th, in an 
article headed 

4 Tracheotony, a New Mode of Performing the Operation.' 

As the operation is often difficult and embarrassing, in 
consequence of the engorged state of the tissues, it is desi¬ 
rable that the operation may be made as simple and safe as 
possible. Dr Hall says: 

•‘The difficulty in the operation of tracheotomy consists 
in the division of the tissues so as to denude the trachea. 
Arteries and veins are apt to be divided, and the operation 
is arrested or retarded by the necessity for tying those 
vessels. 

44 It has occurred to me that these difficulties might be 
obviated ; and to effect this object I would suggest the fol¬ 
lowing procedure: — 

“ A ring is to be made of steel, one inch in internal dia¬ 
meter, one-sixth of an inch in width, and one-eighth in 
thickness. This ring is to be pierced in four opposite points, 
so as to receive four screws, admitting of being turned at 
their outer extremity by means of a little wheel, and nearly 
meeting at the centre of the ring. The central point of 
each of these screws is to be made to penetrate the circular 
eye of each of four needles, which are so arranged, being 
flattened on two sides, as to he in accurate contact with each 
other, and to meet accurately in a point. Or these pieces of 
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steel may be of square form, but at right angles at the 
centre of the ring, the screw being on the edges only, and 
the nut loose and so as to act upon it. The instrument itself 
may be seen at Mr Weiss’s, 62 Strand. 

“ A vertical incision being made through the skin, over 
the part of the trachea chosen for the operation, tins point 
is made to pierce the subcutaneous tissues and the trachea; 
the four screws are then to be gently turned, one by one, at 
short intervals of time, so as by dis-traction to make the re¬ 
quired opening into the trachea. 

“ In all this procedure not a drop of blood has been lost, 
and no obstacle has been met with which would intimidate 
the most nervous operator. 

“ The instrument, the tracheotome, having thus made the 
required opening into the trachea, my next object is to re¬ 
tain that orifice freely patent, also in the simplest manner, 
and by the simplest means. 

“ A silver wire of due strength having been so bent al¬ 
ternately eight times and united at its extreme points, as to 
form a tube-like cage, this cage is introduced within and 
down the space formed by the four needles through the orifice 
into the trachea, and the tracheotone is withdrawn. 

‘ “ Two opposite parts of the cage, within the trachea, left 
one-eighth or one-sixth of an inch longer than the other two 
for this purpose, are bent to a right angle. These being 
pressed together during their introduction, expand outwardly 
when that introduction is accomplished, and act as a sort of 
button, retaining the cage in its position, preventing its fall¬ 
ing out of the orifice. The cage itself is of a slightly conical 
form, being wider at its external than its inserted part, and 
so, tends to move outwardly, and prevents its passing into 
the centre of the trachea. 

“By a slight compression the cage is reduced in its diame¬ 
ter, and readily removed for the purpose of being washed. 
By the same simple manoeuvre it is as readily replaced. 

“ This cage is light, occupies the least possible space in 
the trachea, and leaves the freest space for the ingress and 
the egress of the respired air; and I may here remark that 
the usual tracheal tubes are, generally speaking, far too 
small to insure the perfect efficacy of the operation. Their 
form and their size are also such as to admit of their being 
readily clogged with mucus, by which, becoming viscid as it 
does, the efficacy of the operation must be endangered. 

“ I must add one observation more, the silver cage may 
be made to assume the size required, by placing round it a 
ring of thread of the proper dimension; and this may be 
varied at will. 

“ In this mode of operation, there is only a little more of 
c?is-traction than in that in which an incision only is made 
into the trachea, no portion of it being removed; and at the 
close of a month’s use of the cage, I am persuaded that the 
state of the parts will be iu all cases very nearly similar, ab¬ 
sorption having accomplished the removal of the parts other¬ 
wise removed by the knife or the tracheotome." 

Several experiments have been made in the London Hos¬ 
pitals with a new preparation of copaiba for the treatment of 
gonorrhoea, and the results are recorded in the 1 Lancet ’ 
under the title 

‘ Cases of Gonorrhoea treated by M. Jozeau's Copahine Mege.’ 

The peculiar manner of preparing the copaiba is thus 
described: 

“ It was noticed that such patients as were purged by the 
copaiba evacuated per anum large quantities of tins drug in 
an unaltered state, their urine not containing any of it. 
These persons, though sometimes cured, generally had a 
relapse. Those, however, who were not purged became 
well more slowly, and had no recurrence of the disease; then- 
stools contained no copaiba, and their urine a great deal. 
From these facts it became evident that in order to obtain 
regular and speedy effects, the copaiba should be made to 
undergo such modifications as to insure its most complete 
absorption into the system. Experiments were now insti¬ 
tuted respecting the effects of the two principal substances 
contained in the copaiba—viz., the oil and the resin. These 
were separately tried. The oil produced a decidedly purga¬ 

tive effect; the resin purged less , but no complete cure ,-as 
obtained by either substance taken separately. 

“ It was now pretty clear that both the resin and essential 
oil were indispensable for obtaining curative effects, and the 
question arose how these could be modified so as to allow the 
stomach to digest them completely. This end was attained 
in surcharging the copaiba with oxygen, by means of nitric 
acid, the latter being added in proportions which varied ac¬ 
cording to the kind of copaiba acted upon. The nitric acid 
yields some of its oxygen to the essential oil, and the nitro¬ 
gen is given off in the form of hyponitrous acid, by com¬ 
bining with the oxygen of the atmosphere. The copaiba 
thus treated is then well washed with water, until it no 
longer reddens litmus paper, and to it are added one tenth 
part of cubebs in fine powder, the same proportion of carbo¬ 
nate of soda, and one sixteenth part of calcined magnesia. 
The mixture is allowed to stand until it is quite solidified, 
and in that state it is made into small masses. The latter 
are then carefully covered with sugar, to which a pleasant 
pink colour (coccus cacti) is given, and they then look like 
very pretty sugar-plums. 

“ To these saccharated capsules the name of Copahine- 
Mege was given, because the experiments had been made 
conjointly by M. Jozeau and M. Mege, and the latter had 
first thought of making the saccharated capsules. For 
lymphatic patients and delicate females a second mass was 
prepared, into which, besides the above-mentioned ingre¬ 
dients, some steel was made to enter. This is then a 
sort of martial preparation of copaiba. The doses are stated 
as follows: 

“ When there is neither pain nor inflammation, five sac¬ 
charated capsules are taken three times per diem. One 
capsule more is then given with each dose every subsequent 
day, the doses being thus increased until purging is pro¬ 
duced. Where there is pain or inflammation, these should 
first be treated by the surgeon in the manner lie thinks the 
most advisable, and the copahine is to be commenced when 
acute symptoms have abated. It has been noticed that the 
martial capsules have effected a cure when the simple 
preparation has failed.” 

The exhibition of this remedy has been attended with 
some success. It is very eligible for use in private practice. 

The ‘ Lancet’ of November 20 opens with an abstract of 
the introductory lecture to the course of 

1 Military Surgery,’ 

by Sir George Ballingall. The lecturer indulges in a retro¬ 
spect of the progressive appreciation of military surgery by 
the profession and the government, and points out the im¬ 
portance of establishing district courses of lectures for in¬ 
struction in this branch of surgical science. 

In the same Journal, Mr Hilton records a series of cases 
continued from the previous number of the ‘ Lancet,’ evi¬ 
dencing the propriety of the operation for 

‘ Puncture of the Bladder through the Rectum.’ 
Mr Hilton thus sums up his remarks: 
“ Let me now, in a few words, place before you tho ob¬ 

jections which have been brought against,an operation, tho 
useful application of which these lectures have been intended 
to exemplify. 

“ 1st. It has been alleged that there is great danger of 
wounding the peritonaeum and of causing peritonitis; but 
you know, at present, that in puncturing the bladder through 
the rectum the peritonaeum is not wounded at all. 

“ 2nd. Wounding the vesiculae seminales or the vas deferens. 
The experience of Guy’s Hospital shows that this accident 
happens very seldom, and when it does occur it is not of 
much importance. 

“ 3rd. It is objected that it is very difficult to retain the 
instrument in the bladder and rectum, but this apprehension 
need not be entertained, for you have seen how steadily our 
patients now retain the canula in the rectum, thanks to the 
improvements in our instruments. 

“ 4th. The operation is opposed, because a communica¬ 
tion between the bladder and rectum may persist for an in¬ 
definite period. This indeed may happen, but is very rarely 
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the case. Indeed, I may safely say, that most of those ■who 
uprightly and without prejudice find fault with the opera¬ 
tion, are but very imperfectly acquainted with the actual re¬ 
sults of the numerous cases which have thus been treated. 
Between twenty and thirty operations of this kind have 
been performed in this hospital within the last few years, 
with a success as to the result the most encouraging; and I 
doubt whether a like success could have been attained in 
cases of equal severity by any other mode of treatment; 
and that, after all, is the important point for our considera¬ 
tion. 

“ If the operation of puncturing the bladder through the 
rectum be, as I believe it to be, devoid of most of the dan¬ 
gers which have been, perhaps, only theoretically attached 
to it, and also free from many of the dangers and difficulties 
of the other or substitute operations, it is surely time that 
surgeons should give it more consideration and more credit 
for good on its own merits than it has received of late years. 
I do not mean to say you are to allow this operation to dis¬ 
place from j'our minds all others when an operation may be 
required for the relief of your patient, but I am confident, if 
you will read the records of the cases thus treated by my 
colleagues and myself, and will watch even sceptically, the 
further examples which this large hospital is sure to offer to 
your notice during your stay amongst us, you will be con¬ 
vinced that it is an efficient and a very beneficial operation 
in certain cases. You will be pleased to understand that I 
have purposely selected for your instruction in these lectures 
some cases which in the course of treatment have presented 
unusual drawbacks. I have done so to make you familiar 
with the possible contingencies of the operation, and prepare 
you to compete with its difficulties. I could have adduced 
other cases, which would have placed it before you in a 
much more favourable light, by their being deprived of such 
untoward casualties, but my wish and my anxiety have 
been that you should possess a truly practical estimate both 
of its merits and of its demerits.” 

Dr Tanner contributes to the same journal a paper 

1 On the Position of the Patient in Tapping Ovarian Cysts' 

The author records a case in which an operation was per¬ 
formed on Dr J. Y. Simpson’s plan. We have described 
this plan in one of our late numbers, and it is therefore un¬ 
necessary to give the particulars of the present case. Dr 
Tanner expresses his favourable opinion of the new opera¬ 
tion. 

Mr Gay also contributes a valuable paper, entitled 

‘ Contributions to the Surgery of Rupture.' 

The object of the paper is to demonstrate the value of the 
new plan of operation recommended four years ago by the 
author. Mr Gay introduces a table, cited from Mr Poland’s 
report in Guy’s Hospital Reports, to show the fatality at¬ 
tending the use of the taxis as ordinarily employed. He 
also enters into various considerations, condemnatory of the 
practice. Mr Gay remarks— 

“ From the table adduced, which certainly places the 
taxis in the most favourable light, as well as from my own 
and the concurrent testimony of those who have seen much 
hernial practice, I confess myself indisposed to place any re¬ 
liance upon it in a case of strangled hernia, especially whilst 
I am prepared with a surer remedy, being persuaded that 
that surgeon will save most lives who trusts to the division 
of the stricture, and to that alone. If the taxis be tried at 
all, it should be tried on cases exceptional to those I have 
just classified, whilst the patient is under the influence of 
chloroform, and after both the patient and friends have 
been warned of the nature of the case, and of the course it 
is necessary to pursue, so that in the event of its failure the 
operation may at once be proceeded with. Moreover, this 
trial should be limited to the most gentle pressure, conti¬ 
nued but for a very few minutes, and concentrated towards 
the axis of the ring. The ordinary adjuvants of the taxis 
are unequal, in point of efficacy, to chloroform vapour, and 
would thus be dispensed with, together with the mischie¬ 
vous delay that their trial occasions.” 

The old operation for hernia Mr Gay considers to be 

open to many objections, and in urging the adoption of his 
new plan, he observes— 

“ The method of operating to which I have called the 
attention of the profession is, I believe, free from these ob¬ 
jections. By it the seat of stricture is reached through a 
small wound made in healthy structures, immediately con¬ 
tiguous to the neck of the hernia, and so as not in any way 
to interfere with or disturb those parts of the protrusion not 
directly implicated in the act of strangulation. It has 
nothing to do with the size, shape, or even direction of the 
tumour, for it deals with the stricture, and with that alone, 
so long as that comprehends the seat of the mischief; 
whilst, at the same time, it allows of any modifications that 
extraordinary circumstances or conditions may in the course 
of the operation be found to demand. It is net, as some 
have alleged, a species of subcutaneous section, for the 
whole process may, if required, he distinctly seen ; although, 
with a moderate acquaintance with the anatomy of the re¬ 
gion, the sense of touch is alone necessary for its safe ex¬ 
ecution. 

“ I have now operated according to the plan advocated 
many times, and have only had to repent of the use of the 
taxis and of delay. In favourable cases, where the stricture 
has been outside the sac, the operation has only taken from 
one to a very few minutes for its performance ; whilst the 
recoveries, in comparison with those after the old operation, 
have been, on an average, as seven days to thirty. The 
operation has been, I am pleased to learn, adopted by se¬ 
veral of our leading surgeons, but it is not without the ut¬ 
most gratification that I extract the following remarks from 
a clinical lecture by the distinguished Professor of Surgery 
at King’s College ; for not only do they confirm the opi¬ 
nion I have never ceased to entertain of the method of ope¬ 
rating which I have advocated, as well as of the principles 
upon which it is based; but, coming from so high an au¬ 
thority, and after so long and deliberate a trial as that 
which Mr Fergusson has done me the honour to give to 
my views, they abundantly justify me in still claiming 
for them the serious attention of my professional brethren.” 

It is unnecessary to quote Mr Fergusson’s testimony. 

The ‘ Medical Times and Gazette’ of Nov. 20th, contains 
a Clinical Lecture, 

1 On Strangulated Hernia, Formation of False Joint at 
Elbow, and Amputation at Ankle-Joint, 

by Professor Fergusson. With reference to the case of 
Strangulated Hernia which was fatal, Mr Fergusson makes 
some judicious observations on the employment of the 
taxis, and offers also good counsel on the administration of 
purgatives. He says, 

“ There is one feature in connexion with this case to which 
I particularly wish to draw your attention. You see that 
not only was this poor woman allowed to be in a most dan¬ 
gerous state for a week before any attempt was made to 
reduce the hernia, which, indeed, was not discovered, pro¬ 
bably not even looked for; but you have heard from the 
report that strong purgatives were given to her repeatedly 
during five successive days. Now, unfortunately, this was 
the very worst kind of treatment, under the circumstances, 
which could have been adopted. It is true some writers have 
strongly advocated the employment of purgatives, even 
knowing that a strangulated hernia is present. But I think 
that this advocacy has produced mischief, for during their 
employment delay occurs; and, moreover, I doubt much 
whether purgatives can be of any use whatever, because, to 
say the least, there is a great deal of irritation and excite¬ 
ment to vermicular motion produced, and it appears to me 
that a patient is thereby placed in a worse condition than 
obtained before; for if the intestine is really strangulated, 
the surgeon is not justified in waiting to employ such treat¬ 
ment, and in the present instance the continued exhibition 
of purgatives must have produced an infinity of mischief. 
This case, which is a melancholy instance both of the care¬ 
lessness and ignorance which is exhibited by some prac¬ 
titioners towards their patients, is another strong proof of 
what I have often before stated to you—viz., that in every 
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case of strangulated liernia a careful attempt with the taxis 
should be made, and that, if it does not succeed, an operation 
for the purpose of dividing the stricture should he resorted 
to as soon as possible. In no one instance of surgical disease 
is delay or improper treatment more dangerous, and you can 
never have a more striking proof than is exhibited in the un¬ 
fortunate case which has called forth these few remarks.” 

With respect to the second case, of a dislocation of the 
elbow joint of seven years’ standing, Mr Fergusson thus 
describes it— 

“ In this instance, the exact nature of the accident was 
not discovered by the practitioner who first saw him, and, 
consequently, when measures were resorted to for the purpose 
of reducing the dislocation, they were useless. The man has 
found his arm of no service to him whatever, and he has 
been in various institutions for the purpose of getting some 
relief, and one or two operations were performed upon him. 
At one hospital, the triceps was divided; at another, the 
whole back part of the joint was freely laid open, but no 
benefit accrued, and it appeared to me that I might be able, 
by removing the ends of the bones, to bring the arm into a 
good and useful position, and get a false joint. You saw me 
do this operation the other day, and, although it was an ex¬ 
ceeding severe one, matters have gone Lon most favourably. 
The wound is healing rapidly, and the forearm has been got 
into good position with the upper arm; and it will be my 
endeavour, by permitting gentle motion, to bring about the 
formation of a false joint, or, if that is not effected, we can 
at least look for anchylosis to follow. ” 

In the third case of amputation at the ankle-joint, the 
operation was performed in consequence of disease of the 
bones of the foot. The case is doing well; Mr Fergusson 
remarks upon it— 

“In this instance I had some doubt for along period as 
to the propriety of sacrificing the foot, for at first the disease 
did not appear to be very considerable, although his general 
health was all along very bad. These reasons induced me 
to wait for such a length of time,—until indeed the disease 
in the foot appeared to be increasing. Then I determined 
to do some operation, but even now it was difficult to decide 
what kind of proceeding to adopt, whether amputation of 
the foot through the leg, or amputation through the ankle- 
joint—a distinction of great importance. The latter opera¬ 
tion, so warmly recommended by Mr Syme, may even yet 
be said to be on its trial only, and many surgeons consider 
that the old operation of amputation in the leg is better for 
the patient. I myself have done Mr Syme’s operation many 
times now, but am compelled to say that some of the in¬ 
stances have not turned out as could have been wished; 
therefore, as I am anxious to do every justice to an operation 
which I believe to be an excellent one, I did not like much 
to take this case as a trial, for the patient was an elderly 
man, and his general health was in a very unfavourable 
condition. However, after taking everything into considera¬ 
tion, and bearing in mind what you have often heard me 
state, that the further from the body an amputation is done 
the safer it is for the patient, I determined to perform Mr 
Syme’s operation, and it was found that there was very ex¬ 
tensive disease developed between the articulation of the 
astragalus and scaphoid bones. As far as the case has gone, 
everything has turned out most satisfactory. There was at 
first a threatening of sloughing, but this appearance has 
passed away, and the stump promises to turn out capitally. 
Certainly one of the main arguments in favour of amputa¬ 
tion at the ankle-joint is, that if you do get a good stump 
at all it is far better than any other in the body.” 

Mr Coulson continues in the ‘ Lancet,’ of 27th November, 
his Lectures on 

‘ Lithotomy and Litholrity.' 

The size of calculi, and the various injurious incidents 
attending or supervening on the operation for lithotomy, 
when they have reached considerable magnitude, are the 
topics of the first portion of this lecture. As is the wont of 
the lecturer, the subject is historically treated, and the ex¬ 
perience of previous surgeons cited. Instances are given in 

which calculi of very large size have been successfully 
extracted. Mr Coulson remarks: 

“ Fortunately, large calculi are rare. It is the size of 
the stone which concerns the lithotomist; yet, strange to 
say, nearly all writers give us the weight of the calculus 
instead of its diameter, and we are left to guess at the size 
from the weight, although a large stone may be compara¬ 
tively light, and vice versa. Even Mr Crosse, to whom we 
are indebted for so much valuable information connected 
with lithotomy, has fallen into iliis error, and recorded the 
weights in the Norwich collection instead of the diameter. 
Of 703 calculi noted hi Mr Crosse’s tables, I find that 529 
out of 703 were under one ounce in weight, and therefore 
may be set down as small; 154 were between one and three 
ounces, aud perhaps of moderate size; while only 20 calculi 
were large, varying in weight from three to six ounces. 
Hence, according to this table, a large calculus did not pre¬ 
sent itself oftener than about once in every thirty-five cases. 

“ Calculi much larger than those alluded to by Mr Crosse 
have occasionally been met with; but their history is rather 
a matter of curiosity than anything else, if we except, in¬ 
deed, the instruction afforded by the accounts of the dread¬ 
ful accidents entailed by attempts to extract enormous cal¬ 
culi by main force.” 

Mr Coulsoii then adverts to several instances of large 
calculi, and thus couches his advice; 

These, however, are extremely exceptional cases. Where- 
ever the calculus exceeds one inch and a half in diameter, 
there will be difficulty in extracting it; and we may safely 
lay it down, with a celebrated writer, that no stone exceed¬ 
ing two inches in diameter, or six inches in circumference, 
can be extracted by the lateral operation in its simple form 
without the risk of totally disorganising the parts through 
which it is forced to pass. You have merely to seize be¬ 
tween the forceps any oval body, measuring more than six 
inches in circumference, to have an idea of the space neces¬ 
sary for its extraction: operations for the removal of very 
large calculi are nearly always mortal. Bell affirms that 
not one patient in ten survives when the stone exceeds seven 
or eight ounces in weight; but even below this the lateral 
operation is fatal, when employed for the extraction of mode¬ 
rately-sized calculi. This is clearly shown by the tables of 
Mr Crosse, already referred to. When the stone is of mode¬ 
rate size—that is to say, exeeeds one ounce, hut is under 
two ounces—the mortality is nearly doubled; a little beyond 
this moderate weight—that is, from two to three ounces— 
the mortality increases in a remarkable degree : it becomes 
thrice as great as in the former cases, and nearly six times 
as great as when the calculi are small. With calculi from 
three to four ounces in weight, only about one-third of those 
operated on recovered (four in eleven); from four to six 
ounces, only nine cases occurred, and of these five proved 
fatal. 

“ From what I have now said it becomes evident that for 
the extraction of calculi beyond a certain size the lateral 
operation must be modified ; in other words, that when the 
operator finds he cannot extract the stone without employing 
a dangerous degree of force, he must fall back on other ex¬ 
pedients. What are these ? They are three, between 
which the surgeon must select the most eligible, according 
to the case. He may divide the opposite side of the pros¬ 
tate : this is performing the bilateral operation internally, 
and the lateral one externally. He may break up the stone 
in the bladder, and extract it in fragments: this is perform¬ 
ing perinasal lithotrity under the most unfavourable circum¬ 
stances. Finally, he may abandon the operation he has 
commenced, and endeavour to extract the calculus by some 
more favourable outlet, either above the pubes or through 
the rectum.” 

With respect to the mode of enlarging the opening iii the 
bladder, Mr Coulson thus describes his method: 

“ The plan which I adopt is, after the division of the left 
portion of the prostate and the withdra wal of the staff, to 
introduce my left forefinger as far as I can into the wound, 
and carry along it the button-headed bistoury, and divide 
t he right side of the gland in the same manner as the left. 
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I have had recourse to this proceeding in two cases of large 
calculi lately with favourable results.” 

The various accidents and contretemps to which the ope¬ 
ration of lithotomy is liable is treated of in the lecture with 
much minuteness. 

The same Journal contains an arHelo by Dr Charles 
Cogswell, 

‘ On the Local Action of Poisons.’ 

Some interesting observations occur in the course of the 
paper. With reference to monkshood, opium, hydrocyanic 
acid, ticunas, and the venom of the viper, which act as dyna¬ 
mic poisons, Dr Cogswell makes the following remarks, as 
the result of his experiments: 

“ But again, though unable to admit, on the authority of 
the evidence above quoted, that opium and ticunas have the 
power of immediately paralysing the bowel, I believe it is 
very possible that they may have a tendency to do so after 
an appreciable lapse of time. Such, at least, appears to be 
the case with conia and nicotina, which, from their physical 
constitution, are peculiarly adapted for trying the experi¬ 
ment. Minute portions of these fluid alkaloids being applied 
to the intestines of newly-killed frogs, the first phenomenon 
was always a local constriction; but in an hour, more or 
less, the parts to which they had been respectively applied 
presented a remarkable bulging outwards, as if they had 
become flaccid from paralysis. Conia and nicotina applied 
in like manner to the voluntary muscles of the frog, pro¬ 
duced vivid contractions of the fibres at the points of con¬ 
tact. Hydrocyanic acid, opium (in strong infusion), alcohol, 
chloroform, and the dilute mineral acids, all had the same 
effect—that of causing the muscles to contract, which is one 
we commonly understand in the definition of a stimulus. 
With regard to the subsequent effect on the voluntary mus¬ 
cles, I was unable to judge by this method. In few words, 
if there really be any substances which immediately para¬ 
lyse by a local impression on the extremities of the nerves, 
it would appear that we have as yet no sufficient reason for 
including opium and ticunas among the number.” 

Beside the substances already mentioned as acting dyna¬ 
mically as poisons, Dr Cogswell adds to the list the mineral 
acids, alcohol, ether, chloroform, morphia, codeia, narcotine, 
hyoscyamus, atropia and its sulphate, niconita, aconita and its 
muriate, conia, and theine or caffeine. We will quote Dr 
Cogswell’s interesting observations on the latter active prin¬ 
ciples : 

“ It is one of the triumphs of chemistry to have furnished 
a clue to the cause of the predilection of so large a portion 
of mankind for tea, coffee, and cocoa, by demonstrating that 
the two former contain an active principle identically the 
same in chemical composition, and that a very similar prin¬ 
ciple (theo-bromine) exists in cocoa. From the similarity 
of composition between these principles and taurine, ‘ the 
nitrogenised compound peculiar to bile,’ Liebeg supposes 
that their chief use in the economy is to contribute to the 
formation of bile,—that they serve as 4 food for the liver,’— 
though, if I understand him right, he admits that they are 
also 4 remarkable for their action on the brain, and on the 
substance of the organs of motion.’—(Animal Chemistry, 
1842, pp. 181, 189.) However this may be, there is no 
more familiar observation in dietetics than that strong tea 
and coffee are apt to produce vigilance, and, if taken habitu¬ 
ally, to engender hysterical and hypochondriacal com¬ 
plaints. It will be seen that popular experience in this 
respect is supported by the result of a direct appeal to ex¬ 
periment with the proximate principle. 

“ A grain of caffeine (theine) pulverised and diffused in 
water was put into a frog’s mouth. The animal seemed 
almost immediataly to lose a portion of its previous vivacity. 
In twelve minutes it had a general convulsion, after which 
the hinder extremities remained half extended, as if from 
inability to gather them up. In about half an hour it lay 
stretched out at full length,- not moving when undisturbed, 
hut thrown into violent convulsions by a sudden shock, as if 
it were under the influence of strychnia. In an hour there 
was no outward sign of life, the body was rigid, and the 

blood stagnant in the vessels of the hind feet. The muscles 
generally were found to be excitable by galvanism. 

“ In another experiment, with but half a grain ot caffeine, 
the phenomena were similar, but the animM recovered. 

“ Next, half srah* amrus«a in water was injected beneath 
tiio skin of the left leg of a frog. In six minutes the animal 
began to drag the foot, and in half an hour the loss of power 
extended to the leg. The animal was now slightly agitated 
by a shock. It soon became unwilling to move, and when 
disturbed was thrown into convulsions. In these circum¬ 
stances it underwent a gradual failure of the vital powers, 
without appearing to be deprived of consciousness, for 
nearly twenty-four hours, when no movements could any 
longer be excited by irritants. The circulation had ceased 
in the left hind foot, but was proceeding sluggishly in the 
right. 

4 4 The muscles being now exposed, presented universally 
a peculiar purple tint, very different from their usual appear¬ 
ance after death. In the left thigh and the whole of the 
opposite limb they contracted under the frog-battery, but in 
the left leg they remained perfectly quiescent. A repetition 
of the experiment gave very similar results. 

44 The active principle of tea and coffee is therefore a nar¬ 
cotic poison to the frog. In point of destructive energy, it 
is far superior to morphia, and may almost be compared to 
strychnia and conia. The part of the nervous system 
affected seemed to be principally the spinal cord, as there 
did not appear to be any decided loss of consciousness, 
although in this matter it is difficult to judge in the frog.” 

The 4 Medical Times and Gazette,’ of November 27th, 
contains a continuation of Dr T. K. Chambers’s 4 Decennium 
Pathologicum.’ The subject of the present article is 

4 The Connexion of Tuberculosis and Cerebral Disease.' 
Probably the most interesting portion of the article is 

comprised in the following quotation : 
44 Inflammation of the Membranes. —Let us examine first 

fibro-purulent inflammation of the membranes. There were 
seventeen instances of this appearance in the 550 cases of 
tuberculosis. In two of these it was perhaps attributable to 
accidental causes; namely, in one to secondary pysemic in¬ 
fection of the blood by a psoas and hepatic abscess, in one 
to communication with a neighbouring inflammation of the 
internal ear. In the other fifteen I do not see any circum¬ 
stances to show that they are not to be associated with the 
diathesis. 

44 To weigh against fifteen (or 2-7 per cent.) in the 550 
cases of tuberculosis, how many are there, in the 1,61.1 au¬ 
topsies* of other patients which may be fairly referred to 
states of system, and not excepted like the two separated 
above ? 

44 A reference to the Index of the 4 Post-mortem Books ’ 
will exhibit seventy-three instances of fibro-purulent inflam¬ 
mation of the membranes. Of these— 

7 (mentioned above) had tubercle in the brain and 
lungs: 

16 (mentioned above) had tubercle in the lungs; 
1 had a scrofulous mass in the pleura. 

Of 2 the head only was allowed to be examined: 
21 were the result of direct wounds to the organ; 

G were the result of wounds near, but not perforating 
the coverings; 

11 arose from disease of the adjoining bones; 
2 were round apoplectic clots,—one recent, one old; 
3 were the results of pyoemic infection; 
1 was associated with erysipelas of the face; 
1 with petechial fever; 
2 with pneumonia. 

73 total 
44 It is clear, when we have excluded the accidental causes 

and the pymmia (as we did in enumerating the tubercular 
cases), that we have but the four last left which can be 
viewed as idiopathic; or, in other words, which can be 

* That is, 2161, the full number of cases examined, minus 550, the 
tubercular cases. 
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eounted as directly dependent on states of system, and not 
either obviously or probably secondary to other lesions. 
We have, therefore, but four in 1,611, or 02 per cent., to 
weigh against fifteen in 550, or 2’7 per cent., showing that 
idiopathic inflammation, uf movntranes at least, is almost 
peculiar to the tubercular diathesis.” 

The genaral results of Dr Chambers’s investigations on 
this branch of his subject are thus summed up: 

“ On the whole, then, we may conclude the experience of 
St George’s Hospital for ten years is — 

“ 1st. That the secondary consequences of tubercle in the 
brain were the same, whether the tubercle was in the sub¬ 
stance or membranes. 

“ 2nd. That the symptoms of these secondary conse¬ 
quences were, in the case of inflammatory action, pretty 
uniform; but othewise obscure and variable. 

3rd. That, independent of tubercular deposit, idiopathic 
inflammatory conditions of the meninges were most common 
in the tubercular diathesis, nay, almost peculiar to it. 

“ 4th. That the same diathesis disposed also to softening 
of the cerebral substance, probably of an inflammatory 
character; but that other diseases had nearly as great a 
tendency to produce softening; whether truly inflammatory 
or not is unknown. 

“ 5th. That serous effusion on the brain was less usual in 
tuberculous persons than in others.” 

The treatment of 

‘ Spasmodic Constriction of the Sphincters ’ 

in cases of haemorrhoids, by the use of the bougie, is advo¬ 
cated by Mr Pretty in the same Journal. His plan is thus 
described: 

“ It is not advisable to use the bougie when the haemor¬ 
rhoids are inflamed, but to subdue this state by leeches, 
fomentations, rest, and appropriate medical treatment. The 
local application of chloroform may be advantageously em¬ 
ployed to relieve the pain; then to commence with a small¬ 
sized bougie, which may be of ivory or metal, similar to an 
enema pipe, smeared with some suitable ointment, as the 
ung. gall® comp., and to insert it for about five minutes. 
The shape and size of the bougie must vary with the case. 
I commence with a bulb-pointed bougie, connected with 
its base by a narrow neck; it is thus easily retained 
by the external sphincter; at the same time pressure 
is effected on it, and the iuternal sphincter also. Usually 
the bougie does not require to be changed, but the time of 
its retention may be increased. For an ordinary slight 
attack, the introduction for a few minutes, for three or four 
mornings, is sufficient; some slight pain, or, more properly 
speaking, inconvenience, is commonly felt during its reten¬ 
tion, which immediately ceases on its withdrawal, and is 
succeeded by a grateful feeling of relief,—all itching, throb¬ 
bing, and sensation of fulness having subsided. Should 
these symptoms recur, the bougie can be re-introduced at 
night, and retained for a longer time, as half an hour; but 1 
do not believe, in recent cases, that any good is obtained 
from a longer retention of it. In those cases, where the in¬ 
ternal sphincter acts so powerfully as to cause the bougie to 
be notably grasped by it, and pain is experienced, and also 
traction on the bowels from its withdrawal; if a screwing 
movement of the bougie, accompanied by a slight expulsive 
effort of the patient with the body bent forward, does not 
easily remove it, a different shaped one must be used, having 
no bulb, somewhat cylindrical in shape, about the size of 
a swan’s quill in diameter, tapering rather to its apex, and 
gradually and slightly increasing towards its base, where 
there is a narrow neck, as in the other bougie, so as to be 
retained by the external sphincter. In cases where the ex¬ 
ternal sphincter has lost its tonicity, and with prolapsus, the 
bougie may be retained for a longer time. The daily use of 
a strong astringent injection, sufficiently small in quantity 

to be retained, will be found very useful. Besides giving 
support to the rectum, and replacing extruded portions of the 
mucous membrane, the bougie is useful in separating 
diseased parts, and of, what is of still more importance, di¬ 
minishing the sensibility of the rectum.” 
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The Practice of Surgery. By James Miller, F.R.S.E. Se¬ 
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K E VIE W S. 
‘ Pulmonary Consumption and its Treatment.' By Wil- 

loughby Marshall Burslem, M.D. 

. .e object of this work is to recommend the nse of eme¬ 
tics in the treatment of pulmonary consumption. A lono- 
list of authorities is cited, showing the estimation in which 
emetics have been held by various physicians from the ear¬ 
liest times, and several cases are reported in which they 
were administered with advantage. Dr Burslem employs 
the essence of. ipecacuan, and the essence of ipecacuau with 
chloric ether, in the dose of fifteen minims, in a tea-spoonful 
of water. The medicine is given in the morning; it usually 
acts but once, and is unattended with depressing effects. 
, Kinetics are said to be most useful in the early stage, be¬ 
fore the deposit of tubercular matter has occurred to any 
great extent; when emaciation is going on, the chest be¬ 
coming flattened and breath short, increase of the action of 
the heart, pain or uneasiness after meals, and dampness of 
the chest, or more severe perspirations accompanied with 
flushings. 

Di Burslem lias evidently given great attention to the 
disease about which he has undertaken to write, and he is 
evidently endowed with considerable powers of observation, 
i he pathology and etiology of phthisis are treated of in the 
earlier chapters ; and, with respect to the causes of phthisis, 
a table is given to show the co-existence of menorrhagia with 
tubercular disease. The author is of opinion that the drain 
upon the system, consequent on menorrhagia, predisposes to 
the deposit.of tubercle. The essay exhibits much accuracy 
of observation and practical skill. 
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1 Some Observations on the C'uamination °f Water ty the 
Poison of Lead, &c James Bower Harrison, 

M.R.C.S. 
This is an admir-”116 summary of what is known respecting 

the action of leeu upon the system. The author writes with 
much earne^aess, being apparently convinced that lead- 
poisoning is more wide-spread and fatal than is commonly 
imagined. We are much disposed to concur with him in 
opinion, and we can corroborate his experience of the 
value of croton oil in the cure of the severer forms of this 
malady. The book deserves to be studied by all practitioners 
resident in large towns where leaden pipes and cisterns for 
the supply of water are in habitual use, as they will discover 
a key in the effects of lead upon the system to many anoma¬ 
lous and obstinate forms of disease. 

‘ The Fever at Boa Vista, in 1845-6, unconnected with the 
visit of the Eclair to that Island.’ By Gilbert King, M.D. 

Dr King offers in this treatise an answer to the criticisms 
of Sir Wm. Pym, and Dr Me William. We recommend those 
gentlemen who are interested in the question to peruse the 
work, which is of the usual polemical character. A satis¬ 
factory analysis of the argument, which is itself an analysis, 
would be impossible. Dr King evinces considerable critical 
acumen. 

1A Practical Sketch of the Asiatic Cholera of 1848.* By 
S. F. Statiiam. 

We gave on a recent occasion a review of a pamphlet pub¬ 
lished by Mr Statham, on‘Low Inflammation,’and the present 
work being a corollary of the former, our duty as reviewers is 
much lightened. Mr Statham is of opinion that the Asiatic 
Cholera is a form of low inflammation of the mucous mem¬ 
brane of the intestinal canal. The views thus set forth are 
deserving of attention. At the time when Cholera was ravag¬ 
ing this metropolis, and a multiplicity of theories was afloat, 
Mr Statham’s views were disregarded, and his paper refused 
publication in one of our contemporaries. He now appeals 
to the calmer judgment of his brethren, and he deserves a 
hearing. The case is well argued, although it may not 
carry conviction to the majority of minds. 

‘ Remarks on Acute Rheumatism and its rapid and rational 
Cure.' By Wm. Bayes, M.D. 

Dr Bayes is an opponent of blood-letting in acute rheu¬ 
matism. He cites various authorities on the subject, and 
enters into a disquisition on the pathology of the disease. 
He arrives at the following conclusions : — 

“ Firstly: We conclude that Rheumatic Fever differs from 
Inflammatory Fever in its symptoms, its course, and its ter¬ 
minations; so that we cannot treat the disease analogi¬ 

cally by blood-letting. 
“ Secondly: That the evidence deduced from the large ex¬ 

perience of a great number of the most eminent among phy¬ 
sicians is completely contradictory, and that the disease 
cannot, with safety, be treated empirically by blood-letting. 

“ Thirdly: That the disease is caused by depressing 
agents, and is essentially one of diminished vitality, or of de¬ 
pressed vital energy of the nervous system and vascular sys¬ 
tem, permitting an ultimate interference with the secretions 
and excretions, and that hence no ground would appear to 
advise blood-letting. 

“ Fourthly: That blood-letting, by interfering with the 
powers of reaction, prolongs the disease. 

“ Fifthly: That blood-letting, by further depressing vi¬ 
tality, allows osseous deposits, and disorganisation of the 
elastic tissues, thereby causing permanent mischief in the 
extremities. 

“Sixthly: That blood-letting tends to produce the only 
danger to be apprehended during the disease—inflammation 
of the heart and its membranes, and the deposition of fibrine 
within them, which may lay the foundation of organic dis¬ 
ease, and remotely cause the danger they are intended to 
ward off. 

“ Seventhly: That by assisting Nature in her efforts, and 
following the indications she gives us, the disease may be 

speedily and satisfactorily cured without the abstraction of 
an ounce of blood.” 

For the cure of acute Rheumatism Dr Bayes recommends 
in combination emetics of tartar-emetic and ipecacuana, the 
hot bath, and the hot-air bath, a diet consisting of whey to 
the extent of a gallon a day, and bark as recommended by 
Dr Haygarth. Dr Bayes has crowded into his little treatise 
much logical argument and careful observation. 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 

ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 

ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III. 
a.d. 1400-1711. 

( Continued from Number XXI.') 

As the plagues of the fourteenth century gave an impulse 
to the study of internal diseases, so the wars of the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries breathed new life into Surgery. The 
Saxons had their blood-laetere; and from the time of the 
Arabs, and the Crusades, surgeons are distinguished in the 
chronicles of the monks, and the songs of the minstrels. 
Rhazes (d. 923) would not allow the surgeon to operate upon 
him for cataract, because the artist could not inform him how 
many membranes the eye contained. Robert, the son of 
William the Conqueror, had a wound in the arm, which was 
badly treated by the surgeons in Palestine. (1) The death 
of Richard Coeur de Lion is ascribed to unskilful surgeons. 
Frederick made certain regulations in reference to tlie sur¬ 
geons in the faculty ofSalernum (a.d. 1140 (2) ). English 
surgeons acquired a relative celebrity in the fourteenth cen¬ 
tury ; for we read in Froissard that Robert d Artois was ad¬ 
vised to return to England, where he would find better 
surgeons and physicians (Cirurgiens et Medecins) (3). John 
Arrlern, surgeon, was at the battle of Crecy ; he left several 
MSS. on medicine and surgery (4) ; his surgical works, par¬ 
ticularly that on Fistula in Ano, translated by John Read, 
in 1588, contains several original observations. He had 
considerable practice in the fistula line ; and had very shrewd 
ideas of a bargain, insisting that you should get as much as 
possible for tlie cure, and good security for the payment. (5) 
A common precaution in the age. When Henry V, in 1415, 
was about to invade France, lie engaged, by indenture, the 
attendance of Thomas Morstede, having in his company three 
archers, and twelve men of his profession (Homines de son 
Mistier); (61 as security for the payment of the second 
quarter, the king gave him in pledge certain jewels, which 
Thomas deemed equivalent in value to the salaries. Sur¬ 
geons were then liable to impressment, and made some of 
their own instruments; (7) for in 1416 the king commands 
T. Morstede, and W. Bredewerdyn, Sururgicis nostris, to take 
as many surgeons and other artisans (alios artifices) as were 
necessary to make the instruments required in the voyage. (8) 
The surgeon was to be paid as an esquire, forty marcs the 
year, if the king went to the Duchy of Guienne; the homme 
de son Mistier twenty marcs, and the archer ten marcs per 
annum. Besides this, Thomas anticipated booty, of which 
he engaged to give the king a third. A physician was also 
allowed forty marcs, a sum equal to about 267/. of our pre¬ 
sent money. (9) Henry VI (1430) had, on the advice of 

(1) Matt. Paris, Hist. Ang. A.D. 1100. 
(2) Lindenb. cod. legg. ant. 
(3) A.D. 1343, Ed. 1559, vol. 1, p. 112. 
(4) In the British Museum. 
(5) Centum Marcas (a nobili) vel 40 libras cum Robis et 

Feodis—et 100 solidos (shillings) per annum, ad terminum 
vitas. Freiud’s Hist, of Med. vol. 2, p. 331. 

(6) Our word mystery is from the French Metier—trade— 
in the phrase “ art and mystery.” 

(7) Rym. Foed. an. 1415. 3 Hen. V. 
(8) Rymer Foed. an. 1416, 14 June. 4 Hen. V. Morstede 

left behind him a work on surgery. T. Tunstal, surgeon, was 
engaged in the same manner, at two sous a day. 

(9) Rymer's Feodera, v. 4, pp. 116, 117, &c. Forty marcs, 
of 13s. 4d. each, were equivalent by weight to 52/. of our pre¬ 
sent silver. A bushel of wheat sold for 5s. 4d. 
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his counsel, four surgeons (sirurgeons) resident in his “ hotel,” 
engaged at sixpence a day ; 20/. were allowed for medicines, 
instruments,stuffs (estuffes),and other surgical necessaries. (1) 
In the campaign of Henry V, Morstede was to have twelve- 
pence a day, and his fifteen followers sixpence a day, if the 
king entered the kingdom of France. 

Medical science is indivisible ; the science of the human 
organisation, in all its states, is but one science; it must be 
studied and comprehended as a whole, or not at all. But 
medical art, the science applied in practice, like all other 
labour, necessarily tends to subdivision in the progress of 
civilisation, and this is found by experience to be advan¬ 
tageous. The first division in practical pathology was into 
diseases requiring mechanical appliances, and diseases in 
which internal remedies alone are employed. The church 
confirmed the separation of surgery in Christendom by en¬ 
joining ecclesiastics not to deal in manual bloody operations; 
and at the same time made it a mere mechanical art, by 
cutting off its connexion with physic and the sciences. 

Among the various uneducated classes accustomed to use 
edged tools, who practised surgery, the barbers were dis¬ 
tinguished at an early period. The first charter was granted, 
in the 1st Edward IV, to the freemen of the mystery of 
barbers (Misterae Rarbitonsorum) of the City of London, 
practising surgery (facilitate sirurgicoruin) in wounds, lesions, 
and other infirmities; in letting blood and drawing teeth. 
The alleged grounds on which the charter was granted were 
the ignorance and negligence of the freemen themselves, and 
of other foreign surgeons (sirurgicorum forinsecorum) not free 
of the city, daily flowing into London (2). It is evident 
from this charter that in 1461 surgeons existed in London ; 
and this is confirmed by the 32 Henry VIII, c. 42, a.d. 

1540, where two distinct companies of surgeons are mentioned 
—the one called the Barbers of London, the other the 
Surgeons of London; the barbers incorporated, the sur¬ 
geons without any manner of corporation. The relative 
position of the barbers and surgeons in London is somewhat 
obscure; it is illustrated by the state of things in France. 
Several surgeons in Paris, with Jean Pitard, surgeon to St 
Louis, at their head, separated from the faculty of medicine 
in 1271, and formed a distinct college; the members were 
allowed to marry, enjoyed the same privileges as masters of 
physic, and, wearing the same long robes, were called chirur- 
geons de robe longue; or, to distinguish them from the 
barbers, chirurgiens lettres. They studied medicine two 
years, and underwent strict examinations. The Faculty of 
Medicine discountenanced the surgeons, and in 1505, to en¬ 
courage the barbers, undertook to provide them with lec¬ 
tures in the French tongue (3). The barbers, supported by 
the faculty, were constantly embroiled with the surgeons; 
and the latter, at last wearied with the strife, sacrificed 
themselves to the supremacy of the doctors of physic; chirur- 
giens jtires were incorporated with the cldrurgiens-barbiers, 
and sank at once into insignificant rivals of the umbrageous 
faculty. William of Salicet, Lanfranc of Milan, Gui de Cau- 
liac, raised surgeons to a higher rank, and better educated 
men than barbers became indispensable ; but these elevated 
surgeons attended the middle classes in sickness, and aspired 
higher. In England the same course seems to have been 
taken ; the barbers, evidently supported by high authorities, 
attempted to suppress educated surgeons; they then tempted 
them into a degraded connection, by the offer of common 
privileges and funds, and lands, and tenements. 

Down to the 16th century the education of English sur¬ 
geons was entirely practical. Many resorted to the London 
surgeons, “ men of great experience, as well in speculation 
as in practice,” and, “ by their diligent information, became 
expert, so as to exercise this science in divers other parts of 
the realm to the great relief of much people.” (4) Gale 
(1507—1586) states that in the time of Henry VIII he had 
helped to furnish out of London, in one year, 72 English 
surgeons, who served by sea and land, and were good work- 

(1) March 1st, 1430. Ilyin. Foed. 
(2) Charter 1 E I ward 4 
(3) Sabatier, Mist dc la Faculty, pp.38, 89. 
(4) 32 Hen. VIII, c.42. 

men “ At the present d^T^ he adds, “ there are 
not 34 of the whole compand ^Englishmen, and the 
greater part of them are in noblemeh^ ° ice s0 tpat) if we 
should have need, I do not know where"v,qnq twelve suf¬ 
ficient men.” (5) The 32 Hen VIII. cap.d^rovided that 
any subject, not a barber or surgeon, might kev^ a barber 
or surgeon in the house as his servant who could privatise at 
home or abroad by his master’s licence. The servant* Jo 
not appear to have received any preliminary education. In 
the ‘Institution of a Chirurgeon,’ by Gale (1563), one of 
the Interlocutors “ marvels at Chirurgeons, by profession, 
knowing themselves voyde of a number of the points ; that 
of love of then- country and conscience’s sake, they will not 
yet, at the least, choose such servants as had some of the 
forenamed virtues” (enumerated in Hippocrates de Medico). 
John Field replies, “ There answere is, when the sky fall we 
shall have larkes. They think that they should not have 
servants to serve in that vocation. For few i say they) that 
have well brought up their sonne will put him to the arte, 
because it is so beggarly and poor.” They knew little Latin, 
and were not deeply versed in literature. The four surgeons 
of St Bartholomew’s Idospital on republishing (1633 > a 
Treatise for Englishmen, containing the Anatomy of Man’s 
body, candidly confess that “ they did lack the profound 
knowledge and sugred eloquence of the Greek tongue-.” 
Yet they reverenced Hippocrates and Galen, “ the two golden 
fountains and well-springs of Phisick and Chirurgery ” (6) ; 
while they asserted their independence and saw in “ reason 
and experience, the two principal roots of physic.” (7) They 
asserted the dignity and utility of surgery. “ It is not so 
base as it is taken for,” says Gale ; “ it is of great antiquity, 
being the most ancient part of physic; and it was exercised 
by emperors, kings, philosophers, and physicians. In the 
beginning physicians and surgeons were both one, and one 
man exercised both, for so did the princes of physic, Hippo¬ 
crates and Galen.” Ferris, Gale, and Cunningham, strug¬ 
gled to improve their unskilful brethren, and always ex¬ 
pressed generous sentiments. I was “ stirred to publish” 
these “ simple labours,” one of them exclaims, “first to dis¬ 
charge my talent towards God, and duty to my native 
country; and secondly to help my brethren.” Surgeons 
were exhorted to follow the precept of Guido . “ Be merciful 
towards the poor, and not too greedy of money.” (8) Cun¬ 
ningham, a doctor in physic, who devoted himself gene¬ 
rously to the promotion of surgical education, stimulated the 
veteran Gale in the touching words—“ I bid you well to 
fare, and remember your white hairs are messengers to ad¬ 
monish you that you must leave this world, and repair to 
the heavonly chirurgeon Christ; and therefore haste you for 
the time that remaineth, and finish the works which you 
have in your hand. Again, farewell, and love you, Cunning¬ 
ham, as you have begun.” 

Surgeons were appointed to the vessels of the British navy, 
and also to merchant ships, and the vessels of adventurous 
voyagers. In Sir Martin Frobisher’s second voyage for the 
discovery of a north-west passage (1576), the admiral met 
with what he was pleased to name, “ a man of Cathay, or 
new land India,” whom he attempted to carry to England. 
The unfortunate individual died, and Frobisher paid Mr 
Crowe, the surgeon, for opening the “ Indiaman, and 
balmying him dead, 5/.for household charge, to “ the 
“ potticarye in his sickness, and folk hired to tend him and 
wind him, 1/. 10s. 6d.;” for a coffin, 11s. 4d; for wax to 
make his mould in picture, 10s.; for a great picture of the 
strange man in his garments, 51. (9) Woodal was made 
surgeon-general of the East India Company, aud published 
“the Surgeon's Mate,” for the benefit of the young surgeons 

(5) The Office of a Chirurgeon. (6) Clowes. 
(7) Vicary’s Treatise on Anatomy, 1548. Deck to the ed, 

of 1633. 
(8) Gale. But Clowes makes an important addition to the 

precept: “ Not too covetous of money, but a reasonable de- 
mauder. Being good unto the poore, let the rich pay there¬ 
fore.” Precepts meete for young Chirurgeons. 

(9) Cited from the original document in Proc. of Record 
Commission, vol. i, p. 75. 
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engaged in the Company's ' ^ The charter of 5 CharlesI 

(1630), gave the smW a comP?nyP™ t0,take aS many 
barbers and surgeon^T^ of+ EnSland> f ™ re' 
quiredforhis M-'jSty S fleet; als0 t0 SO1Z0 such Plalsters. 
instruments -•lia medicines, as should be necessary for his 
service o” ’paying their value. The supervision of the 
medic! chest in the merchants’, as well as the king’s 
serrice, was committed to their charge; every article was to 
be submitted to the Examiners at the Common Hall, or at 
some convenient place fixed by the Masters. The Masters 
and Govern ers appear to have provided the medicines, 
physical and chirurgical, besides passing the surgeons for the 
king’s service. The Barber-Surgeons’ Company was com¬ 
manded, in 1626, to provide sixteen of the best surgeons for 
his Majesty's service by land. Charles I increased the pay 
of surgeons in the sea, service from 19s. 4d. per month 
to 30s., and a free benevolence, never given, before, towards 
furnishing their chests with drugs and medicines : his own 
ships paid 10/., and when serving his Highness, merchant 
ships paid 5/., Newcastle colliers 3/. All the surgeons had, 
as formerly, 2d. per month of each man. In the land service, 
the pay of the surgeon-major of the whole camp was 5s. a 
day; of his two mates, or servants, 4d. a day; of each 
surgeon, 2s. 6d.; and to each surgeon appointed to 250 men, 
a surgery chest of 17/. value; to the surgeon-major, a chest 
of 48/. value. (1) In 1659, the surgeon’s pay was 4s. a-day; 
besides ^-d. a-week from each soldier as medicine-money. 
The mate had 2s Gd. a-day. 

The fear inspired by syphilis; the foundation of the two 
London Hospitals; the legal grant of bodies for dissection, 
in 1540 ; the lectures, and the publication of medical works 
in English—all contributed more or less to the progress of 
the surgical class of practitioners. 

When indigenous herbs were the principal medicines, 

(1) Woodal. The Viaticum, 1639. In the ten years, 1621— 
30, the average price of wheat was 45s. a quarter. After the 
43rd Eliz., the coinage underwent no change of any impor¬ 
tance. At the siege of St Quintin (1557) there were forty 
surgeons—one to each company. The pay of surgeons, chap¬ 
lains, drummers, and ensigns, was Is. a day. At the siege of 
Calais (Ed. Ill) only one surgeon is mentioned on the pay¬ 
rolls,— Unit. Serv. Journ, Oct., 1836. 

Apothecaries were herbalists: they became grocers when 
oriental spices, syrups, tinctures, gums, and all the richer 
materia medica of the Arabs, found their way, after the 
Crusades, into England. Apothecarius, from airoQ-qnjj, a 
storehouse, ([boteca, or boutique, a shop, is derived from it,) 
is, literally, the shopkeeper, as chirurgus (x€lP> hand, epyov, 
work,) is, literally, the handicraft. The Latin and French 
Pharmacopola, and Pharmacien are from <bappa.Kov (tpepou 
grixos) Remedy, and its shadow, Poison. Physicians origi¬ 
nally compounded the medicines they prescribed; and Galen 
mentions that he had a drug-shop in the Via Sacra. But 
Pharmacy has no direct connexion with medical science : he 
who collects herb or flower or gum does not necessarily gam 
thereby any insight into its properties, or its working upon 
the animal organisation; and it was consequently quite as 
natural, that drugs should be weighed and compounded by 
the trader as by the physician. Manard deplored the re¬ 
volution: (2)—Olirn enim ipsimet medici sua sibi quisque me- 
dicamenta domi parabunt, et parata adservabant: quibus ubi 
opus esset, pro arbitrio et cegrotantiam necessitate uterentur. 
He laments, that within the lasf fifty years, the business had 
devolved upon ignorant persons called Speciarii (3) in Italy, 
(the French epiciers,') who were allowed by celebrated phy¬ 
sicians to collect and compound simples:—cceci etiam magis 
ccecos sequentes. The regulations of Salernum prove that 
apothecaries compounded medicines in the 12th century. 
A letter and bill for medicines furnished for the use of the 
king, have been discovered in a roll of the wardrobe for the 
34th of Edward I, and throw considerable light upon 
English pharmacy at that period (1306-7.) The writer 
requests payment, and his letter ends,—“ Inasmuch as 
Richard of Montpellier, grocer to the king, (especer le Roy,) 
is appointed in London to purvey (daler pour diverses pour- 
veances faire) for the king’s sickness, as is fully enjoined by 
the king’s physicians, (est pleinement enjoint par les fisiciens 
le Roy.)” Then follows the cedula. (4) 

Anno 34to, et anno 35to apud Landrecost. 

(2) J. Manardi Epistolse Med. et in J. Mesue, Simp, et 
Composita Annotationes, 1534, p. 564, ed. Basil, 1540, 

(3) Spice, specie, are from the same root—species. 
(4) Proceed, of Record Com,, vol. i, p. 556 7. The original 

is in apothecaries’ doggrel, and full of contractions. 

THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 
The Proprietor of the * Medical Circular ’ has the pleasure to announce that with the First Number of the next 

Volume will be commenced a Series of Papers, entitled 

QUACK MEDICINES-THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

The researches on which these Papers will be based have been undertaken at the earnest request of several of our 
professional and general readers, and are intended to record facts, and disseminate information connected with public 
hygiene, of a description and in a field, that have hitherto been neglected by the Medical press of this country. In their 
lanmiage and character these papers will be addressed both to the public and the profession ; and whilst they will afford to 
thelattcr information, they will be more especially addressed to the former, to warn them against imposition and fraud, and 
the inroads of the Charlatan and pretender on their purses and their health. They will be conducted and written by one 
of the most eminent Pharmaceutical and Analytical Chemists of the age, assisted by several distinguished Members of 
the Medical Profession. The Series will be completed during the then current year, and will form a complete 
encyclopedia of information on the subject. We have received very general assurances of support, as well as suggestions 
from various quarters, to which we shall in due course .attend. We solicit further communications on the subject. 

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS. 
We find from information sent to us by numerous correspondents, that the Editor of the ‘ Lancet ’ is making strenuous 

efforts to establish a Directory in opposition to that compiled at our office, 4 Adam street, Adelplii, and published by 
Mr John Churchill, Princes street, Soho. This attempt is without doubt mainly actuated by a pitiful desire to avenge 
the exposures which, at various times, we have made of the unworthy and degrading artifices that have been resorted to, 
for the purpose of pushing into popularity, the “ New Equitable Life’1 Office, established under the same management. 
These efforts Mve us, however, little concern, because if the work be not a piracy from our pages, it must necessarily be 
incomplete wl-fts circulation will be limited to a very small number of dupes, and persons of extreme opinions; and if, 

' it make any pretensions to accuracy, it must as necessarily be a reprint of the original 2 3 4 LONDON 
JYEEU^Y^NCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY,’ published by us, and therefore liable to an INJUNCTION, which will, 

y«. fts(appafet(qe/W» assuredly enforced against it. 
v t^IiI-jIfroprfetar'VbA the 4 London and Provincial Medical Directory" succeeded, on a former occasion, in stopping the 

ctf 3,'5Q0t,c.dpie3(qf a similar publication. 
A Wk-fchereTdrecfek..t°? warn the Directors of Life Assurance Offices, on whom we may venture to urge special claims,— 
aiiil other adverjiiseifs'Jthat any Advertisements supplied to the piratical publication styled 4 The British Medical Direc¬ 
tory,’-'Will bAtp1 absolute and certain loss, and we trust that after this announcement, the mere sense of self-interest will 

' ~ 1 iAto'i^etfain prudent persons from incurring unnecessary hazards. 

"VRlu'AV* 
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PORTRAIT OF WALTER JOHN BRYANT, ESQ. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

1 

WALTER JOHN BRYANT, ESQ. 

In pursuance of the plan of the Biographical sketches and 
portraits of the 1 Medical Circular,’, we now present our rea¬ 
ders with a portrait and sketch of a gentleman in general 
practice, it being no part of our plan to limit the series to 
consulting physicians and surgeons. 

The subject of the present notice is the representative of 
the oldest general practice in the fashionable district of 
Tyburnia, and one of the most extensive in London. Like 
many other large practices, it has been the work of more 
than one generation. Dr Bryant, the father of the present 
practitioner, commenced his professional career in Brown 
street, Edgeware road, in 1808; but after a few years he re¬ 
moved to 50 Edgeware road. He was soon engaged in a large 
practice, which he cultivated with great tact and unremitting 
assiduity for nearly forty years. In 1843 he retired, in con¬ 
sequence of that nervous depression so frequently the result 
of long-continued over-work, and took up his residence at 

Finchley, where he had previously purchased a property. 
Here he recovered his health, and is still hale, active, and 
usefully employed. 

His second son, Walter John, was educated at University 
College in the best days of that school. He was a dresser 
to Liston, clinical clerk to Elliotson, and afterwards house 
surgeon to University College Hospital, under Liston. In this 
latter capacity that distinguished surgeon gave him a spe¬ 
cial certificate for attention and ability in the performance of 
his duties. After passing the Hall in 1839, he immediately 
entered into partnership with his father, and in 1844 he suc¬ 
ceeded, on the retirement of the latter, to the whole practice. 
Since this time his career has been marked by the most solid 
success. He enjoys the entire confidence of his numerous 
patients, particularly in the department of midwifery and 
the diseases of children. His professional manner is marked 
by confidence in himself, and the resources of his art, deli¬ 
cate consideration towards his patients, and that suavity and 
firmness without which no one can be eminently successful 
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in the sick chamber. In June 1840, the subject of our 
sketch married Mary Ann, youngest daughter of the late 
Colonel Parris, of the second Dragoon Guards, proprietor 
of the Island of Nevis. 

Mr Walter Bryant is careful to keep hitnself au niveau 
with all the most recent improvements in poetical medi¬ 
cine, but he is also distinguished for a lrtecfeanical talent, 
which he has directed to the production pf several most in¬ 
genious inventions of practical utility. Qqg pf these is the 
abdominal belt, sold by Huxley, of Vere street, arranged on 
a new principle, and highly valuable in pregnancy, with re¬ 
laxed abdominal parietes, obesities, and other states requir¬ 
ing abdominal support. He has also applied cftQpfphouc to the 
manufacture of a tubal pessary, sold by Cpxeter, fo be used 
while bathing, and which admits the fluid of the bath to the 
os and cervix uteri. Another remarkably qsaful ipyepfion of 
Mr Bryant’s is a closet-seat fop ppplapsps pf the pelvic 
organs. It consists of a portable having the opening 
very much smaller than that which obtains in the ordinary 
seat. Mr Bryant justly considered that the large seats at 
present in use, admitting of extensive straining during defal¬ 
cation, greatly contributed to relaxation and felling of the 
pelvic organs. In the portable ssat the orifice is arranged 
so as to allow of the emptying of the bladder ftfld rectum, 
but the straining is compensated for by tire snpport afforded 
to the outlet of the pelvis by the improved seat. This 
apparatus lias we know beep used with tire greatest comfort 
in many cases of prolapsus. It should lead to a complete 
reform of the construction of closet seats. We may state, 
greatly to the credit of Mr Bryant, that these ingenious ap¬ 
pliances have been given in the most liberal manner to the 
profession and the public. 

Mr Walter Bryant was one of the earliest members of the 
National Association. He is a fellow of the Royal Botanical 
Society, London Medical, Pathological, and Sydenham 
Societies. He holds the rank of Assistant Surgeon in the 
Royal Bucks Yeomanry, and is one of the medical officers 
of the London Monetary Advance and Life Assurance Com¬ 
pany. 

Mr Bryant became a licentiate of the Hall in 1839, and a 
member of the College in 1843. He resides at 7 Bathurst 
street, Sussex square, Hyde Park gardens, and lias an esta¬ 
blishment at 50 Edgeware road, where Iris father so long 
resided. 

BENJAMIN KAY BRYDGES, ESQ. 
ANDREW BUCHANAN, ESQ. 

GEORGE ADAM BUCHANAN, ESQ. 

THOMAS BUCK, M.D. 
Vide 1 London Medical Directory, 1852. 

Mr Buck was apprenticed to Mr W. Wright, Senior 
Surgeon, General Hospital, near Nottingham, and was for 
five years dresser at the same Hospital. He also studied at 
University College and Hospital. He became a licentiate of 
the Hall in 1836, and a member of the College in 1837, and 
took his degree at St Andrews in the year 1843. He resides 
at 11 Princes place, Keunington Common. 

FREDERICK GILES BROXILOLM, ESQ. 

This gentleman was apprenticed at Sunbury, Middlesex, 
to his father, the late Mr Robert Broxholm (who was a most 
successful practitioner in that place for nearly fifty years), 
and studied at University College Hospital, under the Profes¬ 
sors to those institutions in the years 1844-45 and 1846. He 
oommenced practice in November, 1846, in Barnsbury road, 
Islington. Mr Broxholm is the author of an account of a 
case of quotidian liemicrania, treated successfully by chlo¬ 
roform, which was published iu the 1 Lancet ’ of Juue 9th, 
1849 ; also of several other papers in the same journal. He 
is more especially known as the inventor of an apparatus for 
making and keeping up extension in the reduction of dislo¬ 
cations, as also a disengager, being an appendage to the same, 
both of which were exhibited at the Medical Society of Lon¬ 
don. This apparatus possesses great power of making ex¬ 

tension, which can be well regulated, and made very gradually, 
while continued manual exertion is superseded by the ordi¬ 
nary power of the instrument itself. Very little force is re¬ 
quired to produce an extraordinary degree of extension, which, 
when once made, can be kept up without the slightest 
manual interference. The length of extension is four times 
that of the ascension, which a screw, when turned to the 
right, causes a moveable piece to make; consequently a very 
small apparatus is sufficient for the fulfilment of the inten¬ 
tion ; in fact, the apparatus possesses the power of the ordi¬ 
nary pulleys in an increased degree, without their objections, 
as well as the nicely-regulated action of the screw of the 
tourniquet. The next object effected, when the requisite 
degree of extension lias been produced, and the articulating 
extremity thereby brought within due limits of the situation 
from which it has been displaced, is to suddenly disengage 
the extending apparatus, when the tactus eruditus will com¬ 
plete ths reduction. Dr Broxholm has added an appendage 
to the extending apparatus to carry out the above intentions. 
The apparatus has been used successfully, when the ordinary 
pulleys had failed) in the reduction of a neglected dislocation 
§f the hufMFbS forwards, of between ten and eleven weeks’ 
duration, 

ARE&. BRUCE, ESQ. 

HENRY BRUNSKILL, ESQ, 

THOMAS NADAULD BRU3HFIELD, ESQ. 

JAMES BIDDINGFIELP BRYAN, ESQ. 
EDWARD BRYAN) ESQ. 

EDWD, BRYANT, ESQ. 
JAS. BRYANT, RSQ. 

THOMAS BRYANT, ESQ. 

Vide 1 London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

GEO. BUDD, M.D. 

The multiplication of Hospitals in this Metropolis during 
the last two decades, has furnished increased opportunities 
for the developement and exercise of professional ability, and 
has brought young men into the field of competition with the 
veterans of physic. The Professorships in King’s College, 
the University, St Mary’s, and the Brompton Hospitals are 
filled, with few exceptions, by new men, learned, able, 
and aspiring, —the representatives of Young Physic Know¬ 
ledge and skill, however great, if hackneyed and used up, 
have no chance of popularity in these institutions. It is true 
that University Hospital at the commencement of its career 
hoped to challenge professional admiration by placing great 
names in the first places, as advertisements to entrap stu¬ 
dents and to multiply fees. The Dean unrolled his canvas 
outside his show and pointed to the names of Liston, Todd 
Thomson, Samuel Cooper, and the rest, all men of estab¬ 
lished repute,—the giants of the day, promising, for the 
payment of a fee considerably less than demanded in rival 
theatres, all kinds of magic feats in handicraft and chirur- 
gical jugglery to be witnessed within the walls of the estab¬ 
lishment. A false glare threw its halo around the institution, 
but it was too flashy to last. Common sense blew upon it, 
and it was suddenly extinguished. The young men— 
students of the Hospital, grown sick of the pretension and 
exclusiveness, were determined to throw the superior offices 
in the hospital open to competition; and they succeeded. It 
is now fairly launched on the current, and has taken its 
place in the same rank with its youthful and ambitious 
rivals. 

King’s College has, in respect to its professorships, exhi¬ 
bited more liberality and good taste. It lias sought to honour 
its own alumni, and has regarded merit rather than reputa¬ 
tion, as the best title to its higher offices. In proof of our 
assertion we need only refer to Dr Budd, who, apparently 
not yet forty years of age, is Senior Physician to the Hos¬ 
pital and Professor of Medicine to the College. Fergusson, 
very little older, is also its great surgical star. Antiquity does 
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not seem to be held in reverence in this institution, which 
hitherto has remained true to its mission. 

Dr George Budd is a Graduate of Cambridge, and a Fellow 
of Caius College; we, therefore, need scai-cely add that he 
is unmarried,—a calamity which we are inclined to think is 
not less his fault than his misfortune. He is a Fellow of the 
Royal Society, and a Fellow and Censor of the Royal College 
of Physicians. Besides holding the appointments at King's 
College to which we have already adverted, he is Consulting 
Physician to the Seamen’s Hospital Ship Dreadnought. That, 
however, which has gathered most distinction for Dr Geo. 
Budd is his laborious aud learned work on ‘ Diseases of the 
Liver ’ Beyond all rivalry this is the most complete treatise 
on the subject that has yet appeared, and has gained both 
reputation and practice for its author. He has published 
also, in the ‘ Medical Gazette,’ his ‘ Crooniau Lectures,’ de¬ 
livered at the College of Physicians in 1847, ‘ On the Diseases 
of the Stomach,’ so that he claims authority over both do¬ 
mains of the tyrant Indigestion and his allies. 

It was our duty to reprove Dr Budd in one of our recent 
numbers, for his alliance with Mr Allsopp in his notorious 
Beer puff; but we performed the task with a heart so un¬ 
willing and a hand so gentle, that we are sure that we suffered 
more than he for the reference we could not avoid. Pray, 
Dr Budd, why do you not recall that certificate, imprudently 
and hastily given, that we may have the pleasui-e of sounding 
a paean, on your delicate sense of honour and your manliness ? 
We know that you deserve any eulogium that we may pro¬ 
nounce, and although you have not done the thing most 
agreeable to us, yet confidently expecting that you will jus¬ 
tify yourself in your own time, we shall blot out the memory 
of the unpleasant incident, and speak of you as we would 
have spoken had our duty to the public never infringed upon 
our respect for an accomplished aud honourable man. 

Dr Budd is rapidly rising into practice, being chiefly in 
request for the relief of those diseases on which he has written. 
He is an amiable man, soft, gentle, and pleasing in his man¬ 
ner, and strictly honourable in his relations with his profes¬ 
sional brethren. Hence if once called in consultation, he is 
not likely to be set aside on a second occasion for another. 
This is a species of desert which will eventually insure for 
him a large metropolitan practice. He is, withal, a judicious 
practitioner, quick and accurate in diagnosis, circumspective 
in his view, and ever wary and anticipative of results. His 
treatment is neither conjectural nor rash, but being based on 
sound pathological principles, is well adapted to achieve the 
intention of the prescriber. He aids nature, and has great 
faith in her resources. 

Tins gentleman is one of five brothers, all members of our 
profession. Drs Budd, of Plymouth, Budd of Bristol, Budd 
of Barnstaple, and Budd of Exeter, belong to the fraternity. 
They are all highly esteemed aud successful practitioners. 
The subject of our notice is about the middle height; he has 
a swarthy complexion, a mild dark eye, and a superabun¬ 
dance of black hair, whose arrangement probably causes 
more pains than profit. He is altogether a well-looking 
man,—but we are intruding on the domain of the ladies, and 
if there be any doubt in the matter, we refer the point to 
them for adjudication. At any rate his expression is pleasing, 
and his manners courteous and unpretending. He neither 
assumes more than his right, nor is inclined to yield his right 
to assumption. Dr Budd has our best wishes, and we trust 
that our notice of him will aid a little in the extension of a 
merited good repute. He resides at 20 Dover street, 
Piccadilly. 

Summer-heat of 1832.—The following list shows the 
average heats at the undermentioned places during the sum¬ 
mer of 1852. It is taken from a statement at Bennets’, ther¬ 
mometer manufacturer, Clieapside, London :—Calcutta and 
East Indies, 82 degrees; Jamaica and West Indies, 81; Tur¬ 
key, Egypt, and China, 85 ; Tunis, Palermo, and Bermuda, 
83 ; Lisbon, Naples, and Madrid, 77; Venice and Milan, 
73 ; Australia, 68 and 78 ; England, from July 5th to the 
29th, 91. 

INCREASING PALENESS OF THE PALE ALE 
PUFF. 

It is a satisfaction to us to find, that Mr Allsopp obtrudes 
his medical certificates on the public in a manner less offen¬ 
sive than formerly, and that his advertisements display 
some show of penitence for past transgressions. We now 
observe that the specific certificates are withdrawn, and that 
the names of the testifying “ savans” are merely cited in 
the aggregate in favour of some general expression of opi¬ 
nion recommendatory of Pale Ale. We do not desire to 
triumph over a fallen foe; and shall not therefore indite a 
rhapsody on the success of our exertions. We are content 
with our success, which is in itself sufficient satisfaction to 
us, for the menaces we have faced, and the perils we have 
encountered. Though twice formally threatened with legal 
proceedings by a firm possessed of enormous resources, and 
risking the private censure of influential persons in whose 
opinion we should have desired to stand well, and whose 
support we might have craved, we have not deviated from 
our duty, nor qualified in the least degree our opinions; but 
on the contrary, have persisted in our comments, until our 
opponents have confessed by their acts, that our conduct 
was right and honest, and our purpose just. 

We promised last week that we would, publish the corre¬ 
spondence circulated among the trade by Mr Bass, but 
although we have made some efforts to procure a copy, we 
have been unsuccessful, and therefore cannot redeem our 
pledge. Inasmuch, however, as Mr Allsopp is gradually 
retreating from his position, there is less necessity for the 
insertion of those documents. 

THE ABUSE OF CHEMICAL CERTIFICATES.— 

THE BITTER BEER PUFF. 

A lady who had been for many years in the habit of 
taking Guinness’s Stout, recently informed the agent that 
she was under the necessity of discontinuing it. On his in¬ 
quiry whether she had any fault to find with the stout, she 
replied, “Yes, it is adulterated,—if it were not adulterated 
you would have it analysed, and publish the certificates, as 
the makers of Bitter Beer have done.” Assertions and 
protestations were in vain; the lady closed her account. 

The disreputable advantage which has been taken of the 
Strychnia panic, as the means of puffing the Beer of one 
Brewery in particular, has had a temporary effect on the 
public mind, which is neither creditable to the parties con¬ 
cerned, nor likely in the end to place them in an enviable 
position in the trade. All the brewers of Bitter Beer were 
under an imputation resulting from an unfounded rumour. 
It was necessary that this should be contradicted, which was 
done by the publication of the results of a full investigation 
of the facts of the case, and the quality of the beer from 
several breweries. Here the matter might have ended. The 
panic had ceased; the breweries were in full work, and some 
of them coidd not make their beer fast enough to meet the 
demand. One of these firms, however, conceiving it to be a 
golden opportunity for a puff, has given the public such a 
dose of advertisements and certificates, and correspondence, 
respecting the beer of that brewery only, that some innocent 
persons have been led to suspect that the Strychnia rumour 
was, after all, not so ridiculous and unfounded as it had been 
represented to be. The question is a natural one,—“ If all 
this noise and trumpeting be necessary to clear the character 
of one brewery, what must be the state of the case with other 
breweries, the proprietors of which are satisfied with a 
simple contradiction of the rumour and then leave their beer to 
trumpet for itself? ” The lady above referred to appears to 
have come to the conclusion that all beer is either puffed or 
poisoned; and as Messrs Guinness and Co. will not conde¬ 
scend to puff their stout, she declines to drink it. Others 
might draw a different inference, founded on the old maxim, 
that “ good wine needs no bush.” 

Leaving the rival breweries to find then- level, we cannot 
pass unnoticed the injustice perpetrated by certain distin¬ 
guished chemical professors whose names are associated 
with this system of advertisement. On pumps and posts, 
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dead walls and watering screens, where quacks and impos¬ 
tors plant their puffs, in railway stations, public-houses, and 
newspapers, hand-bills and circulars, the names of Liebig, 
Graham, and Hoffman are displayed in large type, in con¬ 
junction with the name of the firm which employed them 
professionally to examine and report upon their beer. . If 
scientific men, in the employment of their ordinary duties 
as analytical chemists, are to be liable to this annoyance 
and degradation, it will become necessary for them to be¬ 
come extremely careful to whom they give reports or certi¬ 
ficates of this nature. The abuse of chemical certificates is 
not an unfrequent occurrence, and some chemists habitually 
refuse, on this account, to furnish reports in writing, except 
under particular circumstances or conditions; but we do not 
remember a more flagrant case than the one before us. The 
evil will in some degree cure itself; the beer puff has 
already produced an effect in checking the facility with 
Avhich such documents can be obtained. In several instances 
of recent occurrence they have been refused, and it is not 
likely that after what has occurred, that men of the highest 
eminence, whose opinions are the most in request, will fur¬ 
nish written reports without some guarantee or understand¬ 
ing, that such reports will not be used in a disreputable man¬ 
ner.—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions.’ 

We have the pleasure to state that the ‘ Medical Times 
and Gazette ’ has also published a stringent article on “ The 
Beer Puffso that now we have succeeded in rousing all 
the Medical Journals except one, ever conspicuous on the 
wrong side, to condemn the conduct of Mr Allsopp.—Ed. 
‘ Med. Cir.’ 

REPORT ON THE MELANCHOLY CONDITION OF 

THE * MEDICAL TIMES AND GAZETTE.’ 

We informed our readers last week, that this Journal was 
suffering under a severe attack of ague, and we now regret 
to state, that Dr S——-, the physician in attendance, has 
abandoned all hope of being able to afford relief. He is 
therefore about to be dismissed ; and the enervated patient 
is to try the benefit of the “ Wells,” to see if it be possible 
to recruit its rapidly failing energies. The new physician 
is said to have had some experience of a Mediterranean cli¬ 
mate, and prefers the Hot Wells, at nearly a boiling tempe¬ 
rature, to the cold bath which has been of late liberally 
used. Neither we nor any member of our profession, so far 
as we are informed, have any knowledge of the ability and 
qualifications of the new physician, so that, we fear, the dis¬ 
tressed patient, in a fit of despair, has resolved to resign itself 
to quackish experiments. We sincerely trust that the hot 
water in which it is about to plunge, will not blister it too 
severely, for we are satisfied from what we know of its con¬ 
stitution, that rude treatment will rapidly hasten its dissolu¬ 
tion. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 

1. Are Mons. Ricord’s formulae all to be relied on ? 

2. Will you be kind enough to explain in »ora-medical 
language, the meaning of his terms, such as Phagedenic 
chancre—many of your readers are amateurs and belong 
to neither branch of the profession. 

3. The Aromatic Wine, (Parisian Codex) and the Rousil- 
lon Wine, as ordered by him, are never to be met with at 
chemists or wine merchants in this country. Required 
substitutes for both. 

4. The decoction of Saponaria is never kept. 

5. The Sirop de Cuisinier or the compound syrup of sar¬ 
saparilla is scarcely ever to be met with at chemists. 

Wanted, in addition,the formula for Balsam of Peru Oint¬ 
ment?—Yours, &c.—A Pharmaceutical Assistant. 

REPLIES. 

The Growth of Hair.—Sir,—Some time since an inquiry 
was made in your “ Notes and Queries ” on this subject, 
and in Numbers 17 and 19 replies were kindly given 
thereto. What was my surprise, then, to find in your last 
number a letter signed T. M., wherein an effort is made to 
be witty and satirical at the expense of the correspondents 
above alluded to. T. M. says, “ we are permitting the 
hairdresser to deprive us, aided by the dentist and perfumer, 
of the head 1 divine,’ in every instance short of coma or 
apoplexy.” That would be really better than degrading 
the medical practitioner to the position of a -‘barber,’' as 
T. M. has done. This correspondent obliges his readers 
with a formula for an ointment which he says “ will 
cause the growth of human hairyes, “ marvellouslyas 
he describes it. However, he soon “lets the cat out of the 
bag,” and we learn that it promotes the growth of hair 1 to 
the amount of half an inch, when in general its good effects 
appeared to cease, and the hair began to loosen as before.” 
Excellent! This is like curing a man of consumption with 
a pitch plaster over the chest. In conclusion I may ob¬ 
serve that when the liair-glands or bulbs have lost their 
energy or vitality, nothing will restore the hair to the 
bald head, not even T. M.’s ointment. When the hair loses 
its luxuriance and begins to fall off, the decay may be re¬ 
tarded, but never permanently arrested, except when it hap¬ 
pens from the effects of certain diseases. The best applica- 
cations are mild stimulants or irritants, which tend to pro¬ 
mote the circulation of the blood in the surfaoial vessels. 
Formulse for compounds of this class have been already 
given in the ‘ Medical Circular.’ The Balsam of Peru 
ointment was formerly much puffed for the purpose, but 
experience has shown it to be quite useless. To promote the 
growth of hair we must obtain a healthy skin. The im¬ 
mediate cause of common baldness appears to be the atte¬ 
nuation of the scalp. If T. M. wishes to know more than 
he appears to do at the present on the subject, let him 
peruse Wilson’s work on the skiu, or the little treatise by 
the same author, entitled “ Healthy Skin," published by 
Churchill.—Caustic. 

[We wish correspondents in this department to remember 
that it is intended solely for the record of facts, and not for 
irrelevant discussion and criticism. For this reason we 
have felt it necessary to excise portions of the foregoing 
communication, as we did also portions of the previous com¬ 
munication by T. M.—Ed. ‘ Med. Cir.’] 

Lemon Juice in Gout, frc. — (Vide No. 22.) As a contri¬ 
bution towards explaining the action of lemon juice in gout 
and rheumatism, allow me to state that out of several severe 
cases which I have seen thus treated, the urine, in those 
that were the most successful, exhibited a marked alkaline 
reaction, and on further examination I found this resulted 
from the presence of potassa. Is it, therefore, not reason¬ 
able to presume that the beneficial action of lemon juice in 
the above diseases may be referred to its containing potassa, 
in combination with weak acids (the citric and malic, 
chiefly the former), which readily suffer decomposition in 
the animal organism, and give up their base, which is then 
free to act in thelithic diathesis, as potassa has been said to do. 
Is not this the reason of the superior action of lemon juice 
in these cases to the other preparations of the alkali ? The 
action of lemon juice in scurvy has been clearly shown to 
depend entirely on the potassa it contains, and the salts of 
the latter with the milder acids, have been found to be 
equally beneficial I submit the above with great deference 
to those members of the profession better qualified to form an 
opinion than myself, and shall be happy to stand corrected, 
if I have drawn a wrong conclusion.—’Arotes. 

Concentrated Castor Oil.—(Vide No. 22.) Tins is simply 
ordinary Castor Oil rendered more purgative by the addi¬ 
tion of Castor Oil in sufficient quantity to render “ one to 
three capsules the dose. ” The practice is not only fraudu¬ 
lent but dangerous. “ I have heard of several cases in 
which very violent and serious effects were produced by 
these capsules on pregnant females.” (Pereira II, 1290.) I 
can bear out these remarks from having tried these capsules 
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on myself and several members of my family. Pharma¬ 
ceutists had better avoid them.—’Arotes. 

01. Rieini.—(Vide No. 22.) To what species of Castor 
Oil does M.D. allude ? I presume his remarks must refer to 
that employed on the Continent, and frequently obtained 
by the action of alcohol on the seeds ; as they do not appear 
to apply to the ordinary Castor Oil of the English druggist. 

—’Arotes. 

Substitute for Collodion.— (Vide No. 22.) I find a solu¬ 
tion of good, solid, bottle Indian rubber in chloroform an 
excellent substitute, which does not so readily part with its 
solvent as Collodion. Gutta percha may be used instead of 
caoutchouc; or a mixture of the two. They readily dis¬ 
solve in chloroform (if free from acid), when cut small. The 
Indian rubber solution is preferable to the others, as, if the 
place to which it is applied be dry and clean, it will adhere 
for some days, and the part may be washed with warm 
water, without injury (Vide Med. Cir,, No. 21, page 391.) 

—’Arotes. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—I am no advocate for a monopoly in Medical Direc¬ 
tories ; on the contrary, if Calcraft the Hangman thinks he 
can produce a better one than yours, he has an undoubted 
right to exercise his talents and embark his capital in such an 
enterprise ; so has any other man; but I most strongly protest 
against any one practising a wilful and barefaced deceit upon 
my medical brethren, to gain their ends. I am a most invete¬ 
rate enemy of Homoeopaths and Homoeopathy, and I hailed 
with delight the project of a new Medical Directory, which 
grounded its pretensions to support on the exclusion of such 
quacks and mountebanks, although emanating from a 
AVakley. I did not hesitate to accord to it my warmest 
support, and I have worked hard to induce others to do 
likewise. Imagine my surprise and indignation to find 
that my name, after all, is to appear iu the new 
4 Directory’ side-by-side with Homoeopathists as it has 
hitherto done in yours. Your prognosis that “ Wakley 
would sell us,” is, then, to be verified. Having or¬ 
dered the work under misrepresentation, am I bound to 
fulfil the contract ? Certainly not; and I advise all who 
have beep similarly duped to withdraw their support. How 
does the artful dodger make it out that his work will be 
half the price of the ‘ London and Provincial Medical 
Directory ’ when I observe that work is to be published at 
five shillings, whilst his ‘ Directory ’ is announced at six 
shillings? Really the mendacity of the fellow knows no 
bounds. Depend upon it, Mr Editor, “ Honesty is the best 
policy,” and on this account you and your works will suc¬ 
ceed.—Henceforth your well-wisher and warm supporter, 

Verax. 

THE INHALATION OF NITROUS OXIDE IN 

CHOLERA. 

To the Editor of the 4 Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—Will you oblige me by giving to this letter a place 
in your valuable ‘ Medical Circular,’ in order to express an 
idea which has occurred to me, and which I think may be 
of the greatest benefit in Cholera practice, viz., the inhala¬ 
tion of nitrous oxyde as a means of rallying patients from 
that state of collapse in which all medicines hitherto applied 
seem to have been of so little avail. Besides its probable 
usefulness in cases of cholera, I am inclined to think it 
would be useful in cases of malignant diseases, and of 
phthisis. 

Not having had a suitable opportunity of making the ex¬ 
periment I should, in the event of any of your readers making 
trial of it., be greatly obliged by their publishing the results. 
—I am, Sir, &c., ' Frederick Ocjghton, 

Walter’s terrace, Commercial road, Peckham, 8th Oct., 1852. 

THE USE OF OIL IN PUTTING UP 

PREPARATIONS. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Sir,—Should you deem the following facts worthy of 
notice, I shall be obliged by your inserting them in your 
1 Circular.’ Being engaged in the beginning of March 1852, 
in repairing to some anatomical preparations the loss of 
spirit caused by evaporation, I was led to consider how such 
loss might be best prevented. After reflecting some time 
on the various ways employed to prevent the evaporation of 
the spirit, I was induced to think that a thin layer of oil 
poured on the surface of the fluid might effect the purpose ; 
but before putting up any preparation iti this way, I thought 
it would be preferable to see whether it had the power of 
preventing evaporation. Accordingly, into each of two 
shallow circular glass vessels I poured §i. of proof spirit. 
Over the surface of one I poured a thin layer of almond oil. 
I then placed them both in a room, the temperature of which 
ranged from 60 to 70 Fahr. In less than three weeks the 
spirit in the one not covered with oil had entirely disappeared, 
while that in the other had not perceptibly decreased; nor 
is its clearness at all diminished. 

That oil prevents the evaporation of spirit, there is, I 
think, no doubt, and if no material objections are raised 
against its employment, there will be a great saving, both 
of expense and trouble, in putting up wet preparations. I 
remain, your most obedient servant, J• 8. 

October 16, 1852. 

TRACHEOTONY. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—I was not aware until I read your last No. (22), 
that epilepsy can bo cured by performing the operation of 
tracheotony ; indeed, I am still incredulous of the fact. 
Tracheotony, it is said, is not to be contemplated in any 
case in which laryngismus is not the chief symptom. I did 
not know laryngismus was a symptom of epilepsy, and re¬ 
lieving a symptom is not generally the cure of a disease. 
The operation is primarily undertaken to cure laryngismus. 
If the epilepsy was produced by, or was dependent on, la¬ 
ryngismus, curing this latter might certainly bo a cure of 
the former, according to the maxim, “ causa sublata tollitur 
effectusout there is no evidence of this dependence. Di¬ 
viding epilepsy into varieties according to the different por¬ 
tions of the respiratory canal presumed to be implicated, is 
more fanciful than useful. The multiplicity of terms, in¬ 
deed, is no little perplexing to learners like myself; and I 
was particularly puzzled to understand what wa3 meant by 
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abortive epilepsy. I endeavoured to find a parallel. Wlien 
the Asiatic cholera prevailed here a few years ago, neg¬ 
lected diarrhoea was said to be one of the causes producing 
it. By giving chalk mixture you rendered that cause abor¬ 
tive; but no one thought of calling cholera abortive, be¬ 
cause one of the causes usually producing it was removed. 
If I am called to a man labouring under a severe attack of 
colica, I may, by giving warm purgatives and other appro¬ 
priate remedies, put the disease to flight. What would you 
say were I to send you a detailed account of the progress of 
the symptoms, and of the medicines successively employed, 
and entitled my paper ‘ A Case of Colica Abortiva.’ You 
would, perhaps, smile at my simplicity, or, as you might 
term it, ignorance.—I am, &c., Tyro. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—I have this evening received a circular from the 

‘ British Medical Directory,’ which after making many illi¬ 
beral remarks on the ‘ London and Provincial’ one, adds, 
that you charge to Subscribers twelve and sixpence per vo¬ 
lume. Having ordered one, I must counteract that order, 
if such be the price, it being much higher than your for¬ 
mer volume, and higher too than your circular intimated. 
Vituperation has of course no weight; but an additional 
and I think an enormous price I object to.—Yours, &c. 

R. Q. C. 
Penzance, November 16, 1852. 

[The circular alluded to is a tissue of lies and gross de¬ 
ceit, worthy of the party from whom it proceeds.—Ed. 
‘ Medical Circular.’] 
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tague place, Poplar. He was Surgeon of the K division 
of Police, and at the time of his death 58 years of age. 

17—Henry Snowden, Esq., M.R.C.S. 1838; L.S.A. 
1837; at Greenstreet, near Sittingbourne, Kent, after a few 
days’ severe illness, aged 36. 

20—Adam Hope, Esq., Surgeon, at Jedburgh, Rox¬ 
burghshire, after a very severe and protracted illness, 
aged 50. 

22—Samuel Merrxman, M.S.A., 1800; M.D. Marisclial 
College, Aberdeen, (after examination) 1808; at his resi¬ 
dence, 34 Brook street, Grosvenor square, having reached 
the advanced age of 81. After the usual studies Dr Merri- 
man received the Degree of M.D. in 1808, in which year he 
was appointed Physician Accoucher; in 1815, Consulting 
Physician, and afterwards Vice-President of the Westminster 
General Dispensary. 

For fifteen years he delivered courses of Lectures on Mid¬ 
wifery at Middlesex Hospital; and in 1831 $was appointed 
Examiner to the Apothecaries’ Society, to which office he 

was six times annually re-elected, and then became one of 
the Court of Assistants. He was also a Fellow of the “ Lon¬ 
don Medical,” the “ Linnaean,” and the “ Royal Medical and 
Chirurgical ” Societies. For many years he held the office 
of Treasurer to the latter society, as also of that for the 
“Relief of Widows and Orphans of Medical Men.” 

Dr Merriman was the author of several works; amongst 
them were the following:—“Observations on some Late 
Attempts to Depreciate the Value and Efficacy of Vaccine 
Inoculation;’ in 1815, an article, “ Observations on the 
Ccesarian Operation and Premature Delivery,” to the ‘ Lon¬ 
don Medical Repository;’ in 1816, “ Comparative View of 
the Mortality from Childbirth in London and Dublin ;” and 
“ On the Necessity for Men-Midwives,” to the ‘ London 
Medical and Physical Journal.’ In 1820 he published in 
the ‘ London Medical Repository’ a series of papers, called 
“Obstetrical Researches, by Maurice Onslow, M.D.” The 
papers published in the ‘ Medico-Cliirurgical Transactions ’ 
are—“ Cases of Premature Parturition Artificially Induced ;” 
“ Case of Difficult Parturition from Dropsical Ovarium,” in 
Vol. Ill; “ Cases of Difficult Parturition from Pelvic 
Tumours,” in Vol. X ; and “ On the Duration of Pregnancy” 
in Vol. XIII. This last is republished, with some additions, 
in the fifth edition of his “ Synopsis of Difficult Parturition.” 
He also published an edition of “ Underwood on the Dis¬ 
eases of Children,” and in 1810 a pamphlet on “Retrover¬ 
sion of the Womb.’’ He also contributed various papers to 
the ‘ Gentleman’s Magazine.’ 

Dr Merriman was respected and esteemed in public, and 
beloved in private life; and though, on account of his 
advanced age, his death could not but be expected, yet he 
will be justly and deservedly lamented. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—The following gen¬ 
tlemen having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the meet¬ 
ing of the Court of Examiners on the 19th inst.:—John Att- 
wood, Australia; Francis Bramley Baker, Hampton court; 
George Dransfield Brown, Croydon; Francis Russell Hall, 
Fulbourn, Cambridgeshire ; Charles Rodney Huxley, Lisbon; 
Robert Thomas Ogden, Rochdale, Lancashire; Charles 
Schofield Richardson, Greenwich; George Sankey, Ashford, 
Kent; George He my Thurston, Goswell street; Arthur 
Umphelby, Ipswich, Suffolk; Robert Westcott, Spencer 
street, Goswell road; William Joseph Williams, Uffaulm, 
Devon. 

Tiie Fellowship.—The following Members of the Col¬ 
lege were admitted to the Fellowship at a meeting of the 
Council of the Royal College of Surgeons, October 21st:— 
Alfred Baker, Birmingham ; Christopher Hewetson Barnes, 
Notting hill; Edwin Bartleet, Birmingham ; Robert Shirley 
Belcher, Burton-on-Trent; Samuel Berry, Birmingham ; 
Charles James Bleeck, Warminster; Henry Blenkinsop, 
Warwick; Robert Bower, Rochdale; Peter Brendon, High- 
gate ; Thomas Frederick George Brownbill, Salford; Joseph 
Bullock, Congleton, Cheshire ; John Cordy Burrows, Brigh¬ 
ton ; Cornelius Butler, Brentwood; William John Church, 
Bath ; Edward Covey, Basingstoke ; William Henry Covey, 
Wilton street; William James Cronin, Queen’s town, Ireland; 
William Cross, Clifton; Frederick Davies, Upper Gower 
street; George Edwardes, Wolverhampton; Joseph John 
Evans, Bristol; William Evans, R.N., Bath ; George Fayrer, 
Barking, Essex; William Fortescue, Smithfield bars ; John 
Frederick Foster, Hartley Wintney, Hants ; Luther Owen 
Fox, Broughton, Hants; Robert Docksey Goodwin, Ash¬ 
bourne, Derbyshire; John Fosse Harding, Myddelton square; 
Hetman Charles Hands, Windsor place, City road; James 
Bower Harrison, Broughton, Manchester; John Bishop 
Haynes, Evesham, Worcestershire; Edward Hickman, 
Southampton place, Euston square ; George Leicester Hillas, 
Sydney place, Brompton; Thomas Hodgson, Halifax; 
George Yeates Hunter, Margate; Edward Ingram, Boston, 
Lincolnshire; Abraham King, Bridgewater; George Low- 
dell, Brighton; Robert Merry, Hemel Hempstead, Herts; 
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Thomas Middleton, Salford; John Muriel, Ely, Cambridge¬ 
shire ; Daniel Noble, Manchester; Henry Peacock, Dock¬ 
yard, Chatham; Houghton Perkins, Henrietta street, Ca¬ 
vendish square ; John Ballard Pitt, Norwich; Robert James 
Pollock, Bath place, Kensington; James Price, Brixton; 
John Pursell, Harleyford place, Kennington; William Sud- 
low Roots, Kingston-on-Thames; John Rountree, Oldham; 
Arthur Brisley Rye, Banbury; Thomas Smith, Bow lane ; 
Frederick Theed, Rhyl, Flintshire; Frederick Hosken Tuc¬ 
ker, Halifax ; John Raggett Unwin, Claremont place, North 
Brixton; Richard Wallace, Trafalgar place West, Hackney 
road ; James Watkins, Falcon square ; Charles John Woods, 
Godmanchester; William Kelson Wright, Holland place, 
North Brixton. 

Apothecaries’ Hall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, 
and received certificates to practise, on Thursday, Novem¬ 
ber 11, 1852:—Henry Lane, Stratford-upon-Avon; John 
Turle, Richmond villa, Holloway. Wednesday, November 
17th, 1852 Matthew Francis, Sunderland ; Thomas Bryan 
Greenwood, Horslydown, Southwark; Charles Henry Payne, 
London ; William Roocroft, Wigan; John Shepheard, North 
Walsham; George Welford, Sunderland ; Edwin Adolphus 
James Wilkinson, Nortlileach; William Young, _ South 
Shields. Examinations in Botany, and Materia Medica and 
Therapeutics, for the prizes given annually by the Society, 
with the names of the successful candidates.—Botany :—1. 
(Gold medal) Mr Maxwell T. Masters, King's College; 2. 
(silver medal and books) Mr Robert B. Smart, University 
College; 3. (books) Mr Douglas A. Reid, King’s College. 
Materia Medica(Gold medal) Mr John Turle, University 
College ; (silver medal) Mr George A. Watson, Guy’s hospi¬ 

tal. 
Leeds General Infirmary.—On Friday, the 12th 

inst., the Hey Society (Leeds) presented an Address, hand¬ 
somely emblazoned on vellum, to John Allanson, Esq., on 
his resignation as house-surgeon to the Leeds General In¬ 
firmary, a situation he has faithfully served for upwards of 
twenty years. 

Atmofathic Treatment.—Mr Joseph Stringer, of 
Sheffield, aged fifty-two, died in half an hour after undergo¬ 
ing atmopathic treatment. It appeared at the inquest held 
upon deceased, that while suffering from rheumatism he went 
into a vapour bath, after which he swathed himself in cold 
wet bandages, and in that state was carried home, where he 
died, before medical assistance could be procured. Mr 
Bartolome and the house surgeon of the Sheffield Infirmary, 
who performed the autopsy, gave it as their opinion that 
death was caused by syncope, brought on by congestion of 
the internal organs, produced by a sudden chilling of the 
body. The proprietor of the bath said he was in the habit 
of subjecting the patients of Messrs Martin and Rudal to 
similar treatment. The jury returned a verdict in accord¬ 
ance with the medical testimony, and recommended that such 
treatment should never be applied without a medical certi¬ 

ficate. 
Vaccination in Denmark.—The Bill for abolishing 

compulsory vaccination has been lost in the Upper House by 
a majority of 25 to 20. 

The Homceopaths.—In consequence of M. Cruveilhier 
having met a homoeopath in consultation, the Societe Medicate 
of the ai'rondissement of Paris, have resolved not to admit as 
members :—Homceopaths and other quacks (et autres charla¬ 
tans) ; 2. Those who practise homoeopathy with other modes 
of treatment; 3. Those who hold professional relations with 
such, or meet them in consultation ; 4. Those who lend their 
names to such as are not authorised by law to practise; 5. 
Those who practise under the direction of somnambulists. 

Memorial to the late Mr Dalrymple.—We ara 

glad to hear that the subscription-list to this memorial will 
shortly be closed. It is decided that the bust shall be exe¬ 
cuted by Campbell, who made the bust of Mr Liston which 
was placed in the College of Surgeons. 
- Midwives.—An inquest has been held lately at Newton 
Abbot, on the body of Eliza Lake, deceased, in the Union 
house, from Hooding after parturition. She had been attend¬ 

ed by a midwife, who, although apparently able to manage 
an ordinary case of labour, was not competent to treat the 
complication of post-partum flooding, and probably was not 
aware of the causes that induced it. When the surgeon, 
who was ultimately sent for, arrived, he found the woman 
dying, pulsation having almost ceased. She soon afterwards 
expired. The jury strongly recommended the guardians of 
the Union to employ sturgeons in future to attend the mid¬ 
wifery cases in the house. 

Lunatic Asylum.—From a parliamentary blue book just 
published, it appears that there are eleven district lunatic 
asylums in Ireland, containing 2,735 patients, of whom 1,380 
were males, and 1,355 females. To five of these asylums 
there are resident medical officers, and to the remaining six 
the non-resident merely devote a certain number of hours 
per month to the treatment and cure of the lunatics. The 
Cork Asylum, with 400 patients, has the largest amount of 
medical care, viz., fifty-nine hours per month; while the 
Waterford Asylum stands lowest on the list, having sixteen 
hours’ medical attendance per month for the treatment of 
120 lunatics. The average cost of each patient is highest 
in the Central Criminal Asylum at Dundrum, being 23/. 3s. 
per annum. The average cost per head at Waterford is 
17/. 9s. per annum ; while Cork is the lowest, the average 
expenditure being 11/. 8s. Eight new asylums are in pro¬ 
gress of erection, at a probable expense of 298,420/. 

Medical Benevolent College.—We have pleasure 
in stating, that at the last Meeting of the Council the Trea¬ 
surer announced that he had received, amongst other dona¬ 
tions in aid of the funds, fifty guineas from the Mercers’ Com¬ 
pany, and the like sum from the Goldsmiths’ Company; also 
twenty guineas from the Vintners’ Company, and twenty 
guineas from the Rev. Sir John W. Hayes, Bart. The solici¬ 
tor also reported that the protracted negotiations relative to 
the conveyance of the land at Epsom had been brought to 
a satisfactory termination, the difficulties, which were at one 
time formidable, having been completely removed. The 
Council, therefore, being in a position to commence opera¬ 
tions, have given the necessary instructions to the architect 
to advertise for tenders, etc.; but although the works will 
be immediately commenced, the foundation-stone of the 
College, owing to the advanced period of the season, will 
not be formally laid until the spring. 

Bail Court, Nov. 22.—(Before Mr Justice Crompton.) 
—The Queen v. Jackson.—Mr Crowder applied for a cri¬ 
minal information against Charles Jackson, a druggist, of 
Plymouth, for a libel alleged to have been published by 
him, reflecting on the professional character of Dr Rowe. 
It appeared an action had been brought by Jackson against 
Dr Rowe, for alleged improper treatment of the wife of the 
former, which resulted in a verdict for the defendant. Dr 
Rowe had published the particulars of the trial in a pamph¬ 
let, and Jackson had published a pamphlet, in which it was 
alleged the libel forming the ground of the present applica¬ 
tion was contained.—His Lordship took time to consider. 

Nov. 23rd.—Mr Justice Crompton this morning said, that 
in this case, in which a motion was made yesterday by Mr 
Crowder for a criminal information against Jackson for a 
libel, the libel appeared to be of a most gross nature ; but 
he thought the parties would be well left to their ordinary 
remedy by indictment, if they chose to pursue it. The chief 
matter that weighed with him was, that matter had been 
brought forward by Dr Rowe which had not been brought 
forward at the trial, and he thought counsel had exercised 
a proper discretion; but after he had recourse to the press 
there was no occasion to allow him to resort to the extraor¬ 
dinary remedy of a criminal information, and there would be 
no rule.—Rule refused. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Dr Tweed if, (Galashiels).—Wa are personally unacquainted with 
the directors of the office in question, but have no reason to doubt 
their respectability. 

M. It. C. S. Eno.—It is to Professor Sy me that we are indebted for 
the operation. The mode of relieving retention of urine, by punc¬ 
turing the bladder through the r ectum, is a favourite operation at 
Guy’s; Messrs Cock and Hilton are its chief advocates. 
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A Country Surgeon.—We cannot tell; bat we have seen Hlverius' 
< Century of Remarkable Cures,* in which a Country Surgeon will 
find the prescription for the cure of ague described in the obsolete 
and enigmatical language of the old physicians. Calomel, in large 
dosrSj was a favourite drug of these old practitioners, and they 
attribute to it, in conjunction with other remedies, very re unrkable 
effects. Upon their hints we have practised, and certainly have 
been surprised at the accuracy with which they noted the effects 
of remedies. There is a good deal of useful therapeutics in those 
old bonks—almost lost, however, to tile present generation of sur¬ 
geons, in consequence of the unintelligible phraseology. Our pre¬ 
decessors were great dietarians, and g nerally accomjoanied their 
prescriptions with elaborate instructions on food and regimen. In 
fact, medical practice at that time of day was almost wholly em¬ 
pirical. 

T. VV. (Finsbury).—You have no resource in law. It is not our 
opinion that the County Courts would enforce payment of your bill. 
Your patient died, and no one appears to have become formally an¬ 
swerable for your attendance; the goods went to pay the rent, 
and you apply to the brother, simply because he was cognisant of 
your attendance, and must have known the impoverished circum¬ 
stances of his sister. This knowledge does not imply liability ; 
and although be may have treated you in a disingenuous manner, 
and led y<>u on by exciting delusive hopes, yet after all yon al‘e 
the victim of your own want of precaution. You had too much 
honor, and the brother too little—but you have no fedress. You 
say th • brother is a lawyer,—another cogent reason for letting 
him alone. You are not the only man, by hundreds, who have lost 
their bills under similar circumstances. 

M. D.—Mr Churchill is not sole proprietor of the ‘ Medical Times 
and Gazette'—the printers are co-partners ; in fact, It is purely a 
trading speculation. The arliele accompanying your note Is un¬ 
suited to our columns. You can try the ‘ Medical Times;’ but as 
we do not edit that journal, we cannot tell whether it will be in¬ 
serted or not. That is theif business. Your article is as good as 
the greater number that appeal- in that periodical, and would de¬ 
serve to be as w II paid for,—hut why occupy our time with their 
affairs? We are obliged to you for your opinion of our judg¬ 
ment. 

Spectator.—We have heard of the globulistic speculations of the 
gentleman in question, which are conducted upon anything but 
a homoeopathic scale. He has been “ everything by turns, but 
nothing long.” While he can transmute globules into guineas, he 
will dotibtless remain faithful to his last love—for It is mere cup¬ 
board love at best; an I when that proce-s fails, he will perhaps 
turn chrondthermalist—a doubtful “spec”—or emigrate under 
Mrs Chisholm’s auspices to the “ diggins.” There are many such 
professional acrobats even among ourselves. 

A University Man.—Kirke’s and Paget’s, in our opinion. 
Dr Hugu W. Diamond shall have a private note. 
T. II. S. Pi—There would be no impropriety in the mode specified, 

though the omission of the prefix is the more usual way. 
MR John Lambe (B■bury). — Watson's. An order on the office in 

Ch. ring cross would be preferred. 
Ludlam’s Rubber.—It appears that in our notice of this useful 

article, in our last number, we omitted to give the address of the 
manufacturer, Mr Lmllam, 159 Oxford street. 

M. It. C. S. Eng.—Refer to the advertisement of Messrs Chapman 
and Alderman, on our cover, for the price of the invalid chair you 
require. 

Mr A. Guinness (Exeter).—Although you practise homoeopathy, un¬ 
like Wakley, we do hot d nottnee you as a rogue, quack, and 
swindler; neither do we, on the same account, withhold frottl pub¬ 
lication your very sensible remarks on the conduct of your reviler. 
The barefaced deception he hopes to practise on the profession will 
assuredly fail; and, as you will observe, there are communications 
enough in our columns on tlu subject. Depend upon it he has 
“ beseeclied” in vain. 

Mr J. M. Thomas (St Andrew’s).—Communication received, and 
shall have our utten ion. Other correspondents have addressed us 
on the subject of Wakley’s “ beseechings.” The humiliating atti¬ 
tude becomes him. He is on ills knees now ; bu he can go lower 
yet: and he will and must. As the Orientals say, “ Is your slave 
a dog, that he must eat dirt?” Truly; and, as the Editor seems 
to 1 ke this desetiption of food, we hope that it will hot disagree 
with him. 

he following letter relates to the same subject: 
“Sir, —I eannot let any circumstance pass by when connected 

with the 1 profession’ directly or indirectly, more especially as such 
duplicity is carried on through the enclosed (statistical return), 
wh ch came to h ind this mohting. I beg you will forward me a 
copy of your ‘ British and Colonial Medical Directory,’ in lieu of 
‘London and Provincial Directory,’ as ordered previously, when 
published. Now, as the enclosed may mislead many members as 
to the price, &c. &c. &c., would it not be an act . f justice to your¬ 
self and the proiession to expose such dirty work in your ‘Circular,’ 
which is in general request wherever I go? 

“Iremain, yours faithfully, 
“Robert King. 

“ Colnbrook, Bucks, Nov. 23, 1852.” 
A Looker-on.—The person who wrote the article must have been a 

raving lunatic. We cannot hold him accountable for all the gun¬ 
powder and brimstone that gave such a pungent odour of sulphur 
to fhe composition, lie will do better it be aim at less. Bombast 
is the usual fault of inexpert need writers, 

Du p>,_We have been highly amused with your rhymes, which are 
smart and witiy; but have this, defect, they are too terribly in 
earnest. Except for the personality, we should have been happy 
to have given them insertion; but why should we call clown such 

unmeasured ridicule on a man who is not perhaps the person really 
in fault? We are exiremely obliged to you for the other commu¬ 
nication. 

Provinciaus.—The amended Medical Bill was published in fhe 
number bearing date Nov. 10 of the ‘ Provincial Jdui’nul.’ We 
Should he sorry to specul ite on its fate. 

Lynx.—The circumstance has nut e-caped us. Mr Mombury Wakley 
i3 now adv rtised as the resident director of the New Equitable 
Assurance Company, fie has held this office from the beginning; 
but wliy tlio fact was not advertised before, the Board of Directors 
are best qu ilified to answer, i’he nime is yet only permit e l to 
appear in a few obscure prints. It is curious that tills name should 
be publicly announced about the same time that Dr Robert Lee 
resigns his office. 

Mr Williams.—The committee will take possession of the land at 
Epsom, preparatory to the erection of the building for the new 
Medical Benevolent College, this day (Wednes lay). May this great 
and philanthropic scheme be crowned with a large success! The 
committee sit at No. 4 Hanover square. 

A Subscriber (Exeter).—Eownes’a, published by Churchill. 
B. W. S.—Ricord in Paris, Skey in London. 
M. R. C. S. and L. A. C.—There would be no advantage in publishing 

your letter, respecting the laws under which the Channel Islands 
are governed, in our j mrn.il. The answer could be given only by 
a Secretary of State. 

Inquirer.—Cod-liver oil is not a new remedy. It was employed in 
1700 by Perc val and Bardsley in the treatment of gout and rheu¬ 
matism. in Germany and Northern Europe it has long been In 
use as a popular remedy. It is new only as regards its use for the 
relief of phthisis pulraunalis. 

Dr Marshall Hall.—There is no foundation whatever for the 
report that this eminent physician is about to retire from practice. 

E. M —Mr Churchill is the publisher of the Medical Directories. 
We should indeed be surprised if this gentleman would publish 
any work which carried fraud upon the face ot it. 

R. K.—The subscription to the ‘ Medical Circular’ will be 17s. 4d. 
per annum, stamped, or 13s. unstamped. It will be quite as satis¬ 
factory to us if you get it through your bookse.ler. The ‘ Medical 
Circular ’ is a key to all the other periodicals; every medical man, 
therefore, who takes any interest In wliat is going on in the pro¬ 
fession, must read It. 

Mr Dale. —We cannot answer your question. You had better 
apply to a legal authority. Better submit to be robbed at once 
than trust to a mare smattering of law. 

Mr J. Miller.—We are disappointed in nut receiving the pottrat-. 
Wo doubt if more than one has been publlsbe 1. If \ on or any of 
our readers should possess a sketch of Mr Wakley, the loan of it 
would oblige us. 

To the Editors of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Gentlemen, -1 did mys.-lf the honour of writing ;o you on the 13th 

inst., in answer to certain queries, and the enclosed arrived this 
morning; but whether from you, or from some rival Editor, I 
know not. Since I penned the above, I have looked more carefully 
at the address of the said enclosure, and found that it is from the 
renowned ‘ Lancet ’ office, in the Stran I; which I venture to pro¬ 
phesy will so >n be stranded oil the rock of O divion, if yon pilot 
your publications in the same spirit and with the same talent 
which have hitherto distinguished them. 

I have the honour to be, &e., 
James Scott, M.D., 

Deputy Inspector of Hospitals and Fleets, &c. &c. &c. 
Argyle square, Edinburgh, Nov. 17, 1852. 

M. R. C. S. (Paddington).—Your letter, relating to the coroner’s in¬ 
quest, came too late for insertion in this number. It shall be 
published in our next, with such comments as we think it de¬ 
serves. 

Communications Received.—it. Babingdon, Esp (Stortey Strat¬ 
ford), Dr A. D. Anderson (Glasgow), R. N. West, Esq. (Alford), 
Dr W. J. Cox (Kensal New Town', Dr Jukes de Styrap (Shrews¬ 
bury). 

JOHN HARVEY, NEPHEW AND SUCCESSOR 
TO THE LATE 

ANDREW SPRINGWEILER, 
No. 2 Duke street, smifhfletd, London, Medicine chest and dressing case 

MAKER. Ship Medicine Chests according to Act of Parliament. 
Emigrant Chests, 4c. for ali Climates. 

Chemical and Plate Clients, Toilet, Jewel, Liqueur, and Sample Cases, 
Writing Deski, Despatch Boxes, &c. 4c. 

Wholesale aud for Exportation .— Wat ranted to stand any Climate. 
It having been reported that the business has been lemoved, J. H. bogs 

to inform the MeJioai Profession that he, as Executor and S uecessor to the 
late A. SrwNGWEiLER, solicits a continuance Of their patronage. 



CLERICAL, MEDICAL, and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 
ADVANTAGES OFFERED. 

EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—Tho Assured may reside in most parts of the world, without extra charge, and in all parts* 
by payment of a small extra premium. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

CREdIt'bYS'I^m!—On'poHcies^or Uie^Oiole^d^Jdfe^o^u^haR of^tUeYumia^lh'^miu'uia1 fur"the fi“s“ five years may remain on credit and may 

'^^LOAMS—Loinsd»re advMoed0on^PoHeies^Oiic}f'hav^ Iwsen'in existence five years and upwards to the extent of nine-tenths of their value. 
noNITSFS -FIVE Bonuses have been declared ; at the last in Jauuary, 1852, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Bonus 

rarvinVwith the Afferent ages from 241 to 55 percent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from £5 to £12 10 s. percent, on the sum Assured. 
The E rase, applied in reduction of Premium on many of the Policies which have participated in three or more divisions have been sufficient not 

only to exting*ii“h the whole of the Premiums, but also to add a Bonus to the sum assured, which will be further augmented at every succeeding 
division. The following are examples: 

Sums 
Assured. 

No. of 
Bonuses. 

Original Premium. 

Bonus already added to 
Sums Assured since the 
extinguishment of all the 

Premiums. 

£ £ s. <1. £ s. d. 

1000 5 82 11 10 Extinguished. 337 11 0 

1000 4 82 0 10 ditto. 114 0 0 

1000 3 125 0 0 ditto. 193 5 0 

1000 3 100 5 0 ditto. 10G 10 0 

every i 
its due t- -- 

t0 °AVlTlCATIONlaOF'bT) ATSES.—The next and future Bonuses may either be reoeived in Cash, or applied, at the option of the assured, in any 

°^hCNON-PARTICIPATING._Assurances may be effected for a fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates,and the Premiums for term Policies are 

'°ffepROJiPT"SETTLEJUSNT^O^CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are Indisputable except in cases of 

fraU'lN VALID LIVES may be assured at rates proportioned to the increased risk. . 
POT.ICIFS are in-anted on the lives of persons in any station, and of every age, and for any sum on one life from £o0 to £10,000. 
PREMIUMS may be paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, but if a payment be omitted from any cause, the I obey can be revived within Four- 

T“The°actcounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the inspection of the frea b 
A copyofthe last Report, with a Prospectus and forms of Proposal, can be obtained of any of ^^A^ bjr 

addressing a line to 

99 Great Kugell ■one GmS^j isaUm^d by this Society to the Medical Attendants of all Persons proposing to assure._ 

w. M. COLCHESTER, PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMIST and MANUFACTURER of CONCENTRATED 
T T . PREPARATIONS, 2 Crown street, Hoxton, square, London, respectfully informs Gentlemen of the Medical Profession, wishing for superior 

Concentrated Preparations and Infusions that a List of his Concentrated Mediciues (many of which are prepaied only by him) with their prices, is 
sent free^ bypost on appuYtfon ; and?hat all orders to the amount of U 10*. and upwards are sent to any railway station within lo0 miles of London, 
<-»rrinj7B free nil the reneint of a Post office order to that amount, the cost of which can De deducted. ,, , 

Medical Gentlemen ordering Colohestor’s Liq. Semite Comp, through other houses are requested to observe that Mr C. cannot bo answerable for 
without bis signature— 

aDy 

77Z-S 

on the label; the celebrity this preparation has acquired, and the increased demand for it since its first introduetioii by Mr Colchester in 1815 (vide 
‘ Lancet,’ January 10th, 1340, page 4). and January 31st, page 142) having induced some parties to prepare imitations of it. 

A NEW DISCOVERY iuTE ETH.—Mr HOWARD, 
Xi. Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an entirely NEW 
DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without springe 
wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as not-to 
be distinguished from the originals by the closest ob erver; they will never 
change colour or decay ; and will be found superior to any teeth ever be¬ 
fore used. This method does not require the extraction of roots, or any 
painful operation, and will support and preserve teeth that are loose, and 
is guaranteed to restore articulation and mastication. Decayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMIST3, &c. 

Hospital sulphate of quinine, pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, of the late firm of HERRING, BROTHERS, 
for the use of Hcapitals, Dispensaries, &c. < 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, tho only difference being that the one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was origiually introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and oreat reduction in price is also 
attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 0 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 

JACOB HULLE, jun.. Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23,1852, _____ 
ENT7 S P AT ENT C H TON O M E T E R S, 

WATCHES, and CLOCKS.—E J. DENT begs leave to inform the 
Public that he has been AWARDED by the Jury of the Great Exhibition 
of 1851, the ONLY COUNCIL MEDAL given in Horology to the English 
exhibitors ; also a Prize Medal for his Patent Mariner’s Compass ; and his 
just received, by order of the Admiralty, a premium price for the per¬ 
formance of his Chronometer at the Royal Observatory in 1851 and 1852. 

E. J. Dent respectfully requests an inspeotion of his extensive stock of 
Watches and Clocks, Ladies’elegant gold watobes, eight guineas; gentle¬ 
men’s, ten guineas; youths’ silver watches, four guineas; strong lever 
watches for engineers and others, six guineas each. 

E.J. Dent, watch and clock maker by appointment to the Queen, H.R.H. 
Prince Albert, and H.I.M. the Emperor of Russia, 61 Strand, 33 Cookspur 
street, and 34 Royal Exchange (clock tower area). Large churoh-clock 
manufactory, Somerset wharf, Strand. 

DINNEFORD’S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

Dinneford’s Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—1 Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J ars, half 
gallon.5s. Od. ; gallon, 93. 6d. ; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

To be hadfrom the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
17'Bond street, London: and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

BENNETT’S WATCHES, made expressly for 
medical men. beating dead seconds,with every recent improvement, 

and most carefully finished: in silver cases, 12 gs. ; m gold ditto, 18 gs. 
Every Watch sold at this Manufactory skilfully examined, timed, and 
its performance guaranteed. _ , 

BENNETT'S MODEL BAROMETER, at Twenty-Shillings, is a 
really usefnl and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental ap¬ 
pearance. A thousand Thermometers may be selected from, comuienoiDg 

atOne Shilling. ... . 
BENNETT Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to liojal Observa¬ 

tory, the Board of Orduancc.thc Admiralty, and the Queen, 65 Cheap- 
side. 



Jtortkmrats. 

Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, beg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed their mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and Gencr. 1 Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, &e. Ac. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brodie, Bart., to the late Sir Ii. reel, Bart., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms being made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shifting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. fi, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Bath Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—No. 8, without a Hood. Pricefifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy Chair in the room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and down stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

GUTTA PERCHA CURTAIN and CORNICE 
RINGS.—These Rings have been much approved by the Faculty, 

particularly for nervous and aged persons. Owing to the peculia u properties 
of Gut.ta Percha, these rings do not make a noise when drawn along the 
pole or rod. The following sizes may be had either with or without loops : 
-—Sizes, 1 inch diameter, 1 i inch ditto, 2 inch ditto, inch ditto, 3 inch 
ditto, 3£ inch ditto. 

TUBING, LINING FOR TANKS, ORNAMENTAL 
MOULDINGS, &c., manufactured by the 

GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY 
lT>,. IQ WBnrf P.ifrv rOft.fi. TiOTldOll. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

TMPORTANTto SURGEONS and the PROFESSION 
JL requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a Working Sur¬ 
geon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and Cutler), 3 Bedfurd court, Covent 
garden. London, solicits attention to the above, and respectfully invites 
inspection of an extensive stock of Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, 
■which are guaranteed of best London make, and offered at very moderate 
prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 
B. d, £ s. d. 

Circular Spring Truss . from 5 o double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’. „ 7 6 „ 0 19 6 

„ Cole’s . „ 10 6 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Yase, sold at 37.3s. 2 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle . 0 18 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 
Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no lacing), Knee and 

Ankle Socks, Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, &o. Manufactory, 3 Bedford 
court, Coveut garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’ Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a variety Of 
Cases, equal to new, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, cheap. 

The above can he had on Hire. 

LADIES’ BELTS AND BANDAGES. 
TVT/A T * CTiriTTTT, VIE WITHOUT ONE 

BAILEY’S ELASTIC LADIES’ 
BELTS are found to be gome of the most 

useful articles in his establishment. They are 
worn by those who are delicate in their con¬ 
stitution, t-ince they support the Back and Ab¬ 
dominal Muscles, giving the greatest possiblo 
comfort before and after Accouchement. It is im¬ 
possible in an advertisement to explain the utility 
of these Belts ; they prevent the bearing .down 
so much complained of by Ladies, and in all 
cases where the stays are of very little use. In 
fact, most eminent Accoucheurs keep one by 
them in ca«=e of Haemorrhage. The prices arc 
21s., 318. 6d., and 420. each. 

For Measurement, size round at A, B, and C. 

And depth, from A to B and C. 

LOOK TO YOUR LEGS. 
If they swell, or the veins are enlarged, get one of BAILEY’S ELASTIC 

STOCKINGS. It is a well-known fact, that mauy valuable lives have been 
lost by neglecting to get a proper Bandage or Stocking, A Cotton Stocking, 
to draw on without the trouble of lacing, 7s. 6d. ; very strong, 13s 6d.; fine 
Silk, 15s. ; stout silk, 21s. each. KNEE CAPS, 6s. 6d. j Silk, 10a. 6d.each. 
Circumference of the leg is all that is required. 

Post-office Orders to be addressed to fM. HUNTLY BAILEY, 418 
Oxford street, London. 

N.B.—A Catalogue may be had by sending a postage stamp. 

Dr ARNOTT'S HYDROSTATIC or FLOATING 
BED.—This valuable Invention, affording so great relief to all 

Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to the Public greatly 
improved in manufacture, by which it is made much more durable, and at 
a greatly reduced price, which it is hoped will conduce to make its advan¬ 
tages more generally available ; the price being less than some of the 
water cushions pretended to supersede it, which, though valuable for many 
uses can never substitute the Hydrostatic Bed as it is obvious there can 
be no floating on water confined in a case, however elastic it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

Edward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, which 
removes much of the inconvenience complained of in some cases, and giro 
it increased adaptation. ...... , . , , 

*** Dr Arnott, the Inventor, has inspected the beds manufactured by 
Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their con¬ 
struction and make. & s* d. 

No. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, &c. 8 8 0 
No. 2. ditto plain ... 7 7 0 

FOR HIRE. 

No. 1. First Month ... ... ... 1 15 0 
„ Second and succeeding Months ... 1 2 0 

No. 2. First Month ... ... ... 1 10 0 
„ Second and succeeding Months ... 0 17 6 

The Hire of the Bed, with Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be paid in 

a Manufactured, Sold, and Let out on Hire, by EDWARD SPENCER 
and Co General Waterproofers, and Manufacturers of all kinds of \\ ater- 
proof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers, Capes, Leggings, Overshoes, Ao. «c. 
18 Billiter street, and 116 Fenchurch street, London. 
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HYTHIAN’S TEA and COFFEE ESTABLISH¬ 
MENT, 430 West Strand, and 1, 2, and 3 King William street, 

adjoining,—Pure Congou Tea, 3s. to 3s. 8d.; Pure Souchong ditto, 4s. to 
4s 8d. Coffee, lOd. to Is. Gd. Great reduction in Farinaceous Foods, 
ltussian Semola, 5s. per dozen, or Gd. per lb. Tapioca, 4d.; Sago, 3d.; 
Mandioca, 3d., or 2s. 6d. per doz. 

Catalogues of Prices, and Articles forwarded on application. 
Genuine Salad Oil, 7d. and 10d. per flask. 

pOTTON WOOL.—TOCnEMISTS, DRUGGISTS, 
V^1 &c—J. WOODLEY begs to inform his Customers and the Medical 
Profession in General in Town and Country, that he will be happy to supply 
the™ with the Purified White or Unbleached Wool, in 1 lb. packets, at 2s. 
per lb. If seven or more packets arc taken at one time, a discount of ten 
per cent, allowed. Ordeis by post immediately attended to by John 
Woodley, 30 Fore street, City, London. 



INDIA PALE AL E.—W. Younger and Co. 
Paul’s Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their Friends and 

the Public that they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale. in casks of 9 gallons at 9s. and 12s. 
Also their Superior Edinburgh Ale ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong and Rich . ditto 9 ditto at 16s. and 20s. 
And Superior Porter and Stout ... ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLED. 
Pale Ales, 5s. qts- and 3s. pints ; Edinburgh Ale, 7s. and 83. qts. and 4s. 

and 4s. 6d. pints ; Stout, 3s. 6d. and 5s. qts., and is and 3s. pints. 
Five per cent, allowed for Cash. 

J. W. WATSON, Manager. 

PALE INDIA ALE and STOUT —4s. per dozen 
Quarts, 2s. 6d. per dozen Pints ; Sootch Ale, os. per dozen Quarts, 

3s per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and Captains supplied 
either for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, from 30s. per dozen. 
Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON, 16 Clement’s 
ane. City. 

BASS’S EAST INDIA PALE ALE.—The Octo¬ 
ber brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from 18 gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B iss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s Stout and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 3 St James’s street. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE, 

PREPARED PROM PURE CANTHARIDINE. 

A N ELEGANT PREPARATION, Vesicating in 
XJL much lees time than the Emp. Lyttse. P.L., easily applied and 
removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome after-sores. It 
has received the sanction and commendation of the most eminent 
Practitioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing twelve feet, 6s. 6d; 
and small C ases of six square feet, 3s 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE DRESSING, 
An elegant economical and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a dressing 
for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.—In Tin Cases, 
containing twelve square feet, Is, Cd. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘ New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“ March 1st, 1850 

“ Brown’s Cantbakidine Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to our 
notice in the inflammatory diseases of females aud children, in whom the 
unpleasant consequences which so often follow the application of the 
Emp. Cantharidis are most apt to occur. We have found it a reliable 
and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many trials we have given it, 
we are satisfied that it deserves the attention of the Medical Profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing.” 

From the ‘ Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science ’ for May, 
1850, Published in Philadelphia. 

“ We have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, specimens of 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING PLAISTER and DRESS¬ 
ING, with which our readers are doubtless familiar as a new and 
exceedingly neat preparation, easy of application and certaiu in their 
effects. We have given them a fair trial and find they fully answer our 
expectations.” * 

“ Army Medical Department, January 16, 1847. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital. Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr BROWN’S BLISTERING TISSUE has been 
used extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effective as a 
vesicatory, when carefully applied, aud has not been productive of any 
degree of strangury. 

b “ANDREW SMITH, M.D. 
“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

Mr T. B. BROWN, Druggist, 
42 Admiral Terrace, Vauxhall Bridge road, late Handsworth, Birming- 

^Sold by the Sole Consignee, Mr WILLIAM BA.ILY, Horseley Fields, 
Chemical Works, Wolverhampton ; and all wholesale and retail Druggists 
and Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire, 

Health, economy, and cleanliness 
consulted by the use of CU LTN ARY VESSELS COATED in GLASS 

ENAMEL by Messrs SELBY. JOHNS, and CO., Bradford street, Bir- 

mThisano'vel and elegant application for coating Wrought Iron with Pure 
Glass combines cleanliness with extreme durability, aud is one of (he most 
important steps in the progress of real sanitary reform, as it obviates the 
evils which result from the employment of copper vessels in the preparation 
of food, pickles, confectionery, &c. Messrs Selby, Johns and Co.’s Glass 
enamelled Ware is at the price of the ordinary tinned ware, but entirely 
free from the objection of rust or corrosion, so geneially complained of, 
and with ordinary care is everlasting The following extract from an 
article in ‘ The Lancet ’ of the 21st February last, in reply to the strictures 
of ‘ The Lancet ’ upon the too frequent presence of copper in pickles, is 
conclusive upon the paramount value of Paris’s Patent for culinary pur- 

I>°“ The glass, as I have incontestibly proved, by a series of carefully con¬ 
ducted experiments, resists the action of a very intense heat, many degrees 
higher than is required in culinary processes, and is perfectly unaffected by 
contact with all vegetable acids. In domestic economy, vessels of this 
construction will doubtless, ere long, supply the place of many of those 
which now adorn the well-appointed kitchen. 

“ Wm. White, Consulting Chemist. 
Culinary and other vessels may he obtained, of every convenient form 

and size, of Messrs Selby and Johns, Manufacturers of Patent Glass 
Enamel, 288 Bradford street, Birmingham, aud 68 Upper Thames street, 
London, where, upon application, may be had illustrated descriptive 
catalogues, 

MEDICAL GALVANISM.—^The most efficient 
apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for the Cure of 

Disease, is the ELECTRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, which is the only 
Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential in a Medieal Gal¬ 
vanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of Galvanism in ONE 
direction only, which current possesses quantity and not merely intensity 
—Manufactured only by HORNE, THORNTHWAITE, and WOOD 123* 
and 121 Newgate street, London Prices 31. 3s., 51. 5i., 81. 8s., and up¬ 
ward*. * 

PURE and HEALTHY LEECHES.— 
POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists, <fco. 

that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for Purity, 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 66 F&rringdon 
market, London. 
_____ Established upwards of Forty Years. 

ANEW ERA in MEDICAL ELECTRICITY is 
opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty'Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—always in the same direction, and 
primary Voltaism, not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, Ac., Ac. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him in 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always, 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of vinegar can be procured- 
and produe ng all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the imf 
portance of which can scarcely be overrated, whether we look to cases of 
sudden emergency (swoons, fits, catalepsy, asphyxia, uterine haemorrhage, 
&c.) or to the frequent opportunities and the facility thereby afforded of 
applying ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AND UNIVERSAL 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the 6ame principle, to be worn 
on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the molt 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases, where a 

mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, and to 
assist the effect of specific remedies, the action of the Chains being madh 
LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. 

The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 
The Royal College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical Sosiett. 
The Royal British Association. 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 
The Academie des Sciences at Paris. 
And is already in extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician »f Guy’s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., Ac., Ac, (Published with 
his kind permission). 
.“We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 

long been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of evolving a continuous uninterrupted current of Electricity, of 
moderate tension, and always in one direction.I can scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvermacher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 
medical brethren.” 

A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS IMPORTANT DISCOVERY, WITH SPECIFIED DI¬ 
RECTIONS for the vse, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, Ac., 
may be had (by post for two stamps), anb the Chains may be freely 
tested, at Mr Cn. Meinig’s head depftts, 103 Leadeuhall street, and 71 
Regent street, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents in town, country, and the 
colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘Medical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui¬ 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements:— 

Eight lines and under.£0 8 0 
Every additional line . 0 0 6 
Whole Column. 2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London; Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell and Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, in the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
by Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster,—Dec. 1, 1862. 
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Will be ready the First Week in January, 1853, 

THE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
X Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribeis, 7s. 6d. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853, inclusive of 
IRELAND and SCOTLAND, giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, &c. &c. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom with 
the latest corrections of all Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before 
given in a single volume. Price to Subscribers, 7s. fid.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853 Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.j 
Non-subscribers, 5s. 

OBSERVE, that the above are the OniGixxL Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill. Princes st., Soho); one of which (the London 
and Provincial) has been the key to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 
general press. The Directories may be obtained through any respectable Bookseller ; but those gentlemen who may wish to secure a copy at the 
Subscribers'price should forward their names at once to the Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where only advertisements and orders for the work are 
received by the Secretary, Mr Harris. 

TAULL PRICE will be given for No. 19 of the 
X 'MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

To be seot to the Office. 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

YASTEOLOGICAL and DENTAL REPOSITORY 
W 45 Museum street, Bloomsbury, London. 

JOHN HARNETT begs most respectfully to call the attention of Lec¬ 
turers, Students, and Gentlemen connected with the Medical Profession, 
to his large and select Stock of Ana-omical Preparations, consisting of 
Skeletons, loose and articulated Skulls, Hands and Feet, Vertebra;, and 
Loose Bones, at the lowest possible prices. 

PRICES of MEDICAL BOTTLES, best quality, at 
X F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, CITY. 

C oz. and S oz, GREEN, 9s. per Gross. 
1)oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s.6d. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, Ids. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggists’ Sundries, and every requisite ffir the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and Lists of Prices forwarded free on application. 

TTENRY BIGG, 9 St Thomas’s Street, Southwark, 
XX SURGEONS’ INSTRUMENT MAKER, &c. to the ROYAL and 
GENERAL HOSPITALS (Established a.d. 1751), begs to inform the 
Profession that he has always in stock every instrument, apparatus, and 
appliance necessary for the use of the Surgeon, all of which are constructed 
after the latest improvements, and include superior workmanship, best 
possible materials, and moderate charges. 

H, B. refers with pride to the support this establishment has received 
from the profession during the last 100 years, under the management of 
his predecessors and himself, and hopes, by the same unremitting attention, 
punctuality, and despatch hitherto used, to merit a continuance of it. 

Instruments made to drawings, or designs sent for approval. 
Artificial Arms, Legs, Spinal Apparatus, kc. &c., at the above Establish¬ 

ment, and at 29 Leicester square, London. 

TT'OR VARICOSE VEINS and WEAKNESS 
X SURGICAL EL ASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 
Principle, pervious, light in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospita s and the Working Classes: ELASTIC NET COR¬ 
SETS of the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexes; ihos; for ladies’ use before and after accouchement 
are adtnirablv adapted for giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 WATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

T) ENNETT’S WATCHES, made ex-essly for 
XV medical men, beating dead seconds.with ov y recent improvement, 
and most carefully finished; in silver cases, ) 2 .. ; in gold ditto, 18 gs. 
Every Watch sold at this Manufactory skilfi.uy examined, timed, and 
its performa-jce guaranteed. 

BENNETT’S MODUL BAROMETER, at Twenty-Shillings, is a 
really asef-’l and trustworthy Instrument, of neat and ornamental ap- 
pearar a thousand Thermometers may be selected from, commencing 
afcOn,. milling. 

BENNETT, Watch, Clock, and Instrument-maker to Royal Observa- 
ry, the Board of Ordnance, the Admiralty, and the Queen, 65 Cheap- 

•ide. 

PALMER’S AMERICAN ARTIFICIAL LEG 
JL “ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philantro -ontriva ee. 
It is far superior to all others that have been hitherto ir uid >, <* 
valuable addit;on to our means of removing the inconven 
a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics aro l.,» « 
and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adapt-1;'- perfeetk 
of exterior appearance.”—‘The Laueet,’Jan. 3, 18s seut upon 
application. 
D'JD ;E and OSBORNE, sole manufacturers,"*^ „ ' Street,London. 

TAENT’S PATENT CHRONOMETERS, 
XV WATCHES, and CLOCKS.—E J. DENT begs leave to inform the 
Public that he has been AWARDED by the Jury of the Great Exhibition 
of 1851, the ONLY COUNCIL MEDAL given in Horology to the English 
exhibitors ; also a Prize Medal for his Patent Mariner’s Compass ; and has 
just received, by order of the Admiralty, a premium price for the per¬ 
formance of his Chronometer at the Royal Observatory in 1851 and 1852. 

E. J. Dent respectfully requests an inspection of his extensive stock of 
Watches and Clocks, Ladies’elegant gold watches, eight guineas; gentle¬ 
men’s, ten guineas; youths’ silver watches, four guineas; strong lever 
wa’ohesfor engineers and others, six guinoas each. 

E. J. Dent, watch and clock maker by appointment to the Queen, H.R.H. 
Prince Albert,nnd H.I.M. the Emperor of Russia, 61 Strand, 33 Coakspur 
street, and 34 Royal Exoliange (clook tower area). Large church-clock 
nanufactory, Somerset wharf. Strand. 

VAR FITCH’S PATENT ABDOMINAL SUP- 
JLV PORTE R gives permanent relief to Ladies suffering from internal 
complaints, or during and after pregnancy, prolapsus uteri, ho. ; also to 
Gentlemen, for oorpulenoy, prevention of ruptures or injuries from 
uthtotlo exorcises, debility, &e. It will be forwarded to Medical Gentle¬ 
men for inspection, free, by addressing a line to L. II. CHANDLER, 
66 Berners street, Oxford street. 

“ It is an ingenious instrument, and is constructed upon correct 
anatomical principles.”—Extract from the ‘ Lancet ’ of Sept. IS. 
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DR KNOX’S ANATOMY. 

Just published, fcap. cloth, price 12s. fid. 

[ANUAL of HUMAN ANATOMY; Descrip- 
ve, General, and Practical. By Dr Knox, late Lecturer on 

Anatomy in Edinburgh. Illustrated by 250 highly-finished Wood En¬ 
gravings (the "Vessels coloured), from Drawings by Dr Westmacott, 

London : Henry Renshaw, 356 Strand. 

Just published, price Is., or post free, Is. 4d., Remarks on acute rheumatism and its 
RAPID and RATIONAL CURE. By William Bayes, M.D. 

Also by the same Author, Second Edition, price 3s. Gd., 

On NERVOUS AFFECTIONS connected with 
DYSPEPSIA; their Origin, Progress, and Cure, with Remarks on 
Hygiene and the Prolongation and Preservation of Life and Health. 

R. Folthorp, Brighton ; J. Churchill, London. 

Just published,8vo, iu cloth, price 5s. free by post. 5s. 

■fAN TRUE and FALSE SPERMATORRHOEA, 
\_Jf -with the view to the Correction of wide-spread Errors in relation to 
the Treatment and Cure of the ImpuUsant and Sexual Hypochondriacs in 
general. Translated from the German of Dr Pickfoud. of the University 

°fH BAILLIERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, New 

York, U.S. 

Royal college of physicians, degree 
of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ HALL, &c.—Dr COOKE continues to 

i ssist (personally, or by correspondence) Gen'.lemen desirous of Graduat- 
ng in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining Boards.— 
For Terms, Ac., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 2 White- 
friars street, Fleet street. 

TARENCH.—Moris. M. de BEAUVOISIN’S ORAL 
JJ and PRACTICAL METHOD of TEACHING the FRENCH LAN¬ 
GUAGE. (Now preparing for the Press.) 

Elementary and Conversation Classes on this most pleasing and easy 
method are 'held every evening (Friday’s exoepted) at M. de Beauvoisin’s 
Class Rooms, 17 King William street, City, The terms of admission are 
Three Guineas for the complete course, entitling the Student to the Classes 
for a period of Twelve Mouths. Terms al30 quarterly. F or priv ite lessons, 
and other particulars, see the prospectus, which may be had at the Class 
Rooms.—Morning Classes for Ladies. , „ , , 

IV.B—M. de Beauvoisiu’s works are published at the London school 
Library—C. H. Law, 131 Fleet street. 

HUXLEY’S SURGICAL STOCKINGS, KNEE 
CAPS, ANKLETS!, &c. still continue to be recommended where 

artificial support is required, and are admitted to he the most efficient 
contrivance vet introduced for the support of varicose vein, s, weakness, Ac. 
they are light, porous and inexpensive, and are drawn on like an ordinary 

BtHUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernis, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., 5 Vere street, Cavendish square. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE 

HOUSEHOLDERS’ and G 
SURANCE COD: 

Offices—ADAM STREET, AD 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all 
Referees. 

DAVENPORT’S 
of QUININR and IRON. 
From Dr Golding Bikd. 

“ 48 Russell square. 
•• I have now for some time employed pretty largely the triple Compound 

of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. Davenport in the 
form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my opinion of its great value 
as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to me that the Quinine assisted 
tiie assimilation of the Iron, a -d I have found it to he of very great value 
in oases in which the use of the Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple 
Co pound possesses many advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the 
least of them is the satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the 
stomach, especially if administered (a3all preparations of Iron ought to 
he) immediately after a meal. , _ „_ 

“ Golding Bird, A M. M D- F.H.S., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians; 
“Physician and Professorof Materia Modica at Guy’s. 

From Dr Geo. P. Mav. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound of 

Quinine, "iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy iu cases of Struma and Anosmia 
and indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and its com 
pounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all the thera¬ 
peutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous qualities, which 
renders it an admirable mediciuein the treatment of some of the disorders 

of childhood. “ Gao. P- May, M.D. 
“ Maldon.” 

TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, pre¬ 
pared bv Spontaneous Inspissation possesses every characteristic of the 
fresh Juice, and has proved highly efficacious where the ordinary Extracts 
have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yieldiug full quantity of Quinine 
with the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d.peroz. 

.V'fcjjwiLnp of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 2s. 8d. 

>*3-OJ3YRUP'o fUipmp E of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid drachm 
/ . ' eantains fw’i'grauiS ff Inch salt. 3s. 6d. per lb. 

. * s/*s--.d3I-MEC0NA-TE SOLUTION of OPIUM, Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. The 

>-r / fc j n'jipleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 15 to 
! Y 30 drops, 8d. per vz. 

. ■ m ■ COTYLEDON UMRILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extracts, is. 3d. and 
1 „,1-1-1%.per oz. ; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb.es recommended by 
\ V-'vilr Salter, of Poole,in Epilepsy. 
\ ^ All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges to 

‘ DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H. It. H. the Duke of 
bridge,23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, 

r, LIFE AS- 

NDON 

ying tli Medica 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coin • 
brook. 

Tiie Rev Thos. Caior, 
Brya1 stone square, 
and Skelbrook paifc, 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq , 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock Webster, 
Isq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Ess^x. 

Thomas Pocock, Esq. Southwark bridge road. 

Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road, Holloway 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days after proof of Death. 

An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an im¬ 
mediate Annual Benefit, equal to tho largest bonus granted every five or 
seveu years by other Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the service of the medical profession by ad¬ 
mitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole profits of the 
Company ia rateable proportion to the business rectmmeuded by them 
individually,in addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of 10 per Cent, on the first- year’s Premium on each Assurance, 
and 5 per Cent, on all subsequent Premiums as long as the Policy remains 
in force. RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

A NEW DISCOVERY ia TEETH.—Mr HOWARD, 
XI Surgeon Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduce 1 an entirely NEW 
DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without springs 
wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly rcseaible the natural teeth as not to 
be distinguished from the originals by the closest ob erver; they will never 
chaDge colour or decay ; and will be found superior to any teeth ever be¬ 
fore used. This method does not require the extraction of roots, or any 
painful operation, and will support and preserve teeth that are loose, and 
is guaranteed to restore articulatiou and mastication. Decayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

DINNEFORD’S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

Dinneford's Solution may fairly betaken as a type of what the prepara¬ 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1846 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and increasing sale 
among the public, is no w very largely employed in Dispensing ; for which 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J ars, half 
gallon.5s. 6d. ; gallon, 9s. 6d. j speoially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

To he hadfrom the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S and CO. Chemists, 
17 i Bond street, London: and all respectable wholesale Druggists and 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

TO SURGEON3, DISPENSING CHEMISTS, &c. 

Hospital sulphate of quinine, pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared by 

EDWARD HERRING, of the late firm of HERRING, BROTHERS, 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c- 

This Sulphate of Quinine is ctemioally pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, and in every respsot identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the ouly difference being that tho one is bleached and the other un¬ 
bleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in price is also 
attrac ing the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is being made the subject of a Patent, 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles tfree) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labcllel with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Dru2gi its iu Loudon and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 

JACOB HULLE, jun., Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Souihwark, Loudon. 

October 23,1852. 

sp- VIN. RECT.—STR. 56° 
18s. 

O. P. Single Gallon, 

Two gallons, or upwards, 17s. 6d. per gallon. 
Flasks (glazed inside) secured for travelling, is. per gallon. 

Cash on delivery in London is indispensable. 

HENRY BRETT and CO., Old Furnival’s Disii ■ 

(l U Hi 
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A case is reported from the Middlesex Hospital under the 
care of Mr* ‘■thaw, of 

An enormous Enlargement of the Clitoris; Removed of the 
Mass.' 

“ On examination an enormous mass was seen hanging 
from the pubes, and completely concealing the vulva; the 
pedicle measured about four inches in diameter—the lowest 
portion more than eight, and the whole length was at least 
twelve inches. The extremity presented a bifid shape, 
showing that the whole mass was a continuous hypertrophy 
of the prepuce of the clitoris. The inferior half was studded 
with a great number of wart-like tumours varying from the 
size of a pea to that of a filbert; the mass felt hard and re¬ 
sisting, and pressure gave the patient no pain. The labia 
majora and nymphse had been gradually effaced by the enor¬ 
mous preputial enlargement, and when the pendulous tumour 
was raised, the vulva was seen of very small size and flat¬ 
tened, being usually covered and hidden by the tumour. 

“ The patient was placed, on Nov. 5, 1852, in the position 
for lithotomy, and after she had been narcotised with chloro¬ 
form, Mr Shaw proceeded to remove the unsightly mass by 
rapidly dividing the pedicle transversely just below the mons 
Veneris. The haemorrhage, as anticipated, was considerable, 
but by carefully compressing the wound and rapidly tying 
the vessels, the quantity of blood lost was comparatively 
small. The patient was some time before she recovered 
from the combined effects of the chloroform and the opera¬ 
tion, but she finally revived, and has since done extremely 
well.” 

In the number of the ‘ Monthly Journal of Medical 
Science ’ for December we observe an article by Dr John 
Hughes Bennett, intituled 

Illustrations of Laryngeal and Pharyngeal Diseases, which are 
frequently mistaken for, or associated with, Phthisis Pulmonalis. 

The object of the writer is to recommend the use of the 
solution of the nitrate of silver in such cases. This mode of 
practice is now well known, so that it is merely necesary 
to quote Dr Bennett’s concluding observations. 

“ The cases now given, with others that might have been 
adduced, have satisfied me that lesions of the pharynx and 
larynx ought to occupy the serious attention of the practi¬ 
tioner in all cases of pulmonary diseases, and that the fol¬ 
lowing practical conclusions may be drawn from them :— 

1st, That not unfrequently diseases, entirely seated in 
the larynx or pharynx, are mistaken for phthisis pulmonalis. 

“ 2d, That even when pulmonary phthisis exists, many of 
the urgent symptoms are not so much owing to disease in 
the lung -as to the pharyngeal and laryngeal complications. 

“3d, That a local treatment may not only remove or alle¬ 
viate these complications, but that, iu conjunction with 
general remedies, it tends in a marked manner to induce 
arrestment of the pulmonary disease.” 

Dr J. Y. Simpson communicates to the same Journal an 
article 

On Inflammatory and Hon-Inflammatory Ruptures of Ovarian 
Dropsical Cysts. 

One of the principal points which Dr Simpson seeks to 
explain is comprised in the question “ Under what circum¬ 
stances is the rupture of an ovarian cyst followed by inflam¬ 
matory action in the peritoneum ; and under what circum¬ 
stances does this dangerous consequence not supervene ? ” 

The results of the Doctor’s investigations are thus 
couched:— 

“ 1. The cysts forming an ovarian dropsy, occasionally 
rupture, first, from inflammatory effusion into and distension 
of their cavities ; or, secondly (the contents of the cysts being 
only the common bland secretion of such cysts, and unmixed 
with any inflammatory matter), they may rupture from 

mere over-dilatation and gradual attenuation of their coats 
or under sudden mechanical pressure and injury. 

“2. When a cyst ruptures from the effects of inflammation, 
or contains within it at the time of rupture inflammatory 
secretions and materials, the escaping fluid, if effused into 
the cavity of the peritoneum, is always liable to be followed 
by dangerous, and generally fatal, peritonitis. 

“ 3 If, however, a cyst bursts into the peritoneum under 
mechanical injury, or in consequence of simple laceration 
from over-distention of its cavity, and the fluid effused into 
the sac of the peritoneum is consequently not commixed 
with inflammatory secretion, there is little or no great ten¬ 
dency to peritonitis. 

“4. Sometimes, indeed, when thus a non-inflamed ovarian 
cyst ruptures into the cavity of the peritoneum, the life of 
the patient is preserved, or at least prolonged, by this acci¬ 
dent. 

“ 5. When an ovarian cyst ruptures into a mucous canal, 
or upon the cutaneous surface, the safety or danger attend¬ 
ant on the laceration is not regulated by the inflamed or 
non-inflamed character of the effused fluid. 

“ 6. In cases in which the fluid of an ovarian cyst obtains 
an outlet by a mucous canal, or by the skin, a temporary 
or more permanent reduction of the tumour and comparative 
cure of it may be the consequence. 

“ Lastly, let me add that, as in many cases and points the 
surgery of art is an imitation of the surgery of nature, possi¬ 
bly the artificial repetition and establishment of the above 
modes of relief, if they could be imitated safely and certainly, 
may yet be found capable of temporarily arresting, if not 
curing, ovarian dropsies in some appropriate cases, and more 
particularly in instances in which the bulk of the tumour is 
formed by one large preponderating cyst.” 

The Doctor concludes his article with an interesting Re¬ 
port of Cases of Vesico-Uterine, Vesico-Intestinal, and 
Utero-Iutestinal Fistula;, as Results of Pelvic Abscesses. 

The same Journal contains an article 

On the Administration of Iron as one of the Indications to be 
pursued in the Treatment of Inflammation. 

By Dr R. W. Crichton. 
The author states that he has treated six cases of erysipelas 

with this agent with success, and he reports briefly three 
cases of pneumonia, iu which the remedy is declared to have 
been equally beneficial. Tartar emetic was associated with 
it in the treatment. 

Dr John Grigor communicates in the same number an 
article, headed 

Case of Combustion and Death of the Human Body in the Open 
Air—Spontaneous or not? 

The evidence does not seem to be sufficient to establish 
the case as one of spontaneous combustion,—inasmuch as 
the man was inebriated, and fire and combustibles were pre¬ 
sen t; however as many of our readers may be interested in 
the case, we will recite the annexed particulars. 

“ On inquiry, I found,” observes Dr Grigor, “ the wretched 
man’s history to be the following:—He has been a carter for 
several years; has drunk, at least, of ardent spirits daily, on 
an average, a common bottleful, besides porter, beer, &c.; 
left Nairn, on the day of his death, intoxicated ; in passing 
an intermediate village, was seen coming on ‘ all fours ’ out 
of one of those many ‘ publics ’ which are the opprobria of 
our smaller towns towns and villages in the north of Scotland. 
He was, however, one of those ‘soaking’ individuals who 
much sooner loose the locomotive balance than a knowldge 
of his situation and work; hence, when on his cart, he could 
talk and manage his horses tolerably well. He had a brother 
carter with him, a neighbouring toll-keeper, who was sober; 
and they parted company at the toll-gate of Ilarmuir, within 
half a mile of the place where the body was found. Before 
this, however, Anderson wished his pipe to be lit and handed 
to him; but his friend, thinking that he had no need of a 
smoke, merely put a little fire on the old tobacco ash, when 
he drew, and immediately said, ‘ She is not in.’ The con¬ 
versation went on for ten minutes, when the poor man turned 
his horses’ heads homewards, All this time the pipe was in 
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hand. The tollman, who was much on the road with him, 
declared that Anderson seldom lighted his own pipe, and 
never almost knew him to carry lucifers. The dress was a 
woollen shirt, canvas frock, corduroy trousers, and ‘ a^ wide¬ 
awake.’ The weather was very warm and dry. When a 
little farther on his way homewards, smoke was seen rising up 
from the the cart in which the man was, and which con¬ 
tained a good deal of hay, by a herd-boy on a neighbouring 
rising ground, about one-fourtli of a mile distant. The man 
was next seen to descend from the cart, to stand, then to 
stagger and fall. The horses stood still. In a few minutes, 
smoke again appeared from the ground, when the hoy ran 
down, and found the body lifeless, black, disfigured, and 
burning. He hurried to a cottage close by, _ and returned 
with a°woman having a water-pail, with which they drew 
water several times from a rivulet almost at their feet, and 
thereby extinguished the burning body and garments. The 
position was on the back, inclining to one side; the arms 
and legs were crossed. The time that elapsed between the 
boy seeing the man come down from his cart and the water 
being dashed on, is represented as not more than fifteen 
minutes. The body was wrapped into a sheet, and removed 
home. The pipe was found lying below the body with the 
cap on, apparently as it had been put into his hands. The 
clothes were all consumed, except the lower parts of the legs 
of the trousers, where the burning had ceased, and a small 
portion of the shirt, frock, and hat, immediately between 
the body and the ground. There was none of the hay 

burned.” 

The ‘ Lancet ’ of Dec. 4th commences with a continuation 

of Mr Coulson’s Lectures 

‘ On Lithotomy and Lithotrity.’ 

The subject of the present lecture is the Causes of Death 
from Lithotomy. The various causes of death having been 
fully and carefully discriminated and explained, Mr Coulson 
quotes the following statistical table compiled by M. 

Civiale :— 
“ It is a pity that surgeons who have examined hospital 

registers have left us no account of the causes of death in a 
given number of cases ; so that each is now forced, according 
to his individual experience, to say limmorrhage is frequent 
or rare, infiltration of urine is the most frequent cause of 
death, &c. M. Civiale, indeed, has attempted to supply 
this deficiency, but his table applies to so limited a number 
of cases, that it is of little or no value. In eighty-five 
cases operated on in the Parisian hospitals, nineteen deaths 
occurred from the following causes : — 

In seven, from inflammation of bladder and cellular tissue. 
In two, haemorrhage. 
In one, laceration of prostate. 
In one, encysted calculus. 
In one, calculus of prostate. 
In one, shock of operation. 
In four, from obstacles, consisting in two cases of the size 

of the calculus; in one, narrowness of perinteum; and in 
one, excessive depth of perinseum. 

In one, cancer of bladder. 
In one, gastro-entritis. 
I should remark besides that this table applies to the 

bilateral operation.” 

The same subject is continued in the ‘ Lancet’ of Decem¬ 
ber the 11th. 

In this lecture Mr Coulson discusses at considerable 
length the comparative advantages and disadvantages 
of Lithotomy and Lithotrity. He thus concludes his ob¬ 
servations, 

“ To sum up, then, what has been said, and draw a pa¬ 
rallel betweeen the two methods considered merely as ope¬ 
rative proceedings, I would conclude that in two out of the 
three parts into which each operation may be divided, litho¬ 
trity is superior to lithotomy. 

“ In the means of arriving at the bladder for ease, simpli¬ 
city, and safety, the latter cannot bear a comparison with 

' the former. • 

“ For seizing the stone, lithotrity affords no greater faci¬ 

lities. • 
“ For the third step, which consists in its extraction, 

lithotomy is much superior to lithotrity. 
“ These conclusions, I would again observe, merely apply 

to both methods cousidered as operations. They refer in no 
way to the different accidents which each operation may 
produce, or to their relative value as means of cure.” 

The following observations by Dr Marshall Hall 

1 On Muscular Tic ’ 

occur in the same Journal. 
“ In stammering and in chorea, voluntary movements arc 

rendered irregular aud grotesque by emotion or spinal action. 
In the movements in the muscular tic, of which I am about 
to treat, the movements themselves, however inordinate, are 
voluntary. 

This tic frequently affects the eye-brows and eye-lids. 
In one patient the eye-brows are drawn violently upwards 
every minute. In another there was equally violent 
winlcing. 

One'gentleman has a nasal tic. One gentleman of fortuno 
kept continually and frightfully rolling and lolling the 
tongue. Another closes and grinds the teeth, until the mas- 
seter and temporal muscles ache with the continual and vio¬ 
lent action. 

I was consulted the other day in the case of a patient 
who distorted the face and thrust forth the hands and arms 
in the most violent manner, rendering herself a spectacle 
to every bystander. It was by some thought to be chorea. 

Some hoys and girls have tics which prove so persistent 
as to continue through life. Protrusion of the chin to 
one side; a shake of the head ; and a variety of grimaces, 
are of this kind. One person “ hitched up ” the trousers 
continually. 

One patient presssed the knuckle of the fore-finger to the 
upper teeth until a com formed upon it. 

A frequent form of tic—for it belongs to these peculiar 
and abnormal voluntary actions—is the habit of biting the 
nails. 

By intense attention, and by a firm volition, these move¬ 
ments may be arrested and suspended. But as these acts of 
the mind become wearied the tic returns. 

The emotions and the irritations augment the disposition 
to the tic and the actions themselves. Quiet, and improved 
health, and gentle occupation, are amongst our most import¬ 
ant remedies. 

The prognosis is unfavourable in regard to cure, but 
favourable in reference to ulterior consequences. I have 
rarely known these tics to disappear; but there is no disposi¬ 
tion to permanent spasm or paralysis, as in epilepsy or 
chorea. 

The muscular tic becomes a sort of want or necessity. I 
offered a bribe to one little patient if he would not, within a 
certain space, shake his head. He obtained the prize, hut 
with the utmost difficulty. 

It is a great question whether any notice should be taken 
of these tics ; or whether they should be left to wear them¬ 
selves out, if that event may be hoped for. 

The study of the various voluntary, emotional, and spinal 
actions, is most interesting, aud most important in a diagnostic 
point of view. Voluntary motions not only sometimes as¬ 
sume an abnormal form, hut are in other cases affected with 
a peculiar paralysis. This is frequently seen in hysteria, con¬ 
stituting indeed some of its most remarkable forms—a fact 
for the detection of which I think the profession deeply in¬ 
debted to Sir B. C. Brodie. 

Such is hysteric paralysis. But there is still another 
form of muscular condition, which consists, not in tic or 
movement, but in constant contraction, voluntary in its 
essence. This affection obtains in some cases of paralysis 
agitans; the hand is perpetually closed, the arms rigid, aud 
when the patient rises from his seat, it is without movement 
or flexion at the various joints. He is all “ of a piece,” as 
it were. Yet there is the power of opening the hand, flex¬ 
ing the limbs. &c., that is, of relaxing the muscular effort 
which bound his limbs in rigidity, 
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How much, does the whole subject of the Nervous System 
and its Diseases still require investigation!” 

Dr Robert Barnes recently read before the London 
Medical Society, a paper entitled 

‘ An Inquiry into some of the Relations between Menstruation, 
. Conception and Lactation,’ 

from which we shall make a few quotations. The first 
question proposed by the author is, 

“ What is the influence of lactation in preventing or re¬ 
tarding menstruation ? It will appear from the first table, 
that out of 100 women, 37 menstruated during lactation. 
In some of these instances the menstruation returned within 
one month of delivery ; in many, it continued throughout 
the whole period of lactation, unless, as frequently occilrred, 
it was arrested by a new pregnancy ; and in several, lacta¬ 
tion could not arrest menstruation beyond twelve months.” 

“ The same table will also exhibit the relation between 
menstruation during lactation and conception. Out of the 
37 women who menstruated during lactation, 24, or two- 
thirds, conceived. Out of 159 conceptions during lactation, 
79, or one-half, occurred among the women who menstruated, 
while the remaining 80 conceptions fell to the 63 women 
who did not menstruate during lactation.” 

“ Of the whole number of women (56) who conceived 
during lactation, 24, or nearly one-half, were accustomed to 
menstruate also during lactation. It may be conjectured, 
also, that in many women conception anticipates the ap¬ 
pearance of the catamenia; and hence that some cases, at 
least, which in a numerical statement must figure among 
the instances of conception independent of menstruation, 
may, when rightly considered, be regarded as instances of 
conception which would not have occurred had the generative 
organs not been in that condition immediately antecedent to 
the appearance of the more marked phenomena of menstrua¬ 
tion, and which were, perhaps, prevented by conception.” 

“ Mr Roberton would appear to have arrived at a 
different conclusion upon this point. Ho says:—'Of those 
women who usually conceived while yielding suck, the 
majority did not menstruate ; in fact, the appearance of the 
catamenia during lactation did not seem to have any influence 
in disposing to conception.’ ” 

The next subject of investigation is, 

“What is the influence of lactation in preventing or re¬ 
tarding conception ? Out of the 100 women, 56 once or 
oftener, in the course of their parturient history, conceived 
during lactation. These 100 women had had 619 concep¬ 
tions. Of this number of conceptions, 159, or one-fourth, 
had occurred during lactation. Hence it may be inferred that 
in 46 women, lactation had operated as an absolute protection 
against conception, and that in 450 lactations out of 619 
(or tliree-fourtlis) conception had been prevented. The 
proportion of women whom I found had conceived during lac¬ 
tation is identical with that discovered by Dr Laycock, and 
only slightly in excess of that arrived at by Mr Roberton, 
who found that 81 women out of 160 had conceived 
during lactation. The facts given by Mr Roberton and Dr 
Laycock do not enable me to compare their observations 
with mine as regards the proportion of conceptions during 
lactation to the total number of conceptions.” 

The third question discussed is, 

“ What is the period of lactation at which these concep¬ 
tions occurred? Mr Roberton found that of 81 women 
who conceived during suckling, 42 did not on the average 
conceive till they had suckled for 19j- months, and that 22 
had been in the habit of conceiving soon after parturition. 
I have arranged my own facts bearing upon this point under 
three periods. On referring to the table it will be seen that: 

31 conceptions took place under six months’ lactation. 
77 „ „ twelve „ 
33 „ after „ „ 

In is „ the period is not specified. 

159 

35 women, therefore, had 107 conceptions under twelve 
months’ lactation. In one instance conception occurred as 
early as five weeks after parturition ; in four instances only 
was conception noted as having been delayed beyond 
eighteen months.” 

Dr Barnes then investigates the problem of the normal 
period of lactation. He remarks on this point, 

“ In 80 women I found the average duration of lactation 
to be 12J months. The average duration of 36 women who 
did not conceive during suckling was 13 months; of 39 
women who did so, 12 months. M. Roberton found the 
average age for weaning their children was 14^ months for 
the women who had not conceived during suckling; and 15§ 
months for those who had conceived once or oftener while 
so engaged. This result is opposed to mine; and it is also, 
I think, contrary to what might be anticipated. Those 
women who find that whilst suckling they do not become 
pregnant will be likely to protract that function ; and ac¬ 
cordingly, in my tables, there are no less than five women 
who did not wean under two years. On the other hand, 
those women who do conceive while suckling, will frequently 
discover that they are pregnant. I have recorded one 
case in which suckling was arrested in three months from 
this cause.” • 

Another most interesting question is the following. 

“ What is the influence of lactation in causing abortion ? 
Out of 100 women, 41 had had abortions ; of these, 16 had 
conceived during lactation. The 41 women had had 74 
abortions; of these, 27 followed conceptions during 
lactation. It thus appears that the proportion of 
total abortions to total conceptions, was 12 per cent. 
The proportion of abortions following conceptions during 
lactation, was 17 per cent.; and the proportion of 
abortions unconnected with lactation, only 10 per cent. 
This large excess of abortions following conceptions during 
suckling, places beyond a doubt the influence of lactation 
in producing that event.” 

Dr Barnes contests the importance of Dr Tyler Smith’s 
theory, according to which irritation of the mammary 
nerves is regarded as an influential cause of abortion. 

The following are some of the practical indications drawn 

by the author. 

First. Lactation exercises a considerable influence in pre¬ 
venting menstruation and conception. 

Secondly. This influence appears to be marked and con¬ 
stant in some women, and to exist but feebly in others. 

Thirdly. The influence of lactation in averting menstrua¬ 
tion or conception, cannot for the most part be kept up longer 
than twelve months. 

Fourthly. Thei-e is a close relation between the occurrence 
of menstruation during suckling and conception—-i.e., when 
menstruation appears during suckling, conception is very 

likely to follow. 
Fifthly. When pregnancy takes place during suckling, 

and suckling is continued, abortion is very apt to follow. 
Sixthly. The chief causes of the abortions brought about 

dui-ing suckling, are the revolt of the ovaria and uterus, 
evinced by the return of the menstrual nisus, and the deterio¬ 
ration of the mother’s blood; to which must be added, 
super-induced disease of the ovum. 

Seventhly. The practical conclusion that weaning should 
bo enjoined, not only whensoever pregnancy takes place, but 
also whensoever menstruation returns.” 

Mr Lacy, Surgeon to the Newark Hospital, records, in the 
same number of the ‘ Lancet,’ 

‘A Case of Pelvic Distortion, in which Premature Labour 
was induced by the Water Douche' 

As we have already reported a case by Dr Tyler Smith, 
by whom this mode of treatment was introduced, it is only 
necessary to say of the present, that 

“ Labour commenced immediately after the sixth use o f 

the douche, and thirty-six hours after the first use of the 
douche. Duration of labour, eighteen hours.” 
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The ‘ Medical Times aud Gazette’ of December 4th com¬ 
mences with a Clinical lecture by Dr Robert Todd 

On Certain Diseases of the Skin. 

A report of an interesting case of Elephantiasis Grascorum 
is given, also of cases of eczema. The case of 

Elephantiasis 

is thus described: 

“ The boy is a Jew, and is thirteen years of age. He 
was born in Calcutta, from which place he came about two 
years ago, and probably brought the disease, or rather the 
germs of the disease, from that country. Unfortunately, 
we cannot get a very clear history of his life iu Calcutta 
from the boy himself nor from his friends here. The dis¬ 
ease broke out about two months after his arrival in 
England, and he was admitted into the hospital September 
17th, 1850. The first thing that attracted his attention 
was the occurrence of sores on his legs, which seemed to 
arise spontaneously, and gradually became worse in spite of 
treatment. The report states, that his face is now covered 
with flattisli, soft, and glossy tubercles, which appear in some 
places to coalesce. There is a peculiar flattening of the 
nose, and the alee appear round and prominent. There are 
one or two tubercles on the eyelids, and the eyebrows are 
nearly destitute of hair. The sSalp is quite free from dis¬ 
ease, and the hair has not fallen off. The skin of the ears 
also is somewhat affected, but not extensively. 

“ The sense of smell is imperfect. Upon examining the 
hard palate, some small ulcerations were discovered there ; 
his voice is feeble and hoarse ; the arms appear to have 
been covered with numerous tubercles, which have left 
marks of a dirty-brown colour. The inguinal glands of 
both sides are enlarged immediately below Poupart's liga¬ 
ment, and they are sometimes very painful. On the left leg 
are numerous ulcerations, most of which are healing, but a 
few still continue to discharge a thick fluid having the ap¬ 
pearance of pus. The tubercles on the face appear to be 
advancing, while those on the arms seem to have disap¬ 
peared by resolution and those on the legs by ulceration. 
The mind does not appear to be in any way affected. 

“ He states distinctly that his parents have never suffered 
from a similar malady. 

“ One curious feature of the disease is the development of 
a tawny-yellow colour about the skin of the face, and this 
will help to distinguish it from other diseases of a tubercu- 
lated character. This colour, no doubt, contributes to that 
peculiar animal expression of the countenance to which I 

have already alluded. 
“ The scabs which formed on the boy’s skin, especially on 

that of the arms and legs, had a striking likeness to those 
of rupia, and suggested a resemblance to, or affinity with, 
the effects of secondary or tertiary syphilis. It is quite con¬ 
ceivable that the syphilitic poison, transmitted through two 
or more generations, might assume a character of virulence, 
especially in hot climates, sufficient to give rise to the for¬ 
midable destructive processes of this disease. In the pre¬ 
sent imperfect state of our knowledge, however, this idea 
must remain a mere speculation. Let me, however, add, 
that the resemblance to secondary syphilis is not limited to 
the rupia-like scabs, but is confirmed by the periosteal ten¬ 
derness, and by the existence of chronic ulcerations on the 
hard and soft palate, accompanied by a relaxed aud wasted 
condition of the mucous membrane. 

“ Being at a loss for a principle to direct me in the treat¬ 
ment, I determined to deal with the case as one of secondary 
syphilis. Calomel was tried, but the irritability of the 
bowels prevented its administration. Arsenic was also given 
for a short time, but without any very apparent benefit. 
He had also various tonics and cod-liver oil. What he im¬ 
proved most under was sarsaparilla, which he continued 
taking for three weeks, and under its use the ulcerations be¬ 
came tess numerous, and his general health improved. But 
no treatment exercised any material influence upon the dis¬ 
ease. He has been gradually losing flesh ever since his ad¬ 
mission, aud now the emaciation is extreme. He is subject 
to the recurrence of the ulcerations, which, of course, keep 

up great irritation, and exhaust his powers. We are endea¬ 
vouring, as much as possible, to keep up his strength with 
nutritious diet and careful nursing, in the hope that the ulce¬ 
rative tendency may ultimately pass off; but this hope is, I 
fear, vain. The patient eventually died.” 

Dr Ramsbottom contributes to the same journal a report 
of some interesting cases of 

‘Polypus Uteri' 

We quote the following practical observations:— 

“ In all the cases where I have operated for the removal 
of a polypus from the uterus, except when it was very small, 
the instrument employed was the straight double canula, 
commonly known by the name of ‘ Gooch’s polypus canula,’ 
a representation of which will be found in Dr Gooch’s work 
on the diseases of females, and also in my lecture on polypus 
in the ‘Medical Gazette’ for June 27th, 1835; and the 
ligature has generally been whipcord, in size selected ac¬ 
cording to the bulk of the tumour and the thickness of the 
stem; the ligature in all cases has been tightened once, and 
sometimes twice a day. In the earlier part of my profes¬ 
sional career, I was in the habit of using that peculiar kind 
of silk called ‘ dentist’s twist ;’ and I chose it under the 
belief that, being an animal product, it would be less influ¬ 
enced by putrefaction than anything derived from the 
vegetable kingdom. I found, however, that it stretched; 
and if it be true, as is averred, that whipcord contracts by 
imbibing moisture, that sort of ligature would appear the 
most suitable for our purpose, and of late I have always 
employed it.” 

After some remarks on the introduction of the straight 
double canula into practice, Dr Ramsbottom says:— 

“ In tying the polypus, Dr Gooch’s recommendation was 
that one tube should be held still and firm in the left hand, 
and the other made to perform a perfect circle round the 
stem with the right. There is no objection to this mode of 
proceeding, but I have generally found it easier to pass the 
two tubes parallel with each other, guided by the two first 
fingers of the left hand up to that point of the neck or body 
where it is intended to encircle it, and then separating the 
tubes, to carry each, one by the right, and the other by the 
left hand, half round so as to meet again on the opposite side 
of the mass, the two first fingers of each hand being ex¬ 
tended along their respective canulce. 

“ On the Continent the knife is preferred to the ligature 
for the removal of the polypus; and Professor Simpson has 
invented a curved knife, which he tells me he always uses. 
I have no experience in regard to the removal of these 
bodies by a cutting operation, and therefore I am not quali¬ 
fied to judge of the comparative value of the two methods; 
but I may quote an observation of Dr Gooch’s as entirely 
embodying my own sentiments. ‘ I have never used,’ says 
this practical physician, ‘ any other means than the ligature, 
and as it has served me successfully for many years, and iu 
numerous cases, so that I wish I had as good a cure for all 
diseases, I shall not abandon it for the knife.’ 

“ The only danger in applying the ligature is the possibility 
of including within its grasp either the neck of the uterus 
or some of the healthy structure of that organ, near to where 
the polypus arises. The latter mischance, indeed, might 
easily occur, if that part of the uterus which gives origin 
to the tumour were drawn down, indented, and partially 
inverted, as sometimes happens when the attachment is 
towards the fnudus. This may be obviated by surrounding 
the tumour at some distance below its attachment; for it 
fortunately happens that that portion of the stem left in con¬ 
nexion with the uterine structure will decay and wither, and 
come away in shreds, or will be absorbed, after the separa¬ 
tion of the chief bulk of the mass has taken place. The sen¬ 
sation of pain experienced by the woman on tightening the 
string will be our best guide to determine whether we have 
embraced any part of the uterus itself; if she complains 
much, suspicion should be awakened, the noose relaxed, and 
again drawn tight over a lower portion of the neck or body 
of the tumour. We shall run no risk of including the cervix 
uteri, if we are careful to carry the points of the instrument 
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■within the mouth of the womb, provided it he necessary to 
pass them up so high.” 

Dr Waller communicates to the same journal two cases of 

‘ Placenta Prcevia,' 

in which the placenta was thoroughly detached and the foetus 
delivered. In the first case the mother and child both died, 
hut it must he stated that the mother was sinking when the 
operation was performed; in the second case the mother 
lived, but the child was still-born. 

In consequence of the difference of opinion respecting the 
use of Savine elicited at the recent trial of Pascoe, Dr Cope- 
man, of Norwich, has employed the drug in three cases of 
Amenorrhoea, carrying the dose in one case as far as five 
drops daily, in another thirteen drops twice a day, and in 
the third twelve drops twice a day. In the first two 
cases no bad symptoms were complained of, and men¬ 
struation was induced; in the third, the drug was dis¬ 
continued in consequence of causing sickness. These ex¬ 
periments are recorded in the ‘ Provincial Medical and Sur¬ 
gical Journal,’ of December 8tli, in an article headed 

‘ On Savine. 

Dr Chapman remarks: 
“ In the hospital I have employed savine only in these 

three cases at present, hut they are sufficient to prove two 
important facts respecting the drug,—-first, that it may be 
given with perfect safety in larger doses than those given 
in Mr Pascoe’s case ;* and secondly, that, as it succeeded in 
two out of the three cases, it ought to be employed in obsti¬ 
nate cases of Amenorrhoea, especially when other more 
usual methods of treatment have failed.” 

A description of 

4 Two Cases of Extroversion of the Bladder,’ 

byMr Edward Chance, appears in the Lancet, Dec. 11th. It is 
unnecessary for us to republish the minute account of these 
cases given by the writer, as similar ones have been often 
described. Mr Chance’s main object is to offer an explana¬ 
tion of the error of development causing this malformation, 
and on this point he observes : 

“ There is yet one other point of deep interest that I 
have purposely omitted to notice until the last, for the rea¬ 
son that it appears to me to afford the direct key to the 
comprehension of the mode in which these sad malforma¬ 
tions are developed. I allude to the situation of the umbi¬ 
licus, which in both cases, (as also in two others which I 

have seen in the course of my practice,) instead of occupy¬ 
ing its normal position, is observed to be situated at the up¬ 
per part of, and conjoined with, the extroverted bladder just 
above the pubes, thereby constituting a part of the kind of 
cicatrix to which I alluded. 

44 An alteration in the situation of the umbilicus, as that 
which I have described, could not occur, except from the 
action of causes which prevent the development of the abdo¬ 
minal parietes below, while it is permitted to progress unin¬ 
terruptedly above; under which circumstances the umbi¬ 
licus would of necessity be proportionally removed from its 
usual position. As the vessels of which the cord is chiefly 
made up belonged originally to the allantois, from which 
latter organ is also developed the urinary bladder, it appears 
to me that we have here the direct explanation of the mode 
in which these malformations are built up, although we 
may not be enabled to discover the direct or proximate 
ause itself. 

“ The office of the vesicular allantois is twofold ; in the 
first place it conducts the bloodvessels of the embryo to the 
chorion to form the placenta, and therefore the trunks of 
the vessels so conducted afterwards become the identical 
vessels which constitute the umbilical cord; and, in the se¬ 
cond place, it is directly modified so as to form, by its dila¬ 
tation, the urinary bladder, from the upper part of which 
there proceeds the still tubular portion known as the ura¬ 
chus, while from the lower extremity two processes pass 
backwards, which become the ducts of the Wolffian bodies, 

* Mr Pascoe gave four drops and a half three times a day. 3 

(afterwards the ureters ;) and as growth progresses, a yet 
more inferior process is developed, which becomes converted 
into the urethral canal. The umbilical cord and the bladder 
are therefore, at this stage of development, in close appo¬ 
sition. 

“ As these are the undoubted offices performed by the 
allantois, it appears to me that malformations of the bladder, 
&c., such as I have described, are the direct result of some 
error, such as over-distention of the allantois by air or fluid, 
which is capable of giving rise, in the early stages of deve¬ 
lopment, to a minute aperture or rent on its anterior surface, 
which, by simple enlargement in the longitudinal course of 
the yet delicate vesicular tube, lays it entirely upon through¬ 
out, its whole course—i. e., upwards through the urachus to 
the vessels of the cord, and downwards through the urethra 
to the extremity of the penis ; hence entirely preventing the 
development of the anterior portion of the bladder, of the pros- 
state, and of the urethral canal" 

Mr Borliam reports 

4 A Case of Hour-Glass Contraction of the Uterus.' 

There is no practical point demanding consideration, ex¬ 
cept the circumstance that Mr Borham being unable to pass 
his hand beyond the constriction, removed so much of the 
placenta as was contained in the lower chamber of the ute¬ 
rus, when the haemorrhage ceased. The remaining portion 
of the placenta passed away in about forty hours. Mr Bor¬ 
ham offers some theoretical observations on the production 
of this embarrassing occurrence. 

In the 4 Medical Times and Gazette’ of December the 
11th, we observe an article written conjointly by Dr George 
Burrows, and Dr W. Senhouse Kirkes 

4 On Chronic Degeneration of the Kidneys with its various 
Consequences.' 

The paper contains many useful practical and patholo¬ 
gical observations. A connexion is traced between the san¬ 
guineous congestion resulting from febrile action, and gra¬ 
nular degeneration. The writers say 

44 It occasionally happens that a patient will die at a 
somewhat later stage of an attack of febrile dropsy, after it 
has lasted, for example, for several weeks; and then the 
state of extreme congestion of the kidneys will be found to 
have given place to a peculiar mottled or marbled condition 
of the organ, apparently in consequence of some pale, 
greyish, or yellowish white material having been infiltrated 
into the swollen and conjested cortex of the gland. In such 
case it seems difficult to resist the impression, that the 
structural change thus observed has resulted directly from 
a state of congestion associated with an earlier stage of the 
disease; and that it, in turn, may likewise be but the pre¬ 
cursor of those further changes which would ultimately 
issue in the small rough and granulated kidneys found in 
the last stages of chronic renal disease.” 

Cases are given in illustration. 
In the same journal Mr Hugh Norris has contributed a 

paper 

4 On the External Application of Tincture of Iodine in 
Erysipelas.' 

He observes :—■ 
44 Of all the remedies I have tried for the above formidable 

disease, I have found none approach, in point of efficacy, 
the repeated external application of the tincture of iodine. 
I have used it within the last four years in between twenty 
and thirty cases of erysipelas, of which number some were 
very severe,—all idiopathic and, although chiefly occurring 
over the head and face, yet in a few instances affecting the 
extremities. 

44 The results have led me to form the following con¬ 
clusions : 

“ 1. That the local application of the tincture of iodine 
over the whole affected part appears to exercise a specific 
control over erysipelas. 

44 2. That (as might a priori have been expected) the 
earlier the remedy is appiied, the more rapidly are its good 
effects manifested. 

44 3. That it should be repeated as often as the surface 
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becomes pale from the vaporisation of the iodine, notwith¬ 
standing the somewhat severe smarting which ofttimes im¬ 
mediately ensues. 

“ 4. That it never acts, as nitrite of silver sometimes does, 
in at once preventing the spread of the disease beyond the 
limits of its application, (by circumvention as it were), but 
that, locally, it merely produces a rapid absorption of the 
exudation in the subjacent areolar tissue. 

“ 5. That it appears, cceteris paribus, to be equally bene¬ 
ficial in the sthenic and asthenic forms of the complaint. 

“ 6. That its effects apparently are not merely local; for 
in every severe case in which I have used it, it has exhibited 
a marked control over the constitutional symptoms, the 
constitutional amendment generally appearing to coincide 
with the local improvement,—although, in several instances, 
while the external inflammation was spreading, (the force 
of the disease, so to speak, having been broken), the in¬ 
ternal improvement has sensibly manifested itself, the 
pulse becoming softer and less frequent, the tongue cleaner 
and moister, and the previous distress invariably more 
tolerable. 

“ In this manner, I have every reason to believe the 
disease may be frequently cut short in its course.” 

Dr F. Ramsbotham continues his reports ot 

‘ Cases of Polypus Uteri' 

The following case contains some points of interest. 
“ Case 11.—In July 1850, Mrs S., aged forty-two, who 

had borne one child eighteen years before, and had not been 
pregnant since, was brought to my house by a medical 
friend, in consequence of suffering from slight irregular ute¬ 
rine haemorrhage, leucorrlioea, pains in the back, and other 
symptoms of uterine irritation. The womb was felt to be 
slightly enlarged; and a superficial ulcer was observed by 
the speculum, just within each lip of its orifice. Under the 
applications of the nitrate of silver this healed satisfactorily 
though slowly. She went out of town, had an attack of 
catarrhal fever, and a return of the symptoms of uterine irri¬ 
tation ensued. There was now almost constantly a drain¬ 
ing of bloody fluid from the vagina, and another small ulcer 
not much larger than a split pea, made its appearance on 
the anterior lip of the os uteri. This also healed under the 
same treatment; but still the symptoms did not give way, 
and I was very much disappointed in finding her complain¬ 
ing of the same kind of pain in the back, thighs, and lower 
abdomen, even in an aggravated degree. Tjge leucorrlioea, 
also, as well as the haemorrhagic draining, had increased. 
I made an examination on November 19th, and felt a small 
hard substance, not so large as a currant, just protruding 
through the os uteri; the speculum showed it was highly 
florid, and therefore very vascular. I felt convinced it was 
a polypus, and determined to remove it, but as yet it was 
not sufficiently under command. It descended gradually, 
and on the 30th half its bulk was external to the uterus. 
If the speculum was pressed somewhat firmly against the 
outer circle of the cervix uteri, the os uteri opened to some 
extent, and allowed almost the whole of the tumour to be 
seen; it was about the size of an ordinary hazel nut taken 
from the shell. Guided by the first and second finger of 
the left hand, I took a firm hold of the tumour by a pair of 
long slender forceps, bound the handles firmly together, 
twisted the instrument round three or four times, and 
brought away the whole of the tumour; if was perfectly 
pear-shaped, fleshy, and firm, florid, on its surface, more 
white in the centre. The uneasy sensation the patient ex¬ 
perienced scarcely amounted to pain ; there was not more 
blood lost than sufficient to produce a slight stain ; all the 
bad symptoms disappeared, and she got rapidly well.” 

We regret to see in the ‘ Medical Tmes ’ a display of 
irascibility of temper on the part of a good, practical Sur¬ 
geon, Mr Avery, directed against Mr Wilde, of Dublin, 
because the latter expressed his honest opinion of the value 
— or rather the little value—of an invention introduced by 
Mr Avery, now called an Ear-Lamp. In the dull, foggy 
atmosphere of London, such an apparatus is undoubtedly 
most useful to the Aural Surgeon, but here, or in Dublin, or 
anywhere else that the sun’s rays can be got to impinge 

upon the membrana tympani, all such artificial assistance 
will be dispensed with. Mr Avery’s reputation rests on 
higher grounds than such a gimcrack, and we are sorry that 
he should have taken an opinion adverse to its merits so 
much to heart. Mr Wilde’s rejoinder is a model of good 
sense and gentlemanly forbearance. In courteous language 
he invites his adversary to Dublin, that he may prove what 
he has asserted, and then he invites him-to dinner! 
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E E VIE IV S. 

rJh.e Practice of Surgery. By James Miller, FR.S.E. 
ihis is the second edition of a very useful work. It is 

lucid m style, and characterised by a sound and careful 
judgment. With regard to retention of urine from stric¬ 
ture, lor example, Mr Miller strongly, and upon principle, 
renounces the resort to a false passage,—a proceeding re¬ 
commended m a small work we some time since reviewed; 
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and with respect to Mr Syme'-s operation, by perineal sec¬ 
tion, speaks with a prudence, not perhaps fully satisfactory 
to Mr Syme, hut proving at least that Mr Miller is prepared 
to he guided by experience in his determination of its 
value. In some respects, as in relation to re-section of the 
joints, Mr Miller’s work is not sufficiently copious, and does 
not adequately represent the present state of operative sur¬ 
gery ; hut upon all the established points of practice, it is 
marked by good sense, and is deserving of confidence. The 
volume is illustrated by two hundred and twenty-seven 
engravings. - 
The Medical Guide to Scarborough. By C B. Brearey, Esq. 

This little guide will be found useful to visitors to Scar¬ 
borough, as it contains all the information necessary to a 
knowledge of the various advantages offered by this water¬ 
ing place for the recovery of invalids. 

ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF 

DEFORMITIES. 
(No. VI.) 

BY CHARLES VERRAL, M.R.C.S., 

Surgeon to the Free Hospital for Deformities of the Spine, 
Feet, Chest, and Limbs. 

The various deformities that are found involving the knee- 
joint, may he comprised under the following heads: — 
namely, genu valgum, or knoclc-knee ; genu extrorsum, or 
bow-knee ; together with a fixed position of the knee-joint 
in the flexd, semiflexed, or occasionally the straight position. 

Perhaps the most common,, and I may add also about the 
most simple form of knee distortion, is genu valgum, or 
knock-knee, a condition in which the patient stands, and 
moves about, with the inner condyles of the femur greatly 
inclined inwards, and approximated to each other; whilst 
the feet are separated to an unnatural degree, the distance 
being in proportion to the severity of the case. 

Persons afflicted with genu valgum suffer very great 
weakness, and their movements ai-e difficult, and accom¬ 
panied with an extremely awkward appearance ; for, owing 
to the protrusion of the internal condyles, there is a great 
impediment to advancing one leg before the other in the 
act of progression, and in many cases to such an extent 
does this amount, that it is only by violently rolling the 
body from side to side that locomotion can be performed. 

By a careful examination into the peculiar feature of genu 
valgum, it is found that in almost every instance the femur 
preserves its normal direction, but that the bones of the leg, 
instead of being placed perpendicularly beneath it, have 
swerved outwards, so as to be placed at an obtuse angle with 
it; and as a natural consequence the superincumbent weight 
of the body instead of being applied directly upon the head 
of the tibia, is transmitted principally or wholly to its outer 
half, or to that portion which articulates with the external 
condyle, whereas the inner condyle scarcely touches its ar¬ 
ticular facet on the head of the tibia, but presses directly 
against the external lateral ligament, thus acting as a power¬ 
ful agent in augmenting the amount of the deformity. Thus 
then the ligamentary connections on the inner side of the 
knee are much stretched and extended, whilst on the other 
hand the external lateral ligament is in a state of rigidity 
and contraction. The muscles, too, have become involved 
in the mischief, for whilst those tendons which hound the 
popliteal space on its inner side are flaccid and relaxed 
(that is, when any effort to violently straighten the legs is 
made), those on its outer are rigid and cord-like, and offer 
very considerable opposition to the return of the joint into 
its normal position. The anterior aspect of the leg does not 
furnish any very important characters for observation, saving 
that it displays the altered direction of the tibia and fibula, 
and the consequent slight change of position in the patella 
itself, owing to its tendon going obliquely outwards to its 
insertion. The anatomical peculiarities of a knee afflicted 
with genu valgum are not of a very marked character. In 
cases that have existed some "years, and where from the 
nature of his occupation the patient has been compelled 

either to stand or move about a great deal, some slight 
difference in the two articulating facets on the head of the 
tibia will be observable, the outer one being to a certain ex¬ 
tent deepened and more excavated, whilst the inner is some¬ 
what shallower than usual, the articular cartilage by which 
it is covered having a puffy appearance, and not looking so 
dense and firm a tissue as when it has been subjected to the 
natural degree of compression. Beyond this it has been 
already said that the internal lateral ligament is considerably 
stretched, as are also, to a certain degree, the crucial liga¬ 
ments, the external lateral being more or less contracted. 

Such are the slight anatomical changes that are the con¬ 
sequence of a long duration of this affection, and although 
in very severe cases some of these changes are quite conspi¬ 
cuous, still they are never sufficiently severe at all to impair 
the perfect integrity of the joint. 

Genu valgum is, I believe, entirely a non-congenital 
affection, dating its origin, in the majority of cases, from 
the period when the infant began to walk, and resulting 
purely from mechanical causes—and what are those causes? 
They ai-e of two kinds, first, the predisposing; secondly, 
the immediate. 

The predisposing causes are, all those various contingen¬ 
cies which serve to debilitate the frame during the period of 
infantile life or early childhood, such are teething, measles, 
hooping cough, scarlatina, a vitiated atmosphere, bad and 
insufficient diet, aud a variety of others too numerous to 
mention. The immediate cause—for I believe there to be 
but one—is the superincumbent weight of the body, being 
thrown upon knees which, owing to this debility, already 
mentioned, are inadequate to support it; the consequence 
is, they yield beneath it, and as the least resistance to their 
yeilding is experienced internally, so in nine cases out of 
every ten we get genu valgum as the result. 

I have already inferred that the most frequent victims of 
this affection are very young children. It may occasionally 
be met with, however, at all ages, up to eighteen or twenty 
years of age, but beyond that period of life I have not had 
an opportunity of witnessing it; that is to say, not as an 
idiopathic affection, although I believe that it may possibly 
succeed, in an adult, to an attack of rheumatism. As a 
general rule both knees of the same individual are in¬ 
volved in the attack, one—generally the left—being more 
severely deformed than the other ; sometimes, however, the 
complaint is confined to a single knee, or genu valgum of 
one knee may be accompanied by extrorsum of the opposite 
one. In the instance of young children, the disease is very 
frequently met with in connection with that peculiar rachitic 
state of the osseous system, in which the shafts of the long 
bones generally, but more especially those of the lower 
limbs, are found curved and twisted in so remarkable a 
manner. We have now in the hospital several casts of 
patients who have been relieved, which illustrate this 
peculiarity in a marked degree. Before concluding these 
general remarks I should not omit to mention that, in those 
instances where the deformity has existed for some consi¬ 
derable time, and when, moreover, it has attained to a severe 
grade, the patient is frequently found treading almost en¬ 
tirely upon the inner margin of the foot, in some few cases 
the outer edge being quite drawn up so as to give the 
appearance of slight talipes valgum; more rarely, too, the 
patient in standing rests upon the outer margin of the tarsus, 
the inner edge being elevated, when the characteristic 
features of varus will be imparted to the feet. 

The treatment of genu valgum is a matter will deserving 
the greatest attention on the part of the practical Surgeon, 
not merely because by care and judicious management it is 
possible to free the sufferer from the deformity of the limbs, 
but because also, in so doing the invasion of other, and I may 
say more serious, mischief is warded off, for it is by no 
means an uncommon thing to find the person afflicted with 
genu valgum, the victim also of lateral curvature and other 
diseases of the spine. 

I firmly believe that in the majority of instances it is 
perfectly possible to restore the limbs to position by mechani¬ 
cal means alone, at least the experience gained in my own 
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popliteal spaces, and capable of being widely separated 
below, iu fact not dissimilar to a pair of tongs, which can be 
so opened as materially to widen their lower extremities, 
without any appreciable amount of change of position iu 
their centre of motion. First carefully bandaging the 
limbs in their whole extent, I attach them by means of pads 
and straps to these moveable splints, the lower ends of 
which are as widely separated as may be necessary for the 
case under treatment, and then by daily approximating these 
lower ends the feet are, by degrees, drawn close together; 
and as a necessary consequence the knees are gradually 
restored to position. 

Thus it will be seen that a lever power is employed for 
the process of straightening the limbs, the fulcrum of which 
lever is at the corresponding surfaces of the two internal 
condyles; and it will also be equally evident, that, there 
must be an extreme amount of pressure at the situation of 
this fulcrum, the ill effects however of such extreme pressure 
is obviated with the utmost facility, by interposing a small 
air cushion between the knees. By the unremitting use of 
this apparatus, both day and night, the limbs will, in a space 
of time, varying from three or four weeks to six months, or 
even more, be brought into position, and the greatest ob¬ 
stacles to the recovery of the case be subdued. Let it not be 
supposed, however, that there are not difficulties to encoun¬ 
ter—the pain is excessive, the nights are disturbed, the 
bowels get costive, the patient becomes restless, if not iras¬ 
cible ; in fact, in this as in almost every undertaking, there 
is a good deal of trouble and anxiety to be encountered, but 
it is satisfactory to know that in the great proportion of 
cases every hour after the first week or two serves to di¬ 
mmish these difficulties. 

In every case of genu valgum which now comes under my 
care I invariably make use of the apparatus described above. 
Prior to my inventing it, however, I had employed a kind of 
long clumsy wooden splint, covered with straps, and having 
a joint corresponding with the articlation of the knee joint, 
which at that period was—and with some practitioners still is, 
I believe—in very general use ; and although I am not pre¬ 
pared to dispute its efficiency, I am quite ready to contend 
that it is exceedingly clumsy, and far more disagreeable and 
annoying to the patient than is the instrument I have 
described. 

I have already said that in the large majority of cases 
there does not exist any necessity for the employment of 
the knife, certainly not in patients under the age of eighteen 
or twenty years; in proof of which I may select, from nu¬ 
merous instances testifying the same fact, the case of a 
young lady, the daughter of a colonel in the army, who, 
after having been subjected to all sorts of treatment, or I 
should rather call it torture, from the hands of one of the 

* In my next communication I will endeavour to give a diagram 
of this apparatus. 

oldest, as he is one of the most celebrated, members of the 
orofession, down to the rubbing and friction quacks, who are 
oermitted to exercise their nefarious callings without moles- 
;ation, not only in this great city but in very many of the 
hshionablo watering places, was brought to me, with a pair 
of legs so frightfully distorted that locomotion was almost 
mpossible, and even standing up was attended with an 
imount of difficulty and fatigue quite distressing to behold, 
[n the treatment of her case I steadily persevered with the 
nstrument I have alluded to; indeed it was for her case that 
[ first contrived it. I watched lier progress with great 
ittention, and by degrees had tlie satisfaction of witnessing 
ler perfect restoration, and slie is now walking about with 
■ase and comfort, and that, too, without the aid of artificial 
mpport. As a means, however, of expediting the patient’s 
ecovery it will occasionally be found expedient to divide 
he resisting structures on the outer side of the knee, and 
liese are generally the tendon of the biceps, and the fascia 
ita, continuous with the external vastus muscle. 

The operation of dividing the tendon of the biceps is best 
erformed in the following manner:—Let the patieat lie 
pon his face, and direct an assistant to place his hand upon 
he knee to he operated upon, just above the articulation, 

upon its inner side, whilst with the other placed upon the 
patient’s ankle lie makes a slight effort to straighten the 
|mb. By this method of proceeding the tendon will he 
brought conspicuously into view. The operator should now 
cautiously introduce the small bistoury, on the outer side or 
surface of the tendon, with the flat part of the blade towards 
it, and in a perpendicular direction to the course of the ten¬ 
don, until it has penetrated to the whole breadth of the 
tendon to be divided; the cutting edge of the knife should 
now be turned upon it, whilst at the same time the assistant 
makes a forcible effort to straighten the leg, by which means 
the contracted tendon is brought against the knife and 
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never cnaucect to meet with an instance of this deformity in 
which that operation was necessary; nor do I believe but 
that it might be dispensed with in almost every case. 

It would be as well to mention that, in addition to the 
mechanical treatment of genu valgum, much benefit may 
result from acting upon the secretions, and attending to the 
general health ; thus it will be found that gentle aperients 
or alteratives, followed by an unstimulating form of tonic, 
will be found of the utmost utility iu giving tone to the 
depressed powers of the system. Added to this the diet 
should he carefully attended to, those things only being 
taken which are of nutritious quality and easy of digestion. 

When the legs have been brought into position, firm sup¬ 
port from the hips downwards will he absolutely necessary to 
the patient's welfare; and at first this should he worn with¬ 
out intermission, net only the whole day but also at night; 
and should be guardedly discontinued by gentle degrees, as 
the power of the parts supporting the knee-joints ^become 
more and more manifest and decided. 

Such then is the treatment I adopt, and confidently re¬ 
commend in all cases of double genu valgum. In those in¬ 
stances, however, where the deformity is confined to a single 
knee only, of course some slight modification will be re¬ 
quired ; it is so slight, however, that I do not consider it at 
all worth while to enter into it here, believing that it will 
readily suggest itself to the mind of even the least attentive 
observer. Should a case present itself in which there is 
genu extrorsum, or outward inclination of the knee-joint, 
the complication should be combated by means of which it 
is my intention to speak in my next communication. 

3 Weymouth street, Portland place. 
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MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 
QUERIES. 

Castor Oil.—Is not the concentrated castor oil, about which 
some enquiries were made in your last number, the oil of 
spurge, now officinal in France? It is cheap; the caper 
spurge growing wild in considerable quantity in that country. 
Its properties are intermediate, between castor and croton 
oils. The usual dose being ten drops. 

REPLIES. 
The Action of Lemon Juice.—-Your correspondent “’Arotes” 

has propounded an ingenious theory of the mode of action of 
lemon juice in rheumatism and gout. “That the citrate 
and malate of potass contained in it are decomposed during 
digestion, and that the potass thus set free combines with 
the excess of lithic a'cid present in the system.” This theory 
being rather contrary to my preconceived idea of the subject, 
I have consulted what authorities on materia medica I had 
at hand—namely, Thompson, Christison, Neligan, and 
Royle, and find that they all state lemon juice to contain no 
potass, either free or combined. Neither does it contain 
malic acid in any appreciable quantity. 

I have myself in several instances used a solution of crys¬ 
tallised citric acid (5ss to §j of water) in place of lemon 
juice, in the treatment of acute rheumatism, and have found 
it succeed as well as the juice itself. It has the advan¬ 
tage of being more easily procurable and cheaper than the 
juice, at least in country districts, where lemons must be 
brought and crushed purposely. Perhaps in a large town 
the juice may be cheaper. 

If “ ’Arotes ” will try the citric acid I think he will find 
it answer his purpose, though without potass. May I enquire 
of that gentleman when, or by whom, “ the action of lemon 
juice in scurvy has been clearly shown to depend solely on its 
potass?” S. Drew. 

WAKLEYANA. 
If the subscribers to the ‘ Medical Directory ’ of the 

present year will turn to the preface, they will find we have 
1 stated that the number of corrections in each succeeding 
edition amount, before the conclusion of the year, to upwards 
of six thousand. These corrections arise from death, change of re • 
sidence, retirement, new appointments, typographical errors, 
&c. The fact is mentioned to show that tlie‘ Directory of the 
present year is comparatively useless in the next; and, therefore, 
the necessity of an annual reprint of that work. In our ast 
1 Medical Circular’ we gave Mr Wakley to understand wait 
he might expect if he dared to pirate the ‘ Medical Directory. 
In answer to this warning we read in the current numoor of 
the ‘ Lancet,’ in the notices to correspondents, the following 

“ And as for the Directory for the present year (18o2), the 
proprietor of it, a short time since, in one of his circulars 
admitted that it contained 4,000 errors ! A nice thing to 
cony from ! The Quacks’ Guide is doomed. 

Now we ask all lovers of truth, all honest men, whether 
our language is too strong in denouncing this misrepresent¬ 

ation of our statement 0 
A mean, wilful, and deliberate falsity r 

T R Td ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 

The ProprIstor of the ‘MedLTLi? he, th. please to ~ that with the Fits. No.nbee of the ne*. 
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PORTRAIT OE JOHN E. ERICH SEN, 
From a Bauyuerreotype ly Beard. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 

JOHN EEICHSEN, ESQ. 

The Professor of Surgery at University College, and 
Surgeon to the University College Hospital, is descended 
on his father’s side from an ancient and honourable Danish 
race, and on his mother's from the old Somersetshire 
family of the Govetts, whose ancestor, Ralf de Gouviz, 
Lord of Falaise, accompanied William the Conqueror into 
England, and whose descendants have been settled in 
the West of England since that period. Mr Erichsen 
was born in 1818, and is consequently hut thirty-four 
years old, an early age to have acquired so distinguished 
a position in his profession as that to which he has already 
attained. After receiving the rudiments of education at 
Wellington, in Somersetshire, he was removed to the Man¬ 
sion house at Hammersmith, where he speedily acquired an 
excellent acquaintance with the Roman and Greek classics, 
making himself master of the most difficult Latin authors, 
whose works he read with great fluency; lie here also ob¬ 

tained a good knowledge of mathematics, and of modem 
languages. When but little more than fourteen years of age, 
having evinced a strong and decided predilection for the 
medical profession, he was placed with Dr (now Sir Robert) 
Carswell, the distinguished professor of Pathological 
Anatomy at University College, and at present the Phy¬ 
sician-in-ordinary to the King of the Belgians. With this 
gentleman Mr Erichsen resided for six years, the relations 

j between master and pupil gradually ripening into mutual 
esteem and friendship, which have continued uninterruptedly 
to the present day. At the very early age at which Mr 
Erichsen entered upon his professional education, the more 

| severe departments of medical science presented to him but 
l few attractions, and he accordingly devoted himself with 
, much ardour to the study of chemistry, and of some of the 
natural sciences. In a Laboratory which he fitted up in 
an out-house he was continually at work, and there he ac¬ 
quired much of that mechanical skill, ingenuity, and neat¬ 
ness of hand which in Ids present position are so serviceable 
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He also paid much attention to botany and geology at this | 
period, and during the autumnal months he devoted for 
several years the greater part of the vacations to geological 
and botanical, rambles through Sussex and the south of 
England, where his family then resided, making a large 
collection of the chalk and wealden fossils, and an extensive 
herbarium. In these somewhat desultory studies he passed 
the first few years of his student’s life, but though desultory 
these occupations were not useless, as they laid the founda¬ 
tion for, and educated him in, those habits of observation 
and of research that have distinguished him in after life. 
The time had now come, however, when it became neces¬ 
sary for him to apply himself to more strictly medical 
studies, and he accordingly at once made up his mind to 
relinquish those pursuits from which ho had hitherto 
derived so much gratification, and to devote himself entirely 
to practical medicine and surgery. Though originally intended 
for a physician, Mr Erickson early showed a decided preference 
for the more definite and satisfactory study of surgery, and 
by the advice and encouragement, as we have understood, 
of Mr Morton, with whom about this time he contracted 
a close friendship which continued uninterruptedly until 
that lamented surgeon’s decease, Mr Erielisen deter; ined 
to look forward to surgery as the destination of his profes¬ 
sional career. But though his taste led him to this branch 
of the profession, he early recognised the close connexion 
between medicine and surgery, and the impossibility of a 
man becoming a good surgeon without having had the 
training and education of a physician, as well as that more 
specially necessary for him to excel in the more mechanical 
department of his ait. A saying of the late Mr Liston, 
“ that a surgeon should he a physician and something more," 
made a deep impression on Mr Eru hsen’s mind, and we 
know that he has through life endeavoured to carry out in 
his own practice and impress on others the truth of this 
aphorism of that great surgeon. 

The year 1839 Mr Erichsen spent in Paris; whilst there ' 
lie was early and late in the hospitals, dead-house, and dis¬ 
secting-rooms, observing disease of all kinds, collecting 
notes of cases,—of several hundreds of which he thus possesses 
records, and dissecting and operating on the dead subject. 
He usually spentthree or four hours in the wards before break¬ 
fast, and employed the afternoon in the dissectingroom. On his 
return to England he was appointed House Surgeon to Uni¬ 
versity College Hospital, and in this capacity became on 
terms of friendship and intimacy with several of his teachers. 
The late Mr S. Cooper more especially formed a sincere 
friendship for him, and at this time predicted that Mr 
Erichsen would speedily occupy a distinguished position in 
the profession. Mr Liston, who was then in the zenith of 
his fame, always entertained a high opinion of his abilities. 

At the expiration of his house-surgeonship, he determined 
to enter into practice in London, and established himself in 
"VVelbeck street. During the earlier period of his career as a 
private practitioner, when fees and patients are necessarily 
not very numerous, Mr Erichsen continued daily his habits 
of study and observation in the hospital and dead-house; 
and he especially devoted himself to pathological and phy¬ 
siological investigations, publishing from time to time in the 
1 Medico-Chirurgical Transactions,’ the ‘ Medical Gazette,’ 
and the ‘ Edinburgh Journal,’ the results of his inquiries. 
In 1842 he was appointed by the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science, together with his friend and former 
teacher, Professor Sharpey, to conduct an inquiry into the 
subject of asphyxia, and, at tlie same time, he published a 
short monograph on the Cutaneous Diseases of the Scalp— 
a subject to which his attention had been directed by Sir R. 
Carswell, who had paid considerable attention to cutaneous 
affections. During the next two years he was unceasingly 
engaged in his professional studies and work. In 1844 he 
brought out bis “Experimental Inquiry into the Pathology 
and Treatment of Asphyxia,’ in the shape of a report to the 
British Association. This essay attracted the attention of 
the Royal Humane Society, who, on the recommendation of 
a committee, consisting of Sir B. Brodie, the late Mr Dal- 
rymple, and some other scientific men, determined to award 

the Fothergillian Gold Medal of that Society to Mr Erichsen, 
in testimony of its approbation of the value of the work 
This medal was founded nearly half a century ago by Dr 
Fothergill, but had never been given by the Society ; Mr 
Erichsen was, therefore, the first recipient of this honour. 
On the same occasion a second medal was awarded to Sir 
J. P. K. Sliuttleworth, of the Privy Council Office, for the 
“ Treatise on Asphyxia,” which that gentleman had pub¬ 
lished when he was Dr Kay of Manchester. The medal 
itself is a unique and most magnificent specimen of art; it is 
of massive proportions, being the largest gold medal ever 
struck, and is beautifully engraved by Wyon. As only two 
have been struck, Mr Erichsen necessarily prizes it very 
highly, not only as an honorary distinction, but as a work 
of art. In the same year he was appointed by the Syden¬ 
ham Society to edit a volume of essays on aneurism, and 
was elected one of the lecturers on anatomy and physiology 
at the Westminster Hospital, the duties of which office he 
continued to discharge with great zeal until 1847. During 
the term of his connection with the Westminster Hospital 
lie also gave some of the Lectures on Surgery, with his 
friend, Mr Phillips. In 1848 lie was appointed by the 
Council of the University College to the vacant assistant- 
surgeonship in the hospital, occasioned by the sudden death 
of Mr Potter. During the whole of this period Mr Erich- 
sen’s time was fully occupied by the duties of his va¬ 
rious appointments, by his experimental and pathological 
inquiries, and by the attention necessary to an increasing 
practice. He also devoted a fair share of his time to the 
different medical societies of the metropolis, serving for 
several years on the councils of the Harveian, Sydenham, 
and Pathological, and at last, in 1848, being appointed Pre¬ 
sident of the Harveian Society, 

In 1850 came the turning-point of Mr Erichsen’s pro¬ 
fessional career. The Chair of Surgery in University 
College, and the Surgeonship to the Hospital having become 
vacant by the resignation of Mr Arnott, who found the 
duties of these posts too onerous, Mr Erichsen was ap¬ 
pointed in the summer of that year to these honourable and 
responsible offices. At this time he had not attained 

I liis thirty-second year, and we believe that there is 
no instance in the profession of a Surgeon being selected to 
fill offices of similar importance so early in life, except in 
the case of Mr Fergusson, who was elected to the corre¬ 
sponding appointments at King’s College when about the 
same age. The very favourable manner in which Mr 
Erichsen’s appointment was received by the profession must 
have convinced the authorities of University College that 
they had chosen the right man. Medical journals of all 
shades of opinion were unanimous in applauding, their 
choice, and the enthusiastic manner in which Mr Erichsen 
was received by a theatre crowded with old pupils and 
friends of the College, on the occasion of his delivering 
the Introductory Address oil the first day of the Session, 
proved the estimation in which lie was held, and the satis¬ 
faction felt at his appointment. The ability and energy 
with which he has discharged his duties, both as a Hospital 
Surgeon and Teacher of Surgery, are the best evidences 
that the expectations of his friends and of the profession 
have been realised, and that in Mr Erichsen’s hands the 
former surgical reputation of the great school to which he 
belongs will not suffer in its character. 

In the wards of the Hospital and as a Clinical Teacher 
Mr Erichsen is seen to great advantage. His extensive 
knowledge of Surgery; his practical tact in the diagnosis 
of surgical diseases and injuries, and the habit he has of 
explaining the daily progress of each case, or of making 
some useful and practical observations on its nature or 
treatment, at the bedside, render his visits remarkably 
instructive, and cause them to be commonly attended by 
many of the old as well as of the present pupils of the 
Hospital. 

In the Operating Theatre Mr Erichsen is equally in his 
element ; the perfect coolness with which he undertakes 
tlie most difficult and delicate operations, the steadiness of 
bis hand, and his neatness and dexterity of manipulation 
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cause him to appear to great advantage in this, perhaps the 
most trying position in which a man can be placed in the 
exercise of a professional duty. Mr. Erichsen’s coolness in 
operating is neither the result of insensibility to the suffer- 
i ngs of his patients nor of bravado ; it is the consequence of 
the determination to do well whatever he undertakes, of 
forethought, and of the care he observes in planning and 
arranging all that he has to do before proceeding to use the 
knife. In this way he is never taken unawares by any 
circumstances that may occur. Everything having been 
thought over beforehand there is no hurry or confusion ; 
each assistant knows what his duties are, and the 
instruments lie in their proper places, mid at hand as 
required. Like Mr Fergusson, Mr Erichsen completes the 
whole of the operation himself, ligaturing every artery and 
putting in the sutures before the patient leaves the table, 
for he, as well as every other good surgeon knows how 
much depends on these comparatively unimportant particulars, 
and how often the best conducted proceedings may be de¬ 
feated by want of attention to apparently minor matters. 

But though Mr Erichsen possesses great facility in opera¬ 
ting, he does not look upon this department alone as a test 
of a surgeon’s qualifications and ability. He pays great 
attention to constitutional treatment before and after opera¬ 
tion, and recognises to the fullest extent the great impor¬ 
tance of medical surgery. To “ conservative surgery ” also 
he devotes great attention, and never amputates a 
limb if it can possibly be saved by partial excision of ne¬ 
crosed or diseased structures. He is a great advocate conse¬ 
quently of resection of joints, and we have seen several cases 
in which he has removed the shoulder and elbow joints with 
remarkable success. In plastic operations he also exhibits 
much skill and ingenuity, and indeed generally in all those 
proceedings which require great dexterity, such as lithotrity, 
and the introduction of catheters through tight and imper¬ 
meable strictures, he displays his powers to great advantage. 
He cuts for stone with great rapidity and boldness, practising 
the simple operation and using the instruments, somewhat 
modified, that were introduced and employed by the late 
Mr Liston with so much success. 

Amongst his pupils Mr Erichsen is extremely popular; 
they know that in him they have a stedfast friend, who is 
always solicitous for their welfare, and in every way en¬ 
deavouring to advance it. 

Mr Erichsen has a large and increasing practice; he is 
much referred to as a consulting surgeon by old University 
College-men from all parts of the country, and his private 
connexion is extensive and influential. He has the happy 
gift of making his patients attached and lasting friends, by 
the interest he takes in them, and the attention he devotes 
to their cases. 

In medical politics Mr Erichsen is a decided liberal; he 
looks with contempt upon all distinctions that are not the 
test and the reward of acknowledged merit. He considers an 
educational te3t before entering the profession, and uniformity 
of education and of qualification, as the best means for im¬ 
proving its condition and harmonising its members. 

Though mild and extremely gentlemanlike in his man¬ 
ner and address, Mr Erichsen possesses untiring energy, 
and great determination of character. He is firmly 
of opinion that everything may be done by the will 
o accomplish the purpose in hand, and it is by acting on 

this doctrine that he has in a great measure raised himself 
to so high a position in the profession as that which he 
occupies. Mr Erichsen is constantly at work; ho is an 
early riser, and usually tries to get over a fair share of his 
day’s labour before ten o'clock, so that he may have 
more time in the after part of the day to devote to his 
patients and hospital duties. He is at present engaged in 
preparing for the press a practical work on “ Surgical Injuries 
and Diseases,” which will appear in the course of a few 
months, and will doubtless add much to the reputation he 
has already justly acquired as a skilful, practical, and scien¬ 
tific surgeon. 

As we usually give a pen-and-ink sketch of the outer as 
well as of the inner man, we must not overlook Mr Erich¬ 

sen’s claims to notice in this particular. Briefly then, he is 
remarkably well-looking, of fair complexion, and has correct 
features, characterised by amiability and intelligence. He is in 
stature above the middle height, and is marked by a deport¬ 
ment at once courteous and sincere. It is not difficult to divine 
that he possesses moral qualities of the most estimable cha¬ 
racter—an element of no trifling importance to the acqui¬ 
sition of an enduring professional success. As we have 
already indicated, he enjoys a cool and sound judgment, 
a well-cultured understanding, and various professional 
knowledge applicable to all emergencies. After the proceed¬ 
ing sketch it is needless to observe that as Mr Erichsen has 
attained so distinguished a position in his profession, he is in 
a fair way eventually to succeed to the highest honours it 
offers. 

He resides at 48 Welbeck street, Cavendish square. 

THE BATTLE OF THE LIFE OFFICES. 

There is a sharp contest now waging between two sections 

of Assurance Companies;—those that have business and 

those that want it. The former allege that there are already 

too many Assurance Offices, that competitors are laying 

traps to ensnare the unwary public, an l that their promises 

and professions are so extravagant that if they should 

succeed in attracting confidence, they must eventually 

betray it, and sow ruin among thousands of bereaved 

families ; the latter retort on then' accusers that they have 

squandered large sums of money in wasteful management 

which the public are required to refund, that their advertised 

large capital is not necessary for security and is no proof of 

it, and that the determination of the proper number of Life 

Offices is best left to the public, whose interests will safely 
decide the question, upon the ordinary commercial system of 

supply and demand. 

We do not intend to play the role of partisans, because, 

we do not believe that either side enjoys a monopoly of 
principle, but we shall content ourselves with eliminating 
from the controversy some general truths, so that our readers 
may be enabled to form a correct opinion on the merits of 
the question. We have been induced to attempt this duty 
in consequence of having received for review a pamphlet 
intituled “ Actuarial Figments Exploded,” published by 
Mr Alexander Colvin, who has seized his weapons in defence 
of the young Companies which were not long since attacked 
with some severity in the pages of the ‘ Morning Chronicle.’ 
We do not think that Mr Colvin does justice to his task ; he 
is too fond of the tu quoque style, and so that he can plant 
an effective retort cares little how its recoil may damage the 
beauty of his own case. It may be an easy matter to reprove 
an adversary, but of what advantage is it, if at the same time 
you lay yourself open to censure ? He is a foolish fellow 
who in order to drive out the rats fires his own house. Mr 
Colvin proves too much against liis opponent, and thus puts 
into our hands a weapon against himself. It may be hoped 
that since Actuaries have fallen out, the public may come 
by their rights. For a specimen of this kind of argument 
we quote the following sentences from Mr Colvin’s pamphlet. 

“ I now beg to draw your attention for a moment to the 
conclusion attempted to be drawn from the recorded balance- 
sheets of the Companies registered under the Act. These 
are pronounced by our opponents to be everything that is 
bad. Well, but this, even if true, is merely proving them 
to be bad, whereas what is required to be shown is that they 
are worse than those of their predecessors, and this cannot 
be done unless the balance-sheets of the older Companies 
for the first three or four years of their existence are pro¬ 
duced. It must not be forgotten that the older Companies 
were subject to no supervision whatever, and that all their 
affairs were kept a profound secret; nor was the state of 
public morals in those days more conducive to rigid honesty 
than it is now; and hence, taking all these circumstances 
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into consideration, it is perfectly fair to conclude that, if the 
balance-sheets registered under the Act are so bad, those of 
the older Companies, if we could but get hold of them, 
would ton out to be much worse. On this head, then, we 
likewise claim a verdict in favour of the existing Act, and 
the Companies established in accordance therewith.” 

Here then we have an admission that the balance-sheets 
of the new Companies are proved to be bad, and only not 
worse than something unknown, and which from Mr Colvin’s 
experience of humanity and Life-Office business would, if 
known, exhibit a very imprudent and discreditable system of 
management. Mr Thomson, on the side ofthe old offices, declares 
that the balance-sheets of tbe new Companies misrepresent the 
actual condition of their finances and liabilities,—indeed that 
they are very bad. Mr Colvin does not deny this, but asserts 
in reply that they are not proved to be worse than the balance- 
sheets of the old Offices; so that we must conclude that 
none of the balance-sheets deserve public confidence. This 
is a very rotten condition of things, demanding the instant 
attention of the legislature. 

In defence of the unlimited and excessive competition of 
Life Offices, Mr Colvin cites the following opiuion of Mr 
Samuel Brown, Actuary to the Mutual Life Office which he 
considers to give a “sound common-sense view of the 
question.” 

“ If they (the wants of the public) should even be 
anticipated, and the miscalculating speculator be de¬ 
ceived by false information, or suffer loss by error 
in judgment, the detriment to the country generally is 
is but small, since others have perhaps discovered the 
right direction of the public will, and have profited by it 
in their stead. If, therefore, a number of Societies have 
sprung up to take advantage of the new impulse of the na¬ 
tion’s mind towards a prudent provision for the future, when 
the excitement caused by the ardour of competition has 
ceased, the sobered judgment of the public will discern the 
steady Companies, to whom they can trust the future wel¬ 
fare of then- families, from the ephemeral and mushroom en¬ 
terprises of speculators.” 

Hence according to Mr Samuel Brown and Mr Colvin, 
companies of this kind on whose stability rest the hopes and 
fortunes of the widow and fatherless should be allowed to com¬ 
pete inimitably, and though they should break down by 
hundreds, and should make tens of thousands of innocent vic¬ 
tims, the legislature must not interfere, because “ the detri¬ 
ment to the country generally is but small,” and in the lapse of 
years “ the sobered judgment of the public will discern tbe steady 
companies." (The italics are Mr Colvin’s.) This sophistry 
cannot deceive our readers, who will not be able to discern, 
more than we, the propriety or honesty of making a few 
Life Offices safe by the possible destruction of the fortunes of 
thousands of private persons. 

The ‘Post Magazine’ informs us that, during the last 
seven years, not fewer than 98 new Offices have ceased to 
exist, and although Mr Colvin lias sought to disprove the 
accuracy of this allegation by resorting to arguments which, 
in our opinion, rather explain than refute the statement, there 
can be no doubt that such universal rottenness and insta¬ 
bility as this allegation discloses in reality prevail. 

We are neither defending nor attacking old or 
young Companies simply because they are such; 
but we have thought it right to interpose a few 
words in the quarrel, for the purpose of warning our 
brethren and the public against the insidious professions 
of many Companies which, if their affairs were rigidly in¬ 
vestigated, and accurate balance-sheets published, might 
prove utterly unstable and undeserving of confidence. We 
have already exposed the short-comings of one Office in this 
this regard, and before many weeks have expired shall feel 
it incumbent on us to revert to the subject. 

A Lecturer on Chemistry has been expelled by the 
police from Frankfort for stating before an audience, that by 
cutting the wires of an electric telegraph the communications 
would infallibly be interrupted. 

CORONERS’ FAVOURS. 
To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Sir,—I have been for some tune in the habit of perusing 
the ‘ Lancet,’ and from different articles therein have been 
led to look upon the Editor as the medical reformer of his 
age—an adopted brother of the whole profession—and one 
who would no sooner discover an abuse, either of patronage 
or otherwise, than he would direct his every talent, his every 
energy, to see it righted; but how very different will the 
following state of facts (which I consider it a duty to make 
public) show his disposition when he himself is the dispenser 
of the golden apples. 

Mr William Fenton, of 3 Richmond road, Bayswater, iva3 
at 7 p.m. on Monday last called to see a young woman, aged 
18 years, described as being very ill. He was immediately 
in attendance, and found his patient delirious and fast sink¬ 
ing from having ignorantly taken (as an emetic, at the sug¬ 
gestion of some old woman) neaily one drachm of ant. pot. 
tinct. at G p.m. the previous day, which produced the usual 
vomiting and purging from ten minutes after its adminis¬ 
tration till 4 p.m. the fcllowing day. Mr Fenton was prompt 
in using every endeavour that his well-known ability could 
suggest, aided by his assistant and Dr Dick, but in spite of 
the united and incessant exertions of these gentlemen, con¬ 
vulsions soon followed, and death in about eleven hours 
from the time he first saw his patient. 

A coroner’s inquest, of course, was necessary, and a, post¬ 
mortem was likewise considered necessary by Mr Wakley, al¬ 

though the poison ! ! the precise number of grains taken ! 
and its action, could have been faithfully described to a jury 
by the medical attendant on oath. But who was considered 
by the coroner as the proper person to make that post-portem, 
and receive the two guineas for his labour ? Every one 
would naturally say, Mr Fenton, who had all the trouble and 
anxiety of the case, and knew every particular in connec¬ 
tion with it! But such was not our coroner's idea of jus¬ 
tice and propriety. A gentleman out of the neighbour¬ 
hood, one who knew nothing of the circumstances beyond 
being in the constant habit of receiving these two-guinea 
favours, was honoured with the selection. I am quite will¬ 
ing to add my testimony to that gentleman’s ability for the 
remunerative task that has been so often imposed upon him. 
I am quite willing that strangers to the case should 
make all post-mortems, if the coroner can assign a fitting 
reason, and make it an imperative rule; but then I say in 
that case, let justice be done-let the two-guinea favours 
be equally divided amongst us—let Mr W. take the names 
of all members of the College in his district in alphabetical 
rotation—and let not one hard-working man like myself be 
passed by as doubtless unfit for the task, whilst a younger 
member of the profession can pay his rent out of his post¬ 
mortem practice at the recommendation of a kind coroner. 

I must further add in this case, Mr Fenton is not even 
summoned as a witness to give his important evidence, the 
beadle stating “ that he has nothing to do with it,” an eco¬ 
nomy as laudable as is the payment of two guineas to a 
stranger for describing to the jury not what he knew from 
stubborn facts, but what his scalpels laid open to him, and 
his test tubes caused him to believe. 

Having encroached upon your valuable time much fur¬ 
ther than I had intended, I can only plead as an excuse my 
anxiety to see justice done to my professional brethren, not 
that in this case I feel any hardship, as I am only too 
thankful that in my many years’ experience I have never 
had either a fatal poisoning case, or the most unenviable 
task of making a coroner’s post-mortem.—I am, Sir, yours 
obediently, M.R.C.S. 

Pad'iington, 25th November, 1852. 
P.S.—I hope those gentlemen having received similar 

treatment to Mr Fenton will spare a little time to state 
their cases in your honest and independent Journal, and so 
second my humble endeavours. 

[Without adverting to the personal complaints urged in 
I th eforegoing letter, we shall take the opportunity to remark 
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upon the obvious injustice of the course which Mr Wakley, 
as corouer, chooses to pursue iu relation to medical evidence 
and post-mortem examinations. It is an axiom in English 
law, that every man should be considered innocent until he 
is found guilty; but according to the rule laid down by Mr 
Wakley, it seems that any Medical man who may happen 
to attend a patient dying under questionable circumstances, 
should be regarded as a suspected person, against whom 
evidence may be collected by the Court, as if he were about 
to be tried as a felon, and punished, if guilty, at Newgate 
for his crimes. It appears from this letter, as well 
as from other instances of Mr Wakley’s “ Crowner’s 
quest law,” that cn some occasions he not only omits or 
declines to summon the attending surgeon to give evidence, 
but also requires another, perhaps a rival surgeon, 
to make the post-mortem examination. Now in every 
other case the Coroner wrould, as a matter of course, sum¬ 
mon all persons as witnesses who might be supposed to have, 
any knowledge of the cause of death. Strangers, acquaint¬ 
ances, police officers, relations—everybody from garret to cel¬ 
lar (except an accused man) who either saw a quarrel, heard a 
groan, or could give circumstantial testimony, would be com¬ 
pelled by the Coroner to relate before him all that was known 
having reference to the matter under investigation. Why 
should this course be departed from in the case of the Me¬ 
dical attendant, whose evidence would be unquestionably by 
far the most important, and without which, in many cases, 
the cause of death could not be ascertained ? Is it to be 
tolerated that a large body of respectable, learned, and 
honourable men, should be virtually placed under 
a degrading suspicion, that individuals among themshouldbe 
treated either as ignorant and incompetent, or as malefac¬ 
tors, and not be trusted on oath to give evidence before a 
Coroner’s court ? Are Medical men pre-eminently disposed 
to be false speakers, perjurers, and homicides ? Is the single 
fact of a man being a Medical practitioner sufficient ground 
for the Coroner to omit to take his testimony, and thus prac¬ 
tically to impute to him the possibility of being a criminal ? 
We protest, most emphatically, against such conduct; and 
we think that the time is come when our brethren, as one 
man, ought to resent in an effectual manner the injurious 
imputation thus inconsiderately affixed to their professional 
character. Mr Wakley may believe that he is performing 
the duties of his office in a right spirit; but we cannot assent 
to the propriety of a practice which an innocent and up¬ 
right medical practitioner cannot view otherwise than in¬ 
sulting and unjust. 

The foregoing observations apply equally to the authority 
given to another surgeon to perform the post-mortem exami¬ 
nation. Such an individual can be only regarded as a 
“ spy ” upon his neighbour, and we are sure that no honour¬ 
able man can desire to figure hi such an ignominious 
character. 

Wc believe the gentleman who officiated in the present 
case, is otherwise well-respected, and, in this instance, un¬ 
guardedly undertook to perform a duty which, upon reflec¬ 
tion, he must see is derogatory both to his own character 
and to that of his professional brother. 

An exercise of authority through which the character of 
our profession, as a body of honourable and truth-speaking 
men, is assailed, ought to be controlled by every moral and 
legal means of resistance at our command.—Ed. 1 Med. 
Circular.’] 

ABSTRACT OF DRAFT BILL (AS AMENDED BY 

THE COMMITTEE) “ TO PRODUCE UNIFOR¬ 

MITY OF MEDICAL EDUCATION AND QUA¬ 

LIFICATION, AND FOR THE REGISTRATION 

OF THOSE LICENSED TO PRACTISE IN 

MEDICINE.” 

I. Repeal of Statutes.—All previous statutes to be re¬ 
pealed, including so much of an act passed in the fifty- 
fifth year of the reign of King George the Third, entituled 
“ An Act for better regulating the Practice of Apothecaries 
throughout England and Wales ” (55 Geo. Ill, cap. 194), 

as relates to the examination of apothecaries, or to the 
Qualifications of persons intended to be examined or to 
qualify themselves under that act to practise as an apothe¬ 
cary, or to the fees to be paid by apothecaries for the certi¬ 
ficate of the Court of Examiners, or to the penalties for 
practising as an apothecary without having obtained such 
certificate; and also so much of an act passed in the sixth 
year of the reign of King George the Fourth as enacts that all 
members and licentiates of the Royal College of Physicians 
in London actually practising ; all surgeons being members 
of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons in London, Edinburgh, or 
Dublin, and actually practising; all apothecaries certified 
by the Court of Examiners of the Apothecai-ies’ Company, 
and actually practising, shall be freed and exempt from 
being returned, and from serving upon any juries or in¬ 
quests whatsoever, and shall not be inserted in the lists to 
be prepared by virtue of that act, shall be repealed and 
annulled (G Geo. IV, c. 50, s. 2). 

II. Interpretation Clause. 
III. Appointment of the Medical Council for Eugland.— 

That a Council shall be established, which shall be styled 
“ The Medical Council for England; ” and that the Regius 
Professor of Medicine in the University of Oxford, the Regius 
Professor of Physic ha the University of Cambridge, such 
one person as shall be from time to time designated by the 
Senate of the University of London, the President of the 
Royal College of Physicians of England, and the President 
of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, shall be mem¬ 
bers of the said Council in right of their several offices and 
appointments; and that the other members of the said 
Council shall be five physicians, to be chosen by the Royal 
College of Physicians of England, five surgeons, to chosen by 
the Royal College of Surgeons of England, and six medical 
practitioners, to be appointed by one of her Majesty’s principal 
Secretaries of State; each of the said appointments to be 
made within three months after the passing of this act; 
and the powers and duties vested in the said Council by this 
act, may be exercised and executed by any six members 
thereof. 

IV. Tenure of Office by Members chosen by the Colleges. 
—That every member of the said Council appointed by the 
said College of Physicians, the said College of Surgeons, 
and the said Secretary of State, shall be entitled to be a 
member of the said Council for three years, and shall then 
go out of office, but may forthwith be re-chosen ; and that 
upon every vacancy among the members of the said Coun¬ 
cil, appointed by the said College of Physicians, the said 
College of Surgeons, and the said Seci-etary of State, and 
their successors, the said College of Physicians, or the said 
College of Surgeons, or the said Secretary of State, as the 
case may be, shall appoint another person to supply such 
vacancy. 

V. Appointment of the Medical Council for Scotland.— 
[To be inserted hereafter.] 

VI. Tenure of Office by Members of the Medical Council 
for Scotland. — [To be inserted hereafter.] 

VII. Appointment of the Medical Council for Ireland.— 
[To be inserted hereafter.] 

VIII. Tenure of Office by Members of the Medical Coun¬ 
cil for Ireland.—[To be inserted hereafter.] 

IX. Expenses of the Members to be paid.—The members 
to be paid a sum not exceeding three guineas for each 
attendance, and also such reasonable allow-ance for mileage 
as shall from time to time be allowed by the said several 
Councils. 

X. Each of the said Councils to Elect a President and 
Vice-President. 

XI. Each of the Councils to appoint an Examining 
Board.—That each of the said Councils shall, within three 
months after their first meeting, appoint such fit and pro¬ 
per persons, not being members of the said Councils, as the 
said Councils may severally choose to form an Examining 
Board for the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions 
of this act; and every member of such Examining Board 
shall be paid such yearly salary as the Council by whom he 
shall have been appointed 6liall think fit, and shall hold 

I office for such period aB the said Council shall determine. 
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XII. Provisions as to the Appointment of a Treasurer, 
Registrar, and Secretary, and of Clerks and Servants, and 
for the making of a Seal by each of the said Councils. 

XIII. As to the Registration of Medical Practitioners in 
Practice before the passing of this act — That the Regis¬ 
trar of each of the said Councils shall, within thirty days 
after his appointment, and shall from time to time, till the 
first day of February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty- 
four, proceed to register, in books to be kept for that purpose, 
on payment of a fee of five shillings, the name and place of 
abode, together with a description of the testimonials of 
every physician, surgeon, and apothecary, who shall apply 
to be registered, and who, prior to the first day of Novem¬ 
ber, one tlionsand eight hundred and fifty-three, shall have 
taken a degree in medicine in any English. Irish, or Scotch 
University, or who shall state his place of abode and apply 
to be registered, and shall produce his diploma, certificate, 
or licence, or shall produce a duly attested certificate, or 
such other proof as shall be satisfactory to the said Regis¬ 
trar, of his having obtained a diploma, certificate, or licence 
to practise as a physician, surgeon, or apothecary, dated 
prior to the said first day of November, one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-two, and granted by any English, Irish, 
or Scotch College or Hall, or any Corporation, sole or 
aggregate, in England, Ireland, or Scotland, legally en¬ 
titled to grant the same at the time of the passing of this 
act; and also to every person who shall apply for the same, 
and who was actually practising medicine in England and 
Wales prior to the first day of August, one thousand eight 
hundred and fifteen, and who shall sign a declaration ac¬ 
cording to the form in Schedule A, to this act annexed, and 
also to every surgeon and assistant-surgeon in the Army 
and Navy who shall apply for the same, and whose warrant 
of appointment bears date prior to the said first day of Aug. 
one thousand eight hundred and fifteen, and to every person 
who shall have been registered as aforesaid, the said Registrar 
shall give a certificate according to the form in Schedule C, 
to this act annexed, and which certificate shall be in force till 
the first day of February, one thousand eight hundred and 
fifty-four, and no longer. 

XIV. Every Person not registered as aforesaid to present 
himself before the Council of his Country for Examination. 
Licences to be granted to those duly qualified on Payment 
of a Fee of 51.—That each of the said Councils shall meet at 
least once in every three months for the despatch ofbusiness ; 
and every person not being registered under the provisions 
of the next preceding section of this act, or not being a 
graduate in medicine, or a licentiate in medicine, of one of 
the Unversities of Oxford and Cambridge, who intends to 
practise medicine after the first day of February, one thou¬ 
sand eight hundred and fifty-four, shall present himself be¬ 
fore the Council for the country in which he intends to 
practise ; and if such Council shall consider the person so 
presenting himself to be properly qualified as hereinafter is 
mentioned, they shall direct their Registrar to grant to such 
person a licence according to the form in Schedule B, to 
this act annexed, on payment of a fee of five pounds; and 
every person to whom such licence shall have been granted 
as aforesaid, shall be entitled to assume the name and title 
of a Licentiate in Medicine. 

XV. Candidates for Licences to produce Testimonials to 
the Council.—That eveiy person who may present himself 
before any of the said Councils for the purpose of obtaining 
a licence in medicine, shall produce proofs to the said Coun¬ 
cil that he has attained the age of twenty-one years, and 
shall also produce such testimonials as shall be satisfactory 
to the said Council, that he has passed at least four years in 
some university or medical school approved of by the said 
Council, unless he shall have been a pupil to a registered medi¬ 
cal practitioner for at least t wo years, in which case he shall 
have passed at least three years in such university or medical 
school; and that he has attended such courses of dissection, 
such clinical and other lectures, and such hospital practice, 
and has passed such several examinations before the Exam¬ 
ining Board appointed by the said Council, as the said 
Council shall from time to time appoint. 

XVI. Triennial Medical Congress to be held.—That once 

in every three years each of the said Councils shall depute 
three of their members to form a Medical Congress, for the 
purpose of fixing a uniform curriculum of study, in accord¬ 
ance with the next preceding section of this act, to be gone 
through by all candidates for licences to be granted by the 
said Councils respectively; and such Medical Congress shall 
meet in London at such place and time as the Council for 
England shall determine; the first Medical Congress to be 
held as soon as may be after the election of the said several 
Councils. 

XVII. As to Registration of Medical Practitioners who 
shall not have been registered under the Thirteenth Sectio n 
of this Act.—That the Registrar of each of the said Coun¬ 
cils shall, on and after the first day of -, one thousand 
eight hundred and fifty-, proceed to register, in books 
to be kept for that purpose, and without any payment what¬ 
ever, the name and place of abode, together with a descrip¬ 
tion of the testimonials of every physician and surgeon who 
shall apply to be registered, and who shall produce the 
diploma or licence to practise in medicine of either of the 
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge ; or who shall produce 
the diploma or licence of the Royal College of Physicians, 
or the diploma or licence of the Royal College of Surgeons, 
of the country in which he applies to be registered, together 
with the licence of the Council for the same country; or 
who, in Scotland, shall produce the diploma or licence of the 
Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, together 
with the licence of the Council for Scotland; and to every 
person who shall have been registered as aforesaid, the said 
Registrar shall give a certificate, according to the form in 
Schedule C, to this act annexed, and which certificate shall 
be in force until the first day of February then next ensuing, 
and no longer. 

The remainder will be published in our next number. 
[Ed. ‘ Med. Circular,’] 

Ouitiutni. 
On Wednesday last, 8 th inst., at his residence hi Argyll place, 

died of disease of the heart, Robert James Culverwell, at 
the comparatively early age of 51 We cannot allow so 
extraordinary a man to pass from among us without special 
notice. We are fully aware that a cloud hung over the 
professional reputation of the deceased, as it ever must upon 
those who practsie in the special department of what is deno¬ 
minated ‘ ‘ secret diseasesbut we understand that in the private 
relations ot life there never lived one, more kind, liberal, and 
hospitable. Dr Culverwell is the author of many popular 
works, none of which would find favour with our readers; at 
the same time it is due to him to say that they abound in 
judicious observations on Hygiene. Dr Culverwell has con¬ 
tributed in no small degree to the sanitary condition of 
the people by the establishment of Baths, and his incessant 
recommendation of bathing as an agent in the restoration of 
health. On this point at least the profession will be unani¬ 
mous. He was attended in his last illness by Dr Elliotson, 
Dr Parkes, and Mr Marshall. His qualifications were— 
M.D. Giessen, 1841; M.R.C.S. Eng. 1827; L.S.A. 1824. 

Dec. 1—Samuel Potter, M.R.C S. Eng., 1837, and 
L.S.A., 1836, at Ulverstone, Lancashire. The deceased 
was the Medical officer of the Ulverstone Workhouse and 
Union. 

7—Dr Roderick McLeod, (late Physician of St 
George’s Hospital), at Aberdeen. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 
Royal College op Surgeons.—The following gen¬ 

tlemen having undergone the necessary examinations for the 
diploma, were admitted members of the College at the meet¬ 
ing of the Court of Examiners, on the 26th ult:—John 
Ross Diamond, London; Charles Fluder, Lymington, 
Hants; Richard Savill Hanbury, Mirfield, Yorkshire; 
Philip Charles Hayman, Axminster, Devon ; David John¬ 
son, Peterborough, Northamptonshire ; York James Moore, 
Mount street, Grosvenor square; Elias Jones Roberts, 
Bangor, Carnarvonshire Thomas Frederick Sanger, A1-' 
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friston, Sussex ; Edmund Shaw, Thatcham, Berks. On the 
3rd iust.:—George Arnison, Allendale, Northumberland ; 
Philip Beal, Guernsey; Robert Maclimont, New York; 
Samuel William North, York; John Oliver Rouse, Great 
Torrington, Devon; Theodore William Rutter, Clapton ; 
Edward Wilmhurst Tait, Heytesbury, Wiltshire ; Thomas 
Wright, Kilkenny. 

New Fellows.—The following members of the College, 
having undergone the necessary examinations for the dis¬ 
tinction, were admitted Fellows of the College at the meeting 
of the Council on the 9th inst.:— 

Coe, Robert William, Bristol; diploma dated April 26, 
1844. 

Godfrey, James, Bristol, October 4, 1836. 
Lewis, Theoph. Caractacus, New Kent-road, August 

28, 1843. 
Lister, Joseph, Upton, Essex. 
Otway, Charles William Carrol, Canterbury-row, 

Kemiington, July 4, 1838. 
Skinner, George Robert, Bath, January 22, 1847. 
University of London.— M.D. Examination, (1852.) 

—First Division: Armitage, Thomas Rhodes, King’s Col¬ 
lege ; Bristowe, John Syer, St Thomas’s Hospital; Bucknill, 
John Charles, University College; Cowdell, Charles, Uni¬ 
versity College; Griffith, Samuel, King’s College; Jackson, 
Alfred, University College; Reynolds, John Russell, Uni¬ 
versity College; Shearman, Charles James, University 
College; Woodforde, Wni. Thomas Garrett, University 
College.—Second Division: Drury, James Samuel, adjoining 
St George’s Hospital. 

M.B. Second Examination, (1852-.)—Pass Examina¬ 

tion.—First Divison: Bridgwater, Thos., King’s College ; 
Cammack, Thomas Armstrong, University College ; Horn- 
idge, Thomas King, St George s Hospital; Jordan, Robert 
Coane Roberts, King’s College; Lister, Joseph, B.A., Uni¬ 
versity College; Littleton, Thomas, University College; 
Pavy, Frederick William, Guy’s Hospital; Rooke, Thomas 
Morley, Guy’s Hospital; Trouncer, John Henry, University 
College.—Second Division: Gaye, William Thomas, Univer¬ 
sity College; Parfitt, Henry, King’s College; Rice, Ber¬ 
nard, St Bartholomew’s Hospital; Roberts, Elias Jones, 
Richmond Hospital, Dublin. 

Examination for Honours.—Physiology and Compara¬ 
tive Anatomy: Hornidge, Thomas King, (Scholarship and 
Gold Medal), St George's Hospital; Jordan, R. C. Roberts, 
(Gold Medal), King’s College; Pavy, Frederick William, 
Guy’s Hospital; Rooke, Thomas Morley, Guy’s Hospital, 
equales; Lister, Joseph, B.A., University College.—Sur¬ 
gery : Lister, Joseph, B.A., (Scholarship and Gold Medal), 
University College; Hornidge, Thos. King, (Gold Medal), 
St George’s Hospital; Pavy, Frederick William, Guy’s 
Hospital; Littleton, Thomas, University College; Rooke, 
Thomas Morley, Guy’s Hospital; Bridgwater, Thomas, 
King’s College.—Medicine: Rooke, Tho. Morley, (Scholar¬ 
ship and Gold Medal), Guy’s Hospital; Pavy, Frederick 
Wm., (Gold Medal), Guy’s Hospital; Bridgwater, Thomas, 
King’s College ; Jordan, Robert Coane Roberts, King’s Col¬ 
lege; Littleton, Thomas, University College.—Midwifery: 
Pavy, Frederick William, Guy’s Hospital. 

The Midwifery Board.—This Board, of which a 

notice appeared in * The Lancet ’ a few weeks since, con¬ 
sisting of Mr Luke, Senior Vice-President, (Chairman;) 
and Drs Arthur Farre, Henry Oldham, and James Reid, 
met for the first time on Wednesday last, when the follow¬ 
ing gentlemen having undergone the necessary examina¬ 
tions, were admitted Licentiates in Midwifery of the Royal 
College of Surgeons :—John Armstrong, Manchester; Wil¬ 
liam Henry Borham, Cambridge terrace, Hyde park; 
Robert William Cockerill, Symond’s inn; Francis Philip 
Cupiss, Eltham; George Earle, Beverley; Francis Russell 
Hall, Fulbourn; George Selvyn Morris, Sydenham park ; 
Samuel M. C. Anderson Smith, Kilburn ; George Frede¬ 
rick Brutton Willing, Hampstead. 

Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital.—A 
special meeting of governors was held Tuesday, November 
23rd, for the purpose of electing a president in place of the 

ate Duke of Wellington; and other important business. 
On the motion of Lord Dynevor, seconded by the Rev. 
Henry Mackenzie, the Duke of Richmond was unanimously 
elected president of the hospital; and Mr Mackenzie read a 
narrative of the history and position of the hospital. It 
appears the hospital was founded in 1816, bv Mr Guthrie, 
under the auspices of Lord Lynedoch, and received the sup¬ 
port of George IV and William IV, who personally promised 
that ground should be given by the crown to build a hospi¬ 
tal upon, which promise was confirmed by four prime minis¬ 
ters. When the present site was chosen, the Officers of 
Woods and Forests discovered that although the crown had 
formerly the light to grant ground for such a purpose, this 
right had recently ceased, nor could the commissioners grant 
a lease for less than its full value. A nominal rent, therefore, 
of 1207 a year was fixed, but never enforced. By a series of 
evaded promises and official shufflings, every pledge of 
Kings, prime ministers, and public officers, has been broken, 
and now the Lords of the Treasury demand 3,0607 purchase 
money, or 1207 a year rent, for the site upon which the 
hospital stands. The Rev. H. Mackenzie and the Dean of 
Hereford kindly volunteered to preach sermons on behalf of 
the charity; and a member of the corporation of London 
promised to bring its claims before the Common Council. 

Conversazione at University College.—The first 
conversazione for this season was lately held in the Great 
Library of University College. It was numerously attended 
by the Professors, by the former and present students of the 
College, and by many visitors. Among the latter we no¬ 
ticed Sir Robert Carswell, formerly Professor of Pathologi¬ 
cal Anatomy at this College, but now Physician to the Kino- 
of the Belgians. ° 

Kent County Ophthalmic Hospital.—Munificent 

Donation.—3637 has been presented anonymously, by “ S. 

C. A. L.,” through Messrs Masterman and Co., London, 
towards the extinction of the debt on the Building Fund of 
this Hospital. 

Bethlem Hospital.—The Governors of Bethlem Hos¬ 
pital have presented their Report in answer to that which 
was drawn up by the Commissioners in Lunacy. 

An Indefatigable Librarian.—Mr Panizzi, hearing 
some gentlemen make allusions to the ‘ Book of Nature/ 
goes rushing wildly about town, making inquiries who is 
the publisher, in order that he may serve him with a sum¬ 
mons to the police-court, for not having sent a copy of the 
Book of Nature to the British Museum.—‘ Punch.’ 

Testimonial to Dr Butler Lane, of Ewell._ 

An elegant silver ink-stand, with a suitable inscription, was 
last week presented to Dr Butler Lane, of Ewell, Surrey, pre¬ 
vious to his quitting the neighbourhood, he being obliged to 
relinquish practice by ill-health. 

University of London.—A large and influential 
meeting of the friends of the University of London was 
recently held at the Freemasons’ Tavern to adopt measures 
for urging upon the Legislature the claims of the University 
to be represented in Parliament. 

_ Medical Benevolent College.—The land for the 
site of this excellent Institution was formally taken posses¬ 
sion of by the Council on Wednesday last, when the necessary 
arrangements were made for commencing the works prepa¬ 
ratory to laying the foundation-stone in the spring. The 
Council, who were accompanied by many friends of the In¬ 
stitution, having inspected the land, the ceremony of break¬ 
ing the ground was performed by John Propert, Esq., the 
proprietor of the College, in the presence of a numerous as¬ 
semblage of the gentry and inhabitants of Epsom, who 
throughout have evinced a lively interest in its success. The 
Council afterwards adjourned to dinner at the Spread Eagle. 
It was announced in the course of the evening, that Her 
Majesty had consented to become the Patroness of the Insti¬ 
tution, as soon as it should be in a working state, and a do¬ 
nation of 1007 was received from Dr Graham, who has 
granted tho site of tho future building. 

Liebig Medal.—A modal of considerable artistic merit 
has just been issued by the celebrated medalist, Ferdinand 
Korn, in Mayence. It has been struck in honour of the 
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great chemist, Justus Liebig, whose numerous Mends will 
be happy to learn that the artist has secured the right of 
disposing by sale of a number of copies. The medal is of 
a diameter of twenty Rhenish lines. The obverse presents 
a striking likeness of the great chemist. The reverse pre¬ 
sents an allegorical composition, consisting of a number of 
figures, among which the four principal ones are the personi¬ 
fications of science in general, chemistry, botany, and 
mineralogy, the others representing other sciences bearing 
upon chemistry. The whole is a noble and spirited work 
of art, and an adequate tribute to the great merits of M. 
Liebig. 

The Fall of Rain—Mr Belville, writing to the ‘Times,’ 
says :—“ The depth of rain fallen since the drought of last 
spring is so extraordinary, that a statement of the quantity 
fallen at Greenwich may be acceptable. In May last, 2'25 
inches only of rain fell ; In June, 4'7G inches—greater than 
registered for many years ; in the month of July, 2'22 inches 
in one great thunderstorm; again in October we had 4T8 
inches ; and last month (November) the extraordinary depth 
of 6-08 inches: making a total depth of water on the 
surface of the earth above 28 inches, or 2 feet 4 inches. Cer¬ 
tainly since the year 1800 as much rain in this locality has 
never been registered.” 

Royal Society.—The anniversary meeting was held 
November 30, the Earl of Rosse in the chair. His Lordship 
delivered his annual address. The following medals wore 
awarded:—The Copley medal to Baron Humboldt, the two 
Royal medals to Mr Joule and Mr Huxley, and the Rumford 
medal to Professor Stokes. The Society then proceeded to 
the election of Council and officers for the ensuing year, 
when the following noblemen and gentlemen were chosen : 
—President, the Earl of Rosse; Treasurer, Colonel E. Sabine; 
Secretaries, S. H. Christie, Esq., and T. Bell, Esq. ; Foreign 
Secretary, Captain W. H. Smyth, R.N.; other Members of 
the Council, Rev. J. Booth, LL.D., B.C. Brodie, Esq, C. 
Brooke, Esq., Lord Enniskillen, J. P.Gassiot, Esq., T. Gra¬ 
ham, Esq., J.D. Hooker, M.D., W. Hoplcins, Esq., II. B. Jones, 
M.D., G. Newport, Esq., Lieut.-Col.Portlock, J. M. Rendel, 
Esq. W. Sharper/, M.D., W. Spence, Esq., N.Wallich, M.D., 
Lord Wrottesley. The names printed in italics are those of 
the new members of Council. 

The Action for Defamation in Scotland.—Lizars 

v. Syme.—It appears that this business is not yet settled. 
The decision pronounced in July last has been set aside at a 
sitting of the Edinburgh Court of Session, and the case has 
been ordered to go before a Jury. The damages are set 
down at 1,0001. 

Metropolitan Free Hospital.—Dr Septimus Gibbon, 
L.R.C.P., Lecturer on Natural Philosophy at St Bartholo¬ 
mew’s Hospital, was, on the 25th ult., elected one of the 
Physicians to the Metropolitan Free Hospital in Devonshire 
square, Bishopsgate street. 

The Marylebone Institution for Diseases of 

Women, 47 George strict, Portman square.—At a 
meeting of the Committee, held on November 3rd, tho name 
of the above dispensary was changed to that of “ The Mary¬ 
lebone Free Dispensary and Lying-in Charity.” 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

J. E. W. (one that is assured)—We cannot relieve your fears willi 
respect to the stability of the office in question. You should have 
mate ample inquiry before yon took the policy. Our opinion is, 
that the greater portion of the new offices will eventually break 
down ; but some years must pass over before so undesirable a con¬ 
summation can take place. Your hope should be, that you may 
die beforehand. The ‘Post Magazine’ is a very useful and trust¬ 
worthy publication ; and whatever exception may be taken to its 
minor statements, there can be no doubt that its information on 
Assurance offices is generally corr. ct, and far more extensive than 
is to be found elsewhere. The offices which it has especially held 
up to public censure are the ‘Sea, Fire, Life.’and ‘The In¬ 
dustrial Sick,’ afterwards rebaptised the ‘ New Equitable.' Not 
less than ninety-eight offices have failed in the course of seven 
years—at the rate of fourteen per annum. We trust that your 
office will not be one among the batch of failures for the ensuing 
year. 

Observer informs us that Wakley advertises that his new piratical 
Directory is to be bound in green and gold—symbolical, he pre¬ 

sumes, of that worthy's determination “ to take in all the green¬ 
horns and to pock t their gold." Wo suspect this to be a shrewd 
hit at tlie truth. 

M. it. C. S.—Thi ‘London Journal of Medicine’ is no longer in ex¬ 
istence ; it was therefore omitt d. Dr Carpenter does not edit tho 
‘ British Quarterly Review.’ 

A Licentiate.—You can recover your claim. 
Inquirer.—Yes. When Liston came to London he lectured first at 

the Anatomical School, adjoining St George’s Hospital (Lane's); 
but, we believe, for only one session. He offended the class, and 
they passed on him some indignity ; and about the time that a 
separation must have taken place, Mr Liston was appointed to the 
North London Hospital School. 

B. W.—Mr Weiss will doubtless be happy to show you ail the instru¬ 
ments in ordinary ttse, or any others he may have in his possession. 
An instrument for the extraction of teeth, acting with a screw and 
lever, lias been already devised, un i failed ; but that is no reason 
why yours may not be a useful instrument. Success in tho con¬ 
struction of such tilings commonly defends upon attention to 
minute points. 

Chirurgus.— Aneurismal pouches in the walls of the heart are 
sometimes observed. Dr Pereira has recorded a case in a girl 
fifteen years of age. you’-g'r, therefore, than jmur patient. 

Physiologist (M R.C.S., Eng).—We have given, in former numbers, 
an account of Dr Bennett’s views on ‘ Laucocgthemia.’ Hassali’s 
work on ‘Microscopic Anatomy’ is the most useful we know as a 
handbook for microscopic studies. 

Mr J. Boyd.—-The examinations in midwifery at the Royal College 
of Surgeons have commenced. The certificate gives no right in 
law to practise surgically. How can it do so, since the diploma of 
the College confers no such right ? 

M. B. (London). —We published the list of names at the proper time, 
as you will find by reference. You cannot expect us to do for you 
what you can easily do for yourself. 

Humanitas.—We can assure our correspondent that the atrocities 
referred to by us in a recent article as having been perpetrated in 
Bethlehem Hospital will not continue. The Lord Chancellor is 
about to bring in a Bill to place the Asylum under proper 
surveillance. 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Medical Education.— 

“One science only may one genius fit, 
So vast is knowledge, so narrow human wit.” 

Although, Sir, I dwell in a small corner of “the kingdom,” yet 
perhaps a few observations on a subject which has more than oiigo 
occupied my mind may not be l ist, so that it obtain admission in 
your world wide paper. The subj ct I mean is the fallowing, viz.: 
“ That every duly-qualified medical practitioner should be annually 
chosen in rotation to fill any office appertaining to the public 
institutions in this country, so that all might h ive the same oppor¬ 
tunity of observation which these institutions may afford.” 
Lunatic asylums, either public or private, might be more restricted, 
though even in such cases a change of medical staff would be (as 
lias been lately found too true in a certain cas-.-) of manifest advan¬ 
tage. if any medical men shall, when chosen, think themselves 
unable to undertake such onerous duties, it might easily be devised 
that the former medical man should occasionally visit with the one 
newly-elected, so as to afford him any requisite information ho 
might require concerning previous attendance. By such universal 
opportunities of improvement to the medical profession, who can 
say what amount of suggestive and practical improvement might 
follow?—who can foresee whit diminution to general suffering 
might be effected, and what diversity of opinion might not he pre¬ 
vented? As “facts are stubborn things,” and acts would be 
allowed to speak for th mselves by such a proceeding, the public 
would in the end reap tho advantage, and much universal good¬ 
will would be disseminated through ail ranks of the medical world ; 
where is, in the appointments now too ofien made, one or two 
medical men are medical attendants at a public institution for half 
a century in some cases. I cannot see why, in public silua ion*, 
(though,' thank God, I have at present the right use of my eyes) 
such monopolies should in a free country exist.—I am, &c , Q, in 
a Corner.” 

St Andrew’s, Nov. 26th, 1852. 
[Our correspondent has certainly pointed out an evil, though we 

cannot agree with li m in his remedy. Practical surgery, especially, 
requires longer training than an experience of twelve months 
could afford. However, the subject is one that merits attention, 
and some plan, such as that indicated, might not be disadvan¬ 
tageous^ introduced into poor-law and dispensary appointments, 
and other minor offices.] 

F. W. (Plymonth.) —Mr Learn in is the lucky purchaser of Dr Lee's 
shares in the “New Equitable.” The shares cost the Doctor 
exactly 1001., an I Mr B. has been fortunate enough to secure them 
for exactly 35/. We have reason to believe that the worthy Doctor 
would give another 100/ to bo relieved of his responsibilities. So 
much for the prosperity of the New Equitable ! 

Studens.—The addition of a few drops of the tincture of iodine will 
detect its presence. The colour produced will be blue. In the dis¬ 
eased tuber, the starch-grains are absent. 

J- W. Coles.—An Ass stant-Surgeon in the Navy is paid 7s. 6d. per 
diem after throe years’ service. He would not be allowed to retire 
when he p’eased and retain his half-pay. 

Mr Simpson.—‘ Louis’ Treatisei’ but you will find that Mr Anccli's 
work on ‘Tuberculosis’ is the most complete on the wide subject 
of tubercle. 

A St George’s Pupil.—The year ends in March. Many vacancies 
then occur. 
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Medicus.—Dr Day is the Professor of Medicine at St Andrew's. 
Inquirer.-We are not in the habit of taking upon ourselves the re¬ 

sponsibility of recommending practices. Much will depend upon 
your qualifications, personal as well as professional. If you could 
stand your ground long enough, a new atld'growing neighbournood 
would offer most advantages—the old loc dittos being worked up, 
and gradua'ly becomiiig drained of their respectable inhabitants 
by the new suburban neighbourhoods. Mr Harris would g ve you 
the most satisfactory information on this suhject. 

Dr Dick.—Communication and work received, and shall have our 
attention. 

51.D., St Andrew's— Rokitansky It. was who starts ! tho idea that 
cancer and tubercle cannot co-exist in the stme c institution. The 
same is now sa d of the gouty diathesis an 1 tuber ale, and was for¬ 
merly held true of rheumatism and phthisis ; but we doubt if the 
latter be correct—at any rate we have known instances to the 
contrary. 

M.R.C.S. (Ipswich)—We may refer to the matter in an early number. 
Coroners ought to be medical men ; for it is otherwise difficult in 
many cases, where the evidence is conflicting, to get at the truth 
There are technicalities In all professions, and the more rapidly 
ours advances, the more numerous will technical expressions 
become; and it is impossible, in some instances, to give satifactory 
evidence in ordinary language. It would be very easy for a 
medical witness to puzzle a coroner, and yet not employ a Greek 
terminology. We have actually witnessed such an obfuscation of 
the coroner's understanding, produced by the contradictory evidence 
of two medical witnesses. The coroner allowed them to m ike long 
speeches, and theorise ad libitum, himself not understanding, in 
the least degree, as was evident from Ids maone", the merits of the 
point in dispRte. But he listened with commendable patience. 
Such a scene brings a coroner’s court into ridicule. 

Jud ex.—We feel obliged to you for your sympathy and your ex¬ 
pressed resolution to support usti the utmost of your power. If 
every member of the profession were as good a “judge” as you, 

we should not fear the issue. As it is, we have reason to con¬ 
gratulate ourselves on the cordial good-will of our brethren. The 
‘ Clreul ir ’ will become a weekly journal at the New Year, and 
will doubtless hold tho first rank. The “ Directories " are far 
beyonl all rivalry. The best punishment for such a follow is 
competition. 

Nemo. - Consult a regul ir practitioner. We cannot advise. 
Dr E.—The motive of the adventurer is obvious enough, but it hardly 

de erves notice. 
A Country Surgeon.—We have stated our determination. Wait a 

little, and you will see how we will countermine the impudent ma¬ 
chinations of the boaster. He knows that we have our eye upon 
ldm, and lie lives in hourly fear. 

Machaon.—Carmichae1, of Dublin. 
To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.’' 

Sir,—I was some time ago called on to give a certificate to an in¬ 

surance office, a patient of mine wishing to insure his life. I have 

not received the fee. What remedy can I have ? I believe most 

offices allow a fee to medical men. Indeed I think all qualified 

men ought to have a fee in such cases.—Justitia, M.R.C.S.E.. 
L.A.C. 

[An action was tried some time ago—Duplex v. Economic Life 
Office—in the Sheriff’s Court for a fee of one guinea; but the 
plaintiff was defeated, because there had been no stipulation for a 
fee before answering the questions. Did you make any stipulation 
as required? At any rate tin case would be worthy trying again 
in a County Court. All judges may not think alike.] 

Note.—Dr Broxholm’s qualifica ions, inadvertently omitted in our 
biographical notice of that gentleman, are as follow:-51.D. 
University of Aberdeen, 1850: 5I.R.C.S. Eng. and L.S. A., 1846. 

Communications Received.—A. G. Field, Esq (Marlborough street), 
W. C. Dendy, Esq. (St James' Park), J. H. Wharton, Esq. (Dublin), 
Dr Bryan (Northampton), II. J. Fra ks, Esq. (Leamington), T. G. 
Fiizgerald, Esq. (Fort Pit), James Godfrey, Esq. (Bristol). Not in 
time, the Work being in the Press. 

CLERICAL, MEDICAL, and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 
ADVANTAGES OFFERED. 

EXTENSION OF LOUTS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured may reside in most parts of the world, without extra charge, and in all part s 
by payment of a small extra premium. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP. 

HUlie small share of profit divisible in future among the Shareholders being now provided for, without 
A. intrenching on the amount mad*: by the regular business, the As-ured will hereafter derive all the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, 

at the same time, complete freedom from liability, secured by means of an ample Proprietary Capital—thus combining in the same office all the ad¬ 
vantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to £S50,000, and the Income exceeds £136,000 per Annum. 
CREDIT SYSTEM.—On Policies for the whole of Life, one half of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit and may 

either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may be paid off at any time. 
LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in existence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their value. 
BONUSES.—FIVE Bonuses have been declared ; at the last in January, 1852, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Bonus 

varying with the different ages from 24) to 55 percent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from £5 to £12 10 s per cent, on the sum Assured. 
The Bonuses applied in reduction of Premium on many of the Policies which have participated in three or more divisions have been sufficient not 

n ly to exti Dguish tho whole of the Premiums, but also to add a Bouus to the sum assured, which will be further augmented at every succeeding 
ivision. The following are examples: 

Sums 
Assured. 

No. of 
Bonuses. Oiig Inal Premium. 

Bonus already added to 
Sums Assured since the 
extinguishment of all the 

Premiums. 
£ £ s. d. £ s. d. 

1000 5 82 11 10 Extinguished. 337 11 0 
1000 4 82 0 10 ditto. 114 0 0 
1000 3 125 0 0 ditto. 193 5 0 
1000 3 100 5 0 ditto. 106 10 0 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.—Policies participate in the profits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid between 
every division, so that if only one year’s Premium be received prior to theBooks being closed for auy division, the Policy on which it was paid will obtain 
its due share. The books close for the next Division on 30th June, 1856, therefore those who effect Polioies before the 30th June next will be entitled 
to one year’s additional share of Profits over later Assurers. 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES.—The next and future Bonuses may either be received in Cash, or applied, at the option of the assured, In any 
other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATING.—Assurances may be effected for a fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates, and the Premiums for term Polioies aro 
lower than at most other Safe Offices 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.—Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are Indisputable except in cases of 
fraud. 

INVALID LIVES maybe assured at rates proportioned to the increased risk. 
POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and of every age, and for any sum on one life from £50 to £10,000. 
PREMIUMS may be paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, but if a payment be omitted from any cause, the Policy can be revived within Four¬ 

teen Months. 
The accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the inspection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure. 
A copy of the last Report, with a Prospectus and forms of Proposal, can be obtained of any of the Society’s Agents, or will be forwarded free by 

addressing a line to GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
93 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 

N.B. A Fee of One Guinea is allowed by this Society to the Medical Attendants of all Persons proposing to assure. 

w M. COLCHESTER, PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMIST and MANUFACTURER of CONCENTRATED 
PREPARATIONS, 2 Crown street, Hoxfcon, square, London,respectfully informs Gentlemen of the Medical Profession, wishing for superior 

Concentrated Preparations and Infusions, that a List of his Concentrated Medicines (many of which are prepared only by him) with their prices, is 
sent free by post on application ; and that all orders to the amount of 1L 10 j. and upwards are sent to any railway station within 150 miles of Loudon, 
carriage free, on the receipt of a Post office order to that amount, the cost of which can be deducted. 

Medical Gentlemen ordering Colchester’s Liq. Sennae Comp, through other houses are requested to observe that Mr C. cannot be answerable for any 
without his signature— 

on the label; the celebrity this preparation has acquired, and the increased demand for it since its first introduction by Mr Colcheter in 1845 (vide 
Lancet,’ January 10th, 1846, page 4), and January 31st, page 142) having induced gome parties to prepare imitations of it. 
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Comforts for Invalids.—Messrs 
CHAPMAN and ALDERMAN, of No. 8 Denmark street, Soho, 

London, teg most respectfully to inform their medical friends that 
they have now completed thejr mechanical arrangements for their 
Graduating Spinal, Fracture, and General Invalid Couches, Chairs, 
Carriages, &c. <tc. The Illustrations will show that they can be made 
to wind into any position whatever, according to the requirements of 
the patient. No. 1 is the same as was supplied, by the recommenda¬ 
tion of Sir B. Brcdie, Bart., to the late Sir R. Peel, Barf., when he 
met with his fatal accident. Price twenty-eight guineas.—No. 2, in 
a Prone Position.—No. 3, as an Easy Chair, the arms bring made to 
throw back, to enable the patient to get on and off easy.—No. 4, a 
Self-a justing Spinal Chair. Price fifteen guineas.—No. 5, a Spinal 
Carriage, with a Shitting Couch. Price thirty guineas.—No. 0, with¬ 
out a Hood. Price twenty guineas.—No. 7, a Bath Chair. Price 
twenty-five guineas.—-No. 8, without a Iiood. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 9, a Self-propelling French Merlin Chair. Price fifteen guineas.— 
No. 10, their newly-invented Equilibrium Carrying-Chair, which an¬ 
swers as an Easy l hair in tiio room, as well as for carrying the 
invalid up and clown stairs, the Poles being made to hook on and off. 
Price eight guineas. 

Hospitals and Public Institutions supplied. 

The above can be had on Hire. 
e> 

TMPORTANTto SURGEONS and the PROFESSION 
JL requiring Instruments to Design.—BLACKWELL (a Working Sur¬ 
geon’s Instrument and Razor Maker, and ta ier), 3 Bedford court, Covent 
garden, London, solicits attention to the above, and respectfully invites 
inspection of an extensive stock of Surgeons’ Instruments and Cutlery, 
which are guaranteed of best London make, and offered at very moderate 
prices. 

B.’s Registered Guard Razors are universally approved. 
s. d. £ s. d. 

Circular Spring Truss . from 5 0 double 0 7 6 
Single Patent, Salmon’s. „ 7 6 „ 0 19 6 

.. Cole’s .. 10 0 „ 0 18 0 
Scott’s Reservoir double action Aperient Vase, sold at 31.3s. 2 2 0 
Ellis’s Belts and Splint for Fractured Clavicle . 0 IS 0 

Bleeding Lancets, 18s. a dozen ; dissecting-cases, from 12s. 
Improved Elastic and Spring Crutches, Stockings (no laoing), Knee and 

Ankle Socks Bandages, Artificial Legs, Arms, bo. Manufactory, 3 Bedford 
court, Covent garden. 

Army and Navy Surgeons’ Outfits at an hour’s notice; and a variety of 
Oases, equal to sew, for Navy and Emigrant Surgeons, cheap. 

NOISELESS RINGS. 

pUTTA PERCHA CURTAIN and CORNICE 
vX RINGS.—These Rings have been much approved by the Faculty, 
particularly for nervous and aged persons. Owing to the peculia „ properties 
of Gutta Percha, these rings do not make a noise when drawn along the 
pole w rod. The following sizes may be had either with or without loops : 
—Sizes. 1 inch diameter, Ih inch ditto, 2 inch ditto, 2J inch ditto, 3 inch 
ditto, 3j inch ditto. 

TUBING, LINING FOR TANKS, ORNAMENTAL 
MOULDINGS, &c., manufactured by the 

GUTTA PERCHA COMPANY 
(Patentees), 18 Wharf road. City road, London. 

LADIES’ BELTS AND BANDAGES. 

NO LADY SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE 

BAILEY’S ELASTIC LADIES 
BELTS are found to he some of the most 

useful articles in his establishment. They are 
worn by those who are delicate in their con¬ 
stitution, since they support the Back and Ab¬ 
dominal Muscles, giving the greatest possible 
comfort before and after Accouchement. It is im¬ 
possible in an advertisement to explain the utility 
of these Belts ; they prevent the bearing down 
so much complained of by Ladies, and in all 
cases where the stays are of very little use. In 
fact, most eminent Accoucheurs keep one by 
them iu ea<c of Haemorrhage, The prices are 
21s., 31s. 6d., and 42s. each. 

For Measurement, size round at A, B, and C. 

And depth, from A to B and C. 

LOOKjTO YOUR LEGS. 
If they swell, or the veins are enlarged, get one cf BAILEY’S ELASTIC 

STOCKINGS. It is a well-known fact, that many valuable lives have been 
lost by neglecting to get a proper Bandage or Stocking, A Cotton Stocking, 
to draw on without the trouble of lacing, 7s. 6d. ; very strong, 13s 6d.; fine 
Silk, 15s. : stout silk, 21s. each. KNEE CAPS, Cs. 6d.; Silk, 10s. 6d. each. 
Circumference of the leg i3 alt that is required. 

Post-office Orders to be addressed to WM. HUNTLY BAILEY, 418 
Oxford street, London. 

N.B.—A Catalogue may be had by sending a postage stamp. 

DR ARNOTTS HYDROSTATIC or FLOATING 
BED.—This valuable Invention, affording so great relief to all 

Patients long confined to bed, is now presented to the Public greatly 
improved in manufacture, bv which it is made much more durable, audat 
a greatly reduced pri.-e, which it is hoped will conduce to make its advan¬ 
tages more generally available ; the price being less than some of the 
water cushions pretended to supersede it, which, though valuable for many 
uses, can never substitute the Hydrostatic Bed ns it is obvious there can 
be no floating on water confined in a case, however elastio it may be, 
which is the exclusive principle of the Hydrostatic Bed. 

Edward Spencer and Co., have published instructions for its use, which 
removes much of the inconvenience complained of in some cases, and give 
it increased adaptation. 

*** Dr Arnott, the Inventor, hes inspected the beds manufactured by 
Edward Spencer and Co., and has expressed his approval of their con¬ 
struction and make. £ s. d. 

No. Hydrostatic Bed, with Castors, Ac. 8 8 0 
No. 2. ditto plain ' ... 7 7 0 

FOR DIKI. 
No. 1. First Month ... ... ... 1 15 

,, Second and succeeding Months ... 1 2 0 
No. 2. First Month ... ... ... 1 10 0 

„ Seoond and succeeding Months ... 0 17 0 
The nire of the Bed, wjth Waterproof Sheet and Carriage, to be paid In 

advance. 
Manufactured, Sold, and Let out ou Hire, by EDWARD SPENCER 

and Co General Waterproofers, and Manufacturers of all kinds of Water¬ 
proof Garments, as Coats, Wrappers. Capes, Leggings, Overshoes, Aa. As. 
18 Biliiter street, and 115 Feochurch street, London, 



MR HOOPER'S IMPROVED 
INVALID WATER OR AIR CUSHIONS AND MATTRESSES, OR BEDS, 

Being made of prepared India-rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, Leakage is avoided. 

(Sec ‘ Thf, Lancet,’ Jan. 25, 1851.) 

CUSHIONS for BED-SORES—Whether threatened with Sloughing, or in which Sloughing has taken place, Fractures, Diseased Joints 
Ulcerated Cartilages, Coldness of the Stomach, Pain in the Bowels, Sp isms, Lassitude, Typhoid and other Fevers, Gouty and Rheumatic Affec¬ 
tions, Cancer, Ovarian Dropsy, Coldness of the Stomach and Feet, Consumptive and all bed-ridden Patients They are simply placed on 
an ordinary mattress, and covered with two or three blankets and a sheet as an ordinary bed. 

For further reports of their utility, see Mr Caesar Hawkins's Letter in the ‘ Lancet,’ Oct. 27, 18-19; Dr Hake’s Letter 
in the 1 Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal,’ Nov. 1, 1850 ; Dr Thom’s Letter, ‘Medical Times,’ March 20, 1851; 
also the ‘ Institute,’ February Sth, and the ‘Lancet,’ Jan. 25th, and Feb. 15th, 1851. 

rFhe following are some of the Hospitals, Infirmaries, Asjfiums, 
B Unions, &c., that Mr Hooper has supplied, the Medical Officers of which will be happy to explain the usefulness, and the great comfort 

they afford. 
AcUlenbrook Hospital, Cambridge 
Aylesbury County Gaol 
Aylesbury Union 
Belfast General Hospital 
Bethlehem Hospital 
Birmingham General Hospital 
Bolton Infirmary and Dispensary 
Bristol Infirmary 
Bury Infirmary 
Bucks Infirmary 
Bedford Infirmary 
Berks Royal Hospital 
Belfast General Infirmary 
Camberwell Union 
Cardiff Infirmary 
Coventry Hospital 
Croydon Dispensary 
Chard Union 
Chichester Infirmary 
Devon Lunatic Asylum 
Fairford 'Lunatic Asylum 
Forest of Dean Asylum 

Gloucester Infirmary 
Grove Hall Asylmn, Bow 
Hailsham Union 
Hampstead Union 
Hereford Infirmary 
Hertford General Hospital 
Holbeach Union 
Horsham Union 
Huddersfield Infirmary 
Ipswich Hospital 
Kensington Dispensary 
Kent Opthalmic Hospital 
Kent and Canterbury Hospital 
King’s College Hospital 
Leeds Union 
Lincoln County Hospital 
Marlborough College 
Macclesfield Union 
Middlesex Hospital 
Marylebone Infirmary 
Maidstone Opthalmic Hospital 
Millbank Prison 

Middlesex Lunatic Assylum 
North Devon Infirmary 
Northampton Infirmary 
Northern Hospital, Liverpool 
Newport House of Industry 
Nottingham General Hospital 
North Staff rdshire Potteries Infir 

mary 
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital 
Northampton Asylum 
Peterborough Dispensary 
Portland Town Dispensary 
Royal South Hants Infirmary 
Royal West Hants Infirmary 
Royal Cornwall Infirmary 
Royal Windsor Infirmary 
Reigate Union 
Roscommon Infirmary 
Sandy well-park Asylum,near Derby 
Sussex County Lunatic Asylum 
St Luke's Hospital 
Stafford Asylum 

Sevenoaks Union 
St Martin’s Union 
Steyning Union 
Seaman’s Society Hospital, Dread¬ 

nought 
Sheffield General Infirmary 
Suffolk Ccnerul Hospital 
St George's Hospital 
Taunton Union 
Teignmouth and Dawlish Infirmary 
University Co lego Hospital 
Wokingham Union 
Worksop Union 
Winchester County Hospital 
Westminster Hospital 
West Herts Infirmary 
West Kent Infirmary 
West Norfolk and Lynn Hospital 
Warley Barracks Hospital 
Worcester Infirmary 
York Asylum 
York County Hospital . 

Mr HOOPER has much pleasure in stating that ner Majesty’s Emigration Commissioners have issued an order for the Emigrant Ships 
to be provided with his Invalid Cushions, in pursuance of the provisions of the Merchant Seaman’s Act. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE ‘INSTITUTE,’ FEBRUARY 8, AND ‘LANCET.’ FEBRUARY 15, 1851.—A Deputation from the Con¬ 
vention of the Poor-law Medical Officers had an interview with Lord John Russell, at which Sir Ueorge Grey was present, with reference 
to the evils of the present system of medical relief to the sick poor, when Dr J. Arthur Wilson said, “ lie had observed in a periodical ot 
last week, two cases which struck him as shocking in a country like ours. At Bury, an inquest had been held on a poor man, aged seventy- 

neglect and cruelty on the Board of Guardians, who ought to have supplied every appliance considered necessary by competent medical 

aUthEXTRACT FROM THE ‘LANCET,’ JANUARY 25, 1851.—“Some time since, the elastic Water Cushions of Mr Hooper, of Pall- 
mall East, were submitted to us for inspection. Mere recently, the inventor has extended the size of these Cushions, so as to admit of their 
supporting the whole trunk : this is effected by inserting a series of cells, which keep a level surface, and afford a resisting power, or 
fulcrum so that the patients can make anv movement or change In their position, whereas a patient on an ordinary water bed can neither 
change his position, nor get off his couch. ’ Being made of India rubber, without the admixture of cloth materials, leakage is avoided; 
and Mr Hooper's Cushions have been found to answer very satisfactorily, both as regards the comfort of the patient, and the purposes which 
are desired to be carried out by the Surgeon.” ,. 

Any of these Elastic Mattresses or Water-beds are exceedingly pleasant and refreshing to sleep on, whether ill or in healili. I hey are 
also particularly applicable for children's cots, especially for weak and delicate children, owing to their giving great as.dstanee to muscular 

aCli°Hitherto the majority of Invalids have not been able to obtain relief from pain by mechanical arrangement. Medical men have been 
at a loss what to devise, the cost of the original water-bed, and the very great doubt of any benefit arising from it, having prevented its 
use. These Cushions and Mattresses now obv'ate this difficulty, and not only the rich and middle classes, but all institutions can avail 
themselves of them, they being very durable and portable. 

URINALS, WITH IMPROVED VALVES.—PESSARIES. 

WATERPROOF SHEETING OR BED PROTECTORS. 
Mr HOOPER has succeeded in obtaining Waterproof She ding, at a great reduction in price, soft, and inodorous; it is not affected by 

temperature, acids, nor alkalies, a id may be washed as family linen. 

HOOPER, 7 PALLMALL EAST, AND 55 GROSVENOR STREET. 
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INDIA PALE AL E.—W. Younger and Co. 
Paul’s Wharf, Upper Thames street, beg to inform their Friends and 

the Public that they can obtain their much admired 
Pale India Ale. in casks of 9 gallons at 9s. and 12s. 
Also their Superior Edinburgh Ale ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 
Extra Strong and Rich . ditto 9 ditto at 10s. and 20s. 
And Superior Porter and Stout ... ditto 9 ditto at 9s. and 12s. 

BOTTLE D. 
Pale Ales. 53. qts. and 3s. pints; Edinburgh Ale, 7s. and 8s. qts. and 4s. 

and 4s. Gd. pints ; Stout, 3s. 6d. and 5s. qts., and 2s and 3s. pints. 
Five per cent, allowed for Cash. 

J. W. WATSON, Manager. 

PALE INDIA ALE and STOUT—4s. per dozen 
Quarts, 2s. 6d. per -dozen Pints ; Scotch Ale, 5s. per dozen Quarts, 

3s.per dozen Pints. Delivered Free. Merchants and Captains supplied 
cither for Exportation or Stores. Port and Sherry, from 30s. per dozen. 
Champagne, 43s. per dozen. Address, WOOD and WATSON, 16 Clement’s 
ane. City. 

BASS’S' EAST INDIA PALE ALE.—The Octo¬ 
ber brewings of this much-esteemed beer are now arriving from 

Burton, and may be had in casks from 18 gallons upwards. This ale in 
bottles is in good condition for home use and for shipping. It is sealed 
and labelled, and each cork is branded BERRY BROTHERS and Co., 
a precaution necessary, as much beer is sold for B iss’s which is not brewed 
by them. Barclay’s Stout and Porter, the strong and light Burton and 
Scotch Ales, and Kingdon’s Cider, may also be had of 

BERRY BROTHERS ana Co., 3 St James’s street. 

TO PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS AND DRUGGISTS. 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING TISSUE, 

PREPARED FROM PUKE CANTHARIDINE. 

A N ELEGANT PREPARATION, Vesicating in 
A much less time than the Emp. Lyttm. P.L., easily applied and 
removed, and will not produce strangury or troublesome after-sores. It 
has received the sanction and commendation of the most eminent 
Practitioners in the kingdom.—In Tin Cases, containing twelve feet, Gs. Gd ; 
and small Cases of six square feet, 3s. 6d. each. 

BROWN’S TISSUE PRESSING, 
An elegant economical and cleanly substitute for all ointments as a dressing 
for Blisters, and may be called a companion to the above.—In Tin cases, 
containing twelve square feet, Is, Gd. each. 

Extracts and Editorial Note from the ‘ New York Journal of Medicine.’ 
“ March 1st, 1850 

“ Brown’s Cantharidtnf. Tissue.—It presents peculiar claims to our 
notice in the inflammatory diseases of females and children, m whom the 
unpleasant consequences which so often follow the application of the 
Emp. Cantharidis are most apt to occur. We have found it a reliable 
and peculiarly safe vesicant, and from the many trials we have given it, 
we are satisfied that it deserves the attention of the Medical Profession. 

“ Accompanying this article is a very simple and neat dressing. 

From the < Medical Examiner and Record of Medical Science ’ for May, 
1850, Published iu Philadelphia. 

«. we have received from Mr Geo. D. Phelps, of New York, specimens of 
BROWN’S CANTHARIDINE BLISTERING PLAISTER and DRESS¬ 
ING with which our'readers are doubtless familiar as a new and 
exceedingly neat preparation, easy of application and certain in their 
effects. We have given them a fair trial and find they fully answer our 
expectations.’’ 

“ Army Medical Department, January 16,1?47. 
“ The Principal Medical Officer of the General Hospital, Port Pitt, 

Chatham, reports that Mr BROWN’S BLISTERING TISSUE has been 
used extensively in the Military Hospital, has been found effective as a 
vesicatory, when carefully applied, aud has not been productive of any 

degree of strangury. „ ANDREW smITH> M,D. 
“ Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals. 

Mr T. B. BROWN, Druggist, „ , ., 
42 Admiral Terrace, Yauxhall Bridge road, late Ilandsworth, Birnrng- 

liaSoI.l by the Sole Consignee, Mr WILLIAM BA.ILY, Horseley Fields, 
Chemical Works, Wolverhampton ; and all wholesale and retail Druggists 
aud Medicine Agents throughout the British Empire, 

Health, economy, and cleanliness 
consulted by the use of CU LINAR'S VESSELS COATED in GLASS 

ENAMEL by Messrs SELBY, JOHNS, and COv, Bradford street, Bir- 

“Thi's^Vel and elegant application for coating Wrought Iron wi th Pure 
Glass combines cleanliness with extreme durability, rind is one of the most 
important steps iu the progress of real sanitary reform, as it obviates the 
evils which result from the employmentof copper vessels in the preparation 
of food pickles, confectionery, &c. Messrs Selby, Johns and Co. s Glass 
enamelled Ware is at the price of the ordinary tinned ware, but entirely 
free from the objection of rust or corrosion, so generally complained of, 
and with ordinary care is everlasting The following extract from an 
article in ‘ The Lancet ’ of the 21st February last, in reply to the strictures 
of ‘ The Lancet’ upon the too frequent presence of copper in pickles, is 
conclusive upon the paramount value of Paris’s Patent for culinary pur- 

P°‘‘Th7 glass, as I have incontestibly proved, by a series of carefully con¬ 
ducted experiments, resists the action of a very intense heat, many degrees 
higher than is required in culinary processes, and is perfectly unaffected by 
contact with all vegetable acids. In domestic eoonomy, vessels of this 
construction will doubtless, ere long, supply the place of many of those 
whioli now adorn the well-appointed kitchen. 
w “ Wit. White, Consulting Chemist.” 

Culinary and other vessels may be obtained, of every convenient form 
and size, of Messrs Selby and Johns, Manufacturers of Patent Glass 
Enamel, 288 Bradford street, Birmingham, and CS^ppor ihames street, 
London, where, upon application, may be had illustrated descriptive 
catalogues. 

EDICAL GALVANISM.—The most efficient 
apparatus for the administration of Galvanism for the Cure of 

Disease, is the ELECTRO-GALVANIC MACHINE, which is the only 
Machine that possesses the qualities that are essential in a Medical Gal¬ 
vanic Apparatus, viz., that of affording a current of Galvanism in ONE 
direction only, which current possesses quantity aud not merely intensity. 
—Manufactured only by HORNE, THORNTHWAITE, aud WOOD, 123 
and 121 Newgate street, London Prioes 3L 3s., 51. 53., 8(. 8s., and up¬ 
wards. _ 

URE and HEALTHY LEECHES.— 
_ POTTER and HAILEY beg to assure the Profession, Druggists,&o. 
that the Leeches they offer are such as can be recommended for Purity, 
Health, and Readiness of Biting. 

Importers of Leeches and Turkey Sponge, Herbalists, &c. 66 Farringdon 
market, London. 

Established upwards of Forty Years. 

A NEW ERA in MEDICAL ELECTRICITY is 
iA opened by PULVERMACHER’S PATENT PORTABLE 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CHAIN BATTERIES. 

One Hundred and Twenty Plates permanently connected and arranged 
so as to be at all moments ready for instantaneous use, communicating 
shocks through eight to ten persons—alwats in the same direction, and 
primary VoLTAisM.not secondary currents as in the old Coil Machines— 
producing powerful contractions, decomposing distilled water, &c., &c. 
Weight about Eight Ounces, and CAN BE CARRIED IN A POCKET 
BOOK. ...... 

At present a medical man may, at a reasonable expense, carry with him m 
his daily practice an inexhaustible source of primary galvanism, always, 
ready for instantaneous use wherever a cup of viuegar can be procured- 
and produc ng all the effects that he can desire—a circumstance, the imf 
portance of which can scarcely he overrated, whether we look to cases of 

applying _ __ --- - ... - , . , 
THERAPEUTIC AGENTS, which has hitherto been kept back only 
through the difficulties attendant upon its use. 

WEAKER CHAINS are constructed on the same principle, to be worn 

on the body under the garments, communicating a MILD but CON¬ 
TINUOUS current to the system, which has been found of the most 
eminent benefit in many various forms of CHRONIC diseases where a 
mild but lasting stimulus of the functions of the nerves is indicated, aud to 
assistthe effect of specific remedies, the action of the Chains being made 

LOCAL OR GENERAL, AT WILL. .... . . , 
The Invention has been demonstrated with great success before 

The Koval College of Physicians. 
The Royal College of Surgeons. 
The Royal Pharmaceutical So«iety. 
The Royal British Association. . . 
The Academie de Medicine (voted thanks to the Inventor). 

The Academiedes Sciences at Paris. 
And is already iu extensive use in nearly all the Hospitals in London, 

Edinburgh, Paris, and Vienna. „ .. , 
Extract of a Letter from that distinguished Physician »f Guy s Hospital, 

Dr GOLDING BIRD, M D., F.K.S., F.R.C.P., &c., &c. (Published with 
his kind permission). ....... , . „ 

“ We have in this ingenious Invention that which has 
Ion "been a desideratum, viz., an Apparatus of the smallest possible bulk 
capable of cvolring a continuous uninterrupted current of SiectrioKy, of 
moderate tension, aud always in one direction. . . . . . I can scarcely 
recommend Dr Pulvcrmacher’s Invention too strongly to the notice of my 

medical brethren.” 
A FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS IMPORTANT DISCOVERY, WITH SPECIFIED Dt- 

rections for the use, Testimonials from high Scientific Authorities, &c.t 
maybe had (bv post for two stamps), and the Chains mat be freelt 
tested at Mr Ch. Meinig’s head depots, 103 Leadenhall street, and ,1 
Regent street, London, (at Paris, 45 Rue Richer, and 12 Boulevard des 
Italiens) and from all C. Meinig’s Agents iu town, country, and the 

colonies. 

The Publisher of the ‘ Mf.dical Circular,’ in answer to several inqui- 
ries from the country, begs to state that the following are the terms for 
inserting Advertisements 

Eight lines and under .*0 6 0 
Every additional liuo . 0 0 6 
Whole Column.   2 15 0 
Whole Page. 5 5 0 

London : Printed by Charles Weight (of Hammersmith, Middlesex) at 
the Office of Reynell aud Weight, 16 Little Pulteney street, iu the 
Parish of St James, Westminster, in the same County ; and published 
bv Charles James Harris, at 4 Adam street, Adelphi, in the City of 
Westminster.—Dec. 1, 1862. 
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TV ill shortly be ready, 

T HE LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853. Price to 
-*■ Subscribers, 5s.; Non-Subscribeis, 7s. 6d. 

The LONDON and PROVINCIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853, inclusive of 
SCOTLAND and IRELAND, giving the Names, Addresses, Qualifications, Ac. &c. of every known Practitioner in the United Kingdom, with 
the latest corrections of all Institutions connected with the Medical Profession, comprising an amount of medical information never before 
given m a single volume. Price to Subscribers, 7s. 6d.; Non-Subscribers, 10s. 

> The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for IRELAND for 1853. Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
Non-Subscribers, 5s. 

The MEDICAL DIRECTORY for SCOTLAND for 1853, Price to Subscribers, 3s. 6d.; 
r Non-subscribers, 5$. 

OBSERVE, that the above arc the only Medical Directories (published by Mr John Churchill, Princes st., Soho); one of which (the London 
and Provincial) has been the index to the Profession for the last seven years, and has received the warmest commendations both from the medical and 
general press. The utmost pains are taken in the compilation of these works, which are found in all Public Offices, Scientific Institutions, Ac., and 
are constantly referred to in the Courts of Law. Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, where all communications are to be addressed. C. J. Harris, 
Secretary. 

N.B.-The ‘BRITISH and COLONIAL MEDICAL DIRECTORY’ will be published under the title of the ‘LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY, inclusive of SCOTLAND and IRELAND.’ 

IVOTICE to every MEDICAL MAN in ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, and IRELAND— 
i. The First Number of the New Weekly Scries of the ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR’ (published January 5th) will be sent to every MEDICAL 
"JAN m the Kingdom. 

Annual Subscription, 17s. 4d.; payable in advance, 16s. Post-office orders to be drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street. Adelphi. 
yable at Charing cross. 

TO LIFE ASSURER S—A List 
-A of all the principal Offices, their Tables, Names of Secretaries, 
Medical Officers, and every information required by Assurers will be found 
md -xed and alphabetically arranged in the • LONDON and PROVINCIAL 
MEDICAL DIRECTORY for 1853.’ Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

F ULL PRICE will be given for No. 19 of the 
‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR.’ 

To be sent to the Office, 4 Adam street, Adelphi. 

PRICES of MEDICAL BOTTLES, best quality, at 
F. and S. WINDSOR’S, 37 BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. CITY. 

6 oz. and 8 oz, GREEN, 93. per Gross. 
14oz. PHIALS, Plain, 8s.; Moulded, 8s. 6d. per Gross. 
The NEW GREEN FLINT, 10s. per Gross. 

Washed ready for Use. 
Druggistd* Sundries, and every requisite for the Surgery supplied. 

Samples and List) of Prices forwarded free on application. 

FOR VARICOSE VEINS and WEAKNESS 
SURGICAL ELASTIC STOCKINGS and KNEE-CAPS on a New 

Principle, pervious, li^ht in texture, and inexpensive, yielding a per¬ 
manent, efficient, and unvarying support under any temperature, without 
the trouble of Lacing or Bandaging; likewise, a Strong, Low priced 
Article for Hospita s and the Working Classes: ELASTIC NET COR. 
P'fJ, °f the same beautiful fabric, ABDOMINAL SUPPORTING 
BELTS,for both sexe3 -.those for ladies’use before and after accouchement 
arc admirably adapted far giving adequate support with extreme lightness 
—a point little attended to in the comparatively clumsy contrivances and 
fabrics hitherto employed. Instructions for measurement, and prices, on 
application, and the articles sent by post, from the Manufacturers, 

POPE and PLANTE, 4 W ATERLOO PLACE, PALLMALL. 
The Profession, Trade, and Hospitals, supplied. 

NO T I C E.—Those Subscribers to the 
‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR’ wh® have not remitted their Subscrip¬ 

tions for the current year will perhaps kindly oblige us by doing so, and 
thus save the expense of a special application. Post-office orders to be 
drawn in favour of Thomas Rolfe, 4 Adam street, Adelphi, payable at 
Charing cross. 

ME D I C A L.—A Gentleman fully qualified is 
desirous of succeeding to a PRACTICE (with good introduction) or 

SHARE of a bona fide PRACTICE in the COUNTY of DEVON.— 
Address, Medicus, Post-office, Topsham, Devon. 

YASTEOLOGICAL and DENTAL REPOSITORY 
45 Museum street, Bloomsbury, London. 

JOHN HARNETT begs most respectfully to call the attention of Lec¬ 
turers, Students, and Gentle nen connected with the Medical Profession, 
to his large and select Stock of Anatomical Preparations, consisting of 
Skeletons, loose and articulated Skulls, Hands and Feet, Vertebra;, and 
Loose Bones, at the lowest possible prices. 

HENRY BIGG, 9 Sfc Thomas’s Street, Southwark, 
SURGEONS’ INSTRUMENT MAKER, &e. to the ROYAL and 

GENERAL HOSPITALS (Established a.d. 1751), begs to inform the 
Profession that he has r.lways in stock every instrument, apparatus, and 
appliance necessary for the use of the Surgeon, all of which are constructed 
after the latest improvements, and includo superior workmanship, best 
possible materials, and moderate charges. 

H. B. refers with pride to the support this establishment has received 
from the profession during the last 100 years, under the management of 
his predecessor.-- and himself, and hopes, by the same unremitting attention 
punctuality, and despatch hitherto used, to merit a continuance of it. 

Instruments made to drawings, or designs sent for approval. 
Artificial Arms, Legs. Spinal Apparatus, Ac. Ac., at the above Establish¬ 

ment, and at 29 Leicester square, London. 
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Just published, price Is., or post free, Is. id., 

EMARKS on ACUTE RHEUMATISM and 
RAPID and RATIONAL CURE. By William Bates, M.D. 

Also by the same Author, Second Edition, price 3s. 6d., 

On NERVOUS AFFECTIONS connected with 
DYSPEPSIA; their Origin, Progress, and Cure, with Remarks on 
Hygi4ne and the Prolongation and Preservation of Life and Health. 

R. Folthorp, Brighton ; J. Churchill, London. 

Just published.8vo, in cloth, price 6s. free by post, 5s. ON TRUE and FALSE SPERMATORRHOEA, 
with the view to the Correction of wide-spread Errors in relation to 

the Treatment and Cure of the Impuisant and Sexual Hypochondriacs in 
general. Trausiated from the German of Dr Pickford, of the University 
of Heidelberg. , „ _ , >T 

H. BAILLIERE, 219 Regent street, London, and 290 Broadway, IS ew 
York, U.S. __ 

Royal college of physicians, degree 
of M.D., APOTHECARIES’ IIALL. &c.—Dr COOKE continues to 

ssist (personally, or by correspondence) Gentlemen desirous of Graduat¬ 
ing in Medicine or Surgery at British or Continental Examining Boards. 
For Terms, &c., apply to Dr COOKE, East Temple Chambers, 2 White- 
friars street, Fleet street. 

HUXLEY’S SURGICAL STOCKINGS, KNEE- 
CAPS, ANKLETS, &c. still continue to be recommended where 

artificial support is required, and are admitted to be the most efficient 
contrivance yet introduced for the support of varicose veines, weakness, &c. ; 
they are light, porous and inexpensive, and are drawn on like an ordinary 
Stocking. _ . • i 

HUXLEY’S ABDOMINAL BELTS, on an entirely new principle, 
for uterine support and hernia, weighing only four ounces. Particulars, 
directions for self-measurement, and the articles forwarded by post, on ap¬ 
plication to Huxley and Co., 5 Vere street, Cavendish square. 

T 0 the PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENT we submit 
the PATENT RESILIENT BODICE and CORSALETTO DI 

MEDICI—The basis principle is the arrangement of elastie materials in 
the back and sides, each portion haying a distinct and separate action in 
conformity with muscular movement and anatomical structure, the 
oblique transverse resilients being variable in number^size, and position, 
as individual configuration may require. The quilted silk or fine flannel 
inserted under the open transverse work conduces to warmth in the region 
of the spine, and favours free exhalation from the skin. 

Patented in England, France, and Austria. 
Inspection of these Inventions is solicited. 

MARION and MAITLAND, 54 Connaught terrace, Hyde park, London. 

PALMER’S AMERICAN ARTIFICIAL LEG 
“ is a most admirable, ingenious, and philantrophic contrivance. 

It is far superior to all others that have been hitherto invented, and is a 
valuable addition to our means of removing the inconvenience arising from 
a severe mutilation. The peculiar characteristics are life-like elasticity 
and flexibility, excessive lightness, durability, adaptability, and perfection 
of exterior appearance.”—‘ The Lancet,’ Jan. 3, 1852. Circular sent upon 
application. 
| DOD ^E and OSBORNE, sole manufacturers, 30 Regent street, London. 

OUSEHOLDERS’ and GENERAL LIFE As¬ 
surance COMPANY. 

Offices—ADAM STREET, ADELPHI, LONDON 

The Directors adopt the principle, in all eases, of paying th Medica 
Referees. 

DIRECTORS. 

William Ashton, Esq., 
Horton House, Coln- 
broolc. 

The Rev Thos. Gator, 
Bryar stone square, 
and Skelbrook park, 
Doncaster. 

Charles Hulse, Esq., 
Hurst, near Reading. 

Francis Davenport 
Bullock W ebster, 

Esq., 49 New Bond 
street. 

Richard Griffiths Wel- 
ford, Esq., 2 New 
square, Lincoln’s 
inn. 

Peter Paterson, Esq., 
Leyton, Essex. 

Thomas Pooook, Esq. Southwark bridge road. 

Peter Paterson, jun., Esq., Park road, Holloway 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE COMPANY. 

All Policies absolutely indisputable. 
Payable to the holder by endorsement, without trouble or expense. 
Paid within Fourteen Days a^ter proof of Death. 

An entirely new and most economical scale of Premiums, giving an im¬ 
mediate Annual Benefit, equal to the largest bonus granted every five or 
seven years by ether Offices. 

The Directors acknowledge the service of the medical professs on by ad¬ 
mitting them to a participation in 5 per Cent, of the whole pro fits of the 
Company in rateable proportion to the business recommeude d by them 
individually,in addition to the medical fees for opinions, and the usual 
commission of 10 per Cent, on the first year’s Premium on each Assurance, 
and 5 per Cent, on ail subsequent Premiums as long as the Policy remains 
in force. RICHARD HODSON, Secretary. 

A NEW DISCOVERY in TEETH.—Mr HOWARD, 
Surgeon-Dentist, 52 Fleet street, has introduced an entirely NEW 

DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL TEETH, fixed without springs 
wires, or ligatures. They so perfectly resemble the natural teeth as not to 
be distinguished from the originals by the closest ob-erver; they will never 
change colour or decay ; and will be found superior to any teeth ever be¬ 
fore used. This method does not require the extraction of roots, or any 
painful operation, and will support and preserve teeth that a re loose, and 
is guaranteed to restore articulation and mastication. Decayed teeth 
rendered sound and useful in mastication.—52 Fleet street. 

At home from Ten till Five. 

AVENPORT’S SYRUP of the IODIDE 
of QUININE and IRON. 
From Dr Golding Bird. 

“ 48 Russell square. 
«I have now for some time employed preity largely the triple Compound 

of Iodine, Quinine, and Iron, prepared by Mr John T. Davenport in the 
form of Syrup. I do not hesitate to express my opinion of its great value 
as a therapeutic agent. It has appeared to me that the Quinine assisted 
the assimilation of the Iron, and I have found it to be of very great value 
in cases in which the use of the Iodide of Iron is recognised. This triple 
Compound possesses many advantages over the simple Iodide, and not the 
least of them is the satisfactory manner in which it is tolerated by the 
stomach, especially if administered (as all preparations of Iron ought to 
be) immediately after a meal. 

“Golding Bird, A.M. M.D. F.R.S., 
“ Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians; 
“ Physician and Professor of Materia Medica at Guy’s.” 

From Dr Geo. P. Mir. 
“ Having for some time past extensively used the ternary compound of 

Quinine, Iodine, and Iron, prepared by J. T. Davenport, I can with 
confidence testify to its marked efficacy in cases of Struma and Amemia, 
and,indeed, in all instances in which the exhibition of Iron and its com¬ 
pounds is indicated. This preparation appears to combine all the thera¬ 
peutic powers of its constituents without their nauseous qualities, which 
renders it an admirable medicine in the treatment of some of the disorders 
of childhood. “ Geo. P. Mat, M.D. 

“ Mai don.” 
TARAXACUM (Davenport’s) LIQUOR, or FLUID EXTRACT, pre¬ 

pared by Spontaneous Inspissation. possesses every characteristic of the 
fresh Juiee, and has proved highly efficacious where the ordinary Extracts 
have proved inert. Dose, a liquid drachm. 6s. per lb. 

CITRATE of QUININE and IRON. Yielding full quantity of Quinine 
With the ordinary Ammonia Test. 4s. 6d. per oz. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of IRON. Four grains to fluid drachm. 2s. 8d. 
per lb. 

SYRUP of the IODIDE of POTASSIUM and IRON. A fluid drachm 
contains two grains of eaoh salt. 3s. Gd. per lb. 

BI-MECONATE SOLUTION of OPIUM, Professional testimonials 
acknowledge this preparation to be the most efficient sedative extant. The 
unpleasant effects of ordinary opiates are entirely obviated. Dose, 15 to 
30 drops, 8d. per oz. 

COTYLEDON UMBILICUS. The Solid and Fluid Extraets, Is. 3d. and 
Is. per oz. ; also, the Preserved Juice, 5s. 4d. per lb. as recommended by 
Mr Salter, of Poole,in Epilepsy. 

All Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations at moderate charges to 
the Profession. 

J. T. DAVENPORT, Operative Chemist to H. R. H. the Duke of 
Cambridge, 23 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, 

DINNEFORD’S pure fluid magnesia 
now greatly improved in purity and condensation. 

Dinneford's Solution may fairly be taken as a type of what the prepan 
tion ought to be.”—‘ Pharmaceutical Journal,’ May, 1840. 

This excellent remedy, in addition to its extensive and inc reasing sab 
among the public, is now very largely employed in Dispensing ; for whicl 
the cheapest and most convenient form is in the Stone J aks, hal ‘ 
gallon.5s. Gd.; gallon, 9s. Gd.; specially adapted for the use of Surgeons 
and Chemists. 

To be hndfrom the Manufacturers, DINNEFORD’S aud CO. Chemists. 
172 Bond street, London: and all respectable wholesale Druggists and, 
Patent Medicine Houses. 

TO SURGEONS, DISPENSING CHEMIST3, &c. 

Hospital sulphate of quinine, pure 
CRYSTALLISED, prepared bv 

EDWARD HERRING, ' 
for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, &c. 

This Sulphate of Quinine is chemically pure, its form of Crystal is the 
same, aud in every respect identical with the Sulphate of Quinine of Com¬ 
merce, the only difference being that the one is bleached aud the other luw 
bleached. 

It was originally introduced for the use of Hospitals, Dispensaries, and 
Public Charities ; but its purity and great reduction in pnicE is also 
attracting the attention of Medical Practitioners and the Dispensing 
Chemists. 

The peculiar mode of preparing the Hospital or Unbleached Sulphate, 
and also the usual White Sulphate, is beiDg made the subject of a Patent) 
the processes of manufacture will therefore be made public. 

It is put up in bottles (free) of 3 ounces and 6 ounces each, capsuled with 
the name of the Proprietor, and labelled with the name of the Inventor. 

Both these Sulphates to be had of the leading Druggists in London and 
the United Kingdom, and in quantities of not less than 100 ounces, of 

JACOB HULLE, jun.. Proprietor, 
Chemical Works, Trinity street, Southwark, London. 

October 23, 1852, 

s P. YIN. RECT.—STR. 56° O. P. Single Gallon 
18s. 

Two gallons, or upwards, 17s. 61. per gallon. 
Flasks (glazed inside) secured for travelling, Is. per gallon. 

i 

Cash on delivery in London is indispensable. 

HENRY BRETT and CO. Old Furnival’s Distillery, Holbom. 
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE. 

The ‘ Lancet’ Dec. 18tli, commences with an elaborate 
article by Mr Coulson, forming a continuation of his lectures 

‘ On Lithotomy and Lithotrity.' 

** In the present lecture Mr Coulson compares the two 
inodes of operation with reference to the accidents to which 
they may give rise, and the cases to which they are respec¬ 
tively applicable. With regard to the first subject of his 
remarks, Mr Coulson says: 

‘•Let us now draw a parallel between the two methods 
with respect to the accidents which each may give rise to ; 
and as these accidents are the cause of death, this part of 
our subject will include a comparison of the causes of death 
after lithotrity and lithotomy. What are the accidents of 
lithotrity—those which can be really connected with the 
operation ? They are nervous and febrile disorders; reten¬ 
tion of urine ; arrest of fragments in the bladder or urethra ; 
haemorrhage ; purulent infection ; relapse of the complaint; 
irritation and inllammation of the genito-urinarv organs. 

“ What are the accidents of lithotomy ? Nervous acci¬ 
dents ; primary and secondary haemorrhage; wound of the 
rectum ; phlebitis ; fistulas; retention of the urine ; relapse ; 
inflammation of the genito-urinaiy organs ; infiltration of 
mine into the pelvic fasciae ; abscess from injury to the 
prostate and neck of the bladder.” 

Mr Coulson then considers the comparative advantages of 
either operation in relation to these accidents ; and he points 
them out with considerable discrimination. In respect of 
the cases in which they may be respectively resorted to, he 
remarks:— 

“ The presence of a great number of calculi in the bladder 
is unfavourable for lithotrity—less so for lithotomy. When 
the stone is very hard, and at the same time large, lithotrity 
is not applicable to the case. Still much will here depend 
on the condition of the bladder. If this organ be capacious, 
and not very irritable, the modem instruments will safely 
crush calculi of almost any density, provided they can be 
embraced between the blades of the lithotrite. Very large 
calculi do not admit of being so seized, and lithotrity "is 
therefore not suited for their removal; but the lateral opera¬ 
tion is almost inapplicable to cases of this kind, for hardly 
one patient in ten escapes the dangers attendant on the ex¬ 
traction of a very large stone through the neck of the 
bladder. 

“ The position of the calculus has great influence on the 
facility with which it can be seized and crushed, and must 
therefore be taken into account. When it lies in an artificial 
cyst, lithotrity is out of the question, and lithotomy—at 
least the lateral operation—does not hold out much greater 
prospect of success. The balance, however, is in favour of 
lithotomy. If the stone be embraced in a deep excavation 
behind the prostate, forming what I have termed hour-glass 
contraction of the biadder, both operations are contra-in¬ 
dicated. 

“ Atony or serious organic disease of the bladder renders 
lithotrity inapplicable, and thus limits the sphere of its 
utility. Any great obstacle at the neck of the bladder will 
have the same effect. Hence considerable enlargement of 
the prostate, fungoid or other tumours about the neck of 
the bladder, the bar-like ridge, &c —all these circumstances 
would cause ns to give a preference to lithotomy. 

“ Chronic catarrh of the bladder does not contra-indicate 
lithotrity, other circumstances being favourable; but any¬ 
thing approaching acute inflammation should prevent us 
from having recourse to a method so likely to aggravate the 
complication. 

“An hypertrophied, irritable, and contracted state of the 
bladder contra-indicates lithotrity, and the same may bo 
said of great sensibility of the neck of the bladder, unless 

the stone be small and rather soft, affording the hope tha 
it may be crushed in a small number of sittings. 

“Any, or partial paralysis of the bladder, is a cir¬ 
cumstance unfavourable for lithotrity, though it does not 
absolutely contra-indicate it; but on this point I must refer 
you to what I have said at the concluding part of my eighth 
lecture. 1* inally, for reasons which I also fully explained in 
the same lecture, I would transfer to the lithotomist all cases 
of stone occurring in persons under twenty-one years of 
age. 

“I have now, gentlemen, said all that is necessary for form- 
ing a judgment on the relative merits and demerits of the 
two methods. It has been said that lithotomy is applicable 
to all cases of urinary calculus, whereas lithotrity is applica¬ 
ble to a limited number of cases only; and M. Velpeau, M. 
Sanson, and other French surgeons, who took part in the 
celebrated discussion at the Academy of Medicine in 1835, 
insisted much on the great advantage which lithotomy 
presents. It is true that the latter operation may be applied 
to nearly all cases of stone, without distinction, but this is 
not the proper way .of putting the question. .The real 
question is—should lithotomy bo so applied ? and I have 
little.hesitation in answering, No; for this simple reason, 
that in all cases of small calculi, unattended by any serious 
disease of the urinary organs, and when the patient’s general 
health is good, the safety and advantages of lithotrity are so 
superior to those of lithotomy, that the latter operation 
should not, though it may, be undertaken to the exclusion 
of the former. I would, therefore, in general terms, conclude 
that all under the age of twenty-one should be cut; and 
that all adults, except those unfit for the operation, should 
be submitted to lithotrity. The statistical results, which I 
have arranged in a tabular form for your examination, will 
bear out this general conclusion.” 

Dr Marshall Hall communicates to the same Journal the 
following note 

‘ On the Influence of Posture in the Treatment of Epilepsy 

“ We have only to raise one hand and arm high above 
the head, and allow the other to hang down, for a minute or 
two, and then bring the hands together and compare the 
syncopal condition of the former with the apoplectic condi¬ 
tion of the latter, to form an idea of the influence of posture 
in the treatment of diseases consisting of affections of the 
circulation, especially that of the head. 

“ I believe ordinary syncope may pass into fatal sinking if 
the raised posture be continued. 

“ I believe that simple apoplexy may become deeper and 
deeper, simply from the opposite course of retaining the 
patient in the recumbent position. 

“ Sleep, which is a sub-apoplexy, may pass into epilepsy 
or apoplexy, solely from the fact of a recumbent position. 
As a preventive of epilepsy and apoplexy during sleep, it is 
of the utmost moment that the patient should habitually 
repose with the head and shoulders much raised.—For this 
purpose both bed and mattress should be raised by means of 
a bed-chair, or triangular cushion, and the patient be pre¬ 
vented from gliding down in the bed by means of a firm 
bolster, four inches in diameter, placed under the sheet, 
under the front of the ischia. The trunk should be raised 
to an angle of 45 deg. or 50 deg. 

“ In this manner the encephalon will be less oppressed 
with blood, the sleep will be lighter, the disposition to epi¬ 
lepsy or apoplexy will be diminished. 

“ This should be the patient’s habit during the rest of 
life. 

“ There are two other circumstances in which attention 
to posture is most important. 

“ The first is the condition of the patient after certain fits 
of epilepsy, the respiration being impeded by rattles in the 
throat. The posture should be much raised; but besides 
this, it should not be such that the saliva may fall into the 
fauces. The stupor and insensibility prevent the patient 
from swallowing. The saliva, therefore, if a just position be 
not adopted, accumulates and falls into the fauces, and a 
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throat-rattle and dyspnoea, painful to witness, and dangerous 
to life, are the consequence. The posture of the patient 
should he such as to allow the saliva to flow out of the 
corner of the mouth. In one case such a change of posture 
relieved the patient immediately. 

“ The second case requiring extreme attention to the posture 
of the patient is that of Syncopal Epilepsy, or that form of 
epilepsy in which there is ghastly pallor of the counte¬ 
nance and other signs of syncopal affection. The patient 
should he placed with the head loio. If this he not done, 
the syncope may be speedily fatal, an event which actually 
occurred in an interesting case a few days only ago. 

“ The patient was no other than Ann Ross, on whom Mr 
Anderson had performed the operation of tracheotomy. Her 
fits had changed from those of the epilepsia laryngea to the 
abortive form. The reader may remember that the patient’s 
age was thirty-six; that her case was hereditary, her father 
having been epileptic; and inveterate, her fits having 
recurred during twenty-four years; and that she herself 
was thin and pallid. She was seized with syncopal epilepsy ; 
was laid on the bed and expected to recover as formerly ; 
was left; and was at length fomid to have expired! A low 
position and proper attention might have saved the poor 

eature’s life. 

“ I need scarcely observe, that what I have said of epilepsy 
applies to many other diseases. It is the principle of posi¬ 
tion which I wish to enforce ; a principle the importance of 
which I believe to be still greater and still more extensive 
in application than is generally imagined.” 

An interesting case of 

1 Fatal Hcematuria from peculiar Growths in the Bladder.'’ 

is recorded by Mr Daniel Hooper in the same journal. The 
following appearances were discovered on a post-mortem 
examination: 

“ After turning aside the intestines, and removing an 
enormous quantity of fat, I dissected out and removed the 
kidneys, ureters, and bladder entire. The kidneys were 
large and very pale, but otherwise healthy, and weighed 
about seven ounces each. The right ureter was sufficiently 
dilated to admit the little finger; it led backwards to a 
dilated renal pelvis, and forwards to an opening in the 
bladder, so small as not to admit the point of a small blow¬ 
pipe. At this part of the bladder, ©n its internal surface, was a 
peculiar tufted growth, about the diameter of a sixpence, 
and one-eighth of an inch in depth or thickness, and in its 
vicinity were two or three much smaller and more vascular- 
looking tufts, but possessing the same general character as 
the larger one. The bladder contained about three ounces 
of black coagula; its capacity was normal; its coats 
healthy; the muscular strife, of course, very distinct; and 
the entire organ unusually pale.” 

“ It was very evident that the disease was strictly local, 
and lhnited to these growths in the bladder; that these had 
effectually drained the body of all its blood, and so killed an 
usually powerful and otherwise healthy man. It is, there¬ 
fore, of the highest importance to ascertain their origin, 
nature, and treatment. Now, what should give rise to them 
in such a man, I leave others to guess. Their structure is 
peculiar. Alien shaken in cold water, they spread out into 
a dense arborescent form, so that one could not say what 
bulk they might have occupied, when distended with blood, 
during life. Under the microscope, they appear to consist 
of most beautiful arborescent tufts, which, on close examina¬ 
tion, seem to be made up of immense numbers of capillaries, 
covered with columnar, narrowly-elliptical, epithelial cells, 
with large nuclei.” 

Dr Spurgin gives a description of 

‘ A Thermometer for the Human Body.' 

“ It consists of a common thermometer, having its bulb and 
the lower part of its shaft suspended or fixed in a hollow 
cone of wood, so that the bulb descends nearly to the level 
of the lower rim of the cone; the portion of the shaft which 
rises out of the cone is affixed to a graduated ivory index, 

and the elevation of the mercury or spirit can be very 
readily and accurately ascertained. The shape of the 
bulb may be either spherical, or oval, or elongated, and bent 
at a right angle with the shaft; and as, in its application, 
it is placed in the centre of the hollow cone, it receives the 
heat which emanates from the point of examination both 
directly and by reflection from the internal surface of the 
cone; the rise of the mercury or spirit is consequently 
quicker than it could be in any common thermometer.” 

‘ A'Case of Kelis in a little Girl twelve years old ’ 

is reported in the ‘ Lancet,’ from Guy’s Hospital, under Dr 
Addison. The rare and interesting case is thus described. 

“ The child now presents on the chest, dorsal region, and 
along the left leg, discolorations, scars, ridges, and indura¬ 
tions, very similar to cicatrices after burns. The elbows and 
some of the fingers are strongly contracted, and the affection 
seems to have principally involved the left side of the body. 
No pain whatever is complained of, and none is given by 
pressure on the indurations, nodulations, and ridges, which 
are observed on various parts of the patient’s frame. 

“ It appears that six years before admission a white speck 
spontaneously formed just on the left side of the scrobiculus 
cordis; this gradually increased, the skin became of a 
darker hue, and the cellular tissue formed adhesions with 
the osseous textures beneath. The parts looked very much 
as if the bone had been diseased, and the skin and cellular 
tissue had cicatrized over, and had become adherent to, the 
bone. One portion just below the left clavicle presents a 
congeries of white spots, having much the appearance of 
scars after leech-bites. This, the mother states, was the 
first part affected ; it is now quite smooth, and not adherent 
to the subjacent tissue; whilst the cutaneous indurations 
observed a little to the left of the scrobiculus cordis are now 
resisting, and giving off tough cords, as usually seen with 
cicatrices from burns. The skin is, on the same spot, of a 
light brown colour, resembling the ordinary tint of ephelis. 

“ From this congeries of keloid elevations, indurated lines 
and scars run round towards the dorsal region, some towards 
the scapula, and others to the spinal column. The 
coloration of this offset is the same as that of the seemingly 
parent tumour; the tissues are hard, and more or less 
adherent to the parts beneath. In fact, this circle has all 
the appearance of the remains of a burn.” 

Nearly the whole of the body is more or less affected with 
this disease, so as considerably to interfere with nutrition 
and muscular movements. The patient has not yet received 
any benefit from treatment. The remedies employed have 
been iodine, cod-liver oil, and steel. 

The following case was lately brought before the Surgical 
Society of Paris:— 

Chancre of the Meatus—Death, prolahly caused by 
Catheterism. 

" A man, twenty-six years of age, strong and healthy, was 
admitted to the Hospital for Venereal Diseases, Paris, for re¬ 
tention of urine, the meatus urinarius being blocked up by 
an indurated chancre. The house-surgeon passed a gum- 
elastic catheter without stilette, and evacuated some urine. 
M. Vidal saw the patient next day, and also passed a cathe¬ 
ter, after having enlarged the meatus by two incisions. The 
wound thus made assumed a chancrous ulceration, but no 
catheters were left in the bladder. Four days after his admis¬ 
sion the patient was seized with peritonitis, and rapidly 
died. On a post-mortem examination, an ulcerated spot 
about one-tliird of an inch in diameter was discovered on the 
right side of the body of the bladder, and at the bottom of 
the ulcerated surface were three perforations, which allowed 
the urine to pass into the cellular tissue of the pelvis. There 
were scattered about the fundus of the bladder several tube¬ 
rosities formed by calcareous deposits similar to those seen 
in the coats of arteries. M. Vidal stated that this perfora¬ 
tion of the bladder might be explained in various ways. It 
may be supposed, first, that it was caused by the extremity 
of the catheter, though it should be noticed that the instru- 
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ment was not left in the bladder, and was used without sti¬ 
letto. Second. That the first catheter that was passed car¬ 
ried from the meatus some virulent pus, and inoculated the 
mucous membrane of the bladder, giving rise to a perfora¬ 
ting chancre. Or, third, it might he surmised that the blad¬ 
der could not dilate over the spot where the ulceration was 
found, owing to a calcareous concretion, and that the coats 
of the viscus were ruptured in the same way as happens 
with the coats of arteries which present calcareous deposits. 
We leave this important case to the consideration of our 
readers ; it is well worth a few moments’ attention.” 

The ‘ Lancet ’ recites also the following case : — 

Impending Death by Chloroform; Resuscitation by raising the 
Epiglottis, and direct Insufflation. 

“ Oae °f M. Ricord’s pupils has just addressed a letter to 
this surgeon in ‘ L’Uriion Mddicale,’ wherein he states that 
he succeeded in rescuing from the grave a patient of his 
(who was being asphyxiated with chloroform), by following 
M. Ricord’s plan of resuscitation. The lady was having 
some verruca; removed from the vulva, &c., and had been 
narcotised with the handkerchief and pledget of lint impreg¬ 
nated with chloroform within it. She was rather hysterical, 
and had had a fit when under the influence of chloroform 
some time previously. In this instance narcotism was ob¬ 
tained after seven minutes’ inhalation, and the handkerchief 
was removed from the mouth from time to time. After the 
first verrucas were excised, sensibility returned; chloroform 
was given again, and in four minutes the whole operation 
was finished, but the patient was pronounced pulseless, and 
tne ear applied to the chest could perceive no cardiac sounds. 
The operator, hi great alarm, passed his finger into the 
posterior part of the patient’s mouth, and found the epi¬ 
glottis covering the entrance of the larynx. By pulling the 
tongue forward, and pressing the base of the epiglottis, the 
larynx was freed, and the young surgeon then applied his 
mouth upon the patient’s, and vigorously insufflating the 
lungs, whilst one of the assistants (there Rad been two all 
along) pressed down the parietes of the thorax. This was 
repeated twice, for five minutes at the time ; and the patient, 
who five minutes before was a mere corpse, gradually re¬ 
covered and has done well.” 

Dr Todd gives an interesting analysis of a 

Cure of Rheumatic Pericarditis and Pneumonia, with some 
peculiar signs. 

The object of the learned lecturer’s remarks is to clear 
up an error in diagnosis into which he had fallen with refer¬ 
ence to the case. It appears that there had been a tympa¬ 
nitic state of the lower part of the left chest, with gurgling 
and tinkling, which the doctor attributed to the escape of 
ah- from the lung into a cavity circumscribed by lympth 
within the pleural sac, and partially filled with liquid. ‘These 
signs, however, were at last found to be due to a very large 
and distended stomach. 

A case of Glanders in the Human Subject 

s reported in the same Journal by Mr James Wallace of 
Greenock. 

It is thus stated:— 
“April 16, 1852,—.1-M-, a farmer, about 40 

years of age, of rather intemperate habits, of a spare figure, 
and, although he had always enjoyed good health, appa¬ 
rently of a weak constitution, was seized ten days ago, in 
consequence, as he supposes, of exposure to cold, after hard 
work, with a rigor, followed by pyrexia and general uneasi¬ 
ness, and, three days afterwards, became affected with swel¬ 
ling, pain, and redness of the middle of the outer side of the 
left thigh, accompanied within the last four days by a simi¬ 
lar condition of the posterior portion of the right. At 
present, there is a subcutaneous abscess in the former situ¬ 
ation, and nearly the whole of the latter is red, swollen, 
tense, and pained. The patient has urgent thirst, and com¬ 
plains of pain iu the right shoulder; skin hot and dry; 
tongue white but moist; bowels regular, though, at the com¬ 
mencement of his illness, rather loose ; pulse 92, soft. The 
abscess has been opened, and exit given to about one-twelfth 

of an ounce of thin, sanio-purulent matter; and a free inci¬ 
sion has been made through the skin and fascia of the 
posterior portion of the right thigh. 

$ Catapl. lini partib. affect, applic. et nit. potass. 3>j-; 
tart, antim. gr. iv., tinct. opii camph. §ss., syrup. §j., aq. 
ad gvj., M. Sum. §ss. 3tiis. horis. Dfeta lactea. 

17tli.—Slept well, but complains much of pain on the 
dorsum of the right foot, which is swollen and affected with 
redness, disposed in streaks. Two pustules of a peculiar 
nature have appeared, one on the inner side of the left thigh, 
and the other on the back ; they are about the sixth of an 
inch in diameter, convex on the surface, and very hard to 
the touch ; the surrounding integument for the space of an 
inch and a-half, having an erysipelatous blush, which 
gradually fades towards the circumference. In other re¬ 
spects no change.” 

The pustules at length spread over the extremities and 
trunk, the scalp, and malar bones, and the glands in the groin 
attained an enormous size. The patient died on the 23rd 
April. 

An interest case of 
1 Obstructed large Intestine, with a communication between the 

Bowel and the Bladder. Operation for Artificial Anus in 
the left loin, and recovery. 

is reported in the same Joumal by Mr Curling. The patent 
stated 

“ That he had generally enjoyed good health until about 
two years ago, when he became subject to constipation and 
pains in tba abdomen. Last October he had an attack of 
rheumatism in the ankles, which laid him up for a month. 
Since that period he had suffered more than usual from 
constipation and attacks of pain in the bowels, and had 
experienced uneasiness in making water. Six weeks back 
he had rather a sharp attack of constipation, attended with 
painful spasms in the abdomen, which lasted twenty-four 
horn's, but was relieved by strong aperient medicine. His- 
present illness commenced on Tuesday, the 17th instant, 
since which he had no satisfactory evacuation from the 
bowels, and had suffered from severe pains in the abdomen 
and vomiting. At first he felt an inclination to go to the- 
closet every half-hour, and supposed that he had a 
bowel attack, yet nothing passed but watery fluid, which, 
from circumstances to be mentioned, was probably urine 
At the commencement of this attack he had experienced a 
good deal of pain along the penis, and difficulty in making 
water; and Mr Ross, who first saw him on board the 
steamer, on Friday, the 20tli, observed fteculent matter in 
the urine. Castor oil and croton oil, and also injections, 
were given without obtaining satisfactory relief. He came 
on shore in the evening of the 24th, and reached his 
lodging in an exhausted state. I visited him with Mr Ross 
on 25th, at four p.m., and found him in bed, with an anxious 
countenance, suffering from pain in the abdomen and hic¬ 
cough. His stomach rejected food, and his pulse was 120 
and weak. His suffering were somewhat relieved, how¬ 
ever, by opium, which he had taken the evening before. 
The abdomen was greatly distended generally, but not veiy 
tender, nor could pain be referred to any particular part. 
There was a good deal of dark feculent matter in the 
urine which had been passed with considerable pain. On 
proceeding to examine the rectum, I found an additional 
source of suffering in inflamed piles. There was no 
obstruction within reach of the finger, but I could feel some 
rather dry feculent matter in the gut.” 

The operation is thus described: 
“At two p.m., on the 26th, with the assistance of my 

colleague, Mr N. Ward, and Mr Ross, I opened the descend¬ 
ing colon in the left loin. The incision was made in the 
transverse direction, and the gut readily reached at no 
great depth, the patient being a spare man. The only 
difficulty experienced in the operation was in deciding 
whether the portion of the gut exposed was small or large 
intestine, the layer of fascia covering it bearing some 
resemblance to the peritoneum. I enlarged the incision 
towards the spine, and, the patient happened to straggle 
immediately afterwards, the intestine was protruded at the 
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wound so as to expose a longitudinal band, which set all 
doubt at rest. The gut having been secured to the lips of 
the wound by two futures passed with curved needles, the 
colon was freely opened between them in the longitudinal 
direction. Three vessels only required to be secured; a 
good deal of flatus passed immediately. _ The patient was 
much exhausted after the operation. I visited him again at 
ten p.m. A large quantity of feculent matter had been dis¬ 
charged at the wound, as much, the nurse stated, as a 
ballon. The abdomen was soft, and the patient had been 
able to retain wine, beef-tea, and other nutriment on the 

41 Although the patient’s life was prolonged, death occurred 

five months afterwards. 
“ The only other case of obstructed bowel, observes Mr 

Carling,” in which ulceration above the stricture had esta¬ 
blished a communication with the bladder, that I know of, 
is recorded by Mr Pennell, in the 33rd Volume of the 
‘ Medico-Chirurgical Transactions.’ The disease was 
stricture of the rectum low down, and an artificial anus was 
made by operation in the left loin, to relieve the patient 
from the extreme misery produced by the passage of feces 
through the bladder and the urethra, which was strictured. 
From a recent report, it appears that the patient was alive, 
and well enough to attend to business twenty-two months 

after the operation.” 

‘ The Division of the Tendo Achillis in certain Cases of 
Fracture of the Leg ' 

forms the subject of a Export from Guy’s and Middlesex 
Hospitals a propos of casesj under the care of Mr Cooper 

and Mr Shaw. 
“ A woman of middle age, accustomed to the free use of 

stimulants, made necessary,_ as she supposed, by her 
laborious occupation of washing, was admitted into Guy s 
Hospital a few weeks ago, having sustained just previously 
a fracture of both bones of her leg. The accident had been 
occasioned by a fall down some stairs, and the parts were 
much bruised, the bone appearing to be on the point of 
protruding. Both arteries were found to be uninjured. 
She was put to bed, and, the reduction having been accom¬ 
plished, the limb was carefully supported by sand-bags. A 
condition of extreme spasmodic action of the muscles of the 
calf, however, came on, and the extremities of the bones 
were constantly suffering displacement by the jumpings of 
the limb. Great pain was occasioned by these actions, and 
considerable swelling resulted. After the limb had been 
repeatedly re-adjusted, and various expedients resorted to 
without success, and as there appeared reason to apprehend 
that the woman’s irritable constitution would suffer if this 
severe local irritation were allowed longer to exist, Mr Birkett, 
who, in Mr Cooper's absence, had taken charge of the case 
determined to try the effect of dividing the tendo Achillis. 
The success which resulted from this operation was most 
complete; no difficulty whatever was found in keeping the 
fractured portions in apposition afterwards. The leg was 
returned to the sand-bags for a few days, being placed so as 
to relax the gastrocnemius, and allow of the perfect 
approximation of the ends of the divided tendon. The 
incision united by the first intention ; the leg, after a few 
days, was placed in splints, and its progress was in every 
way satisfactory. It should be mentioned, that, in considera¬ 
tion of the patient’s previous habits, an allowance of spirit 
was made her throughout. 

“ There is at present a nearly similar case in the Middle¬ 
sex Hospital, under the care of Mr Shaw, which we are the 
more desirous to mention, as we believe that to Mr Shaw 
belongs the credit of having been the first English surgeon 
who adopted the practice. The patient, an old man, met 
with a severe compound and comminuted fracture of the 
right leg six weeks ago. The wound was large, and the 
bone protruded considerably. Repeated attempts at keep¬ 
ing the fractured portions in apposition failed from the undue 
spasmodic contractions of the gastrocnemius muscle, which, 
as soon as they were placed in apposition, at once jerked 
them apart again. Mr Shaw divided the tendon by a 

subcutaneous section, after which reduction was accom¬ 
plished and maintained without difficulty. The man has 
since suffered much constitutional irritation from the effect 
of the fracture, around which severe inflammation took 
place; it is, however, now subsiding, and great hopes are 
entertained of his idtimate recovery with a natural limb.” 

We observe in the ‘ Lancet ’ of December 25th a report 
of two interesting cases,—one from the Middlesex Hospital, 
and the other from St Bartholomew’s Hospital. The first 
case is headed— 

‘ Scrofulous Caries of the Upper Cervical Vertebrae ; Sudden 
Death; Autopsy.' 

The patient was a journeyman tailor, nineteen years of 
age, who had suffered from inconvenience in the neck for 
twelvemonths before admission. He hftd been supposed to 
labour under a common stiff neck when the malady first 
appeared, but latterly his head would fall from side to side 
while he was at work, and would so remain for an hour. 
Severe inconvenience and a jarring sensation throughout the 
spinal column were felt, and the patient was obliged to lie 
in the recumbent position. 

Mr Shaw prescribed cod-liver oil, and ordered that the 
nape of the neck should be painted with iodine, and subse¬ 
quently a blister was applied: 

“ About a week after the commencement of the treatment, 
great general debility existed; the pain was somewhat 
diminished in the neck, but increased in the shoulders and 
arms; the skin constantly bathed in an unhealthy perspira¬ 
tion ; the patient unable to move from side to side; the 
pupils dilated, and the countenance anxious. Deafness had 
likewise supervened, and the jaws became affected with 
spasm, remaining firmly closed for several minutes together. 
This circumstance, coupled with the secretion of a viscid 
mucus in the mouth and pharynx, rendered articidation and 
deglutition very difficult. 

“ Bark, acids, and opium, were now successively used, 
and about one month after admission an issue was made in 
the nape of the neck. This, like the blister before used, was 
a long time before the discharge occurred. The bladder, 
about this period, began to sympathise; there was no actual 
paralysis, but the patient often passed his urine involunta¬ 
rily at night, yet normally in the day. 

“ On May the 20th, about two months after admission, 
the right arm became numbed and helpless; this at first 
seemed the result of constantly lying upon that limb, but in 
a few days complete paralysis of motor power was clearly 
manifest, and the left arm was soon thrown into the same 
condition. The patient lay with both his arms extended at 
his side ; all muscular power being lost, but nutrition going 
on in the limbs, and sensation remaining unimpaired. 

“ Eighteen days after tins, a small abscess burst in the 
throat, and about half an ounce of pus was thrown out.. All 
the hectic symptoms now seemed to give way, the issue 
discharged freely, the appetite improved, and the boy slep 
better, and seemed a little stronger. The mischief had1 
however, but shifted lower down the spine, and the peculiar 
distressing pain gradually crept down the dorsal to the lum¬ 
bar region. 

“ It was at this time rather curious to observe the pa¬ 
tient’s respiration. It is thus described: When he draws a 
full breath, the serratus magnus contracts, partially raising 
the ribs en masse; the sternum also rises, rendering the recti 
muscles of the abdomen very tense. The diaphragm rises 
and falls freely, but the intercostal muscles appear quite 
paralysed, not the least diminution of the intercostal spaces 
taking place.” 

Involuntary emission of urine, which was not at all 
ammoniacal, afterwards took place, and the lower extremi¬ 
ties became paralysed, though sensation remained perfect. 
In the lower extremities the loss of power began on the left 
side; in the upper it commenced on the right. The patient 
died in the twelfth week after admission. On a post¬ 
mortem examination the vessels of the theca were found 
highly injected, and 

“ On removing the pharynx from the front of the upper 
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cervical vertebra', an abscess was opened, from which a | J^ancet—(No. XXVI. Vol. II. Dee. 25, 1852.)—Middlesex 
quantity of thick and laudable pus escaped. The sac of j Sciofulous Caries of the Upper Cenrical Vetebrae; Sudden 

this abscess extended from the anterior surface of the axis ! 
Death; Autopsy. St Bartholomew’s Hospital: Fallon the Nape of 
the Neck; Compression of the Metulla Spinalis; Death; Autopsy. 
CUaring-Cross Hospital: Melanosis of the Eye in a Child five years 
old. Secondary Melanotic Tumour of the Orbit after Removal of the 
Eye; Melanosis of the Liver. On the Specific Gravity of, the Cerebral 

. i , ■ , | Substance, and on Atrophy of the Brain. Bv John Charles Bucknil), 
Ot this vertebra bemgvery rough, bare, much exposed, and M.D. London, Physician to the Devon County Lunatic Asylum! 

Case of Placenta Prvaeia, and Foetal Monstrosity. By George F. 
Jones, Esq., M.R.C.S. and L.S.A. REVIEWS.—What to obsetve 

down to the body of the sixth cervical vertebra, being bound 

down by the longus colli and rectus capitis muscles. The 

atlas was completely anchylosed to the occiput, the, left side 

partially absorbed. The inter-articular surfaces of the atlas 

and axis were rough to the touch, and the cartilages quite 

gone. Owing to this condition of the two upper vertebra;, 

the odontoid process projected through the foramen magnum, 

and on rotating the head, that process pressed on the lower 

surface of the medulla oblongata and its corresponding por¬ 

tion of the spinal cord. The check ligaments, connecting 

the odontoid process to the occiput, remained entire, but the 

transverse ligament was quite gone, so that the patient had 

a slight power of rotating the head whilst lying on his back, 

but on moving the body without carrying the head in a 

perpendicular line with it (as had occurred shortly before 

death), dislocation became inevitable.” 

The second case is headed— 

‘ Fall on the Nape of the Neck; Compression of the Medulla 
Spinalis; Death ; Autopsy.' 

It is unnecessary to give a minute history of this case; we 

shall confine ourselves to the remarks of the reporter, in 

which the distinguishing peculiarities of the two cases are 
pointed out: 

“ It is interesting to notice how the sudden pressure and 
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REVIEWS. 

A Manual of Human Anatomy, Descriptive, Practical, and 
General. By Robert Knox, M.D. 

We have much pleasure in recommending this work to 
the notice of the profession, and especially of students, to 
whom it is likely to prove highly useful. It is, beyond all 
doubt, one of the best hand-books on anatomy that we pos¬ 
sess, and it does infinite credit to Mr Rensliaw, under whose 
auspices it has been published. It is illustrated by 250 
correct and beautiful engravings, finished in the highest 
style of art. The bloodvessels are coloured red and blue, 
and the delicate tracery of the nerves is exhibited on a 
black ground. The type and getting-up are admirable. 
The high reputation enjoyed by Dr Knox as an anatomist is 
a sufficient guarantee for the correctness of the letter-press. 
The descriptive matter is ample and perspicuous, so that 
the work has every claim on the attention of the profession ; 
and we have no doubt that it will take a high place as a 
standard work on anatomy. 

Stricture of the Urethra: its Complications and Effects. 
By Robert Wade, F.R.’C.S. 

It is always agreeable to us to praise, and here is another 
work that deserves our commendation. Mr Wade has 
treated his subject in a careful and judicious manner, and 
carried it up to the latest improvements. The practice re¬ 
commended in the various complications is generally sound ; 
hut we must not omit to inform the reader that a consider¬ 
able portion of the work is allotted to the illustration, by 
cases and authorities, of the value of caustic potash in the 
cure of stricture,—a mode of treatment with which Mr 
Wade’s name has been long identified, though the priority 
of the treatment has been disputed by Mr Courtenay. Mr 
Wade is no favourer of Mr Syme’s operation by the perinatal 
section, as performed by that gentleman. Reserving our 
judgment on these disputable points, the book is otherwise 
deserving of approbation. The subject is practically treated, 
and the style is clear and appropriate. 

Report of the Proceedings of the Pathological Society of London. 
Sixth Session, 1851-2. 

The present volume contains a record of the proceedings 
of one of the most valuable societies which we possess. A 
cursory view of the contents of this volume must convince 
any man of the eventual benefit which the Pathological 
Society is likely to prove to the profession. It has our best 
wishes for its success. 

HISTORY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, AND 
ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC HEALTH, IN 
ENGLAND. By William Farr, Esq., M.D., F.S.S. 

CHAPTER III. 
A.D. 1400-1711. 

( Continued from Number XXIV.') 

For the disease of our lord the king, by the prescription 
(ordinationem) of Mr. Nicholas, of Tyngewyk, an ointment 
of Soeotrino aloes (cum aloe cicotrino) and of cadmeaurus, 
a physic (feo) for the king's legs, six times—117. 

Item, for another ointment of dessiccatives and balsam, 6 
ounces—20 marcs. 
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Item, for cironis composed of "urns, for the king’s shoes— 
110s. 

Item, herbs for baths of aromatic flowers and stuffs (stuffis) 
—110s. 

Item, Oil of wheat (de tritico)—30s. 
Item, oil of ash (fraxini)—18s. 
Item, pro emplastris cironeis diatrascos hoc sirocrocium 

01b. pro staur—-4/. • 
Item, diachylon, (de Aquilon,) 241b.—48s. 
Item, distilled oil of turpentine—40s. 
Item, a comforting electuary, (e. comfortativo,) made with 

amber, and musk, and pearls, and jaspers, and gold, and 
pure silver, 81bs.—8 marcs. 

Item, succurosset, (sugar of roses ?j sharpened -with pearls 
and coral, (curall) 4 ounces—5 marcs. 

Item, stimulating ointments, (ung. calidis,) lGlbs.—33s. 
Item, laurel oil, 81bs.—20s. 
Item, rosewater of Damascus, (a. rosata de Damasc.) 401b. 

—4/. 
Item, pomegranate -wine, 201bs.—40s. 
Item, a plaister for the king’s neck, with laudanum (lada- 

num) and oriental amber—40s. 
Item, 6 pomegranates—40s. 
Item, 64 ounces of balsam, for anointing the body of our 

lord the king—13/. 
Item, an aromatic powder of aloes, frankincense, and 

myrrh, to put in the king’s body—41. 

Item, musk, 3 ounces, to put in the king’s nostrils—40s. 
Item, oriental amber to put in the king’s food, and claret, 

18 ounces, each ounce a marc—18 marcs. 
By command of our lord the king, for Lord Robert de la 

Warde, who was paralytic: 
Item, 38 clysters, 40s. 
Item, oleum benedictum, 12 ounces—48s. 
Item, castoreum, (pinguedine castor.) 16 ounces—48s. 
Item, an ointment sharpened with the pvlvis castorii and 

castor, and the powder of euphorbium (eufurbeo) (1)—60s. 
The ointment, with balsam and Socotrine aloes, was made 

for our lord the king, a second time—40s. 
Item, a precious electuary, which is called Dyatameron, 

121bs. 1 marc per lb.—12 marcs. 
Item, for Lord Peter of Colingburne, a syrup and medicine 

—30 s. 
Item, for John of Eockham, medicine, syrup, and glister— 

40s. 
Item, for Lord William of Corbye, syrup and medicine at 

Carlisle—2£ marcs. 
Item, the carriage of these medicines, from London to 

Carlisle, going and returning—100s. 
Summa, 114/. 16s. 4d. (2). 

This remarkable document shows that J. Falcland de 
Luca (1357) was not the first apothecary tvho sold medi¬ 
cines in England; although it confirms another observation 
made by Freind, that the crown apothecaries were foreigners. 
Peter of Montpellier was apothecary to Edward III, a. d. 

1360. (3.) The drugs of the east were earned to the ports 
of Italy and the south of France ; which, with the assistance 
of the School of Medicine at Montpellier, may explain the 
French derivation of these apothecaries. Edward I, before 
his accession, had visited the Holy Land, and no doubt 
gathered some knowledge of the state of physic in the east. 
Eleanora is said to have sucked his poisoned wounds; but 
the story is ill authenticated. At the close of his career he 
was at Carlisle, breathing vengeance against Scotland and 
the Brace. He died of chronic dysentery, July 7, 1307. 
The legs probably swelled in the latter stages of the disease. 
The bill exhibits the articles employed in embalming Ed¬ 
ward’s body, which was destined to be borne as a banner by 

(1) A substitute for strychnine and veratrium. 
(2) In the 4th Edward IV, 87/. 18s. 7£d. was paid for physic 

to John Clerk, the King’s Apothecary.—Extract from Issue, 
Rolls of Exchequer, p. 488. 

(3) Hist, of Med., p. 292. 

(4) Pell records, extracts from Issue Rolls, 22 Ed. I. 

the English through the fastnesses of Scotland. Some of 
the drugs were apparently compounded; others were sent in 
large quantities to the camp. The king, it would seem, paid 
the drug-bill of certain noble lords; and if the valu<» °x 
money be considered, the amount was not incoriA^-'rable. 
The pound of silver was divided into 20s ^0 pence; 
but the coin contained three times (2.8"0 as much pure 
metal as in the present day, and it °f much greater re¬ 
lative value. At an entertayvu^nt given by Edward I., in 
the 22nd year of his reign, two geese cost 9c/.; eight cocks 
16c/.; two capons 5 d.: two pullets 2d.; one hundred eggs 
7d.; one hundred herrings lOf d. (4). Wheat, in 1302, was 
4«. a, quarter; a cow was valued at 6s.; a fat mutton at Is.; 
a ewe sheep at 8d.; a fat lamb at 4cl. (5). Now, the amount 
of the apothecary’s bill, 114/. 16s., would, at these prices, 
purchase 456 quarters of wheat, or 380 cows, or 2,280 fat 
sheep : and reckoning wheat at 50s. a quarter, cows at 10/., 
sheep at 30s. each, 456 quarters of wheat would now be 
worth 1,140/.; 380 cows 3,800/.; and 2,280 sheep 3,420/. 
The 114/. 16s., in purchasing food, would certainly be equi¬ 
valent to twelve times the sum of 1,380/. of the present 
money ; and this is not inconsiderable for a drug bill. The 
oils and spices for the embalment of the body cost 19/. =228/. 
The majority of the drags, it will be evident, were conveyed 
from immense distances at a great risk. Medicine, as has 
been already stated, was expensive, and entirely beyond the 
reach of the peasant and artizan: 

The number of apothecaries increased in the 16th century; 
and drugs in the 17th century, by the extension of English 
commerce, were obtained more directly, and in greater 
quantities, from the East Indies and America. Chemical 
preparations were also introduced into the Materia Medica, 
and the apothecaries gained a tincture of chemical art. 
With regard to their education we know little; yet perhaps 
we know all. They served, like grocers, a seven years’ ap¬ 
prenticeship ; and some of them were sent to the free schools, 
where they acquired a little Latin. The author of an old 
antidotary says, addressing surgeons: “ The receipts are in 
the Latin tongue; yet if you confer with the apothecaries 
where you do not perfectly understand them, or else by the 
help of a dictionary, they will be unto you both familiar and 
plain.” (6) There is no reason to believe that the apothe¬ 
caries could do more than make out the receipts hi the anti- 
dotaries of the day. They distinguished themselves but 
little in literature: besides the talented Johnson, who made 
many additions to Gerard’s Botany, and Parkinson, they 
produced no writer of any note. The apothecaries were 
separated from the Grocers’ Company, and incorporated in 
1615. (7.) 

To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—In the various Literary, Scientific, and Mechanic’s 

Institutes of Great Britain, the medical man is generally 
found to take an active part, and a prominent position. 

The extensive circulation your Journal has already at¬ 
tained, places in your hands a power that may be used with 
great advantage to the profession ; and, at the same time to a 
large mass of our fellow subjects. The Birkbeck Assurance Com¬ 
pany, formed under the auspices of several gentlemen, among 
whom I may name the Earl of Carlisle, Lord Dudley Stu¬ 
art, and Mr Douglas Jerrold, distinguished by their exer¬ 
tions for the welfare of the operative classes, is established 
in connexion with the various Mechanics’ Institutes through¬ 
out the country, with the view of extending the principles 
and the benefits of Life Assurance, among a body of men in 
whom the desire to economize, and to lay by a provision for 
their family in the event of sickness or death, has become a 
marked characteristic. 

It has hitherto unfortunately happened, that the Benefit 
Society or Club has been generally held at some Tavern or 

(5) Chronicon Prcciosum. Bp. Fleetwood’s Works, p. 403. 
(6) Gale, Antidotarie, ann. 1563, p. 78. 
(7) The charter is dated May 30. Jac. I. 
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place of entertainment; and, in consequence of this, a large 
proportion of the intended saving is expended, not for the 
benefit of the family, but for that of the landlord. 

It is m your position, Sir, as the organ of medical opinion, 
that I now aaa>-e3S you, and ask your co-operation in a plan 
that must necessary be productive of good, both to the 
profession and the public. To all medical men, who are in¬ 
terested in the welfare of tbe working classes, it will be a 
pleasure to be able to point out fin; advantges of an Institu¬ 
tion, by which the largest amount of benefit can be secured 
at the smallest amount of cost; while, at the same time, the 
position of an established company, under tile direction of 
men of acknowledged position aud character, affords an eu- 
tire security against risk on the part of the assurer. 

I am, Sir, your constant reader, Zeta. 
London, December 6, 1852. 
[We recommend the subject of this letter to the notice of 

our medical brethren; and trust that the intentions of the 
promoters of the Company, if carried out with a prudent 
consideration for the wants of the class they seek to benefit, 
will receive cordial support.—Ed. 4 Medical Circular.’] 

To the Editor of the * Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—Can you tell me what a ‘ Medical Directory ’ is 

for? Is it to chronicle in its pages the names, addresses, 
and qualifications of all medical men practising in London 
and the provinces ? in short, is it to represent the profes¬ 
sion as it is ? or is it to be a partial and incomplete 
register, excluding the M.D. after one name, because, 
forsooth, the editor of 4 The Lancet’ “ cannot acknowledge 
it ” (having been granted at a “ foreign university ”), and 
omitting altogether the mention of some legally qualified 
member of the profession, because his practice is “ irregular” 
in the pure eyes of Mr Thos. Wakley ! !—a Daniel come to 
judgment! Which, let me ask you, should a 4 Medical 
Directory ’ be ? A work like yours, giving a just mirror 
and epitome of our profession as it exists, or the garbled 

abortion with which we are threatened weekly (weakly) in 
4 The Lancet ?’ 

I rejoice to learn the 4 Circular ’ is henceforward to be 
published as frequently as its contemporaries, and I earnestly 
trust that it will assume that high tone, and elevated cha¬ 
racter by which the organ of a highly educated and influen¬ 
tial body of gentlemen should be distinguished. In that 
case, depend upon it, the keen edge of the Lancet will bs 
destroyed. It has always been remarkable for its bad 
temper and want of polish; and as for the wonderful Direc¬ 
tories, be assured the preen will be above the gold.—I 
am, Sec., Scalpel. 

December ISth, 1852. 

CORONERS’ FAVOURS. 
To the Editor of the ‘ Medical Circular.' 

Sir,—My attention has just been called by Dr Dick to a 
letter in the ‘Medical Circular,’ under the above title : and 
I have much pleasure to rectify an error which Dr D. re¬ 
pudiates as casting a responsibility in the case he did not 
incur. In the letter you will perceive the words “aided” 
and “incessant exertions” as applied to Dr Dick, whereas 
he was only consulted by me at 10 p.m. on the treatment of 
the case, at his own house, where I found him retired to 
bed from indisposition, but was kindly favoured with an 
interview. 

I may as well now remark upon a further inaccuracy, 
which is not considered flattering by the gentleman alluded 
to. Your correspondent states, 44 aided by his assistant.” 
Such was not the case. I was. assisted by a friend, who 
kindly remained with my patient the whole time. 

I presume the word 44 tinct.” is a misprint; it was tartar 
emetic the unfortunate girl took, and the exact quantity 65 
grains. 

You will oblige by the insertion of this in the next 4 Cir¬ 
cular.’—I am, &c., Wm. Fenton. 

3, Richmond road, Bayswater, Dec. 20, 1852. 

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS. 
The present number concludes the fortnightly series of the 4 Medical Circular.’ Henceforth tills Journal will 

published WEEKLY, thus affording more frequent opportunities of communicating with the profession, and a better 
medium for disseminating novel and interesting facts in medical science and practice. 

We have been tempted to make this step in advance in consequence of the unprecedented success of our first efforts; 
and we trust that our increased exertions to render this Journal deserving of professional approbation will be met by 
a support equally as extensive and cordial as that which has hitherto honoured our labours. Our intentions for the 
future will be declared at greater length in our next number ; but we cannot close these observations without thanking our 
subscribers and readers, most gratefully, for the kind countenance and liberal aid already given, and expressing a hope 
that they will use their best exertions among their friends and neighbours in favour of the ‘MEDICAL CIRCULAR/ 
so that the increased number of our subscribers may justify the additional responsibilities we have undertaken. 

THE ANATOMY OF QUACKERY. 
The Proprietor of the 4 Medical Circular ’ has the pleasure to announce that with the First Number of the next 

Volume will be commenced a Series of Paper.?, entitled 
QUACK MEDICINES-THEIR HISTORY, COMPOSITION, AND QUALITIES. 

The researches on which these Papers will be based have been undertaken at the earnest request of several of our 
professional and general readers, and are intended to record facts, and disseminate information connected with public 
hygiene, of a description and in a field that have hitherto been neglected by the Medical press of this country. In their 
language and character these papers will be addressed both to the public and the profession ; and whilst they will afford to 
the latter information, they will be more especially addressed to the former, to warn them against imposition and fraud, and 
the inroads of the Charlatan and pretender on their purses and their health. They will be conducted and written by one 
of the most eminent Pharmaceutical and Analytical Chemists of the age, assisted by several distinguished Members of 
the Medical Profession. The Series will be completed during the then current year, and will form a complete 
encyclopaedia of information on the subject. We have received very general assurances of support, as well as suggestions, 
from various quarters, to which we shall in due course attend. We solicit further communications on the subject. 

TOXICOLOGY. 
With the first number of the 4 Medical Circular ’ for March it is also intended to commence a series of papers on the 

above important subject in all its bearings in connexion with the medical profession. The papers will embrace a full 
account of _ _ POISONS 
(their history, chemistry, effects, antidotes, and tests, together with the appearances presented on post-mortem 
examinations in cases of poisoning, the preparations of the antidotes, &c.) 

. . The arrangement and condensation of the subject will be such as to render it suitable to the wants of the busy prac¬ 
titioner, and to meet the emergencies which frequently occur. 
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NOTICE. — In consequence of the large amount of space 
occupied by the INDEX, we are unable to publish a 
PORTRAIT in this Number; but we have the pleasure 
to announce that Portraits of the following distinguished 
members of the profession will appear in our New Series, 
after the Portraits of the Proprietor and Editor of the 
‘ Medical Circular,’ the Editor of the ‘ Lancet,’ &c., as 
already advertised, have been published; viz., Mr Law¬ 

rence, Mr Paget, Professor Owen, Dr Todd, Dr 
Forbes Winsloav, Dr Carpenter, Dr Elliotson, Mr 
Bransby Cooper, Mr Coclson, Dr Waller, Mr 
Lcke, Dr Rigby, Dr Marshall Hall, Sir James 

ClaRce, Bart., Dr Copland, and numerous other gentle¬ 
men practising in Scotland, Ireland, and the Provinces. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES. 
THOMAS HENRY BURGESS, M.D. 

This gentleman entered the profession in November, 1832, 
in Trinity College, Dublin, under Dr. Macartney, in whose 
tuition he remained three years. During the same period 
he followed the practice of Mr. Carmichael at the Richmond 
Hospital, and of Dr. Graves, at Sir Patrick Dun’s. In the 
summer of 1835 he became a member of the College of 
Surgeons of England, and proceeded to Paris in 1836, where 
he studied under the leading professors of medicine of the 
French school, particularly Anclral. While at Paris he be¬ 
came a pupil of Biett, the successor of Alibert, at the Hos¬ 
pital of St. Louis, where he devoted himself to the study of 
cutaneous pathology under that celebrated master. He also 
formed the acquaintance of M. Cazenave, who now fills the 
chair of Biett at this Hospital, an acquaintance which has 
since ripened into an intimate friendship. In 1837 he returned 
to Edinburgh, where he graduated, and came to London in 
1838. Having commenced practice in 1840, he was elected 
one of the physicians to the Blenheim-street Dispensary in 
1841; and at this Institution he found ample scope for apply¬ 
ing in practice the valuable knowledge of cutaneous diseases 
he had a few years previously acquired under Biett at the 
Hospital of St. Louis. In 1832 Dr. Burgess published a 
translation of Cazenave and Schedel’s well-known ‘ Practical 
Treatise on Diseases of the Skin,’ with copious notes and addi¬ 
tions derived from his own practice in London. We under¬ 
stand that a new edition of this work is about to appear. This 
volume at once associated his name with Cutaneous Pathology 
in this country. Subsequently to its publication he published 
a series of Papers in the ‘Provincial Medical Journal’ and in 
the * Medical Gazette’ on Cutaneous Diseases; but his health 
giving way in 1845, he was advised by the most eminent of 
the faculty to remove for a time to a warmer climate, and 
accordingly proceeded through Germany and Switzerland to 
Italy. While sojourning in the South, he availed himself of 
the opportunity of studying the nature of the various cli¬ 
mates, the result of which was published in the course of 
this year in a volume on the ‘ Climate of Italy in relation to 
Pulmonary Consumption,’ of which we have made favour¬ 
able mention. The statements in this work are novel, 
and quite subversive of the prevailing popular opinions 
as to the efficacy of foreign climates in Pulmonary Con¬ 
sumption. He also availed himself, during his absence 
from England, of the opportunity of renewing his ac¬ 
quaintance with Cutaneous Pathology at the Hospital 
of St. Louis, Paris, in the practice of his friend, M. Caze¬ 
nave, who kindly afforded him every facility the Hos¬ 
pital possessed for pursuing his inquiries into this branch of 
medicine. It was during this period, and mainly from ob¬ 
servations at the bedside in this Hospital, he wrote his work 
on ‘ Diseases of the Skin of the Exposed Sin-faces,’ or ‘ Re¬ 
gional Pathology of the Skin,’ published in 1849, and most 
favourably received by the profession. 

Dr. Bnrgess has also published various articles relating to 
medicine in the different medical journals; amongst which, 
a series of Papers, published in the 4 Lancet,’ on the ‘ Crow¬ 
ing Disease of Children,’ attracted much attention, that sin¬ 
gular complaint being little understood at the time. 

Dr. Burgess resides at 12, Half Moon-street, Piccadilly. 

PATRICK BURKE, ESQ. 
EDMUND J. BURMAN, ESQ. 
WM. BURMAN, ESQ. 

Vide 1 London Medical Directory,’ 1852. 

WM. BURNIE, M.D. 
Dr Burnie is a native of Moffat, in Dumfriesshire. He 

received his elementary education at a school of long repute 
in that town, under the rectorship of Mr Beattie. Li liis 
fourteenth year he entered the junior classes in the Uni¬ 
versity of Glasgow; which take the place of our more 
advanced schools in England. He pursued his studies there 
for three years under Professors Walker, Sir D. K. Sand- 
ford, and Dr Buchanan, the latter presiding over the logic 
class, which is, perhaps, one of the best conducted and most 
useful in any seminary; embracing in its curriculum, mental 
philosophy, logic, rhetoric, and the ‘ Belles Lettres.’ After 
a somewhat distinguished career at Glasgow, considering his 
youth, Dr Bumie went to Edinburgh to study medicine; 
for while the former of these two Scottish Universities is 
considered to excel in classics, it must, however high its 
merits also in other respects, submit to the ancient re¬ 
putation of Edinburgh in physic. Dr Burnie conjoined the 
study of mathematics and natural philosophy with his 
earlier medical studies, and took a prize at a public com¬ 
petition in geometry. Having completed his four 4 Anm 
Medici,’ he was still hut twenty years of age, and he re¬ 
turned to Edinburgh for another year, making the fifth at 
that university, when he took his degree, in 1836. The 
most distinguished of his teachers were Drs. Alison and 
Christison, the late Dr John Thompson, Dr James Hamilton, 
jun., and Mr Syme. Dr Burnie was a most assiduous student 
tor a long time in the wards of the last-named gentle¬ 
man, having then an intention of going into the 
navy. His inaugural dissertation was on Varicose Veins, 
and was highly commended by Sir George Ballingall, to 
whom it was referred. After leaving college Dr Bumie’s 
intentions turned towards private practice ; and he spent 
some years in different quarters in search of medical ex¬ 
perience and improvement, and eventually commenced the 
practice of his profession in London. He has latterly become 
attached, as physician, to the Islington Dispensary, been 
a valuable contributor to the periodical literature of the day, 
and among his writings we may here mention a series 
of Medico - Political articles first published in the 
4 Spectator.’ He resides at 92, Guildford Street, Russell 

Square. 

MARTIN M. BULL, ESQ. 

THOS. BULL, ESQ., M.D. 

HENRY ST. JOHN BULLEN, ESQ. 

FRANCIS BULLIN', ESQ. 
This gentleman was educated at St Bartholomew’s Hos¬ 

pital, and was a favourate pupil of the late Mr Abernethy, 
by whom he was selected during several consecutive years 
to prepare the dissections for his lectures. Possessed of en¬ 
gaging manners and good professional and general acquire¬ 
ments, he could not fail to secure the esteem and good-will 
of a numerous circle of patients—to whom, we heartily 
wish, a restoration from protracted illness will allow of a 
speedy return. Mr Bullin has manifested an active interest 
in measures relating to sanitary improvements, and has given 
evidence upon the subject before the committees of the House 
of Commons. He became L.S.A. in 1824, M.R.C.S. in 

1825. 
He resides at 26 Farringdon street. 

EDWARD JAS. BULLOCK, ESQ. 

HENRY BULLOCK, ESQ. 

HENRY BULLOCK, ESQ. 

CHAS. HOPE BUNCOMBE, ESQ. 

HENRY BUNNETT, ESQ. 

SAMUEL J. BURCII, ESQ. 
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PETER LODWICK BURCHELL, M.B. 

This gentlemen was horn Sept, 10, 1817 at North Shoe- 
bury, in the county of Essex, and after having had a good 
classical education, was apprenticed in 1833 to James 
F. Tomlinson, Esq. a Surgeon at Maldon in the same county. 
Having passed the latin examination at Apothecaries Hall, 
during his apprenticeship, he commenced his career in 
London Oct. 1837 under the tuition of the late Thomas King, 
Esq., the then proprietor of the Blenheim street School, and 
joined the Westminster hospital and school as a pupil of G. 
J. Guthrie, Esq. He became a member of the College of Sur¬ 
geons in July 1839, and was appointed demonstrator of 
Anatomy in the Session 1839 and 40. He passed the Hall 
in April 1840, Fellowship examination at the Royal College 
of Surgeons in August 1849, and the M.B. at the London 
University 1851. Having purchased the practice of W. 
Baird, Esq. he commenced practice at No 1 Kingsland Road, 
his present residence, Aug. 19th 1840. He was appointed 
Surgeon Accoucheur to the Royal Maternity Charity 
about the same time, an office which he has since resigned, 
and was elected, after a contest, medical officer to the Church 
End Liberty of the Parish of Saint Leonard, Shoreditch and 
Vaccinator to the district in Sept. 1843, which latter ap¬ 
pointments he still retains. 

He has published papers on a case of polypus in the 
uterus.—‘Lancet,’ January 9, 1841.-Correspondence 
upon a new method of blistering children.—‘ Lancet,’ July 
and August, 1843.-Case of aneurism of the abdominal 
aorta.—4 Lancet,’ January 8, 1848.-Use of chloroform in 
a difficult case of paturition.—1 Lancet,’ January 22, 1848. 
-Case of strangulated femoral hernia, treated success¬ 
fully by the operation recommended by Mr Gay.—‘ Medi¬ 
cal Times,’ March 10, 1849, and ‘ Lancet ’ of a later date. 
■-Suicide by strangulation.—‘Medical Gazette and Times,’ 
June 9, 1852. 

HENRY BUTTENSHAW BURFORD, ESQ. 

FRED. ADOLPHUS BURGE, ESQ. 

FRED. JOHN BURGE, ESQ. 

JOSHUA BURGESS, M.D. 
Dr Burgess was apprenticed at the Carey street Public 

Dispensary, and was apupil of St Bartholomew’s Hospital under 
Mr Abernethy during and after the period of his apprentice¬ 
ship, and commenced practice in Leicestershire in 1814. 
During the first ten years of his practice, epidemical typhus 
prevailed, which he says that he successfully treated by adminis¬ 
tering large doses of chloride of mercury, and published two 
monographs recording the success of the practice, in the 
‘ Lancet ’ of 1844, Vol. 1, No. 26, September; and Vol. 2, 
No. 8, November. He also treated the same disease by 
continued and minute doses of bi-chloride of mercury, admi¬ 
nistered in combination with small doses (from ten to fifteen 
drops) of tincture of foxglove, keeping up at the same time 
an aperient action with rhubarb and magnesia ; and he also 
witnessed the value of large (§ii) doses of Mindererus’ spirit 
given as a beverage or ptisan, and of cold affusions at the acme 
of the febrile exarcebation. Under this treatment, mu- 
tatis mutandis, he successfully treated typhus. Dr 
Burgess informs us that his experience does not con¬ 
firm Dr Jenner’s theory, originating with the French 
physicians, MM. Louis and Chomel, that British typhus is 
an exanthematous disease, and advocated with anatomical 
modifications also by MM. Broussais, Petit, Valleix, Andral, 
Bouilland, Proust, and Dalmas, as the prevailing characteristic 
of typhus in Paris and in France—some considering the 
exantliem, limited to one portion of the intestinal mucous 
surface, and others to another portion, including the mesen¬ 
teric and Brunner’s glands (glandules solitance'); but Dr 
Jenner limits his anatomical lesions and the consequent 
exanthem to ulceration of Peyer’s patches, and enlargement 
of the mesenteric glands internally; and the rose-coloured 
eruption externally, as the characteristic exanthem of typhoid 
fever; and the mulberry eruption, as the characteristic 

exanthem of typhus (“ or merely rash and spotted typhus.”) 
In Dr Burgess’s opinion Dr Jenner’s practice and results are by 
no means equal to the learning and research he has displayed, 
and have no appreciable value. The typhus, and typhoid fevers, 
Dr Burgess considers to manifest an unusual and pathogno- 
monical complication of cerebral disturbance with visceral 
disease. 

Dr Burgess considers that in the treatment of fracture ofthe 
lower extremities too little attention has heen given to 
obtain mechanical power to conquer the constant source of 
disturbance of the fracture, produced by the trunk of the body', 
or what may be called the corporal or truncal axis. 
Many difficulties in the treatment of fractures of the 
lower extremities become simplified when the trunk is 
firmly and steadily fixed by well-adjusted mechanical 
aids. A case of dislocated pelvis, which occurred 
to him very early in his practice, produced by the, 
falling of a horse upon a liunstman of the Queen’s Hunt 
manifested how much position must inevitably be influenced 
and consequent disturbance be produced by gravitation of 
the corporal or truncal axis wherever its influence obtains. 

In 1825, Dr Burgess became Proprietor and Medical Resi¬ 
dent ofthe Wigston Lunatic Asylum, from which he retired iu 
1842. The influence of blisters of cartharides repeatedly 
applied over the whole surface of the spinal axis, keeping 
open the vesicated surface with savine ointment after each 
application, in the treatment of hypochondriasis, and other 
cerebral derangements, he has explained in one of a series 
of papers inserted in the ‘ Lancet ’ “ On the Policy, and 
Pathology of Insanity,” during the present and last year. 
He deprecates the expectant system of treatment of 
insanity, and has great faith in remedies applied for the 
removal of constitutional derangement and disturbance, and 
attributes the repugnance to remedies, and the entire 
dependence upon a humane personal policy, applauded and 
practised by such men as Conolly, to the circumstauce of 
their minds and attention being disturbed, and distracted by 
the multitude of chronic, and necessarily incurable cases, 
they have under treatment in such large establishments as 
Hanwell and Colney Hatch. 

Dr Burgess has used elaterium with great success in unu¬ 
sually large doses in the treatment of ascites, hydro-thorax, 
and serous andanasarcous effusions, generally followed up by 
diuretics; namely, the tinctures of squills, of flies, and spirits 
of nitre, in combination with the mist, ferri composita. In 
1832, as in 1849, Dr Burgess sought out epidemic cholera, and 
on the last occasion witnessed its ravages in a most malignant 
district, but combated the enemy with calomel during the 
stage of collapse, and the bi-chloride of mercury and fox¬ 
glove, at its other stages, especially of violent reaction, and 
in the typhoid and low febrile stages, with almost unvarying 
success; and is confident of similar results in a future con¬ 
flict with this direful scourge. 

Dr Burgess now resides at Norwood, near London. 

THE CHANCES AND CHANGES OF MEDICAL 
JOURNALISM. 

The New Year will dawn upon many novelties in the 
mutable world of Medical Periodical Literature. Our 
coming, bright with varied splendour, has thrown a dark 
shadow over many of our competitors; and while editors 
have been perplexed to devise new subjects of interest; 
proprietors, ruefully regarding the melancholy tokens of 
a declining exchequer, have either hastily abandoned their 
speculations or adventured new ones to redeem their unan¬ 
ticipated losses. We have on various occasions alluded to 
the “ potents dire” that indicate the dismay and convulsion 
secretly working in the interior of “ our offices.” A sullen 
growl from one angry editor, a snappish yelp from another, 
the rapid changes in the literary staff of this journal, and the 
total dispersion of that, together with the abolition or 
transmutation of the journals themselves, have been, as 
opportunity offered, commented upon for the information or 
the amusement of our readers, according to their humour. 

Our contemporary, the ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgica 
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Journal,’ in its valedictory address, concluding the last of 
the old series, has referred to the same topic; and after 
pointing out the general instability of Medical journalism, 
thus speaks of ourselves and of our neighbour, the ‘ Lancet 

“A formidable rival to the old standards has sprung up 
of late, in the shape of the ‘ Medical Circular,’ which is a 
useful compilation from other journals, and has certainly its 
cheapness and pungency to recommend it. But towering 
above all still appears the ‘ Lancet ’—the ‘ Times ’ of the 
profession, as verdant and sapful as when first started by its 
energetic editor.” 

Now, although we quite agree with the editor in the truth 
of his observations relating to the ‘Medical Circular,’and 
think that he might have done even more justice to his 
literary taste by pourtraying our character with a bolder 
sweep of his pencil, yet we must dissent from his estimate 
of our “ very green ” contemporary, unless—as we have 
reason to believe—his criticism was intended to be ironically 
understood. The ‘ Lancet ’ may indeed be “ sappy ” and 
“verdant” in a particular sense; its editor’s “greenness,” 
in the matter of the ‘ Medical Directory,’ can only be ex¬ 
ceeded by that of the purchasers of his book; but the 
superabundance of this quality is no more a proof of vigour 
than the autumnal verdure of a decaying oak, whose heart 
is rotten and hark worm-eaten, is an evidence of the sound¬ 
ness and durability of the tree. The ‘ Lancet ’ is in truth 
in the decadence of its career as a Medical Journal, and in 
order to maintain its circulation has been obliged for a long 
time past to seek for readers among the public at large. 

The ‘ Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal’ is 
about to enter upon a new cycle. Emerging from the 
gloom of provincial obscurity, it strides at once in the 
daylight of metropolitan journalism. It has resolved to 
take rank in the front lines of literature, to challenge a high 
place among its chiefs, and professes to wield a weapon at 
the sight of which opponents will become incontinently 
pale. We trust that its assurances will be verified, and that 
we shall have by our side a worthy rival. The tone of 
contempt in which it has indulged respecting one of our 
contemporaries, can be justified only by a vigorous attack 
upon that property, in relation both to the quality of its 
articles and the management of the Journal. The editor 
will have more work on his hands than he will probably be 
able to dispose of with credit; but if he make good the ex¬ 
pectations of his predecessor, he will have done more than 
our experience warrants us in believing—but he will deserve 
all that he wins from his enemy. 

MEDICAL NOTES AND QUERIES. 

QUERIES. 
Is Embryotomy Murder ? — Is embryotomy murder ? 

Under what circumstances can destruction of a viable foetus 
be considered justifiable ? If any of your readers can answer 
these important questions satisfactorily, I have another 
question to propose, viz., Is it a recognised axiom of the 
morality of the medical profession in these realms, that the 
life of the mother is always considered to take precedence 
of that of the child ? If not, what are the circumstances 
under which the child is to he saved at the expense of the 
mother, when both are in danger? and how is the child's 
salvation to be effected, if the mother must inevitably 
perish.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 

A Doctor with a Conscience. 

1. Formulas Wanted.—Wanted formulae for the true Guttce 
Vitce? Elixir anti-venereum? Cordial Balm of Syriacum? 

2. The true Concentrated Compound Fluid Extract of 
Sarsaparilla. 

3. Is Warburg’s Fever Tincture worthy a trial? Of 
course you have seen the puffs in the ‘ Times.’ Dr Paris 
and one or two others have attempted to analyse it; and I 
have seen two or three formulae for it. Its most effective 
constituent appears to be sulphate of quinine. 

4. IIow is it that you allowed “ Spermatorrhoea Dawson,'' 
in Major Forrester’s case, to escape your critical remarks ? 

Of course he sent you his handbill and book on sperma¬ 
torrhoea. Is his treatment of that disease based on scientific 
principles ?—Your obedient servant, 

Anti-All- Humbug . 

REPLIES. 
Guaco.—In your last, Dr Stokes, of Stroud, after kindly 

tendering a few observations on the “ Guaco,” desires to be 
informed where it may be had. I have much pleasure iu 
informing him and others, who may be anxious to give it a 
trial, that Mr William Hooper, chemist, 7, Pall mall East, 
London, has undertaken, at my suggestion, to provide a 
supply; and the channel through which he will obtain it 
will warrant the genuineness of the drug.—I am, &c., 

Edward William Pritchard, M.D., M.R.C.S., &c., 
late of Royal Navy. 

Hummanby, Yorkshire, Dec, 17tli, 1852. 

Action of Lemon Juice in Gout, tfc.—Other engagements 
preclude my fully replying at present to Mr Drew’s notice 
of my remarks on this subject. I intend, however, shortly 
to reinstitute a series of experiments thereon, and in due 
course to publish the results. My desire is simply to elicit 
truth, and not to support “ an ingenious theory.” 

Your correspondent has (doubtless unintentionally) both 
misquoted and misrepresented what I said (vide No. 24). 
The parties whose names he mentions are no “ authorities ” 
on the chemical composition of lemon juice. With the 
exception of the second, their works, as far as chemistry and 
pharmacy are concerned, are mere compilations, in some 
parts carelessly performed. Indeed, the 4 London Dispen¬ 
satory’ of the first he names, up to the present edition, con¬ 
tained as many errors as paragraphs; and the present 
edition (the eleventh) is full of them. None of these 
“ authorities ” (I speak partly from memory) state that 
“ Lemon juice contains no potass, either free or combined,” 
as asserted by Mr Drew ; and if they did, they would he 
guilty, not merely of an “ omission,” but a serious “ mis¬ 
statement.” Dr Thomson, in particular (vide 11th edition, 
p. 272), merely gives an old analysis of lemon juice, 
which I believe dates back to the time of Scheele (the in¬ 
ventor of the common process for obtaining crystallised citric 
acid), somewhere before the end of the last century (either 
17S3 or 1784); malic acid is, however, there given as some 
of its constituents. 

The advantage of substituting a solution of pure citric 
acid for lemon juice is not borne out in practice. Many 
years since the distinction between the action of the two 
was pointed out by Sir G. Blane, who remarks thatcrys¬ 
tallised citric acid was not by any means so efficacious iu 
the preseiwation and cure of sea-scurvy as recent lemon 
juice.” The superiority of the latter was then attributed to 
the presence of essential oil, bitter principle, and mucilage, 
for want of a better reason. The amount of injury in¬ 
flicted by the indiscriminate and frequent use of vegetable 
acids is incalculable. Dr Prout says that, “ were I required 
to name the medicine caeulated to do the most mischief, I 
should name the common saline draught, formed of an alkali 
and some vegetable acid.” The injury referred to is chiefly 
induced by the acid, which is generally used in enormous 
excess beyond the quantity required for the saturation of 
the alkali. In the West Indies lemon or lime juice is largely 
administered, either alone or saturated with common salt 
(chloride of sodium). 

In reply to your correspondent’s inquiry respecting the 
action of lemon juice in scurvy, I beg to refer him to the 
‘Monthly Journal of Medical Science,’ for either January 

j or February, 1848 (I now forget which). He will there not 
only find the opinion I alluded to most ably supported, but 
also a table showing the quantity of potassa in a variety of 
alimentary substances. He will then see that lime juice 
and lemon juice contain a greater per ceutage weight of 
potassa than any other substance there named, except it be 
the potato (large size, boiled with the skin on) ; but even 
tliis tuber, when peeled and cooked in the ordinary way, 
is found to contain only two-thirds the quantity of potassa 
present in good lemon juice. My own experiments long 
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since satisfied me of tlie existence of both potassa and 
malic acid in lemon juice; and more recently I have dis¬ 
covered traces of iodine therein, as well as in several other 
fruits and vegetables. I might give Mr D. other authorities 
had I time, or dare I further trespass on your valuable 
columns.—’Akotes. 

ABSTRACT OF DRAFT BILL (AS AMENDED BY 

THE COMMITTEE) “TO PRODUCE UNIFOR¬ 

MITY OF MEDICAL EDUCATION AND QUA¬ 

LIFICATION, AND FOR THE REGISTRATION 

OF THOSE LICENSED TO PRACTISE IN 

MEDICINE.” 

NVIII. Registrars to issue Annual Certificates to Regis¬ 
tered Practitioners, on Payment of a Fee of 5s.—That the 
Registrar of each of the said Councils shall from time to 
time issue a certificate, according to the form in Schedule C, 
to this act annexed, to every person who shall be registered 
as aforesaid, and who shall apply for such certificate; the 
said Registrars shall issue such certificates for the countries 
only for which they shall be severally appointed to act; and 
every person shall, upon his application for such certificate, 
pay to the Registrar a fee of five shillings ; and such cer¬ 
tificate shall bear date on the first day of February then next 
ensuing, and shall continue in force during one year, and no 
longer. 

XIX. All Monies received by the Registrars to be applied 
for the purposes of the Act.—If, after paying expenses, any 
surplus shall remain in the hands of the Treasurer of the 
said Councils, such surplus shall be yearly applied for the 
founding or establishing of medical scholarships or prizes, or 
in promoting the advance of medical science and literature, 
in such manner as such Council shall determine. 

XX. Annual Statement of Income and Expenditure.— 
That each of the said Councils shall, once in every year, 
publish a full account of their income and expenditure for 
the year then last past, and shall cause their Secretary to 
transmit a copy of such account to one of her Majesty’s 
Secretaries of State. 

XXI. Each Registrar to keep a Record of Certificates.— 
That the Registrars of each of the said Councils shall duly 
record an account of every certificate which he shall issue as 
aforesaid ; and in the month of February in every year shall 
cause to be printed a correct register, in two lists, according 
to the form in Schedule D, to this act annexed, &c.; and such 
registers shall be respectively called “ The Medical Register 
for England,” “ The Medical Register for Scotland,” and 
“ The Medical Register for Ireland; ” and a printed copy 
of the Register for the time being, so published as aforesaid, 
shall be evidence in all courts, and before all Justices of the 
Peace and others, that the persons therein specified have 
obtained certificates according to the provisions of this act; 
and the absence of the name of any person from such 
printed copy shall be evidence, until the contrary be made 
to appear, that such person has not obtained a certificate 
according to this act. 

XXII. Registered Persons entitled to practise where 
Certificates are issued ; and to transfer their Names to the 
Register of other Parts of the United Kingdom.—That 
every person who shall be registered, and shall possess a 
certificate in force, according to the provisions of this act, 
shall be entitled to practise medicine throughout that part 
of the United Kingdom for which his certificate was issued; 
and every person who shall be registered in one part of the 
United Kingdom may transfer his name to the register of 
any other part of the United Kingdom in which he may be 
about to practise, on production to the Registrar of the last- 
named part of the United Kingdom of his licence and certi¬ 
ficate for the current year ; and the Registrar shall there- 
upon grant to such person transferring his name a certificate, 
which shall remain in force till the first day of February 
then next ensuing. 

_ XXIII. Registered Persons entitled to charge for Ad¬ 
vice and Visits.—That all persons who shall be registered 

and possess certificates according to the provisions of this 
act, shall be entitled to demand and recover in any court 
of law, with full costs of suit, reasonable charges for medical 
aid, advice, visits, and medicine rendered or supplied by them 
to their patients, without any other licence than such re¬ 
gistry and certificates. 

XXIV. None but Registered Persons to recover Charges. 
—That, after the first day of February, one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-four, no person shall be entitled to re 
cover any charge in any court of law for any medical advice 
attendance, or for the performance of any operation, or for 
any medicine prescribed, administered, or supplied by him, 
unless he shall prove upon the trial either that he is in 
possession of a certificate in force, according to the pro¬ 
visions of this act, or that he was legally practising in the 
capacity in which lie claims such charge at the time when 
the debt was incurred. 

XXV. Persons not possessing Certificates incapable of 
acting as Medical Officers in Public and other Situations.— 
That, after the first day of February, one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-four, no person who does not possess a 
certificate in force, according to the provisions of this act, 
shall be capable of holding any appointment in any part of 
the United Kingdom, in the capacity of a physician, sur¬ 
geon, apothecary, or other medical officer, in any hospital,, 
infirmary, dispensary, lunatic or other asylum, lying-in hos¬ 
pital, gaol, penitentiary, house of correction, house of indus¬ 
try, parochial or union workhouse, or poorhouse, parish, 
union, or other public establishment, body, or institution, or 
to any friendly or other society for affording mutual relief 
in sickness, infirmity, or old age. 

XXVI. Summary Penalty against Unregistered Practi¬ 
tioners.—That, if any person shall, after the first day of 
February, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-four, act or 
practise as a physician, surgeon, apothecary, or licentiate in 
medicine, in any part of the United Kingdom, without being 
duly registered according to the provisions of this act, and 
without having a certificate as aforesaid in force at the time 
of liis so practising or acting as a physician, surgeon, apothe¬ 
cary, or licentiate in medicine, he shall, on conviction before 
any magistrate having jurisdiction in the county, city, or 
place where the offence was committed, forfeit and pay a 
sum not exceeding five pounds, nor less than forty shillings, 
for every such offence, to be recoverable within six months 
next after the commission of the said offence. 

XXVII. Expulsion of Registered Practitioners for Dis¬ 
graceful Conduct or Irregular Practice.—That if three re¬ 
gistered practitioners shall at any time complain to the 
Council of any College or otjier governing body, that a per¬ 
son who had obtained his licence, diploma, or qualification 
from such College or body, had been conducting himself in 
a manner calculated to bring scandal and odium on the pro¬ 
fession, by publishing indecent advertisements or pamphlets, 
or immoral or obscene prints or books, or had been guilty of 
any other disgraceful and unprofessional behaviour, or of 
any irregular practice, the said Council, or other governin g 
body aforesaid, are hereby empowered to cite the person ac¬ 
cused before them, first giving him due notice, and a fid 1 
statement of the charges against him; whereupon the said 
Council, or other body, having heard the defendant, and on 
being satisfied that the charges have been proved, or, in de¬ 
fault of his appearance, having decided that the charges 
have been proved, they are hereby required to erase the 
name of such person from the books or rolls of the said 
College, or other institution, as the case may be, and shall 
transmit forthwith to the Registrar of that part of the king¬ 
dom to which such College, or other institution, belongs, an 
official report of their decision, authenticated by the seal of 
such College ; and the said Registrar shall thereupon strike 
out the name of the offending party from the register in his 
custody, and it shall ever afterwards be excluded from every 
register to be kept under the provisions of this act, unless 
the Council, or other governing body by whom the name 
was first erased, shall re-admit it into the books or rolls of 
such College, or other institution. Provided always that 
the name of no person who may bo possessed of a licence 
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granted by a Medical Council according to the provisions of 
this act, shall be erased from the register, unless the Regis¬ 
trar receive from such Medical Council an official decision to 
that effect, authenticated by their seal. 

XXVIII. Penalty for the Wilful Falsification of the Re¬ 
cord of Certificates by any Registrar.—Imprisonment for 
any term not exceeding six months. 

XXIX. Penalty for obtaining Certificates by False Re¬ 
presentations. Such offender to be imprisoned, with or 
without hard labour, for any period of time not exceeding 
six calendar months. 

XXX. Penalty for falsely pretending to be a Medical 
Practitioner.—That every unregistered person who shall 
wilfully and falsely pretend to be, or take or use the name 
or title of a physician, doctor, bachelor of medicine, surgeon, 
or apothecary, or any name, title, addition, or description, 
implying that he is registered under this act, or that he is 
recognised by law as a physician, or surgeon, or apothecary^ 
or a practitioner in medicine, shall, on being convicted of 
every such offence, before any magistrate having jurisdic¬ 
tion therein, pay a sum not exceeding twenty pounds, nor 
less than five, to be recoverable as hereinafter described. 

XXXI. How Penalties are to be recovered; if not 
Paid, the Offender may be committed.—In every case of 
the adjudication of a pecuniary penalty under this act, and 
of non-payment thereof, it shall be lawful for the said jus¬ 
tice or magistrate to commit the offender to any gaol o 

house of correction within his jurisdiction, for a term not 
exceeding one calendar month, when the sum does not 
exceed forty shillings, and for a term not exceeding six 
calendar months when the sum does not exceed twenty 
pounds, the imprisonment to case on payment of the sum 
due. 

XXXII. Application of Penalties.—That any stun or 
sums of money arising from conviction and recovery of 
penalties, &c., shall be paid to the Treasurer of the Council 
for that part of the United Kingdom in which such convic¬ 
tion shall take place. 

XXXIII. Examiners may take Candidates to Hospitals, 
&e. 

XXXIV. Provision for existing Students.—That it shall 
be lawful for the said several Councils to make regulations 
for dispensing with such provisions of this act as to them 
shall seem fit, in favour of medical students who shall have 
commenced their professional studies before the passing of 
this act. 

XXXV. Act not to affect the Trade or Business of Che¬ 
mists and Druggists—That not anything in this act con- 
tamed shall extend, or be construed to extend, to prejudice 
or in any way affect the trade or business of a chemist and 
druggist in the buying, preparing, compounding, dispensing, 
and vending drugs, medicines, and medicinal compounds, 
wholesale or retail, without the giving of medical or surgi¬ 
cal advice. 

XXX\ I. Registered Medical Practitioners exempted from 
serving on Juries, Inquests, &c.—That every person who 
shall be registered and possess a certificate in force, under 
under the provisions of this act, shall be exempt, if he shall 
so desire, from serving on all juries and inquests whatso¬ 
ever, and from serving all corporate, parochial, wrard, hun¬ 
dred, and township offices, and in the militia, &c. 

XXXVII. For certain offences, names of medical Prac¬ 
titioners to be erased from the register. 

Schedule A. 
The Form of Declaration required of a person who claims 

to be registered as a medical practitioner upon the ground 
that he was in practice as a medical practitioner before the 
first day of August, one thousand eight hundred and fifteen. 

Sciiedule^B. 

Licence in medicine. 
ScHEDcmVC.' 

The Medical Register for [England]—Medical Registra¬ 
tion Certificate for one thousand eight hundred and fifty 

Schedule D. 
The Medical Register for [England], consisting of the 

names and places of residence, with a description of the 
qualification and the dates thereof, of all persons legally 
qualified to practise medicine in [England], in the year 
one thousand eight hundred and fifty 
The Names of Registered Medical Practitioners, arranged in 

Two Lists as Physicians and Surgeons: 

Physicians (arranged alphabetically): 

Names. 
Qualifications and 

their Dates. 
Places of 

Residence. 

Addison, James Diploma as v Fellow 
of the Royal Col¬ 
lege of Physicians 
of England, dated 
9 th August, 1836. 

No. 16 Tudor street, 
Manchester. 

Adlavd, Hugh. Diploma as a Gra¬ 
duate of the Uni¬ 
versity of Edin¬ 
burgh, dated 3rd 
April, 1843 

No. 7 Milton street, 
London. 

Adney, Ralph Diploma as a Mem¬ 
ber of the Royal 
College of Physi¬ 
cians of England, 
dated 2nd of May, 
1854 ; — Licence 
from the Medical 
Council for Eng¬ 
land, dated July 
5th, 1853 

The Grove, Camber¬ 
well. 

Surgeons (arranged alphabetically): 

Names. * 
Qualifications and 

their Dates. 
Places of 

Residence. 

Adpart, Edmund Diploma as a Fellow 
of the. Royal Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons 
of England, dated 
4th Sept. 1838. 

No. 40 Tolville street, 
Leeds. 

Adwin, Gilbert Declaration as re¬ 
quired by Law, of 
having praetised 
a Medical Practi¬ 
tioner before the 
1st day of Aug. 
1815. 

No. 19Milsom street, 
Manchester. 

Andrews, John Licence of the Soci¬ 
ety of Apotlieca- 
caries, London, 
dated 11th June, 
1834. 

No. 8 Hilton street, 
Liverpool. 

Appleton, William . Diploma as a Mem¬ 
ber of the Royal 
College of Sur¬ 
geons of England, 
dated 2nd July, 
1854 ; — Licence 
from the Medical 
Council for Eng¬ 
land, dated 5th 
May, 1353. 

No. 90 George street, 
Exeter. 

©bitag. 

In our last we noticed the decease of Roderick Macleod, 
M.D., at Chanonry, Old Aberdeen, on the 7th inst. The 
following notice from a contemporary may not be unac¬ 
ceptable to our readers:—Dr Macleod for many years occu¬ 
pied a very important place in the Metropolis. Thoroughly 
well informed on every subject included in the theory and 
practice of medicine, he i3 remembered by many as a 
teacher who, without any approach to what could be called 
eloquence, imparted sound instruction forcibly and impres- 
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sively in his lectures, while his careful and painstaking in¬ 
vestigations at the bed-side were calculated to impress upon 
his pupils the soundness of the principles which he taught, 
the difficulties which beset their application to the endless 
varieties of individual cases, and the encouraging conviction 
that most of these difficulties may he mastered by the 
careful and well-informed student. Dr Macleod was emi¬ 
nently conservative in his professional convictions and 
habits. He had the intelligence to recognise, as soon as any 
one, the probable value of what was new; but he had also 
the confidence which reason and experience warranted in 
the certain value of what was old. Hence the stethoscope 
and other novelties of his day, overvalued by some and 
sneered at by others, soon obtained their just regard in his 
opinion, and took their proper place in his practice. 

A quarter of a century ago the medical weekly Press con¬ 
tained much that all men will desire to forget. The cause 
of medical reform was hotly advocated, with an indis¬ 
criminate zeal and a personal acrimony which the best 
among its leaders have long since regretted, and the best 
among its victims long since forgiven. For an editor who 
was called to stem the torrent which had arisen, there was 
required a combination of moral and physical courage with 
professional and literary ability rarely to be met with in the 
leading members of a profession which especially demands 
the devotion of the highest talents to the most private and 
<anobstrusive labour's. 

Dr Macleod performed the duties of au editor in those 
stormy days with a success which can be justly measured 
only by those who take a high view of the responsibilities of 
that office. In the more peaceful time which followed, when 
active conflict no longer demanded the sterner qualities of 
the editorship, then the cultivated mind, the correct taste, 
and the practical good sense which distinguished Dr Mac¬ 
leod, were employed with untiring energy in choosing, 
directing and combining the delicate elements, intellectual, 
social, and material, required in the conduct* of a high-class 
publication. The veteran editor, thoroughly upright, cour¬ 
teous and kind-hearted, as all who knew him can testify, 
maintained for many yeai's, as a valuable literary property, 
the journal which had been undertaken in the true spirit of 
professional chivalry. 

The public duties of Dr Macleod, as physician to St 
George’s Hospital, together with the fair share of practice 
which he had already acquired, were frequently interrupted 
of late years by occasional attacks of an epileptic character, 
which gradually increased in frequency and severity, until 
his complete retirement at last became inevitable.—‘ Medical 
Times.’ 

7th.—Alexander Walker, Esq., surgeon, at Leith, far ad¬ 
vanced in years. The deceased was the author of several 
works, which were remarkable for deep research and 
evidenced great talent. Amongst them may be mentioned, 
‘Woman,’ ‘Beauty,’ ‘Intermarriage,’ ‘ The Nervous Sys¬ 
tem,’ &c. &c. 

13th.—William Sedgwick, Esq., M.R.C.S. Eng., and 
L. S.A.. 1816, at Maidstone, Kent, aged 58. 

John Smyth, B.M. 1819, M.D. 1832, and M.A. 
Trinity Colllege, Dublin; Vice-President of the Literary 
Teachers’ Society, and Vice-president and Fellow of the 
Academic Association; at Belmont House, Stillorgan, Co. 
Dublin. Dr Smith was the author of Thesis, in Latin, 
* On the Effects of the Imagination, both in Causing and 
Curing Diseases.’ 

George Soulby (of Dover), M.D. St Andrew’s, 1842 
M. R.C S and L.S.A., 1829; Physician to the Dover Hospi¬ 
tal and Dispensary; at Walton, near Barnard Castle, 
Durham. 

John Berry, Esq., Staff Assistant-Surgeon, at Bathurst, 
Gambia. 

Dr Chambers has resigned his place as one of the Phy¬ 
sicians in ordinary to her Majesty ; and has been succeeded 
by Dr Holland, the distinguished author of “ Medical Notes 
and Reflections ” and other able works. 

MEDICAL NEWS. 

Royal College of Physicians.—At the Comitia 
Majora held at the College on Wednesday last, it was 
announced that Dr Alderson would deliver the Croonian, Dr 
Mayo the Lumleian, and Dr’Jenner the Gulstonian Lectures 
for the ensuing year. 

Royal College of Surgeons.—At a meeting of 
the Council on the 9th inst., the following gentlemen, 
having been previously elected to the Fellowship, were 
admitted to that distinction :—H. Cautley, Hedon, Holder- 
ness, diploma dated Sept. 7, 1821; Henry Curling, Rams¬ 
gate, Dec. 7, 1832; James Stock Daniell, Ramsgate, Oct. 
20, 1826; William Heane, Bury St Edmunds, June 2, 
1834 ; George Vickary, Warminster, January 3, 1819. And 
at the same time the following gentlemen were admitted 
members ad eundem:—R. Fairer, Pontefract, Lie. Fac. of 
Phys. and Surg. Glas.; Frederick Spencer Frost, Portland, 
M.R.C.S., Ediu.; H. F. Jenkinson, Doncaster, Lie. Fac. of 
Phys. and Surg., Glasgow; John Friskney Martin Abing¬ 
don, Lie. Fac. of Phys. and Surg., Glasgow; John Mac¬ 
donald, Kingston, M.R.C.S., Edin. ; James Rawson, 
Litchfield, L.R.C.S.I. The following gentlemen having 
undergone the necessary examinations for the diploma, were 
admitted members of the College at the meeting of the 
Court of Examiners, on the 10th inst.Henry Bishop, 
Beckley, Sussex; John Matthew Butler, Woolwich; Joseph 
Watson Comissing, Sierra Leone; Major Greenwood, St 
Pancras; George Enoch Howitt, Worcester; Lucas George 
Hooper, Jersey; Robert Bond Morgan, Bramford, Suffolk; 
William Edward Robbs, Grantham, Lincolnshire; Thomas 
Travers Sherlock, Cork; Henry Medland Stocker, St 
Austell, Cornwall; Edward White, Birmingham; William 
Young, Berwick-upon-Tweed. The following members of 
the Institution, having undergone the necessary examinations, 
were admitted Licentiates in Midwifery, at.the meeting of 
the Board on the 15th inst. :—John Denny, Northwald, 
Suffolk; John Ross Diamond, Burton-crescent; Joseph 
Earle, Tunbridge-wells ; William Henry Follcer, Oxford; 
Thomas Frost, Hucknell Torkard ; Peter Neville Jackson, 
Leven, near Beverley: William Edward Masfen, Stafford; 
Martin Perry, Aylton Court, near Ledbury; William Henry 
Speehy, Claremont-square; John Henry Thomas, Sackville- 
street; Edmund Sidney Wason, Surbiton, Surrey. The 
following gentlemen having undergone the necessary 
examinations for the diploma, were admitted members of 
the College at the meeting of the Court of Examiners on 
the 17tli inst.:—Clarence Cooper, Brentford, Middlesex; 
William Robert Cornish, Cambridge-street, Pimlico : Joseph 
Foster, St Kitt’s, West Indies; John Cooper Garman, Bow, 
Middlesex; Charles Harris, Northiam, Sussex; George 
Edkins Cowes, Dublin; Thomas Hunter, Royal Navy; 
John Lizars Lizars, Canada; John James Norris, Cork; 
Arthur Salter, Exeter; Charles James Shearman, Sheffield; 
John Sparrow, Toms, France ; William Stillman, Birming¬ 
ham ; John Sweeney, Australia; Thomas Robert Warren, 
Cork; Charles Whitefield, Barnstaple, Devon. At the 
same meeting of the Court, Thomas Ball Forster and John 
Chamberlayne Inglis passed their examinations for Naval 
Surgeons. These gentlemen had previously been admitted 
members of the College, their diplomas bearing date re¬ 
spectively May 28, 1847, and July 16, 1847. 

Apothecaries’ PIall.—Names of gentlemen who passed 
their examination in the science and practice of medicine, and 
received certificates to practise, on Thursday, November 18, 
1852 George Robinson, Barnes, Leadwell, Oxon; William 
George Lloyd Ingram, Midhurst, Sussex. On Thursday, 
December 16, 1852 :—William Derbyshire, Stockport, Che¬ 
shire ; Frederick Ellis Birmingham, Warwickshire; Alfred 
Adams Mantell, Bilton, Gloucestershire. 

The College of Surgeons, Ireland, and the Navy. 
—It is observed as a most extraordinary fact, that during 
the late introductory lectures in the School of Surgery, Ire¬ 
land, when the professors dilated on the different spheres 
wherein the several pupils might hereafter exercise their pro¬ 
fession, allusion was made to the army and East India ser- 
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vice, but the navy was passed over in silence. It was 
thought unworthy of notice. It may be that the professors 
there are equally resolved with the London and Edinburgh 
ones, to studiously avoid recommending any candidates for 
that service until the full measure of justice is meted out 
their alumni already in it.— United Service Gazette. 

Homceopatiiy.—“Le Docteur Robbe de Rh^gard, 
IMedecin Homcepathe, 65, Rue de Provence a Paris,” has 
been fined 1,000 francs by the Correctional Tribunal of Paris, 
for illegal practice of medicine. 

Thorpe Lunatic Asylum.—It having been proposed to 
expend 11,000/. in the enlargement of this asylum, the 
magistrates have submitted the propriety of building a new 
asylum in Lynn for the western division, instead of the for¬ 
mer proposition. 

Bethlem Hospital.—The Government contemplate 
after the recess calling the attention of the House of Com ■ 
mons to the Reports on the Management of Bethlem Hos¬ 
pital, with a Hew to the placing that establishment under 
the control of the Lunacy Commissioners. We may, there¬ 
fore, hope for better things in this quarter. 

King's College Hospital.—The works towards the 
enlargement of this hospital are resumed. 

Academy of Sciences, Paris.—At the annual distribu¬ 
tion of prizes, the prize for Experimental Physiology was 
awarded to Dr Budge, and Prof. Wallon, of Bonn, “ for dis¬ 
coveries establishing with certainty certain positive facts of a 
nature to throw light upon the ^functions of the nervous 
ganglionic system.” 

Yellow Fever.—The Lords of the Admiralty have is¬ 
sued instructions to the Admiralty agents on the West 
India station, not to permit invalids and distressed seamen, 
from places where the yellow fever is raging, to be received 
on board the homeward-bound mail packets. 

London Hospital Medical School.—Mr Win. II. 
Harris, late House-Surgeon, has been nominated by the 
medical officers for an Assistant Surgeoncy in the East India 
Company’s service, kindly offered to the school by John 
Cotton, Esq. An appointment offered by the Deputy Chair¬ 
man, Russell Ellice, Esq., will be awarded to the best 
qualified canditate at the termination of the next summer 
session. 

Common Council—Charles Hogg, Esq., F.R.C.S., of 
Finsbury-place South, was elected Common Councilman for 
the Ward of Coleman-street on the 23rd inst. 

Cholera.—The Berlin Committee of Health has made 
its last report. It states that the epidemic has for the 
present disappeared. Since the advent of the disease there 
have been in all 235 cases, of which 157, considerably 
more than half, were fatal: 78 were cured. 

Guy’s Hospital.—One of the Governors, John Harvey 
Astell, Esq., M.P., has liberally placed at the disposal of 
the Treasurer, to he competed for by the pupils, an appoint¬ 
ment of Assistant-surgeon in the Honourable East India 
Company’s Service. 

The Sanitarium at Boulogne.—We congratulate the 
profession upon the establishment of a “ sanitarium ” or 
“ maison de sante ” at Boulogne — a place where we may send 
our patients when we are tired of them, or they of us, or the 
case necessitates change of air and scene. There are few 
among us who have not experienced the difficulty of know¬ 
ing what to do with untoward and troublesome patients, and 
will not he glad to hear of a whereabouts in which they 
may bo deposited with safety and comfort to themselves, 
and credit and confidence to their medical adviser. The sa¬ 
nitarium at Boulogne will effect the desiderata. It is an 
establishment under the medical superintendence of Dr John 
Scott, an Edinburgh M.D., and Dr Jardon, the leading Eng¬ 
lish and French physicians of that much-frequented place. 
It is a magnificent chateau, crowning one of the heights above 
Boulogne, commanding a splendid view, and sufficiently re¬ 
moved from the sea to avoid its unpleasantness, while it still 
retains all the benefits of its health-bearing breezes. It is 
surrounded by a large garden, contains numerous comfortably 
furnished bed-rooms, large dining and drawing-rooms, bil¬ 
liard-room and well-supplied library. It has hot and cold baths 

of all descriptions—douche, shower, sitz, &c.; when so disposed 
a roomy omnibus conveys the inmates to the shore for bathing 
or for walking, and awaits their return. The physicians at¬ 
tend daily, and administer to the wants or necessities— 
whether real or fancied—of all; the cuisine is admirable, and 
the table most liberally supplied; and for all these agremens 
and with good wine a discretion, the charge is but two 
guineas per week. To those whom ill health, ennui, and 
what not, make change of air desirable,—and we are told 
that “ mind and body change with change of airto those 
whom the dread of French hotels and the pillage and dis¬ 
agreeables to which an Englishman with his school-room 
French, and particularly, ifin ill health, is, onliis first visit to 
the continent exposed, almost forbid to cross the Channel j 
or to those whom, with an eye to economy, seek a few 
weeks’ sojourn on the continent, free from the annoyances 
of lodging-houses and hotels, and the many annoyances 
which beset an unhabituated resident in France, we strongly 
recommend the establishment of Drs Scott and Jardon, at 
the Chateau de Wicardenne, Boulogne. 

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Senex sends its some comments on our observations in our last 

number in reply to a correspondent seeking a practice. He informs 
us that young men will experience great difficulty, and must en¬ 
counter many trials before they can attain success in a suburban 
neighbourhood ; and advises that young medical men shall do as 
the supernumeraries in other employments do—try their fortunes 
in our colonies, where English medical men are in request; and 
where, especially in South Australia, the rapid increase of popu¬ 
lation must necessitate the service of medical men. We have, no 
doubt that Senex is right in the main ; and although his expecta¬ 
tions of success in Australia, to the present moment, may be too 
highly coloured, yet there can be no question that those who go 
there, with the determination of settling, will, as society con¬ 
solidate-', gradu illy attain their object. We are of opinion, how¬ 
ever, that even in England, the medical horizon is brightening, 
and that as the “ supernumeries” find their way to the colonies, 
those left behind will be able to make easier terms with fortune. 
It is not an easy thing to give good counsel, still less easy i3 it to 
follow it. 

Dr B.—Pray excuse a private letter. Our time is so much occupied 
at this period of the year, that we could almost as easily write a 
treatise on the Calculus, as indite a private letter. The communi¬ 
cation is appreciated. More anon. 

M R.C.S. Eng.—You can do nothing in the matter. You will only 
waste your money by going into a court of law. Your solicitor 
does not understand his business if lie advise you otherwise. 

J. W. Manchester.—Ireland is not yet included in the Bill. The 
Scotch authoriti ‘s have we belive come to some arrangement. If 
you will put forth your views more explicitly we may be able to 
find room for your letter. 

Dr Graves (Dublin).—Communication received. 
Mr C. Collins.—Communication received with thanks. 
Mr Benjamin Chadwick (Hayes). —We feel it necessary to exclude 

the first part of your letter, which refers to a subject the interest in 
which is exhausted, but we have much pleasure in publishing the 
remainder. Mr Chadwick's letter is as follows:— 

To the Editor of the 1 Medical Circular.' 
Sir,—1 Why should medical men give a certificate of the cause of 

death, without any remuneration ? Why should medical men, 
merely because we are an associated body, be considered bound to 
give a certificate of death to a set of registrars, that they may be 
saved further trouble, than to copy our certificate, whereby we 
have to bear all the blame, of defamation of character, supposing 
any further inquiry should be made in the case ? The Registrars 
are held clear, as they only copy the certificate and obtain from the 
Parish Is., whilst we get nothing. If the registrar has this power 
over us, how comes it to pass that the coroner has not an equal 
power? If he requires our attendance in the matter he ought to be 
bound to pay us a fee. Some years ago I would not giye a certifi¬ 
cate of the cause of death—: lie registrar gave a notice that I should 
give him a certificate within a specified time from death—eight 
days, I think. However, an inquest was demanded and obtained; 
a post-mortem required of course, two guineas; the registrar talked 
very largely, that I should be sued by the registrar-general for the 
whole expense of the inquest, &c., it being caused by my stubborn¬ 
ness for not giving a certificate. The registrar thought it prudent 
to ask the coroner, Mr Wakley, if I was not bound to give a certifi¬ 
cate before the jurors, his answer was “ Certainly not: no man can 
be bound but by the law, or by his own act.” This was a great 
triumph for me, and I have not since given a certificate but in 
certain ca‘es to prevent too much trouble to good patients, and 
then I make a charge. The above-named registrar complained to 
the registrar-general, and was answered that we were not bound 
to give a certificate; but for obtaining as correct and statistical 
account of the causes of dent!’ ' t was to be bo^ed nil men of scl nee 
would contribute to that gr .-. , . art .. . If it is so im¬ 
portant, let us be paid for our skill and education, as it would 
materially lessen the number of inquests. By my withholding the 



certificates three inquests hare been held, and post-mortem fees 
have been paid by the coroner. If the government or the county 
require a correct statistical account of the cause of death, let 
us all demand a fee for our certificate. There should be means in 
the registrar’s hands to pay us small fees. I don’t wish to put 
large expense upon the eounty, say 5s. or even 2s. Gd. which would 
be better than nothing. But I suppose a great deal must be done 
before payment can be obtained. However, if you see the case as 
myself try its publicity, and I dare say you will have many answers. 

Yours most respectfully, Benj. Chadwick. 

Mr J. Adamson (Rye).—After this number the ‘Medical Circular ’ 
will be published weekly, at the same price each number as here¬ 
tofore. The publishing of the ‘Medical Library ’ is suspended for 
the present. 

Mr J. De Styrop.—It is our intention to give an Editorial article in 
our New Series. The other point referred to shall have our consi¬ 
deration. 

F. R. C. S.—(Edin.) The action of Liz vs v. Syme is concluded: that 
now pending is between Professors Millar and Syme, and arises out 
Of th© former tria.1. It is a very peltry and discreditable quarrel. 

L. A. C. (Leeds).—Taylor’s is the book generally consulted by Law¬ 
yers. Study that. 

A Surgeon (Bath).—Mr Cox’s case has received ample considera¬ 
tion in the ‘ Provincial Journal.’ We cannot approve. 

An Enemy of Humbug.—The sham Directory is not yet printed, and 
probably will never be published. 

C. B. B. (Scarbro’).—You are too anxious. Publish a second Edition, 
and we promise to do you more justice,—simple unvarnished 
justice, remember that! 

A Court Surgeon—(R. C. J.)—Threatens to give up the ‘ Medical 
Circular,’ because we published in our last number, Mr Chapman’s 
experiments with Savine in Amenorrhcea. We trust that our old 
friend and correspondent wiil not come to a rash decision. Amoag 
the various rebuffs we meet with in the course of onr Editorial du¬ 
ties, this would indeed be “ the unkiudest cut of all.” Oh! Dr B. 
Dr B.! our heart bleeds for your desertion; pry’tliee, relent, for we 
shall be sorry to lose the five minutes’ amusement we occasionally 
enjoy from the perusal of your communications. If you are unfor¬ 
giving, savine will be no saving to the ‘ Medical Circular.’ 

Mr L. L. Crossley (Hankelow Hall).—Bailliere, Regent Street, is 
the Publisher of the work in question. 

Mr Verralb’s valuable papers on “Deformities” will be continued 
in the New Series. 

Erratum.—Medical Circular, No. XXIV, p. 460, sixth line from bot¬ 
tom of second column. For “ Castor Oil,” read “ Croton Oil.” 

Our answers to numerous other correspondents are unavoidably de¬ 

ferred until the publication of onr next number. 

rriARRATT’S BANDAGE and STRENGTHENING 
JL PLASTER.—This Plaster, from the nature of the composition, and 

the material on vvhich it is spread, is adapted fora permanent Bandage, 
as it neither produces irritation of the skin,por, when applied, does heat 
cause it to lose its adaptation to the part. Having these qualities, it is pecu¬ 
liarly valuable in the treatment of ulcerated legs, varicose veins, &c. where 
equal and constant support is required. Several of the most eminent sur¬ 
geons continue to use this Plaster in their practice, preferring it in certain 
cases to any other. It is well suited for exportati n to, and use in, warm 
climates, the high temperature having less effect on it than on any other 
plaster. 

The Profession are referred to Messrs Westwood3 and Hopkins, Whole¬ 
sale Druggists, Newgate street, where the Plaster may be had in packets, 
containing three yards, for 2s. 6d., or spread upon skins of chamois leather, 
at 3s. 6d. 

Westwoods and Hopkins also call attention to their Compound Adhesive 
Plaster for fractures and wounds, as likewise to their concentrated Pre¬ 
parations, Essences, &c. 

R FITCH’S PATENT ABDOMINAL SUP~- 
PORTER gives permanent relief to Ladies suffering from internal 

complaints, or during and after pregnancy, prolapsus uteri, &c._; also to 
Gentlemen, for corpulency, prevention of ruptures or injuries from 
athletic exercises, debility, &c. It will be forwarded to Medical Gentle¬ 
men for inspection, free, by addressing a line to L. H. CHANDLER, 
66 Berners street, Oxford street. 

“ It is an ingenious instrument, and is constructed upon correct 
natomical principles.*’—Extract from the* Lancet/ of Sept. 18. 

MPERIAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
1 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON. 

Thomas Newman Hunt, Esq. Chairman. 

John Horsley Palmer, Deputy-Chairman. 

A New Scale of Premiums on Insurances for the Whole Term of Life has 
recently been adopted, by which a material reduction has been made at all 
Ages below 50 Years. 

Four‘fifths, or 80 per cent. of the Profits, are assigned to Policies every 
Fifth Year ; and mayrne applied to increase the sum insured; to an imme¬ 
diate payment in cash ; or to the reduction and ultimate extinction of 
future Premiums. 

One-third of the Premium on Insurances of 500Z. and upwards, for the 
Whole Term of Life, may remain as a debt upon the Policy, to be paid off 
at convenience; by which means l,50l)Z. may be insured for the present 
outlay otherwise required for 1,000Z. 

Loans.—The Directors will lend sums of 502. and upwards on the security 
of Policies effected with this Company for the Whole Term of Life, when 
they have acquired an adequate value. 

Security.—Those who effect Insurances with this Company are protected 
by its large Subscribed Capital from the risk incurred by members of 
Mutual Societiea. 

Insurances without participation in Profits may be effected at reduced 
rates. SAMUEL INGALL, Actuary. 

CLERICAL, MEDICAL, and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. 
ADVANTAGES OFFERED. 

EXTENSION OF LIMITS OF RESIDENCE.—The Assured may reside in most parts of the -world, without extra charge, and in all parts 
by payment of a small extra premium. 

MUTUAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE RISK OF PARTNERSHIP, 

rjphe small share of profit divisible in future among the Shareholders being now provided for, without 
JL intrenching on the amount made by the regular business, the Assured will hereafter derive all the benefits obtainable from a Mutual Office, with, 

at the same time, complete freedom from liability, secured by means of an ample Proprietary Capital—thus combining in the same office all the ad¬ 
vantages of both systems. 

The Assurance Fund already invested amounts to £350,000, and the Income exceeds £136,000 per Annum. 
CREDIT SYSTEM.—On Policies for the whole of Life, one half of the Annual Premiums for the first five years may remain on credit and may 

either continue as a debt on the Policy, or may be paid off at any time. 
LOANS.—Loans are advanced on Policies which have been in existence five years and upwards, to the extent of nine-tenths of their value. 
BONUSES.—FIVE Bonuses have been declared ; at the last in January, 1S52, the sum of £131,125 was added to the Policies, producing a Bonus 

varying with the different ages from 24J to 65 per cent, on the Premiums paid during the five years, or from £5 to £12 10s. per cent, on the sum Assured. 
The Bonuses applied in reduction of Premium on many of the Policies which have participated in three or more divisions have been sufficient not 

nly to extinguish the whole of the Premiums, but also to add a Bonus to the sum assured, which will be further augmented at every succeeding 
ivision The following are examples: t‘ 

Sums 
Assured. 

No. of 
Bonuses. 

Original Premium. 

Bonus already added to 
Sums Assured since the 
extinguishment of all the 

Premiums. 

£ £ s. d. £ s. d. 
1000 5 82 11 10 Extinguished. 337' 11 0 
1000 4 82 0 10 ditto. 114 0 0 
1000 3 125 0 0 ditto. 193 5 0 
1000 3 100 5 0 ditto. 106 10 0 

PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS—Policies participate in the profits in proportion to the number and amount of the Premiums paid between 
every division, so that if only one year’s Premium be received prior to theBooks being closed for any division, the Policy on which it was paid wiil obtain 
its due share. The books close for the next Division on 30th June, 1856, therefore those who effect Policies before the 30th June next will be entitled 
to one year’s additional share of Profits over later Assurers. 

APPLICATION OF BONUSES—The next and future Bonuses may either be received in Cash, or applied, at the option of the assured, in any 
other way. 

NON-PARTICIPATING—Assurances may be effected for a fixed Sum at considerably reduced rates,and the Premiums for form Policies are 
lower than at most other Safe Offices 

PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS—Claims paid thirty days after proof of death, and all Policies are Indisputable except in cases of 
fraud. 

INVALID LIVES may be assured at rates proportioned to the increased risk. 
POLICIES are granted on the lives of persons in any station, and of every age, and for any sum on one life from £o0 to £10,000. 
PREMIUMS may be paid yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, hut if a payment be omitted from any cause, the Policy can be revived within Four¬ 

teen Months. 
The accounts and Balance Sheets are at all times open to the inspection of the Assured, or of Persons desirous to assure. 
A copy of the last Report, with a Prospectus and forms of Proposal, can be obtained of any of the Society’s Agents, or will be forwarded free by 

addressing a line to GEORGE H. PINCKARD, Resident Secretary. 
99 Great Russell street, Bloomsbury, London. 

N.B. A Fee of One Guinea is allowed by this Society to the Medical Attendants of all Persons proposing to assure. 
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